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PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
-oTH SESSION 01!1 THE 3IID PUNJAB ,LEGISLATIVE

COUNCll1.

Monday, the 24th Febr1J,Qffy 1930.
TBlll Council met at the Council Chamber at 2
-eloek. Mr. President in the Chair.

P.M.

of the

OATH OF OFFICE.
The following members were sworn in ::.._
Mr. H. W. Emers_on._C.I.E., C.B.E. (Official nominated).
Colonel C. A. Gill, (Official nominated).
Mr. J. D. Penny (Official nominated).
Mr. W. S. Dorman (Official nominated).
Mi·. H. F. A11hton °(0fficial nominated).
Mr. R. Sanderson (Official nominated).
Khan Bahadue Maulvi Abdul Ghani (non-official nominated).
Mian Nurullah (Lyallpur South (Muhammadan), Rural).
STARRED QUESTIONS

AND

ANSWERS.

DEl>RESSED CLASSES.

*1827. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Minister for
Education please state whether the answer. to starred question No. 16271.
;asked by me on Brd December 1928, is ready? If so, it may kindly be read
-over.
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : An answer to starred question
No. *16'27 has already been given and is printed at pages iv and v of the
Punjab Legislative Council debates, Volume XIII, Appendix.
• SCALE . oF

Boaoor,

AND BoARDING

Hotrsa

CoNTINGENoms.

*1858. · Chaudbri Duli Chand : With reference to lilY question
.No. 617,2 asked on the 13th March 1928, will the Honeurable Minister· f'or
.Education kindly state-(a,) whether the rules regarding the seele oi school and boarding house
oontin:genci~s have been followed in the Ambala division;
(b) if so, the year from which they have been followed'}
The Honoural>le Mr. Manohar Lal:. It has not been possible yet
-,to resolve the uncertainty that attaches to these scales, but the matter. is
.-being serutinised. by the Dixector ot Public, Instruction,
1Volume XII,

page 241.
avo1wne XI, pages 651-651.
JI

I
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AoT.

*2029. Mr..M. A. Ghani; Will the Honourable Minister for Local'.
Self-Government be pleased to state how many Mutwallis of Mussalman
Auga.fs in the Punjab have submitted their statements of· accounts under
section S of the Mussalman Waqf Act, 1928, in each year ever since it bss,
been enforced in this province ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon :
1926

"14

1927

20

1928

54

1929

16
Total

MussALMAN

W AKF

.. 104

AoT.

*2030 •. Mr. M. A, Ghani: Will the Honourable Minister for Local'
Self-Government be pleased to state the number of Mutwallis of Mussalman.
Auqafs in the Punjab who have been (i) prosecuted, (ii) convicted, (iii}
acquitted under section 10 of the Mussalman Waqf Act, 1928, in each yearever since it has been enforced in this province ?

.The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon:
·. -,

(i) Nil.
(ii)

Nil.

(iii) Nil.

•
NAZ~

..

LANDS IN AMRITSAR.:

*2075. Chaudlµi Afzal · Haq : Will the Honourable Member for-

. :Revenue be pleased to stat&(a) whether it is a fact that Nazul lands outside Hathi Gate,..Amrit-

sar, have been taken possession of by the Durgiana (Temple}·
.authorities.
·
(b) whether it is a fact that even public roads near Durgiana outsideHathi Gate have also been encroached ttpon;
,
(c) whether itis a fact that the municipal committee and local Government have been requested to remedy the state of affairif :

(d) if so, with what effect ?

STARRED

QUESTlONS

AND ANSWERS.

The Hcnourable Miao Sir Fazl-i-Husain: The. matter is importent end is still under investigation.
It is reported that the Municipal
Committee of Amritsar, who had it under its consideration for a long time,
has not been able to give a satisfactory report of the facts. The Deputy
Commissioner is now making enquiries. '.Ihe HCHsery information when,
ready will be communicated to the Honourable MEmber, bnt in the mean·
time I_ might state for his information s=-

_';tlJ

(a) and (b) It has · been reported that several pieces c,f nasul Janet
outside Hathi Gate, Amritsa«, are in the possession of tbeDurgiana (Temple) authorities.
The matter is . under investigation and no final conclusion bas been arrived at.
(c)

Yes.

(d)

As stated above the matter is under investigation.

A few pqtitiona have been received.

MANDl HYDBO-ELEOTRIO SCHEME.

*2146. Chaudhri Afzal_Haq:

Will the Honourable Minister for

Agriculture be pleased to state(i) the total number of gazetted -staff above the rank of overseers.
on the organisation of the Mandi Hydro-Electric Scheme. in
respect of its (a) construction sta:ff, · (b) electric project section, ( c) hydraulic project section ;
(ii) the number of .Europeans and Indians in each of the branches.
(a), (b) and (c) referred to above;
·
(iii) how many Europeans and Indians referred to in (ii) above are·
apprentice enginee_rs;
(iv)how many Europeans and how many Indian engineers of and
·
above the rank of assistant engineers are employed in thewhole organization ;
(1,) how many Europeans and Indian engineers employed in 'thewhole scheme are permanent and how many temp_orary ;
( in) the academic qualification, length of serviee, and pay of th~
officials refetred to in (i) above?

The Hon'ble SardarSir JogendraSingh: (i) (a) 21.
(b) 6,
(c) 6.
(ii) (a) 10 Earopeans and ll Indians,
(b): 2 Europeans and £ Indians.
(c) 8 Europeans and S Indians.
(vi,i) 8 Apprentice engineers who a.re all Indians.
(iv) 88 Europeans and 10 Indians.
(v) The whole eta.ff of the Hydro-Electric Branch is temporary.
(vt) A statement showing the required i~orination is ~tt.ached._
. e2:
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11

:EiraH Soaoozs IN RoHTAK.

.

*2243. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable

.'.Minister for Education ~dly state(a) the names of high schools in the district of Rohtak maintained
by·(i) Government, and (ii) local bodies;
(b) the number of teachers in the schoolsreferred to in (a) in the Anglo,
Vernacular section of the educational service (provincial or
subordinate), the number of those among these teachers
· who come from outside the Ambala division, and the names and
tribes of those who belong to statutory agricultural tribes ;
{c) whether it is a fact that teachers in the high schools maintained
by local bodies were appointed by the Inspector of Schools?

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal:
GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS.

High classes attached to Government Intermediate College,
Rohtak.
2. Government High School, Bahadurgarh.
3. Government High School, Jhajjar.
4. Government High School, Gohana.

(a) 1.

LOCAL BODY SCHOOLS.

1; M. B. High School, Sonipat.
2. M. B. High School, Beri.
8. D. B. High Schoo], Kosli.
(b) and (c) Th.e information is being collected and will be supplied to
the honourable member when ready.
VERNA<JULAR MIDDLE SCHOOLS.

*2M4. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable

.Vinister for Education kindly state:-

.

·

the number of-vernacular middle schools with provision for teaching English as an optional subject in each of the districts of
the Ambala division.ithe number of teachers who teach English
In these -sohools and the . names .and -. tribes of those among
them who belong to statutory agricultural tribes;
(b) the number of schools referred to in (a) from which English as an
optional subject has been abolished and the names and tribes
of the teachers who havebeen thrown out of employment as a
consequence of this abolition ?.
·
. The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : The major portion of the inforrmation. desired by the honourable member is not .easyto put together as it
,relates to schools under the control of-local bodies, but efforts are being
-made to collect such information as is conveniently available and will be
•oommuni911oted to the honourable member as early as possible. .
(a)

rs
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OF SCHOOLS.

*2332. Sardar Ujjal Singh : Will the Honourable Minister for·
Education please state(a) the names of schools that applied for recognition in the year
1928 together with the year when each of them applied for·

recognition for the first time ;
(b) which of these schools were (i) recognised and (ii1 refused
recognition ?
The Honourable Mr. ManoharLfl}: I regret very much that the·
answer to this question is not yet ready. Instructions are being given for·
providing the honourable member with the necessary information at theearliest possible date.

.

SuB-JUDGEs'

COMPETITIVE

EXAMINATION •

*2608. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Chief See- retary kindly state·
(a) bow many second division LL.B.'s were allowed to sit for the-

sub-judges' competitive examination last year and bow many
of them were members of notified agricultural tribes ;
(b) how many second division LL.B.'s are being allowed to sit for·
the examination this year and how many of them are members
of notified agricultural tribes ?

Mr. H. W~ Emerson: (a) 78, of whom 88 were members of notified
agricultural tribes. The latter ,figure excludes 5 candidates of the Delhi:
Province about whom no information is available.
(b) 65, of whom 28 are members of notified agricultural tribes. -Thela.tter figure excludes 5 candidates for the reason given in ·(a).
N oo.-lil

out of these65 ra.ndidates are those who were allowed to sit in 1928 but who·

did not qualify. The balance of 14 represents new oandidateR who were allowed to appear·
for the first time this yee.r, and of whom 2 are members of notified agricultural tribes.

SUB-JUDGE

CANDIDATES.

*2609. Rai Sahib Chaudhri · Chhotu Ram ; Will the Chief Seo-·
retary kindly state(a) how many names were specially·requisitioned by the High Court
for being jneluded among sub-judge candidates last year,..
and how many have been· requisitioned this 1ear.,;
(b) ·whether there are any, and, if so, how many, candidates belonging to notified agricultural tribes amon_g those referred to in (a)'/"

Mr. H. W. Emerson:

(a) 80 in· 1928 and 14 in 1929.

(b) Two in each year. This excludes the Delhi candidates.

'

~TARRED QU~STIONS

AND ANSWERS.

D1sTRIOT lNSPEOTOR OF

Boaoora,

18

RoHTAK.

*2610. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable
J.£inister for Education kindly state(a) whether the Vernacular Middle School at Kanhaur in the Rohta.k
district was never visited by the permanent District Inspector
of Schoolsfor about three years.
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : The vernacular middle school at
Kanhaur was inspected by the permanent District Inspector of Schools in
December, 1926.
·
HYDRO-ELEOTRIO SOHEME.

*2612. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable
Minister for Agriculture kindly state the pace of progress of work and ex·
penditure on the Hydro-Electric Scheme ?
.
The Honourable Sardar .Sir Jogendra Singh: It is regretted the
.answer to the above question is not yet ready, and will be supplied to the
honourable member when ready.
WATER FAILURE ON THE MAILS! CANALS. ~

*2622. Mian Ahmad Yar Khan, Daultana : Will the Honourable
.Bevenue Member be pleased to state,
(a) whether it is. a fact that the Islam weir in the Sutlej Valley Project was damaged in the month of September and eonsequeatly
the Mailsi Canal ceased to run ; '
(b) if so, whether Government is. aware that the k"harij crop on these
canals was almost destroyed on account of want· of water to
mature them ;
(e) if so, will Government kindly state the remission which it has been
'
pleased to give to the areas· concerned ;
.
{a) whether Government is aware that. the people on the Mailsi
Canal are deprived of the rabi 1929-80;
(e) if so," what steps Government has taken or proposes to take to
save the people of the Brd British circle, Sutlej Valley Project,
from the great loss that tbey
have to undergo in the
absence of the rabi crops?

:will

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i·Husain: (a) The Islam Weir was
<damagedon the 19th September 1929 so that the Mailsi Canal which is
non-perennial was closed about a fortnight sooner than it would have
-eeased, to run in the usual course.
(b) Certain kharif crops were damaged to some extent.
(c) Speeial remission was given to these crops on the following scale
-whichwas in addition to ordinary kharaba remissions:Til 100 per cent.
Rice, Cotton, Mash 50 per cent. ·

I
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(d) The Mailsi Canal is a kharif Channel and is not entitled to water-during the rabi season.
. (e) Enquiries on the rabi irrigation from Mailsi Canal are not yet.
complete.
MONEY OOLLECTIONSBY MR. BBAYNE, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER.

•2665.

Lala Joti Panhad :· Will the Chief· Secretary

please.

1ta.te( a) whetb er it is a fa.ct that an approximate sum of Rs. 25,000 was.
collected by Mr. Brayno, late Deputy Commissioner, Gurgaon,
soon before his departure on long leave;
(b) if so, will the Government please state ('i,) the name of the Jund
(ii) the name of the trustees, (iii) the object of the fund, (iv) thesum already spent under each bead;
(e) whether an account of the sum already spent has been kept or
not and whether it has been duly audited by an authorised orunauthorised auditing or other agency ;
(d) if the answer to the latter part of (o) be in the negative, what steps:
'; ces Governn.ent proJJOSP to take to have the expenditure.
and accounts properly audited ?
Mr. H. W. Emerson: Government regret that they have not yet
obtained the information required. A reply will be given to the honourable,
member in due course.

BAR Boon, Hrssaa,
*2671. Lala Joti Parshad : With reference to answer given to.
11tarred question No. 22821asked by me on 29th July 1929, will the Honourable Finance Member· please state when the. constrnetion of· building iS;:
expected to be taken in hand ?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: The information asked for
is still not available. It will be communicated to the honourable member in
due course.
Poraoa DEPARTMENT.
*2681. Rai Sahib Chaudhr: Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable
HINDU

JATs

IN

Member for Finance kindly· state whether there is any Hindu Jat in the
Police department who holds the post of a Deputy Superintendent or In-,
spector of Police in the province who has retired in either of these capacities .
during the last ten or fifteen years or any period of living memory for which
records exist in the Inspector-General's office?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : The list of retirements from
the ranks o~ Deputy Superintendents o(Police and Inspectors of Police forthe past 15 years does not contain the name of any Hindu Jat,
lVolume XIII, page 121.

ST.ABBED QUESTIONS
GOVERNMENT

OWNED

WELLS

.AND ANSWERS.

.AND DEPRESSED

CL.ASSES.

· *2683. Pandit Mehar Chand : Will the ChiefSecretary be pleased, ·
to state(a) whether Government owned wells, i.e., those situated in the Gov

ernment buildings such as Police stations, Government
treasuries, courts, etc., are actually open to the use of the-depressed classes such as Chamers, Dhanaks and Meghs ;
(b) if not, whether Government intend them to be declared open tomembers of such depressed classes?
/

Mr. H. W. Emerson :· (a) The practice is not uniform but generally
speaking those Government wells which are open to the public are open to.
the use of the depressed classes, although in practice, the custom observed
in regard to private wens is followed and water is drawn by these classes.
through the medium of other persons .
. (b) ·Does not arise.
HIGH SOHOOLS OF B.AOKW.ARD00:MMUNITIES.

*2691. Chaudhri Duli Chand : Will the Honourable Minister for--

Education kindly state-

·

(a) whether Government is aware that the Jat High schools of Rohtak.

and Hissar, the Ahir High School of Rewari, the Meo ·High
School of Nub, the Gaur High Schoolof Rohtak and the Muslim,
Rajput High School of Kalanaur in the Ambala division
belong to the backward communities of the Jats, Alurs, Meos,_
Gaurs and" Rajpu ts, respectively ;
(b) whether it is a fact that the grant-in-aid of these schools have been,
reduced;
(c) if so, to what extent and why?

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) The schoolsin question belong to the tribes named by the honourable member.
(b) and (c) The following four schools have earned lower grants for the-year 1929-80aR compared with the year 1928-29:-

1.

2.
8.
4.

1928-29. 1929-80.
Rs.
Rs.
Jat High School, Rohtak
11.304 9,291
Jat High School, Hissar
••
4,920 4,020
Gaur Brahmin School, Rohtak
8,984 2,886
Muslim Rajput_ --~~ School, Kalanaur
4,968 8,989 .

The Brayne Meo High School at Nub has earned a higher giant
in the year 1929~sothan in the previous year, and the Ahir High Behool;
Re-wari is not on ·the list of gr~nts,in-aid.

-

--

--

--------
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As the honourable member is aware grants-in-aid to private secondary
.sehools are assessed every year on the· basis of a certain percentage of. the
<difference between approved expenditure and income of the school from fees
.and other sources. These assessments are made by the inspecting authori·ties in accordance with the rules laid down in the Punjab Education Code
-under which they exercise a certain amount .:if discretion in admitting certain
.items as approved expenditure and making deduction for certain defects.
Variations in grants from year to year are not uncommon. · The fact
that a school belongs to a particular tribe or community is not· as such
taken into account in assessing the grants.
Chaudhri Duli Chand : Will the Honourable Minister please say if
.these reductions have been made in consultation with the Minister·'}
The Honourable Mr~ Manohar Lal : No.
Chaudhri Dull Chand : Is the Honourable Minister aware that grants .
. -are calculated according to the sweet will of the Inspector ?
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: I have already said thafthe
.lnspector has a certain amount of· discretion under the principles laid down
.in the Education Code in arriving at his calculations. I do not think it is
-eorreet to s~y that these grants are made at his sweet will.
·
Chauclhri Duli Chand : )s he aware that these grants are not made
.in accordance with the rules ?
The Honourable Mr. Manohar I.al: If my attention is called to any
-speeifio instance in which the rules have not been observed, the matter
wiU be loeked into.
ChaudhriDull Chand: Is he ready to appoint a committee to make
.an enquiry ?
Mr. President ·: I am afraid I cannot allow that question.
HAILSTORMS

IN KANGRA

*2733. Chaudlni Ram Singh:

DISTRICT.

Will the Honoarable

Revenue
:Member kindly stat~
(a) whether it is a fact that in the months of September and October
1929 the Kangra district was subject to the fury of a number
of hailstorms which has-resulted in the destruction of crops
- over a large area of the district and in the impoverishment
of the zamindars who are unable to pay land revenue ;
(b) if so, will the honourable member kindly lay on the table a statement showing the amount of damage done by the hailstorm
in each. tahsil of the Kangra district ;
(e) the measure of relief proposed to be given to the za.mindars so
affected'}
The- Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husaui: (a) Kangra. district was
'-visited by hailstorms in September and October, 1929. They did some
<damagein various areas, but it is incorrect to say th81t as a. result of them
·0crops over a large area were destroyed and that aamindars
were so im..
_poverished as to be unable to pay land revenue."

-,
I

...
STARRED QUESTJ;ONSAND ANSWERS.

(b)

17

In tho Kangra tehsil 2,796 acres were affected in varying degreea-«
.
-;

-

~

To. - Debra - tehsil
In Palampur tehsil
In Nurpur tehsil
Tn Kulu tohsil

'

·

-

.Acres. · '

...

127
480

. ..

I

1,8~4

81

(c) Proposals for remissions of land revenue on crops damaged are
:0nder consideration. Final orders have not yet been pa, ised on them,

Aoc1DENTS NEA.B VERKA RAILWAY

PHATAK~

- *2735~ Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Will the Honourable Minister :for
..Agriculture be pleased to. state ...:.....

(a) whether it has been brought to his notice that on the 9th of Oe-

tober 1929, Shaikh Muhammad Husain, Hide Merchant,
Amritsar, met with a motor accident near Verka Railway
phatak, resulting in the death of his two daughters and _ one
· son and serious injuries to himself, wife and to another son ;

(b) whether it is a fact that there is a dangerous road curve where
the said Shaikh Sahib met with that fatal accident ; · ·
(e). whether it is a fa.ct that several accidents took place at the very
same place in 1928-29, and, if so, what is their number and
whether any compensation was allowed to the sufferers;

,(d) whether it is a fact that Public Works Department in spite of
several accidents did not erect caution signal at that dangerous
~~;
.

{e) whether it is a fact that near the same spot there is also
rous pit ;

a

dange-

-

'(f) if so, why no steps have been taken to guard against such accidents
and whether the-Government will be pleased to state the _steps
they propose to take to prevent the recurrence of such
accidents in future near Verka Railway p'hatak?

The Honourable.S~dar Sir_ Jogendra Singh : (a) Yes.
(b) No.
(c) It is understood that a collision occurred in 1928 at this crossing
'between a train and a lorry. The accident occurred on the Railway line
.and no compensation was claimed from or paid by Local Gov~rnment.

(a) There were caution signs at each end of the double curve.
(e) No•

.(f) Does not arise.

18- ..
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GRANTS·IN~AID IN AMBALA DIVISION.

*2766. Chaudhri Duli Chand : Will the Honourable Minister for
Education kindly state(a) the reasons for curtailing grants-in-aidin the Aml/ala division;
(b) the names of schools belonging to the educationally backward
tribes in the division ;
(e) whether' greater or· lesser reductions have proportionally been
·
made inthe aforesaid schools than in the other.schools of the
division?
The Honourabl-, Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) The honourable member
is referred to the reply just given to his question No. *2691.1
(b) It is not possible to reply to part {b).with any exactness as it is.
very. difficult to define precisely the "educationally backward tribes " but.
the grants of all schools on the grant-in-aid list are assessed by the inspecting authorities under the general principles laid down in the Punjab·
Education. Code.
(c) · Does not arise.
Chaudhri Dull Chand: Will the Honourable Minister please statewhether similar reductions in the grants for other divisiong also have been.
made? ·
The Honourable IV'ir. Manohar Lal: I suppose the ; honourable member means to ask whether any other division as a whole·
has suffered a. reduction in the matter of grant. I cannot answerthi~ question precisely from memory, but I think it is fairly correct to saythat in other divisions any reductions like those in Ambala have not taken.
place.
I

HIGH SOHOOLS IN AMBALA DIVISION.

*2767. Chaudhri Duli Chand: Will the Honourable Minister·
tor Education kindly state whether it is a fact that the total number ot
students in high schools in the Ambala division is on the decrease now;
and, if so, what are the reasons ?
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: No; the figures of actual
enrolment onthe 15th-}:Iayl928 and 15th May 1929 arel7,604andl7,621,.
respectively.
LooALRATES.

*2771. · Mian Ahmad Yar Khan, Daultana:
Will the Honourable,
Minister for local Self-Govemment be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that local rate is not charged on the permanent.
well revenue before the expiry of the protective lease in the,
Pakpattan tahsil of Montgomery district and other districts,
of the province ;
(b) whether it is a fact that in Multan district local rate is charged
on such wells; ·
·
(o) if so, what are the reasons for this·difference?
·
1p11,ges 15-16 ante.
-c

'

STA~RED

QUESTIONS.

AND ANSWERS.-

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon f
-

(a) Yes;

(b) Yes, at present.

(c) The law on the subject of the liability of land to local rate is uniform
throughout the province. The question of whether the correct interpretation of the law is that generally followed throughout the province or thaf;
adopted by a former Collector of Multan has been referred by the present
Collector of Multan to the Commissioner and a decision will be reached in
due course.

MuHARRAM

Pnooassrox, KAITHAL.

*Z175. Lala Jori Parshad:

Will the Honourable Finance Member

please state(a) whether it is a fact that Hindus of Kaithal observed a· complete
hartal on the oeeasion.of last Muharram as a protest against.
the action of the local authorities in insisting upon allowing
the procession to pass by certain route in spite of the objection
of Hindus;

(b) whether it is a fact that the local authorities refused to grant
license for Ramlila procession except on certain conditions
which were put forward by the Muhammadans;

(c) if so, what were the conditions imposed by the. local authori_ ties?

-

·

·

The Honourable Sir Alexander· Stow : (a) Hindus of Kaitha.1
observed harlaZ on the occasion of the last Muharram as a protest against
permission being granted to the passage of a taeia in front of a teinp{E). The
permission to follow the route past the temple was given by the District.
authorities in conformity with aa appellate decision by the Commissioner,.
Am.ha.Ia Division, on the issue of established custom.
(b) and (c) The honourable .c:.eIIiber is refetted to the answer given to,
bis Council Question No. 11587 asked in November, 1928.

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
NON-OFFICIAL PRESIDENTS 0,, LOCAL BODIES.

742. Khan Bahadilr Chaudhri Fazl Ali : Will the Honourable theMinis'ter for Local Self-Government be pleased to say if any official presidents of local bodies have been substituted by non-official presidents in,
any of the local bodies of 'the Punjab sincethe ls.t January 1927? If so, in,
what places ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: The required informat!on is contained in the attached statement.
1voL XII, pages 144-146,

o2
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.

Eiroz Khan, Noon;],

.

LIST oF THE LooAL aonras IN THE PmiJAB w.iil:10H-&VE ·EBEO'l'PlD
. NON-OFFICIAL P!UilSIDE-N.TS SINC.E TIJ:E lBT i!JANU.AnY J9.27,

.,.M,'l!,'fl,U1!Pai QQ'111,m#~·=-

.J_. Gohana,
2. -Shahabad,
·3, Sadhaura.
4. Jhelum.
5•. Pind Dadan Khan.

6. Khushab,
7.

Mianwali.
./'

Toum Oommittee.--

-

. l.

Jajjon.
2 •. Sborkot.
18.
Ahmadp-ur.
4. Garhmaharaja.

.

750. Rai Babadur :Pandit Daw.at Ram/ Kalla: (i) Will the
Bonourable Ministedor Local.Self-Goveounent
be pleased
to state~
.
.
(a) the average monthly. income of. the municipal committee, Xas~,

during the last seven months ;
:
'
(b) the average zp.onthly expenditure in all departments of the com.
mittee;
·
(c) the amount due to contractors for supplies and works eompleted,

_\

'(d) the amount due .to traders for octroi.re~ds-;

~
. (e) whether it is a fact that the committee has .been ·withholding
payments due to · contractors and trade~ for ,want of funds·? ·

,_

(ii) If the replies to the. above be in the a:ffirmatj~e, will the Government
be pleased to state what measures--the committee ihas adopted to put its
finances on a sound footing?

.

The Honourable Malik .Firoz Khan Noon-.
,.

(i) (a) Rs. 10,467.
;:
(b) Rs. 9,085.for the same period as that :i;:eferred
·
above.
·

-to in clause ,(a)
·

(c) Rs. 4,704.~
.
(d) Rs. 6,117-5-0 of which ..a sum ofBs, 5)193 -7-9 was reported
be under dispute.
·
·
(e) No.
·(-ii) ·Does not-arise: .

,---••

•

• -w~•

__ ,

.

to

-.•:

il

.ii
·-

--

___...

__.

UNSTARRE]) , QUESTIONS

2l':

AND ANSWERS.

PANOROTRABY D1STRIOT BoA:aD~M»MBERS.
;777•. Chaudhri Duli Chand: Will the Honourable Mtnillter for
REOEIPT OF

Local Self~Gove:rrunentkindly stati:l-

·

a

(a)·if ii is fact tha_t under the present District Board Rules no one:
can stand for election or remain a· member who has drawn or
did draw any remunerations for services. rendered to the
Board;
(b) if there are any members who received Panchotra as a rennmeration from the District Board, Ludhiana, for collection. of
Haisiat tax ;
(a) if so, what action·does. Government intend to take with regar.d to
them under the rules ?
·
·

· The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : (a) The District Board
Election Rules 1927 render ineligible for election any person who receives
any remuneration out of the district fund for services rendered to the district board concerned. This cannot be construed to mean that any person
who has in the past received such remuneration is ineligible provided th·at
he is not receiving such remuneration at the time that the question of the
eligibility arises;
·
(b) No, but it is understood that two members assisted in the recovery-of Haisiat tax. The full amount of panchotra was however paid to the
Iambardars.

(c) Does not arise.
D1sTRIOT INSPECTORS OF

Soaoora,

ETO.

960. Shaikli Faiz Muhammad: Will the Honourable Minister for
Education kindly state for each district in the Provir:i¢e(a) the percentage of Muslim~in the total population;
· (b) whe'ther the district inspector of schools;is a Muslim or non-

Muslim;
(c) the number of Muslim and non-Muslim assistant district inspectors of schools;
(d) the number of Muslim and non-Muslim headmasters of district.

board vernacular middle schools at present ;
(e) the 'number of Muslim and ·-n.on;.;M'uslim candidates wlro passed
the Vernacular final examination from district board vernacular middle schools-in 1928;
.

~,

{f) the number of-Muslim-and--:non-Mus-lim
scholars- enrolled.'-in th& .
secondary department :of all district board vemaeulan middle
schools on 8lst March 1928,?
·
· The Honourable Mr. Manoliar l!.al: A' statement giving the requisite information as it· stood on 19th December 1929 is attached
herewith~
•
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HARGO LAL GIRLS' HIGH SOHOOL.

1197. Pandit Mehar. Chand:

Will the Honourable Minister .forEducation be pleased to state(a) whether the Hargo Lal Girls' High School, otherwiae known as.
the Hargo Lal Kanya Mahavidayala, Ambala Cantonment.,.
applied to the Inspectresa of Schools, concerned, for reeogrii- ·
tion in Ma.reh 1928 ;
(b) -whether it is a fact that the Inspectress concerned has neithw
visited the school nor replied to any of the letters received
on the subject from the Honorary Secretary of the School ; (c) whether the Government will be pleased to lay on the table thecorrespondence,if any, on the subject ;
(d) whether it is a fact that in September 1928 a representation on
·
the subject was made by the management of the. school to the. . Director of Public Instruction, Punjab ;
_
(e) if so, will the Government be pleased to place on the -taole a
· copy of the said representation ;
(f) what reply has been given to the management of the school by
the Director of Public Instruction ;
(g) whether the Government is aware that the said school contains.
_ more than 200 girls on its rolls and is housed in a suitablebuilding ?

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: The information as a whole·
- is not yet available and further enquiries-are being made in the matter. INDIAN CHRISTIANS IN GOVERNMENTDEPARTMENTS.

1312.

Mr. E. Maya Das ~ Will the - Chief Secretary be pleased to lay-

- a statement on the table showing the names of departments(a) in which there is at present no Indian-Christian employed in thehigher or the lower grades ;
(b) the qualifications required for entering the higher and the lower- grades · of such departments ?

Mr. B. W. Emerson: The information desired by the .ho~our.-1,blemember is not available and Government consider that its calculation
would involve an amount of time and labour incommensurate with its.
value.
-~

-

MODEL TOWN AT PALAMPUR.

i315. Mr. E. Ma,ya Das : wm the Honourable Minister· fo:t Local
Self-Government be pleased to state(a) whether it is proposed to build a model town ~t Palampnr ; if so,_
. , what stage hasthe project reached ;
.
'
(b) whether a site his been selected, if so, how far-it is from the. railway station and Palampur town;
·
{c) whetgergood drinking watEir_is available neaJ" tha.site ; if. not
, . _ wha~: ac~~on·_is :pwp~se4to be ta,k~nto. re;illedythis defect? ;

UNSTARRED

QUESTIONS

AND ANSWERS.

The Honourable Malik .Firoz Khan Noon: · (a) Yes, the prbjec_t ~s;
yet in its early stages as the plans and estimates are still under examination.
(b) Yes. It is at a distance 0£ 8 to 4 miles from the railway station and:
less than a mile from the town 0£ Palampur.
(e) Yes. The proposals under consideration include the provision oi
a piped water supply.
lNSPEOTION OF RURAL DISPENSA.RIES BY CIVIL SV,RGEONS.

1323. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Minister for Loca.11
Self-Governmentbe pleased to state, whether it is a £~ct that during 1928-29certain rural dispensaries were not inspected by civil surgeons in some distri!JtS? If so, what is the number of such dispensaries?
· The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: (1) Yes.
(2) Fifteen out of 800.
RoAD.
1327. Mr. E. Maya Das : Will the . Honourable Revenue Member·
be pleased to state· ·
(a) whether it is a fact ,that builock cart traffic,is not permitted on theSimla-Kalka road during day time ;
(b) if so, what is the penalty for infringement of these orders;
(c) what officer is responsible for the control of this traffic;
(d) what steps were taken by him during July 1929 to exercise this.
control?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl..i-Husain: (a) The Honourable·
Member is right in thinking that there is a well-understood 1iractice that
. bullock-cart traffic should not take place during day time. The Kalka-Simla
"'·road passes through Patiala and Baghat State territories; and the said States-,,
support the view-that finds favour with the Honourable Member.
(b) No definite orders OR ,the -subjeet have been traced and thereforethe penalty for infringement of these orders cannot be stated.
(c) Responsibility for the road lies on the administrations through.
whose territory the road passes.
(a) Does not arise. CART TRAFFIC ON THE KALKA-SIMLA

BOAT BRIDGE MATERIAL STORED AT GHAZI GHAT.

1344. Shaikh Faiz Muhammad: Will the Honourable Revenue'. ·.J\fember kindly state.
(a} the exact extent of loss sustained by the Public Works Department with details 0£ boat-bridge material stor.ea at Ghazii
Ghat 'and stated to have been washed away or otherwise .
destroyed during the recent floods in the' Indus ; · · ·
·
_(b} names of the sub-divisional officer and sil.b-overseei;-or 'oversea:rin- charge of the above material ;
{c) number.of khalasis-appointed-to- look after the-material-d~
'the last snmmer ;

/
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·

the.

(d) number of _khalasis. appointed for
same· .purpose during
each of the three summers previous to the last ; and, if. there
was a decrease in the number of khalasis, will Government
kindly state who advised it and its ~easons ;
(e) whether the Public Works Department authorities are prepared
to' admit that the loss of destruction of boat-bridge material
was due to decrease in the number of khalasis and absence
from . duty of some of them ?,
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : . (a) The exact extent
,of loss cannot be given as materials are being still recovered ;
(b) I am sure it is not in public interest to communicate the names;
(c) Fourty;
(d) The average number was 65, and the number was decreased in
:the interest of economy ;
(e) No.
AVERA.GE PBIOE OF UNGINNED COTTON A.ND WIIEA:T.

. . - . 1349. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable
:Bevenue Member kindly state the average prfo_e per maund of(a) nnginned Cotton; and
·
(b) wheat in 1920, 1924, 192~, 1927, 1928 and 1929 ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: A. statement giving
-the required information is laid on the table.
·
STJ.TEMENT SHOWING THE AVERAGE PRICE OF UNGINNED
COTTON AN]? WHEAT.

-

AVERAGE l'BICJE. IN BUl'EES

l'l!!B,

MAUlH>,

Rmu:Bxs.·

Year.
Unginned cotton

Rs. A.; .:p,
'

1920
'1924
l926
..1927
'1928
·'1929•

..
..

..
- ..

..
..

..

..
..
..

.

..

..

Wheat.

.. Rs.

A.

-

P.

10 10

8

5

6

6

.

'7

4

6

4

.5

4 .9

16

6

9

8.

10

10

.

0

0

4 12

8

11

10

.2

5

0.

8

8 10

5

4

3

,p

9

•.Average of

10

months,

The .average price in the
case of unginned cotton
has been worked" out from
the retail ·prices in
rupee and the average
as been converted into
rupees. per ·ma.und a.s its
whblesa.le price is not
available. In the ease of
wheat
wholesale prices
have been taken into a!k
count.

her

seers

l ..
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UNSTUBED Q\1ESTI0NS AND A NSWEBS •
. PBOHIBIT;cON OF LOBBIES ON OEBTAIN RO.ADS.

1352. Sardar Mohindar Singh: Will the Honourable Revenue
:lrember be pleased to stat&· .
-·
(a) whether it is a fact that lorries are n.ot allowed to run on certain
roads at night ;
. (b) if so, what are the names _of these roads and what is the reason
· · ·
for this prohibition ?
The HonourableMian Sir Fazl·i-Hus~: · (a) Yes.
~b) (1) All roads in the following districts-. ,
1.

Multan.

-·

2. Kan,gra.
8. Bhahpur.

4; - Hissar: · , ·
5. Jhelum,
6. Ferozepore.
7.

Gujrat.

' . · ·~2). The following roads' only in the-:cµstricts mentioned ~ga.inst them-«.

I.

Bawalpindi-Murree

· 2.

Bimla-Il'aradevi

8. Bakhisarwar-P.Munro
4. Pathankot-Dalhousieand all unmetal5.

led District Board Roarls.
Hosbiarpur-Una, Hoshiarpur-Barwain

Rawalpindi.
Simla.
Dera Ghazi
Gurdaspur.

Khan.

- Hoshiarpur.

The reason for this prohibition is; in the case of hill roads, their essen«
"tially dangerous nature, and in t:qe ease of. other roads that District Magis•
tmtes considez:. night lorry traffic inadvisable in the interests of-public safety.
Government are however of opinion that the restriction in th~ case of
~oads .other than hill roads may not be necessary and the question of limiting
.ft to hill roads is under consideration.
LISTS OF VoTEBS FOR PuNJAB LEGISLATIVE CouNOIL AND
J:?ISTRIOTBOARDS.

13$6. Mr. E. Maya Das : (a) Will the Honourable :a;venue Mem~
1be pleased to lay on the table a statement by districts showing=(i) the number of' voters for the Punjab Legislative Counoif;
(ii) the num@er of voters.for the district boards ;

(b) whether it is a fact that these lists are prepared by patwa~ ;
(c) whether it is a fact that the patwaris are paid some extra allowance
io; _preparing lists of vot~ for the Legislative. Council. but. are not paid.
e.nything for preparing lists of district

boards ;
·~
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, . (d). i~ so, will GqvermneIJ.t_be .pleased tostate _the reasons fqr _¢akingsome payment- in' one case and not in tlie other ?
· ·
- _:

Fir~z Kh~'. Ne>on : - (

: · The

a~d

Hono~abl~ Malik
a) - (i) i(ii) Two,
atatements giving the required figures are at,tached.
·
·
.;
(b-) The_ Voters Lists for the district boards are .prepared by patweris,
and for the Punjab Legislative Council by patwaris in rural areas, and bymuharrirs in urban areas.
(c) Yes. (d) Under paragraph 14 of. the Financial 'Commissioner's Standin8'"
Order No. 15 the patwaris are required to give such assistance as may be re·
quired of them in-elections under the District BoardAct. Hence no question.
of payment for preparation of such lists arises.
STATEMENT REGARDING " VQTERS LISTS " FOR DISTRICT :BO.ARDS.
,

Serial
No,

--

'

•

r:

->

Number of voters as
per the latest figures
. · availabl'.',

Na.me of Distric~ Board.

I

Ludhiana

SS,13.'S

2

Gujrat

66,330

3

Gurdaspur

60,706

4

Amritsr.r

57,:ilO

5

Lahore

53,691

6

Hissar

7

Gargaon

8

Muza:ffargarh

..

50,494
30,984
16,928,-

.-.;

9

Lyallpur·

45,985,

10

.Ambala.

51,393:

11

Jhelum

7,728.

12-

Mianwali·

5,54(),

13

Roht.a.k

14:

:.sha.hpuj_,

15

Jhang

16:

'Sialkot

26;652,

Sheikhuptira.

31;468

'- .:·.17·

t"

76,41921,971

~

..

r:

. ;__ ... -18''. ' Gujra.nwa.Ia,'

•
----------------------------

15,389

20,69~-

.. ,.1

UNST~E:0
:B'I'A'fEMENT

REGARDING"

QUESTIONS

VOTERS

LIST••

AND .&NSWFJRS.

BOARDS-oo~o.J,ITD;rm.i

FOR DISTRICT

Number of voters ea
per the Ia.testfigures
a va.iia.ble •

.Name .of District Board,

.,&ria.L

No •.

19

..

Ferozepore

'.20

..

HoshiMpnr

..

21

Attook

.22

Montgomery

93,474
39,264:

..

36,578

·.•·

Jlµlundur

.~3

• 80,893 ·

-.

75,484:

•.•

Multan

17,115

Dera. Ghazi Khan

. 4:,933

RawaJpjndi

41,2~8

·~7

Ka.me.I

45,318

.28

Kangra

24
;25

;26 .

;

~·

7,299

MANKA CAN.AJ;,.
1366. Khan Bahadur ,Na~~b Muhammad Jamal Khan.: Will ·
~he Honourable Revenue Member kindly state(a) whether it is a fact that the Irrigation Department is expected
to provide water for irrigating 45 per cent. of the commanded
area of the Manka Canal in Dara Ghazi Klian district ;·
,
(b) whether it is a fact that, while average irrigation at the Upper
Manka is 55 per cent. of the commanded area, the zamindars
of the Lower Manka reeeive less than 29 per cent. and those
of the big village Darkhast Jamal Khan at the tail only 19
. per cent. ;
.
(c) what steps Government proposes to take to ensure a fair distribution of water so far as this particular area is eoneemed?

·The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain:

(a) Yes.
(b) .The average percentages have been 58 per cent. on.UpperManke,
::SO per cant. on Lower Manka and 20 · per cent. in village Darkhast Jama.I,
.Khan.
·
·
(c) The Superintending Engineer is being .direoted to equalise canal
.supplies in the two tracts as soon ai:i practicable.
·
Hroa Boaoora, AMBALA DIVISION.
Chand: Will the Honourable Minister
· ·
.
·
·

GRANT-IN-AID TO AIDED

1368. Chaudhri Dali

.Edueation kindly state->

for-

'(a)'the grant-iii-aidifv~n-sepaitely

to each of the aided high schools
in the Ambala division for they ear 1928-29 ;- - - .. _ ..
.c

'

,,

...

•

·
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(b) the grant-in-aid given separately to each. of the aided high schools,
in the Ambala division from April 1929 to September 1929;
(c) the grant-in-aid sanctioned separately for each of the aided high.
schools in the Am.bala division from October 1929 to :March.
1980?
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) The Honourable Memberis referred to my answer to question No. 1198.l
(b) and (c) The information is not-yet available, but will be· given,
later in the usual consoli~ated statement of such grants.

'
COMPULSORYEDUCATION IN AMBALA: p1sTRICT.

1371. Rai Sahib Lala Ganga Ram: Will the Honourable. Ministerfor Education please state·
(a) in what committees small towns and district areas of the Ambala,

district Is free and compulsory education prevalent ~ .
(b) the .namea of. committees and small towns that have· adopted.

wholly or .P,artly the Punjab Compu.lsoryPrimary Education.Act, with population .of such area, number o:f school-going
boys and those really under· education on 31st March 1929,.
and similar information with regard to the different groups.
of villages of the district board areas ;
(c) the names of the municipal oommitte€S and small towns where- ,
free and compulsory education is not at all adopted, whether·
any efforts have been made in the direction; and, if so, with,
what results and after how long will free and compulsory
education be possible in such areas ?
The Honourabl';, Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) and (b) A statement giving:
the necessary information is enclosed.
·
(c) There is no municipal or town committee in the. Ambala district
which has not agreed to the introduction of compulsionin its area though.
it has not yet been actually introduced in some cases.
STATEMENT REGARDING

COMPULSION IN RURAL AREAS IN THE AMBALA
DISTRICT ON 31ST MARCH 1929.
..
.

Name of Rural area

Serial
No.

where compulsionhas
actually been
Introduced,

Population
of each

area.

Number of
boys of

school-going
age in the
., 11rea.

Number of
boys of
so.liool-going
age reading
in school on
31st March
1929.

l

Bha.re.i.b (Kha?!U')

55

30

2

RasanHiri

22

14

iv oL X, pages 70-81.

REMABXS;..

...

.,·

UNSTil~...,JQUlUl'l'IONS~:;Mm.

._,:

A.)."'SWJmS,

.
Serial.
. No.

'Na.nie

of

Number

of
boy& of.
. school-going

Rui:al .,,'.~

Whel'e . compulsion has

:~ybeen

· ...

age in the

introduQed.

;.~·

·

1

3 • Tira.b'
4 . Sha.k.roJla.hpur
~rh

3~

6 Kupllri
., . Ba.qa.rpttr

'29 •

-3

s

Simbol

9·

Giga.

35

Magra

, 26

._-.

,.-,

Magra:. . .·

10· Siswan"
11

Dilsa.rna.

12 . Bhauka.rpur:.

44-

, 13

.Ha.lla Ma.gra.

394;

··.14:

Ba.jbhi

1$84 .•

13

711 ~

al·

- 16 Na.ya Shehar
.I

-

...

. 16. . Bahlalpur ·.

69J

....

.17

Kausal ·

1$

·Manauli

·--.-.

· ~398

19

Kura.Ji ·.

.••

.; 2,00,9

ao , . Ka.I.ewa.I.

••

,,.,...

21• AJlahpv,-c., ~~ .~ .., . • . • •
. 12 Muba.ra.kpllf,

26 . Ba.rm.ala.·.

633

21

573 ·
c,

,

•

_-83

149

166:·<-

<~: ~ .

. ~- 494.'

24: Tim&J:.

Sundl'll.u

· .29

. il._!)08

23 Ma.jra,
25

32

163

'lJl

110

- . 6o

3()

~ ~~11

110

80

lSO

17

72 -

, . -i' 1;376'.

..

s-

686

50

l.800

l}2

27. ']W:ull&J,lpur
28

19

q~angaon

724,:
-_. _~_. . g;_:__.

.

l,909

··-~----:a-t.e.;_·.;.·~·zc,.·-_·-_··

.

...

•
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STATEMENT REGARDING COMPULSION IN RURAL AREAS IN THE .AM.BALA
DISTRICT ON 3lsT ~C~
·1929-'-'-oo:NTtNtrao; · -· _.
I

..

:Serie.I
No.

· Na.me of Rural area.
where compulsion has
actua.l been
intr need.

-

I

30

Ma.ni Magro.

31

Na.la.ia.

32

Ma.na.kpur Sharif

33

Raipur Ka.Ian

'35

Rurki Paoee,

36

Kali l3a.r

-87

Doan

..
..
.. ..
..
..
..

-.39

Mustafa.bad (Ja.godhiri),.

,-40

Bila.spur

-43

Kha.rma.n

45

Abdulle.hpur _Mandi

~

-46

26

17

58

40

65

44

691

84

30

518

85

63

420

26

~.365

89

48

2,103

84

8

.... 76

64

777

..

776

..

801

-,

613

...

Sasa.u)i

...

-48

Na.ba.rpur

...

-

30
53

376

...

877

53

Cha.gna.uli

64

'
Ma.hlanwa.li

65
,-'"'"·-~-

Bara.goan (No. garb)
..

-

·~-- -

.

..
.
..
..

,

...

-

449
560

I

· ----~--

49

70

•..

Dea.dha.r

137.

440

Aura.nga.ba.d

Tighri

79

..

Sha.hpur

. :I

100
50

..

i52

..

50

..

753

40

""' .

- -

-~._,.,_.

I

_______

..

20
17
30

.

721

;

62

.

20

',

65

85

1,091

..

l1,2

..

-

'

12

167 ..

,,

..

..

..

-60

-51

85

277
-

.

30

·,

.49

-52

Ii.

<ill

1,056

~

-

. Ta)a. Kaur

.

2,377

..

-47

\

"

..

-

49

398

393

.

32

..

106

..

,

Damla

- --44

RDAllXli.

-44

92 . .

1,223

653

..

-

Kha.dri
Chha.uli

877

..

Rupe.I Bhi

-42

()

..

118 ..

3,253

..
..

:38

-41

..

. ..

--·-··

Number of
boys of
school-going '
age reaping
in school on
31st March
·1929; ..

e- ,

:34 ··Sa.ma.re.

,

Population
of ea.ch
• area;
.

- .

-

. Number of
.
boys of
•· school-going
• age in the
area.

53

. 8721
33
29

-

I

..

•

•

8.8

UNST ARRED Q-UESTIONS AND ANSW~RS,
STATEMENT REGARDING COMPULSION tN RURAL AREAS IN THE AMBALA
DISTRICT ON 3lsT MARCH 1929-cONTI:troED.

Serial
No.

Name of Rural area
where compulsion has
actually been
introduced.

Population
of each
area.

Number of
boys of
school-going
age in the
area.

Number of
boys of
school-going

age reading
1929.

50

.2,430

157

136

Mankpur Khurki

3116

108

31

59

Amii

467

92

48

Jioh

l'i69

88

58

60

Rataur

96

50

61

Sarawan

784

71

25

62

63 "Bharaug

750

58

40

441

26

12
21

Naraingarh

64

Kath Magra

o5

Shahzadpnr ·

2,218

109

66

Raipur Rani

2,698

165

67

Kurali

943

49

20

58

Bsdhanli

1,203

80

16

69 Kot

941

80

65

70

Khatauli

906

125

45

71

Bhareri Kalan

693

91

66

72

Ramgarh

1,507

121

106

73

Randi

830

197

75

Baghwala

375

34

25

· 74

15

75

Karma Kh~

1,090

128.

74

76

Nanaula

1,275

226

60

77 Raju Kheri

329

57

32

78

Jansui

978

69

31

79

Ta.ndwal

628

65

39

80

Ramga.rh

303

47

21

81

Hali

250

38

38

12

Pilkha.ni

1,475

84

40

Amba.h

R,FMABD

in school on
31111:March

63

1,065

Billa

..

•

D
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- STATEMENT REGARDING COMPULSION IN RURAL AREAS IN THE AMBALA
DISTRiCT ON 31ST MARCH 1929--<JONTINUED,

Serial
No.

Name of Rural area
where compulsion has
actually been
introduced.

Population
of each
area.

I

Number of
boys of
school-going
age in the
area.

I

.

Number of
boys of
school-going
age reading
in school on
31st March
1929 •

83 Kanula

..

901

194

5:~

84 Gala

..

551

47

34

85

Rajna.li

..

620

10!

56

86

Soha.na

..

ees

_ 47

39

87

Man bra

..

1,103

84

44

2,234

290

140

911

57

24

1,301

66

46

505

15

·2

114

49

83

S3

2,060

85

55

1,019

65

40

551

131

77

4.075

210

160

453

12

12

1,334

142

85

1,660

71

51

1,759

275.

.

88 Sa.ha

"

..
..

89

Sa.hga.

-1!0

Dukheri

..

1)1

Tharma

1}2

.

Sama!heri

..
..

1}3

Boh

..

1)4

Behta.

115

Naba.uni

..
..

-96

Thaka.rpura. ·

.."'

1!7

Ba.hial

98

Duliani

1)9

Dhin

.

-

907
1,866

..

101

Thambar

..
..
..
..
..

102

:Ugala

..

1,483

103

109
54

103

Binghalpur

..

909

93,

63

104

Sehnm Magra. (Tupar) .•

, 398

46

39

105

Behrampur . Za.minda.ri

667

87

67

106

Sa.dhupnr Kalan

397

100.

45

107

Ka.ndhaula

308

38

23

-108

Bharigarb

980

53

33

100 Ba.ra.ra.

..
...

..

REMARKS.

I.
I
,

'

I

I

I

•
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UNST.ARRED QUESTIO;NS · AND ANSWE~S.

•

STATEMENT REGARDING COMPULSION INRUR.ALA.RE.ASINi:nrE.AMB.ALA
DISTRICT ON 31ST MARCH 1929-oONOLUDED.

'Serial
No.

Name of Rural area
where compulsion has
- actually been
introduced.

Population
of each
area.

area.

-

..
..
..

109

Dhangarli

110

Panjkuha

111

Rangilpur

q2

Kishanpura

..

113

Dum Chheri

114

Slimpur

115

Gauhauli

116

Lutheri

117

Singh Bhagwantpur

118

Morinda

-

..
..
..
..
..

. ..

Number of
boys of ·
sohool-going ·
age rep.ding
insohool on
31st Maroh
1929.

Number of
boys of
school-going
age in the

\

56

28

813

50

17

222

57

234

27

969

.

'

Rmu.mts.

42
24
'

473

48

418

35

1,189

72

648

45

342

68

49

3,693

295

147

-

21
18
60

35

"

STATEMENT REL.ATINGTO URBAN .ARE.AS WHERE COMPULSION H.AS BEEN
INTRODUCED IN THE .AMB.AL.A DISTRICT tr.PTO 31sT MA.ROH 192~.

Serial
No.

I

Nimie of Urban area
where compulsion has
actually been
introduced (wholly or
partly).

Rupar l\!unicipaJ

mittee.
2

Kalka Small Town

Oom-'

Population
of Urban
area.

Number of
boys of
school-going
age (6'-11
year11},

Number of
boys reading
in·theUrban area on
31st March
1929.

7,844

495

484

7,635

425

293

Rmwms,

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION IN AMlJALA ])ISTBIOT •

. 1373. Rai Sahib Lala GangaRam : Will the Honourable Minister
·for Education be pleased to su:pply a statement regarding the annual cost
on primary and secondary education by all different resources for each
:Year according to each tahsil of the Ambala district .
. . The Hon.ourable Mr. Manohar Lal: I regret that the answer to
-this question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the honourable
.member when ready.
D2

•
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PURCHASE OF STAMPS.

1379. Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri: Will the Honourable Finance
' Member be pleased to state- ·
(a) if it is a fact that there is a branch of the Imperial Bank situated.
in the Amritsar City at a distance of three miles from thecourts;
,
(b) if it is a fact that the public who have to purchase stamps have·
fust to go to the treasury situated in the court compound
and get a ehallan duly signed by the official at the treasnrya{ld then go to the, Imperial Bank for the deposit of the-money, then again go back and get a stamp from the treasury ;~
{c) if the answer to (a) and (b) be in the affirmative, what action,
Govenpnentproposea to take to simplify the procedure ?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) The branch of the
Imperial Bank at Amritsar City is ll miles from the courts.
, (b) ';rhe procedure mentioned is followed only for purchasers of stamps,
of the value of-over Rs, 75. Stamps of lower value are obtainable from
stamp vendors in 'i!he Kacheri compound.
(o) The question is under consideration.
MOTOR ACCIDENTS,

1382. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Revenue Member, be pleased to state·
'
(a) what is the number of motor accidents that took place during
the year 1928-29 which resulted in serious injury or death
of one or more persons;
(b) in how many instances were cases instituted against those toblame and what punishment was generally inflicted ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain : I regret that the answer
to this question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the honourablemember when ready.
, STATIONING OF POLICE AT FERRIES,

1391. Mr. E. lWaya Das: wnr the Honourable Member for Fin-anea be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that formerly police constables used- to be stationed at ferries ; _
(b) whether it is a fact that they were removed some time ago ; if so..
when;
(e) what was the reason for the withdrawal of the police ?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) Yes, police eonstablesformerly were and still are stationed at certain ferries in the Punjab.
(b) They were withdrawn from certain ferries in, the districts of
-Ambala,. Ferozepore and : Gurdaspur in the year 1916- They were also,

:A.NSWEBS.

0

UNST.ABRED QUESTIONS AND
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-withclrawrl from. certa.in ferries in Jha.ng district, but there a.re still police
~statio.ned at certain ferries in Jhang, Dera Ghazi. Khan, Ferozepore and
. Hoshia.rpur districts.
·
·
(c) The withdrawals in 1-916 were made when the distribution of the.·
Police force was revised as it' did not appear that the constables concerned
·-were doing useful work.

EDUCATION IN RUPAR AND KHABAR TAHSILS.

1394. Rai _ Sahib Lala Ganga Ram : Will the Honourable +\finister
-::for Education be pleased to state(a)

the number of students classwise of all lower middle and middle
schools, aided or unaided, in the Rupar and Kharar tahsils on
80th June 1929 and the names of stfch English and vernacular
schools with optional English ;

(b) the number of stud-ants with English, optional English, as their

subjects on SOth June 1 ~9 in different lower middle schools
in the Rupar and Kharar tahsils separately ;
'

.

.

-(c) the number of students in each class in the following s'chools-

separately on the SOth June 1929(i) Government High School, Bupar:
. (ii) Khalsa High School, Rupar;
(iii) Islamia High School, Ru par ;
(iv) Public High School, Rupar;

. (e) Khalsa High School, Chamkaur (Rupar);
(m) Mission High School, Kharar;
(vii) Khalsa High School; Kharar;
(viii) Khalsa High School, Kura.Ii (Kharar};
(ix) State High School, Nalagarh ;

· "

(x) State High School, Bilaspur ;
(xi) Arya. High School, Kathgarh ;

(xii) Khalsa High School, Anandpur.
The Bonoarable Mr. Manohar Lal:
-quisite information is appended .

A statement giving the re·
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ENGLISH:. CLASSES IN MIDDLE SOROOLS.

'

139&. Rao Bahadur Captain Rao Batbir Singh:

Will the

, Honourable Minister for Edueation please state- (a) whether it is a. fa.ct that optional English .ciae,ses in middle schools

in the Gnrgaon
distrfot have been abolished from this year;
.
\

(b) if S(?, w~a.t a.re the reasons for this action?

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a} Yes; in six out of twelve
vernacular upper middle schools teaching optional English.
~ {b) The expenditure on their maintenance was in excess of the income
from fees and ~ther contributions. In this connection attention of the
honourable member is invited to paragraphs.19 and 20 of the proceedings ·
of the Punjab Government (Ministry of Education) in the Education Department, No. 1468-M., dated the 29th January, 1923. The classes will,
however, be continued if :the deficit is made up by the local inhabitants.
RECRUITMENT OF Ass1STANT SuB-lNSPEOTORS.

1420. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable
Member for .Finanee kindly state-

·

(a) the total number of Assistant Sub-Inspectors of Police selected

since this new post was created ;
(b) the total number of these posts which went to (i) Hindus and

(i,1,) Muslims, showing them separately as statutory agriculturists and. others ;
(e) the total number of posts which fell to the share of each of the

three ranges ;

(/£) the total number of posts which went to the four districts of
Rohtak, Hissar, Gurgaon and Kamal out of the share of the
Eastern Range ;
·
(e) the distribution of the posts which fell to the sliare of the four districts mentioned in (d) among (1,) Hindus and (i1,) Muslims
:further sub-divided as statutory agrienlturiats and others ;
·

i(f) the number of Head Constables, recruited by direct appointment,
with the details specified in (b), (e), (d) and (e) for the years
1926, 1927, 1928 and 1929?
·

The HonourableSir Alexander Stow :
(/) A statement is laid on the table.

(a), (b), (e), (d), (e) and'
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UNSTA.RRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS,
WATER iSTAN.D POST, PATHANXOT RAILWAY

..

STATION,

1427~ Mr. E. Maya Das : Will the Honourable Member for Revennebe pleased to state whether it is a. faet that no water stand post has.
been supplied on the Ka.ngra Valley Railway platform at Pathankot ? If so;
will he kindly bring thia shortcoming to the notice of the railway
authorities?

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: The Agent, North-·
Western Railway, has intimated that the reply is in the affirmative and that
it is proposed to provide a water stand post on the Kangra Valley Railway
platform at Pathankot very shortly.
AERATED

WATER-SELLEllS,

KANGRA VALLEY

RAILWAY.

1428. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable' Memler for Revenue,
be pleased to state whether it is a fact that in summer time rerated watersellers do not accompany the trains on the Kangra Valley Railway ? If B('),_.
will he kindly bring this shortcoming to the notice of the railway authori-:
ties?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: The Agent, North-Western,
Railway, has intimated that the reply is in the negative and that icemen
ha~e been 1:egularly 'accompanying passe~ger trains on the Kangra Valley
Railway durmg the hot weather months from 15th March to 31st October.
GOVERNMENT. HIGH

SCHOOLS AND DEPRESSED

CLASS STUDENT-S.

1429. Pandit Mehar Chand: Will the Honourable Minister for Education be pleased to state-

.

(a) the number of Government High Schools in the Punjab attended
by student-a from the depressed classes, especially Chamars,
Dhanaks and Meghas ;
(b) the number of such schools in which wells are actually open to the .
students of the above communities ?
·

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: So far as I am aware, the figures.

required are:(a) 22.
(b) 15.

·

COMMITTEES

AND

COMMISSIONS.

1438. Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan : Will the·
. Chief Seeretsrj' please state the number of · committees and - commissions;
appointed by the Government of India, the Secretary of State for India
and His J~fajesty's Government during the period the reforms have been in.
force in the Punjab and the expenses incurred by the Punjab Government,
in connection with the same ?

--44
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statement showing the committees

1980.

or com-

missions in respect of which expenditure was incurred by the Punjab Govern·
ment together with the approximate expenditure in each·'caseis appended.
The statement is not exhaustive, as there have been several othereommls-sions and committees, e.g. the Royal Commission on Agriculture, in regard
·to which the local Government incurred incidental expenditure, for instance,
on printing charges ; but information is not readily available in regard to the
<tixact amount of expenditure incurred.

N 0//'M of Committee or Oommisson.

Expenditure incurred.

Rs.
1. Civil J ustiee
Committee
800
2. Indian Road Development Com·
mittee
60
.8. Banking Enquiry Commite~ .. One-fourth of the cost of the Pro·
vincial Committee which is
estimaed at Rs. 6,800 in 192980 and R('l. 5,800 in 1980-81.
4.
5.

-0.
7.

J

Indian Statutory Commission ••
Rs.
Indian Central Committee
\ 70,978 (approximate).
Provincial Reforms Committee
Auxiliary Committee of the
Indian Statutory Com-nission ..
100

PRIMA "tY SCHOOLS IN -THE

BEIT

AREA OF THE JULLUNOUR

DISTRICT.

1439. Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan : Will the
::Honourable Minister for Education please state(a) the number of primary schools started during the last two years
in the Beit area of the Jullundur district ;
(b) if the answer to the above be in the negative, how many schools
the Government propose to open in the said area in the near
future?
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) Nine.
(b) Does not arise.
PROVINCIAL

AND

IMPERIAL

SERVIOES.

1453. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Chief Secretary
;,to Government please lay on the table a statement showing(a) the names of the various provincial services in the province,
the members of which can rise to imperial services in their
own line;
(b) the percentage of 'such imperial service appointments which
are open to members of each of these provincial services?

UNSTABBED QUE$TIONS AND ANSWERS.•

•

Mr. H. W. Emerson :
Name of Provineiel Service
in the Punjab the members
of which are eligible for promotion to the corresponding All India Service.

(I) Provincial

Police

Service

Tbe information is as follows :- ·

Percentage of appointments
in the cadre of the corresponding All India Service
reserved for promotion of
Provincial Service Officers.

20 per cent. of the Superior
· posts only~

(2) Punjab Service of Engineers
(Irrigation Branch).

2-0 per cent.
'

(3) Provincial

l2l per cent.

Forest Service

{4) Punjab Cjvil Service

NoTE.-(a)
'
,.,.

'"

20 per

cent. of the sttperior
posts only to be attained
by 1939 •.

· Members of the Provinci&I'.
Service on p:roJllotion do not
become full members of the-,
Indian Civil Service.

Officers of the Provincial Civil Medical SertjQe' are not eligible for promotion_
to the Indian Medical Service ,but 17 out-of 28 Civil Surgeoncies ·are reserved..
. for them.
•
·

(b) Reornitment to the Indian Veterinary Service, lndianAgtjcultura.l Service ...
Jndian Service of ~Buildings
and ~ds
Bl'l!dlCh), and Indian.
Ed11Cll.tion Service has
and these services are being provinoialized..
The question, therefore, does not arise in the' ~
of these ~·

DEP'd'TY . RE~ISTBABS, ETC., OF THE :·co..oPl!ll'\ATIVE
. DEPABTMENT:

'1459. Mr~ Din Muhammad : Will the Honourable Minister for.A.grioulture please state=- ·
'
··
(a) the number of permanent Deputy Registrars, Assistant R~gistrats, and Inspectors of Co-operative Department comm.unitywise ; ·
(b) the names of persons appointed to . these posts during .the years1927, 1928 and1929?
·
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : (a) The number ·of
permanent Deputy .· Registrars, Assistant Registrars and Inspootors in the-Co-operative· Department oomm.unitywise is· as under :-:-Deputy, Registrars.

\

Europeans' ••
MUJilixnS
Hindus
Sikhs
••

'.

.'
..
••

..
.

.

·•.

••

...

...

2~

..

Assistant Registrars.
Muslims
Hindus
Sikhs

1

..

..

... n
....

..

••

45-

-
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l(Hon'ble Sir Jogendra Singh, ]
Inspectors.
52
22
17
1

Muslims
Hindus
Sikhs 'l
Christians . .

(b) The followinghave held the post of Deputy Registrars during 1927,
~l 928 and 1929 :1927.
As permanent Deputy Registrars.

As" officiating Deputy Re,gistrors, at various times.
1. Khan Abdul Majid Khan.
1. Khan Sahib Barkat Ali.
2. Khan Bahadur M. Fateh Khan 2. S. Beant Singh.
1928.
Mr. R. J. S. Dodd, I.C.S.
Khan Bahadur Malik Fateh Khan
Khan Abdul Majid KhaIJ..

Khan Sahib M. Barkat Ali.
S. Beant Singh.
Agha Ata Ullah Khan

1929.
Mr. R. J. S. Dodd, I.C.S.

Khan Abdul Majid Khan -.
Khan Bahadur Malik Fateh Khan

S. Beant Singh.
Chaudhri Abdul Hamid Khan.
Agha Ata Ullah Khan.

. 2. T~e followinghave held the post of Assistant Registrar, during the
:-8 years:1927.

1927.
As permanent Assistant Registrars.
As O;{Jiciatvng Assistant Registrars.
1. Khan Sahib M. Barkat Ali.
1. Klian Ghulam Muhammad
Khan ..
2. S. Beant Singh.
2. S. Balwant Singh.
8. Chaudhri Abdul Hamid Khan 8. Ohaudhri Banta Singh.
4. Aga Ata Ullah Khan.
4. Chaudhri Ram Baroop.«
5. Lala Balkishan.
5. M. Fateh Singh. • ·
6. S. Laehhman Singh.
•Prob"ationer Assistant Registrar.
7. S. Iqbal Singh.
8. S. Gopal Singh.
9. M. Mahan Sngh.
· 10. S. Kartar Singh.
~Jl. Chaudhri Naw!l,b Ali.

•

UNSTARRED
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1927 -eonold.

As permanent Assistant Registrars.
Chaudhri Ghulam Muhammad.
Chaudhrl Ali Muhammad.
Chaudhri Shah Muhammad.
Chaudhri Izzat Ali.
Chaudhri Ghulam1Iaider.
S. Zahur Hussain.
Shaikh Manzur Ali.
1928.
'Same as in 1927.

As

officiating Assi.~ant
Registrars

12.
18:
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

1928.
Same as in 1927 and also
l. Chaudhri Ghulam Mustafa.
2. Chaudhri Iqbal Muhammad.
3. !\'.[. Kartar Singh.
1929 .

. 1929.
Same as in 1927.
Excluding Khan Sahib M. Barkat
Ali.

Same as in 1928 also.
1. Khan Ghulam Jilani Khan.

2. S. Indar Singh.
8. The following have held the post of Inspectors
years:Separate lists attached for each year.

1.
·2.

:s.
. 4,
. 5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
18.

14.

INSPECTORS OF 1927,
1st 'grade Inspectors Rs. 250.
_Rai Bahadur J ai Gopal.
K. Ahmad Hasan.
La~a Hargopal Das .
Chandhri Milkhi Ram .
K. Ghulam Jilani Khan.
Shaikh Bashir Ahmad.
Chaudhri Ali Muhammad.Bajwa.
Ohaudhri Faiz Ali.
S. Balwant Singh.
Chaudhri Hadar Din,
M. Sultan Mahmud.
Chaudhri Banta Singh.
Chaudhri Ghulam- Ali..
<:lhaudhri Ram Rakha Malt

during the S
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2nd grade Inepeeior« Rs. 200.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

"22.
28.
24.
25,
26.
27.
28.
29.
80.
81.
82.

SS.

Chaudhri Muhammad Akbar.
Chaudhri Iqbal Muhammad.
Miss Ahmad Shah.
Mian Kartar Singh.·
Chaudhri Ghulam Mustafa ..
Chaudhri Sardar Ali.
Chaudhri Muhammad Akram.
Chaudhri Tulsi Ram.
Dr. Baldev Singh.
Abdur Raoof Khan.
Chaudhri Muhammad Mutla.
13. Indar Singh.
Abdur Rahman.
S. Kartar Singh.
Shaikh Munir Hussain.
Chaudhri Baldev Singh.
Chaudhri Muhammad Hussain.
S. Baldev Singh.
Cha.udhri Ram Saroop.
M. Bir Singh.
Khawaja Ghulam Siddiq.
Chaudhri Sardar Khan.
P. Syed Haider.
Chaudhri Muhammad Ashraf Chima.
M. Rahmat Ali.
0haudhri Jowala Parshad.
S. Balwant Singh.
Din Muhammad Akram.

84.

85.
86.
87.

88.
89.
40.

-41.
42.

3rd Chade Inspectors Rs. 150.
48. M. Dalip Singh.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

°

S. Amar Singh.
Chaudhri Khuda Bakhsh.
Chaudhri Jaimal Singh.
M. Muhammad Ali Shah.
Chaudhri Bhagwan Singh.
S. Bhagat Singh.
Chaudhri Muhammad Asha:Q..

'"
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'51.
52.

58.
\

L_ __

54.
.55.

-56.
57.
.58.

-59.
'-60.
·61.
62.
·68.

·64.
:'65.

QUESTIONS

AND .ANSWERS.

Chaudhri Bashi Ram.
S. Bakhtawar Singh.
Chaudhri Muhammad · Panah.
Qazi Ilabi Bakhsh.
S. Ujagar Singh.
Chaudhri Abdul Hamid Khan.
Chaudhri Abdur Rahman .
Chaudhri Shivdhan Singh.
S. Thakar Singh.
Ohaudhri Sultan Ali.
Nazir Ahmad.
Gustasap Khan.
Chaudhri Mahar Hussain.
Chaudhri Muhammad Khan.
Chaudhri Ahmad Khan.

4th Grad,e Inspectors in 1927 (Uticonfirmeil).
1. Chaudhri Ahmad Din.
:2. M. Ajit Singh.
8. Chaudhri Kesar Chand.
· 4. Sardar Lachhman Singh .
. 5. Chaudhri Fazal Ahmad.
6. M. Abdul Haq.
7. Chaudhri Muhammad Ashraf.
8. Chaudhri Hukam Singh.
9. Chaudhri Sant Singh. ,
10. Chaudhri Sultan Muhammad.
11. M. Hari Singh,"
12. Ohaudhri Ghulam Rasul.
18. Chaudhri Walayat Khan ..
14. S. Charan Singh.
15. S. Gurcharan Singh.
· 16. Chaudhri Sahib Khan.
17. Chaudhri Muhammad Hussain,
18. D. Jagan Nath.
19. Chaudhri Ghulam Nabi.
·20. Abdur Rashid.
:a

.........

__

.......,.

.....,...~__...,....,_...,

--

______,,.

~--

--

.C

. in>
'

[Hon'Qle Sir Jogendra Singh.J
21. M. B11ght1riath Singh. • '.
~· Ohaudhri Abdnlle;h - Kh(in.
28. 8. Asad A~ Shah.
,_

24. · Chaudhri -Mtthattllllad
MW.m.
.16•• S. Ihstm .A.JfShah. ·, - •.
-

16. Ohaudhri :Mehr Singh. t

-

97. Ohaudhri Ghulam.Barw'!rJ'. 98. · La.la l3ishalnbt-t Das.
99. Oha.T1dbri M~han'.iinad

-,

4un.

80.- Oha.u:dhri Ahmad Khan!

I

. at. s~ Sha.msherSingh.·
· 89. Ohaudhri 'Sher
Muh&mJi>.ad
•.
• -_ - - .
'
;I_ -

-Ram.- :.•

88. Chaudhri Dhirt

84. Ohaudhri Rizq Ram. F
Ohalldhri Muhammad Hayat •

81.
.88.
- 8'1.
- 88.
89.

M. Sundar Singh. __ -

.t _ .

J.>anch)'tihapan ·shlta.t j'-J.>andit Xhushi Re;in; . __ f

.Oha.udhri :Mushtaq . Alupa.d•
40. :Obaudbri Ghulam Qadir;

,

41. Chaudhri Jduhammad. ,awaz.
42. Ohaudhri Bhagw~ Singh.
48; Oha.udbri-•Rabmat _ 'Ollahi

44.. Chaudhri l\filkha Singh. ·.• .
46. Chaudh:ti Ali Muba1,:1mdi:ta.ti.

4:6. S.- Jowed Singh.
. ,1·
4'1. Oha11dbri Soh:mb Khe.tl/:

M. -. Dbanbir Singh.

'8;

49. , • S. ·- Shah- Sowe.r¥
IO. :If. Abdul :Maji(l ~ana.

;

. - :_;.{ ' <;i. ": -.· :·):- :. - ·

0LAS8IJ'IlID __ GBADATION WT __ • OJ!' !NSI>EOT~BS,
SoomTIES IN !rBE PUNJAB AS IT STOOD ON ls!l'
C

•

-

•

•

.

.

1st Groi1e
Bai Bahadur Ja.i Gopal
1. K. Ahmad Ha.sa.n
_2..-- Lala ]:Jar GopaJ Das

~~•s,

• ;'

-·"

O

• ••

·-

:-

:~

'. -

'

'.

_

-_ ·.-

B1r.

:__ •

.

. . . ". -_

00•0P:QATIVB'

Novmm:ma
'1928.
,i._. : -

2o0:
_c:

. .

_

.

< '

••

:

-. •
•

'-t

'

. .-. ·. ()n depu~tion in B~.State..
•• ~sur.l

.

9.

Ohaudhri Milkhi Ram

Gath Ske.i:tlmt.
Ta.nda.
Edii-Oa.twnal InspeciW;'La.Mre.

· 4, K. Ghulam Jila.ni · Khan
5. Sheikh Beshir A.hmaid
6. Chaudhri Ali Mtthamttla.d Ba.jwa. Milmwali.
7. Chaudhri Faiz Ali..
Wazifabad.
S. Balwant Singh
Officiating ·Assisillffit <leguitra.t.
8. Chaudhri Bader Din
Nikolla.1'.
M. Sultan Mahmud
On -dep11ta.tion ,in· North-West.
Fl'entier Pr-0vino~. _
Ferozepore
from 1st October
1928, ·Officiating ·M. Sultan
Mahmud on deputation to North•
West Frontier Province.
Educational Inspector, Sargodha •
. Officiating 'Vice Ra.i Baha.dur
Jai Gopal.
Palwal. Officiat~ 'IJWe S. Bal·

9. Chaudhri Banta Singh

10.

Chaudhri Ghula.m Ali

1~.

Chaudhri Ram Rakha Mal

want

Singh.

Chaudbri Banta Singh

Offl~iating in Ht gtade ftom 1st
October 1928 'Dice M. Sultan
Mahmud.

Chaudhri Ghttlam· Ali

,Officiating,in 1lst ~de -tmre Lala

Chaudhri Ram Rakha Mall

1.

• •.

1

Jai Gopal.
Officiating . in 1st grade 'D'ise S.
Balwant Singh.
Shujabad.
Officiating as Assistant- ,Reg.istmr.

Chaudhri Mohammad .A.~ba.r •.
Che.udhri IqbalMohammad
• • . Inspectress, Tuahoi!e.
2. Miss Ahln.ad Shah
••. Ambala.
8. Mian Kartar Singh
Ludhiana.
4. Cba.ttdhri' Ghuwn ':Mustafa
:Fazilka (6rileave Ohaudhti Dhe.nna
IS. Chaud.hri Sarde.r Ali
Singh, offiela,ting).
Chaudhri Muhammad Akbar •• Bata;Ia,;
Ohaudhri Tulsi Ram
•• On deputation to Kashmir.
- Dr. Baldev Singh · ·
On 'deputa.tion in Agriculture
Department;
:Mailsi.
7. K. Abdur '.Raoof Khan
Phillanr,
8. · Chaudhri Muhammad Musa
9, B. Indar Singh
Zira.
Abdur Rahman
••
Ajnala (dismissed).

e.

---·-----
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Educational Inspector, Jullundur.
10. S. Kartar Singh .•
Osmpbellpur.
11. Sheikh Munir Hussain
12. Ohaudhri Baldev Singh
,_ •• Rohtak.
Lyallpur.
18. Ohaudhri Mohammad Hussain
Amritsa.r. 14. Sard.ar Baldev Singh
Rupar.
.
.15. Ohaudhri Ram Saroop
On deputation in. Delhi.
M. B~ Singh
Alipur. Officiating
Chaudhri
16. Kh. Ghulam aiddiq
Ram Rakha Mal.
Rawalpindi. Officiating vice Ohan-i 7. Cha.udhri Sardar Khan
dhri Tulsi Ram.
Sargodha, Oflioiating vice OhanJS. P. Syed Haider
dhri Iq bal Mohammad,
Haflaabad, Officiating ·vice Chau·
1.9. Oha.udhri Mohammad Ashraf
Chim_e..
dhri Banta. Singh.
J ullundur Oond. Inspector, offi.eiat
-20. M. Rahmat Ali
ing vice Chaudhri Ghulam Ali.
-21. Cha.udhri Jowala· Parshad . ,.· •• ,·. Lahore. Officiating 'l1i,ce Dr. Bal·
·.
dev Singh.
Sarda.r
Balwant
Singh
Baha-ud-Din,
Officiating . 11-ioo
:22.
Chaudhri Abdur Bahman, dis-missed.
·
,

moo

..28. Din Mohammad Akram

Bhahdra. O.fµ.ciating vice S. Bir
Singh on deputation.

Bra GradJJ lnspectms, Rs. 150•
-Ohaudhri Fa.tab Mohammad
:-S. Bohan Singh
. Lala Banwari Lal
Kb. Ghulam Siddiq Khan

• • }Promoted into this grade-vide
••
Registrar, Ajmer's , letter No •
: • · · 21P8, dated 20th July 1928.
• • Officiating . vice Chaudhri
Ram
Ra.kha Ma.I.
-Ohandhri Sardar Khan
Officiating vice Lala. Tulsi Ram.
Serving in Delhi.
-Ohe.udhri Pite.mber Singh
·p. Syed Haider
• •. Officiating vice Iqbal Mohammad.
•Ohaudhri Mohamm13,d Ashraf
Officiating 'Vice Ohaudhri Banta
Singh.
Officiating 'Vice Cha.udhri Ghula.m
-:M; Ba.hma.t Ali
Ali.
-Ohaudhri J owale. Parshad
Officiating vice Dr. Baldev Singh.
S. J3a.lwant Singh
. • Officiating vice Chaudhri Abdur
Rahman (dismissed).
-Ohsudhri Din Mohamm!J,d Akram
Oflleiating -oice S. Bir Singh on
deputation in Delhi.

·'

~STABBED

1.

M. Dalip Singh

,::o,-:

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

..

. ··~ ·-

_:. 2. S. Amar Singh

8. Chaudhri Khnda Bakhsh
4; Ohaudhri· .Taim.al Singh
5. Dr. Niaz Ali (C. V. D.)

Ut;J: '.)

Dharmssla,
Chunian.
Gojra:-,

., .~

•

Noorpnr (Kangra) ..

Bswalpindi C. R Inspector

(on

probation).
Soni pat.

Oha;trdhri Bbagwan Singh
7. S. Bhagat Singh,\}
••
8. _ Chaudhri Muhammad Ahsan
9. Chaudhri Bashi Ram
. 10. Sardar Bakhtawae Singh
11~ Ohaudhri Mohammad Panah
12. _ Qazi Ilahi Bakhsh
· 1s. S. Ujagar Singh ·
14. Chaudhri Abdul Hamid Khan
15. Chaudhri Abdur Bahman. • •
16. Chaudhri-Shiv'dhan Singh
17. S. Thalmr Singh
• -.
18. Chaudhri Sultan Ali
6.

J agra.on. .

.

--

Montgomery.
Jagadliri.
Gurgaon.
Sadhauta.
Shorkot.
Na.nkana. Sahib.
Sheikhupura.
Multan.
Thanesar .

.Samundri.
Gujar Khan, on probation till
he passes the exa,roination.
On deputation as Pancha.yat Oflf· ·

Nazir Ahmad

eer,
Gustasap Khan

...

Long leave (sick).

19; · Chaudhri Mehar-Husain
• • Jhang. •
20. Chaudhri Mohammad Khan.; Jaranwala.
21. . Chaudhri Ahmad Khan
Pasrur.
Gurgaon C. B. Inspector on _ pro·
22.' S. Sant Singh
-

24.:

Chaudhri Ahmad Din, M. A.
,;i
S. Ajeet Singh

25.

Chaudhri Kesar Chand

28.

.

29. S. Sant Singh ·

Pathankot. Officiating
dar Khan •

'Dice Sar·

vwe

Pitamber-

Officiating
Singh.

Ohandhri Muhammad Ashraf

28. S. Hukam Singh

Palampur. Officiating· 'Dice·. Ghu· lam Saddiq.

• Sirsa.

26. OhaudhriFazal Ahmad
· · 27.

bation,'
Gujranwala.

Khanna. - Officiating
Syed Haider •.

vice

P ..

Officiating 'Dice Moham·
mad Ashraf Chima.

Jhajjar:

~ .. Hoshllirplir .'

Officiating 1"i4e Qhau.. dhari Rahmat Ali. · · · .,

[24TH FJmy •. 1980.
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SO. Oha.udhri Sultap Mahmud
81. Chau~ Hari Singh
82. Ohaudhri Ghul~w. llra.&ul
!8. Sairdar ~ha.ran Singh
~4. M. Sahib Khan ..

Bhahpur. Ofilcia:ting WH Ohau·
dhri. JowaJa. :Perahad •
• ., Na.washahr. Officiating
S.
Balwant Singh.
:Muza.ffargarh. Officiating viae Din
l:fohamm.ad AkralJ'.l.
Panipat .. Offioiating 'Qioe R. Gus·
t~11ap Khan on leave. ·
Jampur: Officiating vice Oha.udhri
Nazir Ahmad on deputation.

mos

Ajeet Singh
,
'1.· .

Officiating in higher grade (for
details see 8rd grade list.)
Ohaudhri Kesar Chand
Ditto.
S. Lachman Singh ,
Daska.
.
Cha.udhri Fazal Ahmad
•• , Officiating in higher grade.
Cha.udhri Muhammad Ashraf
Ditto.
©hima..
Ditto.
S. Huka.m Singh
Ditto.
-S. Sant Singh
Chaudhri Sultan Muhammad
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ohaudhri Hari S~h
.
Ditto.
M. Ghulam Rasool.
Ohaudhri Wilayat Khan
, Sialkot. Oond, Inspector.
8. Oba.ran Singh
Officiating in higher grade.
S. Gureharan Singh
Moga.
Ohaudhri Mohammad Husain
Dipalpur .
D. Jaga.n Nath . •
f}
Tarn Ta.ran.
M. Ghula.m Nabi. •
Muktsar •.
Raghunath Singh
Hamirpur.
Cha.udhri Abdullah Khan
Leiah .
•
µahore.
:M. Moh4mmad Aslam
Kamal- (on one year's leave
Ohaudhri Mahar Singh
Cha.11-dhri l?artap Singh, offi·
elating),
Oha.udhri Ghulam Sarwar
Dara Ghazi Khan.
Lala Bisha.niber Das
Jullundur-Industrial
Inspector.
Oha.udhri Mohammad Azeem
Bhakka.r ~
- Oha.udhri Ahmad Khan, B. A. 'Kalaba.gh.

.

:2.

8.
4.

.I.
'6.
'I,

,e.
~.
1 O.

11,
12.

18.
14..

UNHABBl!ID QUESm:ONS AND ANSWERS.
;·!"',,~

.. ,-··"

l ~.,.·~·~:·1

·:~

f

~-

~

..

·--

1-6. Ohaudhri ihor Muhammad • • Kha.newal (on 4 months' leave for
G¢de.spur· clatis, Chaudhfi· Kar~

•

taz: Singh o,fijci~~ing) •
Sha.\argl!,l'}!.
Serviµg in Aj:QJ.er~¥a~ara.

16. Chauqhri Dhl,rt R&!ll

1i.
18.
19.
.20.

01-~uqhri Rizq ~a.IP,
M. Sunda.r Singh ••
Pandit Bhagwa.n Saha.i
Pandit Khushi Ram
~
Chaudhri'Musbtaq Ah.mad

.. ~u~a.

Ambala-Industrial Inspector.
Bhawani.
Jhelum (on 4 'montl!,s' le~ve for
~urdaspur c}i3,ss, ,· ~b4w 1{~rtffi,

Bub-Inspeetor ,: 9ffiq~ting).

21.

Abdur Rashid !Olan
22. Ohaudhri Ahmad Khan
28. M. Muhammad Husain Shah
. 24. Nafis-ud-Din, M.A.
.25. S .. Karam Husain
26. Chaudhri Muhammad Ali ·
27. S. Sukhdev Singh
28. Ghulam Haider Shah
29. Rana Sher Jang ••
{JO. M. Sphrab Khan
ai. Chaudhri Feroz Din Ah.mad
82. S. Durr-i-Hnsain •.
,!

•

J •. :

·

:88. Kha.waja Said. Husain
84.

S. M. Abbas Za.idi

.:85. Ohaudhri Rahmat Ullah
86.

• ::37.

M. Ahmad Din

••

·T'•·1

Jullundur.
Ka,J:iutll,.
·

'

Qha~al.
.
'.,:

.·,.·,

Lahpre-II!dqstxja.l; h;lspeQt9r•
Multan-Industrial
•
'.,.
. -_ I;nspector
. :.·
Nub.
Sialkot;
Khushabad
;-

..

Guxdaspur •
M~ee.
,
Pa~pattan.
K.haria.n (on leave, S. A.ta Ullah
Shah, Sub-Inspector~ officiating).
Ferozepore Jbirka (op. a. yeiu's pro•
hati9n).
Rewari (on a year's probation).
Fatehabad-Officia.ting
vice Ajeei
Singh.
Talaga.Jlg-Offi.ciatiµ.g vice Kese.r
Chana·.
· · · ··

Narowal-0:fficiating
'Dice Fazl
Ahmad.
Okara-Officiating
'Dice Muham·
88. Sar~ar Kundan E\ingq.
Ashraf •
...
89. Chaudhri Ra:bmat Ullah (Guj- Pind Dadan Khan, vice Huka.m
Singh.
rat).
.40, Ohaudhri Umr11,o Singh
ijAila,Qgarh,''Dice R~q Ram.
· Pindi Gheb, vice S~b *1ia,n.
·41, R. Abdul Ham_eed
;Fat~h J~n~ (S.Adalat Hus11,~ will
42. M. JalaJ Din
replace JaJ;al. Dia when ha is
ready for Inspeetorship), o:tli-.
mating 'Dice Sardar. Sant Singh.

R. Sardar Ali

. mad
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48 •. M. Mlmj Din
..

• • .Ajnala, m'.ce_ Sultan Mahmud•
. 44. M. Inait Ullah, S. I.
Gujrat, 'Dice Harl S_ingh.
45. S . .Adalat Husain Shah
• • Bha.lwa.l, 'Dice Ghulam Basal.
46. Chaudhri Sultani Ram, S. I .•. Gohans, 'Dice Charan Singh.

At_· Per.
work. manent.

Serial
No.

Na.me of

Inspect.or.

Posted at

1

1

1

Khan Ahmad Hasan Khan

2

2

2

L. Ha.rgopal ••

3

'a

3 Chaudlni Mi1khi Ram

4

4

5

••

••

Ga.rhsbanlrar:

4

Kha.n Ghula.m Jilani Khan

••

Taii.da.

5

·5

Shaikh Bashir Ahmad, B. A.

••

Educational

8

6

6 , Chaudhri Ali Mobarnrnad!)3ajwa

••

Mianwa.lL

'1

'1

7

Chaudhri F&iz Ali

•,

••

Ha.ftzaba.d.

8

Sardar Balwa.nt Singh

••

,,

Officiating as Assist.ant
gistrar.

8

Ohaudhri Badar Din

••

Na.kodar.

10

Malik Sulta.n Mahmud

,•

11

Chaudhri Banta Singh. B. A.,

••

On deputation to North, West-Frontier Province.
•
Officiating as Assist.a.nt Registrar.

12

Chaudbri Ghula.m Ali, B. A.

,•
,,

8

8

••

t,

9

10

10

••

Chaudhri Ram Rakha Ma.I

11

11

••

Chaudhri Mohammad Akbar, B. A. ·-

12

12

••

Miss Ahmad, Shah, B. A.

••

Inspector, Lahore-

Be,...

Educati()llll,L Inspector,

Sar •.
godha,
Palwal,
O:fficia.ting,
tl104'
S. Balwa.nt Singh (8)~
Mailsi-0:fficiating Ne Chaudhri Bauta Singh (11).
lnspeotres!I, Lah~:IJloiating, _ tnce Malik
Sultan.
M'ahm.ud (IO)i

2nd Gralle-25 I'll6P_fAtorB flt Ba, 200.

l

Chaudhri Ram Rakha Mal

2

Chandhri Mohammad Akbar, lJ.A.

3

Ohaudhri Iqbal Mobarnrnad,

4

13

Miss Ahmad

"

Shah, B.A.

Chaudhri Ghulam Mustafa. B.A.

Officiating in Ist grade,
Ditto.

•,

M.A. ..

l
6

••

Officiating as ~~t

Regill--

trar.

••

Officiating in. let grade.

••

,4mbala;

.

• • 'lJffioia.ting as Assistant Begist,;rar since 19th April 1929.

UNSTABJlED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS'.

Per-

At

ma.work. nent.

Serial
No.

57·

Posted a.t

Na.meof Inpsector:

14:

2

·7

Oha.udhriSardar Ali

••

Fazilka.

15

3

8

Oha.udhri:MohammadAkram

••

:Muk.tsar.

Oha.udhriTulsi. Ram

••

On deputation to Kashmir •.

,,

On deputation to 0. V. D.

••

On deputation to North-West.
Frontier Province,

9

10 Dr. Baldev Singh
11

A. K. Abdur Raoof Khan

Oha.udhriMohammad Musa. Khan, B.A. Batala.

16

4:

12

17

5

13 Sardar Indar Singh

18

, 6

Amritsar.

14:

Sardar Kartar Singh, B;A.

,•

15

Sheikh Munir Husain, B.A.

••

••

Educational Inspector, J ullundur,
·
On deputation to North West

Frontier Province from 19tbn
September 1929,forenoon.
Ludhiana.

19

7

16

Oha.udhriBaldev Singh ••

20

8

17

Oha.udhriMohammadH'IIS8,in, B:A. • •

21

9

18 Sardar Baldev Singh, B.A.

••

Moga.

19 IOha.udhri Ram Sarup

••

Rupar.

22

10

20 · Sa.rdar '.Bir ~ingh

On deputation to Delhi.
Alipur. Confirmed from 1st,
April 1929.
Shahpur. Confirmedfrom ls1T.
April 1929.

23

11

21

24

12

22 Oha.udhriSa.rdarKhan, B.A.

M. Ghula.m Siddiq, B.A.

23 Sardar Pitambar Singh ••
24 P. Syed Haidar
26
27
28

29

••

• • , Confirmed froll'la, 1st April
1929, on deputation toDelhi
- • • Sargodha. Con.firmedfrom 1st-.
April 1929.

Consolidation Inspector, Jul•.
lundur. Confirmedfrom 4:th.
May 1929.
Chaudhri :Mohammad Ashraf, Chima, Sadhaura, Officiating tlice
Miss Ahmad Shah, (10).
B.A.
Chaudhri Jawala Parshad, B.A. .• Lahore City. Officiating vice
Dr. Baldev Singh (10).
• • :Montgomery. Officiating :oice·
Sardar Balwant Singh, B.A.
Chaudhri Iqbal :Mohammad

25 Ma-sterRahmat Ali
15

Talia.gang.

••

(3).

30

18

31

19

Chaudhri Din Mohammad Akram, ••
B.A.
••
Sardar Dalip Singh, B.A. ••

32

20

Sardar Amar Singh,.B.A.

.•

33

21

Sardar Jaimal Singh, 13.A.

••

Shahdara, Officiating · tlice-,
Sardar Bir Singh (20),
Dharamsala, ·Officiating M•
Chaudhri :Mohammad Akbar
(2).

Chunian.
Officiating 'Dil:eChaudhri Ra.mRakha :Mal (1)
Nurpur. ·Officiating'DieeChaudhri 'rulsi Ram (9).

/
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_[H~on~'b_I_e_Sa~·-J_og_e_n_dr_a_B_in_·~~h-J~~~~~~..-~---..,...-,-~~-4j------.&rial

N:<!.

At

Per-

;

work. ma· -- nent.

S. B~n

23

..37

Posted

Name of ~ors.

Singh, B • .&

S. Bhe.ga.t Singh

at.

Tarn Ta.ran. Officiating via
Ohaa«Uirf Pitamba.r Singh'(23).
·,•

24

Cha.adhri Mohammad Ahsan, M.A.

215

S. Ba.kh~wa.r Singh, B.A.

Jagraop.
•.

0111.oia.ting :

...

3rd Grade-38. Iwpectura at Ra. 150.
1

1

Cha.udhri ~uda

2

Chaudhri Muhammad

3

Chandhri.Jowala ~an.:qed

'

Se.rdar.Ba.lwant Singh

IS

Cha.udhri Din Mohammad Akram

8

R Dalip

7
8

Gojra.

Ba.khsh

Ashrllf Chima ••

.
~a.ting

in 2nd grade.

·J?itto

ditto~

Diti:.</
Diti:.</
.,

ditto.

Ditto

ditto.

S. Amar Singh

Ditto

ditto.

S. Jaime.I Singh

Ditto

ditto.

9 S. Bhagwan Singh

Ditto

ditto.

10

s.. Bhagat Singh

Ditto

ditto.

11

Cha.udhri Mohammad ~n

12

S. Ba.khta:~nr Singh

13

Che.udhri_ Mohammad Panah, B.A.

...

Singh

w.e

~e,:r(Abdur Ra6of (11~Da.ska.;: · Officiating via ~u. dhri Ghula.mMust.a.fa. (6)!from
19th April. 1929 .
Gm-gaon. 0111.oiating mce Sh.
Munµ'. Husain (l5), ~m
19th September 1020 •.

-l

ditto.

· ditto from
1929.
OfllciatiDg in 2nd grade · from
19th September 1929.

· 19th

Ditto

.April.

. Gujre.n\Vala.

14

:M.ian Ilahi Bakhsh

Shgrkot.

--41

4

15

Sarde.r Ujagar Singh

Nankana Sahib.

·42

IS

16

:M.ian Abdul Hamid, B.A.

Sheikhupura.

.,3

6

17

:M.ian Abdur Rahman,

·44

'1

18

Cha.udhri Shiv Dhan Singh

.4lj

8

19 Cha.udhri Bashi Ram

46

9

20

Se.rdar Thaker Singh, B.A.

Sirs&. . On probation.

47

10

21

M. Sultan Ali

Gtdar Khan.· On probation.

22

M. Nazir Ahmad

B.A.

Mul~ii
The.nese.r. On probation.
••

Je.gadhri. -

· (On Jr9bation.--on deputation

~ ap.cha~t. O!fu,er)..
I
~~-"-~-'-~------~~~--~~~~~~~~--~--'~~~~-,-.,...-~-,
i1

-e:

1 ··

::-8erfal
No.

·I~-

work.
At. ma-

---.-

Name of Inspecton.

nent ., ,

)-

Pos~dat

._'---

3rd Gnzd11-38 In,t,pPAttwa at Ra. 150--oonoluded.

'

23

M. Mehr Husain

24

Ch~dhri Mohammad Khll,n

Campbellpore.
(On, dep-qt,tion to ~~- W~
Frontier Province),
C. B. Inspector (on probation)
Gurge.on.
·
Lahore Ta.hail.

Jha.ng.

23

Che.udhri Ah.I11e.d Khl!,it

is

26

S. Sant Sh).gh

Bl

14

27-

Che.udhri Ah.I118,d Din, M.A.

li2

15-

28

Dr. Nie.z Ali

- 53

16·

~9

Mia.n Ghule.m_ Rasul,

.M,

17

30

M. Ajit Singh, B.A. .

-ill'i

18

31

Ohe.udhri Huka.m Singh:

..$·

19

32

S. Sant Sµigh, B.A.

. 57

20

33

S. He.ri Singh, B.A.

· 58.

21

34

M. Sultan M~ha.mme.d;

.sa

22

35

Ohe.udhri Fe.za.l Ahmad

Zira..

-60

23

38

Ohe.ndhri Mohammad Ashraf

Sa.mraie..

61

24

37

Chatidhri Ke.'!&_r Chand, B.A.

· Ferozepore.

·62

25

38

Ohe.udhri Wilaya.t Kha.n

·63

26

M. Abdur Rashid, B.A.

"64

.27

S. Laohme.n Singh, B.A.

·"65

2R

Chaudhri Fei:oz-nd-Din.Ahma.d, B.A.

Consolidation
Inspeotor,
Sia.lltot. (On probation).
JnHundur. Officiating vice'
Chaudhri Jowala Parsha.d.
.Phillaur,
· Officiating
t1i'c:4
Cha.ndhri Mohammad Ashraf
(3).
Pa.kpatta.n. Officiating
t1i.ce
Sa.rda.r .Balwant Singh (4).

liO

.

B.A.
B.A.

0

29

B.A.

Mian Moha.:mme.d~

B.A. ·

30

·68

31

·69

32

70

33

C. B. Inspector (on probli,tion)
Rawalpindi.
(Lien in 0. V.D)
Muzafte.rgarh. . donftnne~ from
ht Ootober 1929.
·
Pa.la:D9>ur.

Pasrur, Confirmed :from 2nd
Ootober 1929.
Hoshiarpur,
Confirm"d ; from ·
2nd October 1929 .
Na.wa.nshehr. Confirme4from
2ni:i Ootober 1929,
·
Lyallpur. Confirmed fro111 2nd
October 1929.

On probation.

Ra.walpindi Offioia.ting t1i.ce
Din Moha:ipmad Akre.Jfl (5).
Ind.
Inspeotor,
.Alnba.Ia.
· Offioia.ting vice Sa.rdar Da.lip
Singh (6),

Cha.udhri Sahib Khan, B.A.

.

.

M. Muha.mincrd Husain

••

.

..

S. Sukhdev Singh, B.A.

.

'

Ja.mpur. Offioia.ting fli.ce Sa.rd.e.r Amar Singh (7).
Dipa.lpur.
Officio.ting t1i.ce
Ja.imal Singh (8).
Sia.lkot.
Offioia.ting fli.ce.
B. B~a.n
Singh (9).
Officiating allowance in this
grade _ suspended till further
orders.
·
---~Sf.
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P..-osted_a._t --

3rd Gnzde-38 Iflllpeotfm a,t Ra.' 100.--eonoluded.

'71

on

.

78 -

3'

M. Sundar Singh, B.A.

3lS

Chaudhri .Ahmad Khan, B.A.

Ka.Jii,ba.gh. . Officiating

88

S, Mehr Singh. B.A.

Kamal.

R. Sher J a.ng, B.A.

Gurdaspur.
Oftioiating _fl'iu·
Oha.udhri .Ahmad Khan (!lS)-

S. ~ran

Pa.nipat.

37

74

r as

,.

OfBcia.ting fliu· Sa.rdarBhaga.t SiDgh (10).

Una.

eiee
Oha.udhri Mohammad Ahsan,
from 19th · .April 1929.

Officiating tJi.ce

• S ..

Bakhta.war
Singh
from19th September 1929._

Otlioiating 9'iu
Oha.udhri Nazir .Ahmad (22),
uptil 3oth , September 1929~
(Reverted from 1st October

Singh

,i {

1929).
39

Shaka.rgrah. . Offloia.ting tnee·
Chaudhri Nazir .Ahmad after
soth September 1929.
Charan Singh being reverted..
to 4th grade.

Oha.udhri Dhirt Ram

a.

4th Grflfltl-M I11f1pl'Atora a,t Ra. 100.
1

M. Abdur

2

S. La.ohma.n Singh

Ditto

ditto.

3

Cha.udhri ti'eroz-ud-din Ahmad

Ditto

ditto.

4

M. Muhammad Azeem

Ditto

ditto.

5

La.la Bha.gwan Sa.ha.i

Ditto

ditto.

6

Oha.udhri Sahib Xha.n

•Ditto

ditto.

7

M. Muhammad

. Ditto

ditto.

Offl.oiating in 3rd grade.

Rashid

....

Huss.in.

Ditto . ditto- (Will not,c.
draw offl.oia.ting _ allowance-in 3rd grade till farthero~)

8 Sa.rda.r Sukhdev Singh

8 M. Sunda.r SiDgh

i!~

.

l

10

Oha.udhri .Ahmad Khan, Ajll&lvi

11

S. Mehr Singh

12

Ba,na. ~

I

Jang

...

..

Offl.oiating in 3rd grade.
Ditto . . ditto,
Offl.oia.~ in .3rd grade from,_
19th September 1929 •
Oftioiating in :3rd grade from.
the date M. .Ahmad . Khan.
left cha.rge a.{Pasrur.

~.

: 61

.

.

.

• _4~-thtuh-30 i~
Ohaudhri Dhirt Ram . .:
.
..
. .. - ' '

d &~. l~titldecL

:.
• ,, . Ptlioia~ in 3id ~
~ i -

S. Adalatll~
a'-,

. ~

from .

let Oot.ober1009. '
'

B.A..· • ~.

,·. -_.

s. Ghulam.Sarwar~B..A.•••.
Ahmad

Kbalt. B.A.

S. ~-i-HuS!Lhi~

~-+·,::. ~ · .

)>hau~

Khlm._&,eed Busa.in, lU. ·..

: ·,

.-

"'.

Oha.u<JhrtMuslltAJ,q ,\brnll4

lL Nafls..ud-D.in, 'M. A,

.{

Jl!f}l~

{t '\

- so,·•1\LMllbammad Y&q11b,:B,.A. .
.Si
32

M. Karam Hwain ShaJL.

33
34. S. M. Abbas. Zaidi, B~ .
~

· 3IS

~~~b~~

C: sc•~ --

B. Sardai-Ali.

S. &t:iSiDgh,-Gil •• B~
B.. -Abdu!Ramid
..
.

·

_..

,

~~.·Lahoze..
-~--'~,

{lujrat. -

\,
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Per.
At ma.- Jro. · -work.· llellt.-

Name of Inspectors.

Serial

40

Posteda.t

4iA Gra,Je..:....:59 I~
al 11;11. lf$0-:oontiirued.
Mr. C. K~ Bannerji, B.A.
• • • Ajna.la..

41

irr. Kartar Singh
Chaudlhi Amin Chand, B.A.

•

,,

Jullundur (additional)
April 1929.

..

Kha.ra.r. From .Aprill929,

l~

28

4.2.

10'

29

4.3. M;Aza.in Beg, B.A. .

••

Mukeria.n •

105

30

4.4.

Q. Muhammad Asad, B.A.

••.

He.riana.

. Ditto.

105

31

4ll

M. Imam Ba.khsb, B.A.

••

Shujaba.d.

Ditto.

107

32

46

Mr •. Y og Datta,

••

Ha.nsi.

Ditto.

33

47

Chaudhri Anoha.l Das, B.A.

, 108

S~h,

B.A.

Ditto.

• • 'lwhta.k.'
••

from

·

Ditto.

'

Debra (Kangra.). Fn>m ·Mar

109

M

4.8 S. Amar

110

35

49

La.la Gian Chand, B.A.

••

Somipa.t. · From April 1929.

111

36

50 .M. Muh8,Jl1.lllad Na.waz

••

·Cha.kwll.I.

112

37.

B.A.

1929.

••. --Bha.Iwa.1.

om~

Abdul Rashid (1).
113

38

Lale. Dev.i. Dial

114

39

Chaudhri

Ali A.hma.d.

·

-m M..

• • · Pa.thmikot. Officiating
S. Laohma.n Singh. ·
••

Sa.mbriaJ.

Officiating

. Cha.udhri Feroz ·Din (3).

.,_

M-

M. Abdul Karim

••

Gujranw~.

M. JaJa.l Din

••

Fa.t.ehjang. Officiating
· La.la Bhagwa.n Sa.ha.i (5).

Chaudhri Rahma.t Ullah .

••

Pind Da.dan Khan. Officiating
llice Muha.mm.ad Husa.in (7).

Chaudhri Jowa.nd Singh

,•

Ba.Ilabga.rh. Offloia.ting
Sa.hib Khan (6).
.

119

Chaudhri ':e1ui.gwa.n Dingh

••

Goha.na.. Offioia.ting' 1Jice M.
Sunda.r Singh (9).

HO

Cha.udhri,Inaya:t Ullah

,•

Sa.mundri. Offioia.tibg
Sukhdev Singh (8)•.

'llite

••

Dhariwa.l. Officia.tmg
Ahmad Khan (10).:

wice

~15
116

41
l·

117

121

46
47

S. Gurb,whan Singh

J

Officiating · viceMuha.mme.d Azim (4).

·1

tnoe·

tnoe-

Jara.nwa.la.. Offioia.fing
S. l\1.ebr Singh (11).

I

UNSTARRED

At Per.
work. :ma-

Serial

No.

QUESTIONS

AND ANSWERS.

Posted a,t

Na.me of llillpeotore.

nent.
41A. Gf'ade-50 ln,pectorsat .B,. 150.-couoluded.

123

48

..

Sa.rda.r Kehri Singh

..

124.

49

..

Cha.udhri Sha.ms-ud-Din

..

H5

110

..

S. Atta. Ulla.h_$ha.h

..

Jha.jja.r • Officiating 'lliu R •.
Sher Jang (12).

Bha.kka.r. Officiating

flioe·

Cha.udhri Rizq Ram (21).
Pindi Baha-ud-Dln,
Officia.t-ing vies Cha.udhri Dhirt Ram_
(13).

S. Dha.ubir Singh -.

.

La.la. Ra,m Gopa.l

'

COMMUNAL REPRESENTATION AMONG ASSISTANT DISTRICT lNSPEOTOBS
OF SoHOOLs, AMBALA D1vis10N.
·

1462. Chauclhri Yasin Khan : Will the Honourable Minister for-Education please state(a) ·the proportion of Muslim Assistant District Inspectors of Behools.
in each district of the Ainbala division as compared }Vith nonMuslims giving the total in each case ;
(b) the number of Muslim Assistant District Inspectors of Schools in.
'the Am.bale. division at the time the present .Inspeetor of ·
Schools, Am.bale. division, took charge · of the division and,
their number on Slst October, l929;
(o) whether there has been any decrease, and, if so, what steps arebeing taken to restore the position 1'/
,
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) and (b) Statements giving
the necessary information are enclosed.
·
(e) A decrease of one ; no action is. contemplated, religion is not the·
only factor considered in making appointments to the inspectorate.

Na.mes of
Districts.

Tot&l number
of Assistant
Distriot
Inspectors of
Schools on
31st October
1929.

Number of

Number of

Muslim

non-Muslim
Assistant
Distriot

Assist,a.nt
Distriot
Inspectors
of lrchools.

lnspe:CJt9rs
of S~ls.

Proportion of
Muslim Assist-.
a,nt Distriot
Inspectors of:
Schools a.a
compared with·
non-Muslims.
I

Ka.rnal

Bi!isar

Gurga.on
Amba.la
Rohta.k

4
5
5
56

2
1
1
2
2

I

2
4
4
3
4

50%
20%
20~
40 0
33,3%.
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THon'ble Sir Jogendra.~ingh.J

:Number of Muslim .Assistant District IJispectors of Schools in the AmbaJa. Division
on 10th October 1928, the date
on which the present Inspector
of Schools, Amba.Ja. Division, took oha.rge of the Division.

Number of Muslim .Assista.nt District
Inspectors of Schools in the
Ambal& Division on 31st
October 1929.

8

9

: ~FILI,ING UP OF VAOANOIES IN THE_ PROVINOIAL

r, '

'i

.

1466. Chaudhri Yasin Khan:
.Bdueation kindly state-«

EDUOATIO,N

SERVICE,

Will the Honourable Minister for
·

(a) the number of permanent Provincial Educationa.l Servioe posts· or"
special posts carrying a pay of Rs. 250 per mensem or more
which have fallen vacant or. have been newly created in the
provinoe from 1st January, 1927; up to Slst October, 1929?
,·~
(b) how many of them have been filled up by Muslims and non~Muslims?

. The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : ,The . ~her of' permanent
.Provineial Educational Service posts which have fallen vacant in the period
-speeified by the honourable member is 18, and these posts have been filled
by two Muslims and eleven non-Muslims.
.
These posts ire rendered. vaca,~t by the retirement -of~two Muslims
, .. and eleven non-Muslims.
The number of posts created in the Provincial E~u~~tional Service,
in .the period specified by the honourable member, is 24. These have been
::filled by seven Muslims and by seventeen non-Muslims.

65

RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTION RE COMMITTEE TO ENQUIRE INTO THE GRIEVANOFJSOF
COLONISTS OF NILI BAR.

Sardar H?ra Singh, Narli [Lahore, Sikh, Rural], (Urdu): Sir, I ·beg:
to move that"This Council recommends to the Government to appoint a -committee consisting
of one official and two non-official members of this Council to enquire into the
grievances of the landholders, temporary lease-holders and ahadkars of the Nill
Bar Colony and to suggest ways and means for the removal of these grievances."

Sir, the lands in the Nili Bar Colony are now being brought under cul· tivation and for that purpose they are being distributed among three kinds
of colonists, namely, the landholders, temporary lease-holders and the·
military and other grantees. But the conditions obtaining in the colony aresuch that none of these. three groups of colonists can be expected to be satisfied with their lot. All of them have a good many real and genuine complaints to make ; and. as I propose to discuss their grievances at some length
I will take them one by one. ·
First of all I will draw your attention to the procedure followedin auetioning these lands to landholders. The notices about these auctions do not
contain any details with regard _to the. quality and locality of the lands. TheColonisation Officer simply announces that some first class lands are to besold by auction and it is left to the .zamindars to ascertain the locality and.
the real quality of these lands. I submit, Sir, that it is not possible for the
zamindats coming from various parts of the province to find out the exact
locality of the lands they intend to purchase in those jungles. Even thepatwaris cannot help them in this respect. On the contrary, being ignorant
themselves they often mislead the samindars. Then, Sir, it is laid down that.
the bids for each square are to be offered with respect to an acre and also,
that no bid is' to be less than R~. 5 per acre, Thus the zamindars go 011increasing their bids without realising to what amount the price of the wholesquare has reached, until when at last the sale is concluded the highest
bidder, finds out to his dismllly that he will have to pay ten or twelvethousand mpees for a square for which, under ordinary circumstances; hewould not have offered even half the amount. Again, the rate of interest
charged by the Government is as much as 8 per cent., and if some one fails.
to pay the instalment when it -is due this rate at once rises to 12 per cent,
This means, Sir, that for each square an ordinary landholder has to pay
Rs. 960, and the defaulte:r; something like Rs. 1,400 to the Government by
way of interest every year. I challenge the Government to prove that
the net income of the zamindars in that colony is really Rs. 1,000 or Bs. 1,400
per square. This is why the zamindars have begun to call Mr. Waoe, the·
present Colonisation Officer, Barbadi wala Sahib instead of A.badi wala:.
Sahib.
.
Now as regards the water for irrigation purposes, it is promised as a
matter of course that sufficient amount of water will be available. But at
the sam,e time a note is. appended to the effect that the Government will
not be held responsible-in case of any shortage in water supply. Previously
this note was meant simply to absolve the Government from· any liability
in case of unavoidable cireumatarcee, but the present Colonisation Officer)

F
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takes, undue adv,a:ntageof it; . Sir, the whole system is new and, therefore,
the water-supply is naturally irregular and defective. But if any defaulter
pleads that he could not pay the instalment at the proper time because his
crops were ruined on account of the shortage of water, the Colonisation
Officer · instead of showing any sympathy or trying to ascertain the genuineness or otherwise of the plea, at once refers him to this note.

(

Then; Sir, previously the trees were sold along with the land, but now
the land and 'trees are sold separately and the price of the trees is fixed by the
Forest Department. The landholders, having already accepted the 'terms of
the auction, are bound to accept the quotations 'of the Forest Department,
whether they like them or not. · The Colonisation Officer does not show any
sympa'thy even. to the temporary cultivators who have to cut down the
trees in order to prepare the land f9:r oultivation, If they want to burn those
trees so that they may be able to send the charcoal to some big city with
less c6st the said officerraises the most unsympathetic and absurd objection
that the Government lands will be spoiled if the wood is charred there. Now
let . us compare this treatment with that meted out hy the Bahawalpur and
Bikaner states to their colonists. 'These states· are· not at all richer than the
Punjab Goverillil.~nt, but the rate of interest charged by the Bikaner stat.e
is 6 per cent. while here we have to pay 8 per cent. per annum. Then if
some one fails to pay the instalment at the proper time in the Nili Bar Colony
his crops are confiscated, and bis co-sharers and partners are made to
suffer for no fault I of theirs. But in the Bahawalpur state no such confiscation ever takes place. If such a situation arises there, the state official
after determining the price of the crop at the spot takes away only half of
it and the other half is left to the landholder. The worst aspect of the matter
is that those who are absolutely unable to carry on under the present conditions cannot even get rid of their lands, because if any one quits· bis land, the
Government' does not let him go, but, on the other hand, he 'is compelled
to pay t~e land revenue, and failing that, warrants are issued against him
for the realisation of that land revenue. This reminds me of the case of a
man who mistaking a bear for a blanket, jumped into the river after it.
'While he was struggling with the bear his friends at . the ;river bank called
lrim back to the bank and advised to let the blanket go if it wai not possible
to bring it with him. To this. the wretched man replied : " Yes, I shall be
only too glad toleave the blanket, but now the blanket would not.leave Die."
~bus, Sir, the attitude of the officialsis very unsympathetic so much so
that they are not prepared to give a few marlas of land even for a graveyard .
-or a burning ghat. This is the treatment for which the Government wants:
-u~ to feel proud of being His Majesty's subjects.
Now, I come to the temporary cultlvators. The distribution of lands for
temporary cultivation takes place by means of tenders, and every tenderer
'has to make a deposit of one rupee per acre along with the tender. Now
while inviting ,these tenders nothing is said with regard to the price of th~
-1and and the intending tenderers are left to surmises and speculation. I
-think it would be much better if the Colonisation Officer fixes the lowest
qu«i;>tation and then the lease is awarded to the tenderer whose bid is the
:highest above that quotation.
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Then, again, most of these lands are on the tributary 4-L., and it is well
.known that some of them do not yield any crop worth the name even after
-the greatest exertions on the part of the cultivators. • Now as. the duration
-of the leases is very short some of the cultivators want to direct their
·energy to the better parts of their possessions. But the ColonizationOfficer
would not realise the desirability of such a course being adopted, He com- .
_pels them to paythe land revenue for Bvery inch of land that may be in their
.possession, no matter whether it is under cultivation or lying fallow. Sir,
the usual procedure followed in other colonies is that the Government takes
only half the produce of the lands thfi.t may be under cultivation, but the
. authorities in this colony do not. realise the soundness and propriety of
this procedure and prefer to stick to this novel system of their own.. The
Honourable the Revenue Member was pleased to pay a visit to this colony
.and in view of the sad plight of these cultivators, he left instructions with
the Colonisation Officer to · show some concession to these poor people.
Then iii reply to a queston in this Council he again assured me that the
-Govemment would not withhold its sympathy from the deserving oultivavators, But may I ask what sympathy the Government has shown to them
..after that assurance? I submit, that not the least improvement has
.taken place in 'the attitude of the authorities, On the contrary, they are
taking undue advantage of a question I .put in this Council with regard
to the grievances of some cultivators. When any one of these cultivators
.gces to the authorities with a complaint they at once reply that his case has
., been discussed in the Council, and therefore, no further: enquiries can be
made in connection with his grievances. Sir, the answers given to our ques.tions in · the Council are based on the reports of the officials on the spot,
and, therefore, I must submit that this reply, is, to say the least, very absurd on the face of it. Moreover, no attention is paid to the grievances
· of those who pay comparatively smaller amounts of land revenue and they
are completely ignored at the time of granting any concessions.
Again, there is no rule to the effect that the temporary cultivators should
bring the whole land under cultivation, but the Colonisation Officer insists
that not a single inch should _ be left uncultivated. In this connection
I may inform the House that some lands on the tributary 4-L.; are absolutely
worthless and, therefore, it is neither wise . nor · proper to compel· these cultivators, some of whom have mortgaged their properties and gone there
in the hope of better prospects, to submit to unproductive labour.
·
Then, Sir, some zamindars had joined together and purchased squares
in lots. But after the sale was concluded they dividedfhe lands amongst
. themselves and each one got his share entered in his own name. Thus
itheir joint responsibility having ceased, every one should be held responsible
,for the proper payment of the dues in connection with his own share. But
. the Colonisation, Officer would not care for the propriety and desirability
-of such a procedure. He makes all of themsuffer for the failure of a single
, .person to pay his instalment at the proper time.
In the end, I would draw the attention of the Government to a well
Jknown couplet of Shaikh Saadi, namely :
~~)
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,,
The plight of these people is very sad at present and it is the duty of·
the Government to remove their grievances. The Government should not
care only for filling its treasury. Even the Bahawalpur state is more sympa-.
thetic than our Government towards its colonists. No doubt the higher·
authorities are really anxious to offer facilities to the poor zaminders but the Colonisation· Officer is very unsympathetic. His predecessor was a very
kind and reasonable gentleman, and it was his. sympathetic attitude that
attracted the zamindars from their' hearth and home to the Nili Bar Colony..
Therefore, the Government should see its way to send a more sympathetic ·
officerthere.

II

•

:'I

Now I have practically finished my speech but before resuming my seat
I wish to make it clear that I do not insist on any particular procedurebeing followed. What I want is t?at the genuine grievances of these poor
people may be removed. I leave it to the Honourable Revenue Member ·
to decide as to what procedure should be adopted for the purpose. With
these remarks I commend my resolution to the House.

Mr. President: The resolution moved

is-

" This Council recommends to the Gbvernment to appoint a committee consisting of one official and two non-offlcial members· of this Council to enquire into
the grievances of the landholders, temporary lease-holders and abadkars of theNili Bar Colony and to suggest ways and means for the removal of these grie-

vancee,"

·

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath [ Punjab Land-holders,
General ] (Urdu): Sir, I strongly support the resolution which is now beforethe House. I have not so far been able to visit the Nili Bar Colony because. it is situate at a very long distance from Lahore • But. in spite of·
that I have been receiving reports es to how the zamindars are faring over
there. The real position is this. The value· of land and land produce is
eonstantly changing and even the wisest person among us is unable to form
an est;mate of the prices of land in the near future. I wish that sales at
the Nili Bar had been put off for a time. In the last Budget session during,
my speech I pointed out to the Honourable Member for Revenue that
the proposed method of the sale of land by auction should be modified. Gene-.
rally speaking, at _open auctions the~e i~ a k~en competition amongst the·
bidders and sometimes they go on bidding without· the least regard to thereal value of the article put up for sale. The difficulties just now pointed
out by the honourable mover were not then taken into consideration.
The HonourableMian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: But, how should the pro-posed method of selling land by auction have been modified?
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : Sir, a question has been .
put to me as to how.~· .........

Mr. President: No question should be answered unless it is ask~d·
through the Chair.
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : Very well, Sit, I will disre- .
gard the question, (Continued in Urdu). So.far as I can recollect I suggested.
that the authorities concerned should have an upset price and when the
•
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·.bidders exceed the limit fixed the bid should be disregarded. Besides the
-biddees, at that time, did not anticipate the shortage of water supply. They
· are not supplied even that amount of water which is supplied to the zamindars
-on the Upper and Lower Chensb Canale and the Lower Bari Doab Canal. The
instalments of repayment and the rates of interest to be charged thereon are
very high. It was thought then that the purchasers would be able to pay
~off the remaining instalments of prices out of the produce of . their lands.
But, Sir, in view of the fall in prices, it appears that it would be quite im.possiblo for them to pay their instalments within the period :fixed.
· Though I am not in a position to go into the details of this question, y.et I
would submit that the general conditions prevailing are unsatisfactory and a
. general enquiry is needed. The present economic depression in the country
is considered to be due to the prevalent rates of exchange, This very question was raised in the Legislative Assembly. No doubt it is a. very difficult
· question . and for the present ·I· am not prepared to say anything about it.
The Government, however, stated that it was not India alone, but the whole
world was 'face to face with a depression. But the question arises how long
will this state of affairs continue'} I hope the Government is fully alive to
the importance of the revolutionary cries that are being raised every now
. and then and -would see" its way to solve the economic problem confronting ·
this country .. Government should, therefore, appoint a committee as
.suggested by the honourable mover to go into the grievances of the zamindars
· of the Nili Bar. With these words I resume my .seat,
Mian Ahmad Yar .Khan Daultana [ Multan East, Muhammadan
·(Rural)] (Urdu) : Sir, I rise to support the resolution under consideratiqn,
The honourable mover of the resolution and my friend Raja Sahib have
fully described the state of affairs now prevailing in the Nili Bar Colony.
No doubt the zamindars of that place have got some real and legitimate
- · grievances. . And for that the main reason is that sufficient amount of water
· is not available in the project.
Besides this the Government have. in. curred comparatively greater expenditure on the construction of this project
than on any other similar construction and hence their policy is to realise
the money thus wastefully. spent from the • colonists.
Consequently
· the latter have to pay large sums of money to the Government. Sir, if
water supply is sufficient the zamindars usually do not mind other hardships.
And here it is the question of water supply which is niostly engaging the
attention ·of the zamindars. In iny opinion, the remark that the local officers
are miserly people, is to a very large extent, uncalled for. They have to
~ carry out the orders of the local Government. They have to follow the line
of action suggested by the higher authorities. The local officers do not
- seem to be free agents of themselves ; otherwise, there would have been no
complaint. The colony is most successful as far as · the executive side is
· concerned. There was no colony in which there existed greater honesty and
. justice. I do not like to repeat what the honourable . mover has said on the
subject but I would submit that so far as forest growth is concerned, the
forest officers arbitrarily :fix certain prices of lands which the purchasers
· 01· lessees have to pay without fail.
The forest department has been very
Uilfair, the least I can say, in assessing the value of the forest growth. In
• addition to that the latter have alse to incur the expenses of clearing off the
jungles and no income is derived from the forest growth-not a. pie I oa.n
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assure you. The rate of interest is also exorbitant. I understand that
Bahawalpur and Bikaner authorities have granted certain concessions to
their abadkars and grantees, the rate of interest is 2 , per cent. less. r
think the Government should also grant similar concessionsto the abadkars.
and grantees of the colony area. It has been said that the method of selling
land by auction is defective. No doubt at open auctions there is always.
keen competition among the purchasers and even the most sober-minded
· persons are carried away by the excitement of the moment. I for one cannot
suggest any modification in this method. It is suggested that Government
should fix the maximum 'price of land and a bid that exceeds that limit.
should be. disregarded. The same remarks apply to the method of calling
for tenders. .Anyhow I would ask the Government to adopt some measures
'for affording help to the zamindars of the Nili Bar. The condition· of the
old proprietary areas is very sad. The owners of these areas had much better·
'supply and paid much less to Government, while now their supply is much
worse· and the water rates, etc., are several times more. For' them this.
project is a eurse, With these words I once again whole-heartedly support
the resolution.

"""
The HonourableMian Sir Fazl~i-Husain (Revenue
Member) (Urdu),
Sir, I will not say that the present debate has proceeded beyond the matterunder consideration, but it will be -readily admitted that the arguments..
that have been advanced in favour of or against the present motion appear
to be disconnected with it and one begins to feel that . the honourable. speakers have allowed their zeal to carry them beyond the point at issue.
The first complaint that has been made by the honourable Sardar Sahib is with·
.regard to the present· system of selling land by auction, and I know that he·
never makes baseless complaints. In this he was supported by the honourable·
member Raja Narendra Nath who never lends his support to unreasonable"
proposals, but there are some grave difficultiesin the way of giving a practical"
shape to this proposal. First of all because it is a novel scheme. (Diwan
Bahaaur Raja Natenilra Nath: No, it is not a new scheme). All right T
admit it is an old one but still novel. Well, Sir.. ilhe honourable Raja Bahibsuggested a certain course for adoption to remove the -present complaint.
He said that he had used it aueeessfully when in service with regard to con-·
tracts for selling liquor. But may I as]J the honourable Raja Sahib,
whether he did it in accordance with the rules laid down in this behalf orwhether he introduced this system departing from the provisions of the rules,
in force ? Supposing there are ten persons who are offering the same sum
for an article ; out of these ten whom will you select and how ? On what ·
. principles would you base your selection ? • Would you prefer him who is.
known to you and your acquaintance ? Would you decide · in favour-·
of a teetotaller as against a drunkard ? On whom your choice will fall ; will..
it be a za.mindar as against a non-zamindar or a townsman as against a.
villager? What · will-be the principle on which your judgment is to be
based ? Do you mean to say that the Government should fix the price of·
land per acre before hand, for example Rs. 300 per acre, and then wh · en
more than one person have. bidden for it, it should be left to the whim of thesnctioneer to deoide as to whom the land should go to ? Sometime back yo~·raised a great hue and cry ·against lotteries and insisted that· the system..
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of lot drawings should be discouraged and discontinued, but now youyourself show your predilections for it. Well, Sir, this is a great defect which
is inherent in this proposal. The auctioneer shouts " Rs, 50 in 10. places "
which means ten persons have each offered Rs. 50. How would you decide
amongst these ten persons who have offered to· pay the same price ? Each
one of them will claim that the land should be given to him for his was the
first bid. Here again the same difficulty will · present itself and you will
have to face the problem afresh as to how to make the choice amongst the
various claimants. Surely this suggestion if put into practice will involve
us in grave difficulties? (Diu·an Bohadus' Raja Nare11dr,a Naih: No,
such difficulties will arise). The habit of ruling as a bureaucrat onceacquired seems to stick to one for the whole ot one's life and sci Raja.Sahib
gives no reasons but insists that there will be no difficulties. This is however
quite apparent and I think the honourable members have appreciated the
force of 'this argument. To be brief, Sir, it is very difficult for the Government to make the people understand that they should not offer very high
prices for the land unless the transaction is t() 'be pofitable to them. .If the
zamindars and others join hands to carry on a propaganda that land should
not be purchased beyond a certain price I don't see why they should
not succeed in putting a stop to this bad practice.
.
Sa:rda1 Hira Singh, Narli : In this way the Government will suffer
a great loss and the Colonization Officer will not tolerate it.
The. Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: Well, Sir, Government
does not want to make money like that. Of all the Government officers.
whom I have met, the present ColonizationOfficer of the Nili Bar is more in
favour of people not offering too high prices for the land'. He is of opinion
that people offer very high prices in tenders and at auctions.1 He wishes
that people should not do so but as an officer in charge of the auction he,
cannot stop them from doing so. Neither could you if you were to be
placed in his . position. Therefore we can safely say that the colonization
officers never wish that the people should offer unreasonably high prices
to their own great loss, Reports to Government also state that people make
high bids ; what is Government to do ? Should Government attempt
to introduce some legislation to place limitations on the free exercise of the
will of the people in such matters? 'If such a legislation is prepared it will
certainly and rightly be criticised.
You say that people do not understand the conditions governing the
sale of land. But in my opinion to know these conditions is not an insurmountable difficulty. Before bidding at the auction or before submitting a tender one is supposed to read and understand the conditions on which
land is offered for sale and ff he does not care to . read them surely the
Government is not to blame. It requires no great effort or intelligence to, '
understand these terms and there is no dearth of educated men who can be
consulted with regard to these terms.
Then, again it was said- that interest is charged at the high rate of 8 per
cent. I quite agree with the contention that I he interest is high; but
Government cannot help it. Two different rates, i;e., of 5 per cent. and
8 per cent. were fixed by the Government. . The one was to be charged from
those who paid higher prices and the other was to be charged from those
1
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who paid lower prices. But Government found by actual experience that
neither the price of land went down because of high interest nor did the people
~o np fer higher bids because interest was low. Government therefore had
to abandon this idea. Besides you cannot get money in any money market
.at a lower rate of interest in such transactions. 8 per cent. or 9 per cent.
:is the minimum rate of interest that obtains here and I believe elsewhere _
too. Hence it is incorrect to say that the rate of interest that Government
1
-eharges is excessive.
·
_
..
,
Then, Sir~ the mover of the resolution took up the question of graveyards,
·etc. I may state that in every abadkeri - ohak an area of fire squares or so
is presented to every 8,ba_dk:ari chak for ways, · burial places, grazing grounds, ·
·etc. Times out of number the Councilhas persistently asked the Government
to take more care to help the poor people. The peasant grantees are poor
,a,'Qd deserve all help, therefore to them the Government gives land for such
purposes as mentioned above free of all 'charge. The land sold by auction
is intended for the rich people, and there is no reason why they should
not be made to pay for land to be used by them as burial grounds and roads,
-ete, When they can very well afford _to pay for all their necessities when
.alive, they ean as well pay for a burial ground which they require when no
longer alive .
_
Then, Sir, it was complained that . the conditions · of selling land are
very harsh. These conditions are not harsh or
3 P, M.
unfair but the fact is that after the Great War the
J>rice of agricultural produce abnormally increased and . the zamindars
made large profits. They came to regard lands 8,B no less than gold mines
and invested, large moneys in them, without ever dreaming that they might
'Suffer losses at a later date. The same conditions do not obtain for ever..
During the last 8 or 4 years the prices of agricultural produce have fallen and
consequently large profits have dwindled down to small profits and threaten
to disappear and the great expectations of the zamindars have not been
realised. It is therefore natural that they should clamour and complain. If
the. prices of grains rise, no doubt, it would be beneficialfor the zamindars
but from the standpoint of the country as a whole it may be very harmful
and no sincere well-wisher of his country can entertain such a desire. What
help the state can render to them who purchase land at a price which they
cannot afford· to pay.
· "'
The honourable Sardar Sahib has proposed that a committee consisting of one official and two non-officialmembers be appointed· to enquire into
the grievances of lease-holders, abadkars, etc. (Interruption).· But the ques-tion is whether Government can afford relief to such people in any manner ?
·wouJd the honourable mover like the Government to reduce the rate of
interest or would he like that Government should reduce the prices that the
_: purchasers offer to pay 'l I hope the honourable mover himself would see
Inhis saner moments that Government could not adopt any of these pro.
posals when the sale of these lands was completed long ago. And if .these
proposals 'are impracticable what else Government is expected to do in the
matter ? The grievances of the pottadars and auction purchasers may be
~enuine but the question is how can they be removed ? If there is no way
-out of this difficulty there is no- sense in appointing the proposed committee.
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.Inetead of appointing a committee it will be better if all these' three classes
la.y their grievances separately in the form of representations or memorials
>to the Government through the Financial Commissioner, Development, who

· would gladly make enquiries and then submit his report to the Government. Government will then see what can be done to remove these griev-anees. 'The zamindars, I think, should be able to do this. It is a simple
· thing and more convenient both for the people and the Government.
Next, Sir, I want to invite the special attention of the House to another
matter. It has been asked why the Government undertakes the construction of such expensive schemes that later oil necessitate enhancement in land·
revenue and water-rates to make up the deficiency in the budget. The re. sons that prompt Government to undertake such constructions are not far
to seek. Those gentlemen who at present, insist on the instantaneous con. struction of the Bakhra Dam Scheme are well acquainted with these reasons.
r,l.1he people send memorials, make representations and all that they can do
to urge the Government to formulate a scheme and execute it. And if the
· Government expresses its inability to undertake such schemes on account
-of financial stringency they say ".Never mind, we will pay the wherewithal,"
and - when the scheme is completed they change sides and begin to clamour
.and say "Why was it undertaken when it was so axponsive " and so o~.
Anyway, Sir, to make up the deficiency in the budget the Government is
forced to enhance the water-rates.
Surely the money cannot come from
England, (Voi,:e.q : But it is sent to England.) to make up the deficiency
in your budget: It must come from the province, whether by the
enhancement of the water-rates or by increasing the .land revenue, court.
fees or stamps or from enhanced . excise revenue. If yon want t.hat
-l'~lief should be afforded to a few people by collecting funds from all
~ over the province then you will have to be frank and say so. You urge
t]]at people purchased lands by paying high prices and therefore they should
be supplied with 'water. But surely it is obvious that the Government has no
-eontrol over water supply in the river. It- cannot make the rain and snow to
fall on the mountains to keep rivers always running with a full supply ?f
water. If therain fails naturally the supply of water
the canals will
-deerease, and no one can be held responsible for it. The Canal Department
takes care that not
single drop of water is wasted. By the Triple Canal
system if water is spared from the first it is made to flow in the seeond or
the third canal as the case may be in ~tder to be· carried and supplied to the
place where it is needed. Therefore, you cannot hold the Government or
the Canal Department responsible for the occasional failures of the rainfall
.and consequently of. the water supply. Moreover, is it. fair after only three
_years experience to rush to make sweeping as_sertion1s that the supply of
this canal is small ? Such an inference is in no way justified. . If the Chief
Engineer will be permitted to speak he will tell you how abundantly water •
was supplied this rabi and what large areas are under ..crops at present,
1

:n

a

I again ~ay stress -on the fact that simply appointing a committee would
not meet the necessities of the present case, especially-when the financial conditions of the people and the province are not favourable.
The best· and
the most reasonable course to be followed would be that which I have already
,sug~ested and that is.. that these three classes should represent their cases

•
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separately to the Financial Commissioner, Development, the who will hold;
enquiries into the matter and will forward them to the Government •.
Please note that I do .not' mean ·to give an undertaking to the effect that the-Government will be bound to decide the matter in some particular manner,
but that Government will consider those representations, and will see what
it; can do in the matter.

Mr. H.F. Ashton (Chief Engineer): Sir, the Honourable Revenue.Member suggested that I should give the House some informationabout the water supplies on the Sutlej Valley Project. In making·
out a project one can only work on past records. It is from past records
that one gets an idea of what the water supplies are likely to be available in
the various months of the year .. As regards Sutlej Valley Project, the average daily supply in the month of April over a period of 20 years ending 1919'
was 9,700 ousees. In April 192.8, the average daily supply was actually
9,900 cuseos, in April 1929; i.e., last year, which was an exceptionally poor·
year, it was only 5,250 eusecs, Now taking the month of May, which is.
a most .important month for kharif sowings, the average. daily supply iri
the month of May over a period of 28 years has been 13,000 eusees. The
actual average (daily) in May 1928 was 2.2,800 cusecs. The actual average
(daily) supply in May J929 was only 7,000 eusees, that is,. half the .. supplyactuaUy measured over a period of 28 years. In spite of this, the area
actually irrigated for the year 1928-29 was 10,19,000 acres and the area pro-posed to be irrigated by the project in that year was 10,97,000 acres, so that
actually irrigation was very nearly up to the proposed. In 1929-30 the·
actual area irrigated up to the 15th Fe.bruary 1980 is 11,65,000 acres.
The debate has mainly been confined to the Nili Bar colony. In thiscolony the proposed irrigation is 5,86,000 acres, in 1929-80 up to the 15th:
February 1980, a year in which I pointed out tha,t the water supply was exeeptionally short, the actual irrigation done was 5,86,000 acres.· So that
we have, in this year of exceptionally short water supply, very nearly·
reached up to the proposed irrigation . If we take the allotted areas only,
"the allotted areas in 1928-29 were 2.,91,500 acres . The actual area.
irrigated wa§ 2,14,000 acres so that, we have irrigated well over 70 per·
cent, of the area allotted.
Considering these figures it seems to me that
if water supplies remain normal as are noted in our records of the last 28~
years there is every hope that t~e Suthlj Project will turn out the success that.
it is hoped it will be. ·
·
Rana Firoz-ud-Diu Khan (Bouth-East Towns, Muhammadan, Urban)»
(Urdu) : Sir, after th_e speech, and a very sympathetic speech, by the Honourable Revenue Member, it is hardly necessary to prolong the debate on,
the question before the House. He has been very kind to admit that some~·
of the grievances to which the honourable mover has drawn the attentionof the .House are genuine and that it. is necessary that adequate measures·
should be adopted to remove them. But in the 'course of his speech he bas.
raised one or two points with regard to. which there can be a difference of_'
opinion arid it is to discuss these points that I have risen to speak.
It is admitted on all hands that those who bought lands in the Niti Bar- ·
in open auction bid higher than the quality of these lands justified. 'I'here-
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is no dispute about it that the prices that they paid were uneconomic. It
may be that their zeal to buy lands overran their discretion at that time or·
that they were prompted to offer such high prices in view of the high
prices of agricultural produce thsn prevailing. However it cannot be
denied that very high and uneconomicprices were paid for these lands and
it was certainly mistake, and a serious mistake, on the part of the purchasers ·
to do- so. But it does not lie in the mouth of a Government_ Member-to say that because Government had published the terms on which
the lands were to be sold long before the auction took place or because the
purchasers or the intending purchasers were supposed to study the termsbefore bidding at the auction, it is not now prepared to show any eoncession to the abadkars of the Nili Bal' or even that it is not bound to show any
concessionto these people. No doubt, it was a sort of contract entered into
by these people with Government without any coercion and with the ~
knowledgeof the terms of. the contract and from the legal point of VIeW
Government cannot be compelled to relax the severity .of the terms. But
it does not behove Government to feel and consider itself as a par~y to that
contract wlien the other contracting party is no other than its loyal subjects.
It does not seem proper on its part to take up that position and. to insist on
the fulfilment of the terms of the so-called contract, I . do not mean to
suggest thereby that the prices offered and settled upon should be reduced,.
I realise that if these prices are reduced, it will have a very bad effect on thesale of lands by auction in future, I may assure the Government that I
' shall not make such a proposal, But I think and feel that there will be no
harm if the present rate of interest charged by the Government is reducedThe honourable member is aware of the fact that at the time of the·
auction of these lands, two different rates of interest were fixed by the
Government. One was the rate of 5 per cent. and other was the rate of 8 per
cent. per annum and the one was to be charged in the case of those who were
prepared to pay higher Pl-ices and the other in the case of those who could
not pay higher prices. _ It is true that these different rates of interest were
. fixed to enable all sorts of people to bid at the auction, which object eonld,
not be gained, but it is clear that Government could accept a lower rate of ·
interest as well. The fixing of a lower rate of interest, though with a·
different object, shows that there is nothing to prevent Government to reduce the present rate of interest if it were so minded. This also shows that ·
Government did at one time express its willingness and, I should say, readiness to accept 5 per cent. as the rate of interest and I think the present case-is one in which it should not hesitate to accept the same rate of interest.

a

· The Honourable Mian Sir FazI.. i.. Husain. (Urdu),: Government
did not fix these different rates of interest so as to distinguish between a .
purchaser and a purchaser or with a view to 'show concession to any of the-purchasers of these lands. The rate of 5 per cent. per annum was to be- charged in the case of those who were prepared to pay higher prices.
.,
Rana Firoz•ud·Din Khan (continued in Urdu) : I admit that it
was with a different object that a lower rate of interest was also fixed, but
my point is that such · a rate could be charged and that Government· expressed its readiness to charge such a rate and it is why I say that Government should reduce the rate of interest to 5 per cent. per annum. Equity--
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.
de~ands it and the miserable plight of the abadkars in the Nili Bar justifies it.
·
Besides I am of opinion that the period of 5 years in which the prices
of these lands are intended to be recovered is too short. This period should
: be extended to. at least ten years. It is a fact known to all that during the
-~ast three years there has come a rapid, and an unexpectedly rapid, change
.in the prices of agricultural produce.

The Honourable Miao Sir Fazl•i•Husain. (Urdu):- May I know
what exactly the honourable member wants the Government to do ? What
.is his definite proposal ?
. Rana Fir01-ud-Din Khan (continued in Urdu): I want that the
pnces of these lands should be recovered in instalments extending over a
period of at least ten years. In a period of 5 years even the most industrious
· of the farmers cannot make so much profit out of ariy land as to be able to
pay its price in that period. I should think that even the period of ten years
:u not sufficient for the purpose. Supposing on· an average a square of land
costs Rs. 10,000. Now as the tenth part of this price is to be paid as
soon as the hammer strikes, let us suppose that Rs. 1,000·are paid there and
then, and the remaining Rs. 9,000 are to be paid in instalments ranging over
a periodof 9 years, at the rate of 8 per cent. per annum as interest. Now,
.at th!-s rate-the purchaser of one square of land will have to pay Rs.1,000
as prmcipal and Rs. 720 as interest. Now, one square of land has never yield·ed Rs. 1,720 a year as income and no effort or labour can make one square
· of land yield so much. And mind, these purchasers belong to a class which
has few other sources to make up the deficiency. It· is, therefore, evident
that even if the period is extended to ten years, it will not afford much relief
to these people. However it· is possible _that this concession might do them
some good.
I

'

The Honourable Revenue Member was further pleased to remark that the
· Council has always been pressing the Government that it should help, above.
all, that section of the population which is poor and which, therefore, deserves
its first and foremost attention. It is true that the Council has been doing
.so and it was its duty to do so. No one will blame the Council. for that
attitude, but I do not understand in what way and why it was necessary
to remind the Council of this attitude ? Perhaps the Hononrable.Reverme
Member is under the impression that all those who purchased lands in 'the
Nili Bar in open auction, are very rich. To disabuse his mind of that prejudice I may say for his information that most of these purchasers had to
form themselves into various groups of ten or twenty men -and to pool their
.savings so as to be able to pay the first instalments. They are not at all
- rich and it is why they are now thinking of leaving their lands because their
expectations to . pay the remaining instalments out of the income of these
lands have been falsified. These people, therefore, deserve every sympathy
and it is really sad that the concessions which are available to grantees and
· other landlords in the Nili Bar have been denied to them. They also require land for burial ground and for roads. They richly deserve other coneessions also, for example, the allotment of 5 squares. of land free of cost in
,every chak. Theirs is a tale of woe and misery. They have many_ grievances
/
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to be redressed. The Chief Engineer has tried to show that the supply
of water in the Nili Bar· is normal, but I have just now been told that
it is not so. The honourable mover of the resolution tells me that while·
irrigation percentage in Amritsar is 85 per cent. and in Lyallpur 75 per cent.,.
nay 65 per cent., because it has now been reduced, in Nili Bar it is· only 55
per cent. Now, if these figures are correct and I have no reason to doubt,
the correctness of these figures, then the case of these abadkars becomes all
the more deserving of the help of the Government. In this connection I may
be permitted to say that if the Government is really anxious to colonise this
pa'rt of the province, it is necessary that immediate steps should be taken to.
redress the grievances of these abadkers and other colonists -of the Nili Bar.
I do not think Government wants to see these colonists under a heavy burden
of debt for.all their lives because it is only by borrowing that they can pay the·
instalments in case no concessions are shown to them .. The speech made l:,y the·
Honourable Revenue Member shows that Government has the good of these
people at heart. To redress the grievances of these people the honourable
mover of the resolution has suggested that acommittee should be appointed
which should go into· this question and the Honourable Revenue Member·
not agreeing with that suggestion has been pleased to suggest that the representatives of all the three classes of colonists should wait . upon the·
Financial Commissioner and place before him their grievances. I think
we should welcome this suggestion. The 'men of the calibre of my
honourable friend the mover of the resolution should go about the whole
of this ilaqa and try to organise all the three classes of colonists into onebody. If they could organise themselves into one body, I am sure the Financial Commissioner and, for the matter of that, Government must submit
to their demands. · There is no reason why 'they should fail to _have their·
grievances redressed if they present a united front. If this occasion is made
use of to bring all the three ·classes together I think we shall have gained
much. It will be. considered a blessing if all these abadkars form themselves.
into ·a union on this occasion, never mind if their grievances are redressed
or not redressed, although I am sure that before a united front Government.
cannot but yield. I hope, therefore, that the hondurable mover will welcome·
this proposal.
Khan Sahib Risaldar Bahadur Nur Khan (Rawalpindi, Muham-madan, Rural) (Urdu) : Sir, I strongly support the resolution moved by·
my honourable friend Sardar Hira Singh. . I do not think I need say anything with regard to the merits "Of this resolution because much has already
been said to ventilate the grievances of the samindare of the Nili Bar. I
shall, therefore, content myself with relatjng my own experience in the matter.
I may say straightway that like many other abadkars in the Nill Bar I am:
also a victim to the many troubles from which they are suffering. I had'
purchased a lot consisting of 5-l squares of land in the Nill Bar hoping that
I shall be able to make my living out of the income of this land.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl.:.i-Husain : , How many thousands:
·of rnpees had you before you purchased that lot of land ?
Khan- Sahib Risaldar Bahadar Nur Khan (continued .in Urdu):
What I had I have spent and now I am left with no money. When I went
to visit that plot of Ian~ I found it to be in a veey bad condition. I spent,
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. about one and a half thousands of rupees more to make that plot fit for oulti- -,
vation, but I soon found that all the money that I had spent was wasted.
For the first few months I waited for the supply of water and when the water
was supplied, it went on to other lands and my land remained unirrigated.
It was proposed that a build may be constructed to stop the flow of water
· on to other lands, but the proposal was abandoned as the time and money,
that would to l e spent on the construction _of that bund, were eonsi. dered to be incommensurate with the results ·that would- be achieved. Under
the circumstances I was unable to pay the next instalments and from the
· fear of the authorities who do not hesitate to use force for collection of the
· dues, I gave up that plot of land. What I had earned and made during the
Great War in the capacity of a combatant, I have spent, rather wasted, on
· that land and now all the zeal in me for buying or possessingland has vanish, ed. Now, I do not think of taking such a suicidal step again. In my opinion·
period of ten years which Rana Sahib has proposed, is also insufficient to
pay the prices of the lands and I would suggest that at ieast 15 years should be
. allowed within which the prices ·should· be paid. Before I resume my seat
I very strongly support the resolution before the House.
·
Mr. H. Calvert (Financial Commissioner): Sir, I was much struck
by the moderation with which the mover of this resolution put forward his
-ease and I congratulate him on the temperate language he used about the
, colony which undoubtedly has been very unfortunate in several directions.
It is admitted, and freely admitted, that there have been difficulties in the
Nill Bar. .It is quite freely admitted that there have been grievancesamongst
those who have moved down tothat colony. But perhaps it is not quite so
widely known . that all these grievances have received the most continuous
, and careful attention at the hands of all concerned and have met with the
· utmost sympathy at the hands of the Leader of. the House.
The points taken by the various speakers have been rather numerous
and I might begin with the objection taken by jhe last speaker but one to
the interest rate. It seemed to me rather curious that Government should
· be prepared to take either 8 per cent. or 5 per cent., and he took that as
-evidenoe that Government would be satisfied· with the 5 per cent. The
... · actual facts are these. Up to the current year the estimated expenditure
"on this project was 10 orores and 10 lakhs. On that sum interest has had
to be paid and the interest on that sum paid up to date is round about 229
• Iakhs, making the total out-of-pocket expenditure to 1,229 lakhs of rupees.
Now, that expenditure ·has to be recouped and it really does not matter
· to . the Punjab Government what proportion of that expenditure comes
back by way of interest or by way of capital. Government is quite prepared
· -to take 5 per cent. if that would attract higher prices for the land ; that is to
, say, Government would make a calculation, and .if it found that the 5 per
· -eent, · interest does not fetch. a higher price than the one at 8 per
eent., then Government cannot afford to take this 5 per cent.· interest. The
· honourable member in mentioning the interest seemed to slide over the diffi,oulty felt. all over India and more especiallylast summer in the· · matter of getting money. Even the bank rate of the Imperial Bank rose to, I think, 8 per
-cent : and in England the bank rate rose up to 7 per cent. Therefore, the
, Government in fixing the rate of interest has to take ~to. eonsideration the
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years,
:possibilities of the money market for a long period of
and thaflt did
:not go too high was amply shown last year when the Imperial Bank put the
-disoount rate at 8 per cent. ,
·
Then, the honourable member put forward the argument which has very
.frequently been placed before us, and which was repeated last year also, that
.is, that. the poor purchaser should be encouragedby allowinglong instalments.
He wished the present period of 5 years to be extended to 10 years. The plain
, :!act about that point is very simple. It does not pay anyone to buy land at
the present prices if he has to pay 8 per cent. interest ; and in my opinion
·Government would be doing a very serious injury to the small zandndars of
this province if it encouraged him to bid at auctions by the promise of long
instalments with 8 per cent .. on unpaid balances. That will not be an economic
proposition. We have seen in the last year or two that our capitalist friends
have almost deserted the auction. Although they grumble about not being
-allowod to buy land, yet when the chance is given to them in open auction,
they do not come and bid. The reason is very simple. They, being mostly
-astute business men, find that it is not really a business proposition to buy
land at these higher rates. So they have withdrawn. The result has .been
.that a very large number of the peasant class have been induced to buy at
these auctions and they have paid rather higher than could be justified by the
value of the land. · That is rea,llythe secret of this troqble,
The honourable member paid most attention to the terms of the-lease.
He himself has asked that the same land should be given back to the same
.Ieasees on different terms. Then, it is clear that there is no disinclination
-to take the land on lease. There is no shortage of men willing to take land -on temporary cultivation. The whole argument depends on the terms,
,.and the most important terms are decided by·the lessees themselves when
they bid. What has happened is that many people have made rather
larger bids than were justified by the agricultural conditions and have therefore suffered thereby. The real fault lay with the over-optimistic bidder.
0

Then again, it has been argued by my friend opposite that the water. supply was not quite so good as had been made out by my honourable friend
Mr. Ashton. What he has overlooked is 'this, that when the Lower Ohenab
-Oanalwas built there was plenty of water in the Punjab and the Government
· of the day -was concerned only with the Lower Chenab Canal, A similar
-argument applies to the Lower Jhelum Canal. At that time the Government
had in mind. only the water requirements of the Lower Jhelum Canal Colony.
In the Nili Bar the Punjab Government has not got absolute right in the
water; and this C.oun;ilcannot argue the case of all the water of the SutleJ
. River which is shared by the Bikaner and the Bahawalpur States. · The
Governments of Bikaner and Bahawalpur have no more rights to discuss the
amount of water which the Punjab receives than we have to discuss the·
. amount of water which they receive. Our share is sufficient to irrigate
about 51 per cent. of the land. My honourable friend, Mr. Ashton, has
. shown that while the Government has. more or less undertaken to irrigate
· 51 per cent., it is actually irrigating 70 per eent., so that, ~though water
• is not so great as in the case of the earlier canals, that is not the fault of •the
~Punjab Government. The Punjab Government takes that amount of water
· which by agreement it is allowed to take, and is trying to make the best
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possible use of it, and the faot that the in·igation department is actually
irrigating 40 per cent. greater area than it undertook to is, I think, a great
credit to that department.
Now, as I have already mentioned, a great deal of the grievances arises..
from the optimistic bid and the optimistic tender. Suggestions have been
made in this House to-day that Government should try to reduce this to a
kind of limited liability tender. The Honourable Leader of the House has.
spoken on the possible results of that system. I would urge thR.t if we are-to have fair dealing, the only possible method "is· either by the open public·
auction or by open tender. I think all members will agree that any other·
system will only lead to accusations of favouritism and jobbery.
It is argued, Sir, that the people did not know what they were bidding·

for. Every arrangement was made to show them
the land which was going to be auctioned. Maps,
and plans were provided and the patwari,s were told to show land to the peoplewho wanted to bid for it. It is not the fault of the ColonizationOfficer or his,
staff if any one at the time of the auction says that he does not know what
he is buying. Again," the case was taken by the honourable the mover·
where a number of people bid jointly for a large area and then are held res- ponsible for the sums they have to pay, and _he seems to object to this, although it is a ilery clearcase of a legal contract. A body of persons jointly
makes a bid and Government accepts that bid ; that males a binding eontract. So what actually happens in practice is this, A certain number of
members of that partnership get. rather frightened of the responsibility they·
have undertaken and they 'withdraw. The remaining members select the.
best plots of land which they have got and relinquish the poorer bits and say ·
th~ poor plots of land belongs to those friends who ran away. Cases like
that make it quite clear that we cannot allow people to bid jointly and then
to abandon their joint responsibility.
4 ur;

Then, Sir, it has been urged that Mr. Wace is rather overburdened with·
the financial aspects of this project. Sir, I think all ofus on this side, areoverburdened with the financial progress· of the. Sutlej Valley Project. It
must be remembered that when the- earlier canals were constructed, labour- ,
was cheap and the canals were constructed at eomparativelj' low cost. Since .
then labour and the cost of material have advanced enormously and it is .
no longer possible to construct the canals at the same low rate per acre
irrigated as was the cost fast century. Now, Sir, it is a question for the people
of this province whether they do or do not want an extension of irrigation, .
because if they want extension of irrigation, they must be prepared to pay
for· it. · Actually this project has been constructed and a liability of over ten
orores has been incurred and some .one or other 'has got to accept t:he
responsibility for those ten crores. Another argument of the honourable ..
mover was that the colonists should be relieved of their share of the burden
and I presume he was further arguing that the rest of the burden should fall
on the people of other districts, because, Sir, the: State is the people and a burden on the State is a burden on the people, and,if one section of the population who share that burden say we do not wan~ to assume that burden, it
means that they .ask other people to assume that burden.
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There is one other aspect which I should like my honourable friend
.eonsider. It is the question of the position of the Punjab and its credit in.
;the outer world. We borrow erores of rupees on our credit for a definite
purpose. We cannot borrow ten orores of rupees from' a bank or the public
-without explaining how we are going to use it. Every single item of those.
ten crores has to be justified by estimates. It is ·ten crores for a project and'
-that project includes a detailed proposal for the repayment of the loan or
-for meeting the responsibility thereby incurred ; and, therefore, as we have
taken a loan on some particular project costing ten crores of rupees, we cannot
-retract from the responsibility we have undertaken. When we have bor.rowed, crores of rupees on our project and we hope' to raise so many erores
.of rupees by selling land, we- cannot in honour say that we do not like this
.., high price and we will sell the land at a lower price, and let the people who
Jent to us go abegging. We must, Sir, as a province, honour the undertaking, '
and the undertaking-was that we should try to raise so much by temporary ·
-enltivation and so .mueh by peasant grants and so much by sale and so on,
.and we must t!y to find that money according to our undertaking, -otherwise
.onr credit in the world will sink low.
Sir, there are other, projects under considerationfor the development
.of this very progressive province. There are the Haveli and Bhakra projects
.and so on, and for these projects loans will have to be taken, and if we wish
·to raise these loans at a reasonable rate of interest, we must take care of
our credit. We must honour the undertaking we have at present incurred,
-otherwise, when the time will come to raise a further loan w:e· will have the
-market closed against us._ So it is extremely important that having once
.embarked on this project, having accepted the responsibility, and havingput
-our signatures to a certain definite proposal, we do not go back and say that
-.our p~ople do not like it. We cannot throw up this proposal ; we cannot
.do this because we have spent a large sum of money on it.
Now, Sir, there _is one very peculiar argument put forward. It appears
-in'1fihe suggestion of the honourable the mover and it appears in most of the
-cases which come to us to be dealt with. In auction and in the system of
tenders there are always a series of offers. A bids for so much, B for a little
"bit higher and so on, and it is customary to accept the highest tender. The
person whosehid is highest or whose tender is highest expects that his tender
--will be accepted. Now, Sir~ if we are going . to • take a lower tender, why
-should we take it from A and not B or O. It may be that those whonave
not bid so high have more sense of value of the land or they may have avail· ·
able eapital. They m9,y be better cultivators. Why should we bind our·
-selves to accept the bid of the higher bidder ? The honourable the Leader
of the House has dealt with extraordinary care and sympathy with a very
1arge number of grievances which have been placed before him. I, at least, ·
.am in a position to know that he receives every form of grievance. He is ·
,constantly discussing:the grievances, constantly making enquiries and when
the case is proved it is placed before him and he sanctions concessionsto the
-people who in the heat of the moment have.bid rather higher than they should. :Distributaty 4-L has been mentioned to-day as a case in point,-and the lesse-:
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holders on that distributary have undoubtedly bad misfortune, and I think·
their case has been. dealt with and they were given separate coneeesions.
When it was first found that the water supply was inadequate, the lease wasrorther extended 81? that their first period of possession was free. When it
was further found that the water supply was still inadequate, the period
was for the second time extended, and when they got a crop which was a.
disappointing one, the Honourable the Revenue Member reduced . the mali·
kana from so much acre on allotted to so much acre .on matured land, and.
he has dealt similarly with all the complaints which have been put before
him •
.. Now, Sir, in this world of ours, great value has been put upon confidence-

In 01 progressive province like the Punjab, confidenceis supremely necessary~:
and for colonization work confidence is perhaps the most essential point
of all. I am aware, Sir, that in this Nill Bar colony there have been mis-fortunes. There · have been grievances ; but I would like the honourable·
members to understand that these misfortunes and these· grievances have·
been found in every single colony work that Government has undertaken.
When the Lower Chenab Canal, Lyallpur colony, was first started, there
were harrowing-tales. People who settled down were· beset by jungalies •
who used to attack them vigorously and with considerable force, and they_
also found that the canal was not as perfectly constructed on the lines marked
out. They had to dig long water courses. Having dug their water courses·
they found a shortage of water as was almost unavoidable in the early days.
Having :ftnally got tp.e water they were attacked by an outbreak of cholera t
and when they got bumper crops they found no adequate means to transport
them; Sir, all these misfortunes and many others befell the Lyallpur colony•.
It was very . disheartening- in those earlier days. Pioneers must all expect
misfortunes and difficulties. I have myself known a time in the Lower·
Jhelum colony, Sargodha, when there was a very magnificent harvest on the·
ground _and a very severe outbreak of :plague occurred in the colony. The·
people fled. and could find no one to harvest their crops. No one came to.
hervest them. Yet now the Lower Jhelum colony is . prosperous: So,
I think, in the Nili Bar; if we face all these difficultieswith courage, if we bring to bear all the skill which the Punjab now possessesfrom long experience
in such matters, and if, Sir, we can bring all our patience, bring all 'our finan7eial understanding and colpny understanding-and such matters are n<>t
easily-acquired-if we bring to this colony all the great powers which the
Punjab possesses,I for one, see no reason to despair, and I believe the Nili.
Bar will -become ~s prosperous a colony as other coloniesin the Punjab.

_

Chaudhri Za&ullah Knan (Sialkot, Muhammadan, Rural) : .. Sj.r,.
at this stage of the discussion on this resolution I find that there is- really
very little difference with regard t~ the objects that' the mover and the sup-·
porters of this resolution have in view andthe objects which the Government
have in view, and that the speeches that have been so far made have really·
l11E. in parallel channels instead of being opposed to each other. A certain
amount of misa pprehension has perhaps been imported ilito the discussion.
omni to a reference having been made to the high prices realised at the auo-
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tions of lands in the Sutlej Valley, and these high prices having been due,
to a very large measure 'to two factors, (1) the comparatively high prices
of foodstuffs prevailing at the time when these lands were bid for and (2)
to the spirit of rivalry which is almost always engendered at auctions. But
so far as I could follow the reference to the high prices, it was not so much·a.
grievance that Government was in any manner to blame for these high prices
having l>een fetched. It was mentioned more as a factor which has subsequently led to a position in which the purchasers of land in the Sutlej Valley
Project find themselves in a genuine difficulty. Certain other grievances
were alluded to, and I am very glad to find that it has been frankly admitted
ori behalf of the Government that there have been grievances, that there
are grievances. Only Government has sought to put forward 'two pleas,' thefirst of which I think every member of this House would unhesitatingly
accept, .that is to say, that the majority of these grievances are due to misfortune rather than to any lack of sympathy or effort on the part of Government to do the best that it could for the· purchasers, abadkars and leaseholders in. this colony. I think all of us agree that that is so. The second
plea put forward is that Government has done its best and is doing its best:
to meet those grievances. That also may be conceded because nobody
charges the Government, as I have said, with any lack of effort. But then
the question always arises that whenever there are .grievances and those."
grievances have continued, it may be that there is no lack of. sympathy, thereis no lack of effort, but it may also be that Governmentis either committed
to certain points of view or having adopted certain points of view would behelped rather than handicapped in its efforts to meet those grievances by
admitting non-officialadvice with regard to. the manner in which these grievances are to be met. I find myself in entire agreement word for word as to
what has. fallen from the Honourable the Financial Commissioner as to his
anxiety to keep up the credit of this · province and to keep up confidence. But I want to ask him whether he thinks that in the long run thecredit of this province is likely to be maintained by the spreading of thefeeling which at present exists among the colonists and the purchasers in
the Sutlej Valley and abadkars that Government ought to do something
for them and has failed to doit, If this resolution fails "that feeling is likely
to be intensified. Does the Honourable the Financial Commissionerthink
that the credit of this province is likely in the long run to be promoted by
t:Jiat feeling spreading among the agriculturists of this province, or is likely, on
the other hand, to be promoted by an assurance that a committee will beappointed who will examine the question in all its aspects and in many of'
its aspects they may find that they are in agreement with what Government
has done in the past and proposes to do in· the· future, and . with regard to,
other matters which had not been examined by Government, the (lommittee "
might make suggestions which the Government could accept ? I am absolutely certain, and I have not the slighest hesitation in saying, that if peoplein that tract and people all over the Punjab who are potential purchasers
of land in' other areas which might be irrigated at subsequent stages areassured that the moment the existence of these grievances is admitted, Government are willing not only' to remedy those grievances but to take the·
non-official element into their confidence for the purpose of making suggestions as to how they could be remedied, that would encourage colonists in
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the future. And the· attitude which Government has at present taken· up
that because in their own view they have done the best they could and that,
:therefore nobody should try to have the non-official element associated with
them in trying to remove those grievances, is likely to discourage rather than
i;o encourage colonists. I think that just for the object which the Honourable
the Financial Commissioner bas in view, to keep the credit of this province,
.to attract colonists and to raise enough money in order to enable this pro'Vince to meet its commitments, it is necessary that confidence should be
.engendered among the colonists, both existing ones and potential colonists in
.other parts of the province, that if there be grievances at any time, may be
.due to misfortune, may be entirely due to the intervention of nature and not
.at all due to anything the Government has done or failed to do, the Government would at all times be ready to meet the demand for making a sympathei,ic enquiry into those grievances and to remedy such of them as could pos-sibly be remedied. Similarly, just as it is necessary' to maintain confidence
'With · regard to the carrying through of these projects and with regard to the
financial liability which the Government or the province has undertaken,
it is also necessary to maintain confidence in the sympathetic attitude of the
,Government towards _the people. And this House has been assured by the
"Honourable the Revenue Member that if the three different categories of
]people who are interested in this colony as abadkars, as purchasers of land
.and as pattadM"s would separately put down their grievances in moderate
language and submit them to the Financial Commissioner, those memorials
·would be very sympathetipally investigated
and enquired into and con-sidered, and any genuine grievenees which arise out of them which are posi-sible of being remedied b:r. the Government would be remedied. I have no
-donbt that that would be done, but that is a line of argument which might
-on every occasion be adopted by Government whenever there is a demand
1or a committee to make an investigation into any matter that might arise •
.After all, Government can on all occasions say : Surely, you must have coniidence enough-in us that our officials will honestly do what they promise
;to do, and if you will submit your grievances to us in moderate language, all
the genuine .grievances which we consider are capable of being remedied
"We shall remedy. Did the Honourable the Revenue Member mean that on
:Some occasions Government is not willing to adopt that attitude with regard
.to the grievances urged and that on this particular occasion they would be
"Willing so to do and that, therefore, a committee is not necessary 'l If, on
-the other hand, the attitude of the Honourable Member is that on all occasions,
whenever grievances arise, Government does adopt that procedure that would
'be a complete answer to all resolutions whenever brought forward into this
"House asking for the appointment of a committee. The object of this resolution is not in any sense either to scrap this project or to get rid of the commitments of the province with regard to it or to relieve purchasers of land in
tthis colony and other settlers of the flnaneial-obligetions which they have
-undertaken towards the Government, nor is it even to condemn what Government have done or have failed to do. The object is to request the Government, grievances having been admitted, to associate two members of this
:House with, let us say, the Honourable the Financial Commissioner, _!n the
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enquiry which Government itself proposes to make into the grievances of
these three classes of settlers in this colony.

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl.. i .. Husain: I have not heard anything

about abadkars. So we had better drop them.

•

,

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : I included them because the Honourable the Revenue Member mentioned them among the classes of people who
might send up their grievanees to the honourable member and they are
certainly mentioned in the resolution. The object is that the grievances
of those people should be enquired into. And let us say that that enquiry
would be conducted by an officersubordinate to the Honourable the RevenueMember. Then, it is the wish of honourable members on this side of the
House that in such an enquiry two non-officialmembers of this House shall be
associated. There is no reason for Government· to anticipate that these
two non-officialmembers will adopt an unreasonable attitude any morethan that Government · would adopt an unreasonable attitude
with regard to the consideration" of those grievances, If the attitude
of the Government_ is reasonable I am certain that the attitude
of _the two non-official members would be equally reasonable and
the conclusions jointly arrived at being arrived at in the light of·
that confidence which the Government would be prepared to place
' in the non-official element would command a great deal more . confidence
than conclusionswhich may be arrived at, although they are exaqtly the same. as would be arrived at by a committee·with the non-officialelement, by, say,.
the Financial Commissionersitting by himself and making an investigation
into these matters. For these reasons briefly stated, I think that the
object to be attained being the same, that is to say, that Government is prepared to make a thorough and sympathetic investigation into the grievances
of those people and the same being the object of the honourable mover,
only the means for the attainment of that object being different, the meana
suggested by the honourable mover being such. as are likely to command a
great deal more confidence-among the public of this province than the one·
suggested by the Honourable the Revenue Member, I am sure that the
House would be disposed to give its support to this resolution.

Mr. J. D. Penny (Finance Secretary): I understood from the speech
of the honourable inembei who spoke l~t that he advocated the appointment of a committee such as was suggestedby the mover of this resolution
.on the ground that i.ts effect upon our credit would be greater than aIJ.y
ordinary departmental enquiry by officers of Government, however sympathetic they might be. He thought, I understand, that the result of. the
association of non-offioialswith an enquiry of this nature would be that. the
conclusions wouldcommand a greater confidencein the public mind. There.
is a great deal to be said for this point of view, but in the present case it would:
be difficult to see what good purpose the appo:intment of this particularcommittee islikely to serve, A great deal of attention has been ooneentrat-.
ed · this afternoon 'upon the grievances' of persons who have bought land at;
auctions in the Nili Bar. .And the reason for this is that the proportion
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'Of land that has been disposed of or will be disposed of in this way is a great
deal larger than in previous canal colonies in which the process of colonisetion is now over.
·
There are sevedl reasons -fer this of which the chief one perhaps is the
fact that in the earlier colonies the agricultural prospects of the settlers were
doubtful, and it was impossible for them to foresee at all accurately-what
profits they ~(')re likely to derive from ili,e land which they were taking up.
The state. of things is now very different, and everybody knows that very
.Iarge profits have been made from perennially irrigated lands in the past,
.and that there is every prospect of. similar profits being derived in future.
It is not necessary, therefore, to attract colonists to the land by giving
them very attractive terms and on conditions which, experience has shown
:in the pest, and will show in the future, will be unduly lenient. There is a
further reason in the abnormal rise in prices, which have made the eonstrnction of the Sutlej Valley project a more costly proposition than the eon·
stmction of similar irrigation sehemes in the older colonies; and it is
necessary therefore to expect a larger return from the disposals of the land
in order to make sure that the province will derive a proper benefit from ·
its capital expenditure. Now, whenit was not known what the profits of
lands that were sold in the Lower Chenab Colony were likely to be, it was
.quit-a natural and, indeed inevitable, that gentlemen who made bids at the
,au-0tion should have. been rather cahtious. But in the Nill Bar Colony ,
persons who are bidding for the land will know . the conditions that are
Jjkely to obtain in it, and it is this as much as anything else which has led to
the very keen competition to get the land.
There is· the further fact, on which emphasis has already been laid,
that the persons who are now bidding at a public auction are not so much
<iapitalists.for whom this form of .disposal of land was originally designed, but
the 21amindar who has himself gained. profits from canal irrigation in other
districts or has seen his more fortunate neighbours deriving this profiit,
and has hopes that he will be equally lucky in the 'Nili Bar Colony. For this
zeason, there is a great deal keener competition in the Nili Bar than there
has been ever before. I think I am right in saying that when the auctions
-were first started in the older colonies the practice was to receive the sum
-that was bid at the auction on the spot or, at any rate, within a month or
two, and this actually is the ordinary procedure- in anything that could be
called auction. . By degrees, certain concessions have been given in the way
of allowing certain. period of time within which the money could be paid.
On the Lower Bari Doab I think this was first introduced as a regular system
and p~yment was allowed to be spread over three years in six monthly in·
stalments. That was hailed with satisfaction by the zamindar community,
and it is for that reason, I think, that 'an extension of the practice has been
made in the Nili Bar where the conditions obtaining' in auctions that have
been held so far .have been lO per cent. down and the rest in five annual
instalments. This concession is one which has been made for. the benefit
and to meet the demand of the zamindar ; and it is somewhat anomalous
that this very class should turn round and say that those conditions are h~rd..
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-1 thirui that when we regard the matter quietly we m1JSt :find Q'\l):selves unable
-to accept this argument. After all, what is in question here is not so much

;

·the investigation of some grievances, or even the question of amending one's
general policy, but simply the question whether certain individuals have
made bad bargains. Now, making' due allowance for the fact that any com·
mittee on which honourable members of this House are represented must
··carry great weight with the public outside the walls of this House, it will
·surely be a very serious thing if any impression were given that Government is going to go back upon its contractual obligations. (Hear, hear).
What these people want when they have made that bad bargain ~s. that .they
. should in some way be let off and get at the public expense some sort of
-eoneession to which under the law they are not entitled. Now, there isone
of the canons of financial propriety the importance of which the 'Auditor·
· General is constantly impressing on the Fin~ci¥ Department and
:that is t'u.t the public revenues must not be used for the benefit of a
particular person or class. Here we appear to have something which savours
-of an attempt to divert the revenues; of· divert certain concessionsaffecting
the revenues, of the province, to the benefit of a particular ola.$s. Tb.at is
·to say, the proposal is to interfere with the ordinary law of contracts and to
relax it foir the benefit of persons who find that they have overreached
-themselves. I cannot help thinking that it will be a very @wise step to
.appoint any committee which would be likely to give the inl.pressionthat
-Govemment is prepared to entertain measures of thi.$ nature. · Everybody
will sympathise with a zaminda:rwho has promised to pay a prioe which he
-subsequently finds himself unable to pay. But after all, we must surely
·treat him in the same way as.. he would be treated in private dea]mgs. I
-oan hardly imagine the honourable gentleman who moved this motion,
if he sold.a bullock of his
being prepared to take payment for it in in·
rstalments spread over a period of 10 years, or to revise the price if the bullock
-died in the meanwhile. I think too that he would expect the gentleman
·who bought the bullock to have a very good look at it beforehand ; he would
.expect him, for instance, to look a.t its teeth, and see wha..t its prospective
:age is, and he would not subsequently accept any argument when he said
-that he was very sorry that he did not see the bullock before he bought it.
'The same argument will hold good with reference to auction even of Govern·
·ment Iand. It is the duty of the person who intends to bid at the airction
to go and look at the land beforehand and see for himself what it is worth.
I think when we think over the motion we must come to the conclusion that
·though certain bids which people have promised to pay may .bear hard
-npon them, nevertheless it is better that we should enforce the terms .of the
-eontrect than that we spould give rise to a general feeling of insecurity by
tampering with it wholesale-in the way any relaxation of the conditions·
;generally would involve. Therefore, I ask the House to reject thia motion.

own,

Mr. President: The question is"This Council recommends to the Government .to appoint a eommitteeceonaistdng
cf one official and two non-official members of this Council to enquire into the
grievances of the landholders, temporary lease-holders and abadkars of the
Nill Bar Colony, and to suggest ways and means for the removal of these griev·
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The Council divided, Ayes: 88, Noes 27.
AYES.
- Khan Bahadur Maulvi Abdul
Ghani.
Diwan. Bhadur Raja Narendra
Nath.
Bai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram.
Chaudhri Kesar Singh.
Pandit Nanak Chand.
Mian Ahma.d_Yar Khan, Dault-

ana,
Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah.
Mr. Din Muhamma\i.
- Bai Sahib Ohaudhri Chhotu
Ram.
_
- Chaudhri Zafrillla Khan.
Maulvi Sir· Rahim -Bashsh.
' Dr. Sir - Muhammad Iqbal.
Shaikh Faiz Muhamm:ad.
Ohaudhri Duli Chand.
'Pir Akbar A.Ii.
Chaudhri Ali Ahmad.
Khan Bahadur Malik Muhammad -Amin Khan.

Khan Sahib - Risaldar Bahadur
Nur Khan.
Malik Khan ,Muhammad. Khan, Wagha.
·
Mian. Nurullah. :
Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad:
Hayat, Quresh].
Chaudhri Umar Hayat.
.
Khan
Muhammad
Abllullah
Khan.·
Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan.
Shaikh Abdul Ghani.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq.
Bardar Hira Singh, N: arli,
Bardar Harl Singh.
, Sardar Partap Singh.
Khan Bahadur Sardar HabibUllah.
Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujja.l Singh,
Sar~.ar Bishan Singh.

NOES.
Colonel C. A. Gill.
Mr. C. A. H. Townsend.
The Honourable Malik Firoz
Khan, Noon.
Khan Bahadur Nawab Muzaffar
Khan.
a
Mr. W. R. Wilson.
Mr. R. Sanderson.
Mr. W. S. Dorman.
. Mr. M. A. Ghani.
Mr. H. F. Ashton.
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal.
The Honourable
Sardar
Sir
J ogendra Singh.
The Honourable Sir Alexander
Stow. · _
The Honourable Mian Sir Fasl-iHusain.

Mr. Alan Mitchell.
Mr. J. D~ Penny. Mr. C. M. G. Ogilvie.
Mr. H. W. Emerson.
Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave.
Mr. S. L. Sale. :
Lala Muka.nd Lal Puri.
Bai Bahadur , Pandit
Deulat'
Ram, Katia. ·
Bai Bahadur Lala Rattan Chand ..
Ll!,la Kesho Ram, Sekhri.
Pandit Mehar Chand.
· Sardar Bahadue - Capt. Dalpat'
_Singh.
- •
.
Sardar Bahadur Sardar - SheoNarain Singh.
·
Mr. E. Maya

Das.

The motion was carried;
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RESOLUTION RE STADIUM AT LAHORE.

Sardar Mohinder Singh [Ludhiana, Sikh, Rural] (Urdu): Sir, I beg
to move-

"

!' This Council recommends to the Governm~nt to provide a. stadium and suitable·
grounds for public athletics and s_i>0rts at the Minto Park, Lahore, or any·
other proper plaoe."

Sir, before I proceed with my resolution, I would like to explain the term,
' stadium ', It means. an enclosure with a racing track, grounds for· such
games as football and hockey and suitable accommodation for spectators- _
There is also a pavilion and generally under the pavilion there are dressing
rooms, refreshment rooms, committee rooms, etc. Sir, you will find.
that in almost all civilised countries stadiums are constructed for the use of
the public. Of course there is one· sort of stadium provided by the Uni-·
versity at Lahore, but it is not open to the public. Sir, even in small villages
a certain portion of shamlat land is reserved to be used as a ground for public
sports. If Government undertook to construct a stadium it would create
interest in athletics and sports. The attention of the people would be divertedfrom gambling houses, liquor shops and other places of immorality. Reputation will be another factor which will goad the people on to take interest in
games and sports. Thus we will be able to produce all round best·
athletes and sportsmen. As the Persian couplet goes

y,:;. i.:Jl.c:,,,.

:i Jl.,S ~-s

jtj-c ss •.

one cannot be a loser if one devotes one's entire attention to any one sphere
of human activities. You know, Sir, that our countryman Gama the wrestler
• is a world champion. The Indian Hockey Team has earned world-widefame.
If athletics and sports are encouraged in the way I have suggested our people
will be able to compete with the athletes and sportsmen-of other countries.
With these words J would commend my resolution for the acceptance of the
House.

Mr. President:

The resolution moved is-

This Council recommends to the Government to provide a stadium and suitable·
grounds for public athletics and sports at the Minto Park, Lahore, or any other·
. proper place."
·

'1

Shaikh Muhammad.Sadiq [ Amritsar City, Muhammadan, Urban]:
Sfr, the resolution proposed by my honourable friend is-of course very important, and he recommends to the Government to accept it. - I might hav.e·
asked the Government to accept it if my honourable friend bad given some
facts and figures. He wants a stadium to be built, but he has not taken the
trouble ofdescribing what size and what dimensionsthat stadium should have.
He has not stated whether he wants to spend Rs. 1,50,000or Rs. 500 or 5 lakhs
on it. I understand that the stadium in Wembleycan hold 80,000people. There
are some in Chicagoand New York which can hold hundreds of thousands of
people. He, however, has notstated what size of a stadium he would have
in Lahore. Does he want the Government to embark on a scheme which
might cost as much as- the Shannon schemein Kangra valley·is costing us.
Has he considered the income that is likely to accrue.from that ? Does he

/
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want the Government to-spend one crore at a time when the whole country
·is suffering from the havoc of floods and at a time when there is so much
~conomic trouble in the Punjab ? ls this the time to bring forward thiaresolu·tion ? Is there enough money in the province ? He has not given
facts
.and figures showing that the people who visit the matches do not find place to
:stand and cannot see the matches: I know that in Lahore the grounds are
not fully occupied during matches by visitors. Stadiums are only built on
-one ground that the· crowds visiting the matches are so huge that they cannot
be accommodated. Government in England has not built any stadium so far.
'Probably in the United States where they have money to burn they can do
so. Why does not my friend try to float a company ? He should induce
:people, there are so many financiers in Lahore, he should induce them to
,start a company. He should show them that it is a good proposition. He
-should not have come to the Council when the Government is turning down
useful schemes for want 6f money and when the people have suffered great
loss of crops. Is this the time to bring such things? I think the honourable
'member should have considered more over tins ill-made and ill-digested
scheme. He is simply wasting the time of the Council. If he had brought
the resolution supported by some facts and figures I would have· been the
first man to support him.
Pandit Nanak Chand: The honourable member is repeating his argu-·
men ts.
,
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I am very glad my old friend remembers
my repetitions. But I wilJ not repeat, though sometime-repetition is neees-sary to impress things on certain people who would not ordinarily understand
.a thing once. It all depends on the nature .of the man. Some people can take
·the cue on the first mention, but there are others who would not take the
hint even when it is repeated ten times.

us

Mr. President:

But only a tedious repetition is prohibited ..

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq :

I challenge my friends to show that

·my repetition was tedious.

Pandit Nanak Chand: Sir, it is very tedious repetition (Laughler).
, ShaikhMuhammadSadiq : I strongly oppose this resolution not that
I have no sympathy with sports. If my honourable· friend had said that the
-existing fields are congested and that we should have more fields I should
nave supported him. If be had as1rnd some money to be given for producing -,
·more Gamas I should have said, yes. If he had wanted money for encourag- -ing school and -college students of Lahore in sports I would have agreed to "''
the proposal. He has tried to describe what a stadium is, but unfortunately
bill description does not show what he meant. . Are we really so ignorant of
what a stadium means ? This is treating the Council in a very funny way.
Does the honourable member mean to say that we do not know the meaning
.of the word stadium? Is this the way that he wanted to treat us? We know
what a stadium is.

Sardar Mo":iindarSingh: You may be knowing, but there may be
.others who do not know it.
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Shaikh Muharnrn
.ad Sadiq : I would not insult the intelligence of the
"honourable members with. supposing that they do not understand what a
· stadium is. And look at the beautiful way he has described the stadium.
We thought.it might be something like Kiri-Kara. Stadium means a thing
of very enormous size, Do you want a stadium of any size ? Under these .
-eireumstanees though I have every sympathy with sports and I would like
:more money to be given to the Honourable Minister for 'Education for sports
.to encourage youngmen to take their proper place-in the world of sports, I
cannot support this ill-thought out 'scheme which has been brought
forward. It is absolutely ill-considered .. He has not given the proper atten-tion to the resolution. He. does not even want a committee to be appoint·
. ed. In these circumstances I oppose the present resolution without saying
-that I have no sympathy with sports.
Sardar Bahadur Captain Dalpat Singh [Non-official [Nominatedj]
,(Urdu): Sir, I rise to support the resolution moved by mi honourable friend
: Sardar Mohindar Singh. I am also of opinion that the honourable member .
.representing . Amritsar has made a very tedious repetition of his arguments.
The definite dimensions and details of the scheme were laid before the Rouse
.in quite clear and unambiguous terms. The length of the coarse for
·-foot-races was also stated; the. things like foot-ball and hockey were
also enumerated ; the description of the building to be erected for the
-eonvenience of the players and the athletes was also given, and I don't under·
stand what more was expected from the honourable mover of the
resolution. I vehemently urge the necessity of
5
P. ~providing a stadium and a suitable ground for sports
.and athletics here in the city of Lahore. When arrangements for such a
ground and such a stadium are made here, naturally the public will . have
an incitement to take interest in sports and athletics. _ This would help them
to make their health good and their physique strong. When individuals.
'become strong naturally the race they form becomes strong, and this goes a
long way to make a country climb up the path of progress with an energetic,
,quick and confident pace.
·
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri [Lahore City (Non-Muhammadan) Ilrbanj :
.Sir, I rise to support the resolution which has been moved by Sardar Mo'bindar
.Singh.

I am surprised that -my friend from A.mritf!ar who professes to be

.in sympathy with the resolution should have opposed it simply because he
thinks it is not well drafted. I can assure him that the building of a stadium
and the reservation of Minto Park for public sports would considerably add
not only to the amusement and recreation of the inhabitants of Lahore, but
would lend a great impetus to. the improving of the physical health of the
:inhabitants of Lahore who on account of their living in crowded surroundings
.are very badly affected by the conditions of city life. This would not
only improve the amenities of the city of Lahore but wou~ also benefit the
whole of the Punjab inasmuch as Lahore is the centre of education, and stu.dents from all over the province come to this place. We are really thankful to
Sardar MohindarSingh that he has moved this resolution in this Council.
If it is accepted by Government or if it is passed by this Council and the
Government gives effect to it, it will not only improve the health of the
.citizens· of Lahore but also provide a very good model for other towns to
:follow. In all countries it is recognised that there should be open grounds
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[ L. Mukand Lal, Puri, ] ·
for recreation and sports, and in some countries it is stated by high authorities that for every 5;000 population there should be two acres of ground for
recreation. In a town like Lahore the allotment of Minto Park would
·greatly meet the necessitiesof the case, and therefore the resolution of Sa-rfu
Mohindar Singh ~hat Minto Park should be reserved for sports is quite in the·
fitness of. things, and I strongly support it. Even the honourable member
from Amritsar had no objection to.the reservation of Minto Park for sports,
but he objected to the resolution because Sardar Mohindar Singh had not
given definite dimensions of the stadium which he proposes to be built. We
can leave the details of the scheme to Government, and I hope that Govern·
ment will see that the stadium which is built will be quite in keeping with
the dignity of the capital of the province and will be such as would be a kind
of a model for other cities to follow.
Mr. E Maya Das. [Non-officialNominated] Urdu): Sir, I aip. shocked to·
see such a proposal being opposed in a province like the Punjab which is thehome of sports and athleties here in India. It was objected by. the honourable member from Amritsr:i.r on the ground that the dimensions of the sta-·
dium were not mentioned by the honourable mover of the resolution. I may
say that the honourable Sardar Sahib not .only gave the dimensions of the·
stadium, but also went so fa,r as to describe what a stadium is. ThenSir, the plea of financial stringency was brought forward. No doubt this is
a very cogent excuse, but do you mean to say that beneficent works which
are undertaken for the development of a country are stopped on account. of
lack of funds ? Such works. are carried even by taking loans. Look at '
France, although it suffered very heavy losses on account the great war,
still it did not even for a moment desist or draw back from taking large·
loans for undertaking and carrying out all those schemes that were necessary
for its progress. Although I am not in a position to extend my remarks to all'
the provinces of India, still I can safely say about the Punjab that many of
its towns and villages have got their own play-grounds. Those towns of
our· province which have not got such open grounds where people .could.
assemble and hold athletic matches feel the necessity very acutely. For a
long time Ferozepore city .fslt the absence of a play-ground, but nowa playground with a nice pavilion has been provided. This playground I don't
Bay is very spacious, but still it is sufficient for the requirements of the·
inhabitants of that city.
It would be in the interest of the people as well as that of the country
if we start popularising games and sports among the public. To achieve
this. end we can start district and divisionaltournaments and finally provincial and inter-provincial tournaments. In tho districts as well as in the divisions there are open play-grounds where sports tournaments can be held, but
here in Lahore, w1iich is the capital and where there ought to have been very
large and spacious play-grounds, there is none for the public of the province.
On account of this also, Sir,there is a real and a pressing necessity for providing Labore with a stadium and suitable grounds. Sinceit is the capital of the
province its stadium should be decent and well-furnishedwith all the neeessaries that are essential for games and sports. For practising foot-races a.
track should be prepared, a pavilion for spectators should be built ; and
a building consisting of a room for the managing committee; a refresh:inenf.;
room and a store room are also needed. Some honourable member enquired.
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as to how much expenditure the building of a stadium would involve. I
:think Rs. 2,500 would suffice in the beginning. Sir, it would not be out of
place to mention here that if our athletes are given systematic training they
would make a name for themselves and for their country. In the last Olympic meet a peasant came over to compete for the 100 yards race. He took
10 seconds to finish it. In view of the fact that. the world record of the 100
_yards race is 9{ seconds and that this fellow had never had proper training
this was a marvellous achievement. He would have shown better results if he
~had been given scientific and regular training. India won laurels through
its hockey team which in their European tour defeated all the hockey
-teams of the world and won the World Championship. It would perhaps be
.of some interest to the honourable members to know a little about the Olympic
games and their origin. These games and sports were started by the Greeks
.somotims before Christ, and were named after the mountain Olympia (the
.abode of gods) as Olympic tournaments.
With the fall of Greek glory,
-their popularity also deeteased until they were stopped altogether.
Some
.86 years ago they were revived by some persons who were keenly interested
in sports, and now they are held every 4 years in certain countries by tum
where stadiums. exist. All the big cities of the world athletes are trained
-to compete in these trials.
Now, reverting to my original point, Sir, I. would submit that we
-mnst try to keep pace with the rest of the world.
When other
"countries and other nations are taking such a keen interest in sports there is
no reason why we should lag behind and not make our young men· interested
)n sports by providing them with all the facilities that can help to make them
• good athletes. We have seen in India that every good movement first starts
~from the Punjab, and this time let Punjab again be the first to take the. ini·tiative in popularising games and sports. Let the Punjab first set an ex. ample and the rest of the provinces will then follow in its wake. The
,Olympic Association has started its branches in 18 different districts, and the
· people a.re fast becoming interested in games, and this is another reason why
· the Government should provide a stadium here in Lahore which is the centre
:11nd the capital of the province. In Delhi a stadium has been. provided, but
-we are not expected to go there daily for practising. His Excellency the
Governor-General is the President of the Indian Olympic Association, and His
:Excellency the Governor of the Punjab is the patron of our local Olympic
Association. There are three hundred responsible persons who have become
· members of this association, and they all are doing their utmost to promote the cause of sports. Consequently interest in sports is. increasing with
giant strides, and people are feeling the necessity of stadiums and play-grounds
;.a.cutely. Therefore, we must do all that we can to meet their requirements.
In the end, Sir, I request the Government to help this movement by funds.
· In 1980 it granted Rs. 1,000 to this Association which has taken in hand this
-work of popularising games in the province, and for the year 1981 it is proposed to give it a sum of Rs, 1,500, but I think the, Government ought to be
:.a little more generousand make a grant of Rs. 2,000 annually to this Asaoeiation. With the request that this grant may kindly be made I support the
-resolution,
Pandit Mehar Chand [Jullundur-cum-Ludhiana (Non-Muhammadan)
.:Rural] (Urdu): Sir, dark and dungy narrow lanes, .eongsstsd areas, foul air,
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and unsanitary conditions of the cities and towns· have adversely affected
the health and physique of our youths, both bo y s. and girls. · In view of
this it is of outstanding importance that the Go vernment should promptly adopt all such measures that can rebuild the health of the young men..
I do not ask the Government to spend enormous sums of money on this beneficent work, but at least it is incumbent upon the Government to provide
open grounds and open lawns for the people to take exercise therein.
Branches of the Olympic Association have been established in various.
districts, and all over the Punjab people have begun taking keen interest in
sports. If the · Government takes an initiative by providing a stadium
and !I> ground here in Lahore which is the central place, I hope it will be an
incentive to the muffasil towns to build such stadiums with grounds· and
start taking exercise. The people will become interested and then will
collaborate with the Government in making this .good and useful work a
success. With these remarks I support the resolution and ask the Government to provide such simple grounds at once. Slowly and slowly we can
improve upon these simple grounds. '
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain (Revenue Member): Sir,..
I have very great pleasure in congratulating the honourable mover of this·
resolution inasmuch as this is the first resolution that he has moved in this·
Council, and is of such an important nature that it has receivedsupport from
all parts of· the House. I have no doubt that the honourable members areaware that in Lahore facilities for the display of sports competitions already
exist to a certain extent. I have no doubt that all of us would like the sports·
grounds to be brought to a much better state of efficiencythan they are in at
present. Besides the University ground, with which .I have no doubt most
of the members of this Council are already familiar; there is the Minto Park
which was intended to supply ground for sports and re creation for the people·
of the city. As early as 1909 a committee existed in order to render this, ·
/ ground suitable for purposes of sports. I myself served on the committeefor
several years before the war, and it was that committee which laid out . the-··
Minto Park, made an enclosureat a cost of, I think, fifteen or sixteen thousand
rupees, and I have no doubt if the honourable mover of this resolution pays.
a visit to the Minto Park he will see that that enclosureis still serving the purpose it was intended to serve.. I have no doubt that many of the members
'here who have. lived in Lahore for sometime and have paid visits to the MintoPark will feel that this place during the last 20 years has been really changed out of recognition. Formerly when we used to go and see Dusserak there,
the place was really more or less like a jungle, a desert. Now· you see nicegrounds laid out ; now one does not get even one-tenth of the dust one used.
to be sure of getting when going to Ree the Dusserah;
This particular case of the Minto Park has been under the consideration of the Revenue Department for quite a long time, and we have been takinggreat pains to organise a committee which would look after it and also .im- ·
prove it and make it serve, not the purpose of being used as an amusement
or play-ground for little children, but as a ground for exercise and for games-.
for the grown-ups, and not only as a ground for the use of the city people, but
also to serve as a suitable ground for provincial sports eompetitions. I can..
assure the honourable mover of this resolution that theobjeet he has in view
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is exactly the object that the Government have also in view, and to that'.
extent Government is prepared to welcome this resolution.
As to the construction of a stadium and so on, I have no doubt, the·
honourable member has realised, after the slashing and vigorous criticism
of the member from. Amritsar (Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq), that no schemeis ready to be adopted; The honourable mover of the resolution, however;
I am sure never intended the resolution to serve as a direction to the Government that it must be done, that a stadium should be put up and so forth. Hisonly desire, as I understand it, is that Government should express its sympathy with the object of the resolution, further, that Government should.
be ready to place the Minto Park grounds and other grounds as .may be needed from time to time for promoting the· cause of games and sports in the
Punjab. That I am certainly prepared to do. As a matter of fact, the enelos- ·
ed portion of the Minto Park is as much as·24 acres and the unenclosed portion is 45 acres, while there is a block of ground in the railway sidings which
is as much as 80 acres or so. This has not been made available for sports •. But if there is no other pressing need for that land, it is quite possible that •
Government may be able to make that also available for sports ..
The second question is, who should do all this work. It may be said,
very reasonably, that Government cannot nm this sports-ground. It is the·
work of a non-officialagency, if necessary, assisted by officialagency. That
is a matter, again, on which for the present no decision has been arrived at ..
lf a suitable non-official agency assisted by official agency is Iortheoming..
and Government is satisfied that it will have the command of some· nonofficialfund with some Government assistance to run this. scheme, I have no
doubt that Government will be prepared to support that institution. I trust ·
. the honourable mover of the resolution will find the · assurances that I:
have given him quite.satisfactory.
. Sarclar Mohindar Singh· (Urdu) : Sir, I·· thank the Honourable Re·
venue M-ember for the assurance he .has given, and I beg leave to withdraw·
the resolution.
·
The resolution was by leave withdrawn.
RESOLUTION RE SCHOOL FEE CONCESSIONS.

Pir Akbar Ali [Ferozepore Muhammadan, Rural] (Urdu): Sir, I beg
to move the resolution which stands in my name and which is as follows :.. This Council recommends to the Government that Memorandum No. 16977-R.,
dated the 22nd October 1929, issued by the Ministry of Education should be
modified as follows : .
,
.
(a) The proviso to the Memor11,ndum should be restricted only to those agrioul- · ..
turists who own· or cultivate, land assessed to a minimum annual land'.
revenue of Rs. 50 or who are assessed to income-tax.
•
(b) The classes and status of village Kamina to whojn the benefit of the concession·
. is to extend should be specified..
(c) The concession should extend to private recognised schools, the Government ·
·
reimbursing them for the loss caused thereby totheir income."
·

: Sir; this memorandum to which reference has been ma-de in the firs~ :
part ofthe resolutionwas issued by the Ministry of Education a few mon,tµ~·-'·
ago. It needs no comment to say that this memorandum will go to deprive ·
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the sons of the agriculturists 'of fee concessions who happen to be voters of the
-Couneil or who pay land revenue to the amount of Rs. 25 per annum.
The issue of such a memorandum goes to show that there is no device that is
not being adopted to ruin the zamindars, Every weapon that there is in the
.armoury of the Government is being used to crush· the interests of the zamin.dars. This and other concessions are given out of the money that the zamin'dars contribute, and I fail ,to understand · why zamindars themselves
.are deprived of these concessions. It is their money and it should go to them
:in the first instance. It will, therefore, be in the fitness of things if that
memorandum is modified as I have suggested in the first part of my resolution.
The second part of the resolution is very simple, and it says that the
"classes and the status of the Kamins should be specified so that only those
persons of this class should avail of these concessions who are really Kamins.
The third part of my resolution is equally simple, and it needs no comment
-on my part. With these few words I commend the resolution for the accept.anoe of the Honse.
Mr. President: The resolution moved is that" This Council reoommends to the Government that Memorandum No. 16977-R.,
dated the 2nd October 1929, issued by the Ministry of Education should. be
modified as follows :··
(a) The proviso to the Memorandum should be restricted only to those agriculturists who own or cultivate land assessed to a. minimum annual land
revenue of Rs. 50 or who are assessed to income-tax.
(b) The classes and status of village KamiM to whom the benefit of the concession
·
is to extend should be specified.
·
(cl The concession should extend to private recognised schools, the Government
reimbursing them for the loss caused thereby to their income."

Mr. Din Muhammad: With your permission, Sir, ma.y I request the
'Honourable the Minister for Educa_tion to place a copy of the memorandum
-on the table ? Without reading that memorandum, I am afra.i!l, we will not
be able to follow the debate in-a satisfactory manner.
· Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : I suggest that it may he rea.d.
Mr. President:Will the Secretary of the Council, please read the
.memorandnm ?
(The memorandum was read <YUt by the Secretary of the Coum;il.)
. C~audhri D11Ii Chand [Karnal (Non-Muhammadan) Rural] (Urdu):
·Srr, I rise to support the resolution.
I have very carefully studied
;the memorandum in question, and it needs no effort· · to see .
·. that i~ wil_l deprive
the
sons of many agriculturists of the
-eoncessions m fee.
It is apparent on the face of it that all the'
::sons of the ex-soldiers, Iambardars, sufedposheay and of the zaildars will
have to go without this concession simply because on account of their war
and other services they happen to be the voters of the Council. Similarly
.all such persons who own or cultivate land assessed to annual land revenue
· of Rs. 25 will not be able to claim this concession in fee for their children.
This memorandum is, therefore, very harsh, and no. time should be lost in
.amending it. Many of these ex-soldiers and · sufedposhes and even zaildars
..and Iambarda.rs are very poor, and they cannot afford to educate their children
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"if they were required to pay tuition fees for them. And if' they would like
t~ educate their children, they will have to see that their names are siroi1~
off the electoral rolls. For my part I am inclined to thin~ that there is some
._tterior and
political motive .~ the issue of this m~morandum. This,
JX10IDOrandum~has perhaps been issued to reduce the votmg strength of the
-~mindars so that whenev"El!'. we may cla,im more rights and more representa-tron in any future- constitution:, our claim: might be ea~ilyput off on the ground
that although our population is very large, out voting strength is very
This memorandum has created · much disaffection among~t the
zamindars, and they are now in a fix whether they should cease to· be voters_
;.pr should cease to send their boys to schools. I am in charge of a school which
~is meant mainly to educate the sons of agriculturists, and in that capacity l
. have .recently received many applications by the parents of many of Olll'.
--~tudents that Government may be moved to strike off their names from th~
.electoral rolls. It is, therefore, necessary that the memorandum in
-"'luestion should be amended in the light of the first part of the resolution. ·
It is equally .necessary that the classes and the status of Kamins should
· be defined as bas been asked in the second part of the resolution, Tllis
memorandum supersedes all the previous orders on the subject, and the:
Education Code does not help to judge who are in reality Kam.ins and who
.have styled themselves as. Kamins·to claim fee eoneessiona for their boys. I
. do not know much of the northern districts, but in the districts in our part
.d the province, all the non-proprietors are included in the class Kam'Vn$
-exeept Brahmana and such other castes. If the classea and the . status of
-the Kanivns are not clearly defined, this eoneession in fee will_ go to persona
who do not really deserve this concession. There will be no bar for even the
".1Janias in the villages to· claim this concession. It is, therefore, essential th.a.t
not only the classes of the Kamins should be defined, but their status should
_aJso be specified.
.
The third part of the resolution is . not less important.
If this eonees, sion is not made available for the boys reading in private schools, it, is natural
that the students, who are entitled to this concession, will try to seek admis,,sion to Government schools. This will have 1nery bad effect on the private
-schools in rural areas; and particularly on those which exist for the benefit
, ~f agriculturists.
T.tie schools in the cities and in towns mfl.y not
a.ffec~
--ed by this memorandum, because there are very few such private schooht
: in urban areas in which more than a few agriculturists are reading, but most
' of the schools in the rural areas will be deserted.
In my school there are
~out 850 students reading at present and nearly all of them are Jats and
hence belong to agriculturaltribes which are entitled to this. concession, Now
--~ all of these studeiits,.are given. fee concession and Government does not re- .3mburse the school for the loss caused thereby, it will be very difficult for the
management to run the school. It is, therefore, necessary that the third
:part of the resolution should also be accepted.
·
.
Mr. Din Muhammad [East and West Central Towns, (Muhammadan)
· IJrban}J: -,~; tl>eg to support this resolution. I believe the Honourable. the
)finister for Ectucation did' not seriously consider the situation 'when he
.agreed to the insertion of this proviso in the memorandum, At the request
... 9f. the honourable member from L~oi:'e City (La.la·Muka.n.d Lal, Puri) names
the districts were. read,. and
are those- very districts
which readily
'
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resp~nde~ to the call of the Empire, when 'the . Empire was· in dire need .o!
'their help.. From amongst tI:ie}4uslim <lliJtricts, Attock, Jpe~}Wl'. Mian~iili,·
and. Shahpur .atood most .promment. . From amongst those cUstricts wh1eh
populated by. Hindu zainind~ Hissar, 'B.ohtak, Kamal, Gurgaon ancf·
~angra were the :inost prominent. So in this way. if a. provision was made
excluding those'persons whose names a,re borne. on eleetroral rolls, in thesEtdistric;its when the Honourable the Edu,cation Minister ~e)V full well tha~·-every 'discharged soldier, every demobilized. soldier was etititled t9 a. vote,:.
this would evidentlymean that Government wanted to penalize thell'loy?,f_
sorvices which they rendered when the. Government was sorely. in p.eed o~
them. When they were given this privilege of a franchise, it was .repeatedlY:'·
said tH11it _ Government was doing a fa your to .. those people by 'conferring ~-higher status on _them than what they actually deserved. Now, on the onehan8; while they. were consoled and flattered in this manner, on the other·
· hand: 'they are being penalized in that manner 'inasmuch as the privilege thait ·
th'ey enjoyed in the' matter of education is at one stroke of the pen : being-.
\vithdrawn from them. I would not go to tlie length of saying th~t · it wasintention.al on the part of the Honourable the Minister
Education to do sonorshall'Iattribute aµ.y sinister motive to him. I would submit that per-. . liaps he uirwitt~~ly placed his signature on this document, which is actually ·
~wqrkizj.g havoc so far as the martial races are concerned. · Sir, there is another
~sp'ect of this question. Everybody' to-day is asking for the extension of
ffanchise, that is, for tha.Iowering of the franchise, and on all hands it is being;
insisted upon' that the wider
franchise becomes, the better it. would be-for' the country. · Now, if this circular is . enforced, you may . well imagine.:
~hat it would spell ruin for the rural population. All those members of the>
rural classes who would seek to enjoy the fruit of this extended franchise~would see this sword of Damocles always hanging over their heads, and would'.
fear that· their heads would be out off if - they would·· get their namesente.i:ed in the electoral rolls;
' . . Similarly, Sib the vagueness that attaches. to the wo~d 'Kamin'·wou.1¥
·~1so work -to the detriment of the members of the cultivating classes wh<>-·
reside ih. villages. On th~ one hand, as. has been represented, . it is _qui~:lJ.O~sibl~ that, a Kamin might be 'interpre~ed, as it is-~e~e~lly being mter~preted in law, to mean a mere non-proprietor non-oult1v~tmg res1dept of 8,r-·
village, and, on the other hand, a real Kdrnii,n of a village who is generally·
µown !3,S a Ka:inin,'may not enjoy this privilege, on ac~oi;initof being a cul7tivating member of .the community,
It is absolutely. reasonable, th~refore~.
on the part of the honourable .mover_ to ask. the Bonoureble Minis~er for--·
. Equcation to make the meaning of this ward 'clearer' ~Y· defi:~g1i~.·in th1r
clearest possible terms.
'
. '
,. ' ". · ,. :"
. ;.
' '' ' ' ' The third part of the resolution also draws attention to an~the~ 'drawback'pr p.efec~ under which this m~m.o~n~um labour~'. . J;~ privilege . is. to be-_·
'.co~ed to the Gov~ent.
ms~tuJ1ons only,. 1t as 0?~1ous, fil/Y,.. ~~~olutely
certain that. all the pnvate Institutions that are at present run m il.ifferent ·
'places. 'will .suffer, Everybody would run . to ~·. Gove~ent
insbitution and would a.t orlce abandon all tp.e private institutions ,l!,,though th~yare recognised
the author:ities, for those· institutions would be deba:rreclt
from granting them the privilege which they would enjoy m a. Government..
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insiitution. Under all these circumstances I r believe, the Honoura.bJ.ei
Minister for Education would be pleased to reconsider this memorandum,:
and in the light of these ·remarks would choose some better words for the
purpose of placing restrictions on fee concessionswhich he int~ds to intro-;
duce. His idea may be perfectly reasonable, his object may be perfe'otly
noble. He might have been actuated by mere considerations of economy.,.
but the words he has chosen are unfortunately such as-would work to~enormous disadvantage of the rural community, to the disadvantage of
;those martial races on whose support the Government generally depends. .
With these- remarks, I beg to lend my support to the resolution ,pro~
~~

i

Risaldar Bahadur Nur Khan (Rawalpindi, Muhammadan, Rural)' ·
(Urdu): Sir, I strongly support this 'resolution. This memorandum, since·
it bas been received by the Headmasters of schools, has created disaffeotionamongst the zamindars in general and ex-soldiersin.partioular. This memo-:
randnm has come as a surprise to them. They do not know whether: they
should cease to be voters of the Council or they should cease to send the~·
boys to schools. This class of ex-soldiers should not have been deprived:
of the eoneessionlike that. They had shed their blood in France, in Egypt·
in Africa, and in fact at evecy theatre of war. If they were given the righf·
of voting in recognition of those military services, they deserved other eon-:
cessions too. This memorandum will a;ffect not only the ex-soldiers, but·
it will also affect the zamindars who pay Rs. 215 and more as land revenue>
Jt is not necessary for me to say that petty zamindars and these ex~soldiers'belong.to those classes of men who make both ends meet with great difficulty,,3_nd as such it will be very difficult for them to pay tuition fees for tbeii:'
'boys. lf, therefore, the fee- concessionis withdrawn and is not made avail;,
'able to their children, they will have to give up the idea of educating their-sons against their will. This memorandum has been issued at a time when:~
the rural population has come to take some interest in education. During.
-the last decade or so· Government has been making every _effort to spreadleducation everywhere. It has spent Iakhs of mpees to constru~t buildings·
for schools at many places and to provide other materials for these schools..
All this has been done to create interest in education amongst the zambidarS..
And now when the zamindars have shown their inclination and desire·to:receive education, the · Ministcy of Education has withdrawn a concession,
which was necessary to keep alive their desire to receive education. It isno - exaggeration to say that if this resolution is not accepted and the memojandum referred to above remains in force, many '()f the boys thatare. a't
present reading in the schools located in rural areas will desert these schools;
and these -palatial buildings will come ,,to_ be considered as monuments
~f old times. The samindars possess -as much brain; and I should .Sl!>Y - · as,
,inu.oh desire, to receive education as any other class of. people claims · ·_t;O"
,possess. But the difficulty is that they are not v_ery rich to afford to PlliY
even tuition fee. If the Government is really anxious to help the zam.indl:!,i'~
and partieulary the ex-soldiers,it should accept this 'resolutionwithout 'demm,.Th~ Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal (Minister for Education}:1Sir, the resolution. stands in three parts. The first part relates to the J.hn,i~
,of revenue which is to be placed in . order to secure fee concessions.
.seeond relates to certain classes to _whom this concession will be· availabl~,.
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_ . .
.alld the third would _carry us further as regards the schools in which th&
.eonaeasionis a.viilable than has existed hitherto. Let us deal in the first
:in.stance with the first part which; I take it, is the most important. · Ev~
:fll)eaker who has spoken so far in support of this resolution has tllought that
:it was ever the intention of the Government to place a soldi~ who happens
-to be. a voter on the strength <>f the fact that he has been a member 9f th~
~y under any' disability in the matter of fee concession. Let me say
;Straightaway that this reS11It of the proviso was never in our contemplation, and came in owing to a misunderstanding. Long before this resolution
.eame before you, Sir, Government had taken steps. My attention was drawn
-to it in the :first instance by a Council question which was put by .Khan
Bahadur Nur Khan about three months ago. And Government has already
'taken steps that the soldier because he happens to be a voter of the Council
:.Shall not merely by that fact lose the right of fee concession. Let us pu~
·that th~refore dut of consideration.
.
Now, reference was made to this other limitation that if you happen to
'be a voter for the Legislative Council, the fee concessionwill not be available.
<That was based on the consideration not to impose any disability on the
voter as such, but was the result of the effort of the department with the
:help of the Fina:n'ce ·Department to evolve some formula by which we
.eould extend 'this concessionto certain classes of people and ex.eludecertain
.pthers from it. You will remember, Sir, that thes!:) concessions have obtained for some period of time, but they were on a temporary basis, and they
were being extended from year to year. During the last two years we examin•
"ld the question .at great length in order to find out what principle we can
;tollow in placing this matter on a comparatively firm basis, not subject to
.annual revision . or extension, but something that could be accepted as a.
;1natter of principle. In working this out, one had to consider a variety of
1natters. First., where should these concessionsobtain ? Obviously in edn,eationally backward areas, obviously where those people are found in parti.eular abundance. to whom these concessionsmight well be extended by the
State, obviously where people continued to be poor because of the great bardrBIDP which nature imposes in particular tracts on the effort of man to acquire
.;Sllfficient competence; The interest also, as has been remarked by one of the
.speakers, of the general tax-payer had to be taken into consideration. All
this took some time, and it was then found that it would be desirable to ex. tend these concessionsin particular areas, mostly.J;hose where these eonees;Sions bad so far: existed on comparatively temporary basis. But now that
-we had definitely adopted a principle. they were to be extended to certain
.other poor places, certain tahsils in other districts also; for example,_if I may
mention one or two, the Una Tahsil of the Hosbiarpur district or the Hamir·pur tahsil of the Kangra. district. As regards the land revenue-paying cape.city, the honorable member bas referred in the course of bis resolution to
the present limit of Rs. 25. That arises from the fact that that constitutes
the qualification for a person. being a voter to the . Council. In order to cut
;Short the debate on this matter, may I say. that Government whole-hear. tedly accepts pa.rt (a) of the resolution as it stands. The limit will be
Jajsed at once 'from Rs. 25 to Rs. 50 as the honourable member bas proj>OSed in this resolution. And I take it that that will be found satisfa.ctoey.
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-:It. was never the desire, let me say once again, of the Government, it
.. eould not be the desire of the present Government, that by this means any
~disability should be cast on the agriculturist voter or that some insidious
method should be devised by which to affect his voting strength. And I
·:say, without the least hesitation, that we accept this particular part of the
zesolution.'

Coming to part (b), I think'the honourable members who have spoken
-on it are given to fears which a.re absolutely unfounded. H they will tu:rn to
the Punjab Education Code at page 28, in paragraph 15, they will find an

.,agriculturist defined, also the method prescribed by which the class of
Kamins has to be definitely ascertained, and with your permission, Sir, I
-will read this paragraph :
·
' The term ' agriculturist ' shall be held to denote(a) any owner or tenant of land who in person and npt merely through tenants,
agents or servants engages in the work of_ cultivation ;
(b) agricultural labourers;
(c) soldiers and other similar employeeof Government who actually belong to the
cultivating classes,and who, if living at their houses, would engage in
person in the work of cultivation:

With this definition· we are not directly concerned now because we
·have accepted part (a) of the resolution raising the land revenue limit to
Rs -. 50. According to the Code the classes of persons in a district to be
·treated as agriculturists, village artisans or Kamins for the purpose of con·
-eession of fees will be determined by the Deputy Commissioner of that
,-district in consultation-with .fhe. Inspector .
.Mr. President : _]las the · Honourable. Minister . to say a. good deal

yet?

The Honourable Mr. Mmohu Lal : I shall have to speak for some

:time longer, Sir.

PANEL OF CHAIRMEN.

Mr. President:Before the House adjourns to-day, I have to an;..nouncethat under Rule S of the Punjab Legislative. Council Rules, I have
-nominated the following gentlemen to the panel of Chairmen for the current
a..Session :-,Mr. Din Muhammad,
L11ila Mukand Lal Puri,
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq, and
Mr-'. E. Ma.ya Das.
The Council then adjourned

dJZY 1980.

till
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PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. ·
oTH

SESSION OF THE 8Rn PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

Tuesday, the 25th February 1980.

The Council met at the Council Chamber at 2
-elook. Mr. President in the Chair.

P.M.

of the

OATH OF OFFICE.
The following member was sworn in :Blas.check,Mr. A. D. (official,nominated).
STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
PROVINCIAL CIVIL SEP,VIOE (EXECUTIVE).

*2807. Sardar Partap Singh: Will the Chief Secretary to Governement, Punjab, please state·
·
(a) what proportion, if any, is fixed by Government for the representation of each community in. the· Provincial Civil Service (Exe1
cutive) and on what basis is it fixed ;
,
•
(b) whether it is a fact that some orders have ' been passed that
such representation· should be on 'population basis as regards
Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs I and that special represent~~ion
beyond all proportion to their population be given to Christians;
(c) if so, will the Government lay a. copy of these orders on the
table;
(a) if .no such orders have ~ee:rf passed, will the Government please
state what is the general practice followedin the matter?
Mr. H. W. Emerson: (a) No proportion is fixed.
(b) No.
(c) Does not arise.
(d) The general practice is to arrange for reemitment so that · as far as
';possiblethe various commnnitios and classes are fairly represented, and tha.t
i no particular class or community obtains undue preponderance.
.
STENOGRAPHERS IN THE FINANCIAL CoxMISSIONEB's

0FFIOE.

*2808. Sardar Partap Singh : Will the Honourable Member for

.Bevenue be pleased to·state(a) whether it is a. fact that in 1927 and before that year thete was
one Hindu, one Muslim and one Sikh Stenographer in the
Financial Com.missioner'soffice;
B
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.
(b) whethe:r it is a fact that at p:resent all the fou:r stenographers are
Muslims;
(c) what are the reasons fo:r the absence of non-Muslim element in,
that office ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) In 1927: yes.
Before 1927 : no. F:rom 1918 to 19~ there was only one post of stenographer. This wa~ held in succession by three Hindus, one Christian and one
Mohammadan. F:rom 1922 to 1927 the:re we:re th:ree posts.
These were·
held at various times by four Hindus, one Sikh and three Mohammadans.
(b) Four Muslims are actually working as stenographers. AU of them
are officiating in the place of two Hindus, one Sikh and one Mohammadan.
-all on deputation in the Civil Secretariat.
(c) The question assumes the absence of non-Muslim element in the-office. Of the 77 appointments in the office of the Financial Commissioners,
only four are of stenographers ; and a· glance at page 10 of the Consolidated.
Statement showing the proportionate representation of the various communities serving in the ditlerent departments of the Punjab Government as. ·
it stood on the lst January 1929 shows that in that office the percentage of·
Muslims stands at 42·9; of Hindus at 85•1; of Sikhs at 14·2. This, it is
hoped, will reassure the Hon'ble Member that the non-Muslim element in the·
office is no less . than 57 · l per cent.
PERCENTAGE OF

Sraas

ADMITTED TO THE PUNJAB
.
COLLEGE,

AGRICULTURAL

*2809. Sardar Partap Singh : Will the Honourable Minister for·
Agriculture be. pleased to say-,(a) whether it is a fact that since last yea:r propo:rtions on.
communal basis have been fixed for admission to the Punjab
Agriculture College, and that Sikhs have been given only 20·
per cent. share j
(b) If the answer to the above be in .the affirmative, will the Honourable Ministe:r for Agriculture be pleased to state whethe:r this.
percentage was fixed, by the local Government or by the Principal of the College ;
(c) whether Government is aware of the fact that the Sikhs pay about.
40 per cent. of the total land and canal reven'a.e of the province ;
(d) whether it is also a fact that there is a general feeling among the·
Sikh community that the p:ropo:rtion fixed fo:r them for admission to the above college is not commensurate with the percentage of their contribution to provincial revenues ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : (a) The Honourable·
Member is refe:r:red to the answer given by me to part (b) of Council.
Question No. 1888* of 4th March 1929.
(b) By the Local Government.
(c) I do not know the figure •.
(d) I cannot say.
• Volume xn, pages 595-698.
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OVERLOADING OF JIIOTOR VEHIOLES.

*2810. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Revenue Mem·
ber be pleased to state the procedure by which overloading of motor vehicles
is checked in the province ?
·
The Honourable Mian Sir Faz}.. i..Husain : It is understood that the
honourable member refers to motor vehicles plying for hire. The maximum
weight and number of-passengers 'that may be carried by a motor vehicle,
are determined by the licensing authority when the vehicle is licensed. The
particulars are given in the "Road Certificate" and are usually also
painted on the side of the vehicle. This enables the police to check theweight actually carried with the weight permissible.
QUALIFIOATIONS OF SUPERINTflNDENTS OF DEPUTY COM•
MISSIONERS'. 0FFIOES •.

*2811. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Chief Secretary be pleased

to state(a) the qualifications of. the newly appointed superintendents of the

Deputy Commissioners' offices at Bheikhupura, Amritsar and
Gurdaspur, and the rate of pay which they were getting in
their previous offices ;
(b) will the Chief Secretary also kindly state whether no other applicants possessed the same qualifications as those that the
newly appointed men possess, and whether some of the other
applicants were in receipt of more pay than the newly appointed m:en ;
(c) if the answer to the latter part of the question be in the affirmative.
will Chief Secretary kindly state'reasons as fo why no body was
selected from amongst the candidates who were drawing
more pay than the newly appointed persons and with the same
or higher qualifications and experience ?
Mr. H. W. Emerson: I regret that the answer to this question is
not yet ready. It will be communicated to the honourable member when
ready.
RESTRICTIONS ON PLYING MOTOR VEHICLES IN Ju.NGRA DISTRICT.

*2812. Cbaudhri Ram Singh : (i) Will the Honourable Revenue
Member be pleased to state{a)- whether it is a fact that the plying of motor cars on kutcha,
roads is not allowed in the Kangra district ;
(b) whether it is a fact·that the district of Kangra commands a large
area, and that the means of communication in this .district are
few and far between ;
(c) whether it is a fact that in Una, district Hoshiarpur, which is
also a hilly tract, motor cars are allowed to ply on kutoha
roads;
(ii) If the answer to (i) above be in the affirmative, what action Govemment intend to take in the matter '}
B2.
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The HonourableMi8D Sir Fazl·i·Husain: (a) Yes •
. (b) Yes.
(c) Yes.

(d) The question is still under consideration.
l~OBEASE IN BEMUNEBA'l'IONOF ZAILDARB OF SABAJ.

*2813. Cbaud.hri Ram Singh: With reference to the answer to part
<ii) of Question No. 1449,t put by me on the 28th November, 1928, will the
Honourable Member for Revenue be pleased to state the action taken by _
·Government on the representation received by him from the zaildars of
:Saraj requesting an increase in their remuneration ?

The HonourableMi8D Sir Fazl·i·Hus~:

The Deputy

Commis-

. .sioner has submitted his rseommendations which are now being examined
.by the Commissioner, " and no doubt will be considered by Government
:in due course."

·

MAOHlliiEBY.FOB THE MANDI HYDBO-ELEOTBIO SCHEME.

*2814. Rai Bahadur Lala Dbanpat Rai : Will the Honourable
:Minister for Agriculture please stat~
(a} whether it is a fa.ct that since the appointment of the Mandi
Hydro-Electric Committee orders worth two crores (more or
less) have been placed with the machinery manufacturers in
connection with the said scheme ;
(b) il so, why such large orders were placed before the report of the
Committee was issued ;
·
·
(c) whether the amount of the orders was within the budget estimates
for this scheme sanctioned for the current financial year ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Siogh ·: Correctly speaking,
ihe reply to this ·question is in the negative, with the consequence that
parts (b) and (c) to the question would not arise, but as it is presumed
·:that the honourable member would like to have the actual figures they are
as follows :( a) The sanction of Government to place certain large contracts
?for the permanent plant, stores and machinery required for the Uhl River
l{ydro-Elootrio Boheme was communicated to the Chief Engineer on the
iollowing dates :..4 pproximate value
0

of contract.
Rs.
On 8rd July 1929 for tunnel pipes, pen-stock
pipes and valves
On 5th October 1929 for the transmission
~ystem
On 30th October 1929 for the turbines and
generators
1Volume

xn, pages 21-22.

28! lakhs,
87! lakhs.
20 lakhs.
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The dates when the contracts were actually placed are somewhat
uncertain as this part of the business is done through the DirectorGeneral of Stores in London, but complete information can be obtained
if desired. .•
The resolution of the Council recommending the appointment of an
enquiry committee was passed on !10th July, and the committee was
appointed on 18th November 1929.
·
(b) the sanction of Government to the placing of the orders was
given in . response to the requests of the Chief Engineer for this authority
made from time· to time to enable him to execute the scheme in accordance with his programme of work. The execution of the scheme having
been decided upon and funds having been voted for its execution at the
successive budget sessionsof the Legislative Council from 1924-25 onwards,
in the absence of any resolution suspending the programme of work until
the issue of the Enquiry Committee's report and accepting the :financial
consequences of a delay cif indeterminable duration, it would have been
contrary to approved and accepted policy to do otherwise than follow
the normal course of the work.
If the honourable member will refer to the official record of the Council
debate for 80th July, page 246, he will find that the Member for the
Punjab Chamber of Commerce brought out in his speech that any
slowing down of the programme was to be deprecated, and no member
voiced a contrary opinion.
·
i
(c) the budget estimates of the current financial year cover the
liabilities expected to mature during the year.
MoNGI MINOR AND MoNGI RAJB.ARA.

*2815. Rana Firoz..ud·Din Khan: Will the Honourable Revenue
Member please state(a) whether it is a fact that the area of land on the Mongi minor and
Mongi rajbaha below Sunayi head of the Lower Gogera
Branch of the Lower Chenab Canal is equal ; if not, what is
the respective area ;
·
·
(b) whether it is a fact that the commanded cultivated area on the
minor is even larger than that on the rajbaha ;
(c) whether it is a fact that the quantity of water allotted to theMongi rajbaha is larger than that allotted to the Mongi
minor;
(cl) the time when this unequal distribution of water was effected and
the reasons which led to disturbing the old arrangement of
equal distribution in equal 'areas which had continued for a
number of years ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain: (a) The areas are;
Acres.
Mongi minor
5,818
Mongi rajbaha
5,589
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(b) No.
(c) Yes.
(a) The distribution is in accordance with the areas serveil.
MoNGI MINOR AND MoNc..1 .tl,AJBAHA.
fi.

*2816.·. Rana Firoz-ud•Din Khan: Will the Honourable Revenue
Member please state(a) ,'ifether it is a fact that the sise of outlets on the Mongi minor of
the Lower Gugera Branch of the Lower Chenab Canal was
lately reduced by cementing their bottoms, while the sise of
outlets on the :Mongi rajbaha has not been so reduced ; if so,
what are the reasons ;
(b} whether it is a fact that the level of outlets in the Mongi Rajbaha.
between Larkhani and Sonari has not been raised to increased
supply of water at the tails ;
(c) whether it is a fact that this a.Iteration was made in December
la.st after the rabi sowings;
(a) whether it is a fact that there is a rule which requires that no al-

teration be effected after the sewings of any crop, and, if
so, why was this rule violated in the above case ?
T.he Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a) No, in fact outlets
both Mongi Minor and Mongi Distributary below the head of Mongi Minor
were adjusted to reduce their discharge permissible.
{b) Yea.

on

(c) Yes •.
(a) Yes, the trouble from excessive silting rendered action necessary.
LAHORE 00NSPIBAOY CASE-APPOINTMENT

OF INTERPRETERS.

*2817. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Finance Member
!be pleased to state(a) the number of those prisoners in the Lahore Conspiracy Case
who know neither English nor the vernacular of the province ;
{b) whether all or any of such prisoners requested for the appointment of any interpreter ;
(c) whether the request haa beengranted, and, if not, why not?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : (a) None.
(b) One accused did· request tlie Special Magistrate to appoint an interpreter knowing Marhati.
(e) The request was not granted as the Special Magistrate, after enquiry, was satisfied that he understood both Urdu and English.
_

-

!
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WITH ACCUSED,

*2818. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Finance Member
1be pleased to state.
(a) whether any complaint has been made to Government or Government is aware of the complaint that the accused in the Lahore
Conspiracy Case are not allowed interviews with their attorneys ;
(b) whether Government has found any truth in that complaint;
(c) if so, what steps the Government has taken or proposes-to take for
the removal of thi~ complaint '}

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) Government is aware
:that the accused in the Lahore Conspiracy case have made such a complaint.
(b) Government has found that there is no substance in it •
. (c) None.
~AHORE CONSPIRACYCASE-MALTREATMENT BY JAIL AND POLICE OFFICIALS.

~

*2819. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Finance Member
::be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that the Government have received an application from the accused in the Lahore Conspiracy Case complaining against the maltreatment of jail officials and police officers;
(b) whether that application will be laid on the table;
(e) what action the Government have so far taken or proposes to take
in this respect :
,(il) what is the designation of the officer who enquired into the
· complaint ;
(e) whether the report of that officer will also be laid on the table?

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow:

(a) Yes.

(b) No.
(e) The alleged incident is connected with the trial of these accused for
.an offence under the Prisons Act, which is now proceeding.
(il) The case is pending in the Court of the Additional District Magis.trate, Lahore.
(e) Does not arise.
<;

Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will Government assign reasons for giving
mo answer to part (b) of the question'}

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : This case, as I have already
·mentioned in my reply, is pending in the Court of the Additional District
.Magistrate, Lahore. That is one of the reasons why this application will
not be laid on the table-as it relates to incidents connected with the trial
,of the accused.
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OF PoLIOE,

*2820.· Chaud.hri Afzal Haq: Willthe Honourable Finance Member·
be pleased to state(a) whether it has come to the notice of the Government that the·
police used lathis freely on the citizens of Batala on Independence celebration day ; '
(b) what was the cause of using force by the police?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) No. Government has·
satisfied itself by enquiry that 1,athis were not used by the police in Batala.
on January 26th, 1980.
(b) Does. not arise.
o

EXEMPTION oF swoan

FROM THE ARMS AoT 1~ RAWA.JiPINDI.

*2821. Chaud.hri Afzal Haq: Will the Honourable Revenue Mem·ber be pleased. to state•
-(a) whether the Government have received the resolution of · the·
Rawalpindi Municipal Committee to exempt sword in that
district from the operation of the Arms Act ; .
(b) what action· the Government has taken or proposes to take on,
that resolution ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i·Husain: (a) No.
(b) Does not arise.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Are the Government aware that the
Commissioner, Rawalpindi, did not forward
ment?

this

resolution

Deputyto Govern·

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl..i ..Husain : How can I know a J
thing

which is not forwarded to Government ?

Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will Government make an enquiry?
The Honourable Mian Sir FazJ.. i..Husain: If the honourablemember assures me that it is so, I will be glad to do it.
SUPPLY OF NEWSPAPERS TO PRISONERS.

*2822. Chaudhri , Afzal Haq :

Will .the Honourable Finance' ,
Member he pleased to state.
(a) the names of those political prisoners in the province who are
getting daily newspapers;
(-b) whether in all European prisons ne~spapers are provided oven to
'
ordinarv eouviots ;
(c) whether the Government intend to provide newspapers to all the
political and ordinary prisoners in the province ?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) If the honourable mem ...
her means prisoners who have been convicted under section 124-A, the
a.nswer is. . · Master Mota Singh ;
Prem Parkash ;
Deoki Nandan.
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(J:J) not so far as this Government is at present aware.
(c) the question of the provision of newspapers in Jails is now underconsideration, in accordance with the orders .contained in the Governm.entof India oommuniq_ue of February 19, 1980.
HANDCUFFING SPECIAL CLASS PRISONERS.

*2823.

Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Member for·

Finance be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that th1;
tions for not handcuffing
(b) if so, will it be· laid on the

·

Govornment have laid down instruc-

the special class prisoners ;
table?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) & (J:J) The honourable member is referred to rule 14 in Appendix XX of the Punjab Jailf

Manual-DIET MONEY FOR CIVIL PRISONERS.

*2824. Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Will the Hononarble '.Member forFinance be pleased .to state(a) whether it is a fact that there is no fixed scale of diet money forthe civil prisoners, and that they get from 4 annas to 8 annasa day as diet allowance at the discretion of the Sub-Judge ;
(b) if the reply to (lt) is in the affirmative, what steps, if any, does
Govemment intend to take in the matter ?
·
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : ( a) Yes. There is no fixed·
scale of diet money, which is assessed according to the discretion of the·
Court. Inquiries made from certain districts show that the diet money·
varies from 5 to 12 annas per day.
(J:J) The matter is still the subject of correspondence between the Local)
Government @d the High Court.
ARRESTS IN CONNEOTIONWITH DELHI BOMB OUTRAGE.

*2825. Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Will the Honourable Member for
Finance be pleased to state(a) thenames of those persons who have been arrested in the province-under section 151, Criminal Procedure Code, in connection with
the Delhi Bomb outrage of 23rd December, 1929 ;
(b) the names of those who have been released unconditionally or on
bail;
(c) whether it is a fact that after the death of Mr. Saunder, similar
indiscriminate arrests of young men were made and aiter some·
time all of them were released ;
(d) whether any compensation has been given to the persons who were
released without any charge being brought against them?
. The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : I regret that the answee,
to this question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the honourable me:i:ri.her when ready.
.

•
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LAHORE CoNSPIRAOY PrusoNERS.

. . . "'2826. Chaµdhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Member for
_\Finance be pleased to state(a) the. nature of punishments that have been given to the Lahore
Conspiracy prisoners by the jail or judicial authorities ;
(b) the nature of punishments that have been given to all the political
prisoners in the province in connection with hunger strike
and .for other political agitation inside the jail in the last six
months?
'The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) Warning.
'Separate confinement.:
Withdrawal of all privileges, except special· diet.
Forfeiture of remissions.
· Bar-fetters in the case of one who is already 1:1, convict.
All of these punishments were inflicted by the Prison authorities.
No punishments have been inflicted for prison offences by. any judicial
11,uthorities, but certain prisoners have been sent up for trial by a magistrate
under section 52, . Prisons Act.
(b) If the member will state exactly what prisoners he means, giving, if
possible, the sections under which they were convicted, the information will be
collected and supplied to him.

•

NEWSPAPERS AND GOVERNMENT ADVERTISEMENTS.

*2827. Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Will the Chief Secretary be pleased to
;2tate(a) the names of those daily papers, whether English or vernacular,
that are being given Government adve~isements ;
(b) whether Government is aware that there is a general public feeling
that those papers which get · Government advertisements
_ ordinarily incite communal hatred;
(e) If the reply to the above be ·in the affirmative, whether Government intend to make any alteration in their policy of giving
advertisements· to such papers '}
Mr. H. W. Emerson: (a) Government is not prepared to give the
rinformation desired by the honourable member.
(b)· No.
(c) noes not arise.
RECOMMENDATIONS OF JAILS ENQUIRY COMMITTEE.

*2828. _ Chaudhri Afzal Haq :. Will the Honourable Finance Memller be pleased to state(ci) whether it is a fact that Sardar Bhagat Singh and others, who are
being tried by a Special Magistrate, have very recently moved
the Government to treat them according to the recommendations of the Jails Enquiry Committee ;
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(b) whether the ·Government have considered -that report ;
(c) what action Government proposes to take in connection with
those recommendations?
-

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) No.
(b) Yes.
(c) The orders of the Government of India were received on February
~1921, and steps are now being taken to carry them into effect as quickly
.as possible.
·

C.bauclhri Afzal Haq : Will the Government kindly lay these reeom-

mendations on the table?

·

The· Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : May I ask what recommends-

· tions the honourable member is referring to ?

· -

.

Chaudhri Afzal Haq: I meni the new rules proposed by the
·Government of India.

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : The rules have not yet been
·.framed. The orders of the Government of India have been received ; after
-this, of course, the rules will' be framed and as I have already said, steps are
being taken to carry out the orders of the Government of India as quickly
.as possible.
SuPPLY OF VERNACULAR NEWSPAPERS To LAHORE OoNSPmAOY
PRISONERS.

· *2829. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Member for
:Finance be pleased to state, (a) whether it is a fact that the Lahore Conspiracy prisoners have

·

submitted an application to the Inspector-General of Prisons
to supply them with vernacular newspapers ;
(b) whether vernacular newspapers have now been supplied;
(e) if not, why not?·

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow:

(a) Yes.

(b) They are supplied with a copy of the Paisa .Akhbar.

(e) It is considered that one vernacular newspaper should suffice.
REPORT oF THE BrnAR PoLIOE ENQUIRY COMMITTEE.

*2830. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Member for

.

_Finance be pleased to Rtate(a) whether the Government have received and considered the report
·
of the Bihar Police Enquiry Committee ;
·

U4
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(b) if so, :iwhether Government intend to issue any instructions totheµ- police office.rs in the light of the observations made by-, that Committee ?

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a)

No.

(b) Does not: arise.
IUTtJTOltY
.

AGBIOULTUBIST CANDIDATES AT Sue-JUDGES'
EXAMINATIONS,

*2831. Rai : Saln1, Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Chief Secretary kindly state(a) whether any, and, if so, how many, statutory Hindu agriculturists
who had passed their LL.B. examination in the first division sat at (i) the ·sub-judges' examination held in 1928 and.
(ii) the same examination held in 1929;
(b) whether among the candidates selected for appointment as sub-.
judges as a result of the last two examinations there were anystatutory Hindu agriculturists, and, if so, how many?

Mr. H. W. Emerson :

(a) {i) Four.

(ii) Four.
{b) None.
Sue-JUDGES'

EXAMINATIONS.

*2832. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ramo: Will the Chief Secretary·
kindly state(a) whether the sub-judges' examination is a purely competitive
examination or a merely qualifying test ; ·
· ·
(b) if the sub-judges' examination is a merely qualifying test then ·
why; in view of the very meagre representation of statutory
Hindu agriculturists in the civil judicial branch of the P .C .S ~
the Government failed this year to select a single candidate
belonging to this class ?
Mr. H. W. Emerson: (a) The recruitment of sub-Judges is· so arrang"
' ed as to give representation in certain proportions (1) to the various communities, and (2) to zamindars. Subject to the satisfaction of these conditions selection is made in accordance with the order in which candidates stand.
in the qualifying examination; that is to say, a non-zamindar member of a.
community is not selected in preference to a non-zamindar candidate of the
same community if the latter is higher on the list of candidates who have
qualified at the examination.
(b) Because th~ rules do not provide for the further sub-division of com·
munities into zamindars and non-zamindars ; that is to a say, they do nof
provide that hall ~f the Hindus shall be zamindars and half .shall be non·
zamindars. On th;e last occasion the share of Hindus according to communi-

l--

ties ""' eatiened :

taking the first four candidates in order of merit and

an
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-of these happened to be non-zamindars. The zamindar -oandidates were,

therefore, selected from other communities. It may be stated that the selection was made in strict accordance with the principles laid down by Government.
·
LIST Rl!J OOMMUNALREPRESENTATION IN SERVIOES.

*2833. Rai Sahib Chauclhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Chief Secre·,tary kindly state(a) whether the consolidated list showing the measure of class and
communal representation in the various branches of public
service due to be published on the l st January 1980 is yet
ready;
.
(b) whether it will be possible to supply copies of the consolidated
list referred to in (a) to the members of the Council before
the general discussion on the budget commences;
(o) if the consolidated list referred to in (a) is not yet ready for dis·
tribution, what are the causes for delay and what steps it is
proposed to take to avert this delay in future ;
(d) which department was the last to send in its figures;
(e) whether there is any department from which figures are awaited
even now, and, if so, which?
Mr. H. W. Emerson:(a); (b) and (e) : The consolidated list to which
the Honourable Member refers will show the communal representation as
on the 1st of January 1980. Since the materials for this list has to be obtained from a large number of departments, it is clear. that it cannot be
published on the same day as that to which it relates. In previous years
the various departments were required to report the result of the census
to Government before the end of March. This year the date has been
'changed. to the 15th of February. Efforts are being made to expedite the
publication of the list, but it cannot be said at present whether it will be
possible to supply copies of the list to members of the Council before the
general discussion QD. the Budget commences. The various departments
concerned are required to submit the necessary information with · as little
delay as possible ; but it is doubtful whether it will be possible to provide
members of the Legislative Council with copies of the statement during
zhe Budget session, if that statement is to refer to the state of affairs on
'the 1st' of January each year. e For this reason the question is under consideration whether the date of reference should not be changed to 1st December.
(d') and (e) Returns are still awaited from several departments .

.

STATUTORY HINDU AGRIOULTURISTS AMONG ZILLADARS.

~

*283". Rai Sahib Chauclhri Chhotu Ram:

'

Will the Honourable

-Member for Revenue kindly state (a) whether it is not a fact that in the consolidated list of 1st January,
1928, the number of Hindu zilladars is 49 and the same number
...
in the consolidated list of 1st January 1929 is 54;

I
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lb) whether it is not also a fact that the whole increase in the number·
of Hindu zilladars which took place between the dt January
1928 and the 1st January 1929 went to 'other' Hindus;
(e) whether the Government proposes to take any, and, if so, whai
steps to secure the due representation of statutory Hindu a~-·
culturists in the recmitment of zilladars ?

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: {a) No. In the consolidated list the figures for Hindu zilladars in 1928 are 14 agriculturists,
and 49 non-agriculturists and in 1929 are 14 agriculturists and 54 non-agriculturists.
- ·
(b) No. The figures in the consolidated list show under Hindus-for1928, nett increase of 5, and increase is under non-agriculturists. The
figures in the consolidated list are incorrect. They should be for 1928, 14
agriculturists and 49 non-agriculturists and for 1929, 18 agriculturists and
50 non-agriculturists. Actually there were casualties of 8 non-agriculturists,
and recruitment 'of 4 non-agriculturists and 4 agriculturists.
(c) Under the rules now laid down in Article l ·8 (Revised) of the Irri-.gation ManuaLof Orders, provision is made for due representation of agriculturists in the selection of candidates.
EXEMPTION OF SWORD FROM THE OPERATION OF THE ARMS ACT.
'

*2835. ChauclhriAfzal Haq : Will the Honourable Revenue Memberbe pleased to state{a) whether it is a fact that the Punjab Legislative Council passed a,
resolution for the exemption of sword from the operation of
the Arms Act;
(b) whether it is a fact that subsequently objection was taken to thepolicy of Government in refusing to act according to the resolution of the Council ;
(c) whether it is a fact that sword is not exempted from the operations,
of the Arms Act in several districts of the Punjab ;
(d) if so, why?
The Hobourable Mi8D Sir Fazl.. i-Husain: (a) Yes.
(b) Yes, but as 8, matter of fact Govemment has taken steps to·
implement the resolution of this Council as rapidly as possible. In 18 districts the sword is already totally exempted from the operation of the Arms.
Act, and proposals to exempt it in five more are now under consideration.
(c) Yes.
(d) Because it is not felt that it is in the public interest to dQ so.
ChaudhriAfzal Haq: May I know whether by public is meant publicpeace ? Is there any fear of any outbreak of public peace ?
The Hon~urable Mian Sir FazJ..i...Husain: Is not tha.,.t a supple..
mentary question that can be thrashed out in tbe debate on the resolution.
number 8 on the list of business to-day ?
·

----------
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ChAudhri Afzal Haq: That resolution may not come for discussion·
at all.

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i•Husain: In that case the honourable member will some day put another question.
ENCOURAGEMENT OF GLASS INDUSTRY IN THE PUNJAB,

*2836. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal: Will the Honourable Minis-ter for Education be pleased to state what financial and other help is the·
. Government giving to the existing glass factories at presont ?
Manohar
The Honourable Mr ..
Lal: Government has not been approached by any glass factory for e.ny definite assistance, but as is being
pointed out in answer to a later question by the Honourable Member, so fe.ras the Upper India Glass Works, Ambala City, which is the only glass factory
of any considerable magnitude, is concerned, the Industries Department hastaken the followingsteps to help the factory.
•
The Industries Department has recommended (i) the registration of'
the name of'the Upper India Glass Works, Ambala City, as approved contractors to the Chief Controller of Stores, Indian Stores Department and the-Director of Contracts, Army Head-quarters; and
(ii) the works to the following Departments with a view to popularising its goods :(1) Th~ Controller of Stores, North-Western Railway. Moghalpnra,
(2) The Inspector-General of Prisons, Punjab.
(8) The Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, Punjab.
(4) Secretaries of all municipalities· and notified areas in the-Punjab.
·
0

----·
UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
EXTRA ASSISTANT COMMISSIONERS.

1468. Sardar Partap Singh : Will the _ Chief Secretary to Govern--

ment, Punjab, please state(a) the total number of candidates accepted during the year 1928 on,
A-II, B and C registers- of Extra Assis~e.nt Commissioners;
(b) how many of them were Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs and Christians'".
respectively ;
(o) is it a fact that no Sikh was accepted by Government either on
register A.-II, or C. and, if so, why?
(d) what steps, if any, the Government proposes to take to give due.
representation to the Sikhs this year as well as to make up thedeficiency for the last year ?
Mr. H. W. Emerson: (a) and (b). A statement containing the information.required is laid on the table.
(c) No.
(cl) Does not arise.
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STATEMENT SHOWING COMMUNITYWISE THE NOMBER OF C
iomATES
ACCEPTED FOR THE POST OF EXTRA ASSISTANT COMMISSI INER,
DURING_ THE YEAR 1928 ON REGISTERS A-Il, B .AND c, 1j

--+----

-

A-Il.

B.

c.

.

Total

. II

..
..
..
..

"Hindus
Muslims

:Sikhs
·Christians

..

-

..

Tota.I

2

2

7

11

2

20

8

12

..

3

4

..

1

..

1

..

2

..

7

,

19

4

II

·,.

3
-30

0LEfilCAL STA.FF IN THE BUILDINGS AND ROADS BRANCH:: OF
THE Pnanto WoRKS DEP~TMENT. ·
·

1469. Sardar Partap Singh : Will the Honour~ble .Minister for
;Agriculture please stat&·
(a) the total . number of· clerical staff communitywise ;recruited an·
nually during the last four years in the Buildings and Roads
Branch of the Public Works Department '}
(b) whether it is a fact tbat the percentage of Sikh clerks ip the said
office was only 7 per cent. on the 1st January 1929:?
(c) if the answers to (a) and (b) above are in the affirmative, will
Government please state what steps it proposes ~o take to
ensure a proper representation· of the Sikh community in this
· department '}
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Figures.are availvable for the last three years only. The number of recruitmente was as
-follows:·
Europeans
and
AngloIndians,

Year,

Muhammadans.

Hindus.

Others'.

Sikhs.

Tota.I.

I
1927 ..

..

'1928 ..

..

..

..

1929

16

3
-1

..

(b)' No.
(c) Does not arise.

23

..

15

5

31

4

2

1

..

39

.2:

.,

-1

I;

!'

59
2
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1470. Sardar Partap Singh: Will the Honourable Member, Revenue, please stat&-"
(a) whether it is a. fact that the post of Superintendent, Deputy Commissioner's office, Amritsll! district, fell vacant last summer ;
(b) whether it is a fact that. the then Commissioner; Lahore division,
asked the Deputy Commissioner to appoint an Anglo-Indian
to, the vacancy or failing that a Muslim clerk whom he reeommendeda
(c) whether it is also a fact that after keeping the vacancy open
for more than three months by granting short period extensions
to the retiring man, the Deputy Commissioner has appointed
that very Muslim clerk ;
(it) what was his permanent and temporary pay· before bis pres!)Dt
promotion and what is be getting now? What are his educational qualfieations and total length of service at the time:
of this appointment ?
(e) whether t}ie post was advertised, and, if not, why not ?
(!) whether there were any local candidates superior to the man selected in educational qualiiications and office experience and, if
so, why have their claims been ignored?
Th': Honourable Mum Sir Fa.rJ...i..Husain : (a) Yes,
(b) No. The Deputy Commissioner discussed with the Commissionerfrom time· to time the merits of the various aspirants.
·
(c) The vacancy was kept open while a search was being made for a
suitable man.
.
(d) The permanent pay of the man appointed was Rs. 100 and he is
now getting Rs. 250. He is a First Division :Matriculate and studied up to
F. Sc. His service at the time of appointment was about 9 years.
(e) No .. It was not considered necessary as the existence of the vacancy
· was widely known.
(j) There were ssme local candidates with longer service ar d ore of
~em had slightly better educational qualifications tut they were not con- •
sidercd so sniteble as the man selected.
QtrAil.TERS FOR INDIAN . CLERKS.

1471. Sardar Partap Singh : Will Honourable Minister for Agricul·
ture please state~
(a) what designs and numbers of quarters have been built for !ndia.n
clerks on the Muitan road during the last two years ;
{b) how many more are being built and what totai number of each
design is to be built ;
(c) why have the- completed quarters not been allotted to the clerks,
so far and when it is proposed to allot them ; ·
0
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(d) whether it is a fact that owing to non-habitation or the oeeupa.
tion of them by menials, quite a large number of them have
become repairable ;
(e) what rent has been fixed for each class of quarter and· on what
basis will the allotment be made ;

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogenclra Singh :
{a) Type I 151. • Type II, 64.
Type III, 10.
'
A copy of each of the Type designs I, II and III iflaid on the table.
(b) Type I, 99.
Type II, 86.
Type III, 1 O.
-querters are under construction:
Type 1 ..
Type IL.
Type III

'

The building programme is :~

250
100

20
Total

•

870

A market will be provided ; possibly a dispensary with two family
wards.

(c) Owing to the Sewerage Sche!!le having been held up for want of
land, the owners of which had 9,ppaa.led against the award, . the quarters
could not be ellotted. .A, new· Sewerage Schema has now been· prepared
which does away with. the necessity of acquiring this land. As soon as this
new schema is completed, it will be possible to allot the quarters.
· (d) No., Petty repairs such as are given annually to. all Government
'buildings will be necessary immediately .before eaeh quarter is oooupied.
(e) The standard rents will approximately be:..:.
• Rs. A. P.
12 1 0
Type I
. . 20 14 0
Type II
Type·m

.. ~ 62·10

0

Allotment Rules have been prepared· and are under, consideration
<Government.

of

VACANOIES IN THE CLEBICAL STAFF OF THE DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIES'
OFFICE.

_

1472. Sardar Partap Singh : (a) With reference to unsta.rred question No. 681,1 asked on 5th May 1928, by Sardar Ujja.l Singh, will the
Honourable Miniclter for Education please .state how many , vacancies in
the various grades of the. clerical staff of the Director of Industries' office
have since occurred and by which community they have been filled ? '
(b) What steps do Government proposes or have taken 1'.to seou:re
11.n adequate :representation of Sikhs in that office ?
Ii
1Volwno XI, pa.go 800,
-·---

---·--------
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The Honourable Mr•. Manohar Lal: (a) Four-two of which have
lbeen given to Muhammadans and two to Hindus.
·
(b) There wese no suitable Sikh applicants. The claims of Sikhs will
1l'eceiV'e due consideration.
Co:MPL.AINT AGAINST

THE MuN101PAL

0FFIOER

OF HEALTH,

FEBoZEPORE

CITY.

1473. Pir Akbar Ali : Will the Honourable Minister for Local
:Self-Government be pleased to state->
(a) whether it is a fact that for some time past the Municipal Officer
of Health, Ferozepore city municipal committee, has been
seizing in great quantity the milk brought by the villagers for
sale in the town and causing it to be sent to the Gowsha.la ; .
.(b) whether it is a fact that recently the said ·officer admitted this fact
before the members of t!te said. municipal · committee assembled in the 'i'own Hall ;
_
'(c) whether it is a fact that when the above fact was brought by some
members to the notice of the chairman, the latter took no
notice of their requests for the discontinuance of the abovementioned practice ;
.
(d) if the answers to the above facts be in the affirmative, what action
Government intend·to take in th e matter?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : ( a) The Medical Officer
"°f Health, Ferozepore,. in the exercise of his duties is required to examine
milk imported into the municipality and to seize such quantity thereof as
-on examination is found unfit for human consumption.
Instead of
,·destroying such. milk he has been in the habit of permitting the owners at
,their own request to take it to a local Gowshala for feeding th:e cattle under
. proper supervision.
·
(b) and (c) No.
(d) The action of the Medical Officer of Health has the approval of the
.munioipal committee· and is in direct accordance with the authority dele;gated to the said officer by the committee under the provisions of section 206
of the Punjab Municipal A.ct. The Municipal Health Officer. has no power
. to seize milk· which is fit for human consumption. It is not clear from the
;honourable member's question whether he has referred to milk fit for human
-eonsumption or not. If the allegation is that · milk fit for human oonsumpction was wrongfully neized, Government can take no action in the absence
-of specific cases of wrongful seizure.
·
0

A.GHA YusAF

ALI

OF mE

PUNJAB

.AGRICULTURAL SERVIOE.

1474., Sardar Partap Singh : Will the Honourable Minister for
.Agriculture be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that A.gha Yusaf Ali of the Punjab Agricultural Service, first served in the botanical section for full 19
years and was not considered competent to be promoted to
the superior service although there were several vacancies in .
that section during the last three years ;

•I
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(b) whether it is a fact that that officialwas transferred to the general'
agricultural section and was promoted to tie superior service- .
although there were several other officials who were already
in the general agricultural section and had better qualifications;
(c) if the answer to the above be in the affirmative, will th~ Honourable Minister for Agriculture be pleased to state the reasons.
for this aetion ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) The officer in·
question served in the botanical section from 1907 to 1926, first in the sub-ordinate service and-from 1919 in a gazetted post as a member of the Punjab,
Agricultural Service. Vacancies in the superior service have not been filled
except on a temporary basis, pending· the formation of the Superior Pro-.
~al
~~
•
.
.
: (b) He was transferred to the -general agricultural section . from thebotanical section in 1926 as Extra Assistant Director of Agriculture, and
from 1st March 1928 he has been holding charge of -the duties of Deputy
Director of Agriculture in the Punjab Agricultural Service with a duty·
allowance of Rs. 50 per mensem,
·
(c) Does not arise.
RAJA MUHAMMADHASAN OF THE PUNJAB AGRICULTURALSERVJOE.

1475. Sardar Partap Singh : Will the Honourable
· Agriculture be pleased to state-

Minister for·

( a) whether it is a . .faet that Raja Muhammad Hasan of the Punjab.
·
Agriculturill Service in the cotton department had been found '
. guilty of the charge of misappropriation of Government
money in the purchase of gram ;
·
·
·
(b) whether it is a fact that that officerhas been asked to refund themoney in question to. the Government ?
(e) whether it is a fact that a. similar case was decided someyeaes back.
and the official eoneemed, was reduced from the· Ptinjab~gricoltural Service to subordnate service ;
·_
,·
(d} if answers·to-(a), (b) and (e) be in the affirmative, will thedi:fferencelionour-able minister be pleased to. state the reasons for this
in the treatment in these two cases ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra ·Singh :•The reply is not yet
ready. The answer will be communicated to the honourable member in.
due course.
0

RAJA MUHA.MM.AD HASAN OF THE PUNJAB AGRIClULTUBAL
$E~VI6E.

1476. Sardar Partap Singh: Will the Honourable Minister for.Agriculture be pleased to state->
(a) whether there were any allegatiqns of misappropriation of Government money against Raja Muhammad Hasan, an officerof the Agriculture.I Department at Lyallpur, in . December1928?
.
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··(b) was an enquiry held into these allegatdons and, if so, by whom
and on what date; whether the enquiry was held by a panel
officeror by an oflfoer of the department ;
(c; whether jt is a fact that the officer in question was held guilty
of excess payment made by him deliberately and asked to
refund the excess Government money ;
,1:d) whether the Government is prepared to lay the papers relating
to the enquiry on ·the table ;
:(e) whether the law officers of the Crown were consulted in this respect and, if so, a copy of their opinion may please be laid on
the table;
{f) what were the reasons which led the honourable minister to take
departmental action only and not hand over the papers to
the police;
(g) what punishment has been given to that officer and by whom;
(h) was that officera permanent member of the P.A.S. or on proba..
tion only; If the latter, her.s he been reverted to his per..
manent post and, if not, why not, after this serious incident?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) No allegation
•of misappropriation was made. A recommendation for payment at a higher
-rate than that prevailing in the market was forwarded for sanction by the
-officer in question on account of the cost of a certain quantity of gram·~Pur·
-ehased by him for Government.
•
_
(b) An enquiry was held by the Director of Agriculture, Punjab, between
December 1928 and April 1929.
·
(e) 'I'heoffieerin question was not held guilty of excess payment, but
;guilty of passing on the claim for payment without proper scrutiny. The
-offieer in question was ordered with the approval of the then Financial Com·
missioner to refund the differencein price; Rs. 80. ·
. ·
(d) The · detailed report of the Director of Agriculture is laid onilie
.table.
No.
(J) The facts of the case did not warrant a prosecution.
(g) The additional cost of Rs. 80 was recovered from him.
(h) The officer was a member of. the Provincial Agricultura1.Sel'Viee
on probation. His probationary period was extended up to December 8lst,
1929.
In view of the fact that he had previously suffered from Encephiilitis,
.and was still the worse for his illness, when his carelessness caused this loss
•to Government, he was not reverted. to his permanent post.
(e)

Copy of a letter No. 15890, dated the 24th September 1929, from the Director of Agriculture, Punjab, to the Deputy Secretacy to Government, Punjab,
Development Department on .the su bjeot of Council question No. 1330
about':misappropriation of Govemment money in the
iAgrioultural Department, Lyallpur.

-

WrrH reference to your endorsement No. 8152-D. (S.) dated the 17th

. :September. 1929, on the subject cited above, I have th: honour to forward

.herewith tile papers relating to the e.nquiry held into an allegation that

i.t
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M. Mnhammad.Hasan Khan, Assistant to the Cotton Research Botanist;
Lyallpur, had paid a higher rate than that prevailing in the market on account.
of the cost of a certain quantity of gram purchased by him for Government.
2. The facts of the case as brought to light by the enquiry held by mealong with Mr. Trought, Cotton Research Botanist, and Pandit Karta Kishan,
Extra Assistant Commissioner (late Personal Assistant to Director of Agriculture, Punjab), are that M. Muhammad Hasan Khan, Assistant to the
Cotton Research Botanist, purchased 160 maunds of gram, in two separate,
lots of 100 and 60 maunds, respectively, from Hazari Lal, shopkeeper at the
Risalewala Farm. · Both the consignments were obtained by the shopkeeperfrom the Lyallpur market on 21st September, 1928. He began to cart thefirst consignment of 100 maunds to the Bisalewala Farm (for which placethe stock was purchased) on 21st September, 1928, and the second one of 6(),
maunds was carted to the farm between that date and 26th September, 1928.
The Lyallpur market rate for gram on 21st. September, 1928, was Rs. 4-12-0,
per maund, but Hazari Lalput in.a claim of Rs. 5-4-0 per mannd, The fault
of M. Muhammad Hasan Khan lay in the fact that he passed on the claim·
to the Cotton Research Botanist for payment without proper seruitiny.
8. M. Muhammad Hasan Khan had a severe attack of Encephalitis·
shortly before this incident occurred, and I am convinced that he was then;
and even at the tnu-e of the enquiry, oie., from December, 1928 to April, 1929·..,
suffering from its after-effects. It appears that it was. due to this that he
failed to examine the bill of cost with reference to the date of purchase and.
the market rate prevailing on that date.
4. Taking all the circumstances of the case into account, r ordered;
with the approval of the Financial Commissioner, Development, that, as a;
penalty for his· carelessness, M. Muhammad Hasan Khan should refund to·
Government a sum of Rs. 80, which represented the difference in price of
100 maunds of gram charged at Rs. 5-4-0 per maund, instead of at Rs. 4-12-Q·
per maund, the actual price prevailing in the market on the dates of purchase ..
I also directed that the Cotton Research Botanist should have no further
transactions with Hazari Lal, shopkeeper who was not considered any longer
to be a suitable person for employment as an agent for the purchase of articles.
for Government.
5. ~s M. Muhammad Hasan Khan was still on probation his pro-bationary period was extended up to 31st December, 1929; and he was trans-.
ferred as Extra Assistant Director of Agriculture to Kamal.
6. In view of what bas been stated above, no necessity was felt to consult
the law officers of the Crown in this connection.
·
7. This office file on the subject s~nt herewith may kindly be returned.
when no longer required.
.

SUPERINTENDENT, :QEPUTY COMMISSIONER'SOFFICE, AMTITSAR.

1417. Lala Kesho Ram, Sekbri : Will the Honourable RevenueMember be pleased to state-·
.
(1) whether it is a fact that' the present Superintendent, Deputy- .
Coinmiffsioner's office, Amritsar, was recently transferred from.
the office of the Oommissioner, Lahore division ;
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(2) whether it is a fact that he is getting Rs. 250 a month as Superintendent, Deputy Commissioner's office, Amritsar, while he
was getting only Rs. 75 a month as a clerk in the Commissioner's office,Lahore;
(3) whether it is a fact that there are several persons in the Commissioner's office, Lahore, and Deputy Commissioner's office,
Amritsar, who are senior to him; if so, what are the special
reasons for appointing the present incumbent in supersession
of their claims ?
·

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain:

(1) Y,tls.

(2) First part-Yes.
Second part-Rs. 100.
(3) There were several persons both in the Deputy Commissioner'sand
Commissioner'soffices senior to him, but he was considered the most suitable
of all the applicants.
·
ZuL KERNAIN, SuB-!NSPEOTOR OF Poraon.

1478. Chaud.hri Afzal Haq : With reference to the answer to starred
question No. 22331 asked on 26th July, 1929, will the Honourable Member
for Finance be pleased to state whether the express approval of the Deputy
Inspector-General of Police was obtained for extending the period of stay of
Zul Kernain, Sub-Inspector of Police, then posted at Narowal in theSialkot district, and, if so, to please lay a copy of that approval on thetable;
(b) If the answer is in the negative, will the Honourable Member for
Finance kindly state reasons for not obtaining the express approval of theDeputy Inspector-General of Police ?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) Yes. The answer to
the second request contained in this part of the question is in the negative.
(b) Does not arise.
REVISION OF ELEOTORALWARDS,

1479. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : With reference to the answer to starred
question No. 2231' asked· on 26th July, 1929, will the Honourable Minister
for_ Local Self-Government be pleased to state as to whether the revision of
the electoral wards has been finished and. when the fresh election will take
place?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: The electoral ward8:
of the municipality of Narowal have been revised, but their publication is pending the receipt from local officersof a correct description of the
boundaries of the wards. Fresh elections will take place on dates to be fixed
by the Deputy Commissionerafter the revision has been notified.
-'

BAND ATTACHEDTO mGB: SCHOOLS.

1480~ Chaudhri Afzal Haq: With reference to the interim reply
given to starred question No. 22328 asked on 26th July, 1929, will theHonourable Minister for Education be pleased to state whether the information has yet been collected, and, if so, to please _lay it on the table ?
1Volume XID,.pages

4-5.
8VolumeXIII, page 4.
•Volume XIII, page 4.
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Tbe HonourableMr. Muohar Lal: The fine.I reply to starred question No. 22$2 isprinted at page (i) of the Appendix: to Punjab Debates,
Volume XIV.
·
Sun-.A.ssISTANT

Sv:a.GEONS ANP .ASSISTANT SURGEONS IN SIMLA.

. 1481, Chaudhri Afial Haq : Will the Honourable MinisteI for
Lo!lal Self-Government be· pleased to state the names of Sub-Assistant Surgeons and Assistant Surgeons in charge of all the dispensaries and hospitals
in Simla, together with the dates when they were posted there and the dates
when they were dne to be transferred from Simla, showing reasons in cases
of those whose transfer is due, but who have not been transferred?

T~ &.nour-.ble Malik Firoz Khan Noon:

A statement giving the

required information is laid on the table.

A.ssiatant Surgeon.
ii. Or. Abdul
Aziz,
Farnqi, P.C.M.S.

8ub-ABBiatant Surgeons.
1.

II . .
I \

Dr, Sha.tif "&nsain , •

Dr .. Janki Das, Ta.lwar

~; :Qr..

~a~d
. 1{~annn..

·•· "Dz.Bom

;lqshore~

Datt, Vaid,,

-6. Dr.
Muhammad
Qa.mar-ul-Haq. "
~.

Dr. Piare. Singh

REMARKS.

24-l2-29

Ripon Hospital, Simla

.I

2.

Date of
appointment.>

Appoint!)'.lent.

Name.

Sub-charge, Ripon and
Police. Hospitals,
Simla.
..

15-12-24

Dhar Dispensary, Phagli

8-12-26

Simla Dispens-

18-4':26

Ohhota
', ary.

. Municipal Isolatdon Hospital, Simla. ·

9-1-30

of

26-12-29

Medical

Inspeotor

Schools, Simla.

Ma.shobra Dispensary

• 1-11-29

Completed 5 years' service
on 14th December, 1929.
Has- been granted ap. extension of service in his
present appointment for
one year for which he was
· strongly
recommended
by the Civil Surgeon. Is
an excellent and popular
worker.

Will complete

5 yoo,rs' ~·
vice on 17th. 4pril, l !Ill(),
Will be tran(iferred ill
Nov.ember or Deoember,
1930, as no changes a.re
made in hill appointments
during
the
summer
months. Is a keen and
popular worker.

.I
For winter months only.
Fro:in ht •_At)tjl to 31st
OQWber the !lil!U'ge Qf t.he
dispell91UYisheld by a!(
officer · of. . the · Indian
M!lc;licaJ :Qepartment.

UNSTARRED

QU;lil.BTlONS

AND

MOTOR LORRIES PLYING FOR HIRE IN THlil SHElIKHUPURA.
DIBTRIOTS.

1482.

127

ANSWERS.

.A.ND, GUJRANWALA

Chaudhri · Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Reven¥e Member

?e pleased to state

whether it is a fact that the motor lorries plying for hire

m the Sheikhupura and Gujranwala districts have been and are passed for
more passengers than there is real seating capacity available in them ?

the

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: .No, b~t if
honourable
member knows of any such case I will be glade if he gives the number of the
orry to Home Secretary.

1

MOTOR LORRIES PLYING F'OR IDRE IN THE SHEIK'.HUPURA

DISTRICT.

1483. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : · Will the Honourable Member for Rave·
:nue be pleased to state the minimum dimensions of a seat seqnired by one
~ ]>assenger in the motor lorry and as to whether this fact and dimension is
taken into consideration by the authorities of all the districts especially in the
.Bheikhupuradiatrict
while passing lorries for plying on hire?
The Honourable Mian Sir FazJ..i.. Husain: Licensing· authorities
have been instructed to insist on the following dimensions for a seat in a
passangar lorry-width 15 inches: depth 14 inches. These instructions are
.being observed in the Sheikhupura district, and as far as Government is aware,
in other districts also.
HrNDU

CREMATION

GROUNDS,

SREIKHUPURA.

\

1484. Chaudhri Afzal Haq: With reference to the answer to un"starred question No. 9391 asked on 27th February 1929, wi11 the Honourable
Minister for Local Self-Government be pleased to state as to what action has
.so far been taken by Government to remove the Hindu cremation grounds
from its present place ?
Th! Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : The notified area com- .
mittee of Sheikhnpura is taking the necessary steps to acquire' the land re-quired for the new cremation ground, and as soon 'as the .land has been
.aequired the new ground will be taken into use and the use of the present
.ground discontinued.
MUNIOIPAL FILTH

DEP!>T, SHEIKHUPURA.

1485. Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Will the Honourable Minister for Local
-Sel-f-Government be pleased to state if it is a fact that the municipal filth
dep6t is situated quite close or rather within the new town of Sheikhupura ?
- If so, whether Government intends to get it removed to a distance from the
town in the interest of public health ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : The municipal filth
dep5t is situated close to the new town of Bheikhupura. The question of
its removal to a reasonable distance is under the consideration of the notifi-ed area committee of Sheikbupura.
, olVolume XU, page 482.
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SAFETY OF LADIES TRAVELLING ALONE IN TRAINS.

1486. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : With reference _to the answer to unstarred qujation1 No. 944 asked on 27th February 1929, will the Honourable.
:Member for Revenue be pleased to state if enquiries have been made from;
the Government of India on the subject, and lay a copy of the result of enquiries on the table ?
.
.
The Honourable Mimi Sir Fazl-i-Husain: As the honou~ble mem. ber expressed no desire, no enquiries were made, but the attefition of the.
local Government has since been drawn to the opinion of the Government of·
India on the method of dealing with interpellations in Provincial Councils
relating to railwey subjects, indicating that the Central Legislature is the·
proper place when the subject is of more than purely local interest.
As the promise to enquire, if dsired, was made overlooking this opinion, .
it is withdrawn.
LICENSES ISSUED FOR PLYING OF MOTOR VEIDOLES FOR IDRE.

1487. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Revenue Member·
be pleased to state whether it is a fact that in the licenses issued for plying
motor vehicles for hire in the various districts of the 'provinee the number·
of passengers allowed to be seated in the motor vehicle is also stated? If·
so, will the Honourable Revenue Member be pleased to state whether only·
the police or revenue officials are authorised to check any irregularitiescommitted by the drivers against the terms of the license or all Government officials are authorised to check these ?
(b) If the answer to the latter part be in the negative, is Government.
prepared to extend this privilege in this case to· all the Government
'servants ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) First part, yes.
(a) Second part, the meaning of the honourable member is not quiteclear. If by " checking" is meant "reporting" irregularities, the power
vests in the Police but information can be given by anybody. If on the other
hand, by checking is meant dealing with the culprit on the spot no such power·
exists.
(b) No.
METALLING OF KUTOHA ROAD BETWEEN NAROWAL AND ZAFARWAL,

1488. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Minister for Local
Self-Government be pleased to stateas to whether and when it, is proposed.
to metal the kuteha road between Narowal and Zafarwal in the Sialkot.
district ?
·
Thfl Honourable Malik Firoz, Khan Noon: It is understood that"
the district board of Sialkot has no intention of metalling the road between
Narowal and Zafarwal as the cost would be prohibitive.
A sum of Rs. 12,000, half of which was received as a grant-in-aid from,
the Communications Board, has. recently been spent by the board on raising
the road above flood-level.
lVolnme

Xll. page

483. ''
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UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

129,

ROLLS FOR THE POST OF EXTRA ASSIST.ANTCOMMISSIONER.

1489. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will Chief Secretary be pleased to·
state whether it is a fact that when the Deputy Commissionersof variousdistricts are asked to send rolls for the post of Extra Assistant Commissioners they sometimes send rolls o.f the candidates and persons who are
not residents of their districts and are quite outside their jurisdictions ? nso, will Chief Secretary kindly state reasons for the same and say what .
check is proposed to be exercised to stop this practice in future ?

Mr. H. W. Emerson:The practice to which the honourable member
refers occurs only in the case of ~sons of officialswho are still in servict It
was brought to the notice of Government that such candidates are frequentlyunable to obtain reasonable consideration of their claims, as on the one.hand
their fathers owing to absence in Government service are often unknown to·
the Deputy Commissionersof their home districts, and on the other hand, the·
Deputy Commissionersof such districts in which their fathers are serving
are more inclined to recommend residents of their own than· of other dis-trict. Accordingly, while the sons of officials are not debarred from consideration in their home districts, each Commissionerof a division has been
allowedjo submit, in addition to the-number of nominations.prescribed forresidents of the division one additional recommendation on behalf of the sonsof officers serving in the division,
Poraoa

INBPEOTORBAND SuR-lNBPEOTons.

, 1490. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Finance Member·
kindly lay on the table a statement showing the names community-wiseof the Police Inspectors and Bab-Inspectors who are serving in thanas of
one and the same district for more than five years arid to state when it is,
proposed to transfer them to other districts ?
(b) Il it is not proposed to send them now · to other districts will the,
Honourable Finance Member kindly state reasons therefor ?

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) There is no Inspectorof Police who has. been serving in a district for more than five years: A_
statement is laid on the table giving the names community-wise of SubInspectors of Police who have been serving for more than five years in different.
police stations of one and the same district. It cannot be stated definitely-when any of these Sub-Inspectors may be transferred to other districts.
(b) As local knowledge is an important weapon in the combating or
crime, frequent transfers of Police Officersfrom district to· district are not
in the public interest, though they are frequentlv transferred from one thana,
to another within the same district.
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STATEMENT SHOWING THE NAMES OOM:l\rrn.Tr-YWISE

,

OF SUB-INSPECTORS

WHO ARE. SERVING IN THANAS OJI' ONE AND THE

SAME-

.

,. ;QISTRICT FOR MORE TUAN 5 YJURS.

Hindus.

I

I,

Ram Sarup

2_.

Fiirde Ram.

a.

Sarup Singh.

_ Muslims.

r

I

· 4. P. 0. Ghose.
5.

Nain Singh.

, 6.

l{irpal Singh.

7.

Khem Singh.

8.

Bhagwant Singh.

9.

Bachittar Singh.

::-IO.

Hans Raj.

EAsTERN

RANGE.

1:· Sultan Ali.

1. Sundar. Singh.

2;

Sabih-ud-Din.

2 •. Natha Singh.

3.

Amir Ahmed.

3.

Udham Singh.,

4.

Ra.hmat Ali.

4.

Kartar Singh.

5.

L~chman.Singh.

5. Muhammad
Haq.
6. Abdul Haq.
I

Sikhs.

Faza.l

7. Muhammad Ali.

I. Mr.

Shari.ff.

6. . Baldeo Singh.

I

7. Hareharan Singh.

8. Muhammad Bashir
Khan.
9. Subah Aaddiq.
·I
10.

Inay11,t. Ali Shah.

11.

Muha.mmad Zamau. ,

12. Muhammad
Hussain,:
,,
13. Abdullah Khan.
,

I. Dina Nath.

1.

Mehar Ali Khan.

I.

:2, Mela Ram.

Bnlbir Singh.

2.

Khuda Bakhsh.

2. Davindar Singh. ,

Amar Nath.

3.

Asaf Ali Khan ..

3.

Labh Siugh.

. ,;

Sa wan Mall.

4.

Nasir Shah .

4.

Amrik Singh .

. 5.

Harbans Lall.

3.

5.

Yar Muhammad.

5.

Tota Singh,

Mehta
Amar
Singh.
7. Kishan GopaL

6.

Shahab-ud-Din.

6.

Charan Singh.

7.

Muhammad Sharif.

7.

G_urba.ohan Singh.

Durga Dass.

8.

Shuj!U!,t Ali Khan •.

8.

Balwant Singh,

9.

SeW!L Singh.

·6.

8.

~9. Multani Mal
:10. Labhu Ram.
IL FerozChand.
~l2. Na.thanLal
~13.

Ha.rba.ns La.I.

9. Usaf Ali.
IO.

Rahmat Ullah.

10.

Gopa.l Singh.

11.

Zulflqar Khan:

11.

Balwa.nt Singh.

12. Ahmad
Niwaz
Khan.
13. Hussain Din.

12. Dula. Singh.
13.

Nau ~iha.l Singh.

V, P.

!

I

•
. UNST.DBEb' QUESTte~s AND . ANSWEBS.

Hindus.

·•· .

.

14. Lekh Ram;

14. Muh~~a.d Shafti.

llS.. Daya. Sha.nlmr.

•15. ,.Abdul°Ghani· -

16. • Inda.r Sain. .

16. Wali Ullah.

'

17.· Ram La.I..

17;:.'Saa.dat Ali.

18. MUDShi La.I.

18.: Din Muha~

19.

Ka.lye,n Dass.

20. Aziz.ud-Din.

21

21.

· 22. Devi~.

14.

Bisha.n Singh,

· 15. Daya.ISmgh.

19. Nawab Din. ..

20. NandLaL
Gour! Sha.nkar.

I

.

Muhammad MU81i..

'

22. . 4bdu.l Me.ji!L

23. Kesax-i Chand.

23. Akbar sbs.h.

24.·. Hamam Dass.

24.. .Asgha.r Ali.

26, Daulat Ram.

25; Ha.bib AU.
26, Muhammad . Akbar
Khan.
27. Muhammad Latif.
,

.

;

28 •. YllSUf .Ali.

•

' 29. Muh&m.tnli.d. Za.hid.

.
w~

1\.4.NQJI.

1. ·Bal :Mobnd.

1. GhulamAli.

l~ La.khm:irSingJ:i,;.

2. Xipra, Ram.

2. FazalElahi

2.

3. W~De'!'~

3, AbdulHamid.

4.: Nanak Ohand.

,.

3. Bba.i:
Singh.
.
4. Hanne, Smgh. .

Quta.b KJia;n.'

a.

Bahadm OhmuL

G. · Ghl).flmt· · Muhlfm.

e:

Amolalt~

~- ituliamma({ . Mv.aJ.. .

•

'i. Dtap.·Dails.

,·

l:larl. Sbigh.

mad.

Dan;·

'1. Muhammad JJaya.t~ .

.

. .

f'

IJ

j ; ,Y

• ~

.I .
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STATEMENT SHOWING THE NAMES COMMU:N'ITY-WISE OF SUB-INSPECTO~S
WHO ARE SERVING IN THANAS OF ONE AND THE. SAME ~
DISTRICT FOR MORE TH.AN 5 YE.AR8-<JONCLUDED.

Hindus.

-,

I

I

Muslims.

Sikhs.

~

I-

WESTEBN RAl.GE-OONCLUDJr.II.

8, Kanshi Ram.
9.

Diwan Chand.· ·

· 10. Bir Chand;
11, Sant Ra.m.
12.

Waishno Dass.

8. Jalal-ud-Din.
9. Na.sir Ahm,i.d.

10. Abbas Khan.
11. Muhammad
Sarfmz Khan.
12. Sher Ahmad Khan.

:13, Sita. Ra.m.

13. Ali Muhamma<L

~..14. Daawa.ndhi · Ra.m
(Prosecuting Sub·
Inspeotor).
'

14,

Ghulam
mad.

Muluim-

15. Muha.mma.d Haya.t.
16.

Ra.hma.t Khan.

17. Muhammad

Afzal

Khan.
18. Khuda Bakhsh.

19. Sultan Haider.
20.

Fat.eh Shah.

21.

Dost Muhammad.

22.

Fazal " Qadir.

23.

Abbas Ali Shah.

24. Muhammad Ashraf.
25.

Muhammad.Roshan.

26. Bardar Klw\,
27. Ana.r Khan(Oflioiat28.

. ing Inspector),
Hayat Mvhammad.

29. Ghula.m Sarwar.
Dosr NUISANCE IN Luo:u;
· 1491. Cbaudhri Afzal Haq : . Will the Honourable Minist;r for L~
. Self-Government be pleased to state who.t aetion does th~ La.bore )funicnpality propose to ta.ke to avoid the nuisance of mud in the :ta.iny sea.son awl
·-dust in the dry season in the streets of the Lahore city ?

UNSTARRED

188

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : It is understood that
-i;he Lahore Municipality is adopting such measures as it finds possible within
:its existing resources to deal with the dust problem by the provision of i:notor
watering lorries. The reduction of the amount of dust in dry weather will
be followedby a correspondingreduction in the amount of D}.Ud in wetweather.
•'The attention of the Municipal Committeegs being drawn to the benefits to
rhe derived from the coal tarring of cent per cent. of the road surface.
Scours RALLY

IN LAHORE.

1492. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Hononrabl e Minister for
· Education be pleased to state whether it ib a fact that the boys of several
· schools in the Lahore division were called to Lahore m the first week of
. January 1980 for parade and Scouts rally? If so, will he kindly state who
, met the expenses of their food and conveyance to Lahore and back ?
(b) If the expenses were met from the private pockets of the boys them. selves, will the Honourable Minister please state reasons and justification
· for recovering the expenses of the move from the private pocket of the
-hoys ?

(e) Will the Honourable Minister also kindly state the necessity of
calling boys like this to Lahore ?
The Honourable Mr. Manobar Lal: (a) Yes. The expenses were
.met from the Boys' Funds.
(b) Does not arise.
((I) The great educational and social advantages of such gatherings.
PE'.l'ITIONB FOR MERCY.

1493. Chaudhri ·Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Member for
.Finance kindly state whether it is a fact that in 90 per cent. of petitions for

·mercy the negative orders are passed by the Home Secretary without the
petitions having been shown to the Honourable Member for Fmanee or His
:Excellency the Governor, and 9 per· cent. of such cases hardly reach the
Honourable Member for Finance for his orders and only 1 per cent. cases
. are hardly sent up to His Excellency for his orders ? If the answer to the
above be m the affirmative, will the Honourable Finance Member kindly state
reasons as to why each and every petition for mercy, intended for His Ex·
-eelleney the Governor for his personal orders, are not even shown to him ?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: No. The second part of
-the question does not arise.
·
COMPOSITION OF THE LA,HORE illPBOVEMENT

COMMITTEE.

1494. Mr. Owen Roberts : Will the Honourable Minister for Loce.l
:Self-Government be pleased to state(a) the composition of the Lahore Improvement Committee ; .
(b) the nature of the prescribed relations between the Lahore Improvement Committee and the Lahore Municipal.Oommittee as regards procedure and responsibility ? ·

,
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Khan, Noon: It is regretted that a
It will be communicated to the honour-

re. SUBMISSI~ .: OF BUILDING PLANS ON THE MALL.
1495. Mr. Owen Roberts:Will the Honourable Minister for Local'
PROCEDURE

Self-Government please lay on the table a copy of any rules describing:
the- procedure to be followed in connection with the submission of a plan,
when it is desired to erect a building on the Lahore Mall ?

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : I reget that the answer-

to this

question is not yet ready.
member when ready.
CASE AGAINST

B.

!LAM

It will be communicated to the honourable,

DIN, SuB-lNBPECTOR

. 1496. Sardar Parta.p Singh : Will

oF

Por.rcs .

Honourable

Member

for·

Finance be pleased to etate(a) whether it is s fact that the judgment of the Additional District,
Magistrate, Gujranwala, in the case instituted by Balla Singh,.
Lambardar, and others of village Nowshehra Virkan against.
B. Ilam Din, Sub-Inspector of Police station of the same village,.
under section 842/504, I. P. C., dated 2nd September 1929,
has been published in various English and Vernacular papers t·
(b) If so, whether the Government ha~ ·noti~ed the following passages.
in the said judgment :.
" A public servant who misuses his authority and treats:
men of a more respectable position than perhaps of'
his own is just a sort · of man who brings the Govern-ment III bad name."
"If the case had not been compounded then I would have
felt my duty to sentence the accused to a. pretty
serious term of rigorous imprisonment."

{c) If the answer lo the above M in the affirmative, whether Gov- .
ernment intend to take any departmental action against theBub-Inspector in question, and if so, what?
(d) whether it is a. fact that 'the said B. Ilam Din is still a Sub-Inspeetor ·
of the same police station ?

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) Yes.
·(b) Yes.
(c) The explanation of Sub-lnspector Ilam Din has been taken and it is.
at present under consideration whether departmental action should be taken.
against him.
(a) Yes ..

------------
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UNSTARBED QUESTIONS AND. A:NSWERS.

A.cQUISITION OF THE LANDED PROPERTY OF SRAHZADx_ABDU:t.. ~A,LTQ AND
CERTAIN OTHER GENTLEMEN IN LunmANA CITY.

1497. Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Will Honourable Minister· for Lo0&I
!elf-Government please state·'1 •·
. (a) whethei:it is a fact that Government intended to aeqnire Shahaada Abdul Khaliq and certain other gentlemen's landed property adjacent to the women's hospital in Ludhiana City ?
(b) if so, what action has so far been taken in the matter'}
(e) whether it is a fact that the authorities of the missionary women's
medical school, college and hospital at Ludhiana, under
Dr. Brown, have applied for the acquisition of the land in.
question, and, if so, what progress. has been made in thi&
direction ?
·
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: (a) In the year 1920,.
Government proposed to acquire land, including land belonging to Bhahsada
Abdul Khaliq, for the extension of the Punjab Medical School for Women,
Ludhiana, and the necessary notification was issued under the Land Acquisi·
. tion Act.
lb) · In 1922, in consequence of objections having been raised that the
land belonging to Shazada Abdul Khaliq was in the vicinity of a mosque and
hence could not be sold, tlie notification-above referred to, in so far as it
related to his land, was cancelled.
(e) Since the decision of 1922 no fresh application for the acquisition of
the land in question has been .received from the Principal of the institution in question.
RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTION

B,1!]:

SCHOOL FEl!l CONCESSIONS (concl'Uded).

Mr. President : The Council will now· resume discussion on

the-

resolution regarding school fee concessions.

. The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal (Minister for Education) ::
When the House rose for the day yesterday, I was dealing with pa.rt 2 ofthe
resolution of Pir Akbar Ali which is under discussion. On referring to page·
28, paragraph 15 of the Punjab Education Code, I was pointing out the provisions there made as regards these classes of kamins and artisans to whom.
the privilege of fee concession is to be extended. It is· laid down in the,
Code:
"The elesses qf persons in a district to be treated as agriculturists, village artisall.8· _
and kamins for the purposes of concession of fees will be determined br, the·
Deputy Commissioner of that district in consultation with the Jnspeetors, '

. The honourable mover of this resolution and those that followed him.
kam;i,ns / should be defined..
They were probably unaware of the fact that a very proper definition already
exists in the Code. For eaeh particular district where this concession is.
to obtain the Deputy Commissionerof the district in consultation with the
inspecting authority will lay down to what classes the privilege is to be ex. tended. It will hE' seen on. reflection that no bett~r specification or definition -~a.n possibly obtain. Any. effort . at headquarters on ·the pa.rt of the ·
Director of Public Instruction to _ lay down for. the whole of the province,

were anxious that the classes of artisans and

.D
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who these classes ar~ to be to what particul;ci,r.sections of .themth3 privilege
ds·,to ~~d would be di~~1;1lt;if not ineffectiv,e. ,Therefor~, the honourable
mem he! ,rould see that all possible provision so fa. r a,s thiR · particula;r . part
-0f .his .<l}ajm is concerned h11,~ already been made, One speaker in the course
,pf.his·speecb made "certain other 'reflections .on -the arti,sans·and •the kamins.
.Itis not n~essary.for m:. 'to 'traverse these, and it will be enough to say that
'90 far as these artisans and 'kctmins are concerned,
properly defined- by
locally ai.lthorities, -the pmile~e 'of :fee 'eoncession :has ·already .exiated and
I take it,,tha.tJit wiltnot,he questioned t~a'.f;,;tbfiy constitute. a very neees• .wry part ,of .our raral: economy .aad ,;t could no,t he said that' a privilege
·which has,hithertor.existed:fo their.Qase should in.any manner be curtailed.
!()r withdrawn. J:·.think that.that w~ flot .the idea ~f the-honourable mover
,of this resolution. So far as the second· part is eoneemed.this should suffice•
. Now, Sir, I-come to the third part where it is urged upon Government
that the concession should extend -to private recognised schools, the Govern.ment reimbursing them for the loss caused thereby to their income. This
· part of the resoh1tion. I must say at once, it is not possible for us to accept.
These concessions in the matter of fees have hitherto existed onlv where
-aeholars have gone to a Government school or to a local body scho~l ; when
they .go to a Government school, Government does not, where the particular
'Conditions are .satisfied, charge them more than half the fee. Similar practice obtains in the case of local body schools, because these schools i are
.largely·. subsidised · by . Government in . conducting their educational activi- -ties. To . carry it a.ny further. to private recognised schools would not merely be an extension of this privilege in the case of institutions where they
have not hitherto existed but would raise more serious difficulties. We
-would then be face to faee with.a.:fuianeialobligation actually to P!:1Y private
schools because certian scholars have gone there and pay only half fees, the
Government paying the other half. This is a financial liability of an inde'finite character -whieh the honourable members would see -would be verv ·
difficult for Government to asstime. 'Not . -0illy. .this, but . the ih(l)l).Outs
iable members cannot be unaware that there is a considerable difference in
;tJhe.,rate oLfees .eherged in Government -sohools and in priv.a.te recognised
eeheols. ·The private aided. schools have to . follow a particular grade which
isdo:wer than the Government grade. If these fee concessions also obtained
.in ·these .private recognised schools, the result might be the very reverse
:.(')f what an honourable member was pointing in the course of his speech.
The
.result might be actually that a serious blow might be given to 'Govemment
, institutions.
That will not be matter for gratification, particularly so when
'.it·. will· be remembered that now Goveriiment and local 'bodies have a vast
network ()f these schools spread all over the province. There will h.) no
advantage gained and there will be indirect harm done to our-Government
schools and other local ibody schools, besides this matter of an indefinite
financial iiability. As 1 have said already during the past many years these
concessions havo riot-existed in the case of private recognised schools. ,The
'utmost that could be done with eegard to this, matter fa that we. can try to
· form some estimate of the. possible cost that a ·Step .like this· might involve
· 'aiid also ·oHhe likely injury: and 'harm that ·will thereby ensue ,to our Government ·ari'd local boqy institutions if this step .were ta.ken.
could be done

·Xhis
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-with the assistance of our Standing Committee on Education in eonsnlta--tion with the Finance Department.
So far as the third· part of .the·.re~blu• _
tion is concerned, that is the utmost extent that could ·possibly be done if
-desired.
·
.t
·
You will see, Sir, therefore, in one word, so far as part (a) of the resolu·tion is concerned tho fears of the honourable member that the soldiers would
"be affected are unfounded .. So far as the substance of part (a) of the resoln·tion is concerned it is already accepted by us. In part (b) t:t;eJe is no
point of substance, and we need consider it no -furth_er. .As. to _.p1;1,M; (c)
-Government cannot accept it. I take it. the honourable member would not
·:~sh_partie-ularly to press it, because it would bring injts, ~min .a serj~ of
d'fficulties which it is not possible at this stage for us
~nrmount. J'wish
-o~:v h add that so
as the question of the soldiers is.' ~oncerned and so
far as the general exemption from the payment of full fee is concerned,
roriders will bs issued to set the position right at the very e_arliest moID.ent.

to

far

Klian Bl,\badur ~an Muhampiad J{ayat, Qw:c,•hi LShahplU' West
,(Muhammadan), (Rural)] (Urdu): Sir, I beg to move the amendment that
,stand;; in my name:
"That in line 3.of put (a) of the resolution the words' Rs. 100' be substituted for the
words ' R.~. 50.' "

The Honourable. Mr. Manohar Lal: Sir, I have received no notice
-of the amendment.
Mr. President: Notice of the amendment was received yesterday
~immediately before the business of thEl Council commenced.
- ' ...
The Honourable.Mr. Manohar Lal: It is for you to disallow it.

-

Mr. Preside~t: That is not in my power -. If objection is taken by
I come in, but not till

.anv member that the amendment is too late, then

1:th;n.

'

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal:
ment of which I have received
-Chamber, is too late.

a copy only

Sir, I submit that the amendnow after c9,ining to the Council
· ·· · ·

Mr. President: Will the honourable member -please state why he
·tabled his amendmentso
~in his favour?

late, and why I should exercise my special powers

Khan Babadur Miao Muhammad Hayat, . Qureshi : I will show
:it in· -the course of my speech that it

h very

important.

•

•

•

• .~

•·

,Mr.,,President: I want or~ly to know the reason why the honourable
· member did iiot give two clear days' notice of his amendment. If he is not
-able to sati9fy me, I shall have to disallow the amendment,
,Khan :QAA,dur-MianiM~~d
Hay.at, Qureshi:. The very first
: reason is tha:t' we knew notliiii.g . about the memorandum, It was only yes. terday that it was 'read before the House and _its implications became known
-to.us, I tabled my amendment the same ~ay.
_ Mr. President: It is regrettable that the circular in question was
.not eireqlated along with ,the printed ,r~sg!utions: It was t4e :duty of
n2

: ~ ;·;

~·
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. the. Sacretary to have a copy of the circular printed and circulated among·
the members of the Council.
. Mr. H. W. Emerson: Mav I ask the honourable member whether-·
. he tried to get a· copy of the circular after he received a notice of the reso, lution?
Mr. President: When did the honourable. memhez receive the resolution, and what steps, ifiany, did he take to get a copy of the circular?
Khan Bahadur Mian MuhammadHayat, Qureshi: As you know,.
. Sir, I live in a village and it is not possible to get such documents in so far off
parts of the province.
The Honoura,ble Mr. Manohar Lal: · Sir, you heard several speeches
yesterday. It was pointed out in the course of those speeches ~hat a circular had issued which caused a considerable amount of dissatisfaction in a.
particular area, and, therefore, r- may take it. that the substance of the
circular was fairly known, and now that I have already spoken accepting
the substantial part of tho resolution, an amendment comes in of which
notice is received at 2 o'clock to-day.
·
Mr. President: Was not the amendment placed in the hands of the-Honourable Minister at 2 o'clock to-day?
The Honourable Mr. ManohariLal: I found it on my table when
I came.
Mr. President: Did the Hon'blq Minister notice it? ·
· The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: I may sa,y, Sir, that when I
came to my seat I did notice the paper and I thought a copy of the circular-had been published. I did not notice the amendment. before the questions
and .answers began, and now I find that this amendment has been tabled or
which I had received no previous notice.
·
·. Mr. President:·.· If the amendment is moved and proposed from theChair every member including the Honourable Minister will have a right tospeak to it. After it:is moved and proposed from the Chair, it will · be
. before the House. ·
.·
The Honourable!Mr. Manohar Lal: I thought that that Wll!lil thevery question before us, whether this amendment be allowed and you asked.
me definitely what objection I had. My one objection is that I received the·
amendment onlyi85 minutes ago and I have·not had time even to read it.
. · ~. R. S~derson : . Sir, we must have time t~ consider what attitude·
we should take towards . the amendment. It means a reconsideration.
. of our budget, and it would be extremely difficult to give a satisfactory answer without our previous consideration of the case.
'. : ChaudhrifMzal Haq: Certain circulars are issued by heads of."
departments and no eopies are supplied to the members. of the Council.
even though they are important. Will you kindly direct the Government
to issue instructions to heads of departments to supply such circulars .to the·
members of theJ;ouncil? .
.
.
,
Mr. President :lflI am afra.id the executive wili be seriously handi-.
eapped if they are asked to distribute ev;ery circular to· the members of the-
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~-O~uncil: . Strictly speaking departmental circulars are not supposed to
..oi,culated- among the members of the Council.

be ·

Chaudhri • Afzal Haq : Tn that ease Imay be allowed to suggest
:.that some more days halting allowance must be allowed to. members· of the
• Council so that they may come here a few days before the commencement
.,of the session and look into the circulars which are made available in the
-0:ffice. That is the practice in the Legislative Assembly.
O

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: Did not this circular
.appear in the Punjab Government Gazette ? I believe the honourable members
_get copies of the gazette.

· Mr. H. W. Emerson:

I understand

from the debate yesterday tha.t"

.a question was actually asked in this House in the course of the last session
.regarding this circular and it was owing to that question that the attention·
,of the Honourable Minister for Education was drawn to the fa.ct that the
-eirenlar did affect the interests of certain classes. So it appears that,
.through the question the honourable members of this House had intimation
.of the circular as late as the last session.
·
I may mention another point. The amendment as framed would app~t
-to affect more departments than. one and it is .onJy reasonable that Govern-.
:ment -should have sufficient notice of an important amendment of this kind
.in order to allow some consultation between the departments concerned as
·.to the attitude which-the Government should adopt towards the amendment.
A.sit is, no time whatsoever has been allowed for consultation andno time
:has been allowed for thought.
Cbaudhri Zafrullah Khan : Si,r, with regard to the last part of the.
point made by the Chief Secretary, I have nothing to say. It is for you
.to decide whether a notice in a particular case is or is not sufficient. But the
Chief Secretary has put forward one point,· that is, that inasmuch as in the
last session a question was asked by one honourable member with :t~erence
-:to this circular, therefore it must be presumed that honourable· me~s
were
;.a,watre as to what was the subject matter of the circular or at least should
nave made themselves acquainted with the subject matter of this circular.
:If the Chief Secretary had been appearing as counsel in-a case where the
-question was whether the other pa'rty had or had not notice of the ma,tter
.in dispute, no doubt his contention would have been valid; But to ask
you to give your sanction to the doctrine that if any question is put with
:rega:t'd to any matter in this House, then for all time subsequent honourable
:miimbers are supposed to know the . whole subject matter of the question .
.and the references in. the question and that they are subsequently not entitled '
. :to notice of particular matters referred to therein, that is a doctrine which,
.J: hope, nobody. in this House will agree to ... I am extremely ~orry that the
·C,"h:ief Secretary has taken the point that we should be presumed to be
aware of the contents of this circular which was never made public.'

Mr. President : I would like to know whether the honourable
_ :members, who come to Lahore a· few days before the commencement of the
Oouneil, are entitled
to any travelling and halting allowance for those
dlays. .Chaudhri Afzal Haq says that they are not.

,
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The Honourable Mian Siii F~i-Hasamjf. I'S tliat·with" r~t~rifi1~
to those members of the Council who do riot reside in Lahore ?

&~ P:f'Matiit1;' Yes.·
,_:J--_'
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D. PfflnY: _ HaJting allowances are admissible only
day the Council begins to sit.

, . Mr. J.

,;

~•

';,!

,

from tne:-

·_ ... l\ft. PresideDJ : A.s regards the amendment itself I find .that theprj.Lted copies of thf) resohiti9n were despatclied by the Oouneil offic~ to th(f
members of tJie Council on the 13th and as the Council met yest~rday for·
the first time,,Fthere were practically ten or eleven days available to thenieinbei's. · '.Fhus there was ample tiine for them to ask the Secretary of the •
Legisliiti\'e Council to secure a copy of the circular f-0r their 1!80, There-·
f&ie; I rule tI:i:e amepdment to be out of. time.
. . . Air regafds the question of travellmg and halting' allowance,-r am not
con.ce:rned; with it directly, but I may suggest to Government that if
possible they should follow in this. respect the practice of the Legislative
Assembly. If halting allowance is allowed to members of the .Assembly_
to eifa,blidhem to come a few days before and prepare themselves
for the business of the Assembly, there is no reason why similar facilities.
should not be extended to the members of this Council. It seems rather
n.itrd tnat the members df the Council should come here, like witnesses in a
civil'
crii:ninal case, on the very day on which the Council begins its.
sTttingsarid go away on the day its business is finished." It is desirable that.
in this respect the rules. of the Council of State, and the Legislative
Assembly and of the other provincial Councils, may be consulted and.
adopted so far as may be possible.

or

Now, I propose to divide and put the resolution in three parts.
questiori. is-

The,

~This Council recommends to the Government that Memorandum No. 16977-R,,. dated the 2nd .. October 1929, issued by the Ministry of Education should lie-modified as follows :...:...
(ai the proviso to-the Memorandt~m should be restricted only to those agriculturists wh'o - own or culbivate land assessed to a minimum annual Iand;
revenue of Rs, 50 or who are assessedto income-tax."

The motion was carried.

Mt. President: The question is.;; The clasaes a,~d·atatUR of vi1111Je ku,nin,Y to whom the benefit
extend should be specified."

\

ol

the concession is to-

ri.~ llonourat.Ie Mr. Mimoh.f ,Lal : That has already been speci-fied. . I 'do not kriow whether the honourable member wishes to press that.
part

of the :resolution.-

Pir Akbar Ali : Sir, I beg to withdraw 'this part of the: resolution.
This pa;t was by leavE! withdrawn.

Mr.titisicf~t:

The. questidil is-

.

•. -

" The conoesaion shofilci E>itend to privlit~ ~cognised scti.~le; th~ Govel'llmenf, re-iin.
bursing them for the loss caused thereby to theil!' iaeome,"

The motion was lost.
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OOMMtl~PI, '.l!l)'., lilN.QUIR& l.Nll'O; GRIEV A.NOES OJ!'
G OVEBNMENT SEBV ANTS.
"

]:... !.;

Mr .. M~Ai. Ghant (No~ffiC~l\l,J)QDlin!lted.).S~, I beg. ~~,-mov~
-3.e';Ji.
"This Coµn<;il i/ec~_m.mends to, thi;, Gq".ernment to. appo~t a_ coum,utt.ee of otliciAl'
and non-official me.inberii of this Council (with a majority·.of the latter) to
· enquire intoand·repoilt on th:li'.grievances.of· (}ovenunm;it,·a,ri_d quaai-Govemment se~nt4:1 drawing less th~,n Rs_ •.
month as. r~rd!J their pay, pension;
quarters, allowances, hours of work and, otlijli conditions of service. "

ao·~

Su; the subject matteie of my resolution ~SJ'.I.W;ch aa, i~. concerns theam~lioration and betterment· of by fa,r a great Jllaj9rity ot pu,blic servants. of this province, is a vety important 'one indeed, and, therefore, requires.
a v~r.y_ serious and sympathetic consideration at the handij of the honourablemerabers of this Oouneil, In view =of the gi;eat awakening amongst thelabouring classes and in view of their organizing themselves into Unions.
and Associations, it seems to me that at this- juncture the Government,
should take them into confidence and at least .give them an opportunity
to state their case before the committee of enquiry. .Again, in view of the·
threatened -strike on the North-Western Railway in sympathy with that.
on the Great Indian Peninsula ·Railway,- and in view of. the coming nonco-operation movement of Mahatama Gandhi it behoves the Governmentto set their house in order at this juncture and thus save the country .from
the calamity that would follow if the low-paid employees were to fall
into the hands of the agitators of those movements'. Sir, during the
last decade, a wonderful · progress has been made in organizing thelabouring classes. Associations and unions of public servants have
sprung up like mushrooms. So. far · as their status and . tjghts · and
privileges as members of · the public • service a:i:e concerned, a spirit of'
collective bargaining has been infused into them and to-day they are in.:
a position to shake off their old lethargy, and exert themselves for their
rights and privileges. It is in response to their demands made manifest
by them in their different eonterences and in their different meetings that
I have ventured to bring forward this resolution in this House, I would,
therefore, appeal to the honourable members of this Council, through yon;
Sir, to give their best consideration to it. I would, therefore, request that
in the fit__'ness of things this Council should do justice to these toiling and
labouring servants of the public whose.sweat of the brow is responsible-for
the peace and . order of this province and fqr the good government o! this
country. My resolution deals with only those Government and quasi-Govem,ment servants or employees whose Jnonthly sala,ry is, leas · than Es. 60 ~
· month. I have .· purposely limited the scope of this resolution, In limiting
my resolution to the employees drawing less tha:o. Rs. 60 · it must not be
taken that I have . no sympathy; with those dtawi,ng a little more tb,~u
Rs. 60 a month, but because I wanted to he as moderate as possible, an4
secondly because the case of the emplqye.es w-awing less than :tJ,s. 60 re!!illy
deserves t? be thrashe_d out by such a ~-0mmittee. of en,qti.iry !l,jl I have
proposed m the resolution.
Now, Sir, 5:ome of the .Govel'DID:ent E!ervan..ts and p,,asl-G,ovequnent
.servants who will he benefited bv
. . this resolution
. are as foollows
. ·-=-

.

Peons, Chowkidars, Daftries _and clerks of all departme~ts. Darogas,
Forest Guards, Mnharrars, Foresters and Khalasis of the,
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.
Forest Department, Pa.t'wa.ris, Qanungoes, Ahlmads, Wrap·
psra, Na.ib Na.zirs of the Revenue Department, Patwaris,
Munshis, Gauge Readers, Tracers, Jamadars, Signallerst Barkandazes, ]1erro-Printers Draftsmen, Trolly-men, Sub-plate.
layers, eeshiees, opera.tors, Na.ib.-Zilladars of · the Irrigation
Department, Ahlmads, Baillifs, Naib-Nazirs, etc., of the Judicial Depatrment, Warders, Matrons, etc.,· of the Jail Department, Constables, C. I. D. Informers, eio., of the Police Depart- '
ment, Dispensers, Oomponnders,Nurses, Laboratory Assistants,
etc., .of the Medical Department, Vaccinators and Sanitary
Inspectors of the Public Health Department, Muqaddams,
Malis and Fioldmen of the'Agriculture Department, Carpentiag
masters, Blacksmiths, Weaving masters, Sising Assistants,
Artisau masters, Drawing masters and Tailors, 'etc., of the Industries Department, Vernacular teachers, J. A.-V.. teachers
of the Education Department, Compositors, Lino Operators
and so forth of the Government Printing Press and Stationery
Department and so on and so-forth.
. Now, S~, from this list it will appear that the lowest paid employees
-that is, the chowkidars are paid Rs. 12 a month, and that ehaprasis and
:peons of the various departemnts . are paid Rs. 14-8 a month. , Assistant
patwaris are paid Rs. 15 a month. Police constables are paid Rs. 18 a
.month and the Revenue patwaris are paid Rs. 20 a month and so on and so
forth. Now, Sir, I want to put to the honourable members 'of this House,
'through you, if they really. consider that a monthly salary of Rs. 12 , 15 .or
.even of Rs. 20 or even SO is an adequate salary. Do they really consider.
-that chowkidars, peons, patwaris and clerks drawing Rs. 12, Rs. 15,
Rs. 80 or Rs. 40 are really paid a living wage. I don't think that it·
.is a living wage for human beings. It is hopelessly inadequate. I, therefore, most respectfully submit that it is, very wrong to pay one's servant
,an inadequate salary. I would challenge the Government or .any members,
,of this House if they could prove that Rs. 20 or even Rs. 80 or even Rs. 40
.a month is .a living wage. I say it is morally· very wrong to starve these
poor· people who do so much for the benefit of the province. Lbeg to point
-ouf that in the memorandum submitted to the Royal Commission on
Labour in India by the Punjab Government in October last, they have ad-,
initted that Rs.18 a month as the wage of an unskilled labourer in this pro·vince was very low., When they consider Rs. 18 a month, to be very low,
I do not know why they are paying Rs. 12 and Rs. 14 to their Chowkidsrs
.and peons. On page 45 of the memorandum where they have dealt with
·the wages of the labourers they have said that unskilled labourers earn from
.annas fourteen to annas sixteen a day in Lahore. Now, Sir, if annas sixteen
.a day is the daily wage of an unskilled labourer in Lahore which the Govern·ment considers to be very low, I don't know how, Government in justifica..tion can pay Rs. 12 or Rs. J.!i, or even Rs. 20 to their servants. I would
;therefore urge that so far as the question of salary of the low paid employees
is concerned, there is a fit case to go to a committee of enquiry.
.
, . Again,· Sir, so far as housipg is ooncemed, I cannot do better' than quote
the opinion, of Mt. Purcell, of Mem~er of: Parliament, who toured throughout
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1ndia two years ago, enquiring into the Labour condition!:! in this coun~ry
-on behalf of the British Trade Union Congress. On page 11. of the
Memorandum submitted by the North-Western Railway Union to the
.Royal Commissionon Labour in India Mr. Purcell is quoted as follows:" The housing of. the people in our own country is a serious prob)em, but in India.
. it is far more serious, for disgustingly bad housing conditions prevail generally
· 110 far as the working classes a.re concerned.
. " Whatever may be the design or layout of the houses, they are all unutterably bad, .
and cannot in any decent sense he regarded as homes. We visited the
workers' quarters wherever we stayed, and had we not seen them we could
not have believed that such evil places existed.
'' Outside all the houses on the edge of each side of the strip of land between the 'lines '
are the exposed gulleys, at some places stopped up with garbage, rduse and
other waste matter, giving forth horrible smells repellant in the extreme.
" The overcrowding and insanitary conditions; almost everywhere prevailing, demonstrate the callousness and want-On neglect of their obvious duties by the
authorities concerned. As. we see the situation, it is the job of the appropriate
authorities at all costs to put an end to defective housing, to institute up-to.
date methods of sewage. disposal, to provide for adequate and suitable sanitary·
arrangements and water supplies, as well as to see that the people are educated
. in the-right use of all these services intended to make for the public health.
"Until there have been radical changes in these matters the population of India will
continue to be ramhed by millions 0£ deaths from cholera, dysentery, diaIThma,
plague, fevers, malaria, smallpox, influenza and respiratory diseases, as well
as by an appalling mortality among mothers and infants."

Sir, such is the picture drawn by Mr. Purcell about the housing of
ilabourers in India. The Punjab Government intheir memorandum have
admitted that the conditions of the houses of labourers in the Punjab is not
very different from those conditions obtaining .in their neighbourhood.
From this, I conclude, Sir, that the houses of the low paid employees are
not better than the houses of which the picture is drawn by Mr. Purcell. I
hope the members of th? Government and the whole House will realize that
the low-paid employees should not- be paid so low wages andshould not be
boused in such houses as have been described by Mr. Purcell.
. The Honourable Mi8D Sir Fazl-i-Husain: Is that the description
of city houses of Lahore or only of Government quarters ?
Mr. M.A. Gh8Di: This is the description of most of the quarters
in which l_ow-paid Government servants live all over India.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: I wish Mt. Purcell had
been taken into Lahore city where Government servants live.
Mr. M.A. Ghani: When Mr. Purcell was here in Lahore, I did take
him to certain parts of the city.
·
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: The housing conditions
in Lahore are certainly not worse than those in Bombay and other parts
of India.
Mr. M.A. Gh8Di :. Sir, I have. been to Bombay and almost a.II over
India. I think the workers' quarters in Bombay are far better than the
quarters in which the peons and chowkidars of the Punjab Government live.
Again so far as clerks a.re concerned, if any .refere11.ce is required I would
refer the Honourable the Revenue Member to a. book written by Mrs.
Caleb on the_faJ,D.ily budget of thelow paid clerks of the Punjab in which she
describes the conditions of housing of clerks in Lahore and other cities of 'the•

...
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Punjab, With - these conditions, and with these low wages paid to tb.e employees of the Pwijali · Govelihlllent,if they were to assert themselves and- wer:e:
to go on· strik-e, wliose fault wilJ.,it be ?' The spirit of socialism a:ndthe spitit.
of Bolshevism if you like to call it so, is permeating the whole of the world;
The socialistic Ideas are spreading among the low-paid employees of the,
Government. They have also begun to think why on earth they should
be paid so low wages while the high officials of Goveriiliient are being paid.
large salaries by the Government. - On a previous occasion, I alluded to the,
exorbitant salaries paid to the high officials of this Government and to the
very, very low wages paid to the men at the lower rungs. I then showed by-comparison with facts and figures relating to the salaries paid to· the different,
employeesthat the Government of India has been aptly described to be a topheavy government. Here .we see thousands and thousands of rupees are- paid to officersand even a minimum wage is being refused to a low paid em-ployee. I think that in the present eiroumstences, the question ought to be·
thoroughly thrashed out before a committee of enquiry which should go into the question whether the wages now paid are really low and inadequate. ·
If the committee records its finding that the wages are not inadequate, I
will have no say in the matter. If on the other hand, the committee comes.
to the conclusion that the people are paid starvation salaries, then I think
it becomes the duty, not only of the Government but of the members of this.
House also, to see whether or not -it is possible to make their wages adeqnate..
I have on various occasions previously drawn the attention of this Houseto the spirit of the working classes with which they haw been surcharged.
during the last ten years. I think that no harm would be done by appointing
a committee of enquiry and allowing the low paid employes an opportunity
to st_ate their case before such a committee. After all, these low paid olerksare, so to say; the legs and arms of Government while the officersat the topcould be said to be its brains, When the arms and the legs are injured I
do not think the brain alone can do much. If the Government· think that
only the officers can run the Government, then, of course, the grievances.
of these men may not be remedied. But I might with due respect point out,
that to have discontented servants is not well for the Government. On
account of the economic distress in the country and on account of the revolutionary ideas in the country, I think the time has come when these low
paid employees will assert themselves and will show to the Government that
they are not prepared to accept so low wages. A crash is bound to come
and this Government will be responsible if it.comes. In all civilised countries,
greater attention is paid 'to the amenities of .life afforded to the low paid.
employees.and in no country in the world at the present day a starving wage
as it is given in this province is given to the public servants. Salaries like
Rs. 12,' and Rs. 15, Rs. 20 and Rs. 80 are indeed no better than starvation wages and I say.with all due deference to the Govetnment that it has
got no right to pay such low sums to its employees.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: What percentage of thepopulation _ according to you_ is starving. in India ?
_
__
·
Mr.M.A-. Gbani: All that I know is that a majority of the population
in India, if not actua_lly starving, are on the verge of starvation. Moreover,.
it is no reason if the population of India is starving why the -Governmenfi.
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seljiint~ .slfould also: be st'a.r~e& Iii'. th~e~ circtimstarices,- I most respe'ct'fdllr
1

suhD,11~' to the ~ous~· thi1£ a1' ieast a cotimiitfae of enquiry be corisittit&d:
so' tliat the·oond:itioris'
s~tvice_ and' the grievances of the low paid services'.
are' eriqi:tjred intQ; N6' harm' will be d'orie.if such a co:tiuriittee is appointed
and'. I think the' ffi>~erfurien't will be well advised if they will accept the teso;;_·
Intion, appoint a co:ini:nittee of ehquiry and earn the gratitude of its em loyees•.
'With these words, Sir, I beg to move my resolution. (Oheers).
Mr. President : The resolution moved is1

or

"That this Council recommends to the Government to appoint a committee f official
and non-official members of this Council (with a majority of the atter) to
enquire into and report on the grievances '.cf Governmenf end q''llfl,., -Govcrn- ·
ment servants drawing less than Rs. 60 a month as regards' their pay, Jieneicil,.
quarters, allowances, hours. of work and ·c;ther conditions of service,"

Chaudhri Duli· Chand [Karnal, Non-Muhammadan, Rural], (Urdu) .:::
Sir, so far as the object and the principle underlying this resolution are. concerned I have got every sympathy with it. One thing which still perplexes
my mind is this, that in the face of some insurmountable difficultieshow and
in what way would you give this resolution a practical shape? If the
honourable member shows me a way· out of this confusing perplexity
no doubt he will have my support. To explain his position, and to throw
some light on this incomprehensible matter I invite the honourable mover
to answer a few questions that I propose to put to him, and perhaps this
catechism may help us in coming to an agreement. My first question is this.
that supposing that a committee as described in the resolution is appointed
and it submits its report tq the effect that the Government servants are really
low paid, then how would you arrange and to what source of your income
wouldyou apply in order to get the money that will be required for increasing
t\e pay of these Government employees? The second question is whether
this burden will fall on those classes of the public that pay income tax
and other duties or whether it will fall on the already aching shoulders of'
the samindars, Here I may. explain . to the House and to the honourable
the mover of the resolution that . the Government can enhance the·
land revenue and the water rates by itself, but it cannot do so in the case of
other taxes without the permission of the Council. Since in the latter case·
its choice is not 'free therefore, it is feared that it might be tempted to have
recourse to the · easier method of increasing the extra burden of the.
poor zamindars with whom it has become a habit to receive all misfor-·
tune with resignation. Now the third and the last question is that out of the·
two, a Government servant and a samindsr, whose condition is better?
Sir; is it not a fact that a prisoner is well fed and even better kept as compared
with an ordinary aamindar ? The zamindars, if not starving; 9:reat the verge of starving. A zam.indar's annual income is jar less than
the sum that is actually spent on an ordinary prisoner in one. year in our jails ..
Keeping in view the pitiable state of the aamindars let the honourable mover
answes these questions.
Mr. C._ A. H. Tchir.osend (Financial Commissioner): I only wish to.
say a few· words. I have every sympathy with these Government servants.
whose lot the honourable mover of the resolution has described in such touchirtg terms. But' befdte the. House accepts this resolution,' I invite its attention to one or two points. It is well known that prices of many commodities,
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.in common use, particularly food grains such as wheat, have been dropping ..
-eonsiderably for some years; and whether, in view of tha,t consideration,: it '·
is. desirable to appoint now the committee the honourable mov~ asks Jo~'
:is, I think, very questionable. He referred to a work by one Mr. · Purcell ·
who, I understand is. a prominent member· of the Labour. Party · iri England., .
: I do not think that Mr. Purcell made a very long stay in this com;i.try arid·
I fear that, as has happened in many matters recently, not only in housing,
· the east has been confused with the west, and it has been thought tha:t all
· the conditions of housing which are appropriate and necessary in the· West
.are also 1\ecessary in the East. To refer to another matter, not extremely
pleasant but still not unimportant, Mr. Purcell apparently thought that the
-sanitary arrangements of the West should be imported. into every labourer's
.house in the East. I will only mention it, to show that we need not attach
· very much weight to Mr. Purcell's views.
·
One last word. The honourable mover has depicted in touching terms
· the case of all Government servants . including patwaris, arid said they aid
· not get it living wage. Well, all I can say is that I 'heartily compliment
· him on the great saving capacity which must have been shown by his father,
, an esteemed patwari of the Hoshiarpur district, who was able in the course
,of his career on his less than a living wage to save enough money to give his
.son a liberal education, and who thereby enabled him to join in our debates,
:in which he is so heartily welcome.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhota Ram [South-East Rohtak, (Non-Muham. inadan), Rural] : Sir, I wish we were in a position to pay very high salaries
· to every one who accepts a job under Government. But the real question
'before the House is where this money is to come from .. After all, the object
... of the resolution is that a committee of officials and non-officials be appointed
· to make enquiries into the grievances and feport on the ways in which those
grievances could be redressed. It is quite plain from the speech that bas
"been made by the honourable mover of this resolution that he has no doubt
. ab~ut the· existence of · a fairly large' number of serious grievances, I think
-his object was not to ascertain whether grievances existed. He has. taken
:it for granted that they did exist and the only object which he has really at
· . heart so far as the moving of this resolution, is concerned is that that com: mittee should make a report upon the ways in which those grievances are to
"be redressed. And we all know that the only way in 'which those grievances·
-eonld be redressed is to make substantial increase to the salaries which
:,they are now getting.
The question, I think, has been very pertinently asked liy Chaudhri
Duli Chand where this money is to come from. If increase is allowed in the
-seale of salaries which we are now giving to the low-paid servants of Governs
.msnt, the burden will naturally fall on the zamindars. Ninety per cent. of
: the burden of taxation of this province falls on the zamiudars. After. a;ll,
7the main sources of Government revenue are irrigation, land revenueand
.exeise where also the zamindars have to pay a large share. I believe if a ealeu.Iation were to be made, it would be found that roughly speaking 90 per cent.
-of the total receipts are contributed by zamindars. These salaries are to
be paid out of Government treasury and, in the present state of things,
~O per cent. Qf the burden of increase will inevitably fall on the samindars,
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will .

'. If ~y friend is in a position to suggest \1ays and means which
bring
·in .money but the burden of which will not fall on the samindars, then many
· .memhers on this side of the House will he in a position to support the reso-.
. 'hition. But we know that other sources of revenue are not open to provin: eial governments.
Therefore, any increase that is made in the existing scale ..
. of salary will entail a further burden on a section of the population which is.
already overburdened with, taxes. In these circumstances, it is very difficult
for members who represent the zamindar section of the population to lend,
' their support to this resolution. If my honourable friend had been in a ..
position to point out fresh sources of taxation the burden of which 'would
_ 'pot .Iall ou the zamindars, or if he had been in a position to make a cut in.
)he salaries of the officers at the top, 'then. we would have been in a position.
to lend our support to this resolution. Unfortunately, under the present.
state of the law, we are not in a position to touch the salaries of the highly
paid officers, and any new taxes would fall on nobody but the zamindars.,
Ther.efore, it is a matter of great regret that most members on this side of theHouse would not be able to support this resolution, in spite of the fact that.
they may have sympathy with the object which the honourable mover·
has in view.
·
·

IV.a. M. A. Ghani: So far as this question is concerned, I think it,
, should be left to the committee of enquiry to find out the ways and means ..
. If the committee comes to the conclusion. that no money could be. found to.
- pay adequate salaries to the Government servants, then of course the matter .
can he settled accordingly. But if the committee could find out certain;
means and certain ways to find the money, then a case could ·be made out fortha poorly paid employees.
.

.

.

Khan Bahadur Chaudhri Fazl Ali [ Gujrat, East, (Muhammadan),.
Urban l (Urdu) : Sir, " where this money is to come from" is a very perti-nent objection and as. there is no visible source from which we can get this,
money I think the House would do better if it also assigns the duty of collecting funds to the same committee which is proposed to be appointed to· enquire into the grievances of the low-paid Government servants. Sir," it
· would not be politic to appoint this committee unless some arrangements.
are made beforehand for the money that would be required for this purpose.
Supposing, Sir, this committee is appointed and ·after duly making theseenquiries it· decides that the Government servants are really low. paid and
that their rates of pay should be revised, then if there are no funds in hand
and the Government fails to abide by its decision, it. would surely give rise
to· an agitation amongst the Government servants and they willsay "Look
here, the committee has most justly decided in our favour but the miserlyGovernment_cannot be persuaded to do justice·in our ease."
· Moreover, Sir, the prices of wheat, barley and nearly all the other grains,
have very much fallen, and this has ~volved the already suffering zamindara.
in further difficulties. Their position has become very critical and under
the 'present depressing circumstances they cannot. understand how· they
would be able to pay off theirheavy debts. The Government serva:qts should
· have no· occasion for clamouring especially when they know that it was those·
very people who managed to lite even under such distressing conditions that
'were brought about by the Great War and on account of which · everything·~

-
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.a~d ,every .ne~e~sity of lif~ had become ,u~thinkaMyAear.
1_0,9psi.~ering the
.fact t~a.t the :Pl'fet3S of gra1~s fl'Dd_ 0U1 er ar~.1cles of use . ~itV~ .g.e~r~sed. to. one;haJf of what they were during the Gre11t War days we Cl:l.n JUstly_say that the
·':'ah1e of the money that these Government servants 'get as their montluy
-emoluments has increased two times, for their rates of pay aro the sanie)s
-they 1Vere during the War time. In other words they now get t~ce as much as
w149 given to.them during those hard times. :l\'Ioreovi:ir, Sir, if we compare the
:income of a zamindar with th.at of a so-called low-paid Government employee
· we find that the latter is in a far more · affluent condition. than the form.er.
A farm .servant who tills the land all day long usually gets R.~·- 8 per mensem,
plus a very-coarse food. Ho has. also got a famjly which manages to live in
~his Rs. 8 per mensem, On the other hand a Government servant who gets
.Bs. 8fl or 85 a month and has got too little. todo moans and clamours that
.•. he is being starved. Furthermore Sir, although people st~rv~ in Government
.serviee, still .they prefer it to private service. God . knows what eharm
:~here is in Govemment service that people are more attracted . it than to
.any other service. We tell people to work in the private agricultural farms
where they can enjoy all facilities and can also keep a milch cow and a horse
:but. still they refuse to join such a service. It would he within the reeollee- .
·tion of the Honourable Minister for Agriculture that I have been discussing
-with him to get trained men for the private farms, but· could not get any at
.all. Anyhow whatever be the reasons, the Government low paid servants
.are not at all in a had state, and . the Council must not. bother a bout· them.
The question to be considered is what · the zamindara ,will .do and how
·they will provide their necessities arid how they will pay the Government
.revenues when the prices of grains have gone so low. In consideration of
these facts, Sir, I hope the House will agree with me that this is not
· the proper time for moving such a resolution. With these remarks I oppose
the motion.
.
.
.
. ··
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: Sir, the. honourable
member rerepresenting the interests of labour hll,S, 'r have no don ht, introduced
tl:iis. resolution into this Council more as a matter 9f duty than anything
-·~lse. I believe all of us, more or less, are a victim to this wretched slave
.mentality, tothis slavish imitation of the West .. I have qften b~!qn tcM tl).at
.it 'is .the result of our defective education.
I trust. ,in coarse of time Ji'!'iis
defect will be .removed. It has become the fashion now in .India ;for rising
:young men to take up Jabour propaganda as· a good st11;rt in pqbµcJife,
.and it has also become fashionable to talk on the shibboleths of labour,
-sneh as housing, feeding, inadequate pay for work .done a:qd _things.-like ~h~t.
But I assure you I would not have begun this speech iii thjs iµjured tor1e were
it not for the .f(!.ct that I feel and .feel very much indeed, t}lii,t tJ:iis ~ll!,vi,sh
. imitation of the W,est in the matter. of }apour is a very:serious m~rui,ce,. ;got
to the Government, but .to the best intereste of .this cou.ntry.
What' we
want is that the industries of the country should develop and make P!<>t,OTeJ;IS.
How are we going to develop and make progress if at the very ' st~ we
"have this trouble about labour, and have strikes and things of that kind ?
:When the house is not set right, when profits. are not forthcoming, how ean ·
possibly a man who invests gis . capital in industrial. enterprise go on . with
~that industry? We should dssis] .from the roJ43 of a foolish n.ielld. Tl;us. is
: really doing . more disservice to . the best . int~ests of tlie· ~9unt17. than real
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:Service to that class which can.only come into:,beil'.lg if ip.d~stries. ~i:e flmuisb :iing in-the oonntry. .Lthink .Lam ju.stifled in.t~"kwg up the.line tQat 1.1:\ave
;.done in vi&w -Of.what :J cannot b,ut style:as ,the thrttate;r»11g. speech of ,P:he
-honourable mover of this resolution. He started Q.Y inviting
atten,~jon
:to -the-wide scale ofstrikes on tbe,railwa,y lines; he in;tppJemented tbat thr~t
: by· telling -ns .that .the independence .movement.is abroad. He. fm:ther~:q.p~
plemented his-second,threat,by:Saying'"Mahii.tama:G?>!!-4hi)s,goiri.g,ito.~~
-eivil disobedience, so you had better hurry up and make your servants contented ;,otherwise you would get into trouble." Well, Sir, it is for this provjnce.and.for this Council_as representing the province to say as to whether
·.they should .advise the Government to begin to pay to their employees who
,,get.Jess than Rs. 60 .a month, a wage which is in excess of Rs. 80, .: which the
;bonourable .!Ilemper considers as less than a ·living wage. I should like
to askthe honourable memberandthe members of this Council this question,
what do they think.should be the lowest wage of a man employed by Governmsnt (3.S compared with the wage .earned forthe same work under a private
.person? Should the Government pay very much in excess for the same work
·than is paid by a private person? I am quite prepared to say that it should
bea little more than the wage he would get from a private person,·but
-should it be very much in excess? Well, the honourable member says that
.Rs. 80 is a starving wage. Considering that we live in a country where the
.avorage income is not more thanBs. 7 a month per head, to say thatRs.:30,
.is a starvation wage shows how unreal the discussion is. To talkof quarters
,of Government servants being filthy and flO on, and not in.the same .breath
:talk of the quarters in which we ourselves live in the city, as at all events
.no better than the quarters of Government servants, is really concealing the
-truth. , It is all very well to say that Government servants ought to have
.good quarters, but should not their quarters he about the same quality as
·the quarters that their brothers in. private service occupy, or should they 'be
-entirely different ? As a matter of fact, there.is a serious danger in placing
'the standard of living and of housing and of working of Government
.servants . on a much higher level than what obtains at present. Ana
what is that danger. The very people of whom the honourable · mover
wants · ns - to make us frightened, the proletariat, will they not say,
we -eannot.get even Rs.· 7 a month for living while Government minimum
W!1ge is: Rs. 40 a month ? It will never do really to put. a fictitious value on
:-the services of the people. By fictitious value I mean that remuneration
which a man will not get for the work he is doing for any other agency,
It has been said that there is but one way to make up the balance of pay
.a chaukidar gets that is Rs. 18 and Rs .. 35, which is just a living wage
-that he should get. Well, I assure you that if the honourable members
.hold the view that the pay of the members uf Government if reduced could
.meet the ~bill, they are entirely mistaken. Because even if the ~ay of the
members of Government were halved that would not meet the bill -of any
-one of these numerous services that have been mentioned. Again it is be-eoming a fashion to say that Government pays its officers too much. They
.are being paid _in excess . of their deserts.
There again it is only
fair to .apply the same· test.
What would· a member of Govern. .-ment be getting if he were not 1;1, member of Government but doing -some
-other work. If it is urged that a ,pai;ticu.lar. verson is really not worth
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the salary that he is getting, then it is a case ·or unfair appointment, of an.
unsuitable appointment, in that the pay he is getting is excessive for him.,
but not for the post. Surely at the head of any profession, medical, engineering, or legal, people in private practice make fairly decent incomes these-days and in no way less than the salaries of Members of Government. There·
·fore, I do not think it is fair to bring in this matter as a side issue.
Coming to the question of hours of work I really beg to sound a note of'
warning to all those who are interested in political work. We should not.
instil in the minds of our generation, be they manual workers or other·
workers, that they should stick to a particular number of hours of work,..
6, 7 or 8. Our great effort should be to put forth all the energy that thenation possesses to make a mark in the struggle of life in this world.. Only·
in that way can a rising country really rise and stand on its· -own Iegs.,
These new-fangled ideas of hours of labour, remuneration for labour and so
on are the things which rich, wall-establishedcountries with strong economic;
comfortable life of long standing extending over generations can afford tohave. They only can-afford to make the capitalists pay to the labourer·
and so readjust these hours and wages. But here we want the population as.
a whole to put forth its best energy, and it will be for the Government and theLegislature to see that the adjustment between the various parts ofthe popu-lation is fair and reasonable. Again to take up a case of a certain. number-of Government servants, is not really a matter which would make or mar·
the province. We all know that Government service is extremely popnlar.,
I hope and trust that it is popular for the work that. it offers to the peopleand that it is remunerative even under legitimate terms and not for the·
reasons which some members have hinted at.
·

. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram :/The reason is the same as hasbeen hinted at.

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl..i.. Husain : I trust all the mernbers.
will exert their influence to deprive the services of that interest, as it is
equally objectionable from Government point of view as well as from public point of view. I know perfectly well the terms on which Bai BahadurLala Sewak Ram engages his personal servants and other servants.: It
is not right for us to try to set for Government a different standard from
that which prevails in. our own affairs. That was what I was trying toimpress on the minds of the honourable members. Do you wish Government servants doing a particular form of work to be paid at a higher ratethan they would be paid if they were doing the work in a private firm?
Dr. Gokul Chand, -Narang: Just a little more.

The Honourable Mian Sir ..fazl.. i-Husain: That is exactly what I.
said. I said there must be a difference, a slight difference, but it should not.
be so great that these people may become a class by themselves which
invites more or less not only the criticism but also the cupidity of the pro-letariat. The honourable mover was trying to frighten Government by·
saying that Bolshevism is abroad: I said why put these people within the·
orbit where they would become the object of other people's cupidity....
For more reasons than one the resolution is ill-timed.
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Pandit Nanak Chand : The standard must be kept in the salaries

"Of the Ministers as well.

to

('l'he Honourable Beoeoue Member rose
reply ..)
Sir, you were pleased to rule that
no question should be answered unless it is put through the Chair. Why is
-the Honourable Revenue Memher taking notice of these questions ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain :. Is the honourable
.member quite sure that these- questions were not put through the Ohair?
I think they wore, otherwise L would not venture to answer them. This
particular resolution. is ill-timed. For, the prices are falling, everything is
-eheaper than before, except money and the financial position of the Government is on the decline. Is that · the time for us .to tak~ stock of the
position and say whether
should not give a living wage which is said
.to be above Rs. 80, Rs. 80 being the starving wage'?
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Reduce the higher salaries to half.

C.haudhri Zafrullah Khan:

we

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: That I have discussed
'before and I regret I cannot re-discuss that matter for ·the late arrivals,
.·although I will be very. glad to. explain to the learned Doctor outside the
-Council, otherwise I would be repeating myself which yon, Sir, would not like,
· I think the object of the honourable mover in giving expression to this
• has been achieved. He has realised that though the spirit of socialism is
· abroad, the spirit of socialism can spread not only amongst the Government
· servants but also among other people who are not Government servants
.and their number is extremelylarge and if equal distribu.tion were tobscoms
the order of the day there is not a single Government servant, however
.low paid who will not have to share his little with a large number of people
who do not possess even that much,
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram [Multan Division, (Non-Muhammadan),
Rural], (Urdu): Sir, whenever it is proposed to appoint a committee of
enquiry, Government as a rule opposes such a proposal. I really wonder
·1it this attitude of the Government. I do not see what harm it will do if the
proposed committee is appointed. The findings at which this committee
vwill arrive will not be binding upon the Govsmment. It will be for the
'. Government to act according to them or not. My friends, the zamindar
·members, are feeling nervous. over this resolution and they wonder whence
· the money will come to meet the additional expenditure in case this rssolution.is given effect to.i. But let me assure them that it is not yet time to
· entertain such fea:rs. · · This resolution does tDOt ask for an increase in the
-salaries of the low-paid Government and quasi-Government servants at
· once. It only says that a cgmmittee may be appointed which should make
, an enquiry into the conditions of these servants and should make reeommen. dations its· to how their lot could be improved. Of course, if that commit. tee recommends that the present scales of salaries of these Government servants need revision, Government should. revise them. This committee will
, also suggest means and sources from which it will be possible to meet the ad·
· ditional expenditure. Therefore, my friends,·the zamindars, need not worry
. about it at this stage. The honourable mover of the resolution.has read a.
dong list of Government and quasi-Government servants, who, in his opinion,
B
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deserve better treatment at the hands of their masters. But here I do notwholly agree with him, I think that all these classes of servants do not
deserve the same treatment. There are some classes amongst them which
should be satisfied with the salaries wl,\icp they are at present getting. The.
other classes certainly deserve our sympathy and best consideration. If·
their salaries are increased, it will go a long way, in my opinion, to eradicatecorruption. · At present the petty officials of Irrigation, Police, Jails and
such other departments resort to dishonest means to make a living becausetheir present salaries are too inadequate for the purpose. The pay of the
ehaprasis is particularly very low. They work from morning till evening.,
and they get only Rs. 14 or Rs. 15, after a month. A coolie on theother hand earns 14 annas a day. This Council has recommended twice or
thrice that the salaries, of these chaprasis should be increased, but Government has paid little attention to this matter. Under the circumstances:
these chaprasis have to adopt dishonest means. They are usually attached
to officers and when a visitor goes to have an interview with their masters
they refuse to take the visiting card in on the ground that the sahib is very
busy. And as soon as the visitor offers to pay some gratification to them..
they become very polite and very submissive and lose no time to take. the
card to their masters, It may ,be said that these visitors help to encourage
corruption. But that charge will be found to have no force on deeper con- ·
sideration. Supposing I go to Simla to have an interview with the Chief"
Secretary. I can stay there only for a day and. cannot postpone interviewing
the Chief Secretary to another day. I go to his office and· the chaprasi.
as is usual with this class of servants, refuses (o take my card to the officer.
What a:in I to do in that case ? I must offer to pay something to the chaprasi.
because I know that that is· the only way to prevail upou him. to get
me an interview. My friends, the zamindar members, are prepared to pay
Rs. 5, and even Rs. 10 to these ehaprasis when they go to seek an urgent
interview with any officer, but they are not prepared to lend their support
to any proposal which will stop these peons from asking for a bakhshish._
My honourable friend, Khan Bahadnr Ohaudhri Fazl Ali, went so far as to,
say that it was not necessary to increase the salaries of these low-paid servants because, he said, they were earning more than many Government.
servants drawing decent salaries. He in a way recognises these dishonest
practices as justifiable.' I might make it clear that my object in supportingthis resolution is not that all Government and quasi-Government servants.
should be started on at least Rs. 50 or Rs. 60. It will be for the
proposed committee to decide •what should be the living. wa.ge which would
enable all classes of these servants to live honestly and without resorting
to unauthorised practices. Therefore, the ap:rointment of that committeeis, in my opinion, very necessary. It is a wonder of wonders that whileGovernment has never hesitated to increase the salaries of its servants who
are already highly paid, it has always opposed tooth and nail all proposals.
intended' to ameliorate the condition of the low-paid servants. After the
enquiry by the Police Enquiry Committee the salaries of the Inspeetor-.
General of Police and of the Deputy Inspector-General of Police were increased'
by Rs. 500, and Rs. 800 respectively, but the salaries of the con--stables were increased only by 8 or 4 rupees. These constables now get,..
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Rs. 17 per mensem to begin with, although the powers. that they possess ar&
very great. They do not get even a living wage and perhaps that is the main
reason why they misuse their powers. For. example, when the train of His
Excellency passes through an ilaqa it i's necessary to requisition the services of
some zamindars to be posted as guards on the road on which the train has to
pass. Some ten or twenty police constables are sent ahead of the train to ask
some zamindars to do that duty. Now where only 15 or 20 men are wanted,.
these constables would collect some 50 men, many of them gratify thrn·
constables to be relieved of that duty and the constables would spare sr me
of them as they know that they do not want the services of all.· This is
only an instance to show how· the low-paid servants act. I think
no other proof is wanted to show how far this resolution is important
and bow it is necessary to appoint the proposed committee. To reset theadditional cost, if no other source is available, the salaries of the Extra .Assistant Commissionersand the Sub-Judges can be reduced, . I would haverecommended reduction in 'the salaries of the Imperial Service men as well,
but they are non-voted. and we cannot touch them. Only 15 or 20 years
ago a sub-judge known as a munsiff used to start with only Rs. 100, and hecould not rise beyond Rs. 250 per month. Now the sub-judges and the extra
assistant commissioners st13,rt with Rs. 800 and with one efficiency bar,
which they cross in due course, they go up to Rs. 800 and more as a matterof course.
At one time there used be only two posts of extra assistant commissioners carrying a salary of Rs. 800, but now thirty or forty such posts havebeen· created. Besides the staff of the Secretariat and other Government
offices has increased very much during these years,
4 P. llf.
The Secretaries of the Government and other
high officers have been given the services of stenographers so that they rray
have easy time. · Where these officers used to write notes and orders with
-their own hands previously, now they make the stenographers write everything for them. They have grown very lazy. But my zamindar friends
.have quietly borne all this additional expenditure and hava.ncver raised
their voice against it. It is only now that they have thought of opposition
when the question of raising the salaries of very deserving low paid classes
of Government servants has been brought forward.
It was a mistake on the part of the honourable mover of the resolution
when he threatened the Government and said that the spirit of socialism
would spread amongst the ·1ow-paid servants if nothing was done to
satisfy them. I think he does not know that these threats have no effect,
on an autocratic Government. His only by cajolery and flattery that we
can make such a Government comply with our wishes and requests. I
think that if the honourable mover had refrained from giving this threat,.
the Honourable Revenue Member might have 'seen his. way to accept the
resolution. May I hope that the Honourable Revenue Member will disregard,that threat and will consider the resolution on its merits ? I hope that
he will very kindly agree to the appointment (?f the proposed committee.
Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan [Sialkot (Muhammadan), Rural]: Sir.
I regret very much that at any rate my own personal feeling is that one has.
had to listen to a great deal of very conflicting and contradictory reasoning
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during the discussion of this resolution, and I am afraid not only on one side
but on both sides. I agree with that part of the criticism levelled against
this resolution on behalf of the Government and other honourable members
who have described it as ill-timed in the· sense that the time at which this
:resolution has been put forward. for discussion before the House is not an
-opporbnne time for the discussion of a resolution of this nature.
I peed
not recapitulate the reasoning and arguments that go to support that part
,of'the criticism. It would sufficeto say that the financial strigency which the
provinoe has got kl face would alone be a sufficient reason, without going
into the merits of this resolution for opposing this resolution. But I feel
that the matter has not been allowed to rest there. Reasoning more or less
of · a sentimental character has been put forward both in support of this
resolution and also in opposition to it. I hope I have made it perfectly
clear that I am not going to lend my support to this resolution at this stage.
On the other hand, I do not wholly accept the criticism that has been levelled
:a,gairu1t this resolution even from these honourable members who occupy
these benches with me. This resolution if it was to be discussed on its merits
deserved a more serious consideration than it has received, with less sentiment imported into . the discussion. To give only one or two instances to
'Show that the resolution has not and the honourable mover has not received
fair treatment during the discussion, I might refer to some of the reasoning
:advanced both in support of the resolution 0and against the resolution.
To take the latest instance put forward in support of the resolution of
sucb kind of reasoning, I might refer to what my honourable friend across
(Bai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram) has referred to as -the laziness of the better
'paid officialswhose salaries have continuously risen during the past few years
and whose work, according to him, has steadily decreased,. and the reasoning
that· he has put forward is that these better paid officialsare now supplied
with stenographers. They used previously to write all their orders with their
-own hands and now they have the use of stenographers and he jumps to the
-0onclusion, that consequently they have become lazy and turn out less work.
'That is his reason for reducing their salaries and out of the money .. thus
saved, supplementing the salaries of these low-paid Government and quasiGovernment servants referred to in the resolution. One moment's reflection,
bowever, will show that the supply' of stenographers instead of making
the work and the life of these gentlemen easier has certainly made them
more strenuous. Those officers whether on the judicial side or on the exe-eudve side or in the Secretariat who have been given the services of stenographers have no doubt been saved a considerable amount of physical labour
:which otherwise used to go towards tra.nscribing their .orders with their own
bands on the files, but tlie time thus saved is not being utilised by these
·gentlemen for purposes of amusement. A senior Sub-Judge or. a District
Judge or a SessionsJudge or a Secretary to Government has. still got to work
-as many hours as he used to work before, and the result of the supply of
·-stenographersis that whereas in the old days a SessionsJudge, forinstance,
used to get through. a sessions trial where he had to take down every word
,of the evidence with his own hand in six days, he can now get ~ough three
-trials in six days with the help of a stenogra.phe:r. So, that, for the pay of
-one Sessions Judge, and the pay of onestenographer, you are getting three
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times the amount of work that used to be turned out by a Sessions Judge
and the mental strain involved therefore is considerably heavier than it used
to be, though it has no doubt considerably reduced the physical labour· of the
Sessions Judge. Instead of enabling an officer to enjoy comparative mental
rest while he was performing physical labour, you make him dispose of a
great deal more work by supplying him with a stenographer.
·I need not
dilate any further on the sort of defective reasoning on the part of thosegentlemen who are trying to support this resolution.
On the other hand, an equally glaring and much less fair argument used
on behalf of the opponents of the resolution was used by the Honourable
the Financial Commissioner during the concluding part of his speech. That
was a reference to the education which the honourable mover has himself
received at the hands of his father whom the Honourable the Financial
Commissioner described as . " a most esteemed patwari in the Hoshiarpur
district."
I would have felt ve'ry much happier if while discussing this
resolution the Financial Commissioner had not used such an argument,
I may be wrong, but I cannot help feeling that in sporting circles this argument of the Financial Commissioner would be described as hitting below thebelt. It was of such a personal nature that it should not have been made,
and I was surprised to hear it from theslips of an officer whom I hold in thehighest esteem and respect. The argument for whatever it was worth was
this. The argument was, here is a complaint that these clerks and these
patwaris are not being paid well. Very good. The honourable mover himself'
is the son of an esteemed patwari. His father was able to . give him theeducation that he possesses, that is to say, he was able to send him to England
to qualify for the bar and to pay the very heavy fees which are necessary to,
be paid to qualify for the bar.
Mr. M. A. Ghani : Sir, there seems to be a misunderstanding in this: ·
respect. It will smoothen matters if I were to explain the position.
The Pinaneiel. Commissioner has ... referred during the course of his.
speech that I was supplied funds by my father, who was an· esteemed
patwari in the Hoshiarpur district, and highly respected by the people.
I really feel honoured that I am the son of a pa.twari who used to draw a
salary of Rs. 14 a month. But it is certainly wrong to say that funds for
my studies were provided by my father. From the time I went to school
my father did not support me. It was my brother who has been supporting
me all through. By his wonderful genius, he worked his way up, made
himself and then made me and my two younger brothers.
•
Mr. President: That is not an explanation. The honourable member
will do well to refer to these matters when he replies to the debate 1:1,t.
the end.
Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : I was referring to the argument used.
by the Financial Commissioner.
_ Mr. President : May I request the Leader of the House to send for
the Financial Commissioner so that he might hear what other members say
in reply to his speech. If possible a speaker should remain in the Houseto hear what other members may say by way of reply to his speech,

The Honourable Mien Sir FazJ..i..Husain:: Certainly, Sir.
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Mr. President: Then will the Honourable Leader please send 'for
him immediately 'l

""

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: Surely, Sir, it is for me
to decide when and how I should send for him.

Mr. President·:- I thought, that in the absence of the Financial Commissioner it was the Leader of the House to whom I could make the request
I have mads, : Perhaps I have made the request in wrong quarters. I
take this opportunity to inform all members of the House that after making
speeches they should, if possible, remain in the House to hear what other
members have got to say in reply. It is not fair that they should make
speeches and then slip away without hearing how the other members meet.
tlieir arguments. Perhaps I made a mistake in appealing to. the Leader
of the House. So, I withdraw my request.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: It is not a qpestion of
making an appeal and withdrawing it. You said that the Financial Commissioner was not here just now when he ought to be here and you asked me
to send for him. I said ' certainly, Sir.' It is for zne then to take steps to
get him back here. It is for me to see how I get him here and when. I
should not be expected to rush nut at.ionce and get him here. That is not
fair.
Mr. President: I did not say or mean that, Apparently I was
misunderstood.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: About the second point,
you have ruled, if I understood you rightly, that no member who has
made a speech has a right to go out at all, but should hear what others have
got to say in reply. ·.rh.at amounts to this that no member who has made a
speech should leave the House that day or even the following day till that
matter on which the speech was made has been concluded. I am here in
the House all day long and so the· rulia~s
not affect me, but I have no
doubt that on reconsideration you will find that that· ruling of yours will
be broken to a large extent by the non-official members of the House more
than by the Government members. .
,'
"
Mr. President: The ruling which lhave given is not a new one. I
gave it, if I remember aright, when Mir Maqbool Mahmood, the mover of
the Money Lenders Bill at Simla, absented himself after making a speech.
I think it -is only fair that after a member has spoken on an important
motion and it is likely that his arguments will be severely criticised by other
members, he should be present to listen to them. There· are speeches' and
speeches, and this is one of those speeches after making which the Financial·
Oommisslonerwould have been well-advised to stay in the House and listen
to what others had to say. It is not every speech the reply to which a member ·
should stay to listen. (Het«, hear).
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: From what the Leader of the House has
said, it would appear as if you said that no member who makes a speech had
any right to be absent after his speech is made.
·

Mr. President : All I said arid meant was that courtesy required
that he should be present, if possible.
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Mr. J. D. Penny: Your point was that the Financial Commissioner
·ought to have peen here. But you now sa.y that there are speeches and
-speeehes, and that you do not expect the honourable members to be in
-the House all the time. That is to say, he has got to be in the House if
· he has reason to expect his speech to be answered. The Honourable Financial
Commissioner had no reason to expect his remarks now in question to be
eeplied to until at any rate the honourable mover replied at the end of the
-debato,
Mr. President : I do not think there is any possibility of my ruling
being misunderstood. If you make an important speech in the House,
.you should- expect others to reply to it. Such a speech is bound to be
.answered and courtesy requires that you should stay and hear what.
,inay be said by others. I gave that ruling-five years ago.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: I did not misunderstand
you, Sir. I simply said that I would send for the Financial Commissioner.
But you did not give me time to send for him, but began to say unpleasant.
'1hings.
Mr. President : I said nothing, still Iess anything unpleasant.
If I said anything unpleasant, I shall be the first to withdraw it. (Voices:
No, no).
Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan: I am extremely sorry that my reference
to a certain part of the argument of the Honourable Financial Commissioner
· should have evoked a certain amount of discussion which has lasted for ten
-or fifteen minutes. All that I wanted to say was that the argument that a
-Governmsnt servant of the category included in the resolution is able to
.give high education to his children and therefore he must be prosperous
.and happy, that argument is not a sound one. Because, if the inference is
,that they are able to save very large sums of money which amount to many ·
.hundred times the salaries which they have received .during the course of
their employment, that is obviously a wrong conclusion, because one cannot
save from one's salary many times the total amount of the salary one might
have received. If the argument can be explained away by saying that large
.sums of money are earned by legitimate means, then they are legitimate
additional means which a Government servant
may possess, for
instance he may happen to be the owner of a large area of land
or he may happen to have inherited property of other kinds from his
predecessors in interest from which he may be able to make savings.
'Thus the argument of the Financial Commissioner falls to the ground.
·To say tha.t because a certain Government servant falling within the category.
·referred to .in the. resolution has been able to save large sums of money is
no argument that his pay is really adequate. The saving might be due to
income from other legitimate resources or it might b, due to illegitimate
resources. In the latter case the argument used by the Financial Commissioner is in favour of a committee being appointed to go into this question
so that the temptation for these Government servants adding to their salary
-by illegal means may be removed and they may be given a salary on which
"they can live and bring up their children. Therefore, by using this argu.ment the Honourable Financial Commissioner unconsciously . used the
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strongest argument which anybody could have put forward for betteringihe condition of this class of Government servants.
.
Let me also clear the position with regard to another objection which·
has been raised to this resolution. It has been urged that apart from thepresent financial stringency, so far as the mere question of raising the pay 01~
otherwise ameliorating the condition of these Govemmeut servants is con·
cerned, supposing· the recommendation of tho committee results in a larger·
burden being imposed upon the tax-payer, the fact that this additional
burden will fall upon the rural ~lasses constitutes an objection to this resolution. I do not at all agree that. that is an argument against the rssolntion;
No doubt, if we were going to provide for some luxury or for some fancy
comforts or for some· facilities which are not absolute necessaries of life, it.
might be said that it ii, unfair to· add to the burden of the rural tax-payerfor the purpose of providing these luxuries or facilities for these Government·
servants. But if a certain class of Government servants is not gett.m.g aneconomicwage, I for my part will not be a supporter of that state of affairs.
merely because the giving of an economic wage to them would result in .
additional taxation which will have to be borne to a large extent. by my own.
class or any other class.
Again, some other criticisms which have beenurged were not fair, Forinstance,. the Honourable the Leader of the House indulged in an economic·
discussion with regard to the average income of an inhabitant of this province and a comparison with what would he a starvation or a minimum·
economicwage. For instance, it was said the average income of an inhabitant:
of this province was only Rs. 7 a month. I believe it is very
much less and being much less it would strengthen the Honourable Revenue.
Member's argument. I am willing to concede that. Supposing .it is much
less-I am told -it is Rs. 2· 18-0 or roughly Rs. S per mensem+dt was said·
that it is an astounding proposition to say that the minimum economicwage-should be Rs. 80 a month. I cannot see the disparity. The average income-when we speak of the average income of every inhabitant of this provincebeing Rs. 8 a month-means the income of every man, woman and child,
whether too young or too old to earn anything, whether· he ·is ableto work, or whether she is secluded behind the purdah. '!'hat is onething. And when we speak of Rs. 80 as the minimum economic wage.,
all that we mean is that that is the wage upon which an average person
with an average family in this province· which would include his wife and'
three or four children, can make two ends meet. And I cannot see the dis-.
parity between the two, that if the average income per head is only Rs. B
a month, why should the average minimum wage be Rs. 80 or less. · So far as.
I know and I believe I am correct in stating that the cost only of food of a
prisoner of the lowest class in our jails is about Rs. 8 per menaem. That
is the cost of food alone, and if you take a family of, say a man and his wife.
with three, four or five children, or a family of four adults, the cost of food
alone according to the calculations in the jail regulations would be Rs. 82
a month. And, therefore, I cannot see the efficacyor the applicability of this.
economic reasoning that because the average income per head is only Rs. S,_
the minimum wage jhonld also be .Bs, S. I need not pursue this reasoning
any further. My submission is that neither the threats nor the alleged threats.
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which are said to have been employed by the honourable mover of this re-·
solution should stampede either Government or this House into granting something which is notjust, and I hope that in no case will this House be
disposed to lend its support to a resolution merely because that resolution
is supported by such threats or alleged threats: On the other hand, if the
financial condition of the province justified it and a case were made out for·
ameliorating the condition of these low-paid servants of Government, I hope ,
that arrangements will be made, as a measure of bare justice, not as a concession made under threats, to meet those grievances and those demands...
Even on the merits nothing has been urged to convince me that at this stage
there is such a c_!Ying need for an overhauling of the pay, allowances and
other perq11isitet'1ofthis class of Government servants. Therefore, on this .
one ground that this resolution is ill timed, if not for the other objeetions.
which Government have urged, I oppose it.
Mr. C. A. H. Townsend(Financial Commissioner): Sir, It was.
never my intention to show any discourtesy to the Hous~, in leaving it,_
when I did. And I desire to express my regret to yon and to the House for doing so.
Mr. M.A. Ghani: Sir; just a word Ly way of personal explanation..
Ldid not take ill what has been said by the Financial Commissioner. I think
that it is an honour to me that I am the son of a patwari and I feel proud
of this. Some other big personalities are also sons of patwaris.
Mr. E. Maya Das (Nominated, non-official): Sir, I have often heard
it said that the average income of a man in India is about Rs. 8 a month.
It seems as though the total sum of the happiness of each person in India is.
based on that sum of Rs. 8 ; and it is argued that because he is getting such
a small amount of money, therefore, his happiness is also proportionately
small. It is argued that because others are getting hundreds or thousands ,
of rupees, therefore, proportionately they are more happy. I have, Sir,
several times tried to compare myself with some of my tenants in my villageand I have felt that with their income of Rs. 8 a month perhaps they werehappier than I was, because after all money is not the only thing which goes .
to make one's joy and happiness. I think, Sir, that one's digestion is more
important. One's sleep, rest and refreshment give one more joy than mere
money. - We believe, Sir, because we have got so many dishes on our table,.
we are happy. But we eat far too much than is good for us, for our needs•.
But out of this small amount which a=poor man eats he receives all the
nourishment which he needs for his body and which may give him a good
sleep, rest and strength. How is it that these people are stronger physi- cally ? 'They sleep better and they are happy. I say that when we think.
of their Rs. 8 a month, we should not forget this side of it that they are not
unhappy because they are not able to eat as mneh as we do . They generally
are much more happy than we are.
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang I North-West Towns (Non-Muhammadan),-.
(Urban)]: Sir, I think I would be failing in my duty if I did not say
a. few words on this resolution. T whole-heartedly appreciate the spirit
which has prompted the honourable mover of this resolution to send up this .
resolution. There is not the slightest doubt that most of the Government
employees in the lower ranks are under paid. When I say they are under-
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paid I do not mean they are under paid in the sense that people would
demand higher salary, and, that therefore, there should be no such eompari.son of -salezies. That is not what I mean at all. On'the other hand, I know
that the supply is much grea.ter than the demand and for one small post
that falls vacant scores of applications are received. Even for jobs which
i:iarry very little salary with them a large number of applications are
~received, so that the position of the Government I fully appreciate is one
·of very great difficulty. If there is a job which carries with it a pay of
· Rs. 30 or Rs. 40, there are hundreds of people under-graduates or matri-enlates, thousands in number, even graduates, applying· for it. So
·Government cannot say to the matriculates, well as Rs. 3Q is a very small
pay, therefore, we shall pay you Rs. 40. I fully realize the difficulty of
·the Government and I think the criticism which has been indulged in by
.some of the honourable speakers in this House is fallacious. · They have
not taken into consideration this aspect of the question. _
Nevertheless the objections that have· also been raised ssem to possess
much force ju them. The heads of departments, who haveto deal with
large number of clerks, would have observed that many ·of their employees
.are neither properly clothed, nor are they properly fed. They are poorly
-elad in the extreme cold of the , Punjab-we must confineourselves to the
Punjab-shivering from bead to foot sitting on stools and benches and some
-on ground in their thin pyjamas and thin shirts. They have no warm clothings. They have no warm socks, and if they have got any, they are all
·torn out. Their shoes are torn and are hardly a protection against cold.
'These things cannot go unobserved.
They cannot' al~o ignore the fact that in this country unfortunately, the
rule if, to marry and the exception is to remain unmarried. A.nd everybody
whether he has the means to maintain a wife and children or not is expected
to marry and is sometimes forced into matrimony before be knows where
he is and before he is in a position to exercisehis own discretion; And·
.again, the rule in this country is that every married couple.unless some dis, , ease intervenes must have children and the attempt at limitation of families
really has not even begun to be made in this country. The result therefore
is that people here get married at an early age without any discretion on
·their part, then they·· have also children perhaps because they cannot
.help it, the result being that misery is piled upon misery. Whereas there
is only one who is to earn, there are so many to share the poor earnings. The
misery is something awful. 'I'hcre is not the slightest doubt that people
who earn their living by manual labour, say as coolies or masons or
.as carpenters or as blacksmiths, are in many cases much better off than
our clerical staff in the. various, departments of Government. Carpenters
.and masons and blacksmiths certainly get much better wages than the vast'
.majority of the clerks in Government offices. There is no doubt about that.
And then they have another. advantage, and that is this, that they are not
. required to live up to a certain standard oflife. They are not required to
dress so as to meet the standard of decency observed by the superintendent
-of the office or the head of the department. If a cooly goes in a l.angota,
nobody questions him. Re is probably looked upon as quite decently dressed
.or at least not quite indecently undressed. If a mason goes about only in a.
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"'1,"lu,ti, or a tahband nobody takes it that he is violating aa.y rules of decency
and so is the case with other manual worke . .s. Bat if a bob» goes to his
-office ilay in a dhoti, he would not be permitted to enter the office. If he
-does not wear a coat, he would not be allowed entrance into the office. If
he comes bare-footed, he would be kicked out. He must observe a 'definite
-standard in his clothes and in decency.
The result is that a good deal of
his poor earnings has of necessity to be spent upon himself and the r-est has
·to be shared by his dependents. There is another disadvantage also from
which the poor clerks suffer and that is this. Whereas the blacksmith's
wife could be of some help to him at home, probably she can fire the furnace
.and clean it and -look after certain other things apart from actual manual
-smith's work, the poor babu's wife cannot share the work of the babu al-though she may be able to cook his food and look after the children. Where;as a mason's children or <i. carpenter's ehildren=-the boys in any case--:-would
'be able to assist the carpenter or the mason in adding to bis wages, a babu,'s
.son cannot add a penny to his income but has to be sent to school and money
has to bl' spent on the other hand on his education in addition to his maintenance. I am sure honourable members of this House know that a carpenter's son if he is 10 years old, can earn his livelihood, a mason's son
-ean also earn his by doing a subsidiary
job: (The Honourable
Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain : He will not be able to do it in future
in view of the compulsory
primary education scheme.) Probably
on account of the compulsory primary education scheme, there would
'be a difficulty in the way of the manual labourers and I am sure that would
'be one of the arguments urged by them against the introduction of compul--sory primary education, and that would be a ground on which many es-emprions would be claimed. Then ugain, agricnlnurists also derive some
-assiataneo from their little hoys in various ways. A boy of ten, even a boy
of eight can tend cattle, may sit on the gadi of a persian wheel and drive
the team while the fathe, is doing some hard work. But the poor babu has
.absolutely no source from which he could ndd to his income. Some people
'have the view that the babus loot the zamindar or loot the sahukar- when
they come to their offices. But 'that I submit is confined only to 11 certain
-elass of babu«. What can the poor babu for instance in the Secretariat or in
thP office of the Accountant-General do ? What again can the poor babus of
the Post Office do ? And so is it with the various other offices where there
is absolutely no chance · of making any extra income, though we certainly
know that in certain departments, particularly in courts, and so far as the
patwaris are eoncsmed, in the Revenue Department and in cartain other .
Departments, even the subordinate st.aft' are in a position if they are not .
honest to add a little to their income or much to their income depending
upon tho sphere of lifo in 'thich they are placed. .But there are thousands
of clerks still who cannot add a single penny to their income by foul means
-or fair means. Surely the ease.of such people must be looked into. I know
there are difficulties in the way. I know and I heard the Honourable
'Revenue Member saying that revenues of the Government are falling.
"There are other difficulties. But surely the object of the appointment of a
committee is to look into those very difficulties. The committee is not go·
ing to. recommend that so and so may be dismissed and his salary. may be
-distribnted ·among the clerks.• That cannot be expected of the committee.
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It will certainly have to look at both sides oithe question, the revenues and
also the expenditure and the excess in it on account of any increase or
flalaries.
Particularly hard I would submit is the case of the menial staff under.
the Government. I am not quite sure but probably, these ohaprasis do not
get more than Rs. 14 a month. Rs. 14 a month comes to about 7 annas a
day or seven and-a-half. And I am sure one ohaprasi if he wanted to have
a full meal for himself would consume victuals worth seven and-a-half annas ·
and he would not be over-fed if he consumed as much as that. My honourable friend, Mr. Maya Das, if I understood him rightly was pleased to say '
~hat though the average income in India was Rs. 8 per month, the people;
m the country seemed to be very strong and well-fed and very healthy. And
probably he semed to prescribe a course of starvation for our improvement-.
Certainly occasional starvation may be very useful and may do a lot of good
to some ~f my honourable friends both on the right and on _the left. I do not mean any disrespect. I am quite prepared to concede it, but people
who live on the verge of starvation would die if the starvation course were
preserihsd for them. There is no doubt that people who live iu the country
are as a rnle healthier and people in th ..~ city by t.h.·r indiscretion that they
themselves commit are not very often in good health. That is perfectly true.
But that is not because those people in the conniil'Y . who look healthy liveon an anna and a-half a day only. They live on turnips for which they pay
nothing. They will go to the field <,if some honourable member here and
while he is not Jooking, they· would pluck one or two turnips, wipe them
with their tnkband and eat them. They would be paying nothing. In .the
same way they would get a radish and such other things. And we know, alf•
these contain a lot of vitaminos. No doubt they manage thus to keep
themselves on, but I am am sure that if my honourable friend, Rai Sahib
<Jhaudhri Chhotu Ram caught one in plucking his turnips or carrots or his.
~dishes, certainly he would not allow him to repeat that process. So ths t
lllllply from the fact that be is able in spite of the abjeet , poverty in the •
•ountryside, to Jive on and, sometimes possess !!'OOd health, we cannot arguethat Rs. 8 is quite sufficient to maintain a man even in this poor country of"
?urs. Three rupees a clay would not suffice to keep a man in decent comfort
in E11gland or in America. Ana three rupees a month would certainly not
keep an Indian of whatsoever poor position in good health or in comfort.
Surely this evil which we· see before our very eyes does cry for a remedy..
And it is to find out some remedy that this resolution has been brought ·
forward by my, learned· friend. ·
.
Before closing, I just want to reply to one objection which is sometimes :
raised and' in which I find there is a great deal of force. People are apt to
make too much of the labour movement, and I _want to say a word to the·
honourable mover of this resolution "ho claims to be a labour leader and
have the interests of labour at heart. 'I'here is a limit tu which even
sympathy for labour could go. Beyond that it would not b€ real sympathy·
for labour but it might be doing a great harm to labour .and also to the·
capitalist. We cannot forget that industries in our country are in an absolute state of infancy. Labour problems or problems which arise-from in-.
.dnstrialism have not yet come to such a stage in this country as to call tor:
0
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If we apply those theories which are Rought to · be,
but which have not yet been, brought into practice fully even in Europe and
America, to 'the .affairs in our country, we are bound to strangle our infant
industries and our foreign competitors would be very glad that our leaders
should engage themselves in labour problems, try to reduce the working
hours, to raise the wages, to- provide better accommodation and do the like.
All these are good but· within certain limits. Now supposing . eight hours
,day is reduced to six and wages are raised from 8 to 10 annas and more money
has to be spent on housing and so on, what would be the result? It".
means, even if one item like the six hour day instead of eight hours, or
:shifts as they are called, is introduced, our production falls to three-fourths
·of what it is, and if wages are raised from 8 to 10 annas, it means our cost
is raised by 25 per cen t. It would be impossible for infant industries in this
-eountry to stand the competition with countries 'where industries are ~ery
well established. There are limits even to our love for labour, our sympathy
for tho labourers and our anxiety to improve their
5 P. M.
lot. But surely it does not apply to the clerical staff
in Government Departments, because here we have no competition. Of
-eonrse we shall be glad if we can get Englishmen for 8 annas or one rupee a
day. But they want hundred rupees, two hundred rupees and sometimes :five
.hundred rupees a day, and we really . cannot afford to pay such large
-amounts.: I believe in the principle kam lo, '<lam <lo, not in the-sense in which
some people in the courts and some departments say to the litigant public or
those who want some business to be done. But we must pay every ono
-eomm ensuratsly with the work that he puts in and nobody should be under_paid.
·

l have already said that we realise fully the difficulties of Government
-also, but. surely there is no disease which has no cure. As some Sanskrit
poet has said, there is not a man who does not possess some. virtue, there is
not a word that does not possess some poetry in itself, and there is not a
herb which does not possess some medicinal virtue in it. All that is required
_is that some one should put them together. The same English words used
by Shakespeare are used by me. The permutations and combinations being
-different, he is Shakespeare and I am one who talks Indian English. I
do not think that Government should oppose this innocent motion asking
the .Government to appoint a committee. If the committee can point out
ways and means, the Government should accept them, Surely the Government shold not refuse if a proper remedy is pointed out. If the committee
-cannot point out ariy remedy, there is an end of the thing. But I cannot
.agree with my friend Zafrullah Khan .when he said that it will be utterly
useless to appoint a committee, as I cannot see that the problem is absolutely
insoluble and the disease is so bad that absolutely no remedy can be found
for it.· There is every possibility of same remedy being suggested only if this
committee is appointed. With these words, I heartily support the resolution.

Mr. E. Maya Das : The honourable member attributed. a, statement
to me which I. did not make. He said that I had prescribed a starvation
-diet, I said nothing oNhe kind. What I wished to explain was this ; that

•
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.
aotually a man requires a very small quantity of food, thich is generally·
available in our neighbourhood, but we generally eat far tij)o much, with theresult that there is considerable wastage and therefore we take it for granted.
that other people" are being starved.

The HonourableMalik Firoz Khan, Noon : When the honourable.
member says ' we ' does he mean himself or the whole Council? If he means.
the whole Council, I disagree with him [LaU!]hter.]
Mr. President:The question is that the question be ~o~ put.
The motion was carried.
Mr. M. A. Ghani: I want to make a reply.
Mr. President : Can the honourable members make a reply ail of
right?
Mr. M. A. Ghani: After the Government member has spoken I
think I have a right.
Mr. President:Will he refer me to the rule or standing order on which.
he relies?
Mr. M.A. Ghani: I cannot refer off=-hand to any rule. Under thecircumstances, I bow to your ruling.
Mr. President:The honourable member has no right of reply, but it
is in the discretion of the Chair to allow him to make a reply.
Mr. M.A. Gliani: That is what I want.
Mr. President:I do not think I should exercise ;ny discretion and:
allow the honourable member to make a reply. There is some doubt in the.
minds of honourable members which I think I should try to remove. When a.
debate closes otherwise than on a closuremotion it is the right of the moverof the principal motion, if he cares to make any reply, to rise and
make that reply. But when a · closure motion is moved and carried;
it is not by right that the mover of the motion or resolution can make a
a reply. Then it is in the discretion of the Chair to allow him or not. In
this case, I think, the resolution has been sufficiently discussed. Therefore,
I do not wish to exercisemy discretion in favour of permitting the honourable.
member to give a reply.

Mr. M.A. Ghani:. I stood up before you asked the House whether.the debate should be closed or not.
·

•

Mr. President : That makes no difference. The closure motion
was moved sometime ago by the honourable representative of the Lahore
District; and as some members desired to speak, I allowed Dr. Gokul Chand..
Narang, to have his say. After he finished it I put the closure motion
which was carried. Now the question is whether' the honourable member
bas a right of reply. · I think 'he has not. I.may invite his attention to the ·
proviso to Article 66 of the Manual of Business; After the closure motion
-is carried it is the duty of the Chair to put the main . question straight·
away. But our Standing Orders provide that it is in the discretion of the·
Chair to allow a member, who otherwise has the right of reply, to make a.
reply. I do not wish to exercise my discretion in t!ie pre~ent case.
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The question is" This Council recommends to the Government to appoint a committee of official·
and non-official members of this Council iwith a majority of the latter) to
enquire into and report on the grievances of Government and quaJi-Government servants drawing less than Rs. 60 a month as regards their pay, pension.,
quarters, allowances, hours of work and other conditions of service."

The motion was lost.
RESOLUTION

RE INOOME FROM RESIN

IN SHAMCL;\'l! FoRBSTS.

Chaudhri Ram Singh [Kangra (Non-Muhammadan), Rural] (Urdu) :::
Sir, the resolution which stands in my name· runs as follows:" This Council recommends to the Government that the zamindars of the Kangra
district be given a share of the income derived from resin produced in the·
skamilat forests."

It is exactly the same resolution which was passed by this Council by
a majority of votes. in its session held at Simla in 1927. But it seems that
Government has not thought it worth while to accept the recommendation
embodied in the said resolution. The zamindars are very much aggrieved
at the die-hard attitude adopted by Government in this matter. As was.
aheady stated in the Simla session referred to above, in the Kangra District
the area of forests is about 7 lakhs of acres, of which 32 or 34 thousand acres.
of forests are the property of Government and the remaining are owned by
the zamindar proprietors. So far as the trees on sharnilat lands are concerned, no doubt, the zamindar proprietors are given certain rights. They
are entitled to one-fourth share of the income derived from the sale of these·
trees. Now the question arises when Government- recognises the right
of the zamindar proprietors to a share of the income. derived from the sale of
trees why does it not recognise their right to share the income derived from
resin extracted from these trees ? On the previous occasion it was stated on.
behalf of Government that the grant of a share of the- income derived from
the sale of trees to the zamindars was a device adopted by the authorities in
order to induce the people to take an interest in the conservancy of their·
forests and that otherwise they have no right even over the income derived:.
from the sale of the trees. Sir, if that is the case, it sounds all the more·
reasonable to grant the people a share of the income derived from resin. If
that is done I am sure they will not cease taking interest, but on the other-hand they would begin taking more interest than before in the preservation
of forests. Sir, is it not surprising that while in Hoshiarpur the people areentitled to a share of the income derived from resin, the zamindar proprietors in the Kangra. district are deprived of that right. It has been urged"
on behalf of Government that in Hoshiarpur there were in ancient times·
no Rajas such as the Rajas of Kangra and the Government found the peoplein possession of their lands.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-I..Husain : Are there no Rajas now
in Kangra?
Chaudhri Ram Singh : There are, but they · are nominal Rajas ..
Thµs it has been said that because there were no Rajas in the Hoshiarpur
district the people are entitled to a share of the income derived from resin.
I do not see any. force in this argument. Does it mean that the Kangra.
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.people ought to have turned out their Rajas from their district. 9 Was it in
· their power to do so? If not, then bow are the people of tije Kangra district
to be blamed ? Besides when tho presence of Rajas i$ considered to be
. so material in this matter why do these two districts not differ so far as their
.administrative control is concerned? I find that in both the districts one
and the same penal and administrative laws are in force. How then is this
• invidious distinction justified in the case of the Kangra district ? . Porf!onally
I believe that shamilat forests were owned by the people even in the times of
the Rajas. But supposingas the Government says that the peoplewere not the
-owners of forests even in those days, I would submit that that might be
attributed to the highhandedness of the Rajas. And now, Sir, when a civilised
·Government is there, is it too much to expect from them that they would
. do justice to the people of the Kangra district ? At the tune of first regular
settlement the Government consulted the people in the matter of assessment
· of .land revenue. The latter agreed to pay land revenue. for the shamitat
• lands as well as other lands. Land revenue was assessed on both the forests
. and lands under cultivation, but the burden of land revenue was thrown
· on the cultivated lands alone.. The people did . not then, anticipate the
fraud perpetrated on them. 'Ihatis the way in which Government acquired
this right by the system known as Dakkol, Boohh and K'haTajBachh._ The
. sh9,milat forests are considered to be KlvlTaj Bachh lands. Sir, so far as
the question of property in the trees is concerned the Government has· itself
decided in its own favour though in my opinion the trees exclusively belong
: to the people. Is it not strange that· while lands belong to the people, the
trees PT wn on them are considered to be State property ? The zamindars
.. are entitled tp graze their cattle and get wood for the construction of agricultural implements for other purposes. In addition to that, as I have already
submitted they are also entitled to a share of the income derived from the
-sale of trees. I admit that these useful rights are given to· the people. Why
not also give them the right of sharing the income derived from resin extract-ed from these trees? Again it has been contended on behalf of' Government
· that the net profits accruing to them are very smalr. Perhaps "the Govern·
.ment gains only three annas and six pies per maund. The net profitsaccruing
to Government probably amount to about Rs. 1,500 annually.
"Thus the income derived from resin is very· small and it is very difficult to
-distribute this little sum among the people of the Kangra district. That
may be true. . But when Government is already, distributing one-fourth of
-the income derived from the sale of trees (that also is a little sum) among
· the people why should it not also distribute the income derived from resin?
·If that is undesirable then I would submit that the ·income· derived from
· resin may be deposited in a bank for a year or two and it rriay be distributed
among the people. This will remove the difficulty likely to be felt by Gov-emment in the matter of distribution.
Mr. Dbi Muhammad : What is written in the Waj~-ul-A.Tz ?
Chaudhri Ram Singh: At the time when Wajib-'11,Z-A:rz was introduced,
.reain was not extracted from the trees. (Laughter). It has also been said that
:if aamindars-are allowed unrestricted use of the forest growth, the forests
would be destroyed in no time. We do not mind if G(>vepunentwould
.take measures against the. wanton destruction of forests,!: but it does not
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mean that tp.ey should deprive the people of their legitimate right of getting·
a share of the income derived from resin. Sir, the people of the Kangr~.
district have a good many grievances against Government so far as tl1e ·
shamilat forests are concerned. As ,I have already· said, they are not giveri a,
share of the income derived from resin though a resolution was passed l>y·
this Council to this effectin 1927. I need not dilate at length on this subject;
because it was already fully debated upon in this Council in 1927. HoweverI would submit one thing and that . i.s this, th.at. Government is· according .
· as ·tepmotherly treatment to the people of the Kangra district, while in,.
thu Hoshiarpur district they are .•......
President : How long will the honourable member continue t'o,
· repeat his arguments ?
·
,
Chaudhri Ram Singh : Sir, I was going to show that the Government:
is not favourably inclined towards the people of the Kangra district. N,-0-.
where else in the Punjab except in the Kangre district a tax on goats and,
sheep is levied.
·

Mr.

Mr. President:

Order, order, that is not<~efore the House.

Chaudhri Ram Singh: Sir, my object in moving this resolution is to·
draw once more the attention of Government to this .matter. With these,
words, I request the Government to do justice to the claims of the zamindara.
of the.Kangra district and I entreat my samindar colleagues to extend their·
t&,eartiest support to my resolution.
Mr. Presi,ient: The resolution moved is.. This Councilrecommendsto the Government,that the zamindars of the Kangta.,
district be given a share of the income derived-from resin produoed in the 1Jliamila ·

• fo~ts."

@ver·

Mr. H. Calvert (Fine,p.cial CoIµ.IIUE1sioner}: The honour~ble
, of this resolution has very cw::efµijy ~J>~~d fro,n ~kjpg the $ligJ:itest.
. effort to explain what he m~.
The, resqlution a.sks for a. shar.e of the- income.perived from the reslll produced in the ~h(Jflfl,il<J,t forest!! and he ,has
e.'1i.plw:lEld·. }J.QW. the .i;ncome is derived,

Jiof.;.

Pandit N&liak Clum.d : ll~ has e;icplained.·
Mr. H. Caivert: He has not mentioned what income he wishes to,
share, '.Che. resin obtained fro~ ~ theae · trees · is sold on the.· actual oosfr-;
_price and Government makes no p?ofi-t here. Now, Sir, t~ resolution Iike- .so many resolutions of this.°?un(n},~k.s that ~.source of revenue of the ~ta-te,should be taken away and given ~ a few favo1;1.red people. ·That~ to say,..
ihe honourable mover proposes that the constituents of all members of this.
Council should be robbed oi their shiµe of a state assetin order that his.
constituents may gain a. small sum, .AJ.J.d , when~ver a. proposal is made tt>
rob the peopl. e as a whole in orde. 1-°tQ be.nefit. a very small minority I thiidt
that proposal requires very 08i?efw ~d very great s~utiny.
Now; Si;rp.
.the honourable member re:J>eate.d to~day what he said two a.nd·a-~e.lf
!ea.rs· ago tha~ the ~~d4r.f of the ~
_district had rigJi#i·
m the
trees in
shaimi1,'/JJt forests,. That
1s
absolutely. incorioot.
The debate on the previo~s . occasion turned on t;he _. _ question··th~ right of the people to tlie trE:~.. The Oouneil was t.old, by'
distint,
gnished predecessor that .the zammd~ ·of Kaµgra.-~o-rights m:tµe ttees.. '
on' shami'lat forests. The , members who on that occasion suppotji_~<l, t~~

or'

my
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-honourable mover harped on the question of rights. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan
'Lal stated it was a question of right and ,~aJa .N.arendr~ Nath said if
-samindara had · a right - in the trees they had a right ... to the resin, and,
in general, the · discussion was based on the assuinption tha/t the zamindars
~of these forests had proprietary rights in the tiees. · · But th~y have not any
nght and they never hail any either now or .at any tim,e under the British
· ;Government or the Rajas .. ~ ~ , . • • . . . .
.
,.
.
·
Rai Bahadur Lala MQban Lal: Did the zamindars of Kangra eve?
~et a share in the price of the trees that were sold !rom the shamilats ?
. Mr. H. Calvert : . That is perfectly irrelevant· to the point at issue·
''The question is whether they have rights in these trees,': They have no right·
'It is as a pure act of grace that any· agreement has been made: whereby' these
'!llamindars of the Kangra district receive a share of the sale of these trees ·
-on the consideration that they, render assistance to the rorest Department,
.and the;y: do not get· that share if they by their .co11~ij.9:f sh9.'! that they ~e
not helping the Forest Department.
They have no :nght to t~at. shtue which.
,.they can bring to the court of law. It is an act of grace. \ ., ,
: · Lala MukandLal, Puri: Is the entire .sale price dist:,;jb-gied. or.only a.
.!)ortion of the sale price ?
·. · · · ... ,""
.
Mr. H. Calvert: They get only a portion of the sale
The trees en the forests belong to the State, and by the.State' I mean
the public at large. They are a State asset and the- resin in . those frees is,
.therefore, a State asset; it belongs to the public at. large. Now, · Sir,Jet us
assume for moment that the whole foundation of the honourable member's
.argument was right and that the samindars did own the trees @r held pro1>rietary rights in the shamilat forests.
Let us assume for.:_ the. time being
.that that is correct and see how it ·affects the question of resin. What is
'-given - to the zamindars in Kangra is a share in tlie sale proceeds of the. trees •
. :There are no net sale proceeds of resin. · The very fact that there aee sale
.proceeds of thetrees shows that the trees have a value ...•.•...•
• •••• ,a~ ••.•
Dr. Gokul Chand, :Marmig: What do you do with-,,the resin which
.you take out?
·
·
,,
.
: . Mr. JI. Calvert: That the honourable mover has not· mentioned.
Dr. Gokul. Chand, Narq : I wi,nt the honourable member to ext>lain that. It is said __ that there are no sale proceeds of the resin. The
iq:iiestion is; Wh8Jt is done with the resin that is obtained ¥Oil these trees ? .
·. · · ·Mr. H. Calvert:· The resin is sold to a co-partnership at Jallo. The
i,rioe.is paid by the co-partnership, whioh is under agreementto pay a. certain
·'Sum which; is .sufficient to pay the whole cost of collection and transport.
:By.a further agreement t~t co-partnership in Jallo gives to GovernIIi.ent
-a·portion of ·their porfits which you might call a royalty- on the resin. It ·
mi;ist be cl~ly understood that resin in the trees has no value at all. The
whole oost of resin delivered· at· J allo is the cost of extraction, collection and
.
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·transport.
·
'.'. -N~w. Sir, up to-~
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few years f!tgO resin had no value at all in the Punjab.
Resin has in the past 1[ha.d no value at
no market in the PW}jab fo(te~in:th~t agreexnent, whioh

-: Where· was very_ small demand for it.
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1 have mentioned, between the JaJ.lo co-partnership and· Government the-'
zamindars have no part. The agreement is between Government · on the-one hand and the co-partnership on the other. This Jallo concern is a semiprivate concern. So long as Government retains an interest in the Jallo.
· factory that J allo factory is more or· less bound to buy its resin from Govern .. - ·ment.
A very similar parallel is fishing in the sea or in the rivers. Fish, ·
-has no value in the sea or rivers at all. If then the zamindars of any parti-.
enlar cijstrict 'claim one-fourth or a share of the fish caught by the fishermen..
I do not think anyone in this Council will support it. There is in Kangra a.c
very· considerable amount of ore. . It is at present of no market value at;.
all, none whatever. H an enterprising firm starts extracting that metal,
are we to expect that the company will be asked to give a share of its proceedsto zamindars ? ,

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Why not?
.
.•
'
Mr. H. Calvert: Because the ore belongs to the State, to· the publiccat large and not to any particular district.
At present the income, whatever
-Govemment makes from this ream, goes to the public at large and not to,
any section of the · public.

Dr. Gok~ Chand, J.IIIarang : If copper is extracted from a. piece of:
land which · belongs to. a zamindar and· a factory is estabJiqhed to extract;
that copper and to make it marketable, does the Honourable Financial Com-missioner mean to say that the zamindar will have no right to claim so much:
of the profit ?
·
Mr. H. Calvert: But resin is not on the same basis as a treasure troveor a mine. The'-main line of my argument is_ this, that various products a18:>
of no value at all-unless some enterprising firm or the State proceeds to put;
up machinery andutilise them. It is only then that they become of valns.,
Resin has no value unless it is bought by the Jallo factory.
'l'here is no:
other market for resin in the province at . all. Whatever value resin hasis due to State enterprise. It is not due to any action on the .part of thezamindars of· the Kangra district. The State on behalf of the public at,
large has secured a market for resin and so has created on behalf of the public
- at large a value for resin. If to-morrow the Jallo factory is closed down fo~
lack of profit, resin again ceases to have any IJ?,arket value at all,
,
Now, Si!, there are in Kangra and e~ewhere trees on' proprietary Iands;
trees on zamindars' own lands. Do these zamindars extract resin from their
own trees in Kangra? No, Sir .. Why do they not extract resin from their:own trees? There is no prohibition -. There is resin in trees on zamindars'
· own lands in the Pathankot tahsil of Gurdaspur district," Do the zamindazs
of Pathankot extract resin from the trees on their own lands 'f- No, Sir;
Why not ? "When the zamindars have trees on their own lands, why do they
not extract resin from them ? There is resin available in the trees of the- forests in Murree owned by zamindars. Do they ext:ract _ that resin. from,,.
those trees ? _ No,· Sir. · Why not ? The. zamindars do not extract it.
for the simple. reason that it does not pay to extract it.
.
,
.' ,
~t is assumed by the honourable member, and probably also assumedl
by his supporters that Government have promised to give a share Qf what ...

·.
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,.ehr income they derive indirectly from this Kangra resi,. That is nQt
-eorreet, There is at present. more resin available than th~ market would
.absorb. I believe Mr. Blasoheck will tell you that it is a qnestion whether
-Government should not confine its resin operations to its o-vrn reserved and :protected forests in which case of course the Kangr~ ssmindars would lose· .
:liot only whatever the honourable mover claims for them hut the income
;that t~ey derive from the tapping of trees.
·
··
I have tried to make it as clear as I could that there is no question what·
· ever of the zamindars of the Kangra district having any ptoprietary rights
· 'in these trees. The honourable mover got over the point by'using the word
:jangalat when he said the zamindars owned the jangalat. Well, Sir, that is
a comprehensive word. The zamindars certainly own the land. They have
a right to certain produce, but no one has ever asserted norhas it been de. creed tlfut they have any proprietary rights in these trees. · The zamindars
-of Kangra have never to my knowledge even asserted their right in these:
'trees. There is no case as far as I know that has ever been brought inte
-court or decided for or against them. They have not brought any case
for the right in these trees. The whole value of resin depends solely on State
. enterprise and whatever value it has is due entirely and wholly to the factory
·-. at J_.llo, and therefore the State on behalf of the public at large bas complete
-elaim to whatever that Jallo factory can yield to-day by way of profit;

Mr. Din Muhammad: It has been argued by the Financial Com- missioner that the zamindars have no proprietary rights. May I ask the: honourable member what the entries in the reeord-of-rights are relating to
~,.these forests ?
. The Honourahle Mia. Sir Fazl':'i•Husain: The eJtries 'are thap
,Government is the owner of the forests.
Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal [North-East Towns (N~-Muhamma-dan), Urban]: I am disappointed at the. speech 'made by the Financial
°Commisilioner. I was under the impression that the matter is so trivial that
·. Government would readily agree to the demands of the zam.inda.rs of the
.Kangra district. Wben we discussed the resolution la.st '.time in 1927, if r
':remember-rightly, the amount involved was about Rs. 1,800,, and the only
· difficulty which the Government pointed out was how to distribute it, The
.trees in these lands may not belong to zamindars as the Financial Oommis-sioner submits, but he admits that whenever the trees are sold one-fourth
.share of the sale proceeds of.. those trees is paid by Government to the zamin· dars, When-the zamindarsof the Kangra district can get one-fourth share
-of tho sale proceeds of the trees, I fail to understand why tl,i.ey should.nof
:get a shase of the resin sold which is a product of these trees, Can Govern·
ment justly deny the demand of the Kangra district.'/ · I r~spectfollv sub..mit that it cannot.
·
•
· One argument that has been advanced by the Financial Commissioner
'is that this is a. pt;1c~lic asset and if the money is paid to the zamindars of. the
:Ka:ogrif' district, then of course the public at large wijl suffer. At .the same
rtime the honourable Financial Commissioner tells us that thel'l3 is no profit
-ont of it. Re bas told ua that the salt1 proceeds cover the co~t of extracti~tl
and transport to the Jallo factory, If that is the case, whereh the harm for
I
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'Go,·ermnent to admit that when there is a profit that profit will be shared
.by the zamindars as in the case of trees '? If there are no profits from the
'.Sale proceeds, the samindars cannot claim any. Tpey are not asking Gov-emment that it should pay them whether there are BDY profits or not. What_
-they say is that just as Government pays them one-fourth of the sale pro·
-eeed ;,;of trees, they should be able to share the profits from resin. May I kno~.
il it is not a fact that Government purchases resin not only from Kaslnnir
but from other States also 2 Why is Government buying resin from them '!
.From what I know of the Jallo factory, it has made profits of about 200 P!r
cent. during the war. Now it is not 'a losing concern. The co-partner lS
'getting.a share of the profit out of the Jallo concern. I have not seen the ar- .
rangement, .bnt it i,s my information that the firm or individual shall have
, -eapital supplied for carrying on the show arid the agreement between the Government and that firm is that they should share the profits after meeting
the expenses, and according to my information, farge profits are being made ..
"In those circumstances I fail to see how Government can say that . tbere is
no profit at all. What the l{angra samindars want is, and they do not lay
claim to anything more than this, that if the Government has acknowledged
-the right of the zamindars to the sale proceeds of trees that stand on the land,
. then they should also have a share in the same proportion to the profits out
of resin which is a product of those trees. This is only a reasonable deman!1,
. on their part. I need not repeat that the position of Government in this
-matter is very weak. It is a pity that the Council should have carried
through this resolution and yet the Government should not have given effect
to it. This present resolution as pointed out by the· honourable mover
only a request to Government to give effect to the resolution that was passed
by the Council by a majority.
The Honourable ffi'inancial Commissioner has put forward· an argument.
,~upposingto~mon-ow iron or copper ore or any other mineral is found 'in the
land, would the ~amindars be entitled to that also? That analogy, I su'bmit.
is not quite correct, So far as I remember, the minerals under the ground
· belong to the State. In this particular ease as l already submitted, the Gov· emment bas acruliowledged the right of the zamindars, not now, but · severaJ,\
_years ago, to a share in the proceeds of the trees and it is only· fair that Gov•
emment should give the zamindars a proportionate share in the profits o~
resin which is a~.roduct of those trees. I may point .out that th.e zamind·a·d· .
·· of the Kangra di trict are the poorest in the province. They have given the
best of their so · for the army and that is another consideration why the
· Government should concede the claims of the zamindars. I, therefore, strongly.appeal to the ~ovemm~nt to give the matter then' very serious co~sid~r·,
, ation and accede: to the wishes of the poor zamindars of the Kangra distnct~
I strongly support the resolution that has been moved. by the b$ourable
: member for Kanwa,
.
.
·
Mr. Din Muhammad [East and West Central Towns (Muhammadan),
Urban]: Sir, I aµi sorry I am constrained to oppose this resolution. It is~
· not at all necessacy to heat about the bush in this matter nor to advance
.f.l.'!1Y arguments which are altogether irrelevant for the disposal · of this · quest1yn ', It has been emphatically urged that the zamindars of ihe Kangra
· :distnc~ have .~bsolutely no proprietary J,"ight in the forests or in the trees that
. 8fOW m those forests.
This being a question of disputed ownership, I· .fail

is
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.
to understand how it is possible that this House cah arrogate to itself tb,e
functions of a court of law and decide. one way or the·other as to .which party
is entitled to the propreitorship of these forests. :!11 the record of rights
elearly mentions the Governmen t as the sole proprietor
those forests~
naturally the trees would belong to the Government ; and unless it is'establish~
ed in a court of Jaw that Government has absolutely no right and unless thosezamindars seek protection in a regular manner and have their rights declared
over thoseforests or over the trees in those forests,it is cleJLtly unimaginable
that this House would be in a position to declare on~ way or another. It isno argument to say that this resolution was accepted, by the Council' in its.
Simla session. The honourable members who supported the resolution.then
did not properly understand the question. That would not therefore establis~
an;r precedent and that would not help us in the disposal o,f this questioD;·
It IS no doubt true that som3 of the arguments employad by the Honourable
Financial Commissioner .are not cogent and are not sound ; it is no argument.
to Pay that because a cerbain article has
innate value therefore the real:
owners shouldbe deprived of the ownership of that article,.how..:;ver, valueless it may be. Nor is it an argument to say that because some zamindars
-in Pathankot or Murree do not extract resin frotn their foreste and it is Government enterprise alone that makes it possible in Kangra, therefore, the
Government alone is entitled to it. With all respect to the Financial Commissioner, I would submit that these are not the arguments to employ
refuting a case 'Y hioh has. been put forward by the honourable member for
Kangra, H the trees belong to the zamindars of the. forests they are justified,
in asking for the price of the resin. Tlre whole question therefore is one of
ownership to be decided by a court of law and if: a court, of law declares.
the rights of the asmindera and the honourable member comes afterwards.
to this House :with thisresolution, than this House will bring pressure upon
the Government so that justice might be done to them. With these remarks
I opposJ the resolution moved by the honourable member for Karigra;'

of

m

while

•

Dr. Gokul Chand, Nar ang [North-West To~s.(Nbli~M,{h~mmadan),,.
(Urban)] (Urdu) : Sir, this resolution before the House cl:oes riot really affect a.matter of very great importance. I was just trying to.go through the speeches.
made on the last occasion arid I find from the speech of Mr. Barron, one o~
the distinguished predecessors of the present Einancial Commissioner, that.
the total income .derived from the sale of resin came to Rs. ;1,547 at the .rat~
of three annas · and six pies per maund which the Government secured from,
the Jallo factory and if, on the same basis
applied to the distribution of:
·incom~ from the sale of treE1.11 me-fourth of the income should go to the zamindars it would come to less than Rs. 400 and the reasons given .by the the~,
Financial Comrnissioner were that the amount was 1;10 small .that it would bevecy difficult to distribute it among the zamindars who probably numbered,
some thousands. Rut a. solution to this difficulty has been suggested. It .
· may not be necessary to distribute one anna per za.rolndar per annum. · Thi&,,
income of the share of the zamindars may be kept il). deposit by the Government, free of interest if· necessary, and when the a1*ount becomes distributable easily, then it may be divided among the samindars. If even this cannot,
be done, I would make a suggestion, though I do not know whether it would. .
appeal to the honourable mover of this resolution. . My suggestionis that the-
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~are of the .samlndars may be kept apart and may be spent solely:for the
benefit of the aamindars of the Kangra district, say some special facilities
may be provided ~or the zamindars in the form of hospitals or poor houses
a widows and orphans home 'and so on. If this suggestion would appeal
to the Government and the honourable member for .· Kangra, I think
some assurance to this effect may be given by the authorities concerned. I should riot lbe surprised if the honourable mover withdraws the resolntion on that assurance. With these remarks I support the resolution.
Mr. A .. D. Blascheck. (Chief. Conservator of Forests): Sir, I should
Iike to preface Whitt I have got to say by giving to the Council information
about the area of the forests in the Kari.gra district. I myself have had
some difficulty in understanding exactly what is meant by shamilat forests,
th!l,t is to say the: classes of forests included in this term 'shamilat. ' In
the Kangra district there are reserve forests of a total area of about 16,000
.acres. · There are demarcated protected forests with an area. of · about
175,000 acres. 1rhere are nndemareated protected forests with an area of
480,000 acres. There are so-called unelassed forests making a total 'of
114,000 acres. 'T4ese forests are entirely the property of the Government,
th·ough in - some'cases the ownership of the villagers in the soil is recognised.
"'.rher~ are also· certain rights admitted and freely 'exercised by the villagers.
~ 'These rights havejn no way been interfered with, perhaps I should say-w.ith
-one exception. 11). about the year 1872 or 1875 reserve forests were created
.in some villages of two tahsils of the Kangra district. In taking up these
'reserve forests which were free of all rights Government granted eertain' ___,
.additional rights hi the forests in those same villages which remained as
·unclassedforests. . Amo~gthose new rights was the right to ·a third or a quar·ter ·of 'the sale proceeds of timber. In the majority of the villages of the
Kangra · district, there · ar~ no reserved ·rorests and so no nnelassed · forests.
There are protected forests, th.at is to say, they come under Chapter IV of
·the · Forest Act. .• These . protected · forests may be either demarcated or
·undemarcated. From the figures I have. given, you will understand that
-~he bulk are· und~marcated, and I might say, to a large. extent worthless,
·certainly ,they can! produce no' resin, because there are no trees or only very
few trees that
produce resin. It would certainly 'not be worth while
io tap those ·fei trees. Now in the villages where there are protected
forests as ppposed to reserves, a . voluntary grant was made by Government,
.not in recognition of any right in the soil, but with a .view tosecuring' the
.interest and co-operation of the people in the protection and general conservancy of . the forests. That was a voluntary grant and it has definitely
_been stated many years ago that it was in no sense a right. Since some
.mention has been made of the Hoshiarpur district forests, I would at once
like to say that the position is· entirely different ·there. In the Una tahsil
-of the Hoshiarpm! district forest zeserves were created and when that was
done, Government relinquished all right in the remaining forests. Some
_years ago, ·perhaps six years ago, tapping was started in some of these unclassed forests. It was brought to my notice that really· Government had
.no right to tap fot resin in tho~e nnclassed forests. Since then no tapping
bas been done m ithose areas either by Government or the villagers. Cer:tainly the villagers could not afford to tap in these· areas. It seems· then.
-that these·paynie:i:its. of a· quarter share in the protected forests is definitely
a :payment for -services rendered."·
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Pandit Nanak Chand : May I draw your attention] Sir, to the fact
that it is now six o'clock?
·
·
·
Mr. President : The Council will go· on till the honourable membeir·
finishes his speech. ·
.
·
·
·
Mt. A. D. Blasche.ck: In the Hoshiarpur forest!; outside th; re.
served areas all rights were abandoned. I would:
6 ur.
also like to say that apatj; from this grant of a sharein the profits from timbers from the protected forest it h~s been definitely
laid down that the share may be withheld. This is what is actually done..
It is not merely in theory but in practice that the quarter share of sales from,
protected forest is withheld ; for instance in cases where villagers have faileds
to protect their forests from fire. About 20 thousand maunds of resin areeolleeted in the demarcated and undemaroated, protected and unclassed.
forests .of the Ka.ngra district and it seems to me that it is a greater con:.... .
~ideration for the local people who are mostly poor and dependent on very
.poor class of agriculture that they should get employment and the wagesthat go with this resin tapping than that they should get a share in a very
.Small problematic profit on the distillation of resin. I would like to givesome figures. The cost · of · collecting, packing and transport of resin from,
ithe Kangra forest to Jallo is on an average Rs. 4-8-0, and out of this ·sum,..
Bs, 1.,.8-0 is spent on wages to local people. Annas four is spept on super- .
,viaion and packing mostly done by local people. Re. 1 · is spent on local .
-.. •transport, annas four is the cost of Forest Department supervision, and
annaa four is the Railway freight. You will see from these figures that about
Bs. 2-12·0 to Rs. 3 per mannd is spent in the ~ngra district, Taking th~..
onttnm 20 to 25 thousand maunds annually it means that 5.0 thousand to .
'15 thousand rupees is spent locally .and employment is found for people who .
are very poor ~d glad to pick up any wagQ_s they can. Now, Sir, if any
share .were granted, a. share in any profit made .by the Jallo concern, which
is not a Govemm~t concern but a co-partnership concerti, it will a.t oneefollow that in· cerj;ain areas it- would not be profitable to tap trees for resin,
that is to say, the people who really work inr those forests. would lose their '
employment and. lose their wages. · I have calculated what might possibly
be the share toJ?~ granted to the villagers and I find that it· would be from:.;
.five to six thcussad rupees.
Mr. PtMident : Question ii;- ·

.

.

1

· !' This CQunoilrecommends to the Government that the zamindars of the Kangra,..
district be given a. she.re of the income derived from ·l'llSin produced in th11
af~~ilat forests.

The Council divided:

Ayes 14.; Noes 88.
At ES.

Dr. GokulChand, Na.rang.
Rai Bahadue · Lala Sewak Ram.
Rai Bahadur Lala Moh~ Lal.
Ohaudhri Ram Singh.
Pandit iN anak Chand.
Lala Mukand L·al, Puri.
Laia Jy.otl Prasad.

Rana Firoz-u.d-Dinl{han.
Sardar B11ta Singh. · ·
· Ohaudhri Afzal Haq.
Sa.rdar Hiea Singh, ~arli.
Sardar Partap Singh.
Sardar Sahib Sardat Ujja.l Singh...
Sai:dar Bishan Sing~. .
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PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
-0m SESSION OF THE 3RD PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE

COUNCIL.

Thursday, the 21th FebrU(J,ry 1980.
The Council met at· the Council Chamber at 2
· -eloek. Mr. President in. the Chair.

P.M.

of the

'OATH OF OFFICE.
The· following member was swom in :Colon~} Gill, c:A. (Offloial Nominated).
STARRED. QUESTIONS
ENOOURAGEMENT

AND

ANSWERS.

OF GLASS INDUSTRY

IN THE

PUNJAB.

*2837. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Honourable Minister
,for Education· be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that the Upper India Glass Works, Atnba.Ia.
. City, is the largest, if not the only, glass· factory at present
. running in the province ;
(b) whether the Government Officers concerned .have inspected the
above factory and its products ; .
·
(c) whether Government have taken any measures to render any help
· to this concern ?
'
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) Yes.
Yes. .

(b)

. ,(c) The .Industries

Department has .recommended(,) the registration of .the name of the Upper India Glass· Works.
A.mbala. City, . as approved contractors to the Chief Controller
of Stores, Indian Stores Department, and the Director of Coil•
tracts, Anny Headquarters ; and
,;(vi) the works to the following Departments with a view to populaeising its goods :(1) The Controller of · Stores, North- Western Railway, Mo·
.ghalpura,
(2) The Inspector-General of Prisons, Punjab.
.
(B) The Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, Punjab,
(4) Secretaries of all Municipalities. and Notified Areas in
the' Punjab.·
.
B
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ENOOURAGEMENTOF GLASSINDUSTRY IN THE PUNJAB.

*2838. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : . Will the HonourableRevenue Member be pleased to state if it is a fact that the employment of
boys is necessary in glass factories ?
The Honourable Mien Sir Fazl·i·Husain: Yes, but to the sameextent as in other factories.
TRAINING IN GLASS MANUFACTURE IN THE PUNJAB.

*2839. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Honourable Minister
for Education please state(a) whether there are any arrangements in existence to provide training in glass manufacture in the Punjab;
(b) if the answer to (a) is in the negative, how does Government intend
to provide for the need ?
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : (a) No.
(b) There bas been no demand in the past, but Government will be
prepared to consider the question of providing facilities for training in glass
manufacture, in case of a genuine. deinand.
CoNBTITt:TTIONOF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENTBoARD IN THE PUNJAB.

*2840. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Honourable Minister
for Education be pleased to state(a) whether there is any standing board to consider measures for
development of industries in the Punjab ;
(b) if so, what is the constitution of this board ; .
tc) whether the present constitution ensures representation of all theprincipal industries of the province and if so, how is the glass.
industry represented in this board.
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) and (b) It is .not clear
what the honourable member intends to convey by a " standing board to
consider measures for development of industries in the Punjab." But in this
connection his attention is invited to Punjab Government notification
No. 994-D, dated 22nd February 1927, as subsequently amended, a copy of
which is laid on the table, constituting the Joint Development Board for
the purpose of studying and from time to time advising Government as regards thodevelopment of industries.
(e) The industrial. representatives are selected with due regard to theinterests of all the principal industries of the Province. There is no direct
;representative of the glass industry on the Board, but it is not possible to,
select a separate representative for each industry.
PRESIDENT:

(1) The Honourable Minister for Agriculture.
V10E-PRESIDENTS:

(2) The Honourable Minister for Education.
(3) The Financial Commissioner and Secretary to Government,.
Punjab, Development Department.

0
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MEMBERS:
Ojfici,als.

(1) The Director of Agriculture, Punjab.
(2) The Agricultural Engineer.
(8) The Principal, Mayo School of Arts, Lahore.'
(4) The Principal, Maclagan Engineering College, Moghalpura.

(1)-

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

NoN-<>FFIOIALs :
Repres<mt,atives of lrulustml Interests.
Lala lliRKIBHAN LAL, Bar.-at-Law of Lahore.
The Honourable Rai Bahadur Lala RAM BARAN DAB of Lahore.
Sir DAYA Krs:e:AN KAUL of Lahore.
Mr. L. LEWIS of Dhariwal,
Lieutenant Sardar SnrANDAR lliYAT K:e:AN, M.B.E., of Wah.
Rai Bahadur Lala D:e:ANPAT RAI of Lahore.

Representatives of .Agricultural Interests.
(1)
(2)
(8)
(4)

Mr. W. RoBER'i'S,British Cotton Growing Association, Khanewal.
Colonel CoLE, Coleyana Estate, District Montgomery.
Diwan: Bahadnr Raja NARENDRA NATH, of Lahore.
Chaudhri ZAFRULLAB KHAN, Bar--at-Law, M.L.C., Lahore.
(5) Sardar GURBACHAN SINo:e:, Rais of Alawalpur ( district Jnllnndur).
(6) Khan Bahadur Chandhri F AZL ALI, M.L.C., M.B.E., of Gujra;t.
(7) S. Brsaax S1No:e:, M.L.C., Sing~pura, Tahsil Batala (distriel
Gurdaspur).
The Director of Industries; Punjab (Secretary).
ToWN HALL.
*2841. , Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Honourable Minister
for LocalSelf-Government be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that the local Congress Committee wanted to
have the use of the Jagadhri Town Hall for Independence
day meeting on the 26th January 1980;
(b) whether it is a fact that the President of the Committee called
police to J agadhri on the 26th ; if so, ·why and what was the
cost?
·
JAGADHRI

The Honrouable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : (a) The - local Congress Committee notified the Municipal Committee of their intention to hoist
,the national flag on .the platform in front of the Town Hall of Jagadhri on
the 26th January 1980.
(b) The Municipal Committee replied in writing" objecting to the proposal, and at the same time asked the district authorities to make the necessary arrangements to prevent a breach of the peace, It is understood that
the Police force at Jagadhri was strengthened for the. occasion by deputing
B2
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[Hon'ble Malik Firoz Khan, Noon.]

.additional men · from headquarters and any expenditure incurred on the
.tra.velling allowance of these men will have been met from the ordinary police
budget.
LAHOBE CoNSPIBAOYCASE. CoNDUOT OF THE SPEOIAL MaGISTBA'l'Jil
TOWABD.S LALA DUNI CHAND.

*284Z. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Finance 1\i;lember
· ibe pleased to· state-

·

(a) whether it is a fact that Lala Dnni Chand, Bar-at-law, was not
allowed to sit in the Court Room as legal adviser of S. Bhagat
Singh and other Conspiracy Case prisoners ;
(b) whether it is a fact that the Lahore Bar Association condemned
the action of· the Special Magistrate who refused to allow
Lala Duni Chand to sit in his Court ;
(c) what action, if any, the Government is taking in the matter ;
(a). whether the Government has been informed of any action taken
· by the High Court against the Special Magistrate on the censure
motion of Lahore Bar Association ;
(e) whether the High Court mo;ed the executive Government to take
·
action against the Magistrate ;
(!) whether the Government moved theHigh Court to take some action
against the Magistrate ?
.
·

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) Yes.
(b) Yes.
(e) The matter is still under the consideration of Government,
(d) No.
(e) No.

(!) ·No .
. CoNSPIBAO; CASE PmsoNEBS-RUNGEB

STRI~

THREATENED.

Mem- ·

*2843. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable the Finance
\bar be pleased to state·
(a) whether it is a fact that S. Bhagat Singh and other Conspiracy
· Case prisoners sent a long letter to the Home Member of the
Government of India threatening to resort to hunger strike
if no action is taken on the Jails Enquiry Committee reports
within a week ;
(b) whether it is a fact that all the reports of the Provincial Com·
mittees are now published ; .
. (c) whether the Punjab Government has enquired into the -eanses of
· so much delay on the part of the Government· of India. in eoming to any decision on the Jails Committees Reports ?
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The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) Yes.
(b) The report of the Punjab Committee has been published but Government is unable to state whether all the reports of other Provinces have ye~
been published,
(c) No.
OASES UNDER SECTIONS 107 AND

109, CRIMINAL PROOEDURE C(?DE IN
HosmARPUR AND JULLUNDUR.
*2844. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Finance Member·
Ile pleased to state-·
·
(a) the number of ex-soldiers arrested· under sections 107 and 109,.
Criminal Procedure Code, in the months of November and. December 1929 in Hoshiarpnr and Jullundur districts;
(b) whether it is a fact that cases under sections 109 and 107, Criminal Procedure Code were started in both districts to cheek
the ex-soldiers fromjoininp jaihas that were being organised
by S. Anup Singh ?
8l

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : (a) Fourteen ex-soldiers
were arrested under section 107, Criminal Procedure Code, in the Hoshiarpur and Jullundur districts. No arrests of ere-soldiers were made under
section 109, Criminal Procedure Code, during th~ period _in either district.
(b) These arrests were made to prevent the disturbance of public tranquillity.
S..umAR RANDHIR SINGH,-PROSECUTION

UNDER SECTION 380, INDIAN PENAL

CODE.

. *2845. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable the Finance Member be pleasod to s_tate· .
. .
(a). whether it is a faQt that Bardar Randhir Singh of Balwa, distnef
Julhmdnr, has been prosecuted under section 380, Indian Penal
Code, along with another accused ;
(b) whether it is a fact that they have been awaiting their trial fof>
more than seven months in the Jullnndnr jail;
(c) whether it is 11 fact that even after 80 peskis the case was neither·
decided nor accused were kt on bail ;
(ii) what is tho cause of so much delay in disposing of this case ?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : Full details are not yet to
hand. They will' be communicated to the honourable member as soon as
reeeived.
PRISONERS IN JULLUNDUR JAIL.

*2846. · Chauclhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable ~he Finanee Mem•
ber be pleased to stat0-'.,
(a) the number of prisoners in the Jullnndnr jail that are awaiting
trial for more than three months ;
(b) whether it is a fact that in the Jullundur district criminal cases
are not disposed of as speedily as in other districts ; ·
(c) if so, what is the cause ?
. 11
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The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) On 20th February
1930, there were 28 prisoners in 12 eases whose trial had been pending oyer
three months.
(b) No. The transfer of three magistrates in September and October
la.st caused some dislocation of work; but it is now in hand.
(o) Does not arise,

BEGGARY

COMMITTEE.

*2847. Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Will the Honourable Minister for Local
Self-Governmentbe pleased to state(a) for how long the report of the Beggary Committee has been under

· the consideration of the Government ; ·
(b) what action, if any, the Government have decided to take on the

report of the Committee?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) The report of the
Begga,ry Committee was considered by Govern:rnentin June 1929.
·
(b) Government issued a letter to all Commissioners in the Punjab
inviting through them the opinion of the various local bodies on the problem
of begging; A copy of this letter is placed on the table.
Copy of a letter No. 28522 (L. S.-G.-Oomts.), da.t~d 13th September 1929, from Alan
M.itohllJJ. E,q., I;C.S.. OJB.oia.ting Secretary to Government, Panja.b, Transferred
Departments, to a.U Oom miasionersof Divisions in the Punjab, on the eubjeil& of the
Problem of beggary.
·

I · am directed to inform you that the Punjab Government (Ministry
of Local-Self Government) have fbr some time had under consideration the
question of whether any measures were possible to deal with the problem
of beggary as it exists in the towns and villages of the Punjab, and a eommittee was accordingly convened· to discuss the matter in all·its bearings
and to submit a report to Government. The committee's report has· now
reached Government, and I am to enclose a. copy thereof for your information.
2. . Government have taken the report into consideration and· have
decided that all Commissionersshould be asked to call the attention of the
local bodies in their divisions. to the existence of the problem and to the ·
facts elicited during the discussions held by the committee, and should ·
invite the considered opinions of the various local bodies on the problem
as a whole.
S. It will be seen that during the course of the discussions the com- ·
mittee invited . the presidents of certain of the larger municipalities to be
present, and the information given by these gentlemen as to the conditions
in the larger towns proved to be of great interest. There was a eoneensus
of opinion that the matter was of urgent importance in Lahore and other
large towns as all streets, bazzars, and public gardens were frequented by
beggars and such municipal committees as had been giving theu' attention
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- iio the matter, considered that they were practicaliy powerless to act owing
.to having insufficient powers. In this eonnection, however, I a'l:n to observe
that the Punjab Municipal Act, 1911, contains certain provisions for dealing
with the difficulty, and the attention of municipal committees should be
·_drawn to section 151 of that Act, and.they should be asked to consider the
advisability of taking action under that section against able-bodied beggars
.in the more important thoroughfaees,
·
-

4. I am further to request that the attention of municipal committees
.should be drawn to the fact that poor houses are included among the institutions, to the establishment and maintenance of which the municipal fund
may be applied under the provisions of section 52 (2) (e) of the Municipal
Act, and that enquiries should be made to ascertain the extent to which
- such poor houses are already in existence and whether further steps should
be taken to extend their scope and render them more efficient. Gov- emmont are in particular desirous of obtaining the views of municipal committees as to the utility of poor houses in connection with the problem of
infirm and deceased mendicants who have no other means of subsistence
·~Xcept the alms of the charitable.
5. Another important aspect of the case, on which Government desire
to learn the views of the local bodies, is the question of begging by children.
This· naturally falls into two divisions. There is the case of children who
.are sent out by their parents or other persons having control of them to beg
for the benefit of their parents or controllers, and there is the case of children
who .appear to be waifs begging on their own account and without parents
or guardians. Opinions are invited as to the action possible in the former
-ease, and as to whether inthe latter case local bodies should be given powers
.to place such children in orphanages or poor houses.
6. It is realized, however; that the real crux of the problem lies in the
-question of religious mendicants and in the immense difficultythat would be
-experieneed in attempting to discriminate between genuine religious mendicants and their fraudulent imitators, should any legislation be introduced
with exceptions in favour of medioaney sanctioned by religious usage. It
will be seen that the committee were of opinion that the control of begging
·inside shrines and other religious institutions and in their immediate neighbourhood could be left to the trustees of such institutions, but that in the
.-streets and public places religious mendicants could not be treated <,lifferently
from other beggars. One member of the committee, however, dissented
from this view, and held that special provisions must be made in any legis.Iation in connection with this class of beggars. I am to ask, therefore, that
in submitting · their recommendations for dealing with the problem local
bodies may be asked to concentrate special attention upon this very difficult
aspect of the question.
7. In conclusion, I am to ask that the opinion of all local bodies
.should be invited as to the necessity of conferring on local bodies the power
.to impose special taxation in the nature of a poor cess to finance any measures,
which it may ultimately be found desirable to take in connection with this
_problem.
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•2848. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable the Finance Mem·
ber be pleased to state(a) the number of political prisoners confined in Mia.nwali jail and
·
the names of those among them who are still treated as special'
class · prisoners ;
·
~) whether any daily newspaper is-provided to them;
(c) what special diet is given to the special class prisoners, if any, .in
Mianwali jail '}
The Honoura'ble Sir Alexander Stow: (a) If the honourable memher is referring to persons · convicted under section: 124-A, Indian Penal Code,..
the number is five, out of whom Deoki N andan is still being treated as a special
elass prisoner.
(b) Yes, to Deoki N andan.
(e) Deoki Nandan is supplementing the jail diet with ghi, sugar and
milk.
·

PoLITIOAL ooNVIOTB.

*2849. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Finance Member·
be pleased to state-

(a) the number of those political convicts in 1929 who have not committea any overt act of violence and had merely been sentenced for expression of opinion ;
. (b) .whether Government intends to release all such political prisoners
· who have been sentenced for mere expression of opinion ?

The Honoura'ble Sir Alexander Stow: (a) If the honourablemember means the number of persons convicted under section 124-.A, of theIndian Penal Code, the answer is 28.
(b) If the .honourable member's enquiry relates to persons convicted·
under section 124-A of the Indian Penal Code the answer is in the negative.
!NDISOREET USE OF LATHIBB:Y PoLIOE.

*2850. Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Will the Honourable the Finance·
Member be pleased to state whether the Government have issued any orders
to the Police for not using lathi indiscreetly when dispersing any unlawful·
I\SsemLly or mob ? .
The Honoura'ble Sir Alexander Stow : The instructions issued by
Government concerning the use of force by the Police against crowds lay·
down the principle that the degree of force used shall be the minimum
which the responsible officer, with the exercise of due care and -attention,;.
decides to be necessary for the effective dispersal of the crowd and the mak·ing of such arrests as may be desired,
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~LEG.At ,GRATIFICATION.

*28Sl. Chaudhri Afzal Haq: -·Will the Honourable Member for Fin-.anee be pleased to state whether the Government has issued any fresh order to Government servants to stop taking illegal gratification ?

The Honouable Sir Alexander Stow : No.
PAY OF DISTRICT TREASURERS.

*2852. Lala Joti l,>arshad :· Will the Honourable Pinsnee .Memberbe pleased to state whether any representations have been made by the District Treasurers tbo.t their pay be increased and more staff he given to them?
If so, what action has been taken on their request ?

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : The attention of the honourable member is invited to the . answer given · to starred question,
No. 28601 put by Rai Bahadnr Lala Mohan Lal in July 1929. The position,,
, is the same as ii was in July last.
B:e:AKBA DAM So:e:EMEl.

O

*2853. · Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable .Member for Revenue"
please state_
(a) the steps taken by Government in i::Xpediting Bhakra Dam scheme.
since March l 929--a detailed statement may kindly be laid on
_
the table ;
_
(b) whether it is a fact that district boards of Hissar and Rohtak
have passed resolutions requesting the Government to expedite.the scheme and to allot sufficient funds for the purpose in the
present budget ;
_
(d) what is the programme of the Government for the years 1980·81
with regard to the above, scheme ?
The - Honourable Mian Sir_ Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Provision of'
Rs. 1,89,000 was made in the Supplementary Budget of 1929-80 for the
commencement of reetangulation surveys by No. 22 Party of the Survey oi
India and work has been undertaken accordingly.
A further provision of:
Rs. 5,10,200 has been made in the Budget of 1980-81.
(b) Yes.
.
'
(c) Surveys by No. 22Party.of the Survey of India will continue throughout the year. Preliminaries in connection with the project have been taken,
in band and every effort will be made to proceed with the project as early
a.s practicable.
INOOME FROM fuouNDING

CATTI.E.

*2854. LalaJoti Parshad: With reference to answer to starred ques-tfon No. 182211 asked on 28th February 1929, will the Honourable Minist.er·
for Agriculture please state the reasons for realising more than double the·
amount in 1928 as compared with 1927, specially when there was severe
famine of fodder in the district ?
1vo1. XIIl, pages 265-fl6.
1vo1. XII, page 025.
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The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : · The charges are
Ilevied upon a fixed scale sanctioned bythe Government. ·The increasein the
.amount realised was due to the increase in the number of animals impounded,
REPORT OF THE PUNJAB JAILS ENQUIRY

COM1dITTEE.

*2855. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Member.f.or Finance
_,please state(a) whether any action has been taken by the Government on the
report of the Punjab Jails Enquiry Committee. If not, why
not;
·
(b) if the answer to (a) be in the affirmative, whether a statement will
be laid on the ta hie with reference to the action ta.ken ? ·
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) None, as the orders of
.the Government of India on the subject were not received until February
.21st.
(b) Does not arise.
liAISIYAT '.r.AX IN HISS.AR DISTRICT.

*2856. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Minister. for Local
1,elf-Governmentplease state-.
.
(a) whether it is a fact that this year the District Board, Hissar, sent
up a proposal· to Government for sanctioning Haisiyat tax in
the Hissar district up to the grade of Rs. 50 only ;
(b) whether it is a fact that the papers have been returned by the
Government with the order that highest grade should not be
less than Rs. 500 ;
(a) if the answer to (b) be in the affirmative, what were the reasons
for the Government for compelling the district -board to raise
the highest grade up to Rs. 500 ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes.
.
· (b) The District Board was informed that Government were not prel)ared · to recommend to· the Government Qf India for sanction a form of
.haisiyat-tax: differing in any particular from the standard tax which the
Government of India. had agreed to sanction.
(c) It was not considered -dssirable to sanction a variation which a.p
pea.red to benefit the rich at the expense of the poor.
KANGRA VALLEY RAILWAY LINE.

*2857. Chaudhri Ram Singh: Will the Honourable Revenue
Member be pleased to state(t) (a) whether it is a fact. that the level-crossingbetween mills 44/7
and 44/8 of the Kangra Valley Railway is a source of danger
to traffic of all kinds and especiallyto loaded animals like horses
and mules;
(b) whether it is a fact- that at mile 44/8 the foundations of a
bridge were dug some time ago ~
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(ii) If the answer to the above be in the aflirmative, whether Government intend to construct tt, bridge at . mile 44/8 in· the near
future?
The HonourableMian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: Government have been
~vised by the Agent, North-Western Railway, as follows ·(1,) (~) It is not considered that the level crossing between miles
44/7 and 44/8 is a source of danger to loaded animals suoh
' as horses and mules, provided ordinary precautions are
taken when crossing the line and that animals are properly
under control ;
(b) No foundations for any such bridge have ever been dug or
even started ;
(ii) The proposed site for the bridge has 'been carefully examined·a.nd
it was considered to be a waste of money to build an
overbridge for this footpath (wheeled traffic along this
path is impossible). A diversion of the footpath was
made and a level crossing provided about 200 yards
from the original crossing site.
There are some 50 to 60 similar level crossings on the Kangra Valley
"Railway.
·
COMPENSATIONFOR LAND ERODED BY THE CHAKKI.

*2858. Cha~dhri Ram Singh: With reference to the answer toques·
tion No. 25591 put by me on the 26th November 1929, will the Honourable
Member for Revenue be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that the proprietors of lands have refused to
accept the proposed compensation ;
(b) if so, why?
The Honourable~an Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes.
(b) They have made several allegations which have been gone into by
focal officers and it appears that really they hoped to make Government
.give them land in Nill Bar if they continued to refuse to take the cash compensation offered to them. I am sure the honourable member knew this
tong before now.
GOVERNMENT HELP. TO THE CONGRESS EXHIBITION COMMITTEE.

*2859. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Minister for
Education be pleased to state-·
·
(a) what help was given by the Government to the Congress Exhibition · Committee which organised the Exhibition during the
Congressweek in Lahore last year ; .
(b) if no help was given will the Honourable Minister kindly state the
· reasons for the same ;
·
(e) whether Government will lay on the table the correspondence,
if any, that it had with the Congress Exhibition Committee
on this subject ?
1vo1. XIV, pa,ge 332.
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The Honourable Mr. Manphar Lal: (a) Instructions were issued
to the Director of· Industries to furnish the Provineiel Secretary, Exhibition
Committee, any reasonable information which might be required regardingthe indigenous products and industries of the Province, and where they are,
produced, but the Director of Industries was not· approached:by the Secretary
Exhibition Committee with a view to furnish any such assistance.
(b) Does not arise.

(c) Copies of the letters received from the Provincial Secretary, Exhibition Committee, and of the Government repiy are placed on the table.

Copy of a Jett.er, dated Simla, t.he 20th July 1929, from Dr. Gol'I CHAim, Bharge.va, Provincial Secretary Exhibition .Committee to the Hon hie Minister for Education,
Government, Simla.

Ponja.b,

The Congressis arranging an Exhibition this yf31;1,l' in Dooemb~. I am,
authorised to request you to let .us know the help the Government is pre- ,
pared to give us.
We want help in supplying us information regarding articles produced.'
in India, their collection, &c., as well a.s help from Mayo School of Arts.

people · and the Mus~um, Lahore.

·

An early reply shall highly oblige.
Thanking you-.

Copy of a. letter No. 90, dat,ed the 23rd September 1929, from the General Secretary..
Reception· Committee, #th Indian National Congress, Labore, to W. R. Wn.so,r.
;Esquire, Secretary (Industries), Simla.

Sometime back, in the meeting of Standing Committee of Industries ..
I gave you a letter, requesting you to co-operate with us in the Industrial
Exhibition work. . I wanted you to order the Director to help us, as well as
. place the use of Museum and the Mayo School of Arts at our disposal, Please
· let me know as to what you have decided in the matter. An early reply shall
highly oblige.
'
Thankin,g you.

Copy of a letter No. 66-71-3, dated the 8th October 1929, from the Punjab Government to,
Dr. GOPI CHl!IAD, Bhargava, General Secretary, Reception Committee, Indian National'
Congress (Provincial) Secretary, Exhibition Committee).
·

With reference to the correspondence ending with your letter No. 90,
dated the 2Srd September 1929, I am directed by the Punjab Government
(Ministry of Education) to intimate that instructions have been issued to the
Director of Industries to supply 'you with any reasonable information which.
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"D;lay be required regarding the indigenous products and industries of the
Province, and where they are produced. It is regretted that it is not 'possible
to place the Museum and the Mayo School of Arts at your disposal in conneeiion with the .proposed Industrial Exhibition.
·
CoBRUPTION IN GovERNMENT D;mPARTMENTS.

*2860. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Member for Finance be pleased to state.
(a) whether it is a fact that non-official membersof the Council and
other official organisations have time and again brought to
the notice of the Government the fact that corruption is rampant in the Government departments ;
(b) whether it is a fact that the Police Enquiry Committee even hinted
that in other Government departments illegal gratification was
on the increase ;
'
(e) whether Government will state the steps taken by them or in
· tended to be taken in the future which may effectively combat
. this evil 'l
The Honourable Sir Ale:under Stow : ( a) Yes, as far as certain
non-official members of the Council are concerned.
{b) No.
(e) The honourable member is referred to the answer given to qumtion
No. 8781 asked by Mr. M. A. Ghani in the November session of 1927~ Gov"'.
-emment is still ready to consider any further. practice.I methods which may
be suggested.
·
LABORE CoNBPIRAOY CASE PRISONEBS.

*2861. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable· Member for Fin
anee be pleased to state( a) whether it is a fact that .two of the Lahore Conspiracy prisoners
have been given cellular confinement by the Superintendent
of Jail for raising revolutionary cries ;
(b) what is the period for which the prisoners can be given cellular
confinement by the Superintendent of jail;
(a) whether it is a fact that Mr. Lewis, the trying Magistrate in whose
Court the cries were raised, accepted the apology of the prisoners
when tendered in writing ;
·
(a) what is .the justification for punishing the under-trial prisoners
after their written apology'}
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) None of the prisoners
.in the Lahore Conspiracy Case has been given "cellular eonfinement," All
but one of the prisoners, however, have been given " separate confinement "
under the orders of the Jail Superintendent for disorderly conduct in jail.
(b) Cellular confinement can be given by the Ja.il Superintendent for
,periods of 14 days at a time.
(c) No apology, oral or written, was tendered.
(d) Does not a.rise.
1Vol•.
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COLLECTION OF LOCAL RATES BY LAMBARDARB.

*2862. Chaudbri Rimi Singh: Will the Honourable Member for·
Revenue be pleased to state· ·
(a) whether it is a fact that lambardars have to collect in addition,
to land revenue, local rates and ceases, mutation fees and
ohaukidara tax ;
•
(b) whether it is a fact that the treasury officials decline to receive
fhe land. revenue collections unless and until the other eesses.
are also paid in ;
(e) whether it is a fact that with the exception of land revenue, pachotra is not allowed on any of the ceases mentioned in (a) above.
and if so, why?
·

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl"!i..Husain: (a) Yes.
(b) Yes.
(c) Yes. The paohotra covers the carrying out of all the. duties attached'.
to the post.
Chaudhri Ram Singh : Is · the collection of cattle-tax and Hasiyattax also included in " all the duties "t If so, is pachotra allowed on these. 't
If so, why is it not allowed on the other taxes mentioned in part (b) of
the question ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: This will give rise·
to a long and a tedious debate.
NOMINATION TO THE PUNJAB COUNOIL OF .AGRICULTURALRESEBAOH.

*2863. Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan: Will the Honourable Ministerfor Agriculture be pleased to state-«
(a) whether it is a fact that among the members nominated by the·
·
Government on the Punjab Council of Agricultural Research
there is -not a single member with practical knowledgeof agri-culture;
(b) if so, what are the reasons ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) No.
(b) Does not arise.
.
Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan : . Will the Honourable Minister for·
Agriculture please name the gentlemen coming under the category?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogeildra Singh : · If the honourable
member will see the list he will find there are members representing agriculture.
'
Rana Firoz-ud-Du:iKhan : There is no such member on the list. ·
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : Will the honourable member please read out the names please?
Rana Firoz•ud-Din Khan : The list is not with me. Have any othee
new members · been added to the list ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra· Singh: No other members
than those appearing in the notification,
·
Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan : Will the Honourable Mmister please
name the members who possess this qualification '/.
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The HonourableSardar Sir Jogendra Singh : If the honourable·
member means agriculturists by profession and birth, I
ean claim to be one.

.

am sure

I myself:

BHAKRA DAM SOHEME•

*2864. Rana Feroz•ud·Din Khan: Will the Honourable Member·
for Revenue please state what progress has been made in the Bhakra 'Dam
scheme in the course ,of the current year .sinee the passing of the resolution
in this connection in the last Budget session ?
The HonourableMian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: Provision of Rs.1,89,000,
was made in the Supplementary Budget of 1929-80 for the commencement.
of rectangulation surveys by No. 22 Party of the Survey of India and work
has been undertaken accordingly.
A further provision of Rs. 6,10,200 has.
been made in the Budget for 1930-31.
lliLF

REMISSIONSIN LOWER BARI DoAB CANAL CoL9NY.

*2865. Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh : . Will the HonourableMember for R.evenue please state(a) whether it is a fact that the Government has decided to discon
tinue half remissions of water rate in the Lower Bari DoabCanal Colony after the current kharif 1929 ; if so, why ;
(b) whether this. decision applies to all irrigation divisions irrespective of the quality of land ;
"'
(e) whether it is a fact that a great portion. of the area in this colony,
specially. in -Montgomery and Khanewal tahsils, comprises. of"
inferior land which was allotted on half resumable or hara.
conditions or sold in auction on long instalments from 1922.
to 1928?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes. The rules.
under which half remissions were granted were intended to cover the period
of development of the canal when water supply was precarious. This condition no longer holds.
(b) Yes.
(c) No. Only a little more than ten per cent.

HALF
.

REMISSIONS ON LOWER JHELUM
AND
'.
_. CHENAB CANALS.

*2866. SardarSahib SardarUjjal Singh : Will the Honourable-Member for Revenue pleaeeatate->(a) the period for which the practice of half remissions was allowed
on Lower Jhelum and Lower Chenab Canals;
(b) whether half remissions are still allowed on these canals in any
particular area ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a) From kharif 1906-to rabi 1928-29, but since 1918 only iii particular areas where the water. supply was deemed to be precarious.
(b) Yes, but only in the case of a widespread calamity· a:tiecting largeareas.
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UN STARRED QUESTIONS. AND ANSWERS.
DISTRICT

Bo.ARD Scaoor.,

NAKOD.AR.

1498. Chaudhri Ram Singh : Will the Honourable Minister for .
.Bdueation be pleased to state(a) whether any proposals have been received to provineialiss tlie
district board school at Nakeder ;
(b) if so, what action is being taken on them ?
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) Yes. ·
(b) No provision is made in the Budget of 1"980-81 for the provineialisa·tion of schools owing to the financial stringency.
No. 633.
1499. Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan : Will the Honourable Revenue
:Member please ·state(a) whether it is a fact that application: for fixing an authorised dis·tribution of water (warabandi) for Chak No. 688, situated on
. Bajbaha Dangali, Upper Gugera Branch, in the Jaranwala
tahsil, Lyallpur District, are pending since 1921 ;
(b) if so, why they have not been disposed of for such a long · time ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain :. (a) No.
(b) Does not arise.
W .ARAB.ANDI FOR CH.AK

PUNITIVE PoLICEJ IN VILL.A6ES.

1500. ChaudhrtAfzal Haq : Will the Honourable Finance Member
;'.be pleased to state the names of those villages where the punitive police posts..
.have been sanctioned in theyears 1927 and 1929? ·
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: A statement isIaid on the
· table.
·
·
STATEMENT SHOWING THE NAMES OF VILLAGES WHERE PUNITIVE
POLICE POSTS HAVE.BEEN SANCTIONED IN THE YEAR 1927.
Name of district.

Serial No.

. I

Karna!

..

Na.me of village.

••

Urlana Khurd, Urlana Kalan and Sink.-

.•

Na! and Sindha.r.

2

Jwlundur

3

La.hore

..

•.

Narwar.

Lahore

..

••

Bhnra Kuhna.

.•

Nathoke and Bohr.

.4
6

Lahore .••

6

Multan

7
8

1- .
Sha.hpiu: ••

Multan City.
••

Dhoda.
61-A-S. B.

UNSTABRED

Serie.I No.

QUESTIONS

AND
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ANSWERS,

Ne.me of district.

Na.me of villages.

•.

Choha.

IO

Rawalpindi

Atha.I.

11

Rawalpindi

Dhok Mohri and Ka.lliah (Da.khli Ohir:ra.h).

12

Rawalpindi

Mohre. She.hwali
Dheri Shahan.

13

Attack

Bolia.waL

9

14 ·

She.hpur

.•

Sheikhup~

1

Shah, Chila Khurd

and

MaJoe.ni, Me.ddo, Kalte.re., Thatta, Khe.rie.n.
Chak No. 20 and Malka Me.uj,

STATEMENT SHOWING THE N.AMES OF VILLAGES WHERE PUNITIVE
POLICE POSTS WERE SANCTIONED IN THE YEAR 1929.
Serie.I No.

r

Ne.me of village.

Ne.me of District.

1

Hissar

2

. Ambala

.~noh.
·:A.dhoye..

3

Ambala .••

Rupar.

4

Ambe..lil. •.

Me.likpur,. T!l,pe.lmajra, Khawaspur, Loge.r
Phidda, Lodhi Mojra, Ghananli, Ghe.ne.ule.,.
Ladol, Dakola, Dogri and De.burji.

5

Ferozepore

Hari ke Kalan.

6

Lahore

7

Amritsar

8

Gurde.spur

Kanjrnr, Me.njitotir and Mie.nwali.

9

Gurde.spU!

10

Gujranwala

Khan Malak, DhariwaJ Kalan, Dhariwa~
Chime. Ratwala, Kalla Sohal, The.ke.r Sindhu,.
Kohar Te.tie, Sekhwan, MaJlian, Waraiob,.'
Thikriwala, Butar. Ka.Ian, Re.jade.; Kot
Tode.rwaJ, Khare., Bhe.ngwan, SaJahpur,
Baini Bangar, Pindori, Tugna,lwal, Chima,.
Khuddi, and Aule.kh.
Zaffe.re.bad, Phe.me. Sarai, Me.ujwa.li, Jago.
wale. Kohna, Je.gowal& Nan, Nitharki
Dhodinwala Babbar Rokhe, Thatt.a Mane.k.

11

Jhe.ng

Che.ks Nos. 126, 127 and 128.

12

Shahpur ••

Che.ks Nos. 162/164,N.B.

13

She.hpur ••

Kot Moman and Kot Raja.

14

Jhelum

Khewo.re..

15

Jhelum

Me.ngwaL

16

Mianwali

BoriKheL

..

Sur Singh.
· Harse Chinna.
•'

a
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8.A TTA CASES.
1501. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : · Will the Honourable Finance Member
be pleased to state the number of satta cases ehallaned in each of the districts of the Punjab?
The Honourable Mian 'Sir Fazl-i-Husain: Assuming that the
honourable member means the number of cases ehallaned under the
Public .Gambling (Punjab Amendment) Act; I of 1929,· statistics of those
-0ases are being collected and will he communicated to him.
AGRICULTURISTS IN REFORMATORms.

1502. ,Cbaudbri Ahal Haq.: . Will the Honourable Finance Member
be pleased to state(a} the number of persons confined in the r-eformatoriesof the Punjab
in spite of their being notified agriculturists ;
·
(b) the period for which each of such persons is confined?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow.: .(a) and (b) · Thirty-four
persons belonging to notified agricultural tribes ate confined in the Reformatory School, Delhi, their periods of confinement ranging from three to five
years. One hundred and seventy-six belonging to notified agricultural tribes,
who have been notified as members of criminal gangs, are confined variously
in the Amritsar Reformatory, the Agricultural Reformatory and the other
. settlements under the Criminal Tribes Department. Their term of detention
is fixed under the rules at five years.
PRODUCE IN-GOVERNMENT FARM.

1503. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture he pleased to state what "is the total value of the produce of each

Government farm in the several districts of the Punjab and what is the cost
-excludngthe cost of establishment f~:r getting that produce ?
· The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : 'fhe exact figures of
the total value of the produee and of the cost of production are not available.
It is difficult to separate them in experimental farms, but I am 'glad to give
income and expenditure on Seed Farms.
:Serial

No.,

I

S.eed Forms,

Income.

'Expenditure.

I·
1 Sargodha
2 Chillianwala
3. Risalawala
4 . Shergarh ·
5 · Fatna ·

..

1

. •• 1

:: I
..

2,282
10,600
.30,857
10,924
3,056

0 0
0 0

I

o. o

0 0
0 0

,5,176 15
4,954 9
2,085 3
5,867 10
_2,682 10

6
9
6
9
_9

I

The income shows only cash re~eived and does not include the value of
stocks in godowns.
·
Hissar Farm Expenditure .. - Rs. 1,91,708.
Tot,alvalue ,of produce
Rs. 2'"71.,857~

UNSTARRED

QUESTIONS AND ANSWRES.

EXECUTIONS

IN JAILS.

1504. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Mei;nber fo,: ;Ew.·
,a.nee be pleased to state·
(a) the number of persons executed in the jails of the province in the
years 1927, 1928 and 1929, and
.
.
(b) the number of those that have been executed .in their own dis_trict?
·

The Honourable Sir Alexander ~tow :No.

Year.

lp~

(a) 1927
1928
1929
(b} l927
1928
1929

..

256

150
· 94
168
74

WATER SOAROITYIN HosmARPUR AND JuLLUNDUB DISTRICTS.

1505. Chaudhri Afzal Haq:

Will ·the. Honourable Member for
'Revenue be pleased to state- .
(a) whether the attention of Government has been drawn .to the
scarcity of water in the wells ofthe Hoshiarpur and Jullundur
districts ;
·
'h) if so, what steps Government' intends to take t9 .remedy this
1'1
evil]? ·
·
·
·
• '.fhe Honourable Miitn' Sir Fad·i-H11s"'in : (a) The honourable
member's attention is invited to the reply given to Question 27551
(Starred). .
.
.
(b) 'l!he report of the Officers of the Irrigation Department has just been
.reeeivod and is under eonsideratuion.
·
·
.
·
CoRRuPTION.

1506. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : · Will the Honourable Member for"Ffii:
13.ilce be pleased to state the names of those districts from which the Gov·
ernment have received reports of corruption being stopped in the police and
.. district administration ?
·
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: No such report has yetbeen .
received.
·
.·
•

•

SELECTION FOR.SUB-JUDGES.

1507. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhom Ram : Will the Chief· Secretary
· J.qn!l,ly layon the table .of the Honse a statement in the following form in res-peet of the candi~ates selected .recently for appointment !liS Sub-Judges ;
Na.me.

Place a.nd
· district of
residence,

Tribe.

lVolume

XIV, pa.ge 717.

. y ear and Di. vision . in
which oa.ndida.te passed
LL.B. exa.mine.tion.
!.
•
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Mr. H. W. Emerson: A statement

containing the required infonnation-

:hi laid on the table.
.

IJST OF CANDIDATES ACCEPTED FO:R THE POST OF SUBORDINATE .JUDGE
IN NOVEMBER 1929.

Serial
No.

I

Tribe.

Name.

1

Durga Parshad

..

Sodhi

2

Sha.nti ~I, Ahuja ••

Arora

..

Arora

·3 . J owala Dass

I

..
..
..

.

Place and
district of
residence.

Kunjah, District Gnjrat

1924, 1st Division.

Sargodha, District Shahpnr.

1929, 1st Division.

· Shmadpnr Sial, District
Jhang.

..

'

Tara Chand, Gupta

5

Chaudbri
mad Din.

Muham-

Jat

6

Harnam
Chaddah.

Singh,

Sikh

7

Ata Ullah Qureshi

8 Abdul Rashid

..

Qureshi
Kashmir
Sheikh.

9

Abd'Ull Samad Khan

Pathan

10

Mehr Singh Ohaddah

Sikh

STATUTORY

Patiala State

Jain
. Aggarwal.

4,

AGRICULTURIST

..
..
..
i

..
..

.

Year and Division
in whioh eandidate
passedLL.B •

1926, 1st Division •
1927, 2nd Division.

Village Kotla
Faqirn,
District Jhelnm.

1927- 2nd Division. .

Takht
Pazi,
Rawalpindi.

1925, 1st Division.

District

Gandhra, District Gnjrat

1926, 2nd Division.

Nnrpnr, District Kangra

1929, 1st Division.

Basti Danishmand,
trict Jnllnndur.

1925- 2nd Division •.

Takht . Pari,
Rawalpindi.

OANDIDATES FOR

Dis-

District

1925,.

lat Division.

Sna-Junoas' EXAMINATION~

1508. Rai Sahib ChaudhriChhotu Ram : Will the Chief . Secretarykmdly state·
(a) the total number of candidates who sat for the last Sub-Judges'
examination ; ·
(b) the total number of statutory agriculturists among the candidates.
referred to in (a) ;
'
(c) the total number of second division men who were allowed to sit,
for the Sub-Judges' examination;
·
(a) the total number of (i) Statutory Agriculturists and (ii) other·
·
· Hindus among the candidates referred to in (c) ?
Mr. H. W. Emerson: (a) One hundred and twenty•three· (exelnding,
7 men from the Delhi Province).
·
(b) Twenty-nine.
(c) Sixty-five. ·
.(~ (1,) Twenty-three, (v,,) Nine.
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UNSTARBED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
COMMUNAL REPRESENTATION

AMONG SUB-JUDGES~

1509. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Chief Secretary
1ri.J?.clly state-

.

(a) the total strength of Sub-Judges in the province at present;

(b) the total number of Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs, respectively, among
the Sub-Judges of the province and the number of statutory
agriculturists under each of the three groups ?
Mr. H. W. Emerson: (a) and (b) the composition of the Punjab Civil
·flervice (Judicial Branch) cadre as it stood on the 1st January 1980, was as
· follows :- ·
MuBLDIS.

Hnmus.
__

OTllEBS.

S!xRs.

:.. --:....-

-c,· •

lE

.....
-al
o~

Indians.

;]""

..c ·g

Jal

$ lB

,1

1

....o~ca

.o~
. al

C)

'd

'd

g]

g]

$j

Q) ~

:El..c

Europeans"
a.nd Anglo-

'S

J

0

;

~

~

..c ·g

j

..c ·g

:::.J

0

:::.J

~ al

'i .

-

A]

C)

i!l

~ <ii

~

~

. fl.~
Q) C)
..c •tt

0

I
3

41

-

20

6

I

77

4

21

!al
..

TOTAL.

j
6

177

COMMUNAL REPRESENTATIONIN OLERIOALBRANCH OF JUDIOIAL DE·
PARTMENT.·

1510. Rai Sahib Chaudbri Chhotu Ram : Will the Chief Secretary
Jrinclly state(af the total strength of the clerical establishment in the High
Court;
(b) the total strength of the clerical establishment in the courts· sub·
ordinate to the High Court ;
(c) the proportion which statutory Hindu agriculturists bear to other
·
Hindus in each of the branches referred to in (a) and (b);
(a) the causes which account for the negligible representation of sta.tu·
tory Hindu agriculturists in the branches referred to in (a)
and (b)?
·
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : (a) 184.
(b) 1228.
(c). l
per cent. for (a) and 1S per cent. for (b) ..
(d) Comparatively few statutory Hindu agriculturists
possessing
-the requisite educational qualifications have offered themselves for these
_posts.

·1

.
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1511.

Rai

s~,

CKaidhfi

Member for Finance kindly state--

rs PoL1cE ~EBvicE.

Cbtiotta" Raih": Will thi

H6h6fuable··

(ll) t'h~ t()tlil :nunrb'~r of A~sistant Sub-J'.fuipoot6ts fecrmted
far;

so·

(b)

the exact .number .of Assistant: Su:b-Inspectots: appointed by (i) ·
ptomotion imd (ii) direct reortiitm.ent ;
{ct) the number of· Muslims, Hindus and· Sikhs, respeoiiv~ly, among
·) Assistalit Sub-Inspectors appointed by (t). jrombtion add.
·
(i1,) direct recruitment;
the· riuirioer of statutory Hindu agriculturists among Assistant.
Su:15-Ins~ectorsof either class, i.e., those appointed by promotion or oy direct appointment, separately·;
(e) the :ft~~pe>rtionwhich statutory Ifindu agriculturists bear to othe~ ·
· due ih the cadres of Head Constables ;
(i) the number of matriculates of the statutory agricultural cla~ees .
among Hindu head · constables ;
(g) t'he ,CallBElB which account for the inadequate representation of ..
statutory Hindu agriculturists in all the grades of Police ·
service?

(ar

The Ho~ourable Sit Alexander Stow: (a) Two hundred and!
seventy.

{b)" and (c) Number of Assistant Bub-Inspeotora of Police appointed :- ·
Muslims.
By promotion
l3y direct recuitment

..
•.

Hirulu.

Sikhs.

144

29

18

81

· 21

27

Total.
·

191

79

. (a) Number of Statutory Hindu Agriculturists among Assistant Suh-·
Ins:t,ectors' of Police; appointed :By promotion
•• 2
By direct. recruitment
. •• . 5
(e) There are altogether ·684 Hindus in the cadre of Head Constable,.
of whom 276 are statutory Hindu Agriculturists.
(J) Thirty-eight.

(g) The paucity of Hindu Agriculturists in all ranks of the Police is due ·
to the fact that few candidates from this class present themselves for enlistment~
COMMUNAL REPRESENTATION AMONG ZILLADARB.
1512. Rai Sahib Cbaudhri 'Chhotu Ram : Will the HonourableMember for Bevenue kindly state(a) the number of zilladars recruited in 1928 and 1929 respectivelyby (1,) promotion and (v,,) direct appointment;

UNSTARRED

Q't:J·ESTION-S

ANB ANSWERS.

{b) the number of appointments: of zilladars which went to Hindus

in 1928 and 1929, respectively, and the· share which statutory
Hindu agriculturists received in each of these years by (i) promotion and: (1ii:)' dn''ect' ap:Poiniimen!li ?:
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain :]928..

1929.

(a) Number of zilladartt :recruitedL
(i) By promotion
(ii) By direct recruitment
••
(b) Number of appointments giveato :mndius(i) By promotion
(ii) By direct recruitment
Share of Hindu Statutory Agriculturists( i) By promotion
( ii) By direct recruitment

·--.

2

15
4
4

6

1

·s

COMMUNAL REPRESENTATION AMONG ZILLADA.ns oF WESTERN JuMNA CANAL.
lCIBCLE •.

· 1513. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the HonourableMember for Revenue kindly state(a) whether there are any instructions to Superintending Engineers
· that they should nominate candidates from various communities ·in· certain proportions f ot · the post of zilladars ; ·
(b) what wasthe number of Hindu, Muslim and Sikh candidates nominated by the Superintending Engineer of the Western Jumna,
Canal, Delhi, in 1928 and 1929, respectively;
(CJ how many candidates of each community referred to in (b) were.
appointed as zilladars in 1928 and 1929 and what is the proportion . of Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs in the population. residing
in the Western Jnmna Canal circle ;
.
.
(d) how many of the successful candidates referred to in (c) were
~tatutory Hindu agriculturists ?
•
· The Honourable · Mim:t Sir Fazl·i-Husain : (a) The honourable
Member is presumably referring to the direct recruitment of silladars.
Superintending Engineers recommend candidates and selection is made by .
Chief Engineers who have to bear in mind· certain proportions for different
communities.
(b), (o) and (d) The numbers as recommended by Superintending
Engineer, Western Jumna Canel, in 1928, were:-:Hindu.
Musl'inn,.
Sikh.
1
. 1
1
only one was selected and he was a. Sikh agriculturist, the Hindu candidate

was below the age required under the rules,
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RAILWAY LINE BETWEEN KoT KA.PURA AND JAL.ALA.BADvia·
·
MuKTBAB,

1514. Pir Akbar Ali : Will the Honourable Revenue Member kindly
state(a) whether be is aware that there is a proposal under consideration
for the construction of a North-Westem Railwav Branch Line

between Kot Kapura and Jalalabad, via Muktslir ;
(b) if so, whether he has officialinformation as to when the work is
likely to be taken in hand ?

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: Government has been
advised by the Agent, North-Western Railway, as follows:(a) There is no proposal under consideration by the North-Western
Railway administration for the construction of a branch line·
. between Kot Kapura and Jalalabad via Muktsar.
(b) . Does not arise.
TAHBILDAR, MuKTBAR,

1515. Pir Akbar Ali: Will the Honourable Revenue Member be.
pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that for the last.12 years the post of Tahsildar
at Muktsar has always been occupied by non-Muslim incumbents;
·
(b) if so, will the Government kindly state the reasons for not appointing a Muslim 'I'ahsildar at Muktsar ? .

The Honourable

Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a) Yes.

(b) There is no special reason.
KoT KAPuRA-FAzILKA BRANon·RAILWAY

LINE.

1516 .. Pir Akbar Ali: Will the Honourable Revenue Member be
pleased to state{ a) whether the Government is aware that in 1922-28 a project for
converting the Kot Kapura-Fazilka section of the B. B. & C. I.
Railway Line frorr. motre gauge to North-Western Railway
broad gaugt} was prepared;
·
(b) if so, whether he is in a position to state at what stage the proposal
stands at present ?
·
The Honourable Mian Sir fazl,.j,.ffusain: Government has been
&dvisedby the Agent, North~Westem Railway, as follows :'
(a) and (b) The estimate for converting the Kot Kapura-Fazilka
section was made out. in 1928, and revised in 1927. This
work has not been included in· the programme for 1980-81
and it is not possible at present to say when it is likely to be
taken in hand.
·

UNSTARRED

QUESTIONS

AND ANSWERS.
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ENCOURAGEMENT OF GLASS. INDUSTRY IN' THE PUNJAB.

.

1517. Rai Bahadu Lala Mohan Lal:

Will tbeHo~ourable Minister
'for Education please state the number of factories in the Punjab at pre- ·
· sent, with their names and approximate figures of glassware manufactures
.therein ? :
·

The Honou.-able Mr. Manohar Lal: There is only one factory for
of glasswares in the Punjab at present, viz., the Upper
.India Glass Works, Ambala City. with an average monthly output of
:Rs. 12000.

.the manufacture

ENCOURAGEMENT .OF GLASS INDUSTRY IN THE PUNJAB,

1518. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Honourable Mini~ter
~for Education be pleased to state·
· (a) how many factories have been closed during the last twenty years
in the province;
(b) what has been the cause or causes of their being closed down;
(c) and what steps <lid the Government take to keep those factories
running?
'The Honourable
Mr. Manohar Lal:
.

(a)
Ten.
.

'(b) So far as it is possible to see, the causes of failure were(i) wrong localisation.
(ii) lack of technical assistance in manufacture and organization.
(iii) scarcity of trained labour, and
(iv) lack of adequate working capital.

(o) This part of the question is not easy to answer. Governments is not
-even aware whether some at least of these factories were not started without
proper capital and management ; and it does not appear that Government
was asked to render any particular assistance for factories that might have
iha.ve been kept in existence, nor that Government knew that deserving
-faetories were being closed down by their managements.
0HET 0Hi1UD.ASH CATTLE FAIR.

1519. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Honourable Minister
:ior Agriculture be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that Government has received a memorial ·
from the residents of Ludhiana requesting that the cattle fair
of Chet CJhaw1<zdh day be .abolished ;
·
(b) if the reply be i;n the affirmative, will the Government be pleased
to state what action has been taken on it ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra·Singh:
{b) ·Does not arise.

(a) No.

PUNJAB
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INSOLV1llNVYOF MAULVI

.

ALLA DIN.

1520; Rai · Sahadur Lala Mo~an 1al ·: Will the Honourabls' Minister-

for Local $~If-Government be pleased to state·
(a) whether it is a fact that one M~ulvi Alla Din, member of the.
Hoshiarpur Municipal Committee, was declared .insolvent
about ten months ago ;
.
(b) if the. reply to · the above be in the a.ffiimative, will Government
be pieased to 1:1tate whether he has been removed from the Com·
mittee or not ? If not, why ?
The Honourable.Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes.
(b) In accordance with the requirements of the proviso to sub-section (1)·
of section .16 of the Municipal Act the gentleman has been informed that,
Government· propose to ·remove him from· membership of the Committeeunder the provisions of clause (a) of the said sub-section, and an opportunity
of explanation is being given to him. Final orders will be passed after theexplanation has been received and considered.
·
EXEMPTION OF swoan

FROM ARMS. AoT.

1521. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Revenue Member·
be pleased to state( a) the. reasons why in spite of Council's repeated demands the Gov·
emment have not exempted even sword from the operation
of the Arms Act in all the districta of the province ;
··
(b) the ratio the Iicense-holders of arms bear with that of unarmed
population oi the province ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a) The honourable:
member is referred to the answer given to his starred question No. 28351. .
(b) No· doubt a small one, but collecting statistics will not advance theatgument any further.
GAZ! ABDUR R.A.B:MAN,KHAWAJA., PRISONER IN RAWALPINDI·

JAIL.

1522. Chaudhri Mzal Haq: Will •. the Honourable . Finance·
Member be pleased to state·
(a) the weight on admission anJ. in the month of January 19$0 of
Ghazi Abdur Rahman, Khawaja, who has boon sentenced to·
two years' rigorous imprisonment under section 124, Indian
Penal Code, and is now confined in the. Rawalpindi Jail;
(b) whether any daily newspaper is being supplied to. him ;
(c) whether he is getting writing material for writing his memoirs?
The Honourable Sir Alexander.Stow: (a) One hundred and fifty··
four pounds on admission, 146 pounds on January 20th 1930. He was sick
from 12th. November 1929 to 15th February 1930 and was an In-patient
under treatment fot rheumatism.
He weighed 150' pounds on bis realease,
, 1pa,ge 116 ante.
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(b) no daily ~a.pet was supplied t6 him.
(c)' he was given all the writing material for which he asked.
PUNJABI EXILES.

1523. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable the Pina.neeMem·-

ber be pleased to·. state-

·

(<i) how.ma;ny Punjabia, who are living abroad, are not allowed to,
retnm to their home ;
·
·

(b) whether it is a fact that :Mian Abdul Hafiz, younger brother ot ·
·
Mian Abdul Aziz, President, Lahore Municipality, has not been.
allowed to come to this countcyrin spite of his requests 'l

Tiae HonourableSir AlexanderStow: (a) Government have no in-formation.
·
. (b) The honourable member is referred to the answer given in 1925 to·
his question no. 14681.
SuPEBINTENDENT, DEPUTY CoMMISSIONEB's OFFICE GuBDASPUB.

. 1524. Rana Firoz-u.d-Din, Khan : Will the Honourable Member for·
Revenue be pleased to state->
·
·
(a) whether it is a fact that the newly appointed Superintendent of·
. the Deputy Commissioner's office at Gurdaspur is a 'Hindu
and he does not belong to the Lahore division ;
(b) whetherit is a fact that the predecessor of the present Superinten- ·
dent was also a Hindu ; .
.
.
(c) if the answers to the. above be in the affirmative, will Government
kindly state whether the claims of the Muhammadan candidates who had applied for the post and who belonged to the·
Lahore division were considered ;
.
(ii) what action. does the Government propose to take in the ·
matter?

The HonourableMian Sir Fazl•i•Hus•: (a) No, he ts Sikh and

resident of the Lahore division.
(b) ;No.

e."

·

(c) No :Mohammadancandidate had applied.
(d) Does not. arise.
POLICE MUIIARBIBB.

1525. Rana Firoz•ud-Din Khan : With reference to the · answer to·
Starred Question No. 22882, asked on 26th July 1929, will the HonourableMember for Finance be pleased to state the reasons why no period has been
prescribed for the stay of police mnharrirs at one thana ?
1Volunie VIlI, Pa.rt .A; page 281.
IV olume XII, pages 4 and 5.
.
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The Honourable Sir Alexander -Stow : . It has not been . found
-neeessary to fix any limit to the stay at one police station of police. officers
"below the rank of sub-inspector. In all but exceptional cases, however,
the rotation of duties as laid down in Police Rule 14•12 has the result that
J>olice officers do not stay longer than three years in one police station.
CONVERSION OF LAHORE INTO A PRESIDENCY TOWN.-

1526. Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan : Will the Honourable Member for
Revenue be pleased to state whether there is any proposal before the Punjab
-Government to make Lahore a presidency town ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain : No.
GRANTS-IN-AID TO PRIVATE SCHOOLS,

1527. Lala Joti Parshad: Will the Honourable Minj.ster for Edu-eation please state-«
·
(a) whether it is a fact that the D. A.-V. High School, Shahabad
(District Karnal)', the A. S. V. High School, Ambala, A. S. V.
High School, Pundri, the C. A. V. High School, Hissar, and the
Jat High School, Hissar, have their annual grants reduced.
(b) ii so, what were the yearly grants which the above schools were
receiving previous to reduction and what are the reduced grants
yearly in each case ;
(c) whether in the above cases there were directions to the Inspector
of Schools, Ambala division, from the higher authorities for the
reduction of the grants ;
(d) whether it is a fact that schools in matter of assessment of grants
have rio right of appeal;
(e) whether it is a fact that the copy of calculations for the grantsin-aid is not supplied to the school authorities.
The Honourable Mr. Manohar La!: (a) The annual grant to each
<fQf the schools mentioned is less this year than those of last year.
(b) . The figures are :~
1928-29. 1929-80.
Rs.
Rs.
5,940
4,449
7,032
5,227
3,43!2
1,394
8,556
6,629
4.,920
4.,020

D. A. V. High School, Shahabad
C. A. V. _High School, Hissar
A. S. High School, Pundri .
A. S. High School, Ambala
Jat High School, Hissar
(c) No.
(d) No. There is no formal right of appeal, but representations
.achools in the-matter of grants always receive due consideration.
(e) No directions have been issued by the Department.
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RE TOTAL PROfilBITION.

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal (North-East Towns, non-MuharnrnadanrUrban) : Sir, I beg to move." This Council a:-econ:imends to Government (i) to declare a polioy of total prohibition
in the Punjab, (ii) to take steps to give effect to it within the next 15 years;.
and also· (iii) to provide in the budget Rs. 50,000 a year for temperance propaganda."

Some provinces have taken the lead in this matter of prohibition and
. the Punjab should not lag behind. America took the first step to adopt the ·
policy of prohibition, total prohibition, and forty-five of the · Americanstates have adopted that policy. The Senate and the House of Representatives· of Amel'.ica have agreed to this policy. The result, so far as I am
· able to gather from the literature I have in my possessionon the subject, is:
the increased material and moral progress of the American subjects. Many
of the prisons that existed before have been, closed, and many of. the
mental hospitals that existed before have ceased to exist.
. _ There has been a good deal of saving under these heads to the State -.
Not only that, as I have been 'able to read from the literature on the subject,
I find that it has added very materially to the wealth and prosperity not
only .of the nation· but also of the individuals. The money that is saved by
those who at present are .addicted to this habit would be .spent on their·
children and in looking after their families and they would feel very happy,.
There have been many cases in which it has been found that those who were
· addicted to these habits had very unhappy family life. Their wives; their
children and their homes were neglected. But under this prohibition law
those who used to spend their money on this evil habit now save their ·
money and put it in banks for the benefit of their children and for 'the ·
benefit of their families and also for the education of their children, and are·
now living _a better life-. I am sure it would not be denied by the Government
benches Bind· by other friends of mine in the House. Any saving that can be
made out of the money that is at present either being realised by Government on account of duty or being spent by th~ people in consuming liquor
can be put in banks and utilized for the benefit of their children and for the
material and moral welfare of the state as well as the individual. Nobody.
can deny that there is a good deal of crime, serious crimes like murders
accompanied by dacoities which are due to the habit of drink. Persons
under the influence of liquor adopt these metl eds and kill families
and loot the people. If the habit of non-drink is created in the mind
of the people and they are told by propaganda work the advantages of
living a temperate life, . I am sure these murders and crimes that at
present exist in the Punjab would decrease. The figures that Americans
have got on the subject of decrease of crime are· so much that when one
reads them one finds a total justification for the adoption of the ·
policy. Lhave already submitted this in the beginning and I do not want
to repeat that Ame:ritiansby adopting this 'policy have been able to save . a. ·
good deal of money which at present is being utilized for the benefit of the
State and the individual. So far as the Punjab is concerned we have to see
to two things. One is whether the Punjab alone can adopt-this policy or·
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' not, because there are other provinces in India that are to be taken into
-eonsideration. Then there is' the central government, that is the Governrnent of India. Thenthere is the question that Government will be faced
with a deficitin their revenue and how is that to be met. So far as the adoption of the policy of total prohibition is concerned I have submitted in the be. ginning that I wish that the Punjab were to adopt the principle underlying
this resolution and .say that we are adopting the policy of total prohibition.
When the question of finance comes in I would submit that I have been
.. reading the Excise Report and I find in that that under the head liquor the
amount of income is 78 lakhs. Against that revenue the Government has
to meet certain charges for maintenance of the staff. A sum of over ·
Rs. 4 ,000 is realized · by the Government from liquor •that is. supplied
-to the troops. . The question· to my mind that .· the · Government will
have to face is how to meet the revenue. I submit that the. revenue
.ean be met by putting up death duties in the . Punjab: by taxing the
1arge incomes and at the same time there is a suggestion tb,at the lands
that are lying near about. the cities should also be taxed. I for one who
.owns a . little land near the cities am prepared to share it. Those who are
strong advocates of this propaganda work should not grudge their incomes
being taxed for this purpose. If any sum that we save· is taxed for.
the purpose of welfare of the public, I will be the first man to sa.y that we
should take this step· and be prepared to contribute towards that. . I am
sure that if the Government adopts the policy and sets itself to consider the
question of ameliorating the condition. of the masses who are now being ruined ·
under the influence of liquor and to find out the ways how to save them from
this evil habit, and how to meet the deficit, I am sure the Punjab revenues
can be raised by new taxation and by reducing the expenditure.' The Government therefore should not be afraid on that score. There is only one question which has been puzzling my mind and that is whether the. Government
would be bold enough to say to the people at large that we are prepared
the Punjab to adopt a policy of total prohibition. Once the Government ·
makes up its mind then the question becomes easy and there will be co-opera·
tion · by the people. Under my scheme Government will he providing a
-eertain amount of money every yea r for carrying on propaganda work
for some years. When this is done for a number of years, I am sure that the
people also would realize the value of this propaganda work and they would
be prepared to give up in some cases their habit of drinking themselves. In
the Punjab the position is becoming rather somewhat serious· and alarming
as crime is inoreasing. I submitted before that I was, reading the Excise
Report. In it · I find that the consumption of Indian liquor has gone
:in the year 1927-28 by several Iakhs of gallons.
'
·
I

m

up

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: Not several Iakhsof
.gallons.

i~

'

i

.

•

J;limad,µr Lala iM;oh~ Lal : I draw th,e attentiqn of the Honour-

able :M:irµs'ter for. Agi;iculture to the· exact words used in ,~

report. The
,e~pr~ssion used is that. the increase .is i!ilarm.i.D;g. The Honourable Minister
:woajd agree with me that debit to be charged to the .P'!Jiljab o~t ~fphe 't~J~l
:D.UJil.Qflr of ii;tcreais~ of.Siallqll~ .is 1.7 lakhs. ·
·
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The Hono~rabl~. Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : What is the tota·\
-eonsumption of liquor ? The honourable mover said that there is an increase
. . of several lakbs of gallons. What is the exact number?
Rai Bahadur · L~ Mohan Lal : I am giving him the exact figures.
Punjab revenue in 1926-27 under the Excise head was 128·34, in 1927-28
it was 182· 92. Thatis, the increase in revenue to the Government has been
. 4. 56 lakhs,
·
·
Mr. V. F. Gray : Are you talking of rupees or gallons?
· Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : I am talking of the income. Ex-

penditure on excise in 1927-28 was Rs. 80,07,000 as against Rs. 19,91,00p
in 1926-27, the increase in expenditure according to the report is
. Rs. 10,10,000. ·

· The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendta Singh": What paragraph
. are you reading from ?

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Paragraph 1-Revenue and Ex- penditure ... The total amount of gallons th~t were consumed in the Punjab
-was 570,000 in 1927-28 and 387,000 in 1926-27. The increase in consumption of Indian liquor during 1927-28 has been 288,000 gallons. Out of this,
. 59,000 gallons· were indented · by the other provinces against 45,000 in
1926-27. The· Indian States indented 52,000 gallons, out of which
.Patiala was responsible for about 50,000 gallons. This is a very sub: sta.ntial increase, these are · the words used in the Report.. Tb.ere is
another factor to which I want to draw the attention of the Council. Tlm
js the number of licences that have been issued from time to time by the
Government. The number of lieencesin 1928-24were 517; in 1924-25, 018;
in 1925-26, 519; in 1926-27, 661; this is a sudden rise of about 100 licences,
.Jn. 1927~28 the number was 655, that is a considerable increase of about,
17,7 lieences over the 1928-24, 1925 and 1926 figures. So far as I know and re- member we have been told from time to time by the Gove:nment that .it s
_ policy has. been and is that the number of licenses is to be restricted.
In this report, if the statement tha.t I have read before you is
, correct, it appears that the Government has allowed the increase of the
number of licences during .the year 1926-27. Perhaps Government will be
. able to inform the House ·the· reason why this step was- _taken. From the
_report also I find that the increase of revenue is perhaps due to· the lowering
.of the duty by the Government on Indian liquor. The question is whether
this policy is to be followed by Government or the policy of putting up such
a prohibitive duty that the people may not be able to get this liquor. It re·
quires ve.,:y careful -consideration by the Government as well as the people .
.From a perusal of the report it appears to me that there is 'a good deal of
illicit traffic going on in the Punjab, and that this is due to the fact that the
Punjab is a sugar-growing province and I have been told that itis not practi •
.cable in the Punjab to adopt a policy of total prohibition if sugar cane is to
.be allowed to be grown in fields, because people take advantage of this fact
.and extract liquor. My submission is this that if Government were to takean
.effective step to do their duty., it is possible to .my mind that this evil could
also be checked. I fail to understand that there is anything which cannot
be managed in this world. It is only energy, resource and push that is re. quired · to look after fl, thing that is needed, and if Government is keen, I can
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assure it that it can be done. My reply to the· policy of Governmentis that some years back we were informed that it was impossible not
to provide opium to China. But Government has in conjunction withother countries adopted a policy under which they have to limit the supply·
of opium to the other countries, including _China especially. The question
of total prohibition also is a question of international importance. All the
countries in the world are now trying to adopt this principle. There a;re
several states, including that of Russia in the times of Czar, which have
adopted this policy of total prohibition and. there. are restrictions on it.
· in many states; If Government has any . doubt a bout the statements,
that I have made let the next elections be fought on this issue and I am
sure that the .advocates of prohibition will come out victorious. With
these words I move' my resolution in the hope that it will be carried unll.ni~mously.
·
Mr. President: The resolution moved is" This Council recommends to Government (i) to declare a policy of total prohibitdon:
in the Punjab ; (ii) to take steps to give effect to it within the next 15 years ; .
. and also {~ii) to provide in the budget Ra. 50,900_ a year for temperance pro.. paganda,

Mr. E. Maya Das (Non-official,nominated) : Sir, I beg to move the,
r n:endment,

which stands in my name-

·

" That in line 3, the words 'try and ' be inserted between the word ' to ' and the word
'give.'
·

Sir, I am in sympathy with the resolution that has been moved, but it·
seems to me that to say a certain thing must be done in so many years is to
lay down a programme which it is almost impossible to say that we will be·
• able to accomplish. It will be very much better to say that we will try and
do such and such a thing than to say that we shall certainly do such and
such a thing. Even when the railway authorities make out. a programme·
they say that their trains will sta~t at such and such a time· and will reach
. at such and such a time, but they do not guarantee that the trains will run
to time. And we very often :find that trains are running late because unforeseen difficulties arise. Nobody can foresee what will happen in the
course of a few years and therefore to lay down a programme and to say that
it must be done would not be the height of wisdom.
Sir, people sometimes talk against prohibition . because they say that·
it cuts · down their personal freedom. But absolute freedom is not to be
found in any civilised country. Law and order are made possible only by
the majority, the strong who impose their will upon the minority, that is the
weak. I am of opinion that the majority .of the people are in favour
of a policy of prohibition, although .they may not yet be able to enforce it.
We know that many people live by theft and by fraud, but we are compelled
to deprive them of their liberty and know that they feel annoyed about it
when their liberty is taken away some times for a few weeks and sometimes
tunning into years. There was a time when there. was slavery in the
British Empire and in America and it was abolished by a law which was·
set up by the :in.ajosity against the will of the minority. 'I'hose. who
were in the minority · were extremely annoyed at their liberty · being
curtailed. And in America we know that this also led to bloodshed. But,
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:'finally the majority were able to enforcetheir will on the minority; It
·would not be at : all. strange if the law regarding slavery were to be done
.. away with that many people would again begin to·have slaves.
..,,,,_. Then, there is such a thing as public optnion, and it may take long 'for
public opinion to be formed op. a certain point, but a time does come when
.a few people ahead of others make suggestions and these are regarded as
.rank injustice in one generation, but the next generation comes and
blesses them for the action that has been taken. For instance, there was·
.a, time in certain countries when. all kinds of cruelties were practised on animals for mere sport. I have heard of cases when people were trying to train
-their dogs to catch wild animals. They would catch hold of a hare, break
-one of its legs and let it losse. Then the dogs would be let loose who would
then overtake it and kill it. In this way dogs were trained to hunt wild
,animals •
.Again, Sir, there was a time when child labour was common, but it has
been given up. For a time there. was great indignation when such proposals
were made. This was regarded as curtailing personal liberty, but now we
care glad that child labour has been abolished. Then again there are very
many people who like to enjoy.liquor at the proper time and place, but when.
·they think of the misery which is caused to children and their weaker fellows,
i;hey are prepared to give up their pleasure. Imagine the torture which a
man has to undergo who having signed the pledge has on his way home to
pass day after day the places where wine is sold. It is a very great tempts·tiori . to him and a great torture to him. and there are similarly thousands
-of young men who are trying to put up a fight against this drink habit and
.. yet some times there are some of us who get -qp and say, I am not my brother's
keeper. Experts .tell us that many a man may have grown in years, but
his mind is that of a child, his .mentality is that of a child, and many are
· predisposed to alcohol from the cradle because it is a legacy to them from
·the parents, and they should not be allowed to fend for themselves. Those
.people who work amongst children tell us that they can easily tell children
;that have abstainer parents and those that have not. Free will has certainly
been given to us by God, but not to gratify ourselves a.t the expense of the
--weak and the ignorant .
Again, if we go to a life insurance company-they are hard-headed
people, they know whether drink does good or harm-they will tell us that
1ihey are always more ready to insure the lives of those who are abstainers,
-and that they are less willing to ensure the lives of non-absteinsrs at the same
rates.
Then again, we :find in the regime of . sports and where nerves are
needed that it is those who abstain that take the lead amongst those . who
hold records in sports; by far the larger majority will be found amongst
·those who are abstainers. Lindberg, the famous airman who flew from
America. to Europe, says that he would never have. been able to do this if he
· had not been an abstainer all his life, and all those who go in for boxing and
-sports of that description have steadily to deny themselves, and do without
~liquor for long periods before the time of contest . With these words, I beg
·.to move_ my amendment.
·
D
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M~ya J;)as; Sir, my other amendment iih-

"That in line 4, for tlie words ' Rs. 50,000 a year,' the words .. Rs. 5,000 a year or such"
larger sum as can be set. a:Mrt • be substituted," ·.

My object in moving this amendment is to make it as easy for Govern,
ment as possible to give effect to the resolution.
3 l'.J!!:.
A. sum of Rs. 5,000 for a big province like ours is ..
!:It very small one and with this amount it must be possible for the Govern- ~ent to make a beginning in the direction ofprohibition.
If a larger amountean be made available for the purpose, it should be .mads available, Jp. eoni,,~tion with propaganda, I would say that books. of a scientific nat~e ex- ..
plaining i.n simple language how excessive drink is harmful. should be proyid,ed in schools. I am very sorry to say that I was extremely disappointed
at the last session when for two questions I was given the answer that the
1\finister did not know whether such books existed in the school libraries or··

not.

·

··. So far as children are concerned, if their mind.is trained even from now
against drink, when they grow up "they will have. a tendency to avoid drink .....
:J3y this process in the course of another thirty years we will have produced
a large volume of public opinion against drink and it will then bf) possible to .
l,tave prohibition in the country. By prohibition· I do not mean that it will
ever be possible to remove drink altogether or that distillsriss will entirely
go. out of existence. If the mind of the children is trained from now, then
in the course of thirty years there will he less demand for liquor or there :may
be no demand for it. Therefore what we have got to do is to work in such·
a --:;vay thatthe demand for liquor .may decrease. In that case illicit distilla-.
tion and the sale. of liquor will cease antometically. With these words I
move. the amendment.
Mr. President: Resolution under consideration, amendment moved.
is·" itz) That in line 3, the wcrds "try and » be inserted between the word "to " and
the word "'give."
.
. .
(b) That in line 4, for the words "Rs. 50,000 II, year" the words "Rs. 5,000 a. year or
such larger sum as oan be set a.part •• be substituted.
·

Chaudhri Zafriillah Khan: Sir, before we proceed any further, I should
like to point out one matter. , The resolution as it is set down in the list of·
~o,day'i, business consists of .three parts. The first requests the Gon:rn.m,ent
to declare a polioy of total prohibition. The second part asks Government ·.
to take steps to give effoot to it within the next 15 years; and the third ptm
asks Government to provide a certain sum of money each year in the budget
for temperance propaganda. The amendments moved are with reference ·
the second and, third parts. Now, honourable members may feel differ·
ently with regard to the d:i.ffe:i:~nt parts of this resolution. Some of them

to

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-parts. Others m.ay wish to support the first part and not the other pafts. ·
lt would be 1'3ither awkward if the House is called upon to discuss and vote·
upon these amendmente before the first part of · the resolution, which.. is.
really the most important part as I conceive it so far 11,a Gov~rn,m,.ent iE1 co:ri-eerned, is discussed and voted upon. I therefore request that that ppint .
may be considered.
·
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Mr. President : The three different points involved in the resolution
~y be discussed together, but they will be put to the vote of the Houseseparately. As regards the amendments, I would refer the honourable mem- •
ber to Article 119 of the Business Miµmal.
Chaudbri Zafrullah Khan : I do not object to those . parts being
discussed together. All that I wanted was that when the time came you.
should be able to exercise your discretion in the manner· I have submitted.
Chauclhri Afzal Haq [Hoahiarpur-eess-Ludhiana (Muhammadan),
Rural] (Urdu) : Sir, I am really gratified to see a welcomechange in the attitude of this. Council. It is a very agreeable surprise to see a resolution
recommending total · prohibition being moved by an honourable
gentleman from those benches which have. always stood against the policy
of total prohibition. Then, Sir, there is another welcome change in the
attitude of those . who previously used to oppose· the different forms of this
recommendation on the ground that such a policy would ·bEJ a direct blow to
individual freedom and was likely to place the minorities at the merey of the·
majority, Now I think that under these oircnmstaneea the Government
also will :find it. · necessary to declare that it is quite prepared to .follow thepolicy of tota,1 prohibition. But at the same time it will try to avert the situation by taking shelter behind the so-called practical difficulties. Therefore;
I propose to discuss these practical difficulties at some length.
·
No doubt the present excise policy of the Government yields an annual
Income of a erore of rupees.
Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : No, it is 78 lakhs.
Chauclhri Afzal Haq : Thank you. Well then let it be 78 lakhs. What.
I want to submit is that to forego such an income for the sake of a policy is.
a responsibility which, perhaps; no Council would be prepared to take upon
its shoulders. Therefore, I do not ask you to ignore the financial aspect of the·
matter. But I must submit that this loss sinks to nothingness when compared with the national.gain which is sure to accrue from the policy of total
prohibition. From amongst . the civilized countries the most successful.
expe~ent of this policy has been made in the United States of America.
I had some misgivings when I heard some local officials say that the experiment has proved a total failure, arid that, therefore, the Government of theUnited States was going to give a wide berth to this policy. But here I :b.a.ve
·ei book in my hand which tells quite another story. It is entitled •i Prohibi·tion: in Americllo." I . do not wish to encroach upon the time of the Council.
by reading any passage out of it. I will simply refer to some pages so that
the sceptics may be able to verify my remarks in this connection. On page 88
yon will find a summary of the happy results of this policy. There you will.
:find how. this policy has brought untold happiness to hundreds and thousands
Qf f amiliea and what a wonderful change has taken place in the ijfe of careless
fa,the:rs and brutal husbands. It will tell you how a good many jails with ae- ·
c9~odation for hundreds of p:riso:p.ers have now been found · quite UJlDOOl.:lB.sary and, therefore, turned into restaurenta and libraries. Then there is a
message from the President of the Temperance Association, which tells its
own delightftil story. He has drawn the attention of the .publie to the nefarious propaganda carried on by drunkards and their sympathisers to the·
effect that the experilµent of prohibition has been a, total failure in the United
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States of America. To give the lie back to these propagandists he has
pointed out the cases of the workers who before this policy of total prohibition were groaning under the burden of indebtedness and now drive to their
workshops in motor cars. Thus Sir, the immense gain by way of
increase in national income and efficiency has more than compensated for
-the loss of some revenue (A voice: that was before prohibition}. I beg your
pardon, but this book, to which I am referring, relates· to what. took place
as the result of prohibition.
Now I come to the conditions obtaining in our own province. If you
.go through the reports of the Police and the Excise departments, you will
find that the number of crimes increases in proportion to the consumption
-of liquor. The Honourable the Finance Member will be able to tell you from
·the Police. reports that in 75 per cent. cases the criminals took liquor before
committing the crime. It is not only my personal experience but the Gov-ernment will also admit that the most heinous crimes, especially daeoities, are
committed after having recourse to liquor. The same is the case with riots
.and murders.
-Then, Sir, the lady member of this Council once raised a very important
'point in the course of a discussion. While discussing the comparative value.
of spending money on education and health, she most emphatically remark-ad that the health of the nation is far more important than anything else. I
quite agree with her and, therefore, submit that the health of the nation
.,deservesmuch more attention than its wealth.
.
·
It may be argued that if the Government were to forego the huge income
·that accrues from the Excise Department it will have to effect curtailments
·in other departmsnts, and that such a course would seriously tell upon the
,efficiencyof administration. But I submit, Sir, that if the .number of .crimes
falls down, as it surely will as the result of the policy of total prohibition it
will not be difficultto save an appreciable part of the money that is now being
·.spe;nt on the Police force ; and then such a decrease in the expenditurre on
, -the Police force is sure to result in a proportionate decrease in the expen-diture on other administrative. departments. .
This report to which I have referred you shows very clearly how the
-national health and efficiencyhas improved as the result of total prohibition. Then take the case of the Great War. A.t that time every living soul
· ·was anxious to ,fight for the cause which his or her country had espoused and
-eaeh country was trying to increase its national efficiency. It was then that
the real worth of prohibition was realized and it was felt that so long as the
policy of total prohi~ition was· not. adopted no improvement was possible
-in the health and efficiencyof the nation.
·
But there may be some people who would not like to be led by A.merioa
11.Ild who always prefer to follow England. Therefore, I wish to refer you
· to what Mr. Lloyd George,who held the reins of the Empire at a very critical
-time, had to say with regard to this subject. He said :·
"I must say that I h&ve a. growing oonviotion, based on a.ooumula.tmg evidenoe, that
nothing but root and bra.noh method will be of the slight.est a.v&il in dee.ling with
the vice. I believe the.t to be the general feeling. The feeling is that if we a.re
to settle Germa.n m.ilita.rism, we must first of all settle·the drink. We a.re fighting
Germany, Australia. and' Drink ; and so fa.r as I can
the great.est of these
three .deadly foes is drink."

see
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Not only this. The Ship Building Employers Federation also realized'
the importance of this subject. When they found that under the existing
circumstances they could .not compete favourably with othernations and
tried to find out the cause of such a state of the inefficiencyof their workers,
drink was found to be the root cause. The result was that they at once
formed themselves into a deputation and approached Mr. Lloyd Georgewith
the request to declare a policy of total prohibition throughout the War. Thisshows that although their efforts did not prove quite successful,yet total pro-·
hibition was considered absolutely neeeesary to attain and maintain national
efficiency. These efforts on the part of the most civilised countries show that
if India wants any improvement in her present condition, she must needs be
much more active and enthusiastic about total prohibition. Under these
circumstances, I must request the Government to accept this resolution and
thus remove the obstacles from our way to efficiencyand prosperity. You
are trying to increase our prosperity by means of education and industries,
Even the British nation realizing the decrease in our purchasing capacity has.
found it necessary to appoint commissionslike the Agriculture Commission
to enquire into its causes. I admit that it is not out of any philanthrophie
spirit that they are anxious about our financial condition. It is quite true:
that they feed the sheep. simply for the sake of its wool. Still it shows that
our wealth, prosperity.and efficiencyare on the decrease. The Honourablethe Finance Member, or perhaps it was the Honourable the Revenue
Member, was pleased to remark the other day that the average income of an
average person here is 2 or 8 annas only. He was quite right and this is
exactly the reason why we, while fully realizing the necessity and importanceof edneation and hospitals, ete., cannot contribute a single pice for such,
institutions. I know, Sir, that the Government does require money forcarrying on other developments and I do not question their importance and.
necessity. But there must be a limit to everything. We must not sacrificeour national efficiency and morality for · the mere pleasure of having
some roads and other such facilities. Moreover, if you help us in.
getting rid of these vices our efficiency; and .consequently our. wealth..
will increase by leaps and bounds and thus . all our troubles about
national wealth and income as well as the complaints of the British
people about our purchasing capacity will disappear in no time. Your
present excise policy yields you an income of 78 lakhs a year and you are
beaming with happiness over such a huge income. But my heart sinks when
I find that my fellow countrymen are spending eo much on drink. To meit is an index of the moral condition of our province and I shudder to think
of the consequencesof such a state of affairs. This shows that the other vices
attendant upon the habit of drink must beabormding in the province. You
must have heard the story ·of an old woman which shows that drink is really
the mother of vices. A Brahman gentleman was in search of a suitablematch for his daughter and coming to know of an eligibleyoung man he asked'
the opinion of an old woman 'about him. The old woman was not on good
terms withthe family of the young man, but at the same time she did not
think it politic to make an open disp~y of her hostility. So she replied that
he was the best boy in the neighbourhood and there was nothing against
him, except that he occasionally took meat. But. that, she added, did not
matter much. This pricked the ears of the man and he asked whether th&
young man was really a meat-eater. " Oh no, " · replied the old woman,
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... he eats it only when he is drunk." That was another blo:w to the gentleman
. and he enquired if the old woman meant what she said. To. this she
.replied that as she had already said the young man was the most eligible
son-ht-law in the whole neighbourhood and he was not at all a confirmed
drunkard but took a glass or two when. he had won some money in the
.gembling den, and he had recourse to _gambling only when he was successld.l in stealing money from some house. (Laughter). .Thus, Sir, if the Gov-ernmsnt does J10t · accept and follow the policy. of total prohibition all its
-efforts for development and
the reforms granted to India by the British.
Government are sure to fail to attain their aim. Therefore, if the Government is really anxious to do some good to India and Indians it . should not
hesitate to accept and act upon this resolution.
.
Now Mahatma Gandhi has spoken of his 11 points as being childish.
But the fact is that he is quite sure that the Government will never adopt
the policy of total prohibition of its own accord, otherwise he would not
have included it in the list. In the presence of communal ministeries I
hesitate to say anything with regard to the policy of our Sikh Minister. However, I must point out that although Mahatma Gandhi says that. at present
he sees no bright -ray with regard to the campaign of civil disobedience, yet
when such a campaign is launched the Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh
will, as the Minister 'concerned, be responsible for throwing in prisons
thousands of young men who will be placed on picketing duty before the liquor
shops. The fa.ult of those young men will be nothing else than that they want
to rid their motherland from the curse of liquor. It is just possible that you
induce some members to vote with you, but you must remember that
in his heart of · hearts every one feels very strongly against your present
excise policy. India is a religious country and all the. religions in this country
condemn the use of liquor in the strongest and most emphatic terms. Now
it is already getting late, otherwise I would have shown by facts and figures
·that if the policy of total prohibition is adopted, you will find an immense
change for the better _in the efficiency, health and wealth of the nation even
in the course of one or two years. With thes_!:l remarks I strongly support
the resolution.
Khan BahadUI' Chaudhri Fazl Ali L Gujrat, East (Muhammadan),
Urban], (Urdu): Sir, the subject under consideration can be approached
from two different points of view, firstly. whether liquor is in. itself a good
thing or bad and, secondly, how its use can be stopped. My honourable friend
from Hoshiarpur during his speech has been talking of liquor alone. He
perhaps used the term liquor as meaning any intoxicating drug. I do not
·think that liquor is as harmful as hemp, ckaraa or okaitdu.
I have seen a
.good many physical and moral wrecks who were formerly addicted to the
use of okaraJ and . oha11,rl,u; Such people are absolutely good for nothing.
1 do not know whether the use of liquor . also produces similar effects on
one who is addicted to it. In my opinion .all intoxicating drugs are equally
bad. No sensible person can deny that. But Sir, the point which requires
our careful consideration is that when .A.lquran and other religious books
particularly forbid the use of intoxicating drugs and when people do resort
to their· use in disregard of the religious injnnetions, how can compulsion
d)OSSibly bring about better results ? I am sure even the severest legal
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~ot .sueeeed . against . the confirmed drunkards.
There are
-senons diffienlties m our way. We should try to overcome them. If one
,,tries to point eut these difficulties, he is taken to be a. person who advocates
·the cause M liquor .. But, Sir, before we decide .either for or against
-the policy of total prohibition, we should thoroughly consider the relevant
·facts. · Unless we do that we should not compel the Government to declare
--a policy of total prohibition in the . province. I am of opinion· that for the
: ptesent Government is not in a position to declare in favour of total prohibiI tion, and that you are asking for an impracticable
thing. The present policy
of the Government -olearly shows that they are also anxious to put a stop to
::the· use of liquor, If you look at the facts and figures, you will find that the
number of liquor shops· has considerably decreased. If formerly there were
· :fifty liquor shops in a district there are now only ten or twelve liquor shops.
Besides the heavy duty imposed on liquor its price has, of late, immensely
increased. The cultivation of poppy plants is also forbidden and only a
· few people are permitted to sow poppy plants, although the zamindars of my
· district consider }ts cultivation a profitable business. It also shows that
· Government is trying to achieve the same end which the . honourable
: mover of the resolution has. in view, although st~adily and slowly. I do not
know how Government feels with regard to the first part of the resolution.
· But the second part of it, I am sure, will be admitted to be impractica:ble.
How can you specify a period within which Government should give' e:ffoot
· to the policy of total prohibition ? When you fix a period, you seem to ignore
· the · acts of God, that is, you do not take into consideration such natural
· calamities as Ioousts-pest, famines and floods, which frequently befull this
unhappy country. Sir, why do you not allow the Government to act
.aecording to the policy which appears to them best for the time being ? When
• the proper time comes, they will never hestitate to declare a policy of total
prohibition, It .has been, said that it. is not a bad bargaln to· saerifiee the
· excise revenue for ·attaimrig the greater good of the country. Sir, to me the
· question df foregoing excise revenue is not as important as the question of the
, $penditure involved in successfully putting an end to the use of liquor
'(hear, hoor). For that Government will have to incur a huge expenditure
which cannot be justified in these days of financial stringency. My village
· is situate on the border of an Indian State and I know for certain that from
· there a very large quantity of ckaras, chandu and country-made liquor is
· smuggled into the British territory. During the judicial .investigation of
. -eertain oases I came to know that hundreds of maunds of charas. was brought
'from tribal territory on the North-West Frontier and sold in Lala ·Musa.
In one case it was brought to light that a very clever sm.uggler smuggled
charas under the cover of sweetmeats. He was carrying this chara« in a.
• basket and to avoid detection he had given it the form of laiJiJ,us, a kind of
·sweetmeat. Three-fourths of these ladiJ,us were, in fact, charas and the re. maining one-fourth was actually sweetmeat. Sir, as you know fully well
· da:a, worth erores of rupees is smuggled in places like Lahore; Calcutta.
and Delhi by Pathaii smugglers from the tribal territory. When smuggling
· of charas and hemp on such & large scale is going on in the country and when
. you • try to- put a stop to it, you are sure to incur a heavy: expenditure.
It is difficult to say how much extra burden will be thrown on the provincial
revenues if the policy of total prohibition is adopted. ·-4.s a. matter of fact,
dt may be said that it is a. good thlng to stop the use of liquor, and that we
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should not mind spending as much as we can for the purpose. But, Sir,..
we should not be carried away by sentiment. H. the policy of total prohi-bition is adopted, I am sure that the expenditure .involvedwill not be · commensurate with the results that will be achieved. .
· -· Now I come to the question of propaganda. It has been said that :fiftythousand or five thousand, as the amendment proposes, should be set apart.
for temperance propaganda. Sir, when drinking is expressly forbidden
by Islam, when Hinduism and Christianity equally condemn the use of·
liquor, why should we not create private funds for the purpose of carrying·
out temperance propaganda? We should tell the Government that they may·
keep liquor shops open. We will not mind. We are. not going to. buy·
liquor from these shops. H we do that, we are sure to meet with a certain,
amount· of success. I think that there is no use of landing Government in,
further financial difficulties. It seems · to me that the· object both of theGovernment andthe people is one and the same. Both desire to put an end'.
to the use of liquor. The Honourable Minister for Agriculture has, on many-previous occasions, declared in favour of gradual prohibition, On some
previous occasion I was surprised to find that an honourable member of this,
House, who, I was told, was himself addicted to the use of liquor, was;
earnestly advocating the casue of total prohibition. He did so perhaps he,
was convinced that it was good to do so. In short,! request thoHouse that
before deciding one way or the other it should see how far the policy of tote,lf
prohibition is likely to increase the financial liabilities of the Government.. ·
We should not set apart any amount whatsoever for temperance propaganda.
because goodness knows what calamities will befall this country and.
how much land revenue will have to be- remitted by Government in years;
to come. In iny opinion. it is also as absurd as impracticable to ask theGovernment to give effect to the policy of total prohibiticn within a specified.
period. With these words I resume my seat.
·
Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan [Sialkot (Muhammadan), Rural)]: I would'
have preferred to have heard the views of the author of "Kamla" .· (The··
Honourable Sa.rdar Sir Jogendra Singh) on the question of prohibitions
before I submitted my own for the consideration of the House ; but.
inasmuch as I found that if I did not rise on this occasion when there
· was no other member anxious to speak,· I might lose the opportunity of·
submitting my views on this question altogether, I have stood up to put
forward these views without having had the benefit of the views of theMinister for Agriculture . on this .queation,
Sir, the question is no doubt, as other honourable members have observed, an extremely serious one · and must be-·
4- P.M,
considered from various points· of view, as it has.
many implications which must be. seriously . considered before the House·
expresses its opinion one way or -the other on it. With regard to one aspect
of the· question, there can be no serious dispute at all between any two sections.
of the House, that is to say, that in itself drink very often degenerates into a
vice· and every civilized Government ought to. make every possible effort
that it is open to the Government to make, consistent with its other responsibilities, to put down . this vice of drunkenness. With regard to the. dis·
oussion of this question whatever differences there may be from the moraB
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point of view between merely taking liquor and· being drunk I. shall:
make my submissionon the ground that so far as the general view is concerned
the permission to take drink in some cases, if not in a majority of cases,
degenerates into a vice, and that, therefore, it would be admissible to adopt
. the point of view that total prohibition, if it were practicable and possible..
is the only effective remedy for checking that evil. I will not enter into .
the question of excessive drinking and temperate drinking. I may have tomake referenceto this aspect of the question when I am dealing with the last
part of thi1:1 resolution which requests the Government to devote Rf.I. 50,000•
annually towards the promotion of temperance propaganda. So far as the·
main part of the resolution is concerned I must take it that subject to the·
two limitations which I have submitted-the practicability and the possibilityof carrying total prohibition into effect, there really is not much difference·
with regard to it, and to stress that point of view one or. two considerations.
may be placed before the House in addition to those that have already been
submitted by honourable members who have spoken in support of this resolution.. All over the world this problem of drink degenerating into a vice is.
being tackled in various ways and the honourable mover of. this resolution
and other members who have spoken in support of this resolution,
have given the history of this movement against drink in various other coun-tries and also the results that have been so far obtained supported by the·
opinions of observers and figures obtained from those countries. I· will!
not attempt to cover the same ground over again, but I shall, so far as this;
country is concerned. draw your attention to a certain division that exists .
between those .classes that use intoxicating liquors in this country. There·
are some classes that use it--so far as the Indian element in this country·
is concerned.c.......more as a fashion or perhaps as a social necessity than anything·
to which they are by habit accustomed, and there are some classes who have·
resort to intoxicating liquors because _they have become addicted to it.
There is a very sharp division among these two classes in this country ..
Whenever we find members of the poorer classes in this country having re-course to liquor, there is no question of temperate drinking or excessive,
drinking. A member of these classes when he purchases intoxicating;
liquor for his own consumption or the consumption of his friends purchases ,
it for the purpose of getting drunk and making other people drunk. There ·
is no question with him either of social necessity or· of temperate drinking·
or merely flavouring his food as it were with something which has .morebite in it than the ordinary provisions that are available to him. So far as.
that class is concerned it is a pure vice. Every one of that class starts with
the hope that he will not go to the limit to which other people go in the use- ·
of these intoxicating liquors, but very rapidly everyone who takes to drinking goes on to drink for the purpose of geUing drunk .and there can be no,
question that it is an absolute vice without any redeeming feature what-.
ever and all those consequencesthat have been detailed by other honourable·
members who have spoken in support of this resolution flow from it, loss.
of health, loss .of efficiency,loss of working hours and far greater than any of·
these, loss of character, and that loss is not always confined to the actual con-sumers of intoxicating liquor, but it spreads to the members of their fami-lies and sometimes affects the efficiency and the health and the character"
- of the family unto the second and third generations even when these succeeding generations do not themselves use intoxicating liquors to excess. The,
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-other class which uses intoxicating liquors, as I have said, at any rate
·,the Indian portion of it, uses it more, as I have said, as a question of either
social necessity or as · an imitation of something which is regarded or
has come to be regarded
as a fashionable
necessity .. With regard
to this class at any rate, it may be said that whereas this class has
benefitted a great deal from the institutions
which the West has
: sought to import into this country and has benefittsd in many directions, in
·this direction certainly the. imitation of ·western ways is doing a great deal
-of harm. A majority of the members of that class who either use intoxicating
.Iiquors themselves or supply intoxicating liquors to their friends on occasions
when they entertain them do so not because they have a . hankering after
tliq~or or consider that there is no harm in the use of it, but because. they
think that no entertainment would be complete without the supply of these
liquors, if among the guests are included gentlemen who ordinarily use such
. liquors. So far as this class is concerned we might at once dispose of it by .·
saying that once you introduce prohibition in this province or in this country
the use by that class of intoxicating liquors
disappear altogether.' It
-eannot be supposed that members of that class will be out to violate the
law in some manner in order that they might satisfy a hankering after
liquor. The importance of the question from both these aspects, that is to
,say the desirability of prohibiting the use of liquor and the difficulties in the
· wrJ,y. of enforcing prohibition, keeping the financial aspect apart, .really arises
with regard to the lower classes in this country. As to thes~ classes it has
.been amply demonstrated tliat the habit of liquor. is growing. Even if
one did not have the figure with regard to the actual quantity consumed
'.~from year to year more particularly of country liquor, because that is the
kind of liquor which is more largely used by these classes, the very fact that
'revenue derived from excise in this province is almost steadily growing ..... '..

will

_1

The' Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : Jt'is declining.
Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : I am very glad that it is so· and I shall

·not use that as a part of my argument. Then I must full upon. . . . . . . ·
. Rana Fn:oz-ud-Din Khan : Consumption of liquor is increasing.
Chaudhri Zafrullah. Khan : Then I must fall back upon the figures
:ihat actual consumption of country liquor as has been demonstrated by the
honourable mover has· increased in this province, and that certainly shows
that the evil is increasing, if any argument were necessary upon .that point.
'The revenue, whether it is growing or not apart, as I said, from the financial
.aspeot of the question, forms a pretty considerable portion of the revennes
-of this province.
We have been told that our total excise.revenue is one
-erore and several lakhs, and out of that the revenue derived from the tax upon ·
liquors alone is somethings near three-quarters of a erore. But as I have
·,quoted these figures to show that if there is a greater difficulty in trying to
-enforee a policy· "of prohibition they can also be quoted to show that the
, greater the revenue derived from the consumption of liquor the greater the
.<-0nrse which lies upon this province. It has been demonstrated that there
.,is a direct connection between crime and drink all over the world and here
.in this country so that as a direct consequence of the consumption of larger
,,quantities of drink every year.you have an increase of criliie every year and
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'iunless you put an end to it. you will go on having an increase of crime every
.:year. I have- so :far merely stated tlie question with regard to its genetal
.-.aspoots and with regard to its financial aspects, the objection which has in the
· past been raised and which is bound to be raised today and which is a very
valid objection so far. as it goes against the enforcement of a policy of total
prohibition is that a very considerable portion as I have said, of the revenues
of this province is derived Jrom. this duty on excisable articles and if you a.re
going to enforce a policy of total prohibition, then certg,inly the province is
. going to be deprived of this source of revenue 11.nd this is bound to result in
confusion and chaos in the flnaucial field and · any effort made ih the direction
of prohibition would not be worth the trouble arid inconvenience and possibly
financial stringency and distress that might result from this unbalancing of
provincial revenues. That would be an argument put forth on behalf of
Government with regard to its financial difficulties. On the other hand, the
answer given to-day has bean that certain economies would also be effected,
that for the purpose of this discussion it is not valid to take the figures of the
. gross excise revenue, from this you must" deduct the expenditure of maintaining the present excise establishment and jhen there would be, as it is
hoped, reduction . of orims and there would be other savings and perhaps
the loss will not be as great as is apprehended. It is only, if valid, a very
partial answer to the argument put forward on· the other side. 'There is no
· doubt that the excise establishment, even if the object to be achieved were
only the collection· of excise revenue, would· not be altogether abolished if
there is ·total prohibition; On the other hand, as has baen pointed out by
my honourable friend Chaudhri Fazl A,li perhaps tor rilati.y years Government
would have to maintain an establishment for enforcing a. policy of prohibition
· and for checking and putting an end to illicit distillation. of liquor· in this .
province, and if the expenses of that extra establishment will not be very
much larger than the expenses of the present excise establishment they eerta.inly will not be to any eonsidsrableestent less thanthe present estimate, and,
therefore, for this part of the argument one might. take it that no economy •
is likely to be effected for some years in this direction and even i~ these
economies were to be effected, there is no doubt that the province would be
· faced with a very serious problem as to the adjustment of its revenues and
expenditure. Si> far as that argument goes I freely admit the validity of that
argument. But it 'does not necessarily result that this province should not
make a.riy serious effort in order to achieve a state of affairs which is universally desired. if that argument were at . all times effeo tive to dispose
l)f all arguments in favour of the desirability of enforcing prohibition, then I
am afraid it merely exposes the utter helplessness of all of us who have to
tackle this problem to deal with a very serious evil and I hope we shall
·refdse to be reduced to that condition of utter helplessness. There is no
doubt that if the object of this resolution were to compel the Govemmenf to
adopt' a policy of prohibition forthwith and immediately to put an end to all
importation of liquor and to distillation of liquor in_this province, the Government would be utterly powerless to carry ou.t any such request if such a resolution were to be passed unanimously.
·

The position, therefore, is this, that there is a serious problem which

-everybody admits and I do not think that even on behalf of the Government

it would be urged that this is a problem which does not require sarious
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consideration, and on the other hand there is another problem which is likely
to arise, and that also requires very serious consideration. The obvious.
course, therefore, is for Government first to consider whether the evils to
which the present state of affairs leads are so serious as to induce Government to hold that the ideal state of affairs-not merely in fancy or in imagination but the ideal state o:f affairs in practice--to be achieved is a state of total,
prohibition, provided some reasonable and practicable solution of the other. problem can be discovered. Once that position has been arrived at, it would
be for Government to examine how far and within what practicable period
they shall readjust their revenues and their finances in such a manner that.
after eliminating this ·particular source of revenue, their revenues would
still be sufficient, and that it would be practicable after eliminating this.
source for Government to make both ends meet. I realise that the problem
is not so easy as to be disposed of by saying that it isIor Government to do
so. I realise that they cannot do this single-handed. It is not possible to
constitute a committee and for them to sit down and after half an hour. oran hour's deliberation to reconstitute the entire financial system . of ·
this province. They alone are not concerned. The central government.
would be very seriously interested in the problem. It would also be interested in the prohibition problem, apart from the financial point of view.
This is a matter which will involve the reconsideration of the allocation of
the di:fferent sources of revenue to the provinces. . This is a matter in which
the provincial contribution to central revenues will have to be reconsidered;
But even· from .that point of view it is absolutely necessary, and more neces- ·
. sary at this stage than at any other, that the province should make up its.
. mind emphatically to press upon the Government that they will be required
as time goes on with greater and greater urgency to. deal with this problem
and eventually they will have to be deprived of this item of revenue which
~hey derive from the sale to the poorer classes of this province of a substance• which is nothing less than an insidious poison. Once this urgency has been.
· impressed upon Government and brought home to them they will then be.
in a position to approach the Government of India and to tell them that
their province to a man insists that they should get rid of drink. If they
have to get rid of drink, Government would be compelled as a result to.
readjust its finances and then within a practicable period of time, say a.
quarter of a century, the province will be deprived of this source- of revenue,
and I think it is necessary that we should warn the provincial Government.
that this source of revenue is likely to cease to exist in this province so that.
in any. readjustment of finances which is likely to take place before the introduction of the next instalment of reforms the province should not be·
treated as if all the revenues that it at present enjoys were permanent sources.
of revenue and it should be realised . by the central government that this
source of revenue is likely to be lost. I would urge upon the Government.
that even from the financial point of view it is abosolutely necessary that. ·
this House, rather this province through this House, should make it clear
to Government that so far as the non-officialmembers are concerned they
have arrived at the conclusion that it is necessary to adopt total . prohibition as the policy of this province; so that within a practicable number of
years, having fuJI regard to the other responsibilities of the Government,
that state of affairs should be achieved. That is my point of view with re~
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gard to the first part of this resolution, that, realising all the difficultiesthat
-Governmentwould have to face,· that should be the state of affairs in this
province.'
Then, Sir,. certain objections have been raised . with regard to
this part of the resolution that, if religion cannot stop people from
· drinking, prohibition cannot do so. That is no sort of an argument
.really. The sanction of religion · js purely voluntary. It is sanction
which it is open to an individual himself who identifies himself with
any particular religion is to violate with apparent immunity. But what we
are really worried about is not so much the voluntary habit or rather
the wish occasionally to take a glass of wine, but what we are aiming at is
to stop those people from drinking who have lost the will power of controlling themselves with regard to this habit. No doubt the religioussanction
has been set at naught, but that does not mean that no attempt should be
made to put an end to this habit. For instance, take theft, which is prohibited by all religions, and yet people go on stealing. Nevertheless it has
been found necessary to shut up people who have been convicted of theft
for a certain number of years because i~ is nec3SS\J,ry to reform them and also
because it is necessary to prevent them from going on with their nefarious
designs against the property of other persons. That is also total prohibition. A man is found guilty of having committed a theft. He is sent to
jail for a long term of imprisonment and he is thereby totally prohibited from
committing theU. You put him in jail and keep him awa,y from the misehief of stealing anybody's property. His character msy have been weakened to such an extent that he cannot resist the temptation of stealing, so
by putting him in jail you completely prohibit him from stealing.: That
is total prohibition. Only the process in that case is reversed. If total
prohibition is enforced to its strictest limits, nobody will be able to drink as
no drink will be available. But it 'is said that,. the moment you enforce
total prohibition as a matter of law, you will find that illicit distillation will
increase to a very large extent. That again is only a partial argument and
not a very valid argument against the desirability of enforcing total pro·
hibition. In the first place, as I have said, with regard to one class, that
argument has no force at all. I cannot conceive of any member of the
-eduaoted classes, once· total prohibition has been enforced voluntarily going
.and trying to get liquor by illicit means. It must be an extreme case· of an
entirely depraved person who would voluntarily go and trY to get liquor by
illicit means. It is only the, poorer classes.who try to obtain drink. always
for the purpose.of getting drunk who would resort to this means. There
is no doubt that, when prohibition is introduced, there will be an attempt
to increase illicit . distillation, and that is why I concede that, during
the first few years at any rate, Government will require additional. staff in
-order to cope with that practice. At the same time, that class m11St steadily
decrease rather than increase. Once the upper classes give up the use of
liquor altogether, and sooiety has set its face ·against it and the law prohibits the use of it, the detection of such offenceswould become easier, and this
class is bound steadily to grow smaller and smaller, and the expanses which
Government may have to incur on . this additional staff will decrease
gradually. Therefore, although the situation is no doubt frau5ht with
-difficulties,it is a situation which must be shouldered with a great deal of
sense of responsiblilty. Government should summon courage to adopt the
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pplicy of total prohibition and should begin seriously to t1t.ckle this question of finance because that is the only real difl?.culty that is being put for-.
· ward. There is no reason why the desired result should not be achieved
within the space of fifteen years. That is my view with regard to the first
part of the resolution. For all these reasons I whole-heartedly hope that
Government will declare that it is their object consistently, as I have said,
with their other responsibilities, to introduce total prohibition, and that.
they want to see in this province the day when it will not be possible, apart
fl om medicinal purposes, to obtain. liquor for the use of any .Person whatever, however low or however high his station in µfe might be.
As a matter of fact the feeling in favour . of prohibition is so strong that
unconsciouslyone of the honourable members who was speaking with regard
to the subsequent part of this resolution supplied an instance in regard to,
it and perhaps also supplied the reason why .. 'prohibition is necess11,ry..
Chaudhri Fazal Ali, while speaking, referred to a previous occasion when this,
matter was under discussion in this House. He said that one of the honourable members who spoke on that · occasion in support of the
· resolution was himself addicted to the use of .liquor, He cited that
as an instance to show the anomalous position of some of those .vlio
are supporters of total prohibition, but the instance does not rest there ..
· It i~ a very psychological instance. Here is a gentleman, presumably
well educated and therefore knowing full well the evil effects of the habit
to which he was addicted and fully realising his position, getting up before·
the members of the House at that time, knowing all the time that the memhers of the House know his weakness and courting ridicule on that point
and putting forward the plea that he had become addicted to the habit and
requesting that Government should take such steps that he should not be,
able to get this poison, which was sapping his health, strength and charac-ter. What better plea is required in favour of total prohibition?
·
. As to the second part of this resolution, I have partly dealt with it while·
dealing with the first part of the resolution: that is to say, the request
that Government should give effect to the policy of total prohibition within
the next :fifteen years. I am sure I will riot, after having spoken as I have- .
done, be misunderstood when I say 'that it is rather unfair to expect that
Government will at this stage be able to· guarantee that it will be able to,
carry out this policy in tlµs province during the next fifteen years, which,. ·
as I have submitted, involves. a very great deal of responsibility on.
Government, and might for some, time upset the financial system of this province. Without going into the question at any length, my own view certainly is that, provided Government take up a- sympathetic attitttde with regard.
to the first part of the resolution and are able to assure this House that they
will do the utmost they can, subject, as I have said, to all those practical
considerations and difficulties in their way. to achieve that desired state or
affairs, it would perhaps not be wise to insist upon any sp'ecialperiod within.
, which they must complete the adoption of that policy.
· ·
As to tlie third part of the resolution that Gpvernment should set apan
Rs. 50,000 every year ~or the promotion of temperance propaga:Q.da in, this
.province, my own ·ieelingis that, to begin witli, certainly thi$ is not. t}le tixp.e-
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when Government could possibly spare any sum whether large or small for·
propaganda purposes of this nature while voluntary propaganda is being. carped on to a large extent. But, apart from that, I have a rather .doubt-.
ful feeling with regard to temperance propaganda.
One of the honourablemembers of this House who spoke on this resolution was extremely careful.
when· dealing with· this part of the resolution and urging upon Government
to set 11,part Rs .. 5,000 for this purpose to employ the expression '' excessive· ·
drink." He said that students in this province and little boys .should be
taught the evils of excessive drink and it was not merely that that expreslion slipped out, but it was advisedly used on each occasion when attention,
was being drawn to that part of the resolution. That is where I feel doubtful with regard to this temperance business as distinguished from total pro- ·
hibition altogether. If it is said that by temperance the honourable mover·
of the resolution means total prohibition, that is, if Rs. 50,000 are to be spent
in promoting propaganda for total prohibition, my submission would bethat if the first part of the resolution is accepted, then Government would
be spending large sums of money in order to achieve that desired state of·
affairs when nobody in this province should be able to drink. It would then
be entirely unnecessary to spend any money on temperance propaga:Qda•.
If, on the other hand, temperance means what it ordinarily does mean, that
people should not drink to excess, although of course that also includes tqt.eil .
abstinence, Inasmuch as a man does not drink to excess if he does not drink
at·all, my submission is that, with .regard to that elasa of. people of this pro-.
-rince who are the chief ol;>je9t gf" Ql.11' anxiety in this matter, temperance is
not likely to have any effe9t (!,t !Jill ; and with regard to any class, after all,
no man starts drinking from the first day with the object and the desirethat he should become a drunkard. Everybody who starts drinking does.
10 with a secret pledge to his
better conscience that he will drink only
in moderation and will not drink to excess. Therefore, as I have submitted,.
without going further into a question which is likely to arouse controversy,
because it is not really my object to dismiss or ·review that aspect of temper··
iw:ce, I would say that, even if some money could be spared for this piopa-.
ganda, this · propaganda is really only of doubtful value. Combining with
the fact, that propaganda will be of doubtful value in the present financial,
aituation, · I feel I am unable to give my support to that part of the resolution. I hope, Sir, that Government would be able to give some sort of qa.elaretion or asanranee which would be satisfactory to this House with re~d to the first part of the resolution, and. if that is done, perhaps the othcm·
two parts will become unnecessary.
·

own

The Honourable Sardar Sir. Jogendra Singh .(Minister for Agricnl- ·
tme): Sq-, I must begin by: acknowledging the fairness and moderation
with which every member of the House spoke on the resolution. I am qµite
sµ.re every member of the House realises the gravity of this problem and the
difficulties that are in the way of 11,9hievement of total prohibition and alsothat this is not a problem which is of recent origin, but has been before the·
world, as it weie,'from the very beginning. Religious teachers, as my friends.
b.ave pointed out, have been preaching prohibition, and the drink habit has
continued. I _will not detain the House by going · into historical details,
but, I should like 'to say one word: no one who has the good of his.
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"country or his people or his family at heart can support a habit which is not
-condueive to health or well-being. The honourable member· further ex_pressed that, if Government were to declare prohibition as the goal of their ·
policy, he will be satisfied. I wish it were in my power to give a pledge which
-Govemment could redeem. The honourable member will agree that any
: pledge that cannot be redeemed it is no use giving. I suppose that the
honourable member realises that such a pledge that he desires is not likely
·to be redeemed in our lifetime.
The honourable mover of the resolution cited the case of the United
:States, where he said total prohibition has been enforced. · I may tell him
· that from the days of Babyloni .n · Kings 4000 years ago the question qf
: prohibition has engaged the minds of men, and as to-day we are stiJI faced·
with this problem. it shows that all the attempts at total prohibition have
-ended in failure. Referring to the United States of America, Chaudhri
..Afzal Haq read out from a book, but I have a summary of a very careful
survey before me giving altogether a different verdict, the New York.
-correspondent of the " Sunday Express " saying " Prohibition enforcement
.in the. United States has failed after an experiment which has lasted nearly
ten years." Interest is added to this review of the situation by the announce: ment that the Drink Commission appointed by the new Labour Govem.ment will probably visit America during its tour of investigation into the
_ problem of drink and prohibition.
· I now come to the results. May I mention now the expenditure which
rthe United States had to bear to enforce total prohibition and the results of
; this action r Says the correspondent"The prisons are overcrowded to a disgraceful state, and cannot properly accommodate
the new rush of inmates. · New York State authorities estimate that they will
require between £ 5,000,000 and £6,000,000 to reconstruct prisons capable of
coping with .the . increase in crime."

A marked feature of prohibition has been the manufacture of illicit
.Iiquor and its import in: all places. There is certainly .an enactment pro: hibiting drink, but, so far as the evil itself is concerned, it is widespread, per:.ha.ps more widespread than when prohibition legislation was introduced.
Coming__ nearer home, the. state of· Bhopal tried an experiment. I am
, sure this Councilwill be interested in the statement issued by · the Bhopal
-Finance Department, which runs- .
t:." Prohibition was introduced in 1921, an annual revenue of three lakhs was sacrificed,

and the experiment, which lasted up to June of this yea;r, cost the Bhopal Go·
vernment nearly seventeen.lakha and then had to be given up as hopeless;
' prohibition only resulted in the transfer of revenne from the Bhopal Government to outside territory and in the people continuing the drink habit by illicit
.means.• ".
·

Then again, the Bombay Government tried what · they called the
,..rationing system, and the Commissionerof Excise says :- .
"The fact cannot be denied that, since the first steps were made towards the prohibition
goal in 1921-22 the revenue from excise has dropped by about 92! la.khs,;
besides the additional cast of establishment of 40 officers and 316 menials.
... The continued rise in the a bkari offences o.:nd the growing demoralisation of the
_people a:re the most alarming results of the present poliey, On the lowest esti.mate
the tota.J cases of illicit distillation during the last
were 31,460, which, at an o.ve~ge of 2! gallons per still, gives 78,650 gallons
-of liquor made and consumed locally."
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With these instances before us, is it possible for tJ.S calmly to say that
prohibition bottltl 'ha' easily ,~nfot6ed and i:nttodh~ed in · ibe · Ptmjah?
I ask the hUoo\il11.ble mover; ·would it be wise for us to laaneh oil n.n undertak.-ing · which hal! , ptactically failed in. countries like America,. ri9h in all th$·
resonrees · of modern civilisaticlii? Ate -we to learn hothing from the failure·
of Bombay ancl' Bhopal ?· How· c~ we tty this experiment in the Punjab
where th~'chafiMs of its sticce'ss seem to be altogether irapossible ?
r

t ,

'. ••

Perhaps ip way .in~~res~ ,the p.911pw-~ble member to know the resulta of
our own atteµipts in the ,Punj!l,b . to promote true temperance.. I ~
with some . ptjlde s11y that, ~hat the P~jab has achieved no neighbouring:
province ·h!,l,~ ~~h,~E)ved. · -. We.are ~rying to carry out. a policy of definitecontrol, aintjpg s~owly 8J!.4 iit!:)adily to achieve ~IIthat the members who have·
spoken pi (~vo~ of .thi~ resolution :ti.av~ in view. . We are reducing shops,
we are rais~g duties, !!'.nd doing all that is. possible to gradually bring about
that state :~hi~ in some · futurEl ti.me ·may enable 'this House to realise the·
dream _of total p:i;o~~ition.,
·
Let. us take .some of the figures .. CP.Dsuµip~ion in 1910 W!J,S 4·41 lakhsConsnmption µi.1928-29 wi..i;,8·.62 Iakhs gallons. In 1906-07 there
'\yei'e 1 •.292 !fil9P.S, whieh have since been reduced to 674. · Now, Sir, let us.
look at the same p;r1;>hlem fr9m .~o~her point of view and compare our
position with 9~her provinces.
~e Punjab has l shop to 166 square miles,
the United Provinces has 1 . shop to qQ square miles and the Central'
Provinces h~s 1 shop to 59 square miles. The~ ag{l,in 'Ye find that; to every·
lakh of inhabitants, the · fµpjab has 8 shops, the United Provinces· 5,
.shops and .the C.en~ral Provinces 15 shops .. Pien again, if we take eons11.mptWn per head of population, Wfl find tha..t. thE_i. Punjab consumes 1 ·85,
the United Provinces 0·89 and th~ Central Provinces 8·45. :Now, no one,
can d,eny after the ;figures which I have placed .before them that our policy
has been altogether unsuccessful.
·

gallons,

I have hopes that, if ou:i; pr~sent 1>9li,cy is ·maintained, and we receive·
that support tp which we are erititli:i!l and people of our province are really
prepared . t~ . control this h1tbjt, 1t · n1!':l be· possible to gradtlllly reduce the,
habit of drink and ~radi~te it ~om the villages in the first place and then,
from the towns.
·
·
. Then again you know that this Legislative Council passed the Punjab·
Local Option Act;· and, if the extent to whjcµ that Act has been availed
. of is an indication of the desire of the people-+and 'some members said that
every man in the Punjab stood for the policy of total prohibition-then I em:
afraid we shall have to wait long fi>r this happy result. I should have liked ·
to have read a statement which I have before me showing what little demand
there bas been for the application of this .A.ct.· I think it is too long. a.
statement to read, ,but, if bonourable members would care to study it.
-and I think it ,is worth studying-I shall be glad to lay it on the table.
The honourable Mr. Mohan Lal, with his usual ·fairness, took into,
account all the difficulties that
Government may have to face. He
realised that a large loss of revenue will be the inevitable result. He. was.
E
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, .. .- · . · . . , ;. . ., . ·
·.aware:~hat large additional expenditure would: have to be.inentred, · He went
:jµrther-,--a.nd)hat is an indication of the · honesty of his purpese=-when
expres~ed his readiness to impose new taxes, such as death duties, superiixes, 't!l,x on improvement of town-land and 'private contributions.
I do .
:ni;>t)mow how far he _carriEls the wishes of the people with him, but, so far
.ii:s lam aware, none is prepared to shoulder additiona! burdens and I doubt
jf the sources mentioned by him would find a sum of . 2 orores whioh would
be required to cover the loss in revenue and to meet the new e;penditure.
'The :finaiiciahispect, as Ohaudhri Zafrullah Khan pointed out, is the most
important part of the problem and will have to be very. carefully considered'.
It is not orily a· provincial problem, but· an imperial problem· of great complexity; The excise problem is more· tha11a provincial problem not only from
the financial point of view, but also from the prohibition point of view, that
liquor poured fa hofu the neighbouring. Sta~s and Bhopal lost. money in
rthe bargain. .· The prohibition policy,· unless it· is supported "bf . all · the pro-vinoes and all the neighbouring ·states, cannot be efiective. It will have to be
.an imperial policy and will have to be decided by the · Imperial Legislative
Council, so that the whole of India may jointly enforce it. Without that
mnited and imperial consent it would be impossible to preven.t the flow of
liquor from· one province. or neighbouring State into another. Therefore;
:QS far as I can see, three .things will have to be definiti3ly accepted even by
members who· have spoken in favour of the resolution. One is the financial as'."
_pect and the other is the imperial.aspect, and thethird, as Ohaudhri Zafrullah
Khan pointed out, is the time aspect. I do not know what good it would
1be to express the pious hope t.hat the policy of Government · is to· secure total
'prohibition if we cannot do it within a reesonable time. As fl\r a.a I can see,
and as far as I can gather from the speeches of the honourable members who
. · have spoken, there· is no possibility of its realisation . I. do not know
how Governinent could bind itself to a.. policy which it cannot carry out; . If
I may, I should like to draw the attention of the House to the policy which is
.at present guiding the Government of the Punjab. · It is to steadily decrease
the number of shops in the villages, ti> control licences in the towns, and, if
th:ere is any tendency indicating a rise in consumption, to increase the duty
and to use· eveey other means in its power to control . the ha.bit of drink. I
think. my honourable friend, Chaudhri Za.frulla.h Khan, will agree with me
that we 'are in a way. carrying out what he .has in view.

~e

Lastly, Sir, prohibition must come from within, and, as experience. of
centuries has' shown, it cannot be forced from outside, We would court failure
. if'wk tey to' prohibit.it. H111n'!.n huugars ara not easy to control, and drink
as' qne ·of the hungers. . I have . often asked myself why it is that people .
iike'to 'drink, and the only answer I could find .is in the. words of Ghalib ;
.,11;i1·
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Saints and sages seek self-forgetfulness in their love of God; lesser
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Mr. V. F. Gray (Punjab Chamber of Commerce and '-fr11ides Asso~
oiation, Commerce): Sir, what is rather surprising
· 5 P.M.
.
.
to mein the debate to-day is the fact. t,hat we
· lhave a· resolution in three parts of which the third part, which suggests projpaganda, is the one which does not seem to be popular with any part of the ·
.. House; whereas the earlier parts of the resolutions in no way appeal to me,
It seems to· me that. restrictions of drink should be by persuasion rather
; than by legislation. It is a very, very easy form of indirect taxation, and,
provided people drink in a temperate manner, it is a very nice way of paying
-one's tax; it is a good tax so long as the taxation is ,not sufficiently high to
• drive people to the temptation of illicit distillation. Legislation will riot stop
.. drink as has been proved in the United States." .It will only add to law-breaking, and will of course e ruse extra taxation to be imposed to make up
·th3 deficit. Tiie W.Jr3t fe1tura, in my opinion, of prohibition, especially in a
"country like the· Punjab, is the opportunity you are giving, for the eternal
,..cry that we .always have here, of police persecution. You cannot have pro·
hibition without a very strong preventive force who must interfere. with
family life to find out . if illicit · distillation is going on. You are· going to
have endless trouble for· a rather doubtful gain. Do you consider that any;_group of people elected by a popular vote has any right to legislate against the
habits of the people,and to make such a definite and drastic change in. the
lives of. people without definite mandate from the electorate? I quite
.agree if the majority of people in the province want total prohibition; you have
.then got a fairly sound ground for examining the best avenues to get it; But
.1 do not think the majority of the. ·masses are clamouring for it at all. I
-..think that time should be spent in propaganda work, trying to create public
-opinion against drink or against excessivedrink. As I said at the beginning,
ii~ should .be by persuasion, and not legislation. ii

a

To reply in more detail to one or two remarks made by the honourable
.mover. · He told us that prisons in America were empty since prohibition
•. has came into. being. But what about prisons in England? They are being
-emptied to such an extent that they are now closing many. Yet there is no
prohibition in England. The .honoureble mover has also an idea that all
,the money saved in drink will go into the savings bank, which again seems
,to me rather an unlikely place for them to go. For, from the recent detbates we had in this Council,it seemed to me evident. that all the money
rbelonged to the money-lenders :who alone will be. the people to benefit by
money saved. The honourable movee then pointed out by figures that there
was an increase in the Punjab in regard to consumption, as well as under
:retenue .. I have not. got the exact figures before me, but the preventive
•measures agaiµst illicit distilling are probably beginning to have some effect;
. ..A. reduction in the price of duty so as to make illicit distilling less tempting
is probably the explanation why the number of gallons of licit · drink has ·
.iincreased: . (The Honourable · Sardar Sir . Jogem.dia Singh: Those are
figures of last year. ·They have decreased this yesr.} I consider a. drop in
ithe tariff excise means that there will be more. consumption shown in Government revenues-because it is not so tempting now to do illicit distillation as
it used to be_;,witho11t really more drinking. Therefore, as the consumption
:mgures are really dropping, the consumption must be much less, for, even if
)!they did rise in. the excise revenue, it does not necessarilymean that there is
·-
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more spirit being drunk. It only means that there is less illicit spirit, and,
more licit spirit, being drunk. We were also· told, in connection with the·vanous classes of people, :if total prohibition· came into the province, that
nobody would attempt to drink if he was forbidden by law, except the very
_poor classes. That is the ·dir~ct ~pposite .fro1:11 the. experience of .A,merfoa. •
For, the largest amount of drink in America is done by the wealthy people'bseause it is difficult for the poor to buy it in America. It is procurable by
· any one_w4o could pay for it; . It is expensive and the masses could not afford.
it, while the middle and upper classes could continue to drink. The honourable mover then raised the question. of the opium evil and showed how we~ventu~y ~mt a stop to opium going into China. We did undoubtedly, .
but is. China getting less· opium now? (Rai Bahadur Lala .Mohas: Lal: .
You were not willing to do it,. hut you were forced to. adopt that policy.)
Whether· it was .so or not, we prevented opium from going into China.
1he result is that China is growing its own opium. . Similarly, if you stop,
people being able to procure spirits in the Punjab, there is the great
'danger that you will drive them to the use of drugs.
·
Lastly, _the. question of cost. The honourable mover talks of adding·
.extra taxation to recompense for one or two crores loss in revenue from excise ...
Do not honourable members think that pressing for temperance propaganda.
as against drinking to excess a better proposition and spending such
· revenue in other needs; beneficial needs so frightfully wanted in the province;
such as. compulsory education, advancement. of industries, and .various
activities that would add to the prosperity of the country, than sacrificing that income for a very doubtful advantage ? · What I submit is.
that you want as much public opinion, as much propaganda, in the
country towards temperance. as possible, but do not attempt total prohibi-·
tion,
·
. R&IUl Firoz-ud-Din Khan [South-East To~s (Muhammadan}, (Urban)]i;
(Urdu) : Sir, the honourable member for GuJrat had expressed the hope
that. the Government will readily accept the first part of this resolution..
Not only that; he went even so fa.r as to remark that there could be no two
opinions as far as that part 'was concerne~. Then the honourable member .for·
Sialkot appealed to the Government saymg that the declaration of such a,
policy would be in the best interest of the Government itself. Now after·
that we were looking forward to the Honourable Minister for Agriculture
to fulfil these very reasonable· expectations. But when he did rise and made·
bis speech all these fine hopes were rudely disappointed and we were compelled to say·

~,~ ~

~ b' l..,h...

""r it

He flatly refused to give any undertaking whatsoever on the ground
that tot'al prohibition was impracticable, and therefore it was not possible
• to offer any promise in this connection. '1.s an Indian, he was very profu110·
in expressious of sympathy with the resolution and the aspirations of the
people; but, .as the Minister in charge, he was not prepared to give any
IW1,terial shape to his sympathy. ·
,
: .
.
·
Then; Sir, the arguments advanced by the Honourable Minister are . as .
. unoonvinchig as they are strange and novel. First, he quoted the figures.
for the years 1907 and 1910, and then with. a sudden leap began to compare·
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i_hem with those for the year 1927-28, Had he begun with the year 1921 or _
1922 and tried to prove by eomparing the figures for the most recent years
rwith each other that the 'Government was really following a policy which
·'Vas sure to effect reduction in the consumption 'of liquor, then of course · it ·
-eould have been possible to come to some conclusion. But the method which
1he has been pleased to employ reveals nothing.
A similar resolution was moved in this Council in 1925; At that time
I discussed the reasons for the increase in the consumption of liquor and the
number of liquor shops, and, though the Government benches tried to offer
.a reply to my arguments, their logic · was far from convincing. No- · doubt
-there was a considerabledecrease in the excise revenue during the year 1921~. but it was due to some special reasons and circumstances. But after
:that there has been a stiady increase in the number of liquor shops, as well
.as in the consumption of liquor, both lieit and illicit. Now let us see
-what this report for the year 1927-28 has to say.,
·
.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : It is not the latest
Teport.
.
Rana Fir-,z-ud·Din Khan : This is the latest report I could get · from
,the library.
_ The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : That has not been
.publishsd yet.
·
_ _ Rana Firoz•ud•Din Khan : It ought to have been available by
.this time, especiallywhen it was known that this resolution was c0n:iilig before -the Council in the budget session. Now the very first sentence of this
.reports reads thus :~
· "The Excise Report under review reveals a rise in the consumption of country liquor,"

I· need not repeat the figures which have already been .qnoted _ by the
honourable mover of the resolution. Then the second. paragraph begins
·with the following sentence :__::
"Nevertheless, though the increase in licit consumption was. probably li.ccotnpaiiied
by a considerable decrease in illicit outp~t, the manufacture of the Jatt.er still
continues."

.As it was not possible to deny the steady and enormous increase in the
.eonsumption of licit liquor in· the p:resen~e of stern figures, the Government
has tried to find some consolation by saying that _this increase was prQbably
.aeoompanied by a considerable decrease in illicit output. But let . us see
-what this considerable decrease is. The report says that during the, year
1927;.28 "Two hundred and twenty-four working stills were captured as
,against one hundred and ninety in the previous year." And then·
'The number of persons arrested for_ illicit distillation rose from 1,229 to 1,310 and of
convictions from 577 to 692. -One zaildar and 13 Iambardars in the ¢ogle
district of Ferozepore were dismissed for: dereliction of duty."

· ,N!)W may I ask, Sir, whether this is what. they mean by 1' conaiderable
-deorease ?" On the contr~, these figures eleaely, show that there ba11 been
.a considerable increase in the consumption of not only licit, but illicit liquor
.as well. In the presence of these facts and figures the Gove~ellt ~a~ot
-elaim ~t~ any aII.lOUD:t of. decency that it is following a suc<leS!:lfQ.\ polit\f of
zeduetion inthe consumption of liquor,

•
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Then, Sir, they have compared this province with the United and Central.
Provinces. In this· connection I am free to admit that in one or two respects .
out province appears to ·compare favourably with the United and Central
Provinces;' but in other respects it is no better than the . latter, But
then they have not told us as to what was the comparative position of thesethree provinces in the previous years. If previously the Punjab was much·
better than the other two provinces, and now it is only a little better, then of·
course our province has made no progress. On the other hand, it has·
fallen from its high pedestal.
Then it was said that this evil has accompanied mankind from the very·
day this world came into existence. The Honourable· ·Mini.star was pleased,
to remark that all the religious leaders have tried to eradicate this evil,".
but their efforts. were not crowned with success. In this connection he referred to the anci~t kingdom of Babylonia. But I will draw his attention
to a living example. It is · well known that, as far as the use of liquor is,
concerned, the condition of Arabia was much worse than that of any other
country. But its USP was stopped by one word. The Prophet of Islam,.
an illiterate orphan, rises one day and as a messenger of God enjoins hisfollowers not to touch it, saying: "lt is unclean from to-day," with the result
that .not only is liquor .thrown away, but even those vessels which had come
into contact with those containing liquor are broken and thrown away ..
Even now, after the lapse of more than 13 centuries, it is looked upon as themost unclean thing in every Muslim country. _ Take the case of Turkey,.
Persia, . Afghanistan, Arabia.
·
The Honourable . Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : Yes, what about
Persia ?
·

Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan : The araq-i-angur used in · Persia is not
liquor,

The Honourable· Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : What about Umar.
·
• · RaJia Firoz-ud-Din Khan: Oh, those w~re only the ~sual revellings-

Khayyam and Hafiz ?

of Eastern poets. They were not drunkards. as you think them to be. Take·
the case·of those Islamic countries and you will find they are absolutely dry ..
Even in the Punjab consumption of liquor is much less in those parts which.
are populated mostly by Muslims, such asthe western districts.
.
It must be remembered that the number of Muslims is very small in,
'the Central Provinces, and therefore it cannot compete favourably with
the Punjab. The greater the number of Muslims in a country, the less is.
the consumption of liquor.
Therefore it is not. correct to say that the:
religious .teaehers . and Ieaders have pot been able to achieve any success..
They were immensely successful.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Hu•ain: Yes, they have met
with some success here and there ..
Rana· Firoz•ud-Din'Khan : Then we were referred .to the Lo"call
Option ·A~t .. But I beg to .submit,. Sir, that that _Acir has not me~ with _any·
.suoeess ·anywhere because its provisions are so . inherently defective that itimpossible to give effect to it:
It is no .. wonder that only the Hissar
district. has attempted to make some ·use . of it.
·

is
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The .11,onourable Sudar . Sir Jogendta Singh : . I .have not read
that 'list y~t ..

. Rana Fire)z•ud·Din Khan : Well then I may let it alone. 'But 1
must say that it is. really surprising to :find even that single district trying tomake use of that worthless Act.
·
·
·
this resolution is v.ery reasonable and absolutely harmless. The
Government may atfain this object in 15, or even in 20, years: It only asks.
the Government to accept the principle and make a declaration to that Effect.
The honourable- minister has not told us whether he wants to decrease the,
consumption of liquor or to increase it. .
·
·
·
. .·.

Now

The Honourable Sardar.Sir Jogelidra Singh : To decrease. it,'.
~a Firoz•ud·Din
Khan : That is good. . But no effective step· .
has so far been taken to attain that object. You say.you have increased the
excise duty, .butI submit that .you cannot reduce the eonanmption.of liquor·
by any amount of increase in the duty .. To make the licit liquor more ccstly
will simply increase the illicit output.

.

.

.

·,

· The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : That is. right. • · ·
~ana Fit:oz-ud-Diu° K1uu:a.: And, if you make it cheaper, the con sum P'
tion will again increase. ':['herefore you cannot. decrease the consumption
of Hquor. unless you declare its use punishable under the law.

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i;.Hmain : . The use of· illicit liquor·
is already punishable.

Rm.a Firoz-ud•Din Khan : That amounts to nothing else than. that.
it is illegal, immoral and irreligious even to touch a single drop of liquor
prepared by the eonsumer himself or any .other person; but, if the liquor is
purchased from you, then the consumer would not offend against any religious.
or moral code even if he were to . drink tons of it every day. This means
that it is illegal from the revenue point of view only, The verse quoted by. the Honourable Minister, nal'.llely :·

·~lt, ..:.:,i;

\!J..) ~Sf'C ~~;.:..

s; ,.;,r JI

,Sis~... ,; ~

.!,. ..bu.i

v°,C

.does not :fit into thepruo1t €J(lise1iolicy of the Government. Instead
he ought .to have quotedthe !<>l!owii:ig eouplet t-->

· .>·,_:;.

~,r

I~

'.)..Z

..)j1,:; ~ ,_$ l ,6:;
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Therefote, if the Government is only after the excise revenue; it. would"
cease. to .talk . of . its earnest .desire to decrease the consumption of liquor;
but; if it iinef!,lly anxious to effect• such a reduction, then Lmnst submit that.
no increase in the excise duty can help to attain that · obj€ct. In that case
all distillati~µ~ as well -as consumption, mustbe declared illegal. It 'is a pity
that although, as. has been pointed out .hY my honourable friend Chaudhri ,
·Afzal Haq., therehas been. a welcome.change
the, mentality of the non,
. offic!~lci]~~hf: o,f ( ~~~ Cpu.p~il ,d~g, ~he )~s~. *ve .Y~~rs,; the at,titqd~ o( t4E:;'.:
. . official.. blq~lr, ~:s; ,t.il\ ,t~e1 ~ame•. · , · , . ; . . , . . , ... , , , . .
. . ... , , ... ,J ,
· Pir; Akbat''Ali (It has beeome mo:rJ ti.nsympathetic.. ' ... ·
· :'. .i:« u

in
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Rana Firoz•ud·Din Khan: Quite so.: And now, as there is
-differenee ·of opinion with regard to the second part of the resolution, I need
.not say anything about it. But, as regards the third pa,rj;, I. IJ!Ql. surprised
to see that, although the first two parts relate to total prohibition, money
:is asked for only temperance propaganda in the third part. ·

Rai Bahadur . Lala Mohan Lal : By temperance pr~pa.ganda · I :tneu
,propaganda. for total prohibition.

Rana Firoz•ud"'.Din
·Kh~ : Then I quite agree wi~h you'. I do not,
-deny t.he value of propaganda, 'bus' it must be abstinence propagandacand
not temperance propaganda. A particular class of people carried on vigorous
propaganda against liquor in the year 1921, and, although the Goveooment
-opposed those people with its usual ;aal and strength, there was a very con.siderable decrease in the consumption of liquor.
·
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i·Husain : What kind of liquor ? ·•
Rana Firoz•ud•Din Khan : Both licit as well as illicit. -I speak frqm
.

~

.

:

.

•,

}

~

!

:my personal knowledge; as.an instance, the inhabitants of ·20 villages in the
Hoshiarpur district met in a diwan and swo-e not to touch liquor of any kind.

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Rusain : And are they total ab.stainers even now ?·

.

·

.
Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan : I do not know; they may not be, now that
'propaganda has ceased, and therefore its effects have naturally disappeared.
'It is quite true, Sir, that the financial condition of the Government is not very
-eneouraging and it is just possible that, owing to certain circumstances, its
-expenditure may still increase. But, if some money. is set aside to help this
.kind of propaganda, it will do . immense · good to the province.
In the. end, Sir, I must say that the speech made 'by theHonourable
:Minister for Agriculture has in no wa,y streµgthe:q.ed his position, · :q.or has he
been able to refute the arguments advanced in £11,vo1U' of this resolu·tion •. Had ha come .forward with some. cogent and convincing arguments, it
. might have been possible for one to revise his opinion. But he has totally
;fail~d to do so, and therefore I strongly support the resolution under discussion.
. Mr. C. A. H. Townsend (Financial Commissioner): I associate myself
-with the remark that fell from the Minister £or Agriculture that the gentlemen who have .spoken in support of thil:J resolution did so with grea.t mod-eration,
l have listened. with great interest to this debate, which is not
ii~e ~t on the sqbjec,t I have heard,
This Counoil, Sir, has acquired a well-deserved reputation, since it came
into existence, for sanity and common sense, and I am confident that it will
maintain that· reputation by declining to pass this resolution.
We all, even we on Pie Government benches,. are in symp~thy with
·temperance •. There is no doubt that excessive drinkiilg 'does cause _C.iiJne,·
.and, · speaking for myself, I should welcome this resolution if I thought tha.t,
-~ a. result o! its adoption, the eonsumption of liquor of all 11o~s . \f()uld 013a;1;1e .
.In tha.t contmgency I should be prepared to do all I could to fil:i.d· the .necessary
money. I have just sai(,). tlie words "liqu..or Qf a.U s9rf;s" bQ01t,ui!~ I have
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seen in the speeches of some members a distinct teI1.deµ.oy t9 disregard the:

f11~t that. there is suo.h a.. th.mg. a.~ iJiioit liquor 8.8 weU as Uoit liquor. I Wij~. f9J{

~ome y~a:t\l Co~!!ione>; of the Jw,lmid1JF division, where a. goqd desl of
liqu,or is dmnk. I een asaure tli,e Hq~e that the prqble~ offere4 in sotQ~
,(ijstricts. of that division by illicit. distµlatio:u ~ serious t.o . a degree, Th~
~Q.cestral h~bit3 of t~e people are largely the reason for this. . Sugarcaµe is
· v~~f eomm<m in the districts in question, and it is therefore easy to distil
· -ifficit liquor;
.
I turn now to deal with some of the specific remarks that fell
froµi the speakers · this. afternoon. Amerirn1, has figl,ll"ed largely in m,o:re
t.hain one speech, and A.n:,.erica has. been dealt with by the Honourable
Miri.i,s~,r. I. get every montb. an A.merica.n journal · which is not devoted
,oajy to qqestions of temperance and prohibition, but deals with subjf)Cts
-0.f every variety. I have been much struck with the amount of discussion
that this question of prohibition is. at present causing in . Ameri~.
~ nearly every issue there are long · papers on the subject from one
.side or the other. Some maintain that prohibition is good and has been,
a. success, and others say that it is entirely bad and has failed in its object.
Mr.·Afzal Haq, the member from Hoshiarpur, quoted extracts from a book
written by an.ameriean gentleman saying that it is entirely good. The Hon-ourable minister quoted extracts from newspapers saying that it, is entirely
bad. I will tell you two things. which . came to my own notice. Three
_years ago I was the guest of an Indian gentleman at Jullundur who · ha'a
.some American gentlemen staying with him. I asked one of them about prohibition. He replied that I was the 79th person who .had questioned him
-on the subject. He said that before prohibition came he got his liquor from
London and that he still got it, only he had to pay more i'or it. Again a
.soldier friend of mine went to New York. On his return I. asked him
.about prohibition.
replied that an American met him.
New: York,
took him round the oity, _an,d in the evening said : "T: must get some more
w:W.Sky." They. went to
place 'where whisky was sold. My friend
l'em11,iiled outside· in the car and a little iater saw a car coming with the head
-of the police; he naturally feared that his friend would be arrested. But
his fears disappeared when he saw the head of the police himself come out·
,pf.tile house with four bottles of whisky. (Laughter.)
I venture to bore the House with a repetition of some facts about an
.instanee of prohibition which I gave to this House two years ago. It happened in the year 1810 when the Emperor Ala-ud-Din Khilji reigned in Delhi.
He; from the best of motives, imposed a policy of prohibition on the city of
Delhi, which was then a walled city, and in it therefore tlie enforcement of
prohibition was easier than now. General prohibition. was proclaimed. Dis·
tillation, however, continued and a considerable .amount , of liquor was imported into the city. The guards were doubled and smugglers were very
,severely handled by the law.. but the evil still continued; people resorted
to villages at a safe distance to drink, or distilled in their own homes. Even·tuaUy the Emperor was driven .to permit distillation to be conducted pri·
vately, and alcohol so distilled to· be consumed· in private.
The evening is getting on and I have only one or two other remarks to
make. My friend Chaudhri Fazl Ali from Gujrat said that much liquor and
.c1w.ras is ·amuggl~d into the Eunjab Indian States. I speak with the greatest
.:respect !or 'Indian States, but. it is no use ignoridg facts .. We : have, in· the
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heart of .this:p:iovince,many important Sikh States, and J, as. a :Financial'.
Commissioner,have much' to do with 'them on questionsof liquor !lllil ex~
a,~inistration. Suppose, · Sir, th!l,t this House ·adopts the resolution, and
that in 15.years 'total prohibition becomes the law in this province. Do,
the members of this House.iaa reasonable men, really think that these States,
will follow our example ? Do they not perceive . that by adopting this
policy they will be only throwing Iakhs of mpees into their pockets? '.{'he·
smuggling from 'them into the Punjab would be immense and the op- .
portnnities of which we bear so much from· Mr. Afzal Haq would increase,
enormously. I ask the House to consider these points of view. I' do not .
wish to stress the many difficulties that lie in the way of the achievement
of prohibition. We have been told that Bombay has taken the lead in adopting this policy. True, .bnt Bombay is making very slow progress. The-honourable mover said that he is confident t:b.at, if a general election wasfought on the issue of prohibition, then the supporters of the policy would
be returned in a majority. Whatever the defects of the Local Option Act,
on which my honourable friend Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan has laid so muchstress, .. '....
· Rai Bahadm I..ala Mohan Lal : It.is a very imbecile measure.
<

'

•

•

'

•

• •

•

• '

'

.

Mr. C. A. - H. ·Townsend : The honourable member himself was

a,. ..

~ember of the Council when this imbecile measure was :gassed:. Well, Sirfr
we have the Local Option Act under which a referendum can be called. But '
the number of people in any town who have ever taken the trouble of voting"
on such a referendum can generally be counted ori the fingers of both>.
hands ..
My.·friend Rana Firoz-nd-Din Khan criticised the Honourable Minister·
.He is capable of looking after himself, but I wish to say that the Honourable
- M mister has, since · he has . come into office, realised his responsibilitiesand has appreciated the fact that there is. a vast difference between passing destructive criticisms in opposition and the actual· administration or
a department. ·
·
·
·
· The particular remedy that we have been offered for illicit distillation,
· is propaganda. Propaganda is a . word of which we now hear a great deal,
It is like the blessed. word '' Mesopotamia. " . There is, however,. a limit.
to the effectiveness of propaganda. When people are accustomed to liquor
from childhood, it is extr~mely difficult, nay, it is entirely impossible, to,
stop them from drinking purely ~ propaganda. With these words, I as~
the House to r~ject this rssolution,
Rai Bahaclur Lala Mohan Lal : I will only take 5 minutes because I~
feel that the timeis slipping and we might like to go home. The Honourable
· Minister, while replying to our arguments, congratulated the House and the
Government on the fact that the number of shops has decreased, and that the·
number of gallons of liquor consumed has also decreased. He took the figures,
fer 1910-14. But I have got a statement on page 6 of the report for 1927-28,
whiehthe hononrabls members would- perhaps like to listen to. It'says that
· the total number ofshops in the Punjab inl928-24 was 517 and in 1927-28655, which means an increase of 188. The nugiber of ga:tJ.ons eonsumed. in.,
the Punjab in 1928~24 was 122,000gallonsand in 1927-28the numberof gallons-
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consumed was 540,000,which means an increase, excluding States and otherp'rovinces, of more than four times. . If tlie Government can be congratulated on these figures, then certainly we must congratulate thom.:
· Mr. J. D. Penny .: May I suggest that it is. unfair to take the figures·
of 1928-24? The decrease was due to the fact that there was non-co-opera.-·
tion in those days. ·
.
· Rai Bahaclur Lala Mohan Lal : I have taken the figures since theBeforms came into existence. The consumption of country liquor in the ·
Punjab has increased by four times (hear, hear) and the number of shops has,
increased since 1928 by .188. .
·
0

· If the Ministry can be congratulated on this ~chievement. then I join in
· the congratulation.
One word more, about Mr. Gray's remarks. It is due to the civilisation
of the West and of the community to which my friend Mr. !Gray belongs.
that we are sufferingfrom this evil-an evil which is eating into the very
vitals of our life-and the sooner we get rid of it the better. There is another
reason why Mt. Gray is opposed to my resolution. His country is getting·
erores of rupees from the liquor traffic, and we cannot possibly expect
any sympathy from him. or from the nation to which he belongs. lam sorry·
that I a~ rather harsh in my words, but that is how I feel.
·
Mr. V. Fi Gray : Sir, I was not in my speech referring to any of the·
foreign Iiquors; I was referring to country liquor consumed in this country.

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal·: As I was saying, we cannot expect any
sympathy 'from Mr. Gray, and he cannot have any sympathy in our aspir-ations .. So far as I remember, more than two orores are . going from India.
to foreign countries on account of the sale of wines in India. · We send our:
children to England and they imbibe this bad habit of drinking. In fact, I would recommend my friend Mr~ Gray to stir up his own community in
England to take steps that their children may be saved and our children·
may also be saved:
·
Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan has clearly.put the case before the House and.
I need not repeat it. There are two classes, the upper classes and the lower
classes, for which total prohibition is necessary. There will no doubt be loss.
of revenue involved in the eradication of the evil, but Government should
not grudge it. . During thE: first few years it will no doubt be an expensive
affair, to put up the staff to see that there is no illicit distillation. My humble-:
submission is that, if Government declares the policy of total prohibition
and follows_that policy, I for one would be satisfied. There would be no,
! question,of time- limit; Let Government come forward and make a declaration of its policy, and I can assure you that the money that will be spent·on
propaganda work will be money very well spent.
'

.

.

With these remarks I submit the resolution to the House in the hope
that my honourable friends will lend their support to it. If our Government· declares its policy, it will give a good.lead to other provinces. If the
Punjab Government were to do so, I am sure other provinces would also,
take similar ~eps and follow us. I can say with regard to the Jail EnquiryCommittee report that we took the lead and the other provinces followads
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:t\Dd the Government of India accepted the principle of oUJ: report. · lf t~
· . Government of India knows· that the Punjab ill going, to . fQllOW; ttie. poli.oj
··,of prehihition, and qther provinces will also follow our lead, the Government
. of India will have to yield and will have to find a solution of thia problem,
With these remarks I commend this resolution of mine to the House:

Mr~ Presid~nt: As the resolution involves three distinct points, I
propose to put, aaeh point or part of the resolution separ&tely. rrhe qnesitionis•
~· This Council recommends to Government to declare a policy of total proliibitiou in
the Punjab."

.The Council divided: Ayes 22, Noes ~8.
AYES.
Mr. M. A. Ghani.
Mr. Labh Singh.

Mr. Din Muhammad.

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan.
Pir Akbar A1i.
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram.
Khan Bahadur . Malik Muhammad
Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal.
Amin Khan.
.
Chaudhri Ram Singh.
Lala Mukand Lal Puri.
Malik Khan Muhammad Khan, .
Wagha.
Mian Ahmad Yar Khan, Daultana,
Lala Gopal Das. ·
Mian Nurullah,
.Lala Jyoti Prasad.
j Khan Bahadnr. Mian Muhammad
Hayat, Qureshi .
Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri.
I
. , . Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan.
· Pandit Mehar Chand.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq.
cSayad Mubarik Ali Shah.
Mr. E. Maya Das.

I

I

NOE8.

:Mr.

H. Calvert.
Mr. J. D! Penny.
.
Mr. C. M. G. Ogilvie.
Mr. C. A. H. Townsend.
'The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan,
Mr. H. W. Emerson.
Mr. S. L. Sale.
.Noon.
Khan Bahadur Nawab Muzaffar
Mr. Owen Roberts.
Rai Bahadue Lala Rattan Ohand.
Khan.
' Rai Sahib Chaudhri Ohhotu Ram.
Mr. W. R. Wilson.
Khan Bahadur Ohaudhri Fazl Ali.
Mr. R. Sanderson
Sardar Hari Singh.
Mr. W. S. Dorman.
Mr. H. F. Ashton.
Mr. V. F. Gray.
·The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal.
Lt. Sardar Ra.ghbir Singh.
'The Honourable Sardar Sir JogenSardar Bahadur Captain Dalpat
Singh.
dra Singh.
'The Honourable · Sir Alexander
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Sheo Narain
Singh.
.
. Stow.
'The Honourable Mia.n Sir Fazl-i- Sardar Bishan Singh, Husain,
Sardar Mohindar Singh.
Mr. A: MitcheU.
'I'he motion w~ lost.

RESOLUTION

BE TOTAL PROHiBITION.

2st

Mr. Preii.d.eiit ': The question is"Tba.t this Council recommends to the Government to ~ke steps to · give effect to.
tbs policy of total prohibition in the Punjab within the next 16 years."

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: If the answer to the
first part of the question is in the negative, the steps to enforce that nonexisting J?Olicy surely cannot be. put to· the Council.

Mr. President: The first part of the resolution, which · has been
negatived by the House, says that Government should declare the policy
of total prohibition in the Punjab. Now the, Government may not declare·
its policy, and yet it may carry it out .. Therefore it is open to the .Council.
to request Government to give effect to that policy in a certain number
of years.
The llonoutabi~ · Miiin Sir ''Fazl·i-Husain: I think, Sir, your
logic is absolutely faultless. It is perfectly true that a man may have a.
policy of prohibition, and yet refuse to declare that policy. But I think you
. will agree with me that no Government in the Bunjab, or for the ·matter of
.that anywhere else, would have a policy of 'prohibition, and yet conceal it
from the public of the Punjab as if it 'Yere ashamed of it, and yet go· en
enforcing it.
'

Mr-. Din Muhammad:Sir,

I beg to differ from the interpretation of
the Honourable Revenue Member. It is quite·
fl P.M,
possible that the Government may _not like todeclare a thing, and still do it, as is generally done-. (LaughteJr.) It would beperfectly justifiable if you· put the second part of the resolution also to theHouse so that the House may declare itself one way or the other as to whether
it agrees with the second part or not.

Mr-. President : There might be . some inconsistency between thesetwo parts as pointed out by the Leader of the House, but I. do not considerit to be so clear that the first part entirely negatives the second. Thei'eforer
I will put the second part to the House.
/

The original resolution was" This Council recommends to the Government to take steps to give effect to the policy
of total prohibition within the next 16 years." .

since which an amendment has been moved->
· "That the words 'try.and'

be inserted between the words 'to '-and 'give.'"

The question is that the amendment be made.
The motion was· lost. • ·

Mr. President:The questlon isto the Government to take st.eps to give effect to the po&Y"
of total prohibition within the next 16 ye.are."
·

" This f'-0uncil recommends

The motion was lost.
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. Mr. President: The third part of the resolution moved was-'" This Council recommends to the Government to provide in the bndget Rs. 50,000
a year for temperance propaganda."

~since which an amendment has been moved" That for the words 'Rs .. 50,000 a year' the 'words ' Rsdi,000 (6:ve thousand]
or such Ja.rger sum as.ean be set apart' be substituted."
·

11,

year

· The question is that that amendment be made,
The motion was lost;
Mr."President: The question is" This Oouncil reeommends to the Government
a year tor temperance propaganda, ••

to

provide io the

budget,

R!(, 50,000

·

The motion was lost.
The Council then adjourned till 11 A.M. on Friday, the 28th February
i980.
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Friday, the 28th February·1980.
THE Councilmet at the Council Chamber at 11
clock. Mr. President in the chair.
STARRED 'QUESTIONS'

AND,

A.M,

of

the

ANSWERS.

G~ANT·IN•AID TO AIDED SCHOOLS, '

*2867. Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh : ·Will the · Ronoura ble:

.Ministerfor Ed ueation please state-

·

··

whether the details of grant-in-aid earned by aided schools are:
supplied to the schools concerned ;
· (b) whether such a practice existed in the past;
(c) if this practice is not observednow, the reasons for the same ;
(d) whether such details can be supplied to the management of an aidetl
school on request?
(a)

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : (a) No definite rules havebeen framed nor have any orders been issued·in this regard, but the details
of the assessment of grant are largely confidential ; though the inspector
often discusses certain matters concerning the grant with the school concerned.
(b) Not so far as I am aware.
(c) Does not arise.
(il) No.
GRANT-IN-AIDRULES.

*2868. Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh : Will the Honourable:

Minister for Education please state(a)

whether the rules regarding the method of calculating grant-in-aid
have been framed by the department, and, if so, whetherthey
are uniformly observed by the inspecting officers ;

(b) will he please lay a copy of the rules on the table.

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : Yes. The rules are contained
.in Chapter III oftho Punjab ·Education Code. Efforts are always made to
secure all practioable uniformity in the observance of these rules by · the
~
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;[Hon'ble Mr.. Manohar Lal.]
inspecting officers ; and. the .recommendations of the inspectors in regard
t? grants a1:9 also examined m the office of the Director of Public Instruc'tion,
PROSECUTION oF CERTAIN. CoNSTABLES AND

HEAD

CoNSTAl3LE.

*2869. Lala Joti Parshad: (a) With reference to answer to part (c) to
.my question .No, 27471, asked on 6th December 1929, will. the Honourable
.Finance Member be pleased to state whether the question _of prosecuting the
head constable and constables has received further consideration of the Gov. -emment.
·
(b) If so, with what result?

The Hon~urabl~ Sir Alexander Stow:

(a)

Yes.

(b) It has been decided·that the further prosecution of the' head con-stable and constables concerned is not neQessary. · Their sentences in . the
.seeond case under section 850, Indian_PenalCode, wereupheld by the High
~nit and both officers have been dismissed from the Force.
:lrAMINE RELmF

IN

Hrsaan,

· *2870. Lala Joti Parshad: With reference to answer to (a) of my
-question No. 26642 starred put by me on 2nd December 1929, will the
Honourable Revenue Member please state in detail what other measures, to
..a;ffoi:d relief· which were under the consideration of the Government then,
have been taken in hand up, till now ?
·
·
~,··
•·The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-·Husam : .Test works have been
.started at Jagmalera and Rania in the Sirsa Sub-Division, Jhallanian in the
Fa.tehabad tahsil, and Jui; Toshg,m and Siwani in the Bhiwani tahsil. · Over
rupees six Iakhs have been advance~ as tac?avi loans during the current
'financial year. Of land revenue due in Khar1f 1929, over rupees four and
half lakhs have been suspended and over five thousand rupees remitted.
Liberal concessions have been sanctioned for the importation of fodder
from a large number· of Railway Stations. · Municipal Committee of' .
Bhiwani has been granted a loan of_ Rs. 5,000 free of interest for expenditure
on relief works. The Municipal Committee of Hissar has also spent a sum
of Rs. 1,694 to afford r~lief to the people who are in distress.

wAR SCHOLARSHIPS.
*2871. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable
.Minister'for Education kindly state(a) the amount of Budget provisionunder the head " War Scholarship"
in 1928-29 and in 1929-80 and the amount actually spent
out of 'the funds budgetted ;
(b) the restrictions which have been· placed on the award of War
Scholarships since the. institution of these scholarships '} ·
1vo1. XIV. pa.ges 710-11.
'1Vol. XIV, page 561.
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·'The Honourable Mr. Ma nohar Lal :
Provision in the bwlget
for the education
of the chiTif,ren of Indian
soldiers.
Rs.
1a) 1928-29
1929-30

Amount actually

4,00,000
4,00,000

spent.
Rs.
2,98,840
2,68,157

There are still · some
districts which have
not yet claimed the
amount of the second
instalment:
(b) Copies of the lcircmlars.issuedon the subject from time to. time will
i'be supplied to the honourable member.
EMPLOYMEN'.r OF STATUTORY .AGRICULTURISTS,

*2872. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will .the Honourable

"Minister for Education kindly state(a) the measures of progress, which statutory agriculturists have ·
made in· securing employment in his department from y~ar to
year since he assumed office ;
.
(b) whether it is a fact that the consolidated list shows the. general effect of promotions, retirements . and new appointments
combined, and not of new appointments alone ;
(c) if the proposition stated in (b) is correct the number of appointments
in the Provincial Educational .serviee and in the first two
highest grades of the Bubordinato Educational Service (AngloVernacular Section) which went to Hindus, Moslemsand Sikhs
and to statutory agriculturists under each head in each year
since the 1st January 1927?
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) It is not understood what
.the Honourable Member means by " measures of- progress."
(b) Yes.
· (c) In view of the information made available in the consolidated stat~C
ment it is not proposed to compile this further information.
Run.AL

REPRESENTATION ·oN THE PUNJAB U:mvERSITY.

*2873. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram :- Will . the Honourable
Minister for Education kindly.state the exact measure of rural representation
-on .each of the governing bodies pf the Punjab University ?
.
The .Honourable Mr.. Manohar Lal·: The Universities Act does
.no~ provide for representation on the · governing bodies of the University
by reason of-residencein any particular locality;
'Not printed, but kept in the library.
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BHAKRA DAM PROJECT.

*2874. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable
Member for Revenue kindly state-«
(a) whether. the revised estimates for Bhakra Dam Project have
been completed ; if not, when are they expected to be completed;
.
(b) whether- "the contemplated aerial survey has been made;
(c) whether the committee of Engineers proposed to be appointed to,
examine the effect .of the Bhakra Dam schemes on the· water
level of the Indus has been appointed, and, if appointed, whether-the committee has submitted its report ;
(a) if the committee referred to in (c) has not been appointed, what are.
the reasons for the delay, when it is proposed to appoint the·
committee and within what maximum period its report is ex·
peeted to be submitted ?
The Hon~~able Mian Sir Fazl-i ..Husain: (a) No, but prelimi-:
naries are in hand, and every effort will be made to proceed with the Project
as early as practicable.
(b) No aerial surveys were contemplated in connection with this Project; work on the rectangular surveys has, however, been taken in hand
by No. 22 Party of the Survey of India which is solely employed on this.
work.
(c) The committee has been appointed and should meet on April 1st.
(a)· The delay is due to the fact that suitable officers have not been
available. It is hoped that the report will be submitted within 5 months
of tlie committee· starting work.
1

•

STATUTORY AGRICULTURISTS. AS NAIB-TAHSiLDARS.

· *2875. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Rain : Will the Honourable,
Member for Revenue kindly state·
(a) the. number
Hindu statutory agriculturists serving as Naib·.
Tahsildars according to the consolidated list published on the ·
1st January 1927, 1928 and 1929;
(b) if there has been a fall in the number of Hindu statutory agrienl- ·.
turists serving as Naib-Il'ahsildars, what are the reasons of this
reduction?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a)1927
15
1928
19
1929
.. 17
(b) The figure ~or 1929 should read 19 as in 1928. The particulars
of one Hindu statutory agriculturist Naib-I'ahsildar of the Rawalpindi
Division were omitted in the list for 1929,· as he was only officiating; but
he has now been confirmed with retrospective effect from the 31st March,.
1928. Another Hindu statutory · agriculturist Naib-Tahsildar of the .Jul-lundur division was incorrectly shown as a Sikh, the word " Singh " in his ·
name having caused the misunderstanding.

of
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MuNIOIPAL CoMMISSIONERs AND INDEPENDENCE DAY OELEBIUTION.

*2876. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Chief Secretary be pleased
. -to state-

·
(a) whether it is a fact that a Hindu Municipal Commissioner of Bonepat has been called upon by the Sub-Divisional Officer of the
place to explain why action should not be taken against him for
bei.t\g the member of the Congress Committee which passed the
resolution of Independence ;
·
(b) whether the Government issued any instruction to the Deputy
Commissioner of the province to take action against those Municipal Commissioners who took part in the celebration of the
. Independence day ?
·
Mr. H. W. Emerson: (a) He was called upon for an explanation
'but not merely for being a member of the Congress Committee which passed
-the resolution of Independence.
'
(b) Government has issued certain instructions relating to the partici-pa.tion jn the Independence movement of the Committees of Local Bodies or
·of individual members of the committees of Local Bodies in their capacity
as members.
POLICE INTEBFEBENOE WITH JUDICIAL OFFICERS.

· *2877. Cha11dhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Finance Member
~be pleased to state·· ·
.
(a) whether the attention of the Government has been drawn to the
recent remarks of· Mr. Justice Fforde which he made in the
judgment of transfer application of Kiran Chandra Dass who
was tried by Mirza Mehdi Hussain under section 107,.Criminal
Procedure Code;
(b) whether the Government have issued any instruction to the magistracy to independently uphold justice and not to abide by the
instructions of the Criminal Investigation Department or other
executive officers ;
(c) whether the Government have also issued· any instructions recently
to the police officers not to offer suggestions to judicial officers
and thereby interfere in the discharge of their judicial work ?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) Yes,
(b) No.··
(c) No.
RESIGNATION

OF Mus,t,IM MEMBERS OF MONTGOMERY MUNICIPALITY.

*2878. Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Will the Honourable Ministerfor Local
.L elf-Government be pleased to state·
e
(a) whether the Govern,ment is aware" that the Muslim members of
· Montgomery municipality sent in their· resignations some two
months back as a protest against the high handedness of the
President;
(b) If so, what action has been taken to redress their grievances ?
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. The Honourable Malik. Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Five Muslim
members of the municipal committee of Montgomery tendered their
signations sometime ago. •
·
(b) Before the resignations were accepted by the Commissioner, the·
members withdrew their resignations and have been informed by the Commissioner that any representation made by them will be duly considered.
and enquired into,
·

re-·

AzAN

cioNTBOVERBYIN:

ZA.F,ARWAL.

*2879. ChaudhriAfzal Haq : Will the Honourable Finance Member·
be pleased to state·
·
(a) whether it is a fact that Azan controversy is going on in the villageof Zafarwal, district Gurdaspur ;
. (b) whether it is a fact that Commissioner of the division visited the.
place;
.·
.
(c) what ai'ethe facts with regard to the Commissioner's visit and what
did he say there ?
· The HonourableSir Alexander Stow: (a) Government understand
that there is now no eontroversary regarding the Azan, which isbeing called
regularly.
·
(b) Yes, on January the 17th 19~0.
(e) The Honourable Member is referred to the letter _of the. Commissioner which appeared in the issue of the M'l.lslim Outfook, dated the 28rQ
January 1930, a copy of which is laid on the table.
Copy of letter from Sir H. D. CR,\IK; Com.missioner, Lahore Division, as published in
the Mtislim Outlook, dated the 23rd January 1930.
·

Sheikh Sadiq Hassan's statement published in your issue of January·
22nd regarding my visit to Zafarwal village on January 17, so gravely misrepresents what I said on that occasion that I feel impelled to write to you
to correct the impression which the statement may produce ..

the-

. After hearing what the Tm1;1,m of the mosque and the headmen of
village had to say regarding the facts of the dispute, I explained that I was.
not ·a court of law and that it was not my function or my intention to pass ·
any orders in the matter, but I proposed to offer both parties my friendly
advice as to the best means of terminating this unfortunate dispute. I informed the Muslims that the proclamation of Azan was not an unlawful act
but I advised them, in view of the fact that. the calling of the Azan caused
annoyance to their neighbours, to refrain from calling it until an amicable
arrangement was reached. My advice was certainly not "tantamount toan order."
reminded them that the Sikhs were the sole owners of the
village .• I then told the Sikhs that· any annoyance that might be caused to,
them by the proclamation of Aaen. seemed to be a small matter compared
with the trouble and expense that had already been caused by this dispute. Both parties have been involved in expensive litigation, and I . reminded'
them that they had to spend their -lives together in the same. village and!
advised them to come to a friendly settlement as soon as possible. :

r·
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I then informed the five or six gentleman from Amritsar, who had
arrived at the village before myself and ·:the Deputy Commissioner,that my
experience was that such disputes in villages were usually settled in a friendly
fashion, if they were not k~pt alive by interference from outside, and T
advised the visitors 'to leave this village alone to settle its dispute by iteslf•.
I informed Sheikh Sadiq Hasan that I would undertake that the Muslims
,vpuld not be forcibly molested by the Sikhs if_ he and his friends would
abstain from . interference (the Sikh Zamindars having repeated before mea· promise they had already given to this effect) and that I was convinced
that the matter would in that event be settled amicably. No doubt my
advice to the Amritsar gentlemen was not palatable, but it was not conveyed
with any discourtesy.
.
·
As regards the allegation of damage to the mosque, one of the gentJem_en from -Amritsar pointed out to me a "parnala " that was slightly out of'
the straight. . As there · had been very heavy rain during the three days
preceding my visit, I was convinced that this trifling damage was due to
natural causes and not to the action of any individual.
In conclusion I would call . attention to the advice given by Sheikh
Chiragh Din, Advocate of Gurdaspur, viz., who is appearing for the local
Muslims in the proceedings now in progress·in the Courts; conveyed in his.
letter published in your issue of the 19th cif January: In . that letter Shaikh
Ohiragh Din ;referred to. the fact that the local authorities had given a sympathetic hearing to representations put. before them by himself and otherlocal Muslims, and advised the Muslims of Amritsar and other places against
visiting Zafarwal with. the object of encouraging the Muslims of Zafarwal
to call out Aeas»; His advice on this point coincideswith my own,
EXEMPTION

<>F

swoan

FROM THE

OPERATION

OF THE

ARMS

AoT.

*2880. Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Will] the] Honourable] Member for·
Revenue be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that in spite of the. recommendations.of the:
Punjab Legislative Council Government have not so far beenable to exempt sword from the operation of the Arms Act in·
all the districts of the Province ;
(b) if so, why ?
The HonourableMia~'Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) and (b) The.hon9J1rable member is referred to the answer given to Council question- No. 2885 •.
(Starred)
COMPULSORY

PRIMA.RY EDUO.A.TION.

*2881. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : · Will the Honourable Minister for Education be pleased to stat~
·
. (a) whether the committeeto devise means of making the primary education free· and compulsory in the province has been appointed ;.
(b) if not, when it will be appointed;
·
(c) what will be. the terms of its reference ?
lPage ll6. a1116.
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The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) Yes.
(b) Does not arise,
(c) The terms of reference are as under e->
The Committee will( a) inquire into and frame estimates for the application of compulsion to boys at the primary stage of their education so
that all boys of school going age are at school ; these estimates
will have reference in particular to (i) maintenance; (ii)
inspection, (iii) the training of teachers, and (iv) capital
expenditure on buildings and equipment ;
(b) report on the-appropriate stages by which in a given number of
· years the object · of introducing compulsion can be best attained; in particular how the principle of compulsionjis to
be extended to areas where at present under the operation
of the Punjab Primary Education Act compulsion has not
made adequate progress;
.
·
(c) to suggest ways and means whereby the additional funds required
for the purpose. can be raised ;
(d) to devise a suitable machinery for the purpose of disposal of
cases arising from a failure on the part of parents and guardians
to comply with the conditions of the present Act.
COMMUNAL REPRESENTATION IN HYDRO-ELEOTBIC

BBANOH.

*2882. Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal: Will the Honourable Minister
for Agricultm:e kindly state-«
(i) the number of Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims who have so far been
appointed . to the following gazetted posts in the Punjab,
Public Works Department, Hydro-Electric Branch:(a) Executive Engineers,
(b) Assistant Executive Engineers,
(c) Transmission Line Engineers,
(d) Assistant Engineers ;
(ii) the number of posts of the following categories sanctioned for
Transmission circle formed on 1st September 1929 :(a) Executive Engineers,
(b) As~istant Executive Engineers,
(c) Transmission Line Engineers,
(d) Assistant Engineers,
(e) Apprentice Engineers,
(iii) the number of posts referred to in part (ii) above filled by (a)
Hindus, and (b) M11Slims. .
. .
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh :
(i)

(a) None.

(b) Hindus
· Sikhs
Muslims

2
None.
None.
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(o) ~one.

..

(d) Hindus.
Sikhs.
Muslims

.

.

1
1
1

..9!

.

.

.

(i'b) No new posts of the categories .refei;red to in the question ha.ve been
.aQ.cti011ed fo:i: the • T ' Cirole but the posts .. shown l>elow have been tra.ns.fel'l'ed.from • E' Oirote to" T .' Oirole :·
·
(a) 2.
~) 1 .
. (c) None.
(d) None.
.,
" (e) 7.

..

,.·(ii'b) (a) Executive EngineersHindus

Muslims
· {b) Assistant · Executive Engineers-,(a) Hindus
· (b) Muslims
••
(o) Transmission Line EngineersHindus
Muslims
(d) Assistant Engineers-:..
·
Hindus
,;
Muslims
(el Apprentiee Engineen;-

None.
None •

..
•...

... 1 .
· ~one.
None.
None,
••

.

· mndus-

. 5
None.

r · ••

Muslims.
.
. Hri>BO-ELEOTRlO

kindly state-

·

.

0:e.:ABGES.

ESTABLISHMENT

*2883~ ·Dr. Sir ~lihamrnad]qbal: Willthe

:for Agrieult~e

None.
None.

Honourable. Minister
·

·

(a) the average m.onthly cost of the following classes. of .esta.blishmet;1t
in the Hydro-Electric Branch,
(i) G~tted officers;
(ii) Subordfuate staff;
.
. ·(b) the percentage of the cost with reference, to the lfindtt, Sikh and
·
· Muslims communities ?
·
·
·
· ·
-_,.

'

.

.

\

'

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.:.

..

. Tlut Honourable Sardar Sir Jogen4ra Singh : I cannot say. till

I hear from ~e. a.utho~ties eoneemed, who ha.ve been ~uested · to supi;,ly
', 1
.
·· · ·

the necessary information.

•
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VILLAGES.

*2884. Dr. Sir Muhanunad Iqbal : · Will· • the Henourable' FinaneeMember kindly· state{a) whether there are any villages in the Punjab in which the MusWll!ll.
do not enjoy the freedom of " Azan " ;
(b) if the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, th~· number of sneh
'villages ;
.
·
·
(e) what steps, if any, does Government propose to take·to remove the·
disability wherever it exists ? · ·
·

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) and (b). Withtheexception·
of the village of Zaf arwal in the Gurdaspnr district {where it is understood
that the matter has been settled) Government have received
complaints:
that Muslims do not enjoy the freedom of Aeom.
·
·
(c) Does not arise.

no

IMPERIAL AND PR.OVINOIAL FOREST SERVIOES.

*2885. · Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh : Will the Honourable·
Revenue Member he pleased to state(a). the number of vacancies in the Provincial ForestsBerviee and the'
time for which they have been lying unfilled ;
(b) the number of vacancies in the Imperial Forest Service and the time,
for which they have been lying unfiUed;
(e) if so, why ?
The.Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i~Husain :(a) ProvincwZ Forest Servwe.
1.· vacancy since December, 1928 .
. 1 vacancy since February, 1929.
Total 2 vacancies.
(b) Indian Forest Service.
8 vacancies since March, 1921. ·
1 vacancy since April, 1926.
1 vacancy sinceJuly, 1927..
· 1 vacancy since November, 1927.
1 vacancy since January, 1928.
1 vacancy since March, 1928.
Total 8 vacancies.
(c) As the anticipated development of the Department has not fully
materialized it has been neeessaryto keep these appointments vacant.' .With
ihe exception of one vacancy in the Indian Forest Service all the .vacanc,iea:
mentioned above have been proposed for abolition,
·
·

.

STABBED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS;
WoRKING .PLANS

CmoLE ·IN

THE. FoREST. DEPARTMENT.

"'2886. Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh : Will · the HonourableRevenue Member please state(a) whether jt is a fact that a third circle known as the' Working Plans·
Circle ' was formed in 1927 in the Forest Department ;
·
(b) whether it has now beenabolished ; ·
(e) if so, the reasons for .the same ?
.
The HonourableMian Sir Fazl•i•Husain: (a) Yes, as the Working·
Plans and Utilization Circle.
·
(b) No.
(e) Does· not arise.
FOREST DEPARTMENT.

*2887. Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh : Will the Honourable,
Revenue Member· please state(a) whether it is a fa.,ct thatthere is a strong complaint of officers beingin excess of requirements in the Forest Department ;
(b) if so, why one more Imperial Forest Service Officer was recruited
last year and why another was obtained from Bengal?
• The HonourableMian Sir-Fazl·i-Husain: (a) Government is not
aware to what complaints the Honourable Member refers. It might, however, be. mentioned for his. information that the question of the strengtl»
of the Forest Services is already under the consideration of Government.
Proposals have been submitted for the sanction of the Secretary of State
to the abolition of 7 posts from the cadre- of the I. F. S;, and it is proposed
to abolish 2 P. F. S. posts. Suitable reductions in other directions will also,
be made as opportunity occurs.
(b) The recruitment of the two officers mentioned was necessary to.
meet the requirements of the Department owing to retirements, etd.
BusHAHR Drvrsrox FOREST DEl'ARTMENT.
*2888. · Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh : Will the Honourable·
Revenue Member please state·
·
(a)· whether it is a fact that the headquarters· for the Upper Bushahr
·
division (Forest· Department) were built at Gopslpur but were. never actually occupied.
·
·
(b) how. much money was spent on those buildings and why the
.
quarters: were condemned ?
The HonourableMian Sir Fazl·i~Husain: (a) No.
(b) Rs. 14,600 were spent on the construction of buildings at Gopalpur;
but owing to the abolition of the Bushahr, Timber division and the eonsiitution of an Upper Bushahr division, the headquarters of which were fixed
at Nichar, and not at Gopalpur, which is outside the limits of the Upper·
Bushahar disivion, the clerks' quarters at Gopalpur are now used as Range·
quarters and the headquarters house as a rest house.
·
. HEAD QUARTERSOF UPPER
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EXCISE STAFF, .HISSAR DISTRICT.

*2889. Lala Joti Parshad : Will.the Honourable Minister for Agriculture please state-e(a) whether it is a fact that the Excise staff in the iiissar district is
inadequate to cope with the work of preventing extensive smuggling of opium into the Hissar district from Bikaner State ;
(b) whether Government is-considering the question of increasing the
staff?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) The matter· is.
being examined.
(b) Yes.
LooAL Bonms-SEPARATE

ELECTORATESFOR MusLIMS-DATE
INSTITUTION,

oF

*2890. Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : Will the Honour.able Minister for Local Self-Governmentkindly state :(a) the year and the municipal committee or district board where
separate electorates were introduced for the first time · for
Muslims;
·
(b) whether the policy was adopted on the representation of .an
organised body of Muslims and, if so, the. representation of
that body may be placed oil the table ;
(c) whether before the introduction of the separate electorates
the matter was ever placed for discussionbefore the Punjab
Council of pre-reform days;
· · ·
(a) · whether any organised Hindu Association was consulted in
the matter;
(e) whether the plan of reserved seats for Hindus and Muhammadans
with a joint electorate was ever discussed by Local Government in the Council or with an organised body of .Hindus and
Muhammadans.
·
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: The required informs·tion is being collected. It will be communicated to the Honourable
Member when ready.
UPPER CHENAB CANAL-LEVY

OF TAX,

*2891. Diwan Bahadur Raja· Narencli'a Nath:
Will the
.Honourable Revenue Member be pleased to state(1) whether an impost of annas 8 per .acre of matured crop. was
levied on the Upper Chenab Canal between 1923. and 1926,
and, if so, from which harvest did the levy of the impost
begin and in which harvest did it end ;
(2) under what law was the. impost levied and whether Government will lay on the table of the House any notification
issued authorizing the levy ;

C•
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(8) the purpose for which the tax was levied and the reason for which.
it was discontinued ;
·
(4) the total amount of the tax recovered from the zamindars during
the period in which the tax continued ;
·
(5) if the tax was imposed for a special object. of a temporary nature
. what 'is the total amount spent on that object by the depart
Dient;
·
(6) whether Government will place on the table of the House letter
No. 868-R.-I., dated 12th March 1928, from the Chief Engineer·
to the Superintending and Executive Engineers
his Circle '?'

of

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain:

(1) Yes.
(2) Under Act XIII of 1878.
Copies of the notifications Nos. llOl"R. I., dated 21st November 1917,.
a.D.Q. ~68 R. I., dated 12th March '1928, are attached. ·
·
(8) It was levied to recoup Government for expenditure on kiUabaniii.
and the construction of culverts and water-courses on the canal, and discontinued when it appeared t_hat the recoveries would be sufficient for the expenditure eontempalted.
·
(4) Rs. 17,58,811. This figure is subject to audit.
(5) -Rs. 11,48,800. This figure is subject to audit. From the balance
in hand, it is proposed to reserve an amount sufficient to cover the cost of
construction of such water-courses and culverts as are considered necessary
in the immediate future, and to refund the remainder in the form of a dednetion in two successive harvests, from the total abiana due on the actual
area matured of those crops on which it was originally levied.
(6) Copy attached.
Punjab Government,_Publio Works Department, Irrigation Branch; Gazette Notifications.

The 21st No:vember 1917.
No. 1101 R. 1.-Notificati~n.-In exercise of the powers conferred by
section 75 of the Northern Indian Canal and Drainage Act, 1878 (Act VIII of.
1878),. as amended by Acts XVI of 1889 and IV of 1914, the LieutenantGovernor is pleased to direct the substitution of the following rule. for rule 21
of the Rules under Act VIII of1878, applicable to the Upper-Ohenab Canal,
Lower Bari Doab Canal and the Upper Jhelum Canal within British territory
and published under Punjab Government, Irrigation. Branch, notifications
Nos. 9-R. I., dated Srd January 1918 ; 06-R. I., dated . 20th May 1918,.
and 275-R. I., dated 18th March 191_5, respectively. ·
21. Charges for the use of water.
The charge for the use of water shall be made on the area irrigated at
the rates specified in the schedules for the time being -in force, and subject
to the following rules : provided that in the case of lands irrigated from
water-courses which have been constructed at the expense of the Government, an additional charge of eight annas per acre may be levied on crops
irrigated from the said water-courses· till such time as the cost .incurred by
Government .has been· recovered.
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·
Dated Lahore, the 12th March 1928.
No. 868-R. 1.-:--Notijication.-In exercise of the powers conferred by
eseetion 7 5 of. the Northern India Canal and Drainage Act, .1878 {Act VIII of
1878) as amended by Acts XVI of 1889 and IV of 1914, and in supersession
. of Punjab Government Irrigation Branch notification No. 1101~R. I., dated
'.21st November 1917, the Governor in Council is pleased to direct the substi.tutiou of the following rule for rule 21 of t]le Rules under Act VIII of 1878,
.applicable to the Upper Ohenab Canal, Lower Bari Doab Canal, and the
.Upper Jhelum Canal within British territory and published under Punjab
. -Goverament, Irrigation Branch, notifications Nos. 9~R. I., dated 3rd 'January
1918; 06-R1 L, dated 20th May 1918., and 275 R I., dated 18th March 1917
respectively :·
·
.21. Charges for the use of water.
The charge for the use of water shall be made on the area irrigated
·-1).t the rates specifiedin the schedule for the time being in force and subject
·to the following rules : Provided that in the case of lands for the irrigation
·of which watercourses have been constructed at the expense of the Government an additional charge of eight annas per acre may be levied on crops
irrigated within such lands, .till such time as the cost . incurred by Govern. .ment has been recovered.
· ·
·
RATTAN SINGH Bmr1B CASE.

*2892. Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Will the Honourable· Member for
"Financebe pleased to state(a) the number of persons prosecuted under section 807-109, Indian
PenalCode, in connection with Rattan Singh Bomb case in
Jullundur district;
(ii) whether it is a fact that two accused who have been prosecuted
under section 807-109, Indian Penal Code, are detained. in
Jullundur jail pending receipt of-sanction from Government for
more than four months ;
.
(e) what is the cause of delay in disposing of this case?

. The Honourable Sir Alexander Sto'W : Full· details are not yet
"to hand. They will be communicated to the honourable membsr.as soon as
'received.
·
. 'AzAN 'CONTROVERSY IN ZAFARWAL.
· *2893. . Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Member for · ·
. Finance be pleased. to st~til;-'( a) whether Government have received information that a compromise
has been reached between Sikhs and Muslims over the Azan
controversy, in the village Zafarwal, district · Gurdaspur ;
(b) whether Governmentare aware of the fact that according to public
·. opinion a high Government official instead of improving the
situation in Zafarwal has aggravated it;

/·
I

I
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(e) whether the Government have issued instructions to the local
district authorities· that before· giving orders in communal
matters an attempt should always. be made to effect a compro. mise.
The· Honourable Sir Alexa11der· Stow : It is regretted · that the
~a.terial for this. reply is not ready. A reply will be given to the honourable .
.membsr in due course.
·
.
STUDENTS' STRIKE IN ENGiNEERING OoLLEGE, MuaHALPUR.A.•.

*2894. Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Will the Honourable Minister for·
• -Agriculture be pleased to state·
.
(a) whether the Government received information that the students
·
of Moghulpura Maclagan Engineering College went on strike ;
(b) whether it is a fact· that Anglo-Indian students first put the
Union Jack on their coats on the Independence day and Indian
-students put national flag on their coats afterwards ;
(c) whether it is a fact that Indian students were punished for wearing
·
national flag;
(d) whether the Government had. issued any instructions to the·
·
Principal to punish the students for putting on the national
flag?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : I regret that the
.,answer to the question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the
"honourable member when reedy.
wATE!!,RATES IN MULTAN CITY.
*2895. . Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Will the Honourable Minister for
Ho'oss

.A.ND

'Local Self-Government. kindiy. state(a) whether the Government is aware of the situation that has arisen
over the non-payment of house. and water taxes in Multan
city;
(b) whether .any representations were made to the Government
against the proposed rates ;
(c) ii so; what. action was taken ; .
.
'(d) whether the Honourable Minister has been able to find time to
go to the spot and see things for himself ;
(e)' what safeguards does .the Government contemplate adopting
to avoid similar· situations arising in other places in future 'l

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon {(a) Yes.
·

.

(b) Yes.
· (c) These representations were duly considered • by Government before .

-sanctioning the imposition of the taxes in question.
·
·. .
·
(d) Yes.
(e) The only safeguard possible would be to require a. town desiring a.
_proper water-supply to collect its share of the capital cost by taxation imposed prior to the. construction of the work. No committee is likely to ·
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propose action of this sort as such taxation would naturally. be. even more
unpopular than taxation imposed after a water supply has been constructed
and is.functioning.
NATIONAL . FLAG HOISTING OVER. MUNIOIPAL BUILDINGS AT RAWALPINDI,

•

*2896. Shaikh Abdul Ghani: Will the Honourable Minister for
Local Self-Government kindly state-.:...
·
(a) whether Government is aware of the scenes of rowdyism created
in a meeting of the Rawalpindi municipality over the contro.
versy of hoisting the national flag on the municipal buildings ;:
(b) if so, what steps have been taken by the Government to put a
stop to such open incitement to violence and challenge to,
. authority by law established ;
(c) if no steps have been taken so far, what action Government proposes to take to deal with this open defiance of authority ;
(a) whether the Government proposes to declare its policy in eonneetion with the declaration of independence in Lahore last
December?
·
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Government are
aware that members of the public admitted as spectators to a meeting of. theRawalpindi Municipal Committee on January 25th created a disturbance
in the municipal hall.
. . ·
{b) The ring-leader of the disturbance was prosecuted, but on bis tendering a full apolgy to the President ·of the Committee and to a member he had
particularly insulted, the case was withdrawn.
(c) Does not arise.
.
(d) The_policy of Government is to prevent the subversion of eonstituted government and to maintain law and order.
UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
MATRIOULATION RESULTS A~D REDUCTION OF GR.ANTS,

1528.. Lala Joti- Parshad : Will the Honourable Minister for Education please state·
·
(a) how many boys were sent for Matriculation in the years 1928
and 1929 from. the D. A.-V. High School, Shahabad (District
Karna!), A. S. V. High School, Ambala, A.-S. V. High School,.
Pnndri, C. A. V. High School,. Hissar, and Jat High School,
Hisser, and how many were successful, giving the percentage·
.in each case ;
·
(b) was the percentage of successful students less in the above schools
in the yearwhen grants were reduced;
(c) if not, what are the reasons in detail for the reduction of grants
in each case ?
·
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: Information is being collected
and will be supplied to the honourable member when ready. ·
·
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KANKAR USED ON THE DELHI-lfoNTGOMEBY ROAD.

1529. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Minister for Agri·
-cnlture please state·
(a) the kind of kankar used at the time of the last construction of
the Hissar-Hansi section of the Delhi-Montgomery road ;
(b)· the kind of kankar used on the Hissar-Fatehabad section?

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh :(a) Hansi-Hissar

Section:

Miles 88 to 97 were renewed with " bhata "· kankar from the Ba.waui
~Khera. quarries and 98 to 10~ with " bichhwa " from the Kurli quarries.
(b) .Hissar-Fatehbad Sectwn.
Miles 108 to 106. were renewed with " bichhwa " kankar from the Kur1i
-qnarries and miles 107, 108, 110, 112, 117 and 122 with "bichhwa" kankM'
from the Durjanpur quarries. Miles 109, 111, 118 to' 116, 118 to .120 and
128 are proposed to be renewed next year with Durjanpur · " 'lniknlum •»:
::1tariko:r. Miles 109 arid 111 were originally consolidated with." bicnbwa"
·'kD/11,kar from the Durjanpur quarries, miles 118 to 116 and 118 with
"'11i.chhwa" kam,kar from the Agroha quarries and 119 to 121· and 128 with
" l:Mhhu,a " kankar from Chindar.
.
The Agroha. a.nd Ohinda.r quarries have since been abandoned owing ·
•to the k(JITl,kar being very soft.
METALLED ROADS.

1530. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Minister for Agri-eulture please state-«
··
(a) how many miles of metalled roads there are in each district o .
bP~~;

.

.

(b) whether it is a fact that Hissar district has got comparatively
a very small number of mileage of metalled roads ? ·
·

· The Honourable. Sardar 'Sir Joiendra Singh : (a) The statement

·is placed below.
(b) No.

LENGTH OF METALLED ROADS IN EACH DISTRICT OF THE PUNJAJ.1.
ROADS ~ADlED

BY

MlUlioipa.lities
inoluding

District.

A.pp:romn•t.e

Cantom:rumts,
Department. · town com-

total.

District
Boards.

Public Works

mittees a.nd
notified a.re&
OOJDlDlttees.

Upto 31st
Bissar

~

..

~-

..
..

December
1929.
69•90
133•934,

Upto 31st
March 1928.
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.
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·~

.,
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·>.

I
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0
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,,
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,,
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FROM HANSI TO

1531. Lala Joti Parshad:

Barw ANI.

Will the Honourable Minister for Agri-

culture pleasestate(a) whether it is a fact that there is no p'Ucca road. from Hansi to,
Bhiwani in the Hissar district ;
(b) if so, whether Government intend to take-any steps to provide·
such a pucca r~ad ?

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : (a) Yes. ·
(b) Attention of the honourable member is invited to the reply given,
to part (b) of question 1No. 2387 (starred).
MoTOB AOOIDEN:TS.

Im. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Memberfor Revenueplease state.
{a) whether there were any motor accidents in the districts .of Hissar;
Gurgaon, Karnal and Rohtak in the years 1928 and 1929;
(b) if so, what was· the number of such accidents yearly in each
district?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes.
~

Hissar ..

1~1~
5

Gnrgaon
Kamal ••

4
10

Rohtak ••

20

12

8
18
81

CBIHINAL APPEALS IN SOME SESSIONS CoUBTs.

. 153.1. Lala Joti Panhad : Will the Honourable Finance Member
. please state·
.
(a) the number of sessions cases and criminal appeals in the Sessfons:
Courts conducted in each of the following districts in the years
1927, 1928 and 1929 :Hissar, Hoshiarpur, Ambala, Kamal, Ludhiana, . Gujrat,.
Gujranwala, Sheikhupura and Montgomery ;
(b) the pay of the Public Prosecutor in each of the above districts?

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : I regret that the answer tot.his question, is not ye~ ready. It will be communicated to the honourable ·
member when ready.
1Vol1;1me

xm, page 196.
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ARMS LIO:FJNSES IN AM:BALA .D~Sl1RIOT.

1534. Lala Joti Parshad:
Will the Honourable Member for
Revenue please state the number of arms licenses districtwise in the Ambala
division 'for the years 1928, 1929 and 1980?
The Honourable· Miao Sir Fazl•i•Hasain: l.
licenses for

arIDS

The number
in force in the Ambala Division for 1928 is :-

of

Rs.
Amhala,

Kamal

..

••

Gurgaon
Bohtek
Hissar
Simla

l'

1,714
1,674
1,140.
l,087 ·
855
646

..

..

7,116

Total
2.
8.

The statistics for 1929 are not yet available.
The statistics for 1980 have yet to mature.
GBANT·IN·AID

To THE

MusL.IM

ORPHANAGE AT MIANWA.LI •

. 1535. Khan Bahadur Khan Muhammad Saifullah Khan : Will
the Honourable Minister for Education be pleased to state-·
(a) whether it is a fact that the Education Department prepared
necessary papers for the grant of. a grant-in-aid to the
Muslim Orphanage and Hostel at Mianwali some two. or three
years ago;..
.
(b) whether it is ~.fact ·'that the Secretary of the said institution also
made repeated requests for., the same ;
(c)if. so, what action Government intends to take in the matter?

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: An applioa.tion for grant-in~

aid from

the management of the Muslim Orphanage and Hostel has been r~
·

oeived and: is under consideration.
FmmY

TOLLS ON MoToB' VEHICLES.

1536. Khan Bahadur Khan Muhammad Saifullah Khan : Will
the Honourable Minister for Agriculture be pleased to . state( a) whether it is a fact t,ha.t the ferry tolls at· present levied at the
bridges on the Jhelum (near Khushab) and the Ohenab rivers
. for motor vehicles is heavy, being Rs. 8 per vehicle. a.t the.
for.mer bridge and Rs. 6·at the latter for single oro'ssing;1 . . .
(l,) whether Government have any proposals under cons1deratio:n, to ...
reduce the rates ? .
·
·

a
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The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) The ferry tolls
at present levied at the bridges on the Jbelum (near Khnshab) and·the Chenab
.rivers on motor vehicles for a single crossing are as follows :·
RATE OFTOLLSLEVIEDATl'UllLJ('

On the Oke:nob in the
La7i,q,e Di1P.8um.

Description.

Rs.·A.

Four wheeled motor vehicle
Motorbioy ole with side-oar

•

Motor bioyoie without side-oar

..
..
..

On theJ kelum in Ike
Rawol'{>ir,,di, D;,1MW11,,

Unladen.

Laden.

P,

li'lllB.BmS.

Rs, A, P,

6

0 0

·6

0 0

i

8 0

l

8

l

0 0

l

0 0

Laden.

Rs. A, P,

2

8 0

Unladen.

Rs. A, P.

2

..

0
l

8 0

..
0 0

l

0 0-

(b) A bridge-of-boats is included in the definition of a ferry in section S.
of the Northern-India Ferries Act, 1878. The maximum rates of tolls prescribed by Government for ferries in the Lahore division undoubtedly appear
high when,considered as tolls for the use of a bridge-of. boats. Government
are, therefore, proposing to take immediate steps to reduce with effect from
the 1st April 1980, the maximum rates· admissible in the Lahore Division
when the ferry ~akes the form of a bridge-of-boats.
·
MUSLIM OFFICIALS IN MIANWALI.•

1537. Khan Bahadur Khan Muhammad Saifullah Khan : Will
the Honourable Mfmber for Revenue be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that Mianwali is a semi-frontier district and
agricultural tribes are wholly Muslims and form about 90
per cent. of its total population ;
(b) the number of Government servants responsible for the administration of the. district communitywise ;
(e) whether the Superintendent, Deputy Commissioner's office,.
·
is a non-Muslim and has been there for a period of more than ·
four years ;
·
· (d) what steps Government intend to take to redress the grievance
of the Muslim inhabitants. of that district in so far as the
appointment of Muslim officials in that district are concerned?
The HonourableMian Sir. Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes, and Muslims
form
-.. 86·22 per cent, of the total population.
(b) A statement showing communitywise th~ n!lmber. of Government
servant!:l, including and under the Deputy Commissioner, lS placed on the
ta.hie.
(c) Yes.
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.
.
(d) As Muslims already hold 69 per cent. of the total appoin~.Il\0Dt,s ~d
their claims are receiving due consideration on the oeenrrenee of va~,
Government considers that no action is called for.
STATEMENT

SHOWING THE NUMBER OF APPOINTMENTS .. COMMUNITY·,
WISE INCLUDING AND UNDER THE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER,. MIA.NW ALI.

NUMBER.

Percentage
of Muslims

to the

Designation of posts.
Others.

Hindus.

4

3

2

l

67

.Na.ib- Ta.hsildars

3

3

50

Excise Inspeetor

l

. .Deputy Commissioner, Snb-Divisiona.1 Officer, Bhakkar and Extra. Assistant Commissioners.
T&hsil~rs

Superintendent, Head Clerk and
Clerks.
.Namal Canal Establishment

44

.Kanungo Establishment

16

10

137

78

..

Patwa.ris

Sikhs.

total
population.

Muslims.

24

Per cent.
60

I

100

.-

65

100

1

60

'

&2

WASTE LAND IN, JHANG.

1538. Sayad MuhammadHusain : Will the Honourable Revenue
Member be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that Government waste land was auctioned
in the district of Jhang in 1925 at a high price;
(b) whether it is also a fact that the three last crops were complete
failures in the Jhang district ; ·
(c) whether it is a fact that the zamindars of the district represented
to His Excellency the Governor on the 29th January 1925
to extend the instalments of unpaid price of auctioned area ;
(d) if the answers to the above are in the affirmative, what action
has been taken in the matter?
The Honourable
Sir Fazl-i-Husain: '(a) Yes, a. fairlygood
price, i.e., Rs. 290 per acre was the average.
·
(b) Surely the honourable member is indulging in exaggeratioµ. Kharif
· 1008 was the only one which can be called a failure; and land revenue and
water-rate to the extent of one-half were remitted.
(c) and (d) The honourable member appears to have missed iibe d1te <>f
representation. The number of outstanding half-yearly instalments were
. doubled in June 1928.
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REPRESENTATION IN THE LAHORE Co-oPEBATIVE UNION.

1539~ Chauclhri Ram Singh : · Will the Honourable Minister for
..Agriculture be pleased to state·
(a) the number of elected members of the Lahore Co-operative
Union and the number of Hindus, Musalmans and Sikhs
'amongst them;,
·
(b) the principle on which representation has been granted to various
communities ;
· ·
(c) the number of Hindu and Sikh members who have resigned
during the last one year and-a-half as a protest against the
existing system of representation of various communities in
the Lahore Co-operative Union ;
(d) the existing strength of. Hindu, Musalman and Sikh members,
respectively ?

.
The HonourableSardar Sir Jogendra Singh : The question has
. ·necessitated certain enquiries to which a reply is awaited. _The answer will
!'he communicated to the honourable member in due course.
COMMUNAL· REPRESENTATIO.N 1~ Co-OPERATIVE

SooIETIES.

1540.

Chaudhri· Ram Singh : Will the Honourable Minister for
. .Agriculture be pleased to state-- ·
·
'
(a) the total nuni.ber of Hindu, Sikh and Mussalman :qi.embers res·
pectively of the Co-operative Societies in the' Punjab ;
:
(b)'
the
total
amount
of
loans
given
and
deposits
i'
.
e~ived
l;>y
these
';
·.
Co-operative Societies ;
(c) the total number of Hindu, Sikh and Musalman debtors and
depositors, respectively?
The Honourable Sardar Sir JogendraSingh : The trouble and
'Jlabour involved in furnishing the requisite information for the honourable
.1wemhe:i:. is· out of all proportion to the importance of this question,
GR..\NT-IN·AID

To

SoHooLs-MusuM's SHARE.

1541. Shaikh Abdul Ghani .: Will the Honourable Minister for
_ Education please state( a) whether it is a fact that various Islamic bodies in the province
(e.g., .Anjuman-i-Islamia, Rawalpindi) recently represented to
His Excellency the Governor that the mode of distribution
of grants-in-aid - to schools should be revised so as to enable
the·Muslimcommunity to receive a fair share from the money
spent by the Government in. this behalf ;
(b), whether it is a fact that His Excellency the Governor was pleased
'
to say that the - point having been stressed by· the Central
· Anjuman Himayat-i-Islam, Lahore,. also, His Excellency
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was considering the same in consultation with .the Honourable·
Minister for Education ;
(c) if so, what action has so far been taken in the matter?
.
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: I regret that the answer to this r:
question· is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the honourable
.member when ready.
JRELUM RIVEB.-RrsE

OFBED LEVEL OF-

1542. · Shaikh Abdul Chui : Will the Honourable Member .for·
Revenue please state(a) whether the Government have taken any steps to find out thechanges that have taken place in the bed level of the Jhelnm.
River since the · construction of the Canal Heedworks at
Rasul and the Railway bridge at Jbelum ;
(b) whether it is a fact that the wholesale ruin of the Jbelum t.own.,
· and the villages below-caused by the floods of 1928.and 1~29
was due to the rise of· the river bed by deposits of silt on
account of Canal Headworks ;
(c) if so.. what measures the Government have taken or propose to:
.
take to prevent the recurrence of a similar disast~r. ?
,
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i·Husain: (a) No.
·
(b) mhe Canal Headworks at Rasul have no effect whatever on tbe water- levels at Jhelum, 20 miles upstream. The damage done to the town in,
' August 1929 was due to the flood in the river being nearly 50
cent..
· greater than anything previously known, and at Mangla, 20 miles above·
Jbelum, the water rose more than 12 feet above the highest level of which.
there is any record in the past.
·
(a) Does not arise.

per

Is,. :
THE ATTOOK

Orr.

CoMJ?ANY.

·, •

1543•. Shaikh Ahclul Ghani: Will· the Honourable Member· 'f9r·
· Revenue kindly state·
(a) whether it is a fact that the land for the Attock. Oil Company
in the Campbellpur district was compulsorilyacquired from thelocal zamindars in 1921 and again in 1925 ;
.
(b) whether ·it. is a fact that the said company has alienated several:;'
plots of land to various bodies and individuals ; ·
(c) if so, whether the company has been authorised to do 'so ;
(d) whether, it is a fact that the Government is again acquiring more.
land 'from the zamindars for the said company ;
(e) if so, whether Government· intend to impose any restrictions.
on the power of alienation enjoyed by the coi;ripa:py.'/';
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl,.j,.ffusain: I regret· that th~ answer·
. to thlsquestionis. not yet ready. It will be communicated to the honourable,
member when ready.
·

. · UNSTARRED

TIIE

QUESTIONS

ATTOOK

On,

AND
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COMPANY,

•.

1544. . Shaikh Abd~ . Ghani : Will the Honourable Minister for ·
Local Self..Government ·. kindly state(a) whether there is a proposal under 'consideration to place the
Attock Oil Company area· under a notified area ;
(b) if so, will it comprise only the area required by the company
or is it proposed to . place the Khaur village wholly or in part ·
within the jurisdiction of the notified area ;
(c) if the answer to (b) be in the affirmative what would be the total'!
amount of the respective areas thus proposed ;
(d) whether it is a fact that the zamindars of the Khanr village
have submitted a representation on the subject; if so,
· what steps have been taken to redress their grievances ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes.
(b) A small part of the Kli.anr village is included in the proposal which, .
.although owned by the village owners, is either under the use of the Attook ;
Oil Company or within the limits of the oil field.
(c) The total area is 7,089 kanals H marlas as detailed below:-

Kanals. Ma:rlas.
84
. 4,888
.. 2,567

Owned by Government
Owned by the Company ·
Owned by village owners

7
8

1

(d) Yes. This is now under consideration.

NEWSPAPERS AND GOVERNMENT

ADVERTJSE'MENTS.

1545. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Member for·
Finanee be pleased to state(a) the names of those dailies, whether vernacular or English, that
have been started in the province in the years 1926, 1927,_
1928 and 1929;
·
(b) the names of those weeklies, bi-weeklies, fortnightlies and
monthlies that have been started in the province in the years-.
1926, 1927, 1928 and 1929;
(e) which of those papers and magazines as stated above get Government advertisements ;
(d) what is the total number of dailies, monthlies, fortnightlies,.'
weeklies and bi-weeklies up to 31st December 1929 and how·
many of them get Government advertisement s ?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) and (b). A statement
giving the required information is ]aid on the table .
. (o) and ·(a). · Government is not prepared to giv~ the information.
desired.
·
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NAMES OF DAILIES (VERNAO{]LAR AND ENGLISH)
START.EDIN THE
PROVINOE IN THE YEARS 1926, 1927, 1928 AND 1929.
.

'

1926.

1. Dipak.

2. Haqiqat.
3. Hindu Herald.
4:. Nation.
-5. Peshwa.

,6. Swarajya.
7. Hindustan 'rimes.
li:J27.
. 1. Daily M!-1,rket Report .

~2. Election BuUetin (Lahore).
:3. Election Bulletin (Lahore Cantonment,).
4.

Nirakhnama.

5. Baison ka Akhbar.
•6.

Election (Gujranwala).

192i'i
1.

Punjab Mij,il.

·2. Sewak.
:3.

Shakti.
1929.

1.

Aftab-i-Sadaqat ..

2. Bijli.
8. Himayat-i-Islam,
-4.

Matri Bhumi,

5. Naujawan Bharat.
-·6. Rafiq-i-Hind.

--.,.

Suragh Basan.

'.8. Vir Bharat.

:uNB'l'~

QUES!rlONB . ANl) .I.NSW11BS.

"NAQS OF WEEKLIES; BI WEEKLTES, FORTNIGHTLIES

AND MONTHLIES THAT
HAVE BEEN STARTED IN THE PROVINOE IN TllE YEAliS 1926, 1927,
...
1928· AND 1929.
.
0

Weeklies.

Monthlie8.

Fortnightlies.

Bi-weeklies.

1926.

Aina. Bhatno.gar-Oon-

Kirpa.n Baha.dur.

A}imadiye. Gazette

ference.
Al-Sham~.

Rind :Bahadnr.

Bench and the :Bar.

Mzal.
Alnad..

Ha.mde.rd.

Mta.b.

J3a.dr.i.MUDir•

Ka.sha.triya.

Afta.b-i-Isma.il.

Beopar Sameehar.

Koh-i-Nur.

Bhiwa.Iii Samaobtn

Nau Ra.tte.n.

Bir Akali.

Punjab Mail.

Bir.

S,Ua..

Himayat-i-Isla.m.

Sunrise.

AI-Sha.fa..
AI-Jamal.
Alnbala Division.
School Journal.
Bahariste.n•.
Brij Baai,

Hindnstani.

Brahma. Darshan.

· Hindu Ra.ksha.k.

Insa.f.

Shakti.

Kukroon Koon.

Chand.
Chandar Oda!.

Chhota

Siphai (Hindi
'and Urdu.)
Chakr Dhar.

)!e.uji,
Mahajan Pe.t~r.
Nidba.ra.k (G).

Dunya-i-Isla.m.

Na.resh.

Daulat Bhandae,

Nishte.r.

Dehati
Usta.donk&
Akhbe,r.

Nusrat.
Da.yanad Me.thra. Dae
College Me,gazble.
Eduoe.tion Gazette.

-Pa,igham-i-Wa.te.n,
~ja.bi

Bhra.,

Pa.raii'..

~ulshan.

Railway.

Guru Nanak .KllaJsa,
College Magazine.

Sa.cha. Dhandora.

Sa.nga.t.

Baziq.

Sadaqa.t.

lbn-ul-Waqt.

Shahpur 011.Zett,e,

I

Inder.

:

1 ;.

11r

tli ;rff~}'

'r.·

ass·

·:v

!

. •11 · :::

('.:_,i_·: :k;~~/'.

·1.··

· :P'ONJ'o
LEG1sr.iTmi:
•
·~
• . ·;'°, .
'

oowoui
r28i,a·-F:msY. t.980-<i ·.,: ;•~>~: '.~ . . •
1.1

··~·

I

·,I'\

: .: ; •

..

•,

.

· .. '. ~·

- ta~;,fu·
sir·i1~x~cl~r'.st~~-l
. . ., i; : · · }'". . f ( . / ':,: '. · ·
.· xAMES o:ir,WEEKLlES,BI-WBEKLm~;FOBT.Ni:G~:ANDJrtoN'.ria::,nis THAT·:
..

KAVE BEEN STARTED IN TllE PBOVINOE nt1 !l'Jtli:. ~' 1996,1927,
.
. :.·
.· . · ·1928A.NJ>I~!
•· . • ·
·.·.·

.

/.

Istri Jhnin.

$)'ed.

T.arJuman-t-Sarhat

'Xaahrti Vir. ·

~an.

Xutbi Sat.are..

Kaaht•i•:Hhld..

\ ..

Khinra.r.
Kir(;i...

Lahore L!i,w ~.
.

.

. .

Leading Law·(Jasea._
. ·'

I l\f&Dsa.rovar;

! Ma.r~.ul-Isla.m •
. Mutn.-ul-lslam
•.
. . .

.

·.

Hehra Bajput

~.

Mura.qqa-i-A.dab.

Nortl!er.n Star.
Nur Jalwi.

·,

e- • •

Onental~
•,

j'

.Pan.J Rattan. .
Pe.th Paidatshalt. ·

. . . Piam-'i~M'.uhab~
Prem ~
. &bb.
M;onthJt BeJOr;Ji·
Philatelic
J'o'D1'1iai ofi

3

lDdia. .·

.....

·Pan.jab Review. ·
,.,.i

•Prem.

. J.>'4inana:
·.. ·.

ll~
!;.Jii:

. ... ·- ..•

Scout.(~~).

'.:"·.··., . ··

':-1·'t.:{:: ;i;i;
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FORTIUGHTLIES AND MONTHLIES THAT

HAVE BEEN STARTED IN THE PROVINCE IN THE YEARS 1926, 1927, .
1928 AND 1929.---0oliOTJNU'lD)•

Wtlllklies,

· Bi-weeklies.

Fortnightlies.

'

.Monthlies,

Scout (Lahore).
SaD&tan Dhama 0o1,;·
lege . Magazine.

Sait.aj.
Satjug.
Inqilab.
Intikhab-i-AJam.
Sun Beam.
Student.
Temperance
;Magazine.
Trilokpa.1.
Uswah-i-Ha.sna..
Vaid Bhusban.
Vidhwa Bandhu.

Vishwa. Mitta.r.
Widows Cause.
Zindgi.
19,27,

..Aisana..

Shehab.

Ahir Gazett.e.

A.bl&•

..Aggarwal ~teshi.

Guria.

A.fgha.n-i-Hind.

. .Al,Qiaas.

Miabah.

A:fta.b •

. Basha:rat.

Motor Bulletin.

Aft.a.~i.Jain.

.lJedharak.

Nau Arya.

Al-Asbrat.

.Bharat.

Silk-i-Marwadd.

Al,Sha.bid.

.JllllDIOhaL

Al-Shafa.

:Bombay Mail.

.tb-BawaL

Aruj.
;.oau Bakabak.

.Ayur Vedio, Vigia.n. ·

.Jlamdard-i-Police,

Ba.Jiar,i,Kaahmir,
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NAMES OF WEEKLIES, BI-WEEKLIES; FORTNIHGTLIES AND MONTHLIES THAT
HAVE BEEN STARTED IN THE PROVINCE IN THE YEARS 1926, um,
.
i928 AND 1928oll'TIB111!ID.
.

Weeklies.

Bi-weeklies.

Monthlies.

Fortnightlies.

1927-~J.:(issar.Uslam.

Basa.nt.

Ija.d.

Bbagsu.

Inkishaf.

Bharat Zindgi Sudhar •.

Insa.f-di-Goonj.

Bhatia Sewa.k.

Ittihad.

Brahman Sudha.rak.

Izza.t.

Buti Da.rpa.n.

Jat.

Chha.ohhundar.

Jat Sudhar,

Chan'&.

Kamboj Rajput.

Chandrodayu..

Lahore Life.
Mahajan Samaohar.

'

Chenab.
. Dam-i-lsa.
.

:Hehnat Kash.

D •. A.-V. College Maga-.
zme,
Dehati.

Muslim Gazette.

Dilkash.

New Age.

Dilpazir.

Nihang.

Firdaus.

Nusru.t.

Ghalib.

Observer.

Hardil Aziz.

Paigham-i-Amal.

Hm.

Prah1e.d.

Iksir~i-Hayat.

Pindi Samaohar.

Indian

Public.

Industry Re'riew~

Punjabi Danda.

I:risuranoe Review.

Purity Servant..

Irshad. .

Paras.

Ishwar Bhagti.

Qaumi Dater.

lsla.h.

Reformer (:JuD:endur).

Jotish Sa,machi.r.

Ma.Jang.

Good

Templer- '
.,

.
,.
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NAMES OF WEEKLilllS, BI-WEEKLIES, FORTNIGHTLIES AND MONTHIJIES
; HA VE BEEN STARTED
.'l'RE PROVINCE IN THE YEARS 1926, -1927,
'. ·
. .
1928 AND 1929---cON'.rlln1JID •

m

. '
Bi-weeklies.

Weeklies.

Reformer.(Amba.Ia.).

Fortnightlies:·

Monthlies.

Ka.ngra Ma.gazine.

Republic.

Kashatri V°U".

Sana.tan Dhi.ra.m Pa.trika. .:
Shardha. Na.nd.

Khalsa

Tijara.t..

Lady Doctor Risa.Ia,.

Ta.we.if.

Lahore Diocesa.n Mag.

Ta.uhid.

Ught for the fighting··

~ef.ie_

Krishan Sandesh.

azine."
forces of India .

. V'ir~

Ma.ha.bha.rat. .

Zaminda.r Gazette.
Ziia.

Bradri

Ma.khze.n.

Gazette.

Masha!.
Ma.st.an.a..

l

}tehr Parbhakar.
Ma.shir-i -Sihat.

Rafiq.
Rahnwna.
Rozgar.
Sa.daqat:
Satjug.

Shilpka.r .Brahman.
Sud. Sa.ma.char. ·
Upnishad

~

Vaid Raj.

Vida.nt Kesa.ri.
Va.rtme.n.
Vedant Magazme •.
Yad-i-Baiza.
Zilmindar Gav.ette~

Zaraa.t.
Za.t Pa.t .Torak •.

•
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· NAMES OF WEEKLIES, BI-WEEKLIES, FORTNIGHTLIES AND MONTHLIES THAT
HA VE BEEN STARTED IN THE PROVINCE IN THE YEARS 1926,, 19.27,
1928 AND 1929-:loNTINUED.

Weeklies.

Monthlies.

Bi-weeklies.

1928.
. Adi Danka

. Afta.b.

AI-Ada.I
. Atma.k Pa.ta.n aur

Samela.n

Beopa,r

Mto.b-i-Islam.

Upkari

N'irol Khalsa.

Akhuvvat.

Pind Sudbar.

Al-Ria.z •

Ra.hba.r.

Anwar-us-Sufi.a;.

La.jput Hitkari.

Attook Gazette.

Jiwa,11.

· Attook :Ma.ga,zine.

Azad

Saine.pat.

Bhiwani Samaobar.

Surra.ya.

.A.we.z.

Sute.nta.r.

Ayurved Me.rt.and.

Tabligh.

.Azad Roza.gar.

"Conference

Bulletin.

Daur-i.Jadid.
Desb Sudbar.
, Desb Upkara.k

Dusht De.man.

Badr.

Ba.Ia,gh.
Beopar Jiwa.n.
Bharat •

. Fa.ruq~

Bra.bma.n Pa.tpka.

Fateb.
"Ghan Chakkar.

Bra.bm Tej.

• GweJ.a. Gazette.

Cantonment

Haqiqat (Multan).
:Haqiqat
wala.).

(Gujre.n·

Advooata.

.Oba.man.
Cinema.

.Ha4qaniat.

D. A.-V. Oollege, Jul,.
lundur, :Magazine.

Hila!.

Daulat-i-Ka.UD&in.

• Hindu (Ke.ram
Chand).
Hindu (Bbai Parma
Na.nd) •

. Hindu Sa.rnaoba.r •
. Hire.•

. Indian Oases and
Statutes.

Dil Be.bar.
Dootor Jauhar.
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-NAMES OF WEEKLIES, BI-WEEKLIES, FORNIGR'r14ES AND MONTHLIES · ~

HAVE BEEN: STARTED IN THE PROVINCE IN THE YEARS 1926,' l927.

.

1928 AND· 1929--0ol!iTINUED.

Weeklies.

Bi-weeklies.

Fortnightli(!s.

Monthlies.

1928-continuea.
'Jnk:isbef.

:Kaba..
Xrishan.
Xrishe.n Se.ndesb.

He.kim-i-B:e.ziq.,

.Xrishe.n Sewa.k:.

Homeopath.

:Le.haul.

Huna.rmand.

;;Me.bbub-i-An;i.

Iksir-i-B:ii,ye.t. .

.Mebe.r Se.ma.ohe.r.
. .Me.ste.na.

. Isla.h-i-Dehe.t •

. .M&twe.1e..·

Isie.m. •

. Muje.bid.

Je.ube.r,

.Mmtls.

Ka.re.b

..Munsifi.

Kha.Isa. Pe.ncbayan.

.Ne.yya.r-i-Isie.m.

Khe.lse. Parohe.r Sewl!J.c •

.Pe.nth Premi.

Kha.Isa. Swami.

. .Pe.twa.r Ge.zette,
:Peshwa.;

Kirti (Urdu).
Kira.nti.

.Public.

Le.l,i.ore King Edward
College Me.ge.zine •

. Punjab Sewe.k.

Mebfil.

·Qe.umi Bebbae Sher.
·Qe.umi

Pe.rshe..d.

Ke.vi Da.rbe.r,

.Ne.uje.we.n.
•

Imda.d-i-Be.be.mL

.

mra..

Ma.kbmur,

Malwe. Gazette. ·

.. ·Qe.umi Te.rjume.n.
·Qura.ish.

Me.ndi.
Medical G&1.ett.e•

. Ra.ilwe.y Here.Id.
Ra.jpU:t Samaoba.r,

Mie.n Mithu.
Misba.h.,

.Bepnblie,

Mize.n-ul-Heq."
..&da.,i~B:ind,

·-

-.

Mube.bila.
J>
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NAMES OF WEEKLIES, BI-WEEKLms,-FORTNIGHTLIES AND MONTHLIES THA'lt'
HA VE BEEN STARTED I\S' THE PROVI;NCE IN THE.YEARS
1927, 1928 AND 1929,-ooNTINUED; .

Bi-weeklies.

Weeklies,

Fortnightlies.

1926,

.

Monthlies.

1928-concluded.
Sant Sew~~

Model Town Gazette,

~Gazette.

Muslim.

&warajya.

Muslim High SohooJ._

Magazine.

Shait.an~
Shikaya.t.

Palgham-d-Ittehad,

Punian da Chand.

a

Shola.

Punja Sahib Magazine.,

Subah-i-Umid.

Punjabi Darbar,

Suthra.

Qasid.

'l'azia.na. .

Railway Panoh.

Risala-i-Anjuman-i-Ta.i~ ·
I-Islam,

Vardhma.n.

Va.rtmaD.

Rozgar.

Yuganfur.

Saini Samaohar.

Zia.fat.

Sa.nkh Chakka.r.
1929,

'.Ada.Iat.

Aka.Bai&.

Nil.

Afghanistan.

AdbiDunya.,

_ Aror Gazette~

Ahir Gazette,

Al-Ansar,'

Comrade.

Baha.r-i-Zindgi.

Al-Azam,

Mister Gazette,

Bal Sndhar,

All

IiJ-wa. Advertiser.

Pind Suciha:r (Urdu). Bhag's Chemistry.

.Arus-i-Nau.

Saini Kasha.tri •

Bhatia Sewak.

Azad (Se.rg~).

Tat Khalsa.

Bhatia. Gazette,

Azad (Ra.walpindJ.1.-

Yadav Hiteshi.

Bhupindra.

:Bedar,

D~i.

EJongres& Gazette.

Dehat Sudhar.

- Coronatio~

oocha.sp.

l>a.ily Com.mer~.

Doctor,

Ji>ast.Kar.

Da.rba.r.

l>he.raxn Vir,

'.!ilxoelsior.

•

· ·

·
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NAMES OF 'WEEKI.TES, BI-WEEKI,IES, '.FOBTNmRTLiES. AND MO~
;,.

•

•

0

·

MAVE ijEEN nARTED IN THE.PROVINCE~ ':l'HE'YEA.RSJ,926,
· . ,.

·

192~,. 1928.

·ANJ>

1929-ooil'~.

Fortnightliesi · , .

WeekJies.

........... ··~
.
192U.:,,.Ccmtinut.

Dost;; "

l
~{Yatd.

. Gu:Jsha.tL . •

.Hindu.,

Gya.n~ •

Hin<f,u.Bir.,

Hakinl..

];[um.er,

• Happy

lntikha.b.

!4vmg.

Hans.
•

•

. Hikma.t;'

. ls1a.h. • '
.Jblmgs~.

KATkhana.
Khatri.
)

:Monthlies.

<}bar

.G~.

Iqdam.:

. . .. '.

Xba.barda.r.
. ·,·.

·~

Xllas..

Xmhan~&'lldesh;
Lajpafll:\af. ·

.•

. :Ja.ininda.r Pa~a;;
Jo~

oLthe ·~

• Club of
Burma •.

Indiai a.ml . ·

. Kamia Kant. ..
'

Ka.nwa.I.
Xhizir. .

=~~-·._;
La.J,ottt LeiJdeii.
c, ...

··.

.· . M.
~

A.-0. ~

Schoo£·.

·.

Ml: . Qolleg& '

Mazdur (.Amritsa.r).

. Ma.st Qa.le.hdair,-;

l'tazdur (Ba.wa.li,m.di).

Movie~w.

ltazlum.

Mohsa.n.

liuja.bi.4.

Nemdev•••.

-Musawa.t.

Na.i:aei~a.ng

.

~l•

Natural Health. ..

-p~

Piam-i-Islam.

l>rof~.

Patiala Law Be~

~lio.

Poatrnan.
. ~Ila.j.

.

·

. Nishfla.r.

1?mljab.

x;..:

Lahore . D10Ces&Ji

·

FEBY.

1980.

NAMES OF WEEKLIES, BI-WEEKLIES, FORTNIGHTLIES
AND MONTHLIES
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Weeklies,

Fortnightlies.

Bi-weeklies,

Monthlies.

.

1929-conduded,

Radiant Health.

'Punjab · Gazette,

Raja Gazette.

Punjabi Darbar.

Ranjit N~a.ra,

.:Punjab Kesarl.
Punjab
Gazette,
.Bagra,

Rationalist.

Labour

Rawal Gazett.e.
Saini Sandeeh,

.Ramgarhia,

Sanjhiwal.

.Rais.

Sarin Sama.char,

Rangila.
t.

Saroh.

.Sacha Dhandora,

Sartaj,

.Sadaqat.

Scholar.

~adiq.

Shabistan,,

&arch Light.

Shahp:ur Sama.char •

.Shamsher Khalsa,

S~dent Union Maga.,

.Sbivaji,
·'

i'

.Shiv Sandesh.

Zllle,

Suraj Parkaah.

l

Udyog •

..Sikh Sangat.

VaidRa.j •

. Simla News •

Veda.nt Kesri.

.Sudarshan .Chakkar,

Vidhwa Ba.ndhu.

Sudhar•

Vidyarthi.

.Sudha.rak.
.Suraj.
~amancha.
·Toadi.
~an.·
-Vakalat.
Waqf.
Yamdoot,.
Zamindar Gazette,

j

.

·

27f>

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
DRINKING WATER SUPPLY IN BEIT, GABSHANXAR.

1546. Chaudhri Ram Singh: Will tlie Honourable Minister .for
Local Self-Government be pleased to stat~
(a) whether it is a fact that in ilaqa Beit of tahsil Una and Tahsil ·
Garhshankar, district Hoshiarpur, there is dearth of drinking
water;
·
(b) whether it is a fact that owing to the absence of wells the people
of this ilaqa are obliged to drink water from tanks and ponds
and thereby contract Narooa and other diseases;
(c) whether it is a fact that the Government have under eonsidera ..
tion a scheme for supplying wholesome water to this ilaqa.
by means of water-pumps ;
(d) whether any water-tax will be charged from the consumers,
and if so, whether in fixing its amount the poor condition.
of the people will be taken into consideration?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: It is regretted that
a reply to the question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the
honourable member when ready •.
CHAx No. 118 G. B~
1547. Lala Joti Parshad: Will the Honourable Minister for Agri·
culture please state·
(a) whether it is a fact that an enquiry was ordered and made some
time ago into the constitution, working, and financial eondition of Co-operative Credit Society of Chak No. 118-G. B.,.
district Lyallpur ;
(b) if so, a copy of the report of the officer deputed to make enquiry
may kindly be laid on the table ;
.
(c) whether it is fact that Circle Registrar, Co-operative Societies,
Lyallpur, ordered immediate removal of a number of defects ;
if so, a copy of the orders passed by him may also be laid on
the table;
(d) whether any action has been taken so far by the President of the
Society concerned to remove · these defects ;
(e) if the answer to· (d) be in the negative, what is the reason for this
delay and what steps, if any, Government proposes to take
in the matter ?
Co-OPERATIVE CREDIT Soo1ETY OF

a

· The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: The question has
necessitated certain enquiries to whioh'a reply is awaited. The answer will
be communicated to the honourable member when ready.
·
Co-orERATlVE

CREDIT SocIETY OF CHAX No.

118 G. B.

1548. Lala Joti Parshad: Will the Honourable Minieter for Agri-

enlture please state-

·

(a) whether it is a fact that area of operation of Co-operative Credit
S?ciety of C~ak -No. 118 G. B., district Lyallpur, extends to
rune or ten villages;

· ·PUN.TAB
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·(b) 'whether it is a fact that each of these nine or ten villages has got
a separate society of its own ;
-r
(c) whether it is a fact that a person cannot become a member of two
societies. at one and the same time ;·
(ii) whether it is a. fact that certain· persons who previously were the
members of the Credit Society of Chak No. 118 G. B., cannot
.now become members of societies in their own villages without
_ parting with their shares at a low value for no fault of their
own j
(e) if the answer to (d) be in the affirmative, whether Government
·
intend to take any action to remove those difficulties ?

The Honourable Sardar. Sir Jogendra Singh : The question has
necessitated certain enquiries to) which a reply is · awaited. The answer
will be communicated to the honourable member in due course.
AREA

os

LAND RESERVED FOR G;i:tA.ZINGIN

Hrssan,

1549. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Member for Beve. nue be pleased 'to state(a) whether any area of land is reserved by the Government for the
· grazing of the cattle in Hissar town; if so, what is the area in,
acreage;
(b) whether it is a fact that this area is leased out annually through
· . the Tahsildar, Hissar; .
·
(c) whether it is a fact that the. lessee reserves a portion o~ it for bis
own use and allows the cattle of the town to graze on a small
· portion only ;
(d) whether it is a fact that residents of fhe town represented their
. grievances in writing to the Deputy Commissioner last summer
with no result ;
(e) if the reply to the above be in the affirmative whether and, if so,
what action Government intend to take in. the matter?
1

'The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain: (a) The area [of • bir'
'land reserved for grazing of cattle in Hissar town is l,BHl acres.
(b) Yes.
(c) Yes.
(ii) A representation was i:eceived 'and orders are being issued that
in future no land should be set apart by the contractor for his private use. :
(e) Does not arise.
FAMINE

RELIEF

IN.

Hrsssn

DISTBIOT.

.

- .1550. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Revenue' Membef
.J>lease state---:
.
·
'
(a) the places together with dates where famine relie.f test works
c
were started in the Hissar ~trict ;
t

.

-------.

·I

UNBTARBED. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.:

(b) whether test works are still in OpJra.tion Rt all or a.ny·
places;
(c) the number
working

Of

lebonrers (male, female

Of

of tbeae.

child) who have been

~t thess works?
i'he HonourableMian Sir Fazl..i..Husain :(a) Test work.
Date on which opened.
(l) Bawan in tahsil _Fateha.bad

24th November 1929.
Ditto.
(8) Bawani Khera in tabsil Hansi
Ditto.
(4) Ranya in tahsil Sirsa
First week of January 1930.
(5) _Tosham_ in Bhiwa.ni tahsil ·
Ditto.'
.
(6) Jhalanian in tahsil Fatehabad
· Third week of January 1980. ·.
The first three works have since been closed as no labourers appeared
them.
·
·
(b) Yes.
(c) The daily average of attendance on these works is men 607•1, women
4', 1 • 6 and children 240 · 4.

(2) Ellenabad in tahsil Sirsa. ·

••

"°n

HrsSAR Drsearce,
1551. Lala Joti Parshad: Will tbe Honourable Revenue Mel.llber
:,p_lease state·
(a) in what year was the Punjab Famine Code cf 1906 enforced ;
(b) what was the average daily wage· of a-q unskilled· labourer. in
tbat year and in the year 1929 ; ·
·
(c) bow is this' difference fo: wa~O!'I to be made up ?
F.AMINE RELIEF IN

The Hon~urable'Mian Sir:f'azl·i·H~~ain: (a) 1907.
(b) Information on the subject is not available till 1909, in which.year
·the first provincial survey of wages was held. In that year the rateof d~y
wages to unskilled labourers varied from 1 anna to 11 annas, while that re·~limed in the wages survey for 'the quinquennium ending December 19~7,
varied from 1 anna six pies to 28 annas and & pies.
(e) The attention 'of the honourable member is invited ilo the answer
llgiven to part (a) of Council Qur:istionl No. 2601 (starred).
·
HALF TUITION FEEB IN GOVERN:MENT SECONDARY BOHOOLS•.

1552. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chli.otuRam : . wm the · Honourable
'Min.iater for Education kindly state-· ·.
(a) whether it is
fact that under a recent order. of the "Ministry "
of Education a, concession ofhalf tuition fees in all Govemmenf"
secondary schools in certain selected tebsils -0£ the Brovinea
"·'
bas been extended to ngricu.lturi~ts and village kamins reading
in those schools; .
i · . ·. · ,
· (.:~

a

..
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(b) whether it is a fart that the concession referred to in (a) does not-extend to the sons of those whose names are borne on the hst .
of voters for the Punjab Legislative Council ; if so, why ?

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a)

Yes.

(b) Yes, because it was felt desirable to impose a financial limit, bat.

the limit is now being revised.
ZILLADABS,

1553. Rai Sahib ChaudhriChhotu Ram: Will the Honourable
Member for Revenue kindly state(a) the number of Zilladars belonging to statl:itory Hindu agricultural.
tribes according to the consolidated list published on the ·
1st January 1928 and that published on the January 1929;
(b) the number of Zilladars. belonging to "other" Hindu tribes ac-.'
cording to the consolidated lists referred to in (a);
(c) the reasons which account for the increased appointment in the·
number of Hindus having gone to the.share of' other' Hindnse:
(d) the reasons for the disproportionately low increase in the shareof Hindus between the 1st January 1928 and 1st January1929?

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain:

The figures given in the·

consolidated lists are as below and incorrect :-

..

(a) 1928

1929
(b) 1928
1929
The correct figures are :(a) 1928
1929
(b) 1928
.1929
(c) Does not arise.
(d)
Ditto.
lNsPECTolis

14
14

49

••

54
14
18
49
50

0.1,• Co-OPERATIVE 8oc1ETi:Es.

1554. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: Will the Honourable.:Jfinister for Agriculture kindly state(a) the total number of Inspectors of Co-operative Societies recruited.
in 1926, 1927, 1928 and 1929, respectively; .
(b) the number of Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs and of those belongingto statutory agricultural tribes under each of the three groups:'
out of the total referred to in (a)~
·

UNSTARBED

QUESTIONS

27f})

AND· ANSWERS.

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) The numbers of
Inspector candidates and selected Sub-Inspectors (not Government Servants) finally confirmed as Inspectors are as follows :-

1926
192i
192S
1929

6
1
.

27

(b) All belong to statutory agricultural tribes.· According to religionsj,
the numbers are:-·
9

Hind as
Sikhs
Mussalmans

6

19

NEWSPAPERS SUPPLIED TO POLITICAL PRISONERS.

1555. Chauclhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Member forFinance be pleased to state( a) the names of' the.papers which are being supplied to political
prisoners in Lahore jails ;
·
(b.) the names of those political prisoners who are being supplied with.: daily newspapers in other jails of the province ?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : (a) and (b), If the honourable member will state which prisoners he is referring to, giving if possiblethe section of the Indian Penal Code under which they have been convicted;
. the informtion will be obtained for him.
.
·

PROSCRIPTION OF BOOKS FOR EXOITINU. COMMUNALHATRED,

1556. Chaudbri Afzal Haq: Will the Honourable Finance Member-be pleased to state-:.....
(a) the number of those boo.ks that have been prescribed for exciting:

communal hatred ;
{b) the date of publication and proscription in the case of each such.
book;
(c) whether the books have been proscribed on the Government's ·
.
own initiative or after the agitation of the public ?
'
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) and (b). A list is. placed on the table.
(c) In some cases the .books 'eame to the notice of Government in the-:;.
ordinary course; in others the attention of Government was drawn to them.
by_the expression of public opinicn,
.t

sso
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_ . · The following eight books have been proscribed since Act :XXXVI of1926 and Criminal Law Amendment .A.ct of 1927 came into force :-

I ·

Date of
Date of publication. · proscription.
,

Name o,f publication-.

No.

1926.

·Not known.

1

Dln-I-Ialam au.r us ki Ish.ait

2

Vicha.tta.r Jiwan by Ka.Ii Charan
.

•

1924

w

6-11-26.
22-11-26.

1927.

3

Khun-i-DarveshUrf Shahid.. Sanyasi
by Kishan Chand Zeba.

4

Durra-I-Islam (whip of Islam) by Sh.

l

Not known

2·5-27.

Not known

12-5-27.

1926

5-10-27.

Mehr Ila.hi Betab.
5·

Balidan Chitravali by · Pandit Ram
Gopal Vidyalankar,

6

Rad-i-Hindu

by Maulvi · Muhammad

January 1913

10-12-27.

Ismail.
1929.

7
8

Cha"!ldvinka Ohandby Champa.ti,M.A.
Shahidon ka Potha by Asa Niuid

FOREST

Not known

2-5-29 •.

Not.known

•18-5-29.

GuARDS.

1557.. SardarSahib SardarUjjal Singh: Will the Honourable' ·
..Revenue Member please stat~
.
(a) the number of Forest Guards appointed in the department since
April 1929 up to 31st December 1929 ;
(b) the number of Forest Guards who resigned and the reasons for
.
their resignation so far as known to the Department ;
(e) the PlliY of a Forest Guard and the travelling allowance allowed to
him on transfer ;
·
(d) whether there is any proposal to raise the pay of Forest Guards
under the consideration of Government ?
The Honourable Mian Sir ·Fazl-i-Husain: The ·information re-qnired by the honourable member has been called for from the local officers
and a reply will be sent to him as soon as it is ready.
INACCURACIES IN PRESS REPORTS.
The HonourableMian Sir Fazl-i-Husain (Revenue Member):. Sir,
:my attention has been invited to page 12 of the 'Hindu Herald,' dated the'
l~t March 1980 wherein it is reported that I stated yesterda~ in Council
"Sir, your logic is faulty"
.
-whioh is absolutely untrue. I trust it is 'a case of bona fide mistepo:rting. ~;

XNAQOURAOIEs·

rn

PR'.ESS REP<>RTS,
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Mr. President: I hope the .. newspaper concerned will correct its re-:
11ort and avoid misreporting in future.
·
· '
Chaudhri Zafralla Khan :· Sir, the' Civil and Military Gazette ' of
--the 28th February reports something. which is supposed to have occurred
in this Council with regard to your ruling that honourable members if they
have delivered a speech to which they attach importance and which they
-expect to be replied· to should arrange to remain in. their Seats when re_plies are being given, and in the middle of that controversy, I am reported
to have stated that I requested you to send for the Honourable the Finan-eial Commissioner. I am perfectly certain that throughout the time when
that point was under 'discussion, I kept to my seat and did not say a single
word. And I hope that the reporting of these papers will improve. I :never
-said a word on the subject at all.
.
Mr. President: I· presume that the reporters of the Press have heard
·the complaint of the honourable member representing Sialkot. Instances.
<Of misreporting have been brought to my notice more than once but I do
not think that it is done deliberately. I hope in future the reporters -:will
.take greater care to avoid misreporting.
OATH OF OFFICE.
The following member was sworn in :
Lala Chetan Anand (West Punjab Towns, Non-Muhammadan; Urban).·
PRESENTATION

OF THE BUDGET FOR 1980-81.

•.-The HonourableSir AlexanderStow (Finance_Member):

When the
l>udget was introduced last year, it may be remembered that I laid no stress
-on any expectations which might be formed of prosperous harvests, and con,
fined myself to the hope that the return of more favourable conditions might ,
.not be long delayed. I regret to say that even this modest, and not unrea- ·
-.sonabla aspiration has .remained unrealized. It iS: true that in parts Qf the .:
.provinee harvests have been more favourable than .in ·the two preceding·
_years. But the tests applied by nature to the handiwork of man and to the
.financial arrangements of this province during 1929-80 have been more,
than usually severe. We have discovered a hidden meanjng in the old pn_,-verb, "it never rains but. it pours." Of the usual interpretation of this
.adage, that is to say,· "misfortunes never coma singly," we had full experienee, But for us the saying contained a literal truth ; it certainly never
.rained in the south-east districts, bu:t it poured in the north and west".
!Drought · and floods, to say nothing of locusts, have combined to prolong.
the series of lean years which the province has had to endure since the close·
-of 1927.
:
Before reviewing the :financial history of 1928-29, the final adjustments··
uor the current year and the proposals for 1980-81, I would draw attention
i;o the hea~y and intricate labour involved in the constant _revision of financial
. -arrangements necessitated by the -vicisaitndes of the season which I shall.
· J:>resflntly describe. Last year a member of the House, who is no longer
:with us, in the general discussion en the budget appeared to think that the
anain work of those concerned with .the. preparation of the budget : ~y in[.

.

.
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· ·.
arithmetical ealeulation and in seeing that there.was no flaw in the applieation of the rules of addition and subtraction. Other members, more es·
pecially those who have worked in the Public Accounts Committee of this
Council and in the Standing Finance· Committee, know what constant care
and forethought is required on the part of the Finance Department in order
that the resources of the treasury may be made available in the most profitableway and at the most propitious moment. They. will, I am sure, join with
I?,e in full appreciation of the courage and resource displayed by Mr. Penny..
the Finance Secretary, and the staff of the Finance Department in fighting
their rearguard action against the slings and arrows of outrageous · fortune,..
.Any success in this encounter (and, looked at from many points of view,
the success has been considerable), is due to them; and to the loyal co-opera·
tion of all=-Membors, Ministers, Heads of Departments and those working:·
under them-in effecting economies without which it was impossible to meet
the ever-varying situation.
·
From the final accounts for 1928-29 we may learn how the exercise of
economy can help us in the difficulties caused by d windling receipts and the·
rise of inevitable expenditure. The year was exceptionally trying, but,
when the accounts were finally closed. .. the balance was 2 lakhs better than in
the revised estimate laid before the Council in the budget session.
The disappointments of a profitless wheat crop in rabi 1928, and dis·
e.strous floods and partial cotton failure in the following kharif, are reflected
in the successive diminution of the expected receipts from a budget figure of
1122 Iakhs to a revised estimate of 1065 lakhs and a final account of 1048
Iakhs, In addition to the losses under Land Revenue and abiana due to the·
seasons, Excise receipts were unexpectedly disappointing, owing mainly
to the deduction of large credits to other administrations, while Stampsa head from which an ·unforeseen surplus has often been obtained=-showed
an unwelcome decrease of 2 lakhs ~n the revised estimate. The heads.
Forests, Interest. Jails and Education all showed decreases of a lakh ormore, while Extraordinary Receipts were nearly 14 Jakhs below the revised.
estimate, a disappointment which reflects the failure to recover instal-ments of the purchase price of land.
To meet this -decrease in revenue, disbursements were cut down
from 1169 Iakhs, the budget figure, to l 180 lakhs in the revised estimate·
and diminished again in the final account to 1101 lakhs. But the last figure
was only obtained by omitting from the expenditure side the 15 lakbs
which the framers- of the budget in 1928-29 intended to transfer to theRevenue Reserve Fund and by rigid economy in all departments. Practically
every expenditure head of account shov s an actual expenditure below the
revised estimate, Land Revenue, Forests, . Agriculture, Public Health,
Police, Education (Reserved) and Stationery and Printing show diminished
disbursements to the extent of 1 to 2 lakhs apiece ; under each of the heads.
Excise, General Administration; Jails and Medical the decrease in expenditureamounted to more than 2 lakhs, under Pensions to over 3 lakhs and under
Education (Transferred) to more than 4 lakhs, These figures represent, for:-.
the most part, the abandonment of what .is considered desirable in depart-'
mental working as opposed to bare essentials which must perforce be retained';

.
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-As I cannot too often emphasize, this Council has reason to be .grateful to
-.the indefatigable and successful efforts of Members, Ministers and Heads of
.Departments to reduce expenditure to a minimum consistent with efficiency.
Let us now turn to the revenue aeeount for the current year. It might
· well have been hoped that the province had, for the time at all events, com·
plated the tale of disasters by flood and field. The rabi harvest of 1929
-except in the south-eastern districts, was on the whole satisfactory, and in
. . the tracts inundated by the floods of the previous year exceptionally good.
· The greater part of the· provinoe=-egaiu with the painful exception of the
: south-eastern diatricts= received rainfall during July and August which was
.not markedly below the average. But the caprice of the elements was not
-to be denied. On the 25th July. unprecedented rainfall in the Baln-ehistan hills reduced the plains of Dera Ghazi Khan to a swamp, and prae;tica.lly obliterated the system of inundation canals. The bursting of the
Shyok dam on the 17th August caused an exceedingly high flood level in
·the Indus, but direct damage from this incident was small. Worse was to
'follow. At the end of August three or four. days of torrential rain in the
'mountain ranges from Gilgit to Peshawar and from Ladakh to Jammn,
-combined with heavy rainfall on the plains, caused the waters of the Indus •
. Jhelum and Ohenab rivers to rise to levels over-topping all previous records.
The damage caused by these floods of the 28th to 81st August and by the
.heavy rainfall was colossal. The districts bordering on the Indus, -Jhelnm
-and Chenab rivers, especially Muzaffargarh, Shahpur, Jhang, Mianwali,
Multan, Gujrat and Dera Ghazi Khan, suffered extraordinary losses in cattle,
houses and in grain. The grain of the rabi harvest 0£1929, an exceptionally
.good one in these tracts, had been stored in the hope of a rise in prices. No~
· only were these stores in many cases swept away or rendered unfit for eon-snmption, but the kharij crop, of which much was expected, was entirely
destroyed. The toil of laborious months, the profits of one harvest and the
J)romise of another disappeared in a few hours. In Muzaffargp,rhover 100
-hamlets are reported to have been entireir destroyed, in Shahpur 70 and
.In Jhelum more than 20. Muzaffargarh 1s stated to have lost over 7~000
.head of cattle and Dara Ghazi Khan nearly 4,000. In Muzaffargarh, Shah•
,pur and Jhelum the loss in grain is estimated as between 40 to 50 thoµsand
. maunds for each district, with a corresponding destruction of bh'USa.
The effect of these floods on Government property was calamitous to a
-degree. Not only have the actual damage and cost of repairs to· head works.
weirs, regulators and other canal works to be reckoned with, but. the loss
by crop failure due to the breakdown of irrigation on important branches
.has also to be taken into account. In addition to the loss to irrigation works
the cost of replacing and repairing roads, bridges, schools, hospitals, police
-stations and other Government buildings is a most serious item of expen-diture.
The culmination of this disastrous chronicle came in September, when
extensive damage was eaused to the Islam weir, necessitating further expenditure on that weir and also on the Panjnad Works.
In contrast to the deluge with which the north-western. districts were
.affl.icted, the Ambala division remained, as for months previously, a victim
to severe drought, the effects of which, though somewhat mitigated by recent
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showers, have not yet been dispelled.. Oontinuous famine relief measures
,~ave been necessitated in two districts of this division for many months past ...
The financial effect of these cumulative disasters has made itself f&lt in
43veey. direction. The revenue account receipts are sadly reduced. Thesuspension, remission and short collection of fixed and fluctuating land
revenue owing to the floods at one end of the province and the drought a~
.the other, combined with the reduction of water-rate collections in eonse-quence of the failure of certain damaged irrigation channels to work at their1ullest capacity, could not fail to have an adverse effect on receipts.
At the same time, we have to face a shortage of 12! lakhs under Excise,
c,hiefly due to diminished fees for licenses and still-head duty, and a reduction,
.in the. amount accruing to· this province from the income-tax collections Qt
the Central Government. It is hardly surprising that the revenue account ..
receipts should havi dropped from 114:).lakhs in the original budget to.106~~la.khs in the present revised estimate. Even this figure is only arrived at
by including in receipts a sum of 15 lakhs which it is proposed to transfer
_from the Revenue Reserve . Fund in order that the loss of revenue may be
,to some extent counterbalanced.
' On the expenditure Elide in the revenue account, leaving out unexpeetedt
additional charges to capital heads, repairs to irrigation works damaged by-floods and heavy rainfall are estimated to have cost 28 lakhs in the current.
year and to cost a further sum of 24 lakhs in the year 1980-81. The corre-sponding estimates for repairs to buildings and roads in charge of the. Public-Works Department amount to B lakhs in the current year and for 1980-Sl
to 4 Ikahs. . These heavy charges have been partly. met during the current."
year by the postoilement of work in progress to .the extent of 6 lakhs in
the Irrigation Department and 6 lakhs in ths Buildings and Beads Branehj;
while minor savings have been possible in other departments. These economies were effected with a thoroughness and promptitude worthy of a11'1
praise, It should be noted, however, that ourtailment 0£ expenditure has.
·not been allowed to affect materially. the programme laid down for the pre- .
:vention of water-logging and the reclamation of water-logged lands. Bythese economies and by· refraining from the transfer of 5 lakhs to the Bevonue Reserve Fund it has been possible to keep the expenditure in the revenue·
.account at 1180 lakhs, or onlr 11 Iakhs in excess of the original budget.
The revised estimate foi: capital disbursements shows 154 lakhs of ex- .
penditure, that is to say, the same as the budget figures, a saving under theHydro-Electric Project being set off against an increase under hrigatiop. and:
Commutation of Pensions.
.
·
.
.
At the same time, the realizations of Extraordinary Receipts have beennot less disappointing than last year, and are now expected to reaeh only 7S
Iakhs as against 105 Iakhs budgettod for in March 1929.
· · · The population of the flooded areas, in addition to the assistance they
have received from the Red Cross Fund and the Indian People's FamineTrust, have had _to be supplied with free grants from the famine fund and
liberal takkavi advances for the purchase of bullocks, and· seed, while similanaid has been necessary in the drought-afflicted districts of the Ambala,.
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division. The expenditure from the Provincial.Loan and Advance Account
has now. grown from the 45 .lakhs anticipated when the budget was framedl
to 80 lakhs in the present revised estimate.
·
·
In order to avoid closing· the year with a minus balance, it has been,
necessary to increase our borrowing from 140 lakhs · to 200 lakhs. With
this assistance we should end the· current year with a balance on all accounts,
of 20 lakhs, of which Hi lakhs will be in the Famine Relief.Fund. I would;
.draw attention to this attenuated margin of safety, and enter a. warning
that any excess expenditure or further depletion of revenue may result in,
an overdraft which the Government of India are not likely to regard with
, equanimity'.
·
·
.
After hearing the. description I have just given of the calamities which,
this province has been called upon to endure in the course of the past few·
months, to say nothing of the preceding series of unsatisfactory harvests,
he would be an optimist indeed who could anticipate . in the coming year·
any extensive programme of development or an uninterrupted continuanceof progress on lines laid down in more prosperous conditions. Our task at
present· is, by economy in every direction, to prevent the. complete depletion of our resources and to avoid an accumulation of debt which may hampse. the province in future year. Unfortunately an examination of our probable
revenue receipts in the coming year has shown that they are not likely to,
exceed 1095 lakhs, a figure 55 lakhs less than the original estimate for ·theeurrent year. One reason for the falling off is the necessity of flood repairs:
which reduces the net figure of Irrigation "receipts by some· 24 lakhs r
another, the reduction of Land Revenue by some 10 lakhs in .consequence
of .the application of the principles .of the new Act to settlements started since·
1922 ; another, the diminution of Excise receipts to which I have already
alluded. It has, therefore, been necessary again to make all possible economies on the expenditure side in the hope of balancing the budget. -Alll
departments have been affected by this painful process, all the more painful'
from the large increases in establishment and other charges that have been,
sanctioned in the last few years and grow imperceptibly as the years pass,
but the chief sufferer has been head " 4J. .:........Civil Works " in which it has been
necessary to effect a saving of 19 lakhs by omitting projects already approved'
by Council, but not yet actually started. In this way it has been possible
to provide for new expenditure, which, though it amounts to as much as 4'T
lakhs in the revenue section of the account, includes only a very small amount
which can be called " new " in the, true sense of the word. The bulk of .this:
· sum represents the continuance· of · certain temporary establishments and
provision for minor works and tools and plant under the head Irrigation ;
and the only head under which any substantial advance is being made is
·Education which will receive an additional 5-l lakhs for grants for Primary
Education besides a few smaller sums for other purposes, The curtailment
: of new programmes in the sphere of the departments classed as " beneficent ,,.
may evoke the. criticism previously heard in some quarters, namely, that
the beneficent departments starve,. while other departments of Government
. maintain, if not Increase, their expenditure. But · a comparison of thebudget :figures for expenditure in statement B prefixed to. the budget with
· those of last year shows that the reverse is the case. The expenditure on
beneficent departments, that is to say, Education, Medical, Public Health;.
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. Agriculture and Industries, is this year only 8 lakhs less than that on Civil
.Administration, Administration of Justice, Jails and Police. The expenditure
: budgetted for Civil Administration is actually 5 lakhs less than the corrss~ponding estimate of last year, while, on the other hand, next year's expendi: ture on beneficent departments is estimated as 12 Iakhs more than that for
1929-80, and the bulk of this increase goes to Education. Under the
.heads Medical, Public Health and Agriculture there is . no such marked
.advanee. But, although the pace is retarded, some advance has never. theless been possible. To the regret of all those interested in the development
. of communicationsit has been found impossible to continue during the coming
year the programme of road construction in which so much progress has been
made. It is true that the motor vehicle has always outrun road construe-:tion, and makes its own way to its destination;. road or no road. Such
achievements, however, though interesting as tests of motor machinery and
the driver's courage, carry us little further towards the. ultimate solution
·of those transport problems with which an agricultural province is so intimately concerned. But, after mature consideration, it was considered ad·
· visable, especially in a year of limited resources, to confine the activities
-of the Buildings and Roads Branch to the maintenance of existing roads,
· rather than to the construction of new mileage. The proposed expenditure
for 1980-81 under the head "41-Civil Works" is 20 lakhs less than was
provided in the original budget for 1929~80, and the provision for Communi-eations has suffered severely.
.
A reference to the budget figures will show that expenditure in the
. ~rev~nue·'account is expected to amount to 1122 lakhs, or 27 lakhs more than
.rsvsnue receipts. But, when we remember that special flood repairs .in the
budget year will cost 28 lakhs, we may claim that to all intents and purposes
'we have just balanced our budget. But the difficulty with which this result
: bas been attained shows that the years of affluenceproduced by the remission
of provincial contributions are_ past, and suggests that further difficulties
,await us in the future.
It is usual to give some account of our main capital undertakings, the
-Sutlej Valley Project and the Mandi Hydro-Electric Scheme.

In regard to the first, orders of the Government of India, to the effect
that pensionary charges were to be treated as direct charges after the 31st of
·March 1926, necessitated a formal revision of the project estimate. The
revised estimate as sanctioned by the Secretary of State in April 1929 now
, stands at approximately 2882 lakhs for total direct charges, of which this
Council is concerned with 987 lakhs and Indian States. with th~, remainder.
'The estimated expenditure met from Punjab revenues up to end of 1929-80
.is approximately 865 lakhs.
The outstanding event of the year 1929-80was the accident to the weir
.at Islam. The causes of this failure have been investigated by ·a committee .
, of expert engineers from outside this province. They have recorded their
definite opinion, which has been published, that · the damage was due to a
·l'etrogression of river-levels far in excess of anything which might reasonably
-have been expected when the designs were prepared.
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The capital expenditure in ~929-80 provided by the ¥unjab G~r,ernme~~
amounted to 75! .lakhs. ·Of this 11 lakhs was spent on the ~ILl:lJnad W etF
a.n:d the remainder. on the construction of distributaries, water~co:urses arid. .
works connected with the main canals and branches, BUCh. as bridges, fein·
dential and other buildings and plantations.
·
·
The budget provision of 27ila.khs' expenditure during 1980-81 provides
for the, construction of distributaries and water-courses. But the main
item of expenditure concerns the alteration in the design of the Panjnad
Weir to meet the feature of retrogression of levels to which I have previously
referred. This weir should .have been completed in 1929-80, but, owing to
. certain apprehensions caused by the recent abnormal floods it has become .
necessary to enlarge the waterway, with the result that completion is postponed for another year.
'!'he final administrative approval to the Mandi Hydro-Electric Scheni~
stood at 488 Iakhs, inclusive of interest accruing during construction. As
assessed by the Financial Adviser in Februa.ry 1929, the project; including
interest, was estimated to· cost between 540 and 550 Iakhs,
Since the original administrative approval was given, several of the sub heads of the project have been revised, and the figure, which has up to date received administrative approval, stands at 468 lakhs, From recent information, received in the administrative department, however, it is. expected that the
latter figure, and even the Financial Adviser's assessment, will be exceeded.
The estimated expenditure up to the end of 1929-80 is 147 lakhs and for.
1980-81 a. figure of 101 lakhs has been entered in the budget. These figure~·
do not. include expenditure on: the Lyallpur Electrifi~ation and .A,m..ritsa;r
Electric Supply Schemes, as these are regarded as separate undertakings,
In the main work the tunnel, which is
outstanding item of expenditure,
is being driven from four faces. The two pipe tunnels will be eomplstsd ;
so far as excavation: goes, before the end of the cupent fi:nancial. yeai:. In:.
addition to these tunnel headings, the sm.Iting of the . surge shaft has. been,
in progress throughout the year. and is now complete. Following exeavation, the lining of the tunnel has already been begun on the north heading;
In the Uhl Valley excavation of the diurnal storage reservoir is making·
good progress, and this work should be completed during the coining financial
year. In addition to this . excavation and other preliminary work, the·.
construction of the decantation chambers and stilling ponds has been begun,
On the Jogindemagar side of the hill the excavation of the track tq aceommodate the main penstock pipes iii neatly completed, and the .foundations,
of the power-house have alsb been excavated'. During 1980-81 ~he princl,pal work
~e t~e excava.ti<>n ~.d .lining of the t1;1lln~l~ .. ~he c~~ii.tJ,'ll~tidp~
o( head work, in tlie Uhl Valley will also be taken in ·. hand; and 1t is ,li,op13dl
that most of- this'work will be completed before the encf of the c'omiilg fui~'.'·
en~· year. . On the: s?,uth si~e the ~nstructio~ of pJpe ~chors and s~}.i~ci?,~'
will be. pushed forward with a view. to the erection of the pensto!'k ,p·pes,..
The contract· for the tra.nsniissidri. system has now he.en placed, and ~4ei'.~·
will be . corisiderable expenditure on . the. purcliase . of towers JUld . c'orid.u~tQrst
and probably also on a. portion ol the sti~station equipment: It'iif also,
proposed to commence work on the building: of· the sub-station.
,
The- necessity fo:r borrowing· to meet proci,uo~ve . capita.I
in the last two years gives· more tlia.fi · '0$tial impbrtance·: to this' sb.bjeoi.:.
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For a detailed account I would refer you to Mr. Penny s memorandum.
For .Present purposes the position may be thus summarized. In 1928-29
the original intention was to borrow 40 lakhs from the Provincial Loans
Fund, the remaining sum necessary to meet capital expenditure . being
provided by Extraordinary Receipts. While there is no doubt as to. the
ultimate realization of the bulk of the amount due under the head Extraordinary Receipts, the estimate of realizations year by year is extremely
difficult; T.he budget · estimate of 105 lakhs for Extraordinary Receipts
in 1929-80 dwindled to 78 Iakhs when. the revised estimate was prepared.
At the same time, capital expenditure, owing to the unusually rapid progress
o.f construction, expanded unexpectedly, and large sums were required for
takkavi loans, with the result that borrowings from the· Provincial Loans
Fund had to be increased to 140 lakhs .. Taught by the experience of 1928-29, ·
we budgetted this year for another loan of 140 lakhs, and expected that this,
combined with Extraordinary Receipts, would enable us to meet capital
expenditure and provincial loan requirements, But, though the revised
estimate of capital expenditure in the present year shows no increase over
the original estimate, there has been an exceptionally keen demand for
·
· takkavi loans to assist the cultivators to -repair the
12 NooN;
havoc wrought by floods at one end of the province
and by drought at the. other. At the same time, the realization of E:x:tra.,ordinary Receipts. has again proved disappointing. It has, therefore, .
been necessary to ask the Government of India . for a supplementary ·
[oans of 60 lakhs, and even this will leave 12 lakhs of expenditure to be
met temporarily from revenue. In this way we should be· able to avoid
:ll minus balance on all accounts ( excluding the Famine Relief Fund and the
Depreciation Reserve Fund) at the close of this financial year. We are
. .eonatrained to extract. what · consolation we may from the fact that we are·
-only as}ring for a supplementary loan of 60 lakhs this year as against a erore
iin 1928-29.

. For the year 1980-81 it is proposed to ask the Government of India
'for a loan of 150 Iakhs to provide for capital expenditure and takkavi loans.
The balance will be . met· from Extraordinary Receipts which will be sufli-eient to· meet some additional capital expenditure and increased demands
for takkavi loans:
·
.
It is well to call attention to the rapid growth of expenditure under the
'head "Reduction of Debt," and to bear in mind.that loans once taken have
'to be repaid. fa 1927-28 the expenditure under this head ·Was only 2 lakhs
dn 1928-29 it had risen to St lakhs and has again increased·to 6! lakhs in th;.
present revised estimate. For 1980-81 the figure is 9f ..Iakhs, which will.
·~f course be increased again in 1981-82 by the loans which it is proposed
'to take in the coming year. In view of the growing burden, it is fortunate
that .capital e~enditure can. be met. to .a large e;i:tent from Extraordinary
Receipts and 1S taken for projects which in the main are clearly remunerative
and revenue earning assets.to the province.
·
I

•

•

•

•

•

The Provincial Loans Account, hampered as it is ·by the suddenness of
demands in aid of agricultural distress, · and by the extreme. improbability
. ,pf complete recoveries, is difficult to forecast with any degree of aoouraoy.
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Demands fo~ takkavi loans in 1980-81 are estimated at 40 lakhs, arid recoveries, if favoured by climatic conditions, should go far to meet these advances.
'The budget figure in this account provides, 8 lakhs for loans to co-operative .
,socie~ies, and 4! 'lakhs for loans to local bodies.
·
.
The. balance in the Famine Relief Fund at the end of 1980-Sl is estimated at 19 lakhs, wlitle the Revenue Reserve Fund will have some 10
lakhs. ·
·
·
. The budget for 1980-81 is expected to close with a balance on all ac-eounts of 62 lakhs .. The Revenue Reserve. Fund, the Depreciation Fund
and . the Famine Relief. Fund will provide 80 lakhs. Extraordinary Re.esipts not yet used to meet capital expenditure will account for. another
o5 lakhs, · while the revenue account will show a deficit of 28 lakhs. Partly
by unfavourable seasons, partly by heavy and inevitable recurring expendi-ture and an inelastic revenue. we are thrust back to the position of 1924
·when balances were only maintained by Extraordinary Receipts.
The budget for 1980-81 taken as a whole has thus been balanced, but
-only by omittii?-g from it a number. of works already approved by the Council,
.and by drawing on Extraordinary Receipts to· assist the Revenue .Account.
There is doubtless this ;year a very sufficient reason for this unsatisfactory
-result. . It is to be hoped that it will be long before the province is called
-upon again to endure the double stroke of flood and famine. But a province ,
-dependant on agriculture is also dependant oil the climate, and must be
prepared for cycles of misfortune as well as cycles of prosperity. Is the .
Punjab so prepared 'l To· the regret of all it is impossible to give a cready
.answer in the a:ffirinative. Yet on this preparedness depend all the schemes
· for improvement in the future, and even the full realization of some of those
-on which the province has already embarked. For three successiveyears the
revenue account has shown an, excess ot expenditure over receipts. Unless.
-sohomss for progress and development already approved by this Council
are to be held in abeyance, there is no prospect of arresting the growth of
-expenditnre. .At the same time, an examination of · revenue receipts, even
after making allowance for any increase which may accrue from more prosperous seasons, reveals·no certain indication of. expansion. Land revenue
.assessments have been permanently reduced by at least 10 lakhs, while
Excise income has shown for the last two years a. downward tendency,
which may or may not be permanent, but at all events introduces an element
·Of uncertainty fa.ta.I to confidence.
I would commend to.the consideration of all the old maxim " no advance
without security," a saying capable of more than one interpretation. The
first which I would emphasize is the necessity for security, for the building
up of reserve 11,gainst the evil day of violent fluctuation. With these reserves
-disappointments in revenue receipts can be faced, and assistance obtained
in shape of loans. In the second place, advance in the direction of education,
health, agriculture, industries or communioations must rest on a sure founda-tion of the power to finance it in future. Expanding expenditure cannot
be met by -stationary or receding revenues, · This is the bare truth with
which this province is faced. . For such. a difficulty retrenchment is .at best a
-temporary palliative, and· I trust.· that I have made it clear that. during
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the last two years the most strenuous efforts:have been made in this, direction.
I can give the assuranee that ·theae e1iQrts will continue, bnt that ,is not
sufficient. This Council has never shown itself 1ba.ckward in doing hattJ.e.
with the forces of ign~rance .and disease and in promoting the development;
of the province, and we aJl wish the latter to continue. · But if fu.rther progress.
is to be made, indeed if ground gained is not to be lost, it must be consolidated.
on the sure basis of visible resources, or more resources. must be made available. I have every confidence that the courage and determination to make
such provision for the welfare of the . Punjab will not be found wantiug.
either now or in the mture.
I beg to introduce to the Council the J:iu~get for 1980-81.
The Council then adjourned till at~
1980.
·

P. M.

on Thursday, the Gth Marca
.
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PJNJAB LEGISLATIVE COU.~CIL.
5TH SESSION OF THE San PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

Thursday, the 6th March 1980.
THE

.cloek.

Council met at the Council Chamber at 2
Mr. President in the Chair.

P. M.

of the

OATH OF OFFICE.
The following member was sworn in :- .
Cowan,. Mri H. M. (Official, nominated).·
GENERAL DISCUSSIONOF THE BUDGET.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq [Hoshiarpur cum-Ludhiana (Muhammadan);
Rural] : Sir, the Budget generally is described as a juggler's trick and that
it stands at the will of the Finance Member. In this Budget-I admit that I
. :find no trick. It is a statement of expenditure, a very clear and lucid statement, and where there is weakness the Honourable the Finance Member and
the Finance Secretary have admitted that there is a weakness. In this Budget;
there is a deficit of Rs .. 55 Iakhs, as compared with the estimate of 192980. No doubt this figure is a veiy big sum. But I am very glad, Sir, that nonew taxation is proposed. .Already, since 1928-24 up to 1929~80,the Government have spent from the revenue receipts a sum of Rs. 4,56 lakhs. I think
such a big sum ought not to be spent and it is against the principles. of a
good budget. But this time I am glad that extraordinary receipts have been·
spent on current expenditure, and justice has been done. I am subject to
correction. My calculation is that Rs. 4,56 lakhs of revenue receipts have
been spent in capital expenditure and that ought not to be done.
Now, Sir, the expenditure on CivilAdministration is more or less Rs. 50lakha, since 1921-22 up to 1980-81. On the other hand, on Industries, a department which can bring prosperity to the province, only Rs. 6 lakhs have
been spent in this decade.
Then, Sir; if you take the expenditure on Agriculture, from 1921-22 to
1980-81, the amount spent does not exceed Rs. 29· 6 Iakhs, Compared with
the sum that has been spent on Civil Administration this is very inadequatefor purposes of development. I quite admit tha,t on Education, the Govemme.tit have spent nearly one crore since 1921-22, · since the advent of
reforins in this province.
Now, when I look to the revenue receipts, as compared with that of
1929-80, I find that the position of the province is very bad. So far as the·
purchasing ability of this province is concerned,it shows that our purchasing
abilities are becoming lesser and lesser every year. I compare the current
year's figures with the figures under review. The deficit of 55 lakhs is made
up· of 22 lakhs under Land Revenue and Irrigation, 8 lakhs under Incometax, 18! Iakhs under Excise, 8 lakhs under Forests, and so on. It shows, Sir ,
that the wealth of the province has decreasedvery much.
B
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· If you look at the extraordinary receipts you will find that in spite of
-the zamindars having a great love for land and willing to' purchase it at any.
cos~ the extraordinaryreeeipte have dwindled down from the figure ofRs. 1,28
.Iakhs in the year 1927-28 to Rs. 87lakhs in the year under review. This goes
to show th1;1,t the economic position of the province is very bad, and unless ·
-Govemment does something to -finanee industries and agriculture our position will grow worse and worse. I am very glad that the Honourable Finance
Secretary, Mr. Penny, has very kindly, and very boldly admitted this fact,
namely, that this deficit is not a passing phase but is likelf to recur.

If you look into the budgets since 1921-22, up to the year under review.
_you will find that with the exception of 4: yeai;s, iii six years there were deficit
budgets. Not only that. Even in those prosperous years we had to finance
.ourselves by large· additional resources. I ref er to the contribution that has
been remitted . by the Government of India. Had not the remission been
. .given we could not expend money on different branches in different departments these years.
·

I"

. I have already said that very little has been expended on those· de·
partments which go to bring prosperty to the province. . Now I refer to
,co-operative societies, The expenditure under this head has increased by
. Rs, 8 lakhs since.1924-25 but mortgage debt has risen from· 7 eror s to 20
-erores since 1891 in the province.
This goes to show that our attention
towards co-operative societies ought to · be doubled and trebled, and the.
Government should finance this department all the more if they really
want to give any relief to the zamindars of · this · province. Now, Sir, I
thlnk that if in the next· few years nature does not favour us, our people
'will be absolutely ruined.
·
Coming to the exchange policy of the Government, the cost of raw
materials has automatically decreased by . 12} per cant.
No doubt
-we are getting· land revenue r,nd water rates from . the zamindsrs,
Although the cost of raw materials has greatly diminished the charges
-0f land revenue and water rates are the same as has been in the
prosperity yeats.
The natural consequence of that is that the zam.in-dars who are already poor as compared with the zamind-ars of other
-eountriee have found it difficult to meet their daily expenses. There is
.absolutely no industry in the province. Those zamindars who . cannot find
work in the whole year cannot find work in any industry of the province.
You see, Sir, that we are faced with a very grave situation in the province.
.Lest year, the Honourable the Leader of the House will bear me out, there
-was an ex-military men's jatha who claimed that they were penniless;
they were without land, they marched towards the Mall toad. and they
-wanted to go to the Government House. So far a;s I know, their number does
.not exceed 80 or 40 thousands
to this. time. It is just possible that they
.may organise themselves and 'bring in greater number but at present so far
.as niy information goes, their number does not exceed 80 or 40 thousands •
.But I can say from what I see in the province that there are millions who·are
:ill-clad and half fed. Unless the Goyernment does anything .·tor them and
-unless the Government finance the . industries of the· province · ana giv-e some
-proteotion to the goods that are· being made in this provin~. . . . • . •
·

up .

GENERAL

DJSOUBBION

OF

THE

B-ql)GET,

Mr. President : In view of the fact that a very large number of gantle.men wish to take part in the general discussion of. the budget, I propose t~
fix a time limit on speeches'. Will 15 minutes be sufficient for every speaker?
Up till now 18 gentlemen have· communicated to me their desire to speak
·to-day and 21 gentlemen wish to speak to-morrow, Besides, l$ members of
·Government might also speak tomorrow. In view of this it will be impossible to accommodate so many speakers tomorrow. I would request, there·
·fore that some of the members, who have given their names for to-morrow,
may speak to day, if possible. What should be the time limit '}
(Voic.es _: 15 minutes).
.
Cbaudhri Afzal Haq : There are 4 lakhs of beggars in this province
.and 18 lakhs more that depend upon these beggars and if millions of half·
·starved people are taken into· consideration there are really two or three
millions of people in this province who can at any time within ten years msreh
towards the· Government House bare-headed and bare-footed and they will
· tell the Government to either give them bread or take away their lives ·
That will surely come about if you will not hear me and my remarks and will
not aot upon my advice and give relief to the zamindars and finance and pro·
·tact the industries of the province. The time will come when the people will
go before the Government House in jatha.s not in thousands but in
·millions......
·
·
·
The Honourable Mian: Sir Fazl-i-Husain :j Why not to the Legisla·ture?

Chaudhri Afzal Haq: What for.? You have got the purse in your
hands. You have. increased the expenditure by Rs. 58 lakhs on Civil
administration within .this decade.
The time . will surely come if
those who are spending money against the wishes of this House keep
doing so when the whole administration will crumble down like a house
..of: cards. I hope that Government will act upon my advice and give more
money for.the industrial development and agricultural development and
:no~ sp~nd money on police and other departments which are not giving
·relief to the poor hut ate a. burden on the poor tax~payers.
I

.

.

'

.

Lala Chetan Anand [West Punjab Towns, (N on-Muhammadan), Urban]:

Sir, I cannot fully congratulate the Finance Member on the Budget he has

presented to the House." . The expenditure on Civil Administration is increasing day by day while on the other hand .we are becoming poorer and poorer.
The unrest is increasing, and if the Government were to remove the root
.cause of the unrest, then the expenditure. on law and order can be reduced .
. A sum of ;Rs. 8,40 lakhs only have. been a.et apJ.rt for the, beneficent
departinents which is too small an amount in comparison with the
. -emergent needs and gravity .of their need.
Expenditure on industries ,
·is only Rs. 11 lakhs. That is only . 1 per cent. of the total sxponditure. No steps are being taken to · solve the question of unemploy. ment and raise the earning · capacity of the masses. The policy of the
Government ought to be that money should be spent asliberally on transfer·
red departments as on the police department. We do not want palatial build-ings, all we want is bread for the half. starving people who, are unable to get
-even one meal a day.
Mian Nurullo. [J;iyallpur South, (Muhammadan.) Rural] : Sir,I would
just like to touch the revenue head and the condition of the poor aamindars
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in the province at this time. The Government knows very well that the·
ze.mindars are the backbone of the Government and the country. On the"
zamindars also, depends, the prosperity of the urban classes. Everything
goes according as the condition of agriculturists of the province goes. The·
Government off and on has been doing something for the zamindars by way
of suspension and remission- in the revenue, but that only is a temporary
measure to appease the zamindars of the province. I know that in the hard.,
hit days of 1928 when the rabi ctophadnearly failed altogether, the zamin-·
dars had feelingswhich most of us would not welcome. '.I'hey were getting Red.
ideas. I came personally in touch with allshades of opinion amongst zamindars and I did hear from many of them that they could. not . manage to pay(and it was really the state of affairs) the revenues. One zamindar whom I'
met in the zail ghar appeared as if he was living in the 16th century. He·
was quite illiterate and he said if a few more zamindars were prepared to join.
him he would stop paying revenue. I told him that that would be a bad thing
for him but he said he could not make his two ends meet. 'Ihese ideasgaining ground in· the .minds of the people are really injurious and would.
always be injurious for the prosperity of this country and no doubt would be·
troublesome indeed. The Government cannot afford to lose the sympathy
of the zamindars at this juncture. Although the· Government has beenhelping· the people it has done nothing as regards the greatest difficulty·
of the zamindars and that lies in the fall of the general level-of prices. Prices
have been falling. since 1920-21.. After effects of the war brought home to,
the aamindars their difficulties. The assessments, I think, in most of the·
districts were carried out in those days of maximum prices i;e., in 1920-21..
In these assessments revenues were raised. to a very high figure. But since
then the prices have been falling day by day. But the Government · has,
been getting that high rate of revenue all the same. This was the maximum,
revenue that Government could impose according to those conditions. Now,
the zamindars are running their aamindara altogether at a loss. If you1
look at the accounts published by· Government as a result of the enquiry,
held by Mr. Stuart, you will find that the average income of a present-day
zamindar or a farmer varies from one anna to five annas a day. _How on earth·
can he live within that sum? That is the greatest problem of the zamindars.
In addition to the aforesaid .he has also to face the troubles due to the modelling and remodelling done by the Irrigation department. Engineers think
that they are passing through a scientific and experimental stage and the
time will come when they will settle down to a certain sort cif method.
which will settle the problem of water distribution permanently. But·
the zamindars think it is ruinous and a huge waste. Moreover,. they
also complain _that the water supply is· being . reduced day by d,ay,so they do not know what to do. That is the greatest problem and:
I want to put before the Rouse with all the emphasis at my command
that the land revenue should be reduced as-soon as possible. Bow this isto be done is really a difficultmatter because, after all, the Government is to
to be run on the revenues of the province. I see that Government in the.
last few years has been spending a lot of money and capital expenditure
has been drawn from the revenue of the current years. That I think is not
.a sound policy and I do not think that in any other civilised· courit.ry that is.
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~being done. All the capital expenditure should be met, I should say, by
-raising loans from other Governments· or from any other source and · each
individual enterprise should be treated as a different business concern, be,oause it seems to me very unfair that we, living in. this generation, should
pay for all that should be spent in the coming generations and that all the
'.-benefit should go to the people of the province in the years to come. That
.seems very unreasonable too. If Government were to give up this policy
then we will be satisfied. Sir, I cannot understand how Government puts
the expenditure on the side of receipts under the heading· of. revenue
derived from irrigation. It is written on page 10 of the Budget of the year
1980-81 : "Deduct Rs. 2,40,00,000 ". . This, I think, should come on the
.side of expenditure.
It is a big item and all items on this side should
be of income alone and all items under expenditure should be of expendi·ture alone. I do not see why this departure i~ made from the usual course.
Further, l tmns that there is no necessity of giving this budget in such
huge form; look at its size and shape.
It is too difficult to carry and is,
besides, not quite clear. It could be. made more clear by putting it in a.·
more concise and precise way. I am holding in my hand now, as you can
see, the "Finance Accounts" of the United Kingdom. It is so brief that
:it is not even one-twentieth of the volume of our Budget, though the
dealt with is more than five hundred times ours.

sum

· Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh (Sikh, Urban): Sir, I believe
-all members of this House fully- realise that uncertainty in the financial
.conditions of the province due to vagaries of nature made the task of the
Honourable the Finance Member · and the Financial Secretary extremely
difficult. Both of the:n. thsretore, deserve thq gratitude of the House for the
way in which they have by their labour and resourcefulness overcome those
difficulties .. This budget; Sir, has three characteristics.
Firstly, it reveals
-deficits all through. In the revenue accounts of 1928-29 there is a deficit of
Rs. 58: lakhs and a deficit of Rs. 66 lakhs in 1929-80 in the revised estimate
and Rs. 27 Iakhs in the budget estimate of 1980-81. In fact, the deficit is much
'higher than is revealed by the figures. As is made clear by Financial Secretary
a sum of Rs. 15 lakhs from the revenue reserve fund has been omitted in the
accounts of 1928~29, and as a matter offact, Rs. 15 lakhs have been taken from
· the revenue reserve fund towards the revised estimates of 1929-80. So that the
deficit which would have amounted to Rs. 81 lakhs has been in this way re-dueedto Rs. 66 lakhs. Similarly in the budget estimates, 1980-81, no sum has
'been provided for the revenue reserve fund. Sir, on the other hand some
.eapital expenditure has been charged to revenue account in the budget· of
1980-81, for example, a sum of RP. 10·16 Iakhs on account of interest on
-eaptial outlay on Mandi Hydro-Electric Project and Rs. 15·19 lakhs under
-41-Civil Works on account of commuuications, Nili Bar and other produetive• works have been charged to revenue accounts. As a matter of fact,
all capital expenditure of this nature on productive works ought to have been
.eharged towards capital account and not to revenus, The third aspect of the
budget as revealed by the figures is that although the expenditure on account
of beneficent departments is growing, at the same time there has been a
-remsrkable growtb. in the exoeuditure under civil administration. In 1926-27
-the experditure nuder civil administration stood at Rs. 8,08 lakhs. In three
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years it. has jumped. to Rs. 8,411!3-khs and in the budget of 1980-81 it ie put·
· at Rs. 3,48 lakhs. It will be seen. therefore that the major portion of th~
remission Qf provincial contribution has been absorbed by civil administra.-tion. Besides, under 41-Civil Works on account of repairs alone the·
expenditure is Rs, 67 lakhs which in 1924-25 stood at Rs. 87 lakhs. We·
are now face to face with a serious situation. · While the total expendi- ~
ture charged to revenue has increased at the rate of Rs. 50 lakhsa year since 1925-26. the. revenue. receipts since 1925~26 have act1,1~y
gone down. The Financial· Secrretary has made it perfectly clear that
this budget is not a passing phase and as a matter of fact, this state of'
affairs is }ikely to continue. This requires serious consideration. Unless
we reduce expenditure in other directions, cut our coat according to oUJ;eloth, there is a great apprehension that beneficent departments will con-·
. siderably suffer.
Coming to details it is gratifyirg to learn th~t education has been
allotted some money as new expenditure in this budget. But the policy of·
opening new high schools and arts colleges cught to be put a stop to: It is.
swelling the ranks of the unemployed. Instead of spending more money
in that direction the money could, be well utilised towards. female and tech-nieal education and towards solving the problem of mass illiteracy.
With. regard to the Agricultural Department, I would only say a· word
that more work need be done on the field than in office. No one can d~ter-·
mine the huge amount ofloss that the agriculturists have suffered on account
of crop diseases, and serious attempts should be inade to combat crop dis-eases.
Coming to Industries, it is really a pity that . nothing substantial hasbeen . done in this direction. The only solution · of the unemployment problem is to create work, arid you cannot create work unless there is indnstrial.
expansion in the country. More weaving schools like the one at Shahdaea
will not solve the problem. What is required is a bold policy. Government
ought to help the textile industry by advancing loans at a low. rate of in-·
terest and with· easy instalment system of payment.
In regard to the Co-operativedepartment, I desire. to bring to the notice·
of the authorities, the Honourable Minister and the Registrar, a very serious
_grievance of the Sikh community. That department is now the hot bed of
eommunalism. Everywhere in central banks and in the Punjab Co-operative· ·
Union the Sikhs have been . ousted. I think the Honourable Minister will
eet right this grievance that has already been brought to his notice and to the·
· notice of the Registrar by various Sikh societies and which grievance has
been given prominence in the Sikh press too. Here, Sir, I desire to bring
to the notice of the Government a general grievance of the Sikh community
in regard to their legitimate share in -the public services. The Sikhs would
·not mind if the recruitment is made on merit alone, but if communal consi-derations prevail, Sikhs have a right to watch their interests with the same
keenness as others are doing.
On the High Court bench there is not a single Sikh. Since the creation
of the High Court or the old Chief Court no Sikh has ever served on its bench..:
l refuse to believe that no· Sikh either from the bar or from the services could:
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be found who could fill this high office with equal ability and with equal distinotion with the members of other communities who are now adorning·the·
place in the High Court..
'
So fai as other services are eoneemed, I would only give :figar .. s with,
regard to a few of them just to. show what place-the Sikhs· oeeupy. In the·
executive branch of the Punjab Civil Service out of 26& posts they have got
only 88 ; in the judicial branch they have got 24 out of 180.; there are only
11 Tahsildars out of 1~0 ; in the Irrigation Branch they have 12 Sikh mem...
bers of the Punjab Service of Engineers out of 108; out of 44 Temporary
Engineers there are cnly 8 Sikhs ; similarly in the Medical Service out of 144
.Assistant Surgeons there are 21 Sikhs ; in the Punjab Civil Secretariat out
of 12 superintendents there is not a single Sikh and out of 88 senior clerk&
there is LOt a single Sikh. ·I hope Government will remove this grievance·
u of the Si~ community at an early date.
··

Sir, we are passing through anxious times. Prices of all commoditi~,:
have fallen and there is .no likelihood of a· rise in the near future; On the
other. hand, .the tendency of. prices is to stabilise near about the pre-war
level. The' agriculturists are very hard hit. At the same time there is a
heavy trade depression in the country with little or no purchasing powerThe ranks of the unemployed are swellingevery day. This serious economic:
situation· is causing discontent and a desire for a change.

· Whatever the causes may be, Government cannot absolve itself from the
responsibility oi having contributed a great share in bringing about this·
state of affairs. The agricultural population have no occupation for the greater
part of the year. In spite of the fact that this Province is the producer o:fZ
raw material and consumer of finished products, it cannot claim a single
industry worth the name. This serious situation coupled . with impending,
constitutional changes has . produced a dynamic state in the country. It
will be nothing short of blunder of great magnitude not to realise the forcesfar less to under-rate them-- that 'are working to bring about the salvation
of the country and to bring about an equality of political status with the
dominions of the· British Commonwealth. While, on the one hand, it' is the·
duty of the Government to utilise all its powers for maintaining peace, law
and order-a taskin which it can expect support from every reasonable·
section of the Province-it is no less its duty to remove the root causes that .
. are in the way of peace. The Government will not be well advised if in,
hot haste it resorts to repression. Such a policy invariably defeats theobject it seeks to achieve.'
SJ,taikh Abdul Ghani ·[West Punjab· Towns,' Muhammadan), Urban ] ::
Sir, I would not have taken the time of the House, but on going through,
the statement of the Honourable Finance Member and the· memorandum
I find, as a casual observer would do, that there is something wrong somewhere. It is . clear that the province mainly . depends upon the irrigation.
it receives from the canals, and this province has been spending quite ungrudgingly crores ofrupees on the construction of canals, headworks and their·
maintenance, but I find this year- I admit that the floods this year wererecord ones-but I find that this year almost all the headworks of. any importa.nce in this province have given way, and to my· mind, that is very.

.
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threatening. That shows tha.t whenever there are huge·floods, there is every
possibility of a similar state of affairs recurring again. The result would be
that a province whose mainstay is agriculture and which has to depend
upon t~e canal irrigation would be ruined if a similar state of affairs is to
irepeat itself again. The question naturally arises whether the sum of R,. 65
Iakhs tliat has been spent on these works and on their repairs, in order to put
them in order, whether these are only makeshift arrangements or whether
we will have to provide similar sums every year for these works. As a matter
-of fact, there is every danger of the calamity being repeated in the years
.that have yet to come. There is absolutely nothing in the lengthy statement .
-of the Honourable Finance· Member to assure us on the point. That is
why" I rise to ask the Governmentto explain to the House whether the money
that has been spent. this year, that is, sixty-five lakhs, is enough to make
the headworks immune for ever or whether they still stand in danger of being
. _yearlyswept away and we will have to make provision yearly for huge sums
to put these headworks in repairs and to maintain them in proper working
-order, I learn from the statement that a committee of certain expert engineers was appointed and that that committee examined the oirou-nstanees
'with respect to the Islam weir and that their recommendations were earned into . effect. But there is nothing to show that as a matter of fact the
committee came. to the conclusion that in future no such damage to the
.headworks at Islam would be possible and that they would be safe for ever.
That is the assurance which anybody who goes through the statement of the
.Honourable Finance Member would like to have on the point. ·
Again, in the case of the Rasul headworks, I presume·th.at the dam
-that was raised was swept away or damaged by the floods.this year. Several
.lakhs were spent to put that in order. Now, it is working; but the question is, has the money that has been spent this year been enough to avoid
.any future danger to the headworks at Rasul or whether the money spent
was only to make up for the damage that had been done to the headworks
this year ? If-there is a possibility of the headworks being damaged by the
.recurrenoa of floods, if the headworks cannot stand the · strain of another
flood, where would the province be ? That is a very serious problem and
I would request the Honourable Finance Member or whoever is in charge
-of the subject to give an assurance to. the House, not only· to give · an
.assuranee, but to explain the whole situation. All along we have been told
that we can very well pride ourselves on the excellent canal system that had
been introduced into this province and we really thought that it was one ·
of the greatest boons of British administration in India that very vast tracts
.of waste lands have been brought under cultivation through the efforts of
·their engineers.and we thought that their skill in this department had, to a
·very large extent, contributed to the prosperity of the province. But we
.now find -that all the money that has been spent in this direction may be
taken to have been wasted because, if there is a recurrence of floods every
_year and these headworks are swept away or damaged, there would be no
.security and no immunity and the result would be that the province which
depends so largely on agriculture and irrigation from canals would be easily
..faced with a calamity and as a matter of fa.ct, all this money wouldhave, to a
great extent, been wasted. So, the question is whether all that has been spent
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-for repairs of these headworks this year is such that they will withstand
·the onslaughts of huge floods that may come down the streams next year
.or on any other future occasion. I would really want an assurance on that
~point.
Moreover, in the case of the Rasul headworks, if one takes the trouble
·to examine carefully, he will find that the silt that has been deposited from
_yea;r to year by the stream has been raising the bed level of the river. Though
I am not 11,n expert, I may safely presume that the extraordinary damage
done to the villages near about Jhelum was due to the rising of this bed level
. of the river. Is it not then a source of great danger ? Can we, under the
. circumstances, think that the money that has-been ungrudgingly piven to
this department is not being wasted and that it is being very well spent?
• I would specially request the Chief Engineer to overhaul the whole situation
. and to assure the House on these very serious problems and tell us that, as
.a matter of fact, in future there is no very great danger of these headworks
being swept away in the way they were done. this year.
Then, I should like to dissociate myself with certain remarks made by
the honourable member who just preceded me, namely, that there is no use
.opening intermediate colleges and that the money spent on them is almost
being wasted. I beg to differ from him on the point. The point is that
everybody cannot afford to send his sons to big towns such as Lahore and
. other places. In the first place, all these places are very expensive'. In the
.next place, people are very chary and do not want that their sons should be .
.spoiled by the bad influences that are very common in. the metropolis.
With these remarks I resume my seat.
Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal [North-East Towns (Non-Muham· madan), (Urban)]: Sir, I associate myself with Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal
·Singh in congratulating the Honourable Finance Member and the Finance
·.Secretary in being able to adjust the budget at a time when there has been a
· failure of harvest and a decrease in the provincial revenues. But I want to
. draw the attention of Government to two or three points. One of them
was touched upon by the previous speaker, that is, that no capitalexpenditure
, should be incurred out of revenue receipts. This is wrong in principle. It
. has been pointed out that several crores of rupee~have been spent by Govern. ment from revenue receipts on capital works In previous years. The result
. has been that a large amount of surplus which could have been given tack to
: the tax-payers has not been. so returned.
Again there· are several works on which the revenue .receipts should
: have been spent but have not been spent. I, as a member of the Jail Enquiry Committee, have visited .severaljails; and I found that some of the jails,
, such as those in Jullundur, Ludhiana and other places, are such that they re. quire immediate consideration. After all, the jail population requires humane
.considoration frow the Government as much as any other section of the
public. The Jullundur jail, .aceording to my information, was condemned
several years ago, but the Government has not been able to rebuild it. That
.requires the special attention of the Government and I am of opinion that if
the Government had not undertaken financing big schemes out of revenue
:receipts whicli should have been financed from capital receipts, these jails
rwonld have received the attention of Government.

•
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Another building which requires the serious attention of Government
the Mental Hospital. I saw the population there. Really it is the Kingdom
of God: The officerwho is Incharge of the institution is loved by the inmates,
and I was myself struck by the fact that even the most violent and insane·
people there loved that officer and they were prepared. to lie at his feet ...
The. sisters .of charity who are working there are also doing good and useful'.
work. But the barracks in which the mentally defective people·are kept are
not in good sanitary condition and require the immediate attention of Government.
Another subject to which the attention of the Government has been.
drawn by my honourable friend is the question of .
3~~
female education. I entirely agree with my friend
· Sardar Ujjal Singh that the Government' perhaps would be very wise in
.taking steps to open new high schools for girls. · As regards the education
of boys, the Government,· the Honourable the Minister for Education, theDirector of Public Instruction and the Deputy Director deserve our congratulations for having .given us so many schools. But I am sorry to observe
that 'they have not provided the same funds towards female education as·
they have done towards the boys education .. In this budget I· do riot find
any provision for the opening of girls high schools as used to be before. I
hope, Sir, that in such a big budget the Education Department would be
provided with funds for -the opening of girls high schools in the province·
even at the sacrifice of boys sehools;
·

w. ·

. J am sorry, Sir, that in .my remarks regarding the Mental Hospital l
forgot to touch one very important point with respect to the diet which
is given to the prisoner. The Government agreed to stop the mixed flour·
bread and white bread of wheat is being supplied. I hope ghi would be substituted for oil, . But, Sir; the oil is still in use there, therefore, I strongly
. recommend that ghi be supplied to the prisoners.
Another point to which I want to draw the attention of the Government
is the Forest department in the Punjab. Sir, this department is very much
over-manned. I, understand that Government propounded a scheme someyears back to reorganize the Forest Department under which 86 provincial and 86 Indian Forest Service officers were to he recruited. When the .
recruitment was made I am informed that the Government found itself unable to see where to put the officers that were recruited. Now,Sir, the places
of rangers, deputy . rangers are being held by the Indian Forest Service·
and Provincial Officers and· minor divisions, which were held in charge
before by the Provincial Service men, . are being held by Indian Forest
Service Officers. I put to the consideration of the Government that in
future there should be no recruitment in the Punjab for the Forest. department and that tne Punjab Government should address the Government of'
India that when the other provinces require Forest Officers they can take
from the Punjab. Ip. this way the Punjab Government would be able to ,
save 1:1, large .sum of money in forest expenditure which can be spent in
other directions.
·
One grievance of the, Hindus which I want to bring to the notice of theGovernment is in connection with the recruitment in the police department..
&
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There is a. budget provision now for 60 sub-assistant Inspectors. In this:
department the claims of the Hindus do not appear to have received thesame consideration as they should have received. The Hindus have been.
much less recruited in this department than their due share ..
· Another subject to which my honourable friend Sardar Ujjal_,Singh
has drawn the attention of the Government is the present political condition·
in the country. There is going to be a very severe struggle b"etween the·
people and the Government and all of us who · are anxious to help in the
maintenance of law and order assure the . Government our support, but at
the same time my suggestion for the. consideration of the Government is that
when this critical moment comes; the Government should not lose its~
head and take any hasty steps which may make the position _more compli- .
cated in India or in the provinces.. The handling of the present situation in
the provinces requires the very careful and calm consideration of the Govern-:-·
ment and I hope that Government would do all that it can to see that
no false steps are taken. With these words, Sir, I· resume my seat.:
Mr. E. Maya Das [ Non-official, Nominated I (Urdu) : Sir, I also-congratulate the Honourable Finance Member, his Secretary and other assistants.
on the success which their efforts to prepare the budget in this satisfactory· ·
manner have met. This is one of those lean years when the revenue has .
diminished but there has been no corresponding decrease· in liabilities and..
therefore, it required great intelligence as well as diligence to balance the ·
budget. The Honourable Finance Member and his assistants have spared
no pains to meet the situation in · a .satisfactory manner and they deserve
not only our congratulations, but also our thanks because it is on account
of their efforts. that imposition of further taxes has not been found necessary. Sir, it is very difficult for any member to agree to every item of the
Budget as prepared by any Finance Member. ' It is, therefore, very natural
· . that some of us may like to see a larger provision made for a particular department and others may be anxious to have SOII!e reduction made in another·
department, For example, I am of opinion that. if the grants proposed to
be made to the local bodies for buildings, for schools and such other purposes
were to be reduced somewhat no harm would be done, and the money thus
saved could be utilised for more urgent needs under other heads. I think
• that if more money had been provided for the Punjab Health School,it would .:
have been a very good thing.
In this connection, I beg to ask one question from the Honourable·
Minister for Local Self-Government. Will he kindly let me know whether
it is a fact that the number of deaths in confinement cases and of new born .
babies is much larger . when such · cases are attended by untrained dais ?
H the answer to this question is in the affirmative, will be kindly let me know·
as to how he has arrived at the conclusionthat the running of the Punjab ·
Health School at the present scale and strength is not very necessary ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : It is quite wrong. · Where ·
did you get the statement that this schoolis not very necessary?
·
Mr. E. Maya Das (Urdu) : I have no particular statement in
view except the figures as are given in the budget. It will not be denied.,
however,.that a reduction has been made in the provision for this school
and, in my humble opinion, it points towards the intention of slowing:
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· down rather than accelerating the activities of the school. Besides the fact
-that trained <la.is are a great necessity of the day, it is essential that the work
of the trained dai.s should be constantly supervised, otherwise, there is
the natural tendency to relapse to primitive and erode methods. This is all
the more necessary in the case of indigenous dais that have been given
training. Itis no secret that the local bodies are not taking sufficient interest
· in this matter and if Government, by its action or inaction, betrays the least
:indifference towards this very important matter of public welfare; it will be
but natural that the Local Bodies will do the same. Even in England where
there is so much light and learning, 50 per· cent. of grants are made to focal
bodies for similar purposes, and if it is intended to create interest in this
.matter in this Province, it will be necessary to give cent per cent. grants· to
_ local bodies for some years to come. In the absence of such grants, the local
bodies must needs dispense with the services of their Lady Health Visitors,
for lack of funds and. the result will be that so many Lady Health Visitors
will be thrown out of work and after that, it will become absohltely necessary
to close the Health School. I sincerely wish that this should not happen
. and that is why I ask the Government to pay more attention to this very
important matter. The children yet unborn have a. claim upon us and
upon Government that they be given the best attention possible at the time.
when they come into this world, and allowing them to be attended to by
untrained dais is certainly not giving them that attention. It will· be
·readily admitted that the children, who, at the time of their birth, are attend- .
. ed by trained dais, grow to be healthier than those not so cared for, and,
therefore, it is essential that such dais should be made available in · large
numbers.
Sir, we were under the impression· that Government would, as far
.as possible, avoid taking a step which would tend to curtail the activities
.of any beneficent department. But in the case of the Punjab Health
School, which is apparently in the front 1 ank of the beneficent departments;
this matter appears to have been overlooked. We were also told that this
· school would be made permanent, but from !be budget it appears that its
. life has been extended only for one year. If such is the case, it will not be a
matter for surprise if the school is closed shortly on the expiry of this
:J1:,ar.
There is another point to which I like to draw the attention of the
-Government.
As Government is aware. the financial position of district
"boards is very precarious. Ii some suitable means could be devised to
· supplement their income, Government would be saved a good deal of trouble .
. It will then not have to make. as large grants as at present. To improve the
financial position of district hoards I make one suggestion for what it is
worth. At present, the number of cattle fairs that take _place at various
·places in the British territory is 95. The income. that accrues from these
:fairs amounts to about 4! lakhs of rupees per annum or in other words
Rs. 4! per square mile, and if the actual area that comes under the range of
·these fairs were taken .into account, the income per square mile comes to
about Rs. 6! per annum. But the income that the neighbouring States make
-out of these fairs is much larger. The area of those States is about 24;000
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square miles and the income that accrues to them from ·these·
cattle fairs amounts to Rs. 4,48,000, ·i.e., about Rs. 10 per squaremile. .Atd if the actual area in which these fairs take place ..
were taken into consideration, the income per square mile comes to ..
about Rs. 18! a year. Nabha and Pataudi are making the largest incomefrom these fairs. Nabha State extends over an area of 960 square miles,
and the income that it. derives from these fairs amounts to Rs. 1,16,000a year,.
or in other words, Rs. 119 per square mile, whereas our income on account
of these fairs does not exceed Rs. 6f per square mile. Pataudi State is more·
fortunate than even Nabha in this respect. By quoting these figures I do,
not mean to say that the Punjab Government should unduly interefere in
the administration of these States, my object in placing these. figures before,
the House is to show we could also increase our inccmo on account of these
fairs by making Efforts in this direction. Because the number of cattle fairs ·
that take place in the British territory is very Email, people from the British
territory take their cattle to the States on the occasion of such fairs and
thus the income that -we could have derived goes to fill the coffers of·
these States. To avoid· this · loss in our income we should increase the ·
number of fairs and select suitable places for holding these fairs that men
from the British territory may not have to take their cattle to the States •.
I hope that Government will take this suggestion info consideration.
Now, I want to say a few words with regard to the Education depart- ment. Sir, during the last few years Government has been giving unusually
large. grants to the district boards for purposes of education, perhapsbecause there was surplus money available. ~hese grants, I may be permitted. to say, have upset the budget . of district boards. No-·
body · objects to these grants, but the· d.i:ffi.culty is that while making
these grants, Government requires the district boards to spend 60 or a larger
percentage of these grants from their own budgets. But very often they are ·
not in a position to bear·the burden and it would, therefore, be much better·
that under these circumstances such large grants are not made. Added to
it, there is another difficulty, and that is, that method of calculating those ·
grante is so very complicated and difficult that hardly any one can understand it .•••.••
(.At this stage the bell ra,ng indicating that the time was up and the
honourable member resumed his seat.) .
(Mr. H.F. Ashton (Chief Engineer, Irrigation): Sir, an honourable member ·
of this House asked for certain information to be given, to the House in regard
to certain canal headworks. The statement was made by him that " almost .
all the important headworks have given way this year and that this might
occur again at high floods in the future." It is a statement which is open to,
question. The oiµy headworks damaged this year are Rasul, Mangla,
Islam and to a comparatively slight extent, Maraia. Those are only four ·
out. of the maay canal headworks in the province. Taking this one factor,
the honourable member has put the question whether the sixty-six .lakha
to. be spent on· headworks this year is enough to make them immune for ever ·
or must the expenditure be repeated. That is a question to which I doubt
any human being will give a definite reply. · Everything depends. on circumstances. I will take the Mangla headworks as an example. When these ·
headworks were being designed, and the whole question of their construction .
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was under consideration, all past records of gauges and floods in the river
.Jhelum at or near that sitewere very carefully scrutinised and flood levels
calculated. In the actual design, it was decided to allow the flood level
· 7 feet higher than that found by calculation of e.11 previous records. The
. flood' last year was actually 15 .feet higher than the calculated highest flood
. prior to construction and 8 feet higher than was allowed for in eonptruotion.
The water passed 8 · ·feet over. the top parapets. and 5 feet over the
· top of the · roadway over the . regulator.
These head works · stood
The hill on each side was scoured away, on one side to a width of
. about
50 feet and on the other about 100 feet, but the actual
constructed headworks · stood.
Now; one might say that these headworks have been proved to be immune. I' myself would not like to say that,
because at any time we might get a very much higher flood or some other disaster might occur and the· headworks be wrecked.· The .Basul headworks
were built about 1899-1900 and though they have suffered damage two or
three times before this, that of last year is the worst damage that they have
.suffered. Again· these are on the Jhelum river oil which as I shall just
show we had an extraordinary flood. At the Kohala bridge, the, river rose
. to 96 feet, a height which has never been known before. On the Chenab we
have two headworks. Of these, one was entirely undamaged and the other
.comparatively slightly: On the Sutlej, we have four; Rupar was praeti. ca.fly undamaged. Ferozepore and Sulemanke were undamaged, Islam
suffered disaster. That disaster was enquired into by a committee consist:ing of the Ghief Engineer of the Sarda Canal in the United Provinces, the
Chief Engineer of Sukkur Barrage, or rather he is ·now the Chief Engineer
in Sind, and the Consulting Engineer to the Government of India. They
went very carefully into. all the calculations and· the designs· add, as a result
. of their recommendations, it has been decided to do further work on the
Panjnad · headworks and also supply further protection at Sulemanke and
Ferozepore. So that, I can say, as far as we <fan forsee, as far as we can
.ealenlate, we are endeavouring to make our headworks immune from further
trouble. But· at the same time we must take into consideration· the ex. penditure point of view. It is petfectly easy for us tomaks headworks and
· spend any figure you like-say a hundred erores, if you will ; it is only a
matter of makirig it stronger. But the interest on that money would cost
Government annually more than a few lakhs spent once in 20, 80 or even 50
_years. So no one . can say-at least I cannot say-that our head works are
.immune from disaster in the future. All I can say is that we are doing our
best to make them immune, keeping in view the fact that the expenditure
.mnst not be out .of all bounds as compared to the work under construction.
Ari.other statement which the honourable member made was that he
thought, seeing the silt upstream at the Rasul weir, that that silt had caused
.a rise of the river levels right up the· Jhelum. I can assure the honourable
.msmbsr that that is not really the case. The actual rise of the level of the
.river Jhelum at Rasul has been comparatively small, The weir there is a·
very long one and it was originally built at the average river bed level and
has been raised since 'its first . construction by . a' comparatively few feet ; I
.eannot give the exact figure but it is in the neighbourhood. of about 6 feet
, ,or a little moro,
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That six feet raising of the weir itself-and not. of the sluices-would
.not cause any appreciable rise in the level of the river at Jhelum, and the
-eause of that rise at Jhelum was the extraordinary river flood that we had·
this year. No one can say when such floods will occur again, and, as the
honourable member said, it .may occur even.next year. But why should we
.anticipate it?_ The flood in the Indus this year was the highest since 1882;
it was some feet higher than the 1882 flood. If we went in for making our
headworks .absolutely immune from any eonceiveable flood, the expenditure
would be so great that no · Government could view it with · equanimity
.and place it before the House for its sanction. (H~ar, hear).
.
Diwan_ Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath [Punjab L~dholders (General)] : Sir, I am in full agreement with those speakers who have appreciated
the hard work done by the Finance Department, the Honourable the Finance
Member and the Secretary, in carrying on the :financial administration of
· the province in a year which has been by no means prosperous, and in preparing a programme for the next year which also does not promise to be
_prosperous. In · the past year we had had to contend with two opposite
forces, dry weather and wet w.eather-wet weather in certain parts causing
.floods and dry weather in other parts causing drought. In the year to come,
the damage done to canals by floods wilJ have.its effect on the water supply,
., .and the income from abiana and land revenue is not expected to be a11 good
as it would be in other parts. Besides, the standard of assessment of land
.revenue has been lowered since the last year and · that also must have its ·
effect on the income from land revenue. The income from Stamps and Excise is also expected to suffer. · I think there . will be a · greater falling off
under these two heads than the framers of the Budget have anticipated and
this; for reasons on which some of the speakers have dwelt, and to whieh
I shall also make a brief reference.
With regard to the internal arrangement of the Budget figures, it has
. been .pointed out that the savings from the revenue account ·have been
-utilisod for capital expenditure. The Il'.latter certainly needs explanation.
I drew the attention of the Finanue Secretary to it on reading a criticism
.in the press. But it seems to me that the whole question will resolve itself
into one point, whether utilisation of a part of the revenue account on capital expenditure was the result of re-appropriation or whether it was antioipated ·at the time of the framing of the budget. · If it was' anticipated at
the time of the framing of the budget, certainly the surplus should have
been utilised either on beneficent departments or towards reduction of taxation. 'If it was not anticipated, and 5f the diversion of the sum is due to
re-appropriation, I do not think that the objection has much force, for any
change in taxation involves a certain amount of re-arrangement of finances
which it is not possible· to do within the year. The expenditure on beneficent departments having been once fixed cannot be suddenlyincreased.
With regard to the .next year, Sil", the spring harvest in tbe ground
promises very well, and if it is saved from locusts I believe we shall have a.
bumper crop. But bumper harvest alone is not a thing on which we can
congratulate ourselves. There .are other considerations to which reference
has beenmade by severalspeakers and to which I also wish to advert. The
price of agricultural produce is going down. Now, this may be a source of
gratification for consumers of a certain class-of a very limited class,-not
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for au· consumers, those whose incomes are fixed, those who get salaries'
from Government will be pleased to get more corn for less money spenn;
but traders will suffer very largely. .As for the zamindar himself, he. has,
to meet several demands on his purse in cash, and it is not right to suppose
that the inflation of prices will benefit only the big .landlords and · not the·
· peasant proprietors. Both have to pay cash in the .way of land revenue,
in the way of abiana, Kindly calculate for a moment the "priee of the ·
produce on an acre of wheat and then deduct from it the amount which the
peasant proprietor has to pay for land revenue and abiana, Besides. those
times are gone and past when the requirements of the . peasant proprietor·
were met by village products. The peasant proprietor has to spend money
on articles which are not produced in the village. Apart from that, there·
is one other great demand on his purse besides land revenue and abiana, that
· is, the price of cattle. If unfortunately some epidemic appears and his. cattle
die, it will affect him very seriously. So, he must have a surplus. If this
fall in prices becomes permanent, there will be a sort of economic misfit,
with the surroundings. ·. It is very difficult to go into the economic causes
which · have brought about this result .. I am primarily concerned with
the price which agricultural produce yields.• I follow very carefully all the
discussions that take place higher up on this question. I am not yet able to·
locate the causes. The Honourable the Finance Member recently said
that world causes are operating ; perhaps he is right. There are others who·
say that the fixation of the rate of exchange at ls. 6d. is the cause of our
misfortune, or at any rate has deprived the agriculturists of a large amount,
of money. I myself feel incompetent to give any final opinion on the subject.
But I do find one thing to which I would draw the attention of economists
and the Finance Member, and that is, the price of gram is very high, much
. higher than that of wheat. Wheat is produced all over the world. But
gram is mainly produced in India, and it sells at the rate of Rs. 5 per
maund, while wheat sells at Rs. 4 or Rs. 8-12-0 a maund, Now, Sir, this·
fall in price of agricultural produce will have its effoot on provincial liabilities
in other ways. We have many projects on hand, at least two important
projects ; one of them is nearly completed and the other is going
on-the Nili Bar project, which is nearly finished and . the Mandi Hydro... ·
electric scheme, which is going on. It is mainly out. of the proceeds of the
sale of crown lands that we look forward to meet the liabilities which we
incur on the Sutlej Valley scheme. As to the Mandi Hydro-Electric scheme
a committee has been sitting to enquire as to the prospects of its· success·
and as to the hopes we can entertain about the economic prosperity which
it promises. That report is not in our hands yet, but from what I have heard
I think I am justified in saying that the economic prosperity of the province on account of the Mandi Hydro-Electric scheme is not assured for·
some time to come, till at least 4 or 5 years.
Then, Sir, the question of the depression of trade and depression of agri-.
cultural produce brings me on to an allied topic to which reference has been
made by some members, especially by my friend sitting opposite, Sardae
Ujjal Singh, oie., the question of unemployment. This morning I read.
a paper in which some figures were given about the number of unemployed
in Europe and America, and the figure given was something like 8 crores..
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Of course, no account is taken of the unemployed here: the number of nnemployed in India is not known, perhaps it is not ascertainable. This
Council by a resolution appointed a committee which went thoroughly
into the question and submitted a report; The report has been in our hands
for some time now, but nothing has been done. The conclusion arrived at
by the Committee was that unemployment was to be met with on a large
scale amongst the educated classes, that people are taking to literary sdnea. tion in large numbers without any specific aim beyond that of obtaining.
· clerical appointments and Governmentjobs. The whole natter requires
further probing into . - In this connection I would certainly express my full
agreement with the suggestion which has been thrown by. my friend opposite, that the number of intermediate .colleges should not _be multiplied without making some arrangement for vocational instruction. (Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal: That has been considered by the Punjab University.) But we
do not see the result yet -. The Education Committee of which I was a member
submitted a report, and the report emphasised the bad need for vocational
instruction, and deplored that at present people have recourse to university education without ariy specific aim; and the multiplication of colleges.
is creating a sort of political· unrest. · It is impossible to provide· all the
products of colleges with Government service and they. run amock and
invent all sorts of social and economictheories. It is a very serious question
which oughtt o be tackled by Government, and in fact, not only by the provincial Government but by the Government of India, and I trunk that one
important solution of the difficulty is to introduce vccational education.
We as members of the Committee were unable to msse any specific recommendations because none of us had technical qualifications necessary
to enable us to grapple with the question. The report has been now in the
hands of the Education Department for some time and in the hands <?f the
Education Minister and the. Minister for Industries, but no specific action,
no particular action, has been taken either in this province or in any other.
The department of Industries has been in existence for the last ten years,
and I'find on reference to the Memorandum which was presented to the House
with the Budget that the expenditure on it has become nearly double of wl;iat
it was in the days when the department was started. There are ·several
industrial schools, there are technical schools, but whether the department
has .been able to · make any impression on the increasing unemployment
is a question to which I am not prepared to give an answer in the affirmative. Well, Sir, I do not wish to go into the various figures which are to
be found in the budget, 'suffice it to say that our resources are limited and
our demands· are many ; we have got many important matters to attend to
which require immediate attention, Well, about two years ago, I do not
think I made any speech last year, about two years ago I drew the attention of the Council to the importance of hospitals for men and for cattle.
I find that some improvement has been made in this respect and further
. improvements are promised. But ~ think that a great deal remains tobe
. done arid more money is wanted. Edncation is a very important matter
and we ru:e not yet far from having free and compulsory education all over 'the
province. Money is not fortheoming , It.is not easily available. With our
.resoureea decreasing, with the amount of. ~(mey· in the country becoming
Jess arid less, with the depressionin trade, with the depression in agriculture
0
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· with une-nployment on the increase and with all these demands of various
beneficent departments pressing on us, we are confronted with problems
1
· which. are ~ery difficult to solve I . think, for any Government, but I would ·
. particularly draw to them the ath:i.tiou of the tra1,u".'y benches in front ·
of me.
. Sat'ila'X' Hi1'~ SinJ\, Na1'Ii [ Lahora, Si'rh, R·lral l, (Urdu) : Sir, I .
associate myself. with those of my honourable friends who. have congratulated. the Honourable the Finance Member and the Finance department for
presentin~ the Budget in such a lucid form; They have 'had to work very
hard in their efforts to make both ends meet because the year Is a particularly
lean one and the ex:penditnre of the Governmsnt is rising by leaps and
bounds, It is a pity that in spite of their best efforts they have had to come
· forward with a deficit of 27 Iakhs of rupees, but at the same time I cannot
but express a sort of satisfaction on finding them face to face with such
· situation. The reason is that whenever we have tried to ventilate the grievances of the poor people in various parts of the province, the official benches
have been always pleased to turn a deaf ear to all our requests in that behalf,
but now they must have realized what it msans to live on a poor income.
The trouble with our Government is that it never has paid any attention to
the desirability of cutting its. coat according to the cloth in hand or saving a
petmv for the rainv dav. The province has enjoyed some prosperous yea.rs
too,. and had the Government saved somsthinz for the lean years at those
times, the situation would not have been so bad. Even now there are many
sources of 'inooms which can be tapped with great advantage if the Govern·
ment be so inclined. For instance;. there a.re a good many tracts 'of very
excellent land lying uncultivated in various colonies with ample provision
for irrigation. If the Government gives those lands to the zamindars on free
contract they are sure to yield a -very considerable income. But the officials
stick to their own novel method and thus those lands are lying uncultivated.

a.

But in spite of this and other such soueees of income, it must be said that
no .improvement in the present state of affa.irs can have any permanent or
. enduring effect unless the Government makes serious efforts· to reduce its
. ever-increasing expenditure. · There is no civilized count.cy in the world·
where public servmnts are paid so high salaries as in this country. 'JJhe
. Government has' often said that on account of the financial stringency it is
not possible to increase the .sslezies of the subordinate servants. . True.
Bat where is the fun in giving the· higher officials extraordinarily high
salaries in days of such financial stringency ? ~e Government can
yery easily reduce the salaries of those who are drawing Rs. 500, or more a.
month by 25 per cent. at least. This reduction will save you a huge sum,
and it may end your troubles for ever.
Now I draw your attention to the Irrigation department.
Quite re~
cantly a good many persons have been employed to remove fallen trees and
other such things from the canal roads. I submit, Sir, that the. officers do
not visit these roads .very often and, therefore, . this extra expenditure is
absolutely unnecessary. Then, .these roads a.re not open to the public.
Nona but the pedestrians are allowed the use of these roads. · Even cyclists
are denied that facility. ·
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Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Motorists are allowed with permits, They are
,using these canal roads.

.

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: You are -a member of the. Council and,
'therefore, you might have been allowed their use.
. . · :.

Shaikh Abdul Ghani: I have become a member of this Connell
·quite recently, but I have been using the road for the last 6 yeara.
·· ·
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli (Urdn): Then Sir, there are so many
'bungalows of which there seems to be no need at all. The touring officers
-ean .and do return .to tliei.r headquarters within 8 or 4 hours, and these
'bungalows are used, if at 'all, only·once a year. In fact, Sir, the Irrigation
department h.as created .a world of its own. For instance, take the ease
-of its post and telegraph . Offices. Even the Railway telegraph· offices
are open to the public, but the Irrigation department would not care to
provide any such facility to us, and at the same tims to increase its own
income. . We are ready to pay for those facilities, but a strange notion of
prestige would not allow these celestial beings to descend a little from th~ir
heavenly .pedeetel and. share them with us. The Honourable .the Revenue
'Member declared some of these telegraph offices open to the public, but I
'Submit that the whole system should be open to public use.
Then I coma to the heavy axpenditurs on police force. This expenditureis incurred tJ check and i we,tigate eri ns, but in addition to tha.t
«mr Government maintains a special police force to dsal with the political
,activities otthe people, This syste n may be nseesssry so long as the a.tti-tude of the Government remains waat it is, but I must say that it is an ab·
solutely wrong and faulty method of allaying political unrest. This unrest
cannot subside unless the Government tries to win the co-operation ot the:
people and realizes the truth of thefollowing couplet of Shaikh Sa.a.di:

r~

w~I
Ji='" j'" J ,e:"' ~J 4
· ~ ... , ;:.J ~cJ IJ J.>lc .~u wlj J

~

. Thus the Governm9nt should leave no stone unturned to secure the
good will of. the people; I must say, Sir, that a.
. 4 P. lit.,
. Government which cannot'.secure the co-operatien
· -of an angel of peace like Mahatma Gandhi is, to say the least, not fit to
govern. . Oar Government doss not realize the destrability of such a. step and
allows itself to be misguided by those people whose motto is :d,;J i.:-.1 ~ ~f JJ j, J .s..Z ll

wt, t

11l.. i.,..(")!1-~iaf .).tl~

Now it has started a. baseless and futile propaganda agairn,t the Indian
N~tiona.l Cougress through these very people. For instance, I draw yp'!ffl
· .·attention to a poster· which has 'been issued under the signatures of the
Honorary Magistrates and Zaildars of the Lahore district warning the zamindars against the a.otivities of the Congress and drawing their attention to
-an imigin.ary resolution of that body. I was really wonder-struck to find
0ur own learned Deputy President among the signatories, and when I drew
his attention to the m!l,tter
replied that ••••••••••

he
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Mr. President: The honourable member should not refer to a private
conversation.

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli ·(Urdu): J\'!ay I ask the Chair to address
me in Urdu as I do not understand English very well?
Mr. l,President: Did the honourable member understand what I
said just now in English ~
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli {Urdu) : No, Sir. I should like yoUJ
to explain it in Urdu.
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Is it really not permitted to a member
.to ask the Chair to speak to him in Urdu or is the Chair forbidden to speak·
· to a member in Urdu ?
Mr. PresidU1t: 'l l.e convention of this F. ouse is that in the Council
the President addresses the House or its members in English.
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : .Do you approve of that convention ?
Mr. President: It is for the House to decide. ·
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I think that convention ought to !s
broken and a new convention set up.
Mr. President:. Does not the honurable member (Sardar Hira Singh
Narli) know English?
·
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : He wants the Chair to address him· in,
Urdu. · English cannot be forced on him when he does not understand it.
Mr. President: But it appears that he does understand English.
However, some members do not.understand English at all. I think all such
members and others who are not well conversant with English are entitled
to be addressed in the vernacular. Is that the sense of the House?
Pandit Nanak Chand: I would submit that there should be a trans·
lation of the orders of the Chair. That was tl:te practice followed by Mr.
Casson.
·
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: No, that. would be too cumbersome a
procedure.
.
.
Pandit Nanak Chand: You have got the Secretary and the Assistant
- Secretary, and you have got other staff, who could communicate your orders,
to the members in Urdu. ·
· Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: With your permission, I would submit
that translation is a most cumbersome process, and should not be resorted:
to when the Chair can express itself very well in Hindustani.
·, .Mr. President: I
inclined to agree with Dr. Gokul Chand Narang.
Why should the time of the House be wasted ly translation ?
Dr•. Gokul Chand, Narang : In fact the convention should be that the
Chair should also speak in Hindustani or Punjabi when not addressing any
of the European members.
· :
',
J
1 ·
Mr. President : These conventions have to be established' gradually.
They are not, like a piece of legislation, established in a day.
·
·
··

am

.

I

.

•

.

,

.

· · · Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: Sir, why do you not ~tick to English? Yo~r
rulings can be translated in Punjabi or Urdu.·
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Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram: Su, when you speak in English
_you speak with greater force (la1'gkter). Therefore, you · should' speak
in English and not in any of the vernaculars.
Shaikh Abdul Ghaui : Ma,y I ask, Sir, whether any of the honourable
members on the official benches have any suggestions to make on the point?
There might be certain members among them who would not be able to
follow the vernacular.
Mr. President: In the absence of the Leader of the House, may I ask·
Sir Alexander Stow or the Chief Secretary to state the official point of. view,
· if any?
.
.
·
.
.
Mr. H. W. Em~rsou: So far as these benches are concerned, I
understand there would' be no objection on this side to any · course which
you think fit yourself to pursue.
·
· Mr. President : I am entirely in the hands of the honourable members
-0f the House. The Secretary says that there will be some difficulty in reporting. The reporting of vernacular speeches of the members is not so
faithful and so complete as the reporting of English speeches.
, Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I see there is force in that, but I think
you will have very few occasions where you will have to use Hindustani, and
. on these few occasions you can be bi-lingual. You can give your ruling in
English and at the same time you can translate it.
Mr. President : In other words, I should perform two duties-«
one as President, the other as translator.
Chau:lhri Zafrulla Khan : I do not think. it will be necessary to-:
adopt this procedure that on occasions when you are addressing honourable
members who cannot follow English very well or who do not know English
-at all, you should first give your direction in English and then translate.
yourself. I agree with Dr. Sahib that such occasionswill be very few when
you will have to s3,y anything in Hindustani for the sole benefit of an honour·
able member who does not understand English, and on. those occasions it
will perhaps not be giving a ruling so much as giving brief directions, and
I think if you speak in Hindustani that can be taken down and correctly
reported.
Dr. Gokul Chand, Naraug: When you are giving directions of the
nature that the honourable member must speak· to the motion you can
say \!lf .tlfl; Jlt&o c!. ;. ~Fi ~i)j j,s.., or when you want to say: you
must not repeat yourself: you can say: ~f &; ~.>~I 11 Ji]JJ ~f
There will be no difficulty in reporting that in Urdu.
·
Shaikh Abdul·Ghani : Sir, are there no· signs for these few generiu
remarks that you can adopt ? Is it not possible to fix certain signs for the
purpose ? The President should make those signs instead of speaking
when he wants to rule a member out of order or when he wants him to
stop (laughter).
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli (Urdu): I was saying, Sir, in connection with the expenditure on the police force that · the zaildars
and honorary magistrates are carrying on a vigorous propaganda on the
basis of a resolution which was never passed by the. Congress, and when I
drew the attention of our learned Deputy President to the poster in question,
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he emphatically denied any knowledge of sueh a. poster and was snq,rised1
to £ind his signature· therein. Then Sir, every one knows that the country
m passing through a very critical period. at present. Con,sp;imey cases·
and bomb outrages have become the order of the day. It is not possible
to say anything with certainty, but there is an.impression growing in the
mind of the public at large that even the Government employees play their
p,art in this connection, and this impression has been strengthened by what
has come to light in Lyallpur. The Government ni1Jst remember that it
can never suppress this imrest . by repression. Whenever in the history
of the world a · Government has resorted to repression in order to suppress»
the.legitimate.activities.of the governed, there has been a serious clash hettween the two resulting in a disaster to the former. I admit that no one
has so far expressed al).y sympathy with those who do not mind resorting
to violence for the attainment of their object, but the very fact that the·
resolution about non-violence was passed with the barest majority in. the
Lahore Congressshould serve as an eye-opener to us. It shows very clearly
that as the object of those people is the same as that of Mahatma Gandhi;
the country has every · sympathy with their· aim and, consequently, with
the means they adopt to attain it. Therefore, Sir, unless the Government·
sincerely tries to reconcile the people, no amount of expenditure on thepolice force can prove of the slightest avail in this connection.
.
As regards the Education department, the Government is no doubt
sponding a. lot on it, but the fact remains that that· expenditure has not'
proved as beneficial to the country as it ought to have done. In other
countries this department is doing highly useful work, but here it is only a
machine .for increasing ·the number of unemployed. . Our graduates·
are only fit for clerical work,' and as it is not possible for the· Government
· to provide employment to .all of them they are tossed from pillar to post.
It is just possible that most of the youngmen participating in conspiracies,
· and bomb outrages are these very graduates. Therefore, the Government.
Should impart some useful education to our young. men. It is really a pity
that no serious attention is · paid to agricultural and industrial education in this country. No doubt. our. country is an agricultural one; but
theit is no reason why it should be the poorest country in the world while
other agricultural countries are enjoying affluence and prosperity. For
instance, wheat is selling at Bs, 8-8-0 per maund here and contracts are
taking place at Rs. 8 only for the riext crop, but the English biscuits made
of the same wheat are selling in the country at Rs. 2 a pound. This is- ·
due to · nothing else than their industrial development.
Then, Sir, the Government has never thought. it .fit to pay the. same
attention to the needs of the rural areas as it pays to those of the big cities
and towns. I do not mean to suggest for a moment that the latter should
be neglected or forsaken altogether. What I want to say is-that -the· Gov·ernment should at once direct its efforts towards bringing the former on
the same level with the latter. The sanitary condition of our villages jg,
anything but sat~faotory. The Government . mus~ remember that it is·
not only the cleanliness and .grandeur of the secretanat that •••.•••••.••••.
Mt. President a The bonourable member's time is up•.
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Lala Kesho Ram, f eliJJri[.Amritsar 1City (Non-Muhammadan),Urban]:
Sh-2 I congratulate the Honourable Finance Member and the Finance Sec·
retary in placing bsfcre us the real situation. The explanatory memorandnm shows that in the year 1921-22 we. started with an. income of
Rs. 8,64,00,000 but when we came to 1928-24 the income had gone to
Rs. 10,22,00,COO and disbursements to Rs. _9,71,00,000. That is to say
we bad a surplus budget in the year 1928-24. But
find-that is my
experience as a member of the Public Accounts Committee-that whenever there is a surplus the Government gets into the idea. of diverting it to
capital expenditure. They want to spend the surplus somehow or other
and it so happens. that schemes which have never been thoroughly gone
into are always taken up. That is what happened in the case of the Hydro·.
· Electric scheme. After spending at least 2 crores on that scheme, thanks
to my friend who moved a resolution to the effect that the scheme should
be examined with a view to see whether we should cry halt or not, the Gov- ·
ernment appointed a committee to look into the scheme. The same happened with regard to the Shahdara tannery. The Government started
the tannery without examining the scheme very carefully· and now, there
is nobody to purchase it. That is another dead.Ioss. So, whenever there
JS a surplus there is some sort of liking on the part of the officers concerned
that somehow or other they must get as much as possible of the surplus,
and there is a scramble for money for schemes which have never been pro. ·
perly examined. When we go back to our constituents we have to render
an account of what we have been doing all these years. In 1921-22 when
we came to this Councilf9r the first time, we found that we were faced with a.
deficit budget and the: Government said, 'Well, you are the persons responsible for the government of this province and therefore yon must find
money in order to run the machinery of government.'.· We found that money
by taxing the people. We raised the stamp duty and the court fees and·
also the water rate. We brought more money. It was, however, expected
later on that when there was a surplus budget- that the taxpayers would
get a remission. Unfortunately, when there was a surplus it was diverted
to some channel or other and the taxpayer naturally came forward and asked
• here.is a surplus budget, why do you not· give us the remission?' The Government said, we have to govern the country, we have to maintain law and
order and, therefore, we have to increase .the police force as if by increasing
the police force they can govern the country. No Government can continue to govern a province as long as it has not got the good will of the peoplegoverned. Unless and until you bring about that atmosphere, all the police ·
force will not help to govern a province. ·
.
· There was also another windfall in the year 1925 or 1926 when there
~as a remission by the Government of India of the provincial contribution..
When there was that remission, other schemes came in. The Agricult12ral
Minister was very keen on start:iDgagricultural farm:s. Money was allotted ·
for him, but it was never spent and later on it was appropriated for some
other purpose. My submission is that whenever there is a surplus we·
are entitled to· expect a certain remission of taxation.
·
. This year we are faced with a deficit budget. It is proposed to J,lleet
th.e deficit not by fresh taxation, but by ,borrowing, Last year also the
Finance Member borrowed and this year also he proposes to borrow. If,-

we
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we continue to borrow like this we will have to repay Iatsr to those persons
who lend now. Naturally we shall be met again with fresh proposals for
taxation. The question is, when are we going in for retrenchment, and
are we going to stop this borrowing or not 'l We an giving for the police
oneIakh a month or twelve Iakhs per annum while we do not pay even our
Ministers as much. With the advent of this Council. we are having greater
burdens on the province, we are having more polios, we are having inefficient judiciary and we are having even ineffieient police, There are certain
members of the judiciary who are personally responsible for bringing the
Government into hatred and contempt. What is the result of all this 'l.
The peasant is not satisfied. In spite of the great canal systems, in spite
of the most fertile soils, we are not able to produce our own wheat and
cheap Australian wheat .is being imported into this province, the thanks
for which, I think, should go to Government. The time has corns when the
peasant proprietors of this . province must make th 3 Governm snt clearly
understand that this province cannot continue msrsly as a producer of
raw material but must become the manufacturer of articles from the raw·
products.
Vicissitudes of nature will come in every time, as the Finance Secretary
has remarked. He says-·
" But the hard fact reme.ins the.t if the series since 1921 is take~ as a. whole, good
yea.rs and bad yea.rs balance, and the.t the financial system musb be adapted
to fluctuations .which nature herself prescribes."

This Government has been .goveming the province for such a long time
-And yet has not understood this principle. I suppose it ir1 time for t}J.e
. Government to understand that nature has its ways of doing things, and
that it does not deal with people as bhey wish.
Then, there is the Revenue Reserve Fund. Strictly speaking the surplus
should at least have been credited to that fund to mset · tha losses. But
somehow or other, for reasons better known to persons who are responsible
for the administration of the province, they have diverted the surplus to
some pet schemes of theirs and I do not know whether they will ever come.
into existence or not. Whether we are going to make the province richer
or poorer, this much I know that the electricity from Lahore to Amritsar
actuaJly caused the. life of one person yesterday. The connection has been
so nicely done that there. was a leakage and one passerby fell a victim to the
shock caused by the leakage. This, is, however by the way. I was sub~ mitting that this surplus amount which should have been kept as a reserve
fund has been utilised for certain · purposes, for certain schemes, of whose
utility I am very doubtful. I refer to the Hydro-Electric. scheme which
has been the subject of enquiry by a committee who have not yet reported
and so I am not in aposition to discuss it.
Suppose for argument's sake that we had plenty of money and we took
upon ourselves capital expenditure of a nature, the interest on which is
. bound to be met year after year from current revenues. That is the point
which I wish to place for the consideration of ths House.
(Interruption.)
I never asked any one not to pay interest, in fact, I believe in paying interest
for money borrowed. · But. the question is whether that· interest could be
borne upon our current revenues. The so-called productive schemas, we
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were given to understand, will start giving us money from 1929. The limit
bas now gone on to 1988 and it might even go to 1986. And it may not be
rfound to pay at all, in the end ! It shall not pay interest at all till the whole
-output is consumed. I put it to the agriculturists whether they are going '
to take the situation as it is.
.
Mr. Presid~t: The .honourable member's time is over.
.
Mr. Owen Roberts (European and Anglo-Indian Communities)1
:Sir, one may read the very lucid speech of the Honourable the Finance
Member in introducing the budget with a certain degree of appreciation
·without arrogating to oneself the claim to be· regarded as a financial
-expert, Indeed, if I may say so, one of the merits of that presentation
was the simple and direct manner in which a vary involved and difficult
,1;1ubject, was approached. A vivid picture of the struggle with adverse eonditionswas presented to us. The hope was expressed that it would not be long
before the province would ha called upon again to endure ' .the double
stroke of flood and famine.' We are warned that the outlook is not good.
In fact, such light as may appear on the horizon is but a false dawn reflee
.ting inelastic revenues and growing expenditure. The honourable member
goes on to say :
•
" But a province dependent on agriculture is also dependent on climate, and must. be
prepared for cycles of misforbane as well as cycles of prospezity,"

.And he .asks the question" Is the Punjab so prepared P "

The answer to this question, as he gives it, is not promising. But surely,
'Sir, another question arises: Is the Punjab prepared· to mast its cycles
of prosperity?. And this is the question that I have been asking myself
since I heard the speech.
It will be admitted that even an agricultural province requires for
its development to attract financial assistance and all the co-operation
that it can get from business. In recent years this province has· attracted
both banks and business houses to come and develops it. As a result of this·
attraction a demand has. sprung up for proper accommodation in ·which·
to house these new institutions. And to meet this demand, investors have
.eome forward in order to provide accommodation on the principal business
thoroughfares that we have in this city. I submit, Sir, and hope to show
-this Council, that in this respect, business does not gat a square deal. There
have been complaints by those who came forward to supply the lack of
.aceommodation of enormous losses arising out of interest on. capital which
. bas. been laid aside for building purposes. And, in addition to that,
there has bsen the uncertainty of entering into leases with firms who
were anxious to move from insufficient premises into more suitable accommodation. The subject took such important shspe ·it became necessary for
-the Chamber of Commerce to appoint a committee to go speciallyinto the
·matter. As a. member of that committee I endeavoured to obtain some
information on the subject but without any success. I .must confess now
that the matter which I now propose to place before the House has two
sides to it. One is the personal one and the other is a public one. I propose to keep off the personal side because I may yet have to aporoaoh you,
·Sir on the subject of the privileges of a member of this House. But
·turning to the other side, I will begin by quoting a letter from the Secretary
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to Government, Punjab, Public Works Department (Buildings and Roads)
to the Northem - India Chembee of Commerce. The delay on building
was traced to the plans having to go before the Lahore Improvement
Committee. And this is the reply that was received by the Chamber from the
Secretary to Government,Public Works Department. Omitting the first few
Jin~,
.
"I am to suggest that you should refer ~ the Municipal ColllJllittee, Lahore, to
ascertain the authority for the orders you mentden,
" The Lahore Improvement Committee is an informal body without any authority
and its functions are purely advisory. It was initiated by Sir Edward
l\Iaclagan on 23rd May 1919 in an un-offioial note a copy of which is enclosed;
for your information.
This note describes its objects and its limitations
and it will be understood that no question of .the ' passing of 'building plans '
by this .Committee can arise. The sanctioning of building application's is a
statutory function qf the :Municipal Committee and it is entirely at the option
of the Municipal Committee whether the Lahore Improvement Committee is
consulted or not in regard to the suitabiµty of applications."
.

Sir, I ask you and honourable members to note the wording carefully•.
The next document which I do not propose to read out but which I shall
give an indication of is the copy of a Resolution No. 287 (18) passed at an
emergent ordinary meeting of the General Committee of the Lahore Municipality held on 14th December 1928 :
" The following proposal with the recommendation of the Civil Station Bub-Commituie:
•
"The following letter No. 1054-C. A., dated the 19th June 1928, from the Secretary,.
Lahore Improvement Committee, to the Secretary, Municipal Committee,
Lahore
"
·

Then follow three paragraphs which lay down rules which are· to be·
observed before plans are submitted to this Committee. The second paragraph contains no less than eight sub-heads. This is put forward to theLahore Municipal Committee by a body which admits that it has no authority. I, then took the matter up with the President, Municipal Com·
mittee and I propose to read. a few extracts from a letter given in reply to·
mine. I received the letter yesterday·
·
.
" With the exception of one building plan which was passed in a few hours all other
plans have been delayed considerably . requiring the Committee to adopt rather·
hard procedure of having the plans refused, on several occasions by the President,
before they could finally be· disposed of, .•••.•••• "
"The Lahore Municipal Committee who had-11ide 11beir letter No. 44, dated 6th April
1929, to restrict its activities to the Mall frontage alone appears to have taken.
the functions of the committee..........
.So far the builders on the Mall
have been put to serious Inconvenience but in future if the Lahore Improvement Committee is to be obeyed, all the builders will have to face the same fateas the Lahore Improvement Committee has instructed the committee ~o submit to it the plans of all buildings proposed to be built on all important roads
in the Civil Station."
.
·
•

Here, . Sir, is a statement by the President, Municipa,l Committee, that
this un-offieial committee proposes not only to carry on its work but to
'extend the . scope of its activities .. Then, I have with me the draft of a..
letter which has been sent to me for approval _and. which is to come on to
Government. I understand, from the Municipal Office· that the letter is to
be addressed to the Deputy Commissioner. It deals with _the delay on plall8'
and one instance of such delay is followed in some detail in the letter:
" The plans in this case were :first filed on the 16th April· 1929 and were forwarded to,
the Secretary, Lahore Improvement Committee. on the 23rd April 1929." ·
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After explaining several returns of the plans, he goes on to say :
"The Secretary, t"ahore Ini.provement Committee wrote back in his letter No. 40~
dated the 28th June 1929, that the builder should supply clear drawings in
plans and sections and specifications with rega.rd to drain ola,rifying his pro.
posals when the plans were resubmitted by the builder."

Now, Sir, here is an UI)-officW Comnrittee which had, at the most, concern
in regard to fronta.ges, interfering in the matter of drains·

' The builder resubmitted his plans on the 6th August 1929 co;mplying with the above.
instructions ••• , • • • • • • • • • • • '.Fhe Superintending Sanitary Engineer, Muni·
eipal Engineei: and Medical Officer of Health had Inspected the site · jointly."

All the ramps had to be removed on account of
:rnitte~

this non-official com·

· " The view of the Municipal F..ngineer and Medea.I Officer of Hee.Ith along '11'.ith the
opinion of the Legal Adviser was duly forwarded to the Secretary, improvement Committee on the 13th September 1929. He age.in raised certain objections which were communicated to the builder."
·
·

As a result. of these objections I may say that the builder had to enter
into a legal agreement which was approved by the Municipal Legal Adviser
in respect of this drain.·
..
.
.
.
~

" Thereupon the Secretary, Lahore Improvement Committee informed the Municipal·
Committee on the 23rd October 1929 that his objection regarding the drain
would be met if the drain was made as recommended and a satisfactory agree.
ment was made,"
·

Sir, I would ask you to observe .that in this city there is a man who has.
set aside money to· build. an important building and submits his plans on the
16th of 4pril and it is not until the 23rd October that this un-official committee has made up its mind and in the meantime various important officers
have been called in to assist it. · That is taking one case at length. But
other cases are reported ; e. g. the case of Messrs. Pearay Lal and Sons
which has not been disposed of although a period of some months has elapsed. In another case...:.." The plans filed by Mailers. Durga Dass-Devi Dass were sent for advice to Lahore
Improvement Committee on the llth September 1928, but in spite of the Com- .
mittee's urgent reminders the plans were not finally disposed of by the Lahore·
Improvement 'Committee till the 21st December 1928."

Next,·
""The plans submitted by Rai Bahadnr Lala Narsingh Dass and prepared by MeSBl'B.
Anderson Asorpota were sent for. advice to Lahore Improvement Committee on
31st May 1928, but were not disposed of till the 18th .August. The committee·
of the Chamber of the Norther India Oommeroe made a. protest against. the·
delay caused in this case."

Here is another case which shows what can be done :
'The plans submitted by Mr. Haroharan Dass' Bhalla ·were sent

to the Lahore Im.
provement Committee on the 5th April 1929 and were disposed of by the
Lahore Improvement Committee on the 6th April 1929, i.e., only in one
day."

I have no intention of quoting from this any farther, but whenwe ask
ourselves : · Is this province prepared to take advantage of its existing
prosperity, I think the answer will definitely be in the negative so far as any
assistance goes in the way of providing accommodation.
·
I now turn, Sir, for a moment to a matter which I ventilated in this.
Council . before, and . that is the question of the need for proper statistics
in regard to trade. This year illustrates rather well what can happen. 1
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understand from my honourable friend who is not here· a.t the- moment
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendranath, that he touched on this matter also.
The price of wheat opened in the middle of June at Rs. 8~15-6 and it stands
to-day at about Rs. 8-9-0 having risen in the meanwhile as high as Bs. 4~8-6:
in November. These are very heavy fluctuations in price, and I might
draw the attention of honourable members to an extract from the speech
which we heard refe~g to certain districts bordering on the Indus.
' The grain of the ,abi harvest of 1929, an exceptionally good one in these tracts,
had been stored in the hope of a rise in prices. Not only were these stores in
many oaaes -sweptaway or rendered unfit for eonsnmptlon, but the kkarif crop
, · of which much was expected, was entirely destroyed. The toil of laborious
months, the profits of one harvest and the promise of another disappeared in .a
few hours."

. Sir, one's sympathy goes out to .these people. But if the honourable
member who wrote these lines could see the matter from my point of view,
he would regard this misfortune as tempering the wind to the shorn lamb,
This province to-day is stiff with 'wheat that it cannot sell and I attribute this
very largely indeed to the fact t:hat there are no statistics available on
which to base an opinion as to what is in the province.
SardarPartap Singh [Jullnndur (Sikh) Rural] (Urdu): Sir,. the
honourable member representing Hoshiarpur-esss-Lndhiana . has rightly
said that the zamindars have in no way gained any benefit by the existence
of co-operative societies in the Punjab. It is a glaring fact that these societies have lagged far behind the object with which they were · started.
They have utterly failed in affording any help to the zamindars. Notwithstanding the fact that these credit societies .are at work for the last few years
the zamindars still continue to labour under their heavy debts as they
did before. Then, the honourable member representing Sikh Urban constitueney complained that the Co-operative department had become the hot
bed of oommunalism, The painful fact is that the members of these societies
have also been affected by the communal bias and the interests of the people
as well as the interests of the department itself demand. that these complaints
should be removed. Besides these defects as stated· by these honourable
members there are many others from which this department suffers. The
first defect of these societiesis this, that if you borrow some money from them
and then after some time go to pay back a portion of it then first of all the
· sum of interest will be added to the original principal and then - from this
total sum that amount will be deducted that you would like to pay back.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : I fail to follow
the honourable member.
Sardar. Partai> Singh : To make it more clear, supposing you borrow
say a sum of Rs. 100 from a co-operative society at 12 per cent. rate of interest and then after a month you want to pay back Rs.10 out of the sum
standing against your name. What I mean to say is this that the clerk
concerned first adds the interest for one month, i.e., rupee one to Rs. 100
and then out of the total of these two he deducts the sum you want
to pay back, i.e., Rs. 10. In this way you will have to pay. interest. on the
remaining sum that' you would owe which will be Rs. ~1, and not Rs. 90,
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as it ought to · be the case. This is done every time you go to
pay back a portion of your debt. This is a great defect and one has not·
to suffer from it even by dealing with the money-lenders for they add interest to the loan only after the expiry of the term for which the loan was,
orignally taken. This is a system of compound interest in which the interest is added to the principal after very short periods.
The second defect from which our present system of co-operative·
societies suffers is this that if one member wants a loan two more
are required to stand sureties for him; In this way the sureties
are . also made to share with the debtor his liabilities and under the;
rules of. the co-operative societies they are also treated equally . with
him and are not granted any. loan. This amounts to saying that at a
time only one-third of the number of members of a co-operative society is,
eligible to take loans and the rest two-thirds if they stand in need are sent
to knock at the door of a money lender.
The third defect in the system is with· regard to the fees of the audit· .
• staff. A sub-Inspector ordinarily gets Rs. 60 a month. It is only for a few·
· days, say six or seven at the most in a year that he is required to audit the·
accounts of a society; the society is charged at the rate' of 10 per cent. of
the yearly income and thus the total amount for these few days of work
often comes to Rs. 150, or Rs. 200 which is a very large sum as compared'
with the work done. If the society is charged according to the rate of the·
sub-Inspectors pay it will have to pay at the most Rs. 20 or 25 and in no .
case more than this. No such audit fees are charged in the Bombay Presidency. On this point I would suggest that for the audit work the f~e
charged from a society may be reduced, for this sum. which at present is,
taken away from the societies for no heavy work. can be used in some other·
way for the developement of the societies, and f~r the betterment of thevillage.

·

Then Sir, the Union Banks have got no current accounts to· enable the·
the smaller societies to deposit or withdraw money according to their timely
needs. If the department is unwilling to allow the Union Banks to open·
current accounts the credit societies may be allowed to keep deposits with
the post offices which are present in almost all the small . towns and villages.
of the province. This would be very helpful for the managing committees of ·
the societies in the 'performance of their duty. .At present whenever there is,
some money with the society it is required to be deposited for a fixed period
in the Union Bank in the headquarters of the circle, and whenever some loan
is to be given again it becomesnecessary to run to the union bank a distance
of five or seven miles in order to get the sum required for the purpose; This
is an unnecessary· botheration and should be removed by having recourse
to the scheme proposed by me.
Theri. anothe» grave defectis that a loan borrowed from.a credit' society

-is required to be paid· back within two years. The crops have failed, the
prices · of the commodities have fallen and on account of these the zamin.dars 'are hard pinched by· poverty and it has become impossible for them to
pay back their debts in 'such short periods as· two years. They cannot
afford it and therefore it is of utmost importance that the period for . the·
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-tepayment of these loans should not only be extended hut also that in
future they should be granted long term loans.
Now, Sir, I turn to the question of land revenue. The honourable
member representing Lyallpur requested that as the land revenue was very.
excessive it should be reduced. . In view of the str~itened circumstances of
the iamindars his request was very reasonable, very pertinent and should
be given effect to. There has been . no session of this exalted Council
in which attention of the Government has not been drawn to the depressing
eireumstanees obtainable in the Jullundur Doab. Sir, in that division the
water level has been going down for .the last few years and on account of this,
people are tremendously suffering from the scarcity of water. Time
-out of number attention of the Government has been drawn to this deplordable situation and not only this but often such schemes as may help the
people in supplying water are also submitted for its consideration .but it is
with regret that I am constrained to say that th~ Government has always
treated our requests with undue indifference and neglect. · These tracts in
\ which .at present the calamity of scarcity of water prevails can be rendered
'help by resorting to the tube-well system of irrigation and for it the· Govern· '
ment is· welcome to realise abiana according to the rates of irrigation by
-eanals.
Then Sir, there is another scheme which if given a practical shape
will render a good deal of help to these people. This scheme is that dams
may be constructed across the river Sutlej and the two streams named Bein
.Safed and Bein Kali that pass through these tracts. By the construction
-of these dams the water level of the division will generally rise. It is but
reasonable that the Government should give effect to these schemes. of re·
1ief. The circumstances are such that we would not be able to call it inappropriate or unjustifiable on 'the part of the zamin;dars if they are com·
pelled to stop the payment of higher mtes that they pay at present, for the
well irrigated lands, on account of the indifferent attitude of the. Government,
Not· only is the land revenue excessive but the assessment of the land
revenue is not made according to any reasonable principles. I submit a
prop6sal which if . acted upon will go a long distance in setting things right
and rendering justice to the poor zamindars who have suffered long and awe·
fally under the present system of revenue assessment, Sir. In. my humble
-opinion if land revenue is also assessed on the same principles according to
·which the assessment of income tax is made then the condition of the zamin·dare can be bettered and made less intolerable. Sir, no income is assessed
on a person whose annual income is less than Rs; 2,000; but on the other
band no such concessionis shown to a small proprietor, whose income is no
. ·more than a few rupees a year. A man who owns two marlas of land and a.
man who owns a hundred squares of land are assessed land revenue according to the same rates. In u.tter disregard of the fact that one's holding
is too small and the other's too big, both are made to pay land revenue at the
·Same rate. This i's ineqti.itousand. if the Government'.ssense of justice Ms not
become blunt the present defective method of assessment should be changed.
·Sir, in order to make my point more clear I would like to lay before the House
eertain facts and figures in connection with the land and the land owners. Sir,
those zamindars who own less than 5 acres of land constitute 58·3 per cent.
-0f the total number o~ land owners in the province and the land thus owned
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is 8,815,000, acres, My proposal is that these small proprietors who
this land may be exempted. from the payment of the land revenue, for they
are too poor and cannot afford to pay it. Then the proportion of thoss
who own more than 5 acres and less than fifty acres constitute 88 per cent •
. and the total area of their land is 17 ,825,000 acres. These may be allowed
to pay land revenue according to the present rates
5 l'. M.
of assessment. Further 8·7 per cent. of the proprietors are such whose holdings consist of more than fifty acres of . land.
·The land thus owned is 7,860,000 acres -. In their case I would suggest tha.l
. they may be. charged varying rates. of land revenue which :inay increase
in amount according as their holdings increase iri area. For example, those
who own land between 50 and 100 acres may be m sde to pay Re. 1-2-0 instead
·0£ one rupee which they may be paying at present or their land revenue ma.y_
be increased by one-eight and those who own land between 100 and 150 acres
· :may be assessed at the rate of one rupee and four annas instead of a rupee.
In brief, my proposal is that the small holders may be exempted from
-the payment of land revenue altogether and the dsfieisney · that would. occur
on that account in the total receipts of the land rev mus rmv ba made up
by eherginz enhanced rates of assessment from the big landlords. I hope
the big land holders would not mind this increase in their rates otassessment,
for the small proprietors who usually . take land on batai . from the big·
owners have to pay land revenue on their own holdings as wall as half of the
revenue on those that they take on lease. Thus, this small holder pays land
revenue on the whole of his holdings whereas the big zamindar pays only
on one half, the other half being indirectly paid by his tenant. Thus the
sacrifice demanded from the big holder is not great and he should be
ready to agree to this new. system of assessment in view of the rapid changes
in the ideals of his tenants. This is a g·rave deleot in the present method.
of assessment and it should be removed. If the · Government eonsents,
· and my proposal is given a practical shape, I think, it would not only help
a. great deal in ameliorating the conditions of the poor samindars, but will
.also place the big holder in a position in which it would be difficult for the
oritic to accuse the Government· of differential ·treatment.
,

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq [Amirtsar City (Mahamm1da.n)] (Urban):
'Sir, it is no use criticising the budget when I see tha.t this budget or par'haps the next budget .will be the swan's song of the government benches.
We are on the threshhold . ot a new constitution, and now to criticise GlV·
emment for their past misdeeds or future . hopes will be· futile. I think
there is not much. time for them to . profit by· criticism or to make IU!Jony
improvements. So, I will not indulge in hopes which are not going to be
realised, because those gentlemen will not ba here to carry on the work,
and new set of men, perhaps more interested, perhaps Iess, will coma into
being. But, certain · things we must discuss in this House, and one of
. them is the economic condition of th,e province to-day. It is not only a question
for the future government, but it is question which must engage the attention
even of the present government. There have been floods unprecedented
in the history of the Punjab which have spelt disa.11ter to the people living
on the river areas. People have suffered great losses; so also the Governmezit .because money must come to it from the· people. So· far we cannot

I
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.
. blame Government as they have done what best they could under the cir. eumstanees, But one thing I wish to say. I have been a member of this,
House for the last 4 or 5 years, and I have been watching whether Government are taking any steps to increase the prosperity of the province; either
by starting new industries or by reviving old ones. No scheme has yet
.. come from the fertile brain of Government . to relieve the economic depression of this country. The fact is the Government benches are not in
touch with the people of this country. (A voice : Question). They may
question, but I have been watching all their efforts in this direction. I say that the econonic position of this province now . is. worse than Ever it was in the history of the Punjab. Indeed, I think it has,
not been so bad since the beginning of British rule in the Punjab. Hundreds
of thousands are without work and many families are without. food just now;
, I am not exaggerating, and I am not in the habit of exaggerating. (Voices :
No, no.) I am very glad that those benches who should have been scold. ing me are supporting me now. Whether it is in joke or earnest, whether
they believe it or not, I do not care, the fact is that the economic position
. of the Punjab is very bad, hundreds and thousands are workless and cannot
find work even if they want it.
In olden days, when such conditions prevailed, they started some scheme of construction such as the construction of Imambara in Lucknow in order to give work to the people, and
· thousands were supported in that way. Here nothing of the kind has been
done. The Government do not bother about it.
(A voice : Repairfug:
damages.) .Yes; but how. many people are employed there? . They do not
take.the .trouble to see things for themselves. They have not done anything
to alleviate the sufferings of the people -.· I am appealing through you, Sir,.
to the Government benches and I pope they will hear what I am going to
say. I appeal to them to do something just like what is done in England
and Australia and to see that workless people are fed somehow or other,
(Interruption.). This year is a momentous year for our country. Very
often we hear people in Parliament speaking about India. I think.
there will be no harm if with your permission, we speak about England.
once in a way (V_oices: No harm) and draw the attention of the higher autho- .
rities to 'the position of this country. People in England must· realise our
position. For years and years, we have been . treated just like scullions in
this country, and India, our country, as the kitchen of the Empire. Everything here is made to order from England for England not fo.r the people of
the country but for the benefit of the people frying outside our country.
They may give us reforms and all that, but what is the use ? They must
realise that India is starving. I think that the " good old days " when
India was· ruled from England are gone. We are treated like slaves, in our
own country just like people in the old times of Pharoahs.
People in
England, whether of the type of Lord Rothermere or Mr. Lloyd George,
or of this party or that par_ty, must rea~se that India will submit no longer
to. such. treatment, Tpey will not allow mterefererl.ce from England just ,asEngland does not want . to have interference from India. There must be
recriprocity. , For hundreds of years we have been their beat oustomers., we
have. been buying their goodsand are their best customers and we have been
. fighting fo! them, What is our recompense? W~ are being exploited ~till .
more.
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Mr. President : This would have been a very appropriate speech on
the budget discussion in the Legislative Assembly. But I am doubtful
if it equally appropriate in a discussion on the provincial.budget.
. Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : It might have been more appropriate
m the Legislative Assembly, but I am sure it will not be Jess appropriate
here. (Lau9hter.) What I want, Sir, is that those gentlemen sitting on
the treasury benches representing the Crown· and the Parliament should
convey this message to their masters in England.
Mr. Preside~t : The honourable members of this House are discussing the budget of the province of the Punjab and the principles involved
therein. There . are other ways in which that message can be sent
through the local Government to' the Parliament or His 'Majesty.. But I.
do not think tbat this is the proper occasion form to convey such a message.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : · I withdraw · the message. I do not.
want to send any message ; they may not care to read it even. What I say
is that the Honourable the Revenue Member, the Finance Member and
other officers are here on the authority of Parliament, and we a.r.e going to
pass, if not their pay, at least their travelling allowances and the pay of
their establishment which is a transferred subject. So we can say that we
refuse to pass this budget for these reasons. If you will allow me, Sir, probably in ·this roundabout way I nuj,y be within my limits in discussing this
suggestion.
·
·
•
Now, Sir, there are millions of people who are willing to co-operate with
England if England co-operates with us. We have no quarrel either with
England or with Englishmen. We only want our dues, we want to be treated
not as slaves but as civilised people.. If England is ready to extend her
hand of fellowship, I do not think there will be any in India who will not
equally do so; India will be equally ready. The responsibility for the present
discontent lies on England and tho English people alone.
(After Sh. Muhammad Sadiq had resum,eil, his seat, nobody stood up.)
Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : I did not fini~h my speech, may I h~ve
now . a chance of doing so ?
.
Mr. President: The honourable member is a learned member of the
Bar. Will he please refer me to· the rule under which I can permit him to
speak · a second time.
.
· L'1:a,Kesho ~
Sekhri : . I thought in the absence of any other speaker
I should offer myself.
Khan Babadur Mian Muhammad. Hayat, . Qureshi (Shahpnr
West, (Muhammadan),Rural)] (Urdu) : Sir, first of all I offermy eongratulations to the Honourable Finance Member and his assistants not so much be
cause it has become a practice with the members during the. general discussion
of the budgets, but because they really deserve. our congratulation this year
wlien there was so much deficit in the budget and when; consequently, it
was. very difficult to prepare the budget in' the form in which it has been
presented to us. It is very satisfactory to note that the deficit in the budget
will be met by raising loans in the market and that no new taxes will be
imposed. And if my opinion were asked I will say that there is no, scope
left for· imposing further taxea, Nearly all the sources of income have al·
0
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.
ready been taxed to the fmllest extent and, therefore, if further taxes were
imposed it will be beyond the capacity of the people to bear that additional·
burden. Under the circumstances we should have expected that a substantial reduction in expenditure would be made, but we are sorry to find that
no effort has been made to cut down the expenditure. On the other
hand it appears that Government is increasing its liabilities and if the expenditure went on increasing in this way, I fear that it would be very difficult
to me et it from the revenues of the province. When Government and its
officersrack their brains to find out additional sources of income, they should
also try to see how the expenditure can be reduced. But it seems that no
serious effort. is made to bring down the expenditure and if ever economy
is proposed to be effected, attentionis con'.centratedon very small and minor
. items. For example, instructions have been issued that envelopes that are used
in correspondence should not be wasted after once using them, but that the ·
same envelopes should be used again and again. Economy in these smallitems
cannot help to reduce the expenditure substantially.
If Government is
really anxious to effect economy, it should do so in more important items of
expenditure. At present a very large portion of the provincial revenues is
being spent on buildings and roads and on other public works. If I may
say so, money on these works is spent like water and without any eonsideratioa of the fact that this money has been collected from the people who are
most of them practically starving. · I do not mean to say thereby that these
works should not be undertaken or that they are of no utility to
.the public. What I mean to . impress upon the Government is that
much more money is spent on these works than it is necessary to spend.
For example, in, the Sargodha or in the Shahpur · district, different departments have sanctioned different rates for the contractors who undertake to
complete these works for the Government. In the same place ·if Public
Works (Roads Branch) Department will sanction one rate, the Engineering
Depart1!J.entor the Public Works Department or the Railway Department
will : sanction· different rates for works of the same nature. . The District
Board in that district will allow quite different rates from those san~tioned
by other departments. To take a definite example, if Engineering Department will sanction Rs. 5! or Rs. 6 as rate for earth work, the Public Works
Department will sanction Rs. 8 for the same work and in the same place.
. If the different departments were to consult each other before allowing or
sanctioning these rates and sanction uniform rates-and I . should say minimum ratee-=I hope that thousands, nay, lakhs of rupees can be saved, Sir, you
will be surprised to learn that the Sanitary Board estimated the Pindi Wahir
Water Supply Scheme, which was tobenefi.t the people of my district: to cost
Rs; 75,000 and when this question came before the District Board of that
district, the District Board estimated that the scheme could be undertaken
at a cost of Rs. 24,000. The Sanitary Board did not approve of that estimate
and returned the same to the District Board for revision. Thereon, the District Board expressed its readiness to undertake the scheme at a. cost of
Rs. 89,000.
.
, The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : On · a point of order;
Sir. I might point out to the House that it was not a differencein the estimate in the . two departments,
but the difference
was due ·-to . the. fa.ct that
the.
.
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Sanitary Department suggested a more expensive kind of pipes which. would
last much longer than the pipes which were suggested by the District Engimir
and later on we brought the two officers together in the Sanitary Board
and a compromise was arrived at.

Mr. President: Order, order. This is not a point of order, but a speech.
Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad Hayat,. Qureshi (Urdu) :

Quite so. A compromise was arrived at and it was settled .that
Rs. 89,000 should be sanctioned for the scheme. It means that when the
two departments consulted each other a saving of 'Rs. 18,000 was.. brought
· about. Similarly if the other departments are instructed to consult each
other when sanctioning an estimate for any public work and acertain
beforehand whether the rates proposed are reasonable or not, I think Government could save Iakhs of rupees from the expenditure that it incur!'! on the
Public Works Department alone. I think that is an important matter
and deserves the careful at.tention · of the Government and the House. In
my. opinion it would be much· better if a committee were appointed· to sift
the truth in this matter.
Now I proceed to· say,a. few words with regard to other departments of the
Government. I take the Education department first. At present the largest
part 0f the revenues is being spent on this department and it is a department
on which largest amount of money should be spent. Whenever any tiemand for grant relating to this · department has been made, the Council
has readily agreed to it. But that does not mean that money so sanctioned
should be wasted. From the figures in the budget it appears that the grant
for Education department has not been spent in the best possible manner.
Referring to pages · 20-21 of the Explanatory Memorandum, it will
appear that expenditure under Educatioµ {Transferred) has risen from
Rs. 1,02,84,000 in 1924-~ to Rs. 1,66,99,000 in the revised estimates for the
current year. The present grant to University is nearly 8!1akbs or double
of what it. was in 1924-~5. The expenditure on Government Anglo-Vernacular Secondary Schools has risen from 15 to nearly 28 lakhs of rupees while.
the maintenance grants to local bodies for vernacular education have risen
from 89 to about 72 lakhs of rupees. But there has been no corresponding increase in the number of students. From the figures it appears
that while the expenditure on the Education department has doubled,
the number .of students has risen only to one-third of the · previous
figures, This shows that the provision for the Education department is not
. being rightly spent. I think that expenditure under this head can be reduced
if instead of palatial buildings for schools,ordinary and simple though spacious
and clean buildings should be erected for these schools. This will not only
bring about saving in .the expenditure, but it will have -also a very salutary
effect on. the students. They will learn simple habits and will .prove more
useful to themselves and to their country. In these days of growing unemployment it is particulary desirable that the students should not· form
expensive. habits.
·· ·
- As regards Medical and Public Health departments I have only this
much_ to say· that a large amount of money should be spent to combat the
breeding of mosquitoes. ~ey bring ha.voe particularly in floodedareas. I can
quote facts and figures to sho\y that in flooded areas 40 or oO. per cent. of .
. ,. -·
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the children succumb. to the attack of malaria. I understand that Government intends to provinoialisethe dispensaries in charge of district boards and
local committees. That is very good because these local bodies will be relieved
of a heavy burden of expenditure. But there _is one great defect in acting
this policy. At . present the doctors who are employed in the dispensaries
. very sympathetica.lly. treat the rural people, but when· these dispensaries
are provincialised and these doctors become Government servants, they
will not have to look forward to the representative of the _rural population
. for their promotion and consequently will; in all probability, cease to have
any sympathy with the villagers. I hope Government will try to see that
this defect is avoided before these dispensaries are provinoialised,
I now come to the Agricultural department. Sir, it is one of those. departments the very name of which stirs a feeling of happiness in the minds of
the samindars. It was expected to do much for the samindars, but J a,xn
·. sorry'to point out that il?,spite of heavy expenditure that we have been sane'tioning for this department, it has so far only succeededto supply better seeds .
to the zamindars. Every year the crops of the zamindars suffer from one
· disease or other resulting in the loss to the samindars as well as Government,
but the Agriculture department has not been able to fin:d out any remedy to
save the crops from the inseot-pests. There have been appointed Fruit Specialists and other specialists but no effort has been made to solve the problem to
which.I have referred above. If the Agriculture· department could suggest
remedies to. save the crops from insect-pests, both the zamindars and Gov-·
ernment would stand to over.
. Mr~ President : 'Ube honourable member's time .is up,
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ran, [Mult~ Division (Non-Muhammadan),
Rural], (Urdu) : Sir, I must admit at the very outset that it is not possible
for a layman like myself to criticise the various itoma of this intricate budget
one by one. However I cannot hut say that the- whole system of our adminis. tration appears to be the most extravagant in the world. In the first two
Councilswe tried to reduce the expenditure on some items but our efforts did
not meet with any success. The trouble is ~hat when we lire face to face with a.
deficit budget the Governmentwould not accept any reduction in the proposed
expenditure on the plea that the estimates presented to the Council were already the lowest possible and, therefore, any further reduction would seriously
tellupon the efficiencyof the administration, while onthe other hand, if it is a
surplus budget the members of this Council would not care to check any extravagance .on the part of the administration. Last year only one-rupee cuts
were.moved and the whole time was wasted in futile· communal warfare
with regard to the representation in the various · departµient~ under the Government. This year we are again face to face with a deficit budget· and it is
necessary to make serious efforts to at least remove the deficit and thus make
our income balance with the intended expenditure. But that is not an easy
job. If we try to apply the axe to the beneficent dep~tments like agriculture and education we are sure to incur the displeasure of the public while if,
on the other hand, it is sought to reduce the ever-inereasing'expenditure on
the .poliee force the Government will at once jum.J) upon us with the inruipendenceresolution of the Indian National Congressand deolare that it.is
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absolutely impossible to effect the slightest reduction in the police expenditure
at such a critical time. Of course we will try to effect some reduction here
and there but surely it is the duty of the Government to see that its expenditure does not exceed the income. It comes to the Council with a deficit
budget and ·then wants us to offer our congratulations on presenting such a
budget. That is really asking_too much.
As I have already pointed out our administration is run on the most
. extravagant lines. I do not wish. to go into details -buf I may be allowed
to draw the attention of the House .to some.of the glaring instances· in this
connection. First of all our Irrigation. department is decidedly-the most·
wasteful department in the province. (Hear, hear.). For instance,
there are lands on either side of · the various canals '. extending over
hundreds and thousands of miles which are left uncultivated simply for using
their earth for the canal banks, etc. Why not give these lands on temporary cultivation and thus increase your income to · a great extent ? ~ven
the trees in those lands are not utilized properly and are used, by the officers
'and th~ staff as fuel. Those of ·my honourable friends who own lands in
the canal coloniesmust be fully aware of the wastefulness of this department.
· The timber·grown· by canal department can also be a source of much income
to the. Government with very little effort on its part. Some time ago it w.as
decided to hand it over to the Forest Department, but then perhaps the two
departments could not agree with each .· other and thus the proposal was
dropped.
Again, tak~. the case of giving lands on temporary cultivation.
There are thousands of people willing to cultivate · those lands
and if they· are given to these people, there can be an income of ten
fifteen rupees per acre to the Government. But the Government
would not. realize the desirability of such a procedure. Thus . the. real
trouble with the Government is that it does not care to tap the various
som:ces of income.
··
·
Then there is the Forest department which stands for all expeljlditure
and no income from end to end. Can the Government point out any mcome
that it has ever derived from that department ? Then if it is really a case
of no income and all expediture, why not abolish this department ? In that
case you will save at least 'the salaries of the officers 'and the ever-increasing
staff. 'Year after year we have been drawing the attention of the Government to this wasteful department but nothing has so far been dona to improve mattera,'
·
·
Now it.is said that there has been a great decrease in the proceeds in thi:i
· Registration department and in the sale of stamps. Sir, the reason for that
decrease is nothing else than the recent increase in the registration and stamp
fees.· At present, the stamp duty for purposes of conveyance is as much
as S per cent. _This means that if some one purchased a house for one lakh
of rupees he would have to pay Rs. 3,000 as stamp duty besides the .registration fee. That is really monstrous, and tµat is the reason why people
have begun to achieve their purpose by getting a receipt with one a~a,' stamp
registered. For instance, a very eminent lawyer of Lahore, Dr. Moti Sagar,
purchased a bungalow for Rs. 1,50,000 and got it registered with no more
cost than a one-anna stamp. I submit Bir, that if the Government reduces
this fee to the original amount, that will surely result in a very appreciable
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and steady increase in the proeeedsin that department. Sir John Maynard.
had definitely promised to abolish this additional taxation as soon as there
was a .surplus. I can quote no less than three speeches of his to that effect.
But I am sorry to say that although. we have had some surplus years
too, that promise has not been redeemed yet.
In short the Government never has· made any serious efforts to effoct
economy and to make both. ends mee~. The expenditure has increased
enormously and the present :financial condition cannot 'improve without
drastic retrenchment. Ever since I became a member of this Council
the·expenditure on the Secretariat has been increasing by leaps and bounds.
and the Government has never tried· to reduce it. A committee was once
set up by Mr. Abbot and it was hoped that some economy would be effected.
But all those hopes were rudely disappointed. We never so much as even
saw the report of that committee. The Govsrnment always tries to explain
away the deficit by pointing out that it had· to remit some ten lakhs of rupees
by way of land revenue and water-rate owing to the failure of crops caused ·
by floods or droughts. But may I ask whether a sum · of mere ten or .
fifteen lakhs can really affect the budget to such an. extent ? Moreover, if
the officerswere really anxious to. do some good by the people there could be
a voluntary reduction in their salaries. For instance, when there was a
serious decrease in the revenue the Financial Commissionercould come to
our help and accept reasonable reduction in his salary for the year. The.
same spirit could be shown by other higli offleials,
.
But let us leave that.alone .and direct our attention to the astounding
extent to which the .expenditnre on the Provincial Services has increased.
Jt is a pity that no' step is taken by the Government to check the extravagance prevailing in the various departments. by enormous increase of salaries.
I do not want to repeat what I have been saying over and over again on the
floor of this House, but the enormous increase in the salaries of Extra Assistant Commissioners,Sub-Judges and other members of the Provincial Services
of the Punjab deserves a very serious reflection on our part. Once it was
suggested-perhaps by our Honourable President when he was an ordinary
member of the Council-that the salaries in the Provincial Services should be
reduced by 25 per cent; at least. I wish the Government had accorded to
this very sound and reasonable suggestion the attention which it deserved..
But, ttnfortunately, we cannot expect our Government to take a wise ste~ ;, ·
of this· kind.
Then, where is the Roads and Buildings Branch ? I admit that the means
of communication are very necessary and highly useful to the zamindars
for sending the produce of their lands to the central markets, but there is no
need . of erecting more and more buildings. The existing buildings are quite
sufficient for the present needs, and if some of them are not in proper condition they may be repaired. But there is absolutely no necessity of
erecting new buildings. The huge sum of money wasted on them may be
utilized to. meet other necessary and profitable expenses.
Then: I come to the Maclagan Oollege of Engineering which costs the
Government so much money.
·
Mr. President: The honourable member's time is over.
· A.t this stage the Oounciladjourned till 2 P.M. on Friday, the 7th Ma.rob
1980. ·
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GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE BUDGET.

Lala Gopal Das [Lahore and Ferozepore-cum-Sheikhupura, (non-Muhammadan), (Rural)]: Sir, the Honourable Finance Member has asked,
us to believe that the :financial·. position of the province at the present
moment is· very bad and that he could not balance the budget until he had·
taken two erores of rupees from the Government ·of India as a loan. , Hehas also told us that we have practically finished our resources and that in
case we want to find more money for the beneficent departments we should·
be prepared for fresh taxation. The picture he· has depicted is really very
discouraging and if the position j,s really so, it· should give us serious alarm.
But the budget figures sh~w that the ·deficit has been caused by spending
money on capital works from the revenue receipts which policy has been
in practice in this province for some few years. About two years back I
suggested that the capital expenditure should be met from borrowed capital
and the money derived from revenues, which will be released if expenditureon capital works is met from borrowed money, can well be spent on medical
relief, education and encolllagement of industries. In this year's · budget
I find that the road construction programme has been practically stopped.
I think it is. in the interest of this province . that the construction of arterial
roads should continue. I made a suggestion two years ago to the Honourable,
Finance Member that the programme of road construction should be
carried on from borrowed capital (hear, hear)· which I repeat once again.
· At that time the Finance Member gave a yery ~ympathetic hearing to my
suggestion. But in· practice I. find that nothing has been done in this
dir;~tion since then. .
.
·
.
I next wish,. to: <lra,w the attention of the Council to the very sinall
sum allotted for industries this year. It is admitted that we have fiv&
industrial Bilrveyors in the province so far, and that we are going
to add one more this year. In a province like. Delhi which is hardly equal
to an average district of the Punjab, there is one industrial surveyoremployed whole time for that work; whereas here for 29 districts we have
only five.. These five surveyors .eannot possibly do their work properly,
. and I am sorry to say that they have not yet been in a position even to
make an economic survey of a single distric-t in the province. With
referenc_e to Delhi the contrast, I mnst say, is very significant. This is all·
due to money not being given for the department of industries _for the:
simple reason .that the money that is derived from revenue is being spent
on capital works ·which, in my opinion, is absolutely a wrong policy.
B
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.
I should like to say another thing in connectionwith induatri~s. W~ find
that the incomefrom jails is Rs. 5,24,000 while. the expenditure isJ{i. 43,22,000.
We are told that the proceeds of articles manufactured in jit.ils bring to
·Government as much as Rs. 8,68,000. I submit that all these jails
should be run on the lines of reformatories. · We should try to reclaim the
-eonviets and reform them and not condemn them to a life of crime. If we
change our system of jail administration and employ these convicts · in
productive labour, surely we will earn a little bit more in .the jails depart:ment and by that means we may make the jail administration a little less
,expensive.
I should, then, tum to the subject of trade and commerce in· the pro-vince. The Honourable the Finance Member said that our stamp revenue,.
-eourt fees and excise revenues are, if not going down, stat1ona.ry.· Imay
sl},y that the figures under these heads are an index of the prosperity or
-otherwise of the province, the drop in revenue under these heads clearly ·
,sbows that we are passing through a period of depression in trade and eom.meree, This depression is mainly due to the maintenance of the 18 pence
xatio of exchange and also to the maintenance of high court fees and stamp',
-dutiea. We were given a promise, when these stamp duties were enhanced,
tlla.t they would be reduced whenever we had a surplus in the budget. There
h11,ve been surplus budgets during some of these years consoontively, but
no remissionhas ever been given to the tax-payer .. Not only has the Govern.
:ment committed a breach of faith· in not remitting that ex.tra. revenue
when they had surplus budgets, but they are responsible for the present
'trade depression. I hope that in the interest of trade and in the interest
·Of the prosperity of . the province Government -will SOO its way to relieve
the tax-payers· of the province of the extra tax at the earliest opportunity~
(Ckeers).
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram [South-East, Rohtak, non-Mu~
'hammadan), lRural)]: Sir, I leave the technical aspect of thebudget alone
.and would not indulge in a discussion of figures. . I would confine IQ.Y
remarks to some of the topics that ha·ve already been touched, by certain
speakers and introduce one or two. others. which have not so far been
discussed by anybody. Two or three speakers who spoke yesterday suggested that the programme of starting fresh intermediate colleges should be
stopped. I am afraid I must express my dissent from that view. The
.st.i!.rting of intermediate colleges at the headqwi,J:tera9f districts was a.
part of the programme of the rural party and the reason why it was ad.opteci ·
as a. pa.rt of the rural party's programme was that, as far aa possible, fa.oi~
_ lities for education should be provided for rural areas more or less in the
-same measure as for urban areas, and if the starting' of ~h intermediate
.eolleges were to be stopped th.at part of the programme would ipso .facto
-eome to an end. These speakers, it seems, have taken IUl entirely. narrow
view of the intermediate colleges. They look upon an intennedia.te col·
lege solely a.1:1 an institution for literary education for which they think.
the;re is no more scope. I ii.ake another view of it. If a11y oba.nges or imprpyeJlients were urged in the scheme Qf study or in $1;\e Sllbj~t~ .which are
tanght jn in~rm~te colleges I have ab8olqtely notbing 1;o .say,. b.ut if
it is suggeste<J tbat tlae pr()~e
9f start~ uitenn~~
IJftlleges ilhould.
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"be ~together stopped, I begin to feel alarmed and one reason for my feeling
-alarmed ·is that there are · certain professional colleges admission to which
-depends upon certain standards of education. For iµstanqe, admission
tr the Veterinary College is confined mostly to those who hase pass~d the
in.~~roiediateexamination, Similarly, admission to the Lyallpur Agticult~
· CoUege and the Medical College at Lahore is confined to tliose· who bl!, v~
Pf!.!'lsed the intermediaze examination. If intermediate colleges -~~~
to be started· at the headquarters of districts, it would mean the ~µrta.il- .
ment of facilities for · literary education in rural areas, which it w~s t);i,~
· object of the zamindar party to provide, so that among other things stJJ.. dents from rural areas would · pass their intermediate · examination, vri,.t'1
. greater ease, at smaller expense, and enter into colleges where. sta.nd~d
for admission has been fixed at an intermediate 'pass'. If for no ot:Ji,,er
reason, then on this ground alone any change in the policy. relating t9 interme~te colleges ought to be denounced.
··
Tllen, my friend, Sardar Ujjal Singh, al~o made certain re:rp.~ks with
- regard to the inadequate representation of Sikhs in the Medi91!,l demi.rt;~
ment, I do not remember the figures exactly, but· I think th~ representation of zamindars in that department is certainly very low and if aµ.y of the
- vacall.C!~ which it js proposed to fill fall to the share of Sikhs, tp.e c~iI;n of
Z8.Jl'.µP.4iµ' Sikhs shouldnot be ignored. I think it would be well to reµi._emb~r. that even ~ongst Sikhs it is _the agriculturist who has fared b~dly
in th,e I®itter of appointment in this· department, and if tllere are any· quajj:6~<1. ~jkh candidates of the agricultural sto<,k preference should. be giv~n
to th-e~. With regard to the Hindu share I would draw the ~ptention pf
· th.~ Honourable Minister to the most miserable position the Hindu z~·
d~_occu;py in t~e Medical ~apartment. Now in the cadre of Civil Assistap.p
Sgr~eops, the Hindu share IS SS posts. · Out of these 88 posts only 9 are
held by Hindu agriculturists, roughly speaking 11 per cent. So if there
are JJ.ny .· appointments going to be made and if there are qualified Hindu
· agriculturists among the candidates, I should press their claims on the
Honourable Minister for · sympathetic consideration.
· S~d.~ Ujj1¥ Singh also suggest.e4 t~t some Sikh gentleman should Qt).
app.oin~~<l. t,o the bench of the High.Court. Everybody knows that th.ere·
· is no Sikh on the bench of the Higp. Cowt, a.µ.p. ij there is a vaca:q.ey, the,:e
is nq ;rea~on why a Sikh should not be appointed. But here again, if a Sikh
is to be appointed the appointment ·should go to a zamin_dar Sikh. If
. you just try to analyse the composition of the High Court, you would
find t~t · there is not a single zamindar on the Bench and ~ there is any
element which is most conspicuousby its absence of representation, it is the
zamindar element. I need not analyse the actual composition in detail.
It is _a well known fact that the High Court is entirely lacking in the zamin. di!,!' element; Even 011t of the European judges, probably not one has
spent any part of his life in close association with zamindars. There was · ~
· tune when officers who had had settlement training which brought them
inpq clo_se. touch with zamindars were appointed to· the · High Court. Brit
· now it so happens that even among European judges there is not one wb,o
has had any close contact with the samindars in any part of his career,
and, tb.erefore, I submit very strongly that if there is any vacan.cy which
is to be given to a Sikh it should be given to a zamindar Sikh.
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Lala Mukand~ Lal Puri : A member of the statutory agricultural'.

tribe?

Rai Sahib Chaudhri Cbhotu Rain: Certainly.
One speaker also suggested the advisability of having a Retrenchment
Committee. I think retrenchment has been long overdue and it would
do. a lot of good if a strong committee· were to be appointed .to go into the.
question of extravagance which does occur, in.a smaller or larger measure,..
in every department. My honourable friend Muhammad HayQ.t
Qureshi gave instances of lack of uniformity in rates and standards which
have been adopted by engineers of various sections in one and the same
place. I also find that there is unnecessary duplication, triplication and
multiplication of engineering agency almost everywhere. In Rohtak dis~trict alone, one will find half a dozen engineers,· representing Drainago..
Public Works, Irrigation, and so on. Is there really any necessity or valid
ground fo:i:- such mgJ.tiplication of posts which require qualifications of more
orless the same nature. Similarly, you will find in other departments that
the work which formerly was, and could now be, done by one officer is. beingdone by three different officers and with no better results than when thewor~ was done by one officer.
·r would also ·like to draw the attention of the Home Department to.
the fact that this · Council passed a resolution in favour of certain modifieatiQns in the Village Patrol Act. · It seems· that the Government has done
something in the matter and issued certain instructions to· their. Com-missioners to see that the Village Patrol Act is worked in a manner which,
will not cause any unnecessary· hardship to the people. But this is very
vague. I think it would have been fairer if a copy of the instmctions.that
have been issued by the Home department to their Commissionershad
been. laid on the table of the House and made available to the members. ,
After all, this is subject on which a fair proportion of the members of this.
. House. have felt keenly, not once, not twice, but as many as three times.
Resolutions· have been tabled condemning the operation of the VillagePatrol Act. . In a matter. like .this . I think a greater degree of confidenceought to have been. shown to the members of this House and any secret
instructions that may have been issued -to the Commissioners· may, with·
advantage, be placed before the members of this Council.
Lastly,. I will draw the attention of the Honourable the Finance Member:
to the question of recruitment in one of the departments under him, that
is the Police department. A reference to this department was made by the,
honourable member, who represents Simla (Bai Bahadnr Lala Mohan.
Lal). His complaint was that so far as recruitment to the police department was concerned, the share of the Hindus was very inadequate. I.
endorse that part of his complaint. But there is another pbint which
deserves consideration in this connection. The · Hindli
share- ·
goes almost entirely to non-zamindars, · and while the share of"
the Hindus requires to be enlarged I would also like to bring to the notice- ,
of the Honourable the Finance Member the fact that here zamindars fa.re
very badlY. indeed.

a

Lala Mukand Lal Puri : Do you claim your share for Hindu zamiD,,
de.rs or for Muslim zamindars?
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Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : I don't like to be interrupted,

:Sir. When the time of the honourable member comes he may say whatevet
.he likes. Here the share of the Hindu zamindars is very . low. · Take
. the case of Assistant Sub-Inspectors, their total strength is 175. Out
··Of this total, 88 posts have gone to Muhammadan agriculturists, 86 to Muhammadan non-agriculturists, 1 to Hindu agriculturists, 28 to Hindu non.agriculturists,
20 to· Sikh agriculturists and 7 'to Sikh non-agriculturists.
.
.
.
These figures clearly indicate. that a very much larger share has gone
:.to the Muhammadans than could be warranted either by their population
·or by the proportion of their existing representation in the force! A· much
!Jarger number of posts under this head ought to have gone to Hindus. than
has actually fallen to their share, and, surprising as it may seem, whatever
-has fallen to their share has gone almost entirely to non-zamindars. There
are 24 Hindu Assistant Sub-Inspectors of whom only one is a zaminda.r.
·This· is unconscionable· injustice. · Nobody can pretend that a Hindu
:czamindar is less fitted for police · service than
Hindu non-samindar,
·
Mr. President: The honourable member's time is over.
Rai Bahadur Lala Dhanpat· Rai (Punjab Industries):
Sir~· the
.budget which is under discussion is no doubt a disappointing one, and we
. all' deplore with the Honourable the Finance Member the ravages of floods
,..and the havoc of bad weather. But vie have to bear in mind that these are
:things which are not new to us. We have no means atour disposal to escape
-the ravages of the weather, and the question arises wha.t we should do in
-order to. tide over our difficulties brought about by these catastrophes.
I would submit that we should in 'prosperous years lay by something for
these lean years and this can only· be done if the Govarnment and the
-Oouneil co-operate to make retrenchment in their expenses. Although
·we find it in the speech of the Honourable the Finance Member that so
,far as possible retrenchments have been made and economies effected,
· they are not worth the name because our expenditure stands as high or as
.low as it was last year. The only retrenchment which is possible and which
I think neither the Government· nor the Council will take in hand is
·,the reduction of the pay of officers from top to bottom. Unless and until
'. that is done there will be no saving and the expenses must rise hig~ and
· new taxation will have to be proposed. The next thing w;hich we have to
. eonsider is this, that our province is· pre-eminently an agricultural pro·
vince and we depend upon agricultural prosperity to a, very large extent •.
~so long as we allow this province to remain agricultural, we ha.-ve to put
up with the catastrophes due to the weather. In order to. find occupation
.ior the unemployed and to make out other sources of taxation we should
-eneourage industries. So far, we have not taken seriously to the development of industries at all, Nothing in this province up to-this time has been
· done for the encouragement of industries. If we look to our present budget,
we will see that a sum of Rs. 55,000 has been set apart tor the development
-~f industries in the province both out of revenue receipts and capital expenditure. With this •niggardly sum, can you ever expect that anything
-eonld be done for encouraging the industries ? Unless we take a. bold step
-and unless the Gov-ernment is convinced tha.t we can encourage industries
,and start new -ones in the· province nothing can be done to improve the
,situation. As I ha.ve said, unless and until the Government ta.kes up the
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qu estion seriously nothing can be done for tlie d~velop:milnt of · indll;Bilfies•....
If Government can raise erores and ctores df ru.pees for imga;iiion mid ~- wi:tys, can it not raise a erore of rupees for this province to start ifl.llustf.les
-and lay the foundation for industrial progress? On the other. liittid, in this.
. budget as well as in the previous one, only Rs. 55,000 has booh set lijiait
for this purpose. It is a matter of great shame for the province that We oofi.
not even turn out the frai:nework of a. bicycle or of an umbrella, But if we
raise a loan of a crore of rupees; with the co-operation of the people we coultl
start a foundry workshop which will turn out several marketable commodities. of daily use and which could be sold at a profit in the baser. It will '
be a source of income not only to the Government but it will be a source ·
of employment for ·the people who are now out of employment. So far ai!I
the question-of co-operation of th~ Government with the people is concerned, last year the result of the deliberations of the Joint Development Board
was that a sugar factory should bo started in Sonepur in the district of Kamal:
and the Government came forward to its help saying that they would sub- .
scribe one-fifth· of the capital which was required for the mill-s-the mill
· itself· costs Bs. 10 lekhs=-but their offer of one-fifth was hedged with res- · trictions which were very onerous to be complied with. The Govemnieht
wanted not only that they should be treated equally with the other shai'E3· holders of the company, but they wanted preference. They wanted tllll;t
· 6 pet cent. of profits should be paid to them first and if the other shat~ ·
. holders· should - get more than 6 per eent., then they should also be allowed
more then 6 per cent. In .the case of other companies I have seeh that li: ·
'there are preference shareholders they are content with a cerlaih. amotm,t
of percentage of dividends, say 5, 6 or 7, whatever is fixed to begin with •.
But in this ilistancij, the Government would not test content with the pre- ·
ference dividend. They required that they. should not o:i:ily get this per- ·
eentage but · that if the other shareholders were lucky enough to get more·
:than 6 per eent., the Government should also get that over and above this
11e:rct-ntage. What has been the result of that ? Far from helping the
~mpa.ny it has retarded its progress, because when you go to the sharehbldets, they ask why Government should be getting a pteference share ?tit
of the dividend's aD:d say that they would not be .able to get anything after ·
:the Govetnni.ent is paid. That is the attitude which .Government has. t!i~n
in: the :m.a,tter. Air I have said. if you develop the industries, you will besolviiig the question of unemployment as well because that will give etti~
plt:iyme:ht not only to the thousands of illiterate persona but to a good:
many literate persons as well; From: the reports of the Honourable Educi!.'iion Minister we find that there has been a decrease in the number of scholars,.
and pa.tticularly in the number of scholars belonging to a cotiiinunity"
against whom practically the doors of employment are being shut . everj'
day. This is but a necessary eonsequenee. If yotl can:hot fui.d etti.ploj-irie:nt for the people why should they go oh being eduoo.ted ~ If th~ Uni:.
vetsity is turning out thousands of matrienlatea and hundreds bf gfadfutt~ .
every year and they do not find' employment, that ~ · lead · to ilisoo~~"fit
and much of the political discontent is due to this llDeinpfoyment qu.estioh ..
If that is Solved bY, starting' indul3tnes bhd . encoumgin!t theffi., yon wilt
:Mt t>hly be 'benefiting Govehi:m~nt .with 11,iiditibnal s~ur~' bt ta:ka.~00:'.
but give eni.ploymerit and d'eor()ase th\, u.mest tliti.t efmts in' -the -~tt1-
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at present. Along with this question we have to consider the question
of :financingof the industries, trade and commerce of this province. · Tberearethree agencies in this province for the purpose. One is the co-operative
societies which are said to be . helping· agriculture, the second is joint
stock banks and the third, the indigenous bankers. So far as co-operative
societies are concerned we are giving them liberal assistance in every
shape and form. We are giving them not only monetary help but also
the .advice of our officers and. they have got the sympathies of the Government also. So far as. the joint stock banks are concerned, the attitude
of the Government, if not apathetic to them, is one of indifference. They enjoy
neither the confidence nor the patronage of the Government and Govern·
ment does not help them in any way. The heart of the Government never
goes out to them ; not only of Government but even of self-governingcorporations like municipalities and district boards. Although these · eor-,
· porations are a1lowed to deposit their money with the co-operative banks:
and co-operative societies and with the Imperial Bank, they are not allowed .
to deposit with the joint stock banks. That is a question which has seriously
. to be considered. If you want". to advance banking and if you want to
help them, then you should encourage sound Indian banks. But,. as I
have said, the attitude of the Government is apathetic towards them. As
an example I may cite one instance. · When this Government floated loans,
two Indian joint stock banks, subscribed as much as 80 lakhs of rupees
and the loan was closed in one day and it was a great success. The interest
on these bonds was made payable only in Punjab. Why ? In order to
make the Punjab. Government. loans very popular'. The interest should
have been made payable at port towns like Bombay or Calcutta also. On
behalf of the Punjab National Bank I wrote a letter to the Financial Sec·
retary requesting him to make the interest on these bonds payable at thebranches of the Imperial Bank at Calcutta or Bombay. The Imperial
. Bank is the agent of the Government and it does- not cost anything to the
Government if that were done, but the reply which I got was that that
could not . be done as it was one of the terms laid down by the Government
of India that the interest should not be so payable. I am unable to understand the reason. If our Government had asked the Government of India
to comply with our request and they had refused it, that was quite a different
thing, but no such thing was done. When the United Provinces Government
floated-a loan the interest on their bonds was made payable at Calcutta
· and. Bombay. also, but so· far as the Punjab is concerned,. the interest on
- their loans can only be made payable at Lahore. These. are small matters
but they go to show that Government does-not at a.II want to help the joint
. stock banks in the province. As regards the third agency, the indigenous bankers, obstacles always are thrown in their way and no help
is given to them, by and by they are being thrown . out of the profession.
Under these circumstances I would ask the Government to co-operate
. with the people and start new industries and encourage the existing ones.
Practically speaking there is no industry in the Punjab now except,ginning•
. but if the Government helps we can have dozens of new industries which can
· prosper in. this province. (Oheers).

Dr. Sir Muhammad.Iqbal (Lahore City; Muhammad.an, Urban) : I
shou1d .like to offer a few general observations on the "financial position of
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.
.the provinoa as revealed in this budget. In his' very clear and lucid ex·
planatory memarandum Mr. Panny has· given the present · position in· a
nutshell. On page 18 he says :" Even a£t,er these special eltorts at eoonomy revenue rsceipts stand at 10,95 Ja.khs
and expenditure e.t 11 •22 lakhs with no provisinn for a transfer to the Revenue
Reserve Fan<i, and there will thus be a defic t on the yea.r of 27 Iakhs, 'i'he
oply consolation is that provision h~ been made for expenditure of 28 l&khs
on speoiaJ. flood repairs, and if t~ is excluded. from consideratlon as abnor~l
and non-recurring, the budget just balaaees,"
··
:

Now, I am afraid the consolation given by Mr. Penny does not. prove
of much consequence in view of what he himself says at page 16 :-:-- :
.

I -

.

'' A glance at. the first graph prefixed to this memorandum will ahow that the year
1930-31 will be the th.ird in succession to show au excess of expenditure over
receipts in the revenue aeeonnt, It is true tba.t fortune has heen singula.r]y
unkind in the la.st two years and that the deficits in both are capable of eonvineing t>xpla.nation. But the ha.rd fact remains that if the series since lll21 is
taken as a whole, good yea.rs and bad yea.rs balance, and that the fina.noia,l
system must be adapted to fluctuations which nature hersell preeeribes, . if the
decade has been marked by unprecedented floods in the Jumna in 1924 and .
in the Indus, and Jhelum in 1929, by failure of the rabi harvest in 1921, by
strange disaster to the wb~t crop in 1928, and by cotton disease in 1926;. there
have been compensating gains in the reassessmentB of land revenue that fortuna.tely fell due in the first five years, in the good harvests from i921 to 1926
and above a.11 in the complete remission of provincial contributions to the
Central Government. The continued extension of oanal irrigation has made the
prosperity of the . .,~inoe and it.a ~venues more and more secure, and added to
· the resources from which progniSB in future must be financed. · Reg&l'd.ed in the
light of the experience of the pa.st nine yea.rs, the budget of the year 1930-31 has
8, special signifioe.noe...
.
.

a

This is the part of the paragraph· to which I will draw your special attention. ·
·
· ·
" The deficit in the revenue account may be attributed to the completion of flood
repa.irs, but what is of far greater Importanoe'Ia the faot that even if the ~.of
:B.ood repairs is excl~
the budget h!IB been balanced. only with difficulty
and by jettisoning a. number of works that had already received the approval
of the Legislature and, but
unforeseen delays or the need for economy,
would already have been under construction."

for

Mr. Penny then discusses the causes of the present financial position
· .and is driven to what he calls a somewhat melancholy conclusion that the.
present state of things is not a passing phase but has come to stay. He says ,
" The inevitable but somewhat melancholy conclusion to be drawn from an
examination of the budget for 1980-81 is that it represents riot a passing .
phase which can be attributed to seasonal misfortunes or flood calamities
but .1;1, state of things that is likely to continue·".
Now; Sir, we know that
the province is already· in debt. The problem of unemployment is becoming mora and more acute every day. Trade is at a low . ebb. You can easily
imagine what the :financial future of the province is likely· to be. I am inelined to think tha.t the present position is not so mueh dne to stationary
revenues as to the present system of administration which necessitates high
salaries in 'the matter of which the people of this province have no say.
There are to my mind only three alternatives open to the people of this provincS-:-either have the present 11ystem with all its ugly daughters, such as
deficit budgets, communal biokerings, starving millions, debt and nnemployment, or do away with the present. system root and branch, or retain the
form of. the present system and secure the power to pay less for it. ~ere
is no other alternative. This system must come to an end if you w~t to .
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Jlive a comfortable life. We· spend more than any other country .in the
· world on the present system: of administration. There is no other country
which spends so much on the administration. (Mr. H. Oalvert: Question.)
"The honourable member may reply. ma when his turn comes.. My belief
-is that we pay much more than our · revenues justify. So far as expenditure in. regard to which we have some say is concerned; I support the proposition that a retrenchment committee ought to · be appointed so that we
'Illa,y be able to see whether any farther reductions are possible.
I now proceed to offer a few remarks on industry and education. We
-spend practically nothing on industry. As I have said before and as many
-other speakers have pointed out, industrial development alone can save us
.from the curse of unemployment.' (Hear, hear.) There is a good future
for weaving industry, and for shoe-making industry .in this province, and if
we encourage these industries, I think we shall be able to save the province
.from unemployment, provided we protect those industries against Cawnpore and Ahmadabad.
Again we have spent a good deal of money on education and with what
·result? The report on the progress of education in this province shows·
that there has· been a fall of 27, 000 students and about 1,000 schools. & The
-eause of this fall as mentioned in the report is· lack of propaganda work on
the part of school inspectors. I do not agree that is the real cause. The
·:real cause for this phenomenon ought to be sought elsewhere. · J have a.
-eopy before me of the facts and figures relating to the work of the Education
Minister during the. last three years. .Ilnfortunately, I cannot go through all
1.hese ligures within the fixed time limit, I would draw your attention ouly to
. the special grants 'to unaided schools during 1928-29. You will see that the
Jotal number of schools to which grants have been made is 21. Out of this
-there are 13 Hindu· institutions, 6 Sikh institutions and 2 Muslim institutions. The grant that goes to the Hindu institutions is Rs. 16,978, to Sikh
instititions, Rs; 8,908 and to Muslim institutions Rs. 2,200. The cause .
therefore of this remarkable phenomenon must be sought in the way in which
·1:0oney on education is.spent,
Mr. J. D. Penny (Finance Secretary) : Sir, the diversity of opinions
-that were expressed in the general discussionon the budget puts a represent.ative of the Finance · Department in a rather awkward position. Fii:st he
has to acknowledge the nice things in.any honourable members have said
about the labours of the department in preparing the budget which is now
·being discussed ; then he bas to protect himself against· the various missiles
that have been thrown at him. The words of appreciation that honourable
members have been kind enough to give to the Finance Department are
psrtioularlj' gratifying because this year's budget has been an especially diffi-enlt one to prepare, partly owing to the loss in· revenue in the current year
and partly owing to· changes whioh have constantly had to be made in the
,figures and which had a very. great effect upon estimates of next year; I
·will merely say that all working under the Finance Member and myself
had worked hard and have also had to ask for and· have received· more
·than the usual help and assistance from other departments.
.
In dealing with the criticisms that have been levelled at the budget,
:1 fear I am in the position of the .ineompetent performer at a concert who
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to be protected from the fury ofthe audienoo by a notice saying ' Don't
throw things at the pianist : he is doing his best'. We have done our l>est
iii compiling this budget and putting it in an intelligible · form, and nobody·
regrets more than we do ourselves that the result is one which cannot command 'universal' approval.·· A large number of the criticisms related to points ·
of detail in which it is hardly worth while to enter. I can only say that r
hope that the time limit imposed on speeches is a sufficient excuse for my
asking you to assume that if I do not deal with any point it is not because
I cannot answer it but because I haven't time. In dealing with the revenue,
section of the accounts, I notice that honourable members have generally
accepted what I have given in my memorandum and taken it to represent
the position as it is to-day. I do not propose therefore to deal with it at
any great length, I should like, however, in passing, to answer one q1testion
that was put by one honourable member who noticed ,that expenditur~111nder• Irrigation-WorkingExpenses' is shown as a dedud entry on the receipt side
of the account and he asked why this should be done. Well, in a m11itter of
this sort, the local Government have not got an entirely free choice, bbcause
the form of our account is prescribed by the Auditor-General and the $ecretary of State and we have to conform to the rules laid down by them. In
this particular matter, the local Government did recently ask the A:uditotGeneral to reconsider the rule which obliges us to show working 'expenses as,
a deduct entry on the receipt side. We pointed out various drawbacks t0
this procedure and suggested that it might be
3 l', M.
more consonant with the line that was taketl
under other 'beads if this expenditure were shown on the expenditure
side and then the gross income would appear on the receipt side. The
matter is still under consideration. I must however draw the attention
of the House to the fact that there is one advantage in the present pro- cedure and that · is, that it emphasises the fact that the improvement is
not under the gross income from Irrigation but from the net income
after deducting your working expenses. That is the thing which really
matters. If we look only at the gross income we might be lu1Ied into a
sense of security by noticing that it shows a steady increase, whereas it
might be countsrbalanesd by a still greater increasein the cost of running·
our canals. For .instanee, the measures recently taken to combat waterlogging are a case in point. They have got a considerable effect upon the
net yield that will accrue, and if we find that the net yield is going down; it·
will be a reasonable ground for considering the question of raising the water
rates. If you have to spend more on running your canals it naturally affects .
the question of the price at which water can be sold. Now, I am gJa;d that
this question has been raised in this debate because it is responsible for theform in which our present difficulties,in so far as tliey are due to the· . damage ,
caused by the floods, appear in the budget. Several membershave noticed
that emphasis has been laid ;n rr y memorandum on the fact that .recaip:tiSnext year showa fall of Rs. 55 lakhs, This is very largely due to the fact tbat
thP rise in working expenses of canals appears as a deduct entry on th:s sid.~.
of the account. You may say that Rs. 25 lakhs may be attributed to this,
cause so that ·If jt we1 e to appear on the, f:>ipendiliu1·0 side th,· loss o.! revenue'ivdbld he "educed to Rs. 30 Iakhs. · lh4vf, also mebtioned that ii.notber8 'akhi.'
has
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is really a matter of accounts procedure in that it represents the way, .itt-whic;h
certain adjustments are made in the jail· accounts, so 'the actual loss of
revenue is something between 20 and 25 lakhs. Now, the moral to be drawn,..
I think, from the figures of the budget as presented is this-that a eompara. tively small loss of revenue can cause us very great inconvenience • In fact
i~ emphasises what we knew before that our revenues are o:xtremely inelastic. I am sorry therefore that honourable members in this discussion have ·
laid less emphasis on the matter of safeguarding our revenue than on the question of reducing the expenditure. It is quite trrie that reduction in expenditure is an extremely important thing and the Finance Department is only too·
. glad to receive any suggestion to this end. But the improvement that can
be effected in t:pis way is comparatively small. The honourable members
who snggested retrenchment are apt, when a particular question comes lip·
in which they are interested, to adopt a very different tons. When they
demand retrenchment generally they "·roar like lions ". When an attractive
item of expenditure comes up they" coo like any sucking dove". · For instance, we hear suggestions that the whole of the Forest department be swept
away.. We have one honourable member who suggested that the Buildings
.and Roads branch can go, at any rate as fur-as Buildings are concerned, and
yet; I think I remember the same honourable:rnember suggesting an increase
in the pay of tahsildars and another honourable member suggesting raising the pay of everybody under Rs. 50 a month, The honourable-member
who snggests doing away with the Forest department, I think, himself suggested that it is most important to build a new jail or two and to substitute
ghee for oil in the diet of prisoners. Now, all these reforms may be desirable·
but they are inconsistent with any very urgent need for retrenchment.
.

As time is short I will now pass on to the capital account where I notice·
a number of honourable members have been under a misapprehension as
regards the · policy of Government. I should like. to tell them that there
has been no change in the policy of Government and the line that is being
followed in the present budget is exactly the same as has been followed. in,
several years past. The criticism with which I am mainly concerned is .that
capital expenditure has been met" from revenue. Now I listened and tried
to find out what has given rise to this misconception but none of the honourable members has quoted the actual figures. The realfact of course is that
capital expenditure is not being met from revenue in the true sense of theterm at wll, but in so far as it is not met from loans it is being met from Extraordinary Receipts which represent the value of land sold. The wholepoint of this proforma account, which. occupies a considerable space in the-memorandum on the budget, is to show in what way these extraordinary
receipts are being spent; and there you will find that I have struck a balance"in each year to show whether extraordinary receipts exceed or fall short
of capital expenditure not coveted by loans, and the object from yea:r to
year is to tty and make these extraordinary receipts just fill the gap between·
1Mrui and capital expenditure over· and above the loans. If honourable
: Iiiembers have been: misled by any entries in the budget I should be.only
fo(? glad if they will draw iny attention to them. I think I shall have 116ftifficdlty·m explaitrlhg to the:ttdhat capital expenditure, the figures bf 1w;hiclh
Bit~e tnisgttidetl them, bas beeii :tiiet entirely frbm extraordinary receipts~
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There is one more point relating to the capital acoount which needs a pass·ing mention and that is, the question of the interest paid on Punjab bonds.
· When Punjab bonds were issued sometime ago, the original idea .was to try
and raise the loan at Lahore, but no facilities for this existed. There is· no
·money market in Lahore and for practical purposes it was necessary to go
to 'Calcutta and utilize the services of the Government of India in floating
-our loan there. It is necessary, before a provincial Governmentfloats a loan,
to procure the assent of the Government- of India for the purpose, for it is
necessary that some control should be exercised by the central Government
· before a provincial Government can be allowedto go into the money market
-and compete against each other for loans. The _assent of the Government
,of India was obtained on the condition that the terms of the provincial loan
-shonld not be such as would compete with other demands being ·
-made on the money market, and one of these conditions was that in·,terest on the loan should be payable in the Punjab only. _Now, however
much we may sympathise. with the joint stock banks who have large hold. ings of the Punjab bonds and who would like to draw the interest . at Cal-eutta or Bomaby, it is much more important that the local Government
-should stand by, and not attempt to alter, the terms on which the loans were
-originally floated. I hope the honourable members will see that this is so,
and if some small inconveniencehas been caused in having to receive interest
·in Punjab instead of Calcutta or Bombay I think he will agree that it is not
unreasonable.
·
· · ·
· ·
.
·
·
· One honourable member mentioned the revenue reserve fund and was
-disappointod to· find that certain withdrawals have been made from it.
He was not quite able to. explain what happened but he suspected that the
·money so withdrawn must have been diverted to some nefarious object.
· This honourable member rather reminds me of a friend who recently asked
me if I could answer a budget riddle. I said there are many budget riddles
• and asked to which.he referred. He said " Where is the Penny Stowed'}"·
The honourable member apparently is still groping for an answer to that
-question,' He thinks because money is no longer in the revenue reserve fund,
therefore it must have been devoted to some purpose other than that to
--which the Councilwould have liked to devote it. Now, money that is with·drawn from the revenue reserve fund is taken across to rovenne account
-and is only expended on purposes for which the Council voted it. It is
-simply · intended to make good a gap caused by shortage in current revenue
.and therefore, it is simply devoted to the programme of expenditure of which
·the Council has already approved. I hope the honourable member who
·'hiinself is a member of the Public Accounts Committee will realise that with
· · the help of audit we do see that the money which is voted by the Council
is devoted for the purpose for which the Council votes it. (OhOO'l's).
Mr. President: The honourable member's tim~ is up,
Lala Mukand Lal Puri [Lahore City (Non-Muhammadan), (Orba.n)]i
'Sir, the Honourable Finance Secretary has pointed out that the complaint
--of certain honourable members of this House that in the budget of this pro'vince expenditure on capital is being charged to revenue is incorrect. I
'want to draw the attention of the House to .page 15 of the budget where the
:total amount of capita.I which has been charged to current revenue for the
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past severa, years is given, and I findth!1t during the last 4 or 5 yea.rs a.bout:&-.

· erores of eapital outlay has been charged to current expenditure, I should\
be glad to know if the Honourable Finance Secretary ean give an assnrano«,
that this entire capital outlay has been the proceeds of . the extraordinary
receipts which he finds are a source of revenue. As. far as the present ye& t
is concerned, no doubt the amount of capital expenditure which has bePIJ._
charged to revenue is about Rs. 28,72,000. But to this loss should beadded the amount which the Government has spent on the reconstruction of capital undertakings which have been destroyed by floods. No
businessman charges the .amount spent on the destruction of his capital to
current expenditure. Therefore, this amount should also be ·added to thecapitp.1. outlay which is shownin the budget. With respect to the eommereial departments we find that the practice of the Punjab Government is to,
give.the net profits, i.e., profits after deducting the working expenses. Now
it rests with the Finance Department to show the working expenses as.
much as they like and the practice seems to have been that they debit not
only the repairs but also the amount spent on reconstruction of productive·
capital outlay. The Honourable. Finance Member pointed out in his opening .speeoh that the revenues are stationary,. but they will continue·
to be stationary if with respect to your commercial departments you go on.
increasing the working expenses by debiting your capital outlay to your·
current revenue. This has been done also thit year. I am glad to find that
it is regarded now as an. accepted canon of Punjab Finance that - capital'.
outlay, at any rate so I understood the Financial Secretary to say, that
capital outlay should be met from the extraordinary receipts and public
ioens, Ii: this is so, I have no complaint to make (A voice : Yes, .
it is so.) Then I would suggest that in order to find more money
for the increasing capital expenditure. in this province the item of·
income in the extraordinary reeeipts should be increased. I remember very·
well the argument which was advanced in a speech on one of the resolutions.
by the Financial Commissioner,Mr. Calvert, that. what belongs to the State
· should 'not be given out in doles to individuals but should be conserved·
for the benefit of the State, and I remember reading also in one of the · budget speechesof the Honourable Sir John Maynard in which he said that the Crown .
lands should not be given· out to Individuals, He said that· they are a very ·
good source of revenue for the State and should be sold and the money
derived from the sale of Crown lands should be devoted to capital ~pendi~.
ture. I hope, Sir, that this Government will for ever give up the policy of:giving grants of land to individuals and thus deprive the whole body of tax•
payers and the whole body of inhabitants of this province of what belongs.
to them. This is a very. important source of revenue and I shall be '!lery glad
if the· Government definitely accepts the principle that they will not in futuregive to the favoured few .what belongs to the State. I submit, Bir.. that·
this is one of the methods by which our revenue can be increased· and I. hope that the Honourable the Finance Member whenever there is a proposal of
giving a grant of land, will reject that proposal and will realise the best market value by selling it by public auction.
Another point to which I wish to draw. attention of the Government
and which has been mentioned by almost· e~ery speaker in this House is the,
Jamentable lack of interest shown by the Industries Department in - th&·
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·development of industries. From every corner of this House, from the rural
.benches, from the Nationalist Party, from the· Sikh benches and from the
. members on this side of the House, a complaint has been made that Government is not doing its duty towards developing the industries of this province.
This complaint is repeated from. year to year and yet nothing seems to have
been done. What is the use of. opening new intermediate colleges in rural
. areas ? Why not establish industrial schools and colleges instead, and· why
not spend money on spreading industrial education in the province if not
. in any other way at least by establishing a technologicalinstitute like the one
the United Provinces Government have opened at Oawnporo'l l\!y snbmis. sion is this, that if the Punjab Government were to spend a fraction of what
. it does spend on capital undertaking on industries in this province, it will
not result in less beneficial results than the good irrigation schemes of which
the Punjab is justly proud. After all, there is no difficulty about finding
the money. Money for big undertakings is always to be found by borrowed
. capital and if one looks at the budget one will find large sums that have been
borrowed for such undertakings, and a little more addition will not make
. any very serious difference. Therefore, I hope that Government, if it re. ally wants to provide means of revenue for the agricultural population of
this country or to find means of employment for the educated middle class,
· the only possible solution is to devote a little more attention to the industrial .
· development of this province.
.
··
The only other point to which I want to refer is the increased taxation
. on stamps and. court fees. It was pointed out by Rai Bahadnr Lala Sewa.k
.Baan yesterday that this increased taxation is defeating the .veey object
which the legislators had in view. The stamp duty is so prohibitive that
people instead of having the luxury of having a title deed are content with
.getting possession of the property with only a receipt on which is affixed~
. anna stamp. Therefore, this increased taxation on the transfer . of urban
property is defeating the v~ry ~bject '!"hich Go~er~ent had in view, and
I would not be at all surprised 1f enqwry on this point proved that the
. decrease in the income under this head was due to some extent to that cause,
But very particularly, I want to draw the attention of this House t9 the in.
. crease in court fees. In the :tJ:nited Provinces they charge 7! per eent., but
in this province the court fee is 11! per cent. If a man brings a suit for
Rs .. 600 and 'the suit goes to the High Com, then by the time it has been
- through the three stages, the Sub-Judge's court, the District Judge's court
. and the High Court, by the time the litigation is finished, the successful litigant has spent the entire amount~ while_the unsucce~sfullitigant ~as in addition to the amount decreed against .him, made himself responsible also
· for an equal amount in costs, 11! per cent. in court fee, 5 per cent. lawyers'
fee, a certain amount of process _fee, a certain amount on stamps on every
. application which has to be put m, and a payment for price of every pa.per
th.at has been put in, diet- money and travelling expenaes of witnessea,
ete., etc. This is the official expense which the litigant has to bear, so t1l11~ a .
·· person has to pay all that and then take the possible chance of recovering ·
- his IJ!pney by e:;ec.ution. There will be some justif).0E1,tion in !'p.arging sueh
prohibitive rate of court fee if justiee were an e~penlriyething, bv.t if yqµ.
: look at the in~.ome from the administration (or sale ) pf justiQ~ yoµ. will ~_(:)f,3
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·that Government makes a profit of 28 lakhs. Every taxpayer is supposed
to pay a certain amount of taxes whether he is a land-holder or whether
he is an income-tax payer; In order to enable Government to perform its
primary duties of maintaining law and order in this country one would.
expect that Government would not ask these people to pay further for
administration of justice. But if Government after charging other taxes
·still wants to tax justice pure and simple, is there any justification for taxing justice at such a high rate as 111 per cent ? Should it not revert to 7}
per cent., the rate which existed before the new taxation came into force anfi
the rate which prevails in the neighbouring province across the Jumna ? I
-draw the attention of the House to this great injustice which exists in this
province.
In conclusion, I will just mention one or r.wo things. I will draw the
attention of the Honourable Ministers to the Lahore Medical College and the
Lahore Veterinary. College. Sometimes, things which · are before our vecy
Byes do not attract our attention, and I find there is· no system of proper
inspection, and the money which is being spent on these institutions is not
properly spent. With respect to the Medir.al College, every dispensary in
this province, I take j.t, is visited and inspected· by the Civil Surgeon who
sends to the headquarters a complete inspection report. Similarly, I take·
it that district dispensaries are inspected by the Inspector-General.
I do
not know if any committee of inspection ever. inspects the Medical College,
The facilities for medical relief in the great hospital attached to the Medj.cal
-Oollege 4.re not available to the public in certain parts of the year. I under ..
stand in the vacation certain wards · are closed because professors go on
Jeave. · I do not grudge the professors their leave, but there is no reason why
those wards should be closed down, and if the professors have to go on
leave why an additional staff is not provided. If that cannot be provided
why are not honorary physicians and honorary surgeons · appointed ?
Thera is Sir Ganga. Ram Hospital run by honorary physicians and surgeons,
and in all countries Government maintain hospitals where physicians and
surgeons are allowed to assist in the administration of hospital on honorary
basis. I understand there was a time when Rai Bahadur Dr. Beli Ram and
Dr .. Hira Lal were. appointed honorary physician and surgeon, but for some
reason that practice has been given up.
Similarly with respect· to the Veterinary College. It appears questions
were put by Lala Bodh Raj to which an answer was given, and "it was ex.~
pected that the Honourable Minister will look into the working of the
Veterinary College and into the manner in which things. were being administered in an institution which is not far from here.
·
·
. Ilana Firoz-ud-Din Khan [Sout.h-East Towns, M:Qham.mada,n.,
Urban] (Urdu): Sir, I do not think I need go into figures in· detail. They
.are indeed a very complicated thing.
I will, however, draw the atte;ntion
of the House and the Government to a very simple and easily intelligible
:i;mi,tter. It is more than clear from: the budget that during the last ti:v:e
_years beginning fr.om 1925-~.6 and ending with 1929-SO, the revenues of the
p,:ovui.oohave remained statio~ry.
There has been no marked inereaee in
them. Further, it can .be s.afely and very reasonably said that O'IU" tevenu~
·will temain "1;1tatioBar,y for many years to come. Nearly all the sc,h.epi.e.s
for ex.te:r.tsio;i:t have been completed. The Nill l311,r, which W!l,a eonsidered to
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.
·be the biggest source of income, has since been colonised,. Of the Hydro.;.
Electric scheme, which is compared to a white elephant and which has cost.
us h ngo sums of money, we are not sure whether it will ever come to fruition;
and, if it is at 'all completed, we are not sure whether it will bring any prosperity to the budget or, for the matter of that, to the provfuce. The Bhakta,
Dam scheme and the Havsli project cannot. be undertaken for at least
another ten years. Tb e .extraordinary receipts from the sale of lands havebeen and are being utilised for capital expenditure,
These receipts cannot
be made use of to .relievf> the 1nancia,l stringeney and to meet the ordinary
,ntl cnrn nt "xpenditurP. In short, there is nos u~c0 of income left which.
we can tax to inerease the revenues at onee. So much about thP r<Jc~ipts of
the province.
·
.
.
Now as regards. expenditure, it has increased b,v about one ercre of
rupees during these five year"! in which there has been no increase in the
revenues. Not only that. This expenditure is rapidly increasing with the
. increase in pensions and pay of the Government servants. Under the cireumstanees one is justified· in asking as to how this increasing expenditure
is going to be met. From the Memorandum which places before us the.
financial position of the province .in a very clear and lucid manner, it appears that during the last few years the expenditure on the nation-building
departments such as· Education, Medic~l, Agriculture and Co-operative,
Societies, bas very much increased as it ought to have increased: Some part
of the revenues has also been. spent on the department of Industrles; but I
have not mentioned it because I think that it has not so far received that
attention of the Government which it . deserved. Now, this expenditure on.
the beneficent departments will go on increasing if our province is to keep
pace with the advanced countries' of the world. For example, more money
will be required and will have to be spent to m~et the demands of the·
rural population not only as regard primary education, but facilities forsecondary education will also have to be provided. At present the students
from the villages waste two precious years of. their lives to go through the,
junior and senior special courses simply because there are few Anglo-vemaeuJar middle or high schools in rural areas. If the Council and the Government
are really anxious and· if it is their sincere desire .that the rural population
should not lag behind the urban population, it is esential that at least
· Anglo-vernacular middle schools should be opened in large numbers in rural
.areas. "Now this and such other expenditure will have to be incurred ir. respective of the fact that the provmee is faced with financial stringency· ornot, and the Council and the Government should be prepared for it. But
again, the same question-and perhaps in a more serious form-arises, and
that is, whence this expenditure is to be met. I have already shown that wehave long ago exhausted all the sources of income; For the. present we
see no means by which we can supplement our income. Under the circumstances. there is no other course left open to us· except to reduce the expenditure. Now, it niay be asked how it is possible to reduce the expenditure·
without affecting the efficiency of the . administration and which items of
expenditure can be safely reduced or cut down. To my mind, if we were todirect our attention to the head "General administration " we will find tha,t
there is great scope for reducing the,; expenditure under this head. Out
80 • 6 per cent. of the ~otal expenqiture spent on General Administration
one-third ·is spent on Police and Jai1s. .A.bout 11 per eont, of the revenues,
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.are being spent on the Police department alone. Tb,e reasons wby such !Ji
::large portion of the revenues is being spent, nay, wasted, on the maintenance
.. of police forceand jails is that Government is very insistent on sticking to a
policy to which a large majority of_ the public is opposed. At this time a
sort of war is going on between the rulers and · the ruled. To suppress the
. agitation against their policy Government has to maintain a large police
force, jails and. a Criminal Investigation Department. This undoubtedly
involves a huge expenditure.' If the Government could be prevailed upon to
-revise that policy, I am sure not very large police force will be required to
maintain law and order, not many jails will have to be maintained. and the
· Criminal Investigation Department can be abolished, resulting in a large
saving in the expenditure. Times are fast changing, and it is high time that
-Government should change its policy. That is one way in which economy
· can be effected.
·
·
The other method which can be usefully adopted to effect economy in
. expenditure is to revise the pay of the Government servants getting more
· than Rs. 60 · per· mensem with a view to reducing them. (A ooiee : Not
· .Bs. 60, but Rs. 200). It will be recalled that the pay of Government servants
was revised soon after the Great War when the prices of foodstuffs.had abnormally gone up and when;in consequence,the Government employees were
-elamouring .that they could not make their both ends meet with the salaries
that they were then getting; The scales of their salaries were consequently
revised. I do not exactly remember the figure by which the liabilities of ~he
Government increased on account of that revision, but it was Sit John
· Maynard who, in one of his speeches, s~jd that Government had to incur
. an added expenditure to the amount exceeding one crore of rupees on that
.aeeount, Now, the same high prices do not obtain in the market. They
· have practically come down to the pre-war level. It is now in the fitness of
things that these salaries should be revised again with a view to reducing
them. As is clear from the explanatory Memorandum a sum of Rs. 55• 21
• lakhs is being provided for pensions alone which means tbat expenditure
under this item has increased by 21. lakhs of rupees. The increments in
· salaries which are due to Government employees after every year will go to
· increase still more the expenditure on salaries. It is, therefore, necessary
tha-t the salaries of the Government servants should be revised as suggested.
After the Reforms the income of the Government has increased by about
, seventy five la khs, which accrued to it on account of increased taxation. Be·
· sides the Government of India remitted 1, 76 lakhs of rupees which that the
Punjab Government used to pay as provincial contribution. This means the
:.income· of the Government has increased by about Bs. 2! crores after 192824. But the wonder ot all wonders is that all this income has been absorb·. ed. The budget of the last year was practically a deficit budget, and of· the
. year 1980-81 is admittedly a deficit budget. Th_e financial position of the province is goingfrom bad to worse, and is causing great anxiety to all well-wish·
-ers of the province and its people. The·Finance Department should carefully
look into thematter to remove that anxiety from the minds of the public.'
There is, of course, one way in which the income of the province can be in-··
-ereased, and that is to encourage industries in the province. Government
«should advance loans to the people to enable them to start new industries, and
-if possible, it should initiate some industries- on its own account. We should
.
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not now depend mainly on the income from lands. On account of the inten,.
sive cultivation of the lands, their productivity has very much decreased, and
za.mindars now get little profit from their lands. Most of these zamindarsthe are now in debt, and one of the reasons of their indebtedness is that their
lands have ceased to be profitable. I, therefore, hope .that industries will iii
future receive greater attention on the part of the Government. While.
impressing upon the Government the necessity ot opening secondary sohoolsin rural areas I forgot to mention one thing. In these days of growing struggle for existence it is necessary that every section of the population should b.e
equipped with equal qualifications to be able to compete with others, snd for ·
this reason the policy of opening intermediate c<,lleges should not be abandoned. On the other hand, as many intermediate colleges should be opened,
in the muffasal as possible. Some honourable members are of the viewthat we are wasting monr y over these intermediate colleges. I differ fromthem. in this respect. .The well-being and the welfare of the country as a .
whole depends upon the welfare of the rural population, and to rt move disiiatisfaction from amongst the rural population it is necessary that at least
the same. facilities for higher education should be made available to them as;
a.re available to the urban population.
Mr. President : The honourable member's time is up.
, The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal (Minister for Education) : Sir.,
1 ris:: to address a few words on the two departments of Industries and Edu- cation that are my particular concern. Firstly, with regard to Industries
I appreciate the desire expressed in every part of this House as regards the
desirability of expanding our industries and establishing in this province
that full measure of balanced economy testing on agriculture . and industry
without which no great economic prosperity ca .. be achieved by any peopie ..
I realise in full, I have been taught, to realise this, that a province O!' a people .:
that depends solely or very largely on agtjcultnre can enjoy only a very linuted
prosperity. But the question is as to the method which it is possible to adopt
and the scope that we have for the advancement of our industries. · It has,
been said that Government has been lamentably neglectful of what it ought.
to be doing in the matter of industries. It has also been said that Government ought to assist developing old industries and starting new ones •.
On a former occasion I had an opportunity of pointing out what exactly
the Government has been able to do in the matter of helping the industries
of this province, and I shall refer to that again. But before I do so, I should!
like the House to remember in full the serious limitations under which
Governments can properly and with any. effect work . · in making any
.effort to help industnes as such. The possibility ofstate help in this regard
_is apt to be much exaggerated. We· have; thanks to the energy or theHonourable Minister for Agriculture, established in this province what is
called the Joint Development Board. He has collected round the table of
this Board all the leading industrialists of this province. We have frequent:
meetings of this Board, and every effort is made to ask these .persons, individually and in concert, to place before Government practical suggestions afi..c:
to what possibly Government
itself could undertake.
And I am
here in a position to say that so far as anything .has ever been·
definitely suggested, Government has not been slow to act on it. Now, in,
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so far as industnes themselves are concerned during the last two or three
years Government has assisted in the Punjab in the establishment of a paper
inill, probably one of the largest that exists in India, Government bas given
assistance in the establishment of a sugar factory in the south-east of this·
province. We have helped recently the establishment of an oil mill m·
Lyallpur. Now these _three, Sir, named above, do not represent small assistance on the part of Government.
In addition, reference was also made that in order to solve the problem·
of unemployment the Industry· department has another approach and that
is, by the method· of establishing industrial schools snd institutions and colleges. Here again, Sir, in spite of the financial stringency of recent years,,.
the programme of development of industrial schools, though it may have
slackened occasionally, hss never been abandoned for a single momentFrom year to year we are establishing more schools, and improving theirequipment.
In addition to these dnnng recent years a weaving factory to·
serve as a model and also to train our weavers in the method of power looms.
bas been established at Shahdara. We have also a hosiery institute at Ludhiana. Farther, we have a dyeing school at Shahdara; not to speak of the
the Maclagan Engineering College where young men are trained in the work
of handling machines and become efficient mechanics. But, Sir, I wish to·
state to the House that u any definite suggestions are made which are fe!l.Bi·
hie tli,_te would be no hesitation on the part ol the Government to examinethem, and grve all possible and legitimate help in their furtherance.
Government is as willing now, as 1t has abundantly shown itself to be. in the·
past, to help in the industrial advancement of this province ; and certainly
I do not yield to any member of this House in my desire to see industries,
advanced and improved here. That, Sir, so far as the industries are co:hcerned.
··
So far as Education is concerned, Sir., in the course of this debate reference·
has been made particularly to two or three matters. One is with reference
to our intermediate colleges. I may S{!,y at once that with regard to these in-·
termediate colleges the policy. of Government has not undergone any change;
i.e., the establishment, as funds permit, of intermediate colleges in as many
suitable places in the district towns as we can. It is undoubtedly recognized
. that these intermediate colleges might in some measure lead to intensify
the difficulty of unemployment, but that is inevitable with all higher schemes
of education, where employment of only one kind is in view. Government.
feels the full force of the observations made by the honourable member on
that side .of the House that these intermediate colleges now constitutea means of admission to certain professional colleges. Without large and.
extended facilities in this direction the way of advance to several professional institutions may be seriously barred for many deserving and bright,
boys.
Further, Sir, important stress was laid by honourable members on the·
desirability of pushing forward girls' education. Now, those who have studied the schedule of new expenditure this year, a year of extreme financial!
stringency, could not have failed to notice that even this year we have provided!
for three Anglo-vernacular middle schools for· girls, and in the year that i1f
just about to close, we established two high schools and three Anglo~verriacular middle schools for girls. And that is not a.11. It is a. pleasing fa.et
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to recognize that our existing girls' schools· · are rapidly developing
.institutions .. You can go to Sialkot, you can go to a small town like Moga.,
you can go to Jullundur, you can go to Gujranwala and several other places;
..you will see schools of the large size of 400, 500, 600 and even more girls'
.Sir, a reference was made to the fact th~t our total enrolment-has fallen.. · ·
. J shall come to it presently. Here I would say that if . you will refer
-to the figures of enrolment and the number of scholars in our girls'
.sehools you will 11ee . that there has been an improvement all along
.the. li#e~ · .t\,nd that is not all, not only have we established arid continue to
establish Anglo-vemac~ high schools, and· Anglo-vernacular middle
-soliools for girls, but recently we have taken steps to add to the stren~th
·,of lady teachers by establishing a class for training young matriculate girls,
and young intermediate girls for junior Anglo-vernacular·at the Lady Mac]agail Normal School at Lahore, so that in course of time we will not be embarrassed by the same difficulty of the paucity of lady teachers as we ex- ·
'perienoe at the present moment, in our efforts in establishing more schools.
And' may I go further, Sir, and say that we have also examined with great
-eare the possibility of placing proper buildings at the disposal of these girls'
,schools. As I have stated on ,previous occasions the education of girls has
· been a subject of special concern and of particular interest to the Director of
-.Public Instruction. And Lmust at this moment say that the energy and
,enthusiasm.of our present Director, Mr. Sanderson, has brought improvement and progress all along the line. That is, Sir, so far as girls' eduea. iiion is concerned.
·
Now, Sn:, refere:i;ices were made by two or three members during the
.eourse of this debate that the report of'progress of education in this province
for the year 1928-29 that has been placed in their hands recently, has disclosed a certain fall in the number of scholars. It is not necessary for me
to scan figures in any detail, but two facts stand out, and I will first dispose
-of what fell from the lips of Sir Muhammad Iqbal, who ended his speech
with language of unwarranted, denunciation. He said in reference to this
fall that he is. not surprised,at it. And'·why ? Because the Minister had put·
'sued a particular policy in the matter of grants-in-aid as ar result ,-0f which
certain number' of schools belonging. to the Hindus. during· recent years,
'have been placed Oil the grants-in-aid list, so many of the Sikhs and only
i3 schools of the cl~foslim .community. Sir, to these allegations I gave a very
-complete reply in' the course of the budget discussion last year. The numbe;r
-of Muslim. schools:was, threo because three was the number that actually applied for being placed on the grants-in-aid list. But be that as it may, this
fact even if it had.any validity can furnish no manner of explanation for the
fall in the total enrolment of scholars, · because enrolment of scholars of the
''Muslim. community, as a m.atter of fact, has gone up. And further, the grant·in-aid· to secondary' schools does not touch enrolment · in primary sehools,
Coming'to, the fall itself, as I said . before, I do not propose to soan the figures
' for any• length, but: any· one who examines these with any degree of care
: will find this, and I am· sure he will be pleased to find it, that while there is
·. • a fall in the total. numb et of scholars· during the yea,r 1928-29. as compared
· :with 1927·28, there· is Bi substantial increase in the average attendance of
;"BcholalS,at sch9ol,-and when these facts' are placed side by side, the exp~na•'i.i-•.tfoh
which
'Suggests
itself at once,. is,
that.· whap
h~s-· happened
is. that the
·-.
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schools that had a roll of fictiti~us and unreal scholars ~n th~ir list are n<r~_t
showing a more genuine position. .Now, the honourable ,zn.embers of .
this House will remember that time and again my att~ntion was called, and.
. the attention of the Director of Public Instruction was called) · that a large
number of schools were not having a true state of affairs as regards the
number of scholars. Really serious efforts were made to see that there should'
be a genuine list of scholars who actually came to the schools.becausewe were:
~lea,rly of opinion that when a child's name was put on the school register he·
could not be properly regarded a scholar without attending the school.'
regularly, and this is what has happened. Now, we are in a position to.
say that practically a very large percentage of those who are on the,
registers are actually students who go to schools. Therefore, we are really
getting our money's worth. Xb,at Sir, is, with regard to the· number of our
total scholars.
·
·
Sir, reference was made by the honourable member 'who has just preceded me to the system of our secondary schools.
4 P. lll,
There, progress has undoubtedly not been as.
great as most of us would desire-,.,-it can seldom be, But he will find a con. tinned tale of progress so far as our secondary schools are concerned, better·
attendance, schools better filled and more economically worked. I am
· in full sympathy with the desire of those who see thg,t Anglo-vernacula;r·
education may be established widely in our rural schools. But Anglo~
vernacular education, as honourable members are aware, is extremely
expensive. And while Government has not found it possible to convert
our rural vernacular middle 'schools, all of them, into Anglo-vernacular·
middle schools the number of Anglo-vernacular middle schools is on the.:
increase ; also when we consider the question of unemployment, and so on".
it cannot be a matter of · unconcern to· us to remember · that while our
. vernacular middle schools do not add to the list of unemployed, Anglovernacular schools undoubtedly will do so.
Sir, reference was made again by the. honourable membe» who preceded:
me to the curricula that obtain in these schools. And as a matter of fact, .
earlier in the debate .other members also spoke of the desirability of adding.
a vocational side to the educational work as it prevails in our secondary.
schools, I should like to say this much in. this connection that an effort.
was made to dissociate high school education entirely from the matriculation examination some years ago, SJ:?.d that effort. completely. failed. But:
we are once again examining the possibility of introducing further vocational work .in our secqndary and higher education.

Mr. President : The honourable member's time is over.
Mr. Din Muhammad ·[East and West Central Towns (Muhammadan)..
Urban]: 'Sir, it is a diffieult job to criticise or to appreciate the budget
profitably. On the one hand, we see .that experts spend about a year -in
scrutinising, preparing and collecting figures and laying them before this
honourable House. On. the other, we fincl. that a layman like myself is
espeeted to unravel its mysteries and to comment. upon them, The time:
allowed is very_ imop;, and under these circumstances to ~xpeot an intelligent.
o;r·, q, . :well-i:pfort,n.~d•. cciticism:of the 1details, of the budget is unreasonable;'
•
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.
But _this ciroWDf!tance should not be used ~y the administration to ilatter .
· itself that no glaring defects exist in the budget, tha.t the budget is a. per·
fection iii wpich :nq flaw could be pointed ou~. · ·
. ·
· .
·
Sir, ~hifl Qo-q.µ.~il unfQrt-q.nately succeeded · a former Council that had
:,p~S$ep. itij fllij t.el'IQ. in afB.~ehce 13J1d.. prosperity'. During full three
:t4e s~plu.a i.zj.~ome went up to R11. 8,0p1001000, ~s t~e figures· given in this
budget show., Tile first year ~f this Council saw a prosperity budget, _bu.t
,to our ill-lnek, all the three succeeding years have brought adversity budgets,
A P.rosperous 'Council no doubt would launch new schemes, would involve
:itself in exRe~siv~ commitmenta ~p.d.. would ni!,tqrally leave a legacy of Jai:ge
-eommitments to its successor. We were placed in this difficult position.
We have now to see whether during the last two years we have been able
,to meet th·3 situation properly, like good business men, whether we have
-realised that the mere adjustment of figures is not the 'only thing which is
:9'imed at in a budget, but that it is. absolutely necessary that real relief
.should be afforded to the taxpayer in one form or another. That .is the
-only criterion which can be applied to any financial statement which is
.issned by any constitutional Government. It was really very disappointing
to see that even in spite of the fa.Jt i;hat the provincial contribution had
'been remitted by the Government of India, we could not make both Ands
-meet. We have to see, after all why this is so.
From. several quarters several criticisms have been levelled at the
:budget as it is presented to us. It has been suggested that there is some
.sort of juggl~ry in the financial figures. Some say that as capital expendi-ture is being charged to the revenues, the expenditure side is not a genuine
but a bogus expenditure side. It has also been urged that in some respects
-the income is not properly shown, and it has been further urged that it is
in the interests of the administration a.i'wa.ys to terrify this Council so that
it could be coerced into withdrawing some of the reforms which it wants
·to be in/;ro~uoed or agreeing to the imposition of some additional taxes.
Under these circumstances it is for us to see where the fault lies and how
-we can remedy the defect. This budget shows that in spite of our spending
-more money on education, our illiteracy has increased, I have with me a
copy of the report .of the Government issued. a few days ago which shows
·th~t in the matter. of vernacular education, in spite of our' spending large·
stuns of money the proportion of literacy has gone down. It is remarked
-:there that the Minister of Education as well as the Director of Public
Instruction consider that this is a very regrettable state of affairs. It
is further said that they are disturbed by this· drop in,, enrolment.

years

Mr. R. Sandersqn : May I explain, Sir ? The· Honourable l1.'inister
:,has already explained that the drop in enrolment is purely .........••..•.
Mr. Din Muhammad : · Will · the . honourable member please wait
-and hear what I want to say ?·
·
.We ~h,er see in tpe budget that in spite of our incurring extra expenditiµ-~· in t};ie depatj;D?-ent of ~xcise to control illicit distillation, illicit
<ru,sti1,tion. is ~41il'H-1Y
~~u~lly on t~~ increas~. We further s~~
-ip.,t u~ spite of .o~ ~P,~gmg ~xt~ and ad<µ~olll!l.poli~e every.~ear
the
-emne 1S on the inersase. We also find that m spite of our givmg extra
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-:help to our judicial officers to dispose of their wor~ µi .the shape ~f st_0110,.graphers and additional Sessions Judges, the demand for extra staff · is
'dl!Jly increasing. Everywhere··that we see, we are sorely disappomte4 ~o
find that every remedy that has been proposed so far has failed tb aehieye its
-objeet, That must, naturally', lead us to think that there is something
-fundamentally wrong in the administration its~lf, and that i~ is on account
· of the wrong policy tMt is being followedthat we are landed ~ this trouble,
Personally I think that the administration is being run on aristocratic
lines. · (An honouraiJ"le . member : Bureaucratic). I would say · ~isto~
· eratie. Everywhere ia visible the aristocratic · extravagance, the aristo, eratic· aloofness, the aristocratic aversion to criticism, the aristocratic
, disregard of future commitments and , the aristocratic arrogance, to boot.
And -this is the reason, S~, why with· ears shut and -eyes closed this adminis-t~tion runs headlong to ruination through the old grooves that had been
, -formed long ago. This · inflexibility and inelasticity of their notions is
mainly responsible _for all the deficit budgets tp.at are being presented to
iihe Council every year. If they are prepared to listen to reason, and if they
-eare to afford sufficient attention to all .the points that are brot;tght to their
notice, I am ·sure that some such remedies would be found as would make
-our path smooth.
·Take the · case of the Honourable Minister for Agriculture. He is ·. a
.msn of weat parts, a very talented gentleman .. · The other d_lly ~hell ffe
·went to Jhang he gave a very nice sermon. He is full of pithy saYJllgs and
: aphorisms, and whenever he finds an opportunity he is out with at least half
. a dozen of them. He was pleased to remark there that the State is the
· people. He was further pleased to remark that this legislature is a, partially
-sovereign body,. and that it is tµe people who are virtually ruling the . country. ·
These were the very words that he spoke, and which I read to-day in tJ1e
Tribune. I am subject to correction if the Honourable Ministe, ·says
that he did not utter those words. And what do we see ? Wllo .actua}ly
-does rule ? The other day when the resolution for total prohibition was
tabled, was brought before this House, he saw with his own eyes that this
.sovereign body, the major portion of it at least, was opposed to his po.licy,
but he invoked the help of the real sovereigns and defeated this nominal
-sovereign '\Vhom_ he lfumself proclaimed the other day as the real. sove~ei~
-of this COUJ?.try. Thie·iis the policy .that he is adopting. Leave this policy
-of excise aside. Take .t'Joo department. that he has the honour to govern,
the department of Agri,ellllllture. He is fond of opening new · farms. starting
new departments, introducing new . appointments. But '\Vhat purpose
.do they serve? Has he ever considered whether the fellow that toils at
the plough has ever felt that there is his own brother in charge of this de-partment of Agriculture, that such and such relief has· been provided
··for him which he did not have before ?'. Have any methods been t~ght
.. to him which would bring him more food, more grain, les~ pain and .less
: trouble ? In spite of all that, when the Honourable Minister will st~d
on his legs, he would boast that such and such improvements have ·been
.' made, such and such refortns have been introduced in the depa.rtine:htand
that the department h!:'s ta.ken giant strides on the road
progress. Tlfese
_.,are· all matte~s to · be said, bu~ when we see ,his actual practice, ·'\V~· are sorely
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.
Take again the case of the Honourable Minister for Education. For
full three years we have been crying hoarse against his policy. But.
he has proved. adamant, absolutely paying no heed to what has.
bean said. It. was· brought· to · his notice last year by honourable
. members on this side of the House that the department of Education has.
failed to realise wwi,t sort, of inspecting staff should be engaged to:
popularise vernacular education. It· was brought to his notice that there·
is absolutely no sympathy whatsoever in the existing inspecting staff for
. those people or- for _thos~ ilag_as which they are expected to . control and to
. inspect.. It was. broughf to his notice that propaganda _work is laeking
but then everybody on the official benches . ridiculed that statement_
Everybody_: on my left side ridiculed us too. But what do we see now? There·
is a drop. in the enrolment, and the Honourable Minister for Education.
has himself been forced to admit that that is the reason for the drop in the· .
enrolment on which we laid stress ~hen. This is what his own report says_ :" The decrease to which reference is made in the report is more serious in that there-.
has been some slackening on the part of the inspecting staff in oa.rrying out
propaganda. work am9ng the people."

What more cogent proof is required ? The Director of .Publio Instruction,
is getting up to object to the truth of the statment, but he should patiently·
hear and see 'for himself what has been said by bis own predecessor'and ·by·
bis own · boss.

Mr. R. Sanderson : Is the word 'boss' as applied to the Honourable
Minister, .parliamentary, Sir?
Mr. President : Is there any serious impropriety in: the use of the·

word?

·
·
Mr. R. Sanderson : It is not English. It is a form of slang, and I'.
think it is
improper term to apply.
Mr. President: Did the honourable member mean any insult by the·
use of the word objected to?

an

Mr. Din Muhemmad : If it is an abusive term, I withdraw it and.
would substitute ' chief ', for 'boss', if that would satisfy him.
It has been pointed out by . the Honourable the Finance Membel' that·
floods and famine are chiefly responsible for this deficit budget. . He has.
also been pleased to remark that retrenchment is .no palliative, He bas
.also realised the necessity of stabilising the revenue. I would · most res-:·
peetfnlly submit, and repeat what I said last year, that it is tune now that
a committee of financial experts be constituted to go through the financial,
conditions of this province. Otherwise the time is not very ffU' when we
will become actual bankrupts. We are now on the. verge of bankruptcy ;;:
we have to borrow two hundred lakhs this year to make . both ends meet,
· ,We want financial experts to go into the . matter,· reveal all. the mysteries.
. of the budget and inform us as to what· our financial condition is at present.,
what the condition of our· future commitments would be, . and how best we .
,, 'can provide for future developments, lest we might 'Ile found virtual paupers,
.and unable to afford adequate relief to the tax-payer when. pro:vincia.b.
autonomy is granted to this province.

~
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The Honourable Sardar.Sir Jcgendra· Singh (Minister for ·Agri~
enlture) : I rise to make. a few general observations-(An lumourable membel:
Aphorism?)-yes, if the honourable member so desires. It is with genuine
pleasure that I have heard members speaking on this budget in the way
they have· spoken. Four years ago; when I ca.me to this House; I found
the House engaged more or less on speculative problems,. to-day the House):ms been discussing things that really matter. From Sardar Harl Singh,
who voiced the village problems, Sardar Partap Singh who raised questions-·
regarding co-operation, every member who spoke, including Mr. Din Mu~
ham.mad, have spoken•.......••
Mr. President : I have 'more than once pointed out that, il possible,
members should not be referred to by their names but by their eonstituencies or in some other way.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra. Singh : I. shall try to
. remember it, Sir. If I may resume, it is a hopeful sign that the members of
this House are realising their responsibility and desire to make a better
life for the people. of the Punjab: It is in the tackling of economic pro- .
blems-agriculttiral, industrial and educational-that we can make this province prosperous. The member· for Gujranwala asked me as to what theAgricultural department was doing for the . benefit of the zamindar, I am
glad, Sir, to be in a position to answer his question that. the village people··
are recognisingthe benefits of the Agricultural department and the correspond·
ence and enquiries which this department · receives from all parts of the
province show that the department of Agriculture is winning a place for·
itself. My object in opening these fal'lll!! is to occupy strategic positionsfrom where to examine what can be done by modem methods of agriculture, and to create demonstration centres, so that the new knowledge maybe available to the villagers. Now, we
know agriculture is our primary
industry; but· agriculture, to realise its full value, depends on the existenceof other industries, which simply implies that the raw produce from agriculture should be manufactured in the villages and in the towns. I entirelyagree with this view. But here again, I repeat, what I have said. before,.
that this House to some extent, and Government as a whole, can help. But,.
development of our resource depends more on the leadership of men outside,
who can organise industry and give the lead which the province needs,
If that lead were forthcoming, I have absolutely no hesitation in saying:
that work of production will begin. (Dr. Sir M'/1,hammad Lq aZ: who is
to supply the money ?} The member for Lahore who is more known as
the world-famed poet, has asked. me where the money is to come from;
Who can know more than he, that money is, created by man, that it ismen we need, not money, 'which comes with men.
· _
Dr. Sir MuhammadIqhal« Does the hono~able member create the,
Rs. 5,000 that he gets ?
·
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: Certainly.
Dr. Sir Muh~ad
Iqbal : I do not think he does. .
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : I have always created!
; more than Rs, 5,000 ; otherwise I would not be worthy to ocoupy mypresen~ position. One thing more. A great, deal of emphasis. has been,
laid that our finances are not as prosperous as they ought to be, a general
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,.4,esg-e ·~ been ~xpressed-a;nd I entirely share that .9e$ir~-th~t the PQPm
~ryf.ces should be multiplied: Government · depends on ~he prqspeii.ty
of the people, and the prospenty of the people de1>entUJ on al:I those bene.
·ficerit activities-education better lim1:g and development of . jp.dustries. It
is w:ith the prosperity of the people that the resources of Gqv:el'IUJ!.en~ ~
-muliiply, and with greater resources at the command of the Q-ovepnn!')1;1t.
the services which the people need can also be greatly increased. Witho~t
~_his · deep, continuous and abidin~ co-operatiqn there can never be. an;r
· progress.
Sir, Sardar Partap Singh (I forget his constituency) made some sugges·tion~ about the working of the Co-operative department, and I can asswe
'him that all the matters that he has mentioned will receive careful attention.
;11hen,.again, the member for Shahpur brought out that the rates for. earth-work in t;lie PublicWorks Department, Roads and Buildings and Irrigation
'Branch were not uniform. I made enquiries and I found that the rates
-on Shahpur bridge for earthwork and dressing were Rs. 8 for 1,000 cubic·
feet. I am going to make further enquiries, I agree with him that the rates
for the same kind of work in all the departments ought ·to be almost the
· same unless there are any variations in the work.
Then, Sir, I am very glad to hear from one of the members a plea
for road development,'but there is one thing which I have not been able
· to follow. Some members have held that the only right method for capital
sxpenditure is to finance it from borrowing. · I do not know. how these
· canons of financial propriety have been discovered, ordinarily we all desire
to meet ordinary expenditure from our ordinary revenues, and the Punjab
Finance Department in any case can claim that it has endeavoured to meet
some of our capital expenditure out of extraordinary revenue. Then, again,
.members have drawn attention to falling prices, I can assure honourable
members that, an agriculturist myself, I too am affected by the fall of prices
and I have been studying the. problem with deep interest. I can quote
from one of the leading .economists that this falling of prices is not only
confinedto India; but it 'is at present a world-wide phenomenon. Mr. Keynes,
·writing on the subject says: "Between 1909-1921 and 1924, the reaction
from the great post-war inflation was practically completed. But since
: 1924 our wholesale index number has fallen by further 25 per cent. This .
. rate of fall lasting for a; period. of 4 or 5 years is unparalleled in modern
economic history. The consequences have already reached the dimensions
··<>f a first class .disaster. Nor is it by any means certain that the further
.movement in the same direction is going to be avoided ? " . The cheapness
of things that a man requires is not an evil in· itself, indeed cheapness if it
-means abundance of everytlµng, is to be much desired. The djfficulty arises
·when .there is a disparity between the price of ra.w produce and manufactured
.a~icle..
·
·
M:r. Owen Roberts complained that some of 'his projects were not
,promptly complied with by an officer of the Public Works department. The
,6:fficer in question was. a. member of a committee. I must .. confess that
-the.committee does not belong to my portfolio,..and I cannot enlighten-him
;about the matters he mentioned.
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A -great deal has been said, Sir, on the cost of administration, which has
"been held by every member of the House to be too expensive, and one · of
-the members=I think the Member for Lahore City-said that thi<J was, ~s
-eompared with other countries, the most expensive administration in the
world. I do not know where he got his figures, but if hewould compare
the cost of the administration in the Punjab per head of the population with
:any other administration in India, Hyderabad or any of· the neighbouring
States, I can assure him, that he will find. the· administration of the Punjab
cheaper. If he wishes to go outside, he should compare the cost in the same
way. Take any district of the Punjab, see the number of officers in charge
. ()f administration and he will find that our expenditure is not more than
that of other civilised countries.
One of · the members pointed out the existence of communal feeling
in the Co-operative department.
confess with regret that there is a.
certain amount of communal feeling in the. Co-operative department. It
has been my hope that people who are co-operating together will find re-conciliation and recognise the benefit of associated effort and disadvantages :,f
-disessoeiation, I still hope tha.t reconciliation of all interests will inspire the
co-operativemovement. All I can say is, that the doors of co-operationwill be
open to all, irrespective of caste and creed and Government has no other
object but to promote co-operation and to lead the people to a better lite
and to afford those financial facilities about which the honourable member
for Lahore pleaded. In the Co-operative department we are able to place
liquid capital to something like 14 crores at the disposal of the village popu~
lation and we hope that in the near future we will be able to finance long
. term loans · also. (Oheqrs.)
·
.

r

. Cbaudhri Zafrulla Khan [Sialkot (Muhammadan), Rural]: Sir, I shall
not take up very much of the time of the House in submitting the few re·1Ilal'ks that I have to submit during this discussion on the Budget presented
to this Council for the year 1980-81. As honourable members fully appre, -oiate we are faced with a rather serious situation, and it must be the desire
of all of us to enforce the strictest and the most rigid economy with regard
to expenditure for as long a time as the present conditions continue. On
this subject I shall perhaps ouly sound this warning that the sincerity of the
.attitude of Government with regard to this matter will be tested by their·
voting on reduction motions "that might be proposed with regard to expendi· ture on various departments on the ground of economy. I can well realise
·. that when the object of a particular reduction is the criticism of a certa,in
department it is not open to Government members to adopt any attitude
except that of opposition to the reduction. prop, s-c. With regard to tha
·reiuctions the object of which is economy in administration to the ext.ent
to which itis open to the Honse to propose such reductions I can also realise
that Government eould, not.of theirown aeeord, propose reductions of a eerthin kind, but when they are proposed by members of this Honse, OB I -Jiav~
·s·ud, the attitude of Government will be the te1:1t of the sincerity of .Govern·
ment to reduce the expenditure on the administration. Thero ere several
-small matters with regard to which economies might well bP effected and I
.hope that the Government will view with sympathy the e:ij'ort_s wh~cJ!_ µ:iight
oe made by different · sections of the House to introduce economy with r~
:~ard to thes~ matters, rt· might be that the tot_iµ ~.<mnt fJ-~ ·r.e~~Qf;ions
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which honourable members· are able to propose, having due regard to th_E3
efficient working of the system of Government, may not amount to very.·
much, yet the time is sueh that every penny saved will he a penny gained•.
I need not dilate upon this aspect of the question.
· .
.
. .·
One or two matters with regard to which I might urge the reduction <>~expendituure upon the Government might perhaps be mentioned hererather
than by way of a out asking for reduction when demands are under eonsideration .. Twoyears ago various Elections of this House urged upon theGovernment the desirability of holding the summer session of the Council at
Lahore rather. than at Simla on various grounds and one of the principal.
grounds put forward was the ground of economy. V!l,l'ioua honourable
members detailed the inconvenience which non-official members have to·
suffer · when they have to go up to .Simlafor a short time in the middle of'
summer, We are all aware that there is no proper accommodation for the.
holding of . a session at Simla. and were it not. for the courtesy of His Excellency Sir Malcolm Hailey and our present Governor in lending, for the ,
use of this Council, the ball room a,t Barnes Court, there would bo no
proper place where the session of the Council could be held at Simla. Again, ..
there are ho quarters provided for the accommodation and comfort of
· honourable members and in any case, I am certain that . a great deal of .
extra expense is. involved in holding a session at Simla than would
be involved in holding the session at Lahore. Th.at is one very minor
economy but certainly, it is worth the consideration of the Government and ..
Government should respect the wishes of the House on this question expressed two years ago. I was rather surprised to find last year that· the'previous practice was. resorted to and the session was held at Simla. But
this year when Government is faced with the. question of enforcing veryrigid eeonomy with regard to expenditure I hope that this wilJ be taken into·
consideration, as'it is not desirable that this matter should be pressed upon
the attention of Government by means of a out for reduction.
Again, Sir, the budget shows that there are two or three matters with.
regard to which· Government have reduced expenditure and the limitfo
which they have now brought it with regard to certain branches is such that.
no useful purpose can be served by continuing the small amount that Government asks this House to grant ·for the purpose. These items will be more,
particularly specified at the time when Government is being requested to
cut down expenditure with regard to these branches. I was rather sur-- ·
prised to find that honourable members of · this · House, at least some 0£.
them, instead of concentrating upon this aspect of the budget which is.
r,eally the only aspect to which attention was required particularly during:
this session could not refrain from ventilating grievances· of a kind which
on a. discussion nf this -year~s bndget were really not of very gri>at help to...
the House. · Ono honourable member who always poses a~ a nationalist and
a trery great enemy of eommunalism stood up and devoted: the greater part
of his speech towards discussing the paucity of representation in the
services of his own community, that is to say, the Sikh community. .
· Mr. President : Will the honourable member please withdraw the-·
word " poses ". ·
·
· ·
·
Chauclhri Za&ulla Khan': - I beg your -pardon, Sir. If I have used
tha.t expression, l certainly withdra.~ it. At any rate,_ he always a~suresthe-
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"House that, he is. a nationalist member and i11 opposed to all sorts of communal
•considerations. If I used that expression I withdraw that and. substitute
what I have jus~ said, And as I have said, the chief grievance that he was
.able to put forward during the eeneral discussion of the budget was the low
:,repre ..entation which, according to him, his community had: received in the
services. I could nut, understand the · position he took up. He prefaced
even this grievance with the declaration that if appointment= went on merit
then he would l!a.ve no grievance, but a:1 it is, he had some sort ot . griev.anee that his community was not well represented in the services. He
did not specify what particular representation he wanted in these services
and the mischief c,f putting forward sueh a grievance .is that unless members
.representing other communities .Rtart putting forward a similar grievance
with greater vehemence, it might 1't\ assumed that a !ll'ieva11ce which has
;;been put forward in that fashion and has been allowed to pass unchallenged
had really some.valid ground behind it. I do not wish to enter "into a dis·
-eussion of this ~nd, hut as some sections of the House and the eommuniies
which these secfions represent, seem· to have adopted the doctrine that the.
-louder you put ~orward a grievance, whether real or assumed, the hotter the
,bearing thll.t youwill secure for it, J consider it my duty to examine the figures
which the honourable member has put forward in support of that griev-anee, He put forward various figures to show as to what was the representa.tion of his own community in the services, and I was rather surprised to .
find that, although the figures put -forward were the total figures, not on
-the basis of percentage, if the percentages were to be worked out, the
.eonolusion at which honourable members would. arrive after examining these
figurea would be that that community certainly in some · departments was·
-rather over-represented in others over-represented to a great extent, and
·thatinno department was it heing under-represented. For instance.he referred to the executive and judicial branches of the admmistraticn;' I find from
th3 figures that among Extra 'Assistant Commissioners hie community has .
14•8 per cent. representation and when one remembers that the percentage
.:in the population of thii,t community is about 11 per eent., that is rather !l. case of favourable representation certainly, if not of over-representation than
·otherwise.· It would be interesting to know . that a community which Js five
times the number of the Sikh community in this province has only three times
· .their representation among the Extra. Assistant Commissioners, that is to
·.sayl4·8 per cent. Sikh representation and exactly thrice as much, 42•9 per
-eent. Muhammadan representation. Surely, there was no ground here for a
grievance on behalf -of the Sikhs. Among sub-judges there are 18·8 per
-eent. Sikh sub-judges 'as against 85 per cent. Muslim sub-judges. If there
.. can be any grievance here, it cannot be on behalf of the community which
my honourable friend represents, but it would be on behalf of the eommumty
·which has only 85 per cent; in this branch of the service, that is 20 per cent,
-below its population basis. In the . police which is always described as a .
-sort of Muslim preserve, the Sikh community have 18 · 2 per cent., that is, 2_- 2
:per cent. above their population. basis ; among the Deputy Superintendents,
14·5 among inspectors and 15·4 per cent. among sub-inspectors. Coming to
\1ihe Irrigation depat·tment there are 15·4 per cent. Sikhs among the Deputy
Collectors and 15 • 5 per cent.· Sikhs among the Upper Subordinates, 19 · 4 per
-oent, Sikhs among 'the Assist1mt Engineers and 26 · 8 per cent.8ikhs among
.the silledars, and yet, my1earned friend hes the grievance that inthis particular
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department, the Sikhs are not give employment in accordance with their
due share. There is no doubt that among temporary Engineers recently
employed the percentage is rather low, that is, 6 · 1 per cent., but that is for
the reason that among the Engineers in the Irrigation department, the Muhammadan representation among the uppPr ranks is very small,' that is, only11 · 1. per cent. It is because of that poor representation that they have been
given 80 per cent. in these new recruitments. as against .6 per cent. to the· ·
Sikhs which is exactly 5 times the percentage given to the Sikh community
which also corresponds with the population basis .. In the Forest Department, among Extra Assistant Commissioners the Sikhs have 25 per cent., certainly a. case of over representation ;. among forest rangers 21 per eent.,
among deputy forest rangers 14 per cent. and as a matter of fact, there is a.
very serious grievance that in the Forest Department at one time there was
such a large recruitment from among the Sikh community that both the other
communities· were deprived. of their due share. The Muhammadans have
a crying grievance that they have been shouldered out of. this department
and it will be many years before their representation can be brought up to its·
proper level. Coming to the Revenue department, no doubt my learned
friend pointed to a grievance that there were only 10·6 per cent. Sikh
tahsildars but he did not inform the House that there were 15 · 6 per cent •.
Sikh naib-tahsildars and if he took the two percentages together, he would
have found that they work out to. a far better percentage than the
community is entitled to. I strongly deprecate the attempt made in;
this guise to show that from the nationalist point of view there is something
very wrong in the distribution of 'these posts. The chief cause for Sikh or
Hindu objection is the allegation that Muhammadans are getting a. great deal
more than the Hindus or the Sikhs, whereas the fact is exactly the reverse.
As I submitted in the opening part of my speech it should be the duty of'
every member of the House when dealing with the present budget to see
that the strictest economy is being observed.
·
. I · was rather surprised to find that where a department had made an
effort towards economy it was rather unjustly criticised by one honourable
member, I refer to the-criticism levelled against the Public Health department in its attempt to :restrict . its expenditure with regard to the Public
Health School. Now, I understand that one of the functions of the doctors.
in charge of this Public Health School is to train nurses and dais.
Mr. President: The honourable member's time is over .
. Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang [North-West Towns (Non-Muhammadan),.
. Urban) : Sir, I have not much to say, but I must say that the budget that,
has been presented to us is really a most disappointing one. That does not
mean that it has not been given the care that it deserved or that the Finance·
department have not done all that was possible to make the Budget as
pleasant a reading as possible. The circumstances, however, are such that
we feel that we are rapidly drifting towards bankruptcy, unless something
unforeseen happens to put· our..f!.l!ances on a. better basis. To quote from the-speech of the Honourable the'Finance Member on page 7-:
.
" After hearin~ the description I have just given of the oala.mities which this provin~,
has been called upon to endure in the course of the past few months, to ~Y
nothing of the preceding series of 1JJl98,tisfaotory harvests, he would be e.n op·
timist indeed who would antioipat.e in the coming year e.ny extensive progra.mmo-,-
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of development or a.n uninterrupt.ed continuance of progress on lines laid down
in more prosperous conditions. Our task a.t present is, by economy in every'
direction. to prevent the complete depletion of our resources and to a.void a.tjl<
a.ccumula.tion of debt which .ma.y hamper the province in future yea.rs."

V. hen I looked at the figures something like that was passing in my mind.
I was not here when he made this excellent speech and when J went through
the whole of it, I found rather .as an unpleasant surprise that my forebodingshad been the same as those of the author of this statement.
It is really a very unhappy outlook and that necessitates· a far greater
effort at economythan has been put forward up to this time.. Various honourable members of this House have complained against one Minister or another·
or one department or another. Lthink all that criticism is really misplaced
and uncalled for. There is a combination of circumstances here which makes.
perhaps everybody helpless. I feel that the reserved departments feel that
perhaps· some change is coming in this country and they find themselves unable really fully to anticipate what is going to happen and although they aredoing their best and showing as much interest in the betterment or at least
the welfareof the country as they used to do before, still I think there is something in the air which gives the whole thing an appearan90 of uncertainty •.
There are others who are in charge of transferred departments who may represent, so to say, the swadeshi wing of Government. There again I find that
they are helpless. Much is expected of them while very little is given to ,
them. They have absolutely no power to initiate any expenditure or on their
'own responsibility to do anything which the needs of the nation require.
• They have to depend upon the reserved half of the Government. . This
combination, therefore, is working in such a way as to produce the result
which we have got in the present budget and in the present condition of our·
. province, not obly of our province but of other parts of the country as well.
We deplore the defects.we find in the present administration and think of
what we would do if we had the power but, in the present circumstances..
we cannot achieve what we really wish to do.. I have already submitted
that in the present circumstances we cannot expect any more than what we·
have got. Unless there is a change in the administration altogether, unless
there are constitutional changes in the country and the centre of power is
shifted; this state of affairs will continue, however bitterly we may complain
and howsoever anxious we may·be for the betterment of our province or ·
of our country. Still, however, there are certain things which could probably
be done even in the existing state of affairs and it is only to those few things that I would draw the attention of the Government.
We find that so far as the revenue receipts are concerned, they are·
about Rs. 27 lakhs or so, less than the expenditure and what we are doing
is this; that in order to balance our budget and to meet the cost on the·
· exchequer of. the province, we are really giving away what is properly
speaking a reserve fund of our province, namely as we find from page 57
of the Budget Estimates, those extraordinary receipts, to the extent of"
Rs. 87 lakhs which really represent our capital, our reserve, and, in· order·
to meet our current expenses we are selling, like a person who expects .
bankruptcy, a part af our house, a part ofour land, a part ofour household,
effects.
·
. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Cbhotu Ram : To meet current expenses?
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D1·. Gokul Chand, Narang : Yes, to the extent at least of Rs. 27
lakhs or so. That is what it comes to. The receipts are Rs. 10. 95 lakhs
and .the expenditure is Rs. 11 · 22 lakhs, That is a difference of Rs: 27 .·
lakhs, Extraordinary receipts to the extent of Rs. 86 lakhs are added. to the
income and there is · some other expenditure which is to be met on account
-of certain capital works and it is by taking this sum of Rs. 86 or 87 Iakhs
.into account that the current expenses are sought to be met. But it is really
perhaps owing to .the various extraordinary circumstances which we have
to face that we have been put to our last resources.
·
I shall just say one or two words with respect to a few things and then I
So far as the Police is concerned, I repeat my complaint that
al, certain section of His Majesty's subjects are entirely excluded from the
police. _ I will .not go into the complaint and say that so many Hindus are
recruited or so many Muhammadans are recruited, but there is a certain
.elass in -this province which is not at all recruited and I think I would not be
-talking unnationally if I bring forward their grievances. I mean the depressed classes as such, the untouchables as such. I put this question when
:I wass itting as a member of the Joint Free Conference to the Ins pee·
tor-General who appeared as a witness and he admitted that these untoueh.ables were not recruited. I sent a question to the Honourable the Finance
Member. I do not know who was in charge of the port folio at that time,
.and the answer was that there was nothing against the Government of India
-Act in excluding these people and the policy of Government did not permit of
a recruitment of these people. I want to bring the grievances of this large •
community to the notice of Government. I want any responsible gentlemen
-on the Government benches to deny it and if it cannot be denied, then I want
·an assurance that the ease of 'the so-called untouchables who number many
.lakhs in this province would be taken into consideration and that they would
not be excluded from an important department of His Majesty'13 services,
-simply because they happen to belong to a certain community and have the
-eurse of untouchability branded, as it were, on their faces.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i .. Husain: Who has done that?
.
Dr, Gokul Chand, Narang: Whoever has done it, we are removing
it, and we want that those who pose that they do not believe in caste, that
·those who believe that they are the torch-bearers of light and civilisation
.and those who claim to be the leaders and rightly claim to be leaders of mankind at the present time, that they should remove the curse. If more ignorant people or less enlightened people or more selfish people have placed
this curse on their foreheads, it is no reply to ask who has placed this curse
-or branded this curse on their foreheads. Whoever has done it, economic
circumstances may have done it, certain other considerations may have done
it, but whosoever has been the author of it, it is for us to remove that curse
and it is a matter of great shame that a member of an enlightened Government should stand up in the twentieth century and say that the policy of
Government does not permit the recruitment of such people in the Police
.department.
·
With respect to education, · I again repeat . what I have ventured to
,submit from .time to time that too much 'is being wasted on so-called .higher
.education. We should concentrate ourselves on primary education. We
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~ have already too much of so-calledhigher education in this province and _ I
know that thousands of people who have received that so-calledhigher edu-- cation are wandering about without any - hope of getting a livelihood and
· Members of Government must know that their doors are being knocked at by
- peoplewho have receivedhigher education.
I would also say that so far as industries are concerned, it is really
useless to take the time of this Council. I know that so long as the reins of
- the Government of this province are in the hands of nation which depends
upon industries and commerce they will not improve. I do not mean any
disrespect, but that is a fact. It is no use really our bemoaning our lot.
· We get a little dole in sugar, we get a little dole in oil, we get a little
. dole in paper, but really nothing is being done to improve the lot of people
so far as industries are concerned. If we were independent, in ten years
we could show much better results. But things are as they are and it is
hoping against hope to expect that industries in this country will ever 'make
. any headway until things radically change.
With respect to the co-operative movement, I have repeatedly asked
the Honourable Minister in charge who is not present in. the Chamber at
this time, to see that some element of co-operation is introduced among the
trading classes as well, but so far nothing has been done. I asked him
_ again yesterday but he said nothing has been done in spite of his promises
• in _ one of the reports that . he issued a year or two ago. I need
__ not repeat what has been said by so many people as to the lines onwhieh.
this department is run.
It is run on communal lines and not only on
. communal lines but on most-offensive lines.

a

One word with respect to local self-government.I would not have touched this subject but for something 'which happened
0 1', M.
in Gujranwala. I must say that if instances
-were to multiply like the instance which w~ had at Gujranwala, local self; government institutions may as well be abolished in this province. What
happened at Gujrsnwala ? The vice-president of the municipality had the
. audacity to lend the use of the municipal hall for a certain purpose and the
result was that he was not merely removed· from his office of viee-presidentship-wbich perhaps the · Honourable Minister or the Government
could not do because that was an elected office--but he was removed from the
list of members of the municipal committee. His case· was sought to be
brought under section 16 of the Municipal Act, that is, that he abused his
position a member of the committee. I will not go into the question whe. ther a change in-the ideal of the Congressabout Swaraj means independence
. or dominion status or whether the fixing of independence as the immediate
_goal means declaring independence, though my· personal opinion is that·
:making a change in the ideal of the Congress does not mean a declaration
of independence. But to remove a member from the list of members of a
: municipal committee because he allowed a thing to be done which has been
allowed to be done in hundreds of places, is really an . act of unwisdom, not
to use a stronger word. It is reducing local self-governmentto a farce.

as

The Honourable ~- Firoz Khan, Noon (Minister for Local Self,Government) : Sir, I am, rather for~:unatein· having waited for so long and
, listened to the very important point raised by the learned Doctor which,
D
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jf unfortunately I had spoken earlier, I would not have had an opportunity"
to reply to. As a matter of fact, this matter, I understand, has already been.,
tabled .for discussion in the form of a cut in .my salary by Chaudhri .Afzal~
Haq, and my honourable friend Dr. Narang will have an opportunity to·
give full vent to .his feelings and oratory on the subject on that oceasion.,
and I hope I shall be able to deal with the subject more fully. But, now,
I shall only say two things on that matter. The other things I shall reserve· for the fuller debate later.
·
The· :first thing I want to refer to is the fact that in the year .1928 thislearned Rouse passed an Act by means of which they introduced a provision
in the Municipal· Act whereby they made it incumbent on every elected and,
nominated member of a local body to take· an oath of allegiance . before he be-came a member of the local body. Now, if, in the opinion of the Minister-"
who is responsible to this very House for seeing that certain provisions of law ·
enacted by this. House are being carried out, he does an act under the pro-visions of that .A.ct, he is only doing an act in pursuance of the wishes of this •
House. . It is another matter whether his interpretation is right or wrong.
If his'interpretation is tight, then he is carrying out the wishes of the Hcuse j .
if his interpretation is wrong, then it is the business of the House to put
the law in such unambiguous a manner that . it is not possible for any ·
minister to make a mistake of that nature in the future.
The only other point I wish to discuss is this. The learned Doctor said,.,
• Here is a Minister who has brought about the. very negation of local self- government inlocal bodies.' May I ask, if it is not· a fact that.it was adver~tised in the papers that the day of independence was to be celebrated on the 26th of January ? Is it not a fact that a draft resolution bad ·been circulat-ed to be read on that occasion when the independence flag was to be hoisted ..
on the independence day ? Is it not a fact that· the late vice-president of
the municipal committee knew that such and such a day was going to be ·
celebrated and he could have laid a resolutionbefore the municipal committee-in advance and invited their verdict on the subject. Without doing this,
on his own responsibility and against the provisions of the Municipal Act
he passed an order ordering the hoisting of the independence flag on· the··
municipal building. (Hear, hear); May I ask, if it is not. a fact that the ·
only provision under which a president @r vice-president can pass an order·
is section 85? Is it not a fact that the president of the municipality happen-ed to be absent from Gujranwala only for a few hours ? Is it not a fact that ·
the vice-president took·full benefit of the absence of the president and
under
that section . passed an order though · illegal ? What
does' section 85 say ? It says that in case of emergency when it is .in the
interest of the public · or for · the safety of the services of the publiea vice-president in the absence of the president can pass a:q_ order. My
point is that the Municipal Act authorises a president or, 1in his. absenee.,
the vice-president to pass an order if the safety of the public required ..
,it. That is one point.
Secondly, here is a gentleman who has passed the order. There aresix others who are 'of the same view as himself. That is to say, seven gentle-men out of 21 members of the municipal committee are of one view, Among,
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. others, one is absent in Calcutta and so he could not have taken part in
the work of the committee. If you leave him out of consideration, thereare 18 more members remaining. Of these, L'have received a protest from.
12 members saying that they are against the vice-president's action. (Hear,
· hear.) If the vice-president had . brought a resolution in the committee,..
these twelve members say they would have opposed it and the resolution
would have been lost. Now, may I ask, if a minister's action isin accord'.
· with the wishes of 12 members of the Municipal committee as against a
minority of seven, whether he is running rough over local self-government or whether it is this vice-president, whose cause our learned Doctor·
is espousing, that is bringing about absolute negation of local self-govern-·
· ment?
·
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: The Honourable Minister has put morethan half a dozen questions· during the course of his speech. Are thesequestions intended to be answered or are they merely a flourish of rehtoric=
on his part?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : My honourable friend.·
knows that all these questions are absolute facts and he cannot deny them.
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : Did these twelve members ask the· Honourable Minister· to dismiss the vice-president?
.
The Honourable Mali& Firoz Khan, Noon: The twelve members.
sent a protest against the action of the vice-president, which protest is in;
my possession.
.
Dr. Gokul Chand, Nareng.: when did the protest come, was it~
before fhe occurrence or after ?
· The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : I am not prepared to,
satisfy my honourable friend on that point till the debate arises. ·
Mr. President : The honourable member has put a question. If the,
Honourable Minister for L?cal SeJ!~Governmentis able to answer it he maydo so. I cannot compel him to give an answer, but courtesy requires that:
he should, if be can.
.
.
·
Dr. Gokul ~and, Narang_ : I have · a. right to ask the Honourable·
Minister when that protest was received. That makes a great difference•.
I understand that the protest came when the motion had been tabled or
rather, w~en it was an:nouncedthat the hono~ble member from Hosbiarpurr
(Chaudhri Afzal Haq) intended to table a motion.
·
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: The protest came after·
the vice-president had been removed. That, however, does not make the.
slightest difference, because the view of the majority was against the act 01
the viee-preisdent, This is, however, only in passing. The full debate on·
the subject is coming later on when it can be discussedat great length.
Now, I will turn to a few arguments brought forward by certain members»
in the course of their speeches. First, I shall refer to the bed level of the·
river Jholum; which was .referred to by the honourable member from Sargodh3:. Tha~ question ~as been. investigated and we are advised by. ourtechnical' advisers that his complaint is not a fact. The flood in the Jhelum
river was not due to the rise of the bed level, but to the synchronisation of
:floods in the Jbelum and heavy local rain.
_
·
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The second question was that the grant for public health bad been cut
-down. I regret to say that that is a fact, but it is entirely due to the deficit.
budget. When our finances improve I have no doubt that the Finance
Department will be able to help us to increase the grant for public health.
As regards cattle fairs, that is a matter which entirely rests with the
'Iocal boards and the honourable member from Ferozepore who is the Secretary of the local board is quite welcome to move in the matter in his own
local board. I understand that a lot of money can be made out of these
fairs and I also understand that Gojra is making Rs. 4,000 per month from
these fairs.
Another honourable member suggested that something should be done
-to put down .malaria. All that is possible is being done in this direction.
-We have already completed our public health staff; we have got a district
-msdical officer of health for each district and the Rural Sanitary Board is
.gradually drying up all the possible jheels in order to kill mosquitoes;
During the last malaria epidemic; the public health department distributed
-no less than 1,158lbs. of quinine worth about.Rs. 17;000 free of cost amongst
-the public in addition to the quinine distributed by local dipsensaries of the
medical department .. Whatever demand for quinine was made was duly
met. I do sincerely hope that the distri'ct medical officers of health will
justify their existettce in a few years by bringing malaria under- control.
Other diseases, I am glad to say, are gradually coming under control,
One honourable member complained that we do not allow the money
.of local bodies being. deposited in joint stock companies. The difficulty
-there is that it is impossible for Government to choose between one company ·
.and another. If we choose one company then another will have a real
grievance against us. Again, it is very difficult to find, out how. far the
joint stock companies are reliable. In order to avoid all these difficulties
and unpleasantness we recommend that the money should be deposited with
-the ImperielBank~ In some cases the local bodies deposit the money with
-some local Mahajans.
Then, there was the question of closing certain wards in the Mayo Hospital. It was oiily last year that we did so. I hope that will not be the case
in. future. The needs of the hospital are quite met by the officerswho are
.always on duty there, one physician and one surgeon. The question of ap. pointing honorary surgeons or physicians is a difficult one. The difficulty.
.arises in the matter of choosing A or B. Again if the honorary physicians
or surgeons are appointed, then there is likely to be conflict between them
and the collegestaff, and friction over accommodation available in the
wards .. For these reasons it was felt that the scheme was not acceptable
-to Government.
There was· a suggestion that we should recruit more zamindars in the
medical department. I must say that this is a department in which effi- .
oisney is the foremost criterion as far as recruitment is concerned. But,
where the qualifications are equal, zamindars can be given preference under.
the general circular of the Government of 1919.
Now, I come to the very important questionof the Lahore Improvement Committee which l{r. Owen Roberts raised yesterday •. He said that
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there was a case in which a great delay occurred on account of this committee: I may say that such delays will not occur if there wereproperly drawn·
up plans prepared by qualified technical advisers. He cited one case where·
a man applied for permission to build in April and yet the scheme had not·
· been sanctioned. I am very glad that he has given me an opportunity to·
explain the case. That is a case in which a firm called Messrs. Naraindas
put in a building plan. What happened was that there was huge municipal
drainage under the building which they proposed to erect. The municipal'
committee sent the plans to the Improvement Committee. At first, the Improvement Committee discovered that the distance between the shop and:
the Mall road and the distance between it and the adjoining shops were not
given. To avoid possibility of encroachment the Improvement Committeeasked that those distances should be given. · When the file came back theImprovement Committee, while examining the plan, noticed that there was
a . municipal drain over which the building was proposed to be erected.
The Improvement Committee protested and said, here is property of the- .
municipality which is being built over, if to-morrow the municipality
takes up the scheme of sewage, this building over the drainage·
will stand in the way. Why should the firm take possession of theproperty which does not belong to it ?
Mr. President: H I understood the honourable Mr. Owen Roberts
rightly, the gist of his objection was that the Lahore Improvement Committee had no recognised status or locus standi .. He asked under what
law it was formed and under what authority it was functioning, and whether
it was not a clog upon the working of the municipal committee. His objeotion was that the committee was illegal, and that it had no authonty to interfere in the working of the municipal committee under the Municipal Act•.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: I shall satisfy him on
both the points. The honourable member presumed first that the Committeewas delaying plans to such an extent that the firms who wanted to put up
· buildings, and had set aside their money for the purpose had been losing·
interest on that money.
·
Mr. President : The honourable member's time is up. If the House,
is prepared to allow him to go on, I shall give him five minutes more.

The Honourable M'llik Firoz Khan, Noon: I shall then come to my
last point. It is this. In the year 1919 Sir Edward Maclagan wrote and'
. said that the Mall was the most important street in our capital city, and'.
that buildings onthat road should be of such a nature which add to the dig·
nity and beauty o~ the town, and that they should be properly planned and putat proper distance from the centre of the road. In pursuance of that suggestion of His Excellency the Governor, the municipal committee has since
then been forwarding plans ·of buildings only on the Mall to this Lahore·
Improvement Committee which consists of the Chief Engineer (Buildings
and Road), the Government Architect, the Deputy Commissionerand the·
Secretary of th~ Municipal Committee. These four officers are concerned
only with the plans of buildings on the Mall, and in this particular instance,
the plan went before the Lahore MunicipalCommittee, and it was this general:
, committee which after receiving the objections of the Improvement Committee said that they agreed with. the latter and rejected the plan. It jSJ
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-on account of the resolution of the general committee of the Municipal Com-mittee that the delay complained of has occurred mainly on account of faulty
-plans and other mistakes in the application itself.
.
lh. President : Th.e honourable member has to satisfy the Council
;as to the law under which this committee was formed.
.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : The law is the Municipal
~ct under which the Municipal Committee has to sanction plans, and if the
Municipal Cpmmittee choses to· take advice from certain persons before its
-sanetion, it1s quite welcome to do it.
Mr. R. Sanderson (Director of Public Instruction) : J thank you for
-this opportunity to speak. I had no intention to ask for leave to speak on
-this occasion and would not have risen now but for some unfor:,tunate statements made .in the course of the debate, I regret that the
"honourable member for. Lahore and the honourable member for Gujran- ·
·wala are not present.· The former honourable .member was not present
either when the Honourable Minister was answering his statements on
the working of our department; I wish very much that the honourable
member from Gujranwala were here now, because he made what was a definite attack on the Ministry of Education. He imputed to the Honourable
:Minister a subtle policywhereby he was attempting to deprive rural children
-of their education. It was remarkable to hear in this House his statement
-accusing my distinguished predecessor, for whom· I am officiating, of slackness· in carrying out his own policy. He also accused me of a slackness,
·,llfuich is responsible for the fall in attendance at the schools in 1928-29~ the
year in which I' was officiating. I do not know whether the honourable
·member fully understands our figuresj.he made- great capital out of the fact
·that our total enrolment showed a fall; the fall is I admit 40,000. I have no
·time to explain at length, and I think honourable members would not wish.
·me to analyse those figures in their entirety. But I shall take one set qf
·figures IW'hich will demonstrate my point. I -was officiating as Director in
192.8 w'ion, I think, I am rig-ht in saying, one of our earlier financial blows
,cam~, the wheat harvest in that year being affected very adversely by the
.hot winds. l was warned then that money would not be so easily obtained
fer further expansion of education. After thinking over the situation and
.aetually consulting my distinguished colleague by letter,it was decided that
"We should attempt a policy of consolidation in the department fo):: this lean
year. And as I thought over the right line of consolidation and how we
-could firmly establish our educational system when marking time in the
matter of expansion, I was reminded of the analogy of a tankard of beer on
<the top of which there was a mass froth which was undesirable; you can make
more room in such a tankard by · blowingthe froth away. • Honourable members opposite have often complained of what I may call the evanescent
-school boy in our sehools who sits there for a day, a week or a month but
-does not becomeliterate. In my opinion we may liken him to the froth to
be blown off to make room for less evanescent school boys. A letter was sent
to allinspectors stating .that expansion would be difficult asthere was pro- ·
'bably insufficient money, that they must concentrate their attention that
year on increasing the average attendance in schools, and that it should be
1remembered that the increase of average attendance in sehools was much
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- more important than any; increase in paper enrolment. Thus, by getting ~d of
-the boys who came and sat in our school seats for short and irregular penods,
we managed to find room and fill that room with boys who stayed a much
longer time. As I said, I shall confine myself to one set of figures: the
figur~s of attendance in all recognised high, middle and primary schools in
this province. These show a. fall in paper enrolment in the year under report
...of 5,000, but they show a rise in actual attendance of boys, of over 80,000.
Can it be claimed, Sir,· that thisis evidence of malevolence'in the-Ministry,
apathy in the directorate; slackness in the inspectorate or that the district
· inspectorate was unsympathetic to a class of people who ·deserve· the
~- .sympathy of all ?

. Sardar Buta Singh [Multan Division and Shsikhupura, (Sikh) Rural]
. (Urdu) : Sir, since the. time granted to me for laying my views before the
. House is very short, I will make only two or three submissions: First
-. of all through you, Sir, l would like t o draw· the attention of the Honour·
· able the Leader of the House to the great inconsistencv between the words
. and the actions of the Government. Sir, on the one .band they with great
force press forward the excuse of financial stringency and on the other, under .. ·
· take such expensiveworks which are unnecessary, unessential and altogether
-unealled for. To quote an instance, much expenditure is uselessly wasted
for the maintenance of the. Criminal Tribes department. This department
·-is utterly useless, and on its account even respectable zamindars who own
big areas and are in very affluent conditions.have to undergo a lot of trouble.
Under the Criminal Tribes Act they have been included in the category of
,•.criminal tribes, and this has caused a great deal.of unnecessary bother- '
.ation to them. It will be within the· recolleetilon of the Honourable. the
Revenu~. Member that on the occasion of the; durbar at Sheikhupura.
· ~ deputation headed by me had the honour to wait upon him with the purpose
.. of bringing this very matter to his kind notice. At.that time he was pleased
· to give us an undertaking to the effect that something should be done in
-this behalf. Since then much time has elapsed and still nothing has. been
done to undo this grave injustice, I again drawhis special attention to this ·
-mattor and request him to t.ake some early steps for the removal of this stigm_a
of infamy from the foreheads of these peace-loving, loyal zamindars, They
.have been brought under the provisions of this Act from the last two years,
, .and in these two year, they have. not committed even a single' sucb act which
may 1:>e eallei criminal. Tbereforo the stttff that is kept to keflpan eye ovel!
· the movements t-f tl-1P.sc zamindsrs is quite unnecessary and usoess. In
thi:1 very eonnaetion, my second complaint iii mt,h regard to th; occasional
- cshort!tg-esof water supply. I tak"l the instance of my own district, There
the Upper Chenab Canal was not supplied water for two months succeflsively
,. and the zamindars did not irrigate th ell' lands even once this season, A
tenant of mme came to me and complained that there was no water in the
-eanal for irrigation. He told me that in order to escape the payment o,f land
-revenue it would be better for him to cut down the standing crops. Such
,.are the conditions.that obtain in our. district, and I· wonder why Government so readily undertake the construction of new schemes when it cannot
.. even work the old ones efficiently. I think Government would do better if
;:ii.t abandons the policy of undertaking everything and succeeding with ·
.none, Crop failures, floods and all such other calamities have visited the
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zamindars in such quick succession that at present their distress -knows:
· no. bounds. Therefore, it is very important that in some shape· or:
other, the Government should grant them some.relief. The troubles of the-:
samindars are already numerous, and this _is not the proper time for addingto them by bringing them under the provisions of the Criminal Tribes Act•.
I request the Government to extend a helping hand to these poverty, stricken zamindars.
·
Then Sir, there is the question of the co-operative societies. In a way,,.
this department has beecome the bone of contention between the various
communities. With the establishment of this department the roots of dis-·.
section and disunion have been made more firm and more permanent. Last
year very few Sikhs and Hindus were taken in the management ofP, C. U.,
but this year their claims have been fully ignored and very few Sikhs and·
Hindus have been taken. It appears that the Muslim community has monopolised this depatment to the exclusion of all the other communities. Even.
at present when swaraj is still a dream the majority community is not .
· dealing fairly with the minorities ; God knows what will happen in this pro-··
'vinoe after it is attained. Hence I appeal to. the Government and my
.Muslim brothers to solve this problem satisfactorily.
Then comes education ; and much has been said on this subject by· ·
honourable members who preceded me. I would say that much attention,
should be paid to games and sports, and the district and divisional tournaments should also be revived. Exercises like mass drill and scouting are ·
in no way good, but 'sports and games are far better inasmuch as they
i~crilcate the the spirit of emulation in young men.
·
· Then an honourable member said that there was need for repression, ..
but I think we would do better if, instead, we try to create good feelings and
good will between the Government officers and the people. It would not baout of place here to mention that, some time back I, .with a few other very
respectable gentlemen, called upon a very high Government 9fficer in con, nection with a work of public welfare. I do not want to reveal the name ··
of this officer. Heis an Englishman and is the Head of a Department.
·He refused to see us, and when we sent in the object of our visit in writing
he again refused and we had to come back with out seeing him. It was my
first chance to call upon an English Government officer. A Muslim offlcer:
of his department received us cordially and also heard our submissions very
sympathetically. Late Mr. Berry, whowas Deputy Commissionerof Sheikhu- ·
pura District, had very good relations with the people. He mixed _ with
them and even paid visits to their houses without any formality. This, in·
no way, lowered his prestige as an officer. On the other hand, his intimacy
with the people drew them towards him and they began: to regard him as
their sincere well-wisherand friend. If the other Government officials also
follow his good example and mix with the people without wearing that,
officialrigid expression on their faces I think the relations between the "
Government and the people can become moro cordial and more affable. -. .In.
this Wf1Y a mutual understanding can develop and the people can beeomamore attached to the Government.
O
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Now, Sir, my next point is this, that while ordering the arrest of res· ·
.·. peetable people; Government should take every care to enquire into their'
• past conduct. If their past conduct reveals them to be dangerous and
unprincipled characters. then and then only, their arrests should be ordered
and not otherwise. For example, sometime back Sardar Charat Singh was·
arrested under section 124 (A) of the Indian Penal Code. I know this gentleman personally, he Is very good· and of high moral character arid deeply re· Iigious. Beforemakingthearresthispast·record
ought to have been looked
into. His past conduct is such that he did not deserve this treatment at the·
hands of the Government.
· Then, Sir, in the end I will repeat my request made last year. It i1t'
that at present no such means of communications exist by which one may
reach Nankana Sahib from Sheikhupura. A road is necessary, and it should
be constructed at any cost. I know that there stands the excuse of financial
stringency in the way of my request, but I say beg, borrow or steal but
money must be produced for the construction of this road.
·

Th~ Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain (Revenue . Member) :
Sir, this is the tenth budget of this province being discussed in this Chamber·
after the Reforms Council, and it affords me very great pleasure indeed to
see that after these ten years the Council in discussing the. budget has now
reached a . particular level-if I may be permitted to say without really
trying to flatter-of .excellence. In the beginning the discussion used to be·
about details, not quite to the point, perhaps not quite so relevant as it has
become now. This year I have noticed. tha.t honourable members have·
made their points with great lucidity and with great force. They have, most·
. of them, come to understand what a province's budget is, and even when
they do not agree with particular policies or with particular items of expen-:
diture, still they understand the reasons which prompt Government to adopt
that policy or incur that expenditure. That. I venture .to submit, i<1 an
extremely hopeful sign that in future when this Council has full control of
the budget and there are no reserved subjects and no so-called alien elements,there will be that sense of responsibility inspiring the criticism of· members
of this Council which will work for the best of the province.
In trying to wind up the debate, the general discussion of the budgets:
one can hardly attempt to meet. the various objections that have been raised
. by honourable members during the general discussion. · Such of the objee-:
, tions
are. taken if they are really seriously taken by them, undoubtedly
during the next eight days of the debate on the budget will come up for dis-: ·
cussion in the usual constitutional way, i.e., of cuts or demands. Therefore,·
what few observations I have to offer will necessarily be of a very general'
and perhaps of a vague nature.
About Forests, an honourable member pointed. .out that there were too·
many posts in the department.
He was perfectly justified in his remarks. ·
I think in answer to a question during the course of this or the previous
session it has been stated· by Government that six of the Imperial Service·
posts which were created some years ago were, as a matter of fact, not filled;
~d. that the Punjab Government had requested the Secretary of State toscrap them. Coming to the provincial service posts, there again the critieism that they are overstaffed was perfectly just. Two of the provincial·
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. . -service posts which fell vacant during the last year or two have not · been
,._:filled, and the case has been taken lip with a view to abolishing.them; Thus
, .In these two services where the complaint was justly made, Government has
,..already taken steps to move in. the 'direction. Another member 'Yent so fa.r
. as to say, forests are an utter nuisance, and they should be got rid of.: I am
Jiliaid I cannot but disagree with him. . He haa not had time to study the
, whole problem in all its aspects. Forests are not. only an industry or a
:-business undertaking calculated to bring a certain amount. of income to the
province, though one. should attempt to attain that object to the best of one's
_.ability, but there are other purposes that. forests serve.. Experts tell
·: me that the meanest of them serves to attract the wayward clouds . that
. may be roaming about. In that case, if the experts are to be believed, it
-would be a great pity if the forests were allowed to fall into decay. Again,
,-110 far as land revenue is concerned, floods come with great rapidity and
.devastate · the low-lying lands, ruin the heo.dworks and cause such
havoc as to seriously affect the revenues of the province. So you see that
.in Nature things are so arranged that they inter-act or are inter-dependent
•. on one another to an extent that you dare not neglect one or tlie other
.,and if you do, you pay for it, and pay heavily 'too. I do not think the
. honourable member was really earnest or quite serious when he made that .
. suggestion. If what he really wanted was that the department should be
. better administered, that it ought to be made a paying concern more than
:;iit is at present, I .am at one with him and assure him that· no efforts will be
. spared to carry out that wish.
·
·
Then about the department of irrigation. As I said, I shall not attemp f,
-to touch all tlie points raised. But I notice one honourable member to my
r-:right wanted that large areas, thousands of acres, should be added .to the
-Iande which are already being irrigated, while another honourable member
.,;opposite me says that the lands which are receiving irrigation now are not
receiving enough of it. So that if more acres were added to those already
,;.irrigated, his complaint will grow more serious. I have set myself the task
. of adding as little as possible to the area irrigated unless there is additional
water available, and in view of the bad crop we have been having in the
.recent past, · I have no doubt that is the policy which this House would ap, prove of.
'
lpass on at once to th~ economicsituation in theprovince. It has been
-in . some · speeches rightly analysed,· while in some others in general terms it
-;-hss been stated that everything is going to dogs, everybody is in agonies of
hunger and every one is starving. . General denunications as a rule seldom
~ contain the whole truth. It would be absolutely wrong to say that the
Punjab in 1929 is much worse off than it. was fifty years ago. It would be
,wrong because we could prove definitely from figures that the output in the
_year 1929 is probably double the output qf fifty.years ago. Again, it would be
-wrong to say.that public health is worse in 1929 than it was in 1879, similarly
;.medicalrelief, similarly education, and so on. Then, what is the trouble ?
. It is a metter=-when · I say this, I say it with some heeiteticn-e-which is
i:Mbeyond the control of . any · Government. If you wish me to express this
-view it is not as a member of Government or as Leader.of the House that
I will do it. It is the problem of controlling our numbers-the same·
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:.advice which: the Mahatma gave-Do not multiply " slaves". As a matter
of fact, if fertility of the soil, productivity and wealth increase we have
"improved public health, with the result that neither babies nor old men
die, surely with a.JI these reforms our numbers will grow at a greater speed.
I assure you that there are very few parts of the Punjab left which could
be colonised in future. Perhaps Thal. could be, · but not for the next forty
. -or fifty years. Therefore, when you are talking of economics, do· not put on
the .Govemment the task of carrying the standard of life and of comfort
higher, and also providing means to feed the people well, if you go on
producing too many mouths to be fed. That will, never · do. I am not
saying anything veryrevolutionary. It. is a very simple proposition. You
.ean reasonably expect your public servants to do their best to provide
the means of keeping the population that they are trying to serve at· a
particular _standard of comfort, and that is their duty, but what about
..yours?
As to floods, I assure you that those. members who represent the areas
that have been flooded this year will agree with me that if there is one thing
· which affords some satisfaction to Punjab it is that during these periods of
calamities, the . administration as well as the people have shown a remark·
ably good spirit and promptitude in· reaching the areas of these calamities
'With the utmost speed, sparing neither time nor trouble in ministering to their
needs and doing all that · was humanly possible to make good the great
1oss inflicted on the sufferers'. Then I on pass to the question of unemployment. Here I may point out to the ·.honourablemembers that although
·in some parts of· this province there is unemployment on ace ount of
famine conditions appearing there, is it not a fact that labour from across the
"border comes into the Punjab to be employed ? If it is so, you cannot say
ihat for the Punjab people=-I am talking now of manual labour=-there is
. dearth of labour. ·
We come, Sir, next to the general denunciation of the administration
One member said that rise in expenditure is unreasonably high. Another
member said that too much money is being spent, and too many officers are
employed. He asks : ls it because the Secretariat people and others have
become too lazy? As a matter of fact, if the honourable members were to
reflect for a moment and try to' compute the number of questions thc:iy have
been pleased to put involving extensive enquiries and collection of statistics
of which· honourable Members seem to be so very hungry, they will :find
that they themselves are at the bottom of the increase in numbers. When a
question · case comes before a Member or a Minister he has to make up his
mind either to satisfy the curiosity of the honourable member 01· not. If he
does not, he runs the risk of being told "You are concealing, you don't
recognise the privileges of the members of this House ; we ask questions
and we are met by prevaricating answers." What is the result ? The
result is· that work is enormously increased.
Mr. President: The Hon. Member's time is over•.
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow (Finance Member) : Sir, time
:as very short now and I will confine myself to removing, if possible, some

. l
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of the misappr ehensions which· have arisen in the .. course of this discussion.
Some members .havo made the discovery, that for several years past the
· Punjab Government have been meeting capital expenditure from revenue.
The Finance Secretary has dealt with the subject, and I trust that his explanation has .given those honourable members satisfaction. The honourable
member for Lahore was evidently reassured on this ground. In point of
fact, many .of the statements made by honourable members seem to owe
their origin to some articles which are at present appearing in the Press.
· The misconception is due to the fact that under our system of accounts extraordinary receipts have to be shown in the revenue section of the aecounts, and therefore,capital expenditure that is met from these extraordinary
receipts has also to be shown in the revenue section. The. principle that the
proceeds of sales of land should be utilised to meet capital expenditure has
long . been accepted by this Council and has not been abandoned. One
honourable member went further and suggested that the cost of flood repairs
should be classed as capital expenditure. Now; the ordinary principle is
that repairs that have the effect of restoring a work to its former position
as a revenue-earning work should be debited to revenue. Damage by floods
is unfortunately not uncommon, and it would ordinarily be quite wrong to
borrow to meet such expenditure . The question whether the floods of last
year were so extraordinary as to warrant a departure from this principle is
under consideration and discussion with the Accolilitant-General. I cannot
forecast what the decision is likely to be. Most of the criticisms seem to
follow certain main lines of thought. Some members drew attention to
the excessive and growing expenditure under Civil Administration and the
neglect to spend money on beneficent departments. I claim no gift of
prophesy, but I think the remarks that I made last week in the budget statement were not far from being accurate. I said " The curtailment of new
programmes in the sphere of the .departments classed as ' beneficent ' may
evoke the criticism previously heard in some quarters, namely, that the beneficent · departments starve,· while other departments of Government
maintain, if not increase, their expenditure." Now I would draw the
attention of honourable members to paragraph . 8. of. the Memorandum
on the Budget and the figures appe~t1,~d thereto. It. will be observed.
that the. anticipated expenditure under the beneficent departments in 1980-81
is Rs. 840 lakhs while that on the Civil . Administration is Rs. 848 Iakhs,
Iii. other words, the expenditure under beneficent departments is now
practically the same as that under civil administration. From the same
figures it : will appear that the expenditure on beneficent departments
in 1921-22 was Rs. 170 lakhs and that it is now Rs. 840 lakhs. In other
words, the expenditure on beneficent departments has increased· a
hundredfold. ' Similar · figures for civil administration show that the
expenditure which was Rs. 290 lakhs in 1921-22has risen to · Rs. 848 lakhs
in the budget estimates for 1980-81,an increase of nearly 18 per cent.
One honourable 'member went actually so far as to say, as I understand
from the ' Tribune ' report, that practically the whole of the provincial
contribution remitted by the Central Government has been absorbed by the·
Civil Administration. I need hardly say that it is a statement which is not
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to the figures in the statement
attached to graph No. 8, it will be seen that the contribution from the
Central Government amounted to Rs. 175 lakhs, and as I have already
pointed out.; the increase in the expenditure under Civil administration
sines 1921 is only about Rs. 58 lakhs. I need say no more.. (A voice:
It has been absorbed somewhere). As usual much stress has been laid
on the excessive and growing expenditure under Police. May I remind.
honourable members that the expenditure on police in 1921~22 was .
.Rs. 111 lakhs and in 1922-28,Rs. 122 lakhs, in the following years it was
never less than Rs. 107 lakhs, and the figure now is Re. 128 lakhs, an increase.
of just over 10 per cent. A few more words on the subject of police
Two . honourable· members deeply interested in the recruitment of Hindus
in the police force, especially Hindu agriculturists, have urged their views
on jhe subject this afternoon. I have had many conversations with them •
and I can assure them that the subject will receive the attention it requires
and that it has already been receiving attention. · I am constantly in communication with the Inspector-General of Police on this subject. I shall also
:referto the answer given by me to a question asked by an honourable member
who is interested in. the subject. · I said that the paucity of Hindu agriculturists in the ranks of the police is due to the fact that few candidates from ·
this class present themselves for enlistment, That is a statement which I
think the honourable member willnot disagree with: At the same time, I .
know. he has other points of view to urge, and he has already urged them.
I am taking them into account. The same honourable member mentioned
the question of the Village Patrol Act. There again, .in reply to his ques- ·.
tion,in the July session I was able to tell him.-" In. accordance with the
.statement made by the Honourable the Leader of the House, the reports of
Commissioners, Deputy Commissioners and the Inspector-General of Police
'regarding the working of the Act . were examined by the Standing Police
·Committee of this Council. The Standing Police Committee recommended
that certain instructions should 'be issued to Commissioners 'with a view to
-ensuring the better working of the Act. Government have issued these·
instructions." I may add that I have not the slightest objection to placing
those instructions on the table.
·
One honourable member mentioned the question of the enrolment of
the depressed classes. I think, if I have not misunderstood him, the answers .:
to .the question which he quoted were not quite those that are given in the
local Hansard. He asked 'whether it is a fact that members of the depressed classes are not recruited in the police department.'
The ~swer
I gave him was, "Subject to any difference of opinion as to what elassessney .
correctly be described as depressed classes, the policy of Government has
.already been explained in answer no .question No. 466." That answer
was as follows :
•, Membersof the depressed classes are not enrolled in the police. When there :is
evidencethat the depressedclasses are treated on an equal footing by all sections
of the community, or when Government is satisfied that enrolment of
membersof these cfass.es will satisfy the requirements of efficiencyand be in the
best interests of the. oompositionof the service, Government will be quite
prepared to throw open recruitment to them, provided they come up to the·
physical and other standards required of all recruits."
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· Another line of criticism was .in the direction of· retrenchment.
In theview of many honourable members the best. course was to cut down thesalaries of high officials and the expenditure on the civil secretariat. I pre-SUD'.l3 tha] this is the meaning of top heavy expenditure.
In spite, of the
fascinating suggestion made by Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram that salaries,
should fluctuate with the seasonsor with the provincial balances, I fear that,
there is not so much to be hoped· from these suggestions, as from certain
remarks put forward by Khan Bahadur Miati Muhammad Hyat, Qureshi,.
who advocated close attention to the rates paid in the Public Works depaetment. These suggestions have already been dealt with by· the · Honourable. · Minister for Agriculture. Other suggestions re-6 P.M;
garding . expenditure .and retrenchment have · also been dealt with by Honourable Members and Ministers. I need only say
that the Finance Department have already done their best to· reduce the _demands to. the bare requirements of the. departments and left no room forextravagance.
Large cuts for probable savings will be found under all.
beads. Several members dealt with the subject · of taxation.
They appear
to be chiefly. interested in the reduction of taxation.
One honourable member gave a instance of the best way to avoid paying. a tax which he considered justified or excessive. It was not, however, expected thathonourable members would be in a hurry to put forwatd suggestions for new
taxation at a time like the present. There is. one point; with regard to
Stamps, which I should like to. make clear. One honourable member spoke·
of this. Government as. the only Government which had the stamp duty at.
the present rates. But, generally speaking, the Punjab rates are much the
same as in Madras and Bengal and are higher than in the United Provinees.,
that is to say, the Punjab does not stand out as the only province which takes.
a high rate of stamp duty; One suggestion which one might have heard, . I
myself do not think that I heard it, is that the collection of the existing taxa-tion should. be more rigidly enforced. I am: sure that it must have been inthe minds of all present.
_
· _
_
·
.
The Finance Department are glad to hear that certain members found.
the statements and figures in the present budget clear and easy to follow ..
I sympathise deeply with the honourable member who complained of the
size of the budget volume. He wished it to be reduced to the size of the
excellent pamphlet which he assures us contains the Financial Accounts,
of the United Kingdom.
He must be interested to hear that the matter·
is receiving our attention, and we have reduced the budget volume by over·
60 pages. But still it is far from being the slim and graceful volume which
he would· like us to adopt. We should be glad to hear of any suggestion of·
this kind, and we will endeavour to do what we can to present to the House-something more · manageable than the .. formidable volume which is before .
me.
In conelusion, I must again express appreciation of the ~'rouble which .
honourable members · have taken in studying the budget figures and
furnishing their suggestions. It must be admitted that the budget with a,
deficit in· the revenue account calling for economy and retrenchment is not
an inspiring subject for those interested in the. development and the welfare·
of the province. It is only too clear that new resources must be found before-
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any step is taken on the road of progress, but I do .not despair of these resources being forthcoming in one way or the other, to enable the province
to continue its advance. ,After all we have, I think rightly, laid no stress on
the possibilities of a good' harvest in 1980-81. It may be that prosperous·
times may be in store for us, and the gloomy whispers of bankruptcy may
be silenced. (Cheers).
The Council then adjourned till 2
1980.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
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.
.
(i) Will the Honourable Member

*-2897. :. Chaudhri Ram, Singh:

tf or Bevenue be pleased to state.
I
r ··
(a} whether it is a fact that in the shikar licenses renewed for the ·
· year 1980, a oond:ition has been inserted to the effect that
the license-holder is not . entitled to purchase bullets and
. .
Groves cartridges ;
.
.
·(b) 'Whethe;r .it is a fact that the· dealers in arms ·and ·amttlmiition
· Vil · v; l · · .: have also been cautioned not to deal in those commodities : ,
.
.
.
.
·.
(ii) if the answer to (i) above be in the affirmative, will the Govern·
ment be pleased to state the reasons . for imposing this restriction and 'the: period during which the restriction shall
• ,.:
.1
• rEmiain .in force ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a) Yes.

.

:(b) No •..

•:.

(c)

To prevent

supplies of this type of ammunition from falling easily

-and without any form of check into the hands· of' persons who might pass
-;them on to daeoits and other .criminals who, as expsrienee has recently
-elearly demonstrated, prefer for obvious reasons to arm themselves with the
.most deadly· type of ammunition procurable. The restriction will be in
.foree for three years in the first instance.
. .

_AGRIOULTURA.LCOLLEGE, LYALLPUR,-DJU.TH

- · *2898. Chau:dhri Zafrullah Khan:
'tfor .Agrioultme please state-

~ :).J.j

OF A STUDENT.

Will the Honourable Minister

. '
.
(a) whether it is a fact that a student of the Agricultural · C9llege,
Lyallpur1 · died a short time - ago under suspicious oiroum. stances ;
.
..
'
'.
· (b). whether any enqu:iiy washeld into the circumstances under which
.the, ;.saiq. .deatµ took.plaee ; and, if so, .what is the result or 1
-:.·.t~./~:},·-.·tHatJsnq~:? ... :.,
,h1

... =•.

, ...•••

.-::...

.. .

. .. , ,,.
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The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Yes.

(b) Yes. The results of the police investigation have not yet been com··
municated to the Principal of the College.
·
PRINCIPAL,

*2899.

AGRIOULTURAL COLLEGE.

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khui : Will the Honourable

Ministerjor, Agriculture please state.
(a) 'whether it is a fact that the Principal of the Agricultural College.
Lyallpur, occupies a bungalow within the boundaries 'of the·
College estate ;
(b) on how many occasions during tho last year the Prineipal .has been,
pleased to pay a visit to the College itself ;
(c) what is the number of lect~es delivered by him to the various.
class~ during the last year and on what subjects;
·
(d) what is the total number of hours spent by the Principal during:
the last year in the class rooms of the college and in actual.
supervision and superintendence of the work and -other put·
suits of the students;
·
(e) ·what. is the manner in which the Principal' of the Agricultural.
College carries out his duties of supervision over the staff and.
· the students of the college ?
! .

·

•

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendrai:Singh : I regret that . theIt will b.~ supplied to the--

answer to this question is not yet ready.
honourable member when ready.
CHAUKIDARS

·

.AND 8HAMILA'.i; .LAND.S.

*2900. Chaudhri Ram Singh : Will the'\ Honourable Member for·
Revenue be pleased to state·
·
·
. ·
(a) whether it is a fact that the pay of chaukidars is realised from the·
residents of villages ;
(b) whether it is a fact that the cost of supplying uniforms to chau:Jn.:
dars is realised by bachh ;
· (c) whether it is a fact that the shamilat lands are assessed to Iand',
·
revenue the amount of which is determined and realized from
proprietors in proportion to the areas of their · principal·
,
holdings in the village, or in proportion to the land revenue
payable on such holdings ;
· (d) whether it is a fact that in certain villages the cost of the ehankidars' uniform is being realised from the income of the shamilat,,.
lands alone ; if so, why?
.
.. ·
'the Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i·Hu,ain: (a) Yes.
(b) The cost of supplying uniforms to chaukidars · is provided by the·

village community out of the village ma71Ja, which is a eess imposed by land.
· owners on themselves .to meet common village expenses. The Deputy·
C,cmm.iseioners of· Hoshiarpur and Xangra districts have,. however, been.
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autbonsed to meet, when they consider necessary, the cost of uniform of
· village chankidars by the levy from occupants of houses in the village of a

tax assessed on the annual value of such houses.
(c) Yes.
{d) Government has no information on the matter, but is making en·
quiries.
· ·
Chaudhri Duli Chand:. W1th reference to part (b) of the question
will the Honourable Member for Revenue pleaae say under what law the
_eost of supplying the uniforms to ehaukidars is realised from zamindars?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: The people paying 1or
services rendered are also believed to be responsible for clothing.
Chauclhri Du1i Chand : Under what law ?
.
The Hon~urahle · Mian- Sir Faz·i-Husain: Surely there are CO:Q•,
~~~~M~

.

.

Chaudhri Ram Singh : Will the Honourable Member kindly · state
w~ther it i!I a fact that in • some districts. Government supplies unifol'JlUI
tD the ehaukidars 'l
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain : Enquiries will have ~
be made to answer this question.
·
COBRUPTION

IN GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS •.

*2901. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Member for
Finance'. ba pleased to state the steps taken or proposed to be taken. to
eheekoormption Inthe Government departments?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : · The honourable member
is referred to the answer given to part (c) of bis starred questionl No. 2860
asked in the Council on the 27th Februa.ry 1980.
..
G:aoBIPAL

ZAMµIDABB.

*2902 •. Chaudhri Afzal Haq:

Will the Honourable Member for
Bevenue be pleased to state·
(a). whether the Gove~ment is aware of the Ghoripal agitation;
(b) what were the grievances of the Ghoripal zaniindars;
(c) whether· the Government has appointed committee to go· .
into their grievances ?
.
·
The Honourable Miao Sir Fazl·i-Hu..
e (a) Yes.
{b) (i) the continuance. of horse-breeding conditions;
(in,) the continuance of the rule ~f primogenitnre ;
(iii) the administration of horse-breeding tenancies, more especially
with regard to the penalty of resumption ;
(iv) Subsidiary matters connected-with-the Horse-breeding·Sooiety,'
and' the various areas of land managed by the Army Remount.
Department .
. (o) Yes, with regard to the third class of grievances.

a

- i
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BOMB ACCIDENTS,

\ •. r··*2903.

Chaudhri' Afzal Haq.:·

Will the Honourable Member for
~naiice be pleased to state- . . .
.
(a) the number of bomb accidents and outrages In the provinces
.during the last six months ;
.
(b) the number of bombs recovered during the last six months j .'
.(c) the. number of arrests made in connection with them?
.. .
I'·
•• 1

,The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : (a), (b) and (o) A statement

'it.,

:·

<ii. ~.

, .• ~.

Jai4. on the table.

: STATEMENT. SHOWING THE NUMBER OF· BOMB ACCIDENTS AND
OUTRAGES; THE NUMBER OF BOMBS RECOVERED AND THE
NUMBER OF ARRESTS MADE IN CONNECTION WITH THEM
IN THE PUNJAB FROM lsT AUGUST 1929 TO 17TH .
FEBRUARY 1930•..
• '

'

·

Place of

'
l

l

Bomb ..'

Bombs
recovered.

OOOlUTllJlce.

· · accidents,

Village Jhugian, Police Station Ga.rh Shanker, District Ho~.

1

REMAV& ..
•

<

\ ••

One aooused
'is common

1 .

7.,.

Distri,ot Hosb,iarpur,

i

. '

3 .,

l

...,,\l ·2,.·- Police Station Ga.rhs~,

~in,.

,··~

OQl3ea. .

A

3

Bila.spur

12

.
Police Sta;.

'4

Village Kutehla.,
Sta.te.
.

.

, ; .4 _Yillage.Ra.uwaJ,
• ' -·
tion Sidhwa.nbet, Distrio.t;.
Ludhiana..

1

Ram Gali, . Police Sta.ti.on

li

':f~I: •.: >
·

Persons
a.r?!!St,ed.

-------------1--'-------~11---'--~l---'----1---.-.,..,., .-:.~·: ,.

.,

I

is

G

Na.lWLkha,. Lahore,

•

1

S *Village Cha.9Dliq,, 'PoJioq Station Ka.mar Masha.ni, Dis-

1

::

... · .t

1

2.

>

*Isa. Khel, Police Station
Isa. Khel, District Mia.n,
, " wali.

·
...

3·

1

·triot Mi0,11wa.li.

·

8

Ha.kima.n

.1

At.a.ri Sa.ra.1:a,
Lahore,

1')

Ne<Lr Ootroi·Post, Multan,.

Ga.re,

Total

Amritsar· · .

...

I

District

:

21·

Fi
1

1

l

3

6

23

" •These bombs were voluntarily surrendered- a.nd no· aotdon was ta.ken a.ga.inst their. posseso6Gre..
NOTE.;_ffinoe notice of qnesbion was received t)lere has bee~ a. furth!li- bomb outrage. a.t the
K~
College,Amritsar, on 22nd February 1930; No arrests have been made' up _to .data Ulw:,

~his case.

-.

,.,,,

J.

.. . --

·_,I

.

.

. STABBED QUESTIONS. AND ANSWERS.
PBIOES OF .A.GRlOULTURAJi PBODUOE,

. ' . *2904. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Will the Honourable Minister
for Agriculture be pleased to state·
.
',
(a} whether it is a fact that the prices of agricultural produce havefallen·to a very large extent ;
(b} if so, what action Government intend to take in the matter ? .
The Honourable Sardar · Sir Jogendra Singh : (a} The prices ci
some comxnoditieshave fallen in the last year.
(b} No action is called for at this stage.
IRRIGATION OF CROWN WASTE LANDS.

, ; *2905. Sirdar Hira Singh, Narli:

Will the Honourable Memb~r forBevenue be pleased to state·
··
(a) the total area. of Crown waste lands capable ~f being irrigated by
· . means of wells ;
·
·
.,(b} whether Government intend· to make this available for distribn ...
·
tion among people whose· 1ands have become uneconomic as.
the result of fragmentation ?
The · Honourable Mian Sir Fazl ..i .. Husain: (a) 'Figures are :not.
available.. If the honourable member will specify his meaning more pre-'
eisely, efforts will be made to supply him with such information as may b&
available.
(b) Does not arise. .
ZAILDARS AND· SUFEDPOSHES.

..,:~

. . *2906. Sirdar Hira Singh, Narli : Will the · Honottrable RevenueJriember be pleased to state·
(a) whether it is a fact that it is the earnest desire of the villagepeople that Zaildars and Sufedposhes should either be declar:
'Eld Government servants or ~hat they should be appointed.
to their posts by election ; · '
·
(b) if so, what . action do the G,overnmezit propose to take in thematter?
·
·
·
.'.:J
, : The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain : (a) No•.
(b) Does not arise•.
CYCLING ON INSPECTION ROADS.

*2907. Sirdm:'Hira Singh, Narli : {i) Will the Honourable RevenueMem'ber be pleased to state-«
·
' , .. (a). whether itis a· fact that the IrrigationDepartment bas C<?nstr:ac,·
r: :
·
ed reserved or inspection · roads along the banks of all thr
·;.-:•,
9anals;,
:;

-

-
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(b) whether it is a fact that for some time past the public has been
forbidden to use these roads for cycling ;
· ,... . ,
(ii) if the answer to (i) be in. the affirmative, will the Honourable
· .Member kindly state whether the Government have framed
any new rules in the matter of cycling on inspection roads ?

The Honourable Mian Sir,Fazl~i-Husain:

(a) Yes~

(b)· No, not bicycles.
(c) Does not arise ..
CENSORS.HIP OF CONGRESSITE PAPERS.

*2908. Sardar Bira Singh, Narli : Will the . Chief Secretary be.
pleased to state.
.
(a) whether it is a fJWt that the Government have· under· their consideration a proposal for censoring all Congressite papers ;
(b) if so, will the Honourable Member kindly state the reasons which
have led . Government to consider this proposal '}

Mr. H. W. Emerson :

(a) No.: .

(6) Does not arise.
RELEASE OF PoLtrcoAL PmsoNERS.

*2909. Sardar Bira Singh, Narli : Will the · Honourable Finance
:Member be pleased to state whether the Government of India have consulted
the Punjab Government regarding the release of political prisoners'}
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : The Government of India, .
have not consulted the Punjab Government about the release of any class
prisoners.

or

RouND
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'· *2910. Sardar Bira Singh, Narli : Will the Chief Secretary be
pleased to state(a) whether it has. been decided . to invite ·. representatives . from the
Punjab to attend the proposed Round T.abl() Qonference ;
(b). if so, what form of representation would be adopted for this
purpose;
(c) whether the representation will be on communal lines or whether·
it will take. some other form ?
·

Mr. H. W. Emerson :

(a), (b) and (a) As. the honourable member .is
aware, this is a matter which concerns the Government of India, to
'whom tlie views of the Legislative Council have been conveyed, as expressed in the Besolution moved in last session. by. the honourable member
for Sialkot and passed by the House.

no· doubt

• STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
.

HAILST_ORMS.

. ~2911. ,Sardar. Hira Singh, Narli: Will the Honourable Revenue
~ember be pleased to
(a) whether.he is aware of the faot that hail-storms have done a Iot1
·:·.. .
of. damage in certain: parts. of the Province ;
(b) if so, what measures have been adopted by the Government. to
give relief to the zaminders a.ffected by this calamity ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-H11sain: (a) No, though a few
· ~districts report some damage by hail.
·
(b) It will be dealt with under the ordinary rules governing such cases •

state-

. SUB-JUDGES' COURT AT lliM.IRPUB~

.

*2912. Chaudhri

Ram Singh : Will the Honourable. Finance
state:(a)
it is a' f~ct that- the nearest court of Sub-Judge to which
the people of Hamirpur town can go is situated in · Kangra,
which is at a distance of between 60 and 70 miles from the
place ; .
.
(b) whether it is a. fact that there are two courts of Sub-Judges in
Kangra ;
.
.
(c) whether it is a. fact that the means of communication in th~
Kangra district are few and far between ;
·.
(a) if the answer to the above be in the affirmetive, whether Government have under consideration any proposal to establish a
court of Sub-Judge at Hamirpur ?
·
The .Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : (a) Not for all cases. The
"'.rahsildar, Hamirpur, tries money suits up to the value of Rs. 100. The
''Raja. of Na.daun, sitting ,.as an Honorary Sub-Judge, 15 miles from Hamir«
-pnr, tries moneysnita an.sing in his jagir villages up to the value of Rs. 750.
··Other suits, however; cannot be tried in any court nearer than that of a
stipendiary Sub-Judge at Kangra. The distance between Hamirpur and
i'.Kangra is 44 miles only.

to

'Member be. pleased

whether

· (li) Yes.
(c) Yes.
(a) No.
.

;

.·

.•

,

.

. SHANAN GENERATING STATION.
.

J

•

.

.

.

•

.

•.

;

"'2913. Mr~ Labh _Singh : Will the Honourable Minister for Agri~·

itnre . be pleased· to stat~.
·
(a) whether the estimated output from generating station, at Sha~
·
as 86,000 K. W. is for 60 per cent .. of the time and is only
. capable of giving 18,000 K. W. for 24 hours;
(bl how much of this will bo available at eonsnmer's terminal for
s~le? ·
·
·
'

-

J

.

~e ,Ho~outabl-, . S.a!dar Sir J~gen~a Sin,h : , I cami!)t sa.;r . till
$!, hear from· the au.thonty concerned who has been requested to supply the
•

r- •

!llecessa,cy_ information,: ,)

i ··'

J ;_

; ''

;

'

': :
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*2914. Mr. Labh Singh:· Will the Honourable Minister for.A~ ...
culture be pleased to state_
.
·.
. (a) whether it is a fact that with only two exeeptions no Indian has"
been taken as an Assistant Exooutive Engineer : in . Mandi~
I.
Hydro-Electric Schemt:i ;
. ,·
{b) if so, what action the G9v.ermnent:pi:opqses,to ~e.h to incr~~ the
recruitment of Indians for these posts ? .
,· :l ~

. The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : · (a). ·The services of·
:five Indians were secured es Assista.nt Executive Engineers or in a post of
. equivalent rank in the Bydro-Electric Branch; three of these have left, or·
whcm two left on the expiry of' their periods of engagement and one to,
take. up another appointment.
.
.
. -s : .••
. . · (b) .All steps possible are already being taken to. recruit suitable Indian's ..
. ~ posts
the Hydro-Electric Branch.
·

m,

:MANDI HYDBO~JilLEO~RIO SCHEME AND !u.NGRA VALLEY RAILWAY.

· *2915. Mr. Labh Singh : Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture kind)y state what would be the cost per unit int.he Mand~ Hydro'Eleetric Scheme if the cost of Kangra Valley Railway chiefly constructed'
for Mancli Hydro-Electric flchEme is taken into account ?
·
.:.

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: Projects for con·strueting a railway through ,the Kangra Valley have been. under consideration since 1900, and it. was the additional transport demands arising out:
'of the construction of a hydro-electric scheme . in the · valley which turneC:,.:
'the scale
favour of construction in l 925 of a railway to serve the interestsboth the public and of the hydro-electric scheme.
. "
~ . It is not correct therefore to suggest that the Kangra Valley Rail~y
~as chiefly constructed for the Mandi scheme. .
· · ., .
. This railway, which runs Ircm Pathankot to Jogindemagar.. should'
not, however, be confused 'with the tramway for part 'of the capital .cost of"
which provision was made in the Mandi project of 1924. T~s tr11IDway·
was designed 011 a different alignment and on different principles and was to,
have run from Mukerian to Shanan.. The tramway was, however, · ex·
eluded from the Matdi project as sanctioned, asprior.to sanction being given;
the Government of India .had undertaken to build the Kang:ra. Valley_ Bail· ·
'way. .
.
.
.
.
.
The cost of the Kangra · Valley Railway therefore has no direct hearing:
-on the cost per unit of electricity generated by the Mandi scheme, and lam.
nbt prepared to calculate what is a hypothetical sum.

of

m

'. , :' · Lala Kesho · Ram Sekhri: Will the Honourable Minister kindlysay what would be the cost per unit of generating
)fan.di Hydro-Electric scheme,
·

,

electricity under· the,

· The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh.:
present to be a little over 8 pies per unit,

ar

It is, calculated lf,t·
ll,000 volt Bnsbars,
,1

, :a ] STARI\ED

QUESTI-0.NS 'AND :ANSWERS; ·

HOLIDAYS

88$

FOR SUJ:1-REGISTRABS.

*2916. Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : Will the Honourable.' Minister•
for Local Self-Government be pleased. to stat~
·
(a) whether it is a fact that sub-registrars used to. observe the same:
holidays which were allowed to the civil courts ;

(b) whether recently these holidays have been curtailed by the In·
Spector-General of Registration ;
:1
(c) if so, what are the reasons for depriving the sub-registrars of. this.
concession ? .
·
The Hc,nourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : It is rr:.grett.ed that ~ ·
reply to the question is not yet ready'. It will be communicated to the:
honourable member when ready.
Mr. President : May I just make 3 request to the Government Benches,'
At times it is difficult, no doubt, to collect, within the prescribed period· of"
15 days, the whole information required for answering a• qnestion j'
but if full information were collected and· the question answered within.
that period, that would, I think, enable the honourable members of' the
House to ask supplementary questions. A statement to the effect that tl\e· ·
answer to a question is not ready and that. it will be supplied to· thehonourable member concerned when ready, deprives the honourable
members of the House 'of their right of asking supplementary questiori.q~
There may, .no doubt, be cases in which Government 'Members may riot=
be able to collect. the whole information in time, but such cases camiot,
be very many. I would, therefore, request them to take,.if possible, specia:&
steps to collect the requisite information in time, so that the honourablemembers of the House may be able to. exercise their right of asking supplementary questions.
,
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : With regard . to this!
question and all questions that come to us for answer we do our best to col-:
leet the information within time;
.
Mr. President : I have no doubt that the Government Members, dotbE1ir best to collect the information in time. Wb,at I mean is that, if p.os-.i
sible, th~y would please make greater efforts in future.
.
MUNICIPAL COMMITTEE, MULTAN.

r

*2917. · Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Minister. forLocal Self-Government he pleased to s-tate(a) whether it is· a fact that' the Multan Mutiicip~l' Committee is.
. seriously involved in debt; .
(b) whether it is a fact that, the municipality have imposed heavy·
water-tax ; .
(c) whether it is a fact that a section of the public have started no-:
tax campaign and have refused to pay water-tax ;
·
.,
(a) if so, what action Government intend t<> take in the rri.11.ttar?
The HQnourable Malik Firoz Khan, 'Noon: (a) The municii;>"a.l
eommittee of Multan has taken two loans to finance .the Eleotric and. V{ate#'
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fHon'ble Malik Firoz Khan Noon.]
'Supply Behemes amounting in the. former ease to Rs. 5,00,000 and In , the
:Ja.tter to Rs. 4,00,000.
·
·
· ·
· ·
·
(,) The municipal committee has imposed a water tax within .the city
walls and a house tax outside the. walls at the rate of 4 per cent. per annum
-on the annual rental value of property, which is by no means heavy.
(c) A certain section of the public did start a. no-tax campaign, but as
-explainedbelow the campaign has been given up.
·
·
·
(d) I visited Multan myself on the 14th February and discussed the ease,
fust with the municipal committee and, secondly, with . the supporters of
ithe no-tax campaign, and later at a joint meeting of the two bodies. it
-..as· unanimously resolved that the tax for two years should be paid up .
before the Slst March 1980, and on this understanding the committee have
.a.greed to suspend the recovery of arrears through· warrants of attachment until this date. The committee .have further undertaken to examine,
;after the end of March 1980, their: financial position· with a view to
arriving at a decision as to whether expenditure can be reduced and
to what extent, if any, the taxes above-mentioned could be reduced
-or be replaced . bv other forms of taxation. Government hope that the
.above understandhig will afford a solution of the question, but it must
. be pointed out that . the solution depends primarily on the prompt .
payment o~ arrears. I regret to say that the latest information shows that.
this resolve to pay up the tax stands unfulfilled and no effort seems to have·
been made to pay up the arrears. Up to the end of February only Rs. 225
!have been paid up.. This consists of Rs. 220 paid by three municipal comznissioners and Rs. 5 by a Government pensioner.

Lala Kesho · Run Sekhri: Sir, I want to know whether certain
-questions which were starred by me have since been unstarred, May I
'know whether the Chair bas done that of its own accord or whether some·
mistake has been i:iiade in the office ?

.
Mr. President : If the honourable member comes to .my room with
ltiis complaint, I shall be very glad to satisfy him. I do sometimes change.
,starred questions into unstarred ones.

.

·

Lala Kesho Ram Sekhri : Thereby we are ..deprived of asking

$1Ipplementary questions.

Mr. Ptesident : I do not want to enter into any

discnssiori.

UNST ARR~D QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
IMPERIAL .AND PROVINCIAL FOREST SERVICES -.

1558. Sard'ar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh : Will the - Honourable
'Beverme Member please state the number of Forest Divisions now being
!held by Imperial Forest · Service and · Provincial Forest Service officers.
respectively ?
The Honourable MiBii Sir F azl•i•Husaiia : · The number. of' Forest ·
,divisions held by officers of the Indian Forest Service is 15,,and of the.Pro'\'-incial Forest Service 7. ·
, ·
·,

. U~STARRED

QUESTIONS

397.:

AND ANSWERS,

FOREST DEPARTMENT.

1559. Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal' Singh : Will the Honourable.
.Bevenne Member please state.
(a) the forest area under the control of the department-in 1908 and
.
1929, respectively;
(b) net surplus of_ the department in 1908 and 1929, respectively;
(c) number of gazetted officersin 1908 and .1929, respectively; .
(d) net surplus per head of gazetted staff in 1908 and 1929 ;
(e) forest area per head of gazetted staff in 1908 and 1929, respee-.
tively? ·
··
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husaui :
1929.

1908.

( a) Forest area.

9,138 square
miles.

5,341 square
miles.

'(b) Net surplus

3•58 lakhs

5•66 akhs.

.
,{d)

(i:) Number of gazetted officers

•20 .

Net surplus per head of gazetted officers ••

( e) Forest area. per head of gazetted officers

*50

17900

11,320

457

107

••

*Excludes officers serving in the North.West Frontier Province and CIIi deputation.

Cosr

OF FmEwooD

AT 0RHANGA MANGA RA.ILWAY

STATION.

' 1560. Sardar Sahib SardarUjjal Singh : Will the Honourable Re ..
-venue' Member please state the cost per hundred maunds of firewood deliver. '
,ed. at Chhanga-Mangarailway station by bullock. tramway before 1915 and
.the present cost for delivery at the station by locomotive tramway ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i~Husain: · I regret that the answelf

to this question is. not yet ready. It will be communicated to the .hoaour_.bJe member when ready.
lRnrGATION

·
UNDER UPPER BARI

DoAB

CANAL.

1561. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: Will the Honourable Member for
:Revenue be pleased to lay on the table a statement showing separately for
$he years 1890, 1910 and 1929(a) the discharge of water (in eusees) from the Upper Bari Doab
Canal;
@ the area (in acres) irrigated by this canal;
(c) the average rate of abiana levied;
.
(d) the total amount of abiana collect_ed_ ?
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The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl .. i-Husain : · The statement appended ·
below gives the information asked for :-

~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--1·

=·

.

.

,_;'.

1889-90.

1909~10.

.. ..
Discharge (in ousecs)

..

.Area. irrigated (in acres)

Average rate

of abiana levied

Total a Mana collected

•

1928-29•.

.

..
..
..
..

-

990,800

1,275,812

1,70{>,103

5~3,409

982,773

I, 340,1188

2·50

3·40

4•33

1,278,199

3,226,310

I

5,3 27,745•

--AUCTION OF LANDS IN '.tHE NILt BAB.

1562. Sardar Hira . Singh, · Narli : Will the Honourable Bevennel\!ember be. pleased to state..
(a) the extent of auctioned la;.n~s in the ..Nili Bai; .confiseated as the,'.
.-, ·
result of.non-payment of instalments at the proper time ;
, · (b). the to!al amount of money so confiscated by Government;
>,
. (c) whethJr it is a fact that in the case of the old colonies, Governmen~;
granted lands to the defaulters elsewhere equivalent in valu~.
to the moneys eonfisoated;
· 1
(d) if so, what action Government intend to take In the 'case of de-.:
faulters of the Nili Bar ? ·
·
The Honourable Miao Sir Fazl-i,.ffusain:
(a) The total area con·
fis.cated up to the 30th September, 1929, on account of non-payment of
instalments, was 6,075 acres.
(b) The honourable member is referred to the answer given to part (d}
of'~s question1No. 1258 (unstarred) asked on the 30th July 1929.
;
(c) No.
(d) Does not arise.

., .

Soaoor.s

AND COLLEGES FOR

1563." Lala

Gnus .

t •.:,~

Kesho Ram, Sekhri : Will the Honourable. Minister foti:
Education be · pleased to state'
(i). what is the number of middle and high schools and intermediate collegesin the Punjab for girls;
.(ii} .how many of these schools and colleges are situated -in Lahore. and how many of them are situated outside Lahore;
(iii) if it is a fact that none of the collegesis situated outside Lahore·;t
what steps, if any, does Government propose to take in ·the·
1'
•·
matter?
The Honourable Mr~ Manohar Lal: . (i) There· are. 109· recognised
middle. and high aehools for girls . . in _"the Punjab. Information· for unrecognised schools for girls is not readily· available and is not included -in these-

· •s

Vol

xm page 212-213.
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figures. There are no intermediate colleges for girls fa the province, -bufi
.:t:J;tere are two. degree colleges for women· at Lahore.
(ii) There are 18 middle schools, 8 high schools and 2 colleges for girls
:in Lahore ; and 98 middle and high schools for girls are· situated outside .
Lahore.
(iii)· The ~:riswer to the first. part of the question as stated. above is in
-the affir:mati.ve ; Government has no proposal before· it to take any action
m tlie' matter at present.
.
' .
'
.: .;

·r

-------·
HEAD .MISTRESSES OF

Gmr:.s''E:.rGH

Sc~OOLS.

·.: · · ·1564~ · Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri: Will the HQnoutabl!3
Minister ·for
1
"Education be pleased to state_
· ·
·
_ • •
_
_
'
(a) how many of the Head Mistresses._ of girls' high schdois in the
: ·
.

_

Punjab are in· provincial service, and wh~t are the4' :q.ualliications;
·
..
· ·

(b) how many of them are in subordinate service and what. are their
q~~tions;

·

_

·'
and'. 'Angl&-Indian Jiead Mis.t:re~ses are 'provided' with free. quarters while none . of !!1•
other Head }fl.stresses ar.e provided with free · quart~ l O'f
allowances in lieu of the same ; .if SQ, ;what is the reason. forl this
differentiation?
: : .... . L ~ ,j

(c) whether it is a fact that all the kopean

The HonoiU'able Mr. Mano~ar _ :L~
-(a)

2.

·:· - ·~) n,

(1)

:-

High.School Oertifiq~te .for Europeans •.

. :(2)' ':Et.A;, B.T. · ·

'(1). ·Mat.ric, S.A.V. '. :
(2) ' F.A.~ S.A;V. ' .
(8) B.A., B.T.
: (4.) M.;A.; : . ; . ,>
(5) F.A., S.A.V•.
. (6) "B.A~ .·
(7) .Matric.
(8) F.A., S~A.V.
(9) Matric, J.A.V.
,.
~ ·' .... .
, {10) Vacant.
(11) M.A., B.T.
(c) No.

.: :

-

- ·--· -

.

,
:·.
;

.

"\

.... ,

,\

...
I.

-

'•

•,

•

r ...
'~:it J..J

L

,

d

.

r···,,• .

.

,,

' ,

'

GIBLs' Hro:e: Soaoots, ..AMRITSAR.

·,

l

. - 1565. · Lala Kesho RaJ.li, Sekhri : Will the Honourable Minist~ for
_f1ducation be pleased to state·
·
•
'- ·
(i) whether it is a fact that the Girls' High School '.Apiriiaar has
been provincialised; if -so, when;
- ·
' \ }
(ii) whether it is a· fact that :the inspecting' authorities' consider__ tha,.
.
. present hired btp~ll!~ as~ !1"9~t. for school purposes ;
-

a~

r890
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. ·
.
·
:
(iii) if the answer to part (ii) be in the affirmative whether Govern,·
ment intend to house the, school in a permanent building, and •..
if so, when?
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (i) Yes, in May, 1929.
· (ii) Yes.
.
.
· (iii) Steps are being. taken to rent more suitable building from . an,
tarly 'date.
·
·

Boaoor., AMRITSAR,
, · 1566. Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : Will the Honourable Minister · for.

GIRLS' HIGH

:Education be. pleased to 'state(i) whether the sanctioned staff has been employed in the. Govern·
· ment High School for girls at Amritsar ; if not, why not ;
(v,,) whether it is a fact that no conveyance has been provided by theschool authorities for conveying girls to and from the school;
(iii) if so, whether the Government propose to take any steps to provide a conveyance ?
·:The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) No; because the numier of grils in ,attendance is less than was anticipated e .·
· (b) Tongas are being used.
(o) Does not arise.
HYDRo-ELEoTBio BBANon

APPRENTICE'ENGXNEEBS.

1567. Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal: Will the.Honourable l\;finister forr
Agriculture kindly state, with reference to· Hydro~Eleotrio Branch, 'Public·
Works Department· .
. .
·
.
(a) the number of posts of Apprentice Engineers created for Trans-mission Line work ;
(b) the number of posts out of these held (1) _by l[indus a.nd (2) by
Muslims?
·
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : The attention of
the"honourable member is invited to the answer given to part (ii) of Council,
Questionl No~ 2882.
GIRLS' HIGH SCHOOL, AMRITSAR.

1568. Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : · Will the Honourable Minister for
Edueatio1;1 be pleased to state(a) whether it is a .fact that there was a whole-time clerk in the Government High School for Girls at Amritsar when the achoo 11
.
was under the management of the municipality ;
· (b) whether it is a. fact that the whole-time clerk has now been replaced by a part-time clerk; if so, for what reasons?
· 1Pages
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The Honourable Mt. Mmohar Lal: {a) Yes.
(b) Yes; it is the normal practice in girls' sehools to employ the set·
vices of a part-time clerk who atte~ds in out of school hours.
FLOOD AFFECTED LANDS IN Kl!AIHRAN AND ANDA.URA TAJ;,UQA.

1569. Chauclhri Rani Singh : Will the Honourable Member for·
Revenue be pleased to lay on the table a statement giving the following in·
formation with regard to the villages lying on either bank of the river Bees.
in theKhaihran and Andaura taluqas of tahsil Nurpur, district Kengra=(a) the total area under cultivation as shown in the Settlement Reports.
o(- 1891-92·1),Ild 1917-18, respectively, and the total area under·
cultivation now ;
·
(b) the total cultivated area of these villages swept away during the·
last six years with details of the area so lost "by each village ?
The Honourable Mim Sir Fazi-i-Husaitt: The question has.
necessitated a reference to local authorities.
The reply will be communicated to the honourable. member on receipt. of . their reports.
00NSTRUOTION OF -A· BUND AT· DHOLBAHA.

1570. Chaadhri Ram Singh : Will the Honourable Minister for Loca.l'
Self.Government be pleased to. stat~
(a) whether it is a. fact that Government had under consideration,
a proposal for the construction of a bund at Dholba.ha. in the·
Hoshiarpur district ;
(b) if so, what action has so far been taken to give effect to tliisproposal ?
· ·
··
.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : (a) There is a. proposal
to tl'lllll the Dholbaha Cho by mea~ of guide banks, with the object of prot-eeting the adjacent eulturable land from the action of flooda in the Cho,
which spread. sand and thus render-the soil uneulturable,
(b) The proposal is being examined from all points of view and no final!
decision has so far been reached.
·
00NSTRUOTION OF A BUND OVER THE BEAS AT PADSI.

1571. Chauclhri Ram Singh : Will the Honourable Minister for Looalr
Self-Government be. pleased to state-«
(a) whether it is a fact that the Government propose to construct a.
bund on the banks of· the Beas· at Padsi near Shitabkot in the
Hoshiarpur district ;
.
· \b) if so, what action has so far been taken in the matter, and what is.
the amount proposed to be spent in this connexion ?
. The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : (a) A marginal bond,
elready exists along the left bank of the Beas river for protection of the conntry behind the bund from floods. The river is cutting through the left bank
ilito the western Behl nallah, and there is a. dqer
of the. river changing its-
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fHon'ble Malik Firoz ·Khan Noon.l
:00urse' near Shitabkot.
Proposals to check erosion are in hsnd and de.
failed estimates arr. being prepared.
- . (b) The expenditure on this work will be shared hy the Punjab Government, the North-Western Railway arid the Kapnrthala, St'tte, as 11Jl these
-three parties are concerned. The probable cost of the work will be over two
:lakhs of rupees.
·
·
CoMM~AL

REPRESENTATION AMON~ TAHSILDARS,

. . 1572. Chaudhri Ram Singh : . Will. the Honourable Member for
Bevenue be pleased to state the number of Tahsildars directly recruited
-dnring the last three years and the number of Hindus, Mussalmans and Sikhs
.amongst them and out of Hindus the number of Rajputs ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain:. The .nnmber of "Tahsil:. dars directly recruited during the last three years is as follows :1 .
,Mussalmans
.
. ..
.1~ .
Hindus
.. ·
•.
8 ..
Sikhs
·-·-·
5
Indian Christian
1
Of Hindus one is a Bajpnt,
~ ,. ~ . ; ..:

..

A<rn.IOUL'rURAL Co-Li.EGE, LYALLPUR-'-EXPULSJONs.· '.'· .i
. i.: 1573/ Chaudhri
. Z~ab
Khan: . wni thi )3:o~oui;able Mjnister
ior Agriculture please state the number arid names of the studel).ts who
'hive either been expelled from the Agpcultml College, Lyallpur/or have
· discontinued their studies in the College·during the last six years ?
:;:.- The tffonourable SardarSir Jogendra Singh: I regret that the
: answer· to this 'question -is not yet - ready.
It will be communicated
'h0ilolllable member · when ready.
·

to. the-

. WATER-LIFTING BRANCH AGRIOUC.TURALDEPARTMENT.

1574. Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : Will the Honourable Minister
::for Agriculture please state(a) wheth~r there is a: W~t~r Lifting Branch of the Department of
Agriculture ; ' - '. ·
·
·
.
(h) if so, how many engineers are employed in this branch'an<l
are their respective salaries ;
· ·
·
(c) on how 'runy 'occasions during the last ~ix years did these engineers travel. together, and on · each
these occasions for how
many miles did they travel by train and motor, :respectively,
and what amount was ..allowed
for . their.. total .travellinz
allow.
.
. 0.
'
•l ...
ances ans! what was the object of the journey on each of those
•.occasions ;
·
·

;hat'

ot

, . ,.. : , {<TJ. whether these -engineers have · ~vjlr visited ·t}ie · ,Kingra - · w.$trict~
11.;; ~'..- .. .. · ~

imd;the-·hiHy'.po.H11'af

thidfurda.-spur'distri-ot ;" : .. , . , ' '"-•· ;- ....
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(!) if so, whether they have ever prepared a water-lifting scheme to ba
put in operation by private agency er through Government,
and whether such scheme has been put in operation or not,
and, if not, why not ?

The Honourable Sardar Sir· Jogendra Singh : I · regret that 'the
.answer to this question is not yet ready.
honourable member when ready.
JATHAS

It will be communicated to the

OF EX-MILITARY

MEN.

1575. ChaudhriAfzal Haq : Will the Honourable Member for
. Finance be pleased to state·
(a) the number of women that have been. arrested in the -different
districts for taking part in jathas of the ex-military men in
October, November and December 1929;
(b) how long each woman was kept in police and judicial custody;
(e) the number of ex-military men who have been arrested. under
section 107, Criminal Procedure Code, in each district ;
(d) the number among those who are referred to in (c) who are still
in jaiL?
·
The Honourable Sir Alexander· Stow : I regret that the answer
-to this question is not yet ready.
.able member when ready.
·

It will be communicated to the honour-

POLITIOAL PRISONERS.

1576.. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Will the Honourable Finance
·Member be pleased to state(a)· the number of political prisoners undergoing imprisonment in the
Punjab Jails ;
·
{b) the number of prisoners who have not been classed as special class
· prisoners and the reasons for_ denying them this concession ?

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : If the honourable member will define more closely what he means by "political" prisoners in part
(a) of the question and by ' prisoners.' in part (b), the information will be
obtained.
NoN-oFFIOIAL PRESIDENTS oF DISTRICT

Boaans.

1577. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: · Will the Honourable Minister for
.Leeal Self-Government be pleased to state-. (a) the number of district. boards whose presidents are non-official
gentlemen ;
·
(b) whether there is any proposal under the· consideration of Government to introduce the .system of elected Presidents in all
such bodies ?
0
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l'he Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon:

(a) Two: Gujra.nwal&
.
.
(b) The decision of Government is contained in Resolution No. 4774_
dated the 20th Febmary, 1925. This is to the effect that if 60 per cent. of
. th~ non-official members of a board of which three quarters of the members,
are elected decide at a meeting specially called for the purpose to request
Government to allow theboard to elect a non-official chairman, such request
will ordinarily be accepted. In the beginning of 1928 the attention of district boards was again drawn to this circular, but no request for' a non-offi-·
cia.l chairman was received.

and Guijat. ,

INDiAN ENGINEERS IN HYDRO-ELECTRIC .BRANCH,

for

1578. Mr. Labh Singh: Will the Honourable Minister
Agricul-·
ture be pleased to state with reference to Council Questionl No. 1246 askedl

.

on 80th July 1929(a) how the percentage of 27·77 of Indian officers has bean arrived;
at;
·
(b) how the :figures of the total amount paid in salaries to European,
officers have been made up ?
·
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jog~ndra Singh : I cannot say tilll
I hear from the authority concerned who has been requested to supply the·
necessary information.
·
....

--

DIBCH.ARGE IN THE UHL.RIVER,

1579. Mr. Labh Singh: Will the Honourable Minister for Agrieul-ture be pleased to state->
(a) the minimum discharge of Uhl river in eusees ;
(b) the minimum. discharge assumed on which the generation of'
86,000 K. W. is based at 50 per cent. time ;
(c) what would be the total capacity in K. W. for 24 hours hundred
per cent. of the time ? ·
·
', The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : f cannot say till
I hear from the authority concerned who has been requested to supply theuecessary information.
· MR. MoLEoD,

SuPERINTEDNING ENGINEER.

1580~ Mr. Labh Singh; .Will the .Honourable Minister for Agricul-· ·
ture be pleased to state-(a) ~hether it is a fact that after the sanction of the Mandi scheme·
by the Punjab ·Legislative Council, the Under-Secretary Mr ...
Macleod was.elevated to the post of a Superintending Engineer
to supervise the Mandi Hydro-Electric Scheme by superse-ding 82 senior men ;
.
. ·
(b) whether Colonel Battye himself selected Mr. Macleod for Mandi
Hydro-Electric Scheme or whether: he was recommended by
Mr. Sangster, Chief Engineer, Punjab Irrigation, who opposed.
the Madhopur . Scheme or whether l\Ir. Macleod himself applied. for the post ;
z
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(c) on what grounds or merits Mr. Macleodwas selected for the Mandi
Hydro-Electric Scheme ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : I cannot say till

I hear from the authority concerned who has been requested to supply the
necessary information ..
'
MR •. McLEOD, SuPERINTEDIN,G ENGINEER.

1581. Mr. Labh. Singh: Will the Honourable Minister for Agrioulture be pleased to state--(a) whether it is a fact that Mr. Macleod is not holding charge as
'
Buperintending Engineer of Construction nor of the Hydro·
Electric Circle, but of an administrative circle ;
(b) whether it is a fact that no administrative circle has ever been.
created in India before ;
(c) whether the Government is aware that such work as is entrusted
to Mr. Macleod is being done by the officers of the ExecutiveEngineer's rank in all provinces under all Chief Engineers
throughout India ;
.
·
(d) if the answer to the above parts be in .the affirmative what action,
Government intend to take in the matter
?
·
.
.
.
The Honourable Sardar SirJogendraSingh : (a) Yes.
(b) and (c) As these parts of the question relate to the whole of India.
l am not in a position to answer them. ·
(d) Does not arise.
MANDI HYDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEME.

1582. Mr. Labh Singh: Will the Honourable Minister for Agricul. tnre be pleased to furn.isµ in the. following form information . with respect.
to the working of the Man.di Hydro-Electric Scheme :Partwulars.

Oost of pow,rr per unit
in pies.

(1) Administration·
(2) Generation
(8) Transmission
(4) Distribution
(5) Depreciation
(6) Provident Fund
(7) Interest
The . Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : As the Mandi
Hydro-Electric scheme is not yet working it is not possible to say what theoost of power is .
. COMMISSIONALLOWED TO 8t1B·REGISTRARS.

1583~ Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : Will the Honourable Minister for
. Local Self-Government be pleased to state.
.
' (a) whether it .is a fact that Sub-Registrars are allowed certain commission only on registration fee while th~y are not allowed any· · "2
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{Lala Kesho Bam.. Sekhri.]
commission on copying fee, especially ~hen they have to com·
pare and certify copies. ;
.{b)·if so, why?
The Honourable MrdikFiroz Khan, Noon: It is regretted that
-a reply to the question is not yet ready. n will be communicated to 'the
'honourable member when ready.
PosTING OF CLERKS IN SuB-REGISTRA~'s OFFICE.,

. , . 1584. Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : Will the Honourable Minister for
· Local Self-Government be pleased to state-:(a) whether the attention of Government has been drawn to Circular
No. 2822, dated 22nd November 1924, from Inspector-General
of Registration, Punjab, regarding the posting of clerks in
Sub-Begistrar's office ; ·
(b) whether that circular has been followed ; if not, why riot?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Nqon: It 'is regretted that
·.'·.a· reply" to the question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the
honourable member when ~ready.
NUB ELAHI,'S LITER.ARY WORKS.
1585. Lala Gopal Das : Will the Honourable the Minister for
Education be pleased to' state(a) which of the books written, compiled or revised by Khan Bahadur
Sheikh N1ur Elahi, Inspector of Schools, Lahore Division,
either by himself or jointly with others, have been approved
or not approved by the Department of Public Instruction,
Punjab, as text-books, prize or library books ; ·
(b) which of the approved books are in use in schools. in the Punjab,
especially in the division in which the. Sheikh Sahib is the Ins . . KHAN

BAii:ADUR SHEIKH

peetor ;

(c) to what extent his official position is responsible for the use and
sale of his books ;
(d) what action, if any, Government proposes to take in the matter?
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) The list of books by
Khan Bahadur Sheikh Nur Elahi both approved and not approved is laid
on the table.
(b) Information is not available in the office of the Director of Public
Instruction and is being collected. It will be communicated to the honourable member when it is ready.
(c) and (d) . It is not possible to measure, to any degree of precision,
extent to which an officer's position may be .held responsible for. the use
and sale of his books. However, with a view to guard 3igainst an inspector
using his officialposition for extending the use and sale ·of his books, Govern·
. men.t has provided certain safeguards in their C. M. No. 18511-B, dated the
16Q:i August, 11)29, ·a copy of which is put on the table.
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LIST OF APPROVED BOOKS WRITTEN, COMPILED OR REVISED BY KHAN
~~UR
SHEllili.NUR El+AHI. M.A., I.E.S., INSfECTOR OF SCHOO~,
'

· ·.

.

.

LAHORE DIVISION.

.

.

.

Urdn-ki-Pahli, Dnsri, Tis.ti, e.nr Che.uthi Kita.b by Bakhshi
Ra.ID: Das a.nd revised bys~
Nur Ela.hi.

l-4

6--8 Murra.q-i-Adab, Parts I, II, ill and IV
. · 9. .Abma.d Najumi
10
11
12
· 13
14
15
16
17

Miao Miao
Rafiq -i-Urdu. Pe.rt I
••
Shal!za.da, Gwe.la.
Mia.n Budhu . ;
Ma.i Beeha .•
Shamas aur uski Ga.ye
Sair-i-Dunya., Part I .
Lakshami

18 Shamshi
19
. 20
. 21
22
23
24
25
26
27
:28
29
30
31
32
33

Goha.r Bano
Au.'!tralia. ki' Ka.ha.ni
Maghrur Malika
Na.wa.b· Shertli Khan am- unki Billi ••
Kukrun kun •• ·
· Gutta.T Gun .•
Mia.n Koshi'lb ·
Raja. Mor .•
Ta.kht-i-Sulema.ni
Jangli Sha.hza.di
Ha.i meri nak
Chin Chin
Ap Biti, Parts I a.nd II ••
Chanda Mann, No. I
Shahzada Ga.dariya.

34 Ra.fiq-i-Zamindar, Parts I and! II

••

.

-

text-

Alternative

books.
••

· Ditto •
Supplementary. Rea..
ders.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Libra.ry books.
Ditto
Ditto,
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto •
Ditto.·
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto .:
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto ..
Ditto.
Ditto.

Ditt.o.

Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto
For use
Schools.

in

Adu!~

BOOKS NO~ APPROVED.
I

Hindi Biti, by La.la Dev . Ditta. Mall and revised by Khan Sahib Sheikh

Nur

Ela.hi•

. 2 Andher Na.gri, Parts I and II.
Copy of letter No. 13511-B., dated Lahore the 16th August 1929; from Sir George Anderson,.
Kt., C. I. E., M.A., Under-Seorete.ry to Government Punjab (Ministry of Eduoa.tion,
to all Divisional and District Inspectors
of Sehools,' Members of Director of PublioInstruction's Headquarters sta.ft; Deputy Direotress of Public Instruction, Inspectresse8
of Schools, Heads of Gov-ernment Colleges and Schools, Secretary; Text Book Commitee ..
Punjab, Sti~tendent of Ed~tion, Delhi Province, and ~uperintendent, Reformatory . ·
School, Delhi.
.
.

.

In supersessioaof Mr. Godiey's circular No.10, serial No. 988, dated the16th Februaey, 1917, and 0£ Mr. Baaderson'a C. M. No. 17885-R, dated the15th Novermber, 1927,on the subject of the· production of text-books for use,
in schools and colleges in this proviooe; I am directed to communicate the, .
following orders of O:overnment.for the guidance. of all officersof the Educe.-.
tion Department.
2:. · · Under rule 15 of the · Government Servants' Conduct Rules, a.
Government servant may undertake occasional work of a. literary or artistic.
eharaeter, provided that his public duties do not suffer thereby, but Govern• ·
ment reserves to itself the right to forbid: him to uadertake or to require him '
to abandon any employmcmtwhich in ~ts opimoniinmdesira.ble;
The rate
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be accepted .In ~ e CQS Of . work undertaken on. behalf
of 11. private person or private body . is subject to the provisions of . role. 46 ·
<>f the Fundamental Rules and the subsidiary rules thereunder.
l~ 8. The circulars referred to in' para.gra.~h 1 of this letter laid down ·
certain rules for the guidance of all educatio~ officers in regard to the production by them of books specially designed for use in educational institutions. These rules make no distinction between the members of the teach
ing and the inspecting staffs, nor do they differentiate between text-books
for use in schools, .te:;t-books prescribed. by the University for its examinatiolll:l, and books which can be regarded as . works of . scholarship first and
text-books afterwards. It seems desirable to make a distinction between
these two clagses of officers and between. the several categories . of . books,
4. The following revised orders on the subject are therefore issued s-«
(a) In the case of· literary work undertaken for a private person or. body,
the officer whose services have been commissioned shall. before undertaking the work obtain the permission of the Head of the Department.
{b) The acceptance of fees for such work will be subject to rule 46 of the
:B\mdamental Rules.
.
(o) In cases in which the book so commissioned is intended for use as a
text-book in the primary and middle departments of schools. and is approved
by competent authority as such, the permission, if granted; will be subject
to the condition that the writer if he is a member of the inspecting branch,
or on the· staff of the Central Training College, shall not retain a pecuniary
.interest in the sale of the book in the Punjab ; in other words, he will be permitted to receive payment of a. royalty ·for all. copies sold outside the Punjab. In the case of books commissioned by the Punjab University or pre- ·
scribed for use in one of its examinations, the writer or editor shall be permitted to receive payment of a royalty for copies sold whether inside or outside the Punjab.
·
(il) In the case of books written by an inspecting officer or by a member
of the staff of the Central Training College on his . own initiative, specially
for use as text-books in the primary. 9.Dd middle departments of schools; and
approved by competent authority for the purpose, the same conditions as
given jn (c) above shall apply. The orders. contained in sections (c) above
.and (il) shall not apply to educational· office~ employed ip the .teaching
branch. If, however, any such officer be transferred to an inspecting post,
or to the staff of the Central Training Oolleg<:l, he shall forthwith comply
'With the orders detailed above. The conditions mentioned in sections (e)
and {ii) shall not apply. to books which are: works· of scholarship first
and text-books afterwards, i.e., for example, books of. general academic interest, . literary works· and· books of reference designed fo,: teachers and for •· ·.·
lrigher 'education. For· sueh works any officer in the-Education Department '
may receive a royalty .
. (e) In every case 'officers. of the ·Education Department shall;. before.
·writing any text-book, obtain the permission of the Head of the Depart· :
ment to. undertake sneh wprk .and shall submit: to him a .eopy of. th~ agreement entered into between himself· and the person or persons who publish , :
ms:,wPrt, or w);to hav,e.co~iopedJrlIIJ.
to.do the.·work.
, ... ,; -:. ,•J

ol fees which• &ID

e
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(f) · All officers of the Education Department shall submit to the Head ·

-<>f the Department annually a. statement on the attached prescribed form
:Showingthe amount of' money received as remuneration. for the wriijng ,of;
text-books and other books and for royalties received on account of the sale·
,of such books.

(g) · No officerof the Education Department shall be permitted to publish
'his own works, except with the permission of Government.
(h) These orders shall take effect from the date of issue of this circulaJ:,
.and shall riot be retrospective, though in the accounts submitted under see- .
,tion (!) all sums received in royalties during 1928-29 for books written before ·
:the date of this circular must be included.

StatementshowituJ income derived by'------from
. financial year-....._--.

book8 dunng ~

'(To reach Office of Director of Pnblic Instruction by 1st October 1929, in respect ~ inoome
during 1928-29 and by 1st July in future years,)
·

4

3

Name of the
·author or
joint author
with his
offioi&l deslg.natdon,

Na.me
of the
book.

Punlishers

.

5

·. 6 . .

\ ; 71,;

Amount ·of roye.lty
received and No.
Tota.I
and da.te of Diracamount
tor of Public In- .· received'.. .
struction's letter
sanctioning the
(Total of
acceptance of
oolmnDs 4
royalty on thti ·
·and 5).
book •

Lump sum reeeived on account
of sale of copy
right and No •. and
da.te of Director of
Public lnst"llction's
letter sanctioning
its acceptance.

.

.
Rs •.

..

: 1·

Rs •

I

•

I

RB.

I

·N, B.1. (Column 1). In case of an approved text-book, add (T.-B.) to
:.I•. (Column 1). All the text-books written by the sa.me author should be named ~
3, (Column 2), In case.of a joint-author add the 1111,JD.es of the.other.joint-authors.·

its name.

Signalnu'e.
DesignaJ:ion.
.
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1586.· CLagdhl'i Afz'1 Haq : Will .the B;o:qo~ble M!3mher for·
Fin.11.rtce be pleased to state·
·
·· · ··
(a) the number of gazetted Police officers in the Punjab who hs,ve·
been charged with corruption during the . last five years ;
(b) whether the charge was established ag91~st the~?
'. The llono.ur~ble Sir Alexander Stow : I regret that the answer to
tnis qtiestion: is' not yet ready. ·If will be communicated to the·,
honqnrable member when ready.
GOVERNMENT'S DEMANDS FOR SUPPLEMENTARY
ADDITIONAL GRANTS, 1929-80.

AND

The Honou:table Sir Alexander Stow (Finance Member): Sir,.·
I beg to present the additional and supplementary grants specified in thecontinuous list of Government business. These have all been recommended
by Bis Excellency the Governor.
LAND

REVENUE,

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl ..i.. Husain ·(Revenue Member): Sir,
I b~ to· move" That a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 8,260 be granted to the Governor
in Council to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the yea.r
ending the 31st of March 1930 in respect of Land Revenue."

The mo~ionwas carried.
FOREST CAPITAL EXPENDITURE.

The Honourable ·MianSir Fazl .. i..Husain :
'

Sir, I. beg to move-e-

" That a· supplementary sum · not exceeding Rs. 6,000 be granted to the Governor·
in Council to defray the charges that will come in course .of payment for the·
, · year ending the 31st of March 1930 in respect of Forest Capital Expenditure."

The motion was carried.
IBBIGATION ExPENDITUBE.

The Honeurable Miao Sir Fazl .. i-Husain: · Sir, I beg to move"That &,supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 9,90,360 be granted to the. Governor
in 'Council to defray the charges that will come in coutse of payment 'for the. year ending the 31st of March 1930 in respect of Irrigation Expenditure."

The motion
was carried.
.. ,,
•,'•

ImuGATION. (CAPJ;TAL) ExPENDITURE.

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: Sir, I beg to move" That a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 7,67,255 be granted to the Goyerno.rin Council to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for thi,,
year ending the 31st of M.&rch 1930 in respect of Irrigation (Capital)."

!Che motion was carried.

GOVERNMENT'S DEMANDS FOR SUPPLEME?\TARY AND ADDITIONAL
GRANTS.
GE,NERAL

ADMINIS.TRATION

(RESERVED}.

40f1·

.

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain : Sir, I beg to move+.
" That a. supplementary sum not exceeding Rs, 1,69,020 be granted. to the Governorin Comicil to defray the. charges that will come in course of paym6!1t. for ~he·
year ending the 31st of March. 1930 in respect of General Administration,
(Reserved)."
· ·

· The motion was carried. ·
ADt4INIS'.llRATION OF JUSTICE.

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow (Finance }fembez) .: Sir, I
· beg to move-

·

"That a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 4,05,470 be granted to the Governor:
in · Council to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the'
year ending the 31st of March 1930 in respect of Administration of Justice;''

The motion· was oa.rried.
PoL10E.·

The Honourable Sir

Alexander Stow : Sir, I beg to move-

" That a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 1,00,150 be granted to the Governor·
in Council to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the·
· year ending the 31st of March 1930 in respect of Police."

Mr. President :

The supplementary

demand moved is-··

"That a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 1,00,150 be granted to the Governor·
in Council to defmy the charges that will come in course of payment for the'
year ending the. 31st of March 1930 in respect of Police."

Chaudhri Afzal Haq (Hoshia.rpur;-oum-L:udhiana, M'Qhammadan,..
Rural) : Sir, I beg to move"That

the grant be reduced by Rs. 24,680 with respoot ·to the item of Rs.24,680,..
.District Exeeutive Foree,"

. I have carefully gone through the note that has been supplied to us by
the· Government with respect to this demand and I find that the Govern-.
ment takes its stand on the Lumsden Committee's recommendation.
It
is stated that that committee have recommended an increase of 696 foot
constables and 400 f:Ssistant sub-inspectors partially compensated for by
•he decrease of 10 sub-inspectors and· 187 bead conatables. Thus it is- .
claimed that the Government have only demanded a small sum for only·
450 foot constables, .85 head constables, one. inspector and one superintendent. Now, if we look at the memorandum of Mr. Penny, it will be observed that already sanction for 1,106 foot constables has been given. Not.
only that. The note says that according to the Lumsden Committee's re·
port the cost of this additional force will be Rs. 5,69,000. The axpendi\ure in. this department. in the last five years, has, however, been Rs. 12
lakhs, · If you have spent Rs.12 Jakhs in the last five years, what is the
good of demanding for this additional police force ? The Government
has , not only increased the force by 696 foot · constables, but sanction
has already been accorded · for l ,l 06 foot constables. I do not know,
S~; what is the use of putting forward. this note and the suggestion
of the Lumsden Committee! When the Lumsden Committee suggested
~d recommended · the- increase of this force, why is it considered advii;..
a'!>le that this honeurable House: should give its sa.ilotmn tQ thifl inor~ 2'
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'But, Sir, it is elsimed in this note that because the Congress has passed the
independence resolution and that other bodies a.re going to support the
programme of non-violence civil disobedience,therefore, we want this ~xtra
force. · Well, Sir, if really you want extra constables. for the civil disobe-dience programme what was your position in the yea.rs 1921 and 1922? You
.had little force at your disposal-at that time and you controlledthe position
well. You have spent about 20 lakhs of rupees more than 'you spent in
1921-22 on the Police department, but in spite of that increaseyon say that
_you are unable at present to control the coming civil disobedience.
What is the position of ·the Government . to-day ? With· 18 thousand foot
-eonstables, sub-inspectors and inspectors you were able ·ten years- ago to
-eontrol the· position of the province while civil. disobedience was -going on:
But now after .ten years you. . . . ,
·
·

Mr~ President : Is the honourable member addressing the
.Honourable the Finance Member, or the Chair ?
Chaudhri Afzal Haq.: Sir,.lam addressing the Chair. Now.. Sir, I
·was submitting that it has always· been my painful duty to · criticise this
-department. But, Sir, whatever unpleasantness there may be, duty is duty
which ought to be performed. I must say, Sir, to my mind there are two
·reasons for the unrest in the country. One is the economic distress of -the
province, and the other, the high-handedness · of the police. Without removing the one, the economic distress, you are aggravating the situation
'by increasing tLe other, your police force all the more. There is a man
who is dying by a full doze of arsenic, but you are giving him another doze
·for his recovery. People in this province abhor the police organization and
-their methods and it has been brought to your notice and to the notice of·
-this honourable House time and again by censuring the Police department,
·that the present force is. no good•. But in spite of the unanimous verdict of
:this honourable House, Government is going to increase this force and they
. want to.commit this honourable House for that increase. I as.k, Sir, what·
:for are you going to increase this force ? It has been brought to your
notice, Sir, that with the increase of the police force, crimes in this province'
"have also increased. No one can challenge the truth of this. When you
'have already soon that the crimes with the increase of the police force show·.
.no sign of decrease, why, Sir, then you are going to increase the spread of
-erimas ? Since 1919, . Sir, take any number of years and compare with any
yt-ar with any other, you will find that there is an appreciable increase in'
-erimes in this province. And in spite of that, Sir, we are made to believe
,tha.t if this increase .is not sanctioned, we will not -be able to control
.and: defeat the non-co-operation propaganda. I believe, Sir, that· by these
methods the Government cannot improve the situation . in' this · province,'
:I s~y co-operate with the people, respect the · people, look to -their
miseries and you will find · the followers of Mahatma· Gandhi coming to
-your help. If you · are going to increase the force, and if by · brutal.
;force you want to crush all the people, you will yourself increase the trou- ·
ble, Sir, before ,the advent of the Reforms, the police force could
.manage a crowd . · of 20 thousand people but with, a. staff; . but after the
Reforms set in, the 'police· fprce. have been provided with lathies •. Now/
iSi'r, for:ten·years,'Mlten years, you'ha;tr~'~llowed the·,pGlicEf·offieeri, to 'li>reEtk:
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1ihe heads of innocent people. They freely use lathies on innocent persons
and harmless crowds. But in spite of that, Sir, you have seen. bombs
-everywhere, in every. city, not only in every city, but in every village.
you are going to. increase the force for putting down the crimes, what . will·
_you do with civil disobedience ? Those who are breaking . the law by
criminal methods you could not effecfa,ely control them even, I am sure,
you will not
able to put down this · non-violent non-co-operation. You
-say, Sir, that the saner people will come to your help and succour. Have
you really one honest co-operator, a single. honest man with you, except
.ll few toadies ? With the help and co-operation of honest people you can
really do without the aid of an . increased police force. If you really want to ·
erush any movement you can easily crush it without any increase in the
4:orce, provided you rally round the straightforward citizens and get their
eo-operation. I invite your attention, Sir, to the words of the Secretary
of State for India. He said that without the co-operation of the people
tne Government · cannot . control the situation in India.. One constable
.canriot control 20 thousand people without their co-operation. Are you,
~ir. really going to co-operate with 'the' honest people ? I think, Sir, ·
1t is your duty uot to increase the police force but try to eo-operate with. the people and have their responsive co-operation. But, Sir,
· where is the change of heart ? Is there any sign of the change of heart ?
Repression is · going on in .full swing and Government take pride and hurl
threat after threat. What is the use of these threat. I tell yon frankly,
ff the Government wants the co-operation of the people it will not be
forthcoming with threats. Where there is love, threat is of no avail. ·
If you really begin to love the people, there will be rio occasion for threat.
You say, the saner element of the country will come to help you .. I say,
wno is saner than Mahatma. t3-andhi, who claims to be saner than his
disciple Rajagopalachari, who is sall:er than Vallabhai Patel ?

Ir

be

. The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i•Husain:

Those .who are in the

Councils .

. . Chaudhri Afzal Haq : I say, Sir, there is not a single member, not
even those who are at the helm of affairs in this country, I mean even
Lord Irwin.

Mr. President : Order, order. The honourable
discuse His Exeelloney the· Governor-General.

.member need not'

Chaudhri Afzal Haq : I was not going to. criticise His Exeellency
-the Govemor-General,

was

Mr. President : I did not say' that the honourable member
.eritioising, All I said was tb at, · if possible, he need not discuss His
Excellencv the Governor-General.
.

.

Chaudhri. Afzal Haq': Well, Sir, there is no one in. this country, even
:in th~ honourable House to whatsoever party or school of thought he may
belong who can de~y the_ fact that·.Mahatama Gandhi, arid·his disciples are
-.the san'est section oftlie'peopl~ in: this country. · Tf the Governmen,t cannot ·'
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get the ea-operation of those gentlemen where is the good, ood what' i!i the·!
necessity of an appeal to the saner element :iri this province to come to the·
hl:'lp of thi:r GoveI11IDent? If yon think that this: non-co-operation movement '
could be sappressed by poliee f.oree without the good-will of the people·
you are.mistaken.
If really Government is afraid·of .bomb throwers ·and
believe that they do n(!)t need the co-operation of too people, I do not
think that four hundred or five hundred constal>les can control the situation. It is' the co-operation of the people that will make the situation
calm, but without the co-operation of the people,. this additional force will.
do nothing. It is said in this note:' Government believes that the loyalty
and sanity of the overwhelming majority of the people of theprovinee will
reject any programme of civil disobedience,' and" they consider it . to be·
their duty to take such measures as will protect all classes from the per·
nieious consequences of this campaign and to take reasonable precautions
against the attempt (which it is the declared policy of the Congress to make)
to. subvert ordered Government and threaten right.'
·
Why are these words there ? Those are very significant . words;
They are there because Government are afraid that without this fear being
held out before them, honourable members of this Rouse will not support.
the present . demand. Unless that bogey of subversion of law and order
is created, Government feel certain that their demand will not be supported.,
If they really want law and order, it is their duty to do justice to the demands of the people, to hear advice from all quarters and remedy tne state·
of affairs. I find .the appeal made in the name of loyalty. For my part
· I am loyal and can be loyal only to the Crown. I say so and I proclaim
it that I am loyal only to the Crown ; I am not loyal to eve:ry law. I may
be considered a breaker of the law and dealt with as such, but it does not,
mean that I have swerved from.tho oath of allegiance to the Crown. If yon.
concede that responsibility is introduced in this, Council, then, what do you .
mean hy loyalty? Loyalty in the real sense of the term· can only be in
relation to the Crown and applying it in that sense, we are all loyal. · But' .
if you make bad laws, if you impose heavy taxes on the people without.
looking to the ability and. capacity of the tax-payer, it is my bounden duty,
ii I think fit, to disobey those laws and not to pay taxes. These words are- '
intended to frighten the people, to frighten even those who want to work in
the constitution from within .. They could well have been used 20 years ago;
for they carry no weight now, after the reforms. One Minister may come
into the seat of power and s_a.y: I am part and parcel of Government; you.
ought to be loyal to me. TJ;i.e Honourable Mr. ManoharLal will say: Yes;
I am a Minister; part and parcel of the Government ; you are to respect.
me and be loyal to me. . To whom should I be loyal ? Loyal first to my
conscience, to God and to my country, and to the King Emperor and not
loyal to th.e.Exe~utive Councillors and Ministers.· 'I think that the system.
of Government and its present policy do not warrant that 'we should beloyal to them. In my_ opinion, therefore, these words have been used as a.
threat to the House.
· Finally, I would ID!L~e this appeal to the Honourable the Finance M:em-

baJ:. -For God's sake. do not increase, the peliee fQrQe which h™' been already
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-increased to its utmost capacity judged by the ability of th~ ~ax-pay.er to
meet the burden. It will be kind of the honourable member if he is bold
enough to disband the police force altogether, for then; we will find. more
peace and prosperity, more law-abiding people in the land than at present.
·(Mr. F. Maya Das : Any country in the world like that?) The honourable
member is looking at this slave country with the bureaucratic mentality,
·with the vision of honourable m.embers on the benches opposite. There is
Jaw no doubt, but you cannot expect· order from the people. There. is
bound .to be disorder and it will be worse if you are going to increase the
expenditure on the police department.
With these words, I move
motion and hope that the honourable
'House will accept .it without· division.
Mr. Ptesident: Demand under consideration. Amendment moved
:is")

my

•· That the grant be reduced by Rs. 24,680 w:th respect to the item of Rs. 24,680
District Executive Force."

M.r. Din Muhammad [East and.West Central Towns, Non-Mnhammadan, Urban): Sir, I beg to oppose this motion, - and in doing so, I re.alise my. full responsibility. I have taken up this attitude not because
-that I feel I am not patriotic, or lack in my love of my country or have no
-desire to see the country advance, but because I feel convinced that it would
be highly detrimental to the interests of the law-abiding citizens of the
province if 'this demand is refused. - it is a matter of common knowledge
that the condition of the country to-day is not the same as it was this day
Jast year, when Pandit Moti Lal Nehru was the prophet of the day and
.his revelation was the Nehru Report. Even the most advanced politician
-ot the extremist wing believed in Dominion Status under the eegis of the
British Crown. All efforts were devoted to spread this propaganda and to
.popularise this political creed· that Indians should be satisfied with Domi·nion Status under the protection of the British Crown. The closeof tliat year
.however saw. a great metamorphosis wrought in the political creed of the
country. .\ week before the year ended, the whole country was shocked
b.v the diabolical outrage _that was prepetrated a.t Delhi on the Viceregal
train. Six days later Congresssat here and the dawn of 193(; saw the Indspendenee flail' unfurled and heard the declaration of independence announeed. .I would not for one moment attack the bona fidee or the intentions
-of those gentlemen who sincerely believe that independence is their goal.
That is not, however, the point to be discussed. Nor are we here concerned
with a discussion of the merits of the police force in general. We are here
faced only with one problem, i.e., whether. we should sanction the demand
-that has now been made to retain the services of the additional police,
which was engaged in September 1929, which was sanctioned by this Bouse
in November 1929 and for which a longer lease of life for another six months
is requested by the ex'ecutive government. That is the only question n.ow
before the House.
· ·
Conditions, as I have submitted to the House, have changed with the
.dawn of 1980 and since then, we have been living.in a constant din of revolutionary shouts. Every day we find a bomb-thrower arrested; every day
we find a manufacturer of bomb chased by t};le police. A few days ago
.a conspiracy to manufacture bombs was detected in Lahore and it is still
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.
pending investigation. It was only ten or fifteen days ago that an innocent '.
life was lost at Amritsar where innocent students were assembled just for
their own academic purposes, Every dav the papers bring some news 'of·
. the discovery of a bomb in this nook or that comer of the conntry.,
If that is the state of affairs and if the executive that is responsible for the maintenance of law . and order, for preserving the .
dignity of law and for affording safety and security to the law-abidingcitizen, if. that executive feels th~t the present force is insufficient and
that to cope with the new. situation, additional force is necessary, who
are we to Pa~·, No? Remember, Sir, that if once you refuse this demand!
· and if an untoward incident happens, you shift the whole responsibility
· o~ to your own shoulders. So long as their demand is met the responsibilit:
is! theirs. As soon as their demand is refused you give them a' loop-hole
o{ escape. Anyhow, you give them this argument to he used a.gainst you:·
"I We warned vou j we were honest enough to confess our weakness; we
dfman.ded additional force ; yon refused ; and if an untoward incident hashf ppened, if sufficient protection and security has not been given to
the law-abiding citizen, itis not our fault; it is your fault who as representstives of those very people refused tho demand that was put forward before·
yon." This would be the argument that would be employed if this demand
· is refused. T would be the last person to support ai;iy policy that can spslh
repression. But we must see what repression is. To bring an offender to·
justice fa not repression. If I break the law J am bound. to be hauled up and
that would not be repression. (An honourable member : What about,
1918 ?) The vears] 91S and J 919 were extraordinarv vears. The ordinarv
law· of the l~~d was superseded. Innocent people· ;ere molested, Coni:~
plaint was made that in the Jallianwala Bagh an unjustifiable slaughter
took place. We are not, however, concerned with those questions now.
It is· in order to avert such unfortunate happenings that this additional.
force is being demanded. · I do not. believe in the innocence <>f the cuJt
of non-violence.• It is such a subtle philosophy that an ordinary man
Iike myself with ordinary intelligence cannot believe in it, and cannot act
upon it. But· I wish to assure my honourable friend that this additional"
· force is not meant for the non-violent resisters, the sane elements as my
honourable friend has been pleased to call them, but it is to check, to safeguard, against the insanity which will be engendered and generated by theirsanity. And nobody in India can claim that he has got any hold on the·
multitude. That apostle of non-violence, Mahatama Gandhi himself admitted his defeat when after giving it a trial for two years he retired to his:
ashram. He realised that it was not possible for him to keep an effectivecheck and control on the multitude. Nobody will be able to control a
multitude once it is let loose upon society, Tb. e multitude always waits:
for an opportunity to feed fat itR own grudges.:
3
i>.JrL
.
'rhis thing~ has taken place on several occasions.
before. It took place when the Jhang people rioted, it took place when the·
Multan people rioted. It took place when the strength of the Government"
., was imagined to have been shaken or impaired. Quite independent of this
non-violent movement, quite independent of any other political movement.,
these people are waiting for an opportunity to be let loose on society-. So
.. if. Government wimt.additional force to control them why should we stand.
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· in their way ? I would ask the honourable mover to keep in mind that,
if we withheld the 450 foot constables from the executive we cannot weaken
the .strength of the British Empire: and if we add 450 foot constables it.
cannot strengthen the weakness of .the British Empire. And if the strength
or weakness of the British Empire is to be determined by this contingent
of police. that they demand, I believe that the Government will be well
advised to leave this country bag and baggage; 450 foot constables' are nothing,
The stability and security of the Government depend on other considerations than this; niey do not demand this force for the first time. This
very force has been in existence for the last six months. When the Congress,
held its sittings here, nobody interfered with them; when political meetings.
· · were held here nobody stopped them; when seditious speeches were de. livered, nobody objected. It is the law of the land that punishes ; additional police. has nothing to do. with that. The law of the land must berespected. If I break the law, whatever I may be-a member of the Legislative Council or an advocate-I am bound to be hauled up before the tribunal;
of justice. In these circumstances, Sir, I would submit that we should not.
be carried away by any lofty sentiment of independence or non-violent'
-ereed, but we should, like practical men, give our serious consideration to·
the practical question that is before us.
So far as these non-violent resisters are concerned· I am tempted to quote·
what Samuel Bulter wrote of the Liberals· in 1898. He remarked: '· I am.
really afraid of these liberals, because they tlirt with the radicals, who .flirt
with the socialists, who 'flirt with anarehists, who do something a deal morethan flirt with the dynamite."
This is exactly what this non-violent:
resister will do. A non-violent resister is not an innocent being. Selfrestraint and self-control are the only two difficult things in . the world. If
everybody is able to restrain himself, if everybody is able to control himself;
I periectly agree with the honourable mover that no police would be required;
no military would be required , nothing of the' flort would be required. But
these two virtues are Vt<ry rare in the world •. And when, we see with our
owri eyes that this Relf-wstrai,nt has never been kept, my respectful sub·
mission is that we cannot build on. fancies and phantasies, Hard facts are
to be faced and hard facts must be faced in a proper wfly.
It was urged before the House that Mahatma Gandhi and bis disciples arethe only sane people here, that they are. saner than any -other persons in
the world and therefore everybody should follow. their lead. I may be excused if I say that I am not such a toady of Mahatma Gandhi as to believe,
in what he says. He may be perfectly sane in his own wg.y, he may be a very~
wise mail, he may deservemy respect for· his other qualities, but it does not
follow that. because he holds .a certain political creed, therefore every citizen.
of this country is bound to · hold the same. · He may. be sane in his own way,.
there may be others saner. in their own y.ay ;. every man has . to,
follow his own lights or the lights orthose in whom he believes. I say·
therefore. that any reference to the sanity of Mahatma Gandhi is altogether·
out .of place here,
It was further urged, Sir, tha.t economic distress was present in the country,
that the tax-p1:1,yer cannot bear this extra. expenditure and that therefore ,, this additional force
should not be given. That also is an argument which.
,·
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could not be utilised in: this case. Let us see ·whether.a similar . demand has
been made before. We remember, Sir, that when communal riots took place
.in Lahore, additional police. was engaged. W~ remember that when riots
took place in Rawalpindi, additional police was engaged, not over our heads,
.but with our full approval. We .know _that whenever .such extraordinary
'conditions had.existed additional police has been engaged'with our approval.
Extraordinary conditions prevail now and extraordinary conditions must
lead to extraordinary demands. If _the condition of the country is such
~that the existing force is unable to cope with the situation, additional force
must be given so that law and order might be preserved and respected.
An argument was advanced, Sir, that the reference to the Lumsden Committee in the note of the Financial Secretary was misleading. The Lumsden
-eommittee had recommended that the police force was not sufficient even
for normal times and that it would be necessary that 696 foot constables
with an adequate staff of officers should be further engaged. This argument
.seems to have been employed to justify the demand. It is urged that even
· in normal conditions, if the finances had permitted, the police force woul,'
have been increased by this time by 696 foot constables. The present d€·
.mand falls far short of that figure and therefore it iii! n0t an extraordinary
demand that is being now put forward. It is clearly within the limits which
.have been prescribed by the Lumsden Committee. ·No responsible per. son, should therefore oppose this demand.
·
With these few words I beg to oppose the motion moved by the
honourable member from Hoshiarpur,
·
Mr. E. Maya Das (Representative of Indian Christians) (Urdu): Sir,
:.no doubt, the stength of the police should not be increased beyond the
limit that is absolutely necessary for the maintenance of.law and order in the
country. 'But at times special circumstances. arise which necessitate an
increase in the strength of the. police, but WEl should see that such increase
does not exceed the requirements of the case. Now, let us see what special
circumstances have of late arisen which do or do not justify the proposed
-increase in the police force. Sir, I am aware of only a few of such cir- .
.eumstances, for instance, an agitation regarding the non-payment of taxes is
going on in Multan as well as in Bilgah, Even in Lahore, from the chemical
laboratories of some local schools and colleges such acids have. been stolen
are required . for. the preparation· of bombs;
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: That matter is sub-j,uj,iµ. ··
Mr~E. Maya Das : Similarly a few days ago a bomb was thrown in
.a gathering of the students of the Khalsa College, Amritsar. I am referring
-only to such matters as have been published i? the newspapers.. In Campbellpur, just a few days back, a congress procession was taken out in defiance·
.of the orders of the local authorities. In Una serious rioting has taken
place. Bombs have been discovered in Raowal in the Ludhiana district.
In Amritsar pistols and cartridges have been found in possession of persons
without license. Probably there are many other acts of lawlessnessof which
I am not aware. When such is the state of affairs, is it not advisable for
-Oovernment to taken .step~ to ~p the evil in ~he bud ? Perhaps _some people
-would say t~at the situation 1s not very senous _and the present phase of
things will soon be over. But others, who feel their responsibility, would
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,certainly urge upon Government the necessity of bringing the offenders to
book. Sir, if the preachers of the cult of bomb and pistol are left off soott
.free, the time may come when no police.foree, however large it may be,
would be able to keep law and order in the country. I, therefore, see no.
.reason why Government -shonld let the matters pass beyond control.
Sometimes am inclined to compare the police in.this country with the
.police in other countries: For instance, take the case of the police in England.
There the police . constable is not only better paid but also bears a greater
proportion· to the· population than the proportion of police constables
bear· to the population in this country. But England is a very advanced
.eountry. Now let us take the case of. a backward country. .A few days
• 'back I was much surprised to hear something very interesting about the
police administration of a semi-civilisedcountry Iike .Abyssinia. In that
·territory there is a town· known .as Adisabbaba which has a population of
· 60,000 persons. Sir, just imagine that in a country where there is no rioting
and offencesagainst the State are not common and where people are passing
peaceful days, a police constable 1s employed for every tw~nty persons, while
.in our Province, where explosive material is not lacking and hardly a single
day passess without bringing reports of explosions of bombs or the discovery
.of fire arms in the possession of the members of the revolutionist party, a
-police constable is employed for every one thousand persons or even more.
I am sure that the present police fores will not be able to cope with the
-serlous situation that has arisea and therefore t'-ia Government -would be
well-advisedtJ take immediate steps to avert the dsngsr th1t is threatening
-the peace of the country.
.
Previously there was also an occasion when Governmsnt should. have
. increased the police force. I am referring to .the tims when communal riot
ibad not yet taken place at Rawalpindi. If at that . tims precautionary
·measures had been adopted and additional police employed, the city of
Rawalpindi would have bean saved the serious damages it sustained, A
rflne wa.s imposed on the citizens but that . proved useless because it· was
:later on decided by this very House to remit the said fine. Sir, from the
,public. point of view would it not have. been much betterfor Governmsnt to
have ta.ken precautionary measures before the riot actually took place than
-to have imposed a punitive tax on the people a.fterwa.rdswhen the latter had
.already suffered serious losses ? I think that the present police should
.be strengthened only to the 'extent thaf is absolutely .indiapensible for
';public security. With these words I resume my seat.
Kt.an Bahadar Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat Khan (Muha.mma.dan
.Landholders): Sir, a reference has bean made to the ImmsdenOommittaa
Report both in the explanatory note and also by the honourable mover
~of the amendment. I would just like to explain that the recommendations
made f>y the Lumsden Committee for the increase of the police force wera
made with due raga.rd to the finaneial stringen,3y prevailing during the
years previous to the tims when this .Oommittee was appointed, and al-~tho11gh wa considered thit our reeommendations were not likely to mS3at
ithe requiremsnts in full, yet we felt that they would to some eX:tent allevia.t,e
the situation, and hslp in m1king the police more eibieu~ and a,h:iua.te
-:.for the purposes of keeping law and order in this province. TJ:ie honourable
.mover has mentioned, I think, that an increase of lS la.khswas recommended
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by tbe Lumsden Committe. I want to correct this statement. As a matterof fact· the total sum involved even by jhese conservative recommendations,
of the Committee amounted to Rs. 21,74,000. This. increase was meant to
deal · with the strength · of the police force under normal conditions. In.
addition . to this we also recommended an additional expenditure of
Rs. 2,16:,000 for replacing town watchmen by regular police in the smaller
towns. The total extra expenditure recommended by us amounted to no.
less than Rs. 28 lakhs. Unfortunately the Government did not .agree to
accept our recommendations in full and cut down this figure to somewhere·
about 16 lakhs and even so, the Government could not see their way .togive effect to these recommendations immediately, but decided to spread
the amount of 16 lakhs over a period of 5 or 6 years. If the Government
had accepted the recommendations of the Lumsden Committee at the time,.
I think it would not have been necessary for them to come for this additional.
grant for police at the present juncture. So I think that the Government
. also are to blame for ignoring· the recommendations of the Committee which
were made as long ago as l 926. I might 'also point out and remind the Bouse
that the· report of this Committee was approved of by this honourable ·
Bouse.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: Never. It was never placed before the
Bouse.
Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandat Hyat Khan : · The demand
for the increase of establishment was placed before this House and wasapproved of 'by it.
·
Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat Khan: How could ,
the expenditure of Rs. 5 lakhs have been included without the vote of this·
House?
·
· ·
Mr. President : Was not the Report discussed ?
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : No, the Government never gave us,
· tbe chance of discussing the Beport.
Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat Khan :. The extra
expenditure on the Police was discussed In this House and was incurred
after this · House had approved of it.
The increase was made after the
approval of the House. The honourable member from Sialkot, I remember,:.
made one 6£ his best speeches on the· occasion.
Mr. President: I do not know that, but as far as my recollection
goes, copies of that Report were not circulated among the members of thisHouse and that consequently its discussion had to be given up. ·
Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat Khm : . As a
matter of fact extracts. from the Report. were circulated and an objection.
was taken that the full report had not been circulated, but Lpointed out
that the extita.cts practically contained the whole' of the Report · except
two paragraphs the publication of wlrieh was not considered conducive to
the interests of the public. · But even if the report was not fully discussed, .
the increase in police expenditure was sanctioned by this House in the budget
session
.
. Shirlkh Muhammad Sadiq : Not in. that· way~
"·
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Khan Bahadur . Captain Sard~r Sikandar Hyat Khan : In any
case it had to go in the budget and without your approval it could not be
included. Sir, perhaps the Bouse would be interested to know that theexpenditure on police in this province is-except for the Central Provinces
which as you know is a much smaller province, and Assam=Iower than any
other province in India. The figures, which, .with your, permission, I wi1li
read out, are these. The percentage of police expenditure to revenue in
Bengal is 17•47, Madras 12·14, Bombay 11 ·4, Punjab 10·67, Burma.
15·2!), United Provinces 12.·51 and Central Provinces 10·4.
··
Rana Firo:z.-ud-DinKhan : That was in 1926. What is it now 'l
· Captain Sardar Silrandar Hyat Khan : . I will give the figures·
just now. We could not get figures beyond 1924~25. The budget for
l!i25-26 was under preparation at the time and these figures were found
to be even more favourable when our report was presented. The figure
the Punjab instead of 10·67 in 1924, came dowr. to 9·54 in 1925-26~.
the year when cur report was published which is even less than .A~sam and:
the Central Provinces. You will see that the Punjab at the present moment, ..
although it. corsists of very explosive elements is spending the least of all,
the provinces so far as expenditure on police is concerned.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : And you want· to inake up the deficioocy?
·

for

Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat Khan: As ·~
matter of fact I think that if the propaganda which some people-fortunately a very Email porticn of the public of this province-are now trying,
· to spread takes root or grows, it will be neeessary for the Government not
· only to continue this additicnal force but engage a much larger force to t,ry
to nip the evil in the bid, if they wish to prevent chaos and disturbances,
in this province. My friend referred to the economic poverty of the
people, but I am at a loss to understand how the economic condition would.
be bettered if the cult of the bomb and the pistol is preached in the province
instead of working for the orderly progress; which is the aim of aJl of UB.
I, ~ir, - like to warn my friends on my right and my friends . on my left,

Mr. Din Muhammad : Do you include me also ?
Khan Bahadu:r Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat Kkan: Yes;yon
included and everybody else included. Should like to give the warning
that you should take stock of the situation now and · not merely
rely on the Government to preserve law and order in this province.
If you want to see the Punjab progressing on healthy and orderly
lines then you must organise yourselves and try to see that the
cult of the bomb and the pistol, now being preached by . people
who have no stake in the province should be checked at all costs if it
is desired to avoid bloodshed, rapine and murder. I would also appeal
to the Government that it is their duty to see that the saner elements which
'as they say........
.
·
· Mr. Din Muhammad·: Saner
in what
sense?
.
.

Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikander HJ•atKhan : Not in the
sense mentioned by the honourable mover, butI am referring to those who
. desire to see the Punjab progressing in a constitutional an~ orderly manner, and
D2
O
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wish that it should not lose .the ground gainsd during the period of Reforms.
Government should try and encourage and support those people who want
to see that the edifice of law and order ii! int shaken i a t'1is province (Heir,
hear). Sir, I would not take ariy more time of this Hous s except that in
conclusion I would like to warn· the honourable mover that not only this
additional police, but perhaps a much larger additional force m 1y b3 requited, unless he and his friends are prepared to work a a Iw an from their
aetivitiea those unfortunate people and youth. who ars being led astrey,
'Such activities will not only involve larger expenditure, but may lead to
bloodahedand misery to the people. To my friend at the moment I can
oi;uy say·
·
~..;.; IJJ,14"

l!fol

l+"" .)'.~

c_l

(Cheers).

'

\

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq [Aimitsar city, (Muhammadan), (Urban)]:
· Sir, one does not mind spending for law and order but at least one expects
some honesty in dealing with this House. I do not say that the Government
is deliberately lacking in honesty but when we objected in November tp.at
this police fore.a is going to be a permanent force they told us that it was
only for Congress purposes. If the Government had frankly stated, they
knew that civil disobedience and independence was in. the air; and if they
had told us frankly that it was going to be a permanent force, I would have
said, 'yes; take it, it is a necessity.' We now know that the police force is
going to be a permanent thing. Why did they not come forward and sa.y
that it was a permanent force, My friend stated that we passed additional
five lakhs for the police and we. accepted the Lumsden Committee's report.
That is. absolutely wrong. That report was never put before us and we .
:h~d never the honour or the pleasure of discussing that report. What
actually happened was this that a lot of time was taken up in discussing.
other items and when the time of the police report came, the President of
this House : asked us to pass or to reject the whole of it. But th.at was
not possible. We may be opposing the Government for an additional grant
but we would not irresponsibly reject the whole of the Police · grant.
My friends who say that the matter was discussed then are absolutely
wrong. Bach a big and important question should have bean discussed.
Government should have even gone to the extent of fixing a special day
for the disoussion.ol the Lumsden Committee's report. They then shirked
their duty, and now thev come and ask us to pass this police grant and S-"!Y r
that.if we do not do so it will bring about chaos. Now they accuse us that ·
we are opposing it. What is the police wanted for? These gentlemen
are not going to be spread all over the province, but they are going to be
!kept as a ready force. Government say that. they want more men. If .
more police is wanted why not distribute it all over the districts? There
:are people who think that non-violent non-eo-operation is the only remedy
in this country by which success can be attained ; · I am not a non-co-operator
nor am I ever going to resort to civil disobedience, yet to refer to the thing .
in such a way a.I! to rouse the House into hatred .against it is not the proper
thin6 t.o . do. If Government come forwar,i with clean ntethods and say
. that they find that the number of police constables in the distrfo.ts. is not
,enoagh too maintain )a'\\' and order and that they want this aiditional_
1
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police, tl:at, would l:e all right, But on the one bond Government says tl:at
the Lumsden Committee's report recommended so much police and according to that report the number of eonstables in the districts ialess than it
onpht to be, and on tho ctl:er hand, Government says in the same breath
that they have done nothing to increase the number. If the number was
less, then Goverr.ment sr. cnld have come forward long ago with this demand
. and asked this House .to increase the number and I am sure there are memhers here in this Beuse wl; o would not mind our borrowing money even
from America er Encland for the pr rr ose of enabling us to engage more
police if our own ludfet eculd not sup1Iy th·e money. We have members
here who would snpj ort Government for anything. Why has Government
not comp forward up to this time for more money for executive force in the
provineo? .Lot us eonrider this point seriously. If Government really
thinks that there are net enough constables in the district, why bas it not
asked for more tclice all this time? Eurely the reason is that Government
was not convinced ot the necessity of increasing the police in the district,
What Gove~nmrnt really wants is ~ striking force, probably my friends.
will eay, of afents 7rcncaiwrs. If Government were to say that they weregoing to have tl ese 1oliCEmenspread over the province, where 'th ey are·
needed to maintain law and order, if they were to say that they v; ere 'VI s ntr d.
in the districts wl.ere tl:.Ere is a lot of tbeit and robbery going on and that.
the present police emj loJ ed there is not sufficient to cope with the crime;
then I would understand it. Ent what Government wants is an army
of men ready. for oppression, and if that is so, then lain afraid I cannot:
support Government in their. demand. If Government had said that they
wanted :five or. ten or twenty additional men in each district, if th£y .l ad
said they wanted no er 'iCO extra constables to keep law and order in thedistrict; tl: en I would lave gladly approved of Government's demand, l:ut
if they want a stiilirg 'orce tl:.en Lcannot agree to it. They say that theCongress has declared civil disobedience. Ent the Punjab has not started
it yet, nor is tt ere mt eh likelihood of it being started in the Punjab where·
there are 99 per cent. of lcyal and law-abiding people. They are not going to·
indulge in tl.is costly affs ir. Government rnjs that in the Iunjab rn IEr·
cent. of the inhabitants are loyal that they are not law-breakers and that
there is only a small band of people in the province who are going to take·
part in the movement; If that is so, then what is the necessity of em,
ploying this extra police ? My friend from Ferozepore says that there is.
one policeman for every twenty persons in Adis Ababa in Abyssinia. I
wish them good luck: I do not think my friend understood the statistics.
correctly. It is just possible that he read a lot of statistics and mixed.
them up. It might be it was a misprint, for to say that there is a policeman for every twenty persons is absolutely ridiculous. That might bethe army of the whole country, which he has mistaken for police. I
feel sure he is mistaken in bis stateme~t.
My friend from Gujranwala in supporting Government said that the
year 1919 was an extraordinary year. He said that poor innocent people
were arrested.· When you .talk about those days of disorder you always
think of the victims of imagination. also. .Wbo could have imagined that
our ex-Deputy President (E~rqar Mobindar Singh) was a leader of revolutionaries? Who could have imagined that our Minister opposite or the
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Minister of 'the first Council could have committed murder and arson 'l
I wish you_ had heard. my friend from Gujranwala who has just spoken
speak about the police in those days. I know what his feelincs were in
those days. He is a very magnanimous man and has foqotten- those old
days,.but we have not yet forgotten them. We know tha~ giving too much
impetus to the police means more - repression. Govemmsnt losss its head,
There is a danger of disorder in a .loeality. Government sends police to
the spot to stop the disorder, but it probably goes and creates disorder.
I do not attack Government of any dishonest motives, but I know it is very·
difficult to rule. Even when there are experienced people at the helm of
affairs, they are liable in heated moments to take counsel which is not
always wise. If Government comes and tells us that it doss not want
this monev for a strikin~ force 'but that it wants i~ ra1lly for the benefit
of the public, for protecting the property and lives _o' the people, then it is
· different, but if it wants it for political purposes or, in other words, for oppression, then we cannot agree to it. There is not the slighsest doubt that
the demand will be carried by a huge majority, E ven members who are
ordinarily cursing the police and are opposed to increasing the police will
-at this time become anti-nationalist enough and vote for Government. Last
time Government said that they wanted 500 or 703 men for the purposes
of the Congress. What happened during the Conzrsss days ? Did any
disorder take place? The whole force was practically useless. Even
last time when I spoke against the demand I said that Government was
trainin~ a force which the people said was for the purpos ss of oppression.
But Government did not have the courage at that tims b sw that they
wanted ths additional police because the Lumsden Committee's report
had reeom-nsnded that more polioemsn should be rseruitsd. Three months
ago nobody even mentioned the Lumsden Committas's report. They
had forgotten all the items of the report.
And now thev sw that the
Lumsden Committee - recommended the appointment ·of additional police.
I do not want to say hard words at all azains] Governm mt because I have no
grud5e a1ainst it, but it is mv painful duty to sw what I feel. ; I would
be the Iast man to encourage disorder or the breach of the peace. I would
be the last man to encourage it, but it is my honest conviction that w:e must
:reject the demand.
·
Sarda't Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh : Sir, I bag to move"The ·question· be now put."

The motion was carried.

Chaudbri Afzal Haq : Sir, . I am very sorry that the honourable
members who opposed the amendment made unedifying criticism. I expected that they would be kind enough to take to task the Government which
was responsible for the state of affairs in the province, which necessitated
suohan increase of the police force._ The honourable member from Gujranwala said that the might of the British Einpire was so great that this addition of 500 or 600 constables will not add materially to their strengh. I
quite admit that. If really the Empire is ~t stake, certainly these 500 eonstables will not be able to do anything, will not add to the might of the
Government which is already mighty.· As the honourable msmbsr' put it,
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tthe might of the Government is so great that it cannot be challenged. . While
11.agree with this view of his, I submit that that is an argument in my favour,
-that is, in support of my motion. If the might of the Empire is so great that
i~ cannot be challenged, where is the need for this extra police force ?
Again, the honourable msmbers who opposed my motion said that I
-will be held responsible if anything untoward happend in this province.

1may inform my friend who is Iiow absent, the ex-Revenue Mam.bet and
perhaps a candidate for the next vacancy of Revenue Member, that I never
indulge in private affairs and I never attack my honourable friends.
The Honourable Mian Slr Fazl-i-Hasain: You are attacking~
·now.
Chaadhri Afzal Haq : That fa because that honourable msmber in·
dulged in that art and no one was good enough to stop him.
·
Shaikh MuhammadSadiq : You may be more generous.
. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : I say, that we people who oppose the Govern·
ment always give advice to Government at the proper time and so we cannot
be held responsible for the state of affairs if anything untoward happens in
the province. The Government ignored our advice when the Simon Commission came. If the Government had listened to the ·advice of the saner
-elements of the country, the· whole country would have been with the
1Government. But the Government against the advice of our party
co.operated with .the Simon Commissionwhich brought about the results well
'known to all of us and we are not, therefore, responsible for them. Is it not
:a fact that time and again we advised the Government to co-operate with
the people and try to satisfy the demands of the people? What is the net
eesult of ,he seven years of our toil ? There is not a man in the street who
-does not say that these councils are toys. .Whenever a resolution is pU:t.
forward, they are almost alwa.ys opposed. Theraiore, if the Government
-will not listen to our advice, who is responsible for the results? We try
-our level best at ii.ny cost , even at the risk of incurring the displeasure of
-some of our friends and relatives, we try our best to advise Government
;with what we think as right and proper, but it is the honourable members·
opposite who say

'These honourable gentleman do not advise the Government at the proper
time to msnd their matters. Hsd they done so at t'nt tims, the Congress.
would never have passed the independent rasolutiaa. I atn very sorry that
one. of my friends says that the Congress declared independence.' No.
nothing of ths sort, · M1h1hm1 GauIai, th1t ·gm,t leader of this country
:(A. Voice: Question). The questiousr's position o in ba questioned, but
not that ·of Mah!l.tm1Gandhi, I s9,y that virtual Ieadsr of this co1ntry msde
it plain time and again that by complete indepandsnce he did not msan. •
-severaace of connection with the British provided t3.e Government ware
!Prepared to maka amends. I have bean a m3m1:J3r of that body called the
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All India Congress Committee and I have been taking part in the proceedmgs of that committee and I may assure the Government that if the Government cares to consider sympathetically the eleven points of Mahatma Gandhi,

. he '.WW no doubt come to a compromise and will accept Dominion Status,

because he is one ofthose who try to avoid rather than create opportunity.
for fight. Who differs from his eleven points ? Can any of my honourable
friends in this House tell me whether there is any one point in those eleven,
points ,with which they disagree?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl..j;.Hu.sain: · Prohibition.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : That is only opposed by the Government.
The Honourable Mi~ Sir Fazl·i·Husain: No, it was opposed bythis Honse.
· ·

Chaudhri Afzal Haq : No, the prohibition resolution
to Government's crushing majority.
· Rana Firoz•ud·Din Khan : Only a few non-official
agreed.
Chaudhri AfzaJ. Haq : Now, Sir, I was disappointed
_speeches from these benches and.
4F.M,

was lost owing
members disto hear the·
. . . • • • • • .. '

Chaiidhri Zafrulla Khan : You were also disappointed not to heat· .
some speeches from these benches. (Laughter).
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : I was really disappointed, Sir, to hear that
everything, · every insinuation and all sorts of criticisms have been hurled
against, me and not a word has been said byway of advice to the Government.,
All moderates at this time, Sir, will say, and no honest Indian can differ;
that the position taken up by Mahatm~ Gandhi is very
.
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath:· Speak to the amendment.
Sir, why discuss the policy of Mahatma Gandhi ?
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : The resolution of independence has been diseussed in greater detail and J have reason to say that I must touch those- ·
points the Government say that they. are afraid that Ia"; and order may
suffer. I say that the situation that has been created is created by the·
irresponsibility of the responsible officers of the Government. If really
there had been a change of heart Government would have very gladly
accepted these eleven points of Mahatma Gandhi and would have given
an opportunity to the saner element of this country to prevail upon
Mahatma Gandhi not to resort to non-violent civil disobedience. Now,
Sir, instead .of . inviting the attention of Government, instead of advising
the Government to take up those points and· sympathetically
consider
those points, they have indulged in criticisms against Mahatma
Gandhi.
Sir, whatever my political belief may be, I think, Mahatma Gandhi
and his followers are able people and are doing lot of good to my country
and. to my countrymen. They may be extremists, but when Govern, ment refuse11 to hear the advice of reasonable people why. they .might not:
go to the extreme limit. There is no one in the country, Sir~.
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who says that there may be ~·iota of misunderstanding.between the.peopleof India and of England. It will be and it ought to be the sacred duty of;
the Government and the opposition Benches and · every. bench to bnng
about that state of affairs and settle.all disputes that exist at present. 'Sir.
· instead of doing something, advising. Government and pressing upon the
Government to do something, towards these down-trodden people, my fnendswill advise the Government to suppress fllem by force and will continue· to
support the Government even going out of their way •. I think, Sir, . however
mighty an empire may be, however strong the Gover.riment may .be~ it
cannot retain its hold upon the people without their co-operation. With
all its deadly weapons the 'Govemment cannot govern 88 erores of people.
without their good will and co-operation. It may not be palatable to Gov··
ernment to hear that without eo-operation'whieh is necessary to carry on,
the Government, it is difficult to govern India and yet, the blame for 'that
is 'thrown on the people, The people have been doing ·their level best to
help the Government, they have shed blood for Government outside their
Motherland, . they have given their lives for. the glory of the British
Empire, and, Sir, with what ·results?
.
Th~ Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: That you are in this·
Council.
·
·
·
·

Chaudhri'Afzal Haq : Sir, for· the last 7 years I 'have been pressing'.
upon the Government to adopt the policy of prohibition and with what.
result?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: Failure .
.Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Yes, Iailure all round and who is responsible·
for that failure, you can well imagine. This is my position. Unless you do,
something to satisfy the people, no force, I say, even your air craft will do·
nothing, I make my request through you, Sir, to the Honourable. the
Leader of the House, and the Honourable the Finance Member that instead
of replying to these criticisms adversly and meeting arguments with arguments; they will advise their Chief, I mean the Imperial Government, the·
Parliament, the Secretary of State. for India, to take such steps as will con- ·
· ciliate the extreme section of this province, and rally round the saner·
element and improve the situation of the country. You can postpone for
the time being the day of Judgment, but surely, Sir, the time will come and
it 41 bound to come, when this police force, this air force, these machine guns
and bombs will not be of any avail if really the masses are against theGovernment. as they seem to be at present.
Well, Sir, one point more and I have done. - The figures quoted by
, my friend the ex-Revenue Member show that since 1£24-25 you have in. creased the expenditure on police by Rs.· 12 lakhs and you: have increased
tl!.e .Folice force of foot constables by 11,000. B11t what is the necessity for
. the present increase when so much increase has been made already 'r
Well, Sir, I assure you that the report of the Lumsden Committee
was never discussed in this House. I tried my · level best to give cuts,
to discuss that
Committee's
report, but, Sir, the Honourablethe President advised the Government to circulate that · report to the
Members and thereby give an opportunity to discuss that report. · I am
sony~ Sir, that that. advice was not taken by the Government 'Benches •.
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But, Sir, if you are really anxious on the basis of the Lumsden Committee's ·
report to put forward your claim for the. increase in the police force, I will .
-ask, ~hat about their other recommendations ? My friend the ex-Revenue
Member has made very useful and reasonable suggestions and if these sng·gestionsare adopted I am fully certain that corruption in the · police depart·
:ment will decrease to a great extent, but instead of doing so, you only demand
an increasein the police force. . . You are increasing your liabilities by this
dnerease of police force, but you have not taken any responsibility. Are you
-sure, Sir, that if the Lumsden Committee's report is adopted so far as
the increase in· the force is concerned, that the· corruption in . the Police '
Department will stop, or will decrease. No, nothing of the sort. Has any
member of this House who supports the increase in the police force on
the basis or Lumsden Committee's report got any assurance from the
Government Benches that by adopting this recommendation the efficiency
.of the police department will increase and that the corruption, inefficiency
.and high-handedness of the police will decrease. Sir, in· the Lumsden ·
-Committee's report all the members are agreed that the police is in.efficient and there is ho doubt complaints are increasing against this ·
-department of maltreatment and corruption.
Liability without responsibility is such a thing which every member of
this Rouse will not agree to. I hope that the Government will not evade
the issue and will give us the assurance that this force will not be utilised for
'repression, will· not be employed to break the heads and bones of innocent
.crowds, but that it will only be employed for the purpose of investigation,
for purposes which strictly belong to the police department. . We
have, however, very bitter experience of Government and their police
officers and I hope those . bitter experiences will . riot be repeated. I look
forward for an assurance to this effect from whoever replies to this debate
on behalf of Government.
With these words, I commend ~y motion for the favourable consideration of the House.

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl..j,.ffusain (Revenue Member):
Sir, it · was with some pleasure that we found· the honourable member who
moved. this amendment speaking in English. But I must say that the
speeches o.f nis in Urdu to which we had the pleasure of listening several
times in this House were not so lacking in what one might call argument
or relevancy as the one to which we have listened to-day. Perhaps it is
because he is· yet new to the language, but perhaps it was also due to the
fact that from no part of the. House did he receive any support with the ,
result that he decided to make up for those speeches by speaking himself.
He has made a speech which is exceedingly difficult to reply to, firstly, because
one has not been able to grasp the relevancy of the various passages .so far
as the matter before the House is concerned. Again, one is at a. loss to know
whether to discuss the honourable member's politics or to discuss the
politics of the members of this House or still further to go afield and discuss
non-violence, civil disobedienceand such like thing. I will touch upon these
points very briefly.indeed,
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, First, as regards the honourable member's own politics. · I unhesitat ..
.io.gly congratulate him on having had the moral courage to refuse to follow
Mahatma Gandhi when he found the Mahatma was wrong in preaching
· boycott of Councils. I further congratulate him on possessing all his col"leagues exeept one. None of them except one honourable member who used
ito sit next to him followed Mahatama Gandhi's lead, while others followed
the honourable member. Not only he himself is giving such co-operation
as he feels ought to be given to the Government but the province as a
whole is ready· to give the co-operation which Government deserves.
Passing on from his politics to the polities of the House, when the honour. able member says that Government does. not do this and Government does
not do that, what he really means is that he is not able to persuade his col·
.Ieaguss to hold the same views as he himself holds. When the trots forth a.
theory of his own and says that the country does not want this, that or the
-other, he scarcely realises that he has no more right to speak on the part of
the country than the 7R and odd non-official members of this Honse.
When he says the sword should be exempted from the operation of the Arms.
Act; and the members of the Ho11s3 a~ree with him and the Government
_yields to that demand and makes sword free · in most of the districts, he
-does not say that that hes been done in response to the wish of the country.
'I'hat-docs not. matter. · Vh.1n he wants nrohibit ion to he introduced and
he finds t, rat the H Jl>Be does not a1rAP
him under the exifltiug eircumstanf.!,~s,--a,nd as '.l. matter of hot the province as a whole does not consider
'it practical politioa=-he goes on repe9,ting,. Government does not want
,;it. Surolv, he must realise t.hat when he is trying to condemn Governm mt he i'I really courting his own condemnation, Inasmuch a;; he makes
out therebv that he stands by himself unsupported by his colleazuea. As a
-mabter o~ fact, this debate in which it has not been necessary for any Gov-emmsnt official to .take part is an eloquent tribute to the efforts that Gov. ernment continuously i<:t making to maintain the peace in the province.
Thia demand for additional police has absolutely no bearing whatsoever
-on the question or the reform'! which the Punjab, or India, for the matter of
-that, is to get or is not to get. It has got absolutely nothing to do with the
question whether the Viceroy gives an interview to Mah'ttma Gandhi or
not, It has got absolutely nothing t.o do with the march on the 12th, or
perhaps to-day, of any people who wish to disobey certain Iaws. ThiS·
demand stands by itself as a necessary .measure for the administration
of .the province. We all realise-i-no one does better than the honourable
member himseli-c-that what he calls the public has a strange way of getting
-at the people who try to lead them. Does he not realise that the public for
the time being may, if he were to make the sort of speech he makes here,
tin some countryside, go at him and it would be absolutely necessary for
the Government to protect him and protect him through· the agency of the
police ? Does he not know that, as a matter of fact, no mean part of the
duties of the police engaged last November or October was, not to prevent
the Congress deliberations being held, but to no small extent, to see that those
who lead the Congress were allowed to hold their meetings peacefully even··
iif the Government did not agree with the resolutions they carried out. When
:honourable members of the House have been more than once assured and
convinced that this measure has got nothing to do with the political
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programme whatsoever, there is no justification left for any one to adopt.
a· threatening attitude. Threatening does not pay in this life•. · Those "7ho
threaten without having the strength to make goodtheir threats only weaken
their own position by resorting to those threats. Does not the henourablo ·
member realise that if there is one thing that has been consistently adopted·
by Government benches, for the last nine or ten years that I have had thehonour of. being associated with them, it has been nei1er to threaten. We
all know that if we want to take a measure against the honourable member
himself it is ever so much easier to take it without threatening him in any
way before hand. Therefore, is it not wise on bis part also to see that.
he does no good by indulging in threats time after time, minute after minute,
as a matter or fact I might go on to say, quarter of an hour after quarter
of a hour. It does no good by saying Government does not want cooperation. Surely, the mere fact of our sitting in this Council for hours.
and days together, what is it but co-operation? Is not the honourable
member himself even when he is threatening Government, in this Council,
offering co·oreni.tion? While others criticise some measures, appreciate
others, recognise the existence of obstacles in some other cases, thehonourable member tends. to se« nothing but evil in Government .
. measures. He· stands by himself. I admire it. · The mere fact that he·
stands by himself is no argument, I concede, to establish that he
• is wrong. On the contrary be may be right. But at all events hewill have to educate the whole of the 'Punjab for some time to come before
he can reasonably expect them to agree with him, They may agree m the
end or I.hey may · not, that depends upon the amount ol truth in hispossession, the amount of lrnowredge he possesses' and the amount ot ability
be can bring to bear upon hisview . of tl.e problem. Let him, Sir, grnsponce for all, thet Government is most appreciative of. all the, co-operation
_it receives and there is hardly any .seetion of the people in the Punjabwho
are withholding that co-operation and for. this, credit is due to Government
in no small measure. Government is co-operating every minute· and every
moment of time. I: do not think any useful purpose will be served by repeating a lot of platitudes on which there is general agreement. We are fold
Government should not have recourse to repressive policy. Is there a
Government which says that Government ought to have recourse to a
repressive policy ? Has be ever come across a Member of Government
saying-1 have advised Government to have recourse to a repressive
policy ? Certainly not.
The honourable member then says,he will press this amendment to·
the demand, unless be is given an assurance that we would make the Secretary· of State do this or do that. What has that got to .do with this: .
demand? What I am going to do in my capacity as a Member of Government to persuade the Secretary of State in the matter of reforms can have·
no bearing whatsoever on the question whether this additional police,
. 400 or so, ought to be engaged, They are being engaged in the interests,
"of peace and it is considered prudent to do so. If it is, whether I am going
to use my good offices with the Secretary of State or not is entirely irrelevant •.
As a matter of faet, in the face of the speeches-made by Bis Excellency the·
Viceroy, His Excellency the Governor and all responsible members of.
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'Gove 'nmont it is really unnecessary to say that this assurance should be given.
'They give assurances by the yard. We do our best, we are ready to co-operate,
. ready to be friends. What more i.i wanted? If the honourable member
could draft. an assurance which would be fairlv reasonable and sensible I
'have no doubt all of us would be glad ~o sign it. We may be called upon
to give an assurance, for instance, that the police shall be honest, but the
honourable member himself should come forward to give an assurance that
the residents of his constituency will cease to try to · corrupt the
police. I can, for mv part, give him the assurance that I will try not to
-eorrunt the police. He should give me the same assurance in return. I can
give it to him, I am sure, on our behalf,.but it is certain that he cannot give
it on beh alf of his constituents because his constituents go and try to corrupt
the police. Therefore all .these platitudes do not help us to come to _a correct
decision on the point which is before the House, namely, is Government
.aeting wisely in engaging the additional police knowing what the condition .
,of the country is, that there are people who perhaps wantonly make
·statements which they ought not to make, and which a cautious Government is bound to take note of ?
W'.lat it amomts to is this. Tnehonourable member says: Our threatEfare
-emoty threats, don't talre them seriously, and don't engage any additional
police. Well, Sir, I have really great sympathy with that argument, · As a
mattsr of fact, for a long time I myself had strongly held the view that these
things should. not be taken notice -of and no additional precautions should
be taken in consequence of such threats, but I am afraid irresponsible talks
lb.ave a dangerous way of spreading about, young· people who are not yet of
mature experience, and well equipped for the struggle for life, may take
these matters seriously, ari<i from lack of experience, from lack of self-restraint
and on account of plenty of ' enthusiasm, may indulge in things that are
dangerous for the society, and for themselves. It is that aspect of the' case
which has converted me to the belief that Government cannot afford to
overlook these things, that Government cannot disregard these things if it is
to discharge its duties towards the country in doing its best to maintain
law and order. No one knows better than Government that it is not with
the help of the police that peace and good will can prevail in the country.
N9 OI).e knows better than Government t,hat not only is the police 'inade. · -quato but even the army is inadequate, to cope with the situation which may
arise if the good will of this country is not in support of it.. We all know that,
and yet that is not enough to make us give up taking such precautions as we
think necessary. I trust, Sir, that the House will reject this amendment ·
'With a very great majority, in fact all excepting the honourable .mover, not
only to convince the honourable mover of the amendment that he was not
:right in opposing the grant, but also to give the country
very good lead.
{Hear, h'3ar). ·
·

a

Mr. President :

Demand under consideration.

Amendment moved-

" That the grant be reduced by Rs. 24,680 with respeot. to the item of Rs. 24,680,
Distriot Exeoutive Force."

The question is, that the amendment be made.
'.rhe motion was,Jost.

·
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: The question is-

.. That a supplementary sum .not exceeding Rs. l,C0,150 be granted to the Governor.
in Council to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the:
year ending the 31st of Marr.h 1930, in respect of Police."

Chaudhri Afzal Haq : I will oppose the total demand.

Mr. President ~

Verv well.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: We are asked to givens. 64;000 to this de:r:artmont. This note which is provided to us is so short that we cannot makeout what really it means. We do not know whether the staff is a temporary
staff or permanent.
We do not know if Government wants to make any :r: art
of this staff as permanent.
I must say, Sir, that the Lumsden Repcrt
clearly says on page 54, part 2, under· heading Criminal Investigaticn
Department that the principle that should be adopted to meet the emergency
in the way of waves of crime or political ferment should be by temporary
additions to the staff of the department drawn from the districts and not
swelling the number of the normal permanent staff. If, Sir, Government is,
going to appoint a permanent staff I think that Lumsden Committee's.
report expressly lays down that it ought not to be done. If, therefore, really
this is a temporary staff then there is noo bjection to that, and I hope the·
Honourable Finance Member or the Financial
Secretary will kindly
throw light on the question whether it is a temporary staff or whether·
after some months, it is going to be placed on permanent basis.
Mr.. President : The question isw

'

'' That asupplementary SUJll not exceeding ~s. 1,00,150 be granted to the Governor·
in Council to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the
year ending the 31st. of March 1930, in respect of Police."
·

The motion was carried.

•
INDUSTRIES.

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal (.Minister for Education) :' Sir; 1
beg to move"That

.a, supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 3,87,200 be granted to the Punjab
Government (Ministry of Educa.tiori) to defray the charges that will come in
course of payment for the year ending the 31st of March 1930, in respect of
Industries.''

The motion was carried.
' MISCELLANEOUS (TRANBl'ERltED).

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh'. (Minister for Agrioul-ture) : I beg to move' 'That an additional sum not exceeding Rs. 45,300 be granted to the Punjab Govem-ment (Ministry of- .Agriculture) to defray the charges that will come in course
of payment for the yee.r ending the 31st of March 1930 -n respect of Miscel-laneons (Transferred)."

The motion was carried.
. . ' ' CtVIL

WORKS {RESERVED).

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : I beg to move"That -a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs: 11,500 be granted .to the Governor·
in Council to defra.y the charges thatwill come-in course of payment for the year
ending the 31st of March 1930, in respect of Civil Works (Reserved)."
·

The motion was carried .

...
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FAMINE.

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain
beg to move-

(Revenue Member) : I"

" That a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 1,40;000 be granted to the Govemo""
in Council to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the
year ending the 31st of March 1930, in respect of Famine."

The motion was carried.

-

SUPERANNUATION ALLOWANCES AND PENSIONS.

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow (Finance Member)

I beg

to·

mvoo-«
,, That a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. I,07,100 be granted to 'the Governor·
in Connell to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the
year ending the 31st oi March 1930, in respect of Superannuation .Allowances·
and Pensions."

The motion was carried.
PAYMENTS OF COMMUTED .VALUE OF PENSIONS.

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : I beg to movemove" That a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 3,05,900 be granted. to the Governor ';
in Council to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ·
ending the 31st of March 1930, in respect of Payments of Commuted Value·
of Pensions."

The motion was, carried.
REFUNDS

(RESERVED).

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: Sir, 'Lbeg to move5 P. M.
"That a supplementary sum not exceeding. Rs. 94,140 be granted to the Governor
in Council to defray the charges that will come·in course of payment for the
,
year ending the 31st of March.1930 in respect of Refunds (Reserved),"
·

· The motion was carried.
REFUNDS (TRANSFERRED).

TheHoaourable

SardarSir Jogendra Singh: Sir, I beg to move-

" That a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 69,880 be granted to the Punjab
Government (Ministries of Agriculture, Education and Local Self-Government) .
to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending
the 31st of March 1930, in respect of.Refunds (Transferred)."

The motion was carried..
EXPENDITURE IN ENGLAND UNDER THE CONTROL OF
SECRETARY OF STATE.

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: Sir, I beg-to move" That. a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs .. 18,400 be granted to the Governor in Council and .the Ministry of, Local Self-Government to defray the charges
that will come in course of payment for the year ending the 31st of March 1930, .
in respect of Expenditure in England under the control. of Secretary of State."

The motion was carried.
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THE PUNJAB REGISTRA'.l'ION VAL1DATING BILL.

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon· (Minister for Local Self.
Government) : Sir, I ·beg to introduce the Punjab Registration Validating·
:Bill.
.
The Honourable Molik Firoz Khan Noon: Bir, I beg to move"That the Punjab Registration Validating Bill be taken into consideration."

The· motion was carried.

Mr. President : 'Ihe Council will now proceed to take the Bill into
, consideration clause by clause.
'.rhe question is"That sub-clauses (2) and (3) of clause I stand part of the Bill"

The motion was carried.

Mr. President : The question is" That clauses 2, 3 and 4 stand

part of the. Bill"

The motion was carried.

Mr. President : The question is" That the schedule stand part of the Bill"

The motion was carried.

:Mr. President : The question is" That the preamble stand part of the Bill"

The motion ·was carried.

Mr. President : The question is" That sub-clause (1) of clause I stand part of the Bill"

The motion was carried.

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : Sir, I beg to move"That the Punjab Registration Validating Bill be passed."

The motion' was carried.
T:he Council then adjourned till 2

J 980.

P,M,,

on Monday, the it>th Maroh

.
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PUNJAB LEGIS LATlVE COUNCIL.
5TH SESSION OF THE 8RD PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

Monday the 10th 11:l.arch 19.'30.
The Council met at the Council Chamber at 2
clock. Mr. President in the chair.

P.M.

of the

OATH OF. OFFICE.
The following members "ere sworn in:Wilson, Mr. W. R. (Official,nominated).
Ogilvie. Mr. C. M. G., C.B.E. (Official,nominated).
GOVERNMENT'S DEMANDS FOR GRANTS, 1980-81.
The . Honourable Sir Alexander Stow (Finance Member) : Sir,.
the various demands placed on the agenda are put forward on the reeom- ·
mendation of His Excellency the Goyemor.
LAND REVENUE.

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain (Revenue Member); Sir,.
I beg to move" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 39,59,000 be granted to the Governor in Council to·
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending.
the 31st of March 1931 in respect of Land Revenne."

Mr.· President : Demand moved is" That, a sum not exceeding Rs. 39,59,000 be granted to the Governor in Council to.
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending.
the 31st of March 1931 in respect of Land Revenue."

Pandit Nanak Chand [Hoshiarpur (non-Muhammadan), Rural] : Sir,
I beg to move" That the grant be reduced by Re. I with respect to the item of Rs. 36,800-Reafforestation (including cho« areas)."

Honourable members of this Council are not particularly interested in
the Hoshiarpur district and, therefore, some honourable members have asked
me not to make any lengthy speech on this matter. I have been trying to
bring forward this matter before the Council almost every year and this·
year also I wish to draw the attention of Government to this fact that so
far as the destruction of agricultural lands and houses in the Hoshiarpur
District is concerned, the efforts so far taken by the Government have proved
absolutely ineffective.
Mr. President: May I take it that the object of the honourable
member in moving this amendment is to criticise the policy of the Govern·
ment?
B
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Pandit Nanak Chand : Yes, Sir. The steps taken by; the Government so far have not proved effective at all. The destruction of the agricultural land and houses goes on from year's end to year's end. During the
Tainy season if an outsider'visits the Hoshiarpur district be will find bow. the
agricultnral lands are run over by hill torrents and turned into. sandy waste,
how the. houses which border on these bill torrents are swept away by the
force of the currents that come down. · I· particularly wish to mention here
.the village of Jaijon in the Garhshankar tahsil where hill torrents have made
great inroads and houses of very great value have been swept away by the
hill torrents. Various Government officials, such as the Commissioner,the
Deputy Commissioner and others have visited this town or village-it is
not clear which is the right word, because up to this time the Rural Sanitary
Board has not decided whether it i1:1 a town or a village-:-and have found
that_ the condition of this town is very dangerous. If these bill torrents are
allowed to go on like this, in a few years the whole town will be swept away.
This matter was discussed by the Rural Sanitary Board and it said that this
was a matter for the Urban Sanitary Board. When the matter went before
the Urban Sanitary Board, that body said that it was a matter for the Rural
Sanitary Board. Both these boards, however, realise the importance of
-effeotive steps to check the inroad of the hill torrents towards this particular
locality, but neither of these boards up to this time has come to a definite
decision whether it is a matter for the Rural Sanitary Board or for the Urban
Sanitary Board. I submit whether it is a matter for the Rural Sanitary Board
or the Urban Sanitary Board, it is really a matter which affects the life
and property of persons who live in that particular locality. It is
in a very dangerous condition indeed, and the opinion of the Government
officials who have seen this particular area is unanimous that the town or .
, village is in a dangerous condition. It is, therefore, the duty of Government to adopt effective measures immediately for the protection of these
unfortunate people. That is one very important matter which I wish to
place befo.re the Financial Commissione.rwho, I trust will throw some light
as to what steps the Government has taken in this matter which has been
· brought before the Council for the last three or four years. So far nothing
has bean done to prevent the onrush of the hill torrents towards this locality.
Government has wasted about Rs. 80,000 in building up dams which were
afterwards found to have been wrongly planned. The Government has been
-oarrying on experiments on things without taking proper advice and this
matter which is really one of life and death to a large number of people has
not up to this time drawn the serious attention of Government. Of course,
t;he Government will reply that this officer visited the spot and that officer
visited the spot and so on, but the question is, what has been done so far in
order to remedy the evil which is there and which is persistent and which is
-eatinginto the vitals of this town destroying houses and very valuable property of the people of J aijon ?
. ..,,
Then, with regard to agricultural lands, Government has so far declared
that certain parts of Shiwalik.mountains are under certain legal restrictions.
and people are not allowed to grazethei.rcattle there and so on. But . nothing
has been done so far to prevent the onrush of the waters from the Shiwaliks.
In Garshankar tahsil I find after constantly visiting that place that ehos have
sxtended a great deal in that ilag_a and that agricultural lands are being
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!l!!Wept away and turned into sandy deserts. It is a matter for regret the.t
-the ·Government which is now trying to help the zamindars by opening up
-canals fa other districts is not doing anything with regard to the Hoshiarpur district. I shall be very much obliged if the Financial Commissioner
would throw some light as to in what manner the Government has so far
-succeeded in preventing the onrush of these hill torrents or saving the .lives
.and property of these people. The cattle of these unfortunate agriculturists
.are carried away by the hill torrents and are destroyed, Something ought
· .to be done and I submit that nothing serious has so far been done. Some
-experiment has been going on with regard to one, but with regard to the.
,i:_emaining parts of the district nothing is being done.
Mr. President : Demand under consideration, amendment moved

.as-

" That the grant be reduced by Re. 1 with respect to the ite.n of Rs. 36,800-Reafforestation (including ehos areas)."

Mr. W. R. Wilson (Revenue Secretary): Sir, the complaint of the
Honourable Member for Roshiarpur is · that something effective should be
-done to prevent the destruction of agricultural lands and houses by hill
torrents. · It is not so very easy to do anything effective. straightaway:
the matter has been engaging the attention of Government for a very long
period. But I wish to bring to the notice of the honourable member for
Hoshiarpur that it was only a year ago that Government appointed a special
-officer to make local enquiries and to report upon the denudation and
.erosion in such ilaqas as Gurgaori., Ambala, Hoshiarpur, Kangra, Attook.
and Rawalpindi, where the inrush of torrents from the hills in the monsoon
have been damaging, the extent of the dam.age being proportional to the
intensity of the summer rains. The report of Mr. Holland was published
.a year ago and a copy of it was sent to all members of this Council who
represent those particular districts. It was also sent to all members . of
<the Forest Board and also the Deputy Commissioners of the districts con·

terned.

I would like very briefly to put before this Council the main conelu.,g!ons of
Holland in order to show that there is no roya.l road to ~he solu .t1on of this problem of control. Mr. Holland found that denudation · and
.erosion in the lower hills and also in the nsarer hills was on the increase and
that the problem generally was becoming more acute. The reason given as
being responsible for the deterioration th1t has takan place in recant deeades
.is that the incidence of cattle grazing is everywhere excessive, an:l the forests
which are of course the munst::ty against the damages to which Pandit N!1n1k
Chand refers are so generously thrown open to grazing and browsing that
.the matter' now for serious consideration is whether some steps should not
be taken to limit the extent to which cattle should be allowed to
.graze in unelassed and protected forests, not to speak of reserves,
Even in the reserved forests, 41 "per cent. are open to grasing and·
26 per cent. ara opan to brow sing, and in protected · an l uncusaad
.forests not less than ·93 · per csut, ·oE thi] ch,$ of Iorest s is open. to
grazing and browsing; That percentage, I thi rk, i; vary much nigher
·than obtains anywhere else in India. One of the reasons why the demand .
.on the forests is so great is that village wastes have so gre.1tly deteriorated
.that the next step is the inevitable demand upon the areas classified a
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forests, and the result is that we had rainful reminders not only last year,
but also in the year before when summer floods CRJDe down with increased'
violence and we have also had warnings that in winter, canal supf lies
ii.re threatened to be affected. This is a difficult problem, and its solution
is not very easy. On the one hand you have a demand, a very legitimatedemand, in a way for the village cattle, goats and sheep, and a plea that some·
provision should be made for their proper pasture. Whenever it is pointed
out that efforts should be made to put a limit on the increase of cattle, particularly the increasednumber of goats: by means of, as for instance in Kangra,
a. light cattle tax, the honourable members from Kangra and Hoshiarpurand other honourable members protest, and say that such an arrangement
is 2ulmn. I admit that the pasture problem is a serious one and deserves
sympathetic consideration, There is also another problem, the problem
of the food supply of the country at large and that is to· be consideredin con·
nection with forests and their maintenance, and there is also, I think, the fact
that concurrent with the increase of population the standard of living is:
rising and the demands on forests and upon the village waste increase. Theoedemands are becoming greater every year. The request that has been putt
to Government by the honourable member from Hoshiarpur that effective
steps should be taken to stop the results of these · conditions which I have
· briefly attempted to sketch is not a very easy one to satisfy. But I will.
explain wpat action has been taken upon Mr. Holland's report. The conclusions that I have put before this House were also placed before a meeting of·
the Forest Board in June la.st and the Forest Board accepted these conclusion,
and it was resolved that first of all information should be collected comparing
the present incidence of grazing with that at the time of the forest settlement.
It has been noted and if honourable members will look at, the figures of
Mr. Holland's report, it will be apparent that it is in distriets.in. which forests. whether reserved, protected or unelassed exist, that the number of goats,
has risen excessivelyout of all proportion to the increase of the number of
sheep or other cattle. And it was decided that some investigation should be
made to try and see bow the incidence of grazing on the forests compares
now with the incidence at the time when the forest settlements were·
made and to see, if it can be ascertained, the measure of the increase in
the number of animals, particularly goats, that graze in village wastes and
forests bringing about the deterioration which is the main cause of these·
floods. The investigation has been limited first of all to the districts of
Kangra and Rawalpindi. T~ere is another recommendation in the report
that as far as possible and practicable the practice of grazing should be
replaced by grass cutting combined with stall feeding. It is not very easy
to see how effect is to be given to that, but last year there have been set up
Forest Advisory Committees consisting of certain officials and certain nonofficials to be nominated by the district boards to consider problems such·
as those I have mentioned and jt has been put to the Local Advisory
Committees that they ehould consider this arid also the possibilities of rotational closure in selected forests or in village wastes. After the Deputy
Commissionersof Rawalpindi and Kangra have reported about the possibilities in their districts it will be considered whether it is possible to take
effective action in Kangra and Rawalpindi to begin with, and subsequently,
if possible, in all other districts. Not only this problem has been put to the·
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-members of the Forest Board, but also to the Deputy Commissionerscon-eerned who were asked to report what steps were feasible or workable in the
way of diminishing exessive grazing in their districts and pushing forward
zeafforeetation. The Deputy Commissionerof Jhelum has recently sent in
,a report in which he suggests the creation of stop dams in the various ravines
-that fissure the Salt Range. With regard to the .e hos in Hoshiarpur I think
one of the suggestions that has been made is that across the phJos should be
put stop dams, not any elaborate structures, but adequate enough to hold
,up the spates to enable the water to percolate into the soil and not to pour
violently into the plains. To come to a district with which I am more familiar
with than Hoshiarpur, there has recently been appointed a special
, officer, an expert officer to endeavour to devise more effective means for
controlling the course of hill torrents in Dera Ghazi Khan. It is not only
.in the Hoshiarpur district that villages ·are threatened. I have mentioned
Dera Ghazi Illian because it is due to this very fact of denudation an l
.erosion that during the torrents of last year there was one village which
was not only threatened but was blotted out. I remember seeing the
J aijon case to which the honourable member refers and can testify that the
problem there is not an easy one. If I remember right, certain proposels .
,that were put forward for the proteetion of this village involved an
expenditure of 20 to 25 thousand rupees and it was not at all evident that
,the expenditure would achieve tne object in view. It was thought that by
-taking such action as was possible, furtaer up stream, the cho in question
.might be diverted without the expenditure of what after all was a considerble sum of money with only a problematical result.
·
Without taking the time of the House :my longer, I would urge
.the House to reject this motion.
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath [Punjab Landholders-Gene·
-ral] : I have not had the benefit o_f. hearing the speech of my honourable
· rfriend from Hoshiarpur, but I know the circumstances of the district and
I am in full sympathy with all that he intended to say or is likely to
have .said, In 1916 when I knew the district wall, measures for the afforrestation of those areas had been in operation for about 12 years past and since
1916 up to now, twelve years more have elapsed, but no substantial result
;is forthcoming. Certainly, the measures which have been in operation for
.sueh a long time must have been of a very ineffectual nature .. I am not
an expert in afforestation or in hydraulics and I cannot suggest any plan of
,my own. But in the meantime while nothing really effectual can be done,
I would invite the attention of Government to the necessity of providing for
.these men in the areas about to be colonised. The amount of capital re-quired for afforestation and for the erection of dams is so large that it is quite
impossible for a body of peasant proprietors to find the money. If
Government with all the expert advice at its disposal is unable to devise a
:remedy which is effectual, these poor persons by themselves can do nothing
at all. Whilst unable to suggest any plan of my own I would draw the at·tention of the Honourable. the Revenue Member to the desirability, in fact,
·the necessity, of providing for these peasant proprietors who have lost their
llands by destruction form ahas in the new areas which are about to be col-onised. I know that the misforturne is not confined to Hoshiarpur alone, but
.jt extends to other districts as well. For instancein the Pubbi hills.in Gujrat,
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in Ambala and in other places certain measures have. been adopted which
· have proved more successful than those adopted in Hoshiarpur. It seemsto me that the special circumstances of Hoshiarpur district are such that a
speedy remedy cannot be found and the peasant proprietors of that distriot
· which is a highly congested district as well deserve special consideration for
lands in the new areas.
The Hpnourable Malik Firoz Khan,·Noon [Minister for Local Self. Government] : The honourable member from Hoshiarpur was doubtful
as to wh(\tl;i1tr the question of erection of bunds at Jaijon was a matter for
· the Urban or the Rural Sanitary Board to take up. The matter is quite sim. pie, for if Jaijon has a small town committee or a municipal committee of;
the first or the second class or a notified area committee, then it is a matter
for the Urban Sanitary Board. If it is none of these, 1t is a matter for the
Rural Sanitary Board. But the difficulty has not risen on this account
as to whether the rural or the urban board has to take up the matter.
I might as well say that the honourable member from Hoshiarpur is a mem-ber of the Rural ·danitary Roard himself and has the fullest opportunity
of advising tho board on this very important matter. The difficulty as I
saidis not because these two boards cannot decide as to which of them is to
· deal with the question, but the difficulty is the impossibility of the problem.
itself. At various times various suggestions have been made for the protec. tion of villages and towns. Whenever one village or town proposes to put
up a bund in order to protect itself there are a dozen other villages on the
same or another side of the ·torrent or the river who cry hoarse that if that·
bund was put up they would be ruined. Thus it is practically impossible. for GO\ ernment to decide whether that one village is to be protected as
against three or four other towns or not, with the result that after a great
deal of consideration, Government feel that in the matter of these chos the·
best thing is not to put up bunds which may protect one village but des-troy villages or towns on the other bank which may have been safe so far,
. but to try and tackle the problem at its very root. What usually happens·
with these chos is this, that when. water comes down in great volume from,
. the hills, it brings a great deal of sand along with it and when that sand comes,
- along with the water on to the chm, in certain places, it gets deposited;
with the result that the course of the choe is naturally diverted to another
channel and some more and fresh land is cut up. Thus the cho» go over from.
. one area into another and destroy more and more land. The only way of
. dealing with this. problem is to try and prevent this rush of water into the
plains from the hills and that can be done in only one of two wayfl. One of
them is to have small catchment buhds up in the hills before the water
actually reaches the plains, and the other is to have trees, plants bushes and.
grass up in the hills so that the water ;may trickle down gradually and get
. absorbed into the soil in the hills and not come down in a great rush. As far
as our advice goes these are the only two ways of dealing with the problem.
One suggestion was made that a bund might be put up at the foot of the·
.hills in order to stop the rush of water and let it come down gradually. What
will happen if you put up a bund like that at a cost of a lakh or two lakhs. is that when the water comes down with all its force, the area behind thebnnd will be· filled up with sand and water will flow over the bund and out-
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its way through it. Government is as sympathetic towards solving this pro·
blem as any honourable member of this House can be, and I can assure the
honourable member from Hoshiarpur that he and the people living in Hoshiarpur have as much sympathy as could be given to them by the Rural
Sanitary Board or by the Government. If there is any method by which
help could be given to them without injuring people in other villages, I assure
the honourable member that the board and the Government will give it
every possible consideration. As he is himself a member of the board it is
open to him to press forward suggestions and try to convince the board,
But if there is no suggestion of that kind which would convince the board,
convince his other colleagueswho are also members of this House, he cannot
very weIJ blame Government for not taking any action. I give him this
assurance that the moment the honourable member brings forward a praetical suggestion, the Government will be only too pleased to carry it out.
Mr. C. A.H. Tewnsend (Financial Commissioner): I only wish to say
one or two words. The honourable member from Hoshiarpur has asked
me for a little information. The Revenue Secretary gave the House a lot
of information on the problem of denudation in the province generally. But
naturally the honourable mover would like to have a little information in.
particular, as to what is being done in Hoshiarpur. The honourable mover
and I are in complete agreement that no more· sympathetic officer can be
found than Mr. Jenltilljl, the present Deputy Commissioner of that district.

Here I have before me his considered opinion written since the last debate
on this subject in this House two years ago. I will only read one or two sentences:
" It follows that the Cbos .Actwas and is a very necessary piece of legislation. 'I
believe that the Act has done some good. Its critics are often residents of morefavoured· parts of the district than the Katardhar, and the more thoughtful
residents of the villages affected admit that there is some improvement. Indeed
I was recently asked by the owners of certain large villages in the Una ta.hsil,
who are alarmed by the denudation taking place in their lands to take them
over and place them under the Act. I do not expect to work miracles. but I
thoroughly believe that the present arrangements are in the best interests
of the district as a whole."
,

I have one other passage to read to the house. Last June was h~ld-W:t
Simla a meeting of the Siwaliks Afforestation Committee of this Council of
which the honourable mover was a member. Re of course is fully aware
of all tba decisions arrived at at that meeting. Upon the point whether
the Act has dcne any good at all, I wish to read- to the House what was
decided in paragraph 7 of the minutes of that meeting-«
" It was urged in favour of a change of policy by the non-official members that although since the .Act came into force there had been improvement . in 'theHoshiarpur tahsil, there has been no Improvement in the Garhshankar tahsil."

I admit that there was no improvement in Garshankar but here youi
have the non-official members of the committee of which the honourable
mover was a member agreeing that the Act had ·done good in the Hoshiarpur tahsil, '.l:'he meeting was held last June and various decisions and
recollll';°e?dationswere arrived at. Th.ey were sent for opinion to the Deputy
Commissioners of Ambala and Hoshiarpur, the two districts concerned.
The Deputy Commissioner,Ambala, bas given us his opinion but the Deputy
Com~ssioner, H~shfarpur, bas not yet replied. When he does so, I shall
be delighted to discuss the matter with the honourable mover. We have
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.nobhing whatever between us on this matter, and if he will come and see
me, as I said, a few days hence I shall be delighted to hear everything he
,says .sympatheti~lly and put the plans of Government before him.

Chaudhri Afzal Haq [Hoshiarpur-cees-Ludhiam (Muhammadan)
Rural]: Sir, I have no wish to speak on this motion but I think the problem before the House is not very simple. Really the Act referred to by the
:Financial Commissioner has done some good to the area which is vary near
ihe hill. But I think now the complaint is, though no doubt the torrents
:are not doing so much damage as they did in past years, still the water in
the wells is becoming less and less year by year. think the honourable mover
has noted the state of affairs in that district where the gnat complaint
now is that the water in the wells, for instance in tahsil Garshanker, is
failing.
Mr. President: That matter is not now before the House.
Chaudhri. Afzal Haq : The question of the damage done by hill torzents is under discussion. I wish to point out that the hill torrents do no
damage. In fact they have done somsthing good. Th1 c ):rn:)~aiut raised
in regard to them is in another connection and I wish to brinz it b the notice
of the Government so that they may not look at only one side or the question.
President: Is the honourable member opposing the motion?
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: No, Sir, I am supporting it, but I may bring
to the notice of the House that there is the other complaint.0
Mr. President: That complaint is not now under discussion.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: These complaints have reference to the hill
torrents.
If the Government tries to check these torrents, the natural result
will be that there will be no water in the wells.
Mr.
President: Then, is the honourable member against any action of
•Government ?
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Not against any
of G ~ rnment. I
want that action should be taken, but care should also b0 taken of the
water in the wells.
·
Mr. President: Tba'; is a separate matter altogether, and it is open
to the honourable member to table an amendment to that effect.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: If you so rule I have no objection.
Pandit Nanak Chand: The reply to my amendment from the
Government benches has been most disappointing.
It shows really that
the Government Members have admitted that they have so far failed. to
tackle with the problem. (Mr. 0. A.H. Townsend: Question.)
The hon·
ourable member will not question if I state certain facts. Now, the first
;gentleman who spoke on behalf of the Government said that he cannot adopt
any.measure straightaway, and that a certain gentleman namely, Mr. Holland,
was appointed to make an enquiry into the matter and he came to certain
conclusions. What are those conclusions ? The House would be pleased to
bear in mind, and I would request the Honourable Financial Commissioner
tpo ,to bear in mind, what was stated by Mr. Holland in his report. Ha
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.said that this destruction by the hill torrents was on the increase and that
the problem was becoming more and more acute. This was said by Mr.
Holland iast year in his report. The Government .has failed to tackle
this problem and it has bungled. Whatever remedies have been proposed,
by Mr. Holland in 1929 were already proposed by the Government officials
.. -in 1879. On various occasions, the Government appointed special, officers
to go into this matter, and they came to certain conclusions. The problem
instead of being successfully tackled has become worse. I would ask the
Financial Commissioner,through you, Sir, what reply the Government has
got to make against this finding of Mr. Holland himself. There is nothing
new that Mr. Holland has stated with regard to the steps that are to be taken
for the stoppage or de arease of damage by hill· torrents. These. findings
were often referred to. What were thev? In 1879 these enquiries starued.
They are still going on. An enquiry is to commence now once more. This
efficient Government comes to the conclusion now once more that certain
· investigations would. be made with regard to the incidence of grazing, as
to how far grazing is injurious and how far it can be stopped.
Mr. W.R. Wilson : May I explain, Sir, that the object of the irrvestigation is to see how far the incidence of grazing at the present time exceeds the
rights acknowledged at the forest settlements ? There are good reasons
to suspect that the present incidence of grazing is considerably more than
the measure of the rights as then acknowledged. Hence the necessity for
-the enquiry.
Pandit Nanak Chand : I do not think the Revenue Secretary has
thrown much light on the point. My point is simply this: that Govern·
ment is still on the threshold of an enquiry. In 1879 it enquired into these
matters, and in 1929, it also made an enquiry. It is still on the threshold
of that very enquiry or part of that very enquiry. The Government thinks
that it is a matter on which it can take credit for what it has done, but the
plain folk living in that area are saying that these enquiries have been going
on with no result and with no benefit to anybody.
· Then it was stated that it has started making enquiries into the district
of Kangra. Here I am talking of the district of the Hoshiarpur people, and
this efficient Government speaks of starting an enquiry into the problem at
Kangra and Rawalpindi. I do not know anything about Rawalpindi, but
I know _that the problem in Kangra is entirely different.. It is entirely a
separate problem there. Here in Hoshiarpur are the Shiwalik hills from
which water runs with great rapidity and fields are turned into wastes, while
the problem in Kangra is entirely different and enquiry there is not going
to help those living in the Hoshiarpur district.
Then another thing was suggested, that Government should ask the
people to resort to grass cutting instead of grazing their cattle. What a
wonderful · conclusion the Government has arrived at after 40 years, as
though that would solve the problem in which property worth nine lakhs
is involved !
Then the honourable member drew the attention of the House to the
fact that at Jhelum the Deputy Commissionerhas recommended the build:ing up of a dam, This may have been the first time that the question of
building dams comes within the knowledge of the honourable member, but
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the question of dams has been coming up before the Council for the last six
or seven years. ThEy are still talking of dams while people are losing their
property and the lives of their numerous' cattle.
Then, Sir, came the Honourable Minister fo;r Local Self-Government
with bis reply. He thought that he CJ:'UShed me when he said that I was a
member of the Rural Sanitary Board. If .the Rural Sanitary Board does
not listen to my advice it is not my fault. Suggestions were placed before
teat board, but in the matter of this village, the Rural Board ruled that it
had no jurisdiction to deal with this problem, because it was a small town.
Then I was informed that the matter was referred to the Urban Board, and
there it was ruled that it was a matter for the Rural Sanitary Board. The
Government lave not up to this time come to the conclusion whether this,
matter is to lP dealt with bv the one board or the other. I sav this is not·
a matter fer these beards ~-hrn people are losing their lives a;;_d property.
The Honours He Minister made a suggestionthat we must tackle the problem
at the very source. A very wonderful suggestion the Honourable Minister
is making! He delivered a lecture that such and such a thing is needed here
and such and such a tling is needed there. We have been accustomed to,
these lectures; we read them in the reports. Nothing tangible is being
done.
Then the Honourable Minister assured me that the· Government are
dealing with the problem with great sympathy. Sympathy must be expressed in action, and people will not be satisfied by these vocal expressions
of sympathy. We know that the problem is very acute, the destruction of
life and property is on the increase and we want effective steps to be taken.
Then the Financial Commissioner went into the question of reservation of forests and said that a certain amount of area has been enclosed and
people are not allowed to graze their cattle there. I say the enclosing of
these areas will not be in the least effective. Why ? There would be grazing going en scmehow or other. !he forest guards take money from the
people and allow grazing a~d this sort of thing will go on. In my humble·
judgment there is only one solution, namely Government should take up·
these lands and compensate the people whose lands they have taken by giving thsm land in other places. This suggestion has been made by me not
once, but many times. At. the time of the enquiry the villagers also
made a similar suggestion. If the difficulty of the problem is
a reason for not tackling it, then I submit the Government must abdicate
. its functions and leave it to the people of the Hoshiarpur district to settle
this question as best they might. Government makes 16 lakhs of rupees.
every year Ircm the Hoshiarpur district, and it is but just that the people
there should have something in return in the shape of Government help in
order that their property might be safe.
There was one other argument brought forward by the Honourable
Minister for Local Self-Government. He said wherever they started building these dams, silting comes in. He said that villages all over the Punjab,
are subject to this.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: I never said all over
the Punjab, but I said villages on the banks of the chos.
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Pandit Nanak Chand: Well, that is how I understood him. Bub
ta.king that very example, he stated that other
villages thought that something should be donewith regard to their villages.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: No, that is not what I
said. Let me explain. I said that if you try to protect one village on a_ cho by means of an embankment of a bund then that diverts the water to·
· other villages and the people of those villages raise a, hue and cry for they·
are flooded.
Pandit Nanak Chand: That is wrong. As a matter of fact, I know
with regard to a big cho in my part of the i1aqa that in the villages right from.
the hills where Nigi village is situated to the Sutlej river, people are anxious
and are prepared to co-operate with the Government to some how or other
dig a small canal so that it may become fruitful for cultivation and fruitful for
giving water to the wells which are being dried up. Water is now running
waste; the lands are not used. In this manner this problem can be tackled •.
On more than one occasion I have stated that this problem has been tackled
in Mysoreand certain other parts of India, but the Government has not taken
the trouble of sending any expert. It is a matter for an expert engineer·
and an expert forest officer, but the Government has not taken the trouble
of appointing an expert engineer and an expert forest officer to act together to tackle this problem. The Government is . bungling, it bungled in.
1879 and it is bungling now. I submit from the very conclusions arrived
at by Mr. Holland that the problem is more serious and acute now and that
the destruction is greater. Let the Government take proper steps to stop,
the destruction of people's houses and lands.
The Ho~ourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain (Revenue Mem~er): I did
not intend to speak on this particular matter to-day but the heat which the
honourable mover of this cut has imported into the discussion has compelled ,
me to say a few words. He knows it perfectly well that the subject matter of·
this debate is not new to this Council. If Government has done nothing up
till now in improving the ohos of the Hoshiarpur district, it has certainly improved the honourable member's knowledge of the history of this trouble a
great deal. (Laughter). He knows it perfectly well that he has been requested
by Government to attend meetings of sub-committees convened with the object of ,studying the problem to help its solution. He knows perfectly well
that engineers have sat on this particular matter, that the Financial Commissioners have toured in the ohos areas, that there are no facts which have not
been elicited and that the Deputy Commissionerhas more than once reported
on this important matter. His-complaint is • what is the good of doing all.
these things? You have not cured the evil'. 'There is a great deal of force in
what he says, but is he not confusing the effort made by Government in this.
behalf with the amount of success achieved by Government through these·
efforts? I will state frankly that the disease from which, necessarily, the
plains lying at the foot of the hills, and lands in which rights are possessed
by owners other than those who hold the lands in the plains, is a. disease
which no Government can cure. (A voice: Question.) The honourable
. member says "Question". He, of course, with his very natural ignorance,.
like my own, of• engineering matters may expect miracles fromengineers,
but, after all, they are human beings and cannot perform miracles even in,
3
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these days cif science and progress. . Sir, the honourable member is perhaps
unaware that there are chos or hill torren ts in . places other than Hoshiarpur
but within the Punjab. He cannot. however, be ignorant of the great damage
-done in the Dera .Ghazi Khan district, the extent_pf which damege would be
many times more .than the damage donein the Hoshiarpur district in a. number of years. Does he think engineers can build little bunds a.ll along the
. chos areas and train the chos in order to take them safely to the Sutlej ?
Does he imagine that by any chance there is a lot of money to be made by
Government out of utilizing these waters for the purpose of irrigation and
Government is so foolish that it will not avail itself of these waters ? · Surely
.. he must understand that the Government which is conserving every ounce
. of water with the object of irrigating land and is making money for the benefit of the province is not likely to have lost that chance. When he under- .
· stands the history of the problem and has the nice little pamphlets brought
.out by Mr. Holland on this very question, how can he come before the Coun. cil and assume that here is a curable disease and complain that we have
shown no results. He has been told quite frankly in the report the extent
. of the cure which can be expected, and what cannot be reasonably expected
to be cured. As a matter of fact, even by sinking very large funds you
. cannot make this scheme a success even as a protective scheme. I
assure the House that Mr. Holland and his colleagues had a great opportunity which capable officers seldom fail to snatch of making a successful
venture of it, but when they found that they could not do so, they frankly
· stated the difficulties and said this much and no more can be expected in
this matter. Therefore, let me make it absolutely clear, Sir, that all · tliat
any Government could have attempted with the amount of money available
for this purpose bas been attempted. In fact, I think more time has been
spent both by officials and non-offieials on this problem, during the last
.four or five years than on any other question of a similar nature. In the
face. of these facts, to say not in ignorance of these facts, but with full
knowledge of them, that nothing has been done is not being fair to various
-officers who devoted themselves, heart and soul, to this matter. In fact,
.if I am not mistaken, the year before the last we organised a special
division in the Forest department to do afforestation in these hills .. There
have been careful and detailed reports from the Deputy Commissioner
who has taken a personal interest in the matter and has gone into 11he thing
thoroughly. On the one hand to say, do not touch the people in the Siwalik
hills, let them go on grazing their sheep and goat and on the other to say,
do not let water come into the plains is really blowing hot and cold in the
-same breath.
(Cheers).
Mr. President : Demand under consideration, amendment moved.. That the grant be reduced by Re. I with respect to the ite~ of Rs. 36,800-Reafforestation (including cl,,oa areas)."

The question is that that amendment be made.
The motion was lost.
Sayad Muhammad Husain (Montgomery, Muhammadan,
'Sir, I beg to move·

Rural) :

"That the grant be reduced by Re. 1 with respect to the item of Rs. 2,67,SOO-COlo.
nisation Operations."
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Sir, the colonization operations in the Lower Bari Doab Canal Colony·
are coming to a close. In another six months or a year all the culturable land'
of the Lower Bari Doab Canal Colony will have been distributed to the·
people. I think I will be failing in iny duty as a representative if I did not
bring to the notice of the Government the claim of the people living in the··
vicinity of Kamalia, locals of Kamalia I call them. Kamalia constitutes a.
part of the Montgomery district. Geographicallyit is situated on the other·
side of the river Ravi. Being situated close to the Jdistrict of Lyallpur it
was very often thought, and it is still being considered, that this part of
the country should be taken away from the district of Montgomeryand
attached to the Lyallpur district. These unfortunate locals whom I have
the honour to represent, from the very beginninghave been deprived from
getting any share of the land in the colonization schemes both in the
Lyallpur colony and the Lower Bari Doab Canal Colony. When irrigation
waR started in the Lyallpur district by the Lower Chenab Canal it was·
thought proper that these people, as they form part and parcel of the
Montgomery district, should be accommodated in the district tc which they
belonged, especially when Government was contemplating the extension
of irrigation to that district. With the result that these people
remained without getting their proper share in the Lyallpur district
in the hope that when the Lower Bari Doab Canal starts irrigation
they will be accommodated in the district of Montgomery. Now, Sir,.
these unfortunate people could not get their share even in the Montgomery
district. War broke out and a huge area was earmarked in the very beginning for those people who were serving in France and other places and of
course rightly so, for they were shedding their blood for the Empire. When
they came up and after they had been accommodated-and I hear their
accommodation is not complete even up till now=-only inferior land was left ·
in the district for these sons of. the soil. In the past the precedent of Government has been, and rightly, in the other colonies that these sons of the soil
who were born and bred there, who were, before the introduction of the canal,
the masters of the soil and who had vast herds of cattle grazing in that part
of the country, should be first accommodated and then the other people
of the congested parts of .the country. Unfortunately that practice was not ,
followed here. I tried my best, being their representative, for the last ten
years to put forward their claim, year after year and I am thankful to the
Government that my voice and clamour did not fall on deaf ears, for, these
people were accommodated, though on inferior soil. With the large quantity
of manure at their disposal they have converted that land into smiling pas·
tures. There you will find good,crops growing mainly due to their efforts.
These lands which were given up as inferior as baqaya have been gladly
· accepted by these wandering tribes. But Kamalia people have got no land
· at all. I have been trying for these people ever since the time when Mr.
Barron was Financial Commissioner. I took a representation from them to ·
him. These people have been living here even prior· to the invasion of
Alexander the Great. for so anany thousands of years and they are supposed ,
to be loyal, though the term loyalty in these days is a thing which is not
valued by Government· nor the people. · They were · living there from those . ·
ancient days and, it would be· a pity if these· people were now exelud-.
ed from there. I thought it desirable to take this last opportunity to push.
forward their claim. There is still one chance left and that is, that in the ·
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northern district, in the vicinity of Pir Mahal I think, irrigation is going to
'be started. That irrigation will be round about Kamalia and if those people
·who have been living there for thousands of years are deprived of land even
in that part of the country , it will mean that a strong and loyal population
·will be excluded, and I do not know what population will be put in their
place. In the circumstances I most respectfully ask the House and through
:y-ou, Sir, the Honourable Member and the Financial Commissionerto give
their full and careful consideration .to this request of mine and to try to
.accommodate these people Hindus, Muhammadans and Sikhs, living in that·
w.art of the country for; being the sons of the soil they have a prior claim.
I may also add here that still in the district of Montgomery there is a
vast population of these locals whose names have been recorded and Mr.
Bourne is making every effort to find out whether they are really deserving
-or not. Those people should also be accommodated in the same way as the
others. In the district of Lyallpur you . find still a population whose list
was made two years ago and they are still on the waiting list. Before Sur-rendering his magnificent charge, Lask the Honourable Memberfor Revenue,
in the name of humanity, to take into consideration the case of these
unfortunate and inarticulate people and accommodate them as far as
possible, and in doing that, he will be doing an act of justice to them and
rto the country at large.
With these few words, I beg to move this amendment .

. Mr. President: Demand under consideration, 'amendment moved" That the grant be reduced by Re. 1 with respect to the item of Rs. 2,67,800-Colonization Operations."

·Mr.H. Calvert (Financial Commissioner): Sir, I am glad to think
·.that this should be the last occasion on which the honourable member
for Montgomery will bring forth this hardy annual which has been produced
year in and year out for the last four yeq,rs regarding the provision <>f land
rfor the locals in the Lower Bari Doab Canal Colony. The tale is rather an
old one and there has undoubtedly been a large amount of delay in disposing
-of the question: The reasons for that delay are fairly clear, being mainly
. questions of finding sufficient land to meet the competing claims. He admitted, Sir,-and I am very glad that he did admit-thitt in so far as the
. older residents of the Lower Bari Doab Colony area are concerned, most
.of them have now been given land. The attempts to deal with the locals
in that area began in 1918 when Mr. Joseph prepared his first lists. Of
these, the majority received land in the succeeding years and .by 1922 the
first selection had been almost completely disposed of and settled on land.
In 1922. Mr. Joseph's lists were again reviewed and the concession.. of land
,was extended to others not included in that list as well as to those who had
been omitted. In 1925 a further .enquiry W?,S made· for- people who had.
'been omitted from previous lists and it was then decided that soms 21,000
.aeres should be allotted to the remainder of the locals who up to date.had not
got land. Then came the question of the complaints from the Fauji grantees
who wishedexchanges from poor land to better land, and Government had to
.postpone the placing of the locals on the land till the more pressing claims
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F,iuji grantees had bean dealt with. As the area required was supposed to be between 20,000 and 80,0JJ acres, there wt, some diflb11lty
"in finding so large an area and we hsd to wait for furthar extensions ·of the
canal, when land became available. In 1927 the diffiaulty arising from the
Fa•1ji grantees desiring exchanges from poor land to batter land was disposed of, and a further estimate was made and it was th sa estimated that
some 30,000 acres would bs required. This received the approval of Government. In 1928 work was commenced by disposing first of all ths cases of
Ioeal peasants who had lost land by river erosions or whose land had suffered
from the shrinkage of water in the river owing to the weirs ani all these were
placed on fresh grants. In June last the fiml ordsrs of G rvernmsnb ware
given and Mr. Bourne received orders to give lard tJ all t'n dsssrviug re.maining tirni gu.zars of the Ganj BJ.r who hsd not received Ian I, ani, in so
far as any of the 21,000 acres of land -promised remained over, t:> give thsm
to old o:icupancy tenants of the proprietary laad. Th1t completely disposed of all the cases of deserving local peasants in the Lower Bui CJlony
area · proper.
,,j
.of the

My friend laid rather more stress ou the people in tha K1m1Ih itarr,
across the river. The orders of Government now are thst: lists shall ha
prepared, and in fa.ct are .being prepared, of ths locals in th1t tract who
for one cause or another deserve consideration. Whan tha Lower Ohensb
Colony was being started practically all the really authenti» 01B, of ra'inis
were dealt with and there is probably no re il 01B of aDtli3r r.i1in:i being
left unprovided for.

So it comes to this, that people whose lands have suffered from erosion
-or whose lands have suffered from shrinkage of water an:l a certain number
,of tirni guzars ,in the area of the three extensions=-Pir' M3.h3.l, Khiks and
Burala are being placed on the list, and it is proposed to give them land
in the Burala extension of the Lower Chenab Canal Colony. The irrigation
.arrangements have bean eompletad but qil1.~xn'1.i is not yet finished. We
hope to finish it this year and as soon as the land is ready, these people
will be allotted land. ,,
Sayad M11hammadHusain: Sir, as I am satisfied with the reply
of the Honourable Financial Commissioner,I bag for leave to withdraw my
amendment.
The amendment was, by leave, withdrawn.

Pandit Nanak Chand. [Hoshiarpur (Non-Muhammadan), Rural] :
Sir, I beg to move-

,

" That the grant be reduced by R3. I with respect to the item of Rs. 130,0!J,170, -TGta.1
Pay of Establishment."

As the honourable members will realise, this cut is moved with the
intention of discussing the very serious problem with regard to ths pay,
prospects and other essentials which the patwsris require b: carrying out
their duties. Sir, some people are under the impression that no enhancement in the pay of the patwari is needed because some of them prey on the
people (zamindars), take illegal gratifications and in other words, harass the
zamindars. If that were the position of Government I would have nothing
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further to say but, fortunately, the then Honourable Financial Commissioner,.
I mean Mr. King, when I moved a cut to this effect previously. stated that
the charges of bribery and corruption could not be. made out against the
patwaris as a class. It is true that there are dishonest people amongst
various ranks of services, similarly you could find dishonest officials in these
ranks and therefore, the argument that is generally lt:>velled against. the enhancement of their pay wiJJ not hold good. Now, Sir, I am one of those persons who realise that the pay of thepatwaris is hardly sufficient for their maintenance in decent comfort. The ordinary pay of the patwari is Rs. 20 a
month and the second grade is Rs. 28 and the. pay of the third grade patwari
is Rs. 26. Rupees 26 is the highest pay which a patwari gets. Before discussing whether this pay is adequate or inadequate, I wish to draw the attention
of the House to the various duties which these patwaris perform, and I
ask whether in view of these various duties the wages that are given to them
are adequate oi not. You will permit me, Sir, to read out from this address
which Pandit Beli Ram, Patwari, as Chairman of the Reception Committee
of Patwaris' Conference, delivered on the 26th of January 1929, and I hope
that Government will very kindly point out whether these matters have
been exaggerated. These are the various duties. I wish to read them
in Urdu first, and then, here and there, I will translate them into English,

,,~,.r ,,

11t.. J!A3J ,).,.If"~~~) ,.>.jJj ) ,, &,) JAi ) ,1 ~,=;. JAj ..,,;
, 11.)tl·-, .....,..u.~1 ,,; J..i1" -~q.) o..::,..ll""" ,../ ~,1...a; f .tv?. i.::.-!:i ~ o..::,,!:1/ '-,.(j
J ,1 cl' J-r!:Jj ; ,J. sJ~4;~ , l'.H, l.!!)11wi1 , l!l~J_.;:.....z!f_c.::.,1t.~J-~11liW I

.» U f ~~).) 111~,

tli~

The patwari has to inspect the two crops and make a report and enter in a
register the result of his inspection and he has to go field by field, he has
to make entries with regard to the crops, with regard, to the sale, the mortgage and other matters connected with the transfer of these crops.
\!If•

..j,,.e,,

uo1. ; ,1

. -" ~,¥,

'-·,.a.;,., J°' .tv;' Jt,. '1...'---''Ve-~ ~,; v;'-!:i ,,
.;:..!~"') ;!ysu ,

..,..L.::o.. J.~;1; cL,u,o_.>J.>... I ~-t1o

He has to prepare Farit Bachh. and to render assistance in the realization
of land revenue. He bas also to prepare the distribution of the land
revenue on the · various members of the community under his charge.

~1/1 l j ,~ '··:/ \! ,.rP · l!li-v:Jl:..!:~

n, (_°!'J"' ~i.wt u~ cs: ~;~~ "
-" ,:.:~t~,..,, 43._s.::. r-:; J.0i-~11t.u;1

Ee has to prepare the field map and be bas to show how a part of a certain
field has been sold and to give it a separate number.
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.He .has to prepare the jamab0:,ndi together with· the maps of wells yearly
. .aµd also after four years.
.
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.He has to prepare the mutation of various sales, leases, mortgages of agricultural landed property. He has to carry all these matters to the revenue
. offlcials wherever they may be holding enquiries with regard to the mutation .
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Then, he has to report -the daily occurrings in the village and has
,to prepare files of partition of property.
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:::He has to write about the destruction of survey marks, ete.,
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:I do not know whether this is correct or not, but I think it is an important
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This' shows that they have to. act a.s Criminal Investigation Department of·
the Government in the villages which are in their charge. This is a matterop. which I should' like the Government to give a definite reply, whether'
~hat is stated here is correct.
·
· ·
·\ .1
These are the functions which patwaris have to perform and nobody'
in this House will deny that these are functions which are extremely im-portant. · A person in -order to perform .these functions faithfully has to,
devote a large amount of his time. The duties of preparing electoral rollswith regard to elections o:li Legislative Council and Assembly were. recently
added to. his duties when tho ne~ councils and the Assembly came into
existence. · No increase in pay is allowed to these patwaris for these various
duties· whieh th~y have to perform; I, submit tba;t these are functions,
which an educated man with great intelligence has to perform and for all
these duties a patwari is paid Rs. 20 a month which. an ordinary civilian
or a barrister would spend for a· pair of shoes or for, the purchase of a hat.
I may say that there are people who spend more than Rs. 20 a month oil the
niaintenance and upkeep of a. single dog. The maintenance of a horseeven in a village costs more than Rs. 20 a month. This is the state of
affairs to which a very respectable section of officials of the Government.
hsve been reduced by the kindness and benevolence of this Government.
It. the.Government is really sincere to tackle this problem which is making
a very large number of its officialsdissatisfied with the mode of their living.,
I ask, is it not high time that the Government take up this question more
seriously? Twenty rupees a month means about ten annas a day. If a
patwsri is a married .man, and normally every patwari is married, and has,
a, wife and children, then you can just see what will fall to the share of each
individual family member. It will' come to one piee or half an anna each
for food. And we do not live by bread alone. There are other things
which a man needs, such as houses, clothing and so on, · Is it possible·
to .expect that a man ofapatwari's position would be able to live op. Rs. 20
a month or even Ori Rs. 28 or even' for that matter on Rs. 26, and carry on,
his duties efficiently? Not only -this., The patwaris are not given any
allowance for the purchase of stationery. This they have to purchase·
out of their own pocket. We take it that the patwaris who have to carry
on so much of )Vfiting work do· require money for purchasing ink, pencils,
pen, paper and they want boxes for keeping their papers. Is any allowance·
given to patwaris for furniture ? Are they provided with office accommoda. tion ? • Are they given any house rent ? My information on these. pointsis that, they are not given officeaccommodation,nor furniture nor stationery.
They have to purchase everything out of their own pocket. Under thesecircumstances you cannot expect that this important functionary of the-
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village will be satisfied with the conditions which exist at present. Every·
where there is a . clamour for a. decent wage, for a. living wage. People:
have to educate their children, have to call in doctors, and purchase medicines when in need. You cannot expect that this small pittance will I suffice'
for a decent, comfortable!ife, I, therefore, submit that the honourable members should concentrate their attention to this very. important problem.
There are, I understana, about 18,000 patwaris in this province and each'
patwari has to do not only these functions which I have enumerated with
regard to one particular village, hut sometimes four or five villages are in
their jurisdiction.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: These 'are, I suppose revenuepatwaris.
Pandit Nanak Chand: Yes: 1 am talking of revenue patwaris only.
I am sure the Government's reply to my contention would be, 'Look at the
condition of the budget. The budget is . a deficit budget. How can we
give an increase in the face of this bud.get? ' But I may submit that this:
matter of patwaris' pay was brought forward in this Council by me more,
than once even when the budget was not a deficit budget but was a pros·
parity budget. Even then this question was brought before the Conneih
and the reply of the Government was a very indifferent one. The . Financial Commissionerwho spqke at that time stated that the patwaris make a,.
certain amount of money from mutation fees and by giving copies of documents and so on. The reply of the · Financial Commissionerwas discussed
and considered by the patwaris at their conference and the. general eoncensus of opinion was that they did not make more than Rs. 2 or 3 a month
by· those means. These are facts which the Honourable Revenue Member,
ought to take into consideration. An addition of· Rs: 2· or 8 will not be.
a material gain. It will not alleviate the distress of this very important.
section of Government servants. ·
·
.
,
It is stated sometimes that these are village officials and . that Govem-:
inent have nothing to do with these yillage officials and that.it is a matter·which concerns th_e village people themselves. No doubt in olden times these
:patwaris were considered to be village officials. · · They were not paid out
of the Government treasury. The villagers paid them at the time of the·
various crops and these people were satisfied. They got a living wage.
In addition .to that, the pa.twari belonged to that patrieular village and he·
carried on his ancestral profession, sometimes the profession of money
lending, sometimes the profession of . agriculture or some other profession,
which his parents carried on. in the village; · · The patwari was not trans-·
ferred from one place, to anoth~r, nor was he asked to keep all these various
registers, nor was he called upon to perform those functions which he is called upon to do at the present time.
There is a very serious acute distress a.n,.ongst these people. The posi- ·
tion ot the Government. ought not to be that, as. these people are allowed.
to prey upon the zamindars, therefore we need not look into their grievances.
That cannot be the position of· Government, . It ought not to be the position of any decent government. The question i,s this, whether a person,
of this importance, of this education, a person who ¥J. a part of the machinery
of Oov.e:mment,.whether he ia to ,b~ tre&ted µi J~~ shabby_ D'.lB,,,~er. - I~}~·
Cl
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.
~ matter Oil; w4i~p ihe Government should conce:p.~~te its ~ttention. It
is not for us ~o s,tate how mHc4 rµqney is ne.eded," but if it · i{ a function
which the Honourable Revenue Member wishes to· throw on our shoulders,
we are prep~ed to.moot this objection on the part.of the Government. Two
erores and half in. the shape ofrelease of provincial contributions and 76
1~~8 or thereabo:uts in th~ fe>r_m of additional. ta,xa~iqn have all been spent
by Government o:n.. its vatje>mi b~ches · Qf aciminfstm,tion ~u t the patwlµis
have bad ne> share ~ them. I t,h~r~fore res~ec,tful1y submit to honourable
members that they should tackle this problem before them V!)ry seriously,

a

'•

>

Mr. President : Demand under consideration, amendment moved" That the grant be reducedby Re. 1 with respectto the item of Rs. 30,06,170Tota.lPay of Establishment."
·

Muhanuna~

Mr. Din
[E~st. and West Central 'I'owns (Muhammadan)
Urban]: Sir, I have every s~pathy for th~ poor, officials who complain

that they cannot make the two ends meet with th,e s~~ij · pittance that is
allowed to them, hut that is not th(:) only consideration which should prevail
with us. . The qµestio~ is, why sh,?uld patwaris b¥ single~ out
~ny
preferential treaf;ment rn an adveri,uty budg~t. The other day when the
honourable member for labour (l\j::r. M. A. Ghani) brought forward a resolution
asking for a committee vf enquiry into the caee of thrse perso.is who were
getting le~i,; than R,. 60 per mensern, the House Rtre11~?p.sly opposed it a.:n.d
the motion was lost. To-day, one class of such persons has been broµght
again before the House and it is ll:l'ged on ~eif behalf that
is impossiplE)
for them· to meet all those expell~es w:lµcl;t their. mode of life 4e~ds anq
that theref ore the~ ease should be ~9nsid~~e~ at one~. Pers<:>n~lly I thin.lt
that out of all those /persoilS who receive s~ll 81:1,}atj.es, be' is the only
person who is most foi:tu;n.1tte,ly pJ~Cj3d.. He Iiv~s ill; a village, gets
house
free, his office furniture free, his office in tbe sq~pe of patwarfchana
(lriterruptiori,) and ~ monthly allow~ces as ~ell." T~e zamind'.m who
lei( hiin fiO years ago 'feed him s~ill and in add;ition to the !!alary that is allowed
t'o him receives something extr!l, in the "imape . of allowances. for the. copies
mu~~~i~~ entrie~· tli~t he'~~es.~d
~~rvi?es th~t · he re~d~rs.
When a few y~s ~o, the patwans ca~e was brought before the Council,
the·· CoUI1cil' then ·a1so'with one ~oice decided against .hiiµ. It is· thet~fote
£0QSOllaQl0 to I eipect from tp0 h~Jioumble
ber ~ho" has IllOVe'd:. this
ip~tt~n t~a~ ~W -~Ruld Illa~~ '011,~- 8: casi w~~~'woJ¥~.
r~~sq~
to common sense, Out of the patwans thelll8(3lves he lias singled out the
p~t~a:os. Wby'should tlie caiia.I'patwans"be ·made an exceptiQ1:i'?
~y 'sh~P1d -~e· ~~EtPfll'.~· ~7deriie~ ·~d c}er~~·
~ardly R~_.
<>~
.B,s, 2~ .Pier, ~~~H.J., liVJ?g ~ t~~~ ~o~~~
m~~t 9'.lld .~f!.':7~ttg
uo facilities that are available to the patwaps, wliy should they be 1gnoied
.especially;. when we know t~at they hav'e' 'to lllcilr·: a ve:~i heavy' expendi~tire
ori accouiit ottheir living in towns ?" It does not stand to reason that we
.1nbtitci' devotJ
attention to his case 'alone at the present : stage, · The
lfbinoi.lta~lem~Ver 'was' pleased: to remark that· there was Bomethi:n.g · W?Qnc,
~th the1 Goverqitient in ignotjng this. case every. -tiine it ·-was brought hefor~'
,@ii' J:I~lise;. th~t' 'even' in; spite of the. prosperity. budgets the case 'has ue-ver
corisidetoo. T' should say in' reply that . we had . a. . prosperity budget;
4'nJ.y once '\vhen the . Council met for the first time in the first . year and that
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a11 th~ subsequ~11t budgets . had b~n _adv~rsi~y h#~~~ts~ .defic~t hu,dgets.

(An Jum,01,rq,bk; inember: ~o.) That IS at least what the figures show,
~e figures which. are ;supplied to us. It was the. budgE3t for)927·2~ tqa.t.
was . a. 'prosperity btidget. . All th~ . subsequent budgets. sh,owed
deficit.
Under these circumstances I do not think it would he reasouable for us to
mttk& an invidious 'distinction .in favour of the revenue .patwaris and ignore,
the eheprasis, clerks and others getting below
60. They will then have a,
real grievance.
With· these remarks, I beg to oppose the motion.

a.

Rs.

Mr. President: My attention has been invited to Standing Order 71"
which runs a~ follows :·
"When a resolution has beii1;1 moved and hes not been withdrawn with the leave of the
Council no resolution or amendment raising substantially the same question.
shall be moved within one year."

One of the honourable members of this House, Mr. M. A. Ghani ..
moved a resolution that the salaries of certain servants, including the
patwaris should be raised. That resolution was discussed and lost. As.
patwaris were included in it, the question is whether the present amend·
ment is in order.
·
Pandit Nanak Chand: Sir, you will be pleased to note that I have
referred in my amendment to three things, the pay and the provision of a.
grade, the provision of office furniture and the provision of a pension. On
the last occasion, if I remember right, the honourable member ·asked for a.
committee to go into the question of pay. His was a substantive motion
while mine is a budget cut in order to discuss the matters I have specifiedThe appointment of a committee is something entirely different from askinf
Government to take immediate steps to enhance the pay of the patwans
and to give them certain other benefits which I have mentioned. Thus.
it is an entirely different motion from the one which_was discussed recently ..
Mr. Ghani's motion was a dilatory motion, it .asked for the appointment,
of a committee for the collection of information on the matter. Mine·
proceeds on the positive basis without the need for any enquiry. I posi-tively assert that they are low paid and that fact cannot be denied.
. As to the point}h1J,t the patwaris were included in theprevious ~esol~~
tion, I beg to submit that that should not bar me from, raismg this 41s,eussion. In that way almost every department would be out of order
from being discussed. While the honourable member in the previous ease
asked for a committee, for which the House gave a negative reply, L
ask. that the matter be discussed here and now and the Council
give
it;; v6'te according as I have Dlade out a case fot immediate a~~ion or not.
On these various grounds I submit that this is an entirelv 'different motion.
and you
will be pleased to allow it to be discussed.
•
..
.

will

Miao

The Honourable
Sit Fazl-i.:.Husun : · Sir, in both the . motions of which notice has been given by the honourable member, Pandit
N~n,ak Chand, he raises the same question in regard. to thapatwaris . and
y.,artts tlie G'overniJJ.~nt U, ~dopt cieasiii·es to mc_relse t4eir pay, etc .. ).
tI~, ~9t ,o,bj,~'cy
that{,[i~at_~h~~ .~!3 ·~
¢ut
_1 'out of
. ~'.ttdget 1'~ is. ctomg so with .the, object of- en'h~~cipg t,he expenditure, beeanse.
preYio'.i'&ly. it 1s
rifled that if a ftiover keeps within certain limits.
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'he. might be permitted to do so, But there is.a second objection, the one
'l'elating to the matter having been discussed already. This, I venture to
submit, is fatal to the motion.. · Firstly, because .the resolution which this
,(Jo~cil rejected had asked for a committee in order to raise the pay of'thos«
-:wpo were receiving less than. Rs. 60, 1,1,s the pay they were receiving was a
starvation wage. And the word 'substantially' in th Standing Order
'if it could have any meaning in a. Standing Order or a rule, surely cannot
but mean that substantially it is the same question that is now .raised;
not identically the same; The point then discussed was the raising of the
·pay and this( is exactly what. the mover says 'he wants the Government
-to do now at-once, Not that he could possibly do it knowing that his cu.~
is for reduction of the budget and that the Councilis not in order in demanding
-enhaneement unless it be by way of a resolution, strictly speaking.
As for other matters, that is to say, giving them furniture-I think
that is the only thingthat·is left over-the honourable mover has evidently
·forgotten that he 'himself never went beyond a desire that the patwaria
-shonld be given a bonus or a provident fund when we had prosperous budgets:
'But now that we have a deficit budget, it is not for him to go beyond what
"he wanted then.
Mr. President: Here is the resolution which the honourable mem'ber, Mr. Ghani, had moved. It reads:
·
"··This Council recommends to the Government to appoint a committee of official
and non.offlola] members of this Council (with a majority of the latter) to enquire into and report on the grievances of Government and quasi-Government
servants drawing less than Rs. 60 a month as regards their pay, pension,
quarters, allowances, hours of work and other conditions of service,"
·•

Dr. Gokul Chand,Narang: I would submit, Sir, that from the
'language of the resolution, which yon have been pleased to read out, the

present motion cannot be excluded. The Honourable the Revenue Member
'bas been pleased to say that the question beforethe House then was about
:the· same, though not exactly the same. Obviously, he has ignored thP
possibility of two things having been present in the minds'of some members
at the time when that motion was under consideration. That motion was
"lost, The very fact that that motion was lost would let this motion in
for two reasons, and those are the reasons which, I submitted, are embodied
-in these two possibilities.
Mr. President: St~naing Order 71 ·(Article 122) applies ~,j
·resolutions only. But assuming that it applies by analogy to the motion
before the Honse I allow the discussion to proceed, as the resolution of
-Mr. Ghani was different from the amendment now before the Council.
The resolution was . for the appointment of a committee for !3,ubmitting
-their · report after going into certain matters. The definite question now
before the House is that the pay of patwaris which is said to be insufficient
'be raised and Government is being. criticised for the alleged insufficiency
of pay. So I allow the discussion to proceed.

Mr. Labh Singh [Rawalpindi Division and Lahore· Division North,
(Non-Mnbamro1J.dan)Rural]: Sir, I heartily associate myseU with the
· ·
·
remarks that · have been ma.de by the honourable
1'.ir.
mover of ihis'amendment, and am in_Si very pe~11Iiar
,
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'1J)l)Sition to speak on behalf of patwaris as I have come in contact with a
wery large number of them. · My constituency extends over eight rural 'disiricts, practically from the Ravi to the Indus and beyond. I should like to
unake a few observations with respect to this class, a very important class
I would say of Government servants. In the :first place this class has been
unnecessarily maligned. It is a much maligned class and for no adequate
-or good reasons. This class has been indiscriminately described as cor-rnpt in .a general way, but such general descriptions could not possibly be
.applieable to the class as a whole. Arid, indeed, whenever generaldenuneia-tions are made they should be taken not · with the proverbial grain of sal~
'but with .a big spoonful of salt. The real fact of the matter is that there
iis · no other class of ministerial offleialswho may be more properly described
.as the very foundation of the administration than this class. This class is a
'highly over-worked class and mostly underpaid. The patwaris, in order to
'be able to cope with their work successfully, have to work practically for
1:full ~4 hours and even then, they are not, able to finish what they are called,
upon to do from time to time. In view of the fact therefore that these.
people have got to work so hard and that they are educated people and
are paid so low, their case is a very special one and calls for special treat:ment. My friend from Muhammadan Gujranwala has told us that there:
is no reason why their case should be singled out for special treatment as
there are other underpaid servants like orderlies, peons, etc; But,,.,
'Sir, my submission is that the case of the orderlies is quite different and;
i~t is not to be compared with the case of these poor patwaris because the-.
patwaries are after aJl educated and have. to educate their children and
.have to live up to a certain minimum standard of life. The orderlies are able.
.to get .pensions and they can supplement their income in many other ways, ,
.not unknown to honourable members,· whereas these poor. pat~aris
.have to a large extent to live upon' the pittance which is allowed to the~.
iin the shape of small salaries. Sir, not only a case has been made out for
.an increase in their pay, but I would submit that a stronger case exists'
;for their post being made pensionable. When these people have been
'working day and night and working hard on a small salary for their entire t
-working life, there is no reason why they should not be allowed pensions:.,'The only reason why these people who are at the lowest rung of the ladder:
are not allowed either enhancement of their pay or pension seems to me to:·:.
ibe that they are not organized. If. the patwaris were properly organized ;
i:they could have their demands considered with respect, nay, the demands
would then become irresistible. My advice to the patwaria would be that' .'
they. 'should organise themselves and then alone could their; demands:',
.be made irresistible. When(;lver a demand is made for the enhance· :
rment of the pay of the poor people we are met with the plea that no funds
.are available and that we are face to face with a deficit budget. Such pleas :
-eome with ill grace. from quarters responsible for the Lee loot. Sir, my sub-,'
.mission is that if one were to scan the copy of budget from oover to cover ;
.a large number of items of expenditure can, be laid· hands on 'and ' .i>oirtte(:
outwhieh are. not," in my opinion and in .the opinion 0£ this· Hotlse·'i
·expressed . over and over . again, at all necessary. "Take 'for 'instance/'.
.the posts of the five DivisionalOoirimissioners.··This-'House expressed itself 1::
.more .£ban once that these posts were a.bsolutely unnecessary and · should '
be abolished, After the Reforms we have three Ministers to do t\l.6
1
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duty. which. formerly was done. by these ])jvisl6:nal Co~sioners,
and.
thu,s these posts have become absolutely redundant .', Thes.e Coriu;russioners·
perform no :fu.nctfonR except that of a post office. Why not abolish these
. Divisional. Commissioners ? . The .: funds which. ate
used to pay-·
their big salaries and their establishments and other incidental charges
would be rendered available for making the desired increase in the pay
of the underpaid patwaris. After all, Sir, we have got to see that these
people should get a living wage. There was a time when these patwaris
were able to supplement their income by taking certain custdmary dues·
~om the local za:mindars, but those times have changed and these people·
have now to live absolutely 011 their small salaries. Sir, this is not a plea.
for a corrupt people but for people who. are anxious to. live an honest life •.
A case, therefore, has been made out for gi'7ing them at least living wage·
and we should not hesitate to act upon this case and in any event, if, their·
pay is riot increased then, pensions should be allowed to them as is allowed:
to all Government servants.

jnow being

a

Mr. E. Maya I>as '(Nominated, Non-Official): Sir, if we should happen,
to be standing on. a battle field and if there had been· a heavy fire and ma~v
persons-wounded, whom would you attend to first, the man who is slightly
wounded or the man who h11,;; been so badly wounded that he is about.
to die ? I maintain, that amongst the employees of Government there are,
several that may be classed as much worse off than the patwaris. And.
to take up the case of a man who is not so badly off is not fair, not fair to,
those who are much worse off and it would result in their making a great.
deal of noise and raisfng the objection why they have been passed over.
r
Th.e cheapest commodity in the market, l think, is the clerk becausehis number is in excess of the demand. . For this reason alone I think
this is not the proper time to take up this question.
Then there are other reasons which we should not forget. What are·
the conditions prevalent in villages? Those. who are acquainted with
village life-I myself live in a village-those who are acquainted with village·
life~ know that people are much more hospitable there than the people ·
in towns---:it is their way of thinking-and it is the custom among them
tliat presents of fodder, presents of grain and presents of milk, ete., ete., are,
given to them, but giving willingly is quite a different thing from extQrtion.
These are our village ways and the patwaH certa:inly does come in,
for presents which I maintain are not extorted. So, therefore, his condition.
there cannot be said to so bad as it bas been made out to he.

ariy .

. Further, let. us. see if . really: . this is the proper time for proposing .
mcfrea.se,in .~he wages of those who are paid small salaries. I would ~y,
do not· ·single out the ease of the patwads, but take up the whole e11se ;
bui igain . the qriestion is, whether this is the proper time. . If we take·
intQ cqnsiderati9n1t~e}act that ppee.s are ~ailing a~~ tnere~o,e C(?~ditfons
~ier than before for those getting ~mall salaries, ahd,.coupled with it, the f11;ct·

Sf~·,

r:tk°at~~ i\t ~!~t
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~lari~s ~ho~d. be increased,, but. I ~eq uest you to c0Mide1.:;th:at t:ti~ present

ii nqt the best time for· taisfu.g this question arid for this reason, I am opposeil

to

the prop'osal.

S~b

~

Sardu
Sardar Ujjal Singh (Sikh, Urban) : ' Sir, ~!though
I am in sympathy not only with the spirit of the . motion but with themotion itself, yet I am not prepared to. support it because I consider
it. inopportune. Sir, there is no country in the. world in which subordinate·
01:ficers are paid so. low . salaries and the high officers so high salaries as in
this country. And amongst the subordinates, I admit, the patwari is the
most lowly paid officer as compared with the amount and the responsible·
nature of his work. Sir, it is not in our power to reduce high salaries.
(An honourable member: Why not?). We may not do it and some of us.
dare not do it. In view of the deficit budget as has been pointed out by
previous speakers, it is not possible now to incur more expenditure. If
we agree upon more expenditure we will have to provide more money by
taxation. But I doubt very much whether the House is prepared to agree
to any kind of taxation. The country is too poor to bear any fresh burden
oz taxation. There was a very strong case, at least a stronger case, a year
or two before than it is now for· such an increase in pay. The prices or
wheat, cotton, and nearly of every necessary of life have fallen in recent times snd on account of that reason alone t:ii~ is not an opportune time·
to bring forward a motion of this nature.
l\Iy another reason for not supporting this motion is this. H we were
t.o give this concession to the patwaris, it will induce others who are·
lowly paid to demand this concession for themselves also. How then,
with any reasonableness would you be able to refuse that demand ? I .
admit, Sir, that the patwaris have a strong case. Whenever there is an
opportunity and the budget allows it, Government ought to consider their ·
case first and consider it very sympathetically. But at present, · I believe
this motion is inopportune, and I would request my honourable friend.
to withdraw it. (Hear: hear).
.
Sayad Miihani111adHusain [Montgomery (Muhammadan), Rural] : .
It :;,.; "Written in the Holy Bible that it is easier for a camel to pass through
the eye of a needle than for a rice man to enter the Kingdom of God,
And why? Because they have no sympathy with the poor. This
1:ix:.a of demarcation will go on so long as the rich man has no sympathy
for the poor. What is a patwari ? He is the pivot of the administration.
from time immemorial, and has been paid Rs. 20 and sometimes .even less.
A dog cannot live on Rs. 20, a horse cannot Iive on Rs. 20 and
yet, you expect patwari to live oathat and to be decently dressed too.
You also expect that he should not be corrupt. Everybody knowsthat a patwari cannot do without .eorruption, without beggary, without
litigation. It is an open secret that the patwari has been fed by the zamindars. On the one side, the zamindar is heavily taxed, he has to pay land
revenue and he has to pay the patwari as . well. If not, the patwari will
bring him trouble. On the other hand, if .the zamin~ar is too strong for the·
patwari, the patwari will st~rye. is it proper for. a civilized Gov~rnµie~tf~ra.
strong and .rich Government like the present 0110, to allow . ~., pa~wari, who·
is the pivot of the '!>dmircistration, to be starved? It is, verjr difficult . fol'.
any man to live on Rs. 20,~and everybody knows-and the~e· are examples.
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, of patwaris sending their sons to Boorki and other places for higher eduoa-.
tion. Where do they get the money· fro111 ? Do they meet these expenses'
from their pay, or have they any special jagirs ? How do they manage
;it ? They manage it from the pockets ·of other people. And when. we
.ask the Government to take their case into consideration, with whatcourage
can they say, "they are corrupt" 'l A patwari has to eat, he has to
·make both ends meet; and as he cannot do it out of · his pay he:
has to be corrupt. .Everybody asks ; "This is a deficit budget, how ean:
, you meet the extra. expenditure ? " I can tell them, they can . meet · this
and many other things. In some patriotic countries, members drawing
Ra, 5,000 and such large salaries have given away voluntarily a good por-'
-tion of their pay for the benefit of these people. I am not asking those here
to do that. The zamindars give money to these people. (lnterruptwn).
There are Hindu patwaris also. I always finance some of the poor patweris;
.How can a man get on with Rs. 20 a month ? He has to make · money
somehow to meet his wants. Whenever we bring this question before
Government, they say, " We are in full sympathy with the lot of the
patwaris, but the budget is a deficit one and whenever we get a surplus
budget we will give effect to it." But they never translate their sympathy
· into action. When there is a surplus budget and when. we bring this matter
to the notice of Government they give some other reply.. This was, I think,
the line of argument of Pandit Nanak Chand and we do not 'oppose it.
: Even if something good comes out of Pandit Na_nak Chand why should
· we oppose it ? On the contrary, I congratulate him, he being a . rich.
. man, for coming to the help of the poor.
Pandit Nanak Chand : Do you -give away rwerytbing ?
Sayad Mu~ am.mad Husain : I am very glad to notice that
the honourable member takes such a keen interest in the case of
·the poor· people. A· patwari is a poor man, he is corrupt, he does
. all sorts of mischievous things, because he is unable to . live on the
· pay he gets. If Government will enhance · his pay they will be helping;
·the zamindar · class also-(The Hon'ble. Mian 8jr F_az'fri-Husain :
· Quite sure?) for there will be less opportunities for corruption (The
Honourab'le Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain : Are you quite sure?). Government
:may say that if . any such case of corruption iii brought to their
· notice he will be dismissed, If we- are to believe in the argument of my,
. learned friend it means that because they are incorrigible therefore let
them remain as they are. That is not the way to cure the evil. They
.must hP paid just as much, if not more, as will enable them to live above
want, Otherwise they will make good from the pocket'! of the samindars,
Under the circumstances, I support nLy friend and request Government to
'bestow its early and sympathetic consideration to this important question.
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang [North-West Towns, (Non-Muhammadan},
Urban] : I have only to say a few words in support of this motion. I have
.gone through certain proceedings of a. conference of. the patwaris. Two
-resolutions are embodied in a pamphlet which has been handed over to me,
.as I believe it has been handed over to some other members of this House.
'The chief complaint of the patwaris appears to be two~fold> One is that
1they are hot treated :as Government serya.n:ts at all. Formerly, before 1886,
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if I am not mistaken, they were treated as village servants and they looked
to the village zamindars for their pay, promotion and allowances and a.11
-sorts of privileges, and they did not require much in the shape of cash.
They had a house to live in in the village, usually, and they used to be one
(Ji the villagers themselves. . Thev either had a shop or some land which was
one of the sources of their income. Then they had fodder for their cattle,
.milk and other perquisites free, because those things in those days did not
-eost much, They had also a share in the grain at the harvest time just
~s the other village functionaries, both ecclesiatical and temporal, had.
'The potter had his, share, the barber had his share, the dhoby had his
.share and other functionaries had their share of grain at the harvest time.
It was considered that the patwaris should be brought under proper control;
.and after 1885, I am speaking subject to correction, they were made, so to
·say, quasi-Government servants. But although they were brought under
Government control in the matter of discipline · and in the matter of the,
-soarces from which their orders emanated and were subject like other Government servants to be transferred from one place to another, they were not
.given the privileges which other Government servants enjoyed. Up to this
rime, I understand, they are only given a sort of gratuity after a service
-extending over thirty to forty years. They are able to put in such long
':l'?rvice, because they begin service early. After such long service, they
_got no pensions at all. Again, they are not placed on the same level with
any kind of Government clerks. The clerks begin with a certain amount
-of pay, and they get their promotion as time passes." But these gentlemen
-do not. There are only three classes of pay for patwaris, viz., Rs. 20, 28
and 26, and no patwari gets more than Rs. 26. I am again speaking subject
to correction. They have no other privileges which the Government. ser-vants, say, of the clerical line, enjoy. For instance, if a clerk is sent on
·Government duty from one place to another, he gets his travelling allowance.
I am not sure if the patwari gets any travelling allowance if he goes on duty
·from one village to another, but I know that if they move within their own
circle, they do not get any travelling allowance; even if they are made to
,go under the orders of their officers, say, to tahsil headquarters, on official
,duty, they do not get any.
'.: A great deal of confusion prevails among many people a~ t,o the duties.
,o(.these patwaris. To give a definite example, I am told they are now re-,
quired to submit confidential reports of the meetings held in their villages
.and of' political movements that may be carried on in their circles. They
,~e expected to suhmit this .repor] immediately. Even a . day's. delay . in
.some cases may not be excused, and yet I am told they are not provided even.
with postage so that they may be able to send their reports by post. T
asked them whether they could send them post bearing. . They
~~id nobody would receive th~m. thl'>y__would be returned and they migh_t
incur the displeasure of their officer." . I asked how they managed and
I was told that they had _to go personii.'Pi ~ither to the district headquarters or tahsil headquarters to hand over that, report and that they were not
pa,id .. It might be said that they would perhaps get hold of. the., village, ·
-ehaukidar Ot som~_k(!,min in. the village, ~ut it .is.nC>~ alW!f,JS poSSI~le.f(?r
- ~~.~1:C!
~et hold · ~f ~yen. a, _ chau1tl<i~~ . ~!?A . i;te>, other kamin . in: t~e ~~~
~o~d do ~µy, s~ffi~·. The .Gore:gµn~r;tt
can, ~~aµse ~ha,t; there ~ a. ,sp~(
..
,.
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abroad that all unpsid work is most unpleasant !1tid is refused. Nobody
would like to do anything without paYn.ient and. the tunes of impressedlabourare fa.st disappearing, if they have not already disappeared. The result is
that very often it is they personally who have to go to deliver these reports
to the rahsildar or to some other officer and they get no payment for th~t.
If it is so, I would submit that it is a genuine grievance and the authori-1:fos ought to look into the matter. But if it .is false, then certainly, I should
not like to have any sympathy with them so far as this matter is ooneemed..
Then I am told that they are made to do certain other duties which fall
outside the range of their legitimate. work as village -accountants. · Thework of preparing electoral rolls for instance has increased so much during
the last ten years that it certainly makes a very heavy encroachment upon
their time and labour. There are various kinds of electoral rolls to be prepared in which the patwari's. assietance-is taken and I am told that no extra.
allowances are made to them for this extra work. If it is so, certainly some
extra allowancesought to be given to them. Then I am told that they are riot
supposed to have any office. They are supposed perhaps to have an office
but the Government is not supposed to provide them with any office. If
it is so· I would be excused if I say that it is· really, to say the least, eurious.,
if not really scandalous. Here is a class of quasi-Government servants
or officials who are expected to keep correct accounts with respect to the
holdings in then: circles, accounts which after they have been verified.
by revenue officers cany a presumption of correctness under the law. Such,
an important duty is assigned to them and yet Government does not think
it necessary to provide them with any office. When I was young, I found,
living in the village, that. they had 'a i:at11ad,·ha1.a at least in our village•.
but I am now· told that patwa1·kha1,a11 were originally expected to be provided by zamindars and the zamindars now have shaken themselves free
of this duty. They say: well, it is the Government's business to keep
accounts and correct measurements of the land and to keep their books.
somewhereand lodge their patwaris somewhere,why should we provide them
with houses and offices ? If it is so, again I· submit subject to correction,
if they have no offices and the duty· of providing an office for theinselveS·
is imposed upon them, it is really a matter which ought to be looked into.
and it is a genuine grievance. With respect to their lodging, again, either·
the Government. expects them to live in rented houses and pay rent from the~
own pockets . or perhaps tho. Government expects that the vlllagees in order
t:o oblige or to keep their patwari khu.s·k will give them 'some sort of hut·
or kur or some sort of building to liv'e in, but no zamindar is bound to provide them with. such shelter or a house. And ::i. patwari does l'l:lquiie a
decent lodging because sometimes girdawars or kanutigos or other
officials come there and would lodge for a night or so or a,t least;
rest for a short time with the patwari, Jf tbiR grievance again is genuine
it must be redressed. Two arguments have been urged agl!,inst ~ismotion. . One is that this is a deficit budget. Certainly it is a-~effoit
hidget and we have great sympathy with the Government. We appreciate I its difficulties. But; on the other hand,. if whitt I b:~ve
sii1d ..:is rtdJ,lly corr~t . and "thes~ . grieVifuc'es are jmjt, no . time . should ~'3·
l~st in re'dressmg tn:ese gtj~ances 'etexi it some out$, hive ~o be made in ,~;hli~
departments. · How· can It :r.nah have liis ()ffi.ce 4i the air, or iri II. villagi,
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,street or under a banyan or peepul tree in the village?
How can he be
.expeoted to carry on his work ? He must be in his field most of his time
-doing girdawari work or measurement. work or s~:ne other work so that this
.argum.eilt. that this is a deficit budgeu=no
doubt, it does possess
.some force-is not a conclusive argument.
Their needs must b~
.reeognised and savings must be made somewhere else and their griev.anoes must be redressed at once.
My learned friend from Gujra.nw:ala. asked : Why has the honourable mover of this. motion ignored the canal
_patwaris, why has he ignored the chaprasis? Well, probably the honourable
member from Gujranwala was here when the question of the ohaprasis came
up and a motion was .before the House to have a committee appointed to
.go into their case. I am not sure if my honourable friend voted for that.
Every member who is opposed to this motion for one reason or another
thinks as ii: the whole duty ·of making the two ends of the budget meet
lies on his shoulders. If it is a genuine grievance it must be brought to th~
notice of those people wao have the running of Government in their hands.

Rai Sahib ChaudhriChhota Ram: What about those who have
to pay?

·

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I am sure that those whose d~ty it is,
if they are so minded can make the two ends meet and yet do something
to redress the grievances. Now, the second argument is that of corrupsion, Some people say that these patwaris are corrupt, t:iey 'can make the
•two ends meet, they rob this man and t!'.l.at and therefore it is not a paramount and urgent necessity that those grievances of thefra should be removed
.or that their pay should be increased, or 'that they should be brought on the
;list of Government servants and pensions be given to 't'.1e.n. Taose honourable
members who used this as an argument forgot OU9 Very important thing.
L,et. us assume for the sake of argument that these patwaris are corrupt,
;that they supplement their slender pay by robbing the zamlndars. Should
not samiadars themselves come up and cry a5ainst this· oorruption an l
approach the Government to somehow keep t iese robbers under cJ.eJ.i
.and not allow them to prey upon th-a poor Z.'I. nindars ? Tii3 argu n ~;it
.is a strong argument in favour of the motion and not a5ainst the motion,
How can the Government, for a. moment, allow a section of its employees,
whether regular government servants or irregular government servant.s,
,to prey upon the people, ab Ie ist. If for nothing else, for the
sake of protecUn5 the society from their ravages tneir pa.y and enoluments should be increased and the concession, asked for should ha given to
.them, Tnat argument, so far fro.n supporting those wao a,p opposing the
motion. is a strong· argument in favour of the motion. Now, there is an
.indireet way of the zamindars being burdened and probably it was that-that
my' uonourahle friend from Rohtak had in view. If their salaries are
.inereased, the provision will have to be made io the budget, taxatiou wiU
nave to vii ; nereased and he is afra.id J;hat ultimately that taxation -will faU
upon the aa.nindsrs. If that taxation is to faU upon t'.;te zanindars,
it is . liilEl za,mn~rira. even no'.N:. w~p are pti.yh~g t?-e.ru and v.~rha.ps
p1Jiyiqg . t,~e,b .. more ~:ian. tqe,r would IHi.ve tq pay
P,~<:>vis~cip
w~re io be made lll . t,he ~udgEl~·. L. lrit11rr1q1J_,.,fl,_, 1 Tn~t o.e~ta1qly .a11pl~~s
.tp the ~~se of a. zap:ii.u~11r,- .A.1:pgnQ~l3'nt za.~~~~F W:~\l;l~ ref~e to_g1ve ~ne
~USl;!fPµle, but would give ~ 'rhple.'bk,el~ or ~ lµp~, of ti.'','•
So_tr!+ i ~k
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that this is a more economic way of meeting the demands of the patwans.
One word more and ~ would sit ·doWI1. The patwaris are not like unskilled;
labourers. I know some of- these people. They are very well educated;
they are trained people, some of them a.re very good draftsmen, very good'
mathematicians, they know a great deal of arithmetic, of geometry, of men. suration, of drawing and have . a very good working knowledge cf Urdu
and Persian, and some of them know a little English as well. A man with
these qualifications it is impossible· to get outside the circle of - patwarisand thore _is no reason whv their case even under a deficit budget should
not stand distinguished from the case of unskilled labourers. The !llllson·
Mta · on the scaffold and gives orders to. the cooly'"bring gara, cement and.i.
lime" : they are both of them human beings and probably both are- ·
illiterate, but the one is· trained and the other is untrained and the
wages of 'the former are therefore twice as much as those of the-latter. For a similar reason also patwaris should be the fiist
.whose case .should be looked into. Again, patwaris are really sleeping
lions. They are carrying on a very important part of the administration. If they are evil-minded and discontented, well, I feel that if
_they fall into the hands of a competent agitator who wants to paralyse
the Government, he _ need not go anywhere else but straight to the
patwaris and get _hold of the 18,000 of 'them and paralyse the wholeadministration. I do not want that such a state of affairs should come
about· but tbe Government should at the same time keep in view that hope'defeired maketh the heart sick and if their grievances are not redressed,
naturally they. will· be liable, I submit,· to be influenced by people who
want to . do harm to the present administration and to - be used R,:'1 a
weapon in their hands {ii.it honour1,1ble'nie1~1.l,er-: Is it a threat?). It is not for.
me to give tl\reats. I do not believe in empty threats. As my honourable·
friend pointed o~t they_ are a sign of weakness. But it is perfectly correct.
that if a threat. comes from patwaris it. will not be an idle threat - ·
··

· The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain (Revenue Member): Sir,.
the debate has assumed the form of a special pleading for · one of thenumerous departments of. Government and I wish to sound a note of warning so that the Council may not gradually slip into the practice of taking·
up by turns the case of particular groups of Government servants with the-object of enhancingtheir pay or in proving their prespeets, I wish the Council.
to deliberate over such momentous affairs in the way that such moment-·
ous affairs should be considered. If somehonourable members were to takeup a case of a particular set of Government,servants and place it before the
Council, given a particular amount of.intarest which is to be found in every·
part of the House, is therA a case of any set of' Government servants which
cannot catch the eyes of the honourable members saying how badly theyare paid and what -an amount of work they are doing and whether it is right
for any one Individual or' Government to pay them so badly?
Take the case of the village school master who is the moulder ,of th &·
character of the next gener.stion, who has to teach 'them not only to read and
write but to tea:ch them honesty, patriotism, hygiene and a· hundred and
one virtu~s th~t various societies try ·to promulgate. . What is 'his pay ?
;Not· quite a:s 'munificent as the paj' of thepatwari. - Where is 'his- -house- t
I
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As a. matter of fact, Sir, it seems to me that the honourable· members whenthey say what is Rs. 20 or what is Rs. 80 are really showing a certain lack
of information as to the economicconditions prevailing in the province. Do,
they know that there is a ·part of this province which has been in the grip
of economic distress for the last year or more. where test works in conneo-·
tion with the famine attract poor and unfortunate human being from a dis- ·
tanee of say five or even six miles for nine pice (2! annas) a day ? Sir,
true, they do not know these things, but Government has taken pains to put .
in the public press a number of times various statements showing how badly·
the condition of these people is, how there are amongst the members of this .
Councilsome, one at least, if not more, who have devoted their money which.
Providence has given them in order to ameliorate the condition of these nnfortunate people, I mean the honourabe member. who represents rural
Hissar (Chaudhri Chhajju Ram) who has spent lakhs. (Hear, hear). There·
are officialmembers of this Council who generally devote themselves days.
after days and weeks after weeks in considering these unfortunate cases and.
helping these people in saving no end of valuable cattle from starvation anddeath, and recently helping to save human life. When these honourable.
members realise what the condition of the country is, when they realise that
nine pice represents the wages of a man and seven pica of a woman; then
I trust they will appreciate that Rs.· 80 means something. And after·
all, who is to pay for the additional expenditure that I should like to incur
with . the object of helping the patwaris, the schoolmasters,·the ohaprasis ,
and no end of other highly deserving people? For, your budget in that case,
will go up not by four or five lakhs as has been suggested. Why, in the case,
of revenue patwaris alone, if the concessionsasked for were granted, it would.
amount to an additional expenditure of no less 'than 25 lakhs a year. If Wd
include the other p .• twaris, ehsp. asis, school masters, ete., the figure·
would work up to between 2 and 8 erores a year. It has been asked what
about the Commissioners,what about the civil servants and so forth? Need
I mention, Sir, that so far as the Engineering department is concerned,can any one seriously contend that the pay given to these men is not thepay that they command in the open market ? Can any one contend that
the pay that the schoolmaster gets is higher than the pay he will get in thelocal market ? Then much has been made of the civil service and of thepolice service. Those of you who know the Police force will agree with
. me that many men who are no better. qualified than those in the police and.
who have adopted an independent profession are making twice or three ·
times the amount of money the police officers get. '.:rhen take the civil ser- ·
vice. After all the pay that they ·get does not amount to more than one-·
fourth cir one-fifth of the amount that is required for the revenue patwaris .
alone. Much is made of the salaries of Members and Ministers. Supposing·
there is a saving of Rs. 1,000 per month from the salary of each of the Minis-·
ters and MeIP.bers. It· will not amount to more than Rs. 50,000 for the·
whole year. To whom are you going to pay that, To the patwaris, or chaprasis or the schoolmasters? You will see that even if you do away 'with the
top officials, even then you will not have one-tenth of the money wanted for.
the purpose of increasing the pay of these men,

.

· What ,then is the .result of such motions ? The honourable member
hinted at the possibility o~ patwaris being used as agents for spreading.
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political propaganda against Government which I must say means the
,~ame thing as the disturbance of peace and good order. I trust the
.patwaris will lose no time in repudiating the possibility of' any one attempt.ing to mislead them. I have not the slightest doubt' that the large rural
classes amongst whom the patwaris live will not tolerate for one moment;
any attempt to mislead the patwaris. As a matter of fact, Government
has not got another set of Government officials which it values more
than it values the patwaris, We have tried to foster the spirit that a
patwari. a Government· Member, the Financial Commissioner and the
Deputy Commissionerare
but pieces of one orgp,ttism the sole object of
· which is to serve the province, and a man, be he a patwari or a Financial
· Commissioner' or Revenue Member, as a public se:rvanthe is just the same.
There is only the differencein the walks of life to which we have been called ;
. otherwise the Punjab Government makes no distinction whatsoever of classes
. and sections,high or low. I_t was only recently that this Councilwas anxious
that the status of tahsildars should be raised. Governmentmade every effort
to do so. It should be fully realised that Government is not an outside agency,
but is there to carry out your wishes. If you are prepared to introduce
higher rates of pay and provide the wherewithals, wby, Government is bound
to carry out your wishes,but you must realise the effect of what you wish to
do. No one is going to find money from his own pocket to improve the pros·pects of any service. Are you prepared to give directionsto your Government
·that it should improve the prospects of the lowest paid services in the province so that one who gets less than Rs. 80 should have his pay and prospects
raised ? If so, be prepared to foot the bill to the extent of 2 to 8 erores a
_year. If you are, yoJ.r wishes should be carried out. If not, it is no use, by
expressions of such sympathies or appreciation to sow the seeds
. of discontent. It will do them no good, it will do the country no good.
Therefore, Sir, I wish honourable members to approach the consideration of this question not in a spirit of having promised to help a particular
.elass, deserving or otherwise. ·That is not the right spirit. The spirit in
which I wish this honourable House to tackle this matter and similar matters
is to consider th<i.t they are the sole custodians of the funds of the province,
If they make up their mind that there is good reason for revising the scales
of pay, then they should be prepared to pay for it a1,1 well. I would very
much like on behalf of the Fmaneial Commissioner to express the view
that general denunciations of patwaris are not justified. It is a pleasure
. during this debate to hear from a certain part of the House that most of those
.denunciations are altogether ill-founded, I have not the. slightest doubt
that for this I am prepared to convey the thanks of my Financial Oommis. sioners to the House.

all
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As regards houses and writing material, I have very great pleasure in
,&tating to the House that so far as writing materials are concerned, Govern. .ment have definitely decided to make an allowance to· each patwari
·for writing m'lterials. (Dr. Gol.ul Oharul, Narang: Four annas a month,
but that too is not being paid). It was only owing to the deficit budget
that that item had to be cut out, though it was included in the schedule of
new expenditure. As regards houses, I 'ra~ very J.>l~ased to h~!l,r the. msm.bers growing eloque;it
. . as to the. need
. . of houses. · r trust the
. same members
'"'
.
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will not, at all events during the course o{ this session, begin to ·say that
Government is wasting money in putting up buildings callously. When ·ii
member is becoming eloquent a small dispensary worth Rs. 500 or a small
school worth Rs. 600 at once becomes a palace in his oratorical efforts,
The position, therefore, is that Government has decided to build patwaris' quarters gradually. Why gradually? :i:
51'.M.
think it is about 50 quarters for each division;
You may say, that is too small a figure. Again, I will reply that r am prepared to put 500 a year for each division provided there are funds availableWhen honourable members of this House are keen about primary education,
they want every other item to be cut down and only schools to be put upWhen they am anxious for compulsory primary education being introduced, nothing else matters to them. Government should spend every available piee on that purpose. You give so many orders to be carried out with
the available pice that one does not know where to make a beginning. But
of this much I am sure, Government has recognisedthe principle of providing
houses for patwaris as soon as funds are avnilable. But here again, when
the claims of primary education and · patwariharuis came in eonfliet, Government decided in favour of primary education and for the time being, put off
building p"twarlhonas.
That is the position. I trust I have made it absolutely clear to the Council that Government has the greatest possible
consideration for the patwaris, It recognises how valuable their work is,
It also knows that although patwaris are up to their mark, there are, as the
honourable members are aware, at least three times the number waiting
outside to take their places if by any chance any one of the patwaris happens
to fall ill or happens to be unable to carry on his duties. Am I not then placed
in an awkward position if I a}ll asked, ' Oh, you can get men three times
over for the work you want done and that for the pay you are at present
offering; why should you pay them higher rates of pay?' I am the firs~
to recognise that Government should not take mean advantage of the need
of the people. But you should not expect me really under the circumstances,
to take the responsibility of paying a much higher rate than they would get
outside Government service ; nor would you like me to commit the province to a course of action which when some'of you take your place on these,
benches will be the first to try to get out of.
I wish this subject bad not been debated at the length at which it has
been debated. But I felt when the discussiontook this turri that I had better
place the Government point of view before the House. I trust the House
will deal with the question in the way it deserves, in the spirit of states•
men, of responsible persons, and not simply as advocates throwing the
burden of.,_carrying it out on Government. (Cheers).
Mr. M.A. Ghani (Nominated, non-official): Sir, as it has been pointedi'
out by the Honourable Revenue Member that this subject has been discus·
sed at great length, I do not . propose t9· make a long speech. I
think very many points have been thoroughly thrashed out during the dis·
eussion by the members who have preceded me. There is one point, however,
to which I would like to make a reference. The Honourable Revenue Member said that whenever there is a vacancy of the post of patwari there .are
many candidates for it. He was, I think, referring to the question of
D
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supply and demand. My humble submission is that so far as the question of supply and demand of human beings is concerned, this principle of.'
economics, of supply and demand cannot be applied. The principle of supply·
and demand can be applied to things that are sold in the market. A human,
being is not to be treated as a chattel, and therefore this principle cannot be.
applied to him. If you want to engage a servant, it becomes your duty to
pay him at least a living wage.: The pay that a patwari gets now is not a
living wage. I have often pointed out in this House that no one has been
able to prove that one can live on Rs. 20 or Rs. 28 or even Rs. 26 a month.
There is one other point to which I would like to make a reference, tl;at
is, as regards the question of provident fund for patwaris. This fund was.
sanctioned in 1921, and it is a great surprise to .me that the fund has not
been enforced even up to now. In 1926 the rules about the provident fund
were framod, but they have not yet been brought into force.
Then, there is the question of quarters. I know it from my personal
experience that patwaris cannot get decent houses in the villages. I think .,
that it is time for the Government to redress the grievances of patwaris in
all these respects. As I am not feeling well, with these few words, I"
whole-heartedly support the amendment.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram (South-East Rohtak, non-Muham·
madan, Rural): Sir, I am not a little surprised that the honourable mover·
of the amendment has deemed it fit to make this motion in this particular '
year when he knows full well that the House had rejected this very ilibtion.
when the times were certainly far better. I have every sympathy with the
class of public servants who have to do arduous work and yet are not being
paid on a very liberal scale. If I were in a position to do so, I would give·
all these classes of public servants a very liberal pay. But the real difficulty
is to find money. I have every sympathy with these patwaris. I also,
wish the Government were in a position to pay them Rs. 40 a month each..
I wish that the Council could lay its hands on funds which woultf~nabl&··
it to vote a minimum salary of Rs. 60 a month for every public · servarlt:': Bot
the real trouble is, where the money· is to come from. Let us 'all fake
responsible view of the thing. Let us not be carried away by sent':u:neht:_
I have no desire to oppose the motion which benefits the patwaris, · Patwa.ris form a very powerful class in the land. I think every member :of this
House who stands for election has to take account of them. (Hear, :h,ear) •.
They can make themselves disagreeable. They can do you an ill turn and
thoy can also do you a lot of good. But in· spite of all these considerations,..
in spite of our desire to help the patwari, in· spite of all the odium that wemay incur on account of our opposition to this motion, we cannot take a view ·
which has not an element of full responsibility about it. (Hear, hear). Sup·
pose we lend om· support to this motion and it is carried, and suppose theG,overnmentfeels that in view of the definite expression of opinion by theCouncilthey give a substantial increase to these patwaris ; where is the money .
t~ come from.? Who is going to pay this money? It will be a very heavy
bill. Let us Just count the cost. My learned friend say$. that the numberof revenue patwaris alone is about 13,000. If it is once conceded that these
, revenue patwaria · are deserving of an increase on any ground whatsoever,_
can you refuse a similar increase to canal patwam ? On what logical ground
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-ean you refuse to give an increase-a similar increase-to· canal patwa.ris ''/
'Now, let us put the number of patwaris of both classes 'at 20,000. My
-riend says that an addition of Rs. 5 a month would be no solution of their
rlifficv.ItiPs. So, according to him it should be something more than fi~e.
L~t us rut the figure at 10, that is, an increase of Rs. 10 a month. This :wonld
.mean a. total extra. expenditure to Government of Rs. 24,00,000 per annum.
~My friend says that the patwaris are a very hard worked class. I admit that
·they have to do very arduous work. But what about the village teacher ?
_ Is he not equally, ill-paid in spite of the fact that he is certainly, much
bette! educated than the patwari? Besides, a patwari has some legitimate
: means of augmenting his income, but the village teacher 'has absolutely none.
Agam, we must observe the ordinary laws of economics. After all,
, though it would not be proper to tak~ undue advantage of the position of
public servants and refuse them proper salary on the ground that any number
· of others will be forthcoming, yet, you cannot altogether ignore the fact
that there is no lack of candidates. If there is one post vacant and YOl:\
•call for applications, you will get as many as 100 applications for that ona
.post. You may be justified in overlooking this. economic consideration to
· some extent, but you cannot overlookit entirely.
'
After all, there ought to be some relation between the salary that Gov. ernment decides to give and the salary which would attract a class of people
· efficient enough to discharge the duties attached to· a particular. post. The·
.present emoluments have proved sufficiently attractive. So, on the ground of
· ordinary laws of economics I beg to submit that no case has been made out
,for any increase in the patwaris' pay and allowances.
Now, the honourable member, who represents labour in this House·
, (Mr. M. A. &bani) said that nobody so far had been able to prove that''
Rs. SO_was a living wage in this country. The proposition is certainly too
broad in the way in which he put it. It all depends upon what you'
· call a living wage. The. Honourable the Revenue Member stated just
now in the House that there would be no lack of people willing to work
.from 8- to 10 hours a day for nine piee daily. Is that or is that not a.
.living wage ? Of course, for a man who would spend upon himself
.thousands of rupees a month, it would be very difficult to conceive how a.
; man could live on Rs. 80 a month. Those who are members of this
House are in the habit of spending many times more than the money which
,falls to the share of a patwari and naturally they think that a. living wage
· should certainly be· much higher than is represented by the pay which is·:
.given to a patwari. Now, I beg to submit that it is a very hard life no
• doubt, but if an ordinary zamindar, and if an ordinary labourer, is expected
to live on nine pica a day, there is no reason why a patwari cannot when he'
· can augment his income in !la perfectly legitimate manner ( A. voice. How?) by
giving copies of mutation entries, by giving copies of jamabandis, per khata. ·
ror which he is allowed annas two, he is allowed to charge fees on the copies
.of these documents. That is perfectly legitimate income. To his pay he can
- add in this way some five or six rupees a month. l£ a labourer or an ·
-ordinary samindar can live on nine pice a day, there is no reason why a'
patwari'. cannot live on Rs. 25 or Rs. 80 a month. He· may not be able to
maintain a standard of comfort and decency which we observe for ourselves ·
rbut that is not the point.
·
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Now, I come to the question of finding money. It has been ur~ed z
ajt~r all, even as things are, the patwari has to be paid by the zamindara ;
he preys upon the samindars, he robs the zamindars ; and that whore would
p~ the real harm if the patwari gets in tpe shape of increased pay what
I).OW ex~ts ii). an illegal manner ? But there is
very real difference
between the two positions. A zamindar is under no legal obiigation to pay
.a patwari any bribe, but if you by your own vote, or the Government by a
valid order, allows an increase in the pay of the patwaries, it becomes a
legal charge upon your revenues. Now if you add anything like 20 lakhs
or ~O lakhs on account of patwaries alone to your budget, the money must
come from somewhere. We all know that the only persons on whom
a local Government can throw their burden are practically the
.zamindars. If the zamindar members of this House are prepared to
find 20 lakhs or 80 lakhs of rupees. a year for patwaries alone, well, let them
:say so. If the zamindars do not want to add to their burdens. then they
must say, we are not prepared to lend our support to this motion. The
honourable mover of this amendment has not indicated· any source whatso-ever from which income can be derived, the burden of which will not fall
upon the shoulders of the zamindars. If my honourable friend had been in a
position to suggest fresh taxation, the burden of which would not have fallen
on the zamindars, if he had proposed some remedy which would bring money
from amongst the commercial classes, saleuA:,,rs, money-lenders and shopkeepers, I would have given my whole-hearted support to the motion. But
I know that if an increase is sanctioned in respect of the pay of the patwaris,
the burden is bound to fall upon the zamindars, and, therefore, I should
e~r~estly suggest to the zamindar members of this House that they should
ponder and consider well before they make up their mind to cast their votes,
-one way or the other. It is all very well to think in generous terms, but
,a.fter all, you have to take into consideration the interests of those who have
sent you to this House. If you think you can, consistently with your dqty
in this respect, give your vote in favour of this motion, you may. But it
seems to me that we cannot effectively safeguard the interests of our constituents and yet vote in favour of this motion.

he
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Sardar Hira Singh, Narli [Lahore, (Sikh) Rural] (Urdu): Sir, I wish
just t:1 say a few words with regard to this amendment. First of all, it can
be said without any fear of contradiction that if this province were enjoying
YE3Spoµsible Government, such a motion would never have come before the
House. (Hear, hear). It is needless to point out that the party which is
responsible for this motion will not be affected in the least by the extra expenditure which this amendment involves. It is also clear that the income
,of those who will have to bear this extra burden is not more than two annas
a day, while the patwari is getting much more than that. Then in addition
.to his regular pay, he earns a goodly amount by wa,y of remunerations for
providing copies of jamabsndis, ete., to the zamindara. It is also well-known
,that the patwari gets many of his necesaries free of any charge e.g .. he never
has to spend a single piee on fuel and fodder. Under these cireumstanees,
it is not correct to say that the patwaris are not getting a living wage, and
that it is not possible for them to make both ends meet with their present
salaries.
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However, Sir, even if we accept the view that the patwari is really themost ill-paid public servant, it is not proper to ask the samindar, whose
income is much less than that of a patwari, to share· his burden.' Had the·
honourable the mover of this amendment suggested in the course of his
speech that in order to meet the extra expenditure involved in his amend• . ment the salaries of the higher officials may be reduced, we would have ,been·
only too 'ready to lend him our support. I will support him even now, but
I must point out that if . the proposal to reduce the salaries of the higher·
officials were brought forward, the.mover and his party would be the first to,
oppose it! I would, therefore, request my honourable friends to bear in·
mind the income of the zamindars when they bring forward resolutions and
amendments of this kind. With these few remarks, I resume my seat,

Ali

· · Khan Bahadur Citaud.hri Fazl
[Gujrat :East (Muha.inmadan)
Urban] (Urdu): Sfr, this amendment has already been discussed at a very
great length and, therefore, I will confine myself to a very brief survey of the·
situation · under consideration. I would rather this amendment were of a
general· character and did not concern only a particular class of public·
servants; because in the latter case any person with a sense of honesty a.J1d
responsibility is bound to discuss everything with regard to that class. However, being in for it now, I will first draw your attention to the list of theduties performed by the patwaris which my honourable friend the mover
of this amendment has been pleased to lay before the Hoose. He certainly
did the thing very cleverly, .showing every detail of a certain function as a
duty by itself. That funny procedure reminds . me of ail equally funny
analogy. Suppose I write a letter. Then if I were to follow the example·
c;,f my honourable friend, I would not be content. with saying thitt
much only. On the other hand, I would magnify this very simple thing by
saying : I took a paper, I took a pen, I took an ink-pot, I wrote the letter
and then I took an envelope and wrote the address, then I stamped it and .th.en
I called my servant and asked him to post it (La11ghtf/T'). The honourablemember told us that, the patwari has to go to the headquarters to submit his
reports. With due deference to him I would say that this is far from being
the fact. The patwari has so many lamba.rdars and ehankidars to execute
h~ orders and do the work for him. In fact, the whole village is at the·
beck and call of this powerful being because he has the power and means to
do a good deal of harm to them. It is 'a matter of common knowledge that
the greater part of the litigation going on in connection with land in the villages is due to him.
As regards their income and expenditure, I am free to admit that thereare some patwaris who do live on their regular pay and legitimate rem.on.eta·
tions. But this is not the case with the majority of them. More often than
not they are accustomed not only to accept but also to snatch bribes of
various kinds. Whenever an alienation of land takes place the patwari must .
be paid before all. I am not speaking of the revenue patwaris, it is generally about the patwaris of the Irrigation department. The patwari has
been called a poor thing, but let me draw your attention to what this poor
thing is doing in the village. Once a patwari asked a washermsn to bring some
fodder for his cow. The washerman said that he was going for a business, he
will do it afterwards. But just imagine his amazement when he found after
some time that he was required to pay land revenue for four kilae of land, about
1•
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Rs. 40. In vain didhe try toeonvinee the patwari ~at he never so much·
as even thought of cultivating a single inch of land. The patwari would not·
listen to any such plea. He had written what he had written. All that was
due to the fact that the man refused once to bring some fodder for his cow.
The poor fellow appealed to the Irrigation department, but the order . was that-·
the matter had become time-barred. Thus, Sir, even if we take into con-.
sideration only that income of the patwari which is considered legal nowa.-days, we find that he is by no means the poor thing as described by my·
honourable friend. All the necessaries of life like ghee, grain, milk, ete., forhis family and fodder for his horse he gets free. And, then, his earnings by
illegitimate means are by no means inconsiderable. The position which apatwari enjoys in our villages will be clear from the following well-known..
incident . Once a Deputy Commissionerpaid a visit to· a certain village.
Being a perfect gentleman and a kind-hearted officerhe gave a very patient.
hearing to what the villagersbad to say and treated the zamindars very kindly•.
Now, in return, the villagers wanted to express their gratitude, and an old i
man said," 0 Sahib, you are such a kindly officer. I pray to God that you.
may become a patwari very soon. " (Laughter).
. : Now leaving aside the canal irrigation lands we turn our attention to
girdawari. It is a matter of common knowledge that it is not always donea.t the spot. It has been said that the poor patwari is always on the go, andthe pressure of work does not allow him any rest whatever. But I must
sub,mit that more often than not the patwari is to be found enjoying himseli
to the .full under some shady tree near a well or dero, If he is often on.
the go it is for the sake of fodder for his cow or horse. (Laughter).
As I have said al.ready the patwari can live quite comfortably on his
regular pay and legitimate remuneration without having recourse to · illegitimate means of augmenting his income. It has been asked why the zamindars.
do not drag the corrupt patwaris into courts of law. I submit, Sir, that that
is surely a very round-about way of asking a very simple question,
why the zamindars pay any gratifications at all. It cannot be.
denied that it is much easier not to pay anything than to approach the
higher authorities with a complaint against the patwari or to drag him into.
a.eourt of law. Therefore, if the zamindars had the courage or· they could·
a.fiord to make any representation against the patwari, they would not pay
anything to him by way of illegal gratifications. But they cannot a:ffold to
incur the displeasure of such a powerful being by taking a step of this kind ..
Let it be remembered that the zamindars pay illegal gratifications not because.
~ey like to pay, but simply because they have to pay. (Hear-hear).
Then it was said that the present salary of the patwaris is too small and'
that if it is not increased, they will start a vigorous agitation and then the·
Government will be face to face with a very serious situation. With regard:
to that I would say that the Government can never succumb to such threats.
of agitation. Because if it did, then every department will try to take advantage of this weakness on the part of the Government. The honourable
member has laid 'so much stress on the matter because, as has been pointed'
out by an honourable m ember, his own purse will not be touched by the extr.·
expenditure that hie amendment involves. The whole burden will fall on the .
.>
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. As regards the agitation or.boycott of services·, I can supply you with,
. ten thousand candidates within twenty-four hours.
Pandit Nanak Chand : Oh; you have undertaken to supply oandi-·
dates to every department under the Government ?
Khan Bahadur Chaudhri Fazl Ali: The honourable member simply
wants to create difficulties and enjoy fun at the expense. of poor zamindara.
Some time ago, a resolution was brought forward in this House with regard to the grievances of Iambardars and safaidposhes and zaildars, I know
that there are some lambardars whose income by way of paohotra is not ·
more than Rs. 5 only, while their extra expenditure as lam bardars is as much
as Rs -. 20 on one occasion. Lambardars, safaidposhes and zaildars are thepeople who have very many duties to perform. They ·have to serve and.
work for every department day and night. They were the persons who"
not only supplied recruits for the army during the great war, but also
presented their sons for the purpose. On that and other similar grounds.
the Government was asked to raise· the remuneration of Iambardars, sufaid
poshes· and zaildars, and a resolution ' was passed by the Council twice •.
But Government could not raise their remuneration, because the money was.
not forthcoming, and because it involved an extra burden on zamindars.
The same is the case with the present amendment, and there is no reason why·
it should not be rejected on the same ground.
·
I do not wish to repeat the arguments that have been advanced already..
but I must say that, 11,s it was pointed out by JJ}.y honourable fr:end RaL
Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram, there is a special reason for this extraordinary
sympathy tor the patwari. Why do they not extend the same helping hand.
to the poor ehankidar ? For the very simple reason that he can do nothing·
for or, against them, while the patwari can make himself very useful as well
as extremely disagreeable, if he chose. A resolution was also brought forward with regard to the condition of the low paid public servants, and I am,
free to admit that that was more reasonable than the present move as it
included the patwaris also. But so far , s tlio patwari is concerned, we may·
have certain reasons of our own to help or please him, but he surely is not so.
poor a thing that the honourable members would have us believe.
Then there is the question of demand and supply. With regard to that
I need only point out that applications were last year invited for sdmission to a certain training school at our district for patwaris, and there was.
such a rush of candidates that the selection authorities found their task extremely difficult. This shows that the supply is much greater than the·
demand. Moreover, the office of the patwari requires no exceptional ability ·
or high education like that of an Executive Councillor or a Minister whose·
pay is rightly high. Any person with quite an ordinary education can,
perform ~hese duties satisfactorily.
Again, Sir, at one time it is said that the patwaeisare very poorly paid',
and that they cannot meet their necessary expenses out of their present
income, while a.t another the Government is asked to increase the pay of the,
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pah a.ris on the ground that they are being crushed under the pressure af
work. Now, which of these are we to take as .the real ground for the pro-posed increase in the pay of the patwaris ? However, Sir, if my honourable
friends e.te really anxious to help the patwaris, let them take this extra.
burden on their shoulders and · the samindars will be quite wiing to· bear
the rest. (Hear, hear.) It is my experience that not a single proposal. of
this kind has ever come before the House which was likely to touth the·
mover's own purse.
Now a proposal of this kind involves consideration of two things.
Firstly, the financial condition of.the Government, and, secondly, the price
of the produce of the zamindars upon whom this burden will. fail. The
financial'condition of the Governmentis well known to all of us, and similarly,
there is no gainsaying the fact that the price of the produce of our lands
has fallen very considerably. Uuder these circumstances,it is neither proper
nor wise to increase the burden of the zamindars. I beg to submit
that the pay of the patwaris was not increased even when we had a surplus
budget. And that was very wise on the part of the Government, because
you never can foresee what the next year has in store for you. Had the
Government increased this pay in the years of' surplus budgets the present
financial stringency would have become even more acute, now when locusts
· have appeared to destroy our crops. They have laid eggs in our fields,and
within a week or two the new generation will be ready to make matters
still worse for us. Under these circumstances, it is not fair to ask the Government to add to the burden which is already crushing us. My honourable·
friend the Shah Sahib, who is not present in the Chamber now, was pleased
to remark tb:~t we pay the patwaris by way of zakat only. I beg to submit,
Sir, and I wish the Psr Sahi"b were here, that it is only customary with our·
Pirs that whenever they get or snatch anything they call it niyaz and when
they have to part with something, it is termed zakat. (Laughter).
As regards the question of houses for the patwaris, the Honourable the·
Revenue Memberhas already dealt with it. He has told us that Government
_has agreed to build a certain number of houses for them annually.
But' I submit, Sir, that at present there is no chance of a patwarii
feeling any difficulty in finding a good house for. himself. A time may·
come when the village people will become so educated and enlightened as
to refuse to meet this demand of the patwari, but at present it i's.
only a question of pick and choose for him.. Every single house in the
village is at his disposal. Under these circumstancesthis proposal can mean
only one of these two things, namely, that either the honourablemember wants
to show a special favour to the patwaris or that he is not aware of the real'
situation. The probability, I should say, is that he is not aware of the facts.
I need not detain the House much longer now, but I might be allowed
to say a few words· with regard to corruption. If the honourable mover'
, expects to eradicate corruption by increasing the pay of the patwaris, as.
he says, I must say that he cannot achieve that object by any amount of
_increase in their pay. ~he corruption will go only when zamindars.
a.re bold enough not to pay and the patweris are honest enough , not
to 11,ooept any illegal gratifications, as a number of patwaris . are at.
present." Sometimes increase in pay, serves only to increase the amount
0
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,of illegal gra.tifioations. I will draw your attention to the case of a certain
-elerk to make this point clear, When he was drawing only :fifteen rupees
' a month he gladly accepted Re. 1 as a gratification; but when hi~ salary w~
raised to Rs. 40 he would simply jump upon any one who happened to offer
him Re. I saying : " Don't you realize the change in my position now '}
It is now certainly below my dignity to aooept such a small amount. "
·(L'l,ught.er). Thus, Sir, corruption cannot cease unless there is a sense of
honesty in one's mind. Not to speak of the patwari, even some higher offl-oials, getting much more pay than the patwari, are not above it. Therefore,
I would request the honourable mover to wait till we become sufficientlf
enlightened and shake off this bad habit of offering gratifications, thereafter
we will be quite willing to deposit Rs. 2 extra for each square with the Govern·
ment to meet this demand of his.
Now I come to the threat about agitation. I have already pointed out
.that no Government can afford to succumb to such threats. Moreover,
there is no paucity of candidates. Let all the patwaris tender their resignation and I will get you thousands of candidates. Therefore, if the pa.twaris
resort to agitation, none but. themselves stand to lose. You cannot
deceive the people now. Your propaganda will only serve to make the
real position clearer to us. Therefore, you must be cautious lest your
propaganda should prove harmful to your own cause, Sometimes the man
who wants to give fire to another burns himself with that fire. I was of the
opinion that no propaganda of such kind must be made in the villages, but
now I say, begin this. and you will find the result against your own interests.
The villagers will give such persons who made such propaganda a severe
lesson. We know t.hat the patwaris cannot afford to part with their ex·
tremely lucrative job, because they cannot enjoy the same comforts at home
-or anywhere else. Their position is just like the mare of a Pir Sah,b. The
mare had become accustomed to enjoy seers of gram at the houses of the Pir
Sahib's followers and, therefore, when the Pfr Sahi'b returned home after his
swritual tours she began to tap her foot on the ground at the time of getting
her usual dainty. But the Pir Sahi'b at once rebuked her for that, saying:
·" Now, you must keep quiet here. This is our own· house." (Laughte:r).
Sir, a1low me to say that the gentleman bas moved this cut for the benefit
of the patwaris but has done it only to make fool of them and to try to put
the Government. in difficulties. He m iy remain assured, however, that be
will not succeed at all in that.
In the end, Sir, I most earnestly request the House not to add more
.and more to the burdens which are . already crushing the poor zamindars.
With these.remarks, I strongly oppose the amendment. (O°Mers).

Pandit Nanak Chand [Hoshiarpur, (Non-Muhammadan), Rural], (Urdu):
Sir, it is to-day after a very long silence that my honourable friend from
•Gujrat has made a speech in this House. His silence had been conspicuous.
But after all he has delivered himself of a speech to-day. I am at a loss to
-deeide whether one should laugh or weep at his speech as the arguments
.advaneed by him against my amendment can hardly appeal to a reasonable
man. While some honourable members were laughing at the funny arguments,
I was seriously thinking how those arguments were relevant to the subject
siunder consideration. For instance, he stated as an argument that once the
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Deputy Commissionerof · his district visited a certain village where people
rgreeted . him with a wish that he should soon becomea patwari. Perhaps by
:this he meant to say that so far as the village circle was concernedthe patwari
·was all in all and made more money than anIndian Civil Service officergets.
-Oh I how strong and powerful is the patwari to. whom even the big landlords
.and title-holders are compelledto pay homage and have to pay bribes I This
. argument, if it is an argument, equally applies to the case of honorary magis<trates. To become an honorary magistrate is considered by many people
-to he a great privilege because that opensthe door for making moneyby illegal
means. For many people this post though it carries no salary, is a great
boon. They utilise it as a means for making money. They get what they
·want, and we do know with some, these considerations weigh a great deal.
Then, the same may also be said of the · patwaris. Of course
·tlie:re are some dishonest patwaris just as there are some dishonest
honorary magistrates. But, Sir, to me, the wholesale condemnation of
-an institution by a member of this House looks very objectionable.
. .Anotherargument advanced by my friend was that I had moved my amendment only because it did not affect me at all while it affected the honourable
member and his community. When he said that, he was perhaps thinking
that I had no lands. Of course, I do not own so much land as my honourable
.friend owns, and I do not enjoy the same privilegeswhich my friend has under
the Punjab Alienation of Land Act. But in spite of that I am a zamindar,
.and I own a considerable amount of land. When, Sir, my friend is in pos.session of special rights and special privileges, he should not mind paying a
little more than what I have to pay for the benefit of a most' deserving class
-of public servants. God has given him ample and he should not grudge
helping the poor. Sir, if my honourable friend has any sympathy, and I
think he has got sympathy with the poor, and ifhe knows thatthepatwari
has to provide his superiors with grain and fodder, let my friend give his
.Iands to the patwari. I am also prepared to give my lands to the patwari .
.1f I give away my lands, I will not starve. · I am a labourer, and I can still
use my brain to earn my livelihood. Those who wish to grow fat at the
-eost of the poor are the people who betray the nation and deceive the Gov-ernment, · My honourable friend has also made an insinuation against Dr.
Narang. He perhaps meant to say that the honourable members on this
·side of the House were here only to carry on constitutional agitation. If
that is true I see no harm in that. I ask my friend, what else is the use of
,this Council ?
I strongly repudiate the insinuation. No doubt, my
honourable friend can boast that he is the thekailar of the Government,
but he cannot forget that he has made much out of · the Government
.and can make still more. We look to no favours. We do our duty ;
when· it is necessary to criticise the policy, we must do so unfettered
by any consideration and point out the defects that exist in the
.administration of the country. O.ur . desire to better the administration
-eannot but be described as actuated by the highest motives. He thinks
that the members of his community are loyal and the members of the com:munity to which I belong are disloyal.
·
Khan BahadurChaudhriFazl Ali: No, I never said that you were
-disloyal people.
. .
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Pandit Nanak Chand: Very well Sir, I am glad that you never said'
that or at least you never intended to mean that. Anyhow, there was an
insinuation of that kind against which I strongly protest. Now, Sir, coming·
to the question before the House, I would submit that the real point has been
ignored and the arguments advanced against my amendment having proceeded'
on irrelevant grounds .eannot hold good for a moment. As I have already stated.
in my previous speech, the . patwari has to perform various important duties.
His duties 8.1'.e obviously far more important than those of a ehaukidar.
Then the question arises whether a person, to whom such important duties
are entrusted, can maintain himself and his family with a salary of rupees,
twenty a month.
It is a very paltry sum, and, as has been admitted by
various honourable members of the House, for instance, by my·. honourable
friends, Sardar Ujjal Singh and Sardar Hira Singh, Narli, this amount is.
quite insufficient for the maintenance of the patwari and his family.
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : I never said that.

Pandit Nanak Chand: Of course, the honourablemember never said
those-words, but he meant to say that now-a-days the sum· of rupees twenty
is quite insufficient for the maintenance of an educated person. So far as.
this point is concerned, I would like that some Government member may·
kindly provide us the necessary statistics and tell us how an educated person
while remaining strictly honest can possibly maintain himself and his.
family with twenty or twenty-three rupees a month. If that is impossible;
is it not then advisable for Government to devise some means to ameliorate the condition· of such a deserving
class::. .of public servants as Patwaris '!'
·:.
•'.,··

At this stage the Council adjourned till 2March 1980.
'
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Mr. President: The Councilwill now resume debate on the amendmentt
of Pandit Nanak Chand.
Pandit Nanak Chand [Hoshiarpur (Non-Muhemmadan)Rural] (Urdu) :
: Sir, as I was submitting yesterday the real question before the House is
whether an educated person to whom various important duties have been
· entrusted, can possibly maintain himself and his family within the salary
of Rs. 20, 23 qr 26 (the three grades of patwaris) per mensem. The
speeches made in favour of or against my amendment clearly show that this
· sum is quite insufficient for the maintenance of an educated person and his
:iamily .. The honourable members who opposed my amendment have based
-their opposition on the ground that because the patwari is co'rrupt and
obtains illegal gratifications from the zamindars, his pay should not be revised and that even if his pay is increased he will remain as corrupt as ever.
But, Government cannot take their stand on this ground. Their posi. tion is quite different. They cannot say that because there are some dishonest patwaris ~he legitimate claims of the patwaris as a whole should be
-disregarded.". Sir, it would have been much better if the honourable members who opposed my amendment, had placed before-the House some con«stmctive proposals as to how corruption could be stopped among the patwaris. Moreover, corruption is not confined to patwaris· alone. As
you know, and as has been stated by some honourable members, the
· patwari has to provide his superior officers with fodder, grain, ghee and
other things. When this is the state of affairs, is it not advisable for Gov·
· ernment to take immediate steps to stop corruption among the patwaris
which is mainly due to the fact that their pay is very small. The arguments advanced against my amendment also indirectly support my view.
When I emphasised the point that the duties of a patwari are very important it was not without reason. I meant to say that in the matter of pay a
person to whom important duties have been entrusted should not be treated.
. like a chaukidar. I am sorry that my friend Khan Bahadur Sahib is not
present now in the Council. By the illustration he gave about the writing and
posting of a letter he probably meant to convey that the importance of the
duties of a patwari was very much exaggerated. I would ask my honourable
: friend whether previously the work in connection with the preparation of the
IPage 439 ante.
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electoral rolls of Legislative Council,of the district board and of the Gurdwara,
Boards was included in the duties of a patwari ? He bas now to attend.
to this work also. I would ask him again, if formerly1the patwari was also·
required to send confidential reports regarding persons taking interest in
political movements in villages. He bas now to perform the duties of the·
Criminal Investigation department as well. Was it also previously the duty
, of a patwari to hold census of camels, mules, &c. ? If all this is included in
the duties of a patwari now, is not one justified.in saying that his duties are·
heavy and of various and different kinds ? Naturally his pay should
correspond to the importance of the duties entrusted to him,
I do not suggest, as an honourable member tauntingly said, that the.
patwari should be given the salary of a Minister. I 'do not think for a moment that Ministers and other high officialsof Government. are super human ..
In fact most of the work of Mmisters is done by the Secretaries of Government. The Ministers have in most cases to sign certain papers and orders.
·That can be done by any person having a little common sense. But, Sir,.
that is not the question before the House. My honourable friends, Mian
Sir Fazl-i-Husain, Sardar Hira Singh, Narli, and Khan Bahadur Chaudhri
Fazl Ali have also objected on the ground that the amendment proposed
by·me would mostly affect the zamindars, I know that the poor zamindars
are already groaning under heavy taxation. Any further taxation would
reduce them to great misery. I realise that not a single pie should be taken
out of the pockets of the poor zamindars. I would submit that in order to.
ameliora-£e the condition of such a deserving class of public servants as the.
patwaris. we should reduce the salaries of high officials of Government, tax
the big landlords, vakils and traders. (A voice ; Impose a patwar tax?)
Yes, do· impose a patwar tax. I accept the principle that those who have.
much must he made to pay more for the sake of the poor.

Sardar Sahib ' SardarUjjal · Singh : To which class does the
honourable member belong ?

Pandit Nanak Chand (continuing in Vrdu) : Put me in any class you
like. I do not mind if you start a fund for this purpose. I would readily
subscribe to it. The people have become very poor. One cannot live on
Rs. 20 a month. While my friend Sardar Ujjal Singh stated that the
prices of wheat and cotton goods have considerably gone down, the Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain remarked that there was famine all over the.
country. Both of them contradict each other. I say that in the Punjab
. Jabour is not cheap. An unskilled labourer can earn one rupee a day.
Therefore, the consideration put forward by my friends Sardar Sahib and the
Honourable Member for Revenue does not apply to the case of the patwari,
One more word and I shall have done. It has been said that the condition of the zamindar is just the same as it was before. That is not the
fact. Sir, now he is labouring under various disabilities. He has to satisfy
the illegal demands of various officials. The Honourable Revenue MEmber
has also said that it is not proper for us to single out one class of Government
serv.~ts for the favours of Government and that there are 'other classes"of
public
eqiially deserve encouragement at the hands of Government. Sir, I remember that the case of the. tahsildars was put before the
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House and subsequently their pay was increased. A similar question regarding the pay and prospects of members of the subordinate education service
was raised in this House and consequently some relief was also granted to
them. I do not think that we can take up the case of all classes of Government servants at one and the same time. That is not possible for us. Besides, if we put the case of all classes of Government servants together, do
you think that Government would accept our recommendations. This
argument is advanced only with a view. to reject the amendment under consideration. There is no reason that because four pers_on~ ~re_starviilg,<th~
fifth who can get relief should also be made to starve&..._. ··:,~,
Now, Sir, take the ease of stationery. No stationery was ever provided
for the patwaris. It was, however, later on proposed to sanction four annas
for each patwari for the purchase of stationery. But when the time came
to give effect to this proposal, we see that even this little sum is not pr<YV~ded
in the budget. Again, Sir, the Government was asked to construct patwarkhanas for the. use of patwaris. The Government realised the necessity
of such patwarkhana and have agreed to construct fifty patwarkhanas only
in the whole division, while there are about over 8 thousand. . patwaris
in each division. That is how Government is dealing with th~ legitimate
grievances of the patwaris. I hope thatmy amendment will receive favo~able condiseration at the hands of the House. The condition of the patwati
is most pitiable. But if the House desires that in view of the deficit budget
I should withdraw my amendment, I am prepared to do so and ask the House
to deal with the matter next year.
·
Mr. President: Is it the wish of the House that the amendment be
withdrawn? [A voice : No. j As there is one dissentient . voice - against
the leave being given toithdraw the amendment, I propose to put it to the
House.
Demand under consideration, amendment moved-«
" That the grant be reduced by Re. I with respect to the item of Rs. 3_0,06,170-Total
Pay of Establishment."

The question is that that amendment be made.
The motion was lost;
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli [Lahore (Sikh), Rural] (Urdu): Sir, l beg
to move"That the total grant be reduced by Rs. 100."

Sir, my object in moving this amendment is to urge upon the Government the necessity of spplying to the assessment of land revenue the principles governing the assesSllientof income-tax. I would like to state in the
very beginning that I have not moved this amendment in view of any
personal interest but merely for the benefit of . the poor samindars. I
ask, is it fair that while a. non-zamindar whose yearly income is Rs. 1,999
is exempted from the payment of income-tax, a. zamindar who owns even
three or four kanals of land, 'should be niade to pay something in the form
of land revenue ?
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The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: Sir, you will remember
"that last year this Council passed the Land Revenue (Amendment) Act.
Now the cut proposed by the honourable Sardar Sahib means that the Land
Revenue Act as it stands at present is contrary to the principle involving
-this cut and the object of this cut cannot be attained unless it be through
'legislation. If I am not mistaken, Sir, it has been ruled by the Chair that
,such measures are not the proper subject for a cut.
Mr. President : According to parliamentary practice matters in·volving legislation cannot be criticised in discussing grants and two years
ago I ruled accordingly. But it was , represented to me that as during the
,past eight years the Councilhad been discussinglegislation in bud.getdebates,
·a sort of convention had been established in favour of such discussions. 'In
-defereneeto the wish of the honourable members I informed the House the
very next day that though my ruling was sound, I would not enforce it.
It is there that the matter stands.
.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: That is perfectly true.
I did not say that this ought to be ruled out, but in 1927 the Chair ruled that
,although in deference to a convention the matter could not be ruled out of
order it is suggested that this is a better subject for a resolution than a cut•
. and the honourable member who was discussing the subject asked permission to withdraw the amendment. I want to remind you of the fact, but
rleave the matter at that.
Pandit Nanak Chand: Sir, as it is a matter which touches the privileges of honourable members of this Council, I would request you to
.adopt the convention which has already been established in this House,
:namely, that members are permitted to criticise and discuss the actions
,of Government without following the parliamentary practice. This prac·tice was followed by your eminent predecessors. I have been a witness to
.that and we have been debating these questions on more occasionsthan one.
If I remember aright you corrected yourself or the ruling was rectified by
_yourself in the light of the previous convention as you have just now said,
and I think, Sir, that when our House does not possess the same privileges as
the members of the House of Commonspossess, as we have not got the same
lull responsible government as the Parliament in England possesses, an application of those practices wouldnot be quite in t be fitness of things here
.and, therefore, I would submit that those rights and privilegeswhich are ours
under the convention which has been established should not be taken away
from us.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Sir, if I remember aright the Chair has
.already ruled that in the case of supplies when there is an amendment,
we can give an amendment for the repeal of the law. That is a recent
ruling, of the Chair, and I know, Sir, that for total prohibition though
at first objection was raised that the Act cannot be repealed, the very
next day you gave permission to move the cut for the repeal of that
..A.ct. I think, Sir, that the chair has already ruled and the honourable
member ought, to· be allowed to proceed with this cut.
The. Honourable. Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain : I am afraid· the honour·
able members are thinking that an attempt is being made to trespass upon the privileges of any member. That is certainly not the case.
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The question, as I put it, was one of advisability, whether a motion involving
change of the law would be better discussed by way of ai resolution or by
way of a out and I simply suggested to the member whether he would not
be better advised in having an important matter like that discussed · by
way of a resolution. It rests with the member to make up his mind.
Therefore, I do not see how it can possibly mean trespassing on the rights of.'
the House,
The Honourable Mallie Firoz Khan, Noon: What I feel, fSir,
is that although this convention has gradually grown up in our House,
if you look into the case you will find· that the convention of the House of
Commons has some very strong and cogent reasons behind it, and we shall
not be making a mistake if we were to change our practice if such a practice
has been established. The reason for that is this, that as far as. an Act
of legislature is. concerned, if a law is passed by a House then that House
has had the fullest opportunity of discussingthe various provisions of that
Aot, with the result that the House having once expressed its considered
opinion on the subject in the form of an enactment, it does not look
right that that considered opinion of the House should be attempted to be
altered by means of a snap vote in the form of- a rupee cut because whatever discussion may be on a rupee cut, people have not come prepared with
all the arguments on the subject and they" cannot in the case of a rupee
out have a full debate on a legislative measure as they can when a Bill is:
discussed. Therefore, I submit. that as far as the laws are concerned oncethey have been enacted after full consideration they should not be altered
unless the House has had an opportunity of considering them in a similarly-full and thorough debate. For this reason I feel that the practice of theHouse of Commons is really better than our practice if we have such a
practice at all.

Pandit Nanak Chand : The reasons which have been advanced
by the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government do not hold good
at all. What he means to say is this, that once the House has expressed
its opinion against a particular measure, it should not be open to the members:
to re-agitate the matter in this manner. (The Honourable Malik Firot
Khan, Noon: I said nothing of that sort.) This is exactly what the·
Honourable Minister said. H~ said-I shall quote his words-=that if a
Bill is passed into an Act and the House approves of that Act, then by a
snap discussion the House should not be allowed to give a contrary opinion.
Am I right?
The Honourable Mallie Firoz Khan, Noon : Yes.
Mr. President: The ruling I gave in 1928 was- -•· Last year during the budget session and this year only the other -lay I !Jave a. rndng:
to the <lffect that while demand'! for grants we~ under discussion, necessity for
legislation ormatters involving legislation could not ·be discussed. I have
found, however, on going through the debates of this Council for the past seven
y-iars, that, without the question being ever raised or decided, the Council,
while discussing demands forlgrants, has discnssed•matters involvi:rlg legislation
in a number of cases. Therefore, although my ruling is constitutionally
sound and although it is completely in accord with Parliamentary prdce, yet.in view of the fact that a kind of convention or practice has aJ.ready been
established on the point, I propose not to follow it in future."
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If the majority of honourable members are inclined to prefer the parliamentary practice, which is very sound indeed, I shall gladly follow my
ruling.
Mr. Lahh Singh.: No case would appear to have been made out
for adopting the parliamentary practice in this case.
· Mr. President : All I said and still say is that if the majority of the
House is inclined to follow the parliamentary practice in future I . shall
be very glad.
Mr. Labh Singh : I am in favour of the convention which has aJready
been established in this Council.
Ml'. P~ident:
I am entirely in the hands of the honourable members of the House.
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang .: Nobody wants to follow parliamentary
practice. We shall have our own practice.
Mr. President: But parliamentary practice is based upon the
experience of several centuries.
· Mr. Lahh Singh: We shall follow the parliamentary practice when
we have the power to make our own laws. Here, the fundamental thing
is that we are not in a position to make our own laws, in any full sense of
the .tsrm.
Mr. President: May I take it that not a single member of the House·
is in'favour of the parliamentary practice ?
The ~onourahle Malik· Firoz Khan; Noon : I am in favour of it.
Ml'. President: May I collect the sense of the House informally?
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Nobody has spoken in favour of parliamentary practice. The members who rise to speak advocate our own
practice.
Mr. President : What has the Honourable Minister for Education
to say on the point ?
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: t expressed my opinion on a
previous occasion. This was a rule of parliamentary practice which has
grown up in the course of ages, and no higher sanctity attaches to it. Besides, it is a technical rule of the House of Commons where extremely technieal rules, as a matter of fact, prevail, and it cannot be invoked to operate
as a bar to discussions on supply to consider broad questions of state policy
underlying legislation, If we import the technical rules prevailing in the
House of Commons we shall be going against a number of our precedents.
It is perfectly open to us, as possibly it is open in this matter to other.similar
Houses ill India, to establish such practice as is convenient to us. Unless
we are impelled by strong circumstances to import the practice from England
with all its technical aspects, I think it is better for us to continue our
own practice_. (Hear, hear).\
Mr. President : To me it does not appear to be sound that Iegislation should be discussed in a budget discussion, but if the House is deter·
mined to follow its own practice, I shall not give effect to my ruling to the
contrary.
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The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: The term of this motion

ft1s ' to urge upon Government ' and not ' to attack the Government.'

Mr. President: Is it fair that an honourable member of this House
should stand up and ask· Government to do a. certain thing. which Government cannot do under the law in force ? Should not the House first change
:the law and then ask Government to follow it ? That appears to be the
,Tight procedure. The House cannot fairly expect Government to do a
thing which is against the law in· force.
Dr. Gokul Chand, N,rang: A motion of this kind should not be
.interpreted too literally. Tl!J.e honourable mover of this motion is supposed
-to know that there is a law ~nd that as long as that law is in force Govern.ment cannot comply with the wishes expressed in this motion.
Mr. President: The object of the motion is that Government should
· change the law.
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Yes, Sir;
Mr. President: But instead of making an effort to achieve that
· object indirectly, why should not the honourable member move a resolution recommending the desired change in the law or introduce a Bill for that
purpose ?

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Besides, I understand from my honourable friend on my right that the practice of the House of Commons is as it
;is because every member of that House has got power to initiate .legislation.
.But here, a private member is absolutely unable to put the law in motion.
'He has first to obtain the sanction of the Government of India and the
-application to the Government of India has to be sent through the local
Government and if the local Government does not want the law it would
·certainly not forward the application to the Government of India. Thus,
there are obstacles in the way of private members initiating legislation .
in the Council. The power of the members of this Council are not the same
. as those of the members 0£ the House of Commons. Therefore, the practice
of the House of. Commons cannot be ap:pliedto our legislature which is led
'by the apron strings of certain authorities over whom it has no control
-whatsosvsr. There is therefore no harm in our having our own 'conventions.
"Though there may be better methods of getting the law changed, there is
no harm in adopting our present method also.
Then again, tliere is another difficulty. · When we send our resolutions,
·they may or may not be ballotted. But the present method is. a surer method
of making one's ideas plain to the House, because these cuts are sure to
.be brought forward before the House. As I submitted already. the present
motion should not be interpreted too literally. By this motion the honour.able member wants that Government should take necessary steps to change
·.the· 1aw. Whether the motion is a good· one or not, I have no concern with
«t for the purpose of the present question.
Mr. Din Muhammad : With due deference· to you I submit that
I agree with the interpretation put upon the motion by the honourable
member for Rawalpindi (Dr. Gokul Chand Narang). If a suggestion is
'made that a. change is necessary in certain direction and effective avenues
'Shouldbe sought in order to bring home to the Government the necessity
-to pursue the change of rules or law, I don't think $ mam.ber is debarred
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from urging and putting this question before the House or to bring thJ.t.
matter before the House in order to insist upon the Government to changetheir law in the light of remarks which are made in the House. Personally·
I think the honourable member in bringing forward this motion is perfectly .
within bis rights to move a cut for discussion and to urge upon the Govern-·
ment the possibility and advisability of a change which Government should'
adopt.
Mr. President: If that is the sense of the House I have nothing
further to say.
Sardu Hira Singh, Narli (continuing in Urdu) Sir, I was saying that
while a person having an incomeof Rs. 1,999 was exempted from the payment.
of income-tax, a person owning three or four kanals of land had to pay landrevenue. The zamindars have become very poor and they cannot afford to,
meet the Government's demands. How can you expect them to pay land'
revenue when they have not got even sufficient to meet the bare necessities
of every day life ? They cannot educate their children and even in some
cases they cannot maintain them properly. Their houses are little better
than hovels, unhygenic and unfit for human dwellings. They cannot even
afford to clothe themselves and they generally go about in rags. Such is theintensity of the want to which they are subjected and it is on their behalf
that I exhort the Government to relent a little and grant them this little:
concession which is so reasonable and so necessary. These people in the·
first place have not got land, and if ever forced by necessity, they take it
from the big landlords on lease or on batai; in the former case they have·
to pay the full amount of the land revenue to the benefit of the land-owner·
and in the latter case one half. Neither in the former nor in the latter case·
is it possible for them to earn sufficient to make a decent living. In these
distressing circumstances it is advisable that the Government should grant.
some concession as regards land revenue assessments. On various occasions,
Government's attention has been specially drawn to the pressing necessity
of introducing some such system of land revenue assessment by which some·
relief can be afforded to these indigent people. It is high time for the
Government to abandon its policy of :filling its own coffers and turning a.
· deaf ear to the cries and groans of the suffering zamindars. Times havechanged and Government stands in. great need of them . It is politic that
the Government should win them over to its side by obliging them. At
present, the Indian atmosphere is pervaded by revolutionary ideas and every
where you :find anarchists, revolutionaries, terrorists and nihilists at
work trying to undermine the very foundations of ordered Government. In;
times when such conditions prevail in the country it ~s of vital importance·
that Government should have the support of the zamindars who have always
stood by it in moments of emergency. In times of need Govmment has
always turned for help to the zamindars and they have also without fail~
fully responded to the call made on them. Now when we can smell the
trouble here, there, and everywhere the Government cannot afford to.
lose the sympathies of such loyal and faithful subjects. Perhaps the Government is under the impression that the zamindars are poor, credulous an~
simple and no harm can come from them. If really it is so, then let it knowonce for all that when hard pressed they are sure to turn against it.
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For the benefit of the zamindars the Honourable the Revenue Memberhasdone some very, very useful work and from his magnanimity we can very
well expect that he will very kindly make it clear to the Government that
there is an actual necessity of assessing land revenue according to the·
same principles on which income-tax is assessed. Sir, supposing that two
persons have got Rs. 40,000 each, one with his money buys a house and theother two squares of land. The former lets his house on hire and receives
Rs. 1,800 annually as its rent. This man is not required to pay any income-tax, but the latter whose income from the land is scarce has to pay at
least Rs. 100 a year as land revenue. Both own property equal in value·
but one is made to pay a huge sum annually on account of it while the other·
is allowed to escape scot free from making any such payment. This· is
injustice and should be remedied. In the end I once more lay stress on the·
necessity of introducing a graduated taxation of land. With thesewords I commend my motion to the House.

Mr. President: Demand under consideration. Amendment moved is-·
" That the total !!Tant be reduced by Rs. 100."

Mr. C. A.H. Townsend {Financial Commissioner): This is the third
debate on the subject in the last two years.
which I· have attended. The previous debates
were very interesting, and in each of them a resolution to the same effect
as that now moved was rejected. I am confident that the strong commonsense of the honourable members of this Council, including the agriculturist members will, as before, reject this resolution.
3

P.Y.

I listened with some interest to the speech of the honourable mover. So,
far as I can make out he desires to take for his purpose those principles of
income-tax assessment which suit him, and have nothing to do with thoseprinciples which do not suit him. In what I am going to say there is.
very little original : most of it was said in the previous debates on thematter.
The position has materially changed since this motion was last before·
the House in the debates on the Land Revenue Amendment Bill nearly two.
years ago. It was then fully discussed, and was turned down. Since·
then, the Land Revenue Amendment Bill has be come law, much to the satisfaction, I hope, of the cultivators of this province. And I may say that we on
the official benches are most willing and ready to do all we can to give effect to,
it, not only in its words but in its underlying principles. The Act, as I say, has
become law. Does the House wish to give effect to this resolution in effect,
pass the equivalent of a vote of censure on those who have passed the Land ·
Revenue Amendment Bill into law ? Do not honourable members realise·
that by bringing up this very far-reaching proposal they are attacking
some of the most important and fundamental ideas of our land revenue·
· administration ? In the old Land Revenue Act of 1887 we had a very fineAct. Under it, to adopt a metaphor, the Punjab Government lived in comfort.
for many years. Then times changed. I say the Act was originally a
good house. But as time went on it became necessary, in accordance with
changed conditions, to make some changes in its structure. Let us imagine that the building was lying within the Lahore Municipality. Sanction
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had therefore to be obtained. from snsperior authority before the. changes
-eonld be made. There was also a difference of opinion as to details of the
-ehanges to be made between the architect and the actual builders. The
-superior authority, the Lahore Municipal Committee, according to my
metaphor, but in reality the Government of India, objected to some
of our proposals. After a great deal of trouble some alterations were made
in the house. I call the reconstructed building, the Land Revenue Amendment Act. We have now got a building in which the Pnnjab Government
and the agriculturists of this province can live, I hope, comfortably togeth!:)r
formany years. · Now we get this resolution. Does not this House realise
that it practically means the destruction of the new house we built with such
trouble and delay and the substitution for it of a temporary structure, which
will not only be extremely difficult to build, but which will not guarantee
you against bad weather in future ?
One new feature of our Land Revenue Act is that you have now got
forty year settlements in most districts in the province. But in future, if
-effect is given to this resolution, as the Khan Sahib from Gujrat said when
this motion was last before the House, you will have yearly settlements, .
because every year the income-tax authonties will come round and make the
most detailed enquiries, as was .pointed out in the debates on this subject two
_years ago by His Excellency the present Governor, as to the income of the
agriculturists in every possible detail during the preceding year. Most
-of the members of the House, not perhaps the agriculturists, as they are
lortunately exempted irom the tax, but most of us 'who are worried more or
.Iesss with income-tax, know what an inquisition it is. As His Excellency,
the present Governor, said if you pass this resolution you will subject the
peasants of this province to an annual inquisition which will cause them an
immensity of trouble.
One or two other small matters. I remember speaking on this matter
two years ago to an honourable member of this House who was advocating
very strongly the present proposition. I said : " Do you not think that it
will encourage fragmentation of holdings?" He said, '' I cannot deny that ;
it will undoubtedly encourage fragmentation. I have given this matter
much thought and I can see no way out of it at all." When this was last
before the House one honourable member scoffed at the very term consolidation of holdings. Consolidation of holdings is a matter with which
uiy colleaguethe Financial Commissionerfor Development is very much
better fitted to deal than I am. But when I was Commissionerof Jullundur
1 took much interest in visiting 'villages in which that most beneficent
-operation had been carried on, and I was impressed by the gratitude
the people showed. One of them said to me : " We do not want squares
in any colony ; you have given us squares in our own land by consolidating
it." . That, Sir, is the benefit of consolidation,
If effect is given to this .
'resolution all consolidation would cease, and you will get infinitely more
fragmentation of holdings with its many disadvantages than you have
at present. So anxious was Government· two years ago to explore every
possibility of meeting the wishes of some members, though not all, of the
House in this matter, that an experienced officer of my service was put on
special duty for some weeks. He went into the matter in great detail
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.and examined it from every possible point of' view, and he came tp t~e con-sidered opinion that it was entirely impossible to give effect to this rssolution. We will take, say an average holding of SO acres. I understood
·the honourable mover to say that he did not wish to exempt any holding
·entirely. Small holdings though they pay very little will pay·something. We
will take whatever the limit suggested is, five acres or ten acres. Suppose
·.-there are three brothers owning a joint holding of 80 acres and you give
no exemption to holdings of that size. At once these three brothers will
apply for partition and each will get 10 acres. Suppose, however, that that
-does not give them any relief. Calling these three agriculturists as A, B and
C, there will be one holding in complete ownership of A and mortgaged
to B, another holding in complete ownership of A but mortgaged to C,
another holding in complete ownership d B but mcrgaged tr, A and so on.
I will not pursue the 'matter for it is obvious to any thinking member of
'this House that the difficulties in adopting a proposal like this are im· mense.
I confess that I was cut to the quick by one remark that fell from the
honourable mover that the British Government pays no regard to poor
'people. I have been associated with land revenue work for many years·
I was Settlement Officer in the poor district of Hissar, and I had great pleasure
·in getting the land revenue reduced in three assessment circles of that
'poor district. In other circles if I did not reduce it, I kept the previous assess-ment unchanged. And now the honourable member comes and makes
.the definite charge that the British Government is unmindful of poor
people.
Putting however that individual ease on one side, it· is a
commonplace of our revenue administration, as has been frequently said
'before, that we have always assessed districts of small holdings muhe
lighter than those with large holdings. The matter is always kept before
'us when we are considering assessment proposals: namely, is the district one
·of large holdings consisting of landlords, many of whom are rent receiving
absentees, or is it a district with comparatively small self-cultivating
proprietors?
The size of the average holding is always taken into the most
careful consideration and it has been so for the last fifty years, and it is
'now the policy of the Punjab Government to assess districts with small
'holdings very much lighter than those with large holdings.
Another matter. As was .said in the previous debates, there is nothing
whatever in the present land revenue administration to prevent the people
-of any village when they divide the land revenue that has been assessed
-over their village as a whole over its individual holdings to assess the small
holdings at any rate they liked. They have full power in the matter. As
is well-known the minute calculations which Settlement Officers make,
-assessing chahi lands at so much, barani lands at so much, and the like, are
-very often entirely disregarded by the people when they distribute the land
. revenue over the holding. There is nothing watever to prevent them in
.future in new settlements from treating the small holdings as leniently as
they wish.
One last word. Our land revenue administration has for the last two or
three years becomee even more sympathetic, if that is possible, than it was
before. I personally am struck, and so I think would have been my prede-eessors, as Financial Commissioner, at the very large amounts of land revenue
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that were remitted on account of locusts and floods last year. Everywhere·
we have treated the people who were suffering from these calamities oi
locusts and floodswith the greatest possibleconsideration. I mention another·
point. In the old days we used to remit fixed land revenue when it had been
under suspension for three years. The rule has been changed, and in future·,
land revenue that has been under suspension for three harvests will be,
brought specially under consideration, and, if there is no strong reason
to the contrary, it will be remitted without waiting for three years. Calculations show that this concession will cost the Government about eight.
lakhs pf rupees a year.
,
I wish to repeat my confidence that the House will, as on the last oe- ·
casion, show their sense by rejecting this resolution.
Cbaudbri Afzal Haq [Hoshiarpur-cum-Ludhiana (Muhammadan),.
Rural] (Urdu): Sir, I am very glad to find such a motion before the House·
which is intended to ameliorate the pitiable lot of the small land-holders.
It is another matter for great satisfaction that an honourable member of·
the House, who was heretofore considered to be opposed to the interests.
of the zamindars, has to-day expressed his readiness to support their case.
Perhaps he and his party occupying the Hindu benches have come to realise·
that the country can make no progress worth the name unless and until
some steps are taken to improve the deplorable condition of the petty
zamindars. It is no doubt a pleasant change in their attitude and I should'
welcome it. This change is perhaps due to the organisations and their·
influences that are working outside this Chamber.
Sir, at one time it was thought that land-revenue was a. sort of rent and.
not a tax. Those who had no interest in lands used to contend that Government was the sole proprietor of lands and that the zamindars were no better·
than tenants and Government was, therefore, justified in charging as.
much revenue as the value of the lands warranted. But the com-mittee which was appointed by the Government to go into this q ues-·
tion did not support this extreme view of the problem and dis-palled all doubts on the subject by definitely laying down that landrevenue was not what is understood by rent. The committee opined that.
it was a tax .on lands and thus established the principle followed in the past.
beyond all doubts. ,Zamindars have always been considered to be the proprietors of lands and it would have amounted to an encroachment on·
their rights if Government had declared itself to b€ the sole proprietor·
of these lands. Having admitted this principle Government ought to havechanged its policy with regard to the assessment of land revenue. The·
present system of assessing land revenue seems apparently to be based
on the old and extreme theory according to which zamindars were considered·
to be no better· than tenants. While assessing land revenue Government
has never taken into account the requirements, I should say the most
ordinary requirements, of those who depend for their maintenance on
lands. It has never cared to bother itself with that question. It must
charge land revenue even if the zamindar who has to pay it has onlyone or two acres of land to claim as his own and even if he and his family
may starve after paying Government dues in the form of land revenue and
other ceases. While charging tax on income the capacity of those, who,
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;are to pay taxes, for meeting the demand of the Government is ordinarily
·taken into account and only such persons are to pay taxes whose income
-exeeeds a certain amount of money. But in assessing land revenue that
·principle is not followed. And if, under these circumstances, my honourable
.friend, the mover of this motion, said, and he was right in saying' so, that Gov-ernment has done nothing to improve the condition of the petty zamindars,
there was np reason for the honourable Financial Commissioner to get
angry over that statement. This statement appears to have enraged hrm
. very much and, in fact, upset him. It was not very commendable for a
ber occupying the position of the Financial Commissioner to adopt that
attitude. He ought to have known that many members of the Council
share the view expressed by the mover of this motion. Even the public
- outside _ this Chamber think with him. There are solid facts to show that
Government has all along been indifferent so far as the small land-holders
are concerned. Of course, it has been doing all that it could to pamper
·those who are already in affluent circumstances. It does not behove the
honourable members occupying Government benches to get angry like that
and thereby to strangle honest criticism that non-officialmembers may like
·to offer. This is not the first time that an official member has tried to take
an undue advantage of his position. Many members of the Council have
been intimidated before into silence by some of the official members. It is. a
fact patent on the face of it that the petty zamindars liave been reduced
to abject poverty and that in spite of our efforts to move the Government
in their favour, very little attention has been paid to improve their condition.
It is very often trotted out that the zamindars have, of late, prospered
very much and that they are yet prospering. But no one who has ever
moved amongst the zamindars will ever support that statement. It is a,
distortion of facts. Far from it,
their indebtedness is increasing
every day and I can say without any fear of contradiction that this increas• ing indebtedness is mainly due to the scanty produce of their lands combined · with the excessive demands of the Government. There are other
reasons too which are responsible for this state of affairs, but aa I have said
the main reason is the defective principle of assessment of land revenue.
In this connection I would like to refer to a few lines on page 287
of the important book named ' Punjab Peasant in Prosperity and Debt '
· which read as follows :-

mem-

" In 1891, the mortagage debt of the province (including the North-West Frontier)
was estimated at 7 · 83 crores. Assuming again that it was only 45 per cent.
of the whole, total debt in that year would be about 17 orores. The corresponding figure for 1922 (excluding the Frontier Province) is 82 crores, or 65
erores more than in 1891."

Now; this figure, as far as my information goes, has gone up to 90 crores.
This clearly shows that the statement that the ·zamindars are on the way
to prosperity has no basis of truth. This heavy indebtedness, of the
samindars is. a matter of serious concern and requires the immediate attention of the Government. Only yesterday the Honourable the Leader of
the House was pleased to admit that the average income of a zamindar
does not exceed 9 pica per day. If that is so, Government is not justified
in exacting so much from the small land-holders in the form of land revenue
and other eesses. Of course, Government is in power. It is established
and has many forces at its command and with the help of those forces, it
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can do whatever may please its fancy. But it must know that justice is not.
on its side and it should also know that justiee'is more powerful than all theother forces combined together. If the condition of the zamindars is such aswas described by the Honourable the Leader of the House yesterday ....
The Honourable MiaD Sir Fazl-i-Husain: On a point of personal
explanation, Sir, I never said that the daily remuneration on· which a.
zamindar is prepared to work does not exceed 9 piee. I never said anything·
about the zamindars. What I said was that many labourers from . the,
frontier, who could not find employment; had offered themselves to work
. in the test works recently started for 9 pice as daily wages. The word
· zamindar has · been added by the honourable member himself out of his.
imagination.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Even admitting that .the Honourable the Leader·
of the House did not make
mention of the zamindars and that he said
. that labourers were available in the market at 9 piee per day, is there any
. reason to suggest that the inc, me of an ordinary zamindar is much more
, than a labourer?
It might be within the recollection of the members
that, in 1927, while making his speech in the Assembly, the Honourable the
Home Member of the Government of India was pleased to say that Iakhs
of labourers were ready to take tho j.lace of those working in the factories
and workshops at Rs. 9 per mensem, thereby showing the acute economic·
distress of the people of this country, The petty zamindars are no exception to this general rule and if, under these circumstances, an honourable
member· of the House has thought fit to draw the attention of
the Government to the miserable condition of the petty zamindars..
the Honourable the Financial Commissioner was not justified in getting
angry with him. On the other hand, he and, · for the matter of that,.
the Government ought to have calmly considered his proposal. Last time
when opposing a similar proposal, the Honourable Revenue Member
stated to the House that the administration of the province cost something
like 18 crores of rupees and he asked, if, in the assessment of land
revenue, the principle of assessing income-tax was introduced, where would
the money to meet the huge expenditure of Government come from. He·
was of opinion that· by the introduction of this principle, the zamindars in
general will not gain much while the Government will lose a laa ge amount
of money from its revenues. There is, no doubt, some force in this argument.
We realise that Government must have money and sufficient money to
run the administration.
But our request is that this burden should not
be thrown on those who are not able to bear it. The petty zamindars
should be exempted from the payment of the land revenue if possible and
the big zamindars should be made to pay more to make up that deficiency.
I think no thinking member of the House will object to that proposal. In
any case the small landholders, who are unable to pay anything to the
Government and are day and night worried over the question of their maintenance, should be relieved of the burden which they cannot bear.
The Honourable Financial Commissioner, while opposing this motion,
said that if the principle of assessing income-tax was, introduced in the case
of assesstnent of land . revenue, the work of the consolidation of holdings.
would receive· a; set baek.' ·1 do not Understand the logic of this argument.
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To my mind it has no cofuiectionwith the motion before the Honse. If the,
small holdings of the zamindars when they are scattered are not sufficient.
to maintain them and their families, I do not think that, if consolidated; theywill bring such a large amount of income that these zamindars will not
only be able to maintain themselves and their families, but they will also
be in a position to pay very easily all Government dues. This is a fallacious.
argument on the face of it and I need not dilate upon it. Such
arguments 1He in fact advanced to evade the real issue. This tactics
will no longer pay. I can assure the Government that the zamindars arenot the same dumb and mute people. They can also ag'tate and clamour
like clever people. H Government thinks that the zamindars are still as.
ignorant as they were before, it is mistaken. It should know that there are
other forces at work which are shaking them from their lethargy and which
are incessantly reminding them of their hopeless condition. If the Government go on treating them as before for any length of time, the time,
will come and very scon come when they will gird up their loins against
those who insist on keeping them in bondage. It is not a threat. It is
an advice and a warning by the opposition benches who represent the
zamindars and who have a right to give this warning in time. The economic.
distress of the people is growing very acute and if nothing is done to tacklethe problem in time, it is teared that these zamindars will throw in their
lot with those who have set on foot the present agitation against the Government. I may repeat it again that I am not giving any threat as I am
not accustomed to giving threats. It is a simple advice and a suggestion
which I thought necessary to give under the circumstances. I hope the
Honourable the Revenue Member will not get up and say that I was
threatening the Government and doing this and that. If in spite of this assurance my advice is taken to be a threat I can not help it. In any case·
Government,should bear in mind that the zamindars will not bear the same·
treatment for a long time to come. They have to maintain themselves
and their families. and they must have 'the wherewithal to do so. If Government will insist on snatching everything from them, they will have todo what the peasants have done in Russia. They will devour those who
are now devouring them. With these words, I support the motion beforethe House.
.
.
Mr. President: Demand under consideration, amendment moved" That the total grant be reduced by Rs. 100 ",

The question is that that amendment be made.
The motion was lost.
Mum Nur Ullah [Lyallpur South (Muhammadan) Rural]:
to move-·

Sir I rise

" That the tots.I grant be reduced by Re. I"

The balancing of the budget or avoiding minus balances, though an
admirable and difficult task in itself, does not show and is not a true indication of our real state of affairs. . We have to face the real situation as·
itwould come before us in the coming years. None of the honourable
members concerned, on the official benches made any reference · to, or
touched on the point of, the greatest _difficulty that faces the zamindars
of to-day; and that difficulty, . I may say, lies in the abnormal fall of
prices. To make it clear. I may mention that the price of cotton has
gone down from about Rs. 24 some years ago to Rs. 6, and the price of
wheat has fallen by half. (An honourable member: What of the-
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normal price of cotton ?) There is no normal price. It is always
.fluctuating. (Dr. Gokul Ohand, Narang: Of rui ?) There· is difference
between kapa,s and rui. RIJ,i is- ginned cotton. It is sometimes Rs. 80
and sometimes Rs. 20, as it is now.
But, Sir, I beg to submit that the prices, on the whole, seem to have
:.fallen by over 50 per cent. and the classes that are hit most by this abnormal
:fall in prices are the agricultural classes on whom the prosperity of the
urban classes and the Government depends. Sir, at present the sympathy
-of the zamindars is with the Government but I am inclined to think that
. the other forces that are acting on them might induce them and they may
be snatched away from the Government. Some of the honourable members
. here have just depicted the difficult position they are in and I speak from
my personal experience of 1928 when I was the Secretary of the Zamindara
League of my district. I shall be failing. in my duty if I do not bring facts
to the notice of the Government and this House. From what I learned.
-from the illiterate people and from other shades of opinion
many undesirable ideas were percolating and filtering into them.
It is a fact that one of them objected to my riding a car and
another
asked why
should the Deputy
Commissioner get
Rs. 2,000 and the Minister Rs. 5,000 per mensem and why should
-others enjoy all the luxuries of life while they can hardly manage
to exist. I was astonished how these ideas got into them. Probably that
was by the force of eireumstanees, on account of the failure of crops in
· those years. But I am sure that in those days there was not this agitation
·that is being carried on in the country. I think that this agitation would
be more harmful than we can at present imagine. The other day · I read
in the Tribune of March 1st, an article under the heading "United Provinces
: Peasants and Zamindars" asking them to get ready for Satyagraha. Some
of the principles preached therein are most undesirable for some of us and
mischievous too. I might also refer, if you allow me; to some of the de-elarations made by the so-called leaders and some of the patriots. I
refer to the Forward of Calcutta of 24th July 1.928 and of 29th April 1928,
-the Tribune of Lahore, dated 30th October 1928, in which it is said " The
abolition of landlordism would occupy a prominent place in their programme." Further, Sir, in the Tribune of Lahore of 12th February 1929 the
principal leader of the party says " He could not bear 'the sight of hundreds
-of big landlords enjoying comfortable life without any work or labour 11Ud
was eagerly looking forward to the day when these fat bellies and idlers
-should cease to enjoy the positions they are now enjoying." Further,,
.Forward
of 29th July 1928 says "the big zamindars are exploiters,
they cannot be tolerated and they must go. " These are some of the prin-oiples preached which are quite unacceptable to us (Hear, hear). Such
principles were promulgated in Russia in 1917 and we all know with what
results. If ever the zamindars break away, the tenants. get against the
landlords and the peasants against the Government-that would cause
havoc and it would be ruinous to the whole country. No amount
. of expenditure, not even the budgets of the whole world put together
would help us. Sir, before things come to such a pass I shall request
the Government to reduce the land revenue and meet the reasonable demands
: of the samindars. Such movements and propaganda should be nipped
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iin the bud, at the very start. Budget figures will show that · troi.n 1921~20
the land revenue and water rate which contribute more th@ h~ of the tQtal
'revenue of the province· have increased considerably.' Tb~ pri.~s· ~bout ·~)ie
:year 1921-22 had touched the maximum limit. The zi,i.nuridare po1Ud well
afford to pay the high rates then imposed, but they have now corne dc;>1fn
practically to the pre-war level and the zamindars ~e unable to pay ~0h
high rates. I wish the Government would base its land revenue :r,olfoy on
some index number to .rise and fall with the rise ~d falloJ pri~~· · I fall
· work out a very practicable and easy scheme which would not mean so
much botheration to the Government and so much uncertainty to the samin. dars, as they might at first apprehend. The feeling that any novel method
·of assessment is bound to create or arouse in the minds of the people in
. the beginning would be a most imperfect test of its real merits. This House
was kind enough 'to pass, last year, the Land Revenue Amendment Act. I
-:request that it should be enforced at the earliest opportunity and it is high
time that the land revenue be reduced accordingly, though, we will much
prefer, that the rate of percentage applied in all the districts be the
-same.

Ju.st as I pointed out the other day all zamindara business is ~t a loss.

A aaminder barely manages to exist. His standard pf living is the lowest.
· Eli" earnings per day, µ properly worked out, will come to, ae I pointed O'.!Jt,
· between 1 anna and 5 annaa, That if! much less tl:u:l,n what ~ labpµf~:r or a
"'oldier gets. Even a prisoner in the jail who enjoys, I am tol4 abqll.t 6 MmaB
for his daily meals, is much better off. It is rather pitiable and wo~h eon.sideration. Most of the zamindars are running heavily into dept. The
fragmentation and uneconomic holdings have reduced him to a ijtate pf
indebtedness never known before. Many have seen the jail because they
-eonld not pay the instalments of the mortgage banks. Thousands of the
.zamindars own less than 5 acres and have a big family to support, Everi in
a rich district like Lyallpur the figures of indebtedness run to a few thousands
i>er square while the price of a square has come down considerably.. ,I have
not made any systematic statistical study of these things yet, I have not
had the time, but I might mention that my statements are borne out by the
-enquiry held by Government about the economic conditions of zamindars
of the Khikha rajbaha on the tail of the lower Gogera, in Lyallpur district.
I think the enquiry took place last year and the papers are before the Gov-emment and I hope they will receive a very sympathetic and favourable
·treatment.
I do blame the zamindars for bringing about such a state
. · of affairs. But what has the Government · done so far, for him? The·
water supply is being reduced day by day. I welcomed the assurance
·given by the Honourable Revenue Member the other day, that no more
-colonisation would be allowed by him until and unless more water-supply
-is forthcoming. I am sure all the zamindars would be very glad to hear
that. I hope the Government would stick to that policy. The zamindars
-of Toba Tek Singh and Samundari tahsils are afraid that the new ra!&h of
· "Pir Mahal adjoining to them is going to be colonized at their cost. Now they
· ·wiQ have this assurance and I hope they will be satisfied. But about this
Pir Mahal r(l,!th which ii:l going to be colonised I may be allowed to say a few
·:wards. .Zamindars of these places have rendered meritorious war services.
· They have tilled the sandy soils of these tahsils and they are expecting that
o
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· they will get their due share of land when this ralth is colonised. I have·
said something about their economiccondition. Fragmentation has increased;
· 110 much that a family runs into tens of persons. One square was given,
io one man and his sons and grandsons have now come to number about 20 •.
Some of the bigger people there had put in some special effort in thewar and their claims for that ·ralch I hope would be favourably treated and
land in that rakh would be given to these.
Sir, finally, I may say that the abnormal fall in the prices and the·
fa.11 in the price of land itself and the· fears and disappointments that L
have mentioned, do need a very sympathetic treatment and if the Government wants to save the zamindars from ruin and the country from the illadvised propaganda it should take time by the forelock and meet thereasonable demands 'of the zamindars. With these few words, Sir, I beg·
to move the cut of Re. 1 standing in my name.
Mr. President: Demand under consideration. Amendment moved
is" That the demand be reduced by Re. 1."

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain (Revenue Member): I'.
do not want to speak on the amendment. · I only want to point out that
the honourable member has not moved the cut in the usual way but
simply, as you will be pleased to see, raised a discussion of the land revenuepolicy and if I am not mistaken that form of cut is not the one which is put
tovote.
Mr. President: Following the parliamentary procedure I propose to,
put a.11 such cuts to the vote of the House. (Hear, hear).
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: That was the mling:
which you were pleased to give some time ago. I am glad you told me.
Mr. President: Some gentlemen wanted such cuts to be put to the:House,while the rest were satisfied with a general discussion, but we must
follow one uniform practice with regard to a.11 such reductions.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: I must obey the ruling·
that you are pleased to give eventually, but may I point out that a member-of the House on a general discussion raised on land revenue policy, will
find some difficulty in. voting for or against it. What is a member to vote-on in ~ general discussion that has taken place ?
Mr. PresidenJ: I rule. that all cuts shall be put to vote.
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang [North-West Towns (Non-Muhammadan),..
Rural] : Sir, I congratulate my very learned and honourable friend from
Lyallpur on his most eloquent and thoughtful speech which is practically
his maiden speech in this House.
Mian Nurullah : Sir, I did make another speech. This is my second
speech in this House.
Mr. President: He participated in the general discussion.

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: It is very creditable. I said, practically maiden speech, and it was an excellent speech and the point that
he has raised is of very great importance. It is generally assumed the,t
members sitting on this side of the House do not have muoh sympath,:·
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for the zaminders, sometimes or rather very often, described as poor zamindars, If it is stated that the members occupying these benches have not got
much sympathy ,or the zamindars, meaning thereby big zamindars, there·
may be some force in it, but if it is stated that we people have not got much
sympathy for the poor zaminders, that is certainly untrue (Hear, hear), becausenot only for myself but on behalf of every member sitting on this side of the
House, may say that we have got genuine, sincere and deep sympathy for thepoor cultivator. The application of the name zamindar to them is rather
a mis-application. Take the poor cultivator who has to work in the rain
and in the sun, in winter and in summer, and has to work very hard for a
pittance. No one can have any feelings except of deepest sympathy for
him and the question that is now before the House is whether anything
can be done to alleviate the hard lot of such samindars. I can assureyou, Sir, that we are all in sympathy with such zamindars and if Government can find its way to reduce the revenue realised from them without
imposing aoy burden on people who may not be able themselves to.
bear it but on those who can bear it, the Government will have our
full support and sympathy (Hear, hear). But if it is intended .that one
class of people should be relieved at the expense of another class equally
hard up that would be a different question. I ~yself would do all that is
possible for any member of this House in reducing the burden on the tillers
of the soil because we owe our very existence to them. If they did not
work so bard we would neither get anything to eat nor would we get anything to wear, and I think the capitalist that grinds them down is not to
be found so much on this side of the House as in "some other parts of the
House, I mean the one occupied by big samindars. My honourable friend
from Lyallpur referred to certain newspaper articles but he did not read
them out
.

Mian Nurullah : I did read the important portions of them.
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : Just the heading. He did not read
out any lengthy quotations. He referred to the Tribune of such and such
a. date and to the F(ff'Ward of such and such a date. But we know what
those papers contain because we also keep reading them. The lot of the
poor peasant in Bengal and in the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh
· is mneh worse than the lot of the agriculturist, fortunately, in our province.
Our province is a province where the peasant proprietor is to be found in
the largest number. If I am not mistaken, and as some gentleman remarked:
yesterday, the Punjab possesses the finest peasantry in the world on this
tide of Italy (Mr. H. Oalvm : That is so.) . Their case therefore is not so
hard as the case of their brethren in other provinces. Still, however, it
does not mean that they a.re very happy or that they are prosperous and
that nothing should be done for them. We shall be very glad if the Government can find its way to do something for them provided it has got the
means.
There is one word more which I want to say a.bout people situated like
myself. We who live in the cities · have also to pay land revenue although
we do not possess any agricultural lands at all. Even on the lands which
ar~ under our residential houses we have ici pay land revenue.
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Mr, JI. Clll•ert: No ..
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : Then I will refuse to pa.y next time·
'The Financial Commissioneris shaking his head, but the fact remains that
we do pay. He is under the impression that we are not paying anything.
If that is so, then probably we shall try to recover what we have already
paid and refuse to pay in the future. The land revenue which is payable
-on sites of bungalows in Lahore has probably been assigned by Government to the Municipal Committee of , Lahore and it is being recovered
fhrough the Municipal Committee. It is · the municipal employees who
-eome to recover it.
·
~. C. A. ff. Towp."ncl : It is not so.
l)r. Gokul CJ:iAQ~, N"gg:
In !:!!PY case we are paying. We
~~ldow tal.rn care to see who jt if! who come$, but he comes with a. p0,r1JJ.ana
.and we a,:r;e not very recuJcjtr,1,~t people, we are very m,ilq. people, we pa.y.
We p.jlve not yet entered upon a course of (}iviJ disobedience and non-pay~
i:µent of taxes, and we do ;pa.y land revenue on the sites of our houses.
Mr.. C. A. H. Townsend : In Lahore there are far more arrears than
anywhere else.
Dr. Gokul ChQnd,Nuaqg: I do not know. There must be something wrong with your realisation agency or there may be some people
who are thinking of civil disobedience and have refused to pay their ta~
up to this. time. But the fact :reID1¥0!! that this tax continues. I thin~
ihe principle underlying land revenue is tha.t this tax is levied on agrieultural land, and for a very good reason. It is supposed that the land belonged to Government or to the nation, why say 'Government. The land
belonged to the nation, and people who started cultivating took possession
-0f it because it belonged to the nation. Some people having no other
means of livelihood wanted to earn their livelihood by cultivating the soil
and that soil they took without paying any compensation to the nation,
'Therefore the nation says, " All right you have begun cultivating this
land, we have provided this means of livelihood, you should provide us
with the means of national existence". The case' is, however, different so
iar as towns are concerned. Here again, I would speak subject to correction, there were lands lying waste. There were nazul lands and when one
Government succeeded another, when the British. succeeded the Sikhs, the
"British Government sold those lands to various people or transferred them
for some consideration or another. If they have realised the value of the
land and the land is no longer used for agriculture but has been built upon
and has become part of the abadi no land revenue should be imposed upon
such land.
SIP'~ S~b Sarw Ujj-1, SiQ.Bh: It applies to all waste land
which has been sold by Government.
·
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Then do not have any land revenue
·even on tha.t provided you do not want any further privileges or further
f11,cilities from the Government. Ii they are waste lands and yoa buy
-them as waste lands, let them lie as waste lands. Gov~rnment ·would not
help you in eultivating them, Government would not provide water, Gov·ermnent would not give any facilities. (A. voice: There is a separate charge.)
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Government will not provide t6ads for. the conveyance of products and
so on, but when a man builds a little hut to hide his head i.11, that is to say
buys it for residential purposes, there does not seem to be any good reason
why he should pay any land revenue on that land, particularly as he pays.
other rates and taxes to the municipal committee and is liable to other
burdens as well. That is a matter which is felt by people who own property in towns and properties which are subjeej to land revenue. Unfortunately this point did not occur to any of us at the time this Act was
under amendment, otherwise perhaps at least some discussion mig4t h8'i_vetaken place although the fate of such an amendment would be a foregol\te
conclusion.

Mr. President: If I remember aright an amendment was moved'
but I cannot say with what result.
The HonourableMian Sir Fazl..i..Husain: The amendment was
accepted to a certain extent by me.

· Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Unfortunately I was absent at the time·
owing to. some reason or other. If there is another amendment of
this Act, I hope that Government will keep this matter in view. That
is the only thing that can be said on a cut like the present one before the·
House.
Chauclhri Biddev·Singh [North West Rohtak (Non-Muhammadan);
Rural]: Sir, I lmve risen to place before Government and this .House some
facts about the zamitidats in the south east of the Punjab. That portion.
of the Punjab is much distressed for seveml reasons. One of them is that
there are no facilities for irrigaton, From this budget we find that only a
sum of Rs. 5 lakhs has been allotted to the Bhakra Dam, The Land
Revenue Amendment Act will not come into force in those districts until
after 18 yea.rs or so. This means that whatever relief would be afforded. to thesamindars of these distriiits by this Act will not come to their share for, a
long time, I think, fot a geilemtion. The fa.mine and the 1ack of facilities
for imgaiioii have rendered their condition almost unbearable and at this
time when Government has already a deficit bud~et I do not think any
relief will be afforded to t~ein in a measure that is fit to be given to them,
But their condition has been so for the last five or six years. Once there·
was plague and many people were carried away
4
P.M.
by it. Then there was cattle disease and the cattle-died in large numbers. Then came the floods and now during the last two.
of three years we have had.suceessive famines. Under these circumstances,
Government might not remit land revenue for ever, but they might only
postpone payment; I do not, howevet, think that the people will be ableto pay the land revenue· even in two or three yea.rs. The only thing, therefore, that can give relief to the people is not to demand any land revenue
from those tracts, until the Bhakra. Dam is taken in hand. If land revenueis demli.nded from people who have nothing to eat; I '\\'otidethow Government. will. be able tll collect it. I c1:tily wafit to dfaw the attention of tfie-'
Gbvetnment to the chrome stats of trouble that is prevailing in those dfg ...
tricts. I have nothing tt1ore to say.
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Demand un.der consideration, the question is-

" That the demand be reduced by Re. 1."

The Council divided: Ayes 27 ; Noes 80.
AYES.
Dr. Go~ul Chand, Na.rang.
'
:Rai Bahadnr Lala Sewa.k Ram.
Chaudhri Ram Singh.
Chaudhri Baldev Singh.
Mi.an Ahmad Y ar Khan, Daoltana..
l?a.ndit Mehar Chand.
'Saya.d Mubarik Ali Shah.
Khan Bahadur Khan Muhammad
Se.i.fullah Khan.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chbotu Ram
Oheadhri Zafrulla Khan.
Ma.ulvi Sir Rahim B.akhsh.
"Malik Nawab · Major Talib Mehdi
Khan.
.Pir Akbar Ali.

Yr. Labh Singh.

Khan

Bahadur

Malik Muhammad

Amin Khan.
Khan Sahib Risaldar Bahadur Nur
Kha;n.
Khan Bahadur Chaudbri Fazl Ali.

Mian Nurullah.
Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad
Ha.yat, Qureshi.
Lala · Chetan Anand.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq.
Sardar Hira. Singh, Narli.
Sardar Hari Singh.
Sardar Partap Singh.
Sardar Harbakhsh Singh.
Bai Bahadur Lala Dhanpat Bai •

NOES.

<Col. C. A. Gill.
Mr. H. Calvert.
Mr. C. A. H. Townsend.

Mr. J. D. Penny.
Mr. C. M. G. Ogilvie.
Mr. H. W. Emerson.
"The Honourabe Malik Firoz Khan Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave.
Noon.
,
Khan
Bahadur
Maulvi
Abdul
Muzaffar
Ghani.
Khan Bahadur Nawab
Khan.
Mr. S. L. Sale.
Yr. W. R. Wilson.
Lala Mukand Lal Puri.
Mr. R. Sanderson.
Mr. Owen Roberts.
·· Mr. H. F. Ashton.
Bai Bahadur Pandit Daulat Ram,
Mr. W. S. Dorman.
Katia.
The Honourable Mr. Manohar La.I.
Lala Gopal Das.
'The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogen- Lala Jyoti Prasad.
dra Singh.
,
Rai Bahadur Lala Rattan Chand.
"The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow. Lala Kesho Ram,· Sekhri.
·The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i- Sardar Bahadue Capt. Dalpat Singh.
Husain.
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Sheo Narain
'Mr. Alan Mitchell. ·
Singh.
Mr. E. Maya Das.

Chaudbri Ram Singh [Kangra, (Non-Muhammadan), Rural] (Urdu);
Sir, I beg to move-

_

·
0

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: May I point out that
~eland revenue policy wasjust now discussed. The motion of Chaudhri.RILI;ll
Singh is .to disc~s the general policy of Government. I should like to kn.ow,
whether by general policy is meant the revenue policy.
·
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Mr. President: Which general policy does the honourable member'

r.propose to discuss ?
'

i .

Chaudhri Ram Singh (Urdu) ; Sir, I would like to move this amend·
ment with a. view to discuss the distnl>ution of land in the Nill Bar, to point
· out the defects of the beggar taken at the time when patwaris are required to
-Oarry their papers to tahsil headquarters and to urge that Dogra Ra.jputs
-should be given proper representation in the services;
Mr. President: Not revenue polioy?
Chaudhri Ram Singh (Urdu):· No, Sir. I beg to move" That the total grant be reduced by Re. L,"

· Sir, I have got a good many grievances against the revenue department. I
· would like to make it clear at the very outest that my intention is neither
;to move a censure motion against the department nor to get the Govemment involved in difficulties. My object in moving this cut is simply to
, draw the attention of Government to the grievances that I have got age.inst
· the administration. First of an; I have a. serious grievance against Government in connection with the distribution of land in the Nill Bar. As has
· been stated here many times before, Kangra is a district of small holders.
The poor aamindars of this district have been granted no lands in the Nill
.Bar, The Rajputs of this district have rendered valuable service to Govern·
:ment during th'e Great War and even their claims have been ignored and they
are given but a few squares ofland. A few of the zaildars and somebig zamin· dars were fortunate enough to obtain land in the Nili Bar. But the claims
of those saildars and other people who rendered during the Great War and
-are still rendering conspicuous services to Government, and who, therefore,
I richly deserve encouragement at the hands of Government, have been to; tally ignored. Sir, a few days back I was very much surprised to learn that
, the Honourable Member for Revenue did not know to what extent the
Kangra district sufferedby the action of the river Beas. I would like to state
:for his information that the Kangra district has suffered considerable losses
by floods in the river Beas. Many villages have been washed away. · I am
, sorry to observe that no squares of land have been granted to the flood suf·
, ferers in the Kangra district as well as the flood sufferers of the Hoshiarpur
. district. Is it not sad that while the people of the Hosbiarpur district have
; been granted lands for service rendered in connection with the construction
. of the railway line running from Jullundur to Mukerian, the Kangra people
have got no squares of land in recognition of the services rendered by them
in connection with the construction of the Kangra Valley Railway ?
· Sir, . I ask, is it fair for the Government to help the people. of one
.. district and ignore the similar claims of the people of another district ?
I, however, leave this point because it is after all a matter of eonces. sion. I now turn to a matter of right. During the 18th century (the
· exact year I do not know), the Government, after cutting the Dhangoo hill,
.. diverted the direction of the river Chakki towards Nurpur tahsil which
resulted in the total ruin of many villages, such as Damtal, Sirt, Notli
. and so on. It was done by Government in order to protect their Canal
. department. Sir, the case of the people who suffered by· the diversion of
-the ·direction of the river Ohakki was represented to Government more than
once, but with no satisfactory result. Va.rious proposals were considered
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by Government, till at last it was decided to grant
od,000 to tlfte
sufferers as compensation. lrhat was not a matter of concession. 'The·
people were entitled to compensation as a lnattet of right.· ·They should
hsve been given sufficient land on that score. Simi:btr':ty very few peoph~ ·
of Rohtak also .got squares of land. Besides, the cattl~ tax to which I have·
drawn the attention of Government on various occasions, has been trea.ta-d ·
as land revenue in the Kangra district.
Mr. C. A.H. Townsend That; is given to the district board, is it
not?

Rs.

. Chaudhri Ram Singh : (Urdu) Yes, that is correct, But the fact that,
the income derived from this tax is given to the district board does not mean
thaHt is a lawful tax. On the other hand, it clearly shows that even Govern- ment treats it as an unlawful and unjust tax, and therefore, the income ·
derived from this source is handed over to the district board. In my opinion
this imposition has no justification whatsoever. Sir, there are about 2,200
villages in the Kangra district regarding which it was decided by means of·
DaJihil Kharaj in the settlement of 1917-18 that there were no Government forests over there, and that evecy inch of land belonged to the village proprietors and. was assessed to land revenue. In spite of that a cattle tax
is imposed on the people in those villages and evecy zamindar who keeps a
,. goat has to '.{lay a fine of annas two.
· Now, Sir, I turn to the question of increasing the remuneration of the·
zeildars and the lambardars.
It has been. urged before the House that
because the duties of the patwaris have increased, their pay should also be increased. I hold the same view. But, Sir, I am very sorry to observe that
no one has cared to consider the case of the zaildars and lambardars.
There has also been a considerable increase in their work. They have to help the .
police and rev~nue authorities in the discharge of their duties. Even in a .
petty case of iheft they have to help the police in their investigations, It
may be said that because the zaildars and lambardars do not take any in~rest in national movements and are playing the part of a second fiddle to
the police and revenue authorities, their case should not be considered •.
I submit that no Government
servant dare take part in national
movements and thus incur the displeasure of Government .. Sir, we should
not be carried away by this consideration, but should ask the Government
to increase the remuneration of· the zaildars and lambardars because they
have to do a lot of work.
Sir, I would also draw the attention of the Honourable Member fot ·
Revenue and the Honourable the Financial Commissioner to another serious ·
grievance of the people of my district. I do not know whether the poople of :
other districts have or have not got the same grievance against the administtation. Brit, as a matter of fact, there is a strong general feeling among the·
people of my district against the practice of taking begar frotn the poor ·
people at the time when patwaris ha\l'e to carry their papers to the tahsil .
hsadquarters.
The saildars and lambardara, in order to win the- favour of
force poor people through their influence to do the work ·of beyar.
Itis the duty of the Government to atrang-e for the ·despat~h of these pipers,
io the headquarters. It)s their .own outlook, eithei· to pay remu.n{l-ra<liion,
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\o the coolies or pay some allowance to the patwaris so that the latter maY
themselves arrange for the despatch of the necessary papers to tahsils, Th0.
Government admits that to exact forced Iabour is contrary to the spirit of
the law of the land, but in spite of that, the practice of taking bef}_dr is in yo·
gne, Sir, the samindars of my district are very seriously feeling this troubleI think that in these days of popular unrest it would be, in the best interest
of Government to issue a communi<jue forbidding the practice oi exacting
forced labour or permitting it ma restricted manner, that is, if forced labouris taken, some remuneration should be paid for it. Sir, another di:ffic~ty
which is being experienced in this matter, is that contrary to previous praotiee.,
the patwaris are not provided now with service stamps with the result that
if they have to send any paper to the kanungos they have to requisition
the services of the ehankidar, a village servant, who has to attend to
many other duties as well. After all a ehaukidar is also a human being ..
He has to comply with the orders of the police and revenue officials. He ~as
to report deaths and births to the authorities concerned. Under these circumstances I would ask the Government to supply service stamps to the
patwaris.
In the end, I would like to draw the attention of Government
to the fact that in the recent selection of the tahsildar and naib-tahsildar
candidates, no Dogra Rajput was accepted. I take this opportunity to say
that the Rajputs in general are the most loyal subjects of His Majesty the·
King Emperor. In times of need they have always readily responded
to the call of Government. I hope that the Honourable Financial Commissioners will bear me out when I say that Rajputs are straightforward and
honest people. When they provide a very large number. of recruits for the
army, it is but just and equitable that they should also be given proper,
representation in other branches of Government service. Sir/ these were the
matters to which I wanted to draw the attention of Governtnent. And now
that I have done my duty, I hope the Government would see their way to.
remqve these grievances of ours.
.
.
Mr. President : Demand under considera.tion, amendment moved

-is-

.

H

That the tot.al

grant be

reduced by Re. 1."

Mr. H, Calvert (Financial

Commissioner) : I may be permitted to
reply to a few of the points raised by the honourable member in his speech ..
He had not given any notice of the points which be proposed . to raise ..
Therefore, I am somewhat· unprepared in dealing with such a large numberof rather vague points; He mentioned that in the Nili Bar no land had been
giv:en to Kangra on account of the congestion of people there. That is not.
quite correct. Grants have been given in the Nili Bar on account . of the
congestion to Kangra district, I think, of more than 185 acres. The difficulty
really is that the Rajput of Kangra 'district is very loath to leave that beauti.:.:
ful and salubrio_us distric~ andhe finds the climate of Montgomery exeessive-,
ly dry, For t~us reason m the past the Rajput of Kangra has not proved an
altogether satisfactory colonist. But in the new areas now about to be
opened lip _i:b. Fir Mahal and Kheeker the case of trying more Raj puts is under
consideration .
. . . Then the <iomplaiht was made that no grant had been given to those
~h~s~ land. ha'd beau. aeq nired for the Kangra Valley Railwity. The fact
~s that.lahll had been give~ to some of those whose land had be~il aequired
1h lat~e areas, but the honbureble member is quite right in sayin~ that the.
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·&will petty owners who lost small areas have received no land. That is very
· mnple to explain in that the average holding in a. large part of Ka.ngra. is
·only about 21 acres and the small bits taken from these people for the ra.ilway.
was so very small tha.t it wa.s hardly a. practicable proposition to compensate
·them with land in the Nili Bar. That was the only reason. I may assure
,the honourable member that my honourable colleague and myself are most
, anxious to secure candidates from the Hindu Rajputs, and we are serntinisIing the lists of candidates very carefully, but he must understand that posts·
are few and the competition so great that we must require from the Hindu
Ra.jput of Kangra the same high qualifications which we demand in the
-eese of other people. But when qualified candidates are forthcoming,
we are.already doing our best to give them a fair share of posts.
Chaudhri Ram Singh : After this assurance, I beg leave to withdraw
,my motion.
The motion was by leave withdrawn.
Mr. President : The question is.. That a sum not exceeding Rs. 39,59,000 be granted to the Governor in Council. to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the
31st of March, 1931 in respect of Land Revenue."

The motion was carried.
EXCISE.

The Honourable Sardar Sir. Jogendra Singh (Minister for Agricul·
rture) : Sir, I beg to move" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 13, 77 ,500 be granted to the Punjab Government (Mi·
nistry of Agriculture) to defray the charges that will come in course of payment
for the yea.r ending the 31st of March, 1931 in respect of Excise."

Mr. President: The demand moved is-

" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 13,77,500 be granted to the Punjab Government (Ministry of Agriculture) to defray the charges that will come in course of payment
for the year ending the 31st of March, 1931 in respect of Excise."

Sardar Partap Singh [Lahore, (Sikh) Rural] (Urdu) : Sir, the Government has increased the strength of tbe excise sub-inspectors with a. view
·to stop the illicit distillation of liquor, but contrary to our expectations the
• number of oases of illicit distillation has largely increased. Before excise
· sub-inspectors were appointed police had power to deal with cases
· of illicit distillation. At that time informers used to inform the police
- secretly of the situation of the distillery and the police used to raid the place
-on their own initiative and without reference to higher authorities ;
,thus, no time was' allowed to the culprits to make good their escape. At
present the informers are required to inform the excise sub-inspectors
· who in their tum call the police to their aid in order to raid the place.
Before the place is actually raided some four or five hours elapse.
(At this stage Mr. Preswent left the Ohavr and the Dep'llty Presid<mt
occupied it.)
Mr. C. A.H. Townsend: I can assnre the Honourable Member that
when I see his speech to which I have listened with great interest, in print,
I will examine his suggestions with eare, The honourable member's con;tribution to our excise administration has been most vamable. I wish to
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-emphasiss only one point, that Excise sub-inspeetors ha.ve many other
duties to do in addition to the detection of illicit distillation. They have to
-examine liquor shops, verify stocks, and the like. I mention this point in-.
oidentally. I again assure the honourable member that his suggestions will
.reeeive my careful attention.
Sardar Partap Singh (atmtinuing in Urdu) : Sir, I was saying that
before the place is actually raided five or six hours elapse and in this interval
,the culprits remove everything incriminating. When the police was responsible to trace the cases of illicit distillation the excise inspectors have only
.to investigate whether the liquor was or was not illicit. That was
-a successful and a better method of dealing with crimes of this nature.

-

There· is another defect in the present system. The promotion of· the
-exeise sub-inspectors depends on the number of cases they successfully
' ·traoe out and in order to win distinction these excise sub-inspectors
.themselves manufacture false cases. For example, they would first get some
wine placed in a house and then raid it and then start a case against the so·called offender. I may mention an instance. In my own district an iniormer himself used to brew contraband wine. He came to terms with the
-exeise sub-inspector on the condition that he would help the latter in mann.facturing false cases of illicit distillation. Consequently this informer, with
1the
help of a rope through a skylight, placed a tin containing about three
bottles of wine in the house of a neighbour with whom he was not on good
terms, and .informed the excise sub-inspector. The excise sub-inspector
-ealled the police to his help and raided the house in which wine was stored.
From the position of the tin and the spot at which it was lying the police
-suspected foul play and made further enquiries which revealed the real
,state of affairs. The excise sub-inspector was asked to file a. suit
cagainst the informer, but he would not do it. Oonssquently, the police itself
-ehallaned the informer and brought him to book. Sir, in brief I mean to
,say that these excise inspectors, in order to get promotion, often resort to suob
'vile practices. In the villages after the harvest nearly each and every plot
,of land shows signs of having been used for bhattis. So long as some better
.ar.rangements are not made for putting a stop to the illioit distillation of
wine the evil is sure to increase. I would finish my speech with the request
that if Government is not prepared to act on the policy of total prohibition,
it should at least check this evil with an iron hand.
·
The Honourable Sar4ar Sir Jogendra Singh (Minister for Agri-eulture) (Urdu) : Sir, for the information of the honourable member, I
·would like to say a few words. A committee has already been
.appointed to go into the matter. It will probably _hold its meeting
in May 1980 and consider the question as to how illicit distillation
can be put a stop to. We have anticipated Sardar Sahib's object and
lhave appointed a committee to consider the question of improving our

--

-organiaation.

Deputy President: The question is"That a sum not exceeding Rs. 13,77,600 be granted to the Punjab Government (Mi·
. nistry of .Agriculture) to defray the charges that will oome in course of paymen t
for the year ending the 31st of March, 1931 in respect of Excise."

The motion was carried.
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STA.MPS.

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow

beg to move-

(Finance Member):

Sir, I

" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 67,200 be granted to the Governor in Council to defray
the charges that will come in course of pa.ylnent for the yea.r ending the 31st
of March, 1931 in respect of Stamps."

The motion was carried.
FORESTS.

The Honourable Mian Sir Fatl-i-Husain

(Revenue Member) ::

Sir, I beg to move" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 19,82,300 be granted to the Governor in Coun~il to.
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year endihg
the 31st of March, 1931 in respect of Forests."

The motion was carried.
FOREST (CAPITAL EXPENDITURE).

The Hdnourable Mien Sir Fael-d-Hasaln

(Revenue Member)

!

I

meve->
" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 6,65,600 be granted to the Governor in Council todefray the charges t?at will come in course o! pa.yment f?l'. the year ending the·
31st of March, 1931 in respect of Forest {Capital Expenditure)."

The motion was carried.

-·-·-·-·
REGISTRATION.

The Henourable Malik Firoz
I beg to move-

Government):

Khan, Noon

(Minister for Local

Self··

" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,11,000 be ~anted to the Punjab Government (Mi·
ajstry of Local Self-Government) bo defray the charges that will come in courseof payment for the year ending the 31st of March, 1931 ili respect ot Regis~ii-tion."

The motion was carried.
IRRIGATION.

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain

(Revenue

Member).

T

beg to move" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,35,56,000 be granted to the Governor in Council. to,
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the,
31st of MM'ch, 1931 in respect of Irrigation."

Deputy President : The demand moved is" That a sum not exceeding R~. i.as.se.ooo be granted

to the Governor in Council·
to defray the charges that will come in course of pa.ynient for the year endingthe 31st of March, 1931 in respect of Irrigation."
·

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli [Lahore (Sikh) Rural], (Urdu) : Sir, I hall
· given notice on the 7th March of a cut ifi eonneeti()i1 with the demand b~fore the Rouse and my
object was to draw the attention of the Government to the advisability o:!r
the canal post offices being opened for the use of general public,
i'i
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Rana Firoz•ud-Din Khan : May I draw your attention to the faot
-that no amendment on this demand has been oireulated to the members ?
Mr. E. Maya Da~ : I; too, have given notice of an amendment.
Deputy President : I suppose the honourable member is opposing the whole demand.
·
·
Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan: No, he is moving an amendment and
. he says that he gave notice of an amendment on the 7th March.
J)e~Qfy, Pre,ic:J~pt: lei the honourable member moving hia l!imeAd·
: ment ? ' His amendment is in time. ?'°d he can move it. The diffioul~y
about the same not having been supplied to the members is due to the fa.ct
that the office did not ltntioipate tl:u'!,t all Phose honourable memb~$ who
had given notice of different cuts would be {l,bsep.t from the House a,:g.d the
whole of the~e items would be gone through in so short a time ; so i1}le
-offlee has not been able to get these cuts printed and distributed to the honour1l'l>le mem~ers in time,
Chaudhri Afzal l:Jaq: In that case I propose the adjournment of
the House. Because no amendment has been circulated to the membess of
-the House no discussion ought to be allowed to proceed.
Pe,t>uty Pres\dent : Government got notice of these cuts in
time and they would be ready to answer the criticism of the honourable
members. Would it still be necessary to adjourn the House?
Chauclhri Afzal Haq: But w:b.at 11,bout the other members of the

·nou~?

.

Deputy President :. They will know the

subject matter from
cut.
Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan : They should know it beforehand to be
-sble to take part in the discussion.
Pandit Nanak Chand : Sir, if the cut relates to a matter of policy,
it does not require any notice, because a member can always discuss the
question of policy. If it is a substantive motion with regard to a particular
department and reduction is to be made with regard to a particular amount
-of money, then it does require notice because in opposing the demand you
ean a.lways discuss the question of policy.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : The principle of providing members with
-euts is based on the consideration that members may consider over the
matter and may form an opinion. But we have got no agenda and we
-eannot form our opinion and cannot express our ideas on that. Thi~ is a
· very legitimate demand.

··t4e honourable member who has given :q~tjoe of the

T.be Honourable Mian Sir Fael-i-Husaia « It is a very troublesome
matter which cannot be proceeded with. It appears that some members
have given notice of some cuts which have not been put on the agenda and
though I am not in a position to say how many members have put in such
·cuts, I understand at all events the honourable member, Sardar Hira Singh
has sent one. The one mentioned by Mr. Maya Das is under a different
demand altogether. If Sardar Hira Singh is the only member who has sent
:in a cut and if it has any ~f~J:'~;Qce iP a. gen~~l qµestiqn1 l think there is no
harm in his discussingit by way of opposing the grant.
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Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh : I sent in a cut o'n the 8th. Me.rch,,
1980 during office hours.
The Honourable Mian Sir F azl,.j,.ffusain : Was it in reference to,
demand No. 7 or 8 ?
Sardar
Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh: Probably it was in referenceto demand No. 7.
Deputy [ President : I would like to make the position a bit cleall
in connection with demand No. 7 on Irrigation. Sardar Hira Singh sent in a
cut of Re. 1 to urge upon the Government the necessity of reducing the
abuma on cotton crops.
0

(At this mge Mr. President resumei the chair.)

. Mr. President: Will the honourable members please repeat them·
objections to proceeding further with the business before the House ?
•
Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan : The objection taken was that the amend-.
ment, of which notice was sent by Sardar Hira Singh, has not been printed
and supplied to members of this House. There may be some other cuts on.
the same demand, but unless these are supplied in time to the members, diseussion should not be allowed to go on because it will not be fair to take the·
.members by surprise without giving them an opportunity to prepare themaelves and express their opinions on the subject.

Mr. President: I can only express regret on behalf of my office and;
as the agenda is not before the House, I have no option but to adjourn,
the Counciltill 2 P.M., to-morrow.
.
\

. The House accordingly adjourned till 2
March, 1980.
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-clock. :Mr. President in the Chair.

P.M.

of the

ELECTIONS TO STANDING COMMITTEES.

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : I rise to record my protest against the
·postponing of the elections to the Standing Committees which were fixed
-at 1-80 to-day and the postponement without notice. Almost all the members
-of my party were.here at 1-80 and none of them had notice that the elections
had been postponed.
Mr. President: Order, order. Was the honourable member present
-last evening when was the Council adjourned till 2 P.M. to-day?
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : Yes, I was.
Mr. President: When was the Counciladjourned till 2 P.M. to-day any
··notice to the contrary issued by the Secretary should have been taken a.s
· cancelled. Such matters may be discussed with the Secretary or with me
in my room.
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : Notice was issued by the President.
Mr. President: Notices are not issued by the President .• It is the
· Secretary who issues notices.
·
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : If we were informed yesterday
, that the elections will not take place to-clay we would not have wasted so
, much of our time.
Mr. President: The honourable member. .should have, if he felt any
doubt about the matter, cleared it last evening when the Council was adjourned till 2 P.M. to-day. Had my attention been invited to the notice
under discussion, I should not have adjourned the Council till 2 -e.u.
In any case I should have been glad to announce to the Council that the
non-officialmembers will elect Standing Committees at 1-80 P.M. I am sorry
!that the honourable members were inconvenienced.
GOVERNMENT'S

DEMANDS FOR GRANTS-cont.
llUUGATION-COnf.

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli [Lahore, Sikh. Rural] (Urdu): Su~· I beg
I

iI'

rto move-" That

the gmnt be reduced by Rs. 15.ooo 'ff'.ith respect t?. tlie ite:in of . Ri
New Major Works-A-I (3) Upper Bari Doab Cabal"

!'•

15,000,
B

-------------------

:
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[ S. Hira Singh, Narli.]
Sir, this money is to be spent on the remodelling of rajbahas Kohalf
and Jama Bai on the Upper Bari Doab Canal, and I wish to draw the. attention of the House to the most defective and objectionable method that has
been adopted for the purpose. It must be clear to every one of us that the
proper course was to distribute water equally amongst the various outlets,
but the officials concerned · are taking undue 'advantage of this opportunity
and supplying water to some other rajbahas from/the canal head. The
people who have been irrigating their lands from these rajbahas for 60 years.
have, quite naturally, come to consider it their right to enjoy the full benefit
of their water, Of course, there can be no objecton to an equal distribution
of water amongst the various outlets of these rajbahas, but it is highly
improper and unwise to encroach upon our rights for the benefit o~ other·
people. The Government should not give undue · preference to the big
people owning thousands of acres. On .. ·the other hand, it should help
the small holders on these rajbahas so that they may be able to get bettercrops from their petty holdings.
I wish to make it absolutely clear that we have no objection to Government. supplying water to those people. There is sufficient water in the riversand the .Govemment can make much better arrangements for the1!1. Why
not adopt that course? The Government knows it fully well that tliere is no
surplus water in those rajbahas. Therefore, any reduction in their supply
from the canal head. is sure to affect our crops very seriously. I mi:i,y alsoadd that this is not the case with the Upper Bari Doab only. Everywhere
the zamindars are getting only as much water as is just sufficient for theirpresent needs. Now I need not detain the House any longer. The matter
i!I quite clear and the demand absolutely legtimate. Therefore, I commend.
this amendment to the House with these few remarks. · ·
-

Mr. President: Demand under consideration,

amendment

moved

IS- ..

" That the grant be reduced by Rs. 15,000 with respect to the item of Rs. 15,000,.
New Major Works.-.A-1 (3) Upper Bari Doab Canal."

·

Mr. H.F. Ashton (Chief Engineer, Irrigation) : Sir, there . appears
tobe a general impression among the public that re-modelling of the 'ohannels
:of necessity involves -a reduction of supply in the distributaries.
In most
eases this is not so. Re-modelling of the channels and re-modelling, so-called, .
.·of the outlets means a readjustment of outlets in order to effect a more
. equitable distribution of supply. There are many causes why re-modelling
is necessary.' There is a shortage of supply in certain outlets while the bed:
of the channel becomes raised in a certain length and the outlets in this
length get a greater supply than they should. The result is .a shortage of
water at the tail of the channel, This motion refers specially to two distri. butanes on the Upper Bari Doab Canal. On the Upper Bari Doab Cana1
we have definite rules for re-modelling. The question was thrashed. out
in 1917 by :a committee of senior civil and canal officers, and the conclusion
they came to was that re-modelling and re-adjustment of outlets from time
.to time teas necessary.: They .put up certain proposals and those proposals.
'were accepted and hrough,t into force by the Government. That was done
in 1918. One rule was that adjustment of outlets should be done at regular-

--------
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perrods of five years. Another rule was that outlets drawing excessi,ve suppliesshould not be reduced more than 20 per cent. as a rule and 25 per cent.
· is a' limit, These rules have· been strictly complied with on that canal so·
far as reduction of outlets is concerned. As regards the time limits I must
confess that th~y have not been strictly complied with and adjustments
have not been done once in five years ; six and seven yea.rs have ·occa.Rionally
passed . before action was taken in · hand. Taking the two distributaries
mentioned, KohaJi and Jamrai; on the Kohali, the. re-adjustment of outlets
involves 86 outlets which are taking supplies in excess of what ~hey should
do. These 86 outlets will necessarily have to be reduced. Thirty-one outlets
are drawing normal supplies and tb~y will not be touched; while 84 outlets·
are drawing short supplies. On the· Jamrai 11 out of 46 are drawing exeessivo supplies, 19 are drawing normal supplies and 16 have short supplies.
The proposals on account of these two distributaries were agreed to by the.
civil 'department. The proposals in respect of the Kohali were put. before
the local Canal Advisory Committee, which while agreeing to them, urged
that they should be carried out at an early date. These two distributaries
are being provided for this year because they are, in our opinion, the· most
urgent cases. I may mention that originally the proposal was to adjust
the outlets of no .Iess than eight distributaries of this canal this year._ But on
account of shortage of funds we have had to cut down (ne number to two"
What is the a.lternatijV'e to re-modelling 'l One alternative the honour-'
able member has mentioned. The other alternative is to leave thingei as'
they are- and do our best to get supplies to the tails of_ these c~annels by'
" ta.til." "Ta tilling " outlets is a method of dealing with this"' problem
which is highly unpopular with everybody. The jmpervision (lf "tatil!'ing"'
of outlets must remain in the hands of the subordinate staff, and this House
is not unfamiliar with complaints about the doings of the subordinate staff.
The cultivators at the tail of the channels complain, and complain oit~erly,
that the orders given for "tatilling" of outlets are, due to bribery andYcor·
ruption, not carried out. The men whose outlets are " ta.tilled "and closed
complain that their crops are ruined. Surely it is not the object of the
honourable member that the men at the tails of channels who may be getting
short supplies and not getting their due share of water should be condemned.
to continued shortage while cultivators higher up the channels who are draw-' · ·
mg supplies in excess of what th~y should get continue to enjoy it. Surely.
in the matter of supplies in channels distribution should be improved.
As regards the suggestion put forward by the honourable member the.ti
supplies at heads of channels should not be reduced, in many cases they are
not. In some cases they have to be reduced. Take the Upper Bari 'Doab,
Cana.I. We have hare a canal on which W9!ter supply is not sufficient to run,
all branches and · distributaries continually during six months in the' year.i:
· The branches and distributaries have to ·be worked by rotation. Obviouslj»
if you give more water under such conditions to one distributary in excesa;
of what it should get, you are taking away that water frotn some one else;
You have got a_ limited supply of water; every one ought to have the same.
share of water according to the area owned or irrigated by:b.iin. If you give,
more to one outlet oiJoi:J.e village or one distributary·undonbtedly you are
taking water away from some of therotliers. Eve:n fr-0m; that point of view.;
'
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I think the House will agree that in such cases it is only right that the distribution of water should be made more satisfactory and more equitable than
it is at present.
Mr. President : Demand under consideration. The question is" That the item of Rs. 15,000 with respect to New Major Works-Upper
Canal be omitted."

Bari Doab

The motion was lost.

.

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli [Lahore, Sikh, Rural] (Urdu): Sir, I beg

'to move" That the demand be reduced by Re. 1."

. My object in moving this amendment iB to urge upon the Government
-tpe necessity of opening canal telegraph offices for the use of the public.
I think, Sir, that no lengthy speech is required for this purpose because the
matter has been already discussed at great length on the floor of this House.
Some time ago, a resolution was adopted by the Council to this effect. At
that time the Honourable the Revenue Member was pleased to assure the
House that the telegraph offices on the Upper Bari Doab would be opened
for the use of the public immediately, and that if the experiment proved
successful,the Government would be quite willing to provide these facilitic>B
-on other canals as well. Now I can say from my own experience that the
experiment has been most successful. It has yielded a goodly income to
the Government.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain : Income ?
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Yes, there has been an income of one
thosuand rupees at least.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl .. i-Husain: After deducting the expenditure ?
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: The Government has had to incur no
-extra expenditure by opening these telegraph offices to the public.
Now, Sir, we zamindars usually send telegrams to our relatives, and most
·of our relatives are living in other canal colonies like the Lower Chenab.
'Therefore, the telegraph offices on the Upper Bari Doab could not be as useful
·to us as they might have been if the offices in other colonies were open for
public use too. I beg to submit, Sir, that it is the duty of the Government
to provide such facilities to the tax-payers.
AgaJ.n,. there is no rush of work in the canal telegraph offices. No office
.0ver receives·or sends more than four or five telegrams on any day. Look
.at. th~ raiw.ay telegraph offices. They are open for the use of the public
jn;spite,of tme tact that there is always a great rush of work there. I am of
opini(!)]l· that even the people working in the canal telegraph offices would
mthw welcome,any; number of telegrams from the public, because they may
be- a source· of some income to them. Therefore, the real cause of this
.attitude; on· the part of. the. Government seems to be nothing. else than that
the ,highe1r officialsof tae. Tuwigaition. department do· not consider themselves
public:s~imts~ '.Dh-ey reallyi censidel'.it below their dignity to come to the
,ame,lavelwith,thie pnblic. Otherwise~.whyshould.they refuse to sha.re these
facilities with us when we are ready to pay for them ? With these remarks,
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I commend my amendment to the H~use and hope that the Honourable
the Revenue Member will have no hestitation in complying with this Vrery
reasonable request.
Mr. President: Demand under consideration, amendment moved
is" That the demand be reduced by Re. I."

Mr. H.

F. Ashton (Chief Engineer, Irrigation) : Sir, I would like to
give to the House a very brief history of this case. During the year 1927,
the mover of this cut drew the attention of Government to the advisability
of opening canal telegraph offices for the use of the public and Government
agreed to try this experiment for a short period. The Upper Bari Doab
Canal was chosen and 12 telegraph offices were opened for public for 50
days. Now it has been · stated that telegrams despatched from and
received at canal telegraph offices are exceedingly few in number and tb e
signallers have no work. The record of these twelve offices show that
during this period of fifty days no less than 6,254 telegrams were issued
and out of these 6,254 telegrams only 120 were sent by the public. Of
these 34 wefe sent from Amritsar, 18 from Dhariwal and 12 from Gurdaspur-places which have general telegraph offices. In May 1928, Sardar Hira
Singh moved a resolution in the Council and that resolution was carried.
Action was taken in accordance with it to open to the public all telegraph
offices on the Upper Bari Doab Canal.
Now, telegraphs are under the Government of India andthe Local Government cannot open telegraph offices to the public without the sanction
of the Government of India. The Government of India were addressed in
June 1928. The Director-General of Posts and Telegraphs replied that
licence would be granted on receipt of a complete list of offices . which may
be opened to the public and that " during the period of experiment of one
year the Irrigation Department will be permitted to take the revenue derived from the opening of the telegraph offices to the public on the understanding that this arrangement will be subject to modification if during the period
of the experiment 'the Government of India revised the present arrangement
whereby the licences for telegraph offices are permitted to give telegraph
connection." In accordance with this we got a licence and in accordance
with the licence all offices were opened. In March 1929 the honourable
member asked an unstarred question No. 974 to which reply was given by the
Honourable Member for Revenue to the followingeffect :" (a) Yes. (b) yes, if the experiment is a success."
The telegraph offices were opened to the public on the 1st July 192S.
At the end of June 1929 the extra expenditure to Government by tbe opening of these telegraph offices to the public was Ra. 1,175, while the revenue
realised was Rs. 828-6-0and the loss to Government was Rs. 351-10-0. This
loss.wasincurred even though the Government of India took nothing from us
by way of receipts. When dealing with this case I expressed the opinion
that the experiment has not lasted long enough for full use to be made of the
facilities provided. That opinion was accepted by the Government and the
experiment still continues. The latest information I have got is that during
the Jast six months since the 1st ,July there has been some profit. We still
have to see what would be the result of the working at the end of the year.

..------------------------·
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Now assuming that the Government of India wanted to have the one-half out
of the revenue of Rs. 828 our revenue would be Rs. 400 and our loss would
go up to Rs. 750. Is the House prepared to have simila.r losses on ea.ch of
the canals in the province ? Considering the present financial 'situation
of. the province, surely it is better to go slowly and to see exactly .what we
~e likely to gain or lose by this measure.
It is not an easy thing to throw
open these offices to the public. We have to arrab.ge for various forms,
various checks, various methods of keeping accounts and remitting the money
realised to the treasury. VV e have to get supervisors to go round and see
that the canal signallers are keeping their records properly. This accounts
'for the expenditure. If you are going to eventually open all canal telegraph
offices throughout the province to the public we will undoubtedly have to
open a special telegraph branch in the department.
Personally, I see no
objection to that provided we can show that Government is not very heavy
loser by this measure. The subject is still under consideration. If it can be
shown ·that the opening of the canal telegraph offices has resulted in no loss
to Government and that the Government of India will continue to allow the
. Punjab Government to keep the revenue realised, there will not be the very
least objection to the opening of the telegraph offices on other canals also.

a

Sayad Muhammad Husain [Montgomery Muhammadan, (Rural)] :
Sir, one difficulty which we see in connection with this canal department is
that the Government always treats this as a commercial department, as if
the department is here for earning money. Whenever any question is
raised in connection with the canals, they raise the question of return that
the canals will give on the amount spent. The same question is raised when
my honourable friend raises the point of opening the canal telegraph offices
to the public. I want to lay stress upon this with all the force at my command that we should not deal with the canal department simply as a commercial business. This is a department for the good of the people. This
is a department upon which depends our life. This is a department which
we regard as our own. The time is not far off when this· department will be
transferred to popular control. Under these circumstances I cannot understand the attitude of the department when they say that it does not pay.
The canal department should provide to the public all the amenities 'that a
zamindar requires in that department. If some responsible Minister were
in charge of the department, the first thing he will have to do will be to throw
open all the canal telegraph offices to the public, just as all canal roads will
be kept open for motor traffic and other purposes. At present, a zamindar,
if he wants to send a telegram, has to go twenty miles to the nearest telegraph
office whereas if the canal telegraph offices are opened for the public, he can
send his telegram to the office next door to him. If so much money has been
spent on these canals and if the canal department earns a good deal of profit
such as 12 per cent., is there any, harm if the department were to incur a
certain amount of expenditure by the maintenance of the telegraph offices
for the benefit of the public 'l That is no excuse at all. The first and foremost thing for the department is to safeguard the interests of the zamindars,
to take into consideration the amenities and facilities and comforts of the
people. These canals have been constructed' not to earn money but to assist
the samindars,
These canals are ours, the money with which they a.re
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-eonstruotod is ours. These canals are for oar benefit. If we find that these
,-telegraphoffices, if opened for the use of the public, will be to our benefit,
T do not see why they should not be so opened. I think the Honourable
Revenue Member will do well to try to treat the subject as if it were a trans.ferrsd subject from the very beginning and satisfy the needs of the people
so that our co-operationwith this department may continue as it has been so
:Jong. He has said that though he is in charge of the reserved subjects he has
been dealing with them as if they were transferred subjects. I request him
:to give a concrete proof of that in this matter. With these words, I strongly
support the suggestion made by my honourable friend. If the Government
. -cannot accept the suggestion this year on account of the. deficit budget in
'respect of two or three canals, that is no reason why they should drop the
matter altogether.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain [ Revenue Member]
·(Urdu): Sir, in reply to the speech made by the honourable mover
of the amendment my friend the Chief Engineer has just now stated the
'relevant facts and figures as well as the results produced from the experiment made on one of the canals. He has told us how much the Govern. ment has spent and how much it has gained through that experiment. Be·sides, Sir, a serious difficulty stands in our way, that is, if this Government
·were to give effect to the proposal put forward by the honourable mover,
I am afraid that the Government of Indie, would come forward and claim all
the inc nns th'l,t will be derived from this source. It is therefore obvious
that the Punjab Government will stand to lose in this matter. Anyhow, we
shall try to meet the wishes of the honourable mover. I thought that the
-speeeh of the honourable the Chief Engineer would be sufficient to
dispose of this amendment, but the honourable member for Montgomery
· has mentioned some general principles. Sir, it is very difficult for the
House to endorse or for me to accept those principles because I do· not like
to create difficulties for my successor. No doubt, the Canal department is
meant primarily for the benefit of-the public. But this does not create any
obligation on the part of the Government to provide water to the people
free of cost. We hope that, by the grace of God, this department will soon
become a transferred subject. But even in that case, we would have to pay
rfor the water· we make use· of.
It has also been said that the roads should be metalled and made available for the use of the public. Very wen; Government has absolutely no
-objeetion provided you are prepared to incur an expenditure of 15 or 20
thousand rupees for the construction of pucca road per mile and of Rs. 8,000
fonits maintenance.
,

Sayad Muhammad Husain : I do not want that they should make big

rroads ; I only want that they should be kept properly and open to the general

motoring public.

·

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i·Husain: Yes, you are asking for
-diffioult things. In other words. it means that you ask one to take a dip in
tb.e sea without drenching himself. You want that these roads should be
·made available for public traffic but you ignore the point that if these roads
.are made available for the use of the public, how difficult it would be for us to
.maintain them. Sir, the question :of roads is. a different question. With
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regard to the boundary roads, Government has already issued orderswhich have raised a dispute between· this Government and the Railway department.
So far as the inspection roads are concerned, orders were issued
last year.
I am sure that the honourable member did not mean to say that the ·
Canal department should be turned into a charity department.
Of course,
it is a public department but it does not mean that the people should not
pay towards its expenditure.
Government as at present· advised is
diffident but it would, as far as possible, try to meet the wishes of the
honourable mover.
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli (Urdu): Sir, I am surprised to note that
an innocent amendment like the one under consideration has met with opposition on the part of the Government. Of course, the Honourable Member·
for Revenue has been kind enough to say that Government would try to
meet my wishes: But, Sir, I do not know what really stands in their way to
give effect to the proposal put forward by me. It has been said that if that
proposal is given effect to, the Government of India will come forward to
claim the income that will be derived from this source. The Local Government has got relations with the Government of India.
The HonourableMian . Sir F,azl-i-Husain: It is a question of'
money.
,•
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: Oh! you can settle that matter with the·
Government of India.
Anyhow, I would ask the Government to accept my
request. With these words, I beg leave to withdraw my amendment.
The amendment was, by leave, withdrawn.
Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad Hayat, Qureshi [Shahpur,
West (Muhammadan) (Rural) (Urdu)]: Sir, I beg to move" That the total grant be reduced by Re. 1."

Sir, my object in moving this amendment, as will appear from the note
appended to it, is to discuss the desirability of increasing the amount of
water provided to the zamindars for the irrigation of the Ara tract on the·
Lower Jhelum Canal. A part of this tract is situate in the Sbahpur district and a part of it in the Jhang district. It is so called because the soil:
is kallar and is very hard. This tract was owned by the propriet ors and
the remaining area was treated as Government forests.
Originally the·
tract was provided 40 per cent. irrigation and the remaining ilaqa 75 per
cent. irrigation. In previous years this tract 'got its due share, but of late
years, the people have begun to feel the scarcity of water. Besides, in places
where sufficient water was provided, water-logging had begun. Previously,
scarcity for water was felt in winter but now even in summer the zamindars
are not provided sufficient water. For kharif crops the tract is entitled
to one third, that is, 18 per cent. irrigation. Sir, just imagine what crops
can possibly grow and be matured with the help of this 13 per cent. irrigation.
Besides, the canal is sometimes closed. In fact the people hesitate to sow
any crops. But if they sow any crops, they do not mature for want of water.
It may be said that water supply of the zamindars should not be increased .
because there is the danger of water-logging ahead. In reply to this' I
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would submit that there are three drainages in that ilaqa and I
do riot think that water-logging will begin .if the water supply of thesepeople is increased. I do realise that it would be difficult for us to reduce
the water supply of the zamindars in the upper part of the canal in order
to provide sufficient water to the zamindara on the lower part of it.
But, it is the duty of Government to devise some means for·
helping the needy zamindars of the tract. The water supply of these people
ould be increased to some extent. The Advisorv Committee had also
rongly recommended their case. I had also on a previous occasion moved
~ resolution asking the Government to increase the water supply of the
za.mindars of this tract. I hope that my request will receive favourable
consideration at the hands of the Government.

Mr. President:

Demand under consideration,

amendment

moved

ir1"That the total grant be reduced by Re. 1."

Mr. H.F. Ashton ~Chief Engineer, Irrigation) : 'I'his concerns a
part of the Punjab which I do not personally deal with. 1 can only point out.
that this question was thoroughly thrashed out in this House on the 29th No
vemher 1928 on a resolution proposed by the honourable member for Gurgaoncnm.-Hissar (Muhammadan, Rural). The arguments for and agains.t giving
more water to the Ara tra.c_t were mentioned fully and in detail, and I do not
think it is necessary to traverse the ground over again. The reasons for the 40
per cent. irrigation were fully given on the same occasion by the Honourable
Member for Revenue. The reasons for not increasing the supply to 75
per cent. in the Doab area were fully dealt with by my predecessor, Mr •.
Smith, and the resolution was not accepted by the House. The honourable
memhor says that there is no danger of water-logging in that tract. My
information is that the sub-soil water is only 5 to 15 feet below; it is already,
therefore, near the danger zone. Again, to get water to this tract, it has
to be taken through water-logged tracts and this means that whatever·
'mprovement we are trying to make in these tracts will be greatly dimirushed. Thirdly, the Ara tract has 40 per cent. irrigation, and if the Government gives more water to it from the canal, how can we refuse such
water to the other tracts also? Besidea, to do so will require considerable
increase in the discharge from that canal which will have to pass through
water-logged tracts. Undoubtedly, the conditions in the Ara tract are very
unfavourable compared to the colony area which is on a higher level and'.
which does not suffer so much from kullur. But we have to think of·
other things also. The Government is spending a very large sum of money
animally in improving water-logged areas, and it is desirable in every way
that the expenditure here should be as low as reasonably possible. I think
this is a proposition which will be accepted by the House as reasonable ..
These were the reasons which were put forward on the last occasion when
this matter was debated and which led the House not to accept this resolution.
·
·
Khan Bahadur Mian Muharnrnad Hayat, Qureshi (Urdu) : Sir,._
the resolution referred to was moved with a view to urge upon the Government the necessity of increasing the irrigation percentage of this tract to
75 per cent. But 4.be object of this cut is not the same, i.e., it is not moved,
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-with the purpose of urging on the Government that they should raise the
.3
irrigation percentage actually to the figure of
l', M,
75 per cent. As already mentioned, the soil in
·this part of the province is very hard and crops cannot he matured with
-the help of this inadequate water supplv. The main purpose of my cut was
·to bring the difficulties of the inhabitants of this ilaqa to the notice of the
Government and I hope Government would take some early steps to help
·these people.. A proposal on this very subject has also been sent to the
Government from the inhabitants of Shahpur district and we· leave it
'io the magnanimity of the Government to consider it sympathetically.
With everv belief in Government's sense of justice and magnanimity
:I withdraw my motion.
The motion was, by leave, with drawn.
Sardar .Hira Singh, Narli [Lahore, Sikh, (Rural)] (Urdu): Sir, I beg to
-move-«
" Th9,t the total grant be reduced by Re. I."

Sir, my purpose in moving this cut is to urg« upon the Government
-the necessity of reducing the obiasu: on cotton crop by 4 annas in the· rupee,
In connection with it I would like to say that in the December session of
the Council I had moved a resolution with the same purpose. At that time
·the Honourable the Revenue Member was pleased to say that if cotton
would visit a still further fall in its price he would then consider the matter
-sympathetieally. Now, the price of cotton has fallen down considerably and
it is high time for the Government to redeem their promise. In- view of
the deficit budget, if not annas 6 in the rupee, let them at least reduce
·the obian« by annas 4 in the rupee. In the speech that I made on that re-solution I had fully dealt with this question and now I will try to bring:
to the notice of the Government only those aspects of the matter which
-are of later development. Sir, so far as my information goes, these rluctuations in the price of cotton are due to the rate of exchange fixed by thfl
Government of India. This was brought to the notice of the Government,
'but they did not consider it worth while to adopt any measures in this
behalf. It is true that the Government do not wish to bother themselves
.about any evil to which the country becomes subjected for the time being,·
.so
long as that evil does not begin to affect their own interests.
It is very important for the Government to appoint a committee to enquire
.into the reasons why the prices of all the commodities and specially of cotton
have gone down. To my mind, the first cause of the failure of the cotton
crop is the fact that if cotton is sown in the same field successively three
-or four times, the productivity of the soil decreases and with it, the yield
also becomes small. After the War the price of cotton tremendously in·
-creased and people in order to make large sums of money year after year
-sowed cotton which reduced the fertility of the soil generally. · On account
of this, the other crops have also failed. On this account also the zamindars
deserve that the Government should grant them this reduction in th€
··!ibiana rates
Then, Sir, cotton is a klzarif crop and in this season water is so abundant
,that even much of it uselessly flows out into the sea.· MoreovE>r, -eotton-
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'9rop does not require much water. This is another reason why
Government should see their way to show this generosity to the indigent
aamindars. It would be within the recollection of the Government
-and the honourable members that these rates were fixed when cotton
fetched high prices, but now circumstances have changed and
.its price has gone down and, therefore, it is necessary that the rates of abiana
.assesaed on this crop should also be revised. Sir, in answer to a question put
by me in the Council I was very kindly furnished by the Government
'with the following facts and figures. In the year 1889-90 the amount
of water supply was 99·68 eusees, In the year 1909-10 it was 1,176,822
-eusees and in the year 1928-29, 1,751,108 euseos. It means that in comparison with the year 1889-90now the amount of water supply has increased
twice as much, Similarly the area under cultivation has also increased.
In the year 1889-90 it was 528,409 acres, in 1909-10, 982, 778 acres and in
1928-29, 1,846,088acres. The percentage of water rates for the year 1889-90
was 2·50,for the year 1909-10,8·40 and for the year 1928-29,4· 88. Similarly,
the amount of abiana collected for the years 1889-90, 1909-10 and
1928-29, was Rs. 18,76,189, Rs. 82,22,310 and Rs. 58,87,745,respectively.
'These facts and figures amply prove that the present water supply as well
. .as the percentage of obiana rates have increased twice as much as they were
in the year 1889-90. But, on the other hand, the income from abiana assessments has increased four times. This great difference between the increase
-of abiana receipts on the one hand and the percentage of abiana and amount
·of water supply on the other is due to the care and economy that the zamin.dars observe in using water for irrigation purposes. Now they irrigate 20
-or 25 acres with as much water as they used previously for watering 10 acres.
"I'his statement does not only hold good in the case of the Upper Bari Doab
'Canal but it is also true in the case of Jhelum and Lyallpur districts. In
these districts also the water supply for irrigation has decreased but the
-irrigation by itself has increased. Sir, as the zamindars have decreased
their demands for water supply it is but reasonable for the Government
that they should also reduce their rates of abi,ana.
Moreover, Sir, the expenditure that the Government incurs on account
of canals is reserved capital, but on it-I speak of the Upper Bari Dosh
Canal-they charge interest at the rate of 24 per cent. This is a very high
rate of interest and Government should reduce it. Sir, I admit that there
is shortage of funds and Government would find it difficult for themselves
to effect this reduction. But if. the policy of economy is followed they can
curtail their expenditure. If you give to a person a large amount of wealth
he will at once increase his expenses, but if, afterwards, he in some way or
other, loses his wealth he would automatically manage to live moderately.
Same is the case with Government. They can also increase or decrease
their expenditure according to the receipts·of their. revenues.
I

In the end, Sir, on behalf of the half-starving samindars I request
the Government that they should reduce abiana on the cotton crop · by

ifour annas in the rupee.

.Mr. President: Demand under consideration, amendment moved is" That the totaJ grant be reduced by Re. I."
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Mr. H. F. Ashton (Chief Engineer, Irrigation): The amendment.
moved is in order to urge upon the Government the necessity of reducing
the abiana on the cotton crop by 4 annas in the rupee. A resolution to
very much the same effect was put before the House in December 1929,
some three months ago. It was fully debated at the time and the resolu•
tion was by leave withdrawn. Reference has been made to that resolu
tion which was moved by the honourable member who has moved this
present cut. To that reference he stated that the Honourable Member
for Revenue had promised that Government would give help if prices fell
any more. May I quote.from the officialreport of the debate exactly what
the .Honourable Member for Revenue stated ? He said " if the price falls
to 4 rupees or 5 rupees the Government will surely help the zamindars.?"
Well, Sir, the information I have is that the average prices of desi. cotton
during the fortnight ending 15th February are Rs. 6-18-0 a maund and
for American, the prices are Rs. 9-10-0 a maund. So, obviously, the timehas not come for the Honourable Member for Revenue to fulfil what he
said in December last. It is difficult to quote or state the main points
which were mentioned during the course of the debate on the resolution
in 1929, but it seems to me that the most forceful point made at
that time was that if we introduced the system of lowering· and
raising water rates with the rise and fall of market prices, we will be·
introducing something which will be exceedingly hard to work. During the debate on the Land Revenue Bill the whole sense of the House
was that there should be security, that is, that land revenue should not be revised except after long periods. Surely it is better to stand by that
principle also in the matter of water rates. Market values, after all, are
constantly fluctuating. The market value of_ cotton does not depend on
the area of cotton in this country or any one particular country,
A good cotton crop in . one country will cause a fall in prices
and a poor cotton crop will, on the other hand, cause a rise. So that,_
I think the House will see that the principle of increasing or lowering the
water rate merely on a fluctuating market value is not a sound policy. The
cotton crop has undoubtedly been a poor one for the last two or three years,
but my information -is that the cotton crop this year is a considerable im-provement on that of the last two years, arid no one can say when market
rates will again rise. I would put it to the House that it is not a good·
principle to introduce fluctuations based on market values into water rates.
or any other rates.
Mr. E. Maya Das (Nominated, non-official): Sir, I have great sym-pathy with the mover of this cut, but, while the profits of the people of canal irrigated areas are not as well off as before, mv friends 6£ canal
irrigated 'areas forget one thing and that. is, what about "their poorer bre-thren who are dependent on wells ? I wish to ask, if they will tell us, how much they pay for the cost of getting one acre under cultivation of any·
crop and how much does it cost us poorer people who work wells to raise ·
water to irrigate a corresponding area; These figures have been worked
out with great care and it is found that it costs much more to irrigate by wells than to irrigate by canal. Therefore, Sir, while · it is true that the
profits are much less than before, I would urge my friend that he should not
only ask for a remission for himself, he should; at the same time, ask for 11,_
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.larger remissionf or those irrigating with wells as well, for we are all raising
-crops of the same kind and we are all selling our produce in the same market.
If the man from the canal irrigated area is not only able to make some
profit, but he makes a larger profit than the man from the well irrigated
.area, on that account it does not look nice for my friends from canal
irrigated areas to always press for decreasing the abiana since there
-are others also in this world who are working under more difficult conditions.
Then, Sir, his argument about the returns on capital outlay is not 11
very good argument, because after all, you cannot take into consideration
the return on each canal separately. You have to fix a rate more or less
for the province, and if one canal brings you a larger return it makes up
for a smaller return on another. canal, After all, where does all this return
.go ? It goes to the common fund from which we meet the expenses of the
province. When suggestions are made that rates should be decreased,
naturally at once the question arises, how are you going to make up the
shortage ? There are two ways. Either the' new expenditure must be cut
. down or fresh taxation must be resorted to. I feel very strongly that new
-expenditure should not be allowed to increase at so great a pace, at the
, same time I feel very strongly that fresh taxation should be resorted to
because there are so many needs that have to be met. In some cases the
· burden is heavy while in others it is light, and where it is light it should
. be increased. On which shoulders the burden is light, it is for Government
to find out. For these reasons I oppose this cut.

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal [North-East Towns [(Non-Muham.madan), (Urbanj] : Sir, the question of a. decrease or an increase in the
· abiana has several times been discussed in the Council, and I have expressed my views on the subject before. Water is a commodity which belongs
'to the State and those who want to take advantage of this commodity
·should be prepared to ·pay for it. The complaint of rriy honourable friends
-on the other side is that the abiana rate is heavy. I was a member of
the Hydro-Electric Scheme Enquiry Committee and there we discuss. ed the question whether tube wells should be sunk by Government for the
purpose of irrigating those' areas which are not at present served by canals.
Mr. Brownlie who appeared before usas a witness told us that zamindars were
prepared to pay at the rate of Rs. 18 per acre if they were provided with water
under the tube well system. (Sayad Muhammad H'USain: Question). The
honourable member may question it, but the fa.ct remains that applications
to that effect were brought before the Committee. You will find this in the
· statement in the evidence 'given before the Hydro-Electric Committee
by Mr. Brownlie. We were also informed by those who represented
.mral interests on our Committee that a zamindar is prepared to pay Rs. 12
per acre per crop if he is supplied with water in places where the lands are not
.at present being irrigated by canals. If Government undertakes
any scheme for the benefit of the samindars under the tube well system,
I am informed-we had evidence placed before that Committee-that
zamindars have offered to pay Rs. 12 per acre. In these circumstances,
it is for the Council and for Government todecide whether to reduce the
·abiana or not. On the one hand, there are our friends opposite who are
.always saying that the abiana is V'ery heavy and that it should be reduced.
-On the other hand, when the question is investigated, we find that the
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zamindars are prepared to pay a much higher rate, if they are given water·
under the tube well system. How far the demand for reduction is consistent I leave it to the Council to judge.
Sayad Muhammad Husain [Montgomery (Muhammadan), {Rural)}
Sir, the vexed question of abiana is again before the House, and it will
remain before the House so long as the grievances of the zamindars are notredressed. It was most unconstitutional on the part -of Government that,
with, one stroke of the pen they raised the tax by one orore of rupees without discussing it in the Council. Nobody at that time asked the Government Member why Government was going to raise the tax by one eroreof rupees without consulting the representatives of the people, without even
consulting those people on whom this burden was going to fall. Of course,
it was in the power of Government to raise the tax just as they liked. · We-·
were helpless then, as we are helpless now. Still, out of formality, if for·
nothing else, they ought to have brought the matter before the· Council.
They did not do so. They added to their taxation by a crore of rupees.
and the incidence of that taxation fell upon the poorest of the poor. It
did not fall upon my millionaire friend who is urging that the ta~ is not
heavy, but it fell on those who can hardly make the two ends meet. I
admit that there are certain rich people who have profited by it, but thereal hardship fell on the poorest of the poor. Government did not discuss
the question with the representatives of the people, and once the tax was.
levied there was no going back. What was the justification for the increase ?
Government increased the tax simply because in those days the prices of
cotton had risen 'abnormally. For two or three years the prices' of· cotton:
went higher and higher. They were at one time as high as Rs. 25. But thenthey began to fall gradually, so much so that my honourable friend the-Revenue Member thought it proper to say that he would consider this
claim of the zamindars if the cotton prices were to come down to say Rs. o
or Rs. 4. The area under cotton is' increasing not only in this countrybut it is increasing all over the world, not only in the Punjab but
throughout India. As soon as the Sukkur Barrage scheme comes into
existence, I think the area will be doubled. Take the condition of othercountries. It .has quadrupled 'in Egypt and it has doubled in America.
Everywhere they are increasing the area under cotton. The result is that
the supply is greater than the demand, and the quality of cotton is also,
- growing inferior. Do you think there is any likelihood whatever of the
prices again going up ? The Honourable Revenue Member will soon be
leaving us and our cries for help will be reaching him at Simla. It will
now be for hi successor to remember the promise which was made by lilil·
honourable and learned predecessor. Let us assume _ the · present rate is
not likely to go down to Rs. 5. What justification is there fbr the Government to let the obiama remain at a rate which was fixed when the price was'
Rs. 20 per acre ? When an increase in abiana was effected on all crops,
the greatest increase was made on cotton.
Now~ the zamindars have. been asked to grow less cotto:O:. I ask, what
substitutes are we to have _in, the place of cotton? t.Tnfortuna.t,ely, theDirector of Agriculture is nqft hei~-- · I as~e!li the Deputy Director of Agrieulture to sµgge~~ to the zmninc;lp.rs, as to, :what tp.ey _should. suq~titute for-
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cotton. He was unable to give any suggestion. He sayst hat the zamindarshave to grow cotton and there is no help for it. If the abiana is to go up,
or even if it is to remain where it is, how can the samindars grow cotton 'I·
My friend, the Chief Engineer, rightly said that the land revenue policy
is not to be challenged. I admit that there must be security of land revenuedemand, that we should not ask the Government to have a lower assess' ment at one time · and a higher assessment at another time. I would saythat the period of· assessment should be fixed as long as fifty years or even,
more. But in the case of abiana I find that the incidence is on the sown,
area and not upon the matured area and the kharaba system is practically
dead. · Therefore, the only thing that the Government can· do is to reducethe abiana. After all, what does my honourable friend ask ? He asks
for a reduction of only eight annas per acre. If the Government is unable·
to accept that proposal at this stage, let it reduce it by at least four annas,
Government must do something for the poor zamindars. If the Government fails to do that, the result will be disastrous for us and I do not know
what the result will be for the Government. It is time that the Govern·
ment looks forward to the interest of the people iest they should get into,
the hands of agitators.
The zamindars are poor: · and resourceless. They
are prepared to keep law and order and it is the duty of the Government
to help them in distress. It is the duty of the Government to see that they
do not go into the camp of agitators. I appeal to the Honourable Revenue
Member who is very great and whose greatness lies in his helping the zamindars in times of need. Let him come forward to our succour. My honourablefriend from Ferozepore said that if we touch abiana the people on the other
side would suffer. I may say that we .are prepared for the enhanced abiana
if that enhanced revenue is ear-marked for the uplift of the zamindars,
We have over and over again asked for succour to the people of Muzaffargarh and Dera Ghazi Khan, and yet no help has come to them and they are
where they were. We are heavily taxed and. they are also taxed and so; in
the course of 4 or 5 years if the abiana remains the same, all will be reduced
to the same level with the exception of a few magnates like my friend from
Simla. This will ·be the effect and it is now for the Honourable RevenueMember to review the position. I hope the honourable members who
know the condition of the zamindars, especially my honourable friend, Raja
Narendranath, who has been Deputy Commissioner and who has, therefore,
been in touch with the poor zamindars, will consider the proposal favourably
and not reject the demand simply because it comes from poor zamindars.

Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan [South-East Towns (Muhammadan),.
(Urbanj] (Urdu); Sir, the income that accrues to Government from obiana
amounts' to 50 · per cent. of the tota~ revenues of the: province. Even if the
expenditure that is incurred on the collection of abiana be deducted, the
net income amounts to not· Jess that 40 per cent. of the total revenues. This
obiana, therefore, is obviously not an ordinary tax. Such. taxes must be
imposed with the full consent of the House. But in , he words of my friend
the honourable member from Montgomery, the abiana was increased by the
exec11;tive Government with one stroke of the pen. Under the circumstaneea,
iny friend was· perfectly, right· when 'he said that .this imposition of abiana
was unconstitutional.
To impose or to· increase such, a heavy tax without
the consent of the Council ,clearly constitutes
illegality. · ·I, therefore.
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-draw the attention of the Government and particularly of the members
-of this House to . this matter and request them to take steps to rectify the
mistake.
It has been alleged that the abiana was increased by one crore of rupees
in 1928; That is not quite correct. As far as I remember, it was increased
by Rs: 75 lakhs. Later on, on the representation of the zamindars, the abiana
was reduced by 25 lakhs leaving an increase of Rs. 50 lakhs under this head.
But I am sorry to point out that according to the Persian proverb,
" ~ \ t,;. ~ ·, \!!.-- I t.. j l " the honourable members of the House, who now
·cry hoarse on this increase, were, I should say, mainly responsible for allowing this state of affairs to continue. Their protests at this stage will be of
no avail. In the first session of the Council which was held immediately
after this increase was announced, these honourable members remained
altogether silent. In the second session these 'members did not move the
'resolutione relating to this subject which they had tabled and which were
ballotted in their names. In the third session of the Council following this
increase, a member. of another party in whose name a similar resolution
was ballotted, moved his resolution. When the discussion on this subject
began, each one of these members was very profuse in expressinghis gratefulness to the Government for reducing the increased abiana by Rs. 25 lakhs.
These members had waited in deputation on the Honourable the Revenue
Member at Simla and had succeeded in having that reduction made in the
. abiana and, therefore, each one of them considered his duty to express his
. gratitude to the Government. I wonder why they were so profuse in giving
thanks to Government. If it had reduced abiana by Rs. 25 la.khs, it had done
no favour to them. They ought to have insisted on the revival of old rates.
Government had arbitrarily enhanced abiana rates and if it had, later on,
reduced these enhanced rates to some extent, there was no occasion for the
zamindar members of the Council to be thankful to the Government. The
members of the Council have since been protesting and very vehemently
· protesting against this increase, but what is use of these protests now ':
The proper time when such protests ought to have been entered was, for
reasons know to everybody not availed of.
The . present cut is the result of the same feelings which have been
. expressed many times before over the vexed question of abiana. The honour-able mover of this out has requested the Government to reduce abiana on
cotton crop by 4 annas in the rupee. It will be readily admitted that the
price of cotton has gone down very much during the last two or three years.
Where cotton used to sell at Rs. 13 or Rs. 14 per maund a few years ago,
it is now selling at Rs. 6 or Rs. 7 per maund (A voice: It was then selling
...at Rs. 18 per mannd). That may be true in respect of American cotton,
but I am talking of desi cotton. In a· previous session of the Council
the Honourable Revenue Member had promised in one of his speeches
that if the prices fell down abnormally, Government would certainly con. sider the question of reducing abiana rates. The honourable Chief Engineer,
while referring to that speech, has tried to give a different colouring to that
-speeeh and has tried to lay stress on the pertieulae words used. Undoubtedly
"it was said that if the prices of cotton fell down to Rs. 4 or Rs. 5 per mannd,
·.the question of reducing water rates would be favourably considered. But
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I do not think that by using these particular figures, the Honourable ]le.
.venue Member meant that the water rates would be reduced only if theprices fell down to Rs. 4 or Rs. 5, not: less and not more. That is pot
what was intended to be conveyed by t'hese figures. Th1;1it was not thespirit of the speech as the Chief Engineer would have us believe. In reality,
the speaker meant that if the prices of cotton fell down substantially, thewater rates would be reduced. The present prices of cotton waff&Ilt a
reduction in these rates. Now, the time has come when that promise should
be fulfilled. While opposing this cut, the honourable member
Ferozepore (Mr. Maya Das) was pleased to say that people of canal irrigated
areas had no reason to grumble and complain of these _wate.r rates, when ~bezamindars of the well-irrigated areas had to pay much more towards the
ecst of irrigation of their 'lende. He is of opinion that irri,g3tbn by wells.
costs more than irriga.tion· by canals. But he has stated no figures . in .support of his statement. If he had supported his statement with fi.g!ll1eS.
I would have given due weight to his argument. I know f.or certain th.at.
well-irrigation does not cost more than 4'riga.tion by canals. He appears.
to have opposed this cut fop the s.ake of mere opposition.

from

i

I·

.Another point that Government should take into consideration in
this connection is that the produce per acre of cotton crop has very much
decreased during the last few yea.rs. We find that every year this .crop·
is attacked by one insect-pest or another. The .Agricultural Department
with all the resources and so much staff at its disposal has not been able to
suggest any remedy to save these crops from these pests. I understand
that. last year in one part of :Montgomerydistrict and in some parts of theLyallpur district the cotton crop had failed. I have come to know that
whereas one acre of land used to yield 15 or in some cases 20 maunds of
.cotton now this yield do011 not exceed 4 maands per acre of land. It appears.
that some elements ·are e.t work which are not now favourable to the growth
of cotton crop. But the Agricultural department has done nothing toimprove the situation. It is, in my opinion, guilty of criminal negligence
in as much as it has fa.iled to do .its duty towards the samindars, It has
not been able to suggest jhe right course to the cultivators. The honourable
member for Montgomery stated to the House that the area under the cotton
crop had, of late, increased all over the world, and consequently tlie supply •
of cotton had increased much more than there was demand for it. I do not
know how far it is true, because there are no figures available in this respect. In America and in other civilised countries of the. world Government
prepares forecast and statistics showing thereby the area under a particular:
crop in other eonntriee . qf the world. With the help of these statistics
each country regulates the cultivation of different crops according as there·
is demand for it in the world market. But our Government has not so far
thought of preparing such statistics and our zamindars grow cotton and other
crops without knowing beforehand what prices their crops are likely to
fetch. In this connection I may inform the Government, if it does not know
already, that .cotton crop is the only crop which brings some money to the
zamindars. Tile wheat and such other crops are mostly consumed by the
zamindars themselves, Therefore the zamindars must grow this crop,
particulary when the department of .Agriculture has not been able to suggest a comiterpa.rt of this crop. Under the circumstances,the supply of
0
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,Qotton has very much increased and there is .no likelihood of the prices of
.eorton crop going up now. All these circumstances combined together
justify a reduction in obiana l:!-S has been proposed by the honourable mover.
.I do not insist that Government must needs reduce it by any fixed amount
,in the. rupee. I realise that a.t tb.i,s time when· the province is face to face
with a financial stringency, we cannot, with fairness, insist on any sub;stantial reduction in the abiana.
'
·
·
·

.The

Honourable Mi8D Sir Fazl-i-Husain:

Does the honourable

znember think that it· can be reduced by 4 annas in the rupee ?

Rana Firoz-ud•Din Kh8D (Urdu): I do not insist on an:y
particular figure.· But all the same, it is very important that some
Telief should be afforded to the zamindars. It is a matter which should
-not be shelved: Something must be done to satisfy the zamindars.
In the present circumstances Government will' not be justified to trot out
the same old reply that the present budget is ~ deficit budget and that it
would not be possible for it to do as proposed. This demand of the zamindar
is very reasonable and justified. It must be met anyhow. We will not
object to reduction in other items of the expenditure if the saving will be
:utilised to reduce a?iana on cotton crop. I would suggest that a committee
-0£ some financiers be called and some zsmindar members of the Council
.slso be co-opted in that committee. It should find some via media so that
financial equilibrium of the province might be maintained and the · reason.able demand of the zamindars satisfied. With these words I support
the cut moved by my honourable friend.

Mr. E. Maya Das: On a personal explanation, Sir. The last speaker
said that I made out that a man who cultivated land with well irrigation
had to spend more and that I had no basis for that statement. Sir, the
basis for it will be found in the Council debates. I think it was in the
-;]'ear 1925.
Mr. President: That is not a personal explanation, but another
speech.

Mr. E. Maya Das : Sir, I was going to make no speech. The infor-mation is available. He was wrong in saying that my statement had no
basis. · I have made my statement on the basis of what the Honourable the
Financial Commissioner laid before the House during the budget debate
in 1925 or 1926.

Mr. H. Calvert (Financial Commissioner): Sir, I was reading a short
time ago a book dealing with the agrarian system in India under Muslim
.rule. The chief authority concerning the conditions of about 700 years
.ago a gentleman named Zia-ud-Din, Barni, wrote an interesting book,
Tarikh-i-Humayun. There he warned the. Emperor of the day not to put a
light assessment on the peasants. He said that light assessment made the
,peasantry idle and insubordinate. (Laughter). Now, Sir, that was written
.about 700 years ago, and in those days the assessment was 50 per cent.
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the gross as compared with less than 5 per cent. to-dsy. Lhave, Birt
.spent most of my service in districts which do not enjoy eanal irrigation
.and I sympathise very deeply and very sincerely with . the hardships . and
-sufferings of those poor people who are striving to live on two, three or
four acres without canal irrigation, and for them, Sir, I have every respect
.and admiration. But, when I hear our more prosperous friends, with better
.aid to agriculture, grumbling, I am, Sir, in somewhat less· syp:1pathywith
them. The proposal would, at a rough guess, represent a loss of round
.about Rs. 20 lakhs. The last speaker has pointed out· that of the original
increase of Rs. 50 lakhs only about Rs. 25 lakhs remain, and if the present
-ent is made, there will be little left at all. Now, Sir, one would have thought
. from the speeches of those honourable members who supported this out
-that they were in sympathy with the poor cultivators, but we do not hear
.of any example of that sympathy taking a practical form. If my honour.able friend from Montgomery would address his neighbour, the honourable
-friend from Shahpur, and ask whether the owners of the private canals, who
take one-fourth of the produce as their water rate, are prepared to reduce
that proportion in consideration of this fall in price of cotton, I feel very
.eertain that the answer would be •· certainly not." The honourable
member denied, or rather refused, to accept the statement from the honour·
.able member from Simla that the zamindars were prepared to pay a far
higher water rate. The Punjab water rate may be taken round about
.5 to 7 per cent. of the gross produce. The private canal owners of Shahpur
·take one-fourth of the gross produce. The cost of well irrigation is variously
.estimated from 2.2 to 50 rupees an acre as against an all round average'
·water rate of about Rs. 4-8-0.
.of

· Another broad· consideration, Sir, is this, and I hope the Council will
~always bear this in mind as it is most supremely important for this province,
this province has invested round about 36 crores of rupees on irrigation
·works, I have not got the exact figures, but I think it is round about that,
-sum, They will understand that that investment involves a tremendous
Iiability and any haphazard, casual interference
4P.M.
with the working of these canals merely on ae-eount of· a temporary change in prices may have the most serious effect on
.our province. It may be cotton to-day, sugar to-morrow, and wheat the
day after. Any· attempt to bring political pressure on to the working of
.an investment of 86 crores is, I think you will all admit, highly dangerous.
We have pressure brought to bear from honourable members from the south.east of the province asking Government to push on the work on the Bhak:ra
Dam Scheme. Those gentlemen know perfectly well that they will not
get water at the average low rate which the rest of the Punjab pays. And
yet, Sir, in the south-east of the province they are prepared to pay twice
and three times the water rates which are charged in our present irrigated
,tracts. If the principle be adopted, that whenever there is a temporary
drop in prices, water rates must be reduced, then this Council must also
-aeeept the principle that where there is a rise in the price of produce, the
,water rates must go up. We have at present a proposal in another House
-to enhance the duty on sugar. The effect of that duty will be probably to
· put up the price of fl'UT. Is that a sound reason for our Finance Member
d;o increase the abiar,,a on sugarcane ? If so, if we1a.dmit casual rises, casual
, 2c
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c,hanges in prices be a sound reason for reduction or alteration of wat~r-

•tes,

I think it would be fairly clear that it will only lead to greater confusion and· very great divisions between the people of this province. When
Ibis motion was before UB on the last occasion, I tried to explain to the House'
lbati this · province is able to charge a water rate actually less than what
ii· costs to put the water on to the land. I happen to have figures beforeine for the Lower Bari Doab Canal. The capital cost per acre newly irri-·
pted on the Lower Bari Doab is about Rs. 70. Taking interest on · it at
& per cent., the interest charge per acre irrigated is round about Rs. ~3-0.
Administration charges are · round about Rs. 1-8-0 per acre. Thereforethe eost of putting water on to the Lower Bari Dosb Canal is Rs. 1>-11-0
per acre as compared with the average water rate of Rs. ~8-0. The sameargument applies to most of the canals except those which were built last
century, the Lower Jhelum and the Lower Chenab. The so-called pro,,
from our canals is of course due to the credit of indirect receipts, sales,
of• 1and and land revenue. But the actual water rate is less than what
it- costs Government to put the water on the land.
There is one further view of this case which I should like members to,
take. I ilmstrate this by the case of the Nill Bar. When the project for
a canal is worked out, this Government has to see how it proposes to make'
that canal a :financial success and how it proposes to meet the heavy interest
capital charges thereon. Therefore, the whole question of receipts and expenditure has to be gone into most carefully. On the Nill Bar we have taken
G .all-ronnd estimated receipt from water-rate alone of, I think, Rs. ~8-0'
an acre · over perennial and Rs. 2-4-0 over non-perennial canals. I estimate that they were the average and if we always got that average waterrate we should, be able to make the Nili Bar project a financial success. H
we do not get that average water-rate, the project will not be a financia.l
success but will be a burden on the province. If you are going to reduce·
'the water-rate cin cotton by Rs. 1-8-0 an acre you are very seriously interfering with the average water rate, and unless honourable members areprepared to make the rates higher on other crops so as to compensate Government for this loss, the proposal ceases to be practicable. I do hope·
honourable members would realise that under the terms under which we·
raise loans we are to raise so much income and that income must be raised
or we lose our credit. If members are prepared to have increased water·
rates from wheat or sugar so as to compensate for this loss of 20 lakhs, then·
the position is worth discussing. If members merely put forward a proposal
for reduction without suggesting any compensation, then they must seethat they are inflicting a very great injury indeed, not only on the financial
prospects of this province, but on its credit when the time next comes to
borrow for further irrigation projects.

nt

on

Mr. J. D. Penny· (Finance Secretary): Sir, I do not wish to detain
the House long, but I should like to emphasise the practical results of the
reduction which the honourable member wishes to make in the abiana rate
on cotton. Taking the average area under cotton tor the last three yeazs
and working out the reduction thereon, I :find that it will amount to approximately 24 · Iakhs of rupees. The effect of this can be very easily imagined
when we remember, uh.at much of the , difficulty in balancing or trying :to·
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·-1,~anee the· budget for' next year has been d~ to a 'loss · revenue whioo
:'.a~ounts to yeey 1;1noh the same figure.. We have reduce.d. our
rev~ri11e
l>y a'. SWl1 amounting to about·lO lakhs m-pursuanoo of a.n undertaking given
-some yea.rs ago that the principles of the new' land revemie Bill should be
.applied to settlements that were started after 1922; We ha.ve also to 'face
'-~ e:x:~ted: loss under the head of Excise amottnting to 18 or 14 lakhs.
)t is therefore a curious coincidence that the loss which the honourable me:m~
'her wishes to infliot upon the province wnounts• to just about the BQJlle
a.mount as we have already experienced · in our coming budget. The provirice .is faced with the question whether it wishes to proceed with the deve"lopment of those schemes on which it has embarked in the last three or
·four ysars since the remission «;>f the provincial contributions, and an examination of our commitments under the various departmental heads and
a comparison of those commitments with any probable growth of receipts
Jeads us to the conclusion that without some definite addition to our revenues,
it will be quite impossible to finance these further developments whioh I
-think all sections of the House are anxious to see translated into practice.
Any reduction therefore of our existing sources of revenue will not merely
msks further progress impossible but necessitate an actual cutting down
of the present bensfieeat activities of Government. The honourable mem. her has laid much stress upon the fact, that when the existing rate for cotton
'fas fixed, prices were very high. It is true prices have fallen since, hut it is
· not true that the rate was fixed on the assumption that the prices then
prevalent would continue. I remember myself that in the autumn of 1920
when I was starting.a settlement and had to give very serious consideration
·to this particular subject, the rate for cotton was Rs. 9, and it was known
when the rates were raised in 1928 or 1924, that a drop of this kind was
a thing which was only too likely to happen. Several honourable members
"have recognised the impossibility of rapidly changing the charges for the
supply of water with the changes in the market rates of produce. It must,
I think, be accepted that it is only when the price of the crop falls for a considerable period and shows no signs of raising again that that can be made
-a reasonable ground for reducing the charge that has been fixed for it.
The present charge is Rs. 5-8-0, I think, in the Upper Bari.Doab and Rs. 6-4-0
upon the canals of the triple project, and if we assume that the outturn of
a canal irrigated land is only about 5 maunds per acre.....
(An Honous«
-~le Member: The rate is Rs. 6-8-0.) Well, Lassume that it is Rs. 6-8-0•
.i\.s,suming that the outturn is 5 maunds per acre and the return Rs. 7 or 8
. ~ maund, the value of the profits will be about Rs. 40. Can it seriously be
Ufge~ that it is not worth the zamindars' while to pay Rs. 6~8-0 per acre?.
Several honourable members who hail from barani districts have told the
B,:Quse .that they would be willing to pay a great deal more than this. Now •.
the. increase in revenue which was secured by a revision of the water-rates
-in 1924 amounted approximately to 55 .lakhs. This was reduced in the
following year by 17 lakhs and subsequently by further reduction in water
rates by another. 8 lakhs, so that, the .net enhancement of revenue by water
rates has been Bs. 80 lakhs only. The honourable member now proposes
-to reduce that by Rs. 24 lakhs leaving a miserable residue of only 6 la.khs.
1i · le1t\'e it to · the House to· decide whether he· has made out a case for so ·
,drast;fo a reduction. . .
.
.
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, · . The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon (Minister. for Local Sel,f·. Government) (Urdu) : It is quite true, Sir, that if yo:n are making a bargain,
, with another person, it usually pays you to keep back the truth and sho;W
only that side of yo~·picture which may be· likely to serve your purpow
.better .. I am a zamindar my~elf and, therefore, I stand to ga~ by any
reduction. that may be made m the obiana. But. after all, Sir, truth is
. :truth, and it must be told when you are dealing with such a matter .of. public·
jmportanee. My honourable friend representing the Lahore, Bikh, RqraJ,
,constituend,Y (Sardar Hira Singh Narli) may say
'.
·
'

bu~ there is no gainsaying the fact that the lands in the canal irrigated areas·
usually yield 10 to 15 maunds of cotton per acre.
·

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : That is not a fact, Sir.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: I say that theydo yield that much in the beginning.

Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan : Yes, in the beginning.
,

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan. Noon: And the produce from'

the old lands is nearly the same, too.

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : It. used to be that much but it is not·
the same now.

'

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : I get that much from·
my lands which are not even permanently irrigated.

Khan Babadur Mian Muhammad Hayat, · Qureshi : But thoselands are highly fertile and exceptionally rich.

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: Thank you, but it is a
fact that these are the usual expectations from the lands in the canal irrigated areas.
However, Sir, even if we take the produce at 9 maunds per acre and
the price of the American cotton at Rs. 8 a maund, the income comes to
Rs. 72 per acre. Now, half of this goes to the cultivator and, similarly, half
of the obiana falls upon him. Then, even if the zamindar gets no more than'
Rs. 20, it surely is not too much for him to contribute a mere Rs. 8 towards
the public treasury.
The zamindars themselves get no less than Rs. 18,,
a.s their haq-i-a1Jpashi and, therefore, it is but fair that they should not
grudge paying Rs. 8 to the Government.
Now, let us look at the situation in the light of these circumstances and
our present financial condition. You know ' it fully well that we are face,
to face with a deficit budget this year, and you cannot be unaware of ·what·
a. deficit budget implies. · If any honourable member would like to .eome.to
me I will show him how this financial stringency has affected :the schemes,
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designed for the welfare of the province. There . are so . many hospi~
which we intended to provincialize and there are a good many other bane.I
:6.cent schemes which we wanted to carry out this year. We feel that some
of these schemes are of the most urgent importance so far as the poor people:
living in the far off rural areas are concerned, but we are simply compelled·
to withhold them for want of money.. Under these circumstances, Sir, I
sincerely hope that my honourable friends.will realize the desirability of ·noti
pressing their demand any further.
I
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli (Urdu) :. Sir, was hoping that the Gc;v·
emment will aeecrd to my amendment 11. sympathetic eonsideration which'
it richly deserves. But I am sorry to find even the zamindar member of
thP Government (the Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon) raising hi&'
'Voice against it. However, that is not· a matter for surprise, because. so;
long as he is a. member of the Government it is his duty to work in the interests of the Government. Then the Financial Secretary was pleased to
quote what he thought to be the price at which cotton is selling at present;
But I submit, Sir, that those are the highest rates fot the best American,
cotton. The price of the dui cotton has fallen considerably and is still on
tlie decrease. I know that we have a deficjt budget this year, but that is,
the only reason why I have asked for such a small reduction. · The Gov-:
ernment cannot deny that if it is face to face with financial stringency, the
condition of the aamindars is even worse.
Now, if you compare the rates charged in the Punjab with those pre·
va.lent in other parts of the country you will find that in the United Pro-:
vinces and Sindh they are much lower than in our province. I own some
lands in Sindh, and there we have to pay less than Rs. 5 by way of abiana.
Then· Sir, cotton sells at t:( much higher price in Sindh on account of the
neamess of the port of Karachi and, moreover, an acre in that province
consists of 10 komals while here it is equal to 8 karuds only.
The honourable the Financial Commissioner was pleased to remark
that if vou reduce the burden on the zaminders and make them too comfortablevthey usually take to mischief-ma.king. This, Sir. is a question
about which the less said the better. But I mav be allowed to point'
out that if there is really any danger of that kind it is in the case of those
drawing too fat salaries and not from the poor starving zamindara.
My honourable friend, Mr. Maya. Das, has asked why the zamindars do
not use wells for irrigation purposes. That is really a very good suggestion,
But those who know anything about our lands will bear me out when I say
that we can get only salt water there. The zamindars would be only too
· ready to take up that suggestion if they would get good, sweet water from
wells.
·
·
Under these circumstances, I would request the Government to seeits way to revise its position with regard to this amendment. I am ver,
glad to find that the communal warfare which was too conspicuous a feature
of our deliberations last year has subsided to a great extent and, therefore,
I hope. that this as well as other motions will be considered dispassionately
and purely on their merits.
The Honourable Mian · Sir . Fazl-i..Husain (Revenue Member),..
(Urdu) : Sir, I think I had better speak on this amendment in Urdu. My .
0
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ho:oounble friend, the Sardar Sahib, has Raid that we should consider every,
:u1otioJ11 dispassionately and then vote upon it aeeordins to its merits, 1
q'lilite agree with him, beca.use we cannot adopt a . better course of action
than this golden role. I have always urged upon the Councilthe desirability
-of adopting this course a.nd tried to induce my honourable friends invariably
io keep it in view. Now, Sir, this amendment calls our attention to three.
things, and l hope the House will accord the most careful and dispassionate
eensfderation to them. First of all, there are four main sources of income
.in this province. Ont of these, the first place is occupied by abiana (water
1'1te) and the second by land revenue. Then come the proceeds in the EX:eise department and stamp fee, etc., and lastly, some miscellaneousitems.
'This, I hope, must be clear to every honourable member of the Council.
Next, we have to take into consideration the expenditure which the
province was incurring before the introduction of the Reforms, and se@
how it has increased. First of all, we had to maintain the various colleges,
sehools' hospitals, ete., that had come into existence before the advent
-0f the Reforms, and they were, almost all of them, situated at the head,quarters of the districts or in other central places, with the result thatpeople
Jiving in the far off rural areas could not er,tjoy the benefits of schools, hosj)itals and good roads. It was, therefore, necessary to provide the same
facilities to the rural areas. But that required money, and there is no
;gainSP-ying the fa.ct that Government cannot get money without an increase
in taxation. Now, the land revenue was a source from which the income
,~as really on the increase, But it is well-known,to the honourable members
that the Land Revenue Act, which they were pleased to pass last year,
has reduced the chances of a large increase in land revenue. Thi:'! year, it
has caused a loss of ten lakhs of rupees, and this sum of ten lakhs has gone
io the zamindars owning lands mainly in the canal irrigated areas. (A
"Doice : In which districts ?). In Gujranwala, Gujrat, Jhang, Shahpur,
:Sheikhupura, Attock, and one other district. Now, as a result of this decrease
.of ten lakhs the Government has not been able to do what it wanted to· do
for the uplift of the backward people. Not only that. We have been also
compelled to withhold some beneficent schemes intended for ameliorating
the condition of the people in some of the mow backward and poorer
.districts like Gnrgaon, Pindi and Kangra, etc. May I ask, Sir, whether
it is possible to build and maintain schools, hospitals, roads and canals
without money?
0

Sardar Bira Singh, Narli: But can you not reduce your expenditure by a proportionate reduction in the salaries of those who are drawing
'Rs. 500 or more a month ?
The HonourableMian S~ Fazl•i•Hus•: I am coming to that present·
]y. I was saying, Sir, that these facilities are absolutely necessary, and none
needs them more than the poor people of the rural areas. But nothing can
be done without money. And what do we find here? Instead of suggest·
ing ways and means for augmenting its income, the Government is asked to
part with another 25 lskhs, I submit, Sir, that that is absolutely impos.sible uruesa we do · away with the rural dispensaries and stop a good many

,:g:rants to district

boards.

It is you, who stand. to lose by·adopting snob a

.eowae. of action. Yon ba.v~ urged upon the HoU!Se to consider every problem

-on Jts merits, and. I would request you to accord tha ssme treatment to
what I am going to say with regard to our present. flnancial condition. We
.hsve been discussing the various items of the budget.for the last two days.
Every honourable member knows that we are face to face with a deficit
budget this year. Not only that. It is also obvious that the present state
..of affairs cannot improve unless there is an improvement in the sources of
. our income. But may I ask whether any motion has been brought forward
by any membsr which ~~ likely to . reduce our expenditure or to increase our
.ineome ? Do you mean io ·sa.y that we can reduce our expenditure by increasing the pay of the patwaris ? I was under the impression that the
honourable members had realized the importance of the present situation
.and, therefore, I was hoping that they would rise to the occasion.
.Now, it has. been said that land revenue is contributed and shared
by the whole province while the burden of abiano falls upon the canal irri. gated areas only. But may I ask, Sir, whether the condition of the zamindars in any part of the province is better than that of the people owning
lands in the canal irrigated areas ?. Both Sardar Sahib and Pir Sahib have
.urged that the poor zaminclarsmust be afforded some relief by reducing the
. abiana, but have they even given a thought to the fact that there are poorer
people in districts like Jhelum and Gurgaon who will consider themselves
only - too fortunate if they could get water even at these rates ? I will
.request them to reflect whether they would be prepared to meet such a· demand if they were in my position. The. Government has been repeatedly
urged to help the poor zamindars. But can any one say that the condition
. of the. zamindara who own lands in the canal coloniesis really worse as compared· with all· other classes of people living ·in· the province ?
Now, let us consider this amendment in the light of these circumstances
. and the golden rule suggested by the honourable mover; He says that the
price of cotton has fallen considerably and, therefore, this commodity cannot bear the present burden of obiana. But, would he like the idea of throw
ing this burden on any other crop in order to relieve cotton ? Will he
please name any other . crop which would be able to bear this burden ?
Hardly three months ago, i.e., in December 1929, this matter was discussed
in this House at great length. At that time also I put the same proposition
before the honourable members, because. the Government simply cannot
_ reduce a single piee unless it can find some other source of income to counterbalance the loss in income.
Therefore, Sir, if 1 were to say that the Government would. accord a
- sympathetic consideration to this proposal it would surely create a wrong
impression that the Government will make some reduction in the abiana
and make up the loss from some other source. I must make it clear that
that is absolutely impossible unless the Government were to abandon all
beneficent schemes or modify the existing rates of abiana on other crops.
Hardly a year back, the honourable members definitely promised that the
Council would be quite willing to help the Government to make up any
Joss that might result from the passage of the Land Revenue Act. But
· what do we find now ? The province has already suffered a loss of ten
Iakhs under the head land revenue, and now Government is being asked to
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reduce the abiana also.
Ma.y I ask, Sir, whether this is what· ~h~~
Honourable Members meant by their willingness to help the Government ? '
Mr.President: Demand under consideration, amendment moved- . .
. " That the tote.I' gntnt be reduced by, Re. 1."

The question is that the proposed· reduction be made.
The Council divided: Ayes 22, Noes 81.
AYES.
Diwan· Bahadur Raja Narendra
Malik Nawab Major Talib ~ehd(
· Nath.
Khan.
Bai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram.
Sayad Muhammad Husain.
· Chaudhri Ram Singh.
Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan.
Chaudhri Kesar Singh.
Lala Chetan Anand .
. Pandit Nana.k Chand.
Ohaudhri
Muhammad
AbduI
- Chaudhri Baldev Singh.
Rahman Khan.
· Lala Mukand Lal, Puri.
Ohaudhri Afzal Haq.
Lala Gopal Das.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq.
Lala Jyoti Prasad.
Sardar Hira. Singh, Narli.
· · Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri.
Sardar Hari Singh.
Pandit Mehar Chand.
Sardar Partap Singh.
Sardar Harbakhsh Singh.
NOES.
Col. C. A. Gill.
Mr. C. M. G. Ogilvie.
Mr. H. Calvert.
Mr. H. W. Emerson.
Mr. C. A. H. Townsend.
Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave.
Khan Bahadur Maulvi Abdul Ghani~The Honourable
Malik . Firoz
Khan, Noon.
Mr. S. L. Sale.
Khan Bahadue Captain Sardar
Khan Bahadue Nawab Muza:ffar
Khan.
Sikander Hyat Khan.
Mr. W. R. Wilson.
Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan La.I.
Mr. Owen Roberts.
Mr. R. Sanderson.
Rai Bahadur Pandit Daulat Ram,
Mr. M. A . Ghani.
Kalia,.
Mr. H.F. Ashton.
Bai Bahadur Lala Rattan Chand.
Mr. W. S. Dorman.
Khan Bahadur Nawab MuhamThe Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal.
mad Jamel Khan.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra
Chaudhri Ali Ahmad.
Singh.
Sardar Bahadur Captain Dalpat
The Honourable Sir Alexander
Singh.
Sto~.
Sardar Bahadur Sardar
Sheo
The Honourable Mian Sir Pazl-iNarain Singh.
Husain.
Mr. E. Ma.ya Das.
Mr. Alan Mitchell,
Mr, J. D. Penny.
Mr. President: The question is0

" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,35,66,000 be granted to the Governor in Oounoif'..
to defray the charges that will come in eourseof payment for the year ending:
the 31st Ma.rob 1931 in respect of Irrigation."

The motion was carried.
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The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain (Revenue Member): Sir,..
E'beg to move" That a: sum not exceeding Rs. 87,58,000 be granted to the Governor in Counoil todefray the charges tha.t will come in course of pa.yment for the yea.r eliding
the 3ls1; of March 1931 in respect of Irriga.tion Esta.blishm~t-:Open ·C~

• ..-

The motion was carried.
IRmaATioN

EsTABLisHMENT, SuTLEJ

vALLEY PRoJEcT.

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i•Husam : Sir, I beg to move-e"That a. sum not exceeding Rs. 17,54,000 be gra.nted to the Governor in Council to·
defray the charges that will come. in course of pa.yment for the year ending.
the 31st March 1931 in respect of Irriga.tion Esta.blishment, Sutlej Va.lley
Project."

The motion was carried.
lnRIGATION (CAPITALExPESDITURE),

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i•Husain:

Sir, I beg to mov~

" That a. sum not exceeding Rs. 32,54,000 be gra.nted to the Governor in Council to
defray the oha.rges that will come in course of payment for the year ending.:
the 31st March 1931 in respect of Irriga.tion (Ca.pita.I Expenditure)."

The motion was carried.
DEBT SERVICES.

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow (Finance Member): Sir,· I

beg to move-

"That a. mm not exceeding Rs. 6,600 be granted to the Governor in Council to .de-fra. , the charges tha.t will come in course of pa.yment for the year ending the,
3b t of March 1981 in respeot of Debt Services."

The motion was carried.
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION(RESERVED).

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow:· Sir, I beg to move"That a. sum not exceeding Rs. 93,60,200 be granted to the Governor in Council to,
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending.
the 31st of March 1931 in respeef of General Administration (Beserved)." ·

Mr. President : Demand moved is" That a. sum not exceeding Rs. 93,60,200 be granted to the Governor in Council to·
defray the charges tha.t will come in course of payment for the year ending
the 31st of March 1931 in respect of General Administration (Reserved)."

Chaudhri Zafrulla Khan [Sialkot, (Muhammadan), Rural] : Sir, I

beg to move-

"Tha.t the gra.nt be reduced by Rs. 1,000 with respect to the item of Rs.
Tota.1-Provincia.l Legislative Council."

1,30,400,:..

My object in moving this demand is to urge upon Government the
necessity of providing an adequate staff of messengers and orderlies for the
Council and a clerk for preparing members' travelling allowance bills. I
conceive that it is not necessary for me to make a lengthy speech in support
of this motion, as I do not apprehend that any section of the House will be.,
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• disposed to quarrel with the nooessity· for a · btittet staff 9i· m~ng~ a.nd
-orderlies for the Council· Chamber and also the necessity for. a. clerk -to pre.~e members' bills and other similar documents. I have put the motion
·in.that form out of regaTd to the financial stringency with which the proviriee is faced, No doubt, a great deal more staff is necessary both for the
-offlee and for the Council Chamber, but I have confined my motion to the.t
·amount of staff without which the work of the Council and the members is
Teally being seriously hampered. Very often, when one is sitting in the
Chamber and a debate is proceeding, one wants to communicate with other
honou:mblPmembers or to send for papers or books from the office or from
the Library, and there is nobody who can attend to one's requirements.
-Oidinarily,there are only two orderlies who attend during the sittings in
-the Cham her and their services are very seldom available to non-official
members for the purpose of sending them on. errands. If one or both of
-them are sent away, there will be no one left to attend to other de·
, .mands that mightarise.
Similarly, with regard to the demand that a clerk should be provided
for preparing members' travelling allowance bills and other similar doeuments.: I ean assure the Government benches that honourable members
:have, a genuine grievance that their travelling allowance bills .are delayed
for considerable periods of time and are not passed sometimes for months,
.and very often, the reason is either that they have not been properly prepared
which is due to the fact that a very large number of membersincluding myself, for instance-are not familiar with the details and -mles
with regard to these matters and are not able to fill up these travelling
.allowanes bills without help from the office, with regard to distances and
.rates and other matters on which technical advice is necessary and we are
.also assured that the delays are due to the fact that the office is undermanned.
If these two demands are agreed to, honourable members will feel that their
grievances with regard to orderlies and messengers in the Chamber and
with regard to the matter of the preparation of travelling allowance bills
have been removed. This is not a matter over which I apprehend that any
controversy will arise, and I hope Government will be prepared to accept
·the motion in the spirit in which it has been put before the House. With
:,these words, I move the amendment.
Mr. President: Demand under consideration, amendment moved ,
.isf{

"That the grant be reduced by Rs. 1,000 with respect to the item of Rs. 1,30,400Total-'-Provinoia.l Legislative Council."

Mr. H. W. Emerson (Chief Secretary) : Sir, I think a happy eonven. tion has been established between Government and the House in regard
'.to the financial provision necessary to maintain the dignity and efficiency
-of the. House and the comfort of the members. On the one hand, the House
has never asked anything that has not been reasonable, on the other hand
Government has therefore never refused anything that the House has asked
for. Government has every reason to suppose that that convention will be
maintained and will only be too glad to give sympathetic consideration t~
any proposals that may be put · forward for the further comfort and con·
wenienea of the members in the directions indicated by the honourable mover
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of the amendment. I hope that in view of th!is assurance, the honour~bl~mover will not desire to press his amendment.
Chauclhri Zafrulla Khan : Sir, . in vie~ of the assurance given by theChief Secretary, I beg for leave to withdraw my amendment.
The amendment was, by leave, withdrawn.
Chaudhri Zafrulla Khan [Sialkot (Muhammadan) Rural] : Sir, I,
beg to move=!
.

" That the grant be reduced by Bs, 100 with ~pect to the item of Rs. 49,100-Elec~·
.tions of members of Indian and :E'rovincW Legislatures."

My object in moving this amendment is ito draw the attention of Government to the inadequacy of polling arrangements in rural areas. On a
previous occasion also, I drew the attention of Government to the griev-. snces which arise on the occasions of elections to the provincial and Indian.
Iegislaturee that in the rural areas arrangements for polling are extremely
inadequate.
Honourable members are aware that candidates are not permitted either to supply hired conveyances to: the electors in order to carry
them from their homes to the polling stationa and to take them back; or to·
pay them their travelling expenses, and in thelrural areas even in the central
districts where the police stations, which are I generally chosen as places for
establishing polling stations, -are more numerous than they are in the more
sparsely populated tracts of the province, great inconvenience is felt as
sometimes the polling station is, as many, as • ten or fifteen miles from the·
home of the elector, and it is rather difficult to expect that a man will give·
up one whole day's work and undertake a journey fifteen miles in each diree- ·
tion, that is to say, a. distance of thirty miles, at his own expense, for the
purpose of recording his vote. In those tracts in which police stations are ·
not so numerous; I understand that occasiqnally the distance between a ·
a polling station and another is foi:ty or
miles, It will, therefore, be
easily imagined what amount of inconvenienc,e the electors have to undergo ·
when they are asked to go and record their votes at the polling stations on
the occasions of these elections. On the other hand no doubt as popular·
franchise has been establised in this province and as time passes, one hopes.
that the basi~ of the franchise will be still morr widen~d and a ~arger n~ber
of persons will be expected to go· to. the polling stations, the mconvemenee
that is at present being felt will be largely n\tultiplied. In this respect the
rural elector is at a great disadvantage as compared with the urban elector·
and so is a candidate contesting a rura. l co~stituency as compared with. a
candidate who is contesting an urban eonstituency, This is a matter to
which Government's attention was drawn also on a previous occasion.
during the discussion of the budget.
The principal objection that might be taken to this suggestion that
polling stations in rural areas for these elections should be very largely multiplied, is the objection of expense. No doubt. whenever conveniences of
this kind have· to be provided for expenditure has got· to be incurred. The··
objection of expense may be taken against the whole system of reforrne that
has been introduced since 1919. Every item pf these reforms involves more
expense. The pay of theMinisters, the· pay .~i additional staff', the travel~
ling allowances of honourable members of: provincial legislatures and
members of the Indian legislature. all these i things .involve extra expense.,
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'The question is whether the extra expense which is directed towards securing
the results which is the object of these reforms is ·or is. not justified and no
-one will deny that the. small amount of extra 'expenditure for the purpose
. suggested would be fully justified. There are some devices which no doubt
· the officers concerned with these matters will fully explore by adopting which .
·it may be found that the increased expenditure is not as great as is appre. bended. For instance, even in the present system it sometimes happens
·that when there is a large number of electors, the electors even of one community have to be divided into two or more batches, and one batch of electors
would come and record their votes on one day, and the other batch on the
second day. In the case of those police stations at any rate where two days
have to be fixed to enable the electors of one particular community to record
their votes on the occasions of these elections if the police stations were to .
Ibe divided into two groups and polling stations were established in the
. middle of each of these two groups, the average distance which the elector
·may have to walk would be hal:v-e~ and the ~ays on which the votes have to
· be recorded would not. be multiplied. In this case there would be no extra
,-expense. In other cases where polling would take place in one polling station
-on two days as a result of the widening of the franchise, if not at the next
elections but certainly for the elections thereafter, there will he a very
·1arge number of voters. There too it will be necesSB;Iy for Government to
-allot more days to allow voters to go and record their votes at the time of
-the elections. All that Government would have to do.in the case of such
police stations in order to mee~ this ~em~d would _be to divide them up
-into circles and to put up polling stations m the middle of these circles.
With regard to other police stations it may be that a slight multiplication of the number of polling booths would involve a slight amount of extra
expense, but that would be fully justified having regard to the object which
111as to be achieved.

I have also one other suggestion to offer, as it affects the recording of
votes in rural areas. At present the hours fixed
5 l'. M.
• for po~g are from 9 A.M. to 4 P.M. allowing for a.
·short interval for lunch m the middle for the officers engaged in the arrangement for polling. My own experience in a rural constituency is that gene·rally it is diffi~ult for people. in e~rly ~ter-that
being the ordinary time
when the elect10ns are held in this provmce-to travel to the polling booth
from their homes which may be two or three or five or even ten miles from
-the polling stations to be in time. to record their votes at the very beginning
of the polling. Therefore there is a very sparse attendance at the polling
·stations at 9 A.M. As a matter of fact things do not begin to hum, as it
were, till about 101 or 11 ; whereas tow?'l'ds the close of the polling hours at
.4 o'clock in the afternoon there are still a large number of people who are
anxious to record their votes, but are shut out because the ballot boxes have
to be closed. My suggestionin this respect is that the hours of polling should
·be changed, at any rate certa~nly with regard to rural areas. The hours
-should be from 10 A,M, to 5 P.M. instead of from 9 A.M. to 4 P,M, This change
would meet the grievance in this respect. With these few words I put the
-rednetion motion before the House.
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Mr. President : Demand under consideration, amendment moved
" That the demand be reduced by Rs. 100 with respect to the item of Rs. 49,100,
elections of members of Indian and Provincial Legislatures."
·

Sardar Buta Singh [Multan Division and. Sheikhupura, Sikh, Rural]
{Urdu) : Sir, I quite agree· with what Chaudhri Zafri,tlla Khan has said
and I strongly support him. The trouble and inconvenience that the
members as well as the voters undergo at the time of the elections have been
-fully dilated upon by the honourable mover and the reasons that the honour·
able member adduced in support of his suggestionsa10 also very sc und and
cogent. In the case of the district board elections Government have· seen
that these elections can be efficiently held by locating polling stations at the
.eentral places, In view of the fact that it is more convenient for the people
to assemble at the central places than at the police stations I would request
-the Government that they should see their way to consider the proposals
of the honourable mover favourably. With these few words I resume my
-seat,
Chaudhri Ram Singh [Kangra, (Non-Muhammadan),Rural] (Urdu):
Bir, I rise to support the cut that has been moved by the honourable member
representing Sialkot. Three election have taken place after tbe inauguration of the reform. At the time of the first two elections the polling arrange·
ments were not only different from but also better than the existing polling
.arrangements. Under the previous system certain areas were divided into
.csrtain circles and then in each circle according to the number of the voters,
.one, two, or even three polling stations were established at the police stations,
.and all voting took place on the same day. The voters from the circles werit
;to their respective polling stations and recorded their votes without undergoing any inconvenience or botheration. But under the existing polling
arrangements the invariable rule is that a police station is made the polling
.circle and the recording of votes continue for two or three successive days.
Alphabetically different villages are assigned different days for recording
their votes at the same polling booths and often the simple illiterate zamin.dar voters get confused over the alphabetical system of turns and come to the
polling stations on the wrong days and have to go back again, without record·
ing their votes, and it is quite clear that they never take the trouble of coming
back again for recording their votes. In this way they are put to a good
deal of unnecessary botheration. In view of this trouble it is a grave defect
.and should be remedied. Moreover under the existing polling arrangements
the percentage of attendance instead of increasing is sure to decrease.
Against the previous polling arrangements the objection of the paucity of the
presiding and polling officers' has been urged. No doubt it is a very reason.able excuse but this difficulty can be got over. · Sir, under the existing
arrangements the recording of votes takes place in all places at the same
time and staffs on duty at polling booths take two or three days to finish
their work specially if the circle is a big one. ijince the recording is done
.in all places at the same time a. staff at work at one place cannot be made avail.able to go and attend to the work of recording votes at some other place.
Consequently a separate and independent staff is required for each polling
ibooth, and since we have not got a. large number of officers to depute to the
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work of elections therefore we cannot increase the number of polling
booths hr the convenience of the voters. This is the nature of the difficulty·
· with which we are face to face at present. but i.t can be overeome if we do away
with the system of recording votes on the same. day. If this is done the staff·
at work in one circle after finishingits work there can travel to the next polling·
station to carry on the work of recording votes of that circle. To illustratemy point I will try to show bow this can be done in the case of my own dis-·
trict. The first police station in the district of Kaugra is at Basae....
Aooording to my proposal recording of votes may be done at this place
one day and then the next day may be made a non-working day to allow the·
staff to travel to the next polling station which is at Hamirpur. The recording of the votes of the Hamirpur circle may be 'done on the third day·
and the 4th day may again be made a holiday in order to let the stafI
reach Sujanpur. Similarly after finishing 'recording at Sujanpur the same
staff can go to the next station of Palampur and from there to the next and
so · on. Introducing such an intermittent system cf recording votes would.
prove advantageous in as much as it, will save expenditure and also decrease·
the neeessity of too many responsible officers. These arrangements, if adopted, would prove very helpful to the voters as well as the candidates. According to this very system elections were niade in 011r district at the last two
elections. The voters will get their votes recorded without undergoing or·
experiencing any inconvenience or discomfort and the candidates will have
.sufficient time to be personally present at least at 4 polling stations in order·
to see that the recording of votes is done efficiently. Then, Sir, the honour-:
able member suggested that the recording of votes should be done between
10 .A.M. and 5 P.M. I think this time would be more suitable and more
oonvenient for the electors. With these few words I support the cut
moved by the honourable member.

on

.Khan Bahadur Nawab Muzaffar Khan (Director, Information
Bureau) (Urdu): Sir, I fully realise the trouble and inconvenience that the,
voters experience under the existing polling arrangements. They have my·
heartfelt sympaties. I know that in some cases· they have to walk as much
as 20 or 25 miles in order to reach a polling station to cast their·
votes. While the Government have got every sympathy with the voters
shey, at the same time, expect it from the members of the Council to keep in.
view the expense and difficultiesthat are involved in giving a practical shapeto the proposals put forward by my honourable friend from Sialkot. Sir,
at the time the reforms were inaugurated the number of voters was six
lakhs and the average number of voters· going to a polling station for record-:
ing their votes was between 500 and 1,000. The honourable members are,
aware that no complaint has ever been heard that any person at any place
could not get his vote recorded on account of mis-management or overcrowding.
·
'I'hen, Sir, an honourable member suggested that the number of polling.
stations may be. increased. The number of voters at present is seven lakhs.
Supposing that one polling booth is located for 700 voters then fo: seven1akhs we will have to locate 1,000 polling booths, for which there would be
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required at least 4,000 polling and presiding officers. Thero have.been eom-.
plaints against polling officers and presiding officers. To' remove those. complaints Government as fat' as possible appointed gazetted officersto preside·
at the last elections to the local and the central legislatures. But now if we
accept the suggestion. of the honourable members and raise the number of;
the polling stations to 4,000 we will directly come face to face with the diffi..;
culty of finding responsible-presiding and polling officers. At present there:
is a great paucity of officers. Last time we requested the High Court·to
lend us the services of the Sub-Judges for this work but they rightly refused
to comply with our request on the ground that it was difficult to spare judicial officers. Similar ii:; the· case with other Government officers. They:
cannot be· spared in such large numbers. So, it. is a real and a genuine'
~culty that stands in our path.
'· . I . hope members would be pleased to hear ;that ht spite of all these'.
troubles and inconveniences the percentage of the voters who come to the:
polling stations to cast their votes has been very large. Now the . percent-::
age of the attendance for the Legislative Council and the Asse~bly has a~
some thanas been 60 and 80 respectively. By this I don't mean tq
contest the statement that the voters feel a great deal of inconvenience in:
coming to the polling stations. What I mean to convey is this that now
~ey are becoming so much interested in the electionsthat they do not attach
ve-ry great importance to the inconveniences and trouble involved in
going to and coming back from the polling stations. ·
·
Sir, my next submission is with regard to the expenditure that is incurred
on account of l 4 polling stations. On each polling station a sum of Rs. 40
to Rs. 50 is spent. Two ballot boxes, two canvas bags, table, voting
papers, lists of the voters, locks, seals, sealing wax, etc. If polling stations
are arranged by villages or zails this number would in all probability be
doubled.
·
·
Then, Sir, the honourable member Chaudhri Ram Singh suggested tha~
all electors of one thane. should be able to finish their voting in one day.
This method of polling if adopted would require a still larger number o,
presiding and polling officers. Where one set of officers goes on working fo*
several days, several such sets would be required to finish the polling in one.
day. If suitable officers are available Government would do everything tci
meet the wishes of the House. But I may point out that for recording the
votes of a very few· electors we cannot go to their respective villages. The
number of the voters in such cases is very small and the expense would be
enormous. How can you have polling stations for 20 or 80 electors and.Ill
some cases for 2 or 8 voters as in the case of Kangra, Dera Ghasi .· Khan
and other sp111rsely populated districts. To locate polling booths for such
places would be sheer waste and extravagance. AB regards the proposal
that the recording of votes should commence from 10 A.M; I think there
would be difficulty in adopting the suggestion.

Sardar Mohindar Singh [(Ludhiana, (Sikh) Rural}] (Urdu): Sir, there
are actually some grave defects in the existing polling arrangements. Th~
defect which .lies in alphabetical system according. to which villages. arl!l
·givi(ied Uit<f bp.tches 'Ul thtl same cu:cle 'for the purposes of recording their
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'VQtes is tbia. that under it some voters have to walk 20 or even 25 miles' in
or,dei t9,,get at. the poijing station w~e others have. to undertake
absQl-q~ely to r-03:~J;i there. Th_e polling arrangements that were .made m the
district ofJ,udhi.ana in. the year 1920 and in the year 19.2~ Jver~ fa; bett~¥
t~aIJ., tl.ip~e. made subaequently. The previous arrangements diffe~ed ~om
t4e .eJ,d.~ting 9pe,s,in a~. much. as under them the recording 9fvote~ t9pk
pla,Q.e 9µ .,alternative ~ays_. I would request the Government ~hat, ~his time
they s1:l9ulq J:P.a}te,. polling arrangements according to the older system, for
th,~t; sys.tell'l, · is . more,,convenient for the people, With these words I support'
the honourable mover.
Bahadur Lala Sewak, Ram [(Multan °Division; (Non-Muh9,mm~2,n)., ~ura.~t.(Vrd~)] .= ~ir,, 1 c~. name six, districts m, ~hi~h. ~h~ P°,lling
~~atiims:,~r~.focatecl so far from villages that the voters have to walk t'\Y,elv~
mite~ or'ilibre in each direction before they get at them. . In my constituency
i.h.~ Ji,iiit inst,an,J~ is tp~t of a town by the name of Ahmedpur Si,al in ~he Gii:rh'
gab'.,?~~ i>pece. station where in t~e elec~ion days the . vqfors .· e.~seinb!e.
to ;r~co:i;~. tl\eU' votes after undertaking a Journey of 15 to 2Q and even m
4ises, ~5' m,µeii. . 4-~ the time of the last elections _it :was requested that
~;l'\~,~d~~; Q~ritr~l p~ce, may also be. ID~~e a. polling st~~ion. for, th~ ~on~
rirm~~Cfl. 9,~ the. electors.. But ,the authorities c?ncemed did ?ot. co~sent to
our proposal. The next instance that I would like to quote is the instance
of Dunyapur in Multan district which is 15 miles from its police station. In
this town . there are some one hundred . or more voters. The voters of ,this
· village have. to face the same trouble of walking such a .long distance to th~
police station., The honourable member, the Director .of Info~ation
Bureau, J:ias himself admitted that in the, district of Dera Ghazi Khan the
police statiop~ are situated at long distances from each oth~r.' ~() doub~
in the new districts like Lyallpur and Montgomery the police stations arid
<ionsequently thfl polling st~tiqns are situated at smaller distances from each
oth~r arid voter~, are #ot put to so niuch trouble on account of long dis'ti\,nces
'i:nt~rve~g between their homes t¢d the polling stations. But this m not
t1ie 'caii'e m tlie old diiitrfotit Under these circumstances it is' necessary that
the
of :in'.a~~ Iiolice stat~ons the polling centres should be . changed
,µa msfead of the .: police statioris the central big towns .may be. made the
~1~t}ons:i S~pP_~sn,1~; :Sir; t~~r~ a vill~~e whic~fa situated ~t su~h
a _,place wh'i~h 1s. very near to another police station but . outside 1ts
area. ,. Tlie vot'ers ~, thls v.illage aeeordjng to the existing polli:rig arrange.
~en.ts woul.d riot be 'a)Joweil fo ~ast their votes at the pollifig booth of the
pp~cr.1~·t~~~-~~ w~ch)j ~eare~ .. T~ey
have tog~ to,the po~
:fi?ot~. Qt Jlte~. ow1q~o~c~ ~t,tion, w?et~~r a\ t~e dliJt~~e d_f twentY, nm,es
pr thirty rm1~s •. This IS a great defect and should be 'remedie(i by locating
lf?.¥Wg.~~JtHq~s 'at ·me. ce~~~al ·p~~~es. N9 .~?ubt to_ do thi~ wdrud ,~~qu:ir~
more expenditure but by mcreael.mg the rlufiiber of the polliri:g tlays we can
curtail the expenditure that would oecdm~ 'nece~saey :otherwise. 'Some
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The honourable the Director of Information Bureau was ple!lse!l. to
inform · us · that percentage of
attendance
of rurl!,l votE3rs ,who
actually voted had increased. Sir, at the first election out of 10,900 vci~f!fl
in my constituency only 2,500 voters recorded their votes and at the t~a
election out of 14,000 electors 6,000 to 7,000 electors attended the polling
stations to cast their votes. This shows many voters did not reach the
polling booths. But I say that if you make arrangements to. locate poJlliig
stations near their places this percentage of attendance will still goup.' "'
· .Then the honourable member dilated uponthe paucity of pollingand
presiding officers, no doubt this is a genuine difficulty but we can get
it by utilizing the services of inspectors, sub-assistant surgeoris, depaj;y
collectors, sub-judges and others for this temporary work. If the nmriber
of election days is increased the same officers can be employed· at vs;tiotts
pollingestations and this will involve no extra espenditure,
Then;
Muslim members generally represent single districts and in their con~tittt,·
encies there would be no need of increasing the number of polling 'stations
but most of the Hindus, especially in the Western Punjab, have large
. constituencies, In the end I request the Government that they should
make such polling arrangements under which the voters may in no case be
. required to travel more than five miles on either side to record their votes.
With these few words I support the motion.
,.,, •

oV'ei'

the

Diwan Bahadur Raia Narendra Nath (Punjab Landholders, Gell~·
ral): Sir, I am an elected member, but from a. sp~cial constituency, .~d
I am one of those fortunate few who at every election have been returne.d
unopposed. I have, therefore, no personal experience of the .matt~rs w,#h.
which the honourable the mover of this cut has dealt. But, Sir, Thave li&ten•
ed to every word with great care and I have every syznpathy wit.ff ,the
posal which he has made and I am glad that my honourable fri13nd.~~~,~.b
Muza:ffar Khan has given a, sympathetic reply. But, .Sir, the ,dµfic1.1lties<,to
which he has adverted ought not to be given an undue weight, but. th:e . c<>n•
. venience of.the voters and the convenience of the candidates ought .to be
, taken into consideration; The proposal that tlie h8urs "bf poll$g- ·should
be so changed as to enable the voters to come · to the pollmg 'Moth n:iore
easily and, the area prescribed for each polling booth-should'' be
smaller is a sound one. These changes will have
be adopted when
the franchise is lowered with the new constitution," yet·
sho'illd
be . prepared for that bigger change by introducing change
.in
conformity with those bigger changes. The number. of voters who. take
interest in elections is increasing. At every election a. larger and. la,'rger
percentage is going to the polling booths and
am sure that in the
election ~hich will be _the last under the present .reforms the p~rc.entage_
voters going to the polling booths would be very large. 'I'herefore,: we ·should
have no hesitation in adopting the reforms suggested by the lionoura/ble
the mover of .the cut. I cannot quote ,the special· cases of any· tlia.ria.-Lor
area assigned to each polling booth. : I have 'no personal expep.ence; and
the;ref9re,. with a general support to the cut1 I res~e
seat. · •
·· · ··· · •
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~U:~~ Hira Singh, N,-rli (Lahore,· Sikh, Rural) (Urdu) ;, With your
pe!.piJ~ij9n:, Sit, I wotild also like to make. one or two ·suggestions .withr~gard
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the matter under consideration. Sir, under the present system of elee-'
tions, those persons who are not very rich and . who, in my opinion, are the
real representatives of the masses, cannot compete for election to the Council; .
They cannot arrange for motor cars and lorries for the conveyance of the
~oters to the polling booths and they cannot supply Iiquor, which is gene ..
rally implied by the rich candidates for election, to these voters (laughter).
I can 'quote hundreds of examples in which the candidates supplied liquor
to the voters to persuade the latter to vote for them. .At present the polling
stations. are so arranged that the voters of many villages have to travel
l>etweeri 10 and 20 miles to record their votes at the polling stations.
·~herefor~ only those . persons ean succeed in these elections . who can afford
io spend thousand o_f rupees on means of conveyance and on other things to
.tempt the voters to vote for them. In order to put a stop to these corrupt
.practices and in order to enable the really deserving candidates to bl elected
, to the Council I would suggest that voters should not be required. to record
1their votes at the polling stations but that their votes should be collected in
their own houses in the villages. No candidate and no agent of the eandi.date should be permitted to approach the voters to convass for the votes.
}J:hey 'should not be permitted to influence the voters in any way. Let them
give their votes in favour of the candidate who, . in their opinion, is most
deserving and whom they trust as their true representative.
If this sugges:tion is adopted I can gaurantee that only the t11Je representative of the people
·come to the Council and besides the present corrupt pnwti~s. will
; stop: · Another suggestion that I like to-make is that elections should. ~e
. -held after ·every :five. years· as is done in England. During elsctions feelings
very high .and many opposing factions come into. existence on th(>.ile
"oeeasions .. It.is, therefore, better that five years should elapse b~fore.anotlier
· election takes place. I hope that these suggestions of mine will receive proper
· consideration at -the hands -of .the honourable member who is in charge 9f
"elections.
Chaudhri Baldev Singh (North-West Bohtak, Non-Muhammadan.,
. Rural)· (Urdu): Sir, various suggestions have been made in connection with
the motion before the House. It has been represented that the time, as it is
at ~resent fixed for_ r~co;ding votes at the polling stations, is inconvenient
to the voters. As it is illegal to supply food to the voters of the rural areas
· who must start very early from their places to reach in time at the pollirig
: stationa, the honourable mover has suggested that the hours should be
: changed from 9 A:M. and 4 P.M. to 10 A.M. and 5 P.M. .Another honourable
member has suggested that the recording of votes should be from 11 · till
: '.6 in the evening. · But both of these honourable gentlemen have overlooked
· one thing. They have not realised that the voters have also to go back to
their places, and I need hardly say that the hours of 5 and 6 in the evening
. particularly in the winter season, when the elections generally take· place,
'a:re too lat~ to start back to the places lying at a distance of 10 to 15 miles
from the polling booths (hear, hear). : I, therefore, cannot persuade myself
· · to agree to this suggestion; Then it was proposed that the· voters .of the
villages 'lying nearest a polling station should be required .to record their
votes at that polling stationirrespeotive of. the fact wh~ther these villages.~re
under the jurisdiction of that police station or not at which the polling booth
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i~c,;ted. This arrangement may prov- somewhat convenient, but J think
that it would be more suitable and more convenient to the voters if instead
of police stations, zails are taken to be units and polling booths are located
in the centre of these zails. Similar arrangement exists in the case of district board elections and it has been found to be quite convenient both
'from the point of view of voters as well as of the candidates. It will involve·
no extra expenditure because it will not be necessary to appoint extra staff.
I really wonder why police stations have been selected as units and why it is
that polling booths are located at the thanes. The jurisdiction ofthe different police stations varies verymuch, In some of them the number of voter's
is very large while in others their number .is very small. In my constitu ..
ency there are 6 police stations. In the jurisdiction of : the Sampla police
sation the number of voters is about three thousand. In three others it
is lessthan two thousands and in the jurisdiction of the Kalananr" police ·
'staton the number does not exceed one thousand. It is, therefore, apparent
that the distribution. of voters in the different .oiroles is unequal and it is
also easy to understand that in the police stations, whose jurisdiction -extends
over' a much large area, there must be many villages lying at a ·very great
distance from the polling' booths. The present arrangement is obviou~y
'"'lery inconvenient and if Government really wishes that the largest number
of voters should come to the polling booths to record their votes, it is
necessary that· a more convenient arrangement should be made. If Government cannot think of any other arrangement at present,.it will do wellto
'Bidopt'the suggestion I have made above.' With these words I support tills
motion. But as .I have said before, I.CaDJ:1.ot · agree with the honourable
'J;il.over so. far a~ he suggested that the time for recording votes should aiso
be changed, .
.
.
.
>

(Jullundur, l{uhalll·
.madan, Rural) (Urdu) : Sir, I rise to support the motion under discussion .
. I want to make it .elear that the present. system of elections to the Counoil ·
and. even to the local bodies is· more favourable· to rich and wea;lthy
persons. My experience· during the recent election to our district board
-oonfirms this view. Everyoendidate for election to that district board was
rr nning at least four lorries to transport the voters to the polling booths.
,Tl.ere were some candidates who had hired 12 lorries for this purpose. Npt
-only that. In this election almost all the candidates supplied.wine and kunka,
as the Sikhs call it to the voters. I will not mention any names, but 1 know'
. that one Sikh candidate had spent Rs. 1,600 on liquor and kunka besides
; the expenses that he had to incur on lorries and motor cars for conveying
-his voters to the polling stations. There was a Muhammadan candidate
, who had likewise spent a large amount of rnoney on this election campaign.
When his voters-used to approach him with the request that they should also
, be supplied with liquor, he used to, reply; "please do not ask for wine because
. Islam strictly: prohibits the use of it ; you can have money to' entertain
. .yourself with sweets and when you have got the money you can spend it in
. any way you-like. Y 01i should not directly ask for wine." · This is how many
. . members of .the Council and of the local bodies succeed in elections. . I
,sar with~ut' fear of contradiction that during the recent· elections to o~r
1.distHct board eacb eandidate had to spend' at lElast Rs. 600 or Bs; '100' a.nd
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[ Ch. Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan.]
some of ·them had to spend Rs. 2,000. Now you can imagine how far it is
possible for those persons, who are not rich, to stand as candidates for eleetion to these representative bodies. Under the present system of elections
.only rich men are returned to local bodies and to the Council and if th.a
.present system continues, there will be no chance for poor men, who· are
. the real representatives of the people and who alone can really sympathise
with the masses, to come to the Council and the Assembly. . It is hai:q.ly
.neeessary for me to say that these rich men cannot be expected to.represent
.the poor people. The men who now come to the Council are generally those
who have never known poverty and they cannot naturally feel for the poor
.as much as a poor man will feel for them. It is said that at one time in the
.history of the Bikaner State the inhabitants of the State began leaving it in
search of employment because they were starving there, Some qf the dar•
baris went to the Raja and told him that. his people were leaving the State.
He wondered at this information and replied that if his people were dissatisfied even when they had zarila and pulao to eat every day, he could 'not
help it. Whet else the Raja could be expected to say? He was accustomed
. to eating, zarila and pulao. every day and he thought that every one else was
also as fortunate as he himself was. This is gaaerally the mentality of the
. rich people. If the Government wish that the real representative. of the
people should come to the Council, it should change the present system of
. elections. The present system requires change from another point of view
.also. It favour2 corruption which the Government is very anxious to stop.
So much money ia· wasted on these elections that one cannot imagine. The
country is already poor and in is necessary that this waste should be avoided.
· It is no use saying that there is the law to check corruption. I know that
in one case when the officers were approached with the request. that such
and such a candidate should be stopped from entertaining the voters
with halwa the officers replied that there was no such law which gave
thempower to stop that candidate from doing so. Such and other complaints
· can be removed only if this system is changed. No half measures will do.
If it is not possible to collect votes separately in every village as was suggested by Bardar Hira Singh, the system that is in vogue with regard to the
University Constituency should be introduced; Voting papers should be
sent to each voter in an envelope who should return the same marked in
favour of the candidate for whom he wishes to vote. I trunk this is very
very simple and very easy method and no difficulties will be experienced by
" the voters or the candidates if that is adopted. If this method is not approved, zails should be adopted as units and polling stations should be loeated in the centre of these zails. In any case the present arrangements must
be improved. I may in passing request that some steps should also be taken
so thn.t the recording of bogus votes may become impossible. With these
words I support the motion with all the force at my command.
Mr. Labh Singh· [Rawalpindi Division and -Lahore Division, North
(Nori~Muhammdan)], (Rural) : I claim, Sir, a special and, I may say, a very
extensive experience of the po~g arrangements. I have. seen vote!s
coming on fo~t, on horse, by rail, on camels and by. boa ts, using every pos~ible means of conveyance or transport. As 1 '\\'as remarking. duly the other
·_ :4ay, my constituency is perhaps the most unwieldJ, the mpst difticult. to
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negotiat~ that can be imagined, extending as it does' practically from the
banks of the Ravi to right across the Indus.. comprising over eight rural
districts. . Ort the basis of. this experience I would, with your permission,
like to make two remarks. The first one is this, that under the existing
pollfu:g arran~P.mentsthe invari~ble rule is tha~ e poIJingcentre.is necessa~:y
a police station. I would submit for the consideration of those who are m
charge of these arrangements that this rule may in some cases be. departed
fl'om. with advantage. I will cite the illustration of l\falakwaJ,. which is a
big village, a trading centre of some importance, a railway junction, an~
having a large number of voters. If these people have to go to the polls they
have got to be carried or transported over a distance of some 80 miles,
whereas the police station where they cast their votes is a village with perhaps
half a dozen voters. Difficulties of this kind can very easily be overcome
il we in some extreme cases depart from this rule, namely, of locating the
polling booth necessarily at a police centre.
. As regarda the other ~ggestion that has been made, that the present
tune of 9 A,M. to 4 P .M; may be changed to 10 A.M. to 5 P .M., with an interval
of half an hour, to this also I have a slight objection. My experience of these
:rural conditionsis that it is easier by far to beat up the rural voters in the
eariy:ho'ur o'r the morning than: towards noon. When they once get scattered
into the fields you would not be able to get at them. But in the early hours
of the morning, it is easy to catch hold of them and request them to go to the
p)lling booth. There is also another slight objection which should not be
lent sight of. These . electiona.e-general elections at any rate, I do not
jant to refer to . bye-elections-generally take place in the winter months.
If we allow the polling to continue up to 5 P.M., it means that it would become
practically dark before these voters disperse to their homes ; and as honour•
.able members are aware, feelings at election times run very high, and it is
but fair that we should allow the voters daylight enough to disperse to their
various villages ; otherwise, there would be just a chance of their jostling
with one another in the dark, a possibility which cannot be contemplated
with squanimity. .I. would, therefore, suggest that these things might be
taken into consideration.
. .
One observation more I would like to make with your permission, It
has been suggeated by the Honourable Member in charge of these arrangeJri9:o.ts that there is a pauo~ty of competent returning officers,that they are
not availaJ;>le in numbers sufficiently large to cope with the emergency. I
'\Vould draw ths attention of the honourable gentleman to the practice which
prevails in England. Lwonld like to ask him: Is it also a fact that in England
all the returning officers are government officialsor gazetted officers? Both
officialsand non-officials serve as returning officers and the latter are
gerie:riilly barristers of standing. .
\
.

Khan Bshadur Nawab Muzaffat Khan : ·we appointed two nonofficialsand our experience of11 their work was
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profession are !l,vailable for. this work, and their services. can - with - .greai
advantage be utilized. These are all the suggestions I have to make. ·
:
...
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
I
. Chaudhri Duli Chand [Kamal (Non-Muhammadan), Rural] (Urdu};
I .had no intention to take part in this discussion but for the suggetio~
made by the last speaker with regard to the appointment of non-officials
presiding officers at the polling stations, It is my personal experience that
these non-officials prove very dishonest. They mark the voting paper in
favour of the candidate belonging to _their .party quite. against the wishes of
the voters. What to say of barristers and vakils if the retired officers of the
Government cannot· be trusted to do this work independently.
Dewan Bahadur Raja Narenclra Nath : But the honourable member
is also one of the non-officials.
'Chaudhri Zafrulla Khan : He has expressed no desire to become a,

Sir,

as

'polling officer.

,

.:

.
Cbaudhri Duli Chand {Urdu): I know of a retired · Execu~
tive Engineer who was reputed for his honesty and when he was entrusted
·with this work, he belied the confidence reposed in him. On" retirement
these retired officers become presidents or members of Hindu Sabha or this
· sabha orthat sabha and if they were to be entrusted with the duties of polling
officers, it is natural that they will favour the candidates who belong to
the party with. which they are connected. Likewise· these barristers and
vakils are invariably the members, of some party and they must help th6
members of the party to which they belong; On the other hand, officials
"do not belong to any party and if they may be inclined to favour a particular
"candidate, they cannot do BO fearing lest they should incur the disple!isute
Jof the Government and its high officers on whose recommendations. their
"pr~motions depen~. (A 'VQice: But ve:Y oftel!- complaints are 7eeeived
. a,gai:19t these official~.) . Then these officials agarnst whom complaints ?I'e
received must be officials 10 name. Secretly they must hav~ some connection
.with this party or that· party. I hope, therefore, that non-official agency wilJ.
not be employed to do the work of polling officers.
"
. . Pandit Nanak 'Chand [Hoshiarpur (Nop-Muhammd~);
(Urdu) : Sir, I had .no mind to take part in the discussion of this subject, but
the various suggestions that the honourable members have made with regard
to it have prompted Die to represent the other side of the picture. Some
of these friends have suggested that the · number of polling booths should
be increased to avoid the inconvenience that is caused to voters in rural
areas coming from very long distances to record their votes. One honourable
member went so far as to suggest that every village · should . become a polling
· station so that the votes may be collected from the voters at their very
door. But my experience te~s m~ that the larger number of polling
stations the greater are the difficulties that are experienced by the voters
as well as by the candidates. I think that the present· arrangements are
quite satisfactory. Even at present when the number of polling .booths is
not very large, it is very difficult to obtain the services of as many. honest
a.gents as are ~ecessary to· rep~esent the c~didates at · the different polling
stations. During the last elections I saw with my' own Gyes that a so-called
~ent Qf Bi ~anqiqate woo iJicUr~tly ~ers'!ladingthe voter!} _tQ vQt~dor anoth~
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and a rival candidate. When I questioned him why he was doing so, he
replied that he had never seen the candidate whom he was supposed. to re-present and it was a friend of his who had written him to help that candidate,
I reminded him that if he had promised to help a particular candidate, it
Wi!,S his duty to help him, but he toldme that it was not possible to help a.
person whom he did not know. · My own experience in this matter is that I
employed one messenger on a certain remuneration to deliver my letters.
This messenger of mine went to different persons in different villages in my
constituency with my letters and wherever he went he asked the people to
vote for vakils. Some of the voters who were in my favour came to ma and
told me that my messenger was asking the people to vote for vakils and was
thus injuring my cause. I sent for him and enquired why he was doing so.
I told him that if he was not prepared to help me, he ought to have told me
plainly. He pleaded not guilty to the charge and in his defence said that I
was known in my own village as a vakil and, therefore, he had done no harm
in asking the people to vote for the vakil. No doubt I am known as a, vakil
in my village because my father was a. vakil, but in fact I was and I am &
barrister and ·my opponent was in reality a vakil, and my messenger was in
fact doing propaganda work for him. I have quoted these examples to show
that it is very difficult to get. hold of honest agents in great numbers and if
the polling booths are increased, as has been suggested by my friends, this
difficulty will become very serious. There is yet another objection to the
suggestion that the number of polling stations should be increased. As has
been pointed out by an honourable member, feelings run very high at the
time of elections and in the interests of peace it is essential that sufficient
police should be posted at every polling station.

Mr. President:The

honourable member will continue his speech to-

morrow.
ELECTIONS TO STANDING COMMITTEES.

. Mr. President: I have to announce that elections to the Standing
Committees will take place on the 20th instant, after the ordinary business
of the day is finished.
The Council then adjourned till 2
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GOVERNMENT'S DEMANDS FOR GRANTS-ooNTINUED.
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION {RE!?EBVED)-continued.

•

Mr. President : The Council will resume discussion on Ohaudhrs.
Zafrulla Khan's amendment.I
Pandit Nanak Chand [Hoshiarpur (Non-Muhamadan),Rural] (Urdu) (
Before the Council adjourned yesterday r was submitting, Sir, that it is
out experience that at the time of election·s, feelings run very high and if
riots have not actually taken before, there is.always the fear of the
people coming to blows when dispersing to their homes. It is, therefore,'
necessary to post sufficient police force at each of the polling stations to
avoid chances of such riots taking place. Consequently,if as suggested;
the number of polling· booths were increased, extra police will have to be
employed. But as far as I have been able to judge from the discussionsthat
have been taking place in this Council on various occasions, most of the
members of the Councildo not favour any unnecessary increase in the strength
of the police and the consequent increase in the burden of taxation. In
view of this and the other difficulty which I pointed out yesterday, it will
not be in the interests of the people and the Government to increase the
number of polling booths.
I agree with my honourable friend, Ohaudhri Duli Chand, that there are
complaints regarding the impartiality of the polling officers. I say that
even officialsare said to be guilty of partiality when discharging this duty.
At least I' have heard people complaining of the partiality of the officials
as well. I 'have not any personal experience about this matter, but I know
it for a fact that many voters think so. How far this complaint of theirs
is true is not known. If there is some truth in this complaint, and I do not.
think that it is wholly unfounded, Government should take ear1y steps to
remove it. In my opinion, the best way to remove it is to ask the voters:
to mark the vote papers themselves in favour of the candidate whom they
like to support. We shall have to train the voters to mark the voting papers
themselves sooner or later, and why not make a beginning at once? This
is, I think, the simplest and the surest way to remove the compaint. But
if this suggestion is not practicable at present, in future two officersrepresentmg the two parties should be posted at each polling station. This arrangement will at least minimise the chances of dishonesty by the polling officers'.
As for the suggestion that the time for recording votes should be changed;'
I am not prepared to support it.. . I . have
. seen at various polling booths
I
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-offieers sitting idle after 8 o'clock in the evening after having collected nearly
all the votes. It is, therefore, no use extending the time from 4 to 5 in .the

-evening,

Rana Firoz ..ud..Din Khan [South-East Towns (Muhammadan}, Urban]
(Urdu) : Sir, need I say that the object of the system of elections is to enable
the people to send their representatives to the representative bodies of their
-own free will ? But in the rural areas in our province the constituencies are
so arranged and the polling stations are located, at such great distances from
many of the villages in each constituency that the object of these elections
is frustrated. In many cases in the rural areas, the voters have to travel 15
.and 20 miles to go to the polling booths to record their votes and, therefore,
the candidate who can afford to arrange for their conveyances is preferred
;to others who cannot afford to do so. In civilised countries election com'paigns are conducted on party lines and party funds are used for propaganda.
-work. The candidates have little to spend themselves to ensure their success
at the elections. But here in India political parties for purposes of elections
have yet to come into existence. The candidates for election to the Council
or Assembly have to meet the expenses from their own pockets on election
campaigns, Owing to inadequate po.ling arrangements in the rural areas
-eaeh candidate. must arrange for conveyance of the voters to come out
:su, cessful in elections. It will be no exaggeration to say that these expenses,
·which each candidate has to incur, come to 40 thousand in many cases.
But they are not shown in the returns which are sent to Government showing
-the expenses incurred by each candidate. And no one takes objection to
·the"!e expenses by means of an election petition because, each candidate is
-guilty of the same offence. Therefore, this illegality has never been ta.ken
.noticed of. Under tne circnmstanees, poor persons cannot even think of
standing as candidates for election to any of the representative bodies •
. In order to compete with his rivals in these elections a candidate must have
·a.t least Rs. 15,000 to spare. The present polling arrangements are favourable to the rich and wealthy people. The Council and the Assembly are, in
fact, the monopolies of the capitalists who are, 'in most cases, not the real
representatives of the people. If it is intended that the Council and the ·
Assembly should be representative bodies in the real sense of. the word,
:polling stations in the rural constituencies should be so located as to
-eause no inconvenience to the voters. In that· case candidates will not
have to hire motors and lorries to transport the voters to the polling stations, and poor as well as rich have equal chances of success in these elections
As regards the hours appointed for recording. of votes, it is immaterial
whether recording of votes begins from 9 in the morning and finishes at 4
:in the evening, or whether it begins one hour ealier and finishes one hour
later. With these words, I whole-heartedly support the motion before the
House.
Chaudhri Zafrulla Khan (Sialkot (Muhammadan), Rural) : Sir, I am
sure the Government must have realised the keenness which members from
.aJI sections of the House have exl>•.bited with regard to the grievances relating to theinadequacy of arrangements for polling on the occasion of these
elections. One or two honourable memheza have ta.ken exoep.tion to the,
-suggestions put forward on grounds whioh I am sure a. majority of the
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.anembers of this House would not be willing to endorse. There was one
misunderstanding, I think, which arose from my suggestion as to the hours
between which polling should be permitted. The Honourable Government
• member who is in charge of elections, when dealing with the suggestion, stated
that any curtailing of the time for recording votes would necessarily result
:in a larger number of days having to be allotted for polling. My suggestion
· was not at aJl for the curtailment of the time. All that I suggested was that
the number of hours allotted to polling on each <lay may be retained as at
_- present; only polling shonld start an hour earlier than it does at present and
should close an hour later so that if that suggestion is adopted; the question
-of curtailing the hours will not at all arise. .Another objection with regard
- to the time that was put forward by one honourable member, I believe,
· the honourable member from Gujranwala, was that whereas one must
. look to the convenience of those electors who have to travel long distances
from their homes to the polling booths in order to record their votes, one
. must also look at the other point of view that one must allow enough time
· for them after they have recorded their votes, jo travel back to their homes.
No doubt, that is true. but the fallacy underlying that argument was that
: by extending the hours of polling up to 5 P. M. a man who had travelled
. a. long . . distance would be compelled to remain at the polling booth up to
- a P. M. The difficulty that was put forward was that the experience of the
· candidates, particularly in rural constituencies, is that, towards the close of
the time for polling, it is observed generally that there are a good many elect, ors who are anxious to record their votes, but.as the time for closing arrives,
·. they are unable to do so. No doubt, complaints may not have been addressed
· to the Elections Commissioner, but this is an experience which many can- didates and their agents have had. The suggestion, therefore, was that
·whether you extend the time for polling or whether you merely start later
. and go on later by adding one hour at the end of the time you would enable
these electors to record their votes who are at present unable to do so, owing
to the fact that thev have to start late from their homes and have to travel
: long distances to the polling booths and sometimes they do not arrive in time
to record their votes. If a particular voter is anxious to return home early
. and he records his vote at 1 P.M. or 2 P.M. there is nothing to detain him.
Thus, by extending the time by an hour, you will not lay upon any single elector the obligation to be there at 5 P.M. so that there is no hardship, because
that does not mean that the voters would be required to stay on. They can
. return "as early as they like. I was rather surprised to hear that we
. are thus necessarily curtailing the time during which the voters can go
. back to their homes. Any particular voter can arrive early and record
his vote early and leave early, only the extension of the time would enable
. some of the voters to record their votes even when they come late.
And even if it is likely to detain some of them an hour longer, this suggestion is justified on the ground that if at present it does happen that
- certain people are shut out from recording their votes and .if, by extension
of ·the time for polling by an hour, they would be able .to do so then, any
consequent inconvenience entailed can be borne because the object of the
journey will have been achieved. What happens at present is that the
journey is undertaken, and nevertheless, the object is not achieved but if
the desired object is achieved,~d a. certain amount of inconvenience is
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caused, then that need not be regarded as unjustified. One argument
used by the honourable member in charge of elections was that it was
not trµ.e to say that under the present· arrangements there was an.
appreciable amount of inconvenience caused to the rural electors for
the proportion of rural votes polled was not lower· than that of urban
votes, that on the contrary, their proportion compares very favourably·
with the proportion of votes recorded in urban areas. If that is so;
it is a proof of the keenness exhibited by the rural electors with . regard
to these elections. But that does not entirely do away with the argument
that there is actually in practice a great deal of inconvenience caused. Surely;.
if that 'is any argument at all, it is in favour of making things very much
easier for the rural electors who have exhibited such a keenness in these
matters as against the urban electors who would not take the trouble of
getting up and going to the polling booths at their very doors in order to
record their votes and surely, those people should not continue to suffer·
from these inconveniences wJio in- spite of these inconveniences undertake
the journey and go to help to make this system a comparative success. ,.And
the honourable member must also further remember the criticism that
has been put forward that, no doubt, it is a good sign that a very fair proportion of the rural electors have taken part in these elections, but that the
present system places a very great temptation in the way of a candidate
whose keenness to get elected at one of these elections far outruns his
scruples with regard to the observance of the rules as. to corrupt practices.
In the heat of the contest if a candidate or his agent :finds that. the rivali
candidate has thrown his scruples to the winds and is prepared to use alt
sorts of means in order to bring his electors to the polling booths, then it is.
practically putting a premium on the corruption, to continue these conditions, for a man who is willing to spend money in an illegitimate way may
secure an advantage over an honest candidate. There is that danger also;
and from the speeches which have been made in support of this motion
the Government members must have realised that that is not only a potential.
danger but an actual experience, and the honest candidate is being put at
a disadvantage as against the candidate who is not willing to conform to
·the rules. Another argurrent used against the suggestions put forward
was that it will not be possible to arrange for adequate police if the number
of polling stations is multiplied. The answer to that bas already been
. given by another honourable member by citing instances from the elections.
,to the · district boards. The number of electors of district boards is.
certainly much larger than the number of electors of the legislative councils,
provincial or central, and if it is possible to make adequate polling and police
arrangements for the polling that takes place on the oeeasion of elections
to the district boards then there is no reason why the same polling and police
arrangements cannot be made for the elections to the provincial legislative·
council and for the Assembly elections. I, therefore, cannot see the·
validity of the objection that if you multiply the number of polling stations.
you will not be able to make adequate police arrangements. T~ey are
made· in district board elections and. they will be as easy to make in .. thecouncil elections and I cannot see that feelingsrun any higher during.council.
.elections than they do during district board elections•. W~enever .there. is.
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,~n election; the feeling exhibited or the .keenees aroused is j~t th~ same,
whether it is an election to the local board or to the provincial council,' 'I
-do not want to discuss various suggestions that have been madein addition
to the suggestions submitted by me when introducing this motion yesterday
for the consideration of the House. Honourable members must have
'realised that there are several kinds of grievances that have been put forward
.and several kinds of suggestions that have been put forward by adopting
which the machinery of elections can be improved and I wish to' submit
.for the consideration of Government the suggestion made by my honourable
;friend from Jullundur that a small committee might be appointed, which
might be associated with the Elections Commissioner in order to devise
nnsans by which these grievances · may be removed and such suggestions
may be adopted as may be conducive towards the better working of these
-eleetions and achieving the desired results. That is a suggestion which
I wish to bring to the notice of Government and I am sure that if this is
·done and a certain amount of care is devoted to this matter, the machinery
-ean be improved considerably. With these remarks, I submit this matter
to the ~House. . So far as I am personally concerned, I am willing to accept
.the assurance which was yesterday given by the honourable Khan Bahadur
Nawab Muzaffar Khan in this matter subject to this that, if Government'
would be prepared to consider sympathetically the suggestion as regards
-the appointment of a committee, I think that will be an excellent solution
of the whole problem and then this motion need not be put to the. vote of
·-the House.
·

·-=~-

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain (Revenue Member):
Sir, when listening to the debate yesterday, I felt that it was impossible
.in the course of this debate for me to express any opinion as to the various
suggestions made. I feel that probably it would be very helpful to the
Elections Commissioner, if the members of the House who have experience
of elections were to arrive at certain definite conclusions among themselves
to enable him to consider them, and then discuss them with the members
"concerned. Therefore, I am quite ready to fall in with the suggestion of
the honourable member from Jullundur as adopted by the honourable
member from Sialkot, to the effect that a few members of this House-pro. bably it would be best not to have a very large number, but only such memhers as are willing to give the time and energy to it-should
be brought
-together to discuss among themselves the various suggestions and arrive at
-definite conclusions. (Hear, hear). I think a committee of four non-official
members of the House, elected non-official members of the House, will probably
meet the case. When this committee has by itself, after deliberation arrived at
-definite conclusions, then I would expect the committee to send those eonolu. sions to Government and then, Goverr.µnent will request the Election Commis.sioner to meet that committee. Then, the Election Commissioner and the
Committee will go through all these suggestions and arrive at certain con;
-elusions which, I have no doubt, Government would be very glad to con-sider. I need hardly add that it is not in the interests of Government that
.tJ;iere should be any corruption in these elections. It does Government. ·
.no good and the sooner we try to place a check on these tendencies the better:
:for us all (Hear, hea1:).
·
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Chaudhri Zafnilla Khan : Sir, in . view of what has been stated
by the Honourable the Leader of the House, I beg to ask for the leave of theHouse to withdraw this motion.
The motion was, by leave, withdrawn.

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli [Lahore (Sikh) Rural] (Urdu): Sir, I
beg to move-"That the grant be reduced by Rs.100 with respect to the item of Rs. 4,32,000-22-E. (c)
-Reclamation of Criminal Tribes."

My object in moving this amendment is to urge upon the Government
the necessity . of desisting from its new policy of declaring zamindars as.
members of criminal tribes. It cannot be denied, Sir, that cases of theft
and other similar crimes have been taking place ever since the advent of
the British Government in this province, but there is not a single instance·
of the zamindars being declared members of· criminal tribes. It was
only two years ago that some Jats were subjected to this humiliation for. the
first time in the history of the province, and there arose a storm of opposi-·
tion and resentment against· this action of the Government. There is a.
suspicion that this new policy is due to some remote cause other than
the one given out by the Government. I should not be surprised if it were·
really so, because this is often the case with many actions of our Government.
For instance, punitive police was appointed in our village simply because
we had participated in the .Akali movement, while in the official records it
was shown to be due to some other cause. The proof of that is not farto seek. Those who had taken part in the Akali movement were made to
pay Rs. 5 each by way of tawan, while according to ordinary calculations,
it could not be more than two rupees. Thus I had to pay Rs. 60 while myfour brothers paid much less than that. At first, I thought I should resent
to pay that tawan on that ground. But as the Akali movement had subsided on account of the Gurdwaras Act, I desisted from adopting that
course and drew the attention of the patwari to that inexplicable disparity•.
But he replied th11t he was absolutely helpless because his duty was simply
to carry out the instructions of the higher authorities. Then I approached
the Tabsildar and the Deputy Commissioner,but without avail. Now, is
that not a sufficient proof of the truth of my contention ?
It is well-known, Sir, that whenever the Government takes an unwise
step of this kind, we find more o.Eten than not. that it is taken at the instance·
' of the police. None of us can be unaware of the notoriety that the police
has gained tor such actions in th!s province. Now, I am a member of. this
honourable House, but you will be surprised to hear that the police still has.
my name in the list of badmashes. Finding no rhyme or reason for this
absurdity, I drew the attention of my honourable friend, Lala Bodh Raj,.
to it, and he v,ery kindly put some questions in this Council with regard to.
the matter. Then I put some questions myself. But all of them met with
the kind of replies usually given by the Government to our questions.
I submit, Sir, that there is absolutely no reason why zamindars should be
declared as criminal tribes. This step, as I have said, is taken at the inst,
anee of the police which is reigning supreme in our province. The very first
victim of the Criminal Tribes .Act from amongst the zaminda.rswere the Virk:
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Jats of the Sheikhupura district who are undoubtedly very ·loyal and higbly
respectable people; Some of them are paying as much as Rs. 500 "b_y way of
land revenue and are occupying a very high position in sooiety. 'Th&
Honourable President of this Council himself belongs to a Virk family.
Next, this humiliation was heaped on the zamindars of Sughranwan in,
the Lahore district. I am fr.ee to admit that crimes have been committed in
that village, but that is no reason why the whole village should be declared criminal. . I would request the House to bear in mind that thesepeople were very loyal and law-abiding, so long as they went on supplying
maunds of milk and ghee to - the police. Some police officers used to
take away their buffaloes with them without any payment and returned
them when they went dry. May I ask, Sir, whether they were considered
loyal and peace-loving on that account only, and whether their crimes have
increased in number and seriousness? I put some questions to the Honour·
able the. Revenue Member in this connection and also drew the attention
of the official concerned to the impropriety of this step. Both of them
promised to accord a. careful and sympathetic consideration to the matter.
but nothing has come out of those promises as yet.
I wish to make it absolutely clear, Sir, that I do not claim any special
privilege for the samindars. If a zamindar commits a crime punish him
by all means. But why punish the whole class for the offence of a few ?
The Government has the power to award the highest punishment under the
ordinary law of the land, and if any one offends against any law it has the
fullest right to make use of that power. Therefore, there is absolutely
no necessity for having recourse to this extraordinary measure in the case
of these zamindars. The Criminal Tribes Act is meant for habitual
criminals, and the Government cannot deny that most of the Virk Jats
are as law-abiding and peace-loving as, it is possible for any human being to
be. Then why this indiscriminate punishment? In the end, Sir, I wish to
make it clear to the Government that these people are our brethren and w&
cannot bear to see them thus humiliated. With these remarks, I commend my amendment to the House.
Mr. President : Demand under consideration, amendment moved is"That the grant be reduced by Rs. 100 with respect to the item of Rs.4,32,()()()-,-

Sardar

1

Total-P.elllamation of Criminal Tribes."

Buta Singh [Multan Division and Sheikhupura (Sikh), RuraJ.J
(Urdu) : Sir, I have to relate a very sad and pathetic tale to-day. I may
inform the House, at the very outset, that I have tried all possible means
to make the Government realize for itself that the punishment· inflicted
upon these poor people is glaringly out of proportion to their shortcomings.
I approached the officialsconcerned and drew their attention to the undesirability of inflicting such a harsh measure on the zamindars when there are
so many sections in the ordinary law to deal with, their crimes quite adequately. But I regret to say that all such efforts on my part have not met
with success.
Now, if we go through the Criminal Tribes Act, we will find that it was
really designed for the habitual criminals in whose case the ordinary law
cannot prove effective. I beg· to submit, Sir, that the crimes for which
this Act was meant are committed by those who have no means. of earning
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·,)heir livelihood. Therefol'.e, it is highly inadvisable to a.pply it to the za.min• •
,. d.a.rs who own valuable properties and hundreds of acres of land. I quite
· ·agreewith my honourable friend, Sa.rda.r Hira Singh, Narli, that it is a humiIiation of the worst .kind that has. been heaped upon . the saminders. The
1
Government knows·it fully well 'that we have always paid our dues at. the ·
· proper time and met all its demands willingly, Whenever there has been
a call from the Government we have responded to it readily and helped the
'Government with men and money to the utmost of our capacity. But 'I
· am sorry t6 say that it is we· who are chosen to be the victims of any harsh
', measure that comes on the Statute Book. The effect of declaring za.mindars
'-as· members of criminal tribes calls for a very serious attention on the part
of the Government. It is strangling their self-respect. Moreover, no
' body would·like to marry his son or daughter in a family which has been
declared member of a criminal tribe, and thus these people feel degraded
'in their own eyes. The Government must remember that any person who
'is devoid of self-respect cannot have any sense of responsibility and, therefore, if these people lose their self-respect,.the Government cannot expect
any kind of help·from them in times of need.
Then, Sir, there is a provision in the Criminal Tribes Act to the effect
'ihat those who are declared members of eriminal tribes should he provided
with means of earning their livelihood. ' That, again, is a conclusive proof
· of the fact that this Ac··li was· not meant for zamindars who own five or six
squares of land besides cattle and other valuable properties. Yon have
got sectLon 110 or the Criminal Procedure Code to deal with such people, if
· necessary, and you may inflict enhanced punishment in cases of repetition
of a crime. But why humiliate the whole class for the crimes '>~ a few
· and inflict this obnoxious measure on the otherwise law-abiding people ?
'
This much about the zamindars. in general. Now I come to the appli, cation of this Act to three villages of Virk Jats in the She.i.khupura District.
. Quite recently, when the Honourable the Revenue Member paid a visit to
Sheikhupura a deputation waited upon him in this connection. We drew
his attention to the fact that there ha~ not been a single crime in those villages
during the last two years and that, therefore, it was in the fitness of thinga
that the application of the Act should be discontinued with regard to the
, Virk zamindars. We requested him to verify that statement of ours from
.any local officer if he so desired, and even now, its truth can be ascertained
'from ~he police without much trouble.
·
Sh, I do not want to enter into any controversy with regard to the
grounds on which these zamindars were declared members of criminal tribes,
· but I may be allowed to say that these cannot be any sufficient reason to
· )ustify the step taken by the Government. I wish to draw the attention of
· the House and the Government to the fact that there are no less than one
hundred villages inhabited by the Virk J ats, and they are to be found in
· equally great numbers in other districts like Gujranwela, Therefore, . 1t is
highly improper to inflict humiliation on such an important class of zamindars.
· If you look at the history of these people you will find that they• enjoyed
·veey eminent position under the Sikh regime. It was on account of the~
1importance
and high status that they came to be called "Babe ke " in the
:· reign of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. Even now, their social as well as. political
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jmportanoe is beyond dispute. Our own President, as has been: pointed
· -ont by my honourable friend, belongs to this class. Therefore, it is in th;e
.ntness of things that the Government· should desist from meting. out such
iireatment to these people.
-,
Now, as an amendment to this. effect .stands in my name also, I w:ish to
.make it quite clear that I did not mean it as a censure motion. All that;I
want is to lay the various aspects of the matter before the Government, and .
thus to draw its attention to the very unfortunate mistake that has been
committed. It is in the interests of the Government itself that the earliest
opportunity should be taken to rectify this mistake. There are people
who would like to · adopt some other methods to get their grievances re·
moved, but I have preferred the more constitutional and conciliatory
.attitude in the hope that the Government will be prepared to listen to reason
.and meet this very legitimate and most urgent demand. It must be re·
membered that in these days · when some people have resorted to civil dis·
-obedience in connection with the Salt Act,' others may take to a similar
course for the sake of their self-respect. But I and some others who are of
my way of ·thinking have not allowed the matter to reach such a pitch.
Therefore, I most eamestly request the Government to amend the situation
.by rectifying the mistake before it is too late. With these remarks, Sir,
I strongly support the cut moved by my honourable member from Lahore. ·
Mr. C. M. G. Ogilvie (Home Secretary): Sir, the Criminal Tribes Act
is limited in scope to those tribes, gangs or classes which are systematically
addicted to the commission of non-bailable offences. Any community,
or tribe which comes within that scope is not and cannot be exempted, and
the Act applies not only to those whom we are normally inclined to consider :
criminal tribes like Sansi and Pakhiwaras, but also to those who are very
much higher in social scale but have unfortunately taken to living on
-erime instead of by lawful pursuits, whether agricultural or any other. The
application of the Criminal Tribes Act to those, as well as to wandering
nomads, is not a new thing. Before. 1911, which is the date of the present
Act, not less than 14 tribes or gangs belonging to agricultural communities
.had been registered as criminal tribes. We heard yesterday from the
honourable member from Montgomery that the zamindars of this province
were very poor, uneducated, ignorant and resourceless. I do not intend to
.add now to his indictment against the finest peasantry in India, if not in
.the whole world, (Hear, hea1·), and I will not say that are also extremely
-eriminal. Whee.as the vast majority of the Punjab agriculturists are
-exoellent, worthy and reputable people in every way, an infinitesimal minor.ity of them is also extremely criminal. And whereas the criminal tribes of
.Sansis and Pakhiwaras, etc., content themselves to sneak thieving and pick,pocketting and such forms of crimes, the zamindar when he takes to it,
being brave, active and resourceful, is very much more formidable. In
-eertain areas, in some villages and in some families people have undoubtedly
became professional and hereditary criminals although they do own land,
.and owing to the skill or audacity and to their knowledge of how to defeat
the law and also the fear which they inspire, they are normally able to avoid
the consequences of their action, Occasionally, they are caught and imprisoned, but the majority of the crimes which they commit go untraced o:r
,at least unproved. The action which is being taken against · some of those
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families and a. few villages has been proved to be most beneficial. It is t:rue,..
as the honourable member from Sheikhupura said that zamindars do not
like the humiliation of being registered as criminal tribesmen. They do
.:regard it as a humiliation, but that, I may say, Sir, is a very good thing.
It helps undoubtedly in the process of reformation. And here, I may say·
that the object of the Criminal Tribes Act is not punishment. It i1J in noway penal. The objects of the Act are prevention and reformation. In
many cases very eareful, patient and sympathetic methods of reformation
eoupled with the inevitable ~estrictions, which are necessary for bringing·
these methods into action, have resulted in the conversion of gangs of daeoits, marauders, thieves and robbers who were a perfect menace to·
the countryside, into good and hardworking agriculturists. The tribe of
, Wallana. Jats who all come from the district of the honourable member who·
last spoke, have recently been wholly exempted from the provisions of this.
Act as they have been completely reformed. As regards the Virks, they
have been a subject of much anxious consideration. It is a well-known.
fact that they are uncommonly fine people. When they keep to peaceful.
avocations within limits, they are probably as fine a body of peasants as·
ean anywhere be found. But unfortunately some of them in the Sheikhu-pura district have become most formidable criminals and, for this very
reason, it had become necessary to register 845, however, only 61 of them,
were restricted. The drastic provisions of the Act were. brought into effect
only against 61. Out of those 61, 20 were very shortly exempted and 16,
more were put on six months' probation after which the Deputy Commissioner was able to report that he had no other complaint sagainst them,
when they also were exempted. Now, there only remain 25 Virks in the,
Sheikhupura district who are subject to the restrictions of the Act and it is.
hoped that in due course, possibly very shortly, they also may be exempted. I have gathered from the Deputy Oommissioner, Sheikhupura, that
complaints against them are getting much less.
The honourable member from Lahore in so far as his speech related to,
the administration of the Criminal Tribes Act
3 l'. u,
discussed the case of the remarkably well-known.
village of Sobraon. He must, I think, know that that village has had a re-.
putation for crimes of all kinds going back as far as history relates. · Maha-ra.ja Ranjit Singh, I believe, was compelled to retain a force of cavalry·
constantly near at hand in order to keep them is some kind of order. The,
severities of the well-knownruler Sardar Sham Singh of Attari were powerless to reform those people. I myself have known that village and its inhabitants for more than ten y~ars. Every possible method of coping with
them was resorted to. But the natural facilities which the situation of thevillage gave to the pursuit of crime were such that all efforts were entirely
hopeless. A punitive post existed in that village for no less than ten consecutive years, but even so, gangs of armed marauders emerged from it
whenever there was an opportunity, to harass the Punjab far and wideand committed dacoities in places as far away as Amritsar, Ludhiana, Gujranwala, Sialkot and Ferozepore. If there was a just man in Sobraon he kept
very quiet about it. The land of the village was good but mostly uneultivated, as dacoity and cattle-lifting appeared more profitable than the humdrum
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pursuit of agriculture. Several thousand acres of arable land were covered'
with an enormous grass jungle in which stolen cattle were hidden and into,
which once they arrived there was no possibility of ever finding them again.
Since this village has been taken under the protection, let me say, of theCriminal Tribes department, the people for the first time are commencing:
what ought to be their occupation, that is, agriculture. Several thousand
acres of the great grass jungles have already been cleared, a magnificent ·
wheat crop is now on the ground and two summers ago, I think, on, another
portion of it, there grew a crop of rice which brought into the village more·
than Rs. 12,000. The people of the village themselves, I hear, are grate
ful for what is being done and are beginning to realise that there is something in agriculture after all. I feel sure that the honourable member from·
Lahore would not wish that this beneficent process of reformation should
be interfered with or checked in any way. Finally, let me say that this
Act is only brought into use after the most careful consideration. The-safeguards are many. It is not until the declaration of a tribe or gang as a
criminal tribe has been recommended by the Deputy Commissioner, theSuperintendent of Police, the Deputy Inspector-General of Police, the Inspecter-General of Police, the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner of
Criminal Tribes that Government considers the matter and decides whether
that is the only course to take for reformation of the gang concerned. There·
is no doubt that wherever the Act has been applied, so far, it has been
used most sympathetically, most carefully and so far as we are able to judge..
with the most beneficent results. (Oheers.)
·
Shaikh Abdul Ghani [West Punjab' Towns (Muhammadan), Urban]•.
(Urdu): Sir, it appears that the honourable mover of the amendment
under consideration is labouring under some misunderstanding. As my
honourable friend, the Home Secretary, bas said, the Criminal Tribes Act
is only meant for those people who are habitually inclined to the commission of crime. The words ' criminal tribes ' mean those people with whom
it has become a habit to commit crimes. To say that this Act should not
be made applicable to the zamindara because they possess so much land or·
because they are so very respectable, is an argument which does not stand
to reason. As the legal maxim goes, law is no respector of persons. It
should make no distinction in the case of any particular class of people·
on the ground that they are respectable people. If it makes any such distinction, it is not worth being enforced. Sir, if the motion before the House·
were that since the people of this country have become very civilised, that
Mahatma.Gandhi has been able to solve the problem of untouchibility, tha\
the Janglis have become reformed and that Dominion Status is going to be·
granted to India, therefore there should not be an Act like the Criminal
Tribes Act. T would have seen my way to support 1't. But the motion that
the Criminal Tribes Act should not be made applicable to a certain classes
of people on the ground that they possess lands is one to which I cannot
agree on principle. Sir, it is not the question of services where it
would be proper if we should say that such and · such class of
people should be given so much representation. On the other hand..
it is the question of dealing with confirmed criminals. I admit that
the Virk Jats are respectable people. But. this does not mean that
if they commit crimes they should be let off scot-free. It is written
nowhere in the Act that it is meant for the poor. It is general in its appli-
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<Cation. It applies to all persons irrespective of their profession and . respectibility. Sir, this cut is absolutely out of place. The honourable mover
-onght not to have moved it. He should try to get the Act itself amended.
Sir, of course you can reject the whole grant but that will not serve .your
purpose. No doubt, the Virk Jats, as my honourable friend the Home
:Secretary has also admitted, are respectable and the honourable mover
being, himself a member of the same tribe, is aggrieved at their 'being
-deelared members of a criminal tribe. But, Sir, that is a different question
.and has nothing to do with this cut. With these words, I resume my seat.:

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli [Lahore {Sikh) Rural], (Urdu) : Sir, I am
·sorry I could not follow the speech of my honourable friend, the Home
.Secretary word by word. But so far as I could follow it, I can say that he
.has not been able to vindicate the position of the Government in this matter.
He referred to severe punishments awarded to the people by Sardar
.Sham Singh of Attariwala. But I ask him whether the said Sardar
used to punish the offenders only or the other people also. I· am sure that
the said Sardar punished only those persons who broke the law. Sir, the
-Criminal Tribes Act should be made applicable only to those persons whom
we cannot punish otherwise. But the people who have got sufficient lands
.and money should be exempted from the operation of this Act because they
can be punished with fine or imprisonment or with forfeiture of property.
'To deprive such people of their personal liberty is both insulting and objectionable. They are not allowed even to attend the marriage or death
'Ceremoniesof their relations.
Sardar Buta Singh: If their cattle are lifted they cannot pursue
.the cattle lifters.
Sardar.Hira Singh, Narli : Yes, that is right, they cannot even
· pursue the cattle lifters. In most cases if a literate person commits some
-offence, he is punished with fine. Similarly, the zamindars can be punished
with :fine or imprisonment or with forfeiture of property if they coinmit
-erimss. With these words, I would ask the Government to desist from
-deelaring ·the zamindars as members of criminal tribes.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain [Revenue Member]
(Urdu) : Sir, the department to which the · grant under consideration relates is not the police department. If the police were to take cognizance
-of the matters falling within. this department, there would have been absolutely no justification for its separate existence. The aim of this department is reformation and not retribution. It has to reform and look after
the habitual offenders. The ideal before this department is and ought to
'be the complete reformation of criminal tribes, etc., so that after a certain period we may be able to say. that the department is no longer needed.
Sir, the department has before it the task of 'effecting a wholesome change
.in the habits of the members of criminal tribes within a generation. Sir,
I do not mind admitting that during the last· four or :five years I have not
· 'been .able to find, time to effect such changes in the department as would
'have perceptibly accelerated our march towards the goal in view. I sup_pose that every honourable member of this House is fully aware of the fact
that there are certain elements working in the Punjab which require careful,
'handling on the part of the Government.
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Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri: Are these elements confined to the Punjabalone or do we find. them in other countries as well ?
.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain (Urdu): Yes, we do finer
these elements here as well as in other countries. In other countries these elements are being dealt with according to the law of the land. I ask then, is.
it improper for us to deal with such elements in accordance with the law
for the time being in force in this country? Sir, law is no respector of persons. It cannot make any distinction in the case of Jats, Sayads, Rajputs~.
or Mughals. Whosoever offends the majesty of law must suffer. The·
honourable mover has. said that the Virk Jats are respectable people. That
is true. I know that· the Honourable the President and some other honourable members of the House belong to the Virk tribe. If the Criminal Tribes·.
Act is applied to this tribe, the blame for it should. not be fastened upon
me. We have to obey the law. Perhaps, you do not know that certain,
Rajput tribes have also been declared criminal tribes. Every case that:
eomes up has to be decided on its own merits.
SardarButa Singh : We do not contend that.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain [continuing in Urdu] : Sir,..
the Act cannot be confined in its application to non-zamindars or the poor·
alone. It applies only to such people as are habitually inclined to the commission of crime irrespective of their profession or their tribal respectability. We·
should particularly attend to one thing and that is, that we should see that
the department is properly run without being in any way influenced by the·
police. If the police is permitted to exercise any undue influence over this.
department, the latter will certainly fail in its object. Previously, the proeedure for declaring a tribe to be a 'criminal tribe was quite simple. The·
Deputy Commissioner, after consulting the Superintendent of Police, used
to make a report to the. Commissionerwho after recording his opinion thereon
forwarded it to the Local Government for final orders. But, Sir, now I
require that this investigation should pass through another stage. The case
is sent to the Deputy.Oommissioner,Criminal Tribes, who, before submitting
his report to Government, has to serve a notice on the people whom it is proposed to declare a criminal tribe or class to show cause . why they should.
not be so declared. Thus you see, Sir,. that now every individual of any
such class of people has an opportunity to show reason why he or his class.
or tribe should not be declared criminal, and thus subjected to the operation
of the Criminal Tribes Act. If after the service of this notice any representations are made on behalf of the people proposed to be declared a criminal tribe, these should be submitted along with the report of the Deputy
· Commissioner. Besides, a few days back it was decided that the Deputy
Commissionershould also state his points in writing upon which his opinion,
is based, so that the people concerned may have an opportunity to answer
those points. I think that, under these circumstances, it is not easy for the·
authorities concerned to abuse their powers or for the department to go
against its golden · principle. There is another point worth mentioning and
that is, that the Deputy Commissionerin charge of this department is a member of the same community to which the honourable mover himself belongs.
Sir, the case of the Virk Jats came up before me some two years ago, l
decided the case after fully considering its merits. L~st :May I. went Q:r;L
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·tour to Sheikhupura, and at my request the Deputy Commissioner,
· "Criminal Tribes, and the honourable member for Sheikhupura and some
-others discussed the case of the Virk Jats. I explained to them all that I
have stated now before the House. I told them that I was really sorry
that a respectable tribe like the Virk · Jats was declared a criminal tribe
..and that it· was up to the leading Sikhs to bring about such reforms as
would enable the department to cancel the restriction on Virk Jats at a
very early date.
·
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Sir, I would ask the Honourable Revenue
Member whether he himself or Sardar Hari Singh declared the Virk Jats
·to bea criminal tribe.
·
The Honourable Miao Sir Fazl-i-Husain : How could that be unless I accepted the recommendation of Sardar Hari Singh. Therefore, the
·responsibility is mine. Sir, I was going to submit that I have every sympathy with the Virk Jats, but if they want exemption from the operation
· of the Act on the ground that they are zamindars, I am afraid Government
-eannot do that. But, however, if any case is brought to my notice where
· injustice has been done, I would be only too glad to look into the matter.
In fact, it cannot be said of any tribe or community that it consists of only
. good people or bad people. Sir, after all, the character of a person can oniy
be determined· by his actions. It is his actions alone that raise a person
from the depths of degradation to the pinnacle of glory or vice versa. Therefore, Sir, if the honourable members insist that, before applying the Criminal
· Tribes Act to any particular class of people, Government should thoroughly satisfy themselves that the said class of people certainly 'deserve to be
brought under the operation of the Act, they would be justified. But if,
· on the other hand, they say that the Act should not be made applicable to
· certain people because of their profession or tribe, it is a demand which
Government is not prepared to accept. I hope that honourable members
· will not insist on such an unreasonable demand.
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: In view of the reply of the Honourable
Revenue Member, I beg leave to withdraw the amendment.
The amendment was, by leave, withdrawn.
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli [Lahore, Sikh, Rural] (Urdu): Sir, I beg to
.move" That the total grant be reduced by Re, l~.,

Sir, my object is to discuss the desirability o(appointing non-official
·. Presidents of district boards.
The Honourable Miao Sir Fazl-i-Husain (Urdu): Sir, I .fail to under. stand to what item of the budget the cut relates. At present we are discussing
item No. 8 at page 168 of the budget and the cut obviously does not relate
to that. The matter which the honourable member proposes to discuss
is entirely the concern of the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government
who has absoluetly no connection with the present demand.
ibi. P:reside:llt: Are not the salaries· of Deputy Commissioners covered
by the: demand which has been· 'moved? Are not Deputy Commissioners
presid~ts of district boards· a'B Deputy· Commissioners and in no other
, eapacity?
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The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i ..Husain: The point that you have
'been pleased to mention is that, because the Deputy Commissionersare presi-dents of district boards, therefore, the question arises whether this is not the

•

place to discuss this subject. My submission is that Deputy Commissioners
are not presidents as Deputy Commissioners, or even as members of dis. trict boards. They are there by virtue of the notification issued by the
Honourable Minister of Local Self-Government appointing them as such,
and therefore, it is the Ministry of Local Self-Governmentthat is responsible
·for it, and not the Deputy Commissioners,as such. ·
Mr. President: Why cannot the members of. this House, when dis·Cussing the subject of General Administration, ask Government not to allow
Deputy Commissionersto act as presidents of district boards ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: With due deference I
would submit that unless the position taken is that the Deputy Oommis. sioners should refuse to act on· the notifications of the Honourable Minister.••
Mr. President: I think the Council can ask Government not to allow
Deputy Commissionersto do that work.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: I leave it in the hands of
the Chair to decide whether the question of non-officialpresidents being given
to district boards is a fit subject to be discussed with reference to the grant
under discussion and whether it is not a fit subject to be considered under
the grant for Local Self-Government asking the Honourable Minister to
, answer that point.

Mr. President: Which section of the District Boards Act is rele

.·Tant'!

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : May I draw your atten
· tion to section 18 (2) ? That is the relevant se?tion.
Mr. President : Sub-section (2) of section 18 reads :" (2) The Local Government sha.ll determine, aa regards each board or as regards
any class of boards, whether the chairmen shall be a. person appointed by
virtue of his office or by name or be eleoted."

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i ..Husain: 'Local Government' in
. a.II these sections means the Minister with the Governor, and not the
· Government as a whole.

Mr. President: Certainly, the Local Government referred to in section
18 (2) means the Governor acting with the Minister of Local Self-Government. Now, the question is whether, when GeneralAdministration is under
discussion, it is open to the members of this House to request Government
that a Deputy Commissionershould not be allowedto be employed by another
· department of Government, that is to say, the department of Local SelfGovernment, to perform the duties of · the president of the district board.
I do not say that this question cannot be considered or discussed when the
. grant, if any, of the Local Self-Governmentis discussed, but I think that it
ean be discussed under the grant relating to General Administra.tion as well.

raz1..

The Honourable Mian Sit
i..Busain: Even when· the note under
-. the amendment is as it is, the note says that it is to discuss the desirability
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of appointing non-official presidents, · He is riot talking of Deputy Oommisaioners. He is talking of .the question of bringing in non-official presidents ..
Mr. President : A Deputy Commissioner is paid from the provincial
revenues and, though his salary is non-voted, yet, I think, it is open to this.
House to question why an- officer who is paid from the revenues of the·
province should be allowed to work for another department · which does
not contribute any part of his salary. It appears to me quite clear that this·
House can ask the Revenue Department not to allow Deputy Commissioners to act as presidents of district boards, and· can also ask the department of Local Self-G_overnment not to employ them as such. I rule accordingly.
Mr. Labh Singh: Moreover, this note is not a part of the amendment.
· Mr. President: Yes, it is not. It is only an indication, perhaps sometimes most insufficient and inadequate indication of the mover's object.
Sardar Bua Singh, Narli (Urdu) : Sir, for the last two years I am
hearing the demands for dominion status 'noisily made and urged with all
enthusiasm and vehemence, but when I try to see what has been done in response to them I find that Government have not yielded even to a small extent,
In the case of the district boards the Deputy . Commissioners do not release
them from their iron hold. If ever members pass .a resolution recommending
that a non-official may be appointed president of their district board, theDeputy Commissioner becomes enraged and all such members who had voted.
in favour of that resolution incur his displeasure.
But it is seldom
that members take such a bold step for, usually the members of a district
board are people like honorary magistrates, zaildars, numberdars and
others who are generally creatures of the Deputy Commissioner.
These
people cannot afford to forego the favour of the Deputy Commissioner and if
ever any one of them takes courage to support such a resolution as recommending a non-official president for the board, the Deputy Commissionerat once makes of him an example in order to discourage audacity in others.
Ii the poor fellow happens to be a numberdar or a zaildar, he is at once dismissed, and if he is an honorary magistrate, the Deputy Commissioner gets,
him suspended. The municipal and district boards are schools for training.
and preparing people for home rule. But in actual practice we find that
no endeavour is made in this direction and the Deputy Commissioners who
are usually the presidents of the district boerds boss over the affairs of the
boards like so many autocrats intolerant of all dissentient voices. So long as.
matters stand like this, there is no hope of people being trained for home
rule or dominion status. There is one general objection against appointing
non-official presidents of the boards. . This objection is that non-officials
are incapable and inefficient for. carrying on the duties of presidents. This.
is a very wrong assertion. Raja Akram _Ulla and Khan Bahadur Faz! Ali
are presidents of Gujranwala and Gujrat district boards, respectively. They
are non-officials, but their work is very good.
The Deputy Commissioners ought to be very generous in this matter~
Their position is-that of a teacher and it is their saered duty that they should
try
impart
education·
to the people· in
. . to
.' .
. .
~ political
.
. . . .
.. . . . . . . - . . . ,, - . . .
•. · order to make . them' . fit.
O
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for self-rule. He who.never tries. to praotdse.riding can.never hope to becomea rider.
Without learning one cannot, know. a thing.. To tell a person
" Don't ride lest. you. should, fall " is equalto discouraging him. Therefore,.
it is requested that the Honourable the Minister for Local Self-Government
may. very kindly see his way to remove.: the official presidents of the district
boards and in their place appoint. non-official presidents.
The Deputy Commissioner is like an .. incubus for fear of whom the people cannot take courage
to urge upon Government the necessity of appointing d. non-official president
. for their district board.
Mr. President (Urdu) : Would it. not have been· better if the honourable·
member had requested the Honourable the Finance Member and the Honourable the Revenue Member to direct the Deputy Commissioners to restrict
their activities to particular kinds of work and not to do any thing else which
may be beyond their prescribed province? (L(1.u9hter).
Sardar Hira Siq~ N~li (O:»,,linui~
Urdu) :. When our Honourable President, who is. a non-official, is carrying on the work of this dignified
House so efficiently how can it be possible that a non-official president will
show himself incapable of controlling a petty district board ? There
are many sucbinstanees inwhieh non-offloial.rank holders have proved themselves very capable and efficient. The Honourable Member, Chandhri Chhotu.
Ram, before bee was appointed Minister in the last. Council worked a:s a vice'president of the district board ofBohtak .. So is the Honourable Member,
Sardar Harbakhsh Singh, vice-president of his district board. , He is a lawyer·
and a very learned man ; do you think he will prove himself a failure in performing the duties of a president if he is appointed to the post? So, Sir, this:
assertion is utterly unfounded and the real thing is this, that Government
are unwilling to appoint non-official presidents of district boards. In theend, I request the Honourable the Revenue and the Honourable the Finance·
Members to consider this matter favourably and see what help they can
render, Witp, .the~e. few wor~ I commend m,y motion to the House.
Presid~t: Dem~d under consideration, amendment moved

vn

is-

Mr.

." That the total grant be reduced by Re. I."

>- · ·ChauclhriMuha~~~ Abdul~
... Khan ((Jullund~, Muhammadan, Rural} {Urdu) : Sir,
rise to support the cut moved by theHonourable Sardar Sahib.
I am a member of niy district board
for the last 16 years and . with my .. ' vast experience I can say
that · the
Deputy . Commissioner · is really ... for the district board
what he has been described by the honourable mover, an incubus. In themeetings of a district board the Deputy Commissioner hampers th-efreedom of vote and freedom ;of speech, For. the purpose of imparting
political education · to the people the presence of a Deputy Commissioner
in a district .board is no good. . Once, in the meeting of our district board 81
resolution to the effect that there should be a non-official president was
moved. With the exception of us. three, that- is, the Sardar Sahib, Baizada
Bhagat .Ram, and myself .all voted. against i~ •. The vice-president in his speech
said that; if Indians were to be appointed presidents <;>f district boards, they.
would certainly prove themselves incapable for the post. In answer I waa

r
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constrained to say that the Khan Bahadur ought to have said the same also

when he was apointed Deputy Commissioner. Really to say this was very
ridiculous on his part. He made these remarks not because he believed In-dians worthless, but because he wanted to flatter the Deputy Commissioner.
Similarly, when Indians were appointed SessionsJudges, some toady ait that
.time also made some such remark and said that they would prove inefficient.
But now, contrary to this, we find that in some cases Indian judges excel their
English eonfreres. Here I may cite an instance to show · how these
.Deputy Commissioners misuse their powers and influence the mem.bers, Once. a post of the secretary to a district board fell vacant,
,Applications were invited .. Three applications--two of Sikhs and one of a
Christian - reached late. The vice-president asked the permission of the
members to entertain the application of the two Sikh candidates. Thepermission was granted. Then he at once sought permission to entertain the
application of the Christian candidate also. Of course, it had to be given.
Op to that time, none guessed the object of the vice-president. But when it
was known that the Christian candidate was related to the Deputy Commissioner, the matter became clear and consequently,many who were in the dark
before prepared themselves to raise their hands in favour of the Christian
candidate. Consequently, the Christian was appointed secretary. This
.statement which I have made before the House can be verified from the
records. Then, Sir, ther? ~ve b~en.many such cases in which the majority
of the members have tried to dismiss a teacher, but the Deputy Commissioners have stood inexorable. What happens in such cases is this : that the
.flatterers who are interested in the particular teacher run beforehand to the
Deputy CoJ?missionerand.poiso~ his ~ars, ™:1d whe~ he comes to the meeting
of the district board he bnngs with him a biased mind, And when the case
.is put up before the board for decisionhe shows himself biased in favour
of the teacher. The members who are generally under his influence guess
it at once and vote against the dismissal. On such occasionsif any member
makes bold to oppose the Deputy Commissioner'swill, he is regarded a 'firebrand and an anti-Government element. Sometimes, these toadies and insinuators leave everything to the decision of the Deputy Commissioner
-saying,' "You are wiser, you know better, you are a superior intellect, do
as you like." Sir, if .everything is to be left to the decision of the Deputy Commissioner, then what's the .use of district boards ?. They are good for nothing
.and should be discontinued. Some Deputy Commissionersare good and the
people actually begin to like them while others are haughty · and treat the
people harshly ; such officers lose their reputation and in order to save their
.skin from Government, they indirectly mention it to a toady that they desire
-tha.t a photo of theirs may be hung in the meeting room of the district board•.
'The toady. makes a. propaganda and the other toadies support him. The
photograph is taken and hung in the meeting-room and everything about it
'is shown as if it is done on behalf of the people. Now, this done, the position
of the Deputy Commissioneris secured and he is furnished with an excuse.
If ever Government calls him to question for his misbehaviour he can say
... No; he is popular, here is his photo to prove it."
· '

it

Some time back the tahsildars were also ex-officiomembers of the<district
boards. They held great influence over the members and helped a great
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-deal in influencing their opinions. Now, after much protest, they have been
sremoved from district boards, Their removal from district boards
, .has in no way created any difficulty in carrying on the work of the boards.
Similarly, if the practice of appointing Deputy Commissioners presidents
· of boards is also discontinued, I do not think that the work of district
boards will in any way suffer. But if Govern4 P. M.
ment want to have their own way in-keeping.Deputy
-Commissionerspresidents of the boards, then let them also bring in again the
tahsildars for they were helpful instruments in the hands of the Deputy
, Commissionersto influence the opinion of the members. Government should
.at least appoint non-official presidents of those district boards who desire
it and pass a resolution to that effect.
The Honourable Mian Sir fazl,.j,.Husain : · Two non-official presi· dents have already been appointed.
Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan : If a house catches
. fire and two men escape and save their lives, you cannot say the whole
. house was saved or you helped their escape.

Mr. President: There appears to be some ambiguity. May I ask
· whether only two districts were given the option of electing a non-official
president, or all district boards in the province were given that option and
, only two of them availed of it ?
The Honourable Mian Sir fazl,.i-Busain (Revenue Member): Sir, I
, can answer that question because I was then in charge of district boards,
being the Minister for Education at the time. All those districts whose
, constitution allowed them 75 per cent. of elected element-and there were
something like 17 such districts in the Punjah--were asked to elect a non·
· official president if they liked, and in the case of· several district boards I
, exelcised my personal influencein support of this proposal, but did not meet
· with much success.
Cbaudhri Baldev Singh [North-West Rohtak (Non-Muhammadan),
Rural] (Urdu) : Sir, I am prepared to support this motion, but with two re'. servations. We should have non-officialpresidents of district boards, but
these non-officials must be of the same calibre, of the same qualifications
. and must possess the same experience as the , official presidents of dis;trict boards are known to possess.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: Who ·will examine and how, whether
. examined that they come up to that standard ?
Chaudhri Baldev Singh (Urdu) : In· order to avoid any chances of
corruption, only those men should be appointed or elected as presidents of
· district boards who are totally free from debt reasonable. The presidents
.and the vice-presidents have to sanction large amounts of money for
works under the control of the district boards and to give contracts for
. these works. They have also to sanction huge expenditure on other
items connected with the administration of district boards. It is therefore
·very necessary that the presidents and the vice-presidents of the district
7.boardsj should be above all temptations to misappropriate the money
o2
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~f }h.e. boar~. It will be ~d~tted, therefore, that such men should be a,pp,ointed presidents of district qoarda as are totally. free from debt. . ,
Th~n.. ,I think that , the non-official presidents .should not have un:i:~~ti;icted, po'fers to give contracts to any contractor they may like. Some
sµch provision · should be made according to which the question of giving ·
cq~tra.ctsshould be discussed in 'the open meeting of the district board con- .
earned, if the non-officialpresident may not Jike to give. the contract relating·
tp
work .to the lowest bidder. If these two suggestions are agreed to..
I am prepared to extend my support to the motion under consideration-,
~ B~dur Lala Ganga Rm [Ambala-cum-Si~a (Non-Muhammadan), Rural] (Urdu) : S~r, this proposal on the face of it appears very reasonl;l,pl~. ;who_ev.er will.Iook upqµj1t .cursorily will be inclined to support it.
But if one were to look into it deeply, it will be found not altogether free from
defects. In the present state qf ~ffairs, when we see people fighJing QVer the
fiitere.st's of Hindus. and Muhammadans, agriculturists and non-agriculturists,
and over urban and rural questions, it is not quite safe to.have non-official
presidents of district boards having the same unrestricted powers as.
the. official presidents possess. In our district board. this .resolution was
twice brought up _that no non-agriculturists should be employed in the service
of tp.e board .. This resolution, was of course, rejected every time it was moved.
But if the president of that district board had, been a non-official, I de not
think that that resolution would have met with the same fate. Lest I should
~\3 misunderstood,I may make .it.clear that I.do not mean to conv~y by these
worqs_tp.at {am not in favour of the appointment of non-officialsas presidents
o( di~trict boards, When we . are claiming swaraj for our country, which .
a. much bigger thing, we must insist on the appointment of non-officials
as presidents. qf district boards. But unless and until the present communal outlook of the people does not change, some provisions must .be
mad~ placing checks onthe powers of non-official presidents.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq [Amritsar City (Muhammdan), Urban]: Sir, F
have nf:lYl:lr been a member of a d,ist;i:ict board, so I do no"t know.the working
of di~ti;ict,boards. Lam, however, .a.membor of a municipal committee and
fqrtllllately1 I heiYti been servipg under non-officialpresidents. A few years
ago when the demand was made that municipalities should be given nono~c~al presidents, ,a bne and cry was .raised that .munieipalities were. unfit
for that privilege because of their communal outlook. When free compulsory primary education was demanded; it was objected to onsome .ground
or. other. . Even . the Reforms· were o bjected to. In fact, no forward, movement is allowed to go unobjeeted by people who oppose democratic system
of government. Communalismwill be nipped )µ .the bud only ,jf a chance is
given to.. communities to work side by side .and solve their problems. for
themselves. We are on the threshold of further. reforms, which are expected
in two years' time. Every. member of this House demands provincial
autonomy (Pandit Nanak Ohandt: Question, Not every member.) May
be the honourable member from Hoshiarpur does not, but so far as
T know, every member worth the name (LaughfR:r) · .demands selfgovernment for the province. No, . Sir, even more than . that. A
big majority wants corp.pJete Home Bnle for India, and. there .is
a-minority that wants· complete independence. When we are thinking of the
Himalayas to think of a mole-hill is a kind of sad-i-rah. If we are to get self·-
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tgovernment, the sooner we get it the better, and if we are to get self-go·
·vernmerit, the sooner Indians are trained· as presidents of· (listnct · boatfis the
:better. r These are the r people who are going to· rule. These are th~. pedple
.from amongsi whom Ministers will be recruited . .A few years ago· the'id~awas
~that 'as' Indians had 'not had 'the training they should riot be mads' Mi:distets;
and yet let Government say that the Ministers they have selected have 'been
failures.· {Pandit Nanak Charm: Votes of censure are'alwaysbeing mov'eff.)
But •they have never succeeded. · Government is 'now' accepting the view
that the Ministers are fit'for the job they are holding, otherwise the learnea
members opposite, I mean ·the members of the I Civil Service, would 'not 'have
·voted·· for them ·if, they were not considered fit for the job. 'No'ne of these
Ministers has had any experience of ·a· municipal' committee or of a district
;board, yet they- have all succeeded as' Ministers. ' A:dd it 'is' ridiculous' to. sll,y .
that the honourable member' sitting' Mhlnd me or "!the·' honourable' :inem'~er .
-on my right· are· unfit to be appointed presidents. ' I do ric>t' know why 1G~
vemmenb always acts in' such a funny way. "It gives two appoiritrr1ents 'to
Indians and then keeps quiet. It· gives two more after some' time a'iid then
-sleeps for two years. ! "I'hen there is agitation and some pressure' is put npb'ri
it and it gives a few more; · If Government thinks' these men 'are fit, why'does
it not give more appointments? . If 'Gujrat has a fit person, why not R'oshil:tr~
pur? If Gujranwala has a fit man, why not Dera Ghazi Khan;
'\\+liy 'hot
Shahpur where my'friend, the Ministers comes from? Surely, thera are etiougli
men of cap·ability in the Punjab. · · If they ean become Revenue' Member's/it
:they can become Education 'Ministers and High Court Judges', and 'ff'they·can
become Chief 'Justices, I do not· see any reason why there ~e 'not meri-'ftt
to become presidents of district boards. If you 'want to learn swim.tiling
-eannot learn it unless you try to swim. If tesporisibility is 'thrown oi{bs/lt
will he ridiculous to say that we will riot be able to carry on the gbvernm~nii~
As soon as· any burden is thrown on any man, as soon as·
resp6nsi.-bi1ity
is given to him, 'his whole mental attitude changes. 'A man may bif'J:>aggirig
.for votes to-day, but as: soon as he becomes a member of the muni<iipa.'hly,
his whole outlook changes: · A Hihd'u may say· b~fore he is ·appi:Hnted''~
Minister that he will appoint Hindus onlyin the Education Departrr1ent~'but
·when he does occupy 'that place ·rus mentality changes, his 'wliole n'ient\i.l
outlook · changes. A Muhammadan may say that he will appoint· only· l!fo"'
hammadans: when he is made the Minister for Local Self-Govi:Jrm'rient; but ..liis
menta!lity undergoes a complete change as soon as he actually·be&>m'es one,
Then he represents not Government but he represents the people, 11llte :01eihl5bts
-of the Council: He should not be afraid that the senior Mem.bElr wil}l'gi.ve
him a rebuke or the Governor will give him a rebuke. I know; Sir, hho-uld'xfot
have brought in 'the name of the Governor-but when there is pressure fi'otri.
· outside he should do, if he is fit to govern the Local Self-Government ' depalitment, what he· is asked to do. He must know that there
other· people
.who are fit to govern small district boards. There are a lot of people who will
prove their fitness if they are given the chance.
·
· '
' · ·
I
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A Deputy Commissioner can be a blessing in the present communal at- mosphere, but we have to look to the future. You say, Hindus and Muhammadans quarrel. Yes, they do. Let them quarrel like dogs, for soon they
-will realise that the strength of the country depends on their co-operation.
I,
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I know that as along as Deputy Commissioners are presidents, the work
of district boards will be done with much greater promptness than if there is a
non-officialpresident. But what does he do? He takes up item No. 1 on the·
agenda and says "I have no objection" and passes on to the next item ..
"Item No. 2," he says, "is not necessary." Item No. 8 "has been 'discussed." As regards item No. 4 he asks: "What do you think, Rai Sahib?:·
I think you agree with me." And so on and so forth. That is how the work.
is done there like lightning. He must be an extraordinary man who is tocontrol everything from the birth to death of persons within his jnrisdic-.
tion, and so is the Deputy Commissioner. It often happens a person's
brother is a Iambardar, another's cousin is a zaildar, yet another's grand:f.ather or grandmother wishes to become an Extra Assistant Commissioner.,
(The HonourableMalik Firoz Khan, Noon: The honourable member is not
stating facts when he says that a grandmother could become an Extra
Assistant Commissioner. It is not possible.) (Lau5hter.) Grandmothers,
will become Extra Assistant Commissioners. The day will come when they
will. If they could now be members of Council and members of municipal.
and town committees, the day will soon come when they could be judges.
and magistrates and Extra Assistant Commissioners. So that, my point
is, it is really unimaginable how the Deputy Commissionercould be opposed.
We all know what an opposition to a constable means, what an oppo~
sition to a thanadar means. To oppose the will of a, Deputy Commissioner·
is inconceivable to the highest degree. I concede that many of them are,
able gentlemen. I know that in many ways the Deputy Commissioneris.
. much more efficient than an elected president will be. But so was the case
with the Czar who was very efficientin certain respects. If there happened
to be a rebellion.anywhere, the Czar used to send all the hundreds of people,
alleged to be concerned in it" to, say, Siberia and everything was soon . quiet,
So was the case with Nadir Khan nearer home. If all were put to death
there will be none left to oppose and the task of government will be very-easy. But, Sir, if you pause and consider, these revolts' and signs of unrest
are the awakening signs of democracy and, once they become manifest,.
we should not delay reforms. Then, Sir, the honourable the Revenue
Member said that the principle of election was conceded in the case of a,
district board, 75 per cent.· of whose members were elected members, if
they met under the presidency of a non-officialchairman, the Deputy Commissioner being absent, and if at such a meeting a 60 per cent. majority of·
the members demanded a non-officialpresident. I do not think that that is.
a good solution of the problem. It may be that the Deputy Commissioner-is absent. He would perhaps be seated in his bungalow. There are many
people to send him news every now and thsn as to what is happening at themeeting. Reports of whether one member raised his handkerchief to his.
nose, whether another sneezed or a third yawned will all be communicated·
to the Deputy Commissioner. Who among the members will dare to riseand talk anything · against the Deputy Commissioner. or express a desire·
for an elected president? If my honourable friend from Gujrat was elected;
I am sure it was in pursuance of a hukhum from above, It. is impossible,.
whether in Gujranwala or Gujrat, Amritsar or Lahore, . for any member tostand before the Deputy Commissionerunless the Deputy Commissionerhas:
received some sort of shariat from above directing him to take a particular-
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course of action. To expect any one to thwart the wishes of the Deputy
Commissionerwho is bent upon being in charge of the district board is toexpect the impossible. As my honourable friend S1¥d, the lambardar or
the zaildar will lose his position or will probably be dealt with under section
124-A or hauled up before a magistrate. There are so many wide powers
vesting in the Deputy Commissioner. I do not say that he will use them
dishonestly, but the very fear that he has those powers instil the consciousness in the minds of the people that he is armed with martial law powers, so
to say. People will tremble at the very sight of him, not that he is a devil or
that he is a monster, but the very faot-of his possessing such wide powers
frightens the people. The people who compose the district board, for the
most part, are those who should sa2oom the Deputy Commissioner every
week, pay him their. daily respects. With such temptation how can you
expect him to brook the idea of their voting for an elected president? There
is no Deputy Oommissioner at the meeting, of course, but all the
members would realise what it would come to if they decide against
the. wishes of the Deputy Commissioner. It is J':1st like placing a.
child near the fire and, lest it should catch it, pull it by a rope.
!know, 9f course, it will be said that the Deputy Commissioner is not
m~ant to stand in the way and that he .never does so. I request
Government if they care for democratic institutions in the country to give
a free hand to the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government. The
honourable the Leader of the House was pleased to say that Local Govemip.ent means Minister with a Governor. When we talk of a governable
Minister, we know what it means. After all, a Governor is a Governor and a.
~star is a l\-J.nister. I ask then where is the Cabinet system?
Mr. President : The expression '' Local Government " in the case ora
Governor',sprovince, means the Governor in Council or the Governor acting·
with Ministers.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : That may be the definition of the term ..
As far as I know, joint responsibility with reference to a Cabinet system of
government means the Government as a whole, and does not mean · this
Minister or that Minister, If the Government wants to overrule the Minister,
it can do so. And naturally, the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Govemment is in fear of being overruled. If the Deputy Commissionerof Amritsar,.
for instance, is not to work as the president of the district board, he should
only be too pleased, for one worry less he would then have. The com-·
plaint is often made that the Deputy Commissionerhas too much work and,
it is rather funny to see that on the one hand it is said that he has no time
and on the other, district board work is tacked on to him. The matter
should be left to the Minister for Local Self-Government and the Honourable
the Revenue Member should say : Why worry our officers further, they are
already overworked; take offthe district board work from the Deputy Commissioners. The Deputy Commissioneris burdened with revenue work, judicial,
work and police work. But the fact is, it is pressure from the executive sidethat is forcing the hands of the honourable Minister. He will, of course, rise·
to deny it, but the fact is apparent to. any one. If he is left to himself, I am,
sure he will be too glad to hand over these offices to the people's representatives. Will not the honourable Minister be pleased to see my honourable-
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friend, Sardar Hsbibullah, for instance, elected president -of the Lahore
district board-or other honourable friends ·on that side ofthe House placed i11
~batg&·of-other·district'board:s?'·3Why should herestrain himself for the r"ason
that·he knows that•Go\Ternment. will not like•that '? (g.civerrun:ent will;•·, of
·OOUi'.'Se; 1ihink that the prestige of th~ Deputy Oommissioner on the e:l(eeutiv~
side wilFthe11·,;b~ lowered; -But that is' no· 'reasorr to
debar: the
honourable· Minister from 'giving •effect· to the decision made several y(fitts
.ago -to: pince 'these- -loeal: self-governing' bodies· in · non-official 'hands, ·
'-· ··' ,)
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Sir, reforms are coming in the constitution of the government of this
-eountry. -Deraoeretie institutions are·,going to be established firmer: than
befor-e·-and -we all-believe that-provincial autonomy will. surely be gained,
and-in -the circumstances to keep in -offiee a president after one year in .the
-ease of the district· boaeds and to deity election to it would ·he wholly
ridieulous, · .- .·,,
, ,
, ... ,., ,.
1'

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon (Minister for Local SelfGovenunent) ·;. ,Sir~ amongst many'.·· things that': ·stand · to , the 'credit
,of my-honoumble:imd worthy: predecessor, -f mean the Leader of the'House;
the way· of encouraging' 94d' advancing ·,focal self-government in°'0111:
local bodies stands·also t4e:fact that in·Feb:ruaty-1925 he issued · a circular'
letter'•conveying the-decisibn of Govertunent to the effectthat, whete'fet'
there were ·75 per cent; elected .memhersin" a· district board, if th~y"nlet
when the Deputy Commissiolier·was to be absent, and if, by a majority of "'60
per·eent. members present,·'they decided ·to· have a' non.:official 'ptesidenf,
th.en ·Government will withdraw the Depdty Oommissionee ·froin his ptesfdenoy of the district . board; (J!ln 'hort,ourable' member : If there are: 1onl~
three memberi;f ,There·· is no question of'thl'ee t>r twoor one membijt.:
Please do,not inter:ttipt> It was only in,the'oase,of Gujrat· ·and· 'GujtalliwaJa
illmt.the district I boards decided to , have, non-ofticiaJ. presidents· who,;Me
-working even now.
,,v.,,·;
·1, 11f,
·

m

1,
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· 'Rmi~ Firo~~d-Din Khan:
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When was it "

The Honourable Malik Firoz

· ·,

_

Khan,

!

Noon:

After 1925. When
:I took·my.office,·:Sir; I ,was,as enthusiastie1abon1i supplanting official preai'.'
.dent& by non-officiail presidents as the , honotttable me:tn:bers.opposite; llilld I
also,.felUhat-we shouldtry, andgiv.e this 1ocal,self.,govern:r:ilent into-the himds
,of non-officials as: fa,ri as possible,' and· I· took; this, ·question· very -. seriously
into· my mind. At that time there iwere 16 district boards,. including, thes~
two, Gujra.t•and Gujra.nwalm; where there were 71;.percent .. elected members.
Now 16 out of 28 W;aS netrn, large number' and I. felt that we, ought to ,give .
-other district boards also 75 l)er cent. elected element, so that they ·may also
.have this percentage to be able to, elect 'their non-official president if they: wish
to-doso. Therefore,inM:11,y1928,-wegave 75 per cent,Jelected element toithe
,district,boards of· Gurgaon, rSheikhuplll'a, Jhelnm.. Rawalpindi; Montgomeey
and Jhang. These s~ district boards will be aided' to· those 16 who already
have 75 per eentc Lwas not quite contented with this,: We doubted, that
.the circular-order of the Ministry of. Local.Self.Government that ·,the '.di~·
trict Loads mentioned, therein have the' power of ·eleet,mg,the.ir·non·offi~a
,chairmen will probably be laid 011 the shelf,and ,be forgotten. Wie,, ther&-
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'fore, issued another. circular letter invWng the attention of those district
'boards to the previous circular and asked them· to eJebt tbeir''-n6n~o:fficial
·chai.rihen; A'.gain on'tbe SOtli'.lune- 1928/that is;-about a;:yerll''Qfter; T'ilooli
.uffioe/ we issu~i · ,\11.:oiroGfar 1 'to·' tntll 'Deputy. Oohitiussio.oers ·'ag'lin 'askiiiig
.iJieih. to invit'e''the attention' '·:>f- then" district' bdatd~ ·to the .:cireula;r "1-ettet

ilnd to: en:(juire' if· ·th:ey '"\vartted '•to"·'bave 1n1:>n~tiffiei.a1 , · cbairffien. ;. Not

content with that again, on· the 24th Ssptember-· 192satwe i'ss't'.lecl. 'anoth:er
·circulaf letter inviting· the district bbardS'ttidecide t<Felect•theitnow-offiei8il
-chairmen if they·wi:sh:ed·toJllo'so. ·What'is the''result? '·'The·result is:·thitt
is district boards'-who'i?osseased·75 pet'centf•·' eleetedmembers'have by··4
·definit'e'·resolution iri· the-absence" otthe Deputy 1Combrissiorierresoiven·•to
continue to have · an: official' ·chairman. · · · TH.ree· district -'b'oai.'ds one bf which
iis tha- Lahore di!Jtrictboard; from 'which thaihonourable member who moved
thur cut 'himsalf,iCOmespsintplyireoeived• our ·letter•andt,reeiorde&it; taking
fitil·acti'on·thereon. '·,Isit not open-to-thshonourable member who-has moved
·tlJis cutrto bring·a resolution inrhis dis'trict•board to the,effectli;hat they-shall
hai~e: ai n.011~offi.cial c~
'? 'The ,district -board' has :75··per eent.: elected
m~mbersr,and'~1r imy·=meeting coneened: for this -purpose-: the· Deputy Oomi
nissioner tisna:nderrr.the:·;otd:ers •of, ·G-avernm.ent, obliged=to ,remain·' absent,
Clannt>t the board meet and pass a resolution to that effect ? If the elected
:i'epresentativ(i8·of .the people-in a district board by a resolution- resolve
·thn.t they ·wishto ,ha\Te such and such'a person as their president or that they
do not: wishto have · a· non-offieiel.president, if I say ',No,' and proceed by an
·Olderofthe Ministry of Local·Self~Government to-force-a non-officialchair·
ttlfm, T··afii~certajn, ·sir;: that the next 'moming there would be a cut · motion
dil.1Iny·salary.'in orderto censure me-'for baiting done a· thing ;of that nature,
Jrttyi to ·m~et, the wishes of the 'people,' and- in each case the public ·must
.induce the members of the district board themselves for sueh a course. ·If
,thdse members of· the. board have not got the courage of -their convictions
;to:decide that they shall have a non-officialchairman. they have no right ·to
:tit 'there as representatives of the people. {An honourab'le '11'1$11Wer: Why
not,0JSsume that·?) If I do soto-morrow, the honourable member will be
the first to bring a cut motion. This is as far as the position of Govern·
iBent,is concerned. All these district boards u they wish to have non·~fficial chairmen have only to pass . a resolution and we shall give non·
,tJfficial chairmen to them.
.
•· 1·
'I wish then to point out to the House certain facts from the little ex·
'perience that I have gained in the working of the district boards· within the
:last:•three years. I am of the opinion that the reason why district boards
hai've 'worked successfullyin this province as compared with other provinces
is• that you have official chairmen. The reason why district boards have
worked better than municipalities so far as administration is concerned, is
beeanse they have official chairmen. The reason why Government here
ihave not 'had the necessity to suspend or abolish any district board; as has
beenthe case in Bombay and another province, or· in the case of the Ludhiana
Municipal Committee, is the fact that official chairmen are guiding · the
'irorkiilg-•of these boards. And my advice to this House would be that if,
however, you wish ·to substitute the officialchairman by a non-official,then
·tw(:) or three ·things are absolutely essential.. · One of them is that you must
h&ve• in :the district boar-d a well-paid, responsible and highly educated
i-:t'.t•,';
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Malik Firoz Khan, Noon.]
officer, whether you call him secretary or by any other name, to run the·
administration with definite powers delegated to him by an Act of theCouncil or by a resolution of the district board, and the members should not
be allowed to go and interfere in the internal administration of the board,
Next, you should have your engineer who is to carry on your work with a.
status and standing, reliable and with a security of service not depending·
on the snatch vote of a few members or a clique of members of the . board.
Unless you have these securities given to the staff who are responsible for·
the running of the district board, I should say that the House would be
wrong in demanding the abolition of the officialpresident.
One honourable member said " If I did not ride a horse how can ~
learn riding?" I entirely agree with him that if we want to learn the methods
of self-government we must jump into them. Maybe we shall suffer in the·
beginriing,· but in the long run we will learn how to do the business. But
you can only teach riding to a person who is prepared to go on the back of a.
horse. You cannot force one on the back of a horse against that one's.
wish. So Government can only say : Here is the horse. put on your breeches
and get on it. (Sheikh Muhammad Sadiq : If the Honourable Minister's son,
for example, does not want to go to school, will he not give him a whipping·
and make him go ?) One of the privileges which I learnt from the Council
as well as the bar is that it is a courtesy that one owes while listening to the·
arguments of one's adversary not to interrupt and I request the same
· courtesy from the honourable member. If the Lahore District Board. does
not wish to ride a horse for fear of breaking its neck, if it desists from the·
attempt on account of that, it should be persuaded and not forced to embark
on the undertaking.
Those are the safeguards which I should like to suggest before. a dis trict board should decide on a course of such a nature. There 'are further
difficult1eswhich I wish to point out. For instance, there is the question.
'of collection of taxes. Taxes in the district board are collected through
the agency of the land revenue department. The Deputy Com·nissioner
is the head of the land revenue department, and through his help and guidance
the taxes of the district board, I mean the local rates, which are collected
along with lard revenue.. ar . collected easily. ~lherever there are official
presidents thore is no difficulty about the collection of these taxes. I do
not wish to go into details, but I should just cite one instance. The other
day I happened to get a report covering about 40 pages of the audit department about the collection of district board taxes in. Gujranwala, where we
have a non-officialpresident. It is alleged in that report that members of·
the hoard themselves are going on collecting the taxes. The board decided·
that they should themselves collect them. Accordingly what they do is
this : They go on collecting and keep the money in their own hands., They
take beforehand, as they are the sanctioning authorities, 5 to 6 per cent,
of the collections as their charges, keep the money with them for some
months and finally credit it to the district board funds. (An hrm.oulrab~member: What tax ?) Whether it is tax A or tax B does not make _th~
position any different. If you .remove the official chairman, then I ~Yl
it is incumbent on the House and , 'on Govemment. to sa.fegQ.ar!l. .the in-,
terests of the tax payers of the district and see that the funds which they
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contribute are not wasted by the members of the board who are responsibleto the public. And I submit that, as long as the system of sheer honorary
work continues, without any safeguard, of a competent secretary or an executive officer over the district board, the finances will be ruined and. the collection of taxe~ is an important thing about which the House ought to be careful before they decide to make a. sudden change of that nature.
The next point is that at the present moment, as it has been conceded by certain honourable members themselves, there is a certain amount
of communal feeling within the district boards. I have often spoken to members of district boards myself and asked them if they wanted to have non·
official chairmen. The reply has often beeri. " For God's sake prevent-us
from communal biokerings." The moment the chairman is to be elected,
communal bickerings will arise as is the case with the municipal committees.
The Hindu, the Muslim and the Sikh will be fighting with one another.
At present we get a Muhammadan, a Sikh, a European or a Hindu DeputyCommissioner as our president, so that there is not this danger that, if in
any board, any one community is in a permanent majority, the other com-munities are denied a say in the matterof administration. That danger is.
now avoided because, if a Hindu Deputy Commissioner is transferred, a Sikh
or a. Muslim comes in his place and, as there are transfers from time to time..
the Deputy Commissioners try to. distribute patronage and favours among
the various· communities and there is no permanent grievance of any one
community against the president.
Therefore; I submit that on account.
of this communal feeling at present the members themselves do not
wish to have elected chairmen. The moment that communal feeling passes.
away, say in a year or two, members will express their desire for non-offioisk
presidents and I shall be only too delighted to grant them the privilege. .I.
want that the decision should be made by themselves. If they do not want
to have the privilege, then this House will be the last place to force the handsof Government to impose an elected chairman on a board against the wishes.
of its members.
Another point is the question of giving contracts. One honourable,
.member hinted at the point. There is-no doubt that in some district boards+«
but they are exceptions-you may have very good non-official chairmen:
who are scrupulously honest.
But we are not thinking of personalities •.
We are thinking of systems. We should try and evolve a system whereby
it becomes impossible for anybody, no matter who he is, if he comes into·
the place and is not fit for it, to be able to do any harm to the tax-payer.
When you see that some district boards have as much ineomeas 18 lakhs.
of rupees per annum, as the district board of Lyallpur for instance,
and some others have five, four and three lakhs which figure representsquite the ordinary income of a district board and, in addition to that they
get large grants-in-aid from Government, and .these large amounts of money
have to be dealt with, it would be highly inadvisable to remove the official
chairman and replace him by an honorary member who may be trying to dothe work as a sort of bigar. After all, the person whom you elect as the presi~~])t is a human, being himself with a family to look after, who must engagehimself in ¥,! .oeeupation to bring in enough money .for his needs such as ,
the education of his children and so on.
It cannot therefore be expected!
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-of him that he could devote the whole of his time for district board work.
JI11ihmirnature liefug ·wh:at it is, -wh~t will bappeb. 'is this/ii Thertfmaf='be
1people; rich ienough' a.nd able to devote 1tM' wholif of tiie'it1 tinie fdr
this 'work, 'hut tliere ':tiib\yibe 'Others wh'o ha've tb:eir p'riva-t~ lblfsiriesSl!s ta carrf
·-OHP ,fhJ d'aiJ'ge1· wfil! thefi: be 'tha.t 'the whble·'sitriat16ri' wilF'b1l 'lijft1 t-oi;.iflfe
·1,f0Cl'etafy, •andla;it th'etend Of the day li~ will go tcdh:e·p'l'esidehfw:itli a'bUlI,0
of papers, and. the latter, 'perhaps too' tired· bf illte ;da.y?s 'work;2wnrgd on
signing them without reading through them. Are we right in entrusting
the admfuistration of lakns· of "rupees to such hands? , There are· many,
Indian States with ine mes of 5, 6: 10 or 12 lakhs ; many of them are of that
inconie:·' Look at the staff that they have' in order to look after the States·~
If anv honourable member has himself -an income of say, se lakhs' of 'rupeea
.a>'.'yea'.'r, would he agree to leave it to be managed·py an honorary wor~e! ~
Therefore, my final submission is this. I am in entire sympathy with
the feeling of the honourable mover of this amendmenf, but before that
-ehange can be brought about, many safeguards are essential, the most
essential being that we should do it with the consent of the-board itself
.. and not force-it on any one. When the safeguards are there and the-bdaTds
-express their desire, 'Government will be only too pleased· to· act according
toJthe·wishes of the board. iAs·the amendment ncw-standsvit ·•wil.F·be- -ex:.
tre:mely inadvisable to pass it· at this stage.
· ,. · · ·
., ''Lala'Kesho'Ram, Sekhri [.Aniritsa.1: City, Non-Muhammadan, Urban],
(U:rdil}•i' Sir-; cmy ·~hohourab:t&,friend here has asked ':riie1·t1¥1speak in ,:urdb
.srrd ·therefore hvill •express lily tiews in thaUangrlag~. 1 I mttsfl ;coiifess art tire
very• .. outset that· I· was', 'absolutely unprepared» for the sernrotPwhj.eh' · tlie
Hoiioutable• Minister fol' Local Self-Gbvernmerit has' beert'-pl~sed11io inflict
lipon us.: 1 He· tom us that he is who!e-!ieattedly in favout'lof lilivirlg· hoii(
-d:ffi.Cillll presidents for district boards.
But ·at the same' tinie'p.e M~tene'd
M•1tdviae· 11s -on- the ·basis· ~f his three' years' experience tb'at th'e!le1 non:o:ffi~iliil
.#residents must be: well-to-do persons so thatl they· nmy' b& -aif>Ie· ·to' ipi~
-sufficient, 1t:iin~ for the , work of the boards. - , He pointed-, ·outWthat Mn~
-offioial presidents have to look after their private affairs and'th1fliomfoi-ts
·of'·their - families, and therefore they cannot- - devote ·-.sufficient ·time t and
- energy to -- · the: affairs· of district boards, · · Theri · he related ·. many other·
·difficulties which have stood in· the way of appointing non-offieial-presidents.
I ,wifih, Sir, that instead of resorting to such nneonvincing+arguments, the
.honourable ~inister had plainly confessed that he was really anxious to meet
the· popular wishes, but the Commissioners and Deptity Commissioners
would. not · allow him to adopt such 'a' course.
· ·
'
0The
·, ·_
principle of appointing non-official presidents was accepted in the
_year 1919 and· it was declared that · if any municipal committee wanted to
have a non-official president it was at liberty to-do so. I was a member of
the Amritsar Municipal Committee at that ti:ine 'and I moved''a.''rasolution ·
--askii:itf for a non-official president. That resolution ·was vehemently 'opposed
by_ ;the lste Sir' Gopal · Dass, - Bhandari. But· when the Hohoutable Mmil ~ir
FazU-Husa.in, the then Minister: in. charge, allowed'
to elect ai no:nl.'officiaJ.
president, Sir Gopal 'Dass was the first to stand' as a candidate.' Howeier-, ·
:Sir;- 'the ·desfrability oi·a.ppointiiig 1:iion-offioial preaidents 'is' not denied by
;the honourable-Hinister, but I must stlb:mi£iilhat· the' eoh<lition 'With' regai'll
h.r:· ~ . ,.- -,
,.
,·,.·~·,'.
.·- ·
·
,.1
:) ·;_ J1·
:,·)L-,:2
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tp a resolution being adopted by a majority of 75 per cent. is not only need-less, q11t is also open to objection from an~ther viewpoint.
,
The Ho~ourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: There is no question
of 75 per cent., Sir. I never said that.
Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri [Unlu]: The honourable Minister was pleased
to say that if any district board had 75 per cent. elected members, and out
of them 60 per cent. expressed a desire to have a non-officialpresident, the·
Ministry of Local Self-Government would be prepared to accede to their·
wishes. But I submit, Sir, that if any board consisted of only three mem- ·
hers, then one of them would be the chairman, and in that case, it would
be practically impossible to fulfil that condition.
Honourable Malik Firoz. Khan, Noon : There is no such
board.
. Lala Kesho Rani, Sekhri [U?'dit]: But there may be one in future. No~·
the Honourable Minister took over charge of his present office in 1925, and I
~~bmit that, if he really wanted to appoint non-officialpresidents, the conQition about 60 per cent. ought to have come down to 50 per cent. at least ·
by this time. rhere .are 22 district boards in the province, and, out of"
theµ,i as many as 16 have not been given any chance by the honourable
minister to work under a non-official president. He has. been pleased to,
lay so many conditions before the House which must be fulfilled by a dist;tjct board before asking for a non-official president. May I ask,. Sir,.
whether he was required to fulfil any special conditions when he was· appointed, a Minister ?_ He was just an ordinary member like others and took:
the_ same oath as all of us. B.ut there can be no objection to his being appointed a ,Min!StE;r on that score, Then why should he lay so many conditions, with regard to this very simple matter ? He knows it fully well that
Indians are quite competent to discharge the duties of any office, however high.it may be. The honourable Leader of our own House is an Indianand none.canAeny the fact, that he has proved as efficient and capable as
hil!.predeces~or~,or . perhaps much - better than they. But even if we
1~,ye that .. aside,, every one knows that every single.resolution passed by a.
dil!ttj~tboard . has to p9!SS through the hands and receive the assent·of the·
:Peputy .Op:m:rrtjssioI10r, Commissioner and the Honourable Minister himself
before any action ean be taken on . it. Therefore, there is no danger of anytrouble aris~g. ou_t ?f _t~e appointment of,~ ;no~~offi.cial ;Presjdent.
. . ,.
Then he advised us to have executive officers . in the local bodjes,
That appears: to be quite a sensible suggestion. But the. trouble is that you
· req1ille .. these.exeeutive officers to work in you:r interest, while their salaries
wjll be paid. byrthe district boards. H you rea.lly want to give, us executive
officers,. their position must be exactly. similar to the executive officers in
Qalcutta, and not to those in Bombay, who consider themselves masters, and,
not servants, of the local bodies.
_ It has also been said that. the experiment of appointing non-ofiiqi~l.
p;rt]sidents has. been tried in some distrjct boards a,nd it has proved a. fa,ilu;r(;)
because the work of those boards was found to be very defective and wisa,tµi:Qlctory... But, Sir, that does not .~how that the fault lay with the nonofficial presidents only. Suppose there ~e some defects. in the workings-
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.of local self-government in this province. Then, will that mean that
·i;hey are wholly duo to the incapability of the Honourable Minister, or that
no Indian should be entrusted with the portfolio of local self-government
-in future? If some non-official presidents are guided by communal tend·
eneies, you have the iullest power to take them to task, but there is no
-sense in condemning or abandoning the principle of appointing non-official
presidents on that ground. Similarly, the suspension of the Ludhiana
:Municipal
Committee cannot serve
as an
argument so far as
the appointment
of non-official presidents is concerned. Government
-often has to - suspend · Extl'.a Assistant Commissioners and other members of the provincial service, but the Honourable Minister would never
. advise Government to abolish that service, or to close its doors to Indians
-on that score; I submit that it is not wise to look at the dark side of
the picture only and ignore the bright side altogether.
Our own deliberations are presided over by an Indian gentleman, and none can deny the fact
·that everything is going on all right in this Council.
Ag~in, the Honourable Minister was pleased to remark that he had
presented the horse, and now it was for the people to ride it. But I submit
that you cannot claim any credit for presenting the horse with one hand
-while you are holding a lash in the other to beat down anyone who tries
· to reach its back. If you present us with a horse and want us to
·1eam how to ride it, you must provide us with all facilities for the
purpose, instead of jumping at the slightest excuse to withdraw your
present. I would request the Honourable Minister not to succumb
to imaginary dangers, and let" us learn to manage our own affairs. When
Britains were under . Roman rule, they used to view with the greatest
.apprehension the time when they would be deprived of the protection and
. guidance of the Romans. Even the thought of such a calamity was sufficient
to make the blood run cold in their veins. But, when the Romans did leave
· them, it was found that all their fears were absolutely unfounded. On the
-other hand, we all know what an immense boon it has proved to that country
to get rid of its former masters. When responsibility fell on their shoulders,
they rose to. the occasion and managed their affairs admirably.' Therefore·
we should not be afraid of making mistakes. Let us make as many mis·
· takes as we can and thus learn to stand on our own legs. The Honourable
Minister should not be afraid of any cut being moved in his salary. After
· all, the worst that can come out of such a motion is that he may have to
change his seat from 'the official benches to this side. But that, I submit,
Jis not a very serious· calamity .
. Then he drew the attention of the House to the corruption that pre·
vails in connection with contracts. I am prepared to admit, that some
. of our non-official presidents are not above it, but at the same time
·Government cannot deny that this is also the case with many of its own
officials. Therefore that is no reason why we should be deprived of our
·right to manage our own affairs. There are so many Rajas and Maharajas
. at the head of various States, but Government has never thrust its un.solicited services upon them on the ground that it can manage their affairs
better than they can.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Busain : What about the Court·
-of Wards?
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Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri: The Honourable Members and the Ministers
are not minors, and therefore, there is no need for a Court of Wards here.
In short, Sir, to me it appears to be a case of~:;, ..><>j ~)

'a,

JJ .sS
Otherwise, if the Honourable Minister were really anxious to see our
.district boards presided over by non-official presidents, he would not have
-tried to put off the matter on such flimsy grounds. Government should
provide us with opportunities to shoulder OUJ' responsibilities in the district
boards just as it has done in this Council. It is no use saying that
non-official presidents cannot devote sufficienttime and energy to the work
.of district boards.
It was very rightly pointed out by my honourable
friend Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq that this argument applies with much
-greater force in tho case of Deputy Commissionerswho are too overworked
· to attend to the work of district · boards. For instance, take the ease of
Amritsar, where Khwaja Ghulam Sadiq is devoting as much time to the work
.of the committee as would not be possible for· any Deputy Commissioner to do. However, to cut a long story short, we must learn to manage
.our own affairs, no matter how badly we manage them in the beginning. I
submit, Sir, that, instead of standing in our way, Government should
.eompel us to shoulder our responsibilities. I wish the honourable the Leader
of the House bad, by this time, refused to spare the services of Deputy Com-missioners on the ground that they had too much work of their own. But
it is not too late even now, and I hope that he will see his way to do some
such favour to the province before he leaves us to join the Government of
India. "With these remarks, I strongly support the amendment.
Mr. E. Maya Das (Non-officialNominated): Sir, I wish to speak
about one matter. One of the speakers referred
5 P. llf.
to a certain action taken by the Deputy Commissioner, Jullundur, and, lest it might have left an impression that the Deputy
-Commissionerwas unfair, and since I 'happen to have heard the details of
the matter, I think I would make mention of it. So far as my information
:goes, and I believe it to be quite correct; the facts are that as soon as
the Deputy Commissioner knew that one of the names proposed for the
·post of secretaryship was a man related to him he left his seat and told the
-members that he was not going to have anything to do with it and the members might decide the case as they liked and then he left the meeting.
· These are the facts · as I came to know several months ago and I feel it
my duty to mention this matter for the information of the House.
._(..,j

~l{

Chaudhri Afzal Haq (Hoshiarpnr-cess-Ludhiana, Muhammadan,
.Bural) : Sir, I must say that I have been very sorry to hear the sad speech
made by the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government. I thought,
Sir, that the Honourable Minister had resigned his post and after resigning
be had come to explain his position that, because district board administration was not working satisfactorily, so he was going to resign.
But I am sorry to :find the Honourable Minister sitting on an 9fficial seat and
. objecting to the administration of the district boards-an administration
which is under his control. I must say that the Honourable the Leader of
-~the House, when he was Minister for Local Self-Government, never made
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such speeches, and we sitting in opposition admit that we alwap folt tha.t
the administration of his department had been satisfactory.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : I did not say that my
department was working unsatisfactorily. I said that it was more efficient
than in other provinces.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : And you said that if you removed the Deputy
Oommjssioners, then the whole administration will fall to the ground -.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : It may, in future.
Chaudhri.Afzal Haq: I say that if· you, as Minister,.as an elected:
member, as an Indian, are capable of administering a department as a whole,
what is the reason for thinking that if these Deputy Commissioners are removed anything bad would happen? I do not know whether you have
thoroughly gone into the affair of the Gujranwala, district .board, and whetheryou have decided it as yet,. in spite of the fact that you gave your opinion
about that; but there are other district boards and municipalities and small
towns under you, but you never said anything about them that these nonofficialpresidents are doing anything bad. I must frankly admit that I shall.
be glad even if our local bodies were . to do worse than they are doing,
provided they were given non-officialpresidents. I shall gladly say : let them,
go on even if they are not doing as much good as they did under official presidents .. After all, if you, as Minister for Local Self-Government, really: demantled from Government, in your memorandum that you presented
to the Simon Commission, that provincial autonomy should be given to .the
province, then with what face do you say in this honourable House that if
non-officialpresidents are given to these local bodies; then local self-government would be ruined ? I am sorry that this argument has been used. This..
was the second speech in these three years which may be said to be a sad
speech. One was made in the July session of 19.28 by an honourable member·
who is a very prominent member of this House and the second speech is, by
the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government, which is an indietment against his countrymen and their capacity to administer, This speech.
will be used as a plea and reason against those reforms that you expect
and which you have · demanded. Government will say : here you ai;e,.
this is your speech, you .aay that without the . official help you cannot
control your local bodies satisfactorily, and what right have you to say
that provincial autonomy should be granted to you ? I have tried to go
through the reports of the debates of the last few years and I am glad to l;la.y ·
that the Honourable .the Leader of .the House had never uttered a word
ag~inst local self-government administration · when he. ,was himself·
in charge of the administration .. He was wise enough not to commit himself
as the Honourable Minister has done. In fact, he tried his level best
always to encourage the non-official agency rather than the official agency.
He has decided cases against Deputy Commissioners, I know that. · I do
not say that out of any khushamad. I frankly admit that if such speeches.
were to be made, then there will be not only an end to local self-go- .
vernment, . but to all our claims for further reforms. I will not deal
at length with the administration of local self-government, but :i; must
say that, unless you take up courage yourself and give non-officialpresidents .
to the district boards, you· cannot say that people will be trained in the/'
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art of self-government. Unless you k ow the ABO how can you read
the big books? If really you want to do something good to this province,
it is not up to you to speak in this way in this honourable House against your
own administration, against your own people. I say if really official presidents can admmister your local self-govemment in a better way than your
own people, even then, there is no reason why non-officialpresidents should
not be allowed to these local bodies, but you know seli-government, whether
it is bad or good, is better than government which is being administered
by a foreign agency. I am sorry that I have indulged in this strain, bnt
really I am sorry to hear this speech and I expect the Honourable :Minister
will . kindly make amends and wiH kindly assure the House that he will
do his level best to do away with the official presidents. and give not only
a chance to non officials,but circulate his orders to the Deputy Commissioners . that in future they will not be permitted to control local self.
government. With these words, I whole heartedly support the cut moved
by my honourable friend.
<

Pandit Mehar Chand (Jullundur-cum-Ludhiana, Non-Muhammadsn,
Rural) (Urdu) : Sir,· I would respectfully make a few observations on the
subject under consideration. Government bas been making strenuous
efforts to train the people of this country in the art of local self-govemment for. the last nine years. The principal object of this training is; as is
quite evident, to make Indians fit for shouldering greater responsibilities.
, Government wants to establish self-goveming institutions in this
country by degrees. The object is no doubt laudable. But, Sir, at the
commencement of an enterprise a person is liable to commit mistakes. And if we, like other human beings, commit some mistakes, we
should not be discouraged by Government. Just look at the municipal
committees. They are working quite satisfactorily with non-official presidents. The case of the Ludhiana municipal committee is an exception.
Sir, there are certain departments which are mostly run by Indians,
for instance, the Education department. All divisional inspectors, with
the exception of one, are Indians. If you. read the . education report for
this year, you will find that the work of these Indian inspectors is most
satisfactory. The only European inspector, who is now posted at Ambala.,
has not been able to put in as muoh good work as his other colleagueshave
done in other divisions. In fact, he does not like to mix with Indians
and does not understand their views, and that is the reasoa why he is not so
successful. I think that, if the official presidents of . the district boards
are replaced by non-official presidents, the innovation would not prove
a failure. But so long as Deputy Commissioners are presidents ~f ~triet
boards, we shall never be able to receive any training in the art of -Ioeal selfGovernment. These Deputy Commissioners are autocrats. AB .co~pare,d
with Deputy Commissioners, Superintendents of Police and· Distriot
Judges are nonentities. It would be in the fitness. of things.: to remove
official presidents from district boards· just as the official· eleme11t- has
been removed from municipalities under executive orders. If ' district boards pass objectionable resolutions, the Commissioner can exercise his veto. You say here is a horse, jump up. But, who oa.n dl!,re to
use the horse when his hands and feet are bound ? Fear makes a person
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a. coward. There are very few persons who are fearless. If I know that I
will be appointed a Minister, I shall never incur the displeasure of Govern·
ment. I. shall never utter a. single word against Government.
Sir, these Deputy Commissionersare all in all in their districts. We people
are terribly afraid of them.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain : They are afraid of
you!
Pandit Mehar Chand: You can say that. But I do not think
.that they are afraid of us. Sir, it is high time that official presidents
of the district boards should be replaced by non-official presidents. This
reform appears to be all the more important when we hear that dominion
status is going to be granted to India very soon, though personally I do not
think that this report bas any basis of truth. Anyhow, we must have some
training in local self-government. Unless we learn to work and live together like brothers, communal bickerings will never cease. Hindus and
Muhammadans, when given an opportunity to co-operate with one another,
are sure to improve their relations and live like good neighbours. I expect
that the time is fast coming when both Hindus and Muhammadans
will realise one another's importance and sink their differenees. The
Honourable the Minister for Local Self-Government has said that Government is prepared to give wider powers to the people, but they do not like to
have them. Sir, the way in which those powers are proposed to be exercised
by the people is very objectionable. So far as local bodies are concerned,
let the representatives of the people exercise full control over their affairs.
With these words I resume my seat.
Sardar Harbakhah Singh (Hoshiarpur and Kangra, Sikh, Rural)
(Urdu): Sir, I had no intention to speak on the subject under consideration. I rather wanted to keep silent like my honourable friend Khan Baba. dur. Sa.rdar Habib Ullah because both of us are vice-chairman of district
boards. But, Sir, some honourable members have said certain things against
Deputy Commissionersgenerally with regard to which I feel myself called
'upc:in to make a few observations and throw light on the subject matter of
the discussion. What the honourable members have so far said is both true
and untrue. The wholesale condemnation of the official element cannot be
justified. No one can say that all official presidents are bad. In fact, the
whole thing depends upon the nature and temperament of the particular
Deputy Com.missioner who holds the office of president for the time being.
If he is a good and well-intentioned gentleman, and is anxious to promote
the. cause of local self-government, he will certainly prove very useful. But
if, on the other hand, he is the sort of person described by some
honourable members, his presence is likely to materially check the progress
of the work of local self-government, I think it would not be· out of place
for me to refer to my own district board, which is. working quite satisfactorily
with Mr. E. M. Jenkins (the Deputy Commissioner) as its chairman. Sir,
he has. been working with us for the last three years or more. I can say from
my personal experience that he takes .an honest and keen interest in the work
of the district board and never puts any pressure on any one and never
interferes with members, who enjoy full freedom of apeech and action in
district board matters. I think that the Honourable Minister for Local
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Self-Governmentwho on one occasion, himself witnessed the proceedings
of our district board, will bear me out when I say that our district board
is working very smoothly and successfully under the direction of the
official president. Indeed, we are very much grateful to Mr. Jenkins for his
valuable advice and guidance and the training that he has given us. The late
Mian Beli Ram, advocate, a friend of mine, worked as vice-chairman of the
district board for full five years before me. He always took a keen interest
in the work of the district board. It was mostly through his efforts that the
old order of things changed, and the new light dawned on our district board.
T;here is now a delegation of power on behalf of the board to the chairman
and vice-chairman, and so far as the work of the district board is concerned,
the chairman and vice-chairman are on the same footing. The vicechairman has got the same powers as the chairman has got except that the
latter presides at the meetings if he isinthe station. In order to effect a. division
of labour, the work is divided between the chairman and vice-chairman,
The work of the district board falls under four heads, namely, Education,
Public Works, Finance and Public Health. At present, the chairman deals
with Public Health and Education,·and the vice-chairman with Finance and
Public Works. Neither of them interferes with the work of the other. That
is how the work is being carried on. Sir, I devote about two hours daily
on an average to the work of the district board, only because it is 111y earnest
desire that we should qualify ourselves for self-government and prove our
fitness. Otherwise, a person ·like myself, being a member of the legal profession, need not have given so much time to district board work. It was
only last year that I had to tender my resignation on account of my illness
which was no less due to overwork than to other reasons. I blush to say
that in a letter from the Ministry of Local Self-Government my work as
vice-chairman of the district board was officiallyrecognised and appreciated
by Government, presumably on the recommendation of the Deputy Com·
missioner.
·
Sardar Narain Singh : Sir, may I know whether the speech is relevant
to the proposition under discussion? He is really lavishing praise on the
Deputy Commissionerof his own district of Hoshiarpur.

· Sardar Harbakhsh Singh (Urdu): If the honourablemember has a little
patience, he will see the other side of the picture as well. It is because people
are prejudiced against Deputy Commissionersthat it is not palatable to them
to hear so much being said about one of them. As I have already stated, everything depends upon the person who holds the office. Otherwise,in my opinion,
official character plays but a little part to harm the popular demand for powers
to non-officials. I am at one with the honourable Minister when he says
that, if official presidents are replaced by non-official presidents, it would
become very difficult for us to realise the profession tax. Tahsildars have
already been removed from district boards, and hence they naturally feel
annoyed and would not help us unless hard pressed by Deputy Commissioners. Professional tax can only be realised through the help of
the Deputy Commissioners,and it is natural that, if they do not remain presidents they will slacken the support that they give now. But, Sir, the Minister
says : here is a horse, you are in your breeches, jump up;. it is your fault if
you do not. But. the horse is under the control of somebody else who holds
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it and offers a. ride. How' can we make use of it safely? If we ·dare to use it,
it might kick us on a sign from its master. Here is, the other side
of the picture. For , instance, our district board passed a resolution
to the effect that the official president may be removed from the district
board. This was in '1925 when the late Mian Beli Ram was vice-chairman
of the district board. The resolution · recommending the removal of the
officialpresident was passed with a majority of 60 per cent. of the members
as laid· down in the circular. But along with it a. condition was also unfortunately attached to the effect that, so long as the then Deputy Commissioner
(whom I refrain to name here) was there, he should not be removed (laughter).
I do not want to attack anybody who was serving as Deputy Commissioner,
at that time. I am simply narrating facts. But what happened after the
passing of that resolution will simply amuse you and will prove the objection
of several honourable members who advocate the removal of officialpresidents. Within a year matters so deteriorated that next year the same
board overruled their former resolution under the presidentship of the
same vice-chairman, who himself declared that communal or party feeling
has grown so much in the meantime that we do not require a non-official
president. Ever since that time nothing again has been attempted in this
connection. As for myself, my modesty would not permit me to arrange
a. meeting of the kind, as the circular letter requires to be convened, even
if I desired a change. When such is the state of affairs, how can we hope
for success unless the Deputy Commissioners themselves recommend
the removal of the official element, or unless Government introduce this
reform under executive orders? It has been said by the honourablethe minister
that, besides the thirteen district boards which enjoyed 75 per cent. of nonofficial element in membership,but refused to have a non-o:ffiicial president, six
other district boards were raised to the status of boards enjoying 75 per
cent. of non-officialmembership. What is the use of that when we know
that owing to an inherent defect in the procedure so many district boards
had failed to avail themselves of the choice. So, that is not the proper
way to deal with this problem. Government should itself find out which
of the district boards can work satisfactorily with non-official presidents.
There they should replace tM official presidents by non-officialpresidents,
without a . regular prayer emanating from a majority of members. Do
not leave this matter to the district boards. They cannot pass resolutions
recommending-the removal of the official element unless the Deputy Commie- .
sioners themselves agree to it and encourage the members to pass such a
resolution. When I say so, I keep the case of all the district boards in the
province in view, and not that of my own district board of Hoshiarpuz,

Sardar Bahadur Captain Dalpat Singh [Non-Official,Nominated]
(Urdu): Sir, for the last four years I have been vice-president of the district
board, Rohtak, and on the ground of my experience I can claim to make a few
submissions on the subject. Several members have urged upon Government the neeessity of appointing non-officialpresidents of district boards.
In theory the principle holds good, but in practice at least, my experience
tells me that the present time is not opportune for adopting it. The sense
of duty, the tolerance of opinion and allowing others freedom of speech are
qualities which we still lack, and therefore the appointment of non-official
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presidents of the boards would involve us in great difficulties. My honourable friend, Sardar Harbakhsh Singh; has stated that the Deputy Commissioner of his district who is also the president of the district board never
interferes with the work of the board and that he always tries to lead the
members on the right path. The Deputy Commissionerof our district is also
moved by the same spirit. He never tries to exert undue influence or overawe
the members. Some time back a meeting was held at Sonepat; the Deputy
Commissioneralso attended it. His behaviour as usual was very good and he
. sat amongst us as if he was one of us. Often, out of mere party feeling or
personal grudge, members try to turn out a good and diligent teacher or
some other servant from the district board's employ. On such occasionsit
is only the Deputy Commissionerwho keeps them from turning him out, he,
being a non-party man. No doubt, in itself, the principle is very good, but it
will take some time before we can adopt it without any fear. Much objection
has been taken to the example of the horse given by the Honourable Minister.
But I say a wise man will never even go near a horse if he happened to have
seen no horse before in his life. He would try to gain its acquaintance step
. by step and never jump on to its back at the very first chance of seeing it.
Sir, I fear in this way we will spoil even that much which we have got at
present.
Then, Sir, there is a _difference between the work of a. Deputy Commissioner and a president. The former has got authority and he takes work
from his subordinates by order. The latter has to make them work by
his good behaviour, honesty and kindness. Sir, as I fail to see any reason
to support this motion, and I oppose it •
. Sardar Narain Singh [Rawalpindi Division ·and Gujranwala, Sikh,
Rural] (Urdu): Sir, masterly speeches have been delivered on the subject
of the desirability of appointing non-official presidents of district boards,
but unfortunately I happen to disagree with some of them. After hearing
the first part of the speech made. by the Honourable the Minister for Local
Self-Government, I formed an opinion that since such circumstances are
possible under which appointing an official president becomes necessary,
I must vote against the cut'; but later on, after hearing the second, part
of the Honourable Minister's speech, I had to revise my opinion. The
Honourable Minister's speech reminds me of an incident which happened
in a district magistrate's court. In an appeal, after hearing the arguments
advanced by the counsel for the appellant, the district magistrate said " Well,
you are right, your arguments are very strong and I have every sympathy
with you, but I dismiss the appeal in toto. " Similarly the Honourable
Minister also made a self-contradictory speech. He said that Government had given us a horse, that it is we who were to ride it, but in the same
breath he stated that Indians were not fit to take over themselves the responsibility of being chairmen; He said that the income of the district
boards amounted to Iakhs of rupees and their work required a good deal of
honesty of which the Indians were incapable and therefore could not be entrusted with such a great responsibility. To prove his contention he referred
to a report of 42 pages and gave instances in which thE!. members had misappropriated the monies collected on behalf of the district boards. These
cases are few and we can treat them as exceptions. Then, Sir, the
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Honourable Minister argued that Indians were too busy · in their
household duties and could not spare time to work on the boards
as well and for these reasons Deputy Commissioners had to be burdened
with such duties also. I think that while making this statement,
he did not think over it much. Deputy Commissioners have very
little time to spare as compared with Indians. Sir, the duties of a Deputy
Commissionerare so numerous that he cannot discharge them efficiently
even if he remains busy over them for the full 24 hours of the day. Here
I remember a Punjabi story. It will help us in clearing my point.
Two children had a stepmother who apparently loved them very much and
often, when she brought milk for the children, she was asked by them to
drink it herself and in reply she always satisfied them with the expression
(t ' "-~

J~ \!J t,. A~

while in reality she used to get milk 'and cream ready for herself at the fire
place. One day one child happened to go near the fireplace. He found that
milk, butter, cream and every other nice thing was there. The next time
she brought milk for them they again enquired as to why she did not take
it herself. Again she made the same reply. But this time the children said
that they were also very anxious to fall into the same fireplace. By telling
this story I mean that, whenever we ask Government to trust some work
of responsibility to our care, they discourage us by dilating upon the difficult
nature of the work. Some people practise lip loyalty by saying that Government is their "Ma-hap" (Mother and father). I can say this much, that I can
admit Government to be our mother, but only a stepmother. As regards
accepting it in the place of our father, we cannot give it that exalted position.
But, as Government is said to be established by law, if desirable we .ean
call it legal father or father-in-law, in a legal sense. A Government that is
reluctant to give us a good political training cannot aspire to be our mother.
We are in a dilemma. Neither can we yield to this stepmotherly treatment
of the English, nor can we desire them to leave us. Leave us I How can they
leave us? Perhaps in some circles it may be thought that the English would
go away leaving the country, but this is" l!)'J4-- ...:.,. ... I Jlsi .. ' ·= ... I Jl~ l!l-1 "
Yes ! it is difficult, impossible, and an idle hope. How canMr. President: Will the honourable member please withdraw that
rather objectionable expression?
Sardar Narain Singh: If you consider that objectionable, I withdraw
it at once. I never . meant the slightest discourtesy. Well, I was saying
that India is very hospitable ; every foreigner that happened to come to
India was treated like a son of the soil and was never allowed to go back.
This country of bliss and peace is tolerant o( all creeds and castes; here you
will find established churches of all religions. He who came to seek hospitality in India was never refused or turned away. We do not desire to turn
the English out; what we ask from them is this much: that they should extend
a friendly hand towards us and, in order to be our brothers, they should regard
us also as their brothers. Let them treat us as their equals.
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Mr. President: The honourable member is wandering away from
the motion before the House.

Sardar Narain Si.Qgh : Sir, the question is, do they treat us like their
brothers or not? The answer to this is: "Yes! in theory, in papers, but not
in practice." We are not given proper training. He who never falls
can never hope to become a good rider. Sikhs, Hindus, Muslims, they are
all brethren, sons of the same soil. They have been living here as brothers,
neighbours, fellow-countrymenfrom. time immemorial, 'and through God's
grace they will continue to live like that for ages to come. Their petty dissensions, insignificant communal friction, are but things of the moment.
They are effects, and will vanish with their cause. We are bound to live in a
way as described in the coupletv->.3. i.:J4-. ,; r.>...ii
i.:,JC!J :;, ("t!J

d

',:}'°
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A time will come when we will not be troubled by communal differences,
Let us have a chance and we shall not be failing in our duty. Through
you, Sir, can L'ask the Honourable the Revenue Member if we have ever
failed him in our duty of respecting and obeying him ? We have got
every respect for him.
Then, Sir, in the end I would like to suggest that, in such a case where
a district board passes a resolution recommendingthat a non-officialshould be
appointed president by the majority of 60 per cent. or 70 per cent. votes,
Government should see their way to appoint a non-official president in
, this particular case. The members of the district boards are usually too
much cowed down by Deputy Commissioners, and Government should not
expect them to first take the initiative in this direction. The Deputy Commissioner is really an incubus for them, and we cannot expect this from
them. Sir, at present there is one such district board in the Punjab which is
on the verge of insolvency, but it has got in its employ an engineer who
draws some 800 rupees a month. This engineer was appointed by an Englishman, and he continues to bold his lucrative job. The question is not whether
he is or is not capable of discharging his duties, but the question is whether
he was or was not appointed by the influence of the then Deputy Commis-

.

stoner,

'

Again, Sir, another objection is made against the desirability of appointing non-official as presidents of district boards, that is, that, if the practice
of appointing Deputy Commissionersas presidents of district boards is discontinued, then there would remain no one to colloot the taxes of district
boards authoritatively. To this I answer that this is no insurmountable
difficulty. In the case of non-officials being appointed presidents of
district boards, the list of arrears due can be prepared and sent to Deputy
Commissioners,who would collect them with the revenue receipt. With these
words I resume my seat.
,
Shaikh Abdul Ghani [West Punjab Towns (Muhammdan) (Urban)]
(Urdu) : Sir, in the opinion of the honourable member who just preceded
me. sometimes,on account of the official presidents, such people are taken in

i;--·--
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.
district board service who are often incapable, and whom the majority of the
members also does not like. He referred to a particular case in point
I do not want to discuss the circumstances under which the gentleman concerned was appointed, but I would like to say that now, by his excellent work
and good behaviour, he has won our trust and is in great favour with the
people.' Sir, we are moved by a keen desire and wish that all work may be
entrusted to our care. This desire is very good in itself, but first we must
consider whether. we are or are not fit to take over ourselves such a great
responsibility. Whenever any such matter comes up for consideration, we
are always carried away by our headlong zeal and never eonsiderit calmly.
The Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government referred to a report
of 42 pages and said that it was not an opportune moment to trust Indians
with any work of great responsibility. All of us took objection to it and
clamoured that it was a reflection on the Indian character as a whole. None
of us cared to enquire the grounds on which the Honourable Minister had
based his remarks. . If a member expresses his personal opinion regarding
any matter, all the House begins to oppose him. They never ask him to state
the reasons in support of his. case, but try to force their own opinions on him.
If ever anybody opposes what they say, they at once take fire and dub him a
toady and a flatterer. The Honourable Minister said that often members
misappropriate the money that they receive on behalf of district boards.
All objected to it, but none cared to ask the Honourable Minister to state the
cases in which such an abominable thing had happened in support of his contsntion.' I don't say these things because I am goaded on by selfishness or
that I belong to the district to which the honourable minister belongs, but I
say them because I feel them and regard them as shortcomings in us all, as
a whole. Some honourable members objected that the Honourable the
Minister for Local Self-Government was trying to spoil their reputation by
publicly saying such undesirable things. They said that at the coming round
table conference it would be urged that Indians are still unfit for home
rule and the Honourable Minister's words will be quoted as the authority. All
this is right, but this does not mean that we should not try to purge ourselves
of all the defects and shortcomings on account of which we afford others a
chance to make such unpleasant remarks regarding us. These are facts and
we cannot shut our eyes to them.
At the time when non-officials were
appointed presidents of municipal committees, each committee had funds
which amounted to lakhs of rupees. At that time the committee of my own
town had some 28 lakhs with it. But, soon after full responsibility was entrusted to Indian hands, all that money vanished. Now, nearly all the municipal '
committees are under debt. I don't mean to discourage you, but what I
want to say is this, that we should try to cultivate in ourselves the habits of
diligence and honesty. We must also develop a sense of duty and then every·
thins will go on smoothly. Moreover, in the beginning such things are bound
to happen, but by experience we will learn. It is necessary that to some
extent we should try to overlook these shortcomings, but this does not mean
that we should make it a habit. The present question is an important one.
and we must consider it from all points of view. We must keep in view the
spirit, the circumstances and . the educational condition of the country wbile
discussing it. We had a, bitter experience in the case of municipal committees, and, if we would persist in framing such a. drastic xnea.smie with regard
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1io ·district boards, then we will bring ruin over thein also. The present
·_-desire of the honourable members, if accepted, would hQ.stetJ. ruin.

.

.

'

· Sardai'Sahib Sardar Fateh Singh [Ferozepore(Sikh) (Rural)] {Urdu):

~ir, for many years past I have been a. member of the district 'boaed of Ferozepore. The boa.rd is split up into two factions-the Mulisms and the Sikhs.
These two parties always remain at daggers drawn. They quarrel and abuse
-eaeh ·other over matters most insignificant and .sometimes unimportant.
They cannot tolerate each other's opinions.. Once, after~ hot discussion and
mueh abusing over a matter of votes, a ban.ya member did not vote on the
-sids of the Sikhs. At this one Sikh was enraged, and, instea.d'of giving an
' . argument, gave a 1,afl,,i, blow to th~ banya member.
Sir. so long as this is our mentality, if more power is given to us we are
· more likely to misuse than to use it properly. This is the. one main reason
-1or which I oppose the motion now before the House.
The Council then adjourned till 2
:1980.
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THE Council met at the Council Chamber at 2
-cloek. Mr. President in the chair.

P.M.

of the

OATH Olf OFFICE •
. The following member was sworn in:
Mr.. D. Milne (Official, Nominated).
STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
SANSKRIT TEXT OF VATBAYANA's KAMA

SuTRAs.

*2918. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Chief Secretary
be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that the Sanskrit text of Vatsayana's Kama.
Sutras has been published in Bsnares ;
(b) whether it is a fact that there are no restrictions on the import
or sale of the book in the Punjab ;
(a) whether there are any restrictions on the publication of the book
in Sanskrit in the Punjab ?
Mr. H. W. Emerson: (a) Yes;
(b) No; the publication of the book "Kama Sutra "is restricted in the
'Punjab.
,
·
·
(c) Yes.
PROPAGANDA AGAINST THE CONGRESS AOTIVITIESo

*2919. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Will the Chief Secretary be
:.pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that in each zail of the province, committees
are being constituted at the instance of the Government to
carry on propaganda against the Congress and to keep the
Government well posted in regard to the Congressactivities ;
(b) if the answer to (a) be in the affirmative, will he kindly staite whether the Zaildars and Sufedposheshave been ordered to become
members of such committees ;
(a) whether it is also a fact that the local police are persuading
people to become members of these committees saying that .
Government would grant them sanads, squares of land,' 'VIWlTT!&
a.ndjagirs?

Mr. H. W. Emerson :
(b).

and (e) Do not arise.

(a) No.
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IN RECOVERY.

*2920, Chaudhri Ram Singh : Will the Honourable Member forBevenue be pleased to state-:(i) (a) the aotion taken against landholders who do not pa.y the land
revenue at the appointed time ;
(b) whether it ·is a fact that even if the lambardar submits a list.
of the defaulters, the treasury officerrefuses to receive therevenue unless the full amount due is paid ;
(ii) If the answer to (i) above be in the affirmative, whether Government intend to take any steps to alter this practice ?

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (i) (a) The honourablemember is referred to section 97 of the Punjab Land Revenue Act, and pa,ra,.
graph 520 of 'the Land Administration Manual, copies of whioh are available_
. in the library.
· (i) (b) and (ii) ;Enquiries are being made, the result of which will be
eommunieated to the honourable member in due course.
fNDEPENDENOE DAY CELEBRATION.

*2921. Lala Joti Parshad : WiH the · Honourable Minister for Local
Self-Government please state-- .
,
(a) whether any municipal commissioners in the Rohtak district
· took part in the Independence Day celebration ; ·
.
(b) whether some or all of them were ordered to submit explanations.
for participating in such celebrations;
(c) whether it was unlawful for them to take part in such funetions ;
(d) whether any explanations have been called from municipal
commissioners in any other districts of the province ; if so,
which of them ?

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : (a) Government have
no information as to whether members of municipal committees in the
Rohtak district took part in such celebrations in their private capacity.
No case has been reported to Government from the district in question of
apy action taken in this connection by a member of a municipal committee
as such.
(b) The honourable member is referred to the answer given to. QuestionNo. 28761, answered in this House on the 28th February last. Government
have not called for the explanation of any members of municipal committees
in regard to acts performed by them in their individual capaoity.
(c) Members of municipal committees are, in regard to acts performed
. by them in their private capacity, in the same position as other members oi
the general public. (il) The Ministry of Local Self-Government called for the explanation
of one member of the Gujranw~la municipal committee.
..
lPa.ge 243 ante.
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Will the Chief Secretary. be please~

to state-

(a) whether Government is aware that there are some complaints
against Mr. Muhammad Said, Magistrate, exercising powersunder section 80, Criminal Procedure Code, in the Karna.I
district;
·
(b) whether it is a fact that in an appeal Borja v. Crown, Rai SabibShibbu Mal, Sessions Judge, Kamal, passed remarks in his.
judgment against the said Magistrate that he had violated the
sanctity of his record ;
(c) whether any complaint was made by some members of the Karna.l
·
bar to the High Court against the attitude of this magistrate ;
if so, whether any action was ta.ken on this complaint ;
(il) whether the attention of the Government has been invited to the
complaint published in the daily ' Tej ' of Delhi in its issues
of 25th Ootobee 1929, 1'1th November 1929 and 23rd December
1929 against this magistrate :
(e) if the answer to the above be in the affirmative, whether any
enquiries have been made about the correctness of these allegations, and, if so, with what result?

Mr. H. W. Emerson : Government are not in possession of the in ..
formation necessary for a reply to be given. The information is being obtained and a reply, will be given to the honourable member in due course. ,
C.ATTLE•LlFTING AND TH)!}FTSIN KARNAL DISTRIOT.

*2923. Lala . Joti · Parshad : Will the Honourable Finance Member
please state(a) whether it is a fact that cattle-lifting and other thefts have been
on the increase in the Karn.al district since last year ;
·
(b) whether it is a fact that persona'deelared as belonging to criminal
tribes in this connection are still at large and are doing their
nefarious work in the villages ;
(c) whether any villagers have deserted their villages in fear of the
prevalence of this crime ;
(il) if answers to (a), (b) and (e) are in the a:lfu:mative, what steps,
if any, Government proposes fo take for the protection of
peace-loving and law-abiding section of the popnla.tion ?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) No.
(b) No.
(o) Not so far as Government are a.ware.
(d) Does not arise.
B~
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LITIGANTS IN LAW COURTS._

"'2924. Lala Joti Parshad : . Will the Honourable Finance- Member
:please state->
·
_
(a) whether Government is aware that the litigant public hi the law
. courts of the province are being put to great ineonvenienes
for. not being provided with .any shed and benches· to sit on ; ,
(b) if so, what arrangement Government is going to make in this
direction. ?
The Honourable Sii' Alexand«Stow: (a) No.·
(b) Does not arise.
CORRUPTION AMO:t>G SUBOllDINATE .JUDICIAL ESTABLISHMEN'r•

.*2925. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Finance Member
"be pleased to state{a) whether Government is aware of the fact that process-serving
establishment and the subordinate clerical staff of the Punjab
courts are deeply indulged in corruption-and money is extorted
at every step from litigant public by way of right and usage ;
(b) if so, what action Government intend to take in the matter?

The HonourableSir Alexander Si:~w : (a) Government is not aware
·that the subordinate clerical establishment of the courts and process-servers
are more open to charges of the wholesale corruption than other bodies of
-subordinate Government or private employees.
·
.
· (b) The honourable member is referred to the answer given to question No. 8781 asked in the November Session of 1927 by Mr. M. A. Ghani.
MEMORIAL FROM HINDU SABHA, AMBALA, re PREPONDERANCE
OF MUHA.MM.A.DAN OFFICERS.

*2926. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Chief Secretary
1>e pleased to state-'. (a) whether Government 1!,ave received memorials, dated 16th December 1929 and 9th February 1930, from the President, Hindu
Sabha, Ambala City, in connection with the serious preponderance of the Muhammadan officers in Ambala district
and the gradual elimination of the Hindu official. element
therefrom;
(b) if the reply to the above be in the ~:ffirmative, will the Governmemt be pleased 'to state what action has been taken on these
inexnoria.ls ?
Mr. H. W. Emerson: (a) No memorial was received in February
1980. Two memorials were received in December 1929 and related to the
preponderance of Muslim officialsin the district office.
(b) These memorials were ierwa.rded to the Commissionerfor d.isposaL
lVol. :X.B, pp. II30-1133.
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OF LOOAL RATES ·BY LAMBABDARS,

*2927 ~ Chaudhri Ram Singh : With reference to the answer to part
(c) of question No. 28621 put by me on 27th February 1929, will theHonourable Member for Revenue be pleased to state(a) whether the collection of cattle tax and haisiyat tax is also
included in " all the duties " mentionod therein ;
(b) whether paoh.otra is allowed· for the collection of these taxes;
(c) if. the answer to (b) be in the affirmative, what are the reasons
for not allowing pao'ltotra to Iambardars for the colleotion
of local rates, cesses, mutation fees, etc.
The Honourable Mian Sir ·Fazl-i ..Husain: (a) No.
(b). Yes.
(c) Does not arise.
PATWAR1s' SHARE oF MuTATION·FEEs.

.

*2928. Chaudhri Ram Singh : Will the Honourable Revenue Mem'her be pleased to state·
(a) whether it is a faot that in addition to their pay, the patwaris. ·
are allowed a share of the mutation lees ?
(b) If so, what is the percentage of this share? .
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes.
(b) Two-fifths of the fee charged.
DARAKHTPAL GRANTS IN LoWER BARI DoAB CANAL.

*2929. Mian Ahmad Yar Khan, Daitltana : Will the HonourableRevenue Member be pleased to state(a) the terms on which Darakhtpal grants were made in· the Lower
Bari Doab Canal;
(b) whether it is a fact that after the expiry of the terms Government
took possession of the trees in some cases but not in others ;
(c) whether it is also a fact that the district boards are not prepared
to take this property a~ its maintenance is much too expensive ;
(d) whether the Government is also aware that the grantees are
spending lots of money for the upkeep of these trees which they
are not required to do by the terms of the grant;
(e) If so, what action Government intend to take in the matter?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fezl-i-Husaia . (a) The honourablemember is referred to Punjab Government Notification No. 2859, dated the
5th of November, 1919.
(b). There appears to have been some misunderstanding about the· conditions of these grants, The idea that tree planting tenants would be relieved of their duties in the way of pla.ntiilgand lookingafter trees as soon as
lPage 190 ante:
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they obtained occupancy rights was erroneous. Action is now being taken
-oorrectly to interpret the condition of these tenancies.
(c) Government has no information on this point.
(d) No.
(e) Does not arise.
u

~
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· *2930. Lala Joti Parshad: Will

\

Boaoor., I>ERAGOPIPUR.
the Honourable Minister for

ANGLo-VERNAOULAR MmnLE

lEduoation be pleased to state-(a) whether it is a foot that the District B~ard of Kangra has passed
.
a resolution to raise District Board Anglo- Vernacular Middle
School, Deragopipur to high standard ;
(b) whether the Government is aware that an Anglo-Sanskrit High
School already exists at Deragopipur which is on the permanent
grant-in-aid list ;
(c) whether' it is a fa<1t · other schools in the district such as Nsdaun,
Sujanpur, Nagrota Baguan, Daroka, Karoa, Haripur and Pelsmpur have got 'larger number of boys than D. B. Middle School
Debra and some of those schools have applied to the district
board for opening high classes ;
(d) if the reply to the above be in the affirmative, what action Government intend to take in the matter ?
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) Yes.
(b) Yes.
(c) Government has no such information.
(d) Th~ matter will receive due consideration at foe proper time.
SELECTION OF CIVIL ASSISTANT SURGEONS.

*2931. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable
~ster

for Local Self-Government please state(a) whether it is a fact that in the proposed selection of candidates
for the posts of Civil Assistant Surgeons in the Punjab Civil
Medical Service Government proposes to restrict its choice
only to such candidates who obtained the M. B. B. S. degree
in the minimum number of years prescribed under the regulations of the Punjab University ; .
(b) if so, the reasons for this restriction ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : It is not intended that
the selection of candidates to fill vacancies in the Punjab Civil Medical Servioe
should be restricted to such candidates as have qualified for the M.B.B.S.
degree in the minimum number of 5 years.
Applications are being invited from all medical graduates under tlie
age of 85 and. the selection will bemade on the advice of a Board of Salee ..
tion on which four members of this House have agreed to serve.
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TEXT BOOKS WRITTEN BY EDUCATION DEPABTMENT 0FFIOER.

*29D. Mr. Din Muhammad : Will the Honourable Minister for ·
·IBJducation be pleased to stat~
(a) the names and designations of officers of the Education department who have written or compiled books for use in school
and colleges of the province during the past ten years ;
(b) which of these officers are so placed that they can influence the
sale and use of their books ;
(o) the · amount of royalty received and income-tax paid thereon
by each offieer mentioned in (a) during the, past ten years;
(tl) what steps· the Government proposes to take. to prevent this
misuse of their official position to push the sale of their
books'}
·
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a), (b) and (c): This informaiiion is not available and it is difficult to obtain it. Its value (even if it could
tie procured) would not be commensurate with the time and labour spent
-on its collecton.
(d) Government has taken steps to prevent authors from abusing their
-official position to push the sale of their books. Necessary orders havebeen
-eonveyedin Government letter No. 1851~-B., dated the 16th August, 1929,
.a copy of which is placed on the table.

-,--

-Oopy of Jetter No. 13611-B., dated the 16th August 1929, from Sir G• .Anderson, Kt., C.1,E.,
M.A., Under-Secretary to Government; Punjab, to all Divisional and District Inspectors
of Schools; members of Direotor of Public Instruction's Headquarters Sta.ff, Deputy
Directress of Public Instruction, Inspectresses of Schools, Heads of Government Colleges and Schools, Secretary, Text-Book Committee, Punjab, Superintendent of Education, Delhi Province, and Superint.endent, Reformatory School, Delhi.

In supersession of Mr. Godley's circular No. 10, serial No. 988, dated
-the 16th February 1917, and of Mr. Sanderson's C. M. No. 17885-B., dated
.the 15th November 1927, on the subject of the production of text-books for
: use in schools and colleges in this province, I am directed to communicate
the following orders of Government for the guidance of all · officers of the
Education department.
2. Under rule 15 of-the Government Servants' Conduct Rules, a Gov·
-emment servant may undertake occasional work of a literary or artistic
character provided that his public duties do not suffer thereby, but Govern
,ment reserves to itself the right to forbid him to undertake or to require him
to abandon any employment which in its opinion is undesirable. The rate of
fees which can be accepted. in the ease of work undertaken on behalf ·of a
'.private person or private body is subject to the provisions of rule 46 of the
Fundamental Rules and the subsidiary rules thereunder.
8. The circulars referred to in paragraph 1 of this letter laid down
certain rules for the guidance of all educational officersin regard to the pro-duetion by them of books specially designed for use in educational institu.
<tions. These rules make no distinction between the members of the teaching
-and the inspecting staffs; nor do they differentiate between text-books for
use in schools text-books prescribed by the University for its examinations
.and books which can be regarded as works of scholarships first and text-books
.afterwards. It seems desirable to make a distinction between these two
.elasses of officers and between the several categories of books. ·
·

------------------·-··---.
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.
4. The followingrevised orders on the subject are therefore Issuede=(a) In the case of litera.ry work undertaken for a private person ot
body, the officer whose services have been commissionedshall before undertaking the work obtain the permission of the Head of the department.
(b) The acceptance of fees for such work will be subject to rule 46 of the·
Fundamental Rules. ·

(e) In cases in which the books so commissionedis :intended for use as a,
text-books in the primary and middle departments of schools and is approved
by competent authority as such, the permission, if granted, will be. subject
.to the condition that the writer if he is a member of the inspecting braneh..
or on the staff of the Central _TrainingCollege, shall not retain a pecuniary
interest in- the sale of the book in the Punjab ; in other words, he will be per-·
mitted to receive payment of a royalty for all copies sold outside the
Punjab. In the case of books commissioned by the Punjab Unversity or ·
prescribed for use in one of its examinations, the writer or editor shall be
permitted to receive payment of a royalty for copies sold whether inside or·
outside the Punjab.
(d) In the case of books written by an inspecting officer or by a member·
of the staff of the Central Training College on his own initiative, specially
for use as text-books in the primary and middle departments of schools, and
approved by competent authority for the purpose, the same conditions as,
given in (c) above shall apply. The orders contained in sections (c) above and
(d) shall not apply to educational officers employed in the teaching branch ..
If, however, any such officer be transferred to an inspecting post, or to the
staff of the Central Training College, he shall forthwith comply with the
orders detailed above. The conditions mentioned in sections (c) and '(d) shall.
not apply' to books which are works of scholarship first and text-books afterwards, i.e., for example, books of general academic interest, literary works
and books of reference designed for teachers and for higher education. For·
such works any officerin the Education department may receive a royalty.
(e) In every ~ase officers of the Education Department shall, before·
writing any text-book, obtain the permission of the Head of the department
to undertake such work and shall submit to him a copy of. the agreement
entered into between himself and the person or persons who publish his work..
· or who have commissioned him to do the work.
(j) All officers of the Education department shall submit to the Head
of the department annually a statement on the attached preseribed form
showing the amount of money received as remuneration for the writing of·
text-books and other books and for royalties received on account of the sale
of such books.
(g) No officerof the Education department shall be permitted to publish
his own works, except with the permission of Government.
·
·
.(h) .These orders shall take effect from the date of issue of th~ circular'.
and shall not be retrospective, though in the accounts submitted under sec·
tion (}) all sums received in royalties during 1928-29 for books written before:
the date of this circular must be included:
. ..
.
'
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Sto!,ement showing inrome ikrived by
-

the finarwial year

(To· reach Office of Director of Public Instruction. by· 1st October· 1929, in reipeCit of income·
during 1928-29 and by lst July in future years.)
<

1

2

3

4

6

5

7

--

-.Name,
of
the
book.

Name of the
author or
joint-author
· Publishers.
with his
official de·
signation.

. Lump sum
received on
account of sale
of copyright
No. and
date of Director
of Public
Instruction's let.
ter sanctionin~
its acceptance.

and

Amount of
royalty reoei ved
Tot.al
and No. and
.amount
date of Director
received
of Public lJi.
struction's letter (Total of
sanctioning the
columns4
acceptance of
and5.)
royalty on the
book.

ai

i

~
Rs.

Rf'

Rs.

N.B.1. (Column I). In case of an approved text-book, add (T.-B.) to its name. .
2. (Coluuin 1), All the test-books written by the same author should be named tirst.
3, (Column 2\. In eaee of a [olnt-antho» ad<i the name= of the other joint.author

Signature:
Designation.
Date.
TEXT BOOKS WRITTEN BY EntJCATION DEPARTMENT OFFICERS.

*2933. Mr. Din Muhammad: Will the Honourable Minister for··
Eduoa.tion be pleased to. state(a) whether any orders were issued by Government in the year
1927 or 1928 that no member of the Punjab Education Department should have any financial interest of any kind in any
book written or compiled by him and used as text-book in theprovince;
·
(b) if the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, will he be pleased to give·
the names of such officers of the Education Department as sold
their copyright in the text-books written or compiled by them,
and· how much price had each of them realised for the sale
of that copyright, and on what basis that price was calculated;
(c) were the orders referred to in (a) subsequently revised, and, if so.
to what extent ?
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(a). Y$4; ·-0rders were issued. in

1927 to the effect that no books written or edited by a member of the Edu·
-eation department will be placed on the list of approved books unless or until
-the author or the editor concerned has stated that he has no personal interest
in the sale of the book.
(b) The required information has been entered in a statement, which is
_placed on the tablet. It is difficult to know on what basis the sale price of
-copyright was calculated in eaeh case, though it :rn.ay be presumed that the
merit of the books was one of the determining factors.
(c) Yes, the orders issued in 1927 were revised in 1929. Copy of Gov·
-emment letter No. 13511-B.,2 dated the 16th August 1929, is placed on the
-table.
·
TEXT-BOOKS

WRITTEN

BY BOARDS

OF STUDIES.

*2934. Mr. Din Muhammad: Will the Honourable Minister for
.\Elduca.tionbe pleased to state(a) what books written by the members of the School Board of
Studies of the Punjab University, separately or jointly with
others, were prescribed as text-books for use in high schools
and colleges in the Punjab during the past ten years ;
(b) the name or names of the authors or compilers of these books;
(o) the names of the authors and compilers mentioned in (a) who still
retain an interest in the sale of the books written or compiled
by them j
(<l) what steps, if any, the University has taken or proposed to take
to prevent the members of the School Board and other Boards
of Studies of the Punjab University from influencing the selection of -their books as text-books ?
·
·
.

.

· The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : (a) and (b) The names
"Of books written by the members of the School Board of the Punjab Universsity and prescribed as text-books fol' use in h1gh schools and colleges in
the Punjab during the past ten years are given below along with the names
-of authors or compilers.
·
1. Selections from a " Book of Golden Deeds " Edited by Bakhshi
RamRattan. ·
2. Man Eaters of 'I'savo
Mr. H. Wyatt.
Mr. E. Tydeman
8. Selected Stories from Hawthorne
and.Bakhshi Ram
Rattan.
Mr. B. G. Wyatt
4. Tales from the Boyhood of Famous men
and Bakhshi Ram
Rattan.
5. The Coral Island by Ballantyne
• . Abridged by Major
· Alexander Wilson
and Khan Sahib
Muhammd Din.
i Vtde page 640 infra.
• Pages 5~691 ante.
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6.

Qamn da Khazanab

Bawa.

Udha.m

Singh.
7. Assignments
Science

in

Pmctica.l

Elementary

Dr. R. H. Whitehouse and Mrs.
Whitehouse .•

'

'The authors in the case of all the above books :were members of the School
Board, except Major Alexander Wilson and Mrs. Whitehouse.
·

(o) Books Nos. 1 to 8 are no longer on the list of prescribed text-books,
and hence the question of interest in the sale of these books does not arise.
Mr. Wyatt and Dr. Whitehouse are no longer members of the School Board.
Information in respect of Bakhsi Ram Rattan, Khan Sahib Muhammad Din '
and Bawa Udham Singh has been sent for and will be supplied to the Honour.a_ble Member when received.
(d)· In 1927 the Syndicate passed the following resolution:" When a Board recommends a text-book written, edited or .compiled by a member
of the hoard, in which such member has.any financial interest, the Board shall
state tbis fa.ct in its reeommendazion for consideration by the . other UDiver·
sity bodies~concerned."
•
.

This was communicated to all the Boards of Studies and the School
Board.
·
The situation has been further changed by the Syndicate approving of
the following decision of the School Board on 7th February 1980- (1) That every member of the Board shall make a declaration in
writing as to whether or not 'he is interested directly or indirectly in any book which comes before the Board for consideration ;
(2) that only in exceptional cases for reasons to be specified in writing
the books in which a member or members of the Board are thus
interested be considered.
The Boards of Studies and the School Board have been asked to follow
these recommendations in connection with text-books to be prescribed in
future.
VICE-PBESIDEN'l'S

OF LUDHIANA

DISTRICT

BOARD.

*2935. Sardar Mohindar Singh : Will the .Honourable Minister for
Loeal Self-Government be pleased to state(a) when was the last election of senior and junior vice-presidents
of Ludhiana District Board held ;
~) on this occasion was the election held by a. single vote or by double
vote;
(e) was the procedure adopted in accordance with rules framed by
Government ;
(d) if not, what action does Government propose to take m the
matter?
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· · .. - The Honourable .Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : (a) On th·e 29th.August:
1929.
· · (b) By the double vote.
(c) There is some difference of opinion as to the interpretation of therules in this connection. Steps are being taken to make the rules perfectly
clear in the revised edition which will be issued before long.
(d) Does not arise.
GHORIP.A,LSOF THE LOWER JHELUM CAN.ALCOLONY.

*2936. Sayad ·Mubarik Ali· Shah·: Will the Honourable Revenue,
Member please state(a) whether it is a fact that a committee was appointed to enquire
into the grievances of the 'Ghoripals • of the Lower Jhelum.
Cana.I Colony in the Shahpur district ;
(b) whether that committee has held any sittings, and reached any
conclusions, and, if so, what ?
(c) Has the Government, so far, taken any steps to give effect to those
recommendations, arid, if not, why not?
The Honourable Mian. Sir F azl-i-Husain : (a) Yes.
(b) The Committee has sat and reached certain conclusions. A detailed
report embodying the conclusions of the Committee on the various points-of reference will, it is hoped, shortly be received from the Commissioner of
Rawalpindi Division.
·
(c) On receipt.of this report Government will take such action as may be
required.
·
ZAMINDARS OF THE JHANG DISTRICT.

*2937; Sayad Mubarak Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Revenue Member be pleased to state( a) whether it is a fact that owing to general failure of crops and the
extraordinary low prices of the produce of the land in the
last three years, the financial condition of the zaminda.rs of
Jhang district has been very badly affected ;
(b) whether the Government has received any representations from
the zamindars of Jha.ng district requesting therein to extend
the period and numbers of the remaining instalments due on Government lands purchased by them at the last settlement · operations under the same conditions as those existing'
in the Lyallpur and Montgomery districts ;
(c) if so, what action Government intends to take in the matter?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain : (a) Surely the honourable member is indulging in exaggeration. · There were no general crop failures
in Jhang district during Rabi and Kharif 1929, and the prices of the produceof land in the district have not been extraordinarily low during the last three"
years, although the prices of certain commoditieshave fallen recently.
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A representation was made to the Deputy Commissioner,

-Jhang, in February, I 928, and on the recommendation of the local offi.ceis

'the number of outstanding half-yearly instalments was doubled in June
1928,
'(c) None.

NooR-MA.lIARRAM AND AQALA-liA.YATA BALoOHES,
*2938. Sayad Mubarilc Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Revenue
.Member please state(a) whetlier it has been. brought to the notice of the Government
by the Deputy Commissioner, CriminaJ. Tribes; Punjab, and
the local authorities of Jhang district that the Noor-Ma.ha.p:am
and Aqala-Hayata BaJ.oohes of that district do not commit
crimes as habitual offenders, but they do it owing to their
adverse economic conditions ;
(b) whether it is a fact that the same officials have recommended
that they (the Baloches) should be given some lands to get
them out of their present financial difficulties;
(c) if the answers to (a) and (b) be in the affirmative, what steps the
Government · has taken, or proposes to take in this respect ?
The Honourable Mian Sir·Fazl-i-Husain:
(a) No.
(b) No.
(c) Does not arise•

.

NooR-MAHARRAM AND AQALA lliYATA B:A.LoOHES.

· *2939. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will too Honourable Revenue
Member please state- ·
(a) whether it is a fact that some land (in the Jhang district) was
placed during 1927-28 at the disposal of the Deputy Commissioner, Jhang, to distribute it among the Noor-Maharram
and Aqala-Hayata Baloches and other deserving. persons in
that. district, to ameliorate their financial conditions ; ·
(b) whether that land has been distributed, so far, and to how many
persons ; if not, why not ?
.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) No.
(b) Does not arise.
DISTRIBUTION OF LANDS TO LANDED GENTRY.

*2940. Sayad Mubarik Ali. Shah : Will the Honourable Revenue
.Member please state-«
(a) the total area of land in acres very recently distributed amongst
the landed gentry of the province ;
(b) the area of land given to persons of this class in the Jhang district 'l
/
r . , 1 The Hono~rable Mi an S~ F~-i-Husain : (a). 9,000 acr~~·
(b) . 20 rectangles 01-' 500 acres:
0
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SU'RGEON, JHANG DISTRICT•

. -, · *2941. S~yad M11barik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Minister
for Looal Self-Governmentbe pleased to state(a) whether it is a. faot that during the last 20 years the post of Civil

Surgeon in Jha.ng district has been held by non-Muslim gentle-.men, except for a short period of two years ;
(b) what were the reasons for the appointment of non-Muslims to
this post for sueh a; long period ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : The required information
·js being collected and will be communicated to the honourable member aa
.soon as it is available. The obvious reason seems the shortage of Muslims.
)n the Punjab Civil Medical Service. ·
AssrsTANT

Suu-INSPEOToRs

or

PoLIOE

IN JHANG

DtSTRIOT.

.
*2942. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Finance:M:ember please state(a) the total number of Assista.n~ Sub-Inspectors of Police recruited
from the statutory agriculturist tribes of Jha.ng district sincethe creation of this
. post :
.
(b) If the answer to (a) be in the negative, what were the reasons
for ignoring the claims of this class of the Jhang district to this.
line of Government service ?
The H~ourable Sir Alexander Stow : (a) Two.
{b) Does not arise.
.,
Lootrsr

IN THE JHANG DISTRICT.

*2943. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable. RevenueMember be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that most of the i'laqa of Jhang district ha.sbeen visited by locusts and the _young 1abi crop damaged and
in some oases destroyed ;
{b) If so, what steps does the Government propose to take to helpthe affected zamindars ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a) Locusts appeared in a
number of villages and slightly damaged the crops in a few villages, but.
luckily crops were not destroyed by them.
(b) The slight damage caused so far does not call for any steps, other·
than those provided by the ordinary rules.
ROAD BETWEEN LYALLPUR, BRAKKAR AND JRANG.

*2944. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will' the Honourable Minister
for Agriculture please state·
(a) whether there was a. proposal to meta.I the road between Ly&.llpurand Bhakkar ;

.•
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(b) what actual steps have been taken to give practical shape to this,

proposal;
(c) whether there is any possibility of the Lyallpur-Jha.ng section,
, being metalled in the near future?
The H~orable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Yes.
(b) The first section to be taken in hand will be between Lyallpur and
Jhang but until the intention. of the North-Western Railway in regard to a
more direct railway connection between Lyallpur and Jhang is known it isinadvisahle to do anything towards remaking the road.
(c) This will depend on the consideration alluded to in the reply to·
part (b) and to the financial conditions prevailing.
AGRIOVLTURALCOLLEGE, LYALLPUR, AND DEATH OF A STUDENT BY
POISONING,

*2945. Rana F:aroz-ud-Din Khan : Will the Honourable Ministerfor Agriculture please state(a) whether it is a fact that a student of the Agricultural College a.t
Lyallpur died of poisoning in the year 1929;
(b) whether it is a fact that some letters purporting to have been
written by the deceased were discovered by the police ;
(e) whether it is also a fact that \in these letters serious allegationswere made against certain students and the Hostel Super·
· intendent ;
(d) whether any departmental enquiry was made in this matter;:
if so, with what result ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Yes;
(b) All letters found with the deceased were handed over to the police?
(c) The contents. of these letters have not been disclosed;
.(ii) The Deputy. Commissioner ordered a magisterial inquiry and the·
police held the usual inquest; in view of the.reports received of these inquiries it has not been: considered necessary to hold a third departmental·
inquiry.
,
UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
LADY HEALTH VISITORS.

1587. Khan Sahib Risaldar Bahadur Nur Khan : Will the·
Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government be pleased to lay on the
table(1) number of lady health visitors trained by Miss Simon and Miss
Raynor in the province;
(2) number of such visitors prior to their appointments;
(3) number of Dais trained by lady health visitors;
(4) whether the demand of lady health visitors is on increase or·
decrease;
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(5) number of applications requiring lady health visitors received
·
from different districts uf the province, and number of lady
health visitors available ;
(6) whether it. is a fact that- only Rs. 1,500 'have been provided
as grant-in-aid to local bodies to meet the expenses of the
health centres ?

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon:

(1) 34.

(2) 4.
(3) 263 during the last seven years, excluding the year 1924, for which
.information is not available.
·
(4) The· demand is increasing. But it is doubtful if the demand will go
-on increasing at the same pace as it is doing now if the local bodies knew
that the Government are unable to pay a grant-in-aid to cover the salary
-of each health visitor entertained.
(5) 19 applications for health visitors have been received from different
'local bodies and voluntary committees in the province, and others have been
-told that no further applications can at present be registered, as it is only
possible to supply 8 health visitors each year. No lady health visitor is at
'present available.
(6) Not 1,500 but 15,000.
EXEMPTION OF THE HINDUS OF M1ANWA.LIDISTRIOT FROM THE
OPERATION OF FRONTIER CRIMES REGULATIONS.

1588. .Khan Bahadur Khan Muhammad Saifullah Khan : Will
-the Honourable Finance Member be pleased to state(a) .whother Government is aware that the Hindus in the Mianwali
district are exempt from the operations of the Frontier Crimes
Regulations which are now operative on Muslims of the district only;
(b) if so, whether Hindus will still be made members of the Jirgas
appointed to try cases of Muslims falling under these regulations ?

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : The honourable member
'referred to the answer given to his unstarred question No. 7351 asked in the
Council on the 28th November 1928.
PANDIT JAGAT RAM OF HosHIARPUR

D1sTRIOT.

1589. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Honourable Finance
1.fember be pleased to state( a) whether the term of imprisonment of Pandit Jagat Ram of Hoshiar·
pm district has expired ;
.
(b) whether it is a fact that the Inspector-General of Prisons recommended to the Gov('lrnment that Pandit Jagat Ram be released ;
1vol. XII page 41.
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{c) if the reply to the above be in the affirmative, will the Govern·
ment be pleased to s,tate ·the reasons why Pandit Jaga.t Bam
has not been released so far ?
,
.

''The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow:

(a) No.
(b) Government is not prepared to give the information.
(c) Does not arise.

AREA

OF LAND SOLD OR MORTGAGEDBY SMALL LAND HOLDERS
TO BIG LAND HOLDERS.

1590. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Honourable
lRevenue Member be pleased to state~
(a) whether Government have had statistics collected of the extent
of land that has passed from the hands of small landholders,
into the hands of big landlords by sale and mortgage since ·
the Land Alienation Act came into force ;
·
·
· · ..
(b) if the reply to the above be in the affirmative, will the Govern·
ment be pleased to state the area so alienated.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes,
<Of Economic Enqniry, bnt they are not yet complete.
(b) Does not arise.

by

the Board

.APPOINTMENT OF TRAINEn·NURBEB IN ALL THE BIG VILLAGES
OF THE PROVINOE,
r

· 1591. Sardar Hir'a Singh~ Narli: Will the Honourable Minister
for Local Self-Governmentbe pleased to state whether there is any proposal
,under the consideration of Government regarding the appointment of trained
.Jllll'ses in all the big villages of the province ?

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon:

Not at present.

FAILURE OF OB.OPSAND FALL IN THE PRIOES OF AGRIOULTURAL
PRODUOE,

1592. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: Will the Honourable Minister
tor Agriculture be pleased to · state(a) whether Government is aware of the fact that the financial con·
dition of the aamindara of the province has gone from bad
to worse in recent years as the result of successive failure of
crops and fall in the prices of agricultural produce ;
(b) whether there is any proposal under the consideration of t~
Honourable Minister to· institute an enquiry into the eanses
. of this fall of prices and fll,ilure of crops ? · ·
.
!.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh:· (a) Government is
aware of the unsatisfa·ctory.features of agriculture in recent years ;
fb) As the causes are-well lp;loWil,. n:o jnquiry seems necessary•. -·
0
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INTRODUCTION OF PUNJABI WRITTEN IN THE PERSIAN SCRIPT.

1593. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: Will the Honourable Minist-er

for Education be pleased to fltate(a) whether there is any proposal under the consideration of the
Honourable Minister regarding the introduction of Punjabi,
written in the Persian script, as the medium of instruction
in the primary schools of the province ;
. (b) whether it is a fact that the Amritsar District Board passed 0,.
resolution to this effect ;
(o) if so, what action bas so far been taken in the matter'}
· The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : (a) No.
(b) Yes.
(c) !J:he Education department is considering plans for increasing thenumber of Junior Vernacular and Senior Vernacular teachers trained to
teach Punjabi.
LIST OF MILITARY PENSIONERS.

1594. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Will the Chief Secretary be pleased

to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that Government has caused a list of military'
pensioners to be prepared ;
.
(b) whether it is a fact that one of the headings in these lists· con·
tained an enquiry whether the military pensioner concerned
was a member of Risaldar Anup Singh's Jatha;
(a) if the answer to (b} be in the affirmative, what was the objoot
making such an enquiry ?

or

Mr. H. W. Emerson: (a)

No.

(b) and (c) Do not arise.
:Mu~IOIPAL COMMISSIONERSOF SEVERAL MUNICIPAL COMMITTEESIN
THE PROVINCE WHO TOOK PART IN THE INDEPENDENCE DAY.

1595. Chaudhri Baldev Singh : Will the Honourable
f-0r Local Self-Government be pleased to state-

Minister

(a) whether the Municipal Commissioners of several Municipal Com·
mittees in the province who took part in the IndepeJidenceDay were asked to give their written explanations ;. if so, why ;
(b) what legal steps the Government can or intend to take against
those who have admitted their participation ?

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) The honourable,
'member's attention is invited to the answer given in this House on February
28th, 1980, to Starred Question1 No. 2876. Government called for the ex·
planation of one member of Gujranwala Municipal Committee.
(b) Government are unable to answer a hypothetical question. Each
ease will be treated according to its own facts and circumstances.
•Page 243 ante.

----------
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STRUGGLE BETWEEN TENANTS AND THE LANDLORDS 01!' VILLAGE
CHHuOHAKWAS IN RoHTAK DISTRidT.

1596. Chaudhri Baldev Singh : Will the Honourable Revenue
Member be pleased to state(a) whether some instructions have been sent to the district at1thori·
ties concerning the struggle between tenants and the · land·
lords of village Chhuchakw as in Bohtak district ;
• (b) whether it is a fact that the efforts of Mr. H. S. Malik, the late
Deputy Commissioner, to bring about a compromise failed;
(c) what action Government propose to take regarding this straggle
between tenants and the landlords ? ·
The Honourable Mien Sir Fazl-i-Husaui: (a) No.
{b) Mr. Malik suggested to both landlords and the tenants to refer their
disputes to a board of arbitration, consisting of{1) a prominent non-officialMuslim ge:ntleman,
(2) a prominent non-officialHindu gentleman, and
(8) himself.
But both parties declined the. proposal,
(e) The Government will be only too glad if the matter is ~cably
settled, and is prepared to give any assistance to that end in its power
w.ithin the law. Failing however such amicable settlement, the law will take
its course. Government will take every step possible to prevent the occur·
rence of. any breach of the peace.
MusLIMs IN THE FEBOZEPOBE Drsraros BoABD.
1597. Pir Akbar Ali: Will the Honourable Minister for Local Self•
Government please sta.te(a) whether it is a fact that the representation of the Muslims th&
Ferozepore district board is not in proportion to their popnletion strength in the district ;
(b) if so, what action Government intend to take to set right theproportion 'l
The Honourable MalikFiroz Khan, Noon : The Honourable Memberis referred to the answer given to his question No. 5681 asked on the 25th
February 1928. Since that day owing. to the lowering of the franchise thevoting strength of Muslims has risen from 20 to 80 •6 per cent.
Enquiries have already been addressed to all local officers as to whether
the lowering of the franchise has so altered the balance of communities as todemand the revision of the constitutions of any district board.
BEPRESENTATION OF THE

m

.

REPRESENTATION OF MAMDOT ESTATE ON THE DISTBI0'.11
BOARD, FEROZEPORE,

1598. Pir Akbar Ali: Will the Honourable Minister for Local Self·
Government please state(~) whether it is a fact that the Mamdot Estate, l!'erozepore district,..
is the greatest local rate-payer in the district ;

~~~~~~~--~--
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(b) whether it is a fact that ~he· Manager of the said Mamdot Estate
( ...
used to be a member of the District Board, Ferozepore ;
(CJ whether it is a fact that he was removed to make room for the
Executive Engineer, Public Works Department, Ferozepore;
(d) if the answer be in the affirmative, will the Honourable Minister
please state fnrther-«
(i) the percentage of the number of meetings attended by the
Executive Engineer ;
(ii) the assistance he gave as an expert to the District Board?

The Honourable Malik F~oz Khan, Noon:

(a)

Yes.

(b) Yes.
(c) No. By Punjab Government notifications Nos. 82987 and 82988,

dated the 14th December 1927, the Executive Engineer, Sirhind Canals,
was replaced as a member of the board by the Executive Engineer, Provincial Division, and the Manager, Mamdot Estate, by the District Medical
Officer of Health.
( tl) Does not arise.
FERoZEPORE DrsTRIOT BoARD.

· 1599.

Pir Akbar Ali: Will the Honourable Minister· for Lo~!

Self·Govemment please state- .
(a) whether it is a fact that the District Medical Officer of Health
.
is. a member of the Ferozepore District Board ;
·(b) whether it is a fact that the Civil Burgeon.is also a member of the
said board;
· (c) if the answer be in the affirmative, will the Honourable Minister
.' ·
please state the reasons for appointing two representatives
. .
of the same department as members of the Distrio] Board ?
'The Honourable Malik F:aroz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes~
(b) Yes~
(c) The two officers in question represent two different departments.,
,the Medical and the Public Health. It is desirable that on account of the
rural dispensaries the Civil Surgeon should be in touch with the District
'Board and its members, and the prevention of epidemiclike Malaria, Cholera,
<Plague and· Small-Pox, make it necessary that the District Medical Officer of Health should be in touch with the members and thereby create public
o'.[>inion on the subject. If the honourable member has any suggestion to
.make, Government will, as it always does, welcomeit in writing.
MANDI HYDBO-ELEOTIRO. SCHEME.

1600. Mr. Labh Singh: Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture

.be pleased to state-·
·
·
(a) the eost per unit of the electricity to be produced by the Man.'!i
Hydro-Electric ~cheme;
·
· - · ··
..

~

f

I
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(b) whether it is a fact that the estimated cost per unit of the :Mysore
State Darbar Scheme is cheaper than the cost per unit of the~
Mandi Scheme ; ·
'
(o) whether it is a fact thai the Mandi Scheme possesses suoh.na.tura1·
,
advantages as are not available to the Mysore Bchema}. .
;
(d) if so, wh~t are the reasons ::,hy the cost per unit of_ the ¥ysore
Scheme will .be cheaper as compared with the Mandi Scheme ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a)
is· estiniated
that when the Mandi plant is fully -loaded the gross average cost of delivery
of electricity to high tension consumers will be approximately 8 pies per
unit.
(b) The corresponding cost per unit of the Mysore State Scheme is not
known to the Local Government.
,
_ (c) and (d) The Local Government is unable to make a comparison·
ot the natural advantages possessed by the Mandi and MysoreSchemes,
respectively.

•rt

KANGRA

vALLEY RAILWAY,

1601. Mr. Labh Singh : Will the Honourable :Ministerfor Agriculture

be pleased to state-

(a) whether the Kangra Valley Railway was a necessary adjunct ·
to the Mandi Hydro-Electric Scheme ;
(b) what did that Railway cost ;
. (e) was that cost home by the Central Government at the request.
·
of the Punjab Government ?
'
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) No.
(b) The cost incurred on the construction of the Kangra Valley Railwa.yis a subject on which questions should be asked in another place as Railways.:
· are the concern of Government of India ;
(o) The proposal to construct the Kangra Valley Railway at the ;cost
of the Central Government did not originate with the Punjab Govern·
ment.
Co-OPERATIVE DEPARTMEN~COlI?,t:UNAL

REPRESENTATION,

1602; Sardar Partap Singh : Will the Honourable :Minister for
Agriculture be pleased to state(a) the number 'of inspectors, sub-inspectors and camp clerks in the "
Gujranwala and Sialkot divisions of the Co-operative Department in the year 1926, and the number of Hindus, Sikhs and
Mussalmans amongst them ; .
(b) the number of Hindu, Sikh and Mussalman inspectors, subinspectors and camp clerks in the aforesaid divisions who W"'1'e
punished by or on the report of Ohandhri Abdul Hamid,
Circle Registrar, during the period extending from April 1927
to September 1927 ;
·
(c) the punishments given to the above-mentioned sta.:ff community•,
wil.le?
'

.
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The HonourableSardarSir.JogendraSingh: (a) There were seven
inspectors, of whom one was a Hindu, two were Sikhs, and four were Muslims.
{rhere were eight camp clerks, of whom four were Sikhs and four were
Muslims. Sub-inspectors are not Government servants, and the inform...
ation is therefore not available; . ·
(b) No inspector or camp clerk was punished during the period;
(c) Does not arise.
Co-OPERATIVE CENTRAL BANKs-NoN-MusLIM
REPRESENTATION ON THE DIRECTORATE.
1603. SardarPartapSingh : Will the Honourable Minister for.
Agrfoulture be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that in the Directorate of Central Co-operative Banks in those districts of the province where the Musa.1mans are in a majority, the Hindu and Sikh element has been
reduced;
{b) whether it is a J.act that the Hindu and Sikh co-operators of
Gujranwala have started a'Central Bank of their own and have
applied to the Government for the recognition of the same ;
(c.:) if so, whether Government has accepted their application; if not.
why?

The HonourableSardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Government have
no information. Central Banks are independent bodies, which receive no
grants from Government, and function under their own constitution bye-laws
and system of elections. Under the Act there is no provision directing them
to supply details of the name and religion of Directors to the department•.
(b) Yes, an application has been received.
(c.:) The Bank has not .1et been registered but the matter is under consideration.
R;mPRESENTATION OF SIKHS IN THE STAFF OF Co-OPERATIVE
CREDIT SOCIETIES.
1604. Sardar Partap Singh : Will the Honourable Minister for
Agriculture be pleased to state(a) the number of clerks recruited in the offices of the Registrar.
Deputy Registrar and Circle Registrars of the Co-operative
Credit Societies since October 1928, and the number of Sikhs
amongst them ;
(b) whether it is a fact that the number of Sikh clerks is very small;
(c.:) if so, what are the' reasons for the same'?

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogeadra Singh: The question has
necessitated certain enquiries from the local officerswhose reply is awaited.
lrb.e answer will be communicated to the honourable member when ready.

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS,
lNDAURA. ,.,PROVISION

,

-OF A TELEGRAPH
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0FFIOE,

1605. Chaudhri Ram Singh : Will the Honourable Member for

lRevenue be pleased to state.
.
(a) whether it is a fact that the town of Indaura in tahsil Narpur.
district Kangra, . is surrounded by the Beas on one side and
by Chakki Khud on the other side during the rainy season
resulting in the suspension of all traffic for several days and
making it impossible even for the mails to reach the town ;
{b) whether it is a fact that there is no telegraph office in Indaura,
and the public have no means of communication with the outside world when the .Passages are blocked during the rains ;
(c) if so, whether Government intend to take any steps to provide
a telegraph office in the town of Indaura ?
·
.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes, but the approach
to the town is not entirely closed during the rainy season, and the mails are
ita.ken across daily from the Nurpur Road Railway Station by the District
Board road.
(b) There is no telegraph office: but there·is a sub-officeat Indaura.
(c) Does riot arisei '
TENANTE!, .AND

LAND~ORDB

OF . QHHUOJIAKWAB.

1606. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable. Revenue Member
iplease state(a) whether any instructions have been issued to the district authorities about effecting compromise between the tenants and
landlords of Chhuchhakwas in the Rohtak district ;
(b) whether tenants were willing to accept the arbitration of the late
Deputy Commissioner;
(c) the reasons which led to the failure of compromisebeing effected'}
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) No, but attention
<Of the honourable member is invited to Part (b) of Council question
No. 1596 1.
(b) No.
(c) Does not arise.
SARDAR GAJJAN

SINGH.

1607. Lala Joti Parshad: Will the Honourable .Revenue Mem'ber pleased to state(a) whether any representation was submitted last year by Sarda:t
Gajjan Singh, ez-aufedposh, Gurah, Tahsil Sirsa, in the Hissa.r
· district, against his dismissal;
(b) if. so, what action, if any, has been taken on the above representation?

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes.
(b) None.
1Page
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BHIWANI i>OLIOE·0FFIO~

1608. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Finance M~bet
be pleased. to state.
(a) the population of Bhiwani town in the Hissar dist:dct coin.m.unity.
~~;

.

.

(b) the names of sub-inspectors who .have been. in. charge of Bhiwani
1

, . city police station for the last fifteen years ; ·
· (c) '.whether any complaints :were made, to the Deputy Comµrissioner.
against the present officer in. charge ot. Bhiwani City police
st'ation;
(a) whether Government intend to put a senior Police Sub-Inspector
in charge of this police station ?
·

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stbw: (a) According to the Indiap,
Census Report, 1921, the population of Bhiwani town in the Hissar District.
is as follows :· ·
. Hindus
26,661
Mussalmans
6,110
Sikhs ..
8
Others
496

...

...

(b) A statement is laid on the table.
(c) No.
(it) There is no intention of making any fresh appointment at present.
the present incumbent having only been in charge for a few months.

List showing the names of Sub-Inspectors, who have been in charge of
Bhiwani city police station for. the last fifteen years.
1.
2.
8.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Ohaudhary Abdullah Sub-Inspector, No. E.-208.

Mirza Yar Muhammad, Sub-Inspector, No. E.-225.

Chaudhri Sultan Singh, Sub-Inspector, No. E.-58.
Mirza Yar Muhammad, Sub-Inspector, No. E.-225.
Lala Shankar Dass, Sub-Inspector, No. E.-100.
Chaudhary Abdul Jalil, Sub-Inspector, No: E.-144.
Lala Lakhshmi Chand, Sub-Inspector, No. E.-155.
Mirza Yar Muhammad; Sub-Inspector, No. E.-76.
Raja Jot Ali Khan, Sub-Inspector No. E.-866.
10. Lala, Siri Ram, Sub-Inspector, No. E.-108.
11. Raja Joti Ali Khan, Sub-Inspector, No. E.-150.
12. Shaikh Mubarak Ali Shah, Sub-Inspector, No. E.-218.
18. Mian Syed Muhmud, Sub-Inspector, No. E.-278.
14. Mian Mir Muhammad, Sub-Inspector, No. E.-82.
15~ Mian Alla-ud-din, Head Constable, No. 158 as Officiating BubInspector.
·
16. Qazi Kabirul Haq, Head Constable No. 69, as Officiating BubInspector.
17. Chaudhri Sultan Ali, Sub-Inspector, No •. E.-266.
18. Qazi Kabirul Haq, Officiating Inspector, No. 70-E.

F--

.
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SHRINE OF Drcr SmnHA.

1609. Chaudhri Ram Singh:

(i) Will the Honourable Minister forLocal Self-Government be pleased to state.
(a) whether it is a fact that in tahsil Hamirpur of the Kangra district,
there is the shrine of a well-known deity, known as Diut
Siddha, and that thousands of pilgrims from all parts of thecountry visit this shrine every year ;
·
(b) whether it is a fact that the shrine of Dint Siddha is situated at 'a1
distance of about 6 or 7 miles from Bersar ;
(c) whether it is also a fact that there is no road. leading from Barsar
to the shrine of the deity mentioned, and that this causes
a good deal of hardship to the pilgrims.
(ii) If the answers 'to the above be in tlie affirmative, will Government
be pleased to state whether they propose to construct a road from Barsarto Diut Siddha ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : Government have no,
information on the points raised in the question but have instituted enquiries,
and will communicate the result to the honourable member in due course.
NoN-GRADUATES AND 0FFIOE oF EXTRA AssISTANT CoMMISSIONERS,

.

1610. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Chief Secretary be pleased to statehow many non-graduates have been accepted for the. post of Extra Assistant
Commissioners· during the past three years ?
Mr. H. W. Emerson: Under the rules Tahsildars and Naib-Tahsil·
dars and members of certain clerical staffs are eligible for promotion to theappointment of Extra Assistant Commissionereven if they are not graduates;
In accordance with these rules 22 such officers have been appointed duringthe past three years. No non-graduate has been successfulin the competitiveexamination or. has· been selected for Register C which relates to nonofficials.
Soaoor., BUILDINGS.
1611. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Minister for Looat
Self-Government be pleased to state(a) which district boards possess buildings originally built for primary:
schools, but now not so used ;
(b) how many of these originally so built have since been dismantled ;
(c) how many of these were built out of Government grants?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : The collection of the·
statistics asked for by the honourable member would involve an amount
of labour in the offices of district boards and Deputy Commissionerswhich,
appears to Government quite incommensurate with the value of the in·
formation asked for. If the honourable member has in mind any cases,
where buildings constructed out of Government funds for use as schoolbuild·
· ings have been diverted to .other uses, Government will be glad to have the,
·cases investigated on receiving further particulars. Or if the honourablemember has any other object in view, if he will very kindly communicateit to Government, it will receive Government's best attention.
DISTRIOT BoARDS

AND PRIMARY
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Si:nmNn CANAL.

·

1612. Mr. E. Maya Da1 : Will the Honourable Revenue Memberbe

rpleased to state'( a) when was the Sirhind Canal constructed ;
(b) what was its cost?

·

T.be Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a) It was completed in
1886-87.
·
• . . (b) On the completion of the Project the total capital outlay (direct and
.indireet) was :Rs.
British
2,41,87,125
Contribution
1,44,67,175
Total
Sramxn

8,86,54,800

CANAL.

1613. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Revenue Member
1

;be pleased to state(a) through the territories of what Native States does the Sirhind
Canal pass :
(b) what areas in Native States are irrigated by this canal;
(c) whether there is any agreement between the Native States and
Government as to distribution of water ; and, if so, is it on a.
proportion of the water coming down the canal or on the basis
ot volume;
(d) what is the machinery to supervise that the distribution of water
is just and equitable 'l
·
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain: (a) The Sirhind Canal
:system passes through the Patiala, Nabha, Jjnd, Faridkot, Kalsia and Malerkotla States.
(b) Area irrigated, by British Branches is 689,725 acres and by State
'Brenohes is 1,629,000 acres.
,
(c) Thera is an agreement between the British Government and the
J?atiala, Nabha and Jind States about the State Branches. The distribution of water is based on the supply in the canal as laid down in the terms
·of the agreement.
In the case of areas irrigated by the British Branches the distribution
.s done by the British Government just as in the British territory.
(d) The Executive Engineer, Ludhiana Division, does the distribution
~ etween the British and State Branches and the Executive Engineer, Patiala,
,'does the internal distribution between the Patiala, Nabha and Jind States.
ln both cases the distribution is done under the supervision of the Superin, ending Engineer ; a regular water account under definite rules being
ept.

UNSTARRED
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DIPALPUR AND EASTERN CANALS.

,
1614. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Revenue Member
tbe pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that the Dipalpur and Eastern Canals, which
take off at Ferozepore were running during February 1930 ;
(b) Will any water rate be charged for the area irrigated during the
winter;
'
(c) if so, under what rules and orders ;
(d) what will be the approximate area irrigated ;
(e) what will be the approximate revenue from this source?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: The information is not
.available at head-quarters and has necessitated enquiry being made from the
local officers and the result is awaited. The information when received will
.be communicated to the honourable member.
EDUCATION GRANT.

·
1615. Mr. E-. Maya Das : Will the Honourable Minister for Local
~elf-Government be pleased to lay a statement on the table showing for to
_year 1928-29 and 1929-80 for the following district boards, Jullundur •
.Hoshiarpur, Ludhiana, Kangra and Ferozepore·
(a) the amount of Government grant (excluding that for buildings)
for education ;
(b) the amount of Government grant (excluding that for buildings)
as actually received ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: It is regretted that the'
ll'eply to this question is not ready.
WASTE LANDS IN THE SHAHPUR COLONY.

1616. Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad Hayat, Qureshi: Will
~he Honourable Member tor Revenue kindly state what steps have Government taken to carry out the assurances givon by him on the resolution
regarding waste lands in the Shahpur Colony area brought forward for
<discussionin the last session of the Council on 26th November 1929?
·
The Honourable .Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain : Enquiries have been made
1:rom the local officers, whose report is awaited.
GOVERNMENT'S DEMANDS FOR GRANTS-contd.
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION (RESERVED)-contd.

Mr. President: The Council will resume discussion on the amend:ment of Sardar Hira Singh Narli, relating to the presidents of district boards.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram [South-East Rohtak (Non-Muham.madan) Rural] : Sir, the question which this Council was discussing on the
Jast working day related to the appointment of non-official presidents of
<district boards. The present situation stands thus. Every district board
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.
which has 75 per cent. of its members returned to it by the system of election,
has the right to elect a non-officialpresident provided the board at a special
meeting passed a resolution for having a non-official president by a majority
of 60 per cent. of the members present. While discussing the present situation, the Honourable Minister mads it perfectly plain that the object which
the mover of this cut had in view had his full sympathy. Some of the members who spoke last on this subject seemed to have misunderstood the real
significance of the latter portion of the speech of the Honourable Minister~
In that portion, he wanted to draw the attention of the House to certain
practical 'difficulties which stood in the way of giving non-officialpresidents
to all district boards. By making that speech he did not mean to whittledown the sympathy he had already expressed, but what he wanted was that,
the House should not ignore some very serious difficultieswhich really existed in the way of the fulfilment of that object. I may remind the Housethat it was in the time of the present Minister for Local Belf-Govsrnmens
that the franchise for the district board elections was very substantially.
lowered. Previously, only those who paid an annual revenue of Rs. 15 had
the right of vote, but now this amount has been reduced to Rs. 5. Further,
every person who pays professional tax has been given the right of vote ..
From this alone one can reasonably draw the inference that the Honourable.
Minister for Local Self-Government is in full symp.athy with the extension:
of the principle of local self-govemment all round. While, however, w&
cannot overlook the difficultieswhich stand in the way of giving non-official
chairman to all district boards, we cannot shut our eyes to the fact that thereis an insistent demand for provincial autonomy. Now, a demand for provincial autonomy and a refusal to give non-official presidents to district .
. boards do·not go well together. However, let us remember that half the
district boards of this province are not in a position to find men sufficiently:
competent to discharge the duties of a chairman. If, however, we insist
upon provincial autonomy as we should, we should place ourselves in a position to find a sufficient number of competent men to take charge of district boards.
This argument was advanced by several members who spoke on the:
motion and it is not easy to meet. However, I have no doubt that. the
Honourable Minister foi Local Self-Government is in full sympathy with the
object which the mover of this cut has in view, and I am sure he will take an
early opportunity to call a meeting of a few Qf the membersrepresenting various
groups in this House, and place his difficultiesbefore them. Those who areinvited to that meeting will then have an opportunity of convincing him of the
need, perhaps the urgent need, of giving non-officialchairman to some more
districts. When that meeting is held, it will be open to various members to·
press· their views, and it will then be for the Honourable Minister to put. '
forward the 'difficulties which he sees in the way of giving non-official presidents and ask for suggestions as to how those difficultiescould be removed.
Lastly, I think that it will not be difficult to find means of relaxing some or
the conditions regulating the grant of the privilege of having non-official
presidents at as early a date as possible.
Rana Firoz•ud·Din Khan [South E11,st Towns (Muhammdan-Urban)
(Urdu)]: Sir, the honourable member who has just preceded me has in1
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bis speech offered certain suggestions as to how we can possibly remove the
-difficultiea confronting us at present. But in spite of that, he has ignored
,>Certain aspects of. the question under consideration. The Honourable Minister
has drawn the attention of the House to some difficulties that
..stand in the way of giving .a practical shape to the wish of the honourable
members. I admit there are difficulties and we cannot ignore them. No
-doubt, they are there, but we are not justified in calling them insurmountable.
'The honourable member representing Rohtak said that 'the franchise had
been lowered. I thank the Government for loweringthe franchise. They have·
-done well because it was a right that legiti-nately belonged to the craftsmen
and could not be kept back from them. Then the same honourable member
-exultod over the fact that the franchise qualifications of zamindars had also
. been extended. That also is a very good thing and for that the credit goes
iio the Honourable Minister. But notwithstanding all this, our difficulty
.remains the same, not solved in the least. In the first instance, the question
is whether this principle is or is not adoptable ? Secondly, what are the diffl:culties that stand in. our way and how are we to overcome them? The pre-deoessor of the Honourable Minister found a solution of these difficulties
:and took steps to adopt it. He began by appointing two non-officialpresidents. But after him no one tried to followin his footsteps. This was done
in 1925 and since then five years have passed. During this time Government
-ought to have extended this principle at least to five or six more district
hoards. Whenever Government are requested to replace the official presidents by non-officialpresidents, they always vehemently raise the objecton
'that efficientpersons are not forthcoming. I admit that if we try to appoint
'non-officialpresidents of the boards in the beginning we will have to confront
'this difficulty, but as time passes, better and better people would be coming
torward to discharge these duties. Efficiency and ability are things that can
'be acquired by diligence and application. How can you expect us to do
:S, tlµng without first giving us a chance to learn it ? Sir, I may give a concrete
.example. The District Board, Lyallpur, decided to take the control of ednea-.
~ioninto its own hands and the department tried to stand in the way .of this
:resblve. The present Secretary, Transferred Departments, who was then the
president of the board, recommended the case strongly observing that the
.'chairman of the Education Committee who was a double graduate was
quite competent to manage the administration, and that, even supposing that
:~fficiency would slightly suffer in the beginning, it was impossible to adopt
different course in the face of the Government policy of affording every
opportunity to the people to get training and experience to enable them
tor self-government, the ultimate goal. The Government agreed and
pow the work is carried on without any hitch. It is Government's
duty to prepare the people for self-government by giving them train·
lng in the departments that are under the control of the Honourable Minister
ior Local Self-Government. Without regular training one cannot learn a.
ihihg efficiently. Then, Sir, an honourable member.dilating upon the diffi~ulties that stand in the way of this proposal, suggested that some limita.ations may be imposed on the qualifications of the candidates. For instance.
:we ~y make a rule that 'the candidate must not be undercdebt. Sir, these
.are details and this is not the proper moment to discuss them. . The present
.guestion'
.. ,.,.
·.before the House is whether
. . non-officialsmay or Illl),y·not.be

a

(
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appointed presidents of the boards. To this I answer that the Government
should appoint non-official presidents of the boards for there is no dearth,
of able and efficient men in the province.
'I'hsn, the Honourable Minister said that if the proposal was aceeptedl
and adopted, the collection of the district board taxes would become very
difficult. In answer to this, I enquire in what way. The major· portion.
of 'the taxes consists of local rates. · Rules have been framed for the
collection of t,hese taxes and these are collected along with land
revenue. For the collection of the other district board taxes, it maybe provided that they will be collected through the agency of the executivedepartment just like income tax. As regards the remark that if thodistrict boards are taken away from the control of the Deputy Commis··
sioners, the Deputy Commissionerswould become malicious and will try to
create difficultiesin .the way of the work of the boards, I cannot for a moment
agree with that contention. Deputy Commissionersare members of the I.C.S.~
and we cannot expect such a thing from them. They would, on the otherhand, help the boards a good deal in collecting taxes, etc. The second objec.tion was with regard to the presence of the communal tension. The Honourable Minister has· refused to accept our proposal on this ground saying that it
is difficult to adopt it so long as relations between the different communities.
continue to remain strained. When the principle of appointing non-official
presidents in district boards was laid down five years back, the communal.
tension was much more acute than now, but that was not allowed to stand
in the way of this advance. Again, Sir, at the time the non-officialpresidents.
were appointed to the municipal committees, the communal tension was at;
its height, but still it did not affect the matter in the least. Moreover..,
communal friction, I may point out, is present in the towns only and nos.
in the villages. When the Government have given full control to the nonofficials over the committees which are in the towns, there is no reason why·
the same privilege should not be extended to district boards whose mem-·
bership generally consists of gentlemen from the country and where there is.
little or no communal friction. The apprehensionsof the Government are simply imaginary. I fail to understand this vast deal of self-contradiction on the·
part of the Honourable t.he Minister for Local Self-Government. In the
report which he submitted before the Simon Commissionjointly with the·
Honourable Revenue Member, he recommended full autonomy for the province and said that the province was quite fit for it ; but when the question
of the desirability of appointing non-officialpresidents of the boards is raised.;
he at once contradicts himself and says that the province has not still advanced to that stage, and efficient men are not forthcoming to take over:
charge of the district boards. Then, in another portion of his speech, the-Honourable Minister said that the work of the district boards of the Punjab,
was better as compared with the work of the United Provinces district.
boards. The credit for this excellent work was given to the Deputy Com7
missionera, who are presidents of the boards of the province. In a way, this.
also was a self-contradictionand it would mean that the Honourable Ministers.
were in every way efficient for controlling all the departments under their·
care but that their fellow-brethren,their countrymen, were incapable and in·
efficient even for carrying on the work of the petty district boards. This wea.
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a slur on the capabilities of all non-officials. Since all these statements tbat"\Vere made by the Honourable Ministers were self-contradictory I feel that.
he did not inean them, and that he would be only too glad to explain.
himself again. Perhaps he made these remarks under excitement. If so,.
let him explain them again before the House.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : [Minister for Local
Self-Government] 1 The honourable member stated that I had said that
Indians were unfit to be presidents of district boards and that the Deputy·
Commissioners must continue if district boards were to be run efficiently;
I said nothing of the sort. All that I said was that the district boards.
were working efficiently under the presidency of the Deputy Commissioners;
and I heartily appreciated the feelings of the honourable members that
they should be replaced by the non-official presidents. But before that,
could be done there were certain necessary safeguards which this Housemust take into consideration. I never said that Indians are unfit to look
after district boards. I only suggested that there should be certain,
precautions before you make the change.
Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan: Another reason advanced against.
this proposal was that Indians generaJiy remained busy in their 'household,
duties and could not save time to attend to other works as well. This ob·
jection is as groundless as the previous ones. When compared with the work
of a Deputy Commissioner, the household duties of an ordinary Indian appearabsolutely nothing. The Deputy Commissioners have got so many· duties.
that it is difficult for them to attend to them all. I think the Government
would do better if they lighten the duties of the Deputy Commissioners by
relieving them of the work of the boards. There is no paucity of efficient
people to whom this work can be entrusted. To say that there are no cap ...
able persons in the province is a lame excuse. When one is entrusted with.
any work the sense of duty and the sense of responsibility at once develop.
ia him. We have got before us the instance of the Lahore municipality.
The Hind.us boycotted it and for three continuous years, the Muslims alonedid all the work successfully without ever affording even once a chance to theother communities to complain. With responsibility, the sense of duty
awe,kened in them, and they carried on the work of the committee in such
a. w.ay that there was no objection against their management.
Bir, the honourable member from Sargodha said that since the timenon-officials· have been appointed presidents to municipal committees,
municpal committees have become insolvent. This may be true with
regard to the Sargodha municipality, or of a few other municipalities.
Previously, when the municipal committees had official presidents, their incomes hoarded up and never spent on works of public welfare. Now, the
committees spend their income on works of sanitation, public health and
education. These committees are small bodies with small incomes and thereis nothing wonderful ii they are running into debt. Even the Punjab Gov·
,ernment who have got vast resources of income at their disposal are in
debt. But this does not prove their inefficiency. On the other hand, it shows.
that they have undertaken many works. of development and to carry them.
on they have had to borrow money. This is creditable. The same can be
said of municipal committees. They undertake works of publie welfare- !IDd. as their incomes are not sufficient to cope with them, they are obliged.
to go in for loans.
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Therefore, Sir, from all points of view the proposal iEI reasonable and the
•Government should see their way to accept it. Then, in the end, I once again
::xegqest the Honourable Minister to explain himself, for I can never believe
-that he meant what he said. How could he mean a thing which so injured
,the feelings of his countrymen and which was adverse to the interests of the
· country ? I think, really, he did not mean to say those things, although the
--words chosen, for expression, were not happy and conveyed the meaning
'i4i.ch we have given them. Let him explain his meaning. With these
·words I support the motion_ at present 'before the House.
· ·
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain [(Revenue Member)
'(Urdu)] : Sir, it will be admitted that if controversy on a subject is a blessing
.in some and a source of pleasure in many oases, it-grows tiresome and even
worse in soma oases. It is a blessing when those engagedin that controversy
-oonsiderthe points at issue very calmly and dispassionately, and without im.parting' any heat into the discussion and after examining all the arguments
• adduced in favour of or against the issues involved, come to a decision satis::factory and useful to them all. But the debate on a subject becomes very
·wearisome and troublesome when the parties to that debate unnecessarily
track their brains and try to advance arguments for the mere sake of advancjng arguments. Sir, I have always been an admirer of the manner in ·which
.honourable members of the House have been making their speeches. I have
.heen listening to the speechesof the honourable member whohas just sat down
,~th particular interest and as he happens to be a man of very calm nature,
he was seldom in the habit of repeating his arguments. But, to-q.ay,he! has
·,repeated the same arguments over.and over again quite contrary t'o his usual
practice. (Laughter). It should .be realised that this is the budget session of
the Uouncil. There are only eight days allotted for the discussionof the demands. Foue days have already passed and the filth has begun. We have
1;10,far discussed only 12 demands and there are yet about 80 demands to be
-diseuseed. It should further be realised that the discussion of the demands
!'elating to the transferred subjects, in regard to which the members of the
-Oouneil are, as a rule,.more particular to offer their suggestions, is yet to
.bogin, and when the discussion of these will be finished, there will still
'remain 10 or 15 demands to be discussed. He ·appears to have overlooked
.these important things to-day. Lest. I should fall in the same pit and
"become a party to the controversy, I shall at once address mys~lf to the
-subject and say briefly what I have to say with regard to it.
.
In the first place, I want to make it clear that the subject under discus·
. ·sion does not directly relate to the demand under consideration, and a clean
-eut decision thereon can hardly be arrived at. The Honourable Minister
for Local Self-Government has been asked again and again to give expression to his views on the subject. I wonder why he is being pressed to do so
when the demand under consideration has not been moved by him and he
.not address the House again, not being the Memberin charge of the demand.
.However, he has explained to me what his policy is with regard to this matter
and as I am in charge of the subject, I shall explain to the House the whole
..situation on behalf of the reserved as well as the transferred side of the Gov.ernment. It has been argued that as the Deputy Commissionershave their
.hands
,fqll _of. work, it is better.
that
..
·.
. they.sh·o.uld.b.e • relieved of the. work which
.

can-
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they have to do as presidents of district boards. It has been urged that
their time will thus be saved and they will be able to pay more attention
to other important duties. But there, the members are mistaken. They
are also mistaken if they think that since the official presidents of the muni..
cipalities have been replaced by non-officialpresidents, much of the time
of the Deputy Commissionershas been saved. Under the Municipal Act the
Deputy Commissionersare. required to supervise the working of the municipalities and they have, therefore, to do from outside what they did before
from inside. That takes a lot of their time. In some cases, they have tospend more time than they used to spend previously. They used to look into,
matters as presidents from inside and even now as Deputy Commissioners,
they have still to scrutinise them. Similarly, even if the Deputy Commis-'
sinners are relieved of the duties of the chairman of the district boards, they
will have to spend, if not more, the same amount of time to see that the
district boards are efficiently working. Therefore, this is no argument, to
support the claim for the proposed reform. But it does not mean that
because this argument is fallacious, Government is not prepared to have nonofficial presidents for district boards. Government has no wish tooppose the bringing in of non-official presidents in case the Ministry of:
Local Self-Government,in a constitutional manner, comes to decide that the
work of district boards can be safely entrusted to non-officialpresidentsGovernment will place no impediments in its way. It will, in that ease;
readily and willingly withdraw the Deputy Commissionersfrom the presidency of the district boards. When the people are looking forward to thegrant of dominion status in the near future and of provincial autonomy to the
provinces, how can the Government insist on the continuance of the official.
presidents of the district boards without good reasons ? (Hear, lzear.) The. House should know that if it had been an easy job to appoint non-officialsas.
presidents of district boards in place of the Deputy Commissioners,it would
have been done by me long ago when I was the Minister for Education! can assure the House that if the difficultiesin our way could have been surmounted easily, I would never have left this work uncompleted. There are
serious and real difficulties which have delayed this reform. The first difficulty is, and it appears that the members have not realised it, that the area.
under the jurisdiction of a district board is very large, much larger than that
under a municipal committee. There are only two or three large munieipalities like that of Lahore and Amritsar. The remaining municipalities are
very small and it is not very difficult to manage them. The vakils and
barristers in the municipal towns can easily attend to their work in theirleisure hours. But the case of a district board is quite different. It may ex_tend to 50 miles and even much more, from the headquarters. Any one ready
to discharge the duties of a president of a district board satisf!),ctorily,as the
officecarries no remuneration, must have independent means and ample time
to spare. Some of the honourable members have taken great pains to show
that Indians are capable of shouldering any kind of responsibility. That
is not denied.It was · not necessary for them to take this trouble to establish
that. Neither I nor Malik Sahib has questioned their capabilities. We
admit that they are quite capable of performing efficiently any responsible
duty. But the difficulty is that there are very few Indians who are capable,
and at the same time, free· from all anxieties in· the matter of earning·their:;-
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livelihood. It has been said that I, who am an Indian, have been able to
discharge the duties of a Minister and of a Revenue Member. Bu.t' to be
ftank, if I had to perform these duties honorarily. I would not have been prepared to take them up. We have no doubt that if such capable Indians are
available whom God has provided with sufficient means to serve honorarily,
they will prove quite efficient if they were to take up the duties of presidents
of district boards. But, as I have said before, such men are· not easily
forthcoming.
· Honourable members have failed to realise another difficulty that
stands in the way of the proposed reform being carried out. The work of
self-government is not an easy job. No one can carry on the duties of a
president unless he has the support of the membsrs of the district boards.
Honourable members know much better than I do tha~ some of these
members themselves are not prepared to support non-official presidents.
They are, in fact, opposed to the appointment of non-officials as presidents.
The district boards used to contain much larger nominated and official
element, and not only was the proportion of the elected members very small
but the franchise was very high, and so they represented but a small class.
Again there were and there are factions and parties, and each party is afraid
lest a member of the other party. if appointed president, should use
his powers against their interests. Similar feeling has been exhibited here
too on many occasions. Is it not a fact that on many occasions when an
attempt has been made at investing a non-officialwith the powers of an officer
of the Government, opposition has been offered by many of the non-official'
members ? (Laughter). It is admitted that it is a fact and, therefore it is not
very difficult to understand the opposition on the part of some members of
district boards to the proposed reform. All the same, it does not mean
that Governmentis taking or it wants to take undue advantage of such feel·
ings. I admit that it is the duty of the Government to create circwnstances
favourable to this reform in spite of these difficulties,and the members will
be glad to know that Government is doing all it can to create favourable
circumstances. I and the Malik Sahib do not claim any credit for what we
ha.ve been able to do in this direction, but it should be remembered that we
have been doing all that is in our power to do. The circle, which each ·
elected member now represents has, since the reforms, been reduced
in size, and the electorates widened. And, after me, the Honourable
Malik Firoz Khan, Noon, has lowered the franchise further inasmuch as
the zamindars, who pay Rs. 5 as land revenue, are now entitled to vote
for the district boards whereas only such zamindars could vote previously
as were paying Rs; 15 or more as land revenue. I can assure the House
that no effort has been spared to bring about the desired state of affairs.
I can also assure the House that wherever capable men will be forthcoming
to be elected as presidents of district boards and a reasonable number of
members .of district board concerned express their desire to have ·a non- .
official president, Government will be only too glad to withdraw the Deputy
Commissioner from the presidency of that district board. The Deputy
Commissioners,there is no valid reason to believe, will. oppose this reform.
They have not opposed it before, so far as my personal experience in several
districts goes. When I was Minister I had many talks with me:u;ibers
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•.of various district·boards. In the case of some district boards the members
expressed their desire to have non-official presidents in my presence, but
.after I had left them and come back to the head-quarters, they would come
and· say that I should postpone complying with their wishes. Sometimes,
_I was actually annoyed at this attitude of theirs. But, on all these occasions,
.the Deputy Commissionersnever opposed this reform. It will, therefore,
be realised that opposition has often come from the members themselves•
.But in spite of that, Government has been trying to introduce the reform.
I have now been asked to inform the House that the Honourable·Minister
:for Local, Self-Government intends to convene a meeting of the Standing
· Committee of the Council on Local Self-Governmentand to place this question before that committee. This question will be thoroughly discussed in
::that committee and the suggestions that will be made will be thoroughly
· examined. I hope that this will satisfy the members of the House. I cannot
.\say more than that at this stage on the subject and I hope that the members
will also realise that nothing further can be said at present. In view of what
.I have said, I think that the House will not further press this matter.
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli (Urdu) : Sir, it appears from what th:e
Honourable the Revenue Memberhas said that some
3P. M.
changes are going to be effectedin the present state
--of affairs, and that the number of non-officialpresidents is going to be in
.ereased in the near future. In view of that assurance and also of the fact
.that fJ, good many amendments are still to be considered, I think I need not
.press my amendment any further. Therefore,I beg leave to withdraw it. ·
The amendment was, by leave, withdrawn.
The Honourable Mian Sir t:'lld-i-Husain : May I just venture for a
-moment to interrupt the further proceedings? We sta~ted the discus-sion of the demand for General Administration (Reserved) on the last day:
..but one. I am not sure whether the two days' limit has not been exhausted•
.It, however, depends upon what interpretation is put upon the word ' day.'
Mr. President: As we sit for four hours daily, our day is of four
.hours, and thus the discussion of a demand should not exceed eight hours. I
may add that debate on the demand under discussionshall end at 4-47 P.M •
•to-day.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : May I point out that your ruling is not quite
,correct? You may be aware that this point was discussed before and the
.eonolusionarrived at was that the two days' limit does not comeinto operation
unless under the express orders of His Excellency the .Governor.
Mr. President: Has not the honourable member seen the communiquJ
issued by His Excellency the Governor under Article 118 of our Business
_Manual?
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : I do not think any mention is made in the CCYmr
,mwnique about the time limit.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: May I read the commum,ique for the information of the honourable member ? It reads as follows : ' In aocordanee with the provision, of the Punjab Lsgisla.tive Council Bulas, His
Excellency the Governor has been pleased to allot 8 da.ys for the discussion
of the Governmant demands for grants under the various beads of the budget •
Of the da.ys allotted not more tha.n 2 da.ys 'sha.ll be devoted to the discassio n
of any one demand,
•
•
•
•
•
• "
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R'1?8l]: Sir, I beg to move-.

·

·

"That the total grant be reducedby Re. L"

·""'

Honourable members of the House are aware that a · resolution for the·
exemption of the swordfrom the operation of the Arms Act was passed in the ,
year 1924 and in the years 1925and 1926, similar resolutions were passed and
the Government was even censured for not adopting the suggestions made·
by the members of this Council. In the year 1927 I even made the remark
that if the Government was not going to accept this resolution-which, after·
all, was not a very important one-how can we expect from this Government
that we will be granted provincial autonomy or dominion status ? The
Honourable Leader of the House was then pleased to say that the Government was ready to exempt the sword from the operation of the Arms Act,but because there was communal tension in the province, Government could
not agree to exempt the sword in all the districts from the operation of the
Aot. Now, there are eighteen districts in the province 'which are exempted
from the operation of the Arms Act so far as swords are concerned. This,
year one case has been brought to the notice of the District. Magistrate,.
Lahore. One Congress volunteer came to the Lahore district with a sword
from the Gujranwala district where the sword is exempted from the operation.
of the Arms Act. That case has since been withdrawn, but there is anotherwhich is still pending; and unless the Government exempts the sword from
the opera.ton of the Arms Act throughout the province, such cases no
doubt will recur. I say, Sir, that the exemption of the sword · is not a
demand which needs to be urged so seriously by me because the swordis not a weapon of offence or defence. But I put that because I
want to make it clear to the public that here is a Government which
after five years of continued agitation would not exempt swords from:
the operation of the Arms Act throughout the province in spite of the·
fact that in 1924 Government did not raise a dissentient voice against
the resolution, and in spite of the fact that· the Government was censured.
in 1926-27 by this honourable House. At that time the Government only
put the plea that there was communal dissension in the province and
that therefore they could not carry out the resolution in full. Now, Sir,;
that lame excuse has been removed and there is absolutely no communal.
dissension at present, but in spite of that, Sir, you know that in this very·
session the honourable the Leader of the House in answer to my question'
said that in five more districts Government was going to exempt sword
from the operation of the Arms Act. Is it not, Sir, a huge joke ? I characterize it as_ a joke and" I.will show that thei Council is also a joke-e-a. very·
expensive joke. _ You are giving travelling allowances, you are giving high
salaries to the Minister~ and you invite our criticisms, you say that our:
resolutions-and criticisms will be accepted; when you say all that, why· don't
you act upon them ? Mahatma Gandhi in his very memorable resolution,
said that .here in India the nation is tyrannized by a foreign 'bureaucracy:
which. has made cowards of us all by taking a~ay arms from us. Sir, I thought:.'
thait by the exemption of sword, .Government will say : here is the resolution,
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• of this honourable House and we have acted upon it, and if another rssolu,tion of. a similar kind for the exemption of other kinds -of arms · is brought
lbefore the House, we will act upon that resolution· as well. But, when
:after five years the Government has not been able to exempt even th!3 sword
-from the operation of the Arms Act, what other exemptions can we expect
t:from this Government? You, see, Sir, the communities that had already
been enjoying the.right of keeping swords have been absolutely peaceful, and
I do not know of any communal disturbance in, which swords have been·
rused. I know no communal riot in which people. have used swords. I
know, Sir, that the lathi ill a more dangerous weapon than the sword
now-a-days, But, Sir, in spite of that, Government say that there is.
· communal tension, .and that therefore the exemption of swords throughout
, the province cannot be allowed.
Now, Sir, there are 18 districts which were granted exemption for .
. swords from the operation of the Arms Act. There is not a single district
and th3re is not a single case, as far. as I know, of any murder or_ any
. communal riot or any sectional riot in any of these districts in which
swords have been used, and even if there be any case, any solitary case,
that doss IlJt mean that ty.ere would be any danger to public peace.
if the exemption were extended. I think, Sir, that there is absolutely:
no ground for the Government refusing. to exempt other districts.
You know, Sir, that the resolution was passed in 1924 and it is now.
1980, and there are many districts that are not exempted even now.
Perhaps, in the next reforms when provincial autonomy is granted, it
would be left to responsible Ministers to exempt the sword from the operation .
of the Arms Act. Does it not mean, Sir, that we should not have any
-eonfidence in the present administration? Have not the people outside
-enough reason to say and believe that the present administration and those
gentlemen who are at its head do not listen to the reasonable arguments.
and to the reasonahle demands of the people, though the demands have
never been refuted or disagreed to by the official benches. For, this is the
. demand which has been agreed upon by all parties irrespective of their
political creed. There was not a single member who dissented to the'
. demand. Even the honourable the Leader of the House in the year 1927
. expressed that" I recognize that the Indian sentiment on the question of swords or on the question '
of arms generally is one which I for one have always shared, appreciated. and
even admired."

After expressing these lofty sentiments, appreciating and admiring the.
people's view, the Government has not yet been able to exempt all the
. districts from the operation of the Arms Act. I do not want to deal at any
· length with this question which has· already been agreed to. But I must
-sey, Sir, that these are the ways in which the people get disappointed with
the Government. I know, Sir, had the Government been reasonable, had
· the Government appreciated the unanimous demand of this House, the
people outside would not have had to pass the independence resolution,
· so that they may be masters of their own homes, and their country
may · prosper and people may use arms for defence or offence. It is
"quite natural, Sir, that if the Government will go on doing such acts, ·
will go on refusing the united demands of the people, the fury
against Government no doubt will be awakened, and you will, as I have
-s aid before, ii.nd more followers with Mahatma Gandhi than with the
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present Government, With these words, Sir, I commend my amendment;
f9r the ta.vourableconsidemtion of this House.
Mr. President: Demand under consideration. Amendment· moved'
is" Tha.t the total gre.nt be reduced by Re. 1."

Mr, C. M. G. Ogilvie (Home Secreta.ry): Sir, the honourable :rqe~ber's speech appeared to me to be divided into two parts, one an attack on.
Government and the other a defence of the sword. As regards the second
part, I think I heard him say that the sword was neither a weapon of offence·
nor of defence. I presume that he meant that the sword was a non-violent
weapon. I cannot say that I agree with him there, for I lrave seen the effectsof Bi well-wieldedsword on more than one occasion, and I must say that they
are ~r more serious than the majority of wounds inflicted by lathi, whieh..
according to the honourable member, is a more formidable weapon than. the,
sword. He said also that the sword had never been used by those to whom
the law allows its unfettered possession for murder or for taking part in
communal disturbances. In both these assertions he is unfortunately
and demonstrably wrong. As regards murder a substantial proportion of
those which are committed in this province are committed with this weapon..
As regards communal disturbances, one does not wish to rake up old and un- ·
happy memories, but as the honourable member has himself mentioned, it ..
unfortunately is my duty to contradict him and say that as short a time·
ago as 1927, the terrible riots that took place in the city of Laborn werestarted by people who employed this weapon.
- I now come to the attack which the honourable member made upon the.
Government.. He stated that Government paid no attention to the unani-.
mous demand of the House, had flouted its wishes and that its attitude towards this question could be held to be an example of its general attitude.
towards the wishes put forward by this honourable House. In 1924, the.
question first came up, and it was then made clear that Government was entirely at one with the House in desiring that the existing restrictions upon the,
use of the sword should be totally removed. But Government has to takeaccount not· only of the desires of the House, and of its own desires, but also,
ot its responsibility. Tberefore, Government then held that the timewa.s not then, unfortunately, ripe. In 1926, however, it was d€Cided that astart could be made and accordingly all jagirdars with jagirs of over Rs. 50,.
all income-tax payers, all persons paying land revenue of over Rs. 50, and all
Government servants dra wing salariesof Rs. 250 or over were totally exempted
from taking out licences for swords. That was a very substantial step. In 192T
the matter again came up, and the Honourable Member for Revenue then.
stated that unfortunately the internal condition of the province was then
such that the chances of bringing the desire of the House as regards the freedom of the sword into effect were less promising than they had been two,
years before. That he was only too right, too correct, in his estimate of the·
position was clearly shown in the terrible disturbances which shortly after·
b:roke out in Lahore and in Multan. It was nevertheless thought possible·
almost before the echoes of those disturbances had died away to make a~
start in those parts of the province which had been unaffected, and, accordingly, in 1927, all.restrictions on the sword were removed inMianwali, Dera-
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Ghazi Khan; Muzaffargarh, Jhang, Hissar and AmbaJa. '1n 1928 the position was again reviewed, and then it was decided · that a further advance
might be made. Acccrdi1;glythe following districts were exempted in addition: Rohtak, Jullundur, Gnrdaspur, Sialkot, Jhelum, Ludhiana, Gujranwala and Attock. Binee then all restricticns were removed fzcm the sword
. in. all these districts. 'Ihe matter was even then under the anxious consideration of Government, and it has been decided that :five more districts, Lyallpur, Shahpur, Hoshiarpur, Sheikhnpura and Montgomery·
could also be free from all restrictions. A recommendation to that effect
has gone to the Government of India, and there is every reason to hope that
in a short time. orders will be received. The position will then be that in
28 out of 29 districts in the province, the sword is totally free from all manner
of restrictions and in the remaining six, what may be roughly described .es.
wholly of the upper and middle classes of the province, are also free from all
manner of restrictions as regards the possession of the sword. I think that
that shows clearly enough that Government cannot be held to have ignored
the wishes of the House in this matter.
.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Sir, I am very sorry to see that the honourablemember who has spoken has not cited all the cases in whfoh,kiryan had been
used. He gave just one instance, and I think that that solitary instance is
not sufficient to prove his case. I can quote thousands of cases where lathi
has been used with more dangerous effects. Does it then mean that becaus&
the lathi has been so used restrictions ought to be placed on it? In 99 cases
out of 100, the lathi is used in committing murder, but yat, the Government
are not afraid of that weapon, but are anxious not to exempt the province
as a whole in respect of the sword. What is the cause of that ? To me
there seems to be no reason for the Government to be at all afraid, but the·
Government, as a rule, is suspicious, being a foreign Government, of the
people, and feels nervous to grant those concessionswhich are not already
enjoyed by the people of this country. It is this suspicion alone on the
part of the Government that is responsible for the continuance of this restriction. Otherwise, as I have put it, many a time before this House, the-sword cannot be held to pea dangerous weapon as against the Government
or against one community or another, effectively. I assure you, Sir, that
when I tabled this cut, it was not with the hope of any benefit that would
ensue to the people by the removal of these restrictions so much as to let
the people know and realise how the present bureaucratic Goverumnet i1:t
absolutely unsympathetic to the national demand and that the removal of
the restrictions cannot be brought about unless the Government is brought
to their knees by the constant opposition and agitation of the people so as
to grant them Dominion Status. That, Sir, was my object in bringing this
motion. In fact, the Government are playing into my hands by refusing
to make this concession. This is not the only resolution of mine, but there.
are four on the list which will go to prove that Government are not going to
yield to constitutional agitation of the constitutional people. It looks as
if unconstitutional agitation will perhaps bring good sense to the Government. In 1929 no exemptions were made because there was no agitation;
no resolution brought before the Council. Now that I have tabled this cut,·
Government.have been pleased to state that five more districts would be ex·
ftipted. I ask the House, c~nit be considered to be respecting the demands ·
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of the House on the part of a Government to exempt five districts afte~ being:
eeESUl'od thrice ? Really the Government are indulging in .a joke when. they
claiim to have acceded to our demand. Five districts in one year, three 41
another ! If this progress is continued we fail to imagine what will be the
-fate of our other demands. The Government kn:ew it perfectly well that
the repeal of the .Arn;ts Act has been one of our immediate demands, and SQ
~·as·it lies within their power to do in this direction, this Government will
m~t even exempt the sword from the provisions of that Act in the province.
as a whole. The Government knows it full well that this constitution is
m>t to, last more than two years, and in spite of that, it has not chosen to
~empt. the sword from the Act. We are here given sermons on the wishes.
of the House being respected by the Government on many occasions. I remember my honourable friend representing the Euronean class once saying
thatif Government indulges in such jokes and not yielding to the reasonable
demands of the House, the members of the House will be irresponsible. A
sense of irresponsibility will be the result, far from a feeling of responsibility. Is it not open to an honest member of this House to criticise Government on this attitude ? I do not want to deal at length with the
11eve11tl instances in point, but suffice it to point out just one case;
th"e separation of the judiciary from the executive. As we all know since
1921, this House has been passing resolutions demanding the separation, ·
What has been the fate of the resolutions? What, ap:ain. has been the fate
of other resolutions of a similar kind? In the face of this attitude on the
part of the Government, what is the course open to us ? To disobey its
laws? If we do so, .the Government and some honourable members here
wiU accuse us of b~ing unconstitutional. But when constitutional agitatfon is of no avail as against the Government, I ask, what is the. remedy 'l
'This kind of agitation, call it unconstitutional if you like, will go on tilJ the
Governm.~J?-t changes its attitude.
·

With these words, I think that this honourable House will accept my
ent and censure the Government for not accepting the suggestion made by,
this House time and again.

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow (Finance Member): Sir,
the House has heard from the Home Secretary what Government has done
in this matter, and I think that is really, although the honourable member
would not admit it, a very considerable answer to what he has stated while
moving the cut. If this note to the dtlt means anything at all, I think that
the object of the cut has been largely attained. We have here the note.. , to urge the exemption of swords from the operation of the Arms Act."
As Mr. Ogilvie has shown, there are only six districts in which the Act is
now in force as regards swords, and those are, Lahore, Amritsar, Rawalpindi,
Multan, Kamal and Ferozepore. Whatever the honourable member may .
think, there is a considerable body of opinion which is inclined to doubt the
.entire disappearance of communal tension. As regards the district of
- Karnal, in Panipat there was considerable apprehension a few days ago
which arose out of some communal dispute. Luckily, trouble was averted, .
.and in the end there was nothuig to reITT"et orto feel ashamed of. But there
jg ,still considerable evidence of communal t_ension. As regards Lahore, . .
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..Amritsar,Rawalpindi and Multan I need not allude to the incidents which.
'.have bccurred in the last three or four years.
..
· ·
' '
, . As reg~ds F~rozepore, as ev~rybody knows, it is inhabited 'by -. 9:~
-extremely active, energetic and occasionally, I regret to' say, aggressive.
population. And it also borders on Indian States to whom we have certain duties to discharge. It does not seem to me, Sir, that this is the time
-to give further exemptions in spite of the honourable mover's assertion
that it is a weapon which is fit neither for offence nor for defence. I think
the honourable member may be congratulated on the constitutional methods
'he has adopted to remove the restriction from a large portion of the province.
But far from attacking the Government, I think he might be content with
·showing that his own constitutional methods have to a great extent sue-eeeded in getting for him what he wanted.
·
·
Mr. President: Demand under consideration. The question is:
"that

the Demand be reduced by Re, I."

Th~ motion was lost.

Chaudhri Afzal Haq : I want a division.
Mr. President : After collecting the 'Ayes' and 'Noes' I said:
"I think the 'Noes' have it", and waited to find whether my view wa.~
. accepted or challenged. When no one disputed my opinion, I said : the
... , Noes have it."
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: When you decided that 'Noes 'have it', I
.at once stood up, and it seems to me that that was the proper time, Sir.

Mr. President: The proper time for claiming division was after

r

I had said: "I think the Noes have it,'' and
4
P.M. .
before I declared: "the Noes have it." After
saying: ''I think the Noes have it," I paused to see if anyone challenged that
·view, and when no one challenged it, I declared '' the Noes have it."
According to his own admission the honourable member's challenge
was too late.
I
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Sir, I move:
"tha.t the total grant be reduced by Re. I."

My object is to criticise the Government for the slackness of control··
and consequent corruption in the departments under its control.
Mr. President: The honourable,member is welcome to do so.

Chaudhri Afzal Haq [Hoshiarpur-czes-Ludhiana, Muhammadan,·
Rural] (Urdu): Sir, in 1924by a cut it was proposed that Government should
adopt some effective measure to put a check to corruption which was enor-·
monsly prevalent in all departments, especially in police. Since then,
full six years have passed, but still the evil is as rampant in all the depart·
ments as it was before. There is not even a single department in which
-eormption does not abound.
Mr. H. W. Emerson: Ona point of order,Sir, may I ask if the honour-'
.able member is going to complain about corruption in the services in.elndsd in this demand or whether his discussion is going to range over all
-.the· departments of Government ?

"
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. . Mr .. Pres dent : Services
~c~ude~ in the demand should not bediscussed unde I this demand. .
·
· . .
Mr. B. W. Emerson: Then I think he will confinehimself practically
to the discussion of corruption in I. C. S., and the P.C.S. of the Executive-.
branches. ·
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Sir, I may be allowed to discuss all the departments that come under this demand. The Honourable Member's pay:
is included in this demand, and therefore, I am entitled to discuss his de-·
partment as well and also all those other departments which are affected:
by it. In short, Sir, I have thought over this point and am confident that I '
can extend my remarks to all the departments of Government.
Mr. President: In other words, the honourable member's intention,
is to ..criticise
all services and departments covered by the demand.
'
.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Sir, on this question all the House agreesIn 1924 Sir John Maynard, the then Leader of the House, said, that the presence of corruption in the various departments was not only harmful to the·
public but also disgraceful for the Government that allowed it and did not
t:ry to put a check to it. These words uttered at that time in sincerity
removed all my doubts regarding the boria fules of the Government. At
tp.at time I thought that I was not justified in suspecting the policy of the·
Government. Perhaps I may not be even now justified in blaming the
Government for undue negligence or connivance. But at the same time,
since, the Government have :inadvertently allowed the evil to continue, one.
cannot also praise them. At various times we have brought this matter to
the·notice of th~ Government and have shown how the Government officers-force the petty as well as the big zamindars to give them bribes. Bui
it appears that all our requests fall on deaf ears for Government have never
tried to uproot this evil, But still as it is our duty to bring all objec-- ·
tionable matters to their notice, we cannot stop our clamours,and it is their:
outlook to think. whether our requests are or are not worth hearing.
·
l!l,4(S', &4(.d; ,1 ,... fl b.:,;. Li Lf c£ .)...D'~.
\!J~ Y1':'- ii~4({J ,, T-" 1:.•rl> t:Ol?- t:fi'°
Perhaps the Government may again retort " Whose brothers are they ?"
If so, we can give the same ready reply that was given on the previous occasion, that is, that the Government set the dogs at the bare and when they·
kill it they say "Very sorry, but why did it not run hard to save its life?'
It is. no fault of the dogs." Sir, another reply to our criticism that often
is returned from the Government benches is that we should trv to ask the,
people not to tempt Governmentservants by bribes. No doubt, if the people
desist from offering bribes, the Government servants cannot force them to
offer bribes. But the question jg whether to controi 28 crores from offer-ing .bribes is easy or whether to control a few officers {say at the most 1 per .
eent, of the population) from accepting bribes is easy ? You cannot as .,
easily reform all the people as you can a few. As I have said, I never doubted
the bond, fides of the Government before. I always thought that there wereactual practical difficultiesthat stood in the wny of the Government and did,
not allow them to make an effort to uproot this evil. But now after seven:
years' experience of the Council I regret to say that I have to change·
'.

.
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my views. I no longer have any faith in the words of the Government,..
They have hopelessly disappointed me•. They never took pains to reform.
~heir corrupt· o:f;H.cers. 'From their negligence,from their indifference/fromtheir inadvertence one cannot help inferring that they knowingly eneour~e corruption. If corruption can be effectively checked in the Jail depart-:
ment, it can as well be checked in all other departments only if the Government exert themselves and make a sincere effort in this direction. In 1926-·
. they made a half-hearted attempt to stop corruption in the Jail department ..
and they succeeded. There is no reason why this evil cannot be put a stop·
to in all the other departments only if the Government set themselves to,
it. After the Irrigation department, Police is the next department in which
this evil is more rampant. If an honest superintendent is appointed to a dis- .
trict his mere presence there discouragesthe evil and no sub-inspector dares.'
to accept bribes. But all his work is undone as soon as he is transferred
from there to some other district. One year the Government issue instmetions to their officers to discourage corruption. They, in response, becomemore cautious and actually succeed to some extent to uproot it. The next
year Government forget their previous year's resolve and become inertTbe officers since they receive lesl:l poking in their sides, think their duty ·
done and become less zealous in stopping corruption. ln this way one year's
work is undone in the next and the suppressed evil springs up again with
a double force and spreads twice as much as it did the year before. Not-swithstanding all his faults we cannot help praising Sir Michael O'Dwyer in this
respect that be tried to put down this evil with an iron band. He sent.
the corrupt officers to jail, and did all that a strong ruler need do toeffect the reform. At that time the Extra Assistant Commissioners.
and the other executive officersbad become so cautious that they shunned
even to see their near relatives fearing that they might not be suspected of:
accepting bribes through their agency. But now, times have changed. 'I'he
present is the time of quarrels over 40 per cent. and 50 per cent. representation. The Government is sure of the support, if not of the one, of the other·
party, and therefore, do not regard it worth while to do things properlySir, I may say that this agitation which is afoot at present in the country
is mainly due to the presence of corrupt officers. They trouble the people,
they press them and squeeze money out of them. They suffer, and it is but,
natural that they should raise a great hue and cry. Through you, Sir, I would
like to request the Government that in the coming years they should make·
their sincere efforts to eradicate corruption. They tried to put down the-corruption in the Jail department and have succeeded. We congratulate
them over this success and request them to do the same in the case of the-other departments. Some time back in this very House I was asked by theGovernment to tell the names of the corrupt officers. In answer, I said that
I was ready to name them provided the Government gave an assurance tothe effect that they would prosecute them. At that time I had challenged
the Government to falsify my statement. I again repeat what I had said atthat time. Really it would be cowardly on my part not to name them for fear
of them. These Government officers suck the life-blood of the people. Let
the Government stop corruption before we adopt unconstitutional methods,
: to stop it. I give one or two years to the Government to eradicate corruption and if in this period ~othing is done, I will bawl out the truth from.
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.
-publie platforms. I will denounce the Government and their policy before
i;he· people. I will make public the names of corrupt , o:ffi.ce~s. ~et,
Government prosecute me and send me to .the jail for that -, If my
saeriflce, if a little trouble on my · part, can save my countrymen from. the.
· clutches of this great evil, I will willingly offer myself to do. that sacrifice
and to suffer that trouble. If the sacrifice of an individual can save a race,
then I will be that individual. I will accuse the Government and their.
·policy. I will question their bona fide«; I will bring them into contempt
·with the public, if they failed to eradicate corruption within the two
:years which I would allow them. Let them punish me, I will not tender
an apology or an appeal for mercy. Let Government adopt measures to
·remove this evil before that happens. With these fewwords, I commend
my motion to the House.
Mr. E. Maya<Pas: May I ask what device this honourable· member
has discovered which he proposes to make use of?
Chaudhri Afzal Heq : I thank the honourable member for inviting
my attention to this. This question has always been put and always been
answered. I ask, whose function is it to find out means for eradicating
.eorruption ? It is Government's duty to stop corruption, and consequently
it is the duty of the highly paid Government officersto find out the means
.by which they can best effect it.
Mr. President: The honourable member is making another speech·
·will he please point out the ways by which, according to him, corruption
-ean be stopped ?
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Sir, I am really very sorry at this attitude of
·the Government. It is not long ago when the Police Enquiry Committee
-made proposals to check corruption in the Government departments. If
Government had accepted even those suggestions much of corruption would
have been stopped.
Mr. President : Demand under consideration, amendment moved" That the total grant be reduced by Re. I."

Mr. H. W. Emerson (Chief Secretary) : Sir, the House has had.oppor. ·tunity on many occasions to observe and study the methods of the honour.able mover of this cut. His usual methods are two : firstly, the abuse of
Government, and, secondly, the threatening of Government. In regard
fo the threatening of Government the Honourable the Leader of. this House
had a few words to say not many days ago. He pointed out to the honour.ablo member that it was really a little foolish to give a threat which he is
not able in practice to carry out. I think members of this House are getting ·
.a little weary of being told time after time that unless Government does
this or that then the time will come when it will be forced to do it. Time
.after time we are being told that, unless constitutional means are adopted
for carrying out certain reforms or remedies put forward by the honourable
member, unconstitutional means will be adopted. Now, in regard to
the subject under discussion the constitutional remedy-and really the only·
-effective remedy-towards the eradication of corruption is now in the pro-eess of being applied, namely, the constitutional method of forming public
-opinion-against this evil which not onlyl· owers the standard and efficiency of
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the public services, but which is the cause of endless. trouble and. oppression:
to the people. This method has been in progress ever since this Council
came into creation; and the most hopeful sign that, sooner or later, a reJ11ed1
will be found for.this evil is, that in this House the subject does attract attention and is openly condemned from every quarter. It is, in any discussion.
on corruption, I think, necessary to remember that dishonesty does not
always take the form of a Government officer running after a private . individual and compelling him to give a bribe, either by threatening him that
if he does pay him money he (the officer) will withhold from him some
service which it is the duty of the officer to perform, or will inflict on him
some misfortune which the officer has within his power to inflict.. There is
another form of corruption.
That is the form in which the public themselves
go to the officer and in order to obtain some advantage to themselves offer
him money. Not many days ago, the honourable member for Gujrat made
mention of that form of corruption in discussing the question of kharoba.
That is one instance of it. Other instances will occur to members of 'this
House. Now although this House does condemn that form just as much as
it condemns the worst form of blackmail and intimidation, yet it does seem
to be a fact that the condemnation of this House has not yet succeeded in
so forming public opinion as to impose a moral stigma on the acts of these
private persons who seduce our officers by offering them inducements either ·
to misuse or abuse their power. I wish to make it clear that Government
itself makes no distinction between any acts of corruption. It condemns
them all; and it desires to eradicate them. (Hear, hear). But, if I mention
the different classes of corruption it is merely to illustrate the point that·
without the most hearty and complete co-operation of the public, Government cannot itself kill the evil. It can take steps to palliate and .to mitigate
it ; and those steps it has taken and is taking.
There is one other general observation I would like to make. Government has from time to time made it pefrectly dear that it is anxious to investigate any well-authenticated complaint against any of its officers. But
the complaint must be well authenticated.
If we have a duty to the public,'
we have also a duty to our officers. We cannot undermine the confidence
of our services by the investigation of frivolous and anonymous complaints
that are not properly authenticated.
If any member of the public wishes
Government to investigate an alleged case of corruption, then, he must:
give us facts on which the investigation can proceed, and he must be prepared to substantiate his statements.
Anonymous and malicious petitions.
must be consigned to the waste-paper basket.
The honourable member has asked, what has the Government done in,
the way of taking measures to root out this evil. One important measure of.
Government i& · the very careful selection of its officers, and during recent
years, there has been a steady improvement in the qualifications of . officers:
admitted to the higher services. AE! the House is aware the educational standard of candidates. has . been consii,tently raised. And if, as one can only :
hope, educationimproves .the ideal of public service and of. duty, then, in
that direction· Government · is certainly doing all it can., Another means;
open to Government is give the greatest publicity to the desire and will
of Govemment to combat this evil; and
that reason, it welcomes debates
in this House on the question. But one would also askhonourable members'-
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-themselves outside the House to give the greatest publicity to the wishes
of Government. The third method is by requiring superior officersto exer-eise control and supervision over their subordinates. That is one of their
.most important functions ; and the . Government is continually bringing to
the notice of their officers the importance that Government attaches to it:
· The fourth method is by periodical reports on officers. We do have periodi-eal reports of officers, and any officer whose reputation is not as high as it
· might be is carefully watched. Another method is to keep a check on the
acquisition of landed property by officers. The rules in that respect have
been tightened up during the last year or two, and an officer is required to
-report at once to Government any acquisition of land either by himself or
by his near relatives. Another method, and one to which the honourable
member drew attention, is the necessity of not allowing officersto overlook
· the instructions of Government. I think the honourable mover in one portion
of his speech said that Government issues orders in one year and forgets
about them the next year, and all the other officers of Government likewise
· forget .them. There is naturally a tendency to overlook orders unless
·people are reminded about them, and for that reason, our officers are con. stantly reminded and are required to report each year the officers against
whom action has been taken during the preceding year. In this way the
'importance that Government attaches to this matter is continually brought
to their attention. The last method is by providing an efficient machinery
for the investigation of authentic complaints when they are brought to the
- notice of Government. In that respect great progress has been made during
· recent years. We have now a panel of retired executive, judicial and police
. officers from whom a member is selected either to investigate a complaint
. or to examine it from a judicial point of view and to scrutinise the evidence
-that is produced. . Under that system a number of cases have been more
fully investigated than would have been possible had the enquiry been left,
·to departmental officers. We have during the past few years been able to·
.bring home to a number of corrupt officerstheir guilt and to discharge them
from. the service.
What I have said, I think, will convince the House that Government
.has not been idle in this matter, and that it does not deserve the censure
which the honourable member would like to move against it. But, as I
.have said, we must have the ·co-operation of the public. Without that,
Government can do very little.
·
As regards the general standard of our services, I think it is only right
to say that so far as the superior services of Government are concerned. and in that term I include all the provincial services of Government-I do
believe that the corrupt officer is the exception and not the rule. There is
. growing up in our services an esprit de corps which stamps the dishonest
. officer as a person who is not quite respectable. That is. the spirit which
we want to encourage, and I believe the greatest encouragement of all is
by the publicity given to the matter in this House. I would ask the honour. able mover, in fairness to Government and in fairness to the services, not
to press this motion further. (Uheers).
Chaudhri Afzal Haq (Urdu) : Sir, I am glad that my speech has prick·
, ed_ the side of the Government and to that extent the purpose of my speech
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is served. I wanted to remind the Government of its promises to eradicate
-eorruption, and I think I have done it. The honourable Chief Secretary
appears to have been very much annoyed by what I said in my speech.
Perhaps he thinks that we, the members of the House, are not entitled to .
.arouse the Government· to its sense of responsibility towards the public and
-that it is Government alone which may. do or may not do anything for the
welfare of the public. We shall not stop to criticise the Government and shall
not be satisfied until and unless our grievances are removed. I am sorry
that the time at my disposal is very short. But before I take my seat, I shall
.say that the sweet words used by the Government carry no conviction with
us. The methods that are being used by the Government for rooting out
the evil of corruption and which have been enumerated. by the Chief Beeretary; are very old and ineffective, and I shall not be far wrong if I say that
Government has done practically nothing to stop this evil.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain : Government has done
nothing to eradicate corruption ! Does the honourable member want the
Government to use force to stop this evil ?
·
Chaudhri Afzal Haq (Urdu) : Government may not do anything. it
is at liberty to do as it likes in the present circumstances. But the time is
fast approaching when it will have to submit to our wishes. Consider it a
threat or advice or the weak voice of the opposition, but let the Government know that it can not remain indifferent to our requests for a long
time to come.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain (Revenue Member)
(Urdu) : Sir, I think there is yet one minute more to put the whole demand
to the vote of the House and with your permission, ~ want. to say only one
word. I am very\ sorry to .hear from the member opposite that Govern·
ment has done nothing to eradicate corruption from public services. It
is a charge which cannot be substantiated by facts.
Mr. President : Time is up, so I must put the demand to the vote of
the House.
Demand under consideration, A;mendment moved is" That the total grant be reducedby Re. I."

The question is, that the proposed amendment be made.
The Council divided: Ayes 18; Noes 27.
AYES:
Rana Firoz-nd-Din Khan.
Sardar Narain Singh.
Sardar Buta Singh.
Lala Obetan Anand
Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rah·
man Khan.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq.
.Sardar Hira Singh, Narli.
Sardar Pa.rtap Singh.

Sardar Harbakhsh Singh.
Ra.i Bahadur Lala Dhanpat Bai.
Dr. Gokul Ohand, Narang.
Ra.i Bahadur La.la Sewa.k Ram.
Chaudhri Ram Singh.
Pandit Nanak Chand.
Cha.udhriBaldev Singh.
Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri.
Pandit Mahar Ohaad,
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NOSES:
Col. C. A. Gill.
Mr. H. Calvert.
Mr. D. Milne.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan,
Noon.
Khan Bahadnr Nawa.b Muzaffar
Khan.
·
Mr. W. R. Wilson.
. Mr. R. Sanderson.
Mr; W. S. Dorman.
Mr. M. A. Ghani.
Mr. H.F. Ashton.
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal.
The Honourable Sardar
Sir
Jogendra Singh.
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow.

The Honourable Mian Sir· Fazl-i-·
Husain.
Mr. Alam Mitchell.
Mr. J. D. Penny.
Mr. C. M. G. Ogilvie.
Mr. H. W. Emerson.
Dr. (Mrs.) M. 0. Shave.
Mr. S. L. Sale.
Mr. Owen Roberts.
Rai Bahadur Pandit Daulat Ram,.
Katia.
Bai Bahadur Lala Rattan Chand.
Chaudhri Ali Ahmad.
Khan Bahadur Chaudhri Fazl Ali.
Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad.
Hayat, Qureshi.

Makhdumzada Sayad Muhammad Raza Shah, Gilani.

Mr. President: The question is" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 93,60,200 be granted to the Governor in Council todefray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the318t of March 1931 in respect of General Administration (Reserved).

The motion was carried.
GENERAL A.DMINISTR'.A.TION(TRANSFERRED).

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra' Singh (Minister for Agrieulture) : Sir, I beg to move-=
" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 2,10,600 be granted to the Punjab Government (Minis-·
tries of .Agriculture, Education and' Local Self-Government) to defray the
charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending· the 31st of.
March 1931 in respect of General .Administration (Transferred)."

Mr. President: The demand moved is" That a sum not exceeding R.~. 2,10,600 be granted to the Punjab Government.
(Ministries of .Agriculture, Education and Local Self-Government) to defray
the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the 31st
of March 1931 in respect of General .Administration ·(Transferred).

Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Sir I beg to move-'"That the grant be reduced by Re. I with respect to the item of 60,000,
Officers-Minister for Education.

Pay of

The . Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: Is· the honourablemember moving the first part of his amendment or the second part ?
Sir,
the reason why I am · putting that question is that for censuring a.
Minister there is -a clear provision in the Rules and these Rules have been.
amended since the enquiry of 1924 and the new Rule I am referring to,
is Rule 10-.A.., ·Constitutional Manual, page 16, paragraph 52.
Mr. President: I did not quite follow the objection of the Honourable Member. Does he object to the use of the word " censure or the·
expression" to criticize the policy of the Minister!' s
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The Honourable Miao Sir Fazl .. i..Husain: The objection, Sir, is
this. Paragraph 52 provides a special provision under which any Member
of the Legislative Council can show his lack of confidence in a Minister.
Now the Rules have made it very clear for the honourable members to have
recourse to these methods. The motion expressing want of . confidence in
a Minister or a motion disapproving the policy of the Minister in. a particular respect may be made with . the consent of the President and subject
to the following restrictions, namely :(a) leave to make the motion .•.....•..
eto., eto.
If the object of this motion is to express want of oon:fidence in the
Minister and involving, as a consequence thereof, his resignation, then the
present motion is ·not moved in the way in which it ought to have been
moved. If the object of the motion is to raise a discussion and nothing
more than that, then, of oourse it rests with you, Sir, to let the discussion
take place.
Mr. President: Has the honourable the mover of the motion used
the expression that he wants to express 'no confidence' in the Minister ?
The Honourable 'Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: Sir, the first part of
his amendment says ·
"' To censure the policy of the Minister."

Mr. President: Is not the policy oE a Minister distinct from the

Minister himself ?

·
The Honourable Mian 'Sir Fazl-i-Husain: But, Sir, if you will
read paragraph 52 ..•••
Mr President : I have read it. It lays down one of the several
ways in which a Minister's policy can be criticised.
.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: I have no doubt that
the members of this House will be glad to hear other ways also.
Mr. President: On the point under discussion, Sir Alexander Muddiman's Reforms Enquiry Committee expressed the following opinion:" At present the local councils may definitely control the action of the Ministers by
means of legislation. They may also control their administration by refusing
them supplies or by moving the reduction of their salaries. The council, how·
ever, normally exercises its powers of appropriation only once a year, and we
consider that some further procedure is required. The existing rules appear
to us to be defective in this respect as they do not provide for motions of no
confidence and other motions of a similar nature. We must not, however,
place the Ministers in such a position as would compel their resignation on all
ceoaslons when criticisms of their policy are endorsed by the local council.
In our opinion the rules should provide for two classes of motions :(a) a motion of no confidence ; and
(b) a metion questioning a Minister's policy in a particular matter.
The former motion, if carried by the council, should necessarily involve the
resignation of the Minister, or of the whole Ministry if it holds itself to be
jointly responsible in regard to the particular question. The carrying of a.
motion falling within the second class should not necessarily involve the re·
signation of the Minister, It should depend upon the magnitude of the question in. issue and the importance which the Minister attl).ohed to his policy
in regard to it •• " (Page 68, para.graph 80).
·
1

That is the relevant portion of Sir Alexander Muddiman's Report on
· the point. As the Council is not expeoted to
6 l', lll,
disouss the budget throughout the year or at its
ii
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every sitting provision is made in paragraph 52 of the Business. Manual
for occasions other than those on which the Council is discussing
the budget. Rnle 12-A (paragraph 52), which is based on the aforesaid
Report, clearly draws a. distinction between the two kinds of motions,
»is., a motion expressing lack of confidence in a Minister and a motion dis- ,
approving the policy of a Minister in a particular respect.
As to the question, in bow many ways a Minister can be criticised,
attacked or censured, I think that, apart from the specific motion provided
for in paragraph 52 (Rule 12-A),.there are several other methods as well.
The Honourable Mian Sir fazl .. i..Husain: May I point out, with
reference to the passage in Sir Alexande» Muddiman's Report which you
have read out to us and which, you have been pleased to observe, has been
the genesis of the present rule in our Business Manual, that there is one
sentence in that paragraph which reads·
"They may also control their administration by refusing them supplies or by moving
the reduction of salaries."

In case that cut is passed, undoubtedly not having been left any salary,
he cannot but go unless he wishes to work as an honorary Minister. There·
fore, the question arises whether, where the motion is not for omitting the
whole salary of the Minister and directly, in a straightforward manner attacking him, but is a one rupee cut alleged to be with reference to his policy,
you consider that that one-rupee cut is distinct from a cut of the whole
salary or that both have the same effect; in other words, whether the onerupee cut is also one of the five or six methods which you are about to
enumerate.

Mr. President: . If a one-rupee cut is interpreted as a censure, it is
not only one-rupee cut but a cut of the whole salary of the Minister~
On page 206 of his masterly book ' How England is governed ' the Right
Honourable Mr. Masterman says-

a

" Sufficient here to say that when Government is asking Parliament to provide the
money for the carrying on of the work of any department, the Ho;p.se of Commons.
first through a Committee, and second when the decision of its Committee 1~
reported to the House, has opportunities given it to a.ttaok any suspected
delinquencies in that department. The common form is to propose that the
salary of the Minister responsible be reduced by, say, fifty pounds, and under
such a proposal any action of any one in. that department can be attacked,
for the Minister is responsible for all.
•
•
*
•
• · •
•
If the motion is carried, the unfortunate Minister
does not lose fifty pounds of his salary. He loses all his salary, and his colleagues also. For, unless they attempt to reverse what they may interpret as
a snap vote, unrepresentative of the real opinion of the House, they must
resign. And in any case a succession of such snap votes would ensure their
resignation."

Thus, it does not appear to be very material whether the cut is only
nominal or of the whole salary. But if it is of the whole salary. then it
would mean that the House wants to reduce the post of the Minister. Ou the
other hand, if it is only of a small amount and is carried, it may be inter·
prated to mean that the House does not want the Minister concerned.
This, I think, is the only difference between the two kinds of reductions.
0

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i .. Husain: You have cleared the
~tter and absolutely settled the fate of those amendments because knowing

"'

.
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their implications, I have not the slightest doubt that the House would he
very careful.about them.
.
·
Mr. President: That is for the House to consider. But. as the
question is one of great importance and as it arises often, I give the following ruling for future guidance:The members of a Provincial Legislative Council can attack or criticise
a Minister in the followingways :Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri: May I request, Sir, that this ruling of
yours shall be incorporated in our Business Manual?
Mr. President: Rulings are incorporated in the printed proceedings ·
of debates. I shall now enumerate the several methods(1) By questions and supplementary questions ;~
(2) By a motion of adjournment;
(8) By a resolution, the right to move which is determined by
ballot;
·
.
(4) By individual members in the general discussion of the budget.
This, however, is not a criticism b~- the House in its collective
capacity, but is a criticism only by one or more individual
members;
(5) By proposing, in discussionon demands, a reduction in the salary
of the Minister concerned. Under such a proposal any action
of any one in the department of the Minister can be attacked;
(6) By a formal motion expressing want of confidenceor disapproving
the policy of a Minister in a particular respect.
It would appear that a motion disapproving only the policy of a
Minister in a particular respect is in effect different from a
motion expressing want of confidence in him, as its object is
to express · some special grievance or to criticise some special
act of the Minister.
(7) By a formal address to the Governor after motion made and
carried in Council.
In the House of Commons in the case of motions amounting to a dis·
tinct vote of want of confidence in the Government, proposed or sanctioned
by the Leader of the Opposition, it is the practice of the Government to
concede an opportunity of discussion. But no such practice existed in India,
and hence the Rule 12-A (paragraph 52). The quorum of our Council
is 15. So, if only 15 members are present, they can omit the salary of a
Minister and abolish his post. A motion under Rule 12-A, an adjournment
motion or an ordinary resolution can be moved when the .Council is, not
discussing the annual budget. When grants are under discussion motions
for reductions of salaries are most appropriate. But to say that unless there
are 80 members and the conditions of Rule 12-A are satisfied, no one can
criticise the policy of a Minister, amounts to make the Ministers independent
of the Council. When Ministers come before the House for their grants,
it is the right and privilege of the House to ask them bow they had spent
the moneys previously granted to them. If they fail to eonvinee the House,
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.
the House may refuse to vote fresh grants. Thus it is the constitutional
riirht of the House to question and criticise the Ministers, and T; therefore,
rule that the motion is in order.
Chaudbri Zafrulla Khan: In view of the ruling that you have
~iven, as one is not aware which of the two motions which stand in the name
of my honourable friend on my lE1ft he is likely to move, may I be permitted,
through you, to submit to the Honourable Ministers that it would be.rath£1r
inconvenient if honourable members have to vote, at any rate, upon the
first of these two motions without fully realising the consequences which
may follow from it according to the view which.the Honourable Ministers
mity take of this motion after it is discussed and voted upon; therefore
it will help us in deciding what course to adopt during the discussion and S1.1 bsequent voting if honourable members could be informed as to whether
Honourable Ministers deem themselves to be jointly responsible to the House
or only individually responsible to the House ?
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: I think, and my eolleagnea as
Ministers would support me in the statement I am now making, the position
is this. The first motion which stands in the name of Chaudhri Chhotu Ram
and the second also standing in his name are attempts at attackinp me.
I do not see how my colleagues come in here at all. That is an attempt at
attacking my policy and nothing else. (A voice: Individual responsihility ?) T think the honour is entirely intended for me.
Pandit Nanak Chand : This is a very pertinent question and n0
reply given by the Honourable Minister is not satisfactory at all. He wants
to know, the House wants to know, at least some of the honourable members
want to know, whether it is joint responsibility of the Ministers or only
individual responsibility. That question has not been replied to by the
Minister who spoke last on this point.
(A roice : Let other Ministers clear the position.)

Mr. President: If the Rouse wants my opinion on the question of
ministerial responsibility in India, I shall glady place it before the Rouse.
The Honourable Mian Sir Faz}.. j ..Husain:: I have not the slightest
doubt that any study you may have been pleased to make of any important
constitutional matter will give us much enlightenment, but whether the
ministerial responsibility is joint or not, no doubt, Sit, you and the Rouse
are aware, that it is a matter which bas been left undecided. . If I may vonture to point out, it is not right for any of us. to, more or less, ask yon from
the Chair to enter into constitutional controversies, especially when they
relate to matters which are in the making. I am afraid there is a tendency
in some quarters to try to drag the Chair into these controversial matters
which are not essential for the disposal of the bnainess of the Rouse.
Mr. President: I have no desire to enter into any controversial
point. One honourable member said that thesolutionofthequestion whether
the responsibility of the Ministers is joint or several will enable the members
to decide which way they should vote.
Rana Firo~Qd•Dba Khan ; Thitt is not a question to be decided by
the Ch11iir,
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Mr. PresicJent : Yes, th at is not a point on wb ieh I can giv.P a ruling.
Dr. Golrul Chand, N arang ·: Can we not · ask the Ministers other
than the one against whomthis motion is directed, whether if one of them
is defeated the others also will go? This will affect the voting in the House.
If they say, "No, we shall throw the one under discussion over and ta.k<1
shelter behind closed doors," there will be a difference in voting, and if
there is chance of others also being thrown out of the Ministry then then,
may he some who will not vote against it.
Mr. President: Leave it to them to decide if and when the motion
is carried.
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Let me complete my statement.
On the other hand, the voting may be affected in another way. There may
he some who are anxious to throw out the Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal
and they may not be anxious or may not be at all desirous of throwing out
any one of his colleagues . Well, there may be others who may be anxious
to throw them all out. So that instead of asking yon to give a ruling as to
the joint responsibility or separate responsibility, the question is put to the
Honourable Ministers. If they want to answer it they may.
Mr. President: I think that question is beyond my jurisdiction.
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Yes, that is what I say, but it is for the
Honourable Ministers or the Leader of the House, if he can speak for them,
to answer.
·
·

a

Mr. Pr~ident : That is a legal question, and I do not think that the
difficulty will be solved if they say " yes."
Dr. Gokul Chand, Naran~: We do not go into that question of constitution whether the responsibility is joint or individual. But they certainly .know their own minds. They can say: if yon tum one of us out,
~~m~
.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain: The question

whether
Ministers other than those attacked should leave or not-I have heard one
of the great authorities that you have just read out=-depsnds on the matter
attacked and the nature of the debate and the voting. How can what is
contingent upon the discussion and the voting be decided upon beforehand,
and in any case I have to request the Honourable MinisteI'S in this case
not to enter upon this controversy.
Chaudhri Zafrulla Khan: The extract which has just been
referred to, I believe, laid down that the consequence of a vote of this doscription would depend upon the discussion and the voting and the magnitude of the question discussed, that is to say, whether even if the motion is
carried, it would or would not amount. to such censure as to compel the
Ministers or the cabinet to resign. But my question wanted to clear the
thing. Supposing that a motion of this kind is carried and supposing that
with reference to the magnitude of the question discussed and the speeches
delivered and the votes given, it is construed by the Ministry that it is amounting to a censure or want of confidence, then it will affect that particular Minister alone, or, if all the Ministers deem themselves to be
jointly responsible for the policy which is being discussed, then it
will affec,t the whole cabinet, This is as I understood one of those
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extracts which were read out by you, and it was with reference to this second
part no doubt that this motion is directed against the policy of the
Honourable Minister for Education. That is perfectly clear, and nobody
wanted anything of that kind to be explained ; surely it may have been left
to our own intelligence to see that it is expressly directed to censure the
· policy of the Honourable Minister for Education, and it is that Honourable
Minister alone against whom the motion is directed in case the motion is
carried. In case the question is considered to be of great importance, I
wanted you to put a question to the Honourable Ministers as to whether with
regard to the policy of the Honourable Minister for Education, alth otip h
this motion is directed against him, the other Ministers deem themselves
responsible jointly for this policy or they do not.
The Honourable Mian Sir" Fazl·i-Husain: This question
answered by the Honourable Minister for Education himself.

was

Chaudhri Afzal Haq: You know that when the Ministers are appointed the consent of the Minister§ is taken that they will work tog-ether,
and if any Minister thinks that he cannot co-operate with other Ministns
the Ministry is not formed.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: Ministers are appointed with the consent
of the House.
Mr. President: It is not for me to go into that question.
Chaudbri Afzal Haq : 'What is the parliamentary procedure ?
Mr. President: The parliamentary practice is different from tho
procedure followed here.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : May I submit that up to this time no Minif.ltiy
has been censured and no occasion bas arisen for such a question?
Mr. President: Who can say that the motion, even if it is carried,
will be interpreted as a censure ?
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : We never say so.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : But the parliamentary procedure is quite
clear.
Mr. Din Muhamn::tad:In my bumble opinion it would be quite unfair
on our part if we force or compel the Honourable Ministers to give a reply
to such an important. question which involves their life and death. (LaU!Jh'

ter).
Mr. President: They can defend themselves.
(A coice : We all know that they are not going out). (Laughte,r_).
(Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram stood up to mo·ve h,j,S amendment).
Mr. President: Does the honourable member propose to move his
first or second amendment ?
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: I propose to move only the
second motion.
Mr. President: The second motion is time barred.
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Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : This amendment was sent, in
on the 18th at 4 P.M. before the office was closed.
Mr. President: 'rt was received by the office at 4 P,M, The honourable member admits that it was sent to the office at 4 P.M. on the 13th.
'I'herefore,it will be taken to have been received to-day, and thus it is clearly
out of order for insufficient notice.
Rai Sahib Cbaudhri Chhotu Ram:

Is the office supposed to close

before 4 o'clock?

Mr. President : May I refer the honourable member to standing
order 11?

Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: Then, in that case, I should
be allowed to move my first amendment.

Mr. President: I clearly asked the honourable member and he him·
self said that he would not move his first amendment. After having made
that declaration how can he ask my permission and how can I grant it?
Rai Sahib Chaudbri Chhotu Ram:

Then I shall oppose the whole

demand when it is put.

Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Sir; I beg to. move" That the grant be reduced by Re. 1 with respect to

the item of Rs, 60,000-Pay

of Officers-Minister for Local Self-Government,"

Sir, as the House is aware, the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government has unseated Malik Lal Khan, Vice-Chairman of the Gujranwala
municipality because of the fact that he permitted the hoisting of the flag
on 26th January 1980. Sir, you know and this honourable House knows
that the Working Committee of the CongressConmmittee passed a resolution
which has been passed on every platform in every district, in every small
town and in every city of this province. In that resolution it was openly
proclaimed that independence was demanded by this resolution, and the
people who passed the resolution demanded severance of connection with
the British Crown. If there can be any act of rebellion and if there can be
any resolution which ought to be taken notice of by the Government it was
that resolution.
I am sure, Sir, that many municipal members who have taken the oath
of allegiance to the Crown took part in that demonstration, and not only
took part in the demonstration but actually used the words " the severance of connection with the British Crown," In spite of that, Government has been wise enough not to take any notice of those demonstrations
and of tp.e members who used those words. If the oath of allegiance to the
Crown forbids any member to hoist the national flag, then I think that those
who used those words are more condemnable. I do not think, Sir, that
any Minister responsible to this House has any right to take any notice of
the hoisting of the flag by a member who says that he is really true to the
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oath of allegiance to the Crown and that the oath in no way hinders him
from hoisting the flag on a municipal building.
Now, Sir, can any one say that the national flag is a symbol of rebellion?
Is it not a fact that for many years the flag has been hoisted in this country,
and even in this very city the national flag was hoisted two or three months
ago, and the Government took no notice of it. , You know, Sir, that those
people who are hoisting the flag tell the people and the Government that
they are not loyal to the British Crown, and in spite of that, not a single
arrest has been made throughout the length and breadth of the country.
If the hoisting of the national flag is taken to be aga~st the oath
of allegiance, why were not those people brought to book who on the
26th of January passed the resolution that demanded the severance of
British connection? I have reason to think that the Government very
wisely interpreted the resolution as a mere demand and a forcible demand
for Dominion status. Perhaps, I will not be permitted to use the name of
the head of the whole administration in this country, but in his five speeches
made after the 26th February he did not tackle this resolution and evaded
a discussion and interpretation of the resolution. The Governors of the
provinces, no doubt, gave ~ threat that those who disobey the law
will be dealt 'with under the law, but, Sir, no one said that those
who voted for the resolution or who hoisted the national flag would
be dealt with as rebels. But, here, Sir, a responsible Minister without
consulting the honourable members of this House takes such a drastic step
and raises a constitutional issue of a: considerable importance. Now, we
are told in one of the speeches delivered by Mr. Wedgwood Benn that dominion status is in action in India, and the Government members in the
Assembly made much use of it and said : here is a responsible person giving
a clear promise to this country that Government is anxious that Dominion
status is in action. We were told that Government has changed their heart,
and that we would be getting Dominion status in the very near future.
Every nation, every Dominion within the Empire has got its· own national
flag which, if I am permitted, I will bring with me to-morrow. All Dominions within the Empire have their own national flags, and they are permitted
to hoist them on corporations and other Government buildings. But here
the elementary rights that are enjoyed by Dominions are refused in this
country and still we are assured that Dominion status is in action in India.
In the Council of State that very wise gentlemen, Sir Habibullah, in
his speech on the Round Table Conference resolution last month said that
Dominion status is something better and something more beneficial to his
countrymen and to his country than complete independence. Co-operation
between the two nations and between the two people
.

Mr. President: The honourable member will please not deliver a
speech on the present and future political constitution in India. He will
please confine his speech to the unseating of a member of the municipal
committee of Gujranwala.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : All that I want to say is that we want Dominion
status, and in Dominion status the hoisting of the national flag is permitted.
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My argument is that the hoisting of the national flag on a municipal building
is not a breach of the oatlf of allegiance to the Crown. That is why I say
that if Dominion status
.

Mr. President: I am not. going to allow a discussion on Dominion
status. I think the honourable member has already said enough about it.
I do not want to curtail the right of the honourable member to speak,
but at the same time, I cannot allow him to wander away from the question
raised by him.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: In spite of the fact that Dominion status
is promised to us, and-we will have it in the very near future, the Honourable Minister has been pleased to unseat Malik Lal Khan from his membership of the municipal committee. I think that this action of the Honourable
Minister strikes at the very root of local self-government. Does not local
self-government mean self-government, complete government within the
municipal limits under the Municipal Act ? If any office bearer has done
anything wrong he ought to be proceeded with under the law. But, Sir,
the Act clearly lays down that if. Government wishes to unseat an office
bearer it can do so by the consent of the two-thirds of the members of the
Committee.

Mr. President: Which section is the honourable member referring
to'?
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : I am referring to section 22 which runs as
follows:" Whenever e, president or vice-president vacates his seat or tenders in writing to
the Committee his resignation of the office he shall vacate his office and any
president or vice-president may be removed from office by the local Government, in pursuance of a resolution to that effect passed by two-thirds of the
members <if the Committee."

I will not refer to section 16 because that does not suit my purpose.

Mr. President: It is not for me to interpret the section, but apparently it relates only to the removal of a president or a vice-president from
office.
Cbaudhri 4.fzal Haq: From membership also. Under section 16
(e) if in the opinion of the Local Government he has frequently
abused his position as a · member of the committee, he can be unseated. I submit that he has not used his powers as a member of the committee. As a member of the committee, he has absolutely no power. He
cannot order the staff of the municipal committee to hoist the flag, and no
member can be such a fool as to take upon himself the powers of the vicepresident or president and give such an order. So any act of wisdom or of
fo,lly that he has done he has done in his capacity as an office bearer, as a
vice-president of the committee and not as a member of the committee. So,
if any office bearer can be removed he can only .be removed under the resolution of the committee passed by two-thirds of the members. To me that is
quite clear, though this argument may not appeal to you.
The Council then adjourned till 2
1930.

P. M.

on Tuesday, the 18th March
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· Stoiemeri,t fef erred to in part (b). of tlw answer to Starred Question No.
2988, page 592 . ante. •
-,

)

Designation.

Officers.

No.

Lump sum re
ceived on account of sale of
copyright.

Rs.
Inspector of Schools,
1 { Chaudhri Fa~eh-ud-Din
Mr. K. L. Ralia Ram .•
Multan.
,
Lecturer, Government
2 L~ Brij La,J., M. A;.
Intermediate College,
Jhang.
8 S. Asghar Ali, B.A., B. T. Headmaster, Govern. ment High School,.
Jhajjar .
. 4 . Lala Ram Lal, Kanwar
Headmaster, Government High School,
Kamal.
Principal, Government
5 Mr. H. L. O. Garrett
College, Lahore.
6 M.
Ghulam
Ahmad
Qureshi, B.A.
:Model School, Lahore
.7 Lala Devi Ditta Mal
8 Lala Rang Behari Lal, Reporter on Books ..
B.A., B.T.
9
10
11
12
13

Inspector of Vernacular
Education.
Inspector of Schools,
. Jullundur.
IJ. L." Wilson, Esquire. M.A. Inspector of Schools,
·
Ambala..
L.B. L. Bhatia
Principal, Government.
Intermediate College,
Hoshiarpur.
Laia Laehhman Das Var- Professor, Central Training College, Lahore. man.

S. Maqbul Shah and
Muhammad Nazir.
Man Mohan, Esquire • •

'
"46 PLC-61,~14+30~SUPP

: ~ ....... ·· .... ...,...... .

Lah'lH.

500
50 (1925)
75 ,(1926)_
120 (1915)
500
547-8-0
100

200 (1904 or
1905).
600 (1911).
1,500
4,862

(1928
29).

1,500

(1928-

29).
625 -(192829).
9501

.

,''
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SESSION OF THE 8Rn PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

Tuesday, the 18th March 1930 ••

The Council met at· the Council Chamber at 2
-elock. Mr. President in the Chair.

P.M.

of the

OA'TH OF OFFICE.
The following member was sworn in :Maenabb, Mr. A. C. (Official, nominated).
UNSTARRED QUESTIONS

AND

ANSWERS.

EXEMPT'.rON FROM TUITION FEE.

1617. Khan Bahadur Mian. Muhammad Hayat, Qureshi : Will
rthe Honourable Minister for Education kindly state(a) whether it is a fact that the exemption provided in memorandum
No, 16977-R., .dated the 2nd October 1929 (Ministry of Education) relates only · to Khushab Tahsil of the Shahpur dismcfi
and does not extend to other tahsils of the. district ;
(b) whether it .is a fact that before the publication of the above memorandum, the agriculturists of Shahpur district were exempt
.from paying half the tuition fee;
(c) whether ,it is also a fact that representations by the local district
board have been made to Government not to withdraw the
concession from the other tahsils of the district ;
(if:) if so, with what effect ;
(e) if nothing has been done so far, will the Government state reasons
for not taking any action ?

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) Yes.
(b) Yes.
(c) Yes.
(a) The Shahpur district board has been told that in the present eircum-stances it is not desirable to extend the concession to the whole district, as the
-other tahsils are in a better financial position.
(e) In placing these fee concessions on a more permanent footingGov.emment has settled for· the whole province the tahsils to which this conoes- ·
.sion should extend on the.basis of backwardness in education, general poverty
and other relevant . considerations, and placed the whole · position as
rrsgarda fee concessions 9n firm _grounds of principle.
B

•
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INTERMEDIATE COLLEGE, SHAHIUR.

•

_ 1618. Khan Babadur Mian Muhammad Hayat, Qureshi : Willi
the Honourable Minister for Education kindly state-(a) whether it is a fact that there is no provision for science classes.
in the new Intermediate College opened at Shahpur;
(b) if so, wJ:iether the Government is aware that the omission would.
seriously affect the popularity of the collegeand its efficiency;
(e) whether there are any proposals under the consideration of Gov··
ernment to make provision for these subjects ?
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) and (c) The college wasopened only as recently on 1st May 1929. Government have proposals under·
consideration now to make the suggested provisions, though owing to·
financial stringency it will not be possible to provide the college with the·
usual laboratories on the full scale.
(b) Other things being equal, the .absenee of science classes is generally·
considered a defect.
KHADIR CANAL.

1619. Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana : Will the HonourableMember for Revenue be pleased to state-(a) whether it is a fact that water was allowed to flow in the Khadircanal of the Sutlej Valley Project in the recent past and that
tlie zamindars irrigated their wheat crops with the canal water ; ·
(b) whether the Government is also aware that on account of the·
failure of the Islam weir and other reasons, water in theKhadir was allowed to flow for a longer period than it was.
actually required for the rabi crops of that area ; ·
(c) whether it is also a fact that the zamindars could not close their·
outlets for fear of breach in the canal and the minors and they
used the superfluous water by spreading it on the uncultivated land over a larger area than that which could be·
required for the next kharif ;
(d) whether it is a fact that Executive Engineer, Khadir division.
has ordered that raoni charges be levied on the whole area on,
which water was spread whether it would be used for the next.
kharij or not ;
(e) if so, will the Government please state reasons for this action?
The Honourable Mian Sir Faz~i-Husain: (a) Yes.
(b) Yes.
(o) Yes.
(a') Orders have only. been issued to book the eulturable area. No,
orders have been issued to charge it as raoni. No charge shall be madefor water allowed to run to waste on lands not likely to be cultivated.
(e) This is according to the usual practic~ and _orders for charging anyc.cr.i areas as such would be passed after kharij sewings are over.
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Co-OPERATIVE·

BANKS

AND

Usross.

· 1620. Sardar Hira Singh Narli : Will the Honourable Ministe~
for Agriculture be pleased to state.
.
(a) whether it is a fact that under the present system of election prevalent in the central co-operative banks and co-operative
unions the minority communities are deprived of their due
share in the representation;
·
(b) if so, what steps Government propose to, take to give the minority communities representation in those institutions in exact
proportion to their numerical strength ?

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : ( a) Central Co·
operative Banks have as their members primary societies with a few individual share-holders; each member has one vote. The person who represents
any society at a general meeting is appointed by that society as its proxy.
Thus the general meeting of a central bank is composed of a few. individual
share-holders and the representatives of the member societies. These elect
the directors in accordance with their by-laws.
(b) Government cannot take such steps as member societies are organized under the Act on a co-operative and not on a communal basis and are
not confined to particular communities, and generally speaking it would be
as unreasonable to Jay down a fixed proportion for communities on thedirectorates in such societies as it would be to prescribe that joint stock
companies should, when . electing their directors, elect a certain proportion
of each community instead of leaving this selection to the share-holders;
Societies or individuals, who do not find themselves satisfied with the representation resulting from election, are at liberty to withdraw from the association and have the freedom, if they can reform into really co-operativegroups, to seek registration as a society or bank, but such :fissiparous action
is kely to weaken the unity and strength of the movement.
FEJE OONCESSIONS.

1621. Sardar Hira Singh Narli.: Will the Honourable Minister·
for Education be pleased to state.
· (a) whether it is a fact that Lahore district has been deprived of the,
concessions contained in memorandum No. 16977-R., issued
by the Ministry of Education on 2nd October 1929 ;
(b) if so, why ?

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) This district was not on thelist of those where these fee concessionsexisted before the orders contained
in the Memorandum referred to were issued, and therefore, it is not correct.
to say that the district has been deprived of these concessions. But it is
correct that the district has not been included· among those to which theconcession is extended.
(b) The honourable member is referred to the answer to part (e) ot
Council question1 (unstarred) No. 1617.
I l'a.ge
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iN LAHORE D1s'l'RIOT.

162'l. Sardar Hira Singh Narli : Will the Honourable Member for
Fina.nee be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that the villages of Lahore district have been
exempted from the operation of the Village Patrol Act ;
(b) if the answer to (a) be in the affirmative, whether it is a fact that
the police still insists upon the villagers to do patrol duty ;
(c) if so, what action Government propose to take in the matter ?
.•
L

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) No.
· (b) and (e) Do not arise.
HIGH

SCHOOLS, JULLUNDUR DISTRICT.

1623. Sardar Partap Singh : Will the Honourable Minister for
.~ducation be pleased to lay on the table·
·
(a) (1) list .of high schools (Government, District Board or private).
in the Jullundur district ;
(2) number of students communitywise in the high classes of each
school;
(8) number of students communitywise who passed the matric
examination from each of the schools during the last five
years;
(b) (1) number of students communitywise in the lat and 2nd year
classes of the D. A.-V. College, Jullundur ;
"(2) number of students communitywise who after having passed
the matric examination from each of the above mentioned
schools entered the D. A.-V. College, Jullundur, during
last five years ;
(c) whether Government intend to open a Government Intermediate College at Jullundur for the benefit of those students who do not like to join the D. A.-V. College after
passing the matric examination?
·

, The. Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) (1) The list of high schools
in:-the Jullundur
is laid on the table.
.
. District
.
(a) (2) and (8) arid (b) Information is being collected and will be com
znunieated to the honourable member when ready.
.
(c) No such proposal is at present under Government's consideration.

-

· List of High Schools in the Jullundu« District.
1. Government High School, Jullundur.
2.
8.

Government High School, Phillaur.
Government High School, Rabon.
4. D. R High School, Banga,
5: D. B. High School, Nakoda,r.
6•. D. B. High School, Kartarvur:

UNST.ARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

7.

_6 }5'

D. ,B. High School, Nurmahal,

8. Cantonment High School, Jullundur Cantonment.
9. Doal,a Khalsa High School, Jullundur. City.
10. Mission High School, Jullundur City.
11. Islamia High School, Jullundur City.
12. Khalsa High School, Bundala,
18. Khalsa High School, Kalra.
14. A. S. High School, Alawalpur.
15. Labhoo Ram Doaba High School, Jullundur City.
16. A~ S. High School, Nawanshahr.
17. Doaba Ai:ya High School, Nurm.ahal.
18. A. S. High School, Nakodar,
19. S. D. A. S. High School, Jnllundur City.
20. Victor High School, Jullundur Cantonment.

KA.MINS

OF

KmiEKA, Pm MAHAL AND BuRALA:

1624. Mian Ahmad Y ar Khan Daultana : Will the Honourable
Member for Revenue be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that orders were issued .that the names of the
kamins be not registered for the local grants in the Kheek~~
Pir Mahal and Burala Projects ;

(b) whether the Government is aware that a lot of kamins:paid
and had the same claims for the grant as non-kamins ;

tirm

(c) the reasons for having deprived the kamins of the above areas.
from their legitimate claims and rights ?

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes.
(b) Yes, but the mere fact that a person has paid tirni gives him no,
· claim for consideraton in the allotment of land.
(c) The kamins of these areas have not been deprived of any legitimat&
claims or rights.
ALLOTMENT FOR THE LOCAL GRANTS IN KHEEKA, Pm MAHAL AND
BuRALA P.ROJEOTS.
I

1625. Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana : Will the Honourable
Member for Revenue be pleased to state when the allotment for the local
grants in the Kheeka, Pir Mahal and Burala projects will be made ?

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain : When the selection of
grantees is completed, and the irrigation and killabandi arrangements
-ready, which it is hoped will be by kharij 1981.
··

are,

--------------------------
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AG:ru:oULTURALCoLLEGE, LYALLPUR-SHORTAGE OF WATER-SUPPLY.

1626. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Minister for Agricul·
ture be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that there is a shortage of water-supply in the
boarding houses attached to the Government Agriculture.I
College, Lyallpur;
(b) if so, whether it relates to water for drinking purposes or other
purposes or both ;
_
(e) what are the sources of water-supply in each case;
(a) what 'is the number of boarders;
(e) what is the amount of water for drinking purposes. available in
gallons per head per day ;
(f) what is the amount of water available for purposes other than
drinking purposes in gallons per head per· day ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : (a) Yes.
(b) Both.
(c) (1) For drinking, municipal standposta.
(2) For bathing and domestic purposes, a tube well with a mechanical pump, and hand pump.
(a) 277.
· (e) 1,828 gallons for a total population of 1,800 persons at O ·74 gallons
!>el head.
(f) 8 ·7 gallons.
AGRICULTURALCOLLEGE, LYALLPUR-WATER-SUPPLY

TO BOARDING

HousE.
1627. Mr. E. Maya Das : Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that the Director of Agriculture has reported
,
to Government about the insufficiencyof water-supply at the
Boarding House, Government Agricultural College, Lyallpur ;
(b) if so, will Government be pleased to lay a copy of the letter or
extracts from it on the table?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra
Singh: (a) I Yes.
.
(b) Extracts from the Director of Agriculture's letter are laid on the
table.

[Extracts.]
·_

The position regarding the domestic water-supply for the College estate
'has become such that it is impossible to carry on any longer without the
provision of an adequate supply. The present water main was laid in
1909· at the time of the opening of the College. For some years it provided
r a sufficient supply, but with the expansion of the College estate, bringing
with it increased demand for drinking water, and the making by the Municipal Committee of a large number of water connections in the city, by whieh
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.,a large quantity

of water is drained off from the main, the water available has
ihooomeless and less 'for several years, till now frequently
several con.seeutive days not . a drop of water is received at the College, and when. it
-does come it is little more than a trickle and that only at night or very early
morning. Representations have been made frequently· to the . Municipality
.for an increased supply, but without effect. The Committee has failed
,entirely to meet our requirements, and in view of past experience with that
.body there is no prospect of getting our needs satisfactorily met- from
.them.

·*

for

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The scheme for which sanction is now asked amounts to Rs. 1,82,000.
·This sum includes Rs. 17,216 chargeable to the Jail department, so that the
total cost of the Collegescheme amounts to Rs. 1,14,784.
0

*

FEROZEPORE DISTRIOT BOARD-MAINTENANCE

OF ROADS.

1628. Pir Akbar Ali : Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture
11rindly stat~
_
(a) whether it is a fact that the district board road between the Ferozepore City Municipality Mall Road and the Ferozepore
Cantonment Mall Road passing over the North-Western Railway crossing bridge is wholly maintained by the Ferosepore
district board ;
b) whether it is really a part of the Ferozepore-Makhooroad which
is a elass II road :
(c) whether it is a fact that the Ferozepore district board is not prepared to maintain this road in future ;
(d) if so, what action Government intend to take in the matter ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Yes.
(b) No.
.
(e) Government has received no representation from the district

tboard.

(d) If the district board will approach the Communications Board to
,promote the road from Class III to Class II, it will consider the proposal.
FEROZEPORE MumoIPAL

CoMMITTEE-RETRENOHMENT IN STAFF.

1629. Pir Akbar Ali : Will the Honourable Minister for Local Self·
cGovernment be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that the Ferozepore Municipal Committee dispensed with the · services of certain of its employees recently:
under the plea of . retrenchment ;
(b) whether it is a fact that all the retrenched persons were Muhammadans;
(c) if the answer to the above be in the· affirmative, will the Hononr-."
able Minister please lay on the table a copy of· the resolution on

-··

--

--

-------------
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:
the subject passed by the Municipal Committee with the·
'•
amendments moved by Fir Akbar Ali and Chaudhri Abdut.
Haq;
.
;
(it) whether it is a fact that the Municipal Committee has retrenched+.
the. services of an accountant who had good record on theground of reduction of expenditure ;
(e) whether it is also a fact that after dispensing with his services, the·
· Committee re-engaged another person to work as aeeountant]:
if so, why?
·
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes. The step was.
rendered neoessary owing to a deficit of about Rs. 20,000 in the current year's,
income.
(b) No.
(c) A copy of the resolution passed by the Committee together with the·
, amendments moved by Pir Akbar Ali and Ohaudhri Abdul Haq, is attached.
(it) On the ground of economy the committee amalgamated the posts,
of accountant and typist, and as the accountant was afterwards found unableto carry on the duties of the combined post he was discharged. His record,
of services was not good.
· · (e) No separate post of accountant has been created. A fresh appointment has been made to the combined post referred to above.
Copy of Resolution No. 3 of a special meeting of the Ferozepore Municipal Committee held•
on 8th October 1929.

Proposal.

·

. Report of the Special Sub-Committee in response to resolution Nos. 1'
and 2 of the special meeting dated 14th September 1929, regarding curtailment of expenses and enhancement of octroi to the effect that the suggestions of the representatives of the tax-payers as embodied in the proceedings.
of 26th and 27th September 1929 were read and considered and i~ was.
resolved unanimously that the following recommendations be made to the·
Committee :·,..
(1) That the posts of the accountant and the 2nd clerk be combined:
together and the pay of the post be fixed at Rs. 50 and some competent hand.
be engaged.
·
(2) That the post of the Nai b Ahlmad be brought into reduction and in.
order to facilitate the work some of the duties of Naib Ahlmad, cie. (receiving and issuing of dA.k and indexing the files, etc.), be entrusted to the Re·
cord Keeper.
..;
(8) That the post of the births and death's clerk and that of the Road!
inspector be brought into reduction. The duties of the former to be carried.
by the clerk of the Medical Officer of Health and that of the latter by thedraftsman. Resolved further that out of the 4 Muhafiz of trees two be dispensed with.
(4) That out of 81 kitson lamps as many as possible ui, to 16, be diseontinnsd;
-· · '
.I,.·
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(5) That the number of Municipal schools be reduced· as under s-«
Boys' Schools from 4 to S.
Urdu Girls' Schoolsfrom 4 to 2.
Hindi
Girls' Schools from 2 to I, and the remaining schools be so.
located that the reduction in the number of the schools be not.
felt by the tax-payers. Special Sub-Committee be authorized
to carry out the recommendations.with regard to item Nos. 4
and 5. ·
0

(6) That the schedule of enhancement of oetori as already submitted;
to the Committee by the Secretary and referred back to the Special Sub·
Committee for consideration and report in consultation with the chosen.
representatives of the town, be approved and published for objections with
the following amendments :(a) That on grain instead of-Re. 0-0-8 per maund octori be levied in,
the following manner :Re. 0-1-8 per bullock or buffalo load.
Re. 0-0-6 per pony or mule.
Re. 0-0-8 per donkey load.
Re. 0-1-0 per camel.
1 i pies per maund imported in bags or otherwise not mentioned above.
Grain means wheat, gram, barley and their admixture.
. '°'
(b) That on metals and articles made of metal Re. 0-0-4! per rupee
be charged instead of Re. 0-0-8 as already charged and.
Re. 0-0-6 proposed.
(c) That on cloth at Re. 0-0-4! per rupee be charged instead of
Re. 0-0-8 already charged and Re. 0-0-6 proposed.
(d) That. the ice which is not already taxed be charged at Re. 0-1-0·
per maund instead of Re. 0-1-6 proposed. ·
(e) That on milk which is not already taxed, octroi be charged at
Re. 0-1-0 per maund instead of Re. 0-2-0 proposed.
(J) That on chemicals at 7! pies per rupee be charged instead of'
Re. 0-0-6 already charged and Re. 0-0-9 per rupee proposed.
(g) That no octbri be charged on sweets eto., imported at the time·
of marriages for distribution in the Bradri.
For the information of the Committee the Sub-Committee submits
that all the suggestions about reduction of expenses and en·
hancement of oetori duty made unanimously by the repre-tatives of the citizens have been adopted by the Sub-Committee
with the followingexceptions :(1) That the representatives suggested a reduction of'
Rs. 8,000. annually in establishment. The Sub-Com·
mittee, keeping in view the efficiency of the administration and the utility of the various departments,
has been able to make a reduction of 1,800 a year.
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(2) In the matter of enhancement of the octori this SubCommittee has made only those 'recommendasions
which the representative approved except so much
· so that they recommended Re. 0-0-4 per rupee on
cloth and no enhancement on chemicals. The SubCommittee, taking into consideration the deficit to be
met with, has recommended Re. 0-0-4! on cloth and
Re. 0-0-7! on chemicals. If the above report and the
recommendations which carry with it the entire support of the citizens, are accepted by the Committee,
it is hoped that the deficit will be met with and the
Committee will find itself in decent financial position.

Resolution:
Proposed by Khan Muhammad Nawaz Khan that report of the Suh-Oommittee be adopted and the special Sub-Committee be authorised to
-earry out proposals Nos. 1 to 5.
Proposal No. 6 be published under Section 62 for calling objections
within 80 days.
c

Seconded by Bardar Gopal Singh. Amendment proposed by Pit Akbar
Ali that itemNos.1, 8, 4 and 5 and parts (a), (c) and (g) of item No. 6 be omitted from the report of the Special Sub-Committee. By accepting them the
Committee's work will greatly suffer. These proposals are based on personal
enmity and communal bigotry and the following arrangements be sanction·
ed instead thereof :-

(1) Slaughter house allowances of Veterinary Assistant at Rs. 12 per
(2)

(8)

(4)

{5)
(6)
(7)

~--------

mensem be discontinued and this work be given to the Sanitary
Inspector. Saving will be Rs. 144 per annum.
Yunas Khan, octroi ehaukidar or chaprasi of Octroi Superintendent, be discharged one man can easily perform these two
duties. Saving Rs. 180 per annum.
0
•
Octroi Muharrir of Amritsari Gate who is mentally unfit be dis·
charged as there is no income from this barrier.
Saving
Rs. 216.
• .
Chirag Din, Head teacher, has applied for retirement ; therefore
his services be dispensed with and some normal trained be appointed in his place at Rs. 20 per mensem. Saving Rs. 860
per annum.
Pandit Ram Lubhaya, Assistant Octroi-Superintendent, be discharged. Saving Rs. 480 per annum.
One out of 2 chaukidars of Medical Officer of Realth be discharged
This work can be done by one. Saving Rs. 168 per annum.
Services of Draftsman be dispensed with. Saving Rs. 52 per
mensem. The report of the Sub-Committee shows that he is
not needed.

·------------
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(b) Employees who are of 60 years of age be made to retire and their
-places to be filled by giving promotions to the present staff or by appointing
-eompetent persons from outside. Saving Rs. 2,220 per annum.
(c) (1) Two new shops be opened in Sabzmandi. Income Rs. 600.
(2) Mall Road and MalwalRoad Barriers be amalgamated and shifted
near Sarai Nagar Mall. Thereby one octroi post will be abolished and the
-expenditure thereon will be saved.
Buildings of the said posts be given on rent.
Seconded by M. Abdool Rahman Khan.
Point of order raised by Rai Bahadur Pandit Daulat Ram that from Pir
.Akbar Ali's amendment the words relating to the personal enmity, etc., and
the reasons given, be omitted. The point of order was accepted ny · the
-ehairman,

Amendment proposed byM. Muhammad Nawaz Khan that the follow•
ing words be added to the amendment proposed by Pir Akbar Ali :" Allowance of the school attendance officer at Rs. 25 per mensem
'ba discontinusd in view of the Commissioner's letter .."
Seconded by M. Abdool Rahman Khan.
Amendment proposed by M. Abdui'Haq that portion 1 to 5 of Sub•Comm.ittee's report be omitted the saving of Rs. 1,800 which has been
rproposed to be made therein be made good in the followingway :-(1) Allowance of Veterinary As.~istant be discontinued by giving the
work to the Sanitary Inspector.
(2) Allowance of School Attendance Officer be discontinued.
(8) Yunas Khan, chaukidar, be discharged.
(4) One of the office peons be discharged.
(5) Services of the Assistant Lady Health Visitor be dispensed with.
(6) Provision for embroidery teaching be omitted.
(7) Second vaccinator and his chaprasi should not be engaged.
·Saving in this way will be Rs. 2,688 instead of Rs. 1,800. M. Chirag Din be
-made to retire as applied by him.
·
Seconded by M. Abdool Rahman Khan.
Amendment proposed by M. Abdool Rahman Khan that proposals. of
'M, Muhammad Nawaz Khan as embodied in his report dated 4th June
'1929, be adopted by which the Committee will save Rs. 18,000.
Seconded by M. Muhammad Nawaz Khan.
Amendment of M. Abdool Rahman Khan was rejected by a majority
-ot 12 against 6.
·,
NAMES OF THE MEMBERS IN l'AVOUR OF THE AMENDMENT,

1.
2.
8.
4.
5.
•6.

M. Abdool Haq ;
Sheikh Ghulam Haider ;
Khan Sahib Khawaja Gul Muhammad Khan ;
M. Abdool Rahman Khan ;
Pir Akbar Ali ;
M. Muhammad Nawaz Khan.
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..4~
Lala Nihal Ohsad ;

,. La.la Ram Lall ;
8. La.la Jai Kishen Da.ss ;
4~ La.la. Jawala Ram.
6~ Bai Bahadnr Pandit Daulat Ram ;
6. M. Moha.bbat Ali;
7. M. \rura.d Ali; .
•
8. Khan ~uhamroad Nawaz Khan ;
· 9; · Dr. Dliian Singh ;
10; Lala Rikhi Ram ;
i r, Lala Hans Raj;
12 •. Sa.rdar Gopal Singh.
.
.
•
1 ..
Am.endment o.f l.lha.udhri Abdool Haq was rejected by a majority of lOii

.~.

against 7, one not voting.
NAMES

OF TBE· MEMBERS IN FAVOUR OF Tim AMENDMENT.

l. M. Abdool Haq;
2. Sheikh Ghulam Haida.r ;
8. Khan Sahib Khawaja Gul Muba.mroa.d Khan ; .
4. M. Abdool Rahman Khan ;
5. Pir Akbar Ali ;
6. M. Muhamma,d Nawaz Khan ;
7. Lala. Jwala. Ram •
.· , 1. Lala Nihal Chand ;
~. La.la. Ram Lall ;
S. La.la. Jai Kishen Dass;
4. M. M'ohabbat Ali ;
5.

M. Murad Ali.;

6. Khan Muba.mma.d Nawa.z Khan;
7.

Dr.

Dhian Singh ;

S. Sardar Gopal Singh ;
9. La.la Bikhi Ram ;
10. La.la. Hans Raj. ,
.

,Amendment of M. Muhammad Nawa.z Khan was ·rPjected by a. ma.jori·
_. .

t, of 8 against 7, others remained neutral.
NANIES OF THE MEMBERS

1:

2:

IN FAVOUR OF THE AMENDMEN~.

M. Abdool Haq ;
Sheikh Ghulam Haidar;

8. Khan Sahib Khawaja. Gui Muhammad Khe.n;
4. M. Abdool Bshman Khan ;
·
5. La.la Jwala Ram;
6. M. Muhammad Nawaz Khan ;
7. Bai Bahadur Pandit Da.ulat Ram.
,

l. La.la Niho.l Chand ;
2. Lala Ram Lall ;

!'.

.4.gainst.
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8. Kh11-n · Muhammad Nawa.z Khan ;
4. M. Mqha.bbat Ali;
5. M. Murad Ali ;
6. Lala Rikbi Ra.m;
7. Sa.rdar GopaJ ·. Singh ;
8. Dr. Dhian Singh.
.
Amendment of Pir Akbar Ali was rejected by a ma;jority of 11 a.gaind
45, two not voting.
NAMES

·,

OF THE )iUJMBEBS IN FAVOUB1 .OP .!l'Hlil AMENDMENT.

1. M. Abdool Haq ;
2. Sheikh Ghulam Haider ;
8. M. Abdool Rahman Khan ;
4. Pir·Akba.r'Ali;
5. :M. :Muhammad Na.waz Khan.

Against.
1. Lala. Nihal Chand ; ·
·. ~ •. Lala. Ram Lall ;
.,
8. Khan Mupamme.d Na.wa.z Khan ;
4. :M. Moha.bba.t Ali ;
.
5. M. Murad Ali ;
6. La.Ia: ·Rikhi Ra.m ;
7. Sardar Gopal Singh ;
8. Dr. Dhia.n Singh ; .
9. Lala Ja.i Kisheri Dass ;·.
io. Rai Bahedur Pandit Danlat Ra.m;
11 ". Lala. Hans Raj.
.
. Original proposal of Khan Muba.mrnad Nawaz Khan was carried by a
~jority of 11 against 6, one not voting. ·

Against.

• I

1. · M.. Abdool Haq ;
. .
2. Shaikh Ghulam Haider ;
8. · Khan Sahib Kha.wa.ja. Gul Muhammad Kb~u ;
4. M. Abdool Rahman Khan;
5. Pir Akbar Ali ;
.
6. M. Muha.mma.d N11,wa.z Khan.

In, ja'1)()111f'~

1. Dr. Dhian Singh;
2.
-8.
.4.
~.
6.

Sa.rdar Gopa.l Singh ;
Lala. Riklii R~ ;
Lala. Nihal Chand}:
. La.Ia. Ra.m Lall ;
Lala. Jai Kishen Dass ;,
7. M. Moha.bbat Ali ;
, · 8. l{.Murad .Ali;
'· 9. · Khan Muhammad Nawa.z Khan ;
-1.0. The Chairman.
.
:u. Bai Babadn» Pandit ]?aulat Bsm,
--··-'-··--·---,
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1630. Pir Akbar Ali : Will the Honourable Minister for Local Self•.

Government kindly state-

· ·

·

·

(a) how many of the Ferozepore City Municipal Committee permanent
employees are over 55 years of age, with their names, age and1
pay;
(b) whether it is a fact that after the engagement of the Medical
Officer of Health the Secretary is relieved of the duties.
of supervision of sanitation ;
(c) if so, has there been any decrease in his allowance which he was.
paid for the said purp0se of supervision ?

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Twelve-vide ~tate·-

mentl attached.

The Municipal Committee is satisfied that all ·those employees are discharging their duties satisfactorily.
(b) Yes .
. (c) No extra allowance has ever been paid to the Secretary of the com
mittee for supervising the sanitation work.
FEROZEPORE

MUNIOIPAL

COMMITTEE-DEF ALOATIONS.

1631. Pir Akbar Ali : Will the Honourable Minister for Local Self·Government kindly state(a) whether it is a fact that the Ferozepore Municipa\ Committeerooently discovered a case of defalcation of a considerable sum
by one of its employees;
(b) if so, whether this case was reported to the police and, if not, why·
not?
·

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: The Ferozepore Municipal committee discovered that a sum of Rs. 758-13~0, remitted to the treasury
for the credit to the Municipal Fund, was not: actually credited thereto. The·
cashier of the committee when called upon to explain made a statement which
in the opinion of the committee was not. convincing. The said amount was-:
accordingly forthwith recovered from him and the committee decided not to,
make further investigations into the matter but dismissed the cashier from.
ms post and forfeited the municipal contributions towards his Provident
Fund (about Rs. 885). Government are causing further enquiries to be madein the matter.

Loocsr

PEST IN LUDHIANA.

1632. Sardar Mohindar Singh : Will the Honourable .Member for·
Revenue be pleased to state(a) whether the villages of Dakha, Gahor, Baddowal, Threeke, Sunet.Doogri, Khanpur, Gill and Dad in the Ludhiana. district were
visited by locusts in the last summer ;
(b) were any other villages also visited;
1J>age
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(c) was any damage done by locusts;
(d) was this damage assessed;

(e) if so, by whom;
(J) was any kind of assistance given to any of these villages (especially
to village Threeke) ; if so, when and what was its nature?

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) to (a) Yes.
(c) By Revenue Officers,including the Collector and Revenue Assistant.

(J) Yes. Remissions of land revenue for the harvest in question were
granted in thirty-three villages including six of those specially mentioned by
the honourable member, to the extent of the damage caused. Taccavi loans.
were also given on a large scale for various purposes in many of the affected!
villages, including Threeke.
IRRIGATION IN LUDHIANA.

1633. Sardar Mohindar Singh : Will the Honourable Member forRevenue be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that there is a tube-well belonging to someGovernment department at Ludhiana not far from- the villages,
of J awaddi, Phulanwal, Doogri, Sunet and Threeke ;
(J,) whether it is a fact that in all these villages wells have been used·
for irrigation of crops for generations past ;
(c) whether it is a fact that when the tube-well is working 1t drawSc
away so much water that very soon the water in wells in theneighbourhood begins to fall and goes down to such an extent
that some become almost dry and in other cases water left is.
insufficient for irrigation purposes ;
(d) whether this state of things has been drawn to the notice of'
Government ;
(e) what action Government proposes to take in the matter ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain : I regret that the answer-to this question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the·
honourable member when ready.
GOVERNMENT'S DEMANDS FOR GRANTS-ooNTD,
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION (TRANSFERRED).

Mr. President: The Councilwill now resume discussionon the amend-·
mentl of Chaudhri Afzal Haq.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq [Hoshirapur-eees-Ludhiana
(Muhammadan),..
Rural] : Sir, yesterday I was explaining that the Honourable Minister for
Local Self-Government had selected a wrong section for taking the drasticaction against Malik Lal Khan in unseating him. A doubt was expressed:.
as to the force of tny argument and I will now refer to the speech of the·
' Page 637 ante.
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Ch. Afzal Haq. ]
Honourable Minister himself in the course of the general discussion of the
budget. He put forward the plea then that if Malik La.I Khan really wanted
-t~ hoist the flag, he could very well have done so with 'the consent of the members of the municipal committee,
I
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : But I never said that
if the members of the municipal committee had consented to it, that would
h.11,-ve a been a lawful action. I said that he could have consulted them, but he
did not.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Exactly, that is to say, he would nothave been
unseated as a member if he had the majority of the members of the com.mittee to support him in passing a resolution for hoisting the flag.

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: No, 1 did not say so.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: The Honourable Minister said that Malik Lal
Khan took advantage of two hours' absence of the President of the com·mittee.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : A few hours' absence.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Very well. In any case it comes to this that
.as vice-president and as an office bearer, he took advantage of the absence
of the president, and not as a member of the municipal committee. That is
why I put forward the argument that if Malik Lal Khan took advantage of
his office as Vice-President, then he ought to have been dealt with under
·section 22 of the Municipal Act and not under section 16 of that Act.
Now, that is not all. The Honourable Minister knew his weak position
and he took shelter in the fact that if the Calcutta Corporation hoisted the
flag it was because of a resolution passed by a majority of the members of
that corporation and that was why no action was taken by the Bengal Gov-ernment against the Deputy Mayor of that corporation, even though he has
been administered the oath of allegiance. So the point comes to this, that
if an office bearer of a municipal committee had in· pursuance of a resolution
passed by that committee hoisted the flag, Government would not have
taken objection to it as was the case in the case 'of the Calcutta Corporation.
But in the present case, though the vice-president took illegal advantage
of his office, Government did not proceed against him under the proper section of the Municipal Act, because it feared lest tho majority of the members
of the municipal committee should side with him. That was not all. Realising
his weak position he adduced the argument that he had received in writing
a letter to the effect that the members of the committee disapproved of the
action of Malik Lal Khan. I do not mean to say that the Minister invited
them to give that disapproval in writing ; it is probable that the members
of their own accord might have expressed to him their disapproval of Ma.lik
Lal Khan's action. But it is worthy of note that this disapproval was
expressed after Malik Lal Khan was unseated. The Honourable Minister
made mention of the fact that there were certain members of the municipal
committee who resented Malik Lal Khan's action and that was why Government took action against him. But the real fact is that the appeal or request
fo tbs Honourable Minister was made by the members of the committee only
.after Government had taken -actionagainst the Malik. - I can, therefore, safely •·
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i,;ay that this action of the members of tho committee is not without its meaning. Now I will. read out how the Malik explained his action when he wa.s..
called upon by the Deputy Commissioner to offer an explanation.
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.No doubt this Council had incorporated in the Act in 1922 a provision
for the members of the municipal committee to take the oath of allegiance,
But there is no express provision in the Act or the rules which clearly show
that the hoisting of the flag will he taken by the Government R.S an act against
tho oath of allegiance. It iE just possible that a member or even an office
bearer of the municipal committee ma.y honestly hold the view that the
hoisting of such a flag does not go against the oath of alleghnce and it is·
possible that he may be mistaken. But when a representative of Govern·
ment asks the Malik for an explanation, he does not say tl:at he diet not mean
to abide by the oath. If the Malik of the municipal committee had said so
in so many words; then the Malik of this Council would have been right in
unseating him. The Malik of the municipal committee said-
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that is. to say, that he still sticks to that oath of allegiance and that explanation is not accepted by the Government.
·
A.gain, if acting in pursuance of the resolution of independence is an act
of rebellion or is against the oath of allegiance, I may say that the HonourableMinister also has committed a similar off enee. May I invite your attention
to a daily paper called lnqi!,ab.
Honourable members of the House are
aware that in 1920 the Central Khilafat Committee passed an independence
resolution and they have been since pursuing that policy and they· are not.
co-operating' with the Government. I need not refer to tha.t resolution as
honourable members are aware .that the creed of the Khilafat committee is
eomplete independence. (Voices: We do not know). The honourable
members will then come to know presently. In spite of that our Honourable
Minister has taken
in the conference.
.
The Hon~.-ta'bl~. Malik • Firoz
Noon : That is absolutely
false.
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Chaudhri Afzal Haq : I have documentary proof in support of my
In the lnqilab of the 27th December 1929 .there is in bold

-statement.
headline.
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' Khan Bahadur Captain Sikander Hyat Khan: What paperis that 'l
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: This is lnqilqh, a semi-official paper of your
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Now, Sir, it irons thus :
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The Honourable. Malik Firoz Khan, Noon:
false.
i
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'·· Now, Sir, this is another jl,tj;_icl~ written;and signed by Maulana. Ghulam
.Rasul Mehr,. Genera! Secretary of tlie Beeeption Committee of the Khilafa.t
.eo:rpmittee,.and the·. two other. gentlemen, Dr'. Sultan.· Muhammad .and . Mian
Fil't>ze-ud~Din .Ahm'.ad, 'who are Secretary· and' · General Secretary of that
committee, It runs thus :
·
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~ir~ I a:µi, surerPh.0tt H1.e Honourable ¥.i~ted~ 901t~ril?utiµg to this :pape-r:.
.and several honourable members might have seen this paper on his table~;
I know, Sir, that the Honourable Minister. is so . touchy that he h0.a
.eontradieted the statement .qf. mine. But I
.surprised to hear that
the statement · of fact which is signed by no less a. personality than:
Maulana Ghulam Rasul, Mehr, is being contradicted now by the Honour·
.able Minister. Why was it not contradicted by him before?

a'm

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : It was never' brought
·to my notice before, . and I contradict it now.
•

·

I

!

'

'

Chaudhri Afzal Haq,: Now yl!>u contradict it. But, · no gentle~n·

.has. any doubt about theccereotneee -0f-· the statement of the Honourable!
Minis.ter •. Bir, a gentleID.8;Jl must accept the explanation of another gentle·
man. Malik Lal Khan did nothing wrong. He explained his position and

o2
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·
Mid that he did nothing against the oath of allegiance, but the HonourableMinistero did not say " yes, I accept your explanation and I will not unseat
· you, from the membership of the Municipal Committee. "
If the Honourable Minister says that he did not contribute that big sum.
for the propaganda of complete independence, I am sure, Sir, that Sir
Zulfiqar Ali Khan, who is a very faithful ally of the Government cannot eon-':
tradict it.
Mr. President : Please do not discuss .a gentleman who is not a ·
member of this house.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: I do not say, Sir, that he did anything
wrong.
Mr. '1>resident: Please say nothing about him.
Ch·a.udhriAfzal Haq : I am not going to attack that gentleman, Sir.
Mr. President: I am glad to hear this.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Sir, this is an open secret and he takes pride
in it. He has been the President of the Khilafat Committee and this is not .
a secret, Sir.

Mr. President : That's all?
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: I think, Sir, that if really anything done to
help and taking part in the propaganda or-celebration of the Independence
Day is objected to by the Government, it ought· to be objected to in all
cases. Government should not single out only one case. There are·
thousands of cases of this nature where Government can direct its attention.
Government up to this time has not been pleased, and I will say wisely, to
take any action against those who have taken part in the celebration of the
Independence Day.
Now, I must invite the attention of the Honourable House that
here are the national flags of other countries (sh<Ywing a 'book with pictures
of national flags) and, Sir, these flags do not belong to those nationalities who
laave got complete independence, but even to those countries which have
dominion status and which are bound to t?e British Empire by their oath
of allegiance. They have got their own national flags but that is not
against any oath of allegiance. Look here. Here is. the flag of the Irish
Free State. It looks like our own national flag. There is also the flag of
Canada.
Now, I have brought our national flag to this House-(Hear, hear)-'the Indian National Flag, and there is absolutely nothing in it to frighten·
the Government. No doubt, there is red colour in it, hut it neednot frighten
anybody. Sir, what is my position? I honestly believe that' the flying of the
national flag is not against any oath ofallegiance. I, Afzal Haq, who has taken
the oath of allegiance fly the national flag (wamng the flag in his hand) in this .'.
· House. What is my position now ? The position of Malik Lal Khan was
exactly the same as it is mine at this moment. . I would like to know from
· the Government benches and other benches, what is my constitutional
· position. I think that in spite of the fact that I have got the national flag
in my hand and that I am flying that flag in this Honourable House, still .
.. '-·· '

~

.
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I think that I do abide by the oath af allegienee. (A voice: You are no.ta
Government servant). This is a Government building. I ~on't think th_e.t
· .there is any danger to the British Empire by hoisting the national flag.
Sir, what was the state of affairs in Egypt'}

Mr. President : But Egypt is not under discussion now.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Sir, really Egypt is not under consideration ~t
· this moment, but my point is that those who are under the British Orown
have their national flag, and there is absolutely no objection to our having
our own national flag. My point, Sir, is this, that Government should be kind
enough not to take any notice of these petty things as they have alrea~y
· done. Sir, if there were an English gentleman in the seat of my honourable
· friend, he would never have given such orders. I know that they think
themselves very secure in their position, and they do not go out of their
way to please their masters as an Indian gentleman would do. I say that
· the. Honourable Minister has done wrong and was not well advised in
unseating Malik Lal Khan for a very trivial thing. I hope that · the
Honourable Minister in replying to the debate will be pleased to assure this
House that he did not mean what he did, and he really accepts the explanation of Malik Lal Khan who says that he is still of the opinion that the·
hoisting of the national flag is not against the oath of allegiance. With
· these words, I move my cut for the consideration of the House.
Mr. President:Demand under consideration, amendment moved is" Tha.t the grant be reduced by Re. 1 with respect to the item of Rs. 60,000Pa.y of Offioers--Mini~terfor Local Self-Government."

Mr. E. Maya Das (npminated, non-offlcialj; Sir, it has been
· to me · an intellectual trea.t to listen to the speech of the honourable
· member who .has just sat down. He is perfectly right in his desire to eon-'
'Vince us that what he believes to be true is the correct position and he has
tried to place things before us in moderate language. In the same way I
'feel it my duty to place certain facts before him and try to convince him o.f a
..different way of thinking. First of all, any flag, idea or person that is held
· in high esteem and honour by a very large number of persons should not be ·
lightly spoken of. We should be extremely careful in what we say, lest we
-should hurt the feelings of any one. In regard to any person like Mali.atama
Gandhi or any flag like the Independence flag of India, I would be the last
person to utter any word of disrespect. In fact, I ought to examine their
· course of reasoning and to such extent· that I find it true and practicable
I should adopt it. But when I have difficultiesbefore me in this matter I
.eannot help making mention of them.
What does a. flag stand for'! A flag is the· symbol of the nation, and a
flag represents its united strengtl'.!. 'Thisis 1the idea with which the countries
. of the world look upon their respective flags. I beg to ask my honourable
friend whether he can b,one~tly'. ;saJ 1that. the Independence flag which cer,tainly at ~he present time is held in ~h' r~ar!l b:>: a la.rg~ numb~r of persons
ean .be said to be the symbol of the nation ? Can 1t be said that it represents
·;<>Ur united strength '} I am afraid not, because the Christian odmmunity and
·:the Na.tive States have so .far not been represented on it. It is possible that
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.in tune to c.ome when India becomes' united, this flag with some modiflea- ·
)ions 'may 'be' ioade the National flag, but· it is hot so tO'-day. · ·I. t1:iirik · al·

'· .ready .criticishis have lippel:U'.ed about . tlie flag; that it' is more . a symbol of.
the absence of unity,. because' of1'the d#ferent teligio:ni! which . that aa.g·
stands for. In the flags of ohllElr· countries, the red eclour-stands fdr
-the blood of those heroes who ~ve died to make the flag what it is. But
in the case of this. flag, the red colour has a different 'meaning entirely, and
'the same is true' of the' •other colours.'
. :
.
has been st~ted that if a niatds convineed in his mind that hiis "i'b- rsolut~ly right in ~oisting the national flag, that it is not against any law or
.against any person, then 'in that case he should not' be.punished.
But wha,t
about people who have their convictions and believe themselves to be ab:soiutely in tlie right? Yet, their liberty has to be curtailed. There are people·
are brought up to be Thugs, brought up to be thieves and robbers, and
)~ey regularlt: :mak? their offerings an_d praye;s at shrines, . and as~ t~e .
.goddess to bless the« work, and ate quite convniced, 'that they are acting ID
· -the right .and 'proper manner. .Th'ere 'are also people who. are brought up·
.· io be. eannibals from their birth, who never consider it wrong to kill a human .
-.
and · devour him. 'These. may' be. extreme examples, but my object
1being
JI;t
:making mention of them lS to show that the mere conviction that the hois- '
:tP}g <>! the-flag is, .n~t wrong; does not render the act harmless, nor does it
make 1t co:psjstent with the oath of allegiance which a municipal member
has to take,' ·· · ' ·i
· ·
'
·
·
r

. . . it

.who

.. _; ; : In India, 'from a very long time the star bas been looked upon as a symbol
-dr the nation; but .the star is absent in ·this flag.
.·
. Mere statements made by the honourable member that the Honourable
'Minister has aeted wrongly iii taking the step he has taken against Malik
'.ta.I Khan. 'c~ot
carry conviction in the absence of proof. No argument
· !that haa been. put forward by the honourable member has appealed to me ..
The· honourable mover mentioned the case of Calcutta, that the Deputy
'Mil.yor 'ther~ 'acted in a similar manner and yet was not punished. Wha.t
does that .matter to us ? There are many matters in which we do not follow
J Bimg~. ,. Why should we copy them in this ?
·
..
Finally, ,I would ask 'the honourable mover just one question. Selfpreservatiqn is the first instin~t I of life. Supposing,. when the German
cruiser '.Emde'nf ' was bombarding Madras, the National flag had been
flying over thjs 'land, I respectfully ask in all seriousness, would the
-steamer' from 'Australia have come for our defence ? I am not saying a
rword µ.gainst. 'the National flag, I wish to give it all the honour that I can,
but· from the po:iht of self-preservation I ask whether the Australian battle.shi~ Sydney would have been just as ready and willing to come to our
·a:ssista.rice andblow up the' Emden' as they did then? Just as you. eannot
·'.have' two kings ruling in the same: country, so you cannot have two flags
' . ~jing over tpe same country.
..
.
.:·:
, The honourable me~ber ~tated that.tp.e flag of Canada was quite separate and had no. connection with the Union Jack ; I do not know where he·. got bis ll!f9~ft~l?~ fn}m,. ~~ca:iise_1it i!'quit~
~ec.~u.se ·the -qni~n Ja~k,.
-. along with . some other s~bols which are ·' mdicative 'of the pr-011penty·
o:i:'that ·Dominion, has ·a pla:c'e'- ·&,~ the· Clinadian flag: ,
· .
. .. : '

Vf!On_g~

.
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'Wlat dces tl;e Ur.icn Jack staL<t,for ~. ihe perpendicular.red .eross i&
that of St. George of ifrglard_;;tl:~:diagonal"\\hite cross is that of St. Andrews
of Scotland and the diagcnalred ~ioss,, that of St •. Patrick ~filre~4.
These
· three cresses are all en. tl;e Union Jack. If Canada, Ireland or Scotland
:have 'other flags d kcal ir.terest that may be, but they are all connected with
· the Union Jack in some way or another, and is the sign that those
· countries :recog;·se themselves as belonging to the Empire. All those
flags are mer d in the Union Jaek; which stands for the united
'strength of the mpire and gives protection to all .w}io fa:1,ke shelter under
~
.
:

I

.:

With these words I beg to. oppose -the: motion,

Mir Maqbcol Mahmood [Amritsar, :Muhammadan, »..wal] : Sir, We
have all listened very carefully to the interesting oration from the honourable
member who has proposed this ·cut both yesterday ·
to~day. ,And :i,fi. I
'may, 'Bir, with your permission, l'\v:ould 'compliment~
on 'th~·. se:ps~ pf
'oratory which he always imports in his speeches and the subtlety with whi9h
· he always succeeds, wholly or in part; ili.~onfusmg the .real issue with.the.~ep., timental side of the question which he p'tesents to the House. B;e;has tfo~day
'In presenting his case tried to confuse the real issue. The .is~ue before, us,)o
· 'far as I can see, is not whether the holding of, or the carrying of, .j;,he Natjonp,1
flag is a crime or an offence or even a misdemeanour that would entitle .one to
be unseated from one's seat on a local 1conunittee. The issue, to. my utind,,;i&
'something very much different. It so happens that on that d'ay, the 26th
of January, a particular line of_ pfjli_cy by a section' of my countryt,n~n"-vias
laun?hed, and the. hoisting_ of _the fla~ on t~ai:·particula.r day ~:P,¥e~ t~e
allegiance to the policy enunciated on thlf.t particular day by those who hoISted
the flag. It also implied that those institutions and those places where tms··
Ila g was hoisted from that day stood committed to follow the instructions of
: the Congress and. the particular creed of political- action. that
be J:hjoined by that particular body. In fact,I~ave
taken some pains 'to's'tuqy
· the various .manifestoes issued for the. celebration of 'the 26th January; and
I can say without hestitation that it also implied the association and allegiance
' to' the particular resolution moved in the Congress at Lahore regardil;tg
.independence and the programme there laid· out, to which programme'Tain
I glad '.tO find that even my honourable friend WhO has proposed- this OU.t did
·not give •foll allegiance as he is here with us which we all welcome. Evfln
in'the Congress itself I was glad to find that iny honourable friend pleaded
, and ~ged for the po~tpoD:em~n~of the reaolu~ion fo which he has Jjg~~!Y
· and wisely not subscribed 1n1 action. Not only that. I have here with me
, 'the declaration which was to go with the hoisting of'the flag on that day which
.. 'makes it clear what that hoisting on. that day . was intended 'to connote~
· I. snail not detain the House by reading the .whole 6f' ~his thrpugp, 'but iI
· shall just invite the attention bf the House 'to one' QI two salient fea;f;ui;esv .
• Jt· · says ·:
,
; ; ,,
·
'
·
· · ' ' · · 1:

anp-

1

may

;

. ' The Britisl\ eonnection in India ,has not oxij.y depnved the In~ people of their
free!3-om, but 1:1,as abused.J~lfwit~ eiploit.ation 9f.1:he masses and.~
,•
India econonncally,- politica.Ily,culturally and spmtually -. We believe, th$ifoI"e, that India..l)lustsuvei:the British.oonneotio:o:.a.nd·attain . Pil.rflfl, Bwa,aj;.
Ill' 00111pljite in~l1Ql~en~.·
,
'· ,

.run,ed

•·
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'
.
illhat is one portion of the creed that is to go with the .hoisting ·of the
- mdependence flag on thait particular day. Later on :

a

'We hold it to be ~e
against man and God to submit any longer to a rule the.t
.haa caused tliis disaster to our country. ·We recognise, 'however, the.t t1!,e
most effectin way of gaining·our freesom is not through violence. We will
therefore prepare , ourselves by with,drawing so far as we can all volunt~
association from British Government and will prepare for civil disobedience
including non.payment
'taxes." ·
1of

The part to which my honourable friend does not himself subscribe then
follews :·
' We a.re convinced the.t if we can, but withdraw our voluntary help and stop payment
of taxes without doing violence even, under provocation, the end of this inhuman
rule is assured. We, therefore, hereby solemnly resolve to carry out the
Congress instructions issued from time to time for the purpose of establishing
P11,ma Swo:raj 1••

•

That, Sir, was the significance of the hoisting of the flag on that day·
And I would submit that so far as the majority of this Council is concerned
ip.e~e is unanimity on the point that we do not subscribe to that particular
ereed and that particular declaration of policy. That being the positi~n,
the only issue that is before us is whether the action of the Honourable the
:Ministerin this particular respect was constitutional or whether it was - such
'as to deserve a censure of his policy from the constitutional point of view,
':tio far as we are concerned.
Before I refer to the question I wish to make one point clear. So far
as the National flag is concerned, I entirely agree with my honourable friend
,who moved this cut that it is not a crime to hoist it, and I fully subscribe
to the view that it is an emblem of India's liberty and unity and of her status
,as a member of the British Commonwealth. But· the 'significanceof the
;National flag on that particular.day is relevant in discussing the issue on the
,policy of the Minister. What was the issue before him on the day this
'declaration was made? This declaration involves civil disobedience ;
this declaration involves a policy of which he would have been guilty if he
,had not put his foot down on it, because it is against the majority policyto
which he stands committed.. What did the Minister do? Obviously he sat on
:it to consider, he visualised before himself the position in which he stood. I ,
_have no ill-will against the vice-president concerned whom I know personally.
,lie thought, was it open to a vice-president to go against the terms of his oath
of allegiance? Firstly, it is obvious that the majority of the members of
:the
committee concerned were not a party to the action of the vice-president
19n
that particular day. He took the law in his own hands and his action
·:was not endorsed by the majority of the committee, Secondly, apart from
-_that, he wanted to commit a particular local self-government institution,
the municipal committee of Gujranwala, on that particular date to this
:particular creed from which we have all dissented. What would the Minis~er. do ? If he had remained in active, it would have meant-I will not say
:passive assistance-his conniving at the commitment of the mu nicip~lity to
the creed which we have charged him to desist from. He had to search his
heart as to what action he should take. It was open to him to take any action
• he eho.se under sections 14 and 16 of· the Muni~ipalAct. Without boring the
by reading the whole sections I will just refer to the relevant portions,
, 'Section 14 (e) says that it is open to him to unseat any specified member
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·'Wh_ether elected or - appointed on a certain date. What is the criterion or
.issue on which he could declare that seat vacant ? The preamble explains
- it. 'For any reason which it (the local Government) may deem to affect
.the public interests'. Later on, under section 16, he could have declared
·. the seat vacant if in. the opinion of the Local Government " he has flagrant·
Jy abused his position as a member of the committee." My friend tried to
make a point by asking whether it was his position as a vice-president or
hia position as a member of the committee that he abused. I would con.eentrata primarily on section 14 (a). I would say if the Minister was right,
_ I am speaking from the legal point, in unseating that member under section
14 (a), the moment he was unseated he was ineligible to be a vice-president
. and he could not be a vice· president if he could not be a member. Under
.seetion 14 (e) he could not ·he a member if in the opinion of the Local Gov·
. ernment he has done something for which in the public interests he deserves
-to :be unseated. The question is, was the action taken by the vice-president
.ag~inst the interests of the public? On thitt issue opinions may differ. But
I kd those for whom I speak are convinced that the goal of India's legitimate aspirations, is dominion status, and we are convinced that the
'Honourable Minister would have been guilty of dereliction of his duties ~o
this Council and the constitution he is entrusted with if he had not taken
-the action he did. (Herar, kP,ar).
Reference has also been made to the e.ttitude of a Corporation elsewhere outside this province in regard to this matter. It is clear that in the
·.lalcutta Corporation to which reference has been made, the majority of the
members held a different opinion. _ That, to my mind, cannot be a eonstitn·tional justification fpr the action to be taken here. There is also this difference _that in the Bengal MunicipalAct, there is a proviso to the oath of allegiance under which people there have tried to commit particular actions. The
proviso says ' If a person who by constitutional means endeavour to make
changes in the constitution he shall not be deemed to have thereby violated
the oath of allegiance.' (Interruption.) I am one of those who feel, though
I have no authority to declare it officially, that the hoisting of the flag under
- the particular circumstances is not constitutional. Whether the anthorities at Calcutta chose to take action or not, that is their concern. We are
entitled to express our views just as the honourable mover has tried to.
Now, Sir, referring back to the action of the vice-president of the muni.eipality concerned, if I may speak with due deference to him, he has in a.
way stultified even the dignity of the national flag by placing it officially on an institution that day when he knew that the majority of the committee did not subscribe to the creed which he wanted to give an impression
to the world they were following.If you analyse the situation, you will-agree
· that the vice-president concerned did not do justice even to the national flag
\by hoisting it on an institution where he knew that the policy indicated by
th_at flag on that particular day was not welcomed and the flag would have
been thrown over the moment it was hoisted.
:

Great stress has been laid by my honourable friend on the propriety

· -of the section in the Act that should have applied to the action of the Minister.

:1 have so far tried to explain (1) that" constitutionally it was open to the

/

see
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. .
Minister to take the action he did, ·(2) if he had not done so, he would havebeen guilty of a neglect of duty so far as this House is concerned. . If any •
of our friends on the opposition feel that the Minister was wrong in applying
the section that he did, it is open to them to take the matter to the law:
courts .and obtain.' a verdict as to the-legality of his action as to whether he
has abused his powers underthe Act. So far as we in this Council are concerned, we will in unanimous terms declare our opposition to the policy whi~h
the hoisting of the national :flag connoted. I am sure that it does not need
any formal declaration from any educated :Jr.d1an or any Indian who is·
worthy of his country's traditions. However unpleasant it may be, where
the issue involved is the ordered progress of the country, and where the choice
lies between chaos and cosmos, it shall be our duty, and we shall not budge
an inch, to take direct action in dealing with such things as tend to retard:
the progress of the country. I submit, to me it seems, just as, I am sure, it
seems to many others, that the action of the vice-president on that particular· day in acting as he did was not only unconstitutional, was not only riding
roughshod over ·the feelings of themajority members of the Committee, but
it was one to which the preponderating majority in the province and themost' responsible elements inthe country would not subscribe. With these·
words, I appeal to the House, and inthis matter I am not appealing to·
sentiment, to concentrate on the issue before us and realise as to what they
would have done in similar circumstances if they had been placed in the posifjon of the Minister.
:
, . · One word more. I would ask my friend, the mover of this cut, is it or
is it not a fact that some- of t];te highest authorities have declared in connec~ion with the boycott of councils that those who subscribed to the Independenee creed cannot take the oath of allegiance ? (Chaudhri Afzal Haq:
,No, no.) · I would appeal to my friend to read the articles of Mahatma
Gandhi. It is a point on which th ere is a difference of opinion even in the·
Congress camp. So, was it or was it not open to the Honourable Minister
and those who agree with him to declare that this action of the vice-president
.was against the oath of allegiance to which he has subscribed as a member
_of that municipal committee ? (Cheers).
Sardar Harbakhsh Singh [Hoshiarpnr and Kangra (Sikh,) Rural]'
(Urdu): Sir, the matter before the House is very important and it will
have to be considered very calmly and carefully. I could never believe
that dishonest motives could be attributed to a member like the honourable
~over of this cut for, it is my belief, that he is one of those who in their
'eonduct as members of the Council have never been actuated by other th~n
'honest motives of public' interest.
This motion, I thought, must likewise'nave honesty of purpose behind it and the additional fact that the mover
'and the honourable gentleman. against whom this cut has been moved
'b~long to tlie same community would apparently have convinced UEI primA'
Jb,cw .that there was something seriously wrong with the action taken b.Y
the latter against Malik Lal Khan to justify the cut. But after very, carefully listening to the speech 'of my friend Chaudhri Afzal Haq I 'have come
to a different conclusion. ·I think that he hi!,~ not been able to make out a,.
Jiase ~q:r condemning the p:olicy of. the ;IIo:nourable Ministet for Local Self·.Gove~~nt
J.vitl;t ~~feren<ie :tP. ,Jhe .. order: :u.nsea.ting: Malik Lal Khan ..
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In order to arrive at a. correct decision with regard to the matter;
~e shall have to take two things into. consideration. In tpe ~st J?l\J',Ci0"
~~ haveJto. see what the position of the municipalities fu the present 09:0,·
~titution,of'the country is. No one will deny that they_O:re:directlyund~r
:~e'authority of the Government. They are riot independent bodies in th:e·
se~s~. that it will not be illegal for_ the presidents _or.,vfoe;p.r~~idents an,d
for other. office-holders of these bodies to do anything agamst the consti'tu'.ted 'i!.uthority under an .eiia~tment 'of'law. Tu. their subordinate position,
as' such, 'the pr~sidents and vice,presidents: and the members of these bodiesW-ho take ai:i 'oath of allegiance to the Crown befo~eentering on their du.tie~,
must conform to that· oath. They cannot say 'that they are independent
and owe no allegiance to the. Crown. So far as they. are in these bodies ·
they must remain faithful to the Cro'wn. But if any of them is inclined
to recognise no heavenly. or earthly authority,. let him vacate his seat· ll;l
the municipality concerned. (Laughter). He will then be at liberty to do·
anything he likes, because there will be no oath .to bind him. Next, wenave to see what this. so-called national flag connotes and whether it ·is
'really a nationai flag. I shall be excused if I say that it is not a national
· flag. Every country and its people are free to form themselves into f1
'nation and any efforts made in that direction must be. appreciated. Mr
"countrymen have also been making efforts to create.a nation in India, bU;,t .
"so far they have failed in their attempts for various reasons. I wish th9i-t,
· we Indians could claim to have become'a nation and the flag that was to be·
"hoisted on the premises of Gujranwala Municipal Committee was a national
'}lag in th~ real sense of the word. · But if I were to call a spade .a spade, I
cannon help· saying that it is not a national flag. I have seen it 'to-day for
~ the first time, but I find that there is no colour of the Sikh community in it'.
Members of the Council will be aware of the fact that before the night of
"the Slst December, 1929 when this national flag was to be hoisted in the·
Congress panda! here according to the announcement made by the Congress;
Sardar Kharak Singh made enquiries to know whether any colour representing the Sikh community would find a. place in the flag. Thereupon
Mahatama Gandhi is said to have promised that the yellow colour of the·
Sikhs would appear at the top of the colours representing other communities.
But in · the flag that was actually hoisted on that memorable night, this
· colour did not seem to have appeared. Perhaps those who were in charge
·.of this show had no time to arrange for a new cloth for a flag in which the·
yellow colour would have also appeared. (Laughter). I am not joking. I
am talking in all seriousness. The independence day was celebrated a long
time afterwards, on 26th January, but yet the Sikh colour was missing,
a's this miniature flag of Chaudhri Afzal Haq shows. Now I wonder·
how in the very city of Maharaja Ranjit Singh and under the· President, ship of a Sikh gentlemen a flag devoid of Sikh colour could be hoisted as· a
national flag. The honourable mover of this cut referred to countri~·
like Ireland and Cacnada and said that they had their own national flags
besides the Union Jackand the British Govemment.iwhioh is the sovereign
·,Government, •has never taken exception to the hoisting· of these flags by
1:the people· 'of such 'countries anywhere in th:eir: countries. . That is . quite·
-so;' but their fiags ate not 'banriers of rebellion dr so-called complete • inde:-pendence outside-the Empire. 'On the othet ha:t1d~· the flag tliat 'Was'h6ist.~dl.
.- ,
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s-0n the Slst of December,1929 and the fla.g that was. hoisted . on ~he
-Gujranwala municipal building purported to denote severance 'of eonneoti~r...
with the British Government in India and to give ultimatum to the .G~v·
-ernment that because dominion status was not promised, India represented
by the Congress would declare independence. Under the circumstances
the hoisting of thia so-called national flag was not
3 F.M.
compatible with allegiance to the Crown and
because the vice-president of the Gujranwala municipal committee gave
permission to hoist that flag on the premises of the municipal committee,
which is directly under the Government, he acted ultra vires and against
-the oath of allegiance and, 'therefore, the action of the Honourable Minister
for Local Self-Government in unseating him was not unjustified. I presume Malik Lal Khan to be a good man, because be probably feels for the
.eountry in his own way of thinking, but his action was in this case quite
incompatible with the terms of his oath as a member of a legally eonstiiuted corporation, and he should not grudge paying the penalty for his
rather bold and disloyal action which he, no doubt, might have been
inspired to take, to win the popularity of the section of people of his own
way of thinking, but which was, all the same, a suicidal thing with regard to
-the question of retaining his membership of the committee. This censure
motion is, consequently, undeserved and unjustifiable. The Honourable
Minister for Local Self-Government had no personal grudge against the
.gentleman in question. He had rather done him a favour on a previous
occasion when certain legal objections were raised against the candidature
of Malik Lal Khan for election· to the municipal committee the Honourable
:Minister, by a lenient interpretation of the law on the subject, had waived
those objections in his favour. For this reason it is untenable to say that
the Honourable Minister had any personal grudge against the ex-vice-president of the Gujranwala municipal committee.
The honourable mover of the motion has to-day gone out of his way and
referred to the activities of the Honourable Minister as a member of the
Khalifat Committee of bye-gone days. By reference to these activities
of the Minister he perhaps wanted to show that there was no difference
,between him and the Minis.ter and that both were agitators against the
Government. But he has overlooked one thing. The Khilafat Committee
was then a religious body and there was no harm if the Honourable Minister
took part in that Committee. Similarly, the Akali movement was a religious
movement and many a Sikh of all shades of opinion had taken part in it.
The loyalists as well as extremists had joined in that movement and even
in the opinion of the Government, they had done nothing wrong in doing
.so, as long as they adhered to the purely religious programme. A reference
-to these activities was, in fact, irrelevant and it would have been better if
ihe honourable mover had refrained from mentioning them. The Honour.able Minister for Local Self-Government has, in my opinion, acted very
:filspassionately and with a great sense of duty in unseating Malik La.l Khan
and in order to appreciate his action a motion to enhance his salary should
:have been brought forward instead of the present motion. (Laughter). · To
~charge his duties the Honourable Minister could not be expeeted to pay
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regard to opinions and he had to do what the circumstances of the easejustified. Malik Lal Khan's note to which Ohaudhri Afz'al Haq has alluded.
simply says that in his own opinion he acted rightly. That is nothing and
could not imply that he, as a matter of fact, did. not violate his oath. Theaction of the Minister has also been criticised on the ground that his action
bas been based on a wrong provision of the Municipal Act. It has been
argued that Malik Lal Khan had acted as vice-president when sanctioning
the hoisting of the flag and, therefore, action should have been taken under
section 22 of the Municipal Act. But it has not been realised that iii giving
permission for hoisting the flag, Malik Lal Khan had acted against the oath
of allegiance which he had taken as a member of the committee .and not
as vice-president.
He, therefore, could not be allowed to remain a member
and when he was unseated, he had automatically to vacate the chair of thevice-president.
Look at this matter from any point of view and you will
find .that the action of the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government
cannot be criticised and declared unjust. The honourable mover of
this cut may be said to have moved it to win cheap notoriety and we know
that he will be applauded by the ignorant public. · But the fact is that theHonourable Minister does not deserv~ this censure .and 1 hope that
honourable members of the House will not be carried away by appeals'
to sentiment while voting on this motion.
·
Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan [South-East Towns (Muhammadan), Urban}
(Urdu):
Sir, I was surprised to hear the speech of the honourable member
for Hoshiarpur.
He has misunderstood the honourable mover in so far as
said that the latter had, by reading an extract from the Inqilab, made
attack, and
unreasonable attack, on the Honourable Minister for
Local Self-Government.
The honourable mover had no such intention.
It was with a different object that he had brought these facts to light, i.e.;
that the Honourable Minister took part in the deliberations of. the Khilafa.t
Conference, which is a religious as well as a political body, subscribed a substant~al amount to its funds, and in fact, was then a patron of that Beception Committee of the Conference which was the first· to pass the resolution
of independence. Need I mention that it was in December last, that the
Khilafat Conference held its sittings at Lahore. My honourable friend's
object was to show that it was no offence to subscribe to the creed of those
who supported that resolution and who accordingly were in favour of the
hoisting of. the national flag, and that if it was an offence, the Honour·
able Minister was equally guilty of it. · (The Honourable Malik Firoz
Khan, Noon: I have already denied the correctness of those statements.)
. . I know that and I would not have referred to this point if it had not
been necessary to clear the misunderstanding created in. the mind of the
honourable member for Hoshiarpur (Sardar Harbakhsh Singh). I wonder·
why so much has been made of the resolution of Independence ? It was
not passed at Lahore for the first time. It was rather renewed in this session of the Congress. It was, therefore, not a novel thing for which its
supporters could be hanged. At least Government does not think that
it is a serious offence to support the resolution of Independence.
The
Government, I think, has acted wisely in not launching a campaign of
repression in consequence of this resolution. Then the honourable member
for Hoshiarpur expressed a. wish that this flag had been a .national flag
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:in the teal sense of the word, and that Indians could claim to be a nation.
'That is a wish which every lover of the country should entertain. But'
the fact that _the Indian nation has yet to be created and the flag has yet
-to become a national flag was no ground to oppose this motion. Nations;
.are not created in a day. It takes years and years to blend the different
-elements in a country and shape them into one whole. My friend should
have rather supported this motion and he should have realised that, if such·
.aotion were permitted to be taken against the well-wishers of the country,
the attempts at nation building would receive a set back. My friend has
farther complained that the national flag. was not representative of all
-the communities because the yellow colour of the Sikhs did not appear
in that flag. He said that it was an insult to the Sikhs to give permission fo:i:
the hoisting of such a flag on the premises of the municipal committee of a
town, which is the birth place of Maharaja Ranjit Singh and which is a
sacred place in the eyes of the Sikhs. I think he was joking all the time
.and if he was serious, he should know, that the action taken by the Minister
.against Malik Lal Khan, who had given that permission, goes to show that
;the flag was something more than a national flag, which had enraged the
Minister so much that the latter had no other course open but to unseat
.Malik Lal Khan.
But these are all side issues. The real issue before the House is whetheI'
-the action taken by the Honourable Minister against Malik· Lal Khan was
.legal, and secondly; whether his action even if authorized by law, was
proper and justified under · the circumstances. The resolution of Inde-:
pendenee, the celebration of the day of Independence-and the. hoistini
-9f the· fla:g, on the 26th of January last meant to convey ·to Government
-thlil feelings of the Indians and the goal that political India had in view, It
·wasreally a strange argument against this motion to say ; that if the national
flag had been allowed to be hoisted on the municipal building; th~ municipal
committee concerned. would have been committed to· the· policy·and · creed:
.of the Congress.· That.is.an argument which is fallacious oil the face oHt.
This national flag had .actually been hoisted on the buildings of m.any of the
.munieipal committees without committing. th~n:Ho a certain policy; · · ·
NOw I proceed to examine the legal aspect of the . question. . . Sectiqn
J6 (e) of the Municipal Aet·under which the ord~r agaiµst)Ja)i}t''tal,'~ari
·was passed, did hot at all 'apply to this case (A »oice : The 6rd~iwas passed'.
·under section 16 (e) as well as under section 14 (e) 6f the'.lct): 'Ifthat'1s
.so, it shows that the Honourable Minister himself was nossure which of
the two sections applied to this case and he, therefore; thought it best to
base his order on both of these sections. I shall first try to show that see.tion 16 (e) was not applicable to the present case. It runs as fellows s-.
I

'If in the opinion of the Local Government he has flagrantly abused his position as a
member of the committee.' ·

Now, nobody, as a member could pass orders tha:t the flag' should or
-should not be hoisted 'on the buildings of ·tlie committee. '·Tbi'fco'uld _1>~
done either by the committee as a whole or by the president
tlie vicepresident. The president-was not present at that tim~ 'and ¥i1\ik. Lai J{h~
·;who is the senior' vice-president of the co:rdmit'te(l,tho'iight that1it "was in the
~publicinterest that he should allow the flag to be hoisted on_the buildings

'or
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,-Of the municipal. committee.
Thus, it was es the · vice-president acting
in the absence of the president and not in the capacity of an ordinary member,
·that he allowed the hoisting of the flag on the Town Hall. Therefore;
if any action was to be taken against him on the basis of these orders,' i~
.should he taken in his capacity of vice-president.
But as there is no
provision in the Municipal Act under which this could be done, the Honour'.'
.able Minister called section 16 (e) to his. help and so interpreted it a.s to
, serve his purpose. Moreover, the Deputy Commissioner was fully competent
-to enquire into the matter, and if the committee did not approve of the a:c:.;
tion of Malik Lal Khan, they could have called an urgent meeting and ·r~
.corded their disapproval
But as the committee was not against the action
-taken by its vice-president, the authorities did not adopt this proper course'
.and invoked the help of section 16 (e).
·
· '·
Then section 14 (e) on which so much stress has been laid by the honour
.able member representing Amritsar, Rural, runs as follows:·,;
"That the seat of any specified member, whether elected or appointed shall be va.oated
at a. given date and in such case such seat shall be vacated accordingly, not-,
withstanding anything in this Aot er in the rules made thereunder."

.
This again relates to one's seat as an ordinary member and has nothing
;to do with the office of the president or the vice-president .• Not on,ly th~t •.
In this case you also have to serve a notice to the effect that such and such
.:.& seat is to be vacated on and from such and such a date. But nothing of
-fhe sort was done in this case. However, this section also is not in the least'
.applieable in the ·case. of a president and vi~e-_president: ~here~ore 'i~· ~
.absolutely wrong to say that the Honourable Minister was Justified m taking
the action which he did. No cogent argument has so far been advanced'
in its justification and it is :as' clear as 'daylight that it was· wholly unwar-'
ranted.
; ' _'
:
. ' '
•
.· I
:• .• Next, we come' to the:ad~bility
.orotherwise 6f the Jfon:ourable'
Minister's. action in view !of th~ attitude at prasent _ adopted by the Govern-'
:iriimt towards tHe: Independence and flag hoisting movement. ', 'The._horiour-1
.able member 'for Amritsar; Rural, has spoken of the matter as lf' the world.
would have come 'td ~ sud~en ~rid had' not the ~onourable ~ste:r
passed:
ilhese orders. But, I submit 811', that the Independence day was celebrated
.throughout the length' 'and breadth of the. Mtlnti:y: Meetin~ were held
every city not excluding Lahore and' national flags were· hoisted in the'
.presenoe of hundreds of' thousands of. people. ' But the 'Government very
wisely abstained from taking any rash step and ignored the matter. On
· tbe 'other hand, our Minist'er who is entrusted with the great responsibility
. of teaching us the ways· of self-government and is also responsible to the
(founcil, at once jumps upon the Gujranwala municipal committee and
removes Malik Lal Khan from that body. Now, if the Government had'
. adopted a similar attitude itself, then, of course, it could be said with some
fairness that the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government had no
.other course operi, but where: Government is ignoring these activities
elsewhere there was no necessity for· the Honourable Minister to overdo
himself in this case.
·
·
, · Then it was said that the majority of the µiembers·ot the Gujranwala.'
municipal committee had made a representation to the Honourable' Minister
disapproving and protesting against the action of Malik Lal Khan. But~·
<When it was asked as to when that representation was rec'eive'd,'it'was· found

jn
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that it was made after Malik Sahib had been removed from the committee,
Sir, we might have attached some weight to that representation had it:
been made by the members before the Minister had passed orders unseating
Malik Lal Khan. But what do we find here ? The Honourable Minister
had passed his orders and some members had resigned their seats in protest
against the action taken by him. · It was after all this had happened that
the Honourable Minister decided to avail himself of the opportunity and;
somehow or other, prevailed upon the remaining members to make that
representation.
This shows that the Honourable Minister himself was not,
sure· of his ground as far as the legality of his action was concerned and,.
therefore, tried to create circumstances in justification of his action. Thus
the action of the Honourable Minister has no legal or political justifica-·
tion. It was illegal, unconstitutional and ill-advised. I, therefore, strongly
support the amendment.
·
Mr.Din Muhammad [East and West Central Towns (Muhammadan)Urban J : Sir, I am a member of the municipal committee to which this
incident relates and I owe a duty to the Rouse to explain the whole situation,
and to place all the facts before the House so that the right decision may be-arrived at on the motion in question.
It was in pursuance of a resolution of independence passed on the lst
January, 1980 by the Indian National Congress at Lahore that the Congress
Committee at Gujranwala decided to celebrate the Independence Day on
the 26th January in obedience- to the mandate issued by the president
of the Congress, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. The .Congress Committee
on. the 25th through its secretary approached Malik Lal Khan, who was
tben the senior vice-president of the municipal committee and submitted
an application in writing to be permitted to hoist the independence flag
on the Town Hall on the 26th. The vice-president referred that application to the secretary of the municipal committee. He enquired from the
secretary whether the president was in the station and on learning that
he was out of station issued an order permitting the Congress Committee
to hoist the flag on the town hall as had been arranged before. Up till
the 26th none of us knew what was going to happen. All these facts saw
the light of day on the afternoon of the 26th. On the 26th when several
people assembled outside the Town Hall it came to the notice of the au- ·
thorities that some flag was going to be hoisted on . the Town Hall. Malik
Lal Khan, the senior vice-president, who was responsible for this order, was
also there. No sooner did the authorities come to know of it, than they
sent for Malik Lal Khan and he confessed that he had passed the said order
on the application which was submitted to him by the secretary of the local
Congress Committee. It was then that under section 282 the Deputy
Commissioner exercised his power of suspension of the order of. the vicepresident and deputed a magistrate to go to the Town Hall to announce
his orders to the public that bad assembled there. After this, an enquiry
was started into the affair and it was on the 2nd of February that some
members of the committee drafted a resolution condemning the president
for the facility which they thought he had afforded to the vice-president
in the commission of this act by absenting himself on the 25th. Capital
is being made of the fact that the written protest was a belated one. l
0
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nnake bold to say that on the 2nd February

those persons who had
protested later had actually drafted a resolutiom against the conduct
-of the president in absenting himself on the 25th, for they thought that
:this facilitated the commission of this act, and that, therefore, he was
.aa much guilty of this act as the vice-president. (Hear, hear). On the
3rd the Honourable Minister happened to go to Gujranwala to
.attend · a durbar that was being held by His Excellency the
Governor ; and this protest was conveyed to him by persons who repre.sented the majority party in the municipal committee. A representation
was made to the Honourable Minister that Malik Lal Khan, as senior vicepresident of the committee, had flagrantly abused· his position ; that he had
no business whatsoever to issue such an order which affected the creed of
-the whole committee, especially when he knew that a large majority of
,the members of the committee was opposed to it. (.A voice: When was
;that representation made ?) It was on the 3rd February when His Ex-eellenoy the Governor had gone there in connection with the opening of
the health centre that this protest was made. We were informed that
<enquiries were being actually held into this matter. If it is necessary to
-see whether those members who protested later were actually thinking of
putting in a protest against this conduct of the senior vice-president, I
would refer the honourable mover to the issues of the Tribune of those.
-days which clearly show ·that a resolution condemning the president had been
-drafted for various considerations by various members of the committee;
I was the person who drafted it. Some people have even taken photo.graphs of the draft.
Now, Sir, our protest was based on the fact that ifthis flag was hoisted
-on the Town Hall, it would carry the impression that the municipal com'mittee subscribed to the creed of Mahatama Gandhi or to the creed of the
-Oongress that was promulgated after the 1st January, 1980. We did not
want the public to have that impression as regards the municipal com.mittee. Honourable members are aware that in that corporate body no
individual actionIs possible and no individual member has got any independent existence whatsoev.er. The business of the committee is to be
-eonducted by the corporate body itself and the will of the majority is to
.Prevail. If, therefore, any member arrogates to himself the powers of the
majority of the committee and issues an order which is quite inconsistent
with the will of the majority, the only punishment or the only penalty
,,that can be inflicted. on him is his removal from membership. And it is
.absolutely necessary that such stringent measures should be adopted now,
.as, we are expecting the grant of further instalment of reforms every day
·(A voice: Every minute). Yes, every minute. We are going to step
.into the shoes of . our present administrators. If we play lightly with our
responsibilities in this manner, if we do not realise what our rights are,
if we do not realise that despotic rule will not do, if we do not submit our
personal idiosyncracies to the. will of the majority, then we cannot be
-eonsidered entitled to any further instalment of reforms. That is the reason
why the Mini~~Jr· for Local . Self-Government took this opportunity to
.teaeh everyb(;)#, that thia was.iiot th~.wa1 ;in.which municipalities were to
be administered. (A voice : .' Despotic ?) It was not despotic. n was
· .a ,protest against the despotism of Malik Lal Khan. It was to teach him
D
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how to behave constitutionally, how to realise the responsibilities of a res->
ponsible office. It was to check the arbitrariness, . the autocr3ttic display of one's power that the Minister for Local Self-Government
was compelled to pass this order. (Dr. Gokwl Chand Narang :·
Did Malik Lal Khan join in· the· protest ?) I am talking of the
will of the majority. I can demonstrate that Malik Lal Khan a.nd1
his associates are in a hopeless minority. (An Honourable Member: Was
not Malik Lal Khan elected president of the committee ?) This is not the occasion to divulge everything that happened at the time of his election.
If I am to divulge all that happened on that occasion, it would only go to,
prove that we are not entitled to any sort of reforms. · (Hear, hear). (Intmruption). · Malik Lal Khan was put forward as a candidate by the Hindumembers in order to defeat the 'rightful Muslim candidate. . (Hear, hear)That is the reason why Malik Lal Khan got the support of the Hindu members of the committee. This, however, is not the occasion to divulge those
secrets.' We are here concerned with one fact alone, and that is, whether·
Malik Lal Khan was authorised under the provisions of the Municipal Aet
to issue an order on the 25th for hoisting the national flag on the Town
Hall. (A. voice: Who was the rightful candidate? The honourable·
speaker himself ?) There were many. If I were to make a reference again
to that old history, I feel ashamed to say that these very Hindu membersput forward an illiterate blacksmith to defeat a Muslim candidate who
was literate and who was in every way qualified to occupy the office.
Mr. President: That is not relevant to the matter now before the·
House.
Mr. Din Muhammad : I would submit, Sir, that you be pleased to ask.
the honourable members not to interrupt me with irrelevant remarks. r
only reply to their queries lest my silence should be misinterpreted.
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : The honourable member mentioned.
the Jetter protesting against the autocracy· of Malik Lal Khan. The question is whether the Malik joined in the protest ? That question has not been,
answered.
Mr. Din Muhammad: I was coming to that, but I was not
allowed to proceed.
It was urged by the honourable member for the Ambala division
urban constituency (Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan) that the national flag was
hoisted on that day because a large majority of the members of the municipal committee was in its favour, and that was why no protest was made in'
time, and no action was taken under section· 22. That was the argument
advanced by the honourable member who just preceded me. I have
already submitted that a protest was made and that the majority was
opposed to the views of Malik Lal Khan. That is evident from the fact
that when Malik Lal Khan was unseated, only sh members of the committee,
that is, less than one-third of the committee expressed sympathy with him,
and the remaining, that is, two-thirds of the committee, not only did not
express any sympathy with him, but further expressed their disapproval.
The only conclusion possible from this is that at least two-thirds of the mem-.
hers 9£ the committee were not in ~avour of the action of Malik Lal Khan •.
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Even the six members who had tendered their resignations in sympathy
with Malik Lal Khan have scrupulously avoided-and this is the most im".
portant point-they have scrupulously avoided to mention that they' he.d
any sympathy with Malik Lal Khan or that they in any way authorised
him to hoist the flag. They have clearly stated that whatever their political
views may be, they consideredthat the act of unseating Malik Lal Khan
was unconstitutional.
·
Now, the only question to be determined is whether the Ministeracted
· unconstitutionally or not. The honourable member who just preceded
me has been pleased to _remark that there is a section in the Municipal Act
(section 85), which empowersthe president or, in his absence, the vicepresident· to issue any order he likes.
Sir, this section has always been grossly abused, and I shall show just
now that section 35 has been abused in this case also. So far as its right
use is concerned, I am sure that the critics have not taken the trouble to,
read what section 85 lays down. Section 85 reads as follows:,, In oases of emergenoy the 'preeident or, in his absence or during the vaoanoy of his
office, a. vice-president may direct the execution of any work or the doing of
any aot which the oommittee is empowered to exeoute or do, and the immediate
execution or doing of which is, in his opinion, necessary for tlie service or
safety of the public, and may direct that the expense of executing such work
or doing sttch act shall be paid from the municipal fund."

Now, Sir, it is for the honourable members of this House to see whetherthe immediate hoisting of the national flag was necessary for the safety
of the public of that Municipality. If the majority of the representatives
of the people there had been consulted or had agreed to it, then it could be·
contended that the majority 'of the public considered that it was a piece
of good service to them to have the flag hoisted. But in this case the vicepresident did not consult anybody; rather by passing this order he took
them by surprise. It follows, therefore, that he had not exercised his.
legitimate powers and legitimate authority vested in him as senior vice-·
president.
Now, Sir, the question is whether this act was such as deserved such a,
severe penalty and this is the most pertinent question to be asked. Unfortunately, I do not agree with those honourable members who consider·
that the hoisting of the flag on a town hall is a very light matter. I
would not agree even with the HonourableMembers of Government if, for·
reasons of state or for reasons of expediency or for other political reasons,
they tried to mince matters and treat this question very lightly.
(lntermptwn). Sir, it is my, personal opinion and I have every right
to hold that personal opinion whether Government Members or other
honourable members hold it or not. Sir, a flag is not an innocent piece
of cloth, which it is represented to be. It is an outward manifestation.
of what lies embedded in one's heart. It is a symbol of the political creed·
that one follows. It is an indication of the power to which one owes allegiance. If .it means anything at all, it means this and nothing else.
·
Sir, we have to see whether in this House we can play lightly with such,
affairs; The Government might be weak and the' Government might
remain inactive. But I would go to the length of saying that it is the right
of every peaceful, law-abiding citizen to demand from the Government;
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that they should tell him once for all whether they are going to be his protectors or not against the rival party that sets itself up against him. If a
·flag is hoisted in pursuance of an· independence resolution which has ao·tually advocated the severance from British control, however harmless
·it may appear to the honourable the mover of the motion, to me it does not
.look so innocent· and so harmless. We have not to look at the act alone,
·we have to look at the motive too under which the act is done. · (Interruption).

·

·

If we compare a flag with a gun or a bomb, personally, I would say
that the flag is much more serious, much more dangerous than the throwing
-of a bomb or the firing of a gun. . One is only a· temporary aberration and
ihe other a permanent delinquency. My friend knows that even the most
:merciful God who condones every sin, does not condone the sin of setting
up a rival against Him. Sir, I have been trying to show to the honourable
'memhera of this House that we cannot play lightly with it. Anybody
:is welcome to throw off his allegiance, but he should not be allowed to blow
:bot and cold in the same breath.
·
· This creed of independence is the creed against which the honourable
·.the mover protested most vehemently when it was discussed in the
·subjects committee of the National Congress. The honourable mover
"himself not once, not twice, but thrice opposed Mahatma Gandhi and
.advised him not to launch upon. P1!-is movement of lawlessness..
,.>,j,-:~·"' I.!.''~..) j! VJ.i-t Al ..>, . . . f. &~j This is the very same creed whiob
· every honourable member of this Honse, whether he calls himself a socialist
-er a. nationalist, whether he calls himself a Congressman or a Mahasabhite
.has refused to follow. Otherwise, these gentlemen would not have been here.
:I fail to understand the attitude of these inconsistent gentlemen. What
-they do not like for themselves, they want to inflict upon others. · If
they would have followed the creed of · Mahatma Gandhi, they would not
.heve been here to-day. People who have followed the creed of Mahatma.
Gandhi have walked out of the Council Hall. Take a homely instance.
'Bupposing on the 26th January some member of the congress committee
-in spite of the mandate of Pandit Jawab.ar Lal Nehru, had hoisted a Union
.Jack on the Congress buildings instead of the National flag, would he have
been allowed to remain there? No. He would have been at once turned
-ont of the Congress building. Public demonstrations would have been
.held against him and he would have been hooted down, he would have been
-denounced by the Congress people, and disowned by them. Exactly the
-same thing has happened here. So long as you hold a creed, stick to it ;
.and if you do not want to hold it, then walk out. Yon have absolutely
.no business to break the law and then complain that you are penalized
,for breaking that law.
.

'

Sir, a point was being made but of the fact that the Minister was him·self a member of the Khilafat Committee, which passed a resolution of in-dependenee later on, and it was urged that the same Honourable Minister
was not in any way justified to condemn this action. In the fu:st instance, I
ido not at all endorse the opinion expressed or the remarks made by the
'hononrable members on this point, It is one thing to hold independence
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as an ideal and a totally different thing to claim it immediately. Every-body, every true patriotic Indian would hold independence as an ideal..
Even Government would not refuse this to us. The only difference between those who advocate immediate independence and those who hold'
independence as an ideal is this, that the latter say that. the country is not
yet prepared to undertake that heavy responsibility is not yet fit for complete
independence, and that under the present circumstances, we must remain
loyal to the Crown or the power that protects us against foreign aggression..
( ..4. voice : Complete independence, is your final goal ?)
Mr. President : Please do not interrupt the honourable member who·
is in possessionof the House.

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Sir, he is arguing a case. He need not
get excited.
Mr. Din Muhammad: It is you, gentlemen, who are losing your
patience. I am going on smoothly. Sir, my submission is that the Honourable Minister has never subscribed to the creed which is advocated bv
Mahatma Gandhi or the National Congress. The Khilafat Committ;e
does not at all subscribe to that creed. I was a member of that committee
myself and I make bold to say that their resolution was couched in terms:
which were altogether different from the terms which were used by the
National Congress. The Honourable Minister, therefore, cannot at all be
condemned for being a member of the Khilafat Committee. Sir, this is
also a fact that the Honourable Minister was not at all present in the meeting
when the said resolution was passed. I would, however, say that if in spite
of being a member of. the Khilafat Committee, he considers that his office
calls upon him to issue an order in the interest of law and justice which is
inconsistent with the Khilafat creed, he should be given more credit for
that, because this means that he sacrifices his own personal ideal at the
altar of the higher ideal of Duty that he has placed before him. The Honourable Minister may hold any creed he likes, he cannot be condemned for
that. But here his action should be commended that he has suppressed
his personal inclinations, he has suppressed his personal whims, he has suppressed his personal idiosyncrasies and issued an order which is consistent
with law, order and justice.
Another point urged by the honourable member for Ambala Urban
Constituency was that any declaration that was
4P.M.
made by the Congress was not a declaration of
independence and that the resolution which was to be reiterated on the 26tb
January was not a resolution of independence. (Interruption). It is now
admitted that it was a resolution of independence.. "'nere lies the difference
then between the passing of a resolution of independence and a declaration .
of independence? Complete independence was declared on the 1st of
January by those very gentlemen who later issued an order to observe theindependence day on the 26th January. The. mandate suggested .two
methods of observing that day. · One was the reiteration of the resolution
which was prepared by Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru and the other was the-shoisting of the flag; It would be a mere hair-splitting, altogether unjustifiable, to sa>· that that was not a declaration of independence. It is· in . ,

.
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pursuance of that same policy and of that same resolution that Mahatma.
·Gandhi is conducting himself inthe manner in which he is doing to-day.
He is out to defy the law, to break the law ; he does not avow any
allegiance to any authority, rather openly asserts that be is determined
to break the law. I fail to understand how you are justified in drawing
any distinction between the declaration of independence and the passing
of the resolution of independence.
It was further urged that this conduct of. Malik Lal Khan was not
inconsistent with the oath of allegiance that he had taken on the day
when he accepted membership of the committee. If honourable members
will refer' to the section which lays down the oath, tbey will see that the
words are very much similar to those prescribed in respect of the oath of
.allegiance administered in the Council. The form runs-' I,

swear that I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to His
Majesty the King• (the word true is significant) 'and I will faithfully discharge
the duty upon which I am about to enter.'

We have to see now whether it was a faithful discharge of his duty
when he issued the order without consulting any member of the committee.
The sole point is whether he was authorised to do so. The Municipal Act
nowhere authorises him to pass any such order even under the extraordinary powers vested in the president. The Act does not even invest the
president with such powers. That is a point to bear in mind. Let. us
not be carried away by extraneous considerations, by mere sentiment. Flag
or no flag, let us see whether he possessed such a wide authority. Let us
take a specific illustration. Supposing he had entered into an agreement
to sell the municipal hall to -the highest bidder on his sole authority,
would we be justified in endorsing his action ? Dismiss the question of
:flag altogether from your consideration. Suppose a vice-president of- the
-committoe on a day when the president is absent, in the exercise of the
extraordinary powers · of a president, enters into an agreement to sell the
municipal hall to any purchaser that comes forward, will he not make him-self liable for removal? (Honourobl» Members : No). Certainly he would.
It would mean that he was abusing his position as a member, and that he
-did not realise his responsibility.
·
It is not also possible for the honourable members to distinguish between Malik Lal Khan as vice-president and Malik Lal Khan as member. If
under section 409, Indian Penal Code, a public servant is run in for misbahaving in the capacity of a public servant, will he be justified in urging
before a court of law : " please draw a distinction between my office
and myself, send my office to jail and not my person." If, as an officebearer of the committee; a vice-president conducts himself in a manner
·which is not consistent with law, he must suffer. Two penalties are
provided for him. Removal from office and removal from membership.
One is . that vested in the members themselves under section 22,
to pass a motion of condemnation in order to move the LQcaJ
Government to remove him. (An honourable member: That is the only
,section which could apply to a president or a vice-president). That.
is where the whole mistake lies. Even then, it is the ·authority of the
'focal Government alone that could remove him, that is what the sectioh
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~lays down.
And the local Government is not bound to remove him even
-if a majority of two-thirds of the members passes a resolution of condemnation. The words of the section are : • The Local. Government may •...•. '
In this case, if yon believe that a protest was entered against the Malik
impliedly on the 2nd as well as expressly on the Brd February, it is evident
}hat Malik Lal Khan would have been unseated, and if you further believe
that there are at least 14 members of the committee who have not joined
·with him and who remain members of the committee even after he has been
unseated, you shall have to conclude that two-thirds of the members of the
· committee were not approving of his conduct, that inasmuch as they had
verbally made a protest to the Minister against his conduct, even if no such
-ordor hsd been passed as has been passed by the Honourable Minister, they
would heve approached the local Government to remove him and the
local Uovernment backed by this protest would have removed him.
Where lies the harm then in the present order. The power to.remove vest!!
in the local Government. Members alone cannot remove him. If they
,'have to approach the local Government even after a resolution of con-demnation is passed. then why could not the members approach the local
Government direct ? There is no illegality involved.
It has been urged that the Honourable Minister feeling his weakness,
-somehow or other, arranged to secure a protest on behalf of the 12 members.
That also is a mistaken notion. It is one thing if you do not approve of
·the action of those who entered their protest, but you must be clear on
facts. It was not at the initiative of the Minister himself. The Minister
'was assured on the day when the protest was lodged with him that the
majority of members held views contrary-to those of Malik Lal Khan. Later,
·when it was published in the papers that an honourable member of this House
-was going to propose a motion for adjournment to discuss this matter or
to move a vote of censure, naturally the Minister tried to ascertain from
'those who had approached him before whether a majority of the members
.aetnally held those views or not. And it stands to reason that every Minister .
. should try to secure material to strengthen his hands. It could not, therefore, be said that this was an after-thought.
This protest had been lodged
.against Malik Lal Khan's conduct quite in time, and if some honourable
members do not care to follow the events as they have happened, they
-eannot realise the situation. The verbal protest had been lodged before
.and it was only to ascertain the views of the members in writing that that
writing was secured. Our word of mouth was as good as our writing. As
:iit was given out that some motion for adjournment or for censure was con·templated, the Minister saw no harm in calling upon those who had made a
,representation to him of their being opposed to the views of Malik Lal
Khan to come forward and say that they were actually opposed to his views.
-(Interruption).
On the Brd it was oral. There was no necessity of putting
forward a written representation.
A majority may make representation
-either verbally or in writing and it is nowhere laid down that any protest
which is made against the vagaries or whims of an office- bearer must be made
iin writing. The Municipal Act is slient on the point. Where is the harm·
if; subsequently, a writing is secured so that no room might be left for obj action or suspicion ? Honourable members of the House should, therefore;
ebe satisfied that the majority was against the hoisting of the flag, and that
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is the most crucial point in the whole situation. If the majority was against.
him, then Malik Lal Khan had abused his position as a member of the com-mittee and he deserved removal, therefore.
It has been further urged why the Honourable Minister had chosen.
Gujranwala alone for being made an example. So far as I am aware, that
is the only municipal committee in the Punjab, the office-bearer of which
conducted himself in this manner.· The Minister for Local Self-Government
could move only against either the office-bearersof district boards or those·
of municipal committees, and if he moved against an office-bearer of the-.
only municipal committee who had conducted himself in this illegal manner,
the Minister can hardly be taken to task for it. A policy of inaction on the
part of the Government elsewhere could not justify Lal Khan's act .. The
Minister realised that his duty lay in that direction and he passed these
~rders accordingly.
It was urged by the honourable member that the hall was a publi0place and that, therefore, everybody had a right to hoist the flag there·
That is not true. A town hall or a municipal hall is not a public place withi:11 the meaning which is generally assigned to that term. It is under the
control and in the possession of the municipal committee. It is not public
in the sense that any member of the public has a right to do anything·
there :that he likes. And then, this particular hall bears a very special
feature. It has not been built from public funds. It is naeul property
which has been made over to the committee for temporary use and oceu. pation. Under th~se circumstances, to all intents and purposes, it was not
a place to which the public had the right of access any time they liked and
to use it in any manner they liked. Supposing the hall had been built
from public subscription and it had been only in the temporary occupation
of the committee, the matter might have been different. But in this casethe committee was only using it at the sweet will and pleasure of the Government. (An honourable member: .Even the hall?) Yes. That is what
the actual state of affairs is. That hall was the residence of one of the re-·
latives of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. When the British Government took
possession of the Maharaja's property, the hall remained in their possession
so long as a municipal committee was not notified for Gujranwala. It was.
only after this was done that the temporary use and occupation of the hall
was made over to that committee. It is in a way not even a town hall..
It is a Government building made over to the committee for legitimate
occupation and legitimate use. We should also remember one thing and
, that is this. As soon as the public elects its own representatives and sends.
them to the committee, then the public can exercise its control only through
those representatives. If that be not so, .all our constituents can combinethemselves to-day and resolves to take possession of this hall. Will they
be entitled to do so?. (An mmourab'lemember: Yes, by force, if necessary).
But then force is condemnable. Force is not permissible, and that is why this,
order was passed.
The position is this. The constituents of the Gujranwala municipalityand the members of the public could not use that hall without the express
permission of the president of the committee, and even the president could:
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not authorize the doing of this act without ascertaining the wishes of the. members of the committee that constituted it. So it could not be treated
as an ordinary affair to hoist a national flag or an independence flag on a.
town hall, when the majority of the members of the committee.held a different creed. It js but right that the president should not be permitted togive a wrong impression to the public abroad.
Then, Sir, it was urged that because our goal is dominion status and
this was a national flag, therefore, it should not have been disturbed in any
manner. So far as the goal of dominion status is concerned, I have already-placed my views before the House. I am in. entire sympathy with that
creed. But the question is whether the person who wanted to hoist · the·
flag was the person who believed in dominion status as his goal. He was.;
to all intents and purposes, a believer in the resolution of Mahatma Gandhi.
Mr. President: I think the repetitions of the honourable memberare becoming quite tedious. ·

Mr. Din ,Muhammad : I am taking the points one by one and submitting my replies. In such matters replies may overlap ; that cannot becalled unjustifiable repetition, especially when the points have to be
hammered on the minds of members who do not see eye to eye with us. But
if it is your will and pleasure that I should stop, I have no objection to,
resume my seat.
Mr. Labh Singh [Rawalpindi Division and Lahore Division, North
(Non-Muhammadan), Rural]: My friend hailing from the same place as.
I 'come from has imported considerable heat into the . discussion of this
matter, and I do not like to follow him along those lines. I should like,
if possible, only to place before you a few facts, and in as dispassionate a
manner as it is possible for me under the circumstances to do. This
heat, I would submit, was absolutely unnecessary, for the only result of .it
has been that he has inadvertently, so to speak, let the Council see that
the whole game-as my honourable friend views it and so far as he is con-.
earned-is how best to manoeuvre for the chairmanship of the municipal
committee concerned and for him, no happening can have any more or other·
importance. Had he not imported that heat, we might well have confined
our attention only to the constitutional point involved in the action that the·
Minister for Local Self-Governmentwas pleased to take in the matter of the
removal of Malik Lal Khan from the membership of the Gujranwala Muni·
eipal Committee. As it is, he has confined his attention only to the brief·
that was perhaps placed in his hands by the Honourable Minister for Local
Self-Government, to the complete neglect of the real point of the eontro- ·
versy-the constitutional issue.
Mr. Din Muhammad: I object to the word "brief." My friend
has no right to say that any member of this House has placed any brief·
in my hands. I have every right to object to that expression. It is a
serious aspersion to make.
Pandit Nanak Chand : All members have to advocate the causeof the party they represent. There is nothing objectionable in that phrase.
(At thiJJ stage Mr. Deputy President wok the Ohair.)
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Mr. Labh Singh: All that I was saying was that it would have been
.muoh better if the honourable member had stuck even to his brief and
not tried to set about excusing himself at great length, By doing so he
was simply in :i, way accusing himself, thereby only illustrating the truth
-of the old proverb, with which honourable members are no doubt familiar.
'
Mr. Din Muhammad (leaving the Chamber): I do not attach any
.importanoe to the remarks that are being made against me.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Sir, you have heard the. remarks of the
honourable member. He says he does not attach any importance to the
'remarks that are being made by another member of this House. Is it parlia.msntary to· say so ? Members who attack other members of a party must
stay here to hear what the members of that party have to say with regard
· to their remarks. The Honourable President has given a ru1ing to that
-effect in another case. That is the parliamentary practice and it should
.be followed here.
.
.
Mr. DeputyPresident: If the honourable member does not want to be
. present to hear the remarks made against him, I cannot force him to do so,
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : But the President's ruling might be conveyed
· to the honourable member.
·
Mr. Labh Singh: I need not, therefore, spend much time in discussing
· .the matters which the honourable member who has run away has placed
before- the House, because so far as matters ·of fact are concerned, he himself,
:it would appear, does not attach any serious importance to his version of
them and that is why he has not, had the courage to stop here and listen to
the remarks which might be made by the other side.
Carried away by the heat which was engendered by his own ebullience
· he called a candidate who had been put up for the chairmanship of the
-Gujranwala municipal committee ·by tae Hindu members over two years
ago as an illiterate blacksmith. How far a remark of that kind, even if
it was true, would be justifiable I would leave it to the House to judge.
· But so far as facts are concerned I must submit that the candidate alluded
to was neither an illiterate person nor a blacksmith in the sense that he· was
.earrying on that profession. Are caste distinctions a feature of the separate
nation of which my friend is fond of speaking ? Even if he belonged to
the blacksmith caste there is no reason why he should not become a chairman
of a municipal committee quite as my friend who has spoken so disparagingly
.about the blacksmith has become an advocate in spite of what he originally
· was and is licensed to abuse people from a position of privilege and immunity.
As regards that gentleman I have submitted already that he is very much
.Iiterate, knows English, -and is a merchant of considerable standing. It
is really very regrettable that my honourable friend should be carried away
by the heat of the moment to make remarks against people who are absent
and who have no opportunity to defend themselves against aspersions that
may be cast upon them.
·
Coming to the real matter under discussion, I will give you, Sir, a brief
-:history of what took place at Gujranwala without importing any unneees,
rsary heat into the narrative.
It was on 25th January 1980 that the Sacre.
tary of the Local Congress Committee I learn approached Malik Lal Khan,
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·the senior Vice-president, for a permit for the use of the municipal hall or
-the platform which is just adjacent to it for the purpose of hoisting the na·tional flag on the 26th January 1980. He approached him to grant the
permit in his capacity as the senior vice-president and on a date when the
president was not there. Under the circumstances it was open to the senior
vice-president to exercise all the powers that have been conferred by statute
on the president of the municipal committee. And what did the senior
vice-president do ? He recorded an order on that written application,
.addressing it to the municipal secretary, "Secretary, please allow the use
·of the Hall to the applicant for the purpose of hoisting the national flag."
Now, in the events that happened, this permit was never conveyed to the
'Secretary and was never acted upon; nor is there any evidence to show that
·there was any intention on the part of those who had armed themselves
'with this permit to make use of the hall without making any reference to
'the secretary of the municipal committee.

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: Do I understand that
this permit was not conveyed to the Secretary on the 25th ?
Mr. Labb Singh: No; and of all persons you should nave known it•
'There was no intention on the part of the local Congress committee to take
.advantage of that permit in the sense that they would use the hall or any
premises connected with that hall for the purpose of hoisting the national .
flag, without approaching the proper authorities. The president was not
.at Gujranwala on the 25th, and had he been there even on the 26th, the·
natural thing for the Congress committee would have been to approach
either the president or the secretary and if the president had interdicted the I
'use of the hall, or if the secretary had not reported the matter to. the president nothing more would have been done. What happened then was-I may.
.also mention parenthetically that the square where the municipal hall is.
. situate is also the place which is generally used for holding public meetingsthat the flag was actually hoisted in front of the hall or the platform which
.adjoins the hall but not on the hall itself or any part of the municipal building. If the demonstrators or the persons who were responsible for holding
the meeting on the 26th were anxious to do something which was contrary
to law, or contrary to the permit or to hoist the flag without the permit,
they could very easily have done it. But no such thing was attempted, and
'long before the advertised time for the meeting, the municipal ball was
guarded by a strong posse of police. 'l:here was no intention on the part
·of·anybody of running counter to the orders of the police or doing something
without the permission of the municipal authorities, and nothing was
.aetually done. The national flag was hoisted in the usual place where
the meeting was held in front of the municipal hall. And this was on the
·26th. I have already mentioned that the president of the munieipal eommittee was absent on. the 25th. He was absent also on the 26th, which
was Sunday ; and it was only towards the evening on that day, that he was
-sent -for by the Deputy Commissionerfrom a village some four or five miles
.away, where he· had gone presumably on private business.
·
So in the absence of the president both on Saturday as well as on Sunday,
it was perfectly 'legitimate and fair and perfectly honest on the part or the ,
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senior vice-president to exercise his powers and allow the temporary use of
the municipal ball or any other municipal premises. No exception, therefore, either on the point of law or procedure can be taken against the action
of the senior vice-president. Now proceeding further, let us try to gather
the position of the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government from
what he spoke the other day regarding this matter. It appears to me that
both from the position that he took up then and the position which is being
taken up by his advocates now during the course of this debate, we may
analyse like this. Three objections have been taken to the conduct of the
vice-president. In the first place tliey say that this hoisting of the national:'
flag or the granting- of a permission to hoist one is contrary to the oath of
allegiance which all members of municipal committees take when thev
assume charge of office as members of municipal committees. This is th.e.
first objection which bas been taken and on the face of it, it would appear
plausible and intelligible. As to how far it is correct I will examine
in a few minutes. The second objection is that the conduct of the-vice-president was contrary to the wishes of the majority of the committee, that the vice-president in giving this· permit acted contrary to the.
wishes of the majority of the-committee.
Now, whether this wish was a.
declared wish or only an assumed wish of the majority we shall see later on ..
But this again is a position which one can understand and one can examine.
Thirdly, it is said that his action was ultra »ires, that the vice-president
acted beyond his jurisdiction in giving this permit. Now let us examine these.
three positions one by one. I submit very respectfully that there would
I be no difficulty on a dispassionate examination of them in coming to the
conclusion that neither the one nor the other nor the third, for the matter·
of that, of these positions to which the whole thing resolves itself can pos-.
sibly stand any analysis. As regards the question of the order being ultra
»ires I have already made the remark that it is perfectly open to the president or in his absence to the senior vice-president or even to the junior
vice-president to make such use of the property which is under his control
as he, according to his judgment, tb inks best, always consistently of course
with the provisions of the Municipal Act and the Rules and By-Laws thereunder. If a presidents and'for the purpose of the present argument we must
assume that the gentleman under niacnssion was to all intents and purposes
a president, the actual president ue:r.r, away, cannot allow the use of a hall
of a municipality, the use of a hall say for holding a meeting, or allow the
use of a platform attached to the municipal committee for hoisting the national'
flag, if this is . the position of the municipal president, I fail to see what
Local Self-Government means. You will be pleased. to remember, Sir, that
in the Re.port which is looked upon as the Magna Carta of the new Constitu-tional Dispensation in India=-the new political arrangement of things, the
Report made by Lord Chelmsford and Mr. Montagu, it was directed that
the municipal committees should have the fullest freedom from outside
control. Now if the Minister for Local Self-Government is going to pokehis nose into every little matter and direct the president of a municipal
committee whether he should or should not permit the use of the hall or
the furniture belonging to a municipal committee, would it be allowing the
local body what is to be called the fullest freedom from outside eontrol ?:
I think it would
be a sheer abuse of the word to say that it is in any
sense·
.
I
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.a freedom at all, it would be downright slavery and wholly indistinguishable from that. It would reduce Local Self-Government to worse than
mere farce. There is no need, Sir, of invoking the aid of section 85.
Section 35 of the Municipal Act gives extraordinary powers to presidents
or vice-presidents and simply lays down that a president or vice-president may
-exerciso all such powers as the committee is empowered to exercise, but only
. subject to this that the president who acts under this section must certify
that he looks upon the case as one of importance and urgency and his eerti. fieate to that effect is . final under the law and even the civil courts cannot
. go into the question, let alone a superior controlling authority in the shape
of. a Deputy Commissioneror a Commissioneror the Minister for Local Self·
-Govemment, This section I have already submitted need not be resorted
to for this purpose because if the buildings belonging to the municipality
.are under the control of the committee a president can make such legitimate·
use of it as he may and no body has the right to question his authority .
.If we look upon this section 85 as I have submitted, it lays down very clearly
;that if in the opinion of the president an order is necessary for the service
or safety of the public he may pass such order and his discretion cannot
possibly be questioned. Now as regards service, it is apparent and I will
.give only just a few illustrations that this is so, the president was really
-doing service to the people of the town by giving them the necessary .permit
-or by giving to their representative committee the necessary permit for the
use of the hall and in my humble judgment the Congress Committee in a.
more real and in a more vital sense represents the views and opinions and
the wishes of the citizens of Gujranwala than perhaps even the municipal
.committee does. It is a more representative body, a more authoritative
body, in the sense that it derives its authority wholly from public opinion,
which the municipal committee, as I have submitted, does not, and therefore in granting the request of the Local Congress Committee or more correctly the City Congress Committee, the president was well within his
right in entertaining the opinion that thereby he was serving the people
·of the town. That this is so may be gathered from the nervousness of the
Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government in facing public opinion.
The only way in which we can see whether the action" of the senior vicepresident was or was not in conformity with the wishes of the citizens
· of Gurjanwala would be co make a referendum and invite the opinions
of the citizens of Gujranwala and I am confident that they would,
to a man, barring· perhaps certain persons who have to look to ulterior
· ends, barring say half a dozen people or so, vote in favour of the action and
not a few souls even could be discovered who would go out of their way to
-eondemn the action of the vice-president. That this is known to the Government is apparent from the fact that although they have thrown open all the
seats to election, I think 6 or 7 members resigned from the municipality
as a protest against this autocratic action of the Honourable Minister for
Local Self-Government, although all these seats are now to
filled up by
election, I have just now been handed a notice saying that a by-election
would take place on such and · such a date and nomination papers are being
invited, the ward which stands vacated by the dismissal from
, office and membership of Malik Lal · Khan does not figure in this
.notice, So what will happen is this : I told you that the whole thing is dirty

be
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in the extreme. I am going to say Sir, that the word dirty in this reference
is perfectly parliamentary and I am going to give reasons to show that the
. whole thing is managed and manreuvred in a way which would do credit
to nobody and least of all to a person who occupies the responsible position
of a Minister for Local Se1£-Government. If you use your executive position to put your political opponent out of the way, or you use it in partyinterests, there is no other way of describing the action. The seats which I
submitted were rendered vacant by the resignations. of members who submitted them as a protest are going to be filled up by election, and I have not
the slightest hesitation, even before the results are announced, I have not
the slightest hesitation to say that even if the whole might of the Government
goes to Gujranwala and impinges itself against these candidates who have
resigned, the only persons who will be returned on this issue would _be thepersons who have resigned as protest, showing thereby that the people of:
Gujranwala have felt the insult as poignantly and as keenly as the mem-.
hers who have tendered their resignations by way of .protest. And now as.
regards the constituency vacated by the dismissal, as I have submitted..
of the senior vice-president, that remains there where it was. It is not
going to be filled up by . election and for what reasons ? The reason is this •.
that the local authorities and the Minister for Local Self-Government as.
also the gentlemen on whose advice he acts, they are perfectly convinced.
that in that ward only such candidate would be returned who would be a
nominee of the dismissed vice-president and there is not a chance for anyone·
else to be returned. It is for these reasons that, they do not put this seat
to election.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon:, It is absolutely falseWhy should the honourable member attribute motives ?
Mr. Labh Singh : It is an absolute truth which goes home, If I
attribute motives I shall prove them. I would hesitate to make any allegations which I am not in a position to prove ·to the hilt. I am going to makeonly such allegations as I am in a position to prove and not prove elsewhere or after I have resumed my seat, but here and now before I sit down. I
was saying that that seat is not being put to election for these reasons that.
the persons responsible for ordering these arrangements know or ought to.
know at any rate that that seat would be filled if election takes place, by some·
person who is favoured by the outgoing member and represents his policy..
And what do they do ?
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Can he not seek re-election?

Mr. Labh Singh: No he stands barred till such time as the mighty
Government thinks it, in its wisdom, fit to remove the disqualification.
This is how I read the law and the announcement made by the Govern_ ment. They take refuge under section 17 sub-section (2) of the Municipal
Act. This is only parenthetical. Section 17, sub-section (2) sa;y s" Upon the death, resignation or removal of any appointed member or when e. mem ...
ber's seat has been vacated. nnder the provisions of Section 14 (e),"

The section which has been made applicable to this dismiesal" The Local Government may, if it shall think fit, fill bis place, either by appointment
or by election."
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This gives the Local Government the choice and certainly, they 'haveno hesitation in making the better choice, the better choice for them in .thii;.
case being that this seat should not be thrown open to election, but should
be filled. by nomination by the local Government of a sane and eafe man,
or in other words, a man who would have no opinions or only such opinionsas will conform to the wishes of the powers that be. Is this really slow
and progressive extension of local self-government ? I would say it is a
slow and progressive extinction of all that local self-government
connotes or . ought to connote. There is only one interpretation
that can. possibly be put on this action which. is proposed tobe taken and that is, that the Minister is ready to avail of 6Very loophole·
in the statute to go back.. It is difficult to imagine a more reactionary or'
retrograde procedure. Now, Sir, let us pass on to the other objection that
thi~ action of the president is ultra ouee. The Honourable Minister for·
Local Self-Government is again pleased to interrupt and say that I am
imputing motives. It is not, I repeat, a question of imputing motives at all.,
It is a question of putting two and two together. · I would ask the House
very respectfully to s~e things dispassionately. A certain number of·
seats have been vacated and elections are. going to take place covering as.
many as 8 seats, but this particular constituency vacated by the dismissal
of the vice-president is left out and the Government wants to. exercise its.
discretion in favour of nominating a member for that constituency. The·
only inference to be deduced. is that Government have not the courage to·
meet the people, that it has no respect for public opinion and that it wilt
burk every opportunity authoritatively to ascertain it. Irresponsibility
could no further go. And this is a transferred subject. This dominion.
status in action is a cruel and insulting hoax.
If it . be said that · the president has acted outside his jurisdiction, then
what is the remedy and what is the punishment to be awarded to him'}'
You will be pleased to note that I have never heard of officers of law
being dismissed from office for exceeding their jurisdiction. Gentlemenwho are practising in the High Court generally complain in their second.
appeals and petitions for revision that the court below has acted without
jursidiction, has exceeded its jurisdiction or has failed to exercise jurisdiction
which was vested in it by law, and things of that kind are perfectly familiar·
to us. But have we ever heard of an officerof a court of law or a judge having
been dismissed for exceeding his jurisdiction? As a matter of fact,.
I remember .an old saying which is a sound legal maxim which says·
that a good judge would so interpret the law as to extend his jursidiction ..
That ought to be the rule. It may be perhaps in countries, which are not
suffering from what we are suffering from, that this is a good rule of law
and a good rule of interpretation and a wholesome procedure that a wisejudge would so interpret law if it is equally open to two. alternative .interpretations as within limits to extend his jurisdiction. But here the things
are utterly different. Every nerve is to be strained to further curtail
the already much too limited liberties of .the people.
Apart from this, Sir, the punishment that has been meted out in this
case means the premanent disability on the part of the dismissed person
to stand for any municipal election for an indefinite and indeterminate length.
of time unless be choosesto come and pray to the authorities that this stigma,
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·which, judged by national standard, is an honour be removed from his brow,
so that he may not premanently remain in the position of a person inoap.able of serving his town or his city as a member of a municipal committee.
Does the punishment reveal a sense of proportion. ?
.
In addition to this, while stressing this point of jurisdiction, I would sub-.
imit that this matter could have been set right and as a matter of fact, as we
have been told, it was set right. No hoisting of the flag on the municipal
.building took place. No attempt to hoist the flag there was made, and the
.loeal Deputy Commissioner, as we have been informed by the honourable
.member from Gujranwala who spoke just before me, cancelled that order
under the .extraordinary jurisdiction vestedin him under section 282 of the
'Municipal Act. That order of the senior vice-president was categorically
-cancelled. Nothing came out of it. All that therefore happened was
that an innocuous order was passed, which was never acted upon but was
cancelled, in time by competent superior authority and for this offence, this
.gentleman is being punished in the way in which he has been punished. In
the British Indian Constitution the phrase ' error of judgment ' is reserved
for more innocent occasions. Historians, mark !
. I have already submitted that police had been told off to prevent the
-hoisting of the flag. Even that was unnecessary because nobody was-and
that is not the allegation-going out of his- way to force open the municipal
· doors, or to break open the hall or to go upstairs and plant the ·flag there.
'That is not the allegation that is made, or could have been made, although
·ilome ~orf; of after-thought has resulted in a certain prosecution that is just
now pending in Gujranwala, relating to another incident of many days after
-but to which I cannot, under the rules, refer and to which I shall not refer.
Seetion 85 mentions, as I have submitted, the service of the people, and
} have submitted also with your permission that l\'.{alik Lal Khan as president of the municipal committee was serving the wishes of the people in
. giving the permit that he did. He was. trying to serve his masters, namely
the people, and the officers who are responsible for the order that has been
_passed against him were trying to serve their own masters. It is a question
which service is to be preferred. The one is a service which ends in the
way in which it has ended, a person going out of office, a person sought to be
disgraced in the way in which it has been done, while those who had express·-edtheir dislike for and disapproval of his order were serving another master
and that latter service was a paying proposition. This phenomenon is per:fectlv well understood and must be met with in all slave countries and I,
for· ~ne, am not really surprised at this. A thing which under the olden
.rsgime could not be thought of, a thing which a white bureaucrat would
have hesitated to do, that is done without the least compunction of conscience
by people who think that they must out-herod Herod. They try to go out
of their way to even anticipate and comply with what they consider to be the
possible wishes of their masters.. This is a phenomenon which is well-known
the history of slavery all over the world. The slave owner has never been
known to be so heartless as the slave overseer in immediate charge of slave
. driving. The callous convict overseers in jails and penal settlements
.illustrate the same truth. This is the first gruesome aspect of the question.
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The second aspect of the-question was whether the vice-president acted':
contrary to the wishes of the majority. of the committee. That is a. v-ery,
important thing, whether in fact, the dismissedvice·president acted contrarj"
to the wishes of the·majority of the committee. Which is the way of asoer-:
taining whether the vice-president has or has not acted either in conformity
with or contrary to the wishes of the majority of the committee ? There·
must be some resolution of the committee to that effect. 'l'here must be..
some attempt to pass a resolution to that. effect. This order of the viee-:
president under discussion was passed on -the 2uth of Jairnary and up ti,Jl.
now, two months have passed or thereabouts, the committee bas paased ·
no resolution condemning the action of the vice-president. What does that
show? It shows that by private letters some of these people.might have-·
been persuaded or cajoled or threatened into writing things which publicly
they cannot possibly.avow and, therefore, there is no public transactii)~,
on·the part of the members of· the municipal committee which goes to ~how:,
that those gentlemen as members, and mark you, that is the distinctioq.,...__
have condemned the action of the senior vice-president. No such thing has-.
been done uptill now which is a proof positive of the fact that even the rump
committee, I mean the remaining members of the committee leaving out those· .
who have resigned in protest, even those members, I say, have not had.
the courage to pass any such resolution. I would not say courage for, .that- ...
would imply that they were in any way willing to associate themselves- . ·
with any such resolution. The only legitimate construction which may
be placed upon their conduct is that. those- gentleman feel and feel . as. .
strongly as those who have resigned that a. dire insult has .been flung. ,
upon the local municipal committee, and they further feel that they ar,;,
even more helpless than those who have resigned and therefore, tl:)ey chooseto keep quiet· over the matter. But their silence is very .significant,a.II th~·. '
same. It has a. meaning in it. It means that they are, at heart, at one with,
those who have· resigned dn protest, that they condemn the action of thi, .
Ministry for Local Self-Governmentin passing the order which it has passed•.· ·.

Mir Maqbool Mahmood: Have .they recorded. their protest?
.

I

.

Mr. Labh Singh: Yes, they have. My honourable friend thought;
tltat he was putting a very inconvenient question, but he will soon learn
that that inconvenient question redounds against those who in this matt.er
are trying to advocate the cause of,. and hold brief for, the Mihistry of Local
Self-Govermnent. I am submitting that the answer to the question is in,
the a£irrnative. This is how the melodrama unfolds itself. The committee
met again subsequent to the gazette notification. Some thirteen membeeswere present at the meeting. . A motion was brought up by one of the members
to the effect that the conduct of the Minister for Local Self-Government..
be censured. This resolution was formally brought up. The president WOO"
was in the chair objected to this resolution being taken up on. the technical
·plea. that the resolution, as such, was not on the agenda. But, according to,
rules which govern the conduct of business in. the munieipsl committee, the
standard rules which are in forcethroughout the province, it is open for fresh,
matter to be brought up by any member with the permission 9£ the House,
and this was done. As soon as the question · wa.s put to; the; ];Iou~e:-~1 ~~
,)I
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·chairman, everyone of the members, barring perhaps one, was for thls .reso ...
.tation being. taken up. The permission of the House having been granted,
'it was ·then actually taken.up and it, was being discussed; wh~~ the presi- ,
dent thought that if the discussion continued and if this motion w11,,i .' put to'tbe vote- the result would be inevitable,c:p.a,melythat the.conduct oft.4e .
•Minister would be censured. by a municipal. committee, and that was. _not-.
;a. thing
which would be. contemplated . with equanimity 'by people
-who ate of the way of t~king
of .m:f friend, the present president. .
;What does he do ? Without
assigning any reason
he says, I
/adjourn the House, . and . himself unceremoniously. runs away. These
.shabby and third rate tactics. leave one aghast. If this'ineident is not within
ith'e knowledge, of the Honourable Mmister for Local Self-Government 'in
spite of the fact that he has paid perhaps more than one visit to Gujranwala.
!recently and that he is in constant. touch by telephone, letters and otherwise
·with the authorities there and tl:lat he keeps also an _exalted errand boy at
.his back and call, if in spite of these facilities the Honourable Minister
for Local Slef-Government is not aware of this, then what is he aware of'}
He knows that a president of the municipal committee has grossly misbe•haved in the way in which I have detailed before the House. Has he taken
,any notice of. the matter? Has he even made no enquiry, and would h e
·pretend that he does not know it? I have submitted that it would not be
-open to him to get up and say that he is not aware of the incident. If, on
the other hand, heis aware of it what action has he taken in the interest pf
Jaw and order, in theinterest of good government andin the interest of the.
igpod name· of,. the department which he adminis~ers: Now, this is the view
:0f- the matter so far as regards the condemnation of the
conduct of th e
'Ministry by ·the municipal committee is c_once~ed, let alone the secondary
'.question which was put to ID:e by my friend from ~sar
(Mi(Maqbo.ol
1:Ma.hmood) whether the committee has taken a.ny action in approving of ~4e
'condnct of the vice-president. To that I haye made a twofold . anwer •
.firstly, that no. such action was ·neces~, and .sec()'fl,dly, the only coarse
open to them, ~ they approved of ~he VIce;-pr~s!d~nts'conduct, was to. take
.steps to pass a vote ,of censure. agamst the Minister. That they attempted
fo do and would have passed it, but for the f~ct_ that the formal recording
·-of the vote. Ot censure W8,$ fru.strated by the illegal action of 'the president.
: It would have been a practically unanimous vote of' condemnation' against
the conduct of the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government. 'The
: preE!ident'Ina,: be ehnekling co~p~cently-: over the brain _wa~e which .enabled
, him to make Just one more .a4dition to his record of meritorious services and
, the Honourable Minister.ID:8'Y graciously nod assent that_ a case ,fof re~d
,has been made out, bnt th~ two betweenthem leave the standardofpublie
. .:o:nduct; veey mu~himpaired Pldeed; . This.. is so far as regards the. second
, pojnt,. namely, w)le~er tli:? . VIccr..presi~ent acted 9ontra;rY to the wishes of
;-the, ll},ajority ~f ~ comllllttee.
,
· ·, _
.·

. Now, we ha.v-e been treated to-something by my.friend from Gujraawala
,·

•

(Mr~ Din Mubammad), ·which is rather delectable

, o~JK.
. but 'will-not bear analysis. He E1ays that he told
· the :Minister that the majority party-was of that: view. . When, he ·was speak, iiig on b~h-a;lf· ofl the ~ajorlty 'J>:B,rlY- .one.has only got to touch that point: ,·,to
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-eee how hollow it is. If the honourable member was actually .speaking on
. beha!f. of the maJQtity party, he ought t? be ~occupying. the· cha_ir; of. , thei municipal committee,
And all .these diseussions, all this wrangling and all
. •· this washing of ·the ·dirty linen in public would not have arisen." The·
· --very fao~ that : 'he is· not the · president of the
municipal· com:. mittee}~ proof positiv~. that, he is not a representative of .•the majority; in\ the
municipal. ·cp:niniittee
and
has no title to speak in that strain.
, · '
,.;,·,: ...... ~~.t-·.:·fit:~.
..;'·
.
.
.

.<

. . Wlfil
. : t opJl}:is point I should like to make just a

·:

=. rexnarks,_ '!hfo~}<f

, .WY m~i:Uo:,;m the crux of the whole ease. 1 shall simply as~ certain ques• tions of the Honourable Minister .. Is it or ifl it not a. fact that long after the'
. expulsion of Ma~ ~al Khan from office and from membership, and ·oniy
. when. it wall ventilated in the press of the province that a vote' of censure'
, agail).st the Ministe'r was imminent, that tlie Minister wrote a· lettet to the
Deputy Commissioner entreating him to secure the signatures of the remain-'
ing members of the municipal committee as an approval of whet had boon
· ,. done by him ? This is what they call ex post facto arrangement, as dis· · tinguished from ex post facto argument, a line of reasoning with which we
· are familiar. The Minister's contention is that he acted in the wav he did
·. because the vice-president, had acted against the wishes of· the in.a}ority of
··the municipal committee. · But that is not a fact and could. not· be one.
After the vice-president had· been thrown out of office and when a censure
· motion in this House was about to be tabled, it was only then that the Minis' ter bethought himself that he should arm himself with some sort of justifiea. tion .. The way in which he proceeded to arm-himself with a justification-is
· · really interesting. I will tell 'the few st0l)S that· he took and, leave the rest
· to the:im8.i:,crii;iat.ion of honourable members, I am really:" very ,sorry to
·. 'have to 'refer ~9 these matters, but it is an unpleasant duty which has got ·to
' be performed. It is n~t my habit to administer sugar-eoatedpilis, I am in
the habit of speaking out niy mind rather bluntly'whenever I have to -speak,
I do not really believe in' diplomatic periphrases. If one has got· to 'talk, he
· should talk straight and have done with it. As regards' the mstory of the
· procedure that the Minister adopted to ar.in hiinself · with . justification, I
· would only, just in a way> put a few more que§tions to him. Can the Honourable Minist'er deny that he wrote a letter ~ the Deputy Commissioner asking
for his help in securing signatures to certain propositions which . he had
, sent to the Deputy Commissioner at Gujtimwala ? Again I ask ;him,. can he
· , deny that it was an urgent letter ? Can he deny that he sent it through a
. special messenger ? Can he deny that in pursuance of that letter the District
l\:lagistrate called the members of the committee to bis house or office and
· secured tpeir signatures. . (A 'Doice : Sha.me)-tQ' .the letter which the Minister
~as plea~d to tell the House last week he had.in bis pocket. He said the
other day that he was armed. with authority.
Now 1the. question a.rises,
· when was this authority secured and under what cirenmstaacee and through
·· what agency and at what-time ? (Tlie Honour.abl.e, Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husaitn :
- Were all the members called · ?) No, only such as could be intimidated into
, signing the letter. (Dr. Golr.uZ OhaniJ~ Nar<mg: All are called but few are
.. ehosen.) · That ~s so. I would ask, appealing to the .experience of t4e
. honourable members of this-House, whethe..r ap..average . member of a. mofussil
· · mUl!icipal committee wonld be able to resist the solicitation of the District
'. Magistrate or even alternatively of the additional·District Magistrate. Can
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this solicitation, by any stretch of imagination, be distinguished from down:
right intimidation ? And would: the. district authoritiei:l ,i,'n complying with»
the behest of the Minister confine their activities within the Iimits of fair and".
· legitimate canvass ? Having secured n, letter signed ~y the members un~er ·
these circumstances, can the Minis~ercall it his authority for the step that
he took? I have put these questions to the Honourbale Miriister·a.ndI wa.nt .
. a clear-out answer to them. Having secured the authority, ,a£ ·,th~ Minister··
is pleased to call it under these circumstances, I ask him whrt~er· he wants ,
this Council to believe that t,hey should rely on this . sU:bseq~tly manufactured evidence. .Now, we are all familiar with this that,,1,w,h~n dealiag
with civil cases, the court asks for all documentary evidence ·itlbe put..in
before leading oral evidenceand examiningwitnesses, (lnterruptjon.) · .Quite··
right. In the present case following the analogy o.f la:w courts .. in
the matter of b~lated documents, I sub~t that n! µ11pti:rtll~ shoulll be ·
attached to the evidence that has been admittedly ,manumctur~d subsequent
to the order passed against Malik Lal Khan. This piece of evidence I sub... ·
mit, is intended only to show, I must say again if I can do so, without being .
guilty of unnecessary repetition, that this piece of evidence ·is intended only
to show that the vice-president acted contrary to thEl wishes of the majority
in the local municipal committee which according to the Minister is, ope of ·
the foundations of his.order, I have also submitted that this evidence will:
not prove anything of the kind. This document proves nothing, or it proves- ·
too much. My charge is that · the Minister has been guilty of gross impropriety in securing this document in the way in which he has done, Not ·
only that. I would even go to the extent of saying that he is guilty of. a. ·
breach of constitution es we know it. He has even gone further, he has ·
sought to defend his action by subsequently manufactured evidence. I will•
put the case at that and leave it to the House to decide as to whether in view
of the mets that I have enumerated, this conduct· of· the· Minister c,au ~t a.11 a
be justified.
In this connection, there is another point I warit to- urge, and that is the ·
question, why the Honourable Minister or the offioers·un.der him d.id·not takethe direct action of· asking the municipality to ad.opta resolution in favour ..
of the action the Miiristerhad taken. The only conclusionthat can b~ arrived ll,t from all these circumstanees and from 'the · omission to take ,the right
course is, that the power of pateonage enjoyed by Government is such that
many cannot resist, similarly the power to do harm which· is enjoyed by this·,
Government under the present constitution is 'suoh that no man can possibly
resist the temptation of · getting away from unmolested, if that .is at a.ll ·
possible for him to do.. even at the cost of self-respeet. That is what if;
really comes to. Otherwise the direct and honest way·of proceeding with·.
this case would have been under section 22 which lays down that any ·
president or vice-president may be 'removed from office by · the '
local Government in pursuance of · a resolution to tha.t effect passed· by
· two-thirds of the members of the committee. If the members of the committee were really annoyed at the · action taken by -Malik Lal Khan,...
they were familiar with the sections of the Municipal Act · and they would,
have proceeded to take action under that ·section•. Thar would have passed«
a resolution requesting the :Ministerfor Looa.LSelf-Go:ver.nme.nt· .to, r~µiav1f:
that
gentleman from his. office as . vice-president, · es. he had misbehaved:~
.., .
'
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" or· acted .. contrary
·the wishes ·of· the·· :m:ajority of the committee. This is .
· ·what ~hey should have done. From the fact that the municipal committee
·-aid.not fB.BS such a resolution it ~ quite clear that_ the vice-president did not
,~ct contrary to the wishesof the.majority of the committee. ·

one.

poiilt remains· and that is, whether the action of the vice-president
-was contrary to the alieged oath. This is the third point that, eanpossibly
i·be a~van~!id :in· defence of the action of the Minister for Local Self-Govern•.
,-ment, namely, that the«cyionof the vice-president was contrary to the oath
.. 9f allegiance, With respect to this, I may, with your permission, only
. .make just a few-remarks.
The first one is this.
·
.· Much hes been made of the independence resolution adopted by the
nCongress !'Jit' its~I~st. session in December. The resolution of the Congress
, -is not-,:i:i,'.d~~'i.:ation of independence. Emphatically it is not so. It is not
: .so according to the authors· of that .resolution and it is not so according to the
- views · and opinions. of the Government itself and its legal · advisers. If it
· were really a resolution of declaration of independence, the authors of the re· solution were brave enough, strong enough and honest enough to have said
- so. But they hav>e .not said so. Nor do the lawyers at the disposal of the
Government, the: 'legal adviser, wlio must be taken to be astute enough to
. ~ntetpret a plain resolution in a plain way would have hesitated to say so,
_ ~f the resolution. was· susceptible of that interpretation.
They would have
. -even gone otit' of their way to· put such interpretation if the wording of the
•. resolution could have been found capable of bearing the strain. But in this
.. .ease no: such interpretation has been attempted and the authors of the
'l'esolution;
I have submitted, 'make no such claim. It is not a resolution
. declaring independence, it is not a. resolution of independence, but a
- , zesolntion for independence, if I might, with your permission so describe
· it. It is a resolution for independence in the sense that it lays down
i-independanea to be the goal of India's political endeavour.
Just as prior
:to. this, dominion . status or self-government or Swaraj were the words
. · employed to:. indicate the goal, now the word employed is independence.
lndepenaerloo'· i·s.Jniplicit · in the status known. as dominion statµs just a.s
. )dominion- statu!:l.Was implicit.in the declaration of 1917 that the dominion
· or the country which enjoys that political status known as dominion status
has the, right also to. cut itself away from the parent fabric or the
- 'imperial government or the Empire.· If then, this independence is certainly
: implicit in every dominion constitution, the Congress resolution con~ains
· nothing novel 'and enunciates no new or foreign principle. That being so.
I · would submit that this resolution which was right and which, on
- the ·vertface of it, is not a resolution declaring independence here and
now should not be travestied or misconstrued, so as to mean a declaration of
· -independenee.: It is-' quite· plain that if in India anybody or any group of
-persons declare independence, they would be certainly going against the
.. eonstituted authority and' offending againgtthe law, and if the constituted
..authority t~kes such legah.otiroragainst them as it is open to it to take, .th9!1
r,they,o~Qt:P.~sibly:001nplain.
But here in this case, I would submit, it
·wotild,,be:ta··mere tra.'vssty of_ things and a wanton misconstruction of the
I i.l'e~oh1tion'to 's.ay that:·' it
declares independence, · There was a flag before,
-'·)io. change, I would submit, has boon made in this flag since the change in the
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Congress ereed and because of it. . The new declaration has introduced no,
~narige in;the
or design of the national flag. The Oongi'essfiag before
after the: change in the creed remains a.ccording to my ~a,dfug· of it and ac-;· .
cordihg to my 'instructi9Iis, the same old flag. It does not lie. in the mouth
of· ·anybody to 'say .that this'is a flag of rebellion: It may ~urn ·out to be a. flag
'of contingent rebellion, but that is a different ·thing. :As Ii, niatte'r of f~ct, as .
. things . are; ·nobody says that it is a flag of. rebellion, neither. the ·contingen~
· rebels nor· those aga;irist whom this rebellion may pos~ibly .be· directed. · ff
. this is so~ it is really not a. valid argument for anybody to ~a.y that 'simply
'. because it is a. flag of independence, in the sense of its being th~· na.tif>ii~l' ftiig._.,.
'it should not be hoisted. I would submit that it is perfoctly compatible ·with-. the · continuance of the· present government in authority· gladly to agree and
.help in the hoisting of the national flag ... If. this .were not .so, action would
have· been talten' against such municipalities all over the land as had hoisted
.'the flag on their premises or buildings, notably, for instance,' against the Cor- ·
poration of Calcutta. Now, it would not he open to any one to say that
.~c~ion has actually been taken against the ·Corporatiop.· of. .Calcutta, simply"
because the M,ayor of that Corporation is being proceeded against in another
eonneotiori which 'may result in his being landed into-a jail. That would not
· be an example which can be pressed into service to supply a genuine parallel.
: 'Anyway, it would not be a very pure and honest parallel as it would compel
us to ass~e that the Government is not proceeding in an honest and. straightf~rward way, but js having recourse to indirect and Machiavellan .·me,th'.ods ·
to put its .~dversaries out ofaetion. The mere fact that the resolution passed
· by the Corporation of Calcutta 01· the action taken by its officers in hoisting · the .national flag on the hall of the Corporation has not either been resei#ded' or declared ultra vires by the Government, n~r the authorities of the
Corporn,tion of Calcutta punished therefor, suffices to show- that: there is nothing ·
·illegai in the hoisting of the flag. I am taking the Calcutta 'case only as an ,·
ill1:1stratiori. I know of other cases also where the national flag has been. hoisted.'
·without· any objection on· the part of the Government. If that is so, then
,really itis a-very invalid argument to adopt to say that the national flag is a ·
flag of rebellion. In addition to .that, . you are wellaware, every one of us must
have seen for himself; that at the time of the last session of the Indian NationaF:~
Cpngress in Lahore in the Dane 'Park, I think, a flagstaff perhaps'
high
as 400 feet if not higher was put up. If it could have been done on a piece
of property which was not. only presumptively Government's,· as some· of my
· ~ends have tried to argue that the municipal hall at Gujranwala is, but ad,..
:q:µttedly that, of the Government, and on which the Congress people-were pr~~t. ·
o;q.ly under a licence, then why not on a municipal building ? , This is the· legal
pos#iQri and if.· nobody could take any objection to hojsting a :qatfonalflag .
~n. Dane .Par.k, on a staff over four hundred feet high, then no objection-could
P9f!Si~Jy be taken to the hoisting of a small flag in a ~mall localtown unless ·
thos~ i~ authority for reasons best known to them wantedto make much
. of .it and turn ,it into a Oasus belli. Apa.rt from that, it is also clear, I am
. Bp~ki.ng:911Pjept,to correc_tion,. l havenot been to any orthe colonies and·
, ~om,i,nions myseU, I belief that the: dominions .have, for e~~ain purposes,
·'µ11igs of,their.owti'in.add~tion
to theUnion Jack which flies.oyet the,:whole··
:qLth,e Jnmpire. · .. Every dominion has got .. its o~ .distinetive na.ti<m!d fl~g,
·\V_hich is a symbol of its national i~en;tit.y. If 1tbe Uni.on.of SoQ.thAfrica., qr·-
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can: claim to have a flag of its own, then there seems to be no earthly·reQSOit.
why an invidious .treittme~t should be forced on India alone, . If a fev,
citizens want to pleasethemselves with the notion that some day-'tµey may
march under their own national flag, 'fhy should it be taken . exception to,
by;-.right·minded, people, unless, of course, it is t!3;ken exception to by peoplewho believe as an article of (~ith that, there. are ever so many· nations living :izt.
this country which for. all time should be kept apart, or whose interest it is
that there should never. be a single unitary nation in this country. It ig,
only these two sets of people who can take possible exception to the hoisting .
of. the nat•i.onal flag, which, after 1111, ~ things are at present, is only a most
innocent aspirational _exhibition. The aemonstration doss. not . mean anyj
thing which might legitimately frighten any one, much less this strong and
mighty Government. The flag stands. for only a possible aspiration for·
comm.on nationhood and not a settled. fact of rebellion, and if any 'diseased
imagination conjures up .the spectre of rebellion at the sight of the flag, therl.
certainly, the imagination is diseased and not the innocent ceremony its.elf •.
I.have some more remarks to address in order to explain what has been.placed:
before you by my honourable friend from Gujranwala. . I. aim sincerely sorry:
that he should have placed these things in the .way in which he has done and,p
OJ?. tbe ..top of it, should hav~_.,slunk away ostentatiously and not wanted to·
listen to the contradictions. I was just going to submit that there was no ..
other action in the shape. of a resolution or a representation made by the;·
local municipality to the Honourable the Minister for Local Self-Governmentpriorto the action taken by him ... If that be so, the action was· .taken,in vacuoand not on ltllY. legtimate basis, Now a. refuge has been sought to be take})
under the plea that oae of the members of the .Iocal municipal committee,
who seems to be in special touch; perhaps with the ·. Minister, says that he' made an oral representation tc him .. I want to nail _that· terminological inexactitude to the counter •. Here I hold now in my h1;1oI1d a.. requisition,
addressed. to the .looal municipal committee, to its president. · requesting·
· him, rather requisitioning · him, to appoint a day. so that · thE:l following:
.resolution may be discussed and action taken thereupon=0

.

.

"Resoived that Sardar Bahadur Sardar Sundar Singh,· M.B.E., be. removed from.
the. office of the President, Municipal Committee, Gujrt1,nwaln."

·

. . 1his requisition is dated the 2nd February, the year of grace rnso, and it'
_is in the hand of my honourable friend from Muhammadan Gujranwala eon. stituency he being also the first signatory. thereto. You will be pleased to not e
. that. not only _the honourable member from Muhammadan Gujranwala figurEi
·:~ the first signatory' to this requisition, but that this letter bears also thehonoured name, l should say~ of Malik Lal Khan, senior vice-president, It
'means, if it "means 'anything. at a.II, that up to the 2nd of Februery and· evEii .
. up to a much later day,' this' gentleman; the. author of this requisition and
· _Malik L3:l Khan were collaborating together for the expulsion of the present
'president.: I do not want to discuss at all the 'motives of combination of
', t~ des_cr,i p~ion. .,: ( ~~, ~?~~r*ble inember. . 'How :qi~y ~ignatures. ~e there ?j,
'_f.hirteen; and this mauspieious number would explain the. e:lttra.ordinary hast~·
)i1 whi~h this· ord~i' "t'tgains~ Malik La;l'. KhaD; · was - passed. I'" 'S!J.all com,
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·ito that later on. It is a dirty affair and I would submit to you how j,t works

.-0\Jt, It is perfectly mathematical. There is nothing abstruse about it. What
lam concerned to point out at this stage is this, that any explanation which
-might now be tendered to the effectthat any majority or minority of members

:i!', · the local municipal committee had made any representations, oral. or

.otherwise, to the. Honourable the Minister for Local Self-Governmentor to any
, -0ther i:nit¥ol#y for the expulsio? of Malik Lal Khan could not be correct and
they are m tbe nature of a mere after-thought. For anybody to stand up
·1in this House and to suggest that up to the 2nd, 3rd or the 4th or right up to
perhaps a. few days of the tabling of this motion, these people, the honourable ·
-membsr and Malik Lal Khan were not acting in collaboration with one another
.tfor the expulsion of the present president, would be too much for
.anybody tq believe. This letter speaks for itself, and I do not propose to
-eomment upon. it. Evident it is that some Mr. Facing Bothways was at
·work and was trying to
with the hare while hunting with the hound, No
.".Wo.rds can be strong enough to condemn this policy.
To comment upon it any further would either lead me to say things which
one should not say in.this House or it would be only like illustrating the
obvious.· Neither procedure would be profitable. I have too much respect for
ithe, intelligence of this House· to illustrate the obvious, and I have too much
il'E1spect for myself to embark on the alternative procedure of commenting
•'tlpon the incident in detail, and washing dirty linen in public. My purpose
iis served by just pointing out that right up to within near of .the tabling
,of this resolution these gentlemen were working in collaboration to expel
the present incumbent from his office, and no party could have made· any
· irepresentation to the Minister for action against Malik Lal Khan. Some how
or other, it did not suit the local officers or the Honourable Minister that this
.inconvenient resolution should go through. I am just going to make 'out
that·this resolution was bound to go through. As I submitted early in my
· remarks, I, shall be simply putting two and two -together and, I am· not
anxious to make any unnecessary comments. My poiri.t · is that this · letter
shows, if it shows anything at all, that the resolution adumbrated in·
·the letter was bound to go through because our municipal committee is
.eomposed of 21 members, and of the 14, that is the majority of two-thirds'
required for- the passage of this resolution, 18 had already signed it and one
,gentleman was away at Allahabad and he, by the wo.y, is one of the members
-who have· resigned as a protest against the action of the Minister. So it
. inay be safely assumed that that was a resolution which in all human probabi.!' ·
:;ty yvas · bound to go through and this prospect was sufficient to disturb
;the equanimity of the powers that be. I shall not go .into the reasons therefor. What tho letter means according to me is this. In the first place
:i~ means, tpat the resolution was hound to go through as I have just submitted
.aecording to'the rules governingthe procedure· of the local municipal· com..;.··.
'mittee, The Minister for Local Self-Government did not· want that the ·
: pie~eiit • :incu:µilie'nt . . should -". be thrown out. and what does he do ? A'; I
.,~1pJe.1i(,:w,ir~s-.,.Iam ,again stating a fact-were sent to 'this ab~nt person
.at All~abad asking him to return at once. (A voice: By the Minister?} ,
·'.No, naturally by tM friends of the absent members who were signatories to: '
~is precious document. It was expected momentarily· that that absent.
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~entle~an would reJ,t,clt Gujranwala and place his signature· on the i:-eqttisit:ion
1.rfy own position; I may 'state here, was more or less a detached one so far~·
this requisition went. I am not a signatoryto it.. Well, t~at is, the :ti.nit.
proposition which .is perfectly. a plain one. The. second may also be easi:t,:_
·inferred;
The Minister or some other officers interested do not want that the
preee,nt .in~umbent should go, and what was the natural way for them to'
, proceed ? · The natural way was for them to proceed in· indeqent haste.
It was
the 8th that the gazette notification was made, and it took some'.
time. for the news. to filter to th El several quarters. Is this not, an instance
··of indecent. haste ? If persons in executive authority, who have in their·
·, power to. make and unmake members make or unmake them in .hot
:in the interests of a particular policy in the prosecution of their endeav-0ur:
· to serve a particular purpose or help particular individuals, I would ohsrae~se such haste. as indecent, I do not '!'t all object to certain. honourable'
members on the Government benches gomg out one day and their successors.
being notified perhaps the very moment, and an extraordinary issue of the
gazette. appearing immediately to that effect. That is perfectly necessary
and is perfectly intelligible. But. a procedure of this kind, when such haste- is employed to serve what, after all, is not a laudable purpose; the Honourabla
Minister siding with one party in a local body as against another' when it is
the duty of the Ministry .of Local Self-Government to keep up a detached
position holding the balance even, as it were, between the various conflicting
. parties indulging in some sort of rivalry for their own delectation or thf,
· d~fen~e of. their interests, I. would. respectfully submit, is not fair, to say t~
~st of it, on the part of the Honourable Minister. He cannot be permitted.
to load
dice in favour of one party. The worst part of the affair is no;
yet over, Even under the ordinary criminal law an opportunity is given to
people to show cause why they should not be punished. How was this el&: me~tary necessity of procedure and natural justice complied with in this
~?
Malil{ Lal Khan is .called to the house of the local Deputy Commissioner. The Deputy Commissioner tells him : The Minister wants some !!()rt·
·-of explanation. for :your conduct. The Deputy Commissioner understood·
· the seriousness of the .sitnation too well, but the gentelman to whom th&
· words were addressed did· not. He does not feel tha.t he is being called upon'
to tender an. explanation on which his life as a public man in the local mnnieipal eommitjee tutn1>. He does not have the chance of consulting any legal·
;:adviser or discussing the matter with his friends. Then he simply writes.
perhaps a word or two how he passed the order under the circumstances i,a
which .he was placed and his own opinion of the lrw and his authority under.
· ~· Even the letter asking him to show can~ I think it must have beea
properly and formally worded-was not read out to him. E.ven if it was,;
·it must havebeen in English and he is not a person who could be expected
to· _understand it. IIe is not a gentleman who' knows English . sufficiently
well to be able to follow an official draft, I am speaking. with authoriiy
· :fro~ the: gentleman against . whom this order was passed and I have eve:ry,! ·
: r~
to believe that what he says is correct, and I would ce~
l;e,lieve (.him;.~, a ~atte~ , ljke J1:1is in p~eference . to a11y . body e,l*). ·
llo'nouTab1.e Muin. SiT Fazl-i-H~sain:
Is 1t the honourable member's.
suggestion· . that the. Deputy Commisi;iioner does not know Urda ?) ·
T. :was suggesting that the Deputy Commissioner in a very casual way asked,
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bim-:wha.t·hul attit~de .wa.So in reg(trd to the-' matteri .:'4S the'-·,·Gov.~e~i'.
1ranted,fo.'know it. · It was never held out tha.t action was going to
against hiin under the Act and that he was to show ca.:nse why that should'.
not be done. Well, that gentleman says _to the.·Deputy Conimissi~ei-/
~ i.a- my view. . He simply writes down his viiew. It is sent ovei- to·. ~he·
Honqurable Minister and .the order in question; is immediately passed. ':rhffl ~
only an illustration brick in this edifice of nefariousness which 'has bee'n~bu'ilt~;
E:venf a fair opportunity has not been given to the gentleman to e~in
himself. Had. he been given an opportunity to explain, he would have'said-~--'~ Veey well, I passed the order; I understood the law ih the
in
which I did. Nothing has .been done in, pursuance of that order and
you w.ere pleased to cancel that. order before it was executed and you ha.-v-et.
taken adequate measurers to see that the flag is not hoisted. If you think
that l have been in the wrong or that I have misinterpreted the law, I am;
sorry forit." This opportunity should, in elementary fairness, have been
given him. But nothing of the sort was done. It was only casually 1µ1.d:
incidentally that the Deputy Commisioner mentioned the matter to him.
and asked fot his views. Some days after the notification appeared in.
tile >ga. ~ette l enquired_. of-Malik Lal Khan if he would care to cha. llenge
the, notification in a court of law as he had not been given the chance to •
.show. cause before the action was taken against him. He was · asked to
purchase the necessary stamp so that a lawyer may institute
suit on his.
behalf; After a good deal of eross-exemination, I discovered. ••••••• .(An hO'no'IJ,rol/te. · Jnember: Oh! you gave. him instructions instead of"
asking. for in~tructions !) It so happens occasionally when we .eome
aeross -people .who are not conversant with technical law. We have to
elucidate facts . by. cross-examining them. It is after a good deal of tussle
that in some cases we come to know the actually relevant facts. lleal'.Ilt;
that the Deputy Commissioner, a day or two before the notification appeared'
in the gazette, had proceeded in the way which I have just now desccibed.
I bethought myself then that he was tricked into giving some sort o_f. e:x;planation and that the thing had been done. ?:he form had been compµ~.
with but the substance evaded. I asked him: Why did you not co.nsul{
a fa'U"er ; why did you not Lell me tbat you had been asked to give !),_n:
explanation ?. You should have submitted a' detailed explanation whicli/
#iough it might be rejected by the authorities, would be considered by _thei
public as adequate and which would have set out an accura~e state:µi:ei;t~
·of:facts as they had taken place, so that .when the explanation was r.ea4".
"1ong with the. notification and the grounds on which your djsmissal w9$based it would be apparent on which side justice lay.·· ·
·
· ·
· :
0

beta.keii

way

a

'. r

·These· ~re-the.facts which I wanted to narrate on my analysis of-th-1
s~tuation. (Ari honourable member : . Was . he also dismissed from presiclent-'
ship ?) I have been reminded of some other fact but since that. rela(es .to -.a'[.
question of motive; I would be chary of making a detailed refer~n:oo 1to it;'
This gentleman, Malik Lal Khan was some two years back elected bhai:rmant
of the Gujranwala municipal committee. I would 3ilrnost say that he · was··
·tinainimously elected, but to be technically ve!Y correct, tlie election me.y-.be_-·
..described ·as nem·eon. His was t~e only nsme proposed and he was eleoteil.'l
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~11bst~ntiallyspeaking, therefore, be was elected un~i~mugly' to flie Clbair.<L;
(Mr'::.mn Muhammad: But seven members walked out.) After 'the:event •.
j#t I
OU ran out now. Running out is habitual with' certain people and ·
we. nee ndt take much notice ofthese antics. We have" to addressionr- :
JelyM'to business•. No other name was· proposed whicli means·1n ordinary·
parlan'ce' that· the· gentleman. was unanimously elected. 'He ·was,, I repeat, ·
·et~ted, to put jt· vfiry' technically, nem con. Certain gentlemen. chose· to'.·
walk' o~t after the election. · That is, however, no relavant :' pan ' of i
the .' affair on which . I am now called upon tp comment; · All that
is· necessary · for the present purpose to. say is, I may ',repeat
with your permission, that he was an elected president and this Ministry of
Local Self•Gover.zimentpresided 'over by our present Minister ·.was .supposed
to heve vetoed that election 'under the extraordinary powers vested in it
under the presentMunicipal Act. With that action I have no direct concern
riow,; and I did not · want to make mention of the fact Jor. two reasons ; ·
()~e·Wl!,S that it would give thoMinister an opportunity of . introducing irrele·vaut matter to confuse the constitutional issue to pass comments cm a past.
action 'relating to this gentleman and may be, to cast one-sided, aspersiofu:I on.
hio{when he is· not here to defend himself and it is not in the power of any
of us to defend him, as you have been pleased to give the Honourable· Minis·
te,r the last word in the debate. All that is relevant for our present purpose.is this, that' he was an elected president and this election ~as ·th'ought ·fit
to be immediately vetoed by the Ministry for Local Self-Government. ·Now
that is past history. But it has a bearing on the present, It 1000:s-·
one to think, and that with a great deal of justification; that -the
present action niay not be wholly unconnected with the action taken then..
· (4. · voice : What . were the reasons ?) I .am not · concerned · with
. the reasons;' and I intentionally abstained from · commenting on . the.ressone which were then assigned, because that would take: us, astray
froip the present debate. Sufficeit to say that they were such as· would not
}_lold'water; Therefore, the only thing necessary fd:r me to mention is that
people'inay not be far wrong when they .oonneot this a~tioi:i 'with that, and
_ look upon this the present action, not as a constitutional one, but as one
dictated by. party, factional, electioneering andpersonal considerations, 'Th~
-Obvious implications of SUCh Conductmust disturb the' minds Of the; peop¥e- ·
' ~ho are anxious for the early establishment of the reign of law ' and eonstitptionalism in this ]and. People could not be ve.ry 1;DUCh .wrong, or at ariy,
-.rate, they could not' be very· much blamed, if they infer that these t,w.o,all·
· tions.of the Honourable Minister should. be connected or a.t any.rate, that
such actions are to be ·explafoed only on grounds of the.kind 'and.: description I have delienated before . you. namely, that the reasons cannot be'·
'wholly objective.. Any reasons which actuated. the ocn,idµc;t of people who
- .hold .t_he reins of Government should proceed from' awholly dispassionate·
: and objective examination of the facts of the case before'them, and not from
consideta~i1;>ns 9fa. description which cannot bear examination,' . : ·, -,

a~·1·

Sir, I will . ~d- up · my · ieinarks : _by· ·sa~g\ · th_~t · all.
which this action of the · iMinister. .£or,Lccal
: :Sel.f~Govel'nment· has, - been -, sought , to . be jgsJ;ified '. are such -, which
' really, on examination, turn out to be wholly · untenable. The.-ord~ ~!'
! !. "; . :_ . ~ . '; ·. !
So,

•he ·three · grounds on
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the viee-president· was· demonstrably not . contrary. to · the wishes · of . the
~ajority of the members of the local municipal committee. Seeondly, it
"hii.s also been made. plain that this order of the . president was n,ot in excess of
-·the powers vested in him ~y Jaw. My. third submission is that the order ean-.
not be and certainly ought not to be taken to be contrary to any oath of .
allegiance which members are in the present state of the law called upon to· ·
take while entering ·upon their office as municipal commissioners. · (Lcnul
.-0heers).
.
. .
Rai Sahib Chau:dhri. Chhotu Ram : The question may now ~ .pnt,
Mr. President: The question is. " That the question be n.ow put."

The motion was- carried.

Chaudhri Afzal Haq.: I am very sorry that the Honourable Minister
· for Local S'elf-Goverrliheiithas not been pleased to answer the· criticisms·that
· have been levelled against his administration.
, The Honourable Mian S~ Fazl+Husain: You gave him no oppor-~~

'

.

.

.

Chaudhri Afzal Haq : I must enter a protest against this remark. · ·
Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri: It is unfair to the House that the Honour-

' able Minister. for Local Self-Government has not risen to give his views, so
- that the honourable mover of the cut may be in a position to say something,
The Honourable Mian Sir F azl ..i ..Husain : He is prepared to. do, it
· now. .As the closure was carried he could not do so. Otherwise, he was
perfectly ready.
· Mr. Pr•ident: As the closure motion is carried, the Honourable
·-Minister for Local Self-Government cannot reply of right. Had not the
·· matter been of exceptional importance I would not have allowed the mover
;O~ the motion to make a reply.
The honourable members are referred to the
- proviso to paragraph 66. But for the closure motion, the honourable
'. mover of the · amendment 'would have been · entitled to reply and: had· be
. exercised that right, the . Government Member would have been entitled to
· have the :tast word. But for the exceptional importance of the matter
· under discussion, I would not have allowed the mover of the amendment
· ,to make a repl;y.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: I am very glad that you
"have been pleased to exercise your powers in allowing this speech. It
·would enable }he Minister to reply. .
.
.
Chaudhri A~HJ!q: Ldo not want to speak because the President
.allows it,..but I think I am entitled to the right ofreply,
Mr. President ~ Under what rule or Standing Order is the honour: .able member entitled to reply ?
Chaudhri Afzal Haq":: Under Standing Order 88.
Mr, President : The honourable member is referring to Article 6,.
But.the case is governed.by proviso to Article 66.
1•·
Cha:udlm·AfzidHaq': . Though, T am·.permitte.d I .will . not·.·,·speak;
because the Honourable Minister is deliberately insulting the House by not
:;speaking. ·
·
·
Mr. President: Order, order.
-t
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·· Chaudhri Afzal Haq:' The Honourable .Preside~t waited for the·
Honourable Minister but he did not get up.
Mr. President : He did.
·. . Chaudhri Afzal Haq : After the · closure motion he has · no right of
reply. ·
·
·
,
Mr. President: The honourable member is referred to paragraph ·66·
,·.of the Buisness Manual. After a closure motion is carried, the question has,
· to be put without amendment or debate. That is the· ordinary rule. But.
. if a member has the right of reply, the President may allow him to reply,
and I have consequently given the honourable member an opportunity to·
make a reply.
·
.
Pandit Nanak Chand: 1£ th~ honourable member does not' reply,-:
can the Government member reply ?
Mr. President: I think not;
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: [just wan:t to clear my
own mind. Does the honourable mover of this cut refuse to exercise his"
right ? When he has been permitted by the President '.to speak he certainly
has the right to speak. 1£ he now refuses to speak, it can only be due to his·
desire that the Minister should not speak.
·
.'
.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : I must say that I cannot agree to the tactics·
of the official benches, I have already brought to your notice that' th&'
official benches take the opportunity of disrega.rding the criticisms of thenon-official.benches. This is not the only time. I have brought .this to·
your notice before. So I do not think that it is worth while to give any
reply to the remarks of non-official members when no official member·
has deigned to reply.
The Honourable . Mian Sir . Fazl ..i..Husain : May I say _a word . asto the undeserving condemnation that.the honourable member who has just
sat down·has hurled at us ? There is one particular thing I wa.nt to say ...
. Since the honourable member sat down after speaking, he was opposed by·
anhononrable member, Mr. Maya.Das; Mr~ Ma.ya. Das was supported by the·
. · honourable member from Amritsar, who a.gajzr opposed the honourable
mover. He had hardly sat· down when Sardar Harbakhsh Singh •· spokeagainst the cut, and it was after these three speeches were made against the·
honourable mover, that iny friend in front of me (Rana Feroz-ud-din Khan)
gave him his support. · After that, the honourable member from Gujra~wala,
again opposed him. Again a. second. member from q.ujranwala. spoke for·
him, perhaps he was the last to speak. In the circumstances, I fail to see,
how the honourable mover can say that his cut has not been criticised,':
are here as. official members, but the Minister ha.s. his party behind him,
Mr. President : Tfils discussion must come to an end.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: I must reply.·
Mr. President : Certainly, but the honourable member .must·obey theChair.
.
•

·we·

H;Jz stood up to speak.
'
The Honoura~le Mum Sir Fazl·i-Husain : Order, order.

Okauihri A.fz~l

7G2
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.
Chaudhri
Haq~ (t1'rning ta the Hon'ble Revenue Member} You
.are creating disorder. I am not going to be dictated to by you.
Mr. PresideJat : May l know if the honourable.membee is. inclined to
make a. reply '}'
Chaudhri.AfzaUHaq: No, Sir.
., . Pandit Nanak Chand.: . May I make a submission, Sir 'l Very···serious
..charges W01'.e made by Mr. Labh Singh against the Ministry of Local Self' Gpvernm~t, and before we are called upon togive our vote, it was.but fa.jr
and-legi~ate ~hat we should have heard the Honourable Minister before tfie
· -elosnre. motion was · put. Therefore, I would submit that in the interests
, -0f fair_ pla.y_ and justice;' you. would rule out this closure motion · and once
.. more allow the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government to meet
these charges and even give Mr. Afzal Haq the right Qf reply.
Mr. President : I very much regret that I cannot relax.· or violate
-the rules of business. But if the House is anxious to hear the Honour. .able Minister for Leeal Self-Government I will allow him to speak in deference
to the united wish of the House. It would appear that the honourable
·._ mover of the motion has not given any reply with the object of depriving
'. the Honourable Mini~ter for Local Self-Government· of a right of reply.
··.But if it is the wish of the honourable members of the House that he should,
be heard I wj.ll allow him. On the other hand, if it is not the wish of
the House that he should be heard, I will not allow him,
·
Mr. Labh Singh: We pray that he should beJi.eard.
· _·Mr. ~:res~ent: ·If that is the wish of the Rous~~ have no obje~tio;ll(The Presf,iknt , t1um gathered_ the sense of the House which • wa.'l unat1/1,mous
for hearim/1. ~e Honoorable Minister for Local Self-Government).
.
Th~ C9:nµcil then· adjourned till 2 P.M. on Thursday, the 20th March
_1980.
.
. ,
Lis~ of the Employees of the Feroiepore Municipal Committee,
·

. who are ,over 55 years of age.
- (wtdeanswer to part (a) of Q. 1680,,page -654 ante.) '

·'

Pay,

Deslgnation,

N9rU10,.

Age.

Permensem.

1, La.Ia. Udho Dass

••

!

Secretary

••

Con;y:a.yimce allowance
2. M. Sha.ha.), Din •• :Octroi; Inspect-or ••
3. l\t:. :Muh&Jmnad Bux · Ootroi Moha.rrir ••
.Ana.nt Ram , _.
Ditto
-4~ ~
Octroi Chowkida:r.; ·
.6. Yunaa KhaJl
Teach!lr
6. M.~-Din
Do.
7. M. Abd Ghani
Do.8, M.~mDin
ponservancy Jama.·
9~ She.ha Din
'

....
......

10. Farid Bux
11. Jumman

....

12~ Fateh Muhammad,.

...

dar.

....
..

Ditto
Ditto,_
Clerk,. School Attent- d,a.nc_l.l -()tlicer.

Rs.

Years,

200
40
45
24

60

22

56
68

lo
50
50

35

lG

15
Hi
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PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCR... ·
5TH SESSION OF THE 8Rn .PUNJAB

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

Thursday, the 20th Marek 1980.
THE

0

Council met at the Council Chamber at 2·

P~:

of the

clock. Mr. President in the· Chair.
STARRED' QUES'.CIONS AND ANSWERS.
AGITATION AGAINST WATER AND HOUSE-TAX IN MULTAN.

*2946. Lala Chelan Anand : Will the Honourable Minister for
Local Self-Government please state(a) whether he is aware of the fact that. there is a great agitation at
Multan against the imposition of water and house-tax by the
municipal committee, Multan ;
(b) what are the reasons tha~ have led to' this agitation;
(c) whether Government is aware of thefact that the local exeeutiveauthorities. are giving it a political colour ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes. There was
some agitation.
(b) Government have held no enquiry into the reasons for this agitation. Some alleged it was due to personal frictions between v_arious gentlemen; others said it was instigated by Congress workers. The latter allegation was, however, repudiated by Congressworkers who saw me. It is very
difficult to say which allegation is correct without a prolonged enquiry.
(c) The words" political colour" are not understood. If thehonourable·
member will very kindly explain what he wishes to know, Government.
will be only too pleased to answer.
LEVY OJI' WATER AND HOUSE-TAX IN MULTAN.

*2947. Lala Chetan Anand : Will the Honourable Minister for Local
Self-Government please state-(a) whether it is a fact that the municipal committee, Multan;
passed a resolution recommending to the Government that the
water-tax and house-tax sha:µ be levied only up to the end of
March 1981;
(b) if so, what a~tdt>n has been taken on the said resolution;
(c) will the Hon6urable "Minister place the copy of the resolution on.·
the table?
The Honourable Malik Fir~z Khan, Noon: (a) Yes.
(b) The matter is under the consideration of Government.
(c) .A copy of the resolution is placed on the table.
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Resolution No. l of a. special emergent meeting of the Mnnicipil Committee,
Mnlta.n, held on 10th February 1!130.

(1) Laid on the table a note, dated the 7th February 1980, signed hy
11 Municipal Commissionersmoving that an emergent special meeting of the
committee be called for consideration of the serious situation wb ich has
.arisen in the city from the realization of water-tax. Both Vice-Presidents
have directed to call a meeting for today for the purpose.

In this connection an informal meeting attended bv 14 Municipal Commissionersand the Deputy Commissioner,Multan, was held at the bungalow
-Of the Deputy Commissioner, Multan, on the 9th February 1930. This
meeting proposes to move the followingresolutions :" That the Local Ga.vernment be moved to make the existing water.tax and house.
tax (taxes announced in Punjab Gaz,tee notifications Nos. 2!l311 and 29312,
dated the 16th November 1927) operative up to the 31st March 1931 only.
'The committee will endeavour to balance the budget by other means, by the
curtailment of expenditure, by the imposition of a passenger tax or some other
form of tn.x, and by the rapid extension of house connections bringing in a.Ii.
income in the form of water rate ; and while retaining its right to do so will
not re-impose direct taxation unless all other means fail.
-

..... ~

"That the committee should remit the water-tax and house-tax demand for the year
1928-29 on all persons assessed to pay a. total demand of eight annas or less
per annum; or such number of annas _is as necessary to make the total amounb
of relief as nearly as possible (but not exceeding Rs. 5.000) provided that
the assessee pays his assessment for 1929-30 on or before the 15th March 1930.
Amounts already paid but dne to be remitted under the terms of this resolution should be set off against the 1930-31 demand."

-The committee is asked to pass orders.
Resol'Oed-

1. The committee unanimously agrees with the above proposals. The
focal Government may be moved accordingly.
2. Senior Vice·President further proposed, and H. Wahid Bakhsh and
La.la Chetan Anand seconded, that the above resolution be proclaimed to the
public by beat of drum, and public be informed to pay the taxes at once and
the District Magistrate be requested to postpone the execution of warrants
of attachment issued for the recovery of taxes on application from this office
for a period of ten (10) days. This was carried.unanimously.
8. Proposed by Senior Vice-President and seconded by H. Wahid
Bakhsh and Lala Chetan Anand and all other members that the Deputy
Commissioner be requested to kindly arrange the withdrawal of cases under
Indian Penal Code and security proceedings under section 107, Criminal
Procedure Code, pending in connection with the collection. This was earried unanimously.
WATER AND ROUSE-TAX IN MULTAN-CONFERENCE

OF LEADING CITIZENS.

*2948. , Lsla Cbetan Anand: Will the Honourable Minister for Local
:Self-Governmentplease state(a) whether it is a fact that at the time of his visit to Multan in connection with the water and house-tax agitation he called a.
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conference of the municipal commissioners and certain other
leading citizens of the. town to consider over . the situation
created by the said agitation ;
'
(b) if so, what was the result of that conference ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes.
(b) Attention is invited to the reply given on the 8th March 1980 to
t;parl (d) of Question No. 2917.1
COLLEOTION OF WATER AND HOUSE.·TAX IN MULTAN.

*2949. Lala Chetan Anand : Will the Honourable Minister for Loeal
·Self-Government please state( a) whether it is a fact that the municipal committee, Multan, ba1
entrusted the entire work of realisation of water a.nd house-tax
to the executive authorities ;
(b) whether it is a fact that the local authorities a.re making efforts to
· realise the tax by overawing the people with the show of
police force, execution of distress warrants by breaking open
the locks of shops and houses and otherwise ?
The Houo11rable Malik Firoi: Khau, Noon: (a) No. In certain
-eases where the municipal committee had failed to collect the tax by the
.ordinary methods through its own staff the committee applied to a M~oistra.te
.having .iurisdiction to recover the arrears due under section 81 (1) .of the
Municipal Act.
(b) A Ma~istrate to whoman application is made under section 81 (1)
.ot the Act has no option but to recover the amounts found to be due under
-the Act by the distress and sale of the moveable property of the defaulter.
MULTAN MuNIOIPALITY-ExTENsioN

oF THE TERM OF MEMBEBS.

*2950. Lala Chetan Au.and : Will the Honourable Minister for Local
· Self-Government please state(a) if there is any proposal to extend the term of the present mem•
hers of the Multan municipality ;
(b) if so, what are the reasons for the extension?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) No such proposal
.has yet been received by Government.
(b) Does not arise.
BREACHES lN SULEIMANKE CANAL.

*2951. Chaudhri Za&ulla Khan : Wi11 the Honourable Revenue
.Member please state wit& reference to the answer given by him to Council
~Question No.13582 on the 26th November, 1929(a) whether the Government is now in a position to give the actual
figures of the proposed amount of compensation to be paid in
the case of each of the villages mentioned in the question ; .
1Pages 385-386 BIIF"·
1Volume XIV. pages 362-363.
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w:fii:i.t is the amount of such compensation in the case of each

so;

village?

The Honourable Mum Sir Fazl-i-Husain : (a) It is regretted that
tile case is not yet complete. The claims of the parties concerned are still'.
UDder consideration, and the final report is expected shortly.
~
(b) Does not arise.
SALE OF N.AZUL LAND IN MAUZA SHEESH MAHAL.

*295%;' a..udhri
Member please state-

~

Kfum :

Will the H6riourable Revenue·

(a) wli~ther a piece of nazul land bearing field No. 156 in Mauza.
Sheesh Mahal in Labore tahsil has recently been sold to an,
adjoining landowner, and, if so, what is the name of the person·
to whom this· plot has been sold, the actual date of the sale·
and the price realised from the purchaser;
(b) whether it is a fact that another neighbouring landowner wrote
to the Deputy Commissioner and Commissioner (March·
December, 1929) offering to pay a higher price for the plot,..
and, if so, what action did thoseoffieers take on this;
(i) whether the same landowner made the same offer to the Financial'
Secretary to the Punjab Government in his letter, dated the
12th December 1929, and, if so, what action did the Financial~
Secretary to the Punjab Government take on it ;
(a) what a.re the reasons which induced the Government to sell thia·
plot · of land at a much' lower price than the one that was·
being offered by another adjoining landowner ;
(e) the names of the officersof t~e Naz'Ul department who have dealt
with this'case at different stages, and. in cas¢ this lo~s };ia.s Qeen,
occasioned to Government by . the sale of this plot at a lesser
price than was being' offered for it, the name or names 'of the
officerswho are responsible for· this loss ?

The Honourable Mien Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes, to Ram Ditta
Mal 'on 16th December 1929 a:fter realising Rs. 2,215, as price.
(b) An application was received from Mr. Muhammad Nazir, Advocate,.
but he owns no land in his own name in the neighbourhood. Mr. Muhammad
Nazir offered to pay Rs. 1,800, which was less than the price realised from
Ram Ditta Mal. The honourable member appears to have been misinformed,
(c) Yes; it was forwarded to the Commissionerfor disposal.
(d) Does not arise.
(e) Mr. F. H. Puckle and Mr. A. A. Lane Roberts. There has been no·
loss to Govemment.
Chaudhri Zafrulla Khan: Did not Mr. Muhammad Nazir offer to
pay a higher price for the plot than the price offeredby the rival purchaser?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: I have no information;:
he offered only Rs. 1,80(?:

·1~0'1
EXCISE SuB-INSPEOTORS-PROMOTION

TO SPEOI~L. <f,~~E.

*2Q53. Cbt\ud~ri · ~fr~lla Kban : . W t11' the II<>nQ~r!:lble Minister
dor :A:gri(mltttre please ·. stat~
·
·
(a) th~ names o~ the Excise Sub-Inspectors who have been promoted
. to the special grade in . eonneetion with the vacancies 'ca.used
by the retirement of Qazi Ghulam Hussain and Pir Haider
Shah, Excise Inspectors ;
(b) whether the Sub-Inspectors so promoted had ever been previously
ignored for promotion and the reasons for the same, and
(c) whether the Sub-Inspectors so promoted h~ve s11per,s~ded §ny
Muslim Sub-Inspectors; and, ii so, the reasons f9r stJ,ch IIIJ.per~
session?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) La.laPrabh Dial,
.Lala Dina Nath, Barry.
(b) The former had on a previous occasion not been selected for promo. tion, because he was then considered to be less suitable for promotion
than the Sub-Inspector who was actually promoted.
(c) One of them was selected in preference to three senior Muslim SubInspectors, because he was. considered to have stronger claims than them
-for the selection grade.
EXCISE

INSPECTORS.

*2954. Chaudbri Zafrulla Khan : Will the Honourable Minister
:for Agriculture please sta.te(a)· whether it is a fact that promotions to the grade of Excise Inspeetors. have hitherto been made from the special grade of SubInspectors only ;
(b) if that is so, and if there is at present no Muslim Bub-Inspeetorin
the special grade, what prospects are there for the promotion
of Muslims to the grade of Inspectors during the next few
years?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : (a) Excise Inspeetors
.have of late years been appointed only from the selection grade of SubInspectors.
(b) At present there are no Muslim Sub-Inspectors in the selection grade.
But the claims of qualified candidates for seleetionto the selection grade will
be considered by the Financial Commissionerwho makes these appointments.
EXCISE

LICENSEES

IN LAHORE,

ETC., DJSTRICTS.

*2955. Chaudhri Zafrulla Khan : Will the Honourable Minister
for Agriculture please state the number and names of Excise Iicenseesin the
Labore, Amritsar and Gurdaspur districts who are related or are connected
with the Excise Assistant to the Financial Commissioner?
The Honourable Sar~ar Sir Jogendra Singh: Lala. Pyare Lal is
,the Excise Assistant's cousin. He is a wholesale licensee for country liquor
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in Lahore Cantonment. A relative of Lala Pyare Lal,- Lala Mulk Raj, boldsa retail license for country liquor in the same place.: No other excise·
licensees of Lahore, .Amritsar and Gurdaspur districts are related to .or connected with the Excise ·Assistant.
UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
HONORARY MAGISTRATES, SHEIKHUFURA DISTRICT,

1634. Mien Ahmad Yar Khan, Dauibm.a: Will the Honourable·
ilhe Finance Member please state community-wisewith regard to the Sheikhu-:
pura district(,) (a) the population,
(b) the number of honorary magistrates,
(e) the number of provincial darbaries,
(d} the number of divisional darbaries,
(e) the number of district darbaries, and
(f) the number of jagirdars ;
(is) (a) why the Muslim community is not given its due share in·
places of distinctions stated above;
(b) what action, if any, does Government propose to take to·
right this unequal treatment ;
(m) (a) whether Government is considering the appointment of some·
more honorary magistrates in the Sheikhupura district;
(b) if so. how many of the new nominees are Muslims ?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: As Government do not
consider that any public purpose will be served by the collectionof the information which the honourable member desires, it does not propose to collect.

ii.
HONORARY M.A.(HSTRATES,E'IC., AND MUSLIM REFRESENT.A.TION.

1635. Mian Ahmad Yar Khan, Daultana: Will the Honourablethe Finance Membpr be pleased to state(a) in which districts of the Punjab the share of Muslims is eom-:
mensurate with their population in the list of(i) honorary magistrates;
('Vlt) jagirdars;
(iii) provincial darbaris;
(iv) divisional darbaris;
· (e) district darbaris ;
(b) where they are not given their proportionate share;
(a) the reasons why such a state of affairs exists;
(d) what steps, if any, does Government intend to take to make up·
_
the deficiency of Muslims in the aforesaid places of distinc·tion?

----

-----
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The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : Government regret that the
collection of the information asked for would involve an amount of labour
entirely incommensurate with its value when collected.
·
T!KKA TILLOO FOREST.

1636. Chaudhri Ram Singh : Will the Honourable Revenue Mam·
her be pleased to state.
(a) whether it is a fact that the forest of Tikka Tilloo in the Kangra.
district has been reserved for the grazing of cattle. belonging
to Tikka · Tilloo and 11 other Tikkas of tahsil Hamirpur,
district Kangra ;
(b) whether it is a fact that a large part of this forest area is reserved
for tirhaii and the Government godown and only a small part
is actually available for grazing purposes;
(c) whether it is a fact that there is a strong feeling against this in"adequacy of grazing land, and that representations to thiseffect have been and are being sent to Government;
(d) if the answers to the above be in the affirmative, what action do
Government propose to take in the matter ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain:
(b) No.
( c) Government has no such information.
(d) Does not arise.

(a)

Yes.

\\
MoTOR VEHIOLES ox

HIRE IN TAHBIL H.uuru>un.

1637. Chaudhri Ram Singh : · Will the Honourable Revenue Memb~
be pleased.to state(a) whether it is a fact that motor vehicles are plying on hire in tahsil
Hamirpur, district Kangra;
(b) whether it is a fact that the Palampur-Bujanpnr road and other
r. ads in the said tahsil are not being kept in good condition;
(c) whether it is also a fact that there is no pucea bridge on the river
Beas in the Kangra district ;
(d) if the answers to the above be in the affirmative, what action
Government propose to take in the matter ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) The question as to
whether motor traffic can be allowed in the Hamirpur tabsil is still under
consideration, but for the present it is allowed on the road between Nadaun
andHamirpur.
~
(b) No complaints have been received about the roads in Palampnr
ia.hsil.
(o) Yes.
(a) The matter will be considered.

'1JO
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FORESTS, K.ANGRA DISTRICT.

1638. Chaudhri Ram Singh : Will the Honourable Revenue Mel)'.l.ber
,be pleased to state-.:.
(a) the amount of money distributed during the last two years amongst
the zamindars of.the Kangra district from the income derived
fr9m the produce of the shamil,at forests giving details of the
· distribution tahsil-wise ;
(b) the number of trees granted free of cost to the zamindars during
the last two years for the making of agricultural implements,
giving details of the same tahsil-wise ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: The information required
,by the honourable member has been called for· from the local officers. A
reply will be sent to him as soon as it is ready.
I

GOVERNMENT WASTE LANDS. IN JHANG.

~639 •. :$ayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Revenue
Member please state. the total area in acres of the Government waste lands
in the. Lower Jhelum and Lower Chenab Canal Colonies of the Jhang dis1irict?
The Honourable Mian.Sir Fazl•i•Husain: If by waste the honourable
member means · lands available for sale or allotment, then the total
areas of Crown waste lands in the Lower Jhelum and Lower Chenab Canal
-Oolonies in Jhang district are 10,888 and 111,528 acres, respectively.
CIVIL SURGEONS AND MEDICAL OFFICERS.

1640. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable MinisJ6ir for
Local Self-Government please state(a) .the total number of Civil Surgeons and medical officers of the
same status in this province ;
(b) their numbers community-wise;
(c) bow many of them belong to , the statutory agricultural tribes
irrespective of their community ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: I regret the answer to
-this question is not ready. It will be communicated to the honourable
.member when ready.
~
AssISTANT AND SuB-Ass1sTANT SuRGEONS IN GoVERNMENT SERVICE.

1641. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable the Minister
for Local Self-Government please lay on the table a statement showing. (a) the numbe~ of Assistant-Surgeons and Suh-Assist~nt Surgeons
·
taken into Government service since 1927 up to date;
(b) their 'numbers community-wise ;
(c) how many of them belong to the statutory agriculturist tribes?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: A statement giving
iihe information required by the honourable member is laid on the table.
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ami

s1,.(ru,ing .the.number of As~st,q,nt Surgoons
.S'liba:Assista,i
Surgeons takffl into Govemment service. since 1927.

Members belonging to notified
___

C_o_m_m_nm_·_ty_.

~·
.

a._gn_t_~_~_!_~_1__0_t_h-ers_. -·--·-T-ot•
1

d

J

Assist,ant Surgeons.
.
No Assi_stant Surgeons have been recruited since 1927.
Sub-Assist,ant Surgeons.
Muslims
19
16
I
s
/sikiis
JO
7
!
8
]7
-Hindns
17

·--

Total

28

1-- . 23

I

46

ROADS IN JHANG DIBTRIOT.

1642. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable the Minister
.:for Agricultur::i please lay on the table a statement showing(a) the total length of pucoa roads constructed and maintained b;y
the Public Works Department in Jhang District ;
(b) the length of kutcha roads taken over from the District Board,
Jhang, and maintained by the Public Works Department ;
(c) improvements in the Jhang District, if any, done to the. kutcha.
and pucca roads in. charge of the Public Works· Department
since they were taken over ?
.
\1
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: Lregret the answer
to this question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the honourable
member when ready.
INSPECTORS

:Joi;.

OF Co-OPERATIVE

SooIETIES.

1643. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah: Will the Honourable the Minister
Agriculture please state(a) the total number of inspectors of Co-operative Societies in this
province;
(b) the total number of such inspectors recruited directly to this
post;
(e) the number of statutory Muslim agriculturists of the Jhang district that were taken directly for these posts, since the establishment of this department in the province, and their postings at present ;
.
{d) what steps does the Government intend to take.to give the statutory agriculturist Muslimsof Jhang district their just.share and
proper representation in this branch of public service intended
for the uplift of the rural classes?

..------------------------ ------
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The Honourable Sardar SirJogendra Singh: (a) The number of
sanetioned posts is 125.
(b) Seventy-one of those serving are directly recruited eandidates-.
who have been :finally confirmed.
(c) Four.
(d) The position does not appear to call for- any special action.
lliKIM

AEDUL Az12-GuN-LICENOE--CANCELLATIONon,

1644. Chaudhri Afzal Haq :

Will the · Honourable Member fo-o Revenue be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that Hakim Abdul Aziz, Senai, General Beeretary, City Congress Committee, Sialkot, has been given a Iieencafor keeping a gun ;
(b) whether it is a fact that on 18th February 1980, the police suddenly
appeared on his shop and demanded the gun and the licence saying that the licence had been cancelled ?
(a) The reasons leading to the cancellation of the license and
whether any explanation was called for from him beforethis step was taken ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl+Hussin: (a) and (b) Yes.
(c) The District Magistrate had received reliable information to justify
il:le cancellation of the licence.
ExcISE

INSPECTORS.

1645. Chaudhri Zafrulla Khan : Will

the Honourable Minister tor ·
Agriculture please state(a) the number of Excise Inspectors in the Punjab ; and
(b) how many of these are Muslims and how many are non-Mus·
lims ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Thirty-four ex-::
eluding one unfilled vacancy.
(h) Muslims fourteen: non-Muslims twenty.
ExcIBE

SuB-lNBPECTORB

IN THE SPECIAL

GRADE.

1646. Chaudhri Zafrulla Khan : Will the Honourable

Minister ·
for Agriculture please state(a) the number of Excise Sub-Inspectors in'fhe special grade; and
(b) how many of these are Muslims and how many of them are
non-Muslims ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Five.
(b) Muslims none: non-Muslims five.
SITE OF BHAKRA

DAM.

1647. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Member for Revenue
please state1
(a) whether the site of Bhakra Dam is situated in British territory or outside;
(b) if outside, what is the name of the State ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i•Husain: (a) and (b). The BhskraDam. is situated on the Sutlej river at a site where one bank is in British:..
Mnitory and the other in Bila.spur State.

UNSTARRED

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

71S

VANALS IRRIGATING AREAS IN BRITISH TERRITORY.

1648. Mr. E. Maya Das : Will the Honourable M~ber for Revenue
please state(a) how many canals are there, and what are their. names, whosewaters irrigate wholly or in part areas in British territory, but
whose heads are situated outside British territory ;
(b) how far in each such case the canal has to run before it entersBritish territory ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Hasain » (a) Two, the Upper
Jhelum and the Mailsi canals.
(b) The Upper Jhelum runs for about 18 miles before it enters the British,
territory and the Mailsi canal for about 1! miles.
CANALS IRRIGATING AREAS IN NATIVE STATES.

1649. Mr. E. Maya Das : Will the Honourable Member for Revenueplease state(a) how many canals are there and what are their names whose waters
irrigate wholly or in part areas in Native States, but whoseheads are situated in British territory ;
(b) .how far in each such case the canal has to run before it enters theNative State?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain : (a) & (b) Six.
(1) Sirhind Canal
14! miles.
73
,.
(2) Bikaner Canal
1
,,
(8) Sadiqia Canal
1
,,
(4) Fordwah Canal
(5) Abbassia Canal
,.
lt
(6) Panjnad Canal
2
,.

HIRE FROM MoToR V:mmLCES FOR USE OF STANDS.
1650. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Minister for Local1

SeJi-Governmentplease state(a) whether it is a fact that district boards are entitled to establish.
vehicle stands ;
(b) if so, are they authorised to charge hire from motor vehicles plying for hire and using their stands ; if not, why not ?
'The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : (a) There is nothing to
prevent a district board establishing vehicle stands on lands in its possession.
(b) The honourable member is referred to the answer given to part (b)'
of his own question No. 10701, asked in the March 1929 session of the
Council.
LIOENOES FOR THE SUPPLY OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY.

1651. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Minister for Local
Self-Government be pleased to state the names of local bodies that have,
applied for and have secured licences for the supply of electrical energy ?
1VolumeXII, page 1016.
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The. :UonourablecMalik Firoi, Khan,, Noon : The · municipal eomIm;ttees of AnJritsar andBimla are the only municipal cqn:u:ni,ttees,t~at hold
.Iieenees for the supply · of electricity.
·
·
· ·
POLICE S_TATION _AT MEHNA, IN DISTRICT FEROZEPORE.

1652., Mr. E. Maya Das : Will the Honourable Finance Member be

•

pleased to state if the police station at Mehna in Ferozepur district is tem. porary or permanent ?
·
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : Mehnais a permanent polies
,sta.tion•
MOTOR VEHILCES AND DISTRICT BOARD ROADS.

1653. Mr. E. Maya Das : Will the Honourable Minister for Local
Self-Government be pleased to state what authority is empowered -to regu,Ja.te the speed ,of motor vehicles plying for hire on district board roads?
The Honourable Malik 'Firoz Khan, Noon : The regulation of ·the
,,:Speed of motor vehicles plying for hire on all public roads, including district
board roads, is entrusted to the District Magistrate by the Punjab Motor
Vehicles Plying for Hire Rules, 1922, made under section 11 (2) (e) of the
.Indian Motor Vehicles Act, 1914.
·
AREA

TO BE IRRIGATED

BY THE BHAKRA

DAM.

1654. Mr. E. Maya Das: .Will the Honourable Member for Revenue
be pleased to state what is the area expected to be irrigated under the Bhakra.
Dam project, in what districts and Native States and how much in each
.~district or Native State?
The Honouraole Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: The attention. of the
.honourable member-is drawn to the Oommuniou», which was issued .in July
.1929, and of which (l, copy is attached.
Press OO'llimuni,que from-the Punjab Government regarding the future programme of
Irrigation Development in the Punjab,

A'I' the meeting of the Indus Discharge Committee held in March last
.sgreement was reached on the followingpoints:(l) No more water should be withdrawn by the Punjab from the Main
Indus for 10 years ; but a volume not exceeding 1,250 cubic
feet per second may be withdrawn by the Punjab during
the winter months and approximately 7,500 cubic feet a second
du.irngthe lcharif season, from the tributaries of the Indus, for
further development of irrigation in _the province.
(2) The quantity of water required for the Bhakra Project is available
the only consideration being the effect of these withdrawals
upon the water surface levels of the Indus at the heads of the
inundation canals from the Sind boundary to Sukkur. Ac·
eordingly a Superintending Engineer from Bombay and the
Punjab are to be appointed to, submit a joint report on this
matter.
·
· ·

'
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The Punjab Government have as a result of these decisions arrived at-'

thcrfollowirig conclusions :(t)' The Thal Project for the irrigation of the Sind Sagar Doab will
be held in abeyance for at least ten years. A Bill is before the
Punjab Legislative Council for the repeal of the Sind Sagar·
Colonization Act of 1902, a Select Committee has been appointed to report-on this Bill, and their report will be considered.'
a.t the next meeting of the Legislative Council.
{ffl-The Jalalpur Project for the irrigation of the tract between theSalt Range and the right bank of theriver Jhelum from Rasul.
to Khushab is definitely abandoned on account of engineering·

difficulties,
(iii) The H~veli Project with a Hea.dworks at Trimmu just below the
junction Qf the Chenab and Jhelum will. be re-prepared for·
submission to Government of India and Secretary of State forsanetion. The Haveli · -Projeet involves the construction of
canals oh both banks of 'the Chenab : that on the right bank
will provide non-perennial irrigation · in approximately four
hundred thousand acres of land from the Headworks to below
Muza:ffargarh, and the area commanded by the existing
Karam; Ganesh and Taliri inundation canals will be included
in this area. On the left bank the canal will pass supplies
into the Ravi river above the Sidhnai head irrigation en route·
the area 'at present unirrigated in that Doab lying outside the
· irrigation limits of the Lower Chenab Canal westof the railway
line from: Jhang to Khanewal. With the water that will reach·
the Sidhnai Headworks, the existing Sidhani series of canals;
which are at present only semi-perennial, will be converted into. perennial canals. A non-perennial canal will be constructed.
from the Sidhnai Headworks to command the whole area.
between the· Sidhani Canals, Lower Bari Doab Canal, Sutley.
Valley Project and the river Chenab. The area at present
commanded by the Multan series of inundation canals will!'·
be included in the area commanded by this canal. The areasto be commanded by the left bank canal will be about
700;000 acres for perennial and 500,000 acres for non-perennial
irrigation, respectively. The total area commanded by theProject will, therefore, be some 1,600,000 acres.
(w) The Bhakra Dam Project will be prepared for submission t<>·
the Government of India and Secretary of State for sanction..
due consideration being given to the decision by the Government of India on the report of the two Superintending Engineersalluded to above. This project now involves the construction
of a dam 500 feet high on the Sutlej with a storage capacity of
over 4t million foot acres of water the equivalent of a discharge
of 12,500 cubic feet a second for six months. The water will
be utilized in increasing the intensity of"irrigation on the Sirhind
and Western Jnmna Canals and· extending the irrigation from.
these canals up to the physical limit of command from Delhi,
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m,a Hissar to the limit of irrigation from the Sutlej Valley
Project. The area commanded by the Grey Canals not already
absorbed in the Sutlej Valley Project will be. converted from
inundation into non-perennial irrigation.
The total area in which it is hoped that irrigation will be affected under
the Bhakra Project is nearly 12 million acres and into 4! million acres of this
.area irrigation will be introduced for the first time.
The preparation of both the projects-Haveli and Bhakra-c-ia now
being undertaken.
STORM

wATER

DRAIN

IN FEROZEPORE

TAHSIL.

1655~ Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Member for Revenue
hi pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that near the villages Karyan, Suba Kahan·
ehand and Hastake in the Ferozepore tahsil there runs a
natural storm water drain in the direction of village Hassan
Dhoot;
(b) whether it is a fact that the Bikaner and Ea.stem canals have cut
across this drain ;
(o) whether it is a fact that no syphon has been provided under these
canals for the outflow of storm water;
(d) ii answers to (a), {b) and (c) be in the affirmative, what action
they propose taking in the matter ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) There is no drain
:but a shallow natural depression only.
(b) The Bikaner and Eastern canals cross this depression.
(e) Yes.
(d) Action is being taken by the Superintendent, Grey Canals, to control
the volume of water in the Butewah Canal, which at present floods this
area.
CoLLEOTIO:N OF WATER NEAR THE Bra:ANER

CANAL EMBANKMENT.

1656. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Member for Revenue
,Please state(a) whether it is a fact that since the Bikaner canal has been constructed, water from villages of Karyan, Buba Kahanehand
and neighbouring villages comes and collects near the Bikaner
Canal embankment ;
(b) if so, what is the area of the land in which water collects, what
villages are concerned, and how mneh land of each village ia
affected ?
·

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain:

(a) Yes.
(b) The area varies with seasons and yea.rs. Ther~ is much rice enlti-Tation in this part of the country and it is difficult to determine what portion of flooding due to rainfall and what portion is due to eseapage from
ffl fields.

UNSTARRED
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B1KANER CANAL.

1657. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable M!)mbar for Revenue
j>lease state.
(a) whether it is a fact that in or about September 1928, there wal!I
a heavv rainfall and much water collected near the embankment ~f the Bikaner canal near the villages· Sooba Kahanehand and Karian :
(b) whether it is a fact that the Revenue Assistant had to ask the
Canal Department to cut the canal embankment in order to
. give the collected water a chance to be drained into the canal ;
(c) if so, was a cut made in the canal, if so, for how me.ny days was
the W1l. ter allowed to drain into the canal ?
(a) what was the area in which the water was standing at the time,
what villages were concerned and what was the area in each
case?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes. Some water
:.had collected, partly due to heavy local rainfall of 31st Augu!'lt and partly
due to excessive supply brought down by the Butewah Canal of the Grey
-System.
(b) The Executive Engineer concerned had allowed a cut in the canal
·to drain off the surplus water before ha reeeiva-l the Rsvanue Assistant'B
.request to do so.
(o) All water drained off into the canal within 24 hours.
(a) Enquiries have been made and the details will be supplied to the
·honourable member as soon as available.
SOUNDINGS OF WATER TABL'ElS,VILLAGES 011' ~RIAN,

ETO.

1658. Mr. E. Maya Das:· Will the Honourable Revenue Member be
j>lea.sed to state-

· .
(a) whether it is a fact that in the neighbourhood of villages Karian,
Sooba Kahanohand and other villages near the Bika.ner Canal,
the Canal Department has been taking soundings of the water
table, whether it is rising or not ;
(b) if so, a statement showing the rise or fall as the case may be,
in the case of lands of the following villages may kindly be
· laid on the table :-Ha.stake, Soother, Sooba Kahanehand,
Karian, Sooba Jadeed, Sooba Kadirn.
The'Honourable Miao Sir Fazl-i-Husain : (a) Yes, detailed obser·va.tions are being made in villages along the Bikaner Canal.
{b) No clear results can be determined yet from them as the observations
ha.ve not been continued for sufficiently long period, and it does not appear,
therefore, that laying on the table the statement asked for would, at the
present ti:r;ne, serve a useful purpose.
AocuMULATroN OF WATER NEAR BIKANER

1659.

CANAL.

Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Revenue Member be

pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that when water has been accumulating. near
the Bikaner Canal, the Canal Department have employed
pumps to pump the water into the O&Illll ;
(1,) if so, how me.ny times, on what occasions and with what results ?
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" The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain:

(a) Yes.

(b) On one occasion, during September 1929, with very good res11It!J.

CANAL ZILLADARS.
1660. Mr: E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Revenue Member-please' state.
(a) what is the total number of canal zilladars;
(b) how many amongst them are Christians ;
(c) when were zilladars recruited last arid how many were taken;
(d) amongst the applicants were there any Christians, if so, how many;·
(e) 'was any Christis.n taken, if no Christian was taken, what" werethe reasons fot not taking any of them ?
The Honourable Mian Sir 'Fazl-i·Husain: (a) 218.

(b) ·2.
(c) The last selection made was in 1929 when 59 were selected.
(d)· None.
(e) No. Nohe were recommended.
GovERNMENT · HIGH

Boaoors FOR Gnus.

1661. Mt. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Minister for Educa-·

non please

stat~
.
{a) in what places. are Government High Schools for Girls aeeommodated in rented buildings ;
(b) what is the amount of rent paid in eaeh case?
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: The required information is·
as follows :Place& where Government High Schools for Girl.s
Amount of rent p<iliil,

are accommodated in rented buildings.

in each case.
Per mensem ..

/

Rs.

1. Ambala
2. Jhang

100
185
120
150
100
180
100

8. Hissar
4; Amritsar ·
~- Moga
6. Ludhiana
7. · Hoshiarpur
Ambala and Hoshiarpur schools will, however, be shifted to Government buildings in · the near future.
DESTRUCTION

OJ;'

LOCUSTS.

1662. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Minister for Agri~
culture please state1
(a) whether it is a fact that during the recent winter month locusts
have ;visited many districts in the Punjab;
(b) if so, what instructions were issued by Government for their
destruction ;
:(c) in how many districts these instructions were acted upon and with,
what results ?

--------------------------·

- ---·

·~ .f

The Honourable Sardat Sir JogendraSingh,: ·.(a); Yea. , .·
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(b) ..A,copy of Financial Commisaioner's lett~r.No. 805-D.,.da.ted 2i>tb.
W.ebrnary, 1980, is laid on the table.
, · ·
.
.
. . ·
·,
. : • · . (,~) Action . is being, taken in all districts as Indicated in this lettEn: ;
llut it is too early as yet to make any definite statementes to the results of
the action taken.
·
•Copy.of Letter No. 805 I., dated 25th Februa.ry, 1930, from A. C. M:A.ONABB, Esq., I.C.S.,
Senior Secretary to the Fin&ndia.l Com.missioners, Punjab, to all Commissioners and
Deputy Commissioners in the Punjab.

· I AM directed to address you on the threat to the province arising from
:the plague of 'locusts which have been seen in most districts in recent months.
· The insects have been seen in such large numbers and over so large an area
.that there is serious danger of a disastrous amount of damage being inflicted
unless steps are taken, adequate to meet the needs of the case. It seems
-probable that nothing short of combined action by the people and by Government· servants of all departments will suffice, and I am accordingly directed
request you to take measures as early as possible to arrange for such com.bined action on a thoroughgoing scale.
· .: 2. The measures advocated in appendix V to the Land Administration
Manual are, in general, sufficient, and, although drafted some years ago,
.$'e almost in every: way up-to-date. A few minor suggestions are here
.a\dded, but the all-India Committee, which recently sat in Delhi to discuss
the position, has in the main supported the measures described in Appendix
V. Since that appendix was written, the chief change has been the recruit.Iitent · of the · staff of the Agricultural Department.
.
3. It seems clear. that the officers of the Revenue Department· must
'.1!ake the lead; no other department has the organization, the information,
or the intimate relation with the people required to combat the present danger.
'In each district an officer should be placed in control of locusts work ; usually
the Revenue Assistant will be found most suitable, but where there is a
-sub-division the Sub-Divisional Officer should be made responsible. All
information concerning flights of locusts should be sent to this officer as soon
-as possible and it should be his duty to pass on all the available information
to the officials and the committees mentioned below. He should at once
without waiting for the appearance of locusts take measures to ensure that·
these instructions in Appendix V are thoroughly well known and understood
rby the revenue staff, and should instruct the Tahsil staffs to take all pos· sible steps to teach the people the means of meeting the peril, Every effort
should be made to utilize the short time still available to organize these
preparatory measures. Information as to the presence of locusts should
.also be forwarded with the least possible delay to the Deputy Director
of Agriculture of the circle affected, and also directly to the Entomologist,
Agricultural College, Lyallpur.
If the Deputy Commissioner
can
-arrange this, it would probably be useful if post cards containing information could be sent direct by the Patwaris to these officers.
4. Deputy Commissioners should review the resources at their disposal
-and should invite the assistance of officers of all the departments in the
-eampaign. Without desiring in any way to interfere with tha discretion of
Deputy Commissioners, the Financial -Gommissioners suggest tha.t ad vantage
-would be gained by organizing executive committees for as ma.ny local areas

to
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e.s may be practicable, compatible with the existence of .suitable presidents ..
Better work will probably be secured if the officials available are distributed
amongst these eon.mittees, so that each will have a definite area to deal with
in case of a visitation. The fact that an officer has been made responsible- •
for executive work in a particular local .area will not absolve him from responsibility for rendering all assistance within his power in the district generally; for Inatanee, an ARsistant Registrar may be placed on a committee
for a small area, but be should still be responsible for organizing co-operators
throughout, his charge to join in the campaign.
The Financial CommissiC'J:HS are of opir icn frat if work against lccusts be decentralized to theextreme limit prrn.itted by the existence of efficient presidents of committees ...
and "if each available officer and committee is made responsible for protecting
a definite area, it should "le possible to take immediate effective action whereever and whenever the danger arises. The mere fact that touring may be
restricted or routine work interrupted during the danger period should not
he allowed to interefere with the Emergent task of combating the threatens d
plague. If such ccnmitt€es are at once constituted, it should be poasible
for the cfficial member to ensure that the instructions for action are known
throughout his area and to. arrange for immediate effective action.
5. It must be clearly understood that there is no short and easy
method of destroying locusts, and that nothing less than the whole-hearted
co-operation of everyone concerned is necessary.
For flying locusts.
there is no measure short of killing the individuals wherever found, and this
can best be done at night when they collect on trees or bare ground. Apa.rt
from the measures advocated in Append.ix V, effort is being made to procure a.
supply of sodium jl:uo.~ilicate, which, when mixed with bran makes a bait
attractive to the hopper and the adult. It has been found that this bait is
practically harmless to cattle ; cattle allowed to graze on land baited with
this poison have been found to suffer no ill effects, and a fairly large dose
must be given to an animal before 1t becomes affected. The use of this
poison will be controlled by the staff of the Agricultural Department if a
sufficient supply can be obtained in time. About three annas worth ofthis poison suffices for one acre of land.
·
6. The most effective measure against locusts is to discover where
eggs have been laid and to destroy them. For this reason great importance
must be attached to the supply of regular and prompt information of
flights. Breeding grounds must be found and notified with the least possible
delay, and re-wards may be offered and paid for information as to these.
When a breeding ground has been discovered, it should be at once ringed
round with a trench to prevent the-hoppers from escaping; some authorities
consider that this alone may be sufficient, but it will be safer to have the
eggs dug up and destroyed by burying them in deep holes. 'As, however,
it is generally found that a considerable number of eggs are left in the
ground to produce boppers, the search for and destruction of eggs should
not be held to render unnecessary the digging of a trench around a breeding
ground, as it will help to preventthe spread of any hopper that may emerge.
7. Where a breeding ground contains crops or other food, the hoppers
may find enough to last them until they can fly away. so that a trench by
itself may prove ineffective. Thus, both trenching and destruction should
be , taken in hand.
·

UNSTARRED
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for the destruction of hoppers are given in Appendix
The poison baits already described can be used when available. The trenches· should be so deep that
the hoppers cannot creep out ; it has been found useful to provide the trenches
with side screens so as to guide the hoppers into them ; this niay be made of
ordinary cloth or. of corrugated iron, both of which can be used over and over
again or ' Sirki '. If every committee were provided with rods or pe~
about 18 inches long for holding the side screens in position, these could
. he easily carried to the place of action ;and would make possible the
immediate erection of the screens. It has been suggested that in order
. to prevent the hoppers from jumping out of the trench a strip of slippery
oil-cloth should be placed on the side of the trench away from the advancing
hoppers ; it is doubtful whether sufficient of this oil-cloth is readily obtain- .
able or if its u'se is really practicable an a large scale.
,
9. Whether the large number of canals of all descriptions in the pro· "Vince will prove useful is yet to be proved ; hoppers can survive in water fot
some time', and usually a little oil has to be put on to the water before they
can be killed.
10. As trenches are so effective r.gainst hoppers, it follows tha~ it is
t>ai!y to protect crops by digging · trenches around them. This measure
can be adopted a.t once wherever the cultivators are prepared to take the
. trouble and it should be impressed en their attention·.
11. The Agricultural Department have some flame throwers, but the
value of these has yet to be proved : they will be used whenever circumstances appear favourable.
12. A grant of Rs. S,000 is being placed at the disposal of each Commissioner for distribution to the Deputy· Commissioners in his division.
The Department of .Agricu1ture will make arrangements for the free supply
of poison, help in the way of flame showers, and the dissemination of advice on old and ni>w method c,f control and destruction. The main Rgency~
however, for the collection of intelligence and the organization of concerted
action must. still be the Deputy Commissioner.' The grants now being allotted to Commissioners ar« designated, in the main, subject to each Deputy
Commissioner's discretion, (a) to encourage the discovery of , breeding
grounds especially in uncultivated areas, (b) to provide the necessary con. tingeneies for an organized campaign. If concerted action is needed as
between the various departments of Government, it is even more necessary
to engender in the mind of the countryside a lively apprehension as to the
gravity of the present threatened plague and to secure its co-operation and
its informed co-operation in its own interests. In this connection paragraph 8 of Appendix V, Land Administration Manual, still holds good. Locusts
in the cycle of their coming only emphasize the increasing importanee of
the war man is doomed to wage against insects microscopic and obtrusive.
18. Copies of this Ictter are being sent to the Heads of all Departments
under authority of the Punjab Government, and it is hoped that every one
will do whatever he can to assist in protecting the province from the danger
that threatens it.
8.

Instructions

V of the Manual and there is Jittle · to add.

1929.
Finance Member·
please state what steps has Government taken to give publicity to the Child
Marriage (Restraint) Act, 1929?
CHILD MARRIAGE (RESTRAINT) AcT,

1663. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable
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The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : Deputy Commissioners have
-been 'asked to explain what ..the Act aebually' exiacts, and wh~t it does not
enact;' where they find that misunderstanding
of its provi,ii<;ril~: ·
·
·

PJiil'SIOAt :rB,\I;NING :FOR woMEN

prevails as ragardR the scope
·
IN coLr..BGEs.

: . . . 166.4.. ijr,. E,.

Maya. Das : Will the Honourable Minister for E.d1l·
:cation please state- ·
.
.
(a} _what . s~epfl Government is taking _-for introducing up-to-date
.
m~thocfa for giving physical training.in colleges for women-;:
(b) h- ~ an instructresa with suitable qualifications been enoaged,
what are her qualifications ;
.
.
(c) )f no. qualified instruetress has so fur been engaged, wha.t action
· ·
does Government propose ta.king in the matter?
The Honoarable Mr. Manohar Lal : (a) Temporary arrangement
has bean made with the Y. W. C. A., whereby an instruotress gives soma two
holirs' work a day in our schools and colleges for women ;
·.
(b) this lady is very highly qualified in physical training ;
(c) does not arise.
MUNICIPALITIES

AND TEJM:PERANOEPROPAGANDA.

. 1665. Mr. E. Maya Das : (a) Will the Honourable Minister for Agri-oultme he "pleased to st-1.te-·
·
(a) whether the Municipality of A.mritsar is spending any mnne_y on
temperance propaganda, if. so, how muoh ;
. (b) is any other mnpieipa.lity doing the same ;
.
(c) if so, what ia its name and ~hat is the amount c:ipent?
.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : (a) No. Such a p~·
possl, however, is under consideration.
·
. (b) No..
(c) Does not arise.
REl'AIRSOF GRAND TRUNK ROAD.

1666. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will Lhe Honourable Mini~ter for Agricnlture please · st11.te___;. ·
{a) whether it is a fact that on the Grand Trnnk Road when the
road is under repairs, the vehiolee have to use the berms;
(b) whether it is a fact that the berm on one side is kept for motors
and the one on the other for lorries and carts ;
(e) whether it is a fact tha.t in many places tho road berm is sonarrow as to allow only one vehicle to go and two vehicles cannot
. pass each other ;
(d) if this be so, what action does Government propose ta.king in
the matter?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : (a) and (c) Yes.
(b) This ,,is the general practice.
{d) The matter is not one whioh appears to call for spacial action, as the
fooonvenienoe only occurs for a very brief period.

. · ;UNSTARRED
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, . · RoLLS: OF E~TRA ASSISTANT 00MMISSIONERB,

JHAN.G •.

: ,'. 1667. · Sayad -Mnbarik · Ali 'Shah : Will the Chief Secretary pie,~
state- . .
. " I . '' ;. '.· .....
· "·<,
(a) the number of rolls community-wise (for the appointment of

Extra Assistant Commissionersin Register ". C "),. sent up by
the Deputy Commissioner, Jhang, this year to the Commis. 'sioner, Mult_im Division, for consideration and submission to
· .the Local· Government ; ·
.
. ·
' .
· ·. ·
(b) the number 'of such rolls actually received by the Local Government through the Commissioner; :Multan Division t:
(c) the number of· the rolls of the Statutory Agriculturist Muslims
of Jhang district received by the Local Government from the
Commissioner, Multan Division ;
(d) if no rolls referred ·to in part (c) have been received, the reasons.
for ignoring the claims of the Statutory Agriculturist 11:uslims
of the Jhang district, notwithstanding their overwhelming
preponderance in population ;
.
(e) any special reasons for considering the names. of Non-Agrieulturist Non-Muslims from the purely Agriculturists and Muslim
district like Jhang '}
·
·
Mr. H. W. Emerson : (a), (b) and (c) The informntion which the
honourable member desires is confidential and Government is therefore
not prepared to disclose it.
(d) and (e) Do not arise.
4

TEACHING STAFF, MAOLAGANENGINEERING CoLL~GE, MoGHALPUBA.· · ·'

1668. Cbaudbri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Minister for Agri·
"1;llture be pleased to state the total number of Muhammadans on the teach!
staff of the M:acl.-1g.m Engineering C,iJle~o, Mughalpura, excluding the
Laboratory, Assistants who do not do any teaching work?
~ · The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogeodra Smgh : l regret the answer.
to this question is not y~t ready. It will be communicated to the honourable member when ready.

mg

STAFF OF THJil MAOLAGANENGINEERING COLLEGE, MoGHALPURA.

. 1669. ChaudhriAfzal Haq: Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture be pleasd to state the number, qualifications, pay, other emoluments
and duties-of each of t~e members of the staff of the Ma.claganEngineering\
College,Moghalpura '}
-,
. . ·· ·
The Honourable·Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : · I regret the a~et'
to this question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the hononr-"
able member when ready.
REoRH~TION FEE, MAOLAGANENGINEERING CoLLEGE, MooHALPURA.

1670. Cb.audhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable :Ministerfor Agri-'
culture be pleased to state the total amount of the Recreation fee which thePrincipal of the Maclagan Engineering Collegehas hand1ed since the beginning of the collegeand whether any account of this money has been famished
to the Accountant-General, Punjsb?
·
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The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : I regret the a.nswer
to this question is not yet ready. It will be eommanieeted to the honourable member when ready.
Gtrnnaseu a.
1671. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : With reference to unstarred question
No. 15241 asked on 27th February 1980, will the Honourable Revenue
Member please state(a) whether Ram Dial was not the outgoing Superintendent of the
Deputy Commissioner's office, Gurdaspur, and .whether he
was not a Hindu ;
(b) for how many years had Ram Dial been the Superintendent of the
Deputy Commissioner's office, Ghrdaspur ;
(c) whether any Muhammadan clerk from the Punjab Civil Secretariat
or the Legal Rsmembranoer's office applied in 1927-28for the
post of the Super ntendent, Deputy Commissoner's office,
Gurdaspur;
(d). whether the newly appointed Superintendent was not serving
as Superintendent of Deputy Commissioner's office at Dera
Ghazi Illian, and if so, why he was imported from that office ;
(e) what action, if any, does Government propose to take jn the
matter?
SUPERINTENDENT, DEPUTY CoMMISSIONBR's Ol!'FIO.El,

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes, but he was a.
Sikh not a Hindu.
(b) 13 years and 4 months.
(c) Government has no record-ephemeral papers of this kind are
annually destroyed.
(d) Yes, but there are no orders prohibiting transfers from one division
to another or fro.m one district to another.
(c) Does not arise.
EXTERNAL EXAMINERS AT THE PUNJAB VETERINARY COLLEGE,

1672. Chaudhri · Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Minister for
Agriculture be pleased to Jay down a statement showing the qualifications
both aoadem e and veterinary of Messrs. Qu rke, Egan, Garewal, Nanda.
and Preston, who have been the external Examiners at the Punjab Veterinary College?
·
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: All are memebrs of
the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Details about the academic qualifications of the other officers except
Mr. Nanda.were forwarded to the Secretary of State prior to their appointment, and are. not at present available.
1.Page
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UNB1'.ABBE]) QUESTIONS AND ANSWEBB,
PROFESSORS

AT THE PUNJAB VETERINARY CoL~EGl!I.

1673. Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Will the Honourable Minister for Agri<eultnrebe pleased to state.
(a) whether it is a fact that some of the professors at the Punjab
Veterinary College do not deliver lectures thems ,Ives in their
respective subjects and that their Assistants deliver such leetures ;
L

·

(b) whether he is aware that this practice does-not prevail in any other
college or institution, e.q., Agricttltural College, Lyallpur,
Maclagan Engineering College or the Punjab Medical College;
(e) whether he has received any eomplainta from the students of the
Punjab Veterinary College to that effect ;
·
( d) if the answers to the above are in the affirmative, what action
Government intend to take in the matter ?

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : (a) It is not a fa.ct
·that some of the Professors do not deliver lectures, but it is a fact that some
.Assistants have been delivering lectures,
(b) Each institution has to have the arrangements best suited to its
_particular needs.
(e) No.
(d) Does not arise.

GOVERNMENT'S DEMANDS FOR GRANTS-ooNT.O.
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION (TRANSFERRED )-continued.
Mr. President: Tbe Council will now resume discussion on the
'General Administration (Transferred) Grant.
Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan: Sir. before you call on the Honourable
Minister to speak, I should like to raise a point of order. Article 66 of the
'Constitutional Manual clearly lays down tha.t when a closure motion has
been carried the original question shall forthwith ha put without a.ny amendment or debate. The provisions of this Article are imperative and leave no
·discretion at all to the Chair or to the Honse. So, I submit that the debate
cannot continue now and must be closed and the question put.
Mr. President : That is what I pointed out myself the day before yes·terday. Will the honourable member please refer to the peoviso to para.graph 66 ?

·

Rana Firoz•ud·Din Khan : Under the proviso the mover of the
amendment may be allowed an. opportunity to reply, but when ha does not
wish to exercise that right, the Government member has no right of
reply.
·
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : May I invite your attention to Article 64 (2)
-which says :
·
·
" Except iD. the exercise of a right of r:E!.{; or as otherwiae provided by the roles or
the et.anding orders, no memb!ir
speak more ~
onoe ti9 any 111.otion.'
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[Ch.Afzal Haq.]
. · It clearly shows that after the closure motion is put and passedonly
these members who have the right of reply can speak and none else, Tbat.i
is not all. I must also.invit~ yow; ~ttention to Article 66 (1) which runs
as. follows:- .
:
·

been

,my

may

'' At any time after a m~tion has
ma.de
me:mber
jnove ' That the question be now put ' and unless it appears to the President that the motion is a.n
abuse of the~
or standing orders, or an infring~ent of the right o~ reasonable debate, the J'resi,dent shall then put the motion ' That the qtiestioli be now
put.'".
·

We all know that if the question' that the question be now put' is put
and passed, then absbJutely no debate can proceed. We are all aware that
a reasonable opportunity for debate has been given by the Chair to all
parties and to all sections of the House. So if I do not give my reply, no
one can claim, not even the Government Member, tha;t he has any right of:
reply. ~e Government Member has absolutely no option, and the House
is aware that the Government benches are in the majorit.y and we are in the,
minority. The Honourable Mian.Sir Fazl-i-Hu.§sain: How?) T_here is· a
difference in the Parliamentary procedure and the procedure of this honour-'
able House. 89 far as the Parliamentary practice is concerned the . 'differeence is this that there, a closure motion is put. "unless it appears to the Chair'
that the motion is an abuse of the rules of the House or an infringement of
the right of the minority."
·
Mr. President: Is not the procedure of this House exactly the same ?:
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: No, Sir. What I want to say is that you.
must protect the right of the minority. In our rules and in the rules of the·
Parliament there is a difference. Our rule lays down that the " right of
reasonable debate. . . . ... " ..
Mr. President: These words are borrowed from May's Parliamentary,
Practice.
.
..
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: No, Sir, the words are different and different
interpretations may be put on them.
· ··
·
' Mr. President: However, the paragraph referred to by the honourablemember relates to the motion for closure which has been carried already.
Chaudbri Afzal Haq: I do not want to give: a reply, and after the
closure motion· the debate should be closed absolutely and no member..neither official nor non-official, has any right of reply.
Mr. President:' Two. honourable members of this House, one re-·
presenting the Hoshiarpur district and the other from Gujranwala, express- •
ly requested the Chair to hear the Minister. I declared more than once that
the Minil:ter had no right of reply, as the mover bf the amendment had not
made any reply.· But, in deference to the wish of the above mentioned.
members, I gathered the sense of the House informally and the whole.
House, including the mover himself, was .in favour of the Minister being
called for a reply. That 'Was the stage at which the business of the Council.
was interrupted on the 18th. Is the honourable member aware· of this ? '
. Chaudhri Ahal. Haq: . You are p~rfectly awar~ th~~•. fr9:rµ the vecy
beginning when the debate was closed.•...•.
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Mr. President:, .Will the. honourable member please say whether it is
a fa.ct or not: that .two .hononrable members requested .the Chair that the
Honourable Minister should be heard? Was it; not at. their request that I
- collected the sense of the House informally ? The honourable mover was
present at the . time and he too did not object.
There was not a single
dissentiont voice. Is that a fact or not?
Chaudhri . Afzai Haq .: With due rei\re~t '. , . . . . . . .

Mr. President::
first.

Is it or is it not a fact?

Please answer that question:

•
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Both are fact!'l. From the very beginning 1

protested against the right of reply.
Mr. President: I do not deny that.
Chauclhri Afzal Haq : In the heat . of the moment I did not hear
what fell from your lips. So far as I can see from the report which is pro-vided to me you haw :ruled that this question will he decided later on.
Mr. President: Mav I refer the honourable member to the official
report? Pandit Nanak Chand suggested that I might re-open the whole
thing- and allow a fresh debate. I declared. that I could not do .that. Then
Mr. Labh Singh urged that tho Honourable Minister should be heard. It
was on this that T agreed . that, if the House wished to hear the Honourable Minister, I would have no objection. ~- gathered the sense of the Houseand found it unanimous. The official Report says:-·
•
" The President then gathered the . sense of the. Honse which was for hea.ring the.,
Honourable Minister for Looal Self-Government."

Chau~
Ahal Haq : The whole House which without a dissentient
voice voted for the closure cannot at the next moment .sav that it wants to
hear the reply· of the Honourable Minister.
.
• ·
Mr. President : . Perhaps the honourable members did not know at first
that the closure motion would deprive the Honourable Minister of his
right of. reply.
Chau~
Ahal Haq : · 'I'hen, I respectfully· submit that the reasonable right of debate has not been exercised by this honourable Honse,
The position is this. Really no time or opportunity has . been provided to
the official benches to make a reply to the criticisms that have been levelled
against the Honourable Minister. But
·
Mr. Presid~nt : The request that the Minister for Local Self-Govern·
ment should be allowed to make a speech did not emanate from the official
benches. It was from .other quarters. · Some honourable members thought
that the Honourable Minister should be given .an opportunity to explain
his position ; and the whole House, including thehonourable mover, approved
of that course.
Rana Firoz•ud·Din Khan : My question .is whether the wish or the
suggestion of. the House or of a, few members ascertained informally by the
Chair can override the express provisions of the law. on this subject.
· Mr~ Presldent t ' '.fechnically speaking; ·tbe Honourable Minister has
no right of reply, Bqt the whole House unanimously . desired that theHonourable' Minister ,for Local Self-Government · should be · called upon.

.
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.

to make a. reply and not a single member

protested or raised a dissentient
So, in pur1manceof the wishes of the House I agreed to give him
.an opportunity. However, if the Councilis inclined to undo what it did on
the 18th instant, it is welcome to do so.
voice.

Rana Firoz•ud•Din Khan: My objection still stands unanswered.
My question is whether our rules or standing orders do allow the practice
-or procedure that, a.ftera debate has been closed, the Minister can be allowed
to make a reply without the mover giving the reply himself.

Mr. President : The honourable member is repeating his technical
-objeetion.

Rana Firoz•ud ...Din Khan : Yes.
Mr. President: Standing orders are made by this House to regulate
.its procedure. No doubt, they require the formal sanction of, His
Excellency the Governor, but they are passed by the House. I do not
think that the House is breaking or violating any standing order in asking
the Chair to allow the Honourable Minister to explain the charges made
.against him. If he is not allowed to explain his conduct today, he may stand
up tomorrow after the questions to make a personal explanation regarding
the charges made against him and I do not think that it will be legal
-or just to refuse him an opportunity. It is open to the Honourable Minister
to make a statement or a personal explanation. ( j 11ov:e : At any time ?)
Yes, at any time after or before questions with the permission, of the Chair
.and there shall be no debate or discussion on that statement.
'
Lala Kesho Ram Sekhri : May I point out tha.t it was just after the
closure that I submitted to the House that it would be unfair if the Honourable
:Minister was not allowed to make a reply at all? · There were so many
charges against him and it would have been much better if he had got up
earlier and made his reply so that other members might have criticised his
.Points. It was only then that you gave the honourable mover the right of
reply, because under the rules the President may allow a.ny member any
right of reply and in the exercise of that right of reply. Government benches
have a right to make a statement. In consequence of that, the honourable
mover started to speak but then changed his mind and did not proceed with
his reply. Since he exercised that right of reply, it was of course in the fitness of things that the Government benches, or rather theHonourable
Minister for Local Self-Government, had a right to make a statement.
-Consequentlythe House said that it would be better if hEI made a statement.
Mr. Labh Singh: Provided we had a right to reply.
Lala K.esho Ram Sekhri: Yes, the right to discuss that statement.
Under the rules we cannot do so. That is how this matter came about.
Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: May I suggest a compromise? We do
not want to be unfair to the Honourable Minister. So many speeches have
been made against him and they contain very serious allegations. In fact,
· Yflry serious charges have been brought against him which amount practically
to an impeachment with respect to this matter. It is, therefore, equitable
ihat he ought to be given an opportunity to explain his version of the matter.
It is unfortunate that he did. not get up early enough during the course of

.,
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-the debate. If he had got up, then some other members might have. had an
-opportunity to reply to him. But at the same time, I think, it. would be
fair even now to give him a chance to have his say and also to give a chance
to other members of the House to have their say, if they so desire. TJ:ut'
would be fair to both parties.
·
·
Mr. President: The honourable members are aware that, like the :nnver
-of 11, substantive motion, a. Minister has the right of a seeoad spaseh. Para.graph 64 clearly says that the Member of . Government to whose dsparbment the subject relates has the right of speaking after the mover has replied.
Dr. Gokul Chand Narang's suggestion is open to two objsotions. In the
first place, it would take the House back to the moment im m.iia.taly bsfore
the closure motion was put. In the second place, it shall deprive the G >V·
ernment member of his final say which he has a. right to hava, W nt
difference would it make if the Honourable Minister g >t up ,u l .n i I l ·li
speech, then the honourable mover replied and again the Honourable
.Ministor gave a reply?
. Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : May I. submit that there is really not
much to dread in these two objections that you have been pleased to· urge
.against my proposal ? With respect to the technical aspect of the objection, I· would submit that it really does not infringe any statutory provisl ras
of the law. This is after all a rule of procedure and if the whole H:)11Sa
agrees and-on the anulcgy <,>f the House of Commons we are really the 1.1.r·
biters of the procedure which should be followed,-then for the mnznenb, y>u
may permit the Minister to have his reply. That would mean thJ.t you m liY
for all practical purposes ignore or suspend the rules of procedure. And if
you can so ignore or suspend the rules of procedure in the ease of the
Honourable Minister, I do not .see any great objection in ignoring or suspending the· rules of procedure in the case of other members also. My
submission in this respect is that this objection should not stand in our wa.y•.
The second objection is· that the Honourable Minister will not. have an
opportunity for a final say. I personally have no objection to the Honoarable
Minister having his final say. ·Let him have his first say and after other
honourable members have spoken, let him have his final say also.
Mr. President: I am here to enforce the rules, not to ignore them.
.
Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : Then, do not ignore the rnle !l.t all, but
'kindly proceed to put the question straight away.
Mr. President: It was the House which asked ma with one
unanimous voice that, I should give the Minister an opportunity to spol\k.
I clearly informed the House thet according to our Rules 'and Sta.11dfag
-Orders he had no right of reply. Now, I am asked to re-open the whole de··
bate by allowing the Minister, the mover, the other members and the Minister
to speak again to the question.
·
Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : Not necessarily the mover, but other
members also who have not spoken already.
Mr. President : How can that. he done ?
Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: 'How can that be done' .i.d the question
·which you have been pleased to put to mo. You were pleased to s·i.y t,h\i,,
you were prepared to ignore the rules at the request of tLe whole Hense, ,
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Mr. President:But does the whole House approve of that procedure P
·' Dr~ Gokul .Chand Narang: If the sense of the House id that the per·
mission may be given to .other members also to speak with tha proviso
that 'the Minister may be given a second chance to have his final say, then
this technical objection will not stand in our way.
. -The ·Honourable Miao Sir Fw·i·Husain : It is. ha!f past two nowand you will see that this demand ceases to be discussed sometime . about
5 .o'clock· today, if I am not mistaken.
.
·
I am sure, after the carrying of the closure, not by a division but nnanimouslv, Sir, we on this side of the Honse do not see how the debate enn be·
eonttnued and thus request you to consider this debate closed with ro~ard to.
this cut.
Moreover, Sir, I am sure there is another part of the House
w;hich wishes not to be. deprived of the right of discusaing other matters.
'

'

Shaikh Abdul Ghani: Sir, the compromise suggested.•.•.•.
Mr. President: The honourable member need not discuss the eom-

P,?oµrise.

Shaikh Abdul Ghani: We cannot set at naught the rules .•••..
Mr. President : Certainly not.
Shaikh Abdul Ghani: Sir, it was 1 think, settled day before yes·
terday and the sense appears to be the same today, that the majority of the,
House is in favour of hearing what the Honourable Minister for Local SelfGovernment · has to say in reply to the charges levelled against him.

Mr. Labh Singh: It is obvious, Sir, I was responsible for the request
that the Minister should be permitted to have his say in the matter, although I was perfectly consciousthat he had no good reasons to urga in his
defence. He failed to exercise his right at the proper tims and in the proper
way, but my submissionis that if you are permitting the Honourable Ministo reply, then it is but fair that we should insist that whatever he says in
his reply .should have a chance of being replied to by such other members
of the House as have not so far taken part in this debate. If he is not prepared to comply with this compromise or if you are not pleased to approve
of it, then, Sir, my submission is that the rules should have their way, and
the debate should be closed. Otherwise, if the Minister introduces fresh
matter, it will gb unanswered.

Mr. President: Those gentlemen who do not wish the Honourable
Minister for Local Self-Government to make a reply to the charges made
against him, would. please say so.
As there is no dissentient voice I allow the Honourable Minister to
make his reply.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon (Minister for Local Self·
Government): Sir, I am extremely indebted to the House for having
given me this opportunity to speak ....••
· Chaudhri Afzal Haq : I am very sorry that I cannot continue to sit
here in the House. As this is an infringement of the right of the minority.
I must walk out of the Chamber. (The hanoorable member then walked out.)
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The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: I was saying, Sir, that

T was indebted to the House for having granted me this opportunity .· of
.answering some of the points that have been raised against the action the

Government has taken in this case against the senior vice-president of the
· Gujranwala Municipal Committee. I am also indebted to the honourable
member for Gujranwala.non-Muslimconstituency who, the d~y before yesterday like a sportsman, came forward and said that I should be given . a.
-ehance to answer the speech that he had made. I certainly thank him for
the generosity he showed on that day. Even though he has tried to go baek
-on that spirit this morning, (Mr. Labh Sinqh : No, I have not), yet, I
thank him for the kindness and generosity which I value in exactly the same
· ·way as I did the day before yesterday.
·
it was suggested that I should have got up and spoken earlier. Th e faot
of the matter is that the honourable member from Gujranwala. (Mr. La.bh
-Singh) was speaking the other day in such a delicate and mellowvoice that it
was impossible for me to listen to his speech from my seat here and I had to
move nearer to catch his points so that I could explain them in my speech;
And the moment he bad sat down I rushed into my seat in order to be able
to get up to speak. But when I· got back here and rose up in my seat, the
honourable member, Chaudhri Afzal Haq, also rose simultaneously. Iµ the
short interval when I was moving to my seat, closure was proposed and
· carried, and I was deprived of my right of speech.
1

It was then suggested as to why I did not get up earlier to make my
.speeeh on this matter. There again, the fact of the matter bas been this.
In the discussion three main points were at issue and they were the ones
'which I had discussed in the general discussion. My honourable friend
from Gujranwala (Mr. Labh Singh) took exactly those three points and
based his speech on them. It is, therefore; hardly fair to se.y tba.tt.he Minister
"had not placed the facts m possession of the House and deprived the House
of an opportunity of commentingupon his conduct. , Fourthermore, throughout the debate, there were only three speeches made. The mover proposed
the cut and the hononrahle member for urban Musliin constituency foilowed. Neither of them came from Gujranwala and so neither
well
, aware of the facts of the case.· Then the honourable member. for East and
w·est Central Towns, Muhammadan, Urban, continued the discussion and
the moment that he sat down I tried to speak. But there had boon only
three speeches made so fa.r in support of the motion, Is it unfair for a
-Govornment Member to wait and see what further criticism was levelled
against him in order to be able to base his speech on the facts further put
before the House? What was the use of my getting up at the beginning
soon after the mover finished his speech without having the full facts to go
upon ? It is for that reason that the delay had occurred in my rising to
speak.

~as

To take up the points raised one by one, let me first place be~or~ the
House that the creed oftbe Indian National Congressup to the 81 st December
192!? was different from the creed adopted after that date. During the close
-of that year the creed of the Congresswas changed. With your permission,
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[ Eon'ble Malik Firoz Khan, Noon.:]
8ir, 1 Fl all read a few extracts to make the point clear. The new creed runs
a£' follows :·
"This Congress therefore in pursuance of the resolution passed at its session at Cal,
cutta last year declares that the word ' Swamj ' in Article 1 of the Congress,
constitution shall mean complete independence, and further declares that the-entire scheme of the Nehru Committee's report has lapsed and hopes that all
Congressmen will henceforth devote their exclusive attention to the attainment of complete independence for India. As a preliminary step towards
organising a campaign for independence and in order to make the Congress
policy as consistent as possible with the change of the creed, this Congress.
resolves upon a complete boycott of-the Central and Provincial legislature!! and
committees constituted by Government, and calls upon the Congressmen and.
others taking part in the national movement to abstain from participating·
directly or indirectly in future elections, and directs that the present Congress,
members of the legislatures and committees resign their seats."

This is also the spirit of the speeches made after the passing of this.
resolution, and I will only refer to a few in order to show as to what change·
bad been. brought about in the Congress creed. I may quote here from
Mr. Gandhi's speech as reported in 'Ihe Tribune on January the Brd, 1
will only quot.e a few lines. He says :
.
'In

Madras we declared ·that independence was our ideal. To,day we are going one-definite step forward. We declare that independence is not only the ideal,
but· it is also our immediate objective.'

TIH'n, I will read out to you some of the speeches which were made on
'J1muerv 2nd. There was Maulana Atta Ullah Shah Bukhari who made the
foliowi:~g observation:" It was a matter of great pride that after 200 years the flag of complete independence·
had been hoisted on the banks of the Ravi. The Punjab was the last province·
whose conquest completed the subjllgtltion of India, and it is a matter of
congratulation that in that very province the fl84? of independence has fust
of all been hoisted. For keeping that flag flying they look to the young men..
It was their young men'e duty .to see that it was not lowered. Therefore, the
youth of the country should come forward not only to protect the independence
flag but to realise the great objects that Mahat.ama Gandhi had placed before
them. For that purpose let them be prepared to have their breasts perforated:
by bullets. It was the time of making sacriµces."

Similar is the tone of the speech made by other p-entlemenon that oeeasion, and I shall quote a few lines from Pandit Jawahar Lal's speech on
the same occasion. He says :
"A day after the session of the Congress is over I congratulate you on the success.
of the Congress at Lahore. I also congratulate you for having proclaimed
Independence on the 1st January 1930. ~he time is fast approaching when.
you.will be called upon to work as soldiers in the battle of freedom."

Then I shall read to the House how The Tribune interprets the passing
of that resolution. In its leading article, dated the 3rd January, The
1.'ribune says :
" In the first place, as Mahatama. Gandhi pointed out in the speech, while the Madras,
resolution only made complete independence the goal of the Congress, the Lahore
resolution makes it its immediate objective. Secondly, the words ' complete
independence' which were left undefined in Madras have now been virtually,.
though not in so many words, defined as meaning isolated independence."

Later on, the leading article says :
" The definite rejection of Dominion Status by the Lahore Congress therefore can.
mean nothing else except the severance of the British connection."

I do not wish to take the Bouse into details as to how the whole of this
trouble has been raised by this change of the Congress creed and by the-
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explanatory speeehes that have been made thereafter, and by the further faot
that in pursuance of that resolution of independence passed by the Congress,
it was decided by the Congress authorities to celebrate the independence
day of India on a certain day. January 26th, 1980, was fixed as·th.edate on
which the independence of India was to be celebrated. When 'that was.
celebrated, one of the ceremonies to beperformed was the hoisting of the
independence flag and, along with that hoisting of the flag, was to be read a
circular resolution drafted hy Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru to the effect that
India had severed its connection with Britain, and that India was completely·
independent. It was in pursuance of this change of creed in the Congress,
and it was in pursuance of that resolution which was to be read on tho 26th
of January that the Congress Committee in Gujranwala organised a show
in order to hoist the flag of independence. In tho morning of the 26th January the Congress Committee held a, meeting at the Congress office and
at that place the independence flag had been hoisted in the morning between,
8 and 10 Therefore there was absolutely no necessity even according·
to the mandate of the Congross to hold another meeting in the evening and
hoist the flag again over the municipal hall. .As far as the wishes of the·
Congress were concerned, they had been already fulfilled by the hoisting
of the flag on the Congress office, when the prescribed resolution was read'
followed by public speeches. Moreover, the Congress had intentionally
left alone the local bodies where there is complete Swaraj already under·
a responsible Minister, and the Congress had not ordered the boycott
local bodies as it had done in the case of the Legislative Councils. Therefore, if there was to be a procession in the afternoon and it was to be led by.
certain gentlemen who were interested in the celebration of the day, it wa~
evident that that procession did not have its objective as the fulfilment of the'·
Congress resolution, but they probably had some other motive in their mind,
probably the taking possession of the municipal building in order to put up
the flag there and proclaim through the Press thatthe flag had been hoisted'
over the building and that the building belonged to the municipal com-·
mittee no longer. They must have had a sort of idea like that in their minds •.
Otherwise, where was the object in taking out a second procession when the
:flag hoisting ceremony had already taken place in the morning, except that
the procession was arranged in order to create trouble which probably they
also realised might well lead to the breaking of law? The Senior Vice-President knows that, in the morning, revolutionary speeches had been made at
the flag hoisting occasion at the Congress office. He knows that it W'1S a, mob
of revolutionaries infuriated by the speeches of their leaders, who were
marching together in the afternoon, in order to go and hoist the flag on the·
municipal building. Can he. in the face of this knowledge put himself at
the head of. this crowd and order the secretary of the municipal committee
in writing to allow the hoisting of the flag on the municipal building and yet
say that he was a peaceful and loyal subject of His Majesty the King Emperor? But that is a point with which I shall deal Iater. But for the fact
that the Deputy Commissionergot timely notice of this mob moving on to.
take possession of the ·TownHall and hoist the flag there, but for the fact
that the police were able to go there and stop them from doing so, I havenot the least doubt that they would have achieved their object, in spite of
the fact that the president of the municipal committee had ordered the Seo-.
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.
rotary,' two days before, to lock the municipal building so'thatth« Congress'
Committee of Gujranwala. could not force their way into the building and
·hoist the flag. In spite of the -faet that to their knowledge the president
of the municipal committee had had the doors of the municipal committee
1focked
and did not want any one to proceed there, yet the Congress workers
.and all the crowd combined together .to march on the building. When~
·therefore, in spite of the fact that they knew they were not permitted by the
President to hoist the flag, if they attempted to do so, what could they have
rin their mind except all attempt at breaking the law ? The honourable mem:ber from Gujranwala (Mr. LabhSingh) was pleased to say·that this poor and
innocent crowd had no intention. of using any force, that there was nothing
. going to happen and asked why the authorities worried themselves so mueh
about the affair. I ask him, where was he in the year 1918-19 when this
very law-abiding and peace-loving population of Gujranwala, unarmed
.and innocent people, led by their leaders went and burnt the railway sta- _
tion and brought about a condition ofthings in the Province which led to the
-dsolaration of martial law in order to restore law and order ? Can any leader
of a mob say that. the mob were proceeding very peacefully but that the
.suthorities got excited ? It is one thing to excite a mob and it is quite another
.thing to be able to control them. And, when the honourable member was
,saying that the mob was a peaceful one, he was only trying to hide things'.
A mob may be quite peaceful at the start, but when it hears the i..,flq,mmatory
.speeohes of its leaders and gets out of control, it gets prepared to .do things
-over which the leaders themselves have no control.
.
That, .Sir, will give you the.facts as they stood up to the time when this
;flag hoisting ceremony was to· take place. When this· 'crowd reached the
municipal office, they were confronted by the Police who said: 'You will
not be allowed to do that ?' The senior vice-president, who has been removed, was with this crowd, and he seemed to act as their leader and tried
.to force theerowd on to the building of which he was a trustee. The Deputy
, Commissioner then sent for him and asked him as to why he wished to do so.
He said: I have the power to do it, and I have ordered it under section 85
,-0f the Municipal Act~ and I will, therefore, see that the flag is hung there.
But by the time he returned from the Deputy Commissioner, the flag had
. been hung on a peepul tree outside the municipal buildings and the crowd
had dispersed. Now, the only fact on which the removal of the viee-presi-dent is based was the fact that he gave the order in writing to the Secretary
.asking him to hoist the flag on the building. That order in writing has
been construed by Government as meaning that he had broken his oath of
. allegiance. (Dr. Gokul Chand Naran9 : Kindly read that order). I am
not prepared to answer that question. The honourable member will please
wait. I am not going to keep any information from the House. · He need
not get excited.
Mr. President: If the Honourable Minister has got a copy of that
-order, it is only fair that he should read it, if he has no objection.
The HonourableMian Sir Fazl..i ..Husain: The Minister will, no
doubt, follow the parliamentary practice, but will it not altogether disturb
-other people who are following the speech and following the sequence of
-events?
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Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: If it comes.to that, my submission is
that every member of this House, whether he happens to be a Member of·
,the Executivit Council or only a humble private individual like myself, has
the right to put questions for eliciting certain information which he considers
necessary in 'connection with the context of the speech which is going on .
..And if the Honourable. Member Revenue is so sensitive that he gets disturbed
when he is listening, it is nobody's fault.
·
· ·
Mr. President: If the Minister for Local Self-Government does
not consider it in the interests of the public that that document should be
made, public, he may' refuse to read it on t4at ground. But on no other
.groundiearrhe decline to answer the question put to him through the Chair.
When a member of the House asks a question, it is common courtesy thatit
.should be answered except when, in public interest, the Minister does not
deem it .proper to give. publicity to the information or document asked
for.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain r I understand that vou
have not ruled that the Minister should be disturbed in the arrangement of'
the various heads of his speech in order to answer questions _as soon as
they are put to him and thereby sacrifice t.he continuity of his speech.
President: Had I 'considered the question as an abus~ of the
:right or, as one ·put with the object of disturbing the Honourable Minister in
his arguments. I would not have allowed it. I thought and still think that
the question was bona fide.
;
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : May I be permitted to)
make a submission on the point? When I started my practice as a lawyer_._
(An honourable member : When was it ?)-'--it was in1917~one of the things
that struck me at the beginning was this, that when a counsel was -arguing
a, case and it _so. happened that his opponent found that the farmer's argument was having its effect on the judge or becoming· interesting; he would
immediately interrupt and prevent that impression being made on the judge
which the lawyer was making by means of his argument .. · Bir, one of the
most important and best qualities of an advocate is to listen quietly to the
.argument of his adversary. When the honourable member was making
· his speech, did I interrupt him with questions ? And I hope that the same
privilege will be shown to me,'
.
Mr. President : I think the · Honourable Minister should not lose
.sight of the fact that UQ, other member of the House has any right of reply
hereafter, and that if there are any points .about which there may be any
.doubt. Pshall allow the honourable members to ask questions to clear their
doubts.
·

Mr.

Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: Sir, with your permission, I would
submit that it seems that the professional experience of my learned friend
as an advocate has been rather very unfortunate.
That may be the practice at Shahpur where probably the Honourable Minister practised for some
time. But, surely, I will give him that assurance that nothing was· farther
from my mind than any intention to interrupt him for the sake of making
him miss his points or to feel upset. He was referring to a particular. order
which I consider to be absolutely important because he referred to the
D
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burning of railway station and certain other things, to the ghost of anarchy. being roused and so on. Lwanted to know what··horrible order Malik Lal1
Khan-had passed, · I wanted him to read that order out. Lhave not seen
it 'yet .
. - · Mr. President :· I would ask the Honourable Minister to place that;
order on the table of the House.
·.
.
Tiu, Honourable Malik Fi.J:oz Khan, Noon : Sir,. I have prepared .
my speech according to the speech - made by the honourable member from
. Gujranwala, and I have taken up each one of his points. I have tabulated
· them in my own way, and I am going to deal with them in their proper
place.
·
Mr. President: May I just call upon the honourable member from.
Gqjranwala to place on the table. all documents from whieh he quoted on
the 18th?
Mr. Labh Singh: I handed them to the Secretary yesterday, but
t}iey were returned to me. I have no hesitation in giving them back.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : Sir, what I was goir.g :
to submit was this, that there is no point which I am going to leave unanswared, and there is nothing, written or oral, which I am going to conceal from
the House. Everything will be placed before thsm, the cnly difference .
being that I have arranged them in my own order according to niy lights,.
and I shall place them before the Honse in tl eir sequer ce. If Lor.curable
members are impatient· and wish me to take up a point now which I intend
to take up later, it only puzsles the man who is trying his best to 1:lace hia,
case before the House.
Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: If it puzzles the Honourable Minister·
I would certainly allow him to go on in his own way. I never thought that
a Minister would be puzzled over one single question most innocently ·
asked.
the Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : Provided the honourable ,
member keeps the promise for the rest of the time.
·
Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: No, I shall ask questions whenever I
think necessary.
The Ho~ourable
Firoz Khan, Noon : If any honourable
member finds at the end of my speech that I have not answered any particularpoint, I shall be only too glad to answer any question that be may choose-to put ~o me. I am sure that honourable members who wish to ask me quee - tions will find, when I have finished my speech, that all their points had been
answered by me. If any point remains unanswered, I shall be too glad to
give .sn answer.
,
Sir, to proceed with my narrative of the events. What has happened
is this, that on the 24th of January the President, so he informed me, had,
ordered the Secretary of the Municipal Committee to lock up the doors of
the hall for, he feared that the Congress Committee in Gujranwala would try to ..
force their way into the municipal building on the 26th and would try to .
forcibly hoist the flag. Having done that on the 24th, on the morning of'._
the 25th he happened to come to Lahore for a few hours in order to rent a,
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few tents which he wanted for a certain ceremony on ths -Brd 'Feb~ary·
a.t Gujranwala. In his absence, this momentary .absenee, for a few .honra..
the senior vice-president considered it his duty to say that, now that the
president was absent the whole burden of the administration la,y upon him,.
and he took this opportunity of giving an order in writing to the Municipal
Secretary to allow the hoisting of the flag on the municipal building.
·
'The honourable member from Gujranwala tried
make a grea.t p9int:
by suggesting that. as the president ,wa~ ab~ent
3 P.
there the vice-president ipso fado has the. ri~ht,
to ·give that· order. There is no doubt that section 85 of the Municipal Act.
says that, in the absence of the President, the Vice-President can give such an.
order if it is meant for the safety or service of· the public. Sir, may I a.sk
what the honourable member understands by the word ' absence ' there '/'
Does he mean that even if the president goes out of the town in 'order to
visit a garden half a mile away, it lies in the vice-president to step into his
place and then write an order to the secretary asking him to do this thing orthat thing 'l If the president is absent for a few hours, does the honourable,
member make us believe that the vice-president can give any order he likes.
during such absence 'l The word, absence, here can mean only one· thing and
that is "inability to work. ". A president may be in the town, but if he is iUor
busy in a marriage party for several. days, he. may say, I am· unable to work
and let the vice-president work. It is absence from duty and not· bodily
absence from the place for a short time, and at such hours :when the municipal.
committee is not. supposed to be having any meeting. Mr. Labh Singh has.
not at all grasped the meaning of "absence"; else he would-have seen that.
the vice-president had no locus standi at all.
Then the honourable member .laid great stress' on the word serviee "
and said that he was giving this order for th~ service of mankind. May I .
.ask, Sir, .how could it be for the service of the public, when he knew that the·
president who is senior to him. had had the doors locked, and knowing that
this was a thing which was illegal arid disloyal, 'he, the vice-president, led thecrowd on to the municipal hall. If this is service, then I ask what disservice·
cab. be.
t,
. . Now the honourable member from Gujranwala. was pleased to remark
in his speech that it was perfectly open to the president or to the vice-president or the junior vice-president to make such use of the property which is.
under their control as they, according to their judgment, think proper. so,.
the honourable member makes us believe that the . senior. and the junior·
vice-presidents are, in the absence of the president, the sole masters of themunicipal property, and can make use of it in rsneh manner as they like.
I will leave it to the House to imagine how municipal funds could be dissipated under section 85 by the vice-president, specially this vieepresident, if the law were to· receive the interpretation that Mr. La.bh Singh,
would make us believe. May I draw his (Mr. Labh Singh's) attention to·
section 57 of the Municipal Act. This learned member from Gujranwala whohas been a..._Municipal Commissioner and an e.z-president of the committee
is not unaware of the section. The section reads thus : • The management,..
control and administration
of eve:r:y public institution :maintained out of
the municipal fund shall vest in the committee.' The ·prol)erty is vested int
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the municipal committee, and it is the municipal committee who are ,
.mastsra of it and not the vice-president. Therefore, the honourable member
was quite wrong in saying that the senior vice-president had every right to
dispose of the municipal property as he liked. That is not· the law.
Then, I shall refer also to section 52 oHhe Municipal Act where are laid
-down the various duties which are to be performed by a municipal committee.
"The activities -of the municipal committee are to be within the limits of that
-section.. It ,is.not up to the municipal committee to spend a pie of 'its in-come on anything which. is riot laid down in this section- 52.
: Mr. President: That section relates to the application of municipal
funds.
·

The Hon~~able Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: I am reading out the
powers of the municipal committee in regard to the property under its
.oharge, One section in regard to prop~rty I have just read, and you did
not object to that, and there is no better authority on municipal law than
_yourself. Consequently I am encouraged to believe I was right in this
.interpretation_ . As far as the income i.s concerned it cannot be spent except
on the objects given in section 52. Now_ in the order which I will plaea on the
table of the House what does the vice-president say ? · Ile issues an order
io the secretary to provide a pole for the flag, if one is available. :May I ask
whether the law authorizes such expenditure of municipal funds by the senior
-or junior vice-president ? Therefore the senior vice-president had actually no
authority to pass that order under section 85 ; firstly, because the president
could not be said to_ be absent and secondly, because it was not for safety or
service of the public. He had no jurisdiction at all, thirdly, because the
property which includes municipal buildings is in charge of the municipal
committee and· not of the vice-president; and, fourthly, because section
.52 does · not allow the vice-president to spend municipal money on such
items, e.q., the pole. The order was made by the vice-president on an
application from the secretary of the Congress Committee at Gujranwala
addressed to the president of the municipal committee, asking the president
to allow the flag to be hoisted on the municipal building .. It ·is alleged
to be dated 25th of January.
There are other discrepancies in it; but I
-do not wish to take the Rouse into them because the honourable member·
:from Gujranwala was pleased not to refer to them ; and I think that it is
best for his friends that I should keep quiet about it. The order of the
vies-president runs as follows :
rl1Jj1 ~L· .. ,.
J_;,t • ...,,.,7~)
,1-Jt... lc1.J" ,~ ...... u'",.; n Jt. ~_;,~..,,,

.,;.µ

-''

"--)1'!' 1..S

l!,"' ~ -

,~;.,.

r...t•,J ,; ;"' ,),,,.,.,.. J;-r: <.}i

<.:ft•

J•· l' ))1 -I

So he wanted the municipal property to be used for this purpose. I will
try to avoid going into controversies ; specially those which are likely to
make· my friend unhappy and uneasy in his seat. He has rightly kept quiet
over the matter; because the allegations, if true, are serious. The allegation
being that Lal Khan under the advice and instigation of· his lawyer friends
forgecl this so-called order, dated 25th January 1980, after the event, and
t4at the order did not reach the municipal office till after the 26th, he having
.either marched the mob at his own instigation or having delivered the order to
the Congress workers and. not to the municipal secretary, These. facts
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. have only come to light now and were not in my .possession when -Lal Kbal1-.
was removed from membership. Leave alone this allegation of forgery and
for the moment purs.re facts a13 alleged by Lal Khan himself that he gave the·
order in writing on January 25th to the secretary of the municipal committee. I do not wish to take the House into it any further because the honourable member who is -the legal adviser of: the vice-president, and· the vicepresident himself know what is best for them and are able to defend · themselves. I place this order on the table of the Housel .
Now, let me take the House for. a minute into the internal working
of the Gujranwala municipal committee. At one time the honourable member from Gujranwala (Mr. LabhSingh] was a president of the municipal committee, but somehow or other he could not win the confidence of the majority
and could not again be elected president. The members chose to elect some·
one else. So, when I took office Mr. Din Muhammad was the president and
not Mr. Labh Singh. But when Din Muhammad's time expired and new
elections took place what was said to me was this, that there was a tussle
between Mr. Din Muhammad and the honourable member from Gujran-·
wala who spoke last But the honourable member realised perhaps · that
elections are not so easy as debates on the floor of this House, and he thought
that the safest thing for him to do was to try to put up Lal Khan: . I do not
know what friendship he 'has with him, nor do I know the particular reasons
why he and his all nationalistic friends selected this honourable gentleman
to be their spokesman, be0ause amongst that educated and highly cultured.
Hindu community at Gujranwala they could find many better men than Lal
Khan. Anyhow, they chose Malik Lal Khan as their representativein the
municipal committee, and put him up as the president candidate against
Din Muhammad, and the honourable member put himself in. the background
and tried to pull .the wires and run the show.. Lal Khan was not put up·
for being the ablest and most efficient person for this post, but he was put up
simply because he was the only.person who could possibly defeat amost capable and popular Muslim leader namely Shaikh Din Muhammad ..
This is the manner, Sir, in which the nationalist workers promote e:fficj(lncy
iit this country. This 'was the position in the municipal committee. I do not
wish to take the House into the internal . arrangements of the municipal.
committee nor do I wish to suggest that
of their actions were·
affected by internal dissensions. But this much was clear that Mr.
Labh Singh finding himself unable to get elected: as president put
up Lal Khan · against : Din M uhammad and himself preferred to·
remain behind the scene. I have no doubt there is someone in this.
House besides Shaikh Din Muhammad -who are unfortunately
in
the same boat and not able to hold that exalted office. But the honour-able member suggested that this senior vice-president is such a simpleton
that he does not know English ; and that he could not , understand the
Deputy Commissioner when the latter asked for
explanation under section 16 (c) of the Municipal Act, arid that supposing Government orcler was·
read to him in Urdu still he could not understand . it .because he ii, such a.
simpls fellow'; ·therefore he was incapable of thinking for himself and -that
when the Deputy Commissioner called upon him to explain his conduct he,
should have had the benefit of the advice of his lawyer friends before he gave
his explanation. Do I understand, Sir, that the honourable member wh0n.
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7ihat 'he was such a simpleton, and that he did not know English, anci he wa.s ·:
in~apable of acting independently, and these were the qualities which fitted ,
ihim. f<:ir the exalted office ?
·
: · .Mr. Labb Singh : Does th.a Honourable Minister "mean that a person ·
·who is not conversant with the English language is a simpleton, or that a
person who h~s ., only an indifferent knowledge of the English language· is-~
-aimpleton? There are good many members in thisHouse who do not know
.EngJiiih.
: · The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, N®D : I was just asking if the
.honourable member really believed that this gentleman was such a. simpleton,
·that: he ·was not. able to make up his own mind and did not know what is
.good for him. May I ask whether that is the only qualification for a eandi-date for the presidency of Gujranwala. municipal committee, or were the
.honourable member and his other Congress friends in Gujranwala. moved by
, other considerations (which· a.re best not said) in putting up Lal Khan for the
·
··
1presidential election?
Mr. Labh Singh: May I ask if the Honourable Minister is disclosing
·the s£lcret of the ballot ? How does he know t.hat I voted or somebody else
·v9ted .· for him ?
.' . 'The, Honourable Malik Faoz Khan, Noon : I think the honourable
Jir;leui.ber does not wish me to press that point any further. (Laughter). l
·~ go on to new grounds. ·
·
.Mr.-Labb Singh: Do go on.
The ·Honourable· Malik Firoz Khan; Noon : I do not want to be,
rmteresting to the extent of being unpleasant.
Cokul Chand Narang : · Do your best.

Pr·

The Honourable Malik Firoz ~.Noon:
Now, Sir, I will menrij{)n the point about the breach ot the oath of allegiance. Sir, it was in the
:,ear 1928 that this honourable House passed an Act which embodied _the
,q,th of allegiance in our Municipal _Act. In the year 1928, that is, three
.Y,a.~ aher . _the_ Reformed Councils. came into existence, this very House
i_P~sed an Act, .sectfori.12 (a) of which is to. the following effect:·
" Notwithstanding anything contained in the Indian Oaths Act, 1873, every person
who is eleot.ed or appoint.e4 to be a member of a municipal committee shall.
before ta.king his seat take or malte at a meeting of the ea.id oommitt.ee a.n oath
or affirmation of a.llegia.n,oe to the Crown in the following fo;nn. viz.; I being
elected a. member of this committee do solemnly swear or affirm tha.t I will be
a.nd bear trne a.llegia.noe to His. Majesty the King Emperor of India.
his heirs a.nd sucoessors, and I will faithfully discharge the duty upon which I
a.m a.bout to enter, provided that if any such person omits or refuses to t.ake
.or make such oath or e.ffu:me.tionhil! election or appointment, as the cia.se may
be, shall be deemed to be invalid:''
·
,

w.thful

:Now,. S~; .it is clearly laid down by this ia}'V' itself that if a person does
mot make an oath of allegiance he is not to be allowed tci · take his seat in
the municipal. committee. It was. suggested ·: that th~ legislature. "oi
-eonrse intended that the man should take or make oat.h .
'allegiance, b~t
--u1uie he; has. ta.ken it, there is no obligation on him to try. and follow it, ·and
.after he. has taken it he w.as quite at liberty to go against it; snd the oath
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'. <>f allegiance will not be breached. Now, Sir, the manner in which .tbey

:-argueis this, that. supposing that this Council had intended that the breach
,of the oath should disentitle the member to the membership of the mnni'-Oipa.Iity, this Council should have made a. special provision to the effect'
rtha.t if after taking an oath of allegiance a member commits a breach of the ·
'-Mme he should be removed from the committee; This ·is a very reasonable
· question to ask, and if the Legislative · Council had· omitted to provide for
·that contingency certainly they could have argued in that way. But, Sir,.·
.may I draw your attention to sections 14 and 16 of the Municipal Act which
, give the Government very wide powers of removing him, and when the in.tention of legislature is known in this Act that only those persons can sit
. in the municipality who owe allegiance to the Crown; it was open to Gov;. ernment to use these two sections against any municipal commissioner and
: remove him. There is no need for any special section· being put in the,
'Municipal A.ct in order to authorise or arm the Government .to remove a.man, Therefore the law as it stands is perfectly clear and · perfectly in-.
-telligible, and no amendment is needed in order to arm the Government
-with those powers. Now, if the law is that the oath of allegiance is
, essential for a ma.n before he can take his seat in the House and if you h'ave
passed that Act and if I am a. Minister responsible to the House, is it not. _.
· fact that if I do not enforce the wishes.of this House the honourable members
will be quite entitled to come forward and say, that tJ:iey passed such and such
.a la.w, why did I not enforce it? I would then have been answerable to the
House. All I have done is that I have tried to enforce the law which
,this House has passed and which has been broken by this. member. Then,
if the House does not wish that law to be obeyed, it should . repesl it
;to-morrow and I will be able to say that the law does not exist, or do. any•
thing else which is constitutional, but having passed this law you ,wantia
.Minister to do the dirty work, I say, least of all it is not fair. You will see
from the very wording of the oath of allegiance itself that the allegiance is not
.a thing which is necessary only before the· taking of the oath of allegiance.
It is essential and· should continue· even after that has been taken because,
.look at the wording. It runs thus:·
... I do solemnly swear that I will be faithful .•• "• By means of that oath
ihe is promising that he will be faithful to the King-Emperor in future~
-it is not his :fidelityat .the moment which is necessary. What is required.
;is that his honest :fidelityshould continue in future -also.
Lala KeshQ Raqi Sekhri : Is there any dishonest fidelity also ?
Chaudhri · Zafrulla Khan : Yes.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : · The honourable mem ·
.ber said that the senior vice-president. was · called upon to explain and in
ibis explanation, while admitting that he hoisted the flag, he· stated that he
had not breached his oath of allegiance. To say that he has not breached
· the oath of allegiance is to argue in such · a way as· this; A thief has put · his
,hand into the pocket of A and stolen his watch. A seesit done, -but the: thief
~uses his lips; fi.nd says . " No, I am an honest fellow and am your friend~'.'
.B comes along and says to A " when the thief says he is your friend why
-shonld you believe he · is not ". It is argued that even though Lal Khan
:bas breached his oath, the' fact that he says he . has .not. breached
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. should be • enough to, show that he has not breached it. , The; actual fact.
is to be ignored and the thief's statement is to be taken as eorreet., -The-.removal of the president does not • depend upon the fact as to what he'says; but it depends on the -Govemment and its opinion as to -whether the
.oath of allegiance has been breached or not, It is for that reason thatbe
· was removed.
Now, Sir, let me take you to one or two definite charges, so-called I
-charges, which the honourable member from Gujranwala ·was pleased to
·lay against me, I hope that I shall in a few minutes he able to showto this. House that that house of eatds made of tissue paper is nothing else than a
castle built in the air, not even on sand, and will not stand an examination,
'even for a minute, First of all, let me draw your attention to the statement
· of one fact that he made. He said that the Local Government had' called
, upon the municipal committee to fill the seats of the 6 persons who had
·resigned as a protest against the action of the· local Government, but the
, local Government had not yet called upon the local municipal committee
: to fill the seat which has been vacated by the senior vice-president who has
been removed. Having got ·these facts where does he. go ? He jumps at
· once to the conclusionthat the Governmenthas got some very very nefarious
intentions in their minds, and they want to fill that seat by nomination and
by nomination of some member· whom the Government wish to come in
· because Government think that .jf the seat is filled by election then· some, body whom Government do not like would come in. May I askthat; if the·
Government is willing to allow the municipal committee to elect 6 'members.
who are likely to come according to the .Congress wishes why should the·
· Government tey and keep one other similar fellow out of it '? What harm
, is there to Government ? The honourable member was pleased to ·say that
the . ward which· stands vacated by the dismissal from office of membership
of Malik La:l Khan does not figurein this list ; he says : " So, what will happen,
· is this. I told you that the whole thing is dirty in the extreme." He thinks.
that the words '' dirty in the extreme ,,.. are very parliamentary;' but .I shall
not use th!:>m myself. He is welcome to do so. He continued "I am going·
I t6 say. tliat the word dirty is p~rfrntly parliamentary, and lam going to give·
. you my reasons to say. that the whole thing is managed and done in a way
which will do no credit to anybody and least of all to a Minister responsible
to Government." " It is not going to be filled by election and for what.
reasons ? " He is making a definite allegation and he says tb,at " the·
seat is not going to. be fi.lled by election. 'I'he reason is this .•... "
. Mr. Lahn Singh : How did 'this copy of my speech come into the·
hands
of the Honourable
Minister ?
·
•J
.
'
.
.
The H.on~~able Malik ·FirQJ: Khan, NooJA: If it is not ,so be can.
deny.
,.
Mr. Labh Singh: What .I want to submit is that you willvkindly
·. enquire as to howmy uncorrected speech came into the .hands of .the ::Hon-.· curable Minister. He· is reading from ·my speech which "is uncorrected,
".and I would like to enquire how it came into his hands •. ';
, .·
r , ,

,

~.-· : : .. Khat1 Baliadui Captain S~dar 'Sikaiidar .:8yat ·Khan·:· Dd~s'thehonourable member deny ?
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The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : If 'there
anything
which is incorrect I can be challenged. I know; these statements are cor- ·
rect. He says " the reason is this. The local authorities
"

'

Mr. Labh Singh : I am waiting for a reply ~o my question:

Mr. President : · Does not the honourable member wish the Minister
for Local Self-Government to make a reply to all the charges made against .
him?
Mir. Labh Si.ngh : I do wish, Sir, but I was only putting this question
in the interests of · the procedure which governs the conduct of .business.
in this House and under which we are deprived of the right of making use
of the uncorrected speeches of the official members.
Shaikh Abdul Ghmni: C~nnot a member take down notes of.
a speech?

The H~:ir.ow-ai.Me Ma.Rik Fniroz, Khen, Noon : May J submit that if
the honourable member in his speech yesterday could quote the letters which·
I wrote officially to the Deputy Commissioner and · marked confidential,.
can I not quote a public speech of the member ? · (Laughter).
Dr. Gokul Chand Nanll1g: The . Honourable Minister has misunderstood the object of the question. 'I'he question is whether this privilege
is open to all the members of the House.
'
The Honouir:able Malik Fir@7l Khoo, N@@n : The honourable. mem-·
her went on to say that it was the Minister for Local Self-Government who,
is trying to keep this seat vacant, and it was he who was going to fill itand he knew it as a gospel trirth-c-that the l\1inister was going tofill it by.nomination.
Now I ask, where did the gentleman get this information
. from ? Did he dream of it, did he get a confidential letter from me, did he imagine it ? I can state it openly that the whole of this statement is based .
1
on no facts.
. l\/tr.. Lebh Singh : I gatl)f;.r~·d this · frn·~ ~hf notice t,ha,t has been
, published under the authority of the Deputy Commissioner from Gujran. wala.
The. Honourable Mclik Firoz Khan, Noon: He made a long speech.
and he could have explained all these things then.
·
,M.r. Labh Singh: I was going: to teJI him that I g~thered this infer
'mation from a notice which has heen issued under 'tho authority of the
Deputy Commissioner, Gujranwala, and it is dated 10th March 1980,' and this.
says that the non-Muslim wards numbers l, 8, 4., 5 and 8 and Muslim ward
No .. 8 would be put to election and that nomination papers· are invited
therefor. The ward which has been vacated by the expulsion of Malik
Lal Khan does not figure in this list and if a bye-elect.ion is going to· take
place for as many as 6 seats and one seat is not included iii that bye-election
the only inference .which, can-be drawn from this is that the Ward'vacated
· by the dismissal of MalikLal Khan is not going to be put to election:
·• The Honourable _Malik Firoz Khan, Noon:, S~,,9anthe honourablemember make another speeeh ? '. ·
· .
-· ··
·
Mr. Labh Singh : Sir, he put a question and I am just replying to lt,
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' Mr. President: Order, order, will the honourable member please
. resume his seat ?
-. ·ldt. Lahh Singh : If you want me to do so, I will.
, . Mr. President : Please do.
The Honourable Malik Firoz-Khan, Noon: Sir, that is exactly
-what I am speaking. about. He says because six seats have been notified
.to be filled by election and no notification has yet appeared a.bout the_ seventh,
.snd as the law authorises Government to fill any seat by nomination,
· therefore- the Government has already decided to fill it by nomination.
Look at the logic. What he says amounts to this that if the Secretary of
·the Legislative Council issues a notice to X and Z to attend a meeting of the
.Finance. Committee, and therefore, because Y is not there, it is to be pre: snmed that Y is dead, or, take another example, he might as well say, that
Mr. A. does not like me, he has a pistol in his house which he has the power
to U:Se, therefore take it for granted that he has shot me, and therefore A.
.should be hanged. He says that the seats of the six members who resigned
.in protest are now going to be filled and that a notification has issued calling
:.for nominations, but that the ward represented by Malik La.I Khan does not
figure in the list. From the fa.ct that no nominations have been invited
. ior the constituency of Malik Lal Khan he concludes that it is intended to . ·
.fill thatplace by nomination. What reason is there in the world that while
.six of these seats are going to be filled by election, this seventh one should
be filled by nomination ? Why does the honourable member draw in. ferences ? Why does he not come and ask me as to what the intention of
-Goveinment is ?
· ·
Mr. Labh Singh: You simply deny it.
The Honourable Malik · Firoz Khan, Noon : When you do not
:knqw facts, then why make definite and false allegations? If thehonoureble
member had come to i:ne and said, ' please tell me what you want to do,'
I would have told him. Under the Municipal Act all second class mnnieiPfl.J.ities are under the Commissionerand the honourable member is a member
-of the committee. (Mr. Labh Singh: No, that was another Labh Singh)•
. Anyhow if he is not now, he certainly has been a member of the municipal·
committee for some time and its president also. Does he not know that
so far as the election of members in second class municipalities is concerned
. .and so far as the notification of wards is concerned, the Minister does not
.ses the papers ? Doe I he not know. that the Commissioner is the final·
. authority under the Act in th · case of second class municipal committees ?
May' I know why in spite of that knowledge he still tried to make in this .
. .House statements which were absolutely incorrect ? May I tell him that
the' moment I heard that the election for the ward vacated by Malik La.I
. Khan had not been notified, I made enquiries, and have had a letter written
to the Commissionerasking' him at once to notify the election for that ward
.and to havethe placefilled by election. Let me tell him that wehave no
. mtention whatever of filling this place by nomination. If Government
:.intends to fill six sea.ts by election, why should it fill the seventh seat ·by
-nomination? I will explodeone by one all the charges made by the honour"
.able member· against me. I do not wish to quote his :own worde and say
,that those charges were nothing · but the result of a diseased· mind. - As I
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tJla'Ve told you, I had no knowledge of the fact that the el~tjqn tor )IalikLal
Khan's seat had not been notified, and that as soon as I eameto.know abou~
it, I issued orders to Commissioner to notify the election. There :wa.s absoluteily no intention of filling the place by nomination.
Is this the kind of charges
·that you wish to bring against your workers ? (Ohee'T's). How is anybody
.going to work if honourable -members of this House without any foundation
.and without 11.ny basis come up and lay the charge that the Minister for ·
!Local Self-Government is responsible for the thing· ? -As I have $bowed you
·the charge is absolutely incorrect. .I. will try to pull these~?uses of cards
,down·one by one and show how very incorrect the charges agam~t me are .
. Another argument brought forward by the honourable gentleman was
,that the removal of the vice-president from his vice-presidency is not wholly
-unconnected with the fact that the election of the same person as president
some time. ago was disapproved of by Goverru:ii.ent, and that 11,s the Minister_
:for Local Self-Government is a great friend of Mr. Din Muhammad he was
jprobably in league with him.and he has abused his powers and he was actuated
, by motives which were not very laudable, first of all, in removing Ma.Uk Lal
Khan from his vice-presidency and, secondly, in trying to remove him from
ibis membership. I will take up the charges one .by one. I
glad to ~ay
fthaJ the honourable member was frank enough to admit that he was the
llawyer who was advising the senior vice-president · (Mr. Labh Singh : No.
I never said that. All that I said was that bad Malik LaJ Khan come. to
.me I would have given him. advice).
I am quoting bqm Mr. L9fl>4
Singh's speech. Mr •. Labh Singh says that he asked Malik Lal Khan,
·" why did you not consult me?" · Self-imposed and honorary a.cl.vice,·
I think, is not allowed by professional lawyers. (Dr. Gokul Chand,
N arang : Is that so ?). But, that being a very delicate matter iI would ~ot
tlike_ to. go into it. Asking for work or trying to create work for oneaelf is
undesirable and sometimes amounts to touting.
The honourable member said that. the Minister w~s . actuated by
-undesirable motives in both the eases, but, Mr. Labh Singh was
:astuta enough to say tha.t he would only make a passing reference to the
-disepproval ol Malik Lal Khan as president because he thought I might have
. something to say against him. There must have been some weak spot
; in this case which he wanted to hide from this House. He asked, why was
not that election of Lal Khan as president approved of? But again he said
I do uot want to answer because the Minister might .get a chance of saying
ssomething on' the subject. I should like to take the House into confidence
and tell it what the honourable member has tried to hide. Bir, the fa.ct
·of the matter is this that Lal Khan had been convicted of cheating and twice
· dismissed from Government service, and when he wa!J elected president,
·h 1 Commissioner who alone had the power to approve of his election under
·' ·,3 Municipal Act sent the papers to us to see as it was an important case.
t did not. feel justified in preventing the Commissioner from discharging· his
duties under the Municipal Act to the best of his lights. At first I was inc,~ed to ask him to approve of the election of Lal Khan as president, but
later . when the facts about his conviction for -cheating, and his dismissal
-were brought to my notice,! felt, it would be wrong. on my part to force a.
.mA,11 to be put in charge .of la.khs of rupees of,municip11,l income, who had been.
-eonvicted of cheating, so, I allowed the Commissioner to do as he intended
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· to do .. I e~tirely agreed with him in his resolve, and he did it with my·
full concurrence: Let me just see how much the Minister for Local SelfGovernment · had to 'do with the disapproval. The honourable members.
know full.v well that the Gujranwala Municipal Committee is a second. class.
committee, and the Commissioner has all the powers which the local Government has in the case of the first class municipalities.
Therefore the responsibility for disapproving the election rested with the Commissioner; If.
the: Commissioner thinks: that a man who has been convicted of cheating·
and· is undesirable. in other ways, and· if under the Act he has power to disaP.l>ro'7~ of his ·el~ctipn, would the honourable member exp~ct mei~s Minister. responsible to . this House to force the hands of my· executive officer and say
that even though he has the power under the Act to disapprove
this.
election that he should nordisapprove of it? Would. any one tolerate a.
thing of that nature? . But this wasan important matterand the' Commissioner sent the papers to us. .Iirthe beginning I was inclined, as I have said,
to suggest that it was rathe» a',har~li:punishment to disapprove of his elec'tion, but when further facts were brought to 'my notice that this gentleman
. had such and such ~ history' behind him, I could not say that I was discharging my duties to this House _in allowing such a gentleman to be· declared:
as an elected president of the committee; Therefore, the election of tbat
'gentleman as president was not confirmed. I have been blamed· for, this.
May I ask, Sir, if .there is any reason on earth as to why I should remove a
· poor fellow who has been elected president of -the municipal committee v
Does the honourable member realise· that when I took over office in 1927-'
a gentleman of this Honourable House came to me and said, "This.
gentleman ( ul Khan) has been convicted of certain criminal offences. (Thie
ii as a recent conviction and bng after the one for. cheating),
but things
·. have now. changed, please remove his disqualifications, and let him f:'•)
into the municipal committee"?
Does he realise that it was· thee
humble servant of yours who removed his disqualification in orrier
to enable him to· seek election and be elected to the committee;
and to .enable him to
elected president of that municipal com. mittee? .: (Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: .Ai badi-i-saba in bman aunutui-i. tust.) Why then should there be any anxiety on my part to remove him,
from the· vice-presidency ? If I have disappointed my honourable friend
from Gujranwala it is his own fault, he should have selected a better candidate for the office. It will be seen therefore that I have a perfectly clearconscience. I hope the House will agree with me that no one is to blame
for this disapproval of .Lal Khan's election as president, and there is' absolutely no connection between his election as president being not confirmed
about' ·two years ago and his removal from membership for a breach of his0ath of allegiance.
·
··
·
It was also suggested by the honourable member in his speech that u
the senior vice-president had been given a chance to consult his legal, advisers before he made his statement 'before the Deputy Commissioner they· .
. · might, have given him the advice and induced him to say that he was -ii-ery. sorry for what he had done and to ask for forgiveness; Well, Sir, as far as.
Government is concerned it is .always willing to consider the case of anybody who says : " I am sorry for what I have done, I will not do it again.?'
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I can assure.yow-that Government will reconsider any such request. As a.
matter of fact I have no hesitation in saying that a suggestion was made
-to me. by one or two members of this House that they are· bmriging
forward this cut, but that if I made · some sort . of . consideration
to this .gentleman and promised to restore him to' his. seat that
the cut would not be moved. I · said if . out of fear ". of a cut I am
not going to .pedorni my duties, I am not· worthy of the place that I hold •..
I said, cut or n? cut, censure or no censure, the Minister must perform ms.
-duties · according to his best lights, and that if he does not do that he .is not
.fit to be there. Sir, if the· Ministers responsible to this Honourable House
are to discharge their. duties justly and fearlessly · they must 'be . given· frill
protection by this · House against all threats of this sort. · I said to these
gentlemen : you have moved your cut, after the thing is all over, I will' forget
all about it, and even then the offer is open to you, and-I will still be prepared
to consider the case of this gentleman. Let him say that he has mads a mistake, that ·he is not in favour of independence movement, that he owes his
allegiance to the Crown, and that he will not take any part in any of those
-disloyal demoustrations in future and thereby try to ruin the future of the
municipal committee, I shall again be prepared to , consider his case .
. How can I be blamed for the thing, when I am prepared to go to that extent
even now? Therefore you will see, Sir, 'that the disapproval of Malik Lal
Khan's election as president WM based on strong facts, . and .had nothing to
-do with the case under discussion, namely, his removal from membership
.for breach of his oath of allegiance. That disapproval was thoroughly
justified by facts ..
Now, Sir, another great attack was made on me, that this gentleman was
not given a chance of giving an explanation under section 16 of the Municipal
Act, and therefore having not been given a chance under section 16 lie
should not be removed. · Let me point out first of all that his _removal' is
under two sections of the Municipal Act, that is to say, sections 14 and 16 .
. He could have been removed under either of these sections. We have put
both of the sections in the notification, and 'under section 14 no explanation
is necessary. Under section 14, Government simply removes a man without
calling upon him to furnish an explanation. But inspite of this power in our
hands and inspite of the fact that we need not have used or mentioned
section 16 of the Act, we felt that it was right that the man should be given
the chance to explain his conduct. 'We wrote to the Deputy Commissioner
and asked him to call· upon the vice-president to explain his conduct. He.
was to be asked definite questions, and the Deputy Commissioner was
requested to ask him further questions according to his own lights, as he
knew all the facts.
What has happened ? We asked the Deputy . Commissioner to call
upo.~-qJ;.5~. gentleman to say as to whether he took part in the demonstration or-·n~t, whether he gave his order in writing permitting the hoist.ing of
·;the flag or not, and if he had any explanation to offer in the matter. The
Deputy Commissioner sent for him and got a statement from him. That
.statement is with me here, and ic answers each one of three queries, and
l shall lay it on the table. After that statement is made, my honourable
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. friend from Gujram~ala (Mr. Labh Singh). happens to meet hiin and, says
· to him ,~ YbU: have made a great mistake, you o~ght to have taken counsel,
:I would have 'given you some tips. Very well, let me file a suit for yqi'.1."
But in the case of filing a suit there is the question of court fees and counsel's
fees. I do not like to ask such a delicate question whether the honourable·
. member was prepared to take up the brief on payment or honorarily. If'
. he was willing to serve honorarily, I should certainly like to go to him for·
some of my cases in the future. But I know that in Gujranwala there is
· a lot of litigation, and I do not think he _has time to go in for this kind of·
litigation honorarily. If there was unemployment amongst the legal pto-fession then he would have welcomed any opportunity to try to pass his .
. time in law courts honorarily, and he would certairily have come forward
and volunteered to advise the vice-president. What does the honourable·
-gentleman say to the vice-president? He says, Y•>G have been tricked by Government into giving an explanation." I know that lawyers are very obliging·
in the beginning.tbut when it comes to lodging a complaint in the eourt,
· they say, hamara paisa loo. Then the client is between the devil and the·
deep sea. To come to the point, that is how the honourable member called
that statement as being tricked into by Government. I submit that the·
·senior vice-president has had the benefit of this valuable, I should say
invaluable,legaladvice day and night, and not only now, but had this advice·
from the time he was elected vice-president of the municipal committee.
. Perhaps it is not advisable to carry this delicate point much further ..
One of the grave charges that were laid against me was that this honourable·
gentleman was not given a chance to explain his conduct. I think I have
made it perfectly plain to the House that this senior vice-president was.
called by the Deputy Commissioner and he was asked to explain his conduct. The vice-president gave his explanation in writing, and that explana.,-tion was in the hands of Government before any action was taken against
· him. Therefore it is not up to. the honourable member now to say that.
the vice-president was not given a chance to explain his conduct.
Now, Sir, these were the three grave charges against me as far as thisthing was concerned, namely, (1) the disapproval of the election of Malik
La.I Khan, (2) the intention to fill his vacancy by nomination and (8) my-not having given a chance to him for explanation. It has been clearlyproved to the House that all these charges of the honourable member werebased on facts which did not exist. It is possible that in the heat or excitement of the occasion he probably imagined things which did not existIf he bad only cared to consult me I would have given him all the explanation in my office and all this excitement and trouble of a long speech,
and the loss of . two hours of his valuable time would have been spared,
It would also have spared me the trouble of standing here and offering an
· explanation as to how each of those charges were based on no facts. Ii
arguments like those which were brought forward by the honourable mem-ber were brought forward in ordinary courts by one counsel and if anothercounsel was opJ?osinghim, what would that counsel say except that the
former was ergumg on m8.1;1-ufactured fa?ts, and that they were big volumes.
of untruths manufactured m order to mislead the court and in order to bring
about miscarriage of justice. But far " ' : 4: l:rom me to suggest that the·
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honourable member was trying to base. his arguments on· incorrect Jacts
or on facts which did not exist bee ruse that will be rude, nor do I suggest,
that the honourable member wanted to mislead the · House into coming to a
wrong conclusion. All that I say is that it is a pity he did. not know the·
facts, and yet argued a case.
· .
·
Now, let me come to another charge that he brought forward. That
charge was this. Here is a Minister who ha-I written a letter,-con:fidential letter-I do not like to ask awkward questions because there is .
such a thing as OfficialSecrets Act. If I wrote a confidential letter to the·
Deputy Commissioner, it was meant tu be confidential, and I do not know
whether anybody volunteered that information to the honourable memberof this House or whether the honourable. member undertook all the troubleto find out what was contained in it. But there is nothing· confidential
in it, and I shall lay a.11 the facts before the House so that it may know ·
exactly what took place. The charge is that I had written to the Deputy Commissioner asking him to haul up before him each member of the·
municipal committee, and that in pursuance of.that letter or order he asked.
all the members to go to his place, cajoled them and threatened them and
forced them to affix their signatures to a document · which they would not
otherwise have done. May I ask the honourable member why he did not
immediately go to me and ask for an explanation 'l That would have·
saved all this trouble. I, as a Minister of Government· do not stand in
· need of the support of a local body for the carrying out of niy duties which
are imposed on me by law. Do you mean to say that no Minister can take·
action unless beforehand he goes before the municipal committee' and asks.
their consent or approval for that action ? This will amount to this _that
every judge has to say to a murderer, 'Please, murderer, Sir, have I your·
willing support in ordering you to be hanged so that God may help your·
soul?' Municipalities are .adminiatered under the Municipal Act, .and thereare certain responsibilities placed by the Act· on the local c overnment and
they have to be discharged, however, unpleasant they may be. The discharge of those responsibilities are not contingent on the consent of the
municipal committee. Therefore let this impression be removed from the·
mind of the honourable members that the Minister stands in need of thesupport of the municipal committee. The action of the Minister does not
depend on the consent of the municipal committee nor does it depend on .
. the support of the Deputy Commissioner..
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : Will the Honourable Minister pleasecome to the main issue ?

The HonourableMalik Firoz Khan, Noon: As the honourable
member is so impatient, I am coming to the issue. The issue is that th ,
honourable member suggested that the Minister tried through the Deputy
Commissionerto force the signature of 12 persons on a protest which they-signed to the effect that they did not agree with what Malik Lal Khan did,
and that if a resolution had been brought before the municipal committee·
they would not have supported that resolution. That was the protest
about which the honourable member for Gujranwala was commenting·
at such great length. The whole trend of his commentary on this subject
was that I had forced the poor members of the municipal committee against.
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-words of the honourable meniber on
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a document. I will _ read the exact
this point so that there may be no
said·
.

" If one has got to talk he should talk straight away and have done withit ... "

I ~lso shall certainly talk straight.
" Can the Minister deny that he wrote the letter to the Deputy Commissioner
for help for securing certain signabures to certain propositions ...•• "

aakin g

I openly say I did write the letter. There is no question of help at all •.
•·No doubt, it was an urgent letter, probably the honourable member · had ·
.seen the word 'urgent' written on the letter.

Pandit Nanak Chand : Will the Honourable Minister · please tell us
. the contents of that letter ?

Mr~ President : Every paper shall be laid on the table.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan,

Noon:

The

honourable

· member then went on to say" Can he deny that in pursuance of tJ;i.at letter the District Magistrate called the people
to his house or office and secured their signatures-(A Voice: Shame)",

I think that voice was that of the

honourable

gentleman

sitting

behind

.him.
Pandit Nanak Chand : I shall ask for an opportunity to reply to
the Honourable Minister.
, The Honourable Malik Firoa Khan, Noon : The honourable
member said that the Deputy Commissioner called the people to his house
. in order to secure their signatures. That statement is not true, (Hear, hear.)
What happened was this. Mr. Din Muhammad on the Brd February when
I was a_t Gujranwala said to me that this order under section 85 by Malik
Lal Khan had been passed without consulting anybody, at least his section
•,9( the municipal committee, and that they were protesting against it, and
that they were going to protest· against it. From the wording of the resignation of the six honourable gentlemen of the municipal committee
who are friends of Lal Khan and who have resigned as a protest against my
action, it· appears that the resignations must have been drafted by some
.eminent lawyer, 'like Mr. Labh Singh, because it is very well written and
because it is very lengthy-I think it must have been drafted by a; lawyer
in an honorary capacity, because paid people generally cut their work very
short-from the wording of the resignation it will be seen that all sorts of
things are said about the poor Minister for Local Self-Government, but
not a word is said therein as to whether they were consulted by the vice ..
president before he passed his order. Therefore the allegation made by
Mr. Din Muhammad to me that nobody in the municipal committee had
· been consulted by the senior vice-president, before he issued that order
· "stand correct and uncontradicted, and all that this document and the 12
signatures prove is that the vice-president never consulted any one before
he passed such an important order. Be,yond this nothing is claimed
.for the written protests,
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It is said that the Deputy Commissioner forced those people to sign.

that document. How many are there on tha\
document? · There are 12 signatories. May l
-tell the honourable. member that 10 of them had placed their signatures
~.at the request of Shaikh Din Muhammad and the Deputy Commissioner
. never approached any one of them, never even saw any of them, nor had
he any need. to call them. Who are these ten members ? They are those
··• very people,six of whom form Sheikh Din Muhammad's party and who walked
.out of the municipal committee, when M. Lal Khan was elected president•
.in protest. So it goes without saying that those six persons stand by Sheikh
Din Muhammad through thick and thin and require no threats or cajoling
in opposing Lal Khan. As far as the document is concerned they did not
: require any persuasion to make them sign it. In addition to those six,
there are three nominated people, Mr. Whitfield, the CivilSurgeon, and Mr.
Balwant Singh. The honourable member from Gujranwala probably
. thinks that as these are nominated members they were probably forced
.by the Deputy Commissioner. But let me make it perfectly clear that
not one of these three gentlemen was even seen by the Deputy Commis.sioner, They placed their signatures on that document because Sheikh
Din Muhammad approached them on the subject. That accounts for 10.
out of the 12 gentlemen whose faces had never been seen by the Deputy
-Oommissioner,nor were they ever called by him to his house as the honour.able member alleges. There was no need at all for their being so called as
.they had signed this document at the request of Sheikh Din Muhammad.
.Sheikh Din Muhammad said to me that there were certain members of the
municipal committee with whom he was not on speaking terms, and. that
be was not prepared to ask them to express their wishes on the point. Under
,those circumstances, if l wanted to find out the . wishes of the public' what
.am I to do? Am I to ask the gentleman who is not on speaking terms
with him, or ask the gentlemen who had already gone out of the committee
.so find out the wishes of the public, or am I to ask a neutral, an official to •
:try and find out the wishes of the members? It was for this reason that I
wrote the letter under discussion to the Deputy Commissioner.· As' I said,
ten out of these 12 are persons who have never seen the Deputy Commis-sioner's face, bad never been summoned byhim, but who had put their signatures at the request of Sheikh Din Muhammad. The 11th is the President,
Sardar Bahadur Sundar Singh who wrote to rile a separate letter by him.self saying that he did not agree to what Malik Lal Khan had done. Let
us then think of the 12th member. He is an elected Hindu member of the
municipal committee if you please, Can the honourable member maintain that
an elected Hindu member of a place like Gujranwala can be forced into doing '
.a.nything against his wishes which anybody else in the world wishes him to
. do? He may be forced by the local Congress Committee to do things against
his will,. he may be forced .by the · 1ocal Congress Committee to go out of
.the municipal committee, but he is not the likely person to be forced by
poor officials to do anything which he or bis constituency does not require.
My honourable friend )_Vas pleased to refer to the probability that there are
people whose ·acts were guided . by ulterior motives. He said that if certain
:membershad signed a protest they must have been moved by ulterior motives
Why should the honourable member imagine that one elected member wh~
4P.H.
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signs 'one kind of protest does· it from ulterior motives and that another

·elected member who protests by resigning has no ulterior motives ? I
·aubmit that each elected member of the municipal committee, whether·
he a member of the CongressCommittee or whether he is its enemy should- .
be treated with equal respect and should be given equal weight in the public.
?ha.t, Sir, is_ the position regarding the signatures.
·
·

is

'.

'

I

May I now ask, why should !try and force the people to record thisprotest against the vice-president? My action is not based on any resolution of' the municipal committee against the action of Malik Lal Khan! do not want such a resolution to enable me to pass that order. ,That
order has been passed beforehand, and it is finished. This is what took:
place subsequently when Sheikh Din Muhammad told me that what I had
done was also the wish of the majority of the members of the committee·
whom Lal Khan had not chosen to consult. I then said, if that was the·
wish of the majority, why not let them record their wishes? This is the·
manner in which their wishes came to be recorded. If six members of the
eommittee had the right to resign, why not 14 others on the other side be·
allowed the right to exercise their wish in another way ? ·
It has been tried to make out in the Press and in this House that the
whole of Gujranwala is against the action, and that the whole public is this
and that. What has happened? Out of a municipal committee of 21,
six elected people have resigned, the seventh has been removed, If those
six people who have resigned can claim to be representatives of the whole ·
public of Gujranwala cannot the other twelve members out of whom at
least ~even are elected members and who are standing by Sheikh Din Mu-·
hammad in the municipal committee, cannot · they claim the same privilege
of representing the public? They are equally respectable members, they
have come in by the same means of election, and I ask, why cannot they be·
• treated with the same respeef as those six gentlemen?
~he honourable member was pleased to call .the present municipal
committee a Bump committee. I ask him in return whether in a committee.
of 21, six people go out and disappear into the blue, whether it is the six.
people that are at the tail end or whether it is the remaining 15 that a.re·
still in the committee that are the tail end or the Rump. I should like toask the honourable member the question-he can answer it for himselfwhether it is the 14 that remain or it is the six that have gone out of thecommittee that form the· Rump. There is absolutely no motive in the- ,
mind of Government in securing these signatures. Whether those signatures were got or were not got, it makes very little differencein my position..
A member of the committee suggested to me that the majority of the·
committee were against the action taken by the vice-president, and they
wanted to assert this. I said, why not assert it in writing? What offence·
have I committed in asking them to put in black and white their feelings
on the subject.
The next charge brought against me was that I had forced the Deputy
Commissioner and that the Deputy Commissioner called those gentlemen
to his house to force them to eftix their signatures on the document. What
basis. bad ihe honourable member for making that statement before this,
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House when he knows it for a. fa.ct tha.t he did not call a.t lea.st 10 .of them
to his house? (Mr. Labh. Singh.: Does the Honourable :Minister
me to answer the question here and now ?) ~ do not. I know there ca.n
be no answer to it. From the very beginning the whole of this case h&IJ.
been based on misstatement of facts.. I do not wish to impute any motives,
. but the honourable member characterised it as a. dirty thing, a. nefarious
intention on my part, and so on. I do not want to use those terms because
they are very hard words. I ask him, Sir, if he were ii}. my position and if
tliese were the imaginary charges brought against him, what would be havetbougbt of me, what the public would ban thought of me. Is it necessary
for me to reply at present to trash of that kind ? I think the honourable
member bas wasted the time of the Rouse in prolonging the debate on this
matter for two complete days. If this is the manner in which the future
administration is to run, I cannot say what it will be. The honourable
member suggested that it was very difficult for a poor man. living in the
town of Gujranwala to resist the force of the District Magistrate. May
I ask the House another question : · How far is it possible for the unarmed,
peaceful citizens of Gujranwala to resist the so-called non-violence of the
mob that is infuriated by inflammatory speeches at the Congress .offiee
and at the procession, who simply bully the honest and quiet people sitting
in their own houses ? Is it not a fact that this so-called non-violence mob,
peaceful workers of the Congress,led by thei,r leaders and incited to violence
by them went to the house. of the president, Sardar Bahadur Sundar Singh,
and so besieged him that the poor gentleman bad to lock himself inside
with hie womenfolk while all the time the furious mob lay waiting for him
outside, and hurling on him and hie family abuses of all kinds? Is that the
way in which the peaceful and unarmed mob is to be led to bully and worry
the innocent people of the locality? Is it not further a. fact that the mob,
proceeded from the president's house to the house of his sister whose husband .
was .away, and the poor unprotected woman was all alone shut up in her
house, and the infuriated mob, under the guidance of the so-called nationalists •
and Congress leaders hurled all kinds of abuses on her. Is it not a fact
that even innocent women were thus attacked for no fault of theirs excepi
~heir being the sisters of the president of the municipal committee whose
views did not coincide with those of the mob or of the so-called national.
workers ? Is this the kind of independence that they are going to establish
in this country? If that is so, I should think that the Congress Committee
.at Gujranwala has set a very bad example to the public in making them.
bent upon breaking the law. (An honourable member: Is this all relevant, Sir ?) They are all unpleasant, I admit, and I. shall leave them there,
I suggest that it is not at all possible for any honourable member. to allege
that the Deputy . Commissioner used force. There are other people than
the Deputy Commissionerwho are alleged to have used force in an unlawful
manner in order to coerce,people into action which they would not otherwise
have done. I ask, how many political workers there are in some of these
towns who do not by sheer pressure of their non-violent mob force compel
other citizens to follow them ? Do we not know that mere payment of a
rupee a day produces very ardent nationalist workers who prawl the
streets and singfunny songs every day and who hoist flags or wave them,
.about in busy ~treets? Axe there not others who are driven to do those
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things by force of pressure immoral . or otherwise brought to bear on
I them by the so-called political workers ?
I suggest . that this movement
, ,of peaceful persuasion which is called..•..
Mr. President: That question is not before the House now.

.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: Very well, Sir. I
:·now come. to the third charge. What was stated was this, that on the 2nd
.' February there were 18 gentlemen who had sent a document to the effect
· that Sardar Baha.dur Sunder Singh should be removed from the municipal
.·~ommittee and on that document was the signature of Malik Lal Khan and
. also that of Sheikh Din Muhammad, and that therefore the Minister for
· Local Self-Government realised that this vote of censure would be carried
: :through because there was one gentleman· who was in Allahabad who had
."been called for by telegrain-I am glad to say for once he did not say I had
. issued the telegram, I will deal with that later-and who was expected
to be present, and that with him, the required number of 14 .to form the
_ two-thirds majority for the purpose was assured: It was further stated
, that as the Minister did not want the Chairman to be ousted, therefore he
· forthwith removed Malik Lal Khan from his seat on the committee, in order
'i.o reduce the number to 1S (out of 21). Let me assure you that this poor
: :Minister knew absolutely nothing of that intrigue that was being carried
on by one party or another in the committee on the 2nd of August. The
· honourable inein.ber wanted the House to believe that because Malik La.I
'. Khan · and Sheikh· Din Muhammad had signed that. particular document,
.' therefore they were agreed in all matters, and that it was certain that the
resolution would be carried. What does that document state ? All that
it states . is this : ' We the following 18 members have no confidence in
Barda :· Bahadur Sunder Singh.' That is a perfectly legitimate thing to
. understand. Malik La.I Khan and Sheikh Din Muhammad may have a.
common enemy whom they wanted to get rid of and so joined hands. Sheikh
Din Muhammad might have thought of, getting rid of Sardar Bahadue
Sunder Singh. as the former thought that something had happened· at the
elections which in his opinion was due to the latter. Thus he has a grouse
of his own. Malik Lal Khan thinks that because Sardar Bahadur Sunder ,
Singh is not sharing his views, he should get rid of him, and being the senior
vice-president succeed him to his place. Therefore is it a strange phenomenon that should pa. rs one's comprehension that two gentlemen who
· may be absolutely inimical to each other should join hands and compose
their· differences as against a third person and a common foe ? If these 18
.signatures were secured in that manner there is nothing strange in it, and it
is a. mistaken view to hold that all these 18 shared the same views on all other
political n\.atters and were united for ever. They may be of one view on a
particular issue, but on the next they ma.y quarrel with one.another. And
it is nothing improbable in the case of the members of this committee because very serious agreements . are entered into by some of its members
during a night conference, and before day-break the sacred agreements
are thrown to the winds, because. one gentleman, who was a party to that
.eontraot was tempted by the offer of better terms from the other parts of
·. the. House in . connection with . the presidential elections, Therefore much
. importance should not be a.tta.ohedto this tgreeinent. Tb.ere are thelfe t'\TO
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gentlemen who to fight against a common foe put their signatures over this
document, and somehow or other they thought better of it the next day and"
it may be that an eminent counsel from Gujranwala (Mr. Labh Singh) might
have used his influence to persuade or win over one or two of those gentle.. :
Dien and on that day the expected thing did not happen. It means really
nothing more than that. The poor Minister does not even .know that that ·
writing was there, nor is he concerned with as to who gets into the munieipal.
committee or who gets out of it. So far as I am concerned I want to .
see that the municipal administration is run on sound and honest lines,"
and so long as the public interests are well protected my duty is done.
It little matters to me whether X is there or Y or Z. Therefore the allega- .
tion regarding the 18 or so signatures which the honourable member tried
to make a flourish about cannot furnish him a.· good basis for argument.·.
The magistrate knew nothing about it ; I knew nothing about it. I do not .
care in the least as. to who remains president of the municipal committee
of Gujranwala, whether the 18 were to pass· the Resolution or · 14 the
position of the Government would have been the same. Lal Khan was not
removed in order to avoid a vote of censure against the president. But.
he. was removed for the breach of his oath of allegiance, and I do not se~;
any connection between the two points nor do I see how this argument
affects me as a Minister.
·
·
·
I do not wish to go further into the other points which the honourable
member raised, but I believe I have shown how the house of cards made of
tissue paper falls to the ground, and I trust I have been able to satisfy the·
House on the facts of the case.
. It is hardly necessary for me to say that there is no national flag. A·
Sikh member has just said that the Sikh colour is not there (yellow) nor·
are the Sikhs behind . this flag. Every one knows that Muslims are not
with the Congress nor with its flag. You can call it Congressflag, but certainly not national flag.

I now come to one more point raised by an honourable member of this.
House sitting opposite that in a certain paper he had read that I had given
donation to a certain organisation. When I said I had not, he replied : :
' It is so stated in the lnqilab ; 'how can you say you have not?' It amounts·
to this : If any paper by mistake or inadvertence issues an obituary.
notice that such and such a poor or rich honourable member or lawyer
has died while that is not a fact, will my honourable friend then assert that
he .is dead? . How can he be here when the lnqilab has already published ·
his obituary notice of I ask, is. that the sort of argument to be used ?
, As far as donations are concerned, we poor Ministers are meant to give
donations. Our salaries are public property. Every month, indeed every.
day some donation or other has to be paid. And this is the only consolation
that a Minister can have that he is thereby able to do good to some charitabl'
institutions. And if we are to go on paying like this, no matter how rioh a
Minister is, I assure you he' will find no money left. He has got already ·
his financial liabilities. He may serve as Minister till Domesday, but he
will never have enough money. Therefore I do riot think our lot is an
enviable one.
·
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President : · The Honourable Minister is wandering away from the .

point.

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : The honourable member
from Gujranwala had suggested that we had to please some masters, thereby
hinting that we had a lucrative post in our view when we took any action
as a. Minister. I was only trying to show that there was no money to be
made in this office. Let the honourable member eome here and try. I have
no·thing more to say except to express my extreme indebtedness to the
House for having given me this opportunity of explaining my conduct,
and I trust that my action will meet with the approval of the House.
(Loud and pro"longea cheers).
Mr. Labh Singh : I did not rise to . interrupt the honourable minister
because he said he would be puzzled. , I have noted down a few questions
which you were pleased to say you would allow us to put. I have them here,
and I will put them with your permission and the Honourable Minister may
answer them if he ·cares to do so. In fact he undertook to reply to them on
the c~ndition that he is not interrupted in the course of his speech, which
appeared to be his first serious forensic effort. My first question is this :
With whom did the proposal to remove Malik Lal Khan originate, with the
:Minister or with the Deputy Commissioner? If it is the latter, would the
Honourable Minister be pleased to read the recommendation and place
it. before the House ?
The Honourable Malik F'iroz Khan, Noon : I am not prepared
to read an official document. There may be other things in that official
-documents which I do not wish should be placed on the table of the House.
Mr. Labh Singh: Very well, I will then put this question, was it at
the initiative of the Minister or of the Deputy Commissioner, that this action
was taken?
Th~ Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : I have nothing to add
to what I have said.
The Honourable Mian Sir F azl•i .. Husain : It is with reference to this
very aspect that I wished to invite the Chair's attention. If a debate has
come to a sudden end on account of closure how far it would be right for
this House to start the convention that after the close of the speech there
should be a cross-examination on the basis of the speech that has been made.
Ally convention of this sort laid down would be very difficult to depart from
later on. As a member of the reserved half of the Government I had not the
slightest intention to intervene between the House and the Minister but I
thought it was my duty to invite.the attention of the Chair to this aspect of
-0£ the case.
·
Labh Singh : It was only on the assurance that I shall be allowed
to put my questions at the end of the Minister's speech that I did not get up
to correct the Honourable Minister then and there. I believe I am within
my rights if I rise to ask just two questions which necessarily arise from the
statement made to us by the ifonourable Minister and which are intended
to correct, supplement and explain it.
Mr. President: Cannot one member of the House ask a question
.throngh the Chair or another member of the House with respect to a.
matter under discussion ?
·
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The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain: I do not desire tolea.d
_:you to an academic controversy but I only want to mak.e sure tha.t the privilege of a.eking questions does not develop into a eross-examination,
I
Mr. President: Ma.y I refer the honourable member to paeagraph 54
,of
Business Manual ? It runs a.s follows :-

our

" When for the purposes of expla.nation during disoussion or for any other llllffloient
reason, any member has oooasionto ask e. question of another member on any
me.tt.erthen under the oonsidere.tionof the Counoil,he sha,Il ask the question
through the President."

Mr. Labh Singh: Sir, my next question is this. The Honourable
Minister was pleased to say that the president of the committee ordered
-.that the hall be looked up. Was this order by the president to his secretary
a, written one or an oral one ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: I shall have to :find
~it out from the president.
. ·
Mr. Labh Singh: My next question is this. Was not the president
.absent on Saturday, the 25th and Sunday, the 26th; and was he not called
-:frqm a village seven miles away after the flag had been hoisted or about
:cthat time?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : I think the best
person to answer that question is the president himself. As far as my
.recollection goes, from the conversation that I had with the president,
he was absent for a part of the day on the 25th, and that on the night of the
·-25th he was back in Gujranwala. The next morning he might have gone
.out to a village to get a little tea and after a few hours have returned. But
I am speaking from my recollection of a personal conversation that I had
·with the president, and I do not say that I remember correctly what he said.
Mr. Labh Singh: I will ask this further question.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : ·May I ask whether
-the honourable member is putting these questions so that he may use the
ji.nfor~ation given in replies thereto in any prosecution before a court of
:law?
·
·
Mr. Labh Singh : I am not concerned in the case, neither as proseen,tor nor as accused.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: This .is a matter
sub judice. · There are certain prosecutions going on in Gujranwala in conneetion with this meeting on that day and in those prosecutions these facts
will be taken into consideration. And I think it is not right that the honour. able member should use the privilege of asking questions here in order to
be able to use the replies I may give, especially when they do not concern
-me directly and when they concern the conduct of the people there. ·
Mr. President : The Honourable Minister has·stated that the president of the Gujranwala municipal committee had ordered that the doors of
the hall should be kept locked and that no one should be allowed to take
possessionof it. The honourable member wants to know whether that order.
J;o the knowledge of the Minister, was given in writing or verbally.
·
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan~ -Noon : I do not know.
'
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Mr. Labh Singh : I Ir1ay explain that no prosecution is at all takingplace on which these questions have any bearing.
Mr. Pre,i.J-:nt: I hope the honourable member will npt ask any question but for the purpose of eliciting facts with regard to the matter under-discussion.
0
Mr. Labh Singh : Quite so, Sir. My next question is this. Is it a
fact that the conviction- of Malik Lal Khan to which reference was made ·
was a matter of twenty years ago ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : It may be.
Mr. Labh Smgh: Is it a fact that no copy of the charge has so far·
been supplied to Malik Lal Khan although he· applied for it in writing, I .
mean the explanation which he was asked to submit under section 16 of the
Municipal A-ct?
Mr. President: The section says" Provided that when the Local Government proposes to take action under the fore<·
.
going provisions of this section, an opportunity of explanation shall be given to·
the member concerned."
·
·

The only question that can arise is whether that opportunity was given. '.
There is no. question of any charge.
.
.
.
.
'
Mr. Labh Singh: With reference to the points on which he was asked
to give his explanation, I wish to know whether he was given a copy of those
points before action was taken under this section.
.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: I have no knowledge·
a.a to what the Deputy Commissionerdid.
Mr. Labh Singh: Is it a fact that no copy of the charge has so far·
been supplied to Malik Lal Khan although he applied for it in writing?
Mr. President: What charge the honourable member is referring to'}
Mr. ~bh Singh: The matter in respect of which he was asked to·
give an explanation ; the charges so to speak, with reference to which he was
asked to submit an explanation.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : . I can throw no further
light on the matter.
Mr. Labh Singh : r wish to ask whether a censure motion against the
Minister was taken up in . the local municipal committee and it· was · not'
passed only because the president had illegally adjourned the meeting.
Mr. President: This matter was not referred to either by the·
honourable mover or by the Honourable Minister.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : As a matter of fact ·
it escaped my notice, and even if they had passed it I do not care ; and theyare welcome to pass it even to-morrow.
Mr. President : The Honourable Minister is· not responsible to the·
:MunicipalCommissioners; he is responsible to the members of this Honse.

(Bear, hear).

·

Mr. Labh Simgh : I am not suggesting that. I wanted to know
whether such a thing had happened, and whether the Minister had taken
any action with respect to the high handed · illegality committed on the.Gccasion by the Chairman. · · '
·
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The . Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : My attention wa.sdra.wn to it by thehonourable gentleman himself.
Mr~ President : The honourable member may give notice of this.
question in the next session of the Council.
· ·

Mr. ~bh Singh: If action had already been taken, for what reasons·
were the signatures needed after the removal order, I mean the signatures
of the 12 gentlemen?
Mr. President : The Honourable Minister has, I think, given his reasons.
Cb.~udhri Zafrulla Khan : Through you I desire to put a question
to my friend, inasmuch as the matter with regard to which I want to put a.
question has left me in a bewildering state of mind. A certain document
has been referred to and the contents of it have been described to be eonfidential by the Eonourable Minister. I should like to know how the honourable member got to know the contents of that letter.
Mr. Labh Singh: I have not seen .the confidential letter. My information was derived through a gentleman who was spoken to by the confiden-,
tial messanger through whom the Honourable Minister was pleased to send
' the message. And I may mention for the information of the House that the
message is by now public property. The Honourable Minister has himself
told us that he did write that letter, although for reasons best known only
to himself he has concealedits contents. Moreover,the best and direct source
of the information were the victims themselves of the letter.
·
~-··-,11,

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husaia ; It was because I apprehended that this: would take place under the ruling which you gave in
pursuance of the standing order that I rose to intervene. It was not my
object to challenge the possibility of putting questions through the Chair.
I want the matter to be considered in the interests of the future working:
of the. Council so that this precedent might not come into use hereafter a!f
it may give you and the House trouble in future.
.
·

Dr.· Gokul Chand, N~ang ~ · A very small question Sir. In .his
speech, the honourable member ·from Gujranwala referred to an exalted
errand boy who had been used l,>y the Minister for taking his letter or message to the Deputy Commissioner of Gujranwala. I want to ask him
whether that exalted errand boy was a member of this Council.
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i·Husain: Do you, Sir, intend to·
permit this question ?

Mr. President: He has not named any member.
Mr. Labh Singh : I did not name him, but the Honourable Minister
has.

Mr. President : Demand under consideration. T~e question is" That the demand be reduc"edby Re. 1, with respect to the item of Rs. 60,000, Pay of
Officers-Minist.er for Local Self-Gpv~rnment."
.

The motion was lost.

'1'
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Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Sir, I wished to say a few
words on the main demand but, within the short time at my disposal
I cannot do justice to the subject and criticise the policy of either, the
::Minister for Education or any other Minister.
·
· ·
Lala Kesho R~, Sekhri: Sir, the honourable member ·having
failed in his attempts to attack the Minister for Education by. means of
:his cut motions is now trying to take this opportunity to stab him from
behind.
Rai Sahib Chaudbri Chhotu Ram : I had made it quite clear that
I was going to attack the Minister for Education who has been following
:a wrong-headed policy.
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: On a point of order. In his opening
-sentence, the honourable member, the ex-Minister, has been pleased. to
express a sort of uncertainty and. disappointment that having very little
time at his disposal he does not know whether he can do justice to his
-critioism of the Honourable Minister for Education, or the working of the
transferred department under some other Honourable Minister, thereby
giving an indication that it is within the range of possibility that he may
criticise the policy of the Honourable Minister for Education. I .respeetfully submit that the point raised by my honourable friend from Amritsat
was a sound point of order, oie., that having failed in his frontal attack
-on the Honourable Minister he wants to attack him from behind. I won't
·say stab in the back or anything of the kind. I want to bring to your
notice that it would be quite out of order to attack now, at this stage, the
policy of the Honourable, Minister for Education, because he had moved
two cuts, and both of them proved infructuous,
Mr. President: For any reasons, which may not be irrelevant to
the Grant now before the House, the honourable member can oppose the
grant. His reasons may include criticism of any Minister or officerof Government.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : In view of the attempts that
'have been made to prevent me from making the criticisms I_ wanted to·
make, I do not want to say anything more than this, namely, that this
,section of the House (po{nting to the National Unionist benches) has been
entirely dissatisfied with the policy that has been pursued by the Honourable
Minister for Education.
'
· ·
Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: There is yet a minute and-a-half, Sir,
and I just want to say a few words with your permission.
Sir, the working of the department of Local Self-Government has been
-defective in this sense, that whereas communal representation is allowed
in municipal towns where Muslim community is expected to have a fair
amount of representation, it is not allowed in the district boards where
my community is not expected to have in general electorates a decent re·
presentation. Either the principle of communal representation must go
-or it should be introduced elsewhere. I also want to draw the attention
-of the Minister for Local Self-Government to the fact that the water works
.at Pind Dadan Khan are still in a state of incompletion and early attention
-should be paid to them.
Nothing substantial has been done for the propagation of the Ayur·
'Vedic system of. medicine.
.
.
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There is another thing. It has been given out tha.t in the new appoint1ments of ~ssistant surgeons out of 14 only 8 are Hindus, one Sikh and the
rest are Muhammadans. I have no grudge against Muhammadans, but I
-eondemn the policy by which appointments a.re being made, because this
principle has produced a. great deal of heart burning amongst candidates
for the posts of assistant surgeons in this province. The British Genera.I
-Oouneilof Medicinehas declared that Indian degrees would not be recognised.
This is intolerable' and some measures should be taken to establish a re,.ciprocity. if nothing can be done by way of .retaliation,
The notified area of Sheikhupura is still waiting for a municipality and
.even election has not been held there for a long time. · The whole town of
Pindigheb has practically been transferred to certain individuals.
Mr. President: _ The question is'1

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 2,10,600 be granted to the Punjab Government (Minis·
tries of Agriculture, Education and Local Self-Government) to defray the
charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the 31st of
March 1931 in respect of general administration (Transferred)."

The motion -was carried.
ADMINISTRATION

OF

J USTIOE.

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow.
·, beg to move :

(Finance Member) : Sir, I

"That a sum .not exceeding Rs. 47,57,100 be granted to the Governor in Council to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the
the 31st of March 1931 in respect of Administration of Justice."

Mr. President : The demand moved is :·• That a sum not exceeding Rs. 47,57,100 be granted ·~ the Governor in Council tc
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending tile
31st of March-1931 in respect of Administration of Justice."

(Shaikh _Abdul Ghani rose to speak). _
Mr. President: The honourable member's amendment does not
.appear to be in order.
Shaikh· Abdul Ghani : My object is, to impress upon the Govern·
.ment the desirability of having one Muslim as permanent judge of the Punjab
High Court.
·
·
Mr. President : According to the note appended to the amendment
- the object of the honourable member is to urge upon the Government that
one post of a permanent judge be reduced.
Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Surely, if they do not give us one perms.nent judge.
. Mr. President: Who can appoint a permanent judge? Your
object is fo criticise the policy of the local Government.
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: It is a non-voted item.
Shaikh Abdul Ghani :, My object would be served if the Government
ds prepared to give us an assurance.
Mr. President : The item is non-voted.
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Shaikh Abdu.~ - Ghani : At the time .I gut this amendment I f~iled
to find out anything to indicate that one item was voted and another,
non-voted.
Mr. Pres~dent : Apparently the honourable member does J:!.Ot under·stand the difference between the italic and Roman figures used in the-·
budget?
Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Certainly, at the time I dip. not understand
the significance of the italics.

Mr. President : I think the amendment is out of order. The number
of judges is fixed by the Government of India Act .aad His Majesty can,
appoint up to that number.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram:

Sir, I beg to move-

" That the grant be reduced by Re. 1 with respect to the item of Rs. 27,900-Pay of
Officers-24-A,"
'

Mr. President : How is this in order? It relates to a non-voted
subject.

Rai S&hib Chaudhri Cbhotu' Ram : This item is voted.
Mr. President: Yes, it is, but the point is whether it is in the powerof the local Government to appoint judges ?
Rai ·Sabib.Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: It is in the power of the local
Government to make recommendations;
·
Mr. President : Then move a resolution inviting the attention of
the local Government to that fact.
But now you are discussing the
budget.
· Rai Sahib Chaudbri Chhotu Ram : The local· Government - has·
limited powers so far as appointment is concerned .
. Mr. President: May I invite the honourable member's attention to·
section 101 of the Government of India Act. The appointment of permanent
judges is in the hands of His Majesty the King Emperor. The · appointment
of additional judges is in the hands of His Excellency the Governor-General,
while the appointment of temporary judges is in the hands of the local:
Government.
Shaikh Abdul Ghani : This head includes the Registrar , Deputy
Registrar and Assistant Registrar.
·
Mr. President: Right, and the honourable member is welcome to·
criticise thsm, but how can he argue that the judges should be agriculturists r
If he wants the 'Registrar to be an agriculturist he is at liberty to say so.
Shaikh Abdul Ghani : What would the judges do without the.
Registrar ?
·
Mr. President: Then he can say that tbe Registrar should go.
Shaikh Abdul Ghani: Surely that is how we can comment upon the.
administrative side of the High Court.
1
Mr. President : The honourable member's note may not be complete, but so far as it goes, it is quite clear that bis intention is ito draw
attention to the fact that no agriculturist is a Judge of the High Court;

-

-

-
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Of the local Government,

-of the Government of India, of the Parliament, .or of His Majesty the King ?

Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: The attention of the local
Government.
•
I
Mr. President : It. is not . in the hands of the local Government
:to appoint agriculturists to the High Court Bench.
. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : The local Government can
·take steps to see that agriculturists are appointed judges of the High Court-.
Mr. President: The honourable member is welcome to move e.
zesolution to that effect.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Why can it not be done in the
course of this motion? Can I not draw the attention of the local Government to the absence of agriculturists in the High Court in order to urge that
they should take steps to have agriculturists.
appointed,
.
Mr. President: The.honourable member proposes to omit the salary
.9f certain officers with the object of having agriculturists appointed as
· judges.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: Yes, that is my object.
Mr. President: How can the omission of the subordinate officers' ·
-salary result In the appointment of an agriculturist as a judge?
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : This item relates to the salary
.of their establishment. If there is no establishment how can they cany
out their duties?
Mr. President: That might result in the abolition of judges. But
-the honourable member's object is to draw attention of the local Govern·ment to the fact that there are no agriculturists on the High Court Bench.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : Can we not make a. protest'?
Mr. President : The object with which the amendment is proposed
must be directly relevant to the item to which it relates.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : May I remind you of your

.

rilling ....

Mr. President: I anticipate what the honourable member is going
to refer to. There. the object was. to have the Commissionersabolished.
Does the honourable member mean that the High Court should be
abolished?
Rai Sahib ChaudhriChhotuRam: 1 think\t is one of the recognised
methods in which this House or individual member of the House can express
their dissatisfaction with a certain state of things in any department of
Government. Now I proposed this cut to express my dissatisfaction with
the personnel of the High Court.
Mr. President : · Are High Courts under local Governments ?
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: The local Government has a
band, and a substantial hand, in the making of appointments.

Mr. President: That is so. The local Government does recommend
. the appointment of judges ; and that is the reason why the. honourable
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fMr. President.]
,,
· member will be in order if he were to move a resolution inviting the atten· tion of the Government to this complaint of the agriculturists of the province.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : That is a different thing.
Whether I have a right to move a resolution or not, the question is whether·
or not this motion is in order or not'.
... Mr. President : The amendment of the honourable member re. lates to the salary of the officers of the High Court, while his attack IS·
against the High Court itself.
.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Cbhoi:u Ram: If there is any attack, the-attack is on the policy of the Government which has been systematically •.. :
. Mr. President : But the Local Government is not directly responsiblefor the appointment of iudges. · It is the Governor who makes rseommen-:
dations, and not the local Government.
Chaudhri Zafrulla Khan: His Excellency the Governor is notimentioned in section 101 •. So far as I understand it is His Majesty the
King who is....
·
Mr. President: Please refer to section 105.
Chaudhri Zafrulla Khan : That is local Government.
Mr. President: If the object of the honourable member is to urgewhy no agriculturist has been appointed a temporary judge of the High
Court, he may move his amendment.
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : Sir, I think you are perfectly right,..
and if you will kindly turn to page 206· of the Budget Estimates you will find·
that the item No. 2 mentioned on that page which is voted is Rs. 27,900·
and if you come to the details of .it you will find that this is made up of S,
items. These 3 items are Rs. 11,520, on account of,pay of the Deputy-Registrar, Rs. 8,610 on account of the pay of the Assistant Registrar, .
Rs. 7,770 on account of the pay of the .Assistant Deputy Registrar. These·
are the 3 officers whose salaries taken together form the item which my
honourable friend wants to be reduced by Re. 1. Now let us assume·that
this cut is carried. What would be the effect of it 'l The salaries of these
8 gentlemen would be reduced by Re. 1. It is they who are affected and
not the High Court, They will probably not resign their jobs. because
their pay has been reduced by Re. 0-5-4 per annum.
Then, secondly, even if they resign, there would be many and probably
a large number of agriculturists who would like
51'.M.
to go into their places as well as non-agriculturists,
and the High Court will still stand. Thirdly, if no one cares to stand as a
candidate for less than the 'complete sum of Rs. 27,900, I am sure the
honourable members of this House will agree that the High Court will still
continue to stand and will not tumble down because Mr. Roblin resigns
and the High Court can find no successor or Mr. Nihal Chand resigns and the·
High Court cannot find any successor or Mr. Webb, who is the Assistant
Deputy Registrar, resigns and the High Court cannot find anyone to succeed
him. If the object were to attack the policy followed by these officers,.
then the motion would be perfectly in order. 1f this is his object, certainly·
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he can move the motion, but if the object is to make an indirect attack
upon the policy of the High Court, then my respectful submission is that.
this motion is absolutely. out of order. And the honourable member has.
made it perfectly clear that his object is not to attack either Mr. Roblin
or Mr. Nihal Chand or Mr. Webb. but his object is, to attack the Honourable
judges of the High Court. (Rai Sahio Ghaudhri Gh1wt:u Rami No.) He
wants agriculturists to be appointed, tut that involves an attack on thepolicy of Government that this Government to whom my honourable friend
bas rendered such splendid services has not seen its way up to this time toappoint a member of his own tribe, and an attack on the policy of the
judges inasmuch as they have not framed a recommendation in favour
of a member of his tribe. This is bis professed object and if that is the whole
object then my submission is that he cannot move his amendment.
· Mr. President: The debates on the budget must be relevant tothe grant or item under consideration, that is to say, they must be confined
to the particular vote then before the House and the conduct of the Government connected therewith. Now the reduction proposed to be moved
relates expressly to the salary of three officers. Therefore, the criticism
of the honourable member must be confined to these three officers and the
responsibility . of the Local Government also may be discussed so far as.
these three cff'cers are eoncemcd, and not with respect to the judges.
Rai Sahib Cha11dhri Chhctu Rsm : I thought that this token cut
. had been a well recognised method of attacking the policy of Government
in general and not necessarily. . • . • . .
.
Dr. Gokul Chand· Nara11g : Sir, the honourable.member is repeating'hitnself. He said exactly the' same words five minutes ago.
Rai Sahib Chaudbri Cbhotu Ram: .And if this practice has been
allowed to continue undisturbed for such a length of time, then, unless thereis anything definite to overrule my motion, I should like to move my amendment.
Mr. President : I have given my ruling.
Rai Sahib Cbaudhri Chhotu Ram : If it is your ruling that a token
cut can only be discussed in relation to the particular item against which
it has been directly made, then of course I have nothing to say, but a token.
cut has been allowed to be madethe basis of attack on the policy of Govern·
meat in general.
·
Mr. President: I know that in the case of an amendment for reducingthe clerical and ministerial staff of the Commissicners the object of the
mover was, if I remember aright, to render the 0( mmissioners unable to.carry on their duties. Had the honourable mover moved a reduction of
the whole staff, whose salary is Rs. 27,900 with the object of making it
impossible for the High Court to perform their judicial duties, I would haveallowed the amendment. How can the honourable member attack thelocal Government '}
Rai Sahib Cbaudliri Chhotu Ram : Under the Government of India
Act it is the local Government which appoints, acting judges.

Mr. President: Which section is the honourable
to?

member referring:
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Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Sections 101 and 105.

Mr, President : Section 101 of the Government· of India Act reads
,as follows:·

me

" Each high court shall consist of a chief justice and as many other judges as
Ma,jesty may think fit to appoint."
Provided as follows ;(i) the Governor-General in Council may appoint persons to aot · as additional
judges of any high court, for such period, nof ex<'el.ding two years, as
may be required :
(ii) the ~aximum number of judges of e. high court, including the chief
justice and additional judges, shall be twe nty."
·

Now the appointment of additional judges is in the hands of the Gover·
nor-General, that of permanent judges is in the hands of His Majesty the
King,. and the total number of judges is twenty. Where does the, local
Government come in ?
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : The appointment of \acting
judges has been dealt with in one of these sections.

Mr. President: The honourable _ member is probably referring to
sub-section (2) of section 105. According to that sub-section only acting
judges can be appointed by the local Government.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Cbhoh:4Ram : Acting judges have . as muoh
right to sit on the bench as any other judge. That is also a class of appointment which in a way goes to establish
.

Dr. Gokul Chand Nai'ahg : It. is the object of the honourable member to attack the acting judges.
Mr. President: But how can the cut. relate to acting judges only?

Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: I would submit that even the pay
.of the temporary additional judges is non-voted. How can it be made
the subject of discussion here on a token cut ?
.
Lala Kesho Ram Sekhri : In that case this cut should have referred
to that·item, but it refers to a different item. It pains me to think that
·Government has not been able to train this gentleman while he was there
on Government benches. He does not everr know this ordinary thing, and
he has been dealing with the budget as a Minister. He is really wanting to
attack the temporary judges while he is pretending to discuss the policy and
-draw attention to the absence of agriculturists from the High Court Bench.
Mr. President: If the object of the honourable member is to abolish
the posts of Registrar, Deputy Registrar and the Ass~tant Registrar, he
is welcome to move the amendment.
Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: That obviously is not his object.
Mr. President: Then I declare the amendment to be out of order,
.Amendment No. 8.
Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: In this case Chaudhri Chhotu Ram
wants to discuss the policy of the High Court on the administration side
in relation to the item .of Rs. 27,900, ·pay of officers. This again is ont
.of order as it relates to the appointment of these three gentlemen.
·

·

Mr. President: If the honourable member wishes to criticise the
policy of the High Court on the administrative side, he may table a resolution and if the ballot favours him he will achieve his objects.
Shaikh Abdul Ghani [West Punjab Towns, (Muhammadan), Urban] z
Sir, I beg to move.. That the grant be reduced by Re. 1 with respect t.o the item of Rs. 2,86,200-pa.y of
Publio Prosecutors."

·

I need · not take a great deal of time of the Council over this subject.
The question is a very simple and very clear one. It cannot be said at this
hour that there is paucity of competent and eminent legal practitioners so
far as Muhammadans are concerned in this province and yet they are not
sufficiently represented in the cadre of public prosecutors. Nor can it
be said that Muhammadan lawyers are not willing to take up the job. It
appears to me that there has been a monopoly of a particular comm.unity
throughout and· that community has been able to keep the Mussalmans
out of this cadre. I admit, no doubt, that efforts have been made in recent
years to take in a certain number of Muslims as public prosecutors, but
out of a total of 81 public prosecutors-I suppose 1am right in that fi.gurethere are only 8 Muslim public prosecutors serving in this province. On
this point I am speaking subject to correction, because so often additional
public prosecutors are being taken in order to conduct particular cases .
and so I am not in a position to know the exact number actually working
as public prosecutors and how many of them are Muslims.
Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: The book which has been placed in
our hands shows that there are l 2 Muslim public prosecutors.
Shaikh Abdul Ghani : My information is that there are only 8
Muslim public prosecutors. However, that shows that the Muslims are
poorly represented in that service. If we take the population basis, of
course the percentage of Muslims among public prosecutors must be 50
and there is absolutely no reason why that number should not be made up.
I commend this to the Government and the Honourable the Legal Remem·
braneer who is, I think, already taking action in the matter to make up the
deficiency as soon as it is possible.
Mr. President : Demand under consideration, amendment moved" That the demand be reduced by Re 1 with respect
Publio Proseout.ors."

t.o the

it.em of Rs. 2,86,200 pa.y of

.

Mr. S. L. Sale (Legal Remembrancer): Sir, the honourable mover
· supported his motion in a comm.endal:lyshort speech and I propose to make
an equally brief speech in reply. I should, before coming to facts
and figures, like to explain for the information of the honourable
mover that public prosecutors are not Government servants, but bear
the same relation to Government as that of a counsel to a client.
Just as private clients would go to a counsel of proved capacity
and efficiency, so Government when they, in the capacity of client,
wish to employ counsels, have no regard to the community to which
counsel belongs, but consider rather his professional capacity as proved
by his legal practice and by the work which he bas done on behalf of Gov·
ernment in previous cases. But, so far as possible, other things being
equal, Government are anxious to see that there should be no undue preponderance of any one community a.mong their standing counsel.
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I think the figures which I have prepared will show that there is no
undue preponderance or any one community. In point of fact the percentage
of Muslims in the cadre of public prosecutors has been gradually increasing
since 1921. In that year there were 26 public prosecutors of whom 16 were
Hindus, 9 Muslims and one Christian. In other words, 61 per cent. were
Hindus, 84 per cent. Muhammadans and the remainder Christians. Sinee'
that time we have appointed a certain number of Sikhs. In 1921 there
were none, now we have three Sikhs. The present figures are-I am speaking
of permanent public prosecutors-out of a total of 80 public prosecutors
there are 14 Hindus, 12 Muslims, 8 Sikhs and 1 Christian. In other
words, the percentages are, 46 per cent. Hindus, 40 per cent. Muslims,
10 per cent. Sikhs and 8 per cent. Christians. l have not gone into the
percentages of the intervening years, but I can assure the honourable mover
that the percentage has never been so favourable to Muslims as it is at
present.
There is one more remark which I think is very relevant. I quite
agree with the honourable mover that there are plenty of well-qualified
Muslims practising in the districts who are ready and willing to become
public prosecutors. But he said, if I understood him rightly, that the
appointments should be made on the population basis, that is to say, on
the basis of 50-50. I think, however, that we should take into account
not the total number of Muslims in the province but the number of practising
lawyers on the rolls of the High Court. (Hear, hear). For that purpose
I have collected some figures from the recent lists issued by the High Court
and I find that out of 4,128 practising lawyers in this province, 2,844 are
Hindus, while there are only 797 Muslims, 444 Sikhs and 88 Christians
and 5 Parsis, The percentages are as follows: 68· 98 per cent. Hindus,
19·88 per cent. Muslims, 10· 77 per cent. Sikhs and ·80 per cent. Christians
and · 12 per cent. Parsis. Now, I venture to suggest that having regard
to these percentages among practising lawyers in the province, it is not
unfavourable to Muslims that they have as high a percentage as 40 in the
cadre of public prosecutors as against 46 per cent. Hindus and 10 per
~ cent. Sikhs. The honourable mover may rest assured that the claims
of any Muslim candidates who may come forward will receive due con·
sideration.
[Mr.

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq [Amritsar City (Muhammadan), Urban] I
Sir, in my budget speech I said that it would be useless to discuss such
subjects at present. It is useless to request the Government at present
to lay down a policy for the future. It is much better that we raise such
questions after eighteen months or two years. I say this is the hope that
after two years the reforms will come in and the new situation will permit
the House to settle such questions of policy. •· The policy of the present
Government has always been-if I am not insulting them-one of divide
and rule. The Government wants to keep its power and so it will not change
its policy. That is why instead. of giving an assurance to this Council the
Government has given a more unsatisfactory answer. This has made the
position worse than. it was before. Up to this. time the Government used to
say, 'Yes, we will look after your interest.' But now, they have changed
their policy and .instead of taking the percentage on the population basis,
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th~y say, 'Take the percentage of people who are practising lawyers.'
If the Government had said" We want to select the best persons, that would
have been sensible. Instead of that they have taken an attitude which is
absolutely ridiculous. They ·say that in future the proportion of public .
prosecutors of different communities will be in accordance with the proportion of practising lawyers among the different communities.
Mr. S. L. Sale : I am sorry I have been misunderstood. I repudiate
.that statement.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I am very glad he repudiates that statement. That is distinctly what I wanted.
Now, Sir, there is no doubt that every community wants some share
in the administration of the country. As regards posts of Extra Assistant
Com.missionersor Sub-Judges or other such offices there is competition
examination for filling them and enough number of Hindus and Muhammadans may come in by the open door. But for the office of public prosecutors, there is no competition examination and everything is left to the sweet
will of the Government. If a Deputy. Commissioner is gracious enough
to recommend a person or if the Legal Remembrancer is pleased with any
candidate he is nominated as public prosecutor irrespective of his merits,
irrespective of whether he is earning Rs. 800 a month or Rs. 18-4-0 a month
He is simply appointed because the Deputy Commissioner or somebody
else bas pushed him up. I do not, however, like to pursue this subject
any further. I hope my honourable friend will withdraw this amendment.
I think this question should not be raised at this stage.
Lala Mukand Lal Puri [Lahore City (Non-Muhammadan), Urban] : .
Sir, after hearing the speech of the honourable the Legal Remembrancer
with regard to the principle which the Punjab Government is following
in the selection of the Public Prosecutors, I had no intention to participate
in the debate, but for the last sentence which the honourable the Legal Remembraneer has been pleased to say. There is a danger, Sir, of this discussion of· the Legislative Council being used to canvass for individual appointments, and I want to record my protest as emphatically as possible
that these discussions on cuts and that the assurances given by the Government should not be used as a support for any possible vacancy that 'may
come up in the near future. It may be that a certain proportion of appointments in certain public services have to be reserved for a certain community.
It may be that one community ought not be be given monopoly in a public
service, whether it is Muhammadan, whether it is Hindu or whether it is
Sikh. Sir, having brought to the notice of the Government that certain
community is not properly represented and the assurance of the Government given ih that .eonneetion, that assurance should not· be used to eonvasa
for the appointment of a candidate of that community if that candidate
happens to be inferior to the members of the other communities.

The Henourable Sir Alexander Stow (Finance ~ember): Sir,
I think the few points on which misapprehension has arisen would have been
cleared if the honourable member from Amritsar had fully heard the explanation of Mr. Sale, who, when winding up his remarks asked the honourable
the mover of this cut to withdraw it. That is what I should like to do myself, and will appeal to the honourable member to, do. I think the honourable
11'2
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Sir Alexander Stow. J.
member from Amritsar was perhaps confused, and took as a principle what
was really an illustration ....••••..••
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: I apologize, Sir.
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : ~t is also quite plain that
as regards these appointments efficiency and the matter in hand, that is to
say, the case which has to be conducted, are the principal things to be considered. As Mr. Sale has pointed out there are also other considerations,
which have to be, and are constantly being, borne in mind. I think
Mr. Sale has given a fair indication of the method employed by Government in making these appointments, and I, therefore, appeal to the honourable member from Shahpur to withdraw his amendment.
Shaikh Abdul Ghani: Sir, I am quite prepared to withdraw the cut
proposed by me after the assurance given by the honourable the Legal
Remembrancer and by the Honourable Finance 1Member, but I cannot
help remarking that I cannot possibly agree with the arguments advanced
by the Honourable Legal Remembrancer. He said that as the number of
Muslim lawyers in the province is 797 and the number of other communities
is much greater, therefore, that fact has to be taken into consideration ;
but the question is that if he is going to have half a dozen more public
prosecutors from amongst the Muslim, whether he would be in a position to
select even half a dozen out of these 797 or that the Muslim lawyers are
so incompetent that even half a dozen cannot be selected for performing the
duties of public prosecutors.
· Mr. Sale: I never said that the Muslim lawyers are incompetent.
Shaikh Abdul Ghani : I a n sorry that I misunderstood the honourable
the Legal Rememorancer. Sir, as the number of Muslim lawyers 1s 797,
and they are in a minority, they should not be lost sight of and the fact that
they are in a. minority, they should be given an opportunity with other
communities. My point is simply this that there are competent Muslim
lawyers and there is a sufficientnumber of them coming forth for these posts.
and that their claims should not be ignored. Sir, after the assurance given
by the honourable the Legal Remembrancer and the Honourable the Finanoe
. · Member I withdraw my amendment.
The motion was, by leave, withdrawn.
Mr. President: The question is" That a. sum not exceeding Rs. 47,57,100 be gra,nted to the Governor in Council to
defra.y the ohergea that will come in course of payment for the year ending the
31st of Ma.rch 1931 in respect of Administration of Justice."

The motion was .carried.
JAILS AND CONVICT SETTLEMENTS.

The Honourable- Sir Alexander Stow (Finance _Member): Sir, I
beg to move- .
"That a. sum not exceeding Rs. 41,69,100 be granted to the Governor in Council to
defra.y the ohaeges tha.t will come in course of payment for the year ending the
31st of Ma.rch 1931 in respect of Ja.ils and Convict Settlements."

The motion was carried.

GOVERNMENT'S DEMANDS FOB GRANTS-·l'OLIOE,
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The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : Sir, I beg to move" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,13,64,500 be granted to the Governor in Council to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the
31st of Ma,rch 1931, in respect of Police."

Mr. President : The demand moved is" That a sum not exceeding Rs, 1,13,64,500 be granted to the Governor in Council to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the yea1' ending the
31st of Ma,rch 1931, in respect of Police."

Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram [South-East Rohtak (non-Muhammadan), Rural] : Sir, I beg to move" That the grant be reduced by Re. 1 with respect to the item of Rs. 9,81,600 SubInspectors."

Sir, the object of this motion is that I should draw the attention of the
Government to the fact that Hindu agriculturists are very much under·
represented in this branch of public service. The latest figures are given
in .the Consolidated List, which was issued on the 1st of January 1980,
on page 2. The total number of Sub-Inspectors in the province is 840.
Out of this number 852 are Muhammadan agriculturists, _120 Muhammadan Non-agriculturists; 71 are Hindu agriculturists, 176 are Hindu nonagriculturists; 76 are Sikh agriculturists and 40 are Sikh non-agriculturists.
The distribution obviously seems to be very uneven. While among the
Muhammadans the number of agriculturists is fairly large, the same number
among the Hindus is very low, it is only 71. Among the Sikhs the number
is fairly high though not commensurate with the strength of the agricultural
element in the Sikh population. The general percentage of all agriculturists
is 59 · 5. If I can remember correctly, the percentage of agriculturists among
Sub-Inspectors of Police should be 66. So, the present general percentage
of agriculturists falls short of that prescribed by 6 or 7. Sir, it cannot
reasonably be contended that men with sufficient education cannot be forthcoming from among the ranks of agriculturists even for this branch of the
service. Nor can it be reasonably contended that the agriculturists would
be' less fitted for the police Department than the non-agriculturists. But
somehow or other the preponderance of agriculturists has not been estab[ished to the same extent as it was the intention of the resolution of 1919.
After all the Police department is a semi-Military department. The
duties of a policeman require courage which is likely to be possessed in a
greater measure by agriculturists, who belong to the martial classes than
by non-agriculturists who have had not much to do with risks and dangers
in life. They m~y be very good officers in spheres where pure intellect is
required, but where physical courage, initiative and capacity to handle
or control men are required, I do not think a non-agriculturist will prove
half so. good as an agriculturist. Consequently I beg to submit that there
being no lack of men with good education and sound physique amongst
agriculturists, there is no reason why in this department agriculturists
should not preponderate to a larger extent than they do now.

O
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Now, with respect to Hindu agriculturists I find that there is a very
marked inadequacy in representation.
There are only 71 Hindu agriculturists. The percentage of Hindus in the aggregate is 29 · 4. Thus it
fa.Us short of the proper Hindu share by 2 · 5 per cent. Hindus roughly form
32 per cent. of the tbtal population and their total share thus falls short of
that which is in accordance with their strength in population, but of this
share Hindu agriculturists get 71 posts in all as against 176 which go to
non-agriculturists.
This means a little .less than 29 per· cent. of the share
which falls to the Hindus.

. (At th'Ul stage Mr.· President left the Chair and it was oacupied by the
Deputy President.)
In view of these clear facts I think I have a very strong case to bring
to the notice of the Honourable the Finance Member and I hope he will be
able to do something substantial in the course of the next two or three years
to do justice to the claims of the Hindu zamindars.
Deputy President : Demand under consideration.
Amendment
-moved" Thai the grant be reducedby Re. 1 with respeet to the item of Rs. 9.81,600-Sub-lnspeotors."
·

Mr. C. M. G. Ogilvie (Home Secretary) : Sir, the honourable member
for Robtak bas relied largely upon the figures which are provided to show
that Hindu agriculturists have not got their due representation in the ranks
of sub-inspectors of police. I regret to say that he is right, but there are
reasons, ma,iy of them, why up to the present that has been the case. I
think that be will find that a fair representation ofthe Hindu agriculturists
• of Kangra and of the North Punjab probably exists in the ranks of the police.
But people from the great stronghold of the Hindu agricultural tribes of the
south-eastern Punjab have up to the present not enlisted in the police
with any freedom and where you find a small, in this case a lamentably
small, number of constables, you cannot expect to findmany officers. The
reason, I believe, was that :inany years ago the Muslims of the south-eastern
Punjab took readily to the police service and the Jat was content to serve
in the army. It is only in comparatively recent years that the Jat too
has thought that he might like the police service as well. He has done
amazingly well in the army. Why should he not be equally well in the
police ? I answer, there is no reason at all. And when he does enter the
police in sufficient numbers, he will be as famous in the annals of that splendid
force as many of the tribes who have made it their business to join it in
large numbers, The honourable mover also said that non-agriculturists
occupied too large a position in the police and that as police officers they
could not be expected to have the same qualities as the agriculturists.
Though I would agree with him in saying that the agriculturists of the
Punjab possess in a high degree all those qualities which go to making a
good soldier or a good policeman, I would not for a moment agree to the
proposition that courage is a monopoly of any one community. I think
that here in the Punjab all classes and communities are most fully endowed
with it, and as far as that excellent quality goes there is no reason why agriculturists and non-agriculturists should not go side by side and work together
in perfect amity in the police force. The conditions. moreover, of the police

force have been in the past-I do not say so much now but they have been
in the past-somewhat
difficult for the Hindu agricultural tribes. I think
the honourable member from Rohtak will agree with me when I say, with-

out meaning the slightest 'disparagement to these magnificent people, that
they are to a certain extent clannish and like to stay together. Jats in the
army like to serve along with their brothers and no doubt in the police they
would like to do the same, but where they find a very great number of
people of other communities there before them they feel rather out of their
element, rather strange, That feeling is, I believe, decreasing and I have
every reason to hope that recruitment in all ranks of the force will improve
from the tribes in which the honourable mover is interested. I must say
that the Inspector-General of Police and his officers have been of recent
years extremely .interested in the problem of how to increase recruitment
from this most valuable source and I hope that with the assistance of the
honourable member and others interested in the matter they will be more
successfulthan in the past. In order to encourage them still further I understand the Inspector-General has taken the unprecedented step of actually
reserving some appointments as Assistant Sub-Inspectors for Hindu Jats
so as to give them an encouraging start. I am sure that the honourable
mover will realise that Government does view this problem with the greatest
solicitude and sympathy and that they will welcome a further addition to
recruitment from the very fine peoples for whose cause he has made himself
responsible. On receiving this assurance I trust that he will see his way to
not pressing the cut he has moved.
Chaudhri Baldev Singh [North-West Rohtak, (non-Muhammadan,)
Rural], (Urdu}: Sir, I am very glad that the honourable Rai Sahib Chaudhri
Ohhotu Ram has at last put forward the claims of the Hindu zamindars
for the police department. The House is aware that it was in 1919 that
rn was decided for the first time to increase the proportion of zamindars in
public service. In order to give effect to that decision zamindars have
been given preference over the non-zamindars in all the branches of public
service since 1919 and their number has been steadily increasing. If I remember aright in 1926 the number of the zamindars in various branches
' of public service had reached the proportion fixed for them as it was stated
to the House in 1927 or 1928 by the Chief Secretary. Their number amongst
the Extra Assistant Commissioners and Tahsildars had also reached the
proportion except in the south-eastern portion of the Punjab. I am very
sorry to point out that amongst the zamindars only one particular community has been favoured. My honourable friend Rai Sahib, who is a representative of my district, has always been pleading the cause of the zamindars, but he· has sci far kept silence with regard to the Hindu zamindars.
He and in fact none other can say with any show of reason that non-aamindar Hindus have usurped the right of the Hindu zamindars or have taken
the share that should have gone to the latter. The figures which have been
quoted by the mover of the cut clearly point out that non-zamindars can
rather reasonable complain that they have not been given their due share
not to speak of their having usurped the share of any oth(;lr class or community. Where the total Hindu population is 82 per oent., their proportion
in the rank of sub-inspectors of police does not exceed 29 per cent. Therefore the .Hindu aamindars have no complaint against the non-zamindar
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Hindus. Their share has been usurped by their brothers in profession,
i.e., by the Muhammadan zamindars, I really wonder why the Muhammadan
zamindars have always been given preference over the Hindu zamindars.
I hope that the Government will see that this inroad on the rights of the
Hindu samindars is stopped in future. ·I would never have made such a
request but for the fact that Government has itself admitted the principle
of communal representation. It will be recalled that in my first speech
that I made as a member of the Council I said that Government should
not see whether the candidate for a particular appointment is a Hindu or a
Muhammadan, an agriculturist or a non-agriculturist and whether he belongs
to the rural or urban area but should only judge him on the merits that he
possesses. But since the principle of communal representation has been
admitted I see no reason why the claims of the Hindu zamindars should be
ignored. I have just been told that amongst the Deputy Superintendents
of Police there is only one Hindu agricultursit out of 22 agriculturists. The
remaining 21 Deputy Superintendents are all Muhammadan agriculturists.
Now this is position that no reasonable man should tolerate. I take this
opportunity to enter a strong protest against the policy of Government
of giving preference to the Muslim zamindars over the Hindu zamindars
and I request the honourable mover not to withdraw his motion but to
press it to division. With these words I strongly support the motion.
Cbaudhri Ram Singh [Kangra, (non-Muhammadan),Rural] (Urdu) :
Sir, I had no intention to speak on this out but for the last remark which
the honourable Home Secretary made in his speech. He was pleased to
say that a large share of the posts on the police department or a comparatively large share of these posts had gone to the people of the Kangra district. But it is not a fact and it is to repudiate that statement that I have
risen to speak. There are only ten or fifteen Sub-Inspectors and Inspectors
of police in the ~hole of the force w~o belong_to th~t district and who are
arnoulturists, and 1f we were to take into consideration the fact that the
p:ople of Kangra district are by nature honest, and hardy, and these are
qualifications which ~ake a man b?st fitt?d for th~ ~olio~ department,
and then the population of the zammdars m that district, it will appear
that this number is very small. I have met these Bub-Inspectors and In·
specters on several occasions and I know from my personal experience that
each one of them is working very hard and very honestly in this department
which is known to be a corrupt department. But inspite of that none of
them has been promoted to the post of Deputy Superintendent of Police.
If I may say so their right has been usurped.
.
·

Deputy President : . After the Council s~ands adjourned; to-day,
the non-officialmember will proceed to hold elections to the standing com, mittees,
The Council then adjourned till 2 P,M, on Friday, the 21st March 1980.
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t:l'fARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
NON-GRADUATE SENIOR CLERK IN THE SEOBE:rABCAT.

*2956. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Chief Secretary be pleased
,to state(a) whether it is a fact that no non graduate senior clerk was pro·
meted to section A in any of the five vacancies which occurred
in the Civil Secretariat during the months of December and
January last:
(b) whether it is a act that by restricting the promot on to.gra.duat~ .
clerks only two men who were yet officiating in the lower grade
and were not ripe .for promotion have been unduly benefit.
ed;
( c) if so, what action Government intend to take to protect the interests of the experienced non-graduate senior clerks in th&
Secretariat '}

Mr. H. W.. Emerson

1

(a)

Yes..

(b) No.
(o) The statutory rules framed under the Government of India Act pro·vide that the minimum qualifications for section A shall, in the case of Indian,
be a University Degree, but discretion is given to the Chief Secretary to
, appoint officers of special ability or aptitude to this class of appointment •.
This discretion will be exercised in the future as in the past.
CRA.ND..m Krsaona, Parsoxaa,

*2957. Mr. M. A. Ghani: With reference to the answer to question
lNo. 2644 (starred) put on 2nd December 1929, will the Honourable the
Finance Member be pleased to state(a) whether any representa ion has been made by the ~-civil prisoner to refer the matter to Criminal Investigation Depart·
ment for enquiry ;
(b) i;f so, whether the matter has been so handed over;
(c) if the answer to (b) be in the negative will he kindly state reasons
. or not refer1in6 it o the Criminal Investigation Department
for enquiry ?
B

- - -------------
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The Honoµ.rable Sir Alexander Stow:

(a) Yes.
(b) No.
(c) Because there appeared to be no necessity for so doing.
RATES CHARGEDFOR JUNGLE WOOD ON THE 8UTLEJ VALLEY
PROJECT FROM THE 'TEMPORARY LEASE HOLDERS,

*2958. Mian Ahmad Yar Khan, Daultana: (a) Will the Honourable·
the Revenue Member be pleased to state the date on which the Forest
Department charged rates for jungle wood on the Sutlej Valley Project
from temporary lease-holders ?
(b) Will he kindly give the figures showing)he Forest Department's.
earning from such fuel wood on any area dealt with directly by them
on the Sut~ej Valley Project ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: The information required by the honourable member has been called for from the local officers•.
and a reply will be sent to him as soon as it is ready.
VA.LUE OF WOOD CHARGED TO TEMPORARY LEASR·HOLDERS ON THE
• SuTJ.EJ VALLEY CANAL.

*2959. Mian Ahmad Yar Khan, Daultana: Will the Honourable
the Revenue Member please state whether the Government is aware that
the Foreiit Department's asaessment of value of wood charged to temporary
lease~hdlderson Sutlej Valley Canal were much higher than the amount
actually realised by the department in similar conditions ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl:.i..Husain: The comparison sought
by the honourable member entails t'he collection of statistics which are not
immediately available. Enquiries are being made, and the result will be
communicated to the honourable member in due course.
ACREAGE RATE ON THE LOWER CBENAB CANAL.

. *2960. Mian Ahmad Yar Khan, Daultana : Will the . Honourable
Revenue Member please state(a) whether the collection of the acreage rate is discontinued (in parts
at least) on the Lower Bari Doab Canal;
(b) if so, will the Government be ·pleased to state the exact position
about the, acreage rate on the Lower Chenab Canal ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i•Husain : The information is not
available at headquarters and bas necessitated enquiry being made from the·
local officers and the result is awaited. The information when received
will be communicated to the honourable member,
PA~DJT

Srar RAM

~HA~A. OB' J:El'AJJAR.

"'2961. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Finance Member
be pleased to state(a) whether the name of Pandit Siri Ram Sharma of Jhajjar, member
of .the All-India Congress Committee, has been entered in the
Police Register No. 10;

----

--·---
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(b) if the answer to (a) be in the affirmative, what are the reasons for.
this action ?

.

The Honourable Sir Alexander·Stow: I regret that the nnswer
It will be communicated io the honour-

M tl tis question is not yet ready.
able member when ready.

CoMPt.AJNT AGAINSTTHE PnESIDENT, MUNICIPAL CoM~IITTEE,
.
. .
RANSL.

*2962. Lala Joti Panbad: Will the Honourable Minister for Local
Sell-Government please state(a) whether it is a fact that in last summer some citizens of Hansi
in the Hissar district complained in writing to the Deputy
. Commissioner, Hissar, against the President, Municipal Committee, Hansi, for misappropriation of money from municipal
funds by showing his Mukhtar-i-arn as a municipal servant:
if so, a copy of the complaint may kindly be laid on the table.;
(b) whether any enquiry was made into the matter by the Deputy
Commissioner, Hissar ;
(c) whether the _allegations made in the complaint were held proved
Mn~;
.

(d) what was the action taken by the Deputy Commissioner a.p'ainst
the president on the report of the officer deputed .to make
an enquiry ;
.
· (e} whether the complainants were informed of the action taken ; it
not, .why not ;
(fl whether it is a fact that there are several other complaints of
misvppropriation a11ainst the said president yet pending with
the Deputy Commissioner ?
The Honoµrable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes. A copy of
the complaint received in the Deputy Commissioner's office on the 8th
August I 929 is laid on the tahle1.
(b) The Deputy Commissioner caused an enquiry to be made into the
matter by Khan Sahib Mian Hakim Din, Extra As1:1istant Commissioner.
(c) Yes.
(d) The president

or the

committee was warned to be careful in future.

As the Mukhtar-i-nm LnI beeu dismissed no further action was considered
necessary by the then Deputy Commissioner.

(e) For reasons wl ieh are not apparent tho ccmj-laiuanta were not informed of the action taken by the Deputy Commissioner. Tl;e warning
was, however, conveyed to ti: e president, and the Commissioner, Amhla.
Division, was also informed accordingly.
(f) Yes. Some complaints are being enquired into by ·the Revenue
Assistant from whom a final report is still awaited.
lKept in the Libra,ry.
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· UN STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
PUNJAB VETERINARY COLLEGE.

1674. Chaudhri Afzal Haq :

With reference to answer to part

,(b) of Question No. 25851 of November 28th, 1929, will the Honourable
Minister for Agriculture be pleased to state(a) whether the Professor is paid for lecturing and teaching the
students or for training his Assistant only at the students"
expense;
(b) how many more years will he require to train his Assistant, and
whether it is intended to promote the Assistant to Professorship when he becomes proficient ?

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) The duties of
the Professor include those named in the first part of the question, but there
is no question of the students' expense;
:
(b) The Assistant is trained, his future prospects will come under con.sideration in due course .
. MESSRS. S. M.A. SnAH, S. I. A. Sn.AH ANDS. M. SARWAR
PUNJAB CIVIL VETERINARY DEPARTMENT.

01,•

THE

1675. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : WHh reference to the reply given· by
'him to part (2) of unstarred question No. 183211 asked on 25th November,
1929, will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture be pleased to sta.te(a) whether it is a. fact that Massrs. S. M. A. Shah, S. I. A. Shah and
S. M. Sarwar of the Punjab Civil Veterina.ry Department
are fully qualified surgeons holding M. R. C. V. S. Diplomas ;
(b) whether it is a fact that Mr. S. M. A. Shah is a B. So. (Punjab)
also;
(e) whether it is a. fact that the qualifications of these gentlemen
are equal to, if not better than, that of the external examiners
of the Punjab Veterinary College ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh:

(a) Yes.

(b) Yes.
(c) They are equal in qualifications, but not equal in experience.
Mn. READ

OF

THE GovERNMENT CATTLE FARM, Hrssan,

. 1676. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Minister for
Agriculture be pleased to state(a) whether it is a faot that the case referred to by him in reply to
part (b) of starred question No. 25873 is that oi Mr. Read of
the Government Cattle Farm, Hissar ;

.

1Volume

XIV, page 399.
'Volume XIV, pa.ge 282.
8Volame XIV, p~e 400.
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(b) whether is a. fact .that Mr. Read is not a. qualified veterinarian;
(c) whether it is also a. fact that his promotion has caused great
dissatisfaction among the provincial · veterinary servie& ·
officers?

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh:

(a) Yes.

(b) Yes. Mr. Read isnot engaged on veterinary work.
(c) Government has no information on this point.

1677-81. Cancelled.
AREAS RESERVED FOR FOREST AFFORESTATION IN.

1682. Mian Ahmad Yar Khan, Daultana:

the- Revenue Member be pleased to state-

8. V.

COLONY.

Will the Honourable'

(a) whether it is a fact that lot of areas are being reserved for forest
··
afforestation in S. V. Colorly ;.
·
(b) the relative returns obtained now.in canal areas in S. V. Colony'
on the trees as compared with crops in similar areas .

. The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain:
(a) Yes. Areas of
9,980 acres at Ariiwala, 9,f45 acres in Dij alj ur Tabsil and 10,007 acres at
Miranpur, all in the non-j ercnnially n;rifattd area, have recently been allotted to the Forest department,
(b) The comparison asked for is difficult, tut it may safely be assumed
that the return Ircm forests is Iess tl.an from agriculture. · However, these
plantations have.as their objects a provision afaUJst a threatened raucity
of firewood and other wood in the J Iains owing to the extension of colonizetion and cultivation and also for meteorological reasons.

LOWER BARI DoAB CANAL AND THE LowER CHENAB CANAL.

1683. Mian Ahmad Yar Khan, Daultana : Will the Honourablethe Revenue Member be pleased to state:
(a) whether it is a fact that when the Lower Bari DoabCanal was
started it was intended to supply 1 eusee for 275 acres ;
(b) whether the Chief Engineer issued any orders some, years ago
raising the irrigation to 800 acres peroueee ;
'
(c) the number of acres required ·to be irrigated ·:fu 1 'c~sec in the
Lower Chenab Canal ;
i
!
(d) whether there is any difference in. the land revenue 'and wat~~
rates charged on 'the Lower Bari Doab Canal and I the Lower
Chenab Canal ; , · ·
·
:
(e) if so, will he kindly give the figures of' the land revenue and the
··
water-rate charged toth on the Low,'er Bari Doab Canal and
1
the, Lower .Chene;~ Canal, respectively ?

i
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. The' Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i...Husaui : (a) The Lower Bari
Doab Canal was. based. on a capacity allowance equivalent to 296 acres of

gross area per cuseo of distributary h ea.d capacity.
(b) The present basis of design, excluding spreial allowances, is 270
acres of culturable commanded area per cusec .of distrilutary head caplcity.
(c) On the Lower Chenab Canal the capacity allowance varies ; a mean
figure for the whole canal·is 288 acres of cultuiaUe commanded area per
eusee of distributary head capacity.
(d) With a few minor differences to meet special circumstances the
, schedules of .rates on the Lower Bari Doab Canal and Lower Chenab Canal
are the same. Regarding land revenue reply is in the affirmative.
(fl) Does not arise in respect of water-rates. As refards land revenue
the necessary statement is placed on the table,
FLUCTUATING LAND REVENUE RATES Ol!f CANAL IRRIGATION AS SANCTIONED.
i

!Am~
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Lahore

Montgomery
Moltrm

JIGwer• Ohenab
OaDaL

Shelkhupura

..
..

..
..

..

..
..

Okam (Montgomery)

..

Khanewali

estate ••

. SbelkhnpmaOld esta.t.e Bar Circle
Colony
area,
(Branch) Ol£Ole.

Lyallpur

..
..

..

..
..

Wazlrabad Bangar ~
Haflzabad Bar Circle·

..

Banjar Clrde
RakhBraneh

..

Jhang Branch, Circle I
Jbang Branch, Circle II
Jhang Branch, Circle m
Gogera Branch, Clrele I
Oogera Branch, Circle II
535-G, B. (Gogera ·
Circle II).
Oogera Branch,

..
..

Rakh

Gogera Branch ••

l

.·.

..
..
..

"••

..
..
..

Braneh,

Matured

2 0 0

Matured

2 0 0

llla.t'Ql'lld

Clrrle m

..

0

4 9 6
2 8 0
!

0

2 4 0
4 9 0
4 15 0
4 7 0
3 8 3

Sown.

..

Sown.

Mostly on sown
an-as and In
special
casea
on
matured
areas,

..
..
..

Sown.
Sown.

Sown.
Sown.

..
..

..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..

0 0

..
..
..

4 11 7

..

6 1 9
4 13 4

..
..

..
..

I! 1 0
4 12 0

210

..

..
..

6 1 6
3 l

6

Sown.

A. P,

2 4 0

' Nankaua. SahibBar Olrcle Colony areas

GnjraJlwt.la

Matured.

Rs.

..

Clmnian

Rest old

·-.

WIIE'l'BBRON ABllll

..

I

..
..

-
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W~mia O'.\'~
-~

..

District.

Qt_ O!ma),

4mll\Jllt.

Tahsll.

Matured •

S!>wn.

Bs. A. P,

,·Lower Cbenab Lyallpur--couc!d.
Oanal-.coneld.

Ext.eusloll&(1) Na.bra.

..

(2) Nupervall
(8) Daugall ••

(4) 685-G. B.

..

4 16

6

..

4 1

4

..
..

4 15 2
6 0 0

Clil!t/M': o.ut of
(6) Ba.blak ..
..

4

o

4

0 10

(7) Khllllanwa!a

4 6 2

(6) 6.

I

I·

..

..
..
..

..
..

..

..

6 8 0

Jhang Brauch, Clircle I •.

8 1

6

..

Jhang ~ch, Cllrc!e TI ••

8

2

8

..

..

Jhang Branch, Cllrc!e II. ,

a

2

8

Jhang Branch, Cllrcie m

2 6 9

..
...
..
..

..
..
..

Gangapur (591),G. B.
Jbang

..
..

sown
areas and In
special cases on
lllllitured, a.teas.

Mostly

..
..
..
..
..

Proprietary villages

I

0

..

293-G.B.

..

..
..

..

..

6

8

8

6

0 0

..

Oblniot-

Jbaug-

ShorkotJhanil Branch, Cl1rcie
Ext.enslou

..

m

2 6 9

..

8

7 6

..
..

..
..

LowEB BAB1 DoAB CANAL AND THE LowEB CHENAB CA!iAL,

1684. Mr. Din Mubarnrnad: Will the Honourable Minister for
.Agrioulturs please state(a) whether Rai SahibLabhu Ram, Deputy Commissioner, Gujranwala, is an e:e-ojficio President of the Gujranwala Central
Co-operative Bank, Gujranwala, as well as that of the Red
Cross Society, the Soldiers' Board and the Station Olub;
· (b) whether it is a fact that the three latter institutions have, during
his regime, withdrawn their · deposits from the Central Cooperative Bank ;
(e) if so, whether he was present at the time when resolution fol
withdrawal of the deposits were passed by thea,e institutions?° . . .
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh:

,answor to this question is not yet ready.
ili.ononmblemember when ready,

l regret that the

It will be eommunieated to the

"
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LOWEJ;t BARI DoAB CANAL AND THE LoWEn CnENAB CANAL.

'1685. Mr. · Din Muhammad : Will the Honourable Minister for
Agriculture please state·
. (a). whether Rai Sahib Labhu Ram, Deputy Commissioner, Gujran·
wala, is the President of the , Gujranwala Mortgage Bank,..
Limited, Gujranwala ;
(b) whether the entire funds of the said bank are supplied by Gov-ernment;
(c) how many meetings of the Directors were held during his timer .
' (d) how many meetings has he attended-?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: I regret that the·
· answer to this question is not yet ready.
honourable member when ready,

It will be communicated to the·

GUJRANWALA C:mNTRAL Co-OPE:i;tATIVE BANK, LIMITED, GUJRANWALA,

1686. Mr. Din Muhammad: Will the Honourable Minister for
Agriculture please state the amount of i) (a} share money ;
(bj deposits commnnitywiso : ,
(c) Loan due to other banks:
(d) profits ; and
(e) working capital of the Gujranwala · Centrai Co-operative
Bank, Limit=d, Gujranwala; iil the years 1926-27, 1927-28,
and 1928-29 ;
(ii) the number of shareholders communitywise of both societies and,
· individuals of the Gujranwala Central Co-operative Bank;
Limited, Gujranwala, and
(iii) the opinion of the Financial Adviser of the Co-operative De·
partment as regards tho working of the said Bank?

f

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : (1) (a), (b), (c), (d)·
and (e). The figures required are given in statement (H) of the annual returns. furnished to Government at the end of the Annual Report on the Working
. of the Co-operative Department each year,
Sub-clause (b) of clause (i). The information is not available, and cannot
be given as all banks regard as confidential the names, etc.,·~£ their doposi. ,tors.
(ii) 'The information is not available. It is not communicated to,
Government.
.
(iii) The latest opinion of the Financial Adviser was to the effect that
the financial condition and the working of the.bank are satisfactory.
LAND SOLD BY GovERNMEN'.l' IN .THE. NEW COLONIES~

16870 Mr. Din Mubarnuui:d: Will tho Honourable Revenue Member
· p!ea,se state-

·
(a) how much land has been sold by Government in all the new.·
· colonies from l 921 to 1929 :

.

'

.•

i.'.··:
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/

(b) how much land has been purchased by non-agriculturists ?

The Honourable Mian Sir'Fazl~i-Husain: (a) It is not clear what
the honourable member actually means by the words " new colonies.".
However, the total area of Crown waste land sold from 1921 to 1929 in thevarious canal colonies in the Punjab was 207,152 acres.
(b) The honourable member is referred to the answer given to part (c)
of Council Question No. 18481 (unstarred) asked by Bai Sahib Chaudhri
Ohhotu Ram on the 26th November 1929.
" In FESTIVAL " HOLIDAYS OBSERVED

IN

THE

PUNJAB

JAILS.

1688. Mr.· Din Muhammad : Will the Honourable · the Finance:
Member please state whether the " Id Festival " holidays - are observed
in the Punjab Jails?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : No.
MEMORIALS OF COMPOSITORS OF THFl GOVERNMENT PRESS, LAHORE.
1689. Mr. M.A. Ghani: With reference to the answer to-unstaned
question No. 930 2 dated 27th February 1929, will the Honourable the Rtr·
venue Member be pleased to state (a) whether the Government has since come to any decision;
(b) if so, to what decision has it come;
(c) the reasons for the delay in coming to it?

_

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) and (b) Partly.
Certain.Ieave concessions similar to those obtaining in Government of India
Presses have been sanctioned.
(c) Government of India Press rules have been undergoing revision.
A copy of the revised rules 'was received less than -two months ago and is.
under examination.
"No Wor.K ALLOWANCE" To THE PIECE-HAND COMPOSITORS OF
PUNJAB GOVERNMENT PRINTING PRESS, LAHORE~

THE

1690. Mr. M. A. Ghani : Will the Honourable the Revenue Memberbe pleased to state(a) whether any "no work allowance" is paid to the piece-p.a.nd_
compositors of the Punjab Government Printing Press;
Lahore :
· -· ' - - .
(b) if not, the reasons. for the non-payment of the .allowanee ?

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i•Husain:

No.
(b) The honourable member is referred to the answer against (c) of his
question No. 1689 above.
-·
•Volume XIV, page 340.
Vulume :XII, l'";;e '748.
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GOVERNllfE.N'l' QUA,RTERSFOB THE WORKERS OF THE PUNJAB GOVERN·
.
M.ENT PRINTJN:(; PRESS, LAHORE.

1691~ M.-~·M. A. Ghmi: Wil). the H<;mo:ura.,ble. th~. Revenqe. Memb$r

~e: pl~e():

ta, state(a) whether there are. any Government quarters for the workers-of
the Punjsb Governm.~nt Printing Press, Lahore ;
(b) if not, whether any house rent is paid to them ;
(c) if answer to (b) be in the negative, the reasons for the non-payment
· of the allowance '}

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) There are no
-~overnment quarters for technical employees of the Punjab Government
frjnting Press,
·
(b) No.
(c) Because house rent allowance are not paid in any department.
If such allowances were given, a corresponding reduction would have to be
made in pay.
·
ANJUMAN ARA BEGUM FROM THE KINNAlRD
GIBLs, LAHORE.

Hroa Boaoor, FOlt

1692. · Mr. M. A. Ghani .: Will the Honourable Minister for Edueation be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that one Anjuman Ara Begum won a High
School Scholarship from th:e Kinnaird High Schqol for Girls,
Lahore, in 1928 ;
(b). when was the fact of her so winning the scholarship eommnni·
' cated to her ;
(c) whether the scholarship was paid to her regularly every month ;
(d) if not, why not ?
The Ho.noarable M.r.Mmohar Lal: (a) Yes.
(b) 1st March 19~9. The delay was due to thefact that before sane·tion.for payment of sol.olarships is issued the middle school results have to
be awaited, and the. lists of names 0£. those students who have joined a high
school have to be scrutinised, and it is frequently necessary to return these
lists for further correction.
(c) No.
(d} The honourable member i~ referred to the reply given to part (b)
above.
·
·
ANJUMAN ARA BEGUM, A STUDENT OF IV HIGH CLASS IN THE
KINNAIRD HIGH Soaoor, FOR GIRLS, LAHORE.

1693. Mr. M.A. Ghani: Will the Honourable Minister for Educa·
tion be pleased to state(a) whether one Anjuman .Ara Begum, a student of IV High Class
in the Kinnaird High School for Girls, Lahore, who is a scholarship holder applied for a School Leaving Cenificate ;

~-

--

--

--

--

--

-- -·----------··--

--
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(b) if so, wlietbe~ it is not. a fact. that scholarship

holders' columns
in the certificate were left blank so as to ahpw that she wa.s,
not a scholarship bolder ;
·
(c) the reasons for leaving them blank ?
.

.'

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) Yes.
(b) and (e) The column wasso left by an oversight.
REVENUE

PATWARIS.

1694. Mr. M.A. Ghani: ·Will the Honourable Member for Revenue
"be pleased to (!tate..
(a) whether a revenue patwari is a "Government servant" or a
" village servant ; "

.

(b) if he is a "Government. servant," whether he is given all the
rights and privileges under the· Civil Service Regulations ;
(c) if not, why not:
(d)

if he ill.· a " village servant," then is he allowed (i) to trade, (ii)
to raise. loan from the people of his own Ilaqa and (iii) to

enjoy all the amenities enjoyed by other village servants,
e, g., aaildars, Iambardars, etc. ;
(e) if answer te (d} be in the negative, the reasons for it ?

•

•

The Ho110~1i1ble Miao Sir Fazl.;.j..Husain:

(a) A revenue patwa.r1

is a. village servant.
But some of the rules applicable to Government ssr'vants also apply to him.
(b) and (e). Does not arise.
(a) No, he is a whole time village servant.
(e) ;secause it is in public interest.

l! UND

PROVIDENT

1

FOR

TliE

REVENUE

PATWARIS.

1695. · Mr. M.A. Ghani: Will the Honourable Member for Revenue
· be pleased to state(a) when was the Provident Fund for the revenue p~twaris aaqotioned;
·
(b) when were the rules of the Fund sanctioned by the Government
of India ;
(c) whether the I ules have been broughi in force ;
(d) if not, reasons for not bringing them in force ? ·

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i~Husain:

. '1980.

(a)

21st )anuary

.

(b) 9th August 1927.
(e) Will be brought into force with effect from the 1st April l9i:JO.
(d) Does not arise.

I
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REGISTRATION OF THE PuNJAB .REVENUE PATWARis' UmoN.

1696. · Mr. M.A. Chani : .Will the Honourable Member for Revenue. .
I
.
(a) when did the Punjab Revenue Patwaris' Union apply for registration under the Indian Trade Union Act ;
,
(b) when was the certificate issued;
(c) reasons for the delay in issuing it?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl..i-Husain: (a) 2nd Sept~mber.
1927.
.
(b) 7th November 1928.
(c) It was necessary to make certain enquiries in ·the matter wbfo~,
caused delay.
.

be pleased to Stat~

ALLAH RAKHA,

.A CLERK IN THE SIMLA DIVISION:. OF THE PUNJAB

Fo:aEsT DEPARTMENT.
1697. Mr. M.A. Ghani: Will the Honourable Member for Revenuebe pleased to state-(a) whether it is a fact that the services of one Allah Rakha, a clerk
in the Simla Division of the Punjab Forest Department, were·
terminated on medical grounds ;
(b) if so, whether the said Alfo,h Rakha submitted several certificates,
of fitness by different, I. M. S. Civil Surgeons before and afterhis examination by the Punjab MedicalBoard. ;
(e) if so, what action has been taken on bis submission of those certificates?
The HonourableMian Sir Faz~i-Husain: (a) Yes.
(b) No, Allah Bakha submitted only one certificate of fitness beforeand one after the examination by the Standing Medical Board.
(c) The decision .of the Medical Bo~rd is final, and th e production of a
certificate of fitness does not entitle the producer to further consideration.
ALLA~ RAKHA,
'
·. ,

A .CLERK IN THE SIMLA D1VISION
.
FOREST DEPARTMENT.

oF THE Pu.NJ.AB
.

1698. Mr. M.A. Ghani : Will the Honourable Member for. Revenue·
be pleasedfo stat~
.
'
'
'•
. (a) 'whether ~t is a fact t.llat one Allah Rakha, a clerk in _the Simla
.: ' Division ofthe Punjab Forest Department, was a permanent
hand;
·
(b) if so, whether he was entitled to a long sick leave in accordancewith .the · Fundamental Bules.;
(c) if so, whether such leave was granted to him;
(d) if not, why not ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i.. Husain: (a.) Yes.
(It) Np.
(c)° and (d} Do not arise.
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PUNITIVE POLICE AT KHEWRA.

1699. Mr. M. A. Ghani : Will the Honourable Member for Finance
.be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that a, punitive police has been ordered to be
located at Khewra, district Jhelum;
(b) if so, what are the reasons ?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a) Yes.
(b) The misconduct of the inhabitants as shown by the number of
-erimes committed in the village, of crimes traced to the village and of per.sons whom it has been necessary to place under police surveillance.
KHEWRA SALT MrNE.
1700. Mr. M.A. Ghani: Will the Honourable Minister for Loca.1
-Self-Government be pleased to state(a) whether it is a .fact that Haisiat Tax has been levied on ,the
miners of the Khewra Salt Mine ;
(b) if so, whether (i) the General Manager of the mines, (ii) the
, Labour Union, Khewra Salt, have protested against the
levying of the tax ;
(c) if so, what action bas been ta.ken on their representations?
The Hounourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : The necessary information is being collected, and will be communicated to the honourable
-member in due course.
lIAxsIAT

TAx

ON THE MINERS OF.THE

REVENUE PATWARIS.

1701. Mr. M.A. Ghani: Will the Honourable Member for Revenue
be pleased to lay a statement on the table· showing the number of the
.revenue patwaris of (i) first grade, (ii) second grade, (iii) third grade,
.(iv) fourth grade in each of (a,) the tahsils and (b) districts of· the Punjab
on the first of January of each of the last 5 years ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl..i..Husain: Information is not
readily available. Inquiries are being made and a complete answer will be
: submitted when ready.
.
REVENUE

PATWARIS•

. 1702. Mr. M.A. Ghani: Will the Honourable Member for Revenue
be pleased to lay a statement on the table showing the number of the re-venue patwaris promoted to (i) Girdawarship, (ii) Wasil Baqi Nawisship,
(iii) Siah Nawisship, (i·v) Moha.rrir Judicialship, (v) Snb-Inapectorship of
Co-operative Societies and. (m) other Zilla posts in each of the· districts
of the Punjab during each of the last 5 years ?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i..Hasain: The informati~n is not
.eolloetod in the usual course, and the amount of time and labour involved
in its collection will not be commensurate with the advantages to be gained
,by it.
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PATWARJS.

1703. Mr. M.A. Ghani:

Will the Honourable Member for Revenue
.be pleased to lay a statement on fille table showing tha.pereentage of the
eandidates in the 'lahsil and 7.illa offices taken from the Revenue Patwa:ris.
. in each of the districts of the Punjab during each of the last 5 years ?
The Honourable Mian Sir,fazl,.j.;.Husain: I regret that the answer
to this question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the honourable member when ready.
REVENUE

PATW:ARIS.

1704. Mr. M.A. Ghani: With reference to the answer to question
No. 26441 (starred) put on the 2nd December 1929, will the HonourableMember for Finance be pleased to state(a) whether it is not a fact that the history ticket of the ex-civil
prisoner bore(i) an entry, dated 15th July 1929, in the handwriting of the
Buperintendent, Jail, Multan, to the effect that the applications to Deputy Commissioners, Multan and Lahore, were
allowed;
(ii) an entry, dated 24th July 1929, to the effect·that the applications were despatched ;
(iii) an entry; dated 2nd September 1929, to the effect that reminders as r~gards. the applications to the Deputy Commissioners, Multan and Lahore were allowed;
(iv) an entry, dated 7th September 1929 to the effect.· that the
reminders 'Y'ere despatched ; ,
(b) if answer to (a) be in the affirmative, will he be pleased to lay
on the table copies of the applications and reminders ;
(c) what action has been taken on the applications ?
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : I regret that the answerto this question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the honour·
able member when ready.
GOVERNMENT.

AND QUASI-GOVERNMENT

·SERVANTS.

1705. Mr. M.A. Ghani: Will the ChiefSecretary be pleased to state-

a fact that all Government and 1uas1'.-Government
servants have been ordered not to approach any membee
. of the Punjab Legislative Council with a view to put their
grievances before him or to bring to his notice any irregularity or injustice done by any officer or to supply him any
information even if it is of a non-confidential nature ;
(b) if so, what are the reasons for this order;
(c) will he be pleased to lay on the table a copy of the order?
Mr. H. W. Emerson: (a) In 1923 it was brought to the notice of
members of the clerical and ministerial establishments that the disclosure
(a) whether it is

1Volume XIV,

page 551.
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to non-officials of information obtained from official sources or which has
come into the possession of a Government servant in the course of his official
dut es is a breach of rule 17 of the Government Servants' Conduct Rules,
and that such a breach would be sevorelv dealt with. In 192'8 similar notice
wcs given to members of all services. •
(b) In the interests of the public service.
(c) No.

Mrss

UMAR BAKHSH, DISTRIOT lNSPECTREss OF
DISTRJOT.

Boaoors

OF

SIAI,KOT

1706. Mr. M.A. Gbani: Will the Honourable Minister for Educ~tion be pleased to state·
·
(a) whether it is a fact 'that one Miss Ilmar B'ikhsb has Men appointed as District Inspeetress of Schools of Sia.lkot district ;
(b) if so, what ate 'her educational· qualification!'! ;
(c) whether it is not a faet that she is merely a Vemacular'Middle
Pass;

(rl) whether it is not a. la.ct that she dees not know English:
(e) reasons for her appointment 'l
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) Yot1.
\b) and (e) She bas passed the MidJle School Examination .and holds
a Senior Vernacular Certificate.

She also knows Urdu, Hindi and Pnnjahi,

(d) No.
(e) It is not in the public interest tu state the reasons for any particular
appointment.
LIST OF THE DISTRICT lNSPECTRlIBSES OF SCHOOLS IN THE Pt.TNJAB.

1707. Mr. M.A. Ghani: Will the Honourable Minister for Education be pleased to lay on the table a list of the District Inspeetressea of
Bchools in the Punjab together with their qualifications, dates of appointment and their salaries ?
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: The requisite information
is being collected, and will be supplied. to the honourable member when
received.
GRANT-IN-Aro To THE KINNAI'P.D Hren

Bcnoor, FOR Grnr.s,

LAHORE.

1708. Mr. M. A. Ghani: Will the Honourable Minister for Edµcation be pleased to state(a) whether the Kinnaird High School for Girls, Lahore, is given
grant-in-aid by the Government ;
(b) if so, what is the amount of the grant ;
(e) since when the grant is given to the school;
(d) what is the total amount ofthegrant paid to it so'.far?

190
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(a) Yes.

.
(b) Rs. 7,789 (from provincial revenues for the current financial year),
The amount varies from year to year.

(c) and (d) -The information is being collected and will be supplied to
>the honourable member when ready.

FEES

FROM

THE

NON-CHRISTIAN

STUDENTS

OF THE

KINNAIRD

Hren

StiHOOL FOR GIRLS, LAHORE.

1709. Mr. M. A. Ghani : Will the Honourable Minister for Education
11>e pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that the non-Christian students of the Kinnaird High School for Girls, .Lahore, are charged fees at .a
much higher rate than the Christian ones ;
(b) if so, will he kindly lay a statement on the table showing the
rates of fees charged from (i) the Christian and (ii) the non·
Christian students of each of the classes of the school ;
·
'

(c) the reasons for the disparity of the rates of the fees ?

The Honourable Mr- Manohar Lal:

.

•

(a) Yes. ,

(b) The required information is being collected, and will be supplied to
the honourable member when received.
(c) The school is supported by mission funds, as well as by the grant,
.ao charges extra for non-Christian

students, who are freely admitted, but
,for whom the school was not primarily started.

HAlsIAT TAX IN THE MuNICIPAL CoMMITTEEs AND DrsTRICT BoARDS.

1710. Mr. M.A. Ghani: Will the Honourable Minister for Locat
i3elf-Govemment be pleased to lay a statement on the table showing
,the names of-.
(a) the Municipal Committees, and
(b) the District Boards of the Punjab which have levied the Hallliat
Tax on·

(i) Government servants drawing less tha~ Rs. 40 a month;
(i1) Quasi-Government servants drawing less than Rs. 40 a
month;
(iii) Factory workers ;
(iv) Tailors ;
{t1) Barbers ; and
.(m,} other. professional men ?

----

---------------------
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Tae Ho.aourableMalik Firoz Khan, Noon: A statement givingthe
-requirsd information is attached:-

A fMunicipal Commille~\

B (District Boards).

-'-----------------·-·---{1) and (ii) None

(iii) to (vi) Gujrat

(i) Ambala,
Attock,

Dera Ghazi Khan,
Kamal,
Montgomery,
But only in cases
Sialkot,
>- in -whieh
the
Gurdaspur,
annual income of
the persons- con·
Amritsar,
Jhang,
cerned exceeded
(ii) to (vi) as against
Rs. 400.
(i) above, pbr.s Mianwali.
)

PROCEEDINGS AGAINST AN HONORARY MAGISTRA'.l'EOf AMRITSAB.

1711. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable the Fina.noe
~Member be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that an Honorary Magistrate of Amritsar
had been proceeded with departmentally for corrupt - practices and his magisterial powers were withdrawn;
(b) whether it is a fact that the said Honorary Magistrate still holds
certain other Honorary jobs, and he is also a sub-registrar ;
(c) if' so, will the honourable member be pleased to state the reasons
for taking action against him as referred to in part (a)'}
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: (a), (b) and (c) The
·powers of one Honorary Magistrate. have not been renewed pending th41
-result of certain enquiries which have been instituted by Government.
DISMISSAL OF GAJJA.N SINGH, SUFEDPOBH.

1712. _ Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Revenue Member
please state(a) whether it is a fact that some of the cases were sub judice when
the order of dismissal of Gajjan Singh, sufedposh, tahsil
Sirsa, district Hissar, was passed ;
(b), if the answer to (a) be in the affirmative, what were the findings
of the original and the appellate courts in respect of these
charges?
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl.-i-Husain: It is regretted that the
·reply to this Council question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to
the honourable member in due course.
0

--------------------
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1713. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Member for Fina.nc;
be pleased to state.
(a) whether it is a, fact that Government have issued any instructions

forbidding Honorary Magistrates to · exercise powers in areas.
in which they own property or have relations;
(b) whether it is· a fact that certain Honorary Magistrates in theKamal district exercise magisterial powers in Ilaqas in which.
they own property or have relations;
(c) if so, what action Government intend to take in the matter?

The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow : (a) No.
(b) Yes.
(c) None.
APPRECIATION OF THE SERVICES OF THE HONOURABLE
.
MIAN SIR FAZL-I-HUSAIN.

Mr. President: Gentlemen, all of you are aware that the distinguished'
Leader of this House, the Honourable Sir Fazl-i-Husain, is going to lay down,
the reins of his high office after a few days. Perhaps this is the last day on
which he is sitting in this House as a member of this Council. The great
ability and tact with which he has guided, not only this Council but, il I
may say so, the destinies of the reformed Punjab for the last nine years.
are too well known to require any mention from me. As Minister for Edu·
cation for the long period of five years, and thereafter, as the RevenueMember, Punjab, and as the Leader of this House, be has proved, even to his.
critics, that he is a statesman of high order and a politiciain of great merit
.and distinction. Now that he is being translated to a higher sphere of service to the country, I am sure all of you would wish to express your appreciation of the services of your parting friend and distinguished leader. I have
no doubt that all of you will pay tribute to the best and the ablest Punjabee
who has worked and run the reforms in the Land of the Five Rivers so sueoessfully and efficiently. (Hear, !tear).
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh (Minister for Agri·
culture) : Sir, I wish to associate myself, on behalf of myself and my colleagues, with all that you have said in regard to Sir Fazl-i-Husain. He
came to the helm of affairs just when the new Government was started aiming at the transference of power to the elected representatives of the people•.
It W!l.S a great adventure and a new experiment which required high statesmanship in its earlier stages to make that transfer of power a reality. Sir
Paal-i-Husain, .and his friend Lala Harkishan Lal, made the best use of their .
opportunities and were able to lay down the foundations; this House' can now
go on gathering power and attain provincial autonomy. I have no hesitation in saying that the foundation i of our representative institution have
now been well and truly laid. This House has, under .the guidance of Sir
Fazl-i-Husain, established ccnventions and traditions and done constructivework which is the envy of other provinces. Government on the transferred-
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side has been engaged in giving people a better education, organizing· Agriculture, Industries, Co-operation, and Medicalrelief; a start has been made, and
I hope in no remote time, it will solve our economic problems: not only solve
oureconomic problems, but also fulfil all the high aspirations which inspire
our most advanced politicians that our Province should become self-governing knitting all the communities together into a united nation. I need
hardly dwell in detail on the work which Sir Faal-i-Husain has accomplished
from day to day. The high encomiums that · he has received from many
quarters need no repetition from me. · All that I need say on behalf of myself and my colleagues is that we wish him · Godspeed and a period of great
usefulness in the Government of India which, I am sure, he will adorn as
he had adorned this Council. (Cheers).

Chaudhri Afzal Haq [Hoshiarpur-cum-Ludbiana (Muhammadan), Ruralj (Urdu) : Sir I, as a member of the opposition party, feel, and in fact~

have been feeling from the very beginning, that it was a m~tter of great pride
for the Council to have a very able and very capable memberin the person
of the Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain. You will come across with very
few men of his ability (Hear, hear). He is the first Punjabi on whom the heavy
responsibility of the reformed Government and the reformed Council
had fallen, and I need hardly say that he proved more than equal to the
occasion. The beginning of a thing is always very difficult and more so, of
important things, but in spite of the difficulties of his position, · Sir Fazl-i·
Husain discharged his duties very creditably as if he was already trained in
parliamentary procedure and had been conversant with parliamentary
tactics. Now, when the precedents have been established and the way has
been cleared, even a man of ordinary intelligence can do all that appeared
to. be very difficult in the beginning. We are very much indebted to the
very valuable lead that he has been giving us. To his credit will also stand,
besides other things, the coming into existence of the Unionist Party of the
Council which, I have no hesitation in admitting, has its very sound and
very useful principles, although some of us cannot agree to them under the
present circumstances of the country and the province. Time will come
when these principles. will have to be followed. The Honourable Mian Sir
Fazl-i-Husain has been a true leader of the House, and has chalked out the
best way for us. I shall be failing in my duty if I do not admit that his predecessors too have done us a great service, although there have heen
dinerences of opinion between them and the · opposition. I am sure
that those differences of opinion will continue for some time to come.
I am particularly grateful to them all for the encouragement which the op·
position has been receiving at their hands. Mian Sir Fasl-i-Husain has been
more liberal in this respect and he, on one occasion, was pleasedto say that
no parliamentary Government can. satisfactorily work without the help of
a strong and. honest opposition. There have been occasions when hot words
have been exchanged between the Government and the opposition, but, if I
may say so, such breezes are necessary to drive away the dull monotony
of the debates and to keep our interest alive in them. Without them the
gall, ries will also remain vacant. I and my friends are sorry over his departure from amongst us, but we are also happy that he is going to occupy
a more exalted position in the central legislature where, I am sure, his
o2
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presence will be more useful to the country iri general, and to the Punjab
in particular,
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Rmn [South East-Robtak, (non-Muhammadan) Rura.l]: Sir, Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain has been associated with the
Punjab Government and with this House since the introduction of the
Reforms. For the last ten years he has led a very vi,gorou,s political Jife,
a life which has been full of usefulness to his province and to his ~ount:ry.
He is a very practical politician and a very successful administrator. He·
is not only a politician and an administrator, he is a far-sighted statesman.
He has given ample proofs of possessing all these qualities to which I. have
made a reference just now. So far as this House is concerned, and so far as
his activities in this House are concerned, I think that all will agree without
.any disseatient voice that he is one of the most finished speakers and a perfe~t parliamentariaa, We who have listened to his speeches, who have
heard him speak in this House, know full well how he can use the art of
-~peaking in a most effective manner. Sometimes he would cajole you,
sometimes he would adopt a stern attitude, and, if necessary, he would again
drop into the mode of sweet reasoning. I think there is nobody in this
House who knows better .than him.selfthe art of persuading to his own
view the exceptionally intelligent audience which has to be tackled in this
House. On many occasions when :the vote of the House seemed to he going
-one way, it has been brought right round to the. other side in consequence of
his maaterly speeches. Now, he is :leaving the province, he is leaving this
House. In a. way we are glad that he is being translated to a higher sphere
-of life, to a much wider field. But his departure really causes a gap not
-only on Government benches, not only in this House, but in the province
as a whole which it will be very, very difficult indeed to fill. To be frank,
-~ere do not seem to be any reasonable prospects of this gap being filled in the
near future, and it is from this point of view that his departure is a source or
.great grief and a source of great embarrassment to all his friends. I have
known him fo:,; the last six years. I have worked with him as his colleague,'
and I have worked under him as a follower in the party. I have a.lways
found him to be a most skilful leader and a most reliable guide in all spheres
-of life where business of the greatest possible importance has to be transacted.
Whether you apply to him the test of friendship or the test of leadership or
~y other test with reference to which a public man could be judged, you
would find that he is one of the rarest specimens of publicists produced by
this province. We are all proud of him, and we pray that when he goes to a
higher sphere in the central Government he will shine just as brightly as · he
has done here and even more brightly than he has done here.
Pandit Nanak Chand [Hoshiarpur (non-Muhammadan), Rural]:
'Sir, I must eonfess that we are taken by surprise by your suddenly starting
-speeeheson this occasion to bid farewell to Sir Fazl-i-Husain. Had we got
information on this point perhaps· our P,arty would have come to some conelusion whether to stay here and listen to the praises of Sir Fazl-i-Husain or
whether we should have been well advised to keep away from this function as
well, as we have _kept away from other functions of political nature
arranged in his honour. Sir, it is an unpleasant thing to say unpleasant
things on the occasion of a farewell. I whole-heartedly .associate myself
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with the gentlemen who have praised the great ability, the eminent and
high intellectual powers which Sir Fazl-i-Husain possesses. There is not
the least douht, not even his bitterest enemy will say, that he is not a man cif
high intellectual calibre, and that bis powers of speech and debate are unequalled and unrivalled in this House. ·We, Sir, sitting on oppositionbenches,
criticising his policy, when he was a Minister of Education and when he was·
holding portfolios of different transferred departments, we have felt the
vigour of his logic and the marshalling of his facts ; and he has been able to
advance arguments which very often put us in very great disadvantage.
Therefore, when I have to say something with regard to his policy as a
Minister or a Member in charge of the Revenue department, when I have to
criticise his policy and dissociate ourselves from the policy that he has pur-:sued, it should not he understood that I am underrating the intellectual and
other powers which have really made him a great figure in the history of
the Punjab during the last ten years. But, Sir, I would he untrue to my
community and to the various nrotests that have, on more occasions than
one, been made by that community here in the Council and outside,
protesting against the policy which was either the painful or. the pleasant,
duty of Sir Fazl-i-Husain to follow if I did not at this time also strike a
note of difference. You would he pleased to remember that in the first
Council the Hindus and the Sikh members joined in a vote of censure
against him because they did not approve of his policy. In the second
Council, the Hindus' and the Sikh members walked out as a protest when
His Excellency the · Governor came to give his address here on the opening of the second Council. I was one of those who had to join in that
protest because I wanted to be trns to the party to which I belonged and
true to the community which I have the honour to represent. Sir, you are
also aware that in the Punjab, on various, occasions, hartals took place
because the Hindus did not see eye to eye with him in matters of policy.
You are also aware that here when it was thought/by some members to
organise a farewell dinner party on behalf of the members of the Council,
the Hindu members refused to join to give such a farewell party lest any
political significance be attached to that function. Sir, if the Hindus of
this province have got a grudge, it is ori account of the policy which has been
the misfortune of Sir Fazl-i-Huaain to follow. It mav be due to the constitution of the Council, Hindus, Muslims and .Sikhs b.eing represented by
separate electorates, it may be that it was forced on him and he was compel;
led to follow this policy on account of the present constitution. It may be
that he felt that he could serve bis eomumnity better by followingbis communal policy. It is not for me to' go into the motives of these questions at
this time and on this occasion. But I can tell you openly and frankly
that the Hindus of this province, and especially the members of our party,
have held many consultations and have tried to give expression to theirfeelings of resentment and annoyance at the policy pursued by Sir Fazl-iHusain, and if thev bad been nervous then, thev are nervous even now when
he is being translated to a higher sphere and when we are on the eve of great
Reforms, that this outlook of Sir Fazl-i-Husain may not in any way injure
the great national cause when he and other members of the Executive. Council of His Excellency the Viceroy will be called upon to debate and .
ponder over the proposals regarding constitutional changes. We are nervous,
the Hindus of the province are nervous, and there is no use hiding the-
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fa.ct. This matter has been debated ~y us on various occasions. We pray.
Sir, that somehow or other, in this unfortunate country, divided as it is,
on relizious and sectional basis of caste and religion, that there may come
some light, some sort .)f inspiration, to those who feel communally and
think communally, that they will give up this communal outlook when
they are dealing with the great problems . that are coming before
India. Sir, as I have said already, we have been forced to give utteranee to these unpleasant words mainly because it is my duty as a Hindu
and as a member of the party. We cannot possibly endorse his communal
policy. We must record our dissent. Rut, as I have said, I join with all
the members who have spoken before me in .paying a tribute to his great
intellectual powers and the manner in which he has dealt with the members
of his own party or other parties in debate and in discussion. Thattribute
he rightly deserves and, I and my party have not the least hesitation hi
paying it to him.,
Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh [Sikh, (Urban)]: Sir, it is
rather a pity that my honourable friend Pandit Nanak Chand has sought
an occasion like this to give expression to bis difference of opinion on the
policy of Sir Fazl-i-Hnsain (Hear, hear). That difference of opinion he and
bis party have been expressing time: without number, and I should have
thought that this would not have been an occasion on which he should have
given vent to his views. Sir Fasl-i-Husain is admittedly a. unique pE>.rsonality (Hear, hear). He is an intellectual giant, and a formidable debater.
He is by far the best parliamentarian on this side of India, and during the
last eight or nine · years, he bas proved himself a most powerful administrator as well. However one may · differ from his policy, and difference of
opinion there must always bo, admittedly there is no single individual in
this province who has anything but admiration for his statesmanship, for
his great gifts of oratory, for his parliamentary gifts and many other gifts
which are not combined in any single individual in this province. We
wish him godspeed in the great work that is entrusted to him in the Govern·
ment. of India, and we do hope that he will not forget his own province
which he has tried to serve to the best of bis ability. (Appfouse).
Mr. V. F. Gray [Punjab Chamber of Commerce and Tracles Association, Commerce]: Sir, I wish to associate myself with the appreciation of
various members who have already spoken of the work of Sir Fazl-i-Husain,
the Leader of the House, and offerhim my best wishes in his future aeitvities,
Last night he attributed most of his successto luck. 1 have often heard Dame
Fortun~ beinc either lauded for success or condoned for want of success.
Luck everybody has, some appear to have more than others, bat I myself
consider luck is generally the ability or faculty of seizing one's opportunities,
and I think the Leader of the House is a past master in that. He is one of
the few, if not the foremost, of Indians who have taken advantage of the reforms and seen some good in them, however small they are, and has work-ad them whole-heartedly with a view to increasing the power. and prosperity of his country and province, and I have every confidencethat he will
continue to do so when he goes to still higher spheres,and I feel sure be will
continue to help this province to hold its own with any other province in
India in consequence of his increased opportunities. I once more associate
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myself with every word of appreciation already offered him and wish
him the best of luck, as years roll on.
. - · Chaudhri Zafrulla Khan [Sialkot (Muhammadan, Rural] : Sit,
1 have no desire to repeat the high words of praise that have been bestowed
from all quarters of the House upon Sir Fazl-i-Husain, · both with
eegard to the very high qualifications that he possesses and the work that
he bas done for the province during the last ten yt~ars, which he more
than fully deserves. All that has been said before brings out but insufficiently the outstanding merits possessed by Sir Pazl-i-Husam in such an
unequalled, unrivalled and unprecedented degree. The keenness of the pain
that one already feels at the impending separation is such that one is unable
"to put in coherent language all the emotions that are stirred up in one's mind
over the approaching loss. Perhaps the highest compliment that I can pa;v:
to Sir Fazl-i-Hnsain from the purely personal point of view is, that for the
first time during the last three years, I feel myself at a loss as to how to choose
my words and in what manner to. express the emotions that I feel. To me,
Sir, when I entered this Councilas a novice at a comparatively young age,
Sir Fazl-i-Husain has constantly furnished a bright and shining example of
the highest sense of and devotion to duty. That is perhaps the outstand.ing feature of his manifold and brilliant qualities that has appealed to me
most, to put duty above every personal consideration of comfort, convenience, and everything else that might contribute to happiness and
pleasure. Sir, the· irony of the situation is that it .is those very qualities which have won for Sir Fazl-i-Husain the devoted attachment and the
sincere affection of so mauy, that are now taking him away from us. One
feels, perhaps, that if he had not possessed those qualities in such a high
·degree, we might still have been able to retain him. That is, no doubt, an
uncharitable thing to say from the public point of view, but perhaps .that
.is a natural feeling from the purely personal and individual and, in a sense,
selfish point of view. Sir, at this moment, I at least feel no consolation
in the fact that in being separated from us, Sir Fazl-i-Husain will have opened
to him wider fields of activity and higher spheres of work in which his qualities are bound to shine more brilliantly than they have done in this province.
At present, the sense of personal loss overshadows every other consideration
-of a brighter nature which might perhaps be involved in the situation. As
· time goes on, one might be able to derive consolation from a contemplation
of the brilliant series of successeswhich are certainly in store for Sir Fazl-iHusain in the Government of India. At present, all that I have to submit
is that our sense of loss is too keen for expression in ordinary words. .
Mr. Owen Roberts rNon-official,nominated]: I desire to associate
myself, on behalf of the community that I represent, with all the appreciation
of Sir Fazl-i-Husain .that we have heard to-day. It was for the first time
two or three days ago that I heard fall from his lips a statement of his
policy and the aims and ambitions that he had for the province, and I desire
to take this opportunity of stating in public something that I should like to
·-have stated in a previous session of this Council, that is, that, having been
given an opportunity of carefully weighing the policy of bis party, I
found that I could only side with those whom Sir Fazl-i-Husain represents.
H.e has thrown a new complexion into our polities if only his opponents
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would look at it fairly. This new complexion was noted by no less an observer than Sir John Maynard who foreeasted that; in future, political divisions in this province would take on the character of rural and urban divisions;
and as I claim to be a practical person, I saw no other way then, and I see
Iione now, since subsequent reflection.has confirmed my previously formed,
views, than to side with the party that he has led. I can add no more, Sir,.
than to say that these views are the result of conviction and on behalf of the·
community that I represent, I express my appreciation of his services to
this province.
Mr. E. Maya Das [Non-official,nominated]: Sir, as has been remarked,
on an occasion like this it is extremely difficult to find suitable words in which
to express one's thoughts. I folly associate myself with all that has been·
spoken in praise of Sir Fazl-i-Husain. I sometimes ask myself, in what does.
greatness lie. Sir, I think greatness consists in being humble, in being
patient, in politeness, and in being willing to see the other man's point of
view. Sir Fasl-i-Hueainhae always, on all occasions,when I had anything to
do with him, shown himself to be a great man to me. There are at times
small matters such as a letter which is written, and he has always been very
prompt in taking notice of it and replying to letters. I cannot help thinking.
of the many occasions during the past 6,! years that I have sat here when·
the Council was in difficulties. Sometimes the difficulty was one of excitement, and it was Sir Fazl-i-Husain who poured oil over troubled waters.
Sometimes the difficulty was of darkness, and we could not see our way
and he brought light and showed us the way in which we should walk. For
all his services, on behalf of the community that I have the honour to represent, I congratulate him most sincerely. In the English language we find
certain names ending in son, for instance such names as Gregson and Polson..
With your permission, I would like to say that our Sir Fazl-i-Husain is
Punjab's son. He is the son of the Punjab and we are all of us proud of thisgreat son of our land. Our prayer is that he may recover his health completely, that he may receive strength, that his life may be spared for many
years to come to guide the country, and specially our province, in the days
to come.
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow [Finance Member]: Sir, on behalf·
of Government and of the official benches I should like to voice our most
sincere appreciation of the services rendered to this province by Sir Fazl- ·
i-Husain, the Leader of the House, who is all too soon to leave this Council.
As Leader of the House,asRevenue Member of this Government, as a patriot:
and. statesman, as a worker of untiring energy and unshaken judgment, and
as a friend to all of us, we shall miss him more than words can say. We,
know, however, that though he will soon be no longer working with us,
he will follow all we do with his old keen interest. Ri.s place can best be·
filled by his return, if that w.ere possible. (Hear, hear). But, if that is.
not possible, it can next best be filled by that interest of his in this House
and in this province whiohwe all know will never slacken. (Cheers).
The Honourable Mian. Sir Fazl•i..Husain (Revenue Member): Sir·
I find-some difficultyin responding to the good wishes that have been expressed on this occasion from every part of the House. I am fully conscious
of my shortoo:mingsand of my f~ilings. I must have .more than once swervedI.
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ftdm the 'eourse which I ought to have pursued, and I trust any member·
who may have had an occasion to feel that I have not been fair to him will
forgive me for that.lapse.
As regards this Council's work, I may say that I was a member of the·
Punjab Legislative Council of the pre-reform days, and then constituted
a very insignificant and poor little opposition to the then Government.
There were occasions when my vote was the only vote recorded in opposition
(Hear, heat). So, naturally I have had a soft heart for the opposition in this
Council (Laughter). I believe, even though I constituted a very small
and insignificant opposition in those days, still I did my duty. I believe
there is but one non-official member and perhaps one official member present· who were members of the pre-reform Council. All others, whetherofficials or non-officials, have gradually left the scene of their legislative
activities.
It isreally remarkable that, within the space of ten years, if I may say
so, a revolution has been effected in the deliberations of the Legislative·
Council. His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor used to occupy the chair.,
Sir, that you are occupying now. We are really, no doubt, very much
subject to the authority of your rulings, but honourable members can easily
realise, especially those who took part in the debate relating to district
boards, that it did require some nerve to constitute an opposition in those
days. Now, this Council has powers, authority, privileges and rights
which the non-officialmembers of those days, most of them, hardly dreamt
of. I" trust that in the new legislative council after the next reforms the
rights and privileges of members would be even greater than those enjoyed
by this Council.
Sir, it is really this subject that is taking me away from the scene of
my activities where I have been perfectly happy in my work and which I
leave with very great regret indeed. I am grateful, I repeat once more, for
the very kind words that fell from the members to-day. I am most thankful
for the "ery kind words that my friend, Pandit Nanak Chand, expressed.
about me personally. He thought it necessary to safeguard the interests
of his party, lest his appreciation of my person may be- construed as giving
up the opposition to certain views or policies of mine. I assure him that in
politics no institution like a Legislative Council can exist wherein different.
persons will not take different views. The very essence of representative
institutions, the very essence of parliamentary form of government, is that
there must be parties. Ther« must be two schools of thought, · and if
they do not exist, we will go back to the benevolent despotism
or benevolent autocracy or , the wonderful age of the past when
the Badshahs or the Maharajas were supreme and omnipotent. I have,
however, to point out to Pandit Nanak Chand that although he has said
that his party has been opposed to my policy, still, if the division lists in the·
proceedings of this Legislative Council of the last four or five years are
examined, it will be found that he and I went into the same lobby more·
often than not (Hear, hear). So, after all, there are more points in common between us than there are on which we differ. Moreover, I have in the
past, before the reforms, had the confidenceof the entire Hindu community '
of the province, and it is but natural that I cannot now be quite satisfied
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~th having the confidenceof only a part of it. I, however, look forward to
·the day when I will once more enjoy that confidence even though it may
be after leaving the work that I have to do in the Government of India.
(Hear, hear). Once more, Sir, I wish, if you permit me, to repeat my grate'fulness to you for the great consideration you have invariably shown to me
in the discharge of my duties. I wish I could have remained in this Council
'to usher forth the new· council and to take my place in that council. But,
-as I say, if I can be of more assistance to the province in giving it a better
council than it has at present, I trust honourable members will not attribute
my departure to any selfish considerations on my part .
. GOVERNMENT'S DEMANDS FOR GRANTS.
PoLICE-(continued).

Chaudhri Ram Singh (Kangra, Non-Muhammadan, Rural), (Urdu) :
Sir, I was saying when the Council adjourned yesterday that some Sub' Inspectors and Inspectors who are residents of the Kangra district have
· not received the promotions which they deserved and that their rights have
been usurped. Now I come to the Deputy Superintendents of Police.
'There are 52 incumbents in that cadre, but the number of Hindus amongst
them is no more than 8, out of which only one happens to be an agriculturist. I beg to submit, Sir, that those people of my district to whom the
honourable member Mr. Ogilvie was pleased to refer are fuij.y competent
to discharge the duties of not only Deputy Superintendent, but higher offices
.as well and, therefore, there is no earthly reason why they should not get
·the same chances as are offered to other people. There is no gainsaying
the fact that not only the Hindu agriculturists but the whole Hindu community is very poorly represented in the police department.
Now my honourable friend Rai Sahib Ohaudhri Chhotu Ram champions the cause of agriculturists, and I also claim the same honour. But,
'Sir, there is a big difference in our view-points with regard to the means of
.attaining our object . He wants that Hindu non-agriculturists should . be
deprived of what they have got in order to make room for agriculturists
·while, in my opinion, the right course is to claim back the rights of Hindus
that have been usurped by other communities and then, to give the Hindus
.as a whole agriculturists their due share out of them. The consolidated statements bowing the representation of various communities in different departments shows that in the police department there are 4,529 officers above
.the rank of constables, out of which only 1,095 happen to be Hindus and
· 2,915 are Mussalmans. This means that Mussalmanshave got nearly 65 per
-ent. of posts in those cadres. And then, as regards constables, there are
18,085 of them in the province, out of which 18,581 are Musalmans while
the number of Hindus is no more than 8,478. These figures show that here
the Mussalmans enjoy more than 75 per cent. representation. It may be
said that non-agriculturist Hindus do not care to apply for the posts of const.ables, but I can say without any fear of contradiction that Hindu agricul·turists are quite prepared to work as constables and you can get as many
-candidates from amongst them as may be required without much difficulty.
Therefore, my honourable friend should press on -the Government the claims
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,of Hindus and thus try to get for Hindu agriculturists their due share. in
tho police department. May I ask, Sir, whether he has ever cared to look
upon the matter from that point of view ?
Then, coming to direct recruitment for the posts of Inspectors of Police;
·we find that during the last seven years not a single Hindu has 'been given
that benefit. Here, again. I must say that my honourable friend has never
drawn the attention of the Government to the injustice that is being done to
Hindus in general, and to Hindu agriculturists in particular.
A reference has been made to the Kangra district and, therefore, I
may be allowed to draw your attention to the services rendered by the people
of that district to the Crown and country during the Great War. No fair-minded person can deny the fact that they helped the Government with men
and money to the utmost of their capacity. To get a clear and exact idea
of their services· you have only to go to our post offices and there you will
find thousands 'of young widows coming to get their pensions. But, in spite
of that, no attention is paid to the claims of these people at the time of direct
recruitment for the posts of Inspectors of Police, etc. When His Excellency
Sir Malcolm Hailey paid a visit to Dharmsala, an address was presented to
him by the Rajput Asthaniya Sabha in which his attention was drawn to
·the fact that, Rajputs of Kangra were not getting their due share of
Government services. In reply to that His Excellency was pleased to remark that it would be the most unfortunate day when the services of those
brave people would be forgotten or ignored, and he promised to accord due
consideration and weight to their claims in future. But I regret to say,
Sir, thaf that promise has not been redeemed up to this day.
Now, I draw your attention to another situation. My remarks may
prove unpalatable to some honourable members as well as to some others
outside the Council, but I can say without any fear of contradiction that
their veracity is beyond dispute. It cannot be denied, Sir, that Mussalmans
are the most favoured community in this province. They are enjoying the
patronage O[ th» Govem-n mt .· while other communities have to
be contented with as much as may conveniently fall to their share.
First, they get the greater part of every benefit on the basis of their population and then come to demand a good bit of the Hindu's share as agriculturists. In this way Hindus are being ousted from a good many departments. Therefore, while strongly supporting the amendment moved by the
honourable member for South-East Rohtak (Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu
Ram) I would draw his attention to this glaring injustice.
Every one of us is aware that wherever there was paucity of Mussalmans
-speoial arrangments were made to make up the deficiency in their representation. For some time, the doors of some departments were closed upon
other communities and in. others, the Government went so far as to dispense
with the services of non-Muslim officials in order to make room for Mussalmans. Not only that. Even in connection with admission to the Medical
College special facilities were provided to Mussalmans. and the lot of the
non-Muslim candidates was made even harder than before. Nay, even a
good many Hindu doctors were dismissed from service.' Now, Sir, if that
was a wise and just policy, then why not follow it in the police department
.-as well? In view of the specie! privileges given to the Musalmans in other
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departments where they were not properly represented, it is but just and fair
that the recruitment of Mussalmans should be stopped until the deficieney
in the Hindu representation is made up in the police department.
Let
my honourable friend, the mover of this amendment, urge upon the Government the necessity and, advisability of following that policy in the police ·
department if he really wants to do something for Hindu agriculturists ..
There is no use raising the agriculturist versus non-agriculturist controversy
with regard to a department in which we Hindus, as a whole, have not got .
any adequate representation.
Let us first try to get our due share which
has been usurped· by others and then we will see that. we agriculturists get
our own· share out of it. With these remarks;' I . support the amendment.
moved by Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram although, as I have already
stated, there is a grem difference in our view-points with regard to the·
matter.

Chaudhri Afzal Haq (Hoshiarpur-ezas-Ludhiana,
Muhammadan..
Rural), (Urdu): Sir, I am really very glad to see that the honourable member from Kangra has rightly emphasised the point that all communities
should be properly represented in various branches of Government service
and where a community is not so represented, steps should be taken to,
provide for its reasonable representation.
Certainly there can be no two.
opinions on that point. In fact, it is not at all advisable that at this junc-ture, when the countryis confronted with a very serious situation, we should
be at daggers drawn with each other only on the question of the distribution
of loaves and fishes. Of course, there can be no objection if one moves an.
amendment with a view to bring to the notice of the Government the gries
"
vances which a community or a section. of the
P.M.
people have got against. the administration. But, on
the other hand, it ismost objectionable for one to avail ourself of this opportunity for directing attacks against another community. So far as the ques-·
tion of proper representation of each community in public services is concerned, I think all communities are agreed that the present ir cquitable and
unjust distribution of services should no longer be permitted to eontinue.,
Obviously, there can be no objection to this reasonable rrquest.. But it
appears that Government prefers to do things half way so that intercommunal warfare and jealousy may still eontinue and it may also be able·
to act upon its old policy of divide and rule. If that were not the case. t.he
Government would have at once complied with our request. In fact, it
does net like to heal the running sore. The honourable member on the .other
side of the House has complained of the paucity of Hindus in the police
. deparnnent, . I think he has not seen this statement.
If he had seen it.
he would not have 'remarked that during the last seven years uo Hindu
was appcinted as an Inspector of Police.
·
Pandit Nanak Chand f Yes, no direct appointment was made.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : 1L my opinion, direct or indirect appointment.
makes no difference. Let us look to the actual facts and figures. .I think
the honourable member is either ignorant of the real facts and Egcres or else,
he has not chosen to be tolerant in his affitude. Sir, if we look at this statement, we find that the number of Muhammadan Inspectors is 81 ·8 per
cent. while their population is 56 per eent, and the number of Hindu Inspec-
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·tors is 84 per cent. while their population is 80 per cent. This shows that
Hindus have got more than what is their due and that it is the Muhammadans,
not the Hindus, who ought to have complained of their inadequate representation in the rank of Inspectors of Police. Again, Bir, the number of Muham.madan Deputy Superintendents of Police is 50 per eent., that is, six per cent.
Jess than what the Muhammadans are entitled on the basis of their popula-tion, I think tha.t the rights of the Hindus have not been usurpedby Muham
madans but by those who are their kith and kin and who are near to them,
Lala Kesho Ram Sekhri : But, at pesent, they are nearer to you
. and are sitting beside you.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq: WeU, Sir, the number of Muhammadan SubInspectors does not exceed 56 per cent. Seven years back their number
·w~ 60 per cent. but now their.number has come down to 56 per cent. Sir)
;~he number of Hindus in the ranks of. Sub-Inspectors, Head Constables and
Constables has been steadily increasing since the inauguration of reforms
in the country. Under these circumstances I think it :was not proper for
the honourable member on the other side of the House to have attacked the
Muhammadan community without any cause. Perhaps, he is not aware
-of 'the fact that promotions ol some deserving Muhammadan Inspectors have
been stopped in order to promote certain Hindu Inspectors with no experience
..of investigation work to the rank of Deputy Superintendent of Police. But,
I do not mini that, for, I know that .they will have the .requisite experi-enee if they have not had that before. This clearly goes to show how far the
Government is anxious to encourage the Hindus in the police department.
'Sir, I am fully acquainted with· the working .of various government departments especially with that of the police .dopartment. As I have already
said, inefficient Hindu Inspectors have been promoted to the rank of Deputy
·Superintendeni of Police, while the ol!),UDS .of efficient Muha.:mma.da.n Inspect
-ors have been totaJly ignored. Besides, we must not lose sight of the fa.ct
·that this is being done in a department where inefficiencycannot be tolerated
·for a moment.
Paudit Nanak Chand : Is this the reason why the honourable member
has always been complaining of the inefficiencyof the police '}
Chaui;lhr.i Afzal Haq: I have also been complaining of the inefficiency
of other departments including the Canal department. In fa.ct, the poliee
.and the canal departments are equally inefficient. Anyhow, I would
submit that the allegations made by the honourable member are altogether
unfounded.
Lala Kesho Ram Sekhri: On a point of order, Sir, this is a, cut
that has been moved by the honourable member Rai Sahib Ohaudhri Ohhotu
Ram with reference to a single item, namely Sub-Inspectors, to urge the
unsatisfactory representation of Hindu agriculturists. Hence any . refer·
-enee to Superintendents, Inspectors and Deputy Superintendents of Police
would be hardly relevant. The honourable member .may oppose the demand
as a whole, if he so likes.
Chaudhri Afzal Haq : I am sorry that it was the honourable member
·who wanted me to explain that item. Well, Sir, I have complete sympathy
with my honourable friend, the mover of the amendment, so far as the objeC!t
,underlying it is concerned. I would ask the Go..-arnmentwith all the f~r•e
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at my command to remove at once the injustice that is being done to different.
communities in the distribution of services. Sir, for this, no community
is to blame, and it is the Government which is solely responsible for it. I
think we should refrain from attacking one another when, in fact, none of us
is responsible for this state of affairs. With these words, I support theamendment and hope that the House would unanimously urge upon Go\ ernment the advisability of doing away with the present system of ineqnitable distribution of services.

Pandit Nanak Chand (Hoshiarpur, Non-Muhammadan, Rural) : Bir;
I agree with some of the remarks made in the speech which has just been
delivered by my honourable friend Chaudhri Afzal Haq, a member from my
own district. My honourable friend, Bai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram
has 'raised a very important principle with regard to recruitment of services. With your permission, I wish to examine that principle at some·
length, the principle on which Government professedly has been acting
in the recruitment to the various services under its control. Before I
actually proceed to examine this principle, I wish to pay a tribute to the·
speech delivered by Mr. Ogilvie who said, in replying to the remarks of the
honourable mover of this amendment that courage was not. the monopoly
of any particular class or community and that, so far as the Punjab was
concerned, every class and every community, every sub-caste even, possessed
that quality in a remarkable degree. Mr. Ogilvie is one of those few officials
whotake a long view of things and have tried to deal fairly between one community and the other. We, the members of the Hindu community, have,
on: more than one occasion, expressed our gratitude to him while he was
dealing with the disturbances in Lahore as Deputy Commissioner. But
the thing of which we are afraid and of which he also should be afraid is
that ·certain policies are initiated by the Government in the Secretariat
which are neither rational nor based on any fair principle. And if Mr. Ogilvie,
could only protest and make a bold stand that only those policies which are
based on ·fairnessand justice will be pursued, he will have earned the gratitude of the Hindu community at large.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Cbhotu Ram : May I rise to a p_pint of order?
Is an examination of the principle underlying the division of posts between
communities and classes relevant to this cut in any way ?
Pandit Nanak Chand : I should ask, what else is relevant? · Hindu
agriculturists are asked to be recruited to the police because they are Hindu
agriculturists. It is a question of policy and nothing else. I am discussing.
whether this principle must be accepted, and if it were to be, I wish to point
out the logical consequences thereof and its effect on the services at large.
Mr. President: I ruled, I think, only yesterday that debates on the·
budget must be relevant to the grant under consideration, that is to say,
they must be confined to the particular item then before the House and theconduct of the Government connected therewith. So, if the debate relates
to the item under discussion, the honourable member's speech is relevant.
What is under discussion is the reduction of Re. 1 from the grant itself
and everything that is relevant to the grant is in order.
·

-·
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Pandit Nanak Chand : Thank you, Sir. _. I was submitting that, sofar as my party is concerned, we are of opinion that all Government
appointments must be filled "on the basis of merit and merit alone.
(Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: With the exception of Chaudhri Ram
Singh ?) That principle has been repeatedly stated in this Council by
myself and by my honourable friend, Ohaudhri Ram Singh, also on various
occasions. If that principle were accepted by Government and if all the
posts were to go to Muhammadans, even the higher _posts. we would not
have the slightest objection to that. Even if cent per cent of the posts.
go to the members of the same community we shall not protest against,
that. I said this at the Simla session and it was endorsed by my party.
Have open competition for all the places. Have literary competition, have ,
riding competition if you like, have any competition which is not communal
or sectional in its nature. Let no person beireeraited to the services of this.
province merely because of his community.

· Mr. President: Order, order. The honourable member is not in:
order in discussing all services of the province. ·
Pandit Nanak Chand: These remarks apply a fortiori to the polioe.,
The police department is called the security department ; on it depends
law and order of the province, and its importance you may realise from the
fact that various reports were made before the St11,tutory Commission from
various provinces, not only from this province, but from other provinces
also, which showed what importance the people attached to this depart-·
ment. The cry was that the department should not be transferred to the
provincial governments when the province attains provincial autonomy.
The Bengal provincial committee went so far as to say that this department
should be kept a reserved department. A similar report was made, if I
mistake not, by the Bombay committee. What I mean to imply by stating·
ail these facts is this : that this department is a very important department.
It is the department which is responsible for the security and peace of the
country. So, Sir, when we ask for any innovation or change in the policy
we must adduce reasons which are convincing and acceptable to reasonable·
men.
Now, Sir, one suggestion I would make to Government so far as improvement of services in this department is concerned, namely, that Government should take a census of those people who are imprisoned in jails as
dacoits, burglars, robbers and cheats among the various communities.
In whichever community these people, i.e., the criminals, abound that communit y should be excluded from the police service. · You cannot take
people from that community for the purpose of maintaining law and order.
It is most unfortunate that throughout this province the cry is being raised
not only by this section of the House but by all sections of the House that
communal bias is invading the services, that, as a result, the services are be·
coming inefficient and there is not the same standard of efficiency observed
as prevailed some years ago when communal policy was not pursued by
the Government. So, my suggestion will be that those persons, or those
tribes or those: followers of any religion, who contribute largely to the jail
population and amongst whom robbers, murderers or breakers of law are
to be found in large numbers should not be taken into the police depart:rrumt
and· other security services. An instance was cited before a Home Secre-
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tary where allegations were made that a· relation of a police official w.as
amongst the robbers. But proper steps were not. taken in. ptrrRnnnce
of the information given to. bring· the robbers to book. The robbery ,
-of Rs. 25,000 in Gurdaspur district still remains undetected. . If you really
want to have efficiency in the police department you will have to rule
out those persons who belong to those tribes or castes which contribute
largely to the Jail population. I do not know who they are; I have not
got a census of them, · But I ask the Government to act on the suggestion
that I have made.
·
· ·
Now, Sir, in this very hall,.. His Excellency Sir Geoffrey
-deMontmorency, who was then the Finance Member, said that the
-services could not he recruited on communal principle and that
percentages could not be fixed on tl;tat principle.
The main
'
argument that he gave then was that if you recruited public servants
on the basis of caste or religion, there was a great danger of those' public
servants considering themselves the servants of the particular community
to which they belonged. I submit that, so far as· the Punjab Government's
expression of policy is concerned, it is different from the policy actually
pursued by jt. People are kept out not because they are incompetent,
not because they lack courage or strength, not because they cannot satisfy
any of the tests required of them, but because they do not happen to belong
to a particular community. Once .I had a talk' with a very high official,
and he told me that the number of sub-inspectors among Hindus was not
large because constables and head constables belonging to the Hindu
community were not as numerous as those belonging to other communities,
.and Hindus would not come in large numbers to enlist themselves as constables. This was the argument which a very high official advanced in
order to explain the vaucity of Hindu sub-inspectors when I was sent by
,my party to make a complaint in regard to certain matters relating to the
police department. I told him that ii he would give me an order then
.and there for 500 constables from my community I would undertake to
produce 500 men to 'be recruited as constables. I am still waiting for that
order. So it is wrong to say that Hindus would not come forward to be
recruited as constables. The real reason is that those from other communities which have got the monopoly of the services and are entrenched in this
department as inspectors and sub-inspectors, they make the life of the Hindu
constables and head constables too hot for them. This allegation had been
made not by my party only, but uy Chaudhri Chhotu Ram himself. I
am subject to correction, That is a· very serious cause for Hindus keeping
back from the police department.. If there is any doubt in the minds of
those ~fficials responsible for recruitment to the police department, they
-can just give me an order : 'We require so many men as constables or head
constables or inspectors or sub-inspectors, men of necessary calibre and
-eourage', I am prepared to produce the required number. Is the Government prepared to accept this offer ?
This is the eharge that the .Hindus have been levelling against the policy
pursued by the department. Let them fix the percentage ·or adopt some
-definite policy so that we might know where we stand. But the Government's policy· is so elastic, its conscience, if it has a conscience a.t all, is so
,elastic, that it gives expression to one policy and acts upon another.
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We want to know exactly where the Hindus sand. · There: is a deep feeing
·,of resentment among the Hindus of all cm~ that ~e poli<,y p~ued :by
-Govemment
is an anti-Hindu policy in all a~tions af th@ poli~•
«establishment. Reasons are being given by GQVEl.l'W!¥l@nt ofi_oj!WJ !!flmlittimes that Hindus are in a majority in the. C~ngrftSS~ th~y a?ij in a, maj9my
in the Na11Jawa.n Bharat Sabha, they a.re in a majoijty io the fltl:te? Se.~IM ·;
therefore, the Hindus of the Punjab, who ar~ m a mmori~y. fflll:l!lli b~ pni
down. That is the underlying policy of the Po~ah G~vel'Wllent. Ever,
. .sensible Hindu in the province feels that he ui paying a pri~ for the w,o~
impression which the Government officials are la})Q;uring under. .U •
matter of fact, so far as the Hindus of this provw~ Uf) "f>™'~~di, th•y
· stand for good government, for fair treatment and fpr j1ll11tict. fQr all, n.e
Government knows that they are nQt. non-cQ--opemton and the Gov~·
· ment knows that though they ar(l feia.rlesa critics of Go:venffll;!iln~ they ~e. la.w, abiding and opposed to policies which ere calcul,q,t.ed to tlip,Bflt. law AP.d {)Iq._..
The Government acts upon wroag informati-0.Q. Wh.P.t a,~ 11bl:l> QYQJI
of the Government?
The eyes of the Gove.nup.,ent. aee Uie police IWlQI ~
. criminal investigation department.
Who are pe.riions ?t)Ql'Jlilted ii,, the
· criminal investigation department which makes· complaints a@l~t the
Hindus? They belong to other communities. Who are in the, iwess bureall?
Majority of them Mussalmans. All these people go to the. G.Qveli.lllllent and
· ereate wrong impression. I ask Government to open their eyes and see
that all communities should be treated alike. It bas been their boast that
they hold the balance even between the diffel'0ni eo~nnities and that, if
they were not there, the Hindus, Muslims aad Sikhs· will fight with one
.another.
I, Sir, af.ter having carefully scrutinised the poliey pursued by
the Gove:mment, cannot but say that their policy is a poliey of divide
.aad rule.
·
·

Mr. President: The honourable member is again discussing the
general policy of the Government. He is requested to restrict his remarks
only to the policy of the Government in the police department.
0

Pandit Nanak Chand:

I am submitting this with regard to the police
-department,
I am only saying that the police department is overcrowded
by a particular community io pursuance of this policy, I agree with
· Ohaudhri Mzal Ha') when he said that all people must be treated alike•
. and if there is a ;:::apondera.nce of the Hindus in any department, then the
Hindus must give place to Muslim3, and vi::e 'tern. Tais principle,
I submit, should be applied throughout tho country. It should not be a
matte!' for application to the Punjab only. (8f.tait:h Muhamm1d Sadiq:
Why not the whole of A.sia ?) If that principle is followed you will find,
· Sir, that the members of my community will be the foremost to give tbeh,
adherence to this principle. I accept whole-heartedly
this suggestion
made by Ohaudbri Afzal Haq, though 1t is not the right policy.
Now, Sir, just look how this principle works with regard to the depressed
. classes who are a5rioulturists by profession. According to Chandhri Chhotu
Ram, only eartain ch.H33 ara aJcio:.dturist3-Ja.h.~, Pathan», Moghuls. and these have baen notified by Government as agriculturists.
According
· to me, 8,1'.).. &.gricu.lturist is a person who follows the profession of agrieulD
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uto/ • There are a. large majority of these depressed classes who · pursuethe profession of agriculture. · Whenever the Government has been asked
t'd giveposts of constables and head constables and other posts in the police
liepartment· 'to these · depressed classes what · is · t~e reply
of the ·
:Oovernnient ? ' If yciu- · are .'. pursuing the . policy of agriculturist
and
non-'agrfoulturist as defined in that. circular · to which reference has.
been made on more than one occasion, then these depressed classes
'should be · taken in the police department.
But
the Government
says the higher -cil:ste Hindus wilf not allow them 'to enter their houses and
they will not -be allowed to make arrests and searches and therefore, these
'depressed· classes cannot be employed. Is it a fair argument? There'Bire members ., of the · depressed classes holding very high' social position..
~I know one member of the depressed classes who is in charge of a college:
-and I med to go and dine with him. We in the Punjab are not accustomed
tto.regard th~.:;e untouchables as persons who cannot perform their duty
'efficiently. Yet, what a disappointing reply was given by the Government
'-to this demand of ours? Then, Chaudhri Ohhotu Ram's
complaint is
•that Hindu agriculturists of his division have not. been taken in the.
'-police, department. ·
·
; · Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Thi~ has got nothing to <lo
'with it.
·
'
Pandit Na~ak .Chand_: I kn~w this is your intention. Why 'i;; it
;that these Hindu a5riculiuri~ts have not been taken while the agriculturists
of other eommuuities have been taken ? The reason for that is that Chaudhri
:Chhotu Ram has allied hirruelf to a part,y which is agriculturist in one senseand Muhammad11,nin another sense. It is agriculturist in name and Muhamm:1,.\~11 in the working of it. That is the reason why. Chaudhri Chhctu Ram
.has uot taken his courage in hoth his hands and not criticised the policy
pursued by the Government. Look at this. Who represents the Ambala
division where · ths Hindu a5ricult.urists predominate ? Chaudhri Chhotu
R3.'.Il., Ohaudh.ri D'ili Chand, Ohaudhri
Chhaju Ram,,{)haudhri Bsldoo Singh
-and Rao Balbir Singh. .Three of them sit on benches where Muhammadans·
sit,. How
can. thev;
put forward .the grievances of the Hindus?
.
. .
Cln.uiihri Zafrulla Khan ·: There are some Muhammadans sitting.
on Hindu benches.
· Mr~ President : The honourable member will please speak to the.
motion.
.
Pandit Nanak Chand: I am just explaining why Hindu agriculturists are not taken in sufficient numbers and why their grievances are
'not p·1t 6rw1rd before the Government with sufficient force in order to,
direct the attention of the. Government. 'I'he reason is that Chaudhri
'cb.hot.u Ram has allied himself to a party which is not sympathetic to the.
claims of· the Hindu . agriculturists,
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: To-day's vote will 'show,
;

;

Pandit Nanak Chand: This was so in the last Council and this is,
. so in this Council, Fortunately we have, in this Council, been able to get..
· in our party certain representatives of tho Hindu agriculturists
from,
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Ambala division, namely, Chandhri Baldeo Singh and Ohaudhri . Balbir
Singh, and they have been agitating for the rights of the Hindu zamindars. ,
Chaudhri Zafrulla Khan : Is it an election. speech o; i1:1 it relevant:
to the motion before the House ? If you, Sir. allow him to make mention
of · these things it' will. invite reference and I hope that any reply thereto
will not be ruled out of order.
·
· ··
·
·

Shaikh Faiz. Muhammad : This is an election propa~anda.
Pandit Nanak Chand : Election; propaganda

paganda, we must face facts.

··

, ·· ·

..;
or no election pro·
·

Mt. President: What the. 'honourable member is now saying is:
why the representative of Bohtak is not a member of a pertieular part);
and why he belongs to another party ?
·
·
·
-~
Pandit Nanak
J am_ very sorry that I did not. make myself
quite clear: I will make myself absolutely clear. The point that I am
developing is the reason why the claims _of Hindu agriculturists aro ignored
is that the . representatives ,of .,th~ Hindu agriculturists have not putt
forward their' claims. .
..
'
Mr. Pre1ident:
I. cannot allow the honourable .member to make
such reflections. No· reflection of
sort should be made against any
honourable member of this Honse.
.
. · P@dit.Nanak Chand: I
.not ~ke
any reflection; Now, tho
representatives of the Ambafa division are justified in saying that tho claims
of the Hindu agriculturists should be. considered very favourably by the·
Government. They. are Hindu agriculturists of the Amba]a division and
tqey have proved their .valour in many a battle. They have contributed.
very largely to the army, they have shown of what mettle they are made.and I see absolutely no justification why these people should not be treated
with greater consideration.
·
Mr. President: I must request t.he honourable _member not to
pursue this st, ain.
Pandit Nanak Chand: I am speaking of tlie Hindu agriculturists
whether of Amba]a, Hoshiarpnr or Kangra, of Hoshiarput in particular,
whom I have the honour to represent and whose claims I would like to place
before the Govemment=-Brahmins, Senis, Mahtons, Rajputs and Jats living
in its area. T submit and I hope that you will permit me to say this, that
t_hey also hava proved their mettle as regards valour, bravery and courage
on more than one occasion.
I see no justification for practically shutting
the doors of the police department to these various people and with your
permission, I whole-heartedly support the motion brought forwar.d by Chaudhri Chhotu Ram.·
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq (Amritsar City, Muhammadan, Urban):
Sir, this is the most novel speech that I have heard in this House. A gentleman stands up to support a motion, and he tries to humiliate the gentleman
who has.propossd that motion. He comes from his constituency to advocate
their cause and yet this is the way how he fritters away his energy" by
e.tt.::,c·kin~ the Government in a queer way, in a way telling them. tba~ at heart
he loves them but only shows that he attacks them. Aiter this kind of at. tacking he sits quiet!y and imys that be whole-heartedly supports the
motion. Where is the whole heart in it?
There is not even half a. heart.

~han~ :·
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in the speech. He also referred to the Home Seoietary and I a.m sorry that
-the Rome Secretary did not have the courage to cheek him from ma.king a..
.' stat'Elment which implied that the Home Secretary or the Ohiei &ereta.ry or
.somebedy el11e was pursuing' iii.ti policy of pushing one ootnmunity
·

:Mr. C. M. C. Ogilvie:

That statement was not worth answering.
Sadiq : I am glad that the disclaimer has come,

Shaikh Muliammad
t&rdily (Laughter).
·1
Pandit Natnak ciaand: I diet not hear that an-wer.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : You ought t~ have special electric

.though very

-i~egaphoiles.. Here is an an,tendinent to have more Hindu a.griculturists
'the poli'.c-e <tepartinent.
But what was the trend of the debate ? Attack
after attack was made on the Muhammadan benches; I have . always
tried not td take, as far as possible, u eommnnsl view of t¥ngs. We know
Jw:w mooh eo:rmn~a.1 tension there is in the cotilitty.. We have never
tried to indulge
s.ueh a thing. . But it was left to th:e honourable member
;representing tire Hbsl!riarpn:ragricmliuristlt r.ot to utter a einglie. word on behalf
.of his constituents ; though he has tried to speak of sweepers and untoucb.:e.Tules, hEl has not uttemd: a word of sympathy for agricultmts from whom
he begs his v-0tfil!·. lte wants a swooper to be appointed as: a. coi:tstable
in the i olice department. But what will happen if a Brahipin is cooking
ms food and tlae sweeper constable gets· into his hoo'B0 andl arrests him.
·robe whole party; of the Hind.u members wilt h0wl, that. 'a. ltrahmin; 0, hlg~
,t,.a;ste Khatri ersomeeae. 6-lse has been am:estim by a sweeper. Where wili
,be, the G-0'1e?mQ.el!l:t in :future'} The hononrable member would be the first
-.nan to howl i,md cry that an untouchable has been allowed tt> arrest a p'tlte
high-caste Brabn:ilin or a Kshatriya. How many Hindu fri'ends have employ-ed sweepersin their homes ? This is left to Europeaina to emplby Hindus,
Muslims or sweepers, without distinction so far as they are clean. How
many" s:wee.pers has the honourable gentleman from HQshiarpll:li' non. Muhammadan constituency employed even in these days wMn untotreh.&b-les
:are so much talked of.
Pudit Nanak Chand: I have employed them twice.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : What does· h:e mean by rising and disappearing ever and over again like a jaek in the pox (Laughter)? 1 think
that these untouchables are our brethren ood have a right equal . to ours.
1.fh~y have the same rights and privileges as a high·ca~e Btahmin has •
. Bat if they are tried to be exploited and their name is sought to be used for
political purposea, I say this whole system is wrong. The object of such gentlsm-n is to have political power; then these poor untouchables will be kicked
. mercilessly. They are being raised to be oppressed down once again. What
is the question'} The question is to have more agriculturists in the .Police
departmeht, and here my friend from Hoshiarpur starts talking of the whole
1'1,uslim force. He says, we must have · equal proportion of Hindus and
Muslims iii the police and,·when another friend says that we must. have
merit alone, he shakes his head. What are we to believe 'l His tongue
or his head ? There is a lot of difference between his head and his tongue
(Laughter). · Is this the way to argue? The. public will have, no Jrespect
fqr such speeches delivered . in this House.
The .gentleman: shwldi come
.prepated uo.ril his house and.not in a ha.lt-hearted. 'W&\fi J~e, id:tas -·before ·

m
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the House, If he w~nts that, all over the Pqnjab! Hirul~s ~4· ?,:Jui;~:.
should have equal · proportion subject to a ~ill:µ
qu:alificatiP.~h I an,i
at one. with him, But it must be subject· to a minimum: qua)ifi~atioJl. l ~i>
not want to have a.n idiot as
Inspector-GeneraJ : of Polic~ or a fqql
as a sub-inspector· of police. There should be a miniro1µ11 qualificatio~
that he should be a graduate or an F.A. My friend always :r_aises the
bogey of capacity.
Muhamm!l,d~ are in no way Iess capable. But
it is only a question of opportunity.
Sikhs and Muslims are poor
and they have no 'opportunities.
Let us extend this principle of having
equal distribution to all services. Let us, once · for all, remove this bogey of
eommunalism which has been raised in this province. No one will- be happier
then than · myself and my companions, Bikha and Muslims.. . :. '. ! am, sorry
we have no Hindus on this bench. There is not a Sikh or a Muslim wh~
will not be willing to have this question of ratio settled, subject of course
to a minimum qualification. I do not see wha.t is the difference between
a man who passes his entrance getting 480 marks and the man who passes
by getting 470 marks. He might have been given more marks by a pandit
or a maulvi. We know many people have passed in the ftrst class because
their teachers have given them more marks .than to others. So it is a question
of a few marks th:s way or that. What does efficiency in a policeman mean_'t
The question, in his case. is not . how many marks:
4
P,M.
.
he obtained in English or how many marks in
Ma.thematics. "'1 his ease it is the question · of a strong fist and a strong
heart. Pandit Nanak Chand ·wants that cowards should not berecruited
because they will prove inefficient and will not be able to approach thieves
and when they will not do their work properly they will be hauled up beforethe Home Secretary on a charge (?f cowardice. What :µas competitipp to do
in this case? Suppose you want a. ehaprasi. There are two candidates forthe post, one Hindu and one Muhammadan. How are you going to judge
the comparative merits of the two? You do not want a B.A. for the post,
and' it is· impossible to hold a competition for the job. The question or
education does not· oome in at all in a case like this. It is not tha.t we do.not want Hindus to be recruited for the. police. We shall welcome them:
In fact, so long as there are not enough Hindus in that line, thi~ troublewill go on. But the fact is that very few Hindus who want such jobs are
forthcoming, and it is not· that · Government does not want them. Th'
reason simply is that they can earn more money outside. A Hindu takes
to selling roasted channa and he eama as much as a. rupee a day. A Hindu
who sells alu kaohalu earns tt.S muoh as Rs. 2 in four or five hours. Why
should he then CA.re for the job of a. constable who gets only Rs.15 a. montht
We would 11isk Government to have more Hindus ; but we· should not ask
for Pabal'li! from Hoshiarpur .to be recruited. We do not 'wsnt people
to be rushing' froll). 13,ij sides to gf!t recruited in the r,olipe dep'l,rt;m,ept
simply because they havij · nothµig else to do.
We do W~J'.l.t filµita.ple ~11
from Munee and Sukkur and µ:om Hoshiarpur ap.,d Gurgaon, By iµJ,_
means, Governlll.ent should taki, in ore Hindus. They. should extei;i4 to tp.~
Hindus the principle th0tt if! applied to other cl,!l,Sses.

an

My frienq. Pandit Nanak Chand said: Look at the ijst and see who ~r&greater thieves? He aaid: do not ta~e men from that class. Sif, he is a
barrister and he knows English.
He knows the well-known proverb :-

,
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· .. ·
·• 'Set a thief to catch a thief.' It is a very old saying that to tackle thieves.
_you should employ another thief, and not one who haa never seen a thief
-oi' one who, on the sight of a thief. trembles and cries, 'help, help, save me,
there is somebody at the door.' How can a man like that ever be expected
to become a good policeman '}
, ·
Pandit Nanak Chand : A:ce you talking of Kashmiris ?

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: Yes, of Kashmiri Brahmins (Laughter).
I am sorry to find, Sir, t;hat the honourable member. is insulting Raja.
Narendra Nath (Laughter). Is that the loyalty he owes to his chief? I
have always thought that there was no loyalty on those benches and it is
not a surprising thing to me (Laughter). As we are talking of Kashmiris,
does Pandit Nanak Chand not know that Gama, the greatest wrestlerin the·
world, is u Kashmin ? Does he not know that Ghulam, another great wrestler,
was also a Kashmiri ? So, it will be seen that even Kashmiris are capable
·of producing such strong men, I am not going into personalities, but.
what I was saying was that it is important to set a thief to catch a thief.
My friend should know that Government is following the same principle
here as well as in .the Frontier province. U appoints the heads of badmashes
.as sardars so that they may help Government by keeping other badmashes
under .eontrol. The man who is the biggest badmash in the Frontier
province is also the biggest sardar over there. These men are IJ.Ot cowards
and that is because they are in touch with thieves and are not afraid of
daeoits,

·

.

Pandit Nanak Chand: We will be able to understand the honourable
m,c,mber better if he please speaks a little lower and slower.

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I know that the rural classes have been
very backward, I think the rural areas have every right to be properly
represented in the services. The prosperity of the country depends on the:
rural population, and I know we will have no progress unless they come up. ·
It is no use just trying to stop the progress of rural areas. .r have genuine
sympathy for these men and not just the lip sympathy which my friends
show, and I hope that these bickerings will soon sease. The rural classes are
going to come into power in this province and they must have their due
share in these services.
Cbaudhrl Zafrulla Khan [ Sialkot (Muhammadan), Rural]: T
shall not take up much of the time of the House in making one or two
submissions that I have to make and which I have been prompted to make
by the. speech of my honourable friend representing Hindu Hoshiarpur.
The hollowness of - the criticism which he has levelled against the
reasoning advanced by some of the honourable members of this House
bas been sufficiently exposed by my friends representing Muslim Amritsar
and Muslim Hoshiarpur. It is with reference to the suggestion that he has
put forward for the consideration of Government with regard to the recruitment to the ranks of the police that I wish to make one or two observations. He started by saying that recruitment should go by pure merit
and I am certain that nobody would have a quarrel with that principle
.as set . out -in those words•. The difference arises the moment you begin,

"'·
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. .to define merit. So far as recruitment to the police department is eon-eemed, it is sufficient to say that one would 'ordinarily think that meri~
---would consist in possessing a good physique, a trained or trainable power
·of observation, a readiness to obey orders faithfully, a certain amount of
"courage, qualities of honesty and similar other things together with the
necessary amount of education, If that suggestion 'had been put forward,
if the suggestion had been limited to that, I would have understood the
.suggestion, but my learned friend went on to put forward a · very novel
-suggestion for the consideration of Government that they must not· recruit
· either men or officers to the police department who coine from certain
classes. I do not know what classes he meant, but he said that there were
· some classes in this country from which murderers and rioters and othen
such persons are usually or normally drawn; If he meant the criminal
· tribes or classes that are known as criminal tribes in this province, then his
·suggestion was -entirely redundant inasmuch. as so far as I know, ordinarily
· recruitment fo .the eanks of the police is not made from among the members
-of the criminal tribes. If he meant anything further, then I presume he
:meant to say that if certain members of a class or tribe had been guilty
-of committing murders or thefts or riots then the members of those classes
-or tribes should be debarred 'from being recruited. to the · police department. 'I am sure that would bo an impracticable suggestion to adopt for
"reasons ~he detailing -of which would take too much time and would at this
stage not be desirable. But not knowing what value might be attached
to the suggestion which tlie honourable member has made, ,I wish to add
-only this : ·tha;t he should have completed the list of those offencesthe. eom-,
mission of which by the members of a particular class or community should
"debar them from being recruited to the police department. . He should
:have included among his list forgerers and cheats, bomb_-throwersand,
.political assassins, conspirators and traitors, wagers of war against His
:Majesty the Ks.ing ·and disseminators of sedition.

.

Pandit Nanak Chand : I quite agree.
Rai Sahib Cbauclhri Cbhoto Ram [South-East: Rohtak (Non~

-:Muhammadan).,Rural]!
Sir, I. am most grateful to the honourable the
}Home Secretary who spoke on behalf of Goveni.ment. He expressed the
-sympathy of Government for the classes whose cause I was pleading in
very generous terms.. He did not confine his sympathy only to words but
he gave an indication of the definite steps which the Inspector-General had
-already taken to see that Hindu agriculturists got their proper share in the
,police service.
.
,
'I'here was just OIJ.e remark which he made and made, I think, under ~
misapprehension, which I desire to clear up. He said that eveey Punjabi ~as
full of courage. Perhaps he thought that I had made a statement to ~h~
-effect that same Punjabis were wanting in courage. Wbat I meant W!l,B
:that, normally speaking, man for man, a zamindar would possess more eour.-a.age than a non-zamindar. I stick to that proposition and I believe no man
·1cari reasonably and honestly deny the truth of that proposition. , A Hindu
Jat of the Sonth-East Punjab would certainly be more courageous than
;a, bani'.c1 from the South-Rast Punjab. A M'ajha Jat would certainly bP more
-eourageous than a Khatri ,of the Central Punjab. A Pathaa would• be more
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~~ura.geo11~ than an A.rom of the North-West and Sonth-W~t Punjab .._
~at is_a ~:qient to which I think no exception can be tnken. However;
what I meant to co4vey was that courage should be one of the qualities to~El taken into eonsidezation when recmitiog men for the police. . Man for
man, a zainiµdar is more courageous than a non-eamtnder and there shonldc.
therefore, be no obstacle in the proper number of Hindu zamindars being
~ake:Q. into the police service.
·
Now, I would come to some of the criticisn.isthat were made by certain friends occupying these Hindu Sabha benches. My reply is first addressed to the honourable member who represents the rural Hindu Hoshiarpur ·
· constitnency. It is an unfortunate thing that a rural conatit.ueneyshould be
represented by a gentleman who bas not one good word to say about the
rural classes or the aprieultaral classes whose votes have sent him: to thi!J
Council.. · Wbenever there is any matter in which the Bindu agricultural"
classes or Hindu rural classes are concerned, he comes out with filthy
language,

P~dit Nanak Chand : The honourable member has used the expression 'iil~;by language ' in reference to my speech. That is unparlia- ·
.mentary and I request you to get it withdrawn.
· Rai Sahib Chaudhri Ch:hotu Ram:
· ·.

&n • offe!i$iv~ Ltnguage.'

PanclltNanak Chand:

prespion. .

·

.

Mr. Pl'esiilent:

a.ttothijf fo:t it.

I shall substitute the expres·-

B~t he has not withdrawn the original ex-

He ha$ withdrawn that_ expression by substituting
I

•

.

Rai. Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: Not very)ong ago this House-·
was discussing the question whether· Hindu agricultursists were or.were not
under-represented in the Education dE>partmentin the inspecting branch.,
and i;ny friend came out with the argument that it would be very undesirable
~o -,etnp)Qy ~ with _the qualities of thieves in the education depaq;m.e,nt
.ln\lt, 1~pr°tipg branch. That was one type of help that herendered to the
~grfoultunsts.
i>all'dit Nanak Chand: T never said that.
~. President : Order, order, please. I have on several oeeaslons
requested the honourable members of this House not to offer their personal"
e~lanations u~less the me~ber who is in possession of the House gives way
i.nd :teSU:m.El'S bis seat. It is not proper for one member to get up and offerhui expla.n:aliio:n if the other member does not give way. In such a case he
!hou1d wait till the · speaker has finished.
Pandit Nanak Chanel: If the honourable member makes a misstatement, when am I to correct it? I want your ruling on that point.
Mr. President: A misstatement or a misquotation may be oorrected~
as soon asit is made or subsequently. Similarly, when a :statement made iby
a member· of the Hense is misunderstood or misinterpreted, the maker ,of the·
am·tement nray .i0fifet a petsona~ explanation at once .or subseq_1U..ently~
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Rai Sahib Cha~dhri Chhotu Ram : To-day there was another ·motio~ ,
under discussion which obviously seeks to secure the good of Hindu
agrieultnrists,
'Wbat help does my honourable friend from Hoshiarpur ·
render to them? He savs that Government should take care that criminals.
are not recruited for departments which have to look after criminals and
which have to counteract the activities of criminals. This is what. we have.
received from the honourable member from Hoshiarpur in favour of the·
Hindu agriculturists ; he has nothing better to give.
Now, I would rep1y to my friends Chaudhri Baldev Singh and chaudhri
Rams Siup.-h. They also profess extreme sympathy with l3indu agriculturists and profess that they are whole-heartedly and entirely with me t:
only they want that my angle of vision should change. Tl1e only difference·
iliht"y say is that I look at things from one point of view and they, from another point of view. The~' have not, however, explained what the difference
is. I ht·lievc. the difference is this; that I look at things from a pro-zamindar · ·
point of view and they look at them from an anti-Muslim point ef view •.
That is the. only difference, Now, my friend Chaudhri Baldev Ringh made
a "most incoherent, a most self-contradictory
speech. Nobody could
understand what he meant. As a matter of fact, I do not know whether he
succeeded insaying what he meant or whether he meant what he said. One ·
sentence of his speech contradicted his previous sentence. He began by
saying that this was the first time I had made a motion which was calculated
to be beneficial to Hindu agriculturists.
This criticism was news to me,
a most surprising criticism. As a matter of.fact, his leader. and his party
make a grievance that I barely speak of anything but Hindu agriculturists.
and yet, my friend bas the audacity to say that this is the first time I have
spoken for Hindu agriculturists.
Again, my friend suggested that certain,
proportions were laid down for the .recruitment of agriculturists . in 1919
and that since the promulgation of that resolution, those proportions had.;
been maintained and that Government had seen that Hindus and Muhammadans, agriculturists and non-agriculturists, were recruited in the proportions which had been prescribed in that resolution. My friend either
did not know whnt he was gayin.g or wanted to avoid giving offence to Go·
vernment Members by telling the truth; My complaint is that those pro
portions have not been maintained.
'l'o clinch the point, I may draw tl,•)
attention of my friend to the consolidated list issued on the Ist January
1929whereinhewill observe that outof24 posts of assistant sub-inspectors .
held by Hindus only one bas gone to a Hindu agriculturist.
Can it be said,
then, that the proportions have been maintained in the case of Hindu agriculturists ? Again, my friend said that a much larger proportion of theseposts went to :Muslims and that if I found that Hindu samindars had not
got their due share, the inequality should le set right by my demanding that
some of the 1 osts given to Mub ammadan zamindars should he taken away
from them and given to Hinda zamindara. I think I made it periectly
clear ill my speech that the excess that bad gone to .Muhammadans ought
rto be recovered and made over to Hindus. But let us see what has actually
g:0:ne,to Hindus and out of that wlJat share ib:aij£ona to ;Elm.clµ agtj.culturists •.
Take one 1exaµijple. Among inspector;s Hindus have Q.ijltinotly 2 per cent,
m.or-e.th;m theii' share, TJHi Hindnain thi,s p;:i.rticular cadre are repres:ented.
to the extent of 84 ·~, P.~ capt., t4a.t is, ~~m.ethipg mqre than what tb~y ~~· ·
0
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,entitlecl. 'to on the population basis. What have the Hindu agncultnrists,
:got out of this ? They have got 1l out of 61 posts, that is, about 18 per cont,
Is that a reasonable share whicli the Hindu agriculturists should expect
-out of what fell to the Hindus in genera]? Then. again, take the case o~
Deputy Superintendents.
Here, I admit the Hindus as such have not re-.
-eeived tinything like their share. They have got about 15 ·4 per cent.
A large number of the posts have gone to Europeans and Anglo-Indians.
But I find that there are 8 Hindu Deputy Superintendents.
Out of these
-8, only one is a Hindu agriculturist. Now, how can it be said that Hindu
.agriculturists have received their proper share out of what fell .to the,1hare
-of the Hindus? Is there any guarantee that the Hindu agriculturists will
_get a proper share in any other branch of public service? Take the case
-of sub-judges.
What is our representation there? Only two or -three
per cent. Therefore the argument of my honourable friend has really no
. -substancs in it.
·
Now, l think I may express genuine sympathy with my Iriends Chaudhri
Baldev Singh and Chaudhri Ram Singh. They find it very difficult .to reeon-eile the inner promptings of their conscience with what they have said. · 'I'hey
,repr~sent Hindu agriculturists and they are not taking up their cause ; their
party allegiance really stands in the way of their doing real service to the.
people who have sent them to the Council. (A voice . What about yourself ?) I have been doing my len I best and will continue to do my level best.
My prmciples are perfectly sound (Interruption). I have stuck to them, I
.am sticking ta them, and I "\fill continue to stick to them. There is no·
·thing which makes my position on these benches irreconcilable with my con-scieuce, or my principles or my allegiance to my constituency. There is
nothing in my party allegiance which militates against the best interests
c:>f my constituency as there is in the party.allegiance of these friends ..
Sir, those gentlemen who could have said something in favour of J:Iindu
=agriculturists have gone to the bania group and have now no sympathy
with Hindu agreulturists.
Pandit Nanak Chand : Sir, is that not a. reflection on this party or
the members of this party ? The honourable Chaudhri Sahib has been
.speaking in this strain ior the last five minutes.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: Sir, it is e. reply to a reflection
and nothing more. (Interruptions).
'
·
.
Mr •. Presideni: I will request both the honourable gentlemen not to
::make any personal reflections.
·
.
Chaudhri Zafrulla Khan: Sir, the eefleetions 'which were made
.against the Chaudhri Sahib must be answered.
·
. Mr. President: If one honourable member says an unpleasant thing
=in the heat of excitement it does not follow that he should be paid in the
-same coin.
Chaudhri Zafrulla Khan: Sir, the honourable member uttered
vecy objectionable words and attacked the Chaudhri Sahib, his policy and
-tactics for a. long time, and if you will refer to the speech of the honourable
member you will find several pages covered with this matter. Chandhri·
•cChhotu Ram must be allowed to r~ply to those charges.
1
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. . Mr•. President: lftp.~t expression was unparliamentary, attention
'Of the Chair should have been invited to it there and. then.
, ,.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhot~ Ram: Sir, I was saying that certain
:members belonging to agricultural .tribes have left us and have gone to
the bania group.
. ' Pandit\Nanak Chand : Sir, he is again insulting this party by calling
'It a bania group ; this is not a bania group.
·
. ·
· . Mr. 'President e As there is no bania group in this House, this expres•810n cannot apply to any group.
.
Pandit Nanak Chand: Sir, the word "bania" is used as a word of
-eontempt by him and we take objection to that. He must withdraw. it.
He is insulting the whole party. I record my emphatic protest against the'.
use of this term. The honourable member should withdraw it and apolo-:
,gize to the members of this party.
.'
Dr. Gokul · Chand, Narang : The honourable member Chaudhri
Chhotu Ram has no right to speak of the other party in this way.
·
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain : I wa.11, Sir, at about 12
-o'elock looking at the proceedings of this Council of December 1925 ; that•
w_as the occasion when my great predecessor,Sir John Maynard, was vacating
his offic~. Sir, at that time' a large number of the members of th!8 Honse
caUedhim, not once but many times, a bania, and further, he and his class of
Europeans concerned with financial affairs have been called more than once.
1ba:!'ias·
. As a matter of fact, I am sure my honourable friend to ~y le~
(811' Alexander Stow) too will have no objection to be termed as-a bania,
,
~r ~ Gokul Chand, Narang : Well, this is the last kick you are giving
io this party. This is most unfair.
·,
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain:
I am sure, Sir, the ex-pression used in this Councilhas never been used in any other sense than this.,
:that the people who were interested in a particular work. 1 • :· •• (lnterru,ptions).',
Mr. President: I think the Honourable the Finance Member (Sit,
-Iohn Maynard) was called a bania because he was very economical.
The Honourable Mian Sir Eazl·i·Husain : Exactly·; that is the point;
.Sir, why he was called 'a. bamia. (lni,erruptions).
Mr. President: However, such terms should not be used by one;
member for another member or a group of members.
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Sir, he must withdraw that expreseion..
Rai .Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : I am not going to withdraw. my
rremarks unless the honourable member withdraws his remarks.
·
Pandit Nanak Chand : Sir, I did not say anything objectionable which:
,I should withdraw now.
.
.
Mr. President: The honourable memb~r said that he (Rei Sahib;
'Ohaudhri Chhotn Ram) belonged to the Muhammadan party, that he was·
·t.he member of a Muhammadan group and that he had become o. Muslim.
Pandit Nanak Chand: Well, I remember, Sir, I said nothing of th8::

-sort,
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~- Pre~ident: Well, this is not. p;rope;r; ~he bpnonrp,plQ J:I1ember(OJ:.audhri Ohbotu Ra.m) should also withdraw his words.
· ·
. ~ai S~ib q.,.udhri ChhotuR~ : Sir, first he must withdraw.
Mr. President: Yes, I will ask him to withdraw :6.rst.
Pandit Nanak Chand: Nobody took exception to my remarks when·
I . was speaking.
Mr. President: The honourable member for Robtak has taken objection to the remarks of the honourable member for ~'Hoshiarpur. Therefore.,.
I reg,uest the honourable member to withdraw those remarks.
. PanditN~~ Chand : Sir, I never said that he was a Muhammadan
and I 11ever said that he has changed his religion. I said no such things at
all. I s_imply said that he sits on Muhammadan benches and sides with
them, and if he takes that to be an insult, I withdraw it.
Mr. President : The honourable m~mber (Cbaudhri Chhotu Ram):
will also withdraw his remarks.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : I never said, Sir, that all themembers of those benches are bomias,
- Mr. President: The honourable member will please· withdraw.
Pandit Nanak Chand has withdrawn his remarks.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Sir, he has not withdrawn his:
words · unconditionally. He must do it. He must withdraw his remarks,
unconditionally. Unless he does so, I will not withdraw my remarks'.
even if I have to withdraw from the Council,
Mr. President: As he has withdrawn his remarks, as you say, eonditionally, you also may withdraw yours conditionally.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram:. ·sir, I never said that all the·
members occupying those benches are banias: I simply said that a. few
of the members who belong to agricultural tribes have gone to the bani.agroup in this Ho100.
(At thi.s ,qt,,,.7e fi'ih Kesko R'im Sekhri, .~tood up and began to interrupt
the spea~er.)
·
·
·
Mt. President: The ·honourable member from Amritsar should not.
interrupt the honourable speaker.
.
Lala Kesbo Ram Sekhri : Sir, he must withdraw the expression.
Mr. President e Yes, ihe will withdraw.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: Sir, he has withdrawn his rem.arks conditionally ; I also withdraw conditionally any remarks or any
comment which ....
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Sir, I would submit that this unpieasant
discussion should be expunged from the official report-I mean from theproceedings of the House.

Lala,Mukand Lal Puri: No, Sir, in my opinion this discussion,shoulg
remain on the official record. These offensive remarks were made and
withdrawn. I This record will show that we took objection to such remarks,
and th President ordered the honourable member to withdraw them.
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· Mr. President:_ Ohaudhri. Ohhotu Ram will please proeeed,
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Sir, one ot the charges thaj

•Chaudhri Baldev Singh ma.de against me was that the share of the Hindu
: agriculturists weri.t to other agriculturists and that I made no attempt to
recover that part of the share from other agrieultarists, Sir~ I have done
,all I could to bring to the notice of Government the inadequate representation of the' I:findu agriculturists in almost every branch of Government
:iietvice. I have done this not only in this session, not only do.ring the
last 12 months, but ever since I entered this House a.11 a private membe?.
I have systematically and repeatedly put. questions with regard to the
·share of Itindu ».griculturists. Nowt I challenge my, mend, Pandit Nanak
Chand, who claims to be a. representative of Hindu agriculturists, whether
he has put any questioa dra.win.g the attention of the authorities to the- in-adequate share which is given to Hindu agriculturists in pablic employmezd.

Mr. President: May I ask the honourable member not to refer to
-&m:other honourable member by name ?
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: Sir, I was asking t_he honourable
,he representative of the Hindu rural constituency,from Hoshiarpur .....•••
Pandit Nanak Chand:

"him?

Sir, he put me a. question; ma.y I reply to
.

'

.

Mr. President : Order, order. How. ean the honourable member
,ans.wet a question ? The honourable member for South-East Rohta.k is
;n possession of the House and has not. given way.

Pandit Nanak Chand : Sir, there is a misstatement of fa.ct.
Mr. President: Order, order.
Rai Sahib Cbaudbri Cbhotu Ram: Now, Sir, I would ask the honour. able member who represents one-half of the Rohtak District· (Ohaudhri Baldev
Singh) whether he has put any questions in order to bring to. the notice of
· Government the inadequate representation which the. Hindu agriculturists
hold in any branch of the Government service.
I was saying, Sir, that Chaudhri Baldov Singh, the honourable repre-:
sentative of North-West Rohtak and the honourable representative of the
.Hindu rural constituency of Kangra (Chaudhri Ram Singh) ·forgot· that
they were -representatives of the agriculturists and have joined a party
which does not recognise a distinction between agriculturists and nonagriculturists. · Whatever the reasons may be, they do not speak freely that
the Hindu agriculturists are not getting their share, their proper share. Sometimes they speak as Hindus and sometimes they speak as nationalists.
"-They have to take shelter behind such catchwords as nationalism;
patriotism, interests 'of the Hindu community, undesirability of emphasising
the distinction between agriculturists and · non-agriculturists and . so on.
·Otherwise, I am sure they also realise the inadequate share that has gone
to Hindu agriculturists in almost every branch of the public service. Refer-ence was also made by the honourable member who represents. North-West
.Rohtak that the share which went to Hindu agriculturists in the posts of
.ta.hsildars was inadequate,
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M..r~ President: . Tahsildara are not under discussion. So the honourable member should not refer to that branch of the. provincial service even.
'~y- way of reply.'
. ; ..
'
.
:·'. )
•
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: Very well, Sir. This IIiot.io~
has reference only to sub-inspectors. : Let us analyse the relevant figures;
My honourable friend who represents North-West Rohtak made the complaint that Ijlindus did not receive ·their proper share in this cadre... '.J;he
population of Hindus in the BritishPunjab is 81 · 8 per cent. of the total
population of the province, and the: share which they have received in thesub-inspectors' posts is 29· 4 per cent. Their share falls short of that to
which they are entitled to on the basis· of population by somsthing lilFe.2·~
per cent. If their due share is given to the Hindus in this cadre, anothei'
20 posts would be added to the general share of the Hindus. At the rate a~
which .Hindu agriculturists have received their share out of the existinggeneral share of Hindus they will get. another 6 posts out of these 20 and
the total number of Hindu agriculturists in the cadre would rise.to 77 .. The.:
share of Hindu agriculturists would then be no more than 28·5 per cent. Is
that a just share to which Hindu agriculturists are entitled ? And will therecovery of these lost, posts out of which my friends are making so much
capital put an end to the grievances of Hindu agriculturists as. such ? I
beg to. submit that the myth o1 the share of Hindu zamindars going somewhere else, that is, to Moslemor Sikh zamindars, rea1ly exists in the imagination of these few deluded · persons only. They have allowed themselves
to be misled by those with whom they associate and, without analysing
the figures in which this suggestion is based, they have accepted that statement for gospel truth. If only they had cared to go through the various
figures which are being supplied to us in Government reports, they would
have found that, in nine cases out of ten, Hindus are in possession of more
posts than they are entitled to on the basis of their population and yot,
nowhere have Hindu agriculturists got even one-fifth of the share which:
they are entitled to on the basis of their population. I would thereforewarn .my friends against this myth of the share of Hindu agriculturists:
having gone somewhere else, either to Muhammadan or Sikh agriculturists.
That is an absolutely groundless suggestion which should never be accepted.
by any agriculturist whether he cccupies those benches or these. Let
my zamindar friends ,in the Hindu Eal.ha group use their brains, let them:
exercise their own judgment. Let. them study these consolidated lists for,
they would then find that ¥ the share of Hindu agriculturists has gone.
anywhere, it has gone to non-agriculturist Hindus themselves.
·
I

1

With these words; I begleave to withdraw my motion.
Pandit Narsk Clirnd : . On a rcint cf personal explanation, Sir..
My honourable friend. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Cl hotu Rem, has made three-

misstatements regarding me. 'll.e first cne is 1h:t I lave never represented·
the case of the Hindu agriculturists of the Hoshiarpur district.

Mr. President : The honourable member is proceeding to make a
second speech which he is not entitled to do.
Pandit Nenak Clis11d: No, Sir. I rm it:Et pointing out that that
stattmtint is wrong. '!here have. been misstatcnxnts made about me by-
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the honourable member who spoke last and should I not be allowed; to cor-·
rect them now?
Mr. President: But the honourable member cannot be allowed to.
make a second speech.
.
.
.
Pandit Nanak Chand : Very well, Sir. I shall just mention them tocontradict them, The second statement that my honourable friend made
was· that, in speaking of the education department, I stated that the
zamindars were thieves, daeoits, robbers and so on. The honourable memher has misunderstood my speech entirely. What I stated was that, if the·
qualities enunciated then in the course of his speech by Chaudhri DuliOhand..
namely, remaining in jungles at night time and crossing rivers. and so on,
were the qualifications required, then those would be found more in theives
and robbers and that zamindars did not possess those qualifications. The·
third statement that zamindars were thieves and robbers and filled t:he jails.
which is attributed to me is also based on a complete misunderstanding;
"\\'hat I stated in fact was that the Government should be pleased to take a
census of the population in the jails and find out the respective communities to which they belonged. (Rai Sahib Oha.udhri Ohhotu Ram,
What
was ,the, .insinuation ?) . I submit that there was no insinuation ·a.t all •.
r have definitely stated that the claims of the zamindars of Hoshiarpnr
district who possessed· courage and the other · necessary qualifications.
should be sympathetically considered.
· ·

Chaudhri Ram Singh (Kangra, Non-Muhammadan, Rural), (Urdn) ::
Sir, I would like to. say a few words in reply to the remarks made by my.
friend the mover of the amendment
·.
. .
Mr. President: That is a closed chapter now and should not be·
reopened.
Cha:udhri Ram· Singh·:
Sir. · I want to offer a word of· personal:
explanation.
Mr~ President: Very well.
Chaudhri Ram Singh : fu the· first place it was stated tha.t I belonged;
to the bania party while, in fact, there was no such party in the Council.
Mr. President: . Is this a personal explanation?
Chaudhri Ram Singh : In the second place it. was said that being:
always under the influence of my party, I never sympathised with the
cause of the zamindars. Sir, I would refer the- honourable' member to theproceet'lings of the. Council.
Mr. President: Order, order. That is . not a personal explanation.
.
Is it the. pleasure of the House that the amendment may be withdrawn? (Voices: No,· rio.) ';rh~n I.,:shall put it to the vote of theHouse.
Demand under consideration, amendment moved is:_
· ... That the grant be reduced. l>y Re." l with respect: to the .ite~ ~f Rs. 0,81.600 SubInspectors.
. , .
·. .

. The question is that that. amendment be mads,
The motion was carried.
· ·
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The question is-

.. That a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,13,64,499 be granted to the Governor in Couuoit to
defray the. charges tha.t will come in course of payment fOl" the year ending
the 31st of March 1931 in respect of Police."
·

The motio~ was carried.

-~·EDUCATION (REB~RVEl>) •.

Mr. President :

The question

is-

-~ .... ar •
.. 'ftat.a swn not exceeding Rs. 7",08,000 be granted to tihe Governor in Cbunoll 1odefn.y
·the ob.a.rges that will come in course. of payment. for the y.eu, entling· the 3l!st
of March 19.31 in respect of Education (Resel'Ved)."

''The m&tion was carried.
EDUOATION (TRAN,S:@ERRED
).

:Mr.

President: The question is-be granted to the Pmiiab ~ermnem
(M.inistey of Education) to defray the cha.rges that.will com.em 001J1'!!8 of pay.

"That a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,71,77,500

ment for the year ending the 31st. of MaJ:oh 1931
(Transferred) ...

u,,

apeot. of ~

· The motion was carried.
lfEDlOAL

{RlilSERVED AND TRANSFERRED) AND PUBLIC
(TRANS~ERRED) •

Rlil.AJ.TJI

. 'Mr. President : The question is- '
" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 75,02,200 be granted to the Governor in Cc)uncil and
the Punjab Government (Ministry of Loeal Self-Government) t0 defray the
charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the 31st. of
March 1931 in respect of Medical (Reserved and Transferred), and Publio Bea.Ith
(Transferred)."

' The, motion was barried.
AGRICULTURE (TRANSFERRED).

: Mi-. President : The question is-:.. That a sum not exoeecij.ng Rs. 57,02,700 be granted to. the Pa.njah ·Go~e:mme;ut
(:Ministry of Agriculture) to defray the' charges that will come in course of pay.i
ment for the year ending the 31st of March 1931 in respect of .Agrioulture (Transferred)."
•

''The motion was carried.
INDUSTRIES.

~Mr. President: The question is-·
"' That a sum not exceeding Rs. 10,811,600 be gra.nt.ed to the. Punjab G<m,rnment (Mi· '
,
nistries of Agrioultore and Eduo'l.tion) io defray the '.lharges that will come in
eourse of payment for the year ending the 31st of March 1931 in ?eSpeet of Jn.
dustiies."
.
.
..

' The motion was carried.
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CA1>ITAL OUTLAY ON IN:oti:;~~AL DEVEL~PMEN!T;

Mr.

President:· The questionis-

.. That a sum not exceeding Rs. 55,000 be granted. to the Punjab ~v~~
i;it (Ml·
nistry of Education) to defray the charges that will come in course of payment
for the year ending the 31st of March 1931 in respect of Capital Outlay on In..
dnstrial Development,"

The motion was carried.
MISCELLANEOUS (RESERVED) •.

Mt. President: The queetion-is-«
" That a. sum not exceeding Rs, 9,68,200 be granted to the Governor in Council to defray
the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the 31st
of March 1931 in respect of Miscellaneous (Reserved)."

The motion was carried.
SCIENTIFIC AND MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENTS. (TRANSFERRED).

Mr. President:

The question is -

" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 18,91,500 ·be granted to the Punjab Government (Ml•
nistries of Agriculture, Education and Local Sell-Government) to dejray the
charges that will come in course of payment for the year· ending · the 31st of
March 1931 in respect of Scientific and Miscellaneous Departments (~
£erred).''

The motion was carried.
CIVIL WORKS (RESERVED).

Mt. President: The question is" That· a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,02,400 be granted to the Governor in Council to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the
31st of March 1931 in respect of Civil Works (Reserved)." ·
·

The motion was carried.
CIVIL

wORKS (TRANSFERRED).

Mt. President : The question isa sum not ex~
Rs. 1,12,47,000 be granted to the -Punja.b Govern·
· ment (Ministry of Agriculture, to defray the charges that wjll come in course of
payment for the year ending the 31st of March 1931 in respect of Civil Worb
. (;rre.nsferred)."
.
.

"That

The motion was carried.
BUILDINGS AND ROADS BRA.NOH ESTABLISHMENT CHARGES,

Mr.·President:

The question is-

" That a sum not exoeeding Rs. 18,88,900 be granted to the Governor in Council and the Punjab Government (Ministry of Agriculture) to defray the oJuunm
th&t will come in cowse of payment for the year ending the 31st of March 1981
in respeot of Buildings and Roads Branch Establishment Ch&rgea."

Themotion was carried.
·1

I'
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HYDRO -ELEOTRIO SCHEME WoRKING EXPENS'.li]S.

Mr. President:

The

question is-

" TI,:iat ,a. sum na.t ~x~eedin~ .Bs. 2,50,:600 be granted to the Punj~b Government (Ministij of Agrioulture) ta defray the charges that will come m course of
pa.ym~rit fq'r ~.he year' ending.the 31st .of March 1931 in respect of Hydro-Electrio
· Solieme Working Expenses."
·

The motion was carried.
Cn•1L WoRKS ,CAPITAL EXPENDITURE).

Mr. President : The question is~· Tha;t a sum not exceeding Rs: 13,23,000 be granted to the Punjab Govern, inent (Minis~y of Agriculture) to' defray the charges that will come in course of
payment for the year ending the 31st of March 1931 in respect of Civil Works
(Capital Expenditure)."
·

The motion was carried.
HYDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEMF. (CAPITAL EXPENDITURE) •

. Mr. President:

The question is-

"' Tha.t n..iium not exc®<ling: Rs. 98;57,800 be granted to the Punjab Govern, ' *1,eri~ (Minis~ oi. Agrio~ture),,to defray the charges that will come in course of
payment.for the year ending the 31st of Maroh 1931 in respect of Hydro-Eleotrio
Scheme. {Capital Expenditure)."

'The. motion was carried.
FAMINE,

l\fr. President :
-t•

The question is-

'l'hat a. sum not exceeding Rs; 1,50,000 be. granted to the Governor in Council to
defray the oherges that will come in course of vayment for the year ending the
31st of March 1931 in respect of Famine." ·

"The motion was carried.

--~

SUPERANNUATION

ALLOWANCES

AND PENSIONS,

Mr. P:re11ident: 'J;h~ question is'-' 'J;hat a, 4um not exceeding Rs. 23,22,300 be. granted to the Governor in Council to
defray tli.e oharges that will come in course of payment for the year en~ the
31st of Ma.roh 1931 in respect of Superannuation Allowa.noes and Pensions.' ·

The motion was carried.
COMMUTED VALUE

Mr. President:
" ~t

OF

PENSIONS (CAPITAL EXPENDITUBE).

The question is-

·

·

411 8)llll not. exeeediJ:lg J;ts_. 6;36,80~ be ?ted to the G<>v'ern,or in Comoil to
· ~ef,,ray ~he 4)1J.~;rges ~hat· will oome m course of pa.yment ~ot the. -,ear ending the
~9)H m respect of Co=uted Value. of ];'ensi,OJ?,11 (Capital Ex• ,

~lf\?' ~w:b,

fP:-ture,,.
The motion was carried.

.
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STATIONERY AND PRINTING (RESERVED).

Mr. President:

The question is-

" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 11,43,500 be granted to the Governor in Council to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the
31st of March 1931 in respect of Stationery and Printing [Reserved),"

The mo.tionwas carried.
STATIONERY AND PRINTING (TRANSFERRED).

Mr. President : The question is,,. That a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,00,000

be granted to the Punjab Government (Ministry of Agriculture) to defray the charges that will come in course of payment
for the year ending the 31st of Yarch 1931 in respect of Stationery and Printing
(Transferretl)."
·

The motion was carried.
DOANS BY PROVINOIAL GOVERNMENTS (RE~ERVED).

Mr. President: The question is" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 27,04,000 be granted to the Governor in Council to
defray. the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the
31st of March 1931 in respect of Loans by Provtnelal Goverillnents (Beserv00~
'
'

The motion was carried.
LOANS BY PROVINOI.ALGOVERNMENTS (TRANSFERRED).

Mr. Pres.ident:

The question is-

" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 13,38,000 be granted to the Punjab Government (Mi·
nistries of Agriculture, Education and Local Self-Government) to defray the
charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the 31st of March.
1931 in respect of Loans by Provincial Governments (Transferred)."

'The motion was carried.
REFUNDS (RESERVED).

Mr. President : The question is-«
" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 4,18,600 be granted to the Governor in Council to defray
the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the 31st
of March 1931 in respect of Refunds (Reserved],"

'The motion was carried.
REFUNDS (TRANSFERRED).

Mr. President: The question is" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 6,90,100 be grented-to the Punjab Government (Mi·
nistries of Agriculture, Education and Local Self-Government) to defray the
charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the 31st of
March 1931 in respect of Refunds (Transferred)."
·

'The motion was carried.
E2
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EXPENDITURE IN ENGL.AND (OTHER TH.AN STORES) J,JNl>ER T~E CONTROL .
OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONER F.OR INDIA.
'
'.. • ·~-·

Mr. President: The question is-

" That a, sum not exceeding Rs. 6,15,680 be granted to the Governor in Council and
·
the Punja.b Government (Ministries of Agriculture, Education and Local Self.;.
Government) to defra.y the cha.rges tha.t will come in course of payment f~ the
year ending the 31st of March 1931 in respeot of Expenditure in Engla.nq. (other
than Stores) under the control of the High Commissioner for India.."
·

The motion was carried.
.i

EXPENDITURE IN ENGLAND UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE SECRETARY
OF STATE.

Mr. President: The question is" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 27,000 be granted to the Governor in Council and the
· Punjab Government (Mini$-y of Local Self-Government) to defray the cha.rgmr.
tha.t will come in course of payment for the year ending the 31st of Ma.rch 1931
in respect of Expenditure in England under the control of the Secretary of Stat.a."

The motion was carried.
NO~HNATIONS OF THE RAILWAY ADVISORY COMMITTEE.

Mr. President: May I invite the attention of the honourable memhers to the fact that three representatives of this Council have to be nominated to act on the Railway Advisory Committee? The present members.
are Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan, Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah and
Bai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal. .If the House approves I may to nominate. the following gentlemen :Lala Mukand Lal, Puri,
. Mr. Din Muhammad, and
Ohaudhri Zafrulla Khan .
. Are these names approved?

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : I would have liked if the name ot
some Sikh gentleman were suggested.
Tke ncnninations We're agreed .to by th.e HO'U8e.
The Council then adjourned sine die.

3 PLC-600-21.4-30-SGPP

Lahore;
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PUNJAB LEGISLATIVECOUNCIL.
APPENDIX I. .

Papers referred to or laid on the table in the course of
the debate on the salary of the Minister for Local SeU·
Government.
Application from the 'Vice-president of City Congress Com·
mittee, Gujranwala, asking for permission to ll<Yist tke na,tior,,al
flag on the municipal buildings and the orders of the vice-president
of the municipal C9'111,f11ittee, Gujramcala, thereoo.
•

(Vide page 739 ante).
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The President1
Municipal Committee,
Gujranwala.
Wm, the following· members of the Committee,· reqaisition
·under section 25 (2), M:unicip!lil Aot, th'lt a meeting of the
Municipal Oommittee be called on the 8th February or on
. .any other day as is found convenient, a.t which. we hereby
. .give notice that the following resolution will be moved :·
" Resolved tha.t Sa.rda.r Bahadur Sunder Sin~h, .M.B.E., be
::removed from the Office of the President, Municipal Oommlttee,
Guj ran wa. la,
.
We beg to remain,

••

Srn,
Your most obedient servants,
1. DIN MUHAMMAD, M.L.O.
2. GHULAM QADIE_t, J.V.P.
3. GHULAM RASUL, M.O.
4~ INAYAT ULLAH, M.O.

•

•

o. MELARAM •
6. BHIMSEN, SA.CHAR.
7. B];IAG.A MAL.
8. MUHAMMAD MU r1ULLAH •

.1J.
10. M. R. ILA.HI, M.O.
11. MUHA.MM.AD ABDULLA, M.O.
12. LAL KHAN. e.v.P.

.

18.
. 14.

-e

MOTI RAM, CHAWLA.
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I APPENDIX.

I
I
B. omb Outrn.. e o• f. 23rd Pecembrr 1929. He
'. sumably refers. t.o certain!"
arrests made
der section 151~ Criminal Proo 'dure Code. read with seet1ion ~0,7, c .. :!!,J ~ro~ure Qpfe, for the PfP l~~!ie~ef Nw occurr~ce of
eognisable <>ffen, •••. ThE:1 names tpf the persons
arrested are Raw. Kishen;
Ihsan Ilahi, Su, . Dev, Dhanwatjtri, Vir Indar,
· on Chandra. Das, Milkhi
Raw. and Bena• i Das. i;The miprmation laid , der section ·107 Criminal
I

g·

.1

~·.ro~~Y!E: Op.de. i·.il res~ec,t o. f. th. e 'fp.o;ve.-n.. aw.ed p fse. ~s.)s.. tJ:te.,
~dings whiQh e now p~pding
])istrict.
· :
·

"

(b) Does no arise.

tf3P~J co~s.

--

•

·

·'

,,iu.}j~~ of pro-.
oH~.~ I,a~_~,re-

,·

· .. ·

-·

JJ

[I

.
,i

$AJID.$

one of the It!#

I

1

(c) :;No '. · . 1
,
(d): Does; n~ ~rUJe.

I

1

880,

! ANDHIR·,.i,SINGH, PR~S. _EOUTION .
DER SECTION
•
•
:l IND I PENAL CODE. I'

nswer tq Quei· No. 2845, p e 181

ante).

s.

The Hono able Sir He Crail : (a)
, ·
(b) A J~~p t~-~haJ~:h ~;~-~ ei,~t13d qn A~I st 5th 1929. Judgment
1

~'3,S

pronounced ~
I, n ~1st F~bruar·
19ij0.

I

1

,

~) Yes.

1

i'

,,

If

~

(d) The 'del 'Y~~ qqe tq a :,11.rg~ mµp,bfi3r r a4.J1>~eq.tl\ sey~al o,t
~~~r w~re gJ'.fl,ll~ d ~ the':h!teres~I of' tµe accused,
·
·
1

i"P.~O-~~rP~I~

1,

,

I

11

I

'

ta~. 'iQ~. .

~fAJ!LIS~J~A 9~f1~~·
1.

~8~a, . PJf!J. . .4,7·. 1!,;nte).
•
. ·. I
.
'fhe, Hoqo. · able S•dar S ·. Joge:qdrl)~ gh : (a) (1,} Rs. ~8~8i2~
( ~er

, •. ,

:

.

(v,,) Rt 2 487~ ·. 'i'
(b.). Gazelied OfficeX&--4

lvJJ,.

,-·

1

·• •

•

·

·.

·I"~-..

. '

p~ cene ..
14.61
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II··

86.28:
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t ;ms--B~~l:::•. •i:!•

48.48

The above a ,erages
December 1929.
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e for lt·h·r···ee.. months
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12.84
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MUSidMS-DA ..

er to '·' ~~
lfNo. laa90,. page , 50 an. te}.
. . .·
~···· Bae H~ . I • e MalilJ Fu~ ~.
.
(a) In tam.~un~e~olatEls
were.• , roduce,UnLaholeby,futing.the
, .henof:membewtoh&·
'
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APPENDIX •

.elEl@.ted by Muslim and non-Muslim voters, respectively, but the members to
be elected might belong to a.ny con,ununity.
In 1895 communal eletorates electing members confined to th,e same
community as the electors were introduced in Amritsar.
· (b) The decisions in each case were reached after full consideration of
all the local considerations reported by the local officers after consulting
representatives of all communities ; but it is not possible to trace any single
representation of any particular organised body of :Muslims as being the
IQ~UJ. factor responsible for tb.e. introduction of the particular constitution
eve:r;t~ually decided on.
(o) The first Legislative Council in the Punjab·
Pe.,mgra.ph 7 of chapter I
came
into existence on the lst May 1897, two years
of the Me111orandnm
prep11,r~ for the use of. after the introduction
of separate
electorates in
the Statutory Oommis•
Amritsar.
sion.

(d) As explained in the answer to pa,i:t (b) above local representatives
of all communities were consulted as to the particular form of constitution
under consideration, but it is not possible to say whether the abstract qnestion of the principle involved was formally refer,red to representative bodies
of the communities eoneerned for opinion .
.(e) ~he system referred to was in force in Amrits1:1.r from 1888 to
18~~].}'or f~her U)fo:o;aation in connection with tlais subject the honourable
member is referred to Section D oi Chapter VII of Volume I of the
Memorandum prepared £9,1. the, use 0£ the hidul..n Statutory Commission
by the Government of t~-l?.unjab,,iq. whiQh aJl t_he infotm!Jition on this subject.
available to Government has been collected snd discussed,
AzAN OONTBOVEBSYIN ZAFFABWAL.

(..4.MW6'1" t,q. QuestwnNQ •. 2891l, page.262 ante.)
St~ :. (a) Yes,-mainly by the-

The HonolQ'able.Sii Al~de:t

efforts of the, <list:ciot authorities. and leeal non-offi.ofuJ.s who interested them·
sel~es' :iil seouting. a settlement.
·
(b). No, ariil ifi the public hold this view, it.is mistaken.
(c) The district. authorities· followed this principle, with sueeess.
STUDE~TS~ BTR~n IN ENGINEERING CouEGE,

MoG~PURA.

(.Answer to Question No. 2894, page 258 ante.)
The Honourable Sardar Sir- Jogendra Singh: (a) Yes, that afew students

~l\~J

sta.yQ.q, 011,t •.

(b) lifp.
(~). 1'1-9,, O:s:i~ s-tudtµit

was. fhied·for .disobeying; the; acting Ptinoipal's
order not to wear a repl'.eSeI1.tation of a fla.g with the· words ""Down. wit-b
Uajqn J,a~t," pi:inted·wi,it witbil;i.Jhe CoUeg~ pi;:eoinots. All othel'. studentshQ.<J; o}:>.eyecl. the,o).'.der,
(d') No.
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COLLEGE,

11

(.Answtr to Q~wn No. 2899, age 878 snte.)

i!

1

The Ho~ourabl+ Sard~ Sir Jogendr ': Singh:

(a) Yes.

(b) No e*3,ct :ligwt~s can b4 given.
1
(o). ThreJ special l~ectures .Engineering :I!

If!

( d) .The trinoipa~j I is in charge of the ijneral administration of the
Coltege ~ all l]Its br~nf es. .
, . , . ·l;J;e _ is not requrref to. ':81~ c~ass rooms ~f t~erefore no r?c?rd 1~ kept
-of the actual :p.umber vis~ts !pa~~ ; but he s11Jterv1ses the ad~1mstrat1on of
iihe ~ollege at ~ '\V~ol~. paym~I VlS~ts to cl~ss ~ooms, laboratories and other
portions of tll)e mst1tu t~on as o~cas1on requires]
l
• (ed) Int•. _thf same nw,nner
which heads o~:l!sirnilar institutions carry out
therr u ies •. jl
I
.
!:Ii
.
ii
!::i
Ii;-1
Atwer to ~~rt (d) ofi Questwn No:
page 87Bante.)
·
The ••Hc,pourabl~ Mian lSir FazJ.. i.. Hjsain: In some villages of
-the !{angi:~.ald B;issat district~ the c?st of C~lukidars' unifor~ is. being
realised, witMthe. co~~ent of 1,the _ villagers, 1p:om the shamilat mcome
'There is no v~ge ma'lba in thr Ka.ngra distric~ and the common expenses
'· -of the village Ii are .· mei from .~hamilat inconi~ where it exists. In a few
·villages~ th~~ distric'i where ~hirincome wasj~ufficient, the C?St of .cha.u~. dars' uxillorm$ has be!;lp met l w1th the cons~nt of the zammdars .from 1t.
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']i iAnsw~ to Q~tiort No. 2918, 'f!le 388 ante.)

The Ho1touralbl~;Sardai,!Sir Jogendra Singh:
(b)

88 2501 K
.- '

1;:

w·•

•;;

..i"

j:

I:

11

·Ji

,

r!-!
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·'

r,
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i:i:

(a) Yes.
•

:ijOLIDAY~ FOR 8UB-REG,TRABS,

i:

I,1(.A.nswefito

Qu~ion'.No. 2916, p~ge 885 ante.) .
·
- The H0Joutilbl~:Malik
Khim,N'.~n : (a) and '(b) Under para0

llFil'oz

graph 195 of Ii the; Pu4jab Re~stration Manu~1 Sub-Registrars observe the
same holiday~ as are ~~thorisef hy the High Qourt for Civil Courts with the
' exception. of the q,utupm vacapion. Before q~tober .1924 in some districts
they. were p~tm3-. 'tt.ed ~,. e autuI!p-n vacation alsoll but the concession was subsequently Wl~r~awn.;i:
- .
!;
. .
!ii
•
(e) Because 1t W:~l'I) cons1d4red, unnecessart th9:t Sub-Registrars should
have a regulaf vacat1~~· ·
J:!:
1'

f1

.

- '

. -tAND

,:Ans.. ~.·".•

R~VEN~fIBBEGULABITI!i~

IN REOOVEBY.

.

to pa'ff (i) (b)li aniJ, (·ii) of Q. !1~920, page 584 ante.)

:1:·~

··rhe::eo!ourabl•!IKhan.a~adur Cap
Sardar Sikandar Hyat
Khan : {i) (~~ In onl;v!, two di1ftn<)ts of the pr~rmce.
(ii) The ljDeputy pommissioners of those ~~o districts are · being in O r! red in other districts of th 0

stmeted ta aff.ord the ~.·.: me fa<lilities as are
•

::province.
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APPENDIX.

MB.

MUHAMMAD

SAID,

MAGISTRATE.

(Answer to Question No. 2922, page 585 ante.)

Mr. H. W. Emerson:

(a) Government is aware of the complaints.
mentioned in (c) and (d) of the question.
(b) Yes.
(o) Three complaints to the High Court were ma.de by one member of
the Kamal Bar-Lala Ma.khan Lal-against this Magistrate: No. 1 is dated
the 16th October 1929, No. 2 is dated the 31st December _1929, and No. S.
is dated the 26th January 1980.
·
No. 1 concerns a . case in which the said counsel applied twice to the
District Magistrate for a ·transfer of the case, and his application was rejected. It was further rejected by a Judge of the High Court who remarked in
his order " This application is devoid of all merit, and in fa.ct I do not
consider it a bona fide application."
·
With regard to Nos. 2 and 8 no report has yet been received.
(d) Yes.
(e) The matter is still under enquiry.
CIVIL SURGEON,

JHANG

DISTli~OT.

(Answer to Question No. 2941, page 596 ante.)
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes, except for a.
short period.
(b) There were no particular reasons for not appointing a Mus1im to this.
post. The posting of medical officers depends on the men on the cadre a.fterthey have reached a certain stage of seniority. Veey few Muslim Civil Surgeons are available owing to shortage of Muslims in the cadre of Assistant
Surgeons.
RATES

-

.
OHARGED FOR JUNGLE WOOD ON THE SUTLEJ

VALLEY PROJECT

FROM THE TEMPORARY LEASE-HOLDERS.

.

r

(Answer to Question No. 2958, page 776 ante.)
The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat·
Khan : (a) In 1927.
·
(b) The forest department extracted wood departmentally only from a,
pa.rt of Sahuka Reserve and realized Rs. 8,10,590 for 8,922,500 cubic feet at
the rate of Rs. 8 per cubic foot. Deducting the cost of cutting and carrying
the wood to the sale depot the net amount realized was Rs. 2·4-0 per 100
cubic feet.
ABBESBMENT OF VALUE OF WOOD OHARGED TO TEMPORARY LEASE·
HOLDERS ON SUTLEJ

vALLEY

CANAL.

(Answer to Question No. 2959, page 776 ante).
The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat
Khan,: No. The lessees were charged Rs. 2 per 100 cubic feet for
Jhand and Re. 0-8-0 per 100 cubic feet for Farash wood, as against Rs. 2-4-0 ·
per 100 cubic feet realized by departmental exploitation both for Jhand and
Fa.rash, and Rs. 2 normally charged to the Public Works Department,
Buildings and Roads and Irrigation Branches.
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(AM?.ber to Questinn No. 2960, age 776 ante).

. TJ:ie llo urab~~Khan : ~ahadur Cap

ban :

f es.

(a)'

1

1·

1

•

.

Sardar Sil.andar Hyat

i

The :~creage 'ate on the Lower Che b Cana.I was discontinued in
1925. i!
L . l . -..
(b)

.J .

J

. P.DIT S~t RAM SHABMA

1•l

F .JEAJJAB.'

..:·.i!ij,:
. '~;.
to Q+wn.. No. 2961, age 776 Mttl)~
-The P. ouablt, Sir Al~der Stow (a)· No.
(A···· m1f/!J1'·.·

i

.. ,,,11

,,

..

jl1

T~·-l1uisrARREl

t•
~tii ...,; tohar
•.l q.JNS~~s
I,,.
:I

:

T

n.::oe. . . ·. noti. a..il..

'(b)

·! 11

.:

}9~~pLAL,

:J

1

I

~AYA

ARAVIDAYALA,

!

(Jns~er to Q~stion No.1197

Mr.

Lal,

A.LA 0.ANTONl\tENT,

age 24 ante).

'

I

rs
°4t

r•.The··· rnsr,·'·· et!ews
ii;tspeet~ t
1·.M, N. •.~.•..• :.
·.e r{. ,~ . rdBJ
ootinde:btml.
(b)

N.

p.1

•• • •.

lj'.0~.:

ld) l~· I

(· • e)

Ii..

11

11?-!·jt·(As .•1;.n (~~. above)~I

'~/f~:fY lia•~r Wvrl ·~
i··.

I

'

•

I

'

~

ARY AN

I

SEOON~f'IBY EDUOATIO

IN . .AMBA.LADISTRICT.

(..4.~er to Q+wn No. 1878 age 85~ante).
"l'he a.,,ourab~;:Mr.
Lal,. :
;,, ,

i\4nehar
Sta~tii4o10tnu
atrijuji w't oJ fi'rimary a
IJfJJer~ ti ,~e1Jr,,- the · 'fr 1927~28, 19
1

·

secondary · Muoatio,a by

~ll

29 of the Ambqla ~ict.

Mnnici
Fees.

sources.

Tota.Js,

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

1,18,1!53

93,831

5,37,259

158

19,502

48,094

41,277

l,19,011

1,13,423

5.86,853

65,348

1,15,863

82,169

5,16,88!

175

24,522

M,388

1,16,038

1,06,891

5,71,270

!hnds.
Rs.

ii.Rs.

11,:
II,'

! ~1,994

i

II,

FemllJ!ls
.
··•.i"i

Tota.Ii!

'I

38,355

Ii
ij~,'7'18 __

\1"

:tetnahls

)

Rs.

2;~2~

;sw,772

]928--29---

~

1

MeJes . ··A:!li

I

2~f!S.2

i 68,180
'

-~

A.PPEN'l>lX.

MoTtitt

AOcimENTs.

(Answer to Question No. 1882, page 86· ante.)
T~ Honbut~&lti Khan Bahaaur Captain ~ahtar siitarider

Dan:

Hf't

(d} Tbe· figures for the y~ar 1928 are 92 Mcid~ts tesul~irig in ;
deaths mid 157 accidants m: which serious inj,iries resulted. In 1929 tii6re
were 189 fatal accidents resulting in 149 deaths and 188 accidents resulting
in serious injuries.
Figures for the financial year 1928-29 are not available.
(b) 187 in i928 and 254 in 1929. The punishments inflicted were fine
up to Rs. 500 and imprisonment with or without fine, :ranging from 2} years
to one month.

s.

P. .A.
(Answer to Question No. 1475, page 122 ante.)
The Hd110111·able Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a)' No. M. Muhammad Hassan got permission to purchase gram on 2nd October 1928 from his
superior officer and passed the bania's•-bill for it at market rate on that date.
Evidence indicated that the gram had been conveyed to the famiS some days
earlier when M. Muhammad Hassan was on leave, and the market rate was
lower.
(b) M. Muhammad Hassan was called upon to pay the·difference in rates
of the dates concerned.
(e) It would not be fair to officers concerned to compare the cases, for no
two incidents are altogether similar.
(d) Does not arise.
RAJA MUHAMMADHASSAN,

--·

""

COMPOSITION OF THE LAHORE IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE.

(Answer to Question No. 1494, page 188 ante.)

ne· Hoboufa&le Malil :Piroi Kh'im', N'®n: {a) The Committee is
at present composed as follows :Chief Engineer, Public Works Department, Buildings and Roads
Btancli.-"-:Pres'UUnt.
Superintending Architect, A.rohitecttira'I'Circle-:..c-Secret'ary.
Deputy <'.Jonmrissfoner; Lahore.
Secretary, Municipal Committee, Lahore.
(5) The I.:iano;re Improvement Committee is an advisory body eonsnltsd
by the Municipal Committee from time to time whe~ applications are received
i9r permission to construct buildings on the .M~I\ aad other· prfuoip.~
thoroughfares, . '.rhe procedure is governed by the Municipal bye-laws rmd
the responsibility rests with the Municipal Committee.
J.>:iiooEDURE

re

SuB:f.lISf!ION OF lfUI!L];)ING PLANS- ON 'lTRE LA..RORE· M.il,r,,..

(A.r,;s,we,, to Questwn No; 1!495, page 184 a.nte.)
Firoz
Tlie rules a.re.
lli the building bye-laws of tfle Lahore Mwricfpail Committee published with

the Honourable Malik

lhan, Noon :

conta.med

-

y

i

~r
.;

11

1i

:,ii

i

11

11

..

11
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Punjab GQie4r:ient Notifica.ti~~ No. 18654, ted the 18th August 1919.
·;It is understoo, that in ~onaide~g applications · o construct buildings on the
1:Mall, the M)mipipaJ Committee ~onsults the Lah1 'le Improvement Committee,
: an. .ad"!so:ry···.·. •. ~.. dy w•.· hioh·· .• has been e. . •.stablished .t i help the mum. • oipal commit·
m JJilp····r.;,ovr.· the appearan1r of the more
ortant thoroughfares.
:1

1·.~

t~
•

1

,

l(A•,- ~[t-;. o;::
The Honiurable Mian
Fazl·i-Hui
:
Bfofe
I...,,.,. "":ll~ned
to

}!

p :•

194 ante.) •
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.Im .
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I
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1
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I
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11

I

l!I

11

.1r
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16

iilj
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I
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1
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,

i'l
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l~

1
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i'1
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1,·11

I

.

-

.

Noee,.;....No ca~ under the Publio G~mbling(Punjab A endment) Act I of 1929has yet·
;i,een cha,llanedi;in Jny oJher distrit't of ,he Punjab,
ji,[

;.

i'

1

..

fJ

,:i!

-.

.·.

·1111

,~IOULATI~N RES ~TS AND REDU,ION .• OF GRAJ)lTS,

'.f1,e

.

~:.t' .::.:·::.:~·.1•:: :.~; "'

0
.H···.on·!··.·~'·Ation
;·w.l;r.i.
g t~~
teqwred mfQ
is attachedJl0. ':
;:11 ·•
.
·
.• . (b) Yes~• .... was slightly lef in 'the case otrltwo schools,' but. it may be
b.. oted t.• hat •t.• ). 1e.~tn·····o. re .sults ta en.··.into consid~·. tion at the tim.e of assess-.
ing grants p'jJ,yt•le in 1929-30 w1 re those of 192 and not ot 1929 examination. It may )so be mentione '. that the mat ulation result is only one
:.!·

o•.i

=
~.
i:
:vi::. :.~r. .::_
1~

thi.)'~own
";!···· •.: .~.::~~:.·.n·:;::::t:."'.

f
laid
undlr articles: 13 an4 18, Chapter I
Code, 11th ,~dition .. Reasons
cut~ing down.i
,;tua· ... l sc•· hool·s·1·. ar~ tre . at. ed as co . de'.lltia. L The ,
which asse11!i:mepts. take place i now being. e '
fublic 1Instrjiction wjth the hel I of. Divisional '
officers~
:i
'I

of the Punjab Education
an~s in the ca~~ of indiviestion of. co. n. d1.tio.· ns under
· ed again. bf Director of
pectors and other chosen

;:; :I

:11
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MATRICULATION EXAMINATION

RESULTS.

1928.
Na.me of School

1.

D.

A.-V. High
Schoo]. Shaha.ba.d
(District
Karnal).
2. A. S. High School.
Ambala..
3. A. S. High School,
Pundri.
4.. c.
A.-V.
High
School, Hissa.r.
5 Jat High School.
Hissa.r.

1929.

Number
sent.

Nuinber
passed.

23

21

76

62

28

24

34

24

27

6

Peroenta.ge.

'

Percenta.ge•.

Number
sent.

Number
passed.

91%

15

15

100%

82%

74

61

82%

86%

35

29

83%

71%

37

26

70%

22%

22

14

64%

CRIMINAL APPEALS IN SOME SESSION.S COURTS~

(Answer to Question No. 1538, page. 257 ante.)
The Honourable Sir Alexander Stow: A statement is laid on thetable.
NUMBZR OF SESSIONS OASES AND CRIMINAL APPEALS CONDUCTED BY
THF PUBLIC PROSECUTORS IN SESSIONS COURTS.
1928.

1927.
Serial
No.

District.

Sessions
cases.

Criminal
appeals,

I

1929.

Crim.1•

Sessions 1
cases. appeals.
nal

I

Sessions
cases.

Criminal
appeals.

28
10
13
13
21
16
22
25
22
22

333
124
113
277
110

Pay 0£
Public
Prosecutor.

I

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

HissaiHosltj.arpur
Ambala
Kamal(•
Rohtak.*
Ludhiana
Gujrat
Gujranwala
Sheikhupura
Montgomery

..
..

...
..
..
......
..

28
8
14
31
.. 8
17
21
18
30
28

262
165
179
316
10
130
186
181
213
122

261
·11
16
20
13.
31 l
20 ,

I

21
25
21

I

224
116
186

·:: I

276
168
145'
731
144

245

239
154
126
217

Rs.
650
750
650
650·
500
750
750
750
900
1,050

Cases shown against Rohtak for 1927, 1928 and for the fir~t three months of
1929 were conducted by Public Prosecutor, Kamal, who was in combined
charge of Rohtak and Kamal districts up till 7th April 1929.
*2. Public Prosecutor, Kamal's pay as Public Prosecutor for combined districts
of Karna! and Rohtak was Rs. 750.
•3. On the appointment of a separate Public Prosecutor for Rohtak on
Rs. 500 per mensem with effect from 8th April·l929, the pay of Public Prosecutor, Kamal, was reduced from Rs. 750 to Rs. 650 with effect from the termination of the period of his appointment which expired on 12th October 19290
The pay of Public Prosecutor, Kamal, is now fixed at Rs.650 per mensem.
*4. This statement which is compiled from the Public Prosecutor's diaries, shows
only the Sessions cases and criminal appeals actually conducted by the Pub·
lio Prosecutors ; but does not show the total number of Sessions cases and
criminal appeals decided by the Sessions Judges concerned during the
period in question. Nor does the statement give a complete account of
the work done by Public Prosecutors. Section 30 oases and important cases
tried by 1st class magistrares (in which Public Prosecutor usually appears).
are, for example, omitted from the statement.
*I.

1'
i'
I,,
ji
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00MMUN1
:

BEPBESJllNTATIO

lj

E 00·0PEBATIVE

UNION.

(A'liswer to q

the •H~ow-able .Sard

of memb~rs eQmprisingthe P jab Co-ope:rati Union is 157 ; of these 181
e
are !-operat~re in:st~tuti~ns. . ~ . the rest offil ,ials.. .
•'
.
,. ' '
Jhese co tope:tat1vemst1t tions have el ~ed as thell' rei,reEi(mtatives
219 persons who appear from t eir names to c ist of t•
2,. ·01..l·
J..lflS ians.
II
1

1

i

48 rr,dus.
52 S~.

I
I

117 Mdslims.
•

11

These pei~~ns · elected the ~xeeutive eo

·~ ~b:t.,..

I

I

4 ,Hin~us.
8

ttee who from their names

I

siwr,

11

1

21 Musµms.

I

',
(b) There Ii is no standard lbf communal r 0 , resentation ; each co-opera'1tive :institution affiliated to th~r. Union elects i own represent&Jtivesin it-s
-0w.n general m;~etin:g according I o its own light
1

i

.

1

(o) Govenµnent has no · ormation, bu I three Sikh representstives
':resigned.
.ii
1
·
(tl) As in
above.
',
l!
JI

fa)
1

'1

11..

I

- ,,

I

bRANT-IN~AID Toi

(

1nswer

to

Q

1.

•Iii
.

.

.

·I

SoROoLs,-:Mu~(™'sSHARE,

. : No. 1541, pf! e 261 ante.)

. The ltoi;i lt1rable.Mr. M . : ohar Lal: lJ. Some representations . ~f
~ture by Isla . . e bodie:S j>arti Wai'Iy l>y tlie . 11 . -~jnma11·+ffiroalyat-i-~,
::Lahore,have ,een made to Hi I Excellency thd1IGovernor.
.
;

I

.:

I

.

.

,.,

;
2; In r. ~Y to th(3 addte 's PY the Anj an-i-Himayat-i,-Islam His
\filxcellencythej!Gove:rnorsaidas follows in Dec,rber.1928 :'
"As reg;•' ds grants-in-aid !to privately-ml aged secondary schools, I
J>eliev'3 thaf d . g the last thrE'le ~ears grants to uslim Sehools have varied .
e' twee. n 2.1·8··· r cent. an''. d 19. ·1 pei' cent. of. th tot. al. u. nder··.t.. he present
hl!es !he o:rdintry system of gr t is based on · e approved expenditure of
the body ap~~g for it·~ and t e figures.of the .Mre· indicate tije degree of
ppon. which '· I comm.runtyhas iriven to the est - fish'm.e:nt and maintenanoe
1

1

11. •

:b.·

tu.'.

:
..

i

·•

11

11

r
I

11
11

11

Ii

I
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. ,of schools. I have net had opportunity of disoussing your precise
·,.suggestion with the Ministry as the -dratt of your address only reached me
:at -a time when 'We were busy with preparations for the session of the Legislative Council. .I cannot therefore :at the moment give an indication of the
final view which may be taken regarding the suggested change, V{hich, you
will e;dmi'.t, would constitute a reversa;I of the principle ·of help in p'i.'oportion
to the amount of approved expenditure hitherto 'followed ".
.
. 8. Recently it was represented to His Excellency the Governor by a
Muslim deputation that 'lihe ~xisti:n'g rules with regard to gra.nts-in•aid could
- be amended in various ways with a view specia,'lly to help Muslim schools,
without departing hotn the principle that assistanM :mitst bear a relation to
'the effort and expenditure made by the body applying for aid, but no sug, gesitions for such aniend:ments that were promised have been yet received.
When these suggestions are received they will be duly considered by the

•Ministry.
T'HE A'r'rOOK

(.Answer

OIL COMPANY.

to Question No. 1548, page 262 ante.)

Tire Honourable Mien Sir Fdl-i,.;Husain: (a) Yes.
(b) Yes. Only one piece to .A:tya Samaj free lot a temple.
(e) No, reference was ~a.de to Government.
(d) Yes.
.
(e) Attentien is invited. to the agreement which is t_o be executed be-tween Government and the Company (copy laid on the table), the provisions
of which are that the Company shall per'.P'etuaiiy hold, use and -enjoy the
land transferred to it for the following purpose and no other, to wit that it
shall make legitimate use of the land as may be necessary or requisite for
the purposes of winning petroleum or for purposes subservient thereto.
This agreement made this
day ·of
.,
19
Between the Secretary of State for India in Council (hereinafter called the
·secretary of Stafo) of the one part and the Attock Oil Company, Limited
(who bad their suoceasors and assigns) are hereinafter called the Company
of the other part.
Whereas the said Company having been incorporated in England has
made an application to the Punjab Government to acquire under the provisions of the Land Acquisition Act land in Attock District containing by
admeasurement 265 · 31 acres or thereabouts of area situated in Khe.ur
.and Ahmdal villages in the Pindigheb Tahsil of the Attock District and
bounded and butted as described. in the schedule and delineated. in the map
.annexed thereto.
And whereas the Punjab Government is satisfied a_fter considering the
-.report of the Collector under section 5-A, sub-section 2 of Land Acquisition
.Act, No. 1 of Hl94, that the propoMd iu,quisition is fieedad for the _d@velop

I

i
.

;.

xii

'I

i

i
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1

I '

ment of miner4l operatio~ and thati!su~h develJ~~ent is likely to prove useful to the public and whereas the Bunjab Govepu:nent has called upon the
said Company ~o enter into an agreement with Jithe said Secretary of Sta.teregardµig the matters laid down in 1:1ection 41 0~1tlie Land Acquisition Act.

Now this ,greemen.t witnesseth!ithat in conJ~d~ration of the premises thesaid Company ::does he~eby agree a~d covenantl\W}th the said Secretary of
State .as follows, that is to say:-::
1,: :
b· ',
.
,; (1) That the sai4 Compan~! shall pay [io:i the Punjab Government
or to· such person w4om the sai~ Government may appoint
~ this behalf a~ ~uch ~'um or sums ~f:In:o?~Y as shall be awarded
under the provisions of the Land 4cqws1t1on Act, as eompensat+on 1to any person or: persons w1-~ µiay be found on enquiry
held underthe provisiens of the satd Act to be interested in the11),nd herein before mentioned as r~quired by the said Company;
and also shall defray and pay to the said Government all charges
of and incidental to a:O:d the cost of the acquisition of the afores4id land under the provisions of t;he said Act.
;

•

j.

':(2)

n

I

.·

That on transfer by the ;"aid Secret~ryi of State to the said ComP!1DY of the aforesaid land the sai~ Company shall perpetually
hold, use and enjoy the same fo~ the purposes following and
n;o others that is to s~y :-The s~id Company shall on being
pp.t in proprietary possession of t~e. aforesaid land make legitimate use. of the landi as may be heeessary or requisite for the
purposes qf winning ;petroleum pr for purposes subservient
thereto but always subject to su<ib. laws, rules and conditions
a~ may be, in force now or hereafter regulating the establishx4ent and maintenance of oilfields ';~f the character aforesaid,..

'(8) Tha~ the said Company shall at all ~1,hies hereafter expose, offer
ajld sell all oil which pi.ay be the], product of the said oil·
flelds at market rates prevailing at the time of such exposure,
offer or sales, respectively, to th~ public at Khaur and else"\\i;here.

·

:\(4) Tha~ the said Company does hereby·acknowledge and recognise
.the right now and hereafter of the said Secretary of State to
ahd in all mines, minerals, coals, gold washings and quarries
of every description and earth-oils other than petroleum in
o:i: under the land aforesaid and ~lso the right to do all such
acts, deeds or things
the said ~~cretary of State as may h.e
necessary or requisite :to be done !for the purposes of enjoyment th ereof.
I
;,

oy

:.

.

1r,,

,

i (5) That the said Company shall alway~: provide a right of way for
:

t¥e owners of the fields which lie il>etween the village site and
the agricultural lands :~thin the iilstance of 150 yards of the
present path.
•'
j,: •
•

:

:

'

;:

l•':

And the said Secretary of Stat~ does here~·~gree and covenant with
the said Company that on payment ,foresaid ha~
been made and defrayed
I\

i:"
i

ii1···
11
I!·

i
I

I

-.
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by. the said Company to the said Secretary of State, the said Secretary of
'State shall forthwith in consideration of the repayment or the compensation
money and cost of acquisition aforesaid convey and grant to the said Oompa.ny
.all .that land aforesaid free from all encumbrances together with
all rights, easements and appurtenances belonging or reputed to belong
thereto, to have and to hold the samein full proprietary possession unto and
to the said Company but subject to the conditions hereinbefore mentioned.
In Witnesses Whereof the parties to this Agreement have hereunto
respectively subscribed their names on the dates and at the places herein·
after in each case specified :.
For and on behalf of the Secretary of State for \
. .
India in Council, and by order of the Governor
Deputy ~o~ssioner,
-0£ the Punjab, on
..,
19 ,) Attock District.

r

Signed byfor and on behalf of and under authority from
the Company ,in the presence of·

1.

J Witnesses.

2.

19

Dated

.

DRINKING WATER SUPPLY,0BEIT, GARHSHANKAR,

(Answer to Question No. 1546, page 275 ante.)

The Honourable Malik Firoz:Khan, Noon: (a) Yes.
(b) It is a fact that throughout· the Beit ilaqa (comprising 81 revenue
estates in the Garhshankar and Una Tahsils) there is a serious shortage of pure
water and that the people have to rely largely (and in some villages entirely)
on the water of tanks and ponds. It is believed that the people are attacked
by guinea-worm (filaria medinensis) owing to the impurity of the water.
(o) A· scheme is under consideration between the Rural Sanitary and
Improvement Board, Punjab, and the District Board, Hoshiarpur.
(d) The possibility of levying a fee under section 88 read with section
20 (1) (e) of the District Boards Act is under consideration locally. The
matter has been discussed with the people by the Deputy Commissioner and
public opinion is being further ascertained through non-official members
of the District Board. The District Board is well aware of conditions in
the Beit ilaqa. The charging of a water tax and its rates is a matter which
will be'dealt with by the Rural Sanitary and Improvement Board, the loc~l
District Board and the public that will benefit by the water scheme. It is
difficult to imagine a scheme~where even the working and maintenance ex·
penses are not to the raised by means of a water tax.
Co-OPERATIVE

CREDIT

SooIETY

OF CHA.K

No. 118-G. B.

(Answer to Question No. 275 ante.)

The Honourable SardarSir Jogendra Singh: (a) Yes.
to

(b) Only members
see such reports.

and

creditors

of the

society

are

entitled

,

I

I

I

Ii

!

I

i
ij

UV

.
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•

1·I .

'I

~

•

(c~ Tliese societies are independent self-go · ernipg \l.odws and. ne, onehas ant right to. issue orders to them.
I
(df Government has no information.
';!
(~jJ None. I trust that the House will see th t jt is not possible for me t~,
gi-ye d~t1;1,ilecf
inform1;1,tion about all
of these 20,Q ,'0 societi~s.
.
!I
-.
'

_

1

"·

.,.

j

Co-oPlilRA'l\IVE CREDIT. SocIETY

OF C

':

No. 118-G.

B.

(Answer to Questwr,1, No. 1548, pJge 275 ante.)
Tie Honourable S~dar Sir Jogenclr~a'~, i (a) ~e.s.
I!

(~~! In some

cases, · yes. '
!:
,
(c)il Tbi.s. i!;I. the rule in cases of-aoeieties wi : unlimited liability.·
(d~ This is a matter whi~~ the .socie~y itse~!: decides.
(e)I Government cannot mterefere with pri'*a.te property.
'I

__

[

FoBEST

_J . (4,~swe,: to ~uestw_n, No.

li,i

GuABDS.

•

]ii!

p.~fe 280 ante.)
Ho~o~able Mian Su Fazl-1-Husa,:: (a) 49.

11,e

~557,

(b)! 28 distnbuted as under l+{::
19 re_s~gned_ for private :_affairs.
1J:i_
, 2 res~ed for ~-heal~:ti..
J!:
:, l res1gn.ed for- msu.:fliQ-1e~t. p11,y,
·Jli;
!I l resigned. wl}.ile undel!- _ SUJIJ?eBsipp._ \l,e{,~e . Q,o~pl~tion
Qf e~.qniry
,II
ipt~, c~rg(ls ag~ iJ;i.11t him.
J:::
·(-0~! ~lJ..~. p~ <.>tl$a4:~ g,\1~1l4S ifill,&. ~Q,. 11':.
Ii ~ha P'!iY of ll gra.d,e, g~a.:,:.:{it ~. ~ft. \~. J:;! - '
1 fhe pay of- IJI grade guar.ds is- Rs. J.6. 1i::
ti:Qansf~. thei 8.;Q'. allowed travelling
at tour rates fixed for
XU ~de officiajs,_;_vid-,. rule 2·'.90 of the ,ra.v~g, Allowa,nca Rams.
!Ill

1

o4
<~l Nor
I

Jl
Ii

COS'Jl

a.llofa:nce

:

·

·

Ji:

-

1:r

OF FmEWOOJ?: AT ~BRA.NGA MANGAiijJltAILWAY

STATION •.

{4.~BT {q; Q~~ No. 1560,. Pf! 887 ante.)
Honouable Mim ~k (~l.,~""8w.tp ::
(!!0 of. <hlivery of 19() mau:nik oJ forewooiJ: ,. Q~q,,_ Ma.• B_q~
:

11

1~

i

'

11

'

.

~'It ~lloc'fF. tram1JJQIJJ bej~e

Ji

'1916.
¥~-···

. I ss~s,;Nn

I''_·

~!!,:!

.

•

By &eam. tramway.
Bs. A. P.
4 s 6

Rs. A.,~·
Ii.
.
2 10 6
_
!::
It j! may be noted, however~
Jli
that it is impos_ sible tooompa,r,-:ep11_:e·w_ ,and_, p-o-st--wa._r rate_ s, and
~b) that the old bullock tramw:a.y; a._ssiste }bY Ioea] <lJJ,~s,. «JQJ!.}4 · npver
I
carry more - thp.n · fi;ds-. o~ t~e firew;~pd CUR am,i.µaJJy.-,. afw;it fel·
lings bad started.
'!;
· ·
i
!
ll

_

I

ia)

':.r_

11

I
i
I
!

Ii
:I

!!

i:
11,

-

'

~,·
~·".·

. Dba,Qiote. -:

·~~o, . .

T~- ..• :

i.

-----

·; .·.·~. ,:,:}\~~li!

...,r :,c:.t:10:, .

. > :: 1

_,

,~------~~-----,
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.AGRIOULTURAL COLLEGE, LYALLPUR, EXPULSIONS,

(Answer to Question No. 1578, page 892 ante).

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : A statement giving ·
rthe required information is laid on the table.
STATEMENT SHOWING THE NUMBER AND NAMES OF THE STUDENTS
WHO HA VE EITHER· BEEN EXPELLED OR HAVE DISCONTINUED
THEIR STUDIES IN THE PUNJAB AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
LYALLPUR, DURING THE LAST SIX YEARS.

Struck off.

Names.

Expelled.

Left.

1924-25.
''

1. Ahmad Khan

Continued absence

2.

J. Mir Muhammad

Ditto

3.

Ghulam Abbas Shah

Ditto

4.

Sardari Lal, Mehta

Ill-health.

-5.

Ram Datta

Withdrawn.

6. Balwant Singh

Ditto.

Abdul Rahman

Ditto.

7.

8. Roop Singh

Ditto.

Aziz Din

Ditto.

9.

1925-26.
Withdrawn.

1. Muhammad Husain
2. Ali Ahmad •.

Ditto.

3. Ghulam Shabbir

Ditto.

4.

KundanLal

Ditto.

-0,

Ude Chand ••

Ditto.

6. Dayal Chand

Ditto.

Ramji Das .•

Ditto.

8. Thakar Singh

Ditto.

7.

9.

Sita Ram

..

Ditto.
For breach of dis,. oipline.

10. Autar Singh
11.

Muhammad Anwar

12.

Gian Singh ••

For unsatisfactory
results.
Ditto.
Ditto.

13. Des Raj
14;.

Rajindar Singh

. . i·

Ditto.

.

L:.'
:i
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Struqk off,
I

Names.

Left.

i:

15.

.~

16.

·'~I:

For 11Jl8atisfaot.oryresults.
Ditt.o.

i

17,

Withdrawn.

••!:

Ditto.

·rI

18~

II

it

1.

·t

!.

Continuef absenoe

a.

Diito

Withdra'ivn.

r

,.

!:

Di~o
i

8,

Ditto·

8,

Dif!to

'1,

Diijto

8, Ramtarop

Dil#,o.
I.
Di~to

!?

9. AmartNath
JO.

Het

11,

W11,li

I·

:

Di¥

, Nahm

miJto ·

.11sa.m Shah

: :t:~~)5.

Earnt,

16,

M

S,' Singh:'.

Withdrawn.
,,

,•,·

..

.:: "
,

•• · Continue4,abllelloe
Withdrawn.

'Ata Ullah ••
I.

Ditto.

For unsatisfaotorp
results.

.

~927-28,

1.

~d

Withdre.wn •.

2,

Niran ~n De.a

Ditto •.

3.

Ditto ..

4,

Ditto,

8.

Ditto.

8.

Ditto.
Ditto.

, .r
'
8,

Ditto,

9.

Ditto.
1\il
1;11

1'.:

rn1

r!;
i]t:

Jil!
---

1!i
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Names.

Expelled.

Struok off.

Left.

.
1927-28 -(conold).
10. Pa.rkash Chand
11. . Ram Pa.rkash

..
..

..
..

..
..

..

..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..

Withdra.wn.

Ditto.

1928-29.
1. K. Durga Das

..

2. Fazl-i-Haq

..

3. Tehsin Uilah

..
Sunda.r Singh
..
P. P. Ghansha.mDaaa ..
Na.rinda.rSingh
..
Santa Singh
..
AhmedHayat
..

4. Allah Bakhsh
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

..

10. Dani Chand

u.

..

14. KhemSingh

16. Ajit Singh

..

17. Prem Nath ••

.

Breach

Ditto

i.

2. Abdul Latif
/

3. Muhammad Sharif
4. Raghbir Singh
IS.

E.H. Ghosh

6. Muhammad Niwaz
7. MubarikKhu
8. Ram Singh. Fogat
9. Amir Habib tJDah
10, Jai Singh~ fl!.:::;.;';..:
_..~

.......

oipline.

.

Withdrawn.
Ditto•
Ditto.

. ..

..

of

..

dis-

..
..

..
..
..

Withdrawn..

..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..

Continued absenoo

..

..

Withdrawn..

..

..

..

Withdrawn~

,.

Copying in e:umi·
· nation.
Ditto

..

..

...
..
..

..
..
...

..

...

-

..
..
...

..

Imgu]ar
Ditto

...

,n

..
..
Misconduct
..
..
..

..
..
'

..

Misoonduot

1929-30.
Khem Singh·

..

..

Contmuedabseiaoe

..

Ditto•

..

..

..

Ditto•

..

..

..

1.2. A.E.Thomas

15. Audeah Sa.ra.n

..
..
..

..

Abdul Aziz ••

13. Ra.mji Das

Continuedabsenoe

Withdrawn.

..

..

..

...-

-•..

..

Ditto.
Ditto..

..

Withdrawn.
Ditto.
' Ditto.

·-··
"'

Withdrawn.

: - .,'~: :''l.:i

·.·· ·'~ef The po~lilities. ·.~· Lift,li'l'igat~n.~ oertain J>&rts of the ;Ka,ngra.

· ... iio.t we~ inv~gated.'

Prelimina.ry rough es,t~atjJ for certain t10hemes
!IP anif are '1)der examination. Various land10wn~rs
: Y~:·si~iji;,~dvice :regarqfug tb~ .iniga~ion of their ~tates. Tl,le exjt·
·~~-of -rig~s ownr.,d by, :aumerQis persons in each ,~tr~
and sptjog
.~~· it a,~attef qi. pra~!'m} impossibility to carry ouj any schemes. of, iw·
~ment;: The_03sult ~ that no scheme .eould be put into operssion,

· li1e'beeti 4rawn
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l\fr. G. R, -Hunt

•;

Maj. A. Sa.ndersori

.

i,42lf

.

"'°:.-1.'i;$ : i .· IJ37lf

Lit>s: \))

12_ Capt. R, 1>. Keane<·

rs

.~pt._
~A;t~()~'.
. :. .
Mi.·D.'P, ~'Kelly_
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APPENDIX,

UHL

RIVER,

:1

are 894 ante).

No. 1579,

he Honourable Sard Sir Jogen al1 Singh: (a) 100. cuseoa:
this as occurred twice only fo a few hours d, ing the last 7 yea.rs.
.
) 150 euseos. During t~e last 6 years I 's has been available for
'95. 6 er cent. of the total tim4,
i !
.
( ) 12,000 kilowatts for 109 per cent. of tle! time and 18,000 kilowatts
-for
per cent. of the time. -11
:,

9,.6

1-

1

11

11

MR. MoLEoD,

I

I
I

--

1uPER1NT~NmNJ

ENGINEER.

(Answer to Quest~ No. 1580, ~~e 894 ante.)

I

e Honourable.Sardar!I Sir Jogendrt ~ingh: (a) Yes, he was

select

for the charge of the Af~ministrative q~?Ie.
Mr. Mcleod was recoromended by Mi;( ~angster. No application
was n oeived in the Public
Department from Mr. Mcleod for the
post, I
.
ti
:
j
.
(~ Mr. Mcleod w~s-selecte~ on account of ·~is knowledge and experience ' f administrative matters.II
(

I

Wofks

I

I'

11

I!

l

.:

--

COMMISSION ,.,,WED.

•.

TO SUB·.~.·.,. li)•·l·GIST. BARS.

(Answer to Quest-qm No. 1588, P'f!Jf 895 ante).

T e HonourableMalik Ftoz Khan, NoJ-.::

,

Yes.
(b~ The question does not ~ppear to have, been raised before and will
be nof examined on its merits, !:though the rul~s ~overning their remuneration 1fre fixed having in view ijthe whole of the: duties they !lire expected
to pe orm.
_
:
·
"1:

(a)

'

,
I;

11

POSTING OF CLERK~ IN SUB·REGISOC'RAR'S
OFFICE.
,i

'

,:

(Answer to Quest~ No. 1584, p~g~ 896 ante).
I

'

T e HonourableMalik Firoz Khan, Nc,tn;: (a) The circular letter

in que tion was not specificallyl>rought to the i:io tice of Government prior
:to the asking of the present qu~stion.
,. i
1

1

1

(bj The Inspector-General bf Begistration] i~ satisfied that his in
.structi~ns in_this circular are gererally followed\' the offices of Registrars
and S b-Registrars.
,1
: j

R

•

!i---

·f1

PRESENTATION OF SIKHS ~N THE STAFF
,
~OOIETIES.

·

(Answer to Quest~n No. 1604,

!!

,j

Ii

;!

!i

,i ·

o.l'r 1.i.Co-oPERATIVECREDIT
,

pi7el 604 ante.)

T e Honourable Sardujll Sir Jogend,a ! Singh :
I

I

I

I

(

1j

I

I :]

(a)

The total

APPENDIX.
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:number of clerks confirmed in the Co-operatite Department since October
.1928 is as follows :Sikhs
••
••
••
10
17
HindUE!
••
28
Muslims
(b) No. Out of the total number of clerks in the Co-operative Depart.ment, 17 per cent. are Sikhs.
(c) Does not arise.
SHRINE OF Dnrr SmHHA.
(Answer to Question No. 1609, page 607 ante.)
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes.
(b) Yes.
( e) From Barsar to the shrine in question there is no road but only
:a bridle path, portions of which are negotiated with· difficulty.
(d} Government ·have no intention of constmcting such a ro~d. The
matter would appear to be one for the district board to consider.
DIPALPUR. AND EASTERN CANALS.

(Answer to Question No. 1614, page 609 ante.)
The Honourable ~an Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat
Khan: (a) Yes.
(b) Yes.
(e) As per Schedule of Occupier's rates sanctioned by the Government.
(d) Dipalpur Canal
S0,199 acres.
S,152 acres.
Eastern Canal
*(e) Dipalpur Canal
Rs. 62,840.
Eastern Canal
Rs. 7,841.
*On account of Abiana (occupier's rates),
TUBE~WELL IN LUDHIANA.

(Answer to Questw'[I, No. 16SS, page 655 ante.)
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Yes. The Locomotive Department of the North-Western Railway has a. tube-well in the
Engine Shed at Ludhiana.

(b) Yes.
(e) No. The wells within quarter of a mile are only slightly affected.
The well is 870 feet deep and most of its supplies are artesian.
.
(d) No, but the local officersare considering the possibility <?_f extending
kharif irrigation to the civil station because the spring level in the local wells
has sunk.
(e) None at present.

"11"1

J

- xxviii:

157

221

Kangre.·

133

133

Pa.la.mpin'
Debra, :
H&mirpur

197
205
21

286

Nurpur(

713

Kangra.'
Palampur
Debra,

••

:I

:1

.,

..

'

·· I I

·;I Total
.
·i .,

.

·1

:_

21

t :\

859

1,428

80
163·
266
108
9

Nurpur.

Ha.mirp~

198

.•

626

84

163
266

163
9

I:

· 1,474

685

·Ii

.NUMBER O~ ±REES GIVEN FREE OF

(b) STATE~
SHOiVnm T
: COST TO µM!ND.A:RS FOR I

LEMENTS D'R)m<? 1927-28 ~· 1928·29,

·,. 1:
.i

.,.._,.4..

1,I

_

' i928-29.
Kangra.
Pa.la.mpur·
Debra,

: ;,

:i:''

'

Nurpur,
Ha.mirpu,r

··:

I
I

....

,i

"
••

-·Ii\ •• ·
:!

:

I

--c-:-- .........--7_.:_f_g3

II

(~fsw_er

!

~!

.

·M65 ·

total

.

182

i : _JI . · ,---,li-~~,.·~_i_- I

~----..---..!~. ~-~.~.-~
. :! :j

.

I · :,67

.1

I

c

··

L. SURGEONS.

I

7 ,882

I '

ti 1i

. I

~estn '~o. 1640, pfgf 710 ante).

The Honoiirable lV/alik Fyoz.Khan, No,~:
,
(a) Civil Su:rgeons (~;x.cludin& I. M. S. and Lil\-f.. D. officers)
Assistant Directors and ]j{strict Medical pfficers of Health
(b) Civil ~urgeons :T'
~I 'I
i
Mus~$
·
..
..
'Ii ! ..
• •
11I 1
Hindus
Ii '. ..
. •.
1

Sikhs '

__

I

\I

i

"i
I!
i,

!-':.

.•

9.
42

8
5
1

'
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Assist.ant Directors and District MGdical officers of Health :1\!(uslims..
Hindus . .
Sikhs
(c) Civil Surgeons
Assistant Directors and District .Medical officers of
Heall,h.

12
22

8
8
7

i,

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT ROADS, IN JHANG DISTRIOT,

(Answeflo Question No. 1642, page 711 ante).

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh:

(a) The Public
Works Department has constructed no paeea road in Jhang District, but.
maintain 14.6 miles taken over from the District Board as part of the
Reclassification Schemes.
(b) 109.37 miles.
(e) General improvements, gradually raising the standard of maintenance.
All these roads were in a deplorable condition when they were taken over
by the Public Works Department-in some places being mere tracks,
while in others the alignment could only be traced with difficulty. The roads
have no'W been improved so that they are all. tolerably fit for motor traffic.
,

BI KANER CANAL,

, ,

.,

(Answer to part (d) of Question No. 1657, page 777 ante.)

The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sika:odar Hy•t
Kha~: {d) Detail of area, by villages, flooded in September 1928, is a.if
below:-

·

.
Village. · ·
Kahan Chand Wala

Area,

160 sores,

Haji Chhimba
Kanan
Khilchi Jadid

Kalu

Wara.

Hasteke
Luther
Nauranzeke

Lalli
Total

••

68
846

II

,,

. 70

,,

96

,,

180

.••

46

••

24

,,

940

"

,.

TEACHING STAFF. OF THE MAOLAGANENGINEERING COLLEGE, MoGHALPURA.
,

.

_
_ r (Answer to Question No. 1668, page. 728 ante.)
.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: The totalnumberof

Mohammadans on the teaching staff of the Maelagan Engineering Qollege is
six.
·
·
STAFF OF THE MAOLAGANENGINEERING CoLL~GE, Mo~HALP~.

(Answer to Question No. 1669, page 728 ante.)

The HiJliout"able Sardar Sir Jogelidra_ Singh: A ·statement is laid
on the table.

·-·~.---. ··· ------~----,....---------~---------,1
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Duties.

Pay and other
allowanoes.

Qus.lliioations.

Rs.
Assistant Demonstrator

120

Ditto

Ditto

120

Ditto

ditto

120

L.M.E. (Benares).

Ditto

ditto

120

B.Sc.

Ditto

L.M.E. (Benares).

ditto

120

Bead Lecture Assist.ant

88

Lecture .Assistant

60

Ditto

60

Ditto

60

Mechanic

250

Meohanical Electrician

250

B.Bo. (Benares).

Matrio. 2nd Grade, EleotEngg. O. & G. (London).

Carpent.er

Boiler Room Att.endant
Draftsman
2 Lab. Bearers·

100
Certificate under Boiler Aot.

50
120
25 ea.oh

I

Senior Oertl1loate, Mayo School,
of Arts.
1111

Bead Clerk

160

B.A.

Clerk

105

Matrio.

Do.

106

Do.

Do.

50

Do.

Do.

48

Do.

Daftri

20

5 Peons

14 ea.oh

Bead Mali

30

Assistant Mali

23

2 Dressing Coolies

20 each

Bahishti ••

16

Sweeper Bahishti

16

4 Ohowkidars

18 eaoh

6 SweePQr&

18

,·,

ea.oh

Ii
1:
1:

i:
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c~~AR K+1u<1,, oi,t;1 . moNEn.
1

(Anatfe,, _to ~t~n
'

':

.·

No~ 1704, pl Je 788 ~nte)_. .

-]

•·

11

I

"I

·

The ijeolll'~le Sir: ~~~et S!ow. ll(a),. (i) :tnd (1!)
possible .to reply since tll,e m;itml history tmket of this p.ns~ne:t:iIB
.
.
. :
.
.
11
·
. I
,
abl e.
·11
I
1.·
I
(iii) A continuation bistocyif ticket which
stolen by th~ • . ,.
soner Chandar Kishore, has sin e been recover
from him and •
'
I
I
I
entry referred to.
·1
I i
·
,!,
'iv) It IS.' not.posi;J., Ible.to replysinoe the last h ~ory ticket is n:.J,t t
\
l
.
I
(b) No.suoh •. a p~.p.lioations o.t reminders h v::. been ~ra~~dif···r'
patched fr~~ th~ Jail. .
j
;!
· . - •. i
(o) Does not ai:ise,
;
·
,
i

ivil priowe the

!

t
1

,

.

\~

·

••

:r

Ji.
·.•

i .:

·

LIST OF THE DiSTIUOT !NSil!EOTBJilSSES OF ~

.

.

.

l

1•

The Honourah•e Mr. ~oh.-

:J,al_: .

,

I

ere des-

·

:

,J ·

·

J?

• OOLS IN THE

I

1 qe 789 ante). i·I.f
I

(.Ansu,er to Questr No 1707,

..

.

aeeable,

I .ii

·

J

Na.me Of the '

District
I~.

n!

1. S.

Gujar _Mal;.
Lady · Supervisor,
District Board Girls'
Schools, Julluiid'QJ'
District.
'

2. A. Swift,

"

I

I
a.minatio

Wood S

·

of

the

8, thoro\igij

of P~
Punja.bi. I

.

.: >

•,·.pei···

knowledge
Hindi and

I

·~· . ,1

I:;.

'

-~

I

1-

I

-·
(A'MI.OOT to parts

!·1

Rs.::.~00.·· •. 1;·rensem.

- G' ls'

Sohool.~p.don. ;_as

we,la,

To

i,-.,...__

.

Passed thellhighestex.

o1

Schools; Gujra.n~

GnAND-~·Am

i

Rs. 76perm
m plU8
Rs. 301,f.x travelling
I
aJlo~ce.,

District

Inspeotress

i

THE KINN · n Hroa

J'I.,:

SoH1 JL FOR GmLs, ,L 1 01:ti.. - ··

(o) and (d) of Q'l,l,e,Stion NJf i;os, pag~ 78l) atte.)
1

_.

The Hon'ble M,. ~ano ~al.: (o) It bis i~ot' been possi~l ·. to tra~e
the exact d13,.· ta fro. m. which_gran ~. 8T!en ~o·t· le. sch?o.l, _ "but : 1t···. ap:e9ars
that the school was ,µi i:eee1pt o l~t?n.:a1d a ~~ bao~ as .18~8,
. ..' ·
I

11

(a) D~ not

lln!'"·

I

11

11

I

!i

I

·i

xlvii
F.EES- ·JltOll '11:HE c.N.O:N-"C.HRlSTUN

S:XW:>ll:~

:_1)1 -

scmooL 11'<>~: '1~U,1:. t.41!?~·

(.d~to

Q~

·.

,KtNNAUtD

HIGH

:Nr,,. ·a799 {b)~_page J9Q ante) •

. . ed~.'~:-Jd@rt•·rtfi.
*1.r1.td:·{bf A.sta'temei{t giving the. re-:-.· .
appen
:-

quw · . •f'.I.L· · -. _ ·..· on

IS.

. TUITION FEES,

. . F<YF Indian Oh1ristians
with an income less than
Rs. 150 a month.
(t) Kindergarten and Lower Pri(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

(v)
(vi)

mary.
Upper Primary IV and V
Middle Department, I, II, III
IV High
•~
V High .•
Music

..

For: all ot"hers ..

Rs. A. P,
1 12· O

Rs. A. ?,
2 8 ()

2 8 0

8 0 0
4 0 0
5 0 0
6 0 0

S O O

S 8 0
4 0 0
10 0 9~ P.er ~onth.

DISMISSAL OF GAJJAN SINGH, SUFEDPOSH.

(.Answer to Question No. 1-712, page 791 ante).
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes. The following
three cases were sub j-udice when the order . of dismissal of Ga.jjan.Singh,.
Sufedposh was passed :(b) (1,) First Information Report No. 18. Case under seotions 457-511
lndia.n Penal Code• This case was brought by one Ka.tar Singh and remained
untraced.
(ii) First Information Report No. 118, under sections 452-325, Indian
Penal Code. In this case Gajjan Singh's cousin Kehar Singh was involved
and was sentenced to undergo six months' rigorous imprisonm~t by the lower
court and to pay a fine of Rs. 50. This order was reversed by the appellatecourt.
·
(iii) First Information Report No. 184 of 26th December 1927, under
section 448, Indian Penal Code. In this case Gajjan Singh and his relative
Kehar Singh, eto., were involved. They were aoqultted by the trying court.

;PBI:NTBD BY
T.e:a

PBtNTIN&, Pt.llilA.B,
18 PLC-60~-1'·1·30-SOPP Lahore,

SoPBBIJl'TBm>BNT, :QoTJll:NKBl!Tl'
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709
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...

75.

Presentation of.- for 1980-81
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·
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